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(Porl<r & Hi-rKi MSS

Uriinow, William (To Hi-move Slii-I and
Ice from Third Rail) oOO

Guarlnl, E. (Kluclrlc Railway of La
Mure) •907
(Electric Traction In Italy by

Moans of Monophase Scries Motors) "ISI
(Narrow-KaBc Road from Lou-

sannc to Mondon) •2SJ
(Recent German Experiments In

M(»nophase I'ractlon) •247
(Three- I'ha.se Tramway from

Sehwyz to Seewen) •3S9

H
Hale H Kllljurn Manufacturing Co 'Kw, 671

New Factory of •924
Hancock Lubricator for Motor Bearlnes 788
Mart. 'PIi.. t O,....*.. I* II.... *.„„

'488

:32

mi

135
'(;6o

Harp. The l.lhertv Trolle
Harries Hid It. lliiw General
llamlllon-llolzwarlli Steam Turbine .

lleudllKht.-i. Improved (Duplex Head
IlKhl Co.)

Heater and Switch. New Electric
An Improved Hot Water Car 'esS, 673

Heaters for New York City Ry. Cars.
Electric 716

Heating and Ventilating Car and Loco-
motive I'alnt Shops (Outton) 33

Hell Rail Joints, Merits of ^723
Heine Boilers (Heine Safety Boiler Co.

- Exhibit) 409, 650, 757
Herzog, S. (St, Gall-Spelcher-Trogen

Electric Railway) •863
Heywood Brothers & Wakefleld Co..,.402, 719
HIgh-Tenslon Line Material •436

Transmission Lines, Some Expe-
riences with (Reagan) ^297

Highways, Interurban Railways in the e943
Hiring, Training and Handling Em-

ployes In Electric Railway Work
,. ,

<Cox) 171, 249
Hoist, Motor Driven Car '337
Holophane Glass Co 39 413
Holman, A. G. (Graphical Mathematics.

'

'27, •IW, •330, '474, '$10
Hooven. Owens, Rentschler Co,. New

Shops of •127
Vertical Engine ,] •432

Hospitality, Transit Company Extends.. 682
Hotel Rates in St. Louis 512
Hot-Water Heater. An Improved 673
Houston, Tex., The Strike at ,'!95

Hubley, G. Wilbur (Signal Device for
Circuit-Breakers of Switchboards). . 486

Huddersfield, Tower Wagon for ^484
Hudson River, Completed Tunnel Under

the ^787
Tunnel Plans ]5

Huntington, W. Va.. The Strike at 323
Hydraulics in Connection with Elec-

tric Railway Work (Morrow) 588

I

Ideal Shop (Wright), Discussion on the 093
Igorot Menu. The Truth About the "420
Illinois Central R. R. Exhibit 796

Traction System •626
Tunnel Co's. Power Plant 541

Indiana, Electric Rali»a.vs of ^44
Union Traction Co., Physical Feat-
ures of the Indianapolis Northern
Division of the ^945

Indianapolis Northern Division of the
Indiana Union Traction Co., Physi-
cal Features of the •945
Traction Lines, Concrete-Steel
Arches on the •96i& Northwestern, Limited Service oii

the ggg
& Northwestern Traction Co., La-
conia Cars for •664

Switch & Frog Co
•....

_^
Indicator for Street Names 908
Inger.soll Construction Co., The 760

Sergeant Air Compressors.. 399
Biggest Contract 758

Inspection and Care of Car Wheels (R.
B. Steams) •3G1

of Car Buildings ojg
Installation of the Twin City Rapid

Transit Co.. New Power,*., ^441
Instruction. The School of,... 519
Instruments and Car Testa " e459

I>ong Scale Portable 501
of Precision. New ^72

Insulator. Thomas High Tensloii.! •6.S
Insulators, Test of Break Strain.. e338
Insurance. Electric Railway .. e604

Liability (Rockwell) 59O

and Traction .Mulual Dov
Inlerborough Rapid TriinBll Co.. New

York. Pow.-r Pl.inl of the si5
Inlerchangcahli- Eii.elrli- Mileage eIB4

.Vllle.lge S.\sl<m 197
'i'lekets for Inlerurbans e21-*

International Klecirleal CongresM of St,
I'OUls 15. XI, 356, 453, e440. K4

Railway Employes' Association 15
Danct' 63

Register Co., The 39, "413
Tracthn Co. Harn Burned 266
Tramway Union 46K
Tramway & Liglil Railway Union,
Vienna, Sept. S, VM^, Report of the
Thirteenth Convention of the 83U

Interurban Cars, Care of (II. J. Ijike)... 364
Line Modules Husiiiess Mi-thods e944
Hallway, Rodger Car for ^489
Railway & Terminal Co. t<t Enlarge
Station 220
Freight and Express Business of
the •797

Hallways, The Why and How of
(Walker) 366
in the Highways e943

Roads in Highways, The Status of.. e37I
Work, The Telephone in 692

Inlerurbans are Trunk Lines 43
Intramural Railway. The '347
Invention, A Recent (l''are Indicator)., 8I0
Iowa. Electric Railways In ^247

Stale College, Railway lx"etures at.. «29
Italy. Electric Traction in, by Means

of Monophase Serit s Motors (Guar-
lnl) ir.l

Jacks for Electric Hallway Use ^496
Jackson .\ulomalie Block Signal Sys-

tem, The W. S. M •eSl
& Ft Wayne Interurban Railway
Co 239

to Detroit, Through Traffic from.... 453
Jewell, Leon (Transfers, Their Uses and

Abuses) 794
Johns-Manvillc Cos. Fuse Exhibit ^726

Managers in Convention 200
Johnson, F. W. (Hcjw Can the Claim De-

partment Co-operate with the Op-
erating Department in the Preven-
tion of vXceidents) 615

Joints for .IlKi-volt Circuits, Insulated.
(Weber Rail Joint Manufacturing
Co.) .133

Juliet, Plainfield & Aurora R. R., Prog-
ress on e282
Shelter Houses 16

Jones' Stokers (Under-Feed Stoker Co.). 400
Awarded John Scott Medal 963

Jnngfrau Railway, The »iss

Kalamazoo, Mich., Prosperity at 767
Kann, Richard (Some New Ideas in the

Pleasure Re.sort Business) •585
Kansas (.'it,\-. Mo.,

Missouri River Power Station of the
Metropolitan Street Railway Co,
(Quick I

.' .373
Kansas-Oklahoma Interurban Rv e321
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply 'co 671

Telephones 41')

Keokuk Electric Railway & Power C"o.,
'I'ime Recording Clock for ''15

Kidder, S. J. (Electric Car & Tram
Brakes) 326

Kimball, chas. R. (Relief Association
for Small Electric Roads) 944

Kingston (Ont.) Lords Day Alliance.... 915
Knowlton. Howaid S. (The Determina-

tion of Sche<iules by Speed Tem-
plates) ."

•go.:;

Knox Engineering Co. Contracts 195
KnoxvIIle Traction Co.. New Cars for.. ^924
Knutson Retriever at the Fair. The 7,16
Koester. Franz (High Pressure Steam

Pipe Systems) •82]
Krupp Specialties in America 6,32

Steel Tired Wheels 7,50

Lackawanna & W.voming Valley R. R.,
I'amphlet on 214

I^aconla Cars for Indianapolis & North-
western Traction Co ^604

Lagonda Manufacturing Co. Exhibit... •6.S5
iJlke, H. J. (Care of Interurban Cars)., 364

(Car Inspection) si'*
l^mp. Sterling Special Incandesceiit

(Sterling Electrical Manufacturing
, ..f"-) •', 'ISliH
La Mure. Electric Railway of (Guarlnl 1 •9117
I.ansing and Suburban Bond Issue 625
T.-ausanne, to Mjondon", Njirrow-gage

road from (Guarlnl) •281
Law.53. 109, 173, 2.i7, ,'»9, 3S9, 477. 541, 817, 879, 973
I.cbanon & Columbia (Kv.) Rv 282
I.,ectures at Iowa State College,' Railway 8*^
Lee, R. K. (Motormen's School of the

Cincinnati Traction Co.) '804
Legislation for 1903. Street Railway,.., 186
Legislation, Massachusetts Railway.. 457, e4iis
Lehigh Valley Traction Co 601

Lcvinson. U M. (The Small Road and
the .Manager) 574

Lewis /i Clark Centennial Exposition.. 980
License Fees. Suit for Iffi
Liege. Helgium. Street Cars at 2U
Lima, (J _

Western (Jhio Railway Co •IS?
I.indall. John, (Maintenance and Inspec-

tion of Electrical E<|Uipment> OStt
LIntern Signal System, The 39
LIveriiool * Southport Ry, Blectrinca-

tlon •32J
Locker. Pen-Dar Metal '497

Sanitary Metal •923
l*ock for Car D*>ors, Stop •424—Nut, The Columbus (Columbia Nut

& Bolt Co.) •aoo
Locomotive for New York Central,

Electric ^434, ^909
Works Exhibit, Baldwin 670

l.<mdon Traffic, J. (.'Ilfton Robinson's
Testimony Before the Royal Com-
mission on 4IJ9

Los Angeles Notes 'iz, 118
Louisiana Purchaae Exposition, The '•841
Louisville Railway Relief Association.. 116
IvUbrieation. (Stare) 698
Lubricator for Motor Bearings, Han-

cock 78g
Lynchburg, Va., Convertible Cars for.. •giK

."Vlacartney, Morton (Some New York,
Ohio and Indiana lnterurt>ans)— 23S

.VleCUnchie Advertising Strap •sw

.Vleculloch. Cajit. Robert (The St. Louis
(. onventions 01 the American Street
Hallway .Association), (port) 6S9

.Macdonald Forge, The •Si»
jvi Gulre-Cummings Car Works 737

Manutacturing Co 199, '412. 79n

.McKlnley Syndicate Properties of Cen-
tral Illinois '626. •961

Maine. Two Interesting Storage Battery
Installations In ^498

.Maltby Lumber Co 413

Manager, The Small Road and the (L.
M. Levinson) 574

.Manchester. (N. H.) Traction. Light &
Power Co '273

Mandalay, Electric tramway In •91J

Manhattan Elevated Accident, Report
on 2S8

Island, An Uptown Resort tor 812

Manila, 1*. I., Electric Cars In ^29

Manslield Railway, Light & Power Co. •3d7

Manufacturers Again Entertain, The 750

Reception e70«
Maps—

Birmingham Railway, Light & Pow-
er Co 224

British Columbia Electric Hallway.. 461
Brockton & Plymouth Street Ry.... 513
Brooklyn Rapid Transit System 332
Concord & Manchester Branch of the
Boston & Maine Railroad 206

East St. Louis & Suburban Ry 304
Illinois Central Traction Co., The.. •961
Illinois Electric Railways 550
Indiana, Electric Railways of 44

Union Traction Co 946
Iowa Electric Railways 247
Liverpool & Southport Ry 321
Manchester, (N. H.) Traction, Light
& Power Co 277

Michigan Electric Railway Map 425
Ohio Electric Riiilways..! 191

Public Service Corporation of New
Jersey 577

Paget Sound Power Co 606
St. I^uis & Suburban Ry 353
Sealth- Klectric Co •!
Siiiiljeiiville Traction & Light Co.... 93

MarienieMe-Xossen High Speed Trials,
The (Gradenwltzl •465

Massachusetts Legislation. Recent..457, e458
Street Railways, Report of 117

M.alerial, High-Tension Line 'AH
.Matthews & Bro. W. N 662. 728
Medal awarded to John A. Brill e338
Meier, E. D. (The American Diesel En-

gine) 792
Meters for Electric Railways, Car

(Pemberton) ^77

Methods of Enforcing Discipline, Some.. 512
.Metric System in Great Britain 874
Metropolitan Elevated. Car Repairs on 508

New Car for •486
Metropolitan Street Hallway Company

of Kansas City, Mo.. The Missouri
River Power Station of the (Quick) •373

Mexico, New Cars for the City of ^914
Mlcanlte. Anent Amber 716
Michigan Electric Railway Map •425
Mica Insulator Co 335, 410
iMIddleboro. (Mass.) Wareham & Buz-

zards Bay 2S9
.Mileage and Service of Steel Tired

Wheels (Taylor) 490
MiUaukee Electric Railroad, Chicago & ^925
Millar. E. T. (Standard Car for Boston

& Maine Electric Branch) ^212
J. (Wheel Matters) 570

Mill Construction Car House and Office
at Bristol ^597

Milloy Trolley Base. The •786
Milne Water Tube Boiler and Super-

heater, The ^sss
Mineral Lubricating Oils eXH
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Miniature Railway at the Fair. The '-UO

The Popular 730
Minneapolis—

Iwin City Rapid Transit Co.. An-
nual Report of 12fi

45-ft. Car for •^
Plans of 2S

Axles and Wheels at. Handling •22(1

Men. Suggestion to Car Service 900
Modern Machine Tools *^\
Mondon. Narrow-gauge road from llau-

sanne to (Guarini) •2S1
Monophase Current, Electric Traction

by (Bignami) SSj
Traction. Recent German Experi-
ments in (Guarini) *2J7

.Monterey (C^al.l Gas S: Electric Co.... 'S11
Montreal Benetit Association 460

Novel Type of Car •5K
Street Railway Co.. Annual Report
of S9T

Morris. William L.. (Piping and Power
Station Systems) •869, *93S

Morrow. B. E. (Hydraulics in Connec-
tion with Electric R;iilwav Work) 588

Mortlser. Automatic Vertical Hollow-
Chisel (S. A. Woods Machine Co.) •eS

Motor Cars for Bavarian Railwavs e324
Connections. On 665
Driven Car Hoist •337

-— Tool Grinders •501
Single Phase Railway eS14
Smallest Electric 732
Westinghouse No. 101 Railway •491

Motorman, The 732
Motormen's School of the Cincinnati

Traction Company (Lee) •804
Mt. Vesuvius. Trolley on 16
Muncie. Hartford & Ft. Wayne Ry., Car

Tests on the 13
Municipal Accounts 908

Tramway Accounts, British 89-1

Wages and Accounting on e877

N

Names and Addresses on Forms e943
Na8h%-llle Mule has been ReUred •152

Notes 476, Ii21

National Bralte Co 752
Peacock Brake T8S—-Electric Co '403

Announcement 855
Changes in Ofllccs of the 68
Exhibit '733

Will sell their 688
Machinery at the Fair '689

New Department 240
Nemst Lamp Cos. Exhibit 6S
Neuchatel. The Electric Tramways of

(Ramakers) ^452

Nevada. First Electric Railway in 972
Transit Notes 875

New Cars for the City of Mexico ^914

Newcastle. England, Single Deck Cars. 356
New Century Field Tester •917
New England Street JElailway Club

(ports) 107
November meeting of 958
Octol>er meeting of 890

Trolley Information Bureau 389
New Hampshire Electric Railways 102
New Haven. Consolidated Railway Co. 464

Road Buys More Trolleys 517
Suburban Service. Proposed 240

New Jersey, Electric Railways in 328
Electrics. Development of Through
Business on •alS

N*'W Lines and Extensions Opened 17.

76, 165. 224, 334, 38S, 484, 524, 653, 812, 901, 941
New Orlc.-ins Carmen Discharged by Ap-

pellate Court 101
.Votes 669
Street R.-illway Guide to 88

New Pul)llcallonH....6l. 125, 197. 266, 475, 920
Newspaper and Milk Service ^912

Delivery, Free 590
New Williamsburg Bridge, Cars on the.. 464
New York .ind Trenton, Trolley Service

between 318
by Trolley, Philadelphia "to. ..!.... .. 37
Central. Electric I»romotlve for ^434

High Speed Electric Locomotive.
Trial of "Sog

City Ry. Cars. Electric Healers for.. 716
Railways, Deflcit In 94

Judgments against 336
New Piuit Side Subway In 299
New Haven & Hartford Railroad
Co.. Plans of the 666

Ohio & Indiana Intcrurbans, Some
(Macartney) 238

Power Plant of the Jntcrborough
Rapid Trannit (Jo 515

ProeeeiiingK of the Twenty-Second
Annual M«-etlng, Hlreet Railway
AiMorlallon of th- Stale of fl3.i

Air *'ompresKOrM In the (Jperatlon of 914
Kleelrle Heaters for 646
Plans for New IW
OfMrnlng 878- Rjipl'l Transit Bills Passeil 221

.Vlcliols A Uro . George P 795
LInl'Tn Pneumatic Track Bander *9H4

NiKhl Light for Track Work •868

.Viies <'ar A Manufacturing Co 66
Nonunion Carmen Attacked 16
Norrls. i'rofessor Henry II. (The Col-

ieg'. .Man In HuNlncHH) 617

North Dakota. First Kleetric Line In... 494
Owns a Trolley Lino 120

Northwestern Elevated Railroad Co..
New Cars for the •711

Norwalk to Cleveland, Record Run
From Ill

Nuttall Co.. R. D 337
Exhibit of the •719
Solid Gears •650

Oakland, Cal.. The Street Railway and
Ferry Systems of •293

Obituary 63. 125. 197, 265, 648, 917, 986
Ohio Electric Railway Map •m

Intert:rban Men. Badges for e702
Railway Association e222, 262, 330, 64S

Ohmer Register Contracts 659
Oil and ^Vaste Saving Machine Co ^755

Mineral I^ubricating e334
Saving of Cylinder ^437

Oiling System. Simple ^34
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co 853
(Jlds, Edwin W eC74, 079
Operating Criticisms on a Country Road 26
Organization, A sensible Labor eS16
Ore Cars for Butte Electric Ry •329

Paige Iron Works 411
I*ainting a Modern Passenger Car 905

(.'ar (Randlett) 219
Notes on dOo

Pantasote Co.. The 404. 730
Park Attractions 181
Parks, Street Railway in 1904 177, 252
Passenger Car, The Comfort ^435
Patron, The Privileges of a 456
Pawling & Harnischfeger Co 728

CJrane 411
Peacock Brake, The ^497
Peckham Manufacturing Co 69
Pemberton. L. B. (Car Meters for Elec-

tric Railways* ^77
Pen-Dar, Metal Locker •497
Pennsylvania Meeting Postponed 590
Pensions. Value and Cost of Service

(Dawson) eC03. 616
Peru. Second Electric Railroad in

(Gottschalk) 831
Petaluma & Santa Rosa Railway, In-

teresting Cars for •TSS
Philadelphia Railways, Fiftieth Anni-

versary of 214
Rapid Transit Cos. Crane Car •433

to New York by Trolley 237
Philippine Exposition, The 710
Photoscope Co., The ^267, 408. 727
Physical Features of the Indianapolis

Northern Division of the Indiana
Union Traction Co •945

Personal 62. 124. 194.

196. 2i;7. 310. 395. 483, 548, 647, 853, 916, 985
Allan. John B. (port) .110, 396
Alien, W. H 317
Albln. H. A. (port) 210

Adklns, James (port) 620

Adams. H. II. (port) 667
Andrews. R. Ij 02

Appleyard. A. E 310

Armstrong. V. C 124

-Arnold, Bion J 316
E. D 124

R. C 264

Atkinson. Chas. A 124

J. M 124

Avant. C. A 124

Baker, C. F. (port) 667

Bardlner. Ch.arles A 853

Karey, J. A 548, 647
Bartholomew, Ellis ,548

Bailey Whipple, T. H 124
Bates. Putnam A 124, 317
Beach, H. L 647
Bean. Jr.. W. Worth 647
Beggs, John 1 316
Bemls, A. J 985
Benson, Charles C 647

D. L 316
Berry, T. W 198
Billings. Fred 310
Blnkley. George H 648
Blackball. J. R 124

Bleaker. John S 916
BloBH. Wm. H 124

Bolles, Frank 483

Borton. Fred S 047
Bowman. William J 985
Boyd, T. II 648

Bovle, 8. G. (port) 729
Brady, Arthur W 863
Brackenrldge. J;lo. C 62
Uraden. N. 8 63

Bradley. L. C 316

Brett. J, A 647. 910

Broekway, W. H. (port) 729

Brown. F. E. (port) 210

Brush. M. (• 284

Bryant. 10. P 396

Bryilon. II Boyd (port) 647
Bushnell. Jno. I, 124

Butli:r. W. W. B .116

Bullerileld. D. W 316

W, F 316

J. 8. 0>ort) 661

Camlln. John H 647. 863
Cnrleion, Murray (port) 618

Cnrllon, G H 19B

Carver, D. V. (port) 607

Ely, W. Caryl (port) 700
Chapman. H 316
Claflin. Geo. E 62
Clark, Harry J 316

J. P 124
Cliitord, E. W 317
Colvin. A. B. (port) 700
Conant. Roger 916
Conwav. Jt>hn T 396
Cooke. W. J. (port) 737
Cook, Walter T 317
Cooper, H. S 483
C^)rnell. Roscoe 548
Cory. C. L 317
Cotsworth, S. J 124
Crafts, P. P 62
Croll, H. V 317
Crosby, Cliarlea W 62
Cummings. J. J. (port) 737
Dalrymple. James 910
Damon. George A 390
Danforth. R. E 196
Daniell. F. G 124—-Davids. A. G 395
Davles, H. J. (port) 190, 729
Denell, R. A 62
Denman, C. A 264
nerrah, H. H 916
Dill, S. J. (port) 916
Donnell, J. H..... 916
Dornbla.ser, R. (' 647
Downs, Kdwin K 853
Driimmond, A. L. (port) 70
Dryer. lOrvin 317
D'Sleese. Harry 62
Duffy. C. N 483
Duncan. Louis 916, 985
Dyer, Daniel Burns 916, 985
Earle, George H 647
Edmunds, Frank W .(17

- Iffvans. D. J 03
Powell 4S:!

Faber. Edwin C 853
Fairchild. jr., C. B 816
Fansler. Charles 916
Fell, A. L, C. (port) 25
Fisher, F. E 125, 196
Flynn, C. E 316

^Folsom. E. C 124
Forstove, Joseph 548
Foss, Uriah 647
Foster. E. C (port) 700
Frax'el. Howard 647
Fresh. Henry 264
Fuller, F. L, 204

Garcke. Emile 916
Gentry, H. F 62
Gillette. J. C 190
Given. Frank S 63
Glade, John H 124
Goodrich, cniarles F 647
Gordon. Alex 264

Goss, W. F. M 316, 396
Grant, John (port) 700
Gray, R. W 548
Graybill, jr., John S 124
Green, .\lfred (port) .167

Griest, W. W 196

Griffln. Richard 316

Gunn. Thomas 62

E. B 648

Guthrie. Wm 124

Harvey. W. P 986

Hake, I-ouis F 196

Hall. William H 647

Hambleton. J. T 395

Hamilton, James 395

Hanchctt. B. S 264

Hanna. Dan R 916

L. C 196

Harrington. C. J 648

Hartley. H. C 124

Hayward, A. H 483

Henry. F)-ank R. (port) 620, 72S

G. K 196
Hirclv. Millard B. (port) 194, 647

Hirtzog. R. R 647

^Hlll, Holiert A 917- Hinstorff. D. C 647

Hoadley, O. M 264
. Holdredge, Chas. B 1110

Houseman. J. D 548
. Howard. George B. (port) 653

Hlalsoi). C. 190—-HuiillnKlon. H. E 124

Ilussev. Owen S 9S5

HulehlnaoiiH. J. C. (port) 700

Jackson. 'I'humas ". 910

W. P 047

James. Eflward 917

Jones. James M 317
Keegan. George 917
Kelley, K. G 196
Kellogg. Henry F 986
KInch. M. J 647
Knox. George W 793
Kobusch. J. H. (port) 660
Kfihler, M 483
Kri-ck, Alvln W 916- Kries. jr.. J. A I 621
Krulzeh. Herman (port) 652
Kuhlmaii, (!, C 372
Uillli). I{. T 62
Uilnl. (lei, (12

Ijike. H. J. (port) ..,,,.. 60"

Lathrop. n. M 48;i

Ijiveuberg. D. H ;... 483
Lay, 1'". M 264
l.aylon. Thomas 316
Lea.h. Albert T 986

-^— U'e, F. H ,... 196
Llltell. H. M. (port) :.... (172

I.lvermore, 8, B .' 617
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I.iiillnni. M. C !M. MS
I.yman. \V. H «"•

Lyons, Jnm<»i* W. (port) 39«

McAilun. A. R 9S5

McAfoi'. HcOit 124

MacAfrri'.'. 1). I, 4M
Ml'imkuy. M. E 396

McOlnry, J. B. (port) O. 124. ««!

McCullouh, Richard :il<

Roborl (Porl) 196. 61»

McCoyl, J. W 264

Mcnohl.'. Robert 393

M'Klrciy. (-|iarli>H M 647

M'Farlalld. J. M 395

M«<-l*'av<Ioi». John 365

MrlioUKh. 8. 1* 121

MHiliry. K. M 39*;

MarKay. II. C 916

II. \V 395

MeKhiloy. W. B 917

McMkhacl. James Outhrie 9S5

MMIllan, Joseph 483

M'Qulslon. J. C 316

McWhorlcr. VV. A 19«

Magllton. J. J. (port) 729

Mnhoney, John (port) 621

Maloney. VV. A. (port) 276

Maiilfokl. S. M 985
——Manning. 1. 316

ManvUle, T. P 62, 895

Marhoff. A. L, 985

Marott, CSeo. J 1>«

Martin. Charles B 816

Mattlce, A. M 483

Mayer. Albert 317

Meade. Richard W 985

Melllnger. Jacob (port) 396

Mellor. John 548

Meredith. Wynn 317

Mickey. R, K 985

Miller. Hugh Th 917

Mills. C. V 395

Mitchell. G. R 62

Mitten. T. E 124, 316

Montgomery, \V. 8. 62

Morgan, Godtrey 196

Morse, J. J. (port) 651

Morris. H. C 647

Moore, L. C 647

Mower, S. W. (port) 667

Mullen. T. J. (port) 667

' Mulhern, George G 125, 647

Mumper, J. W 985

Mundy, W. O. (port) 667

Murdock. C. T 264

Nagle. George Owen 317

Nellson. John ••• 317

Nelson. S. L. (port) 700, 916

Ncster. John A 264

NIcholl, T. J 196

Nute. John W. (port) 601

O'Brien. J. J 254

Ogden. John W 647

Ohmer. John F 917

Olds. E. W. (port) 66^
Orr, Alexander E 98o

Palmer. Clinton 985

W. K 196, 395

Pantalconl. Guldo 648

Parsons, Geo. W 63

W. B 196, 985

Paul. G. J. A 196

Payne. Henry C 853

Pease. H. M. (port) 729

Pcndrcd. Loughman 985

Penlngton. T. C. (port) 700

Phillips, F. R 316

Pierce. Richard H 317

Piper. A, R 2W
Powers. John 39.i

Pratt, Mason D 396

Pundcrford. J. K 985

Qulmby. M. M 863

Randall. F. C. (port) 17

Rankin, W. K 54S

Rathvon. W. R 647

Raupp, E. H 316

Ray. f. S 983

William D 196

Redmond, T. B 124

Reed, Herbert E 316

Remellus, Charles 548

Remington. O. L. M7
Reynolds, Harry E 396- I. H 62

Rice. Arthur H 316

Jr., Edwin W 264

Richards. Calvin (port) 672

Rind. R. C 647

Roberts & Abbott Co., The (ports)... IM
E. P 62W 196

Robinson, L 853

Luke 126

Rock, William B 316
^—Rogers, O. T. (port) 700

R. B 548

S. C. (port) 729

-^—Rosenthal. Geo. D. (port) 663

Ryder, B. H 62

Sage. F. S 548—Sando. W. J 985

-.—Sanders. A. B 62

Saunders. W. 1 264

Sanderson. Henry 986

Baylor, George A 986
Scovill. Frank E 917, 985
Scranton. C. O 198
Scrugham. G. R 986

Shaw, J. P. (port) 700

-;-8hcrwood. I. H 62. 548

4—Simpson, C. O 729, 986

—-Sims. A. V 847

-Smith. G. J 124
!• K. (port) 729

Kr.d 8 317

George 8 82

II K 916

H. I SSTi

II. W 63

iHJinc A 548

J. Brodle (port) i 270
-- N. C 647

\V. A. (port) 7IW— \V. C 647

Sparks. H. A «2

Stunhy. A. H 985

George A 124

StJirr. c. C 264—Slurring. .Mason B. (port) 316

Storms, Albert Boynton 395

Slowell. E. B 261

Sunny. U. E 395

Swartz. James K 316

. Swazey. Geo. H 63

Swenaon. Victor B 98o

Sykes. K. G 695

Talmnn, W. W. (i>ort) 651

Terven. Louis 483

Timmerman, J. H. (port) 652

Gerhard H. (port) 6o2

Tolmie, Charles 62

Trudeau. L 124

Tyler. C. C 396

Valler, Peter 647

Vogel, H. F 916

Waldron, H. A 264

.—Walker. Guy Morrison (port) 621

Wallace, John F 916

Walsh, Jr., Julius S. (port) 621

Wampler, William 648

Wanklyn, F. W 02

Waring, Richard S 648

Warwick, C. E 985

Warren, A, H 853

Arthur 261

B. H 261

Waterbury. A. L 4«3

Watkins. S. W 62

Weed. H. 1 62

Welles. P. 1 62

Welz. Franz 62

West, Arthur 316, 396

Wheatley, W. W. 196

Wheeler. Schuyler Skaats 483

Whllelsey, Thomas F 985

Whiteside. Walter H. (port) 483

Wilgus, H. F 62

Willets, Joseph C 64S

Wllliam.s. Gardner S 4S3

H. K. S 647

Wilson, .\rthur J. (port) 548

J. B 985

VVinslow, Everett M 396

Wise, S. W 124

Wood, Charles N 917

Young, John 916

J. S 853

Yuille, George A 483

Zifter, A 483

Piping and Power Station Systems
(Morris) '869, "938

What (Constitutes Good Design and
What Should Be Avoided, Live
Steam (Stearns) 773

'-

Pittsburg. Etna & Butler St. Ry. Co.... 198

Foreign Visitors Entertained at 90S

Gage & Supply Co GS4

New Transfer System at 2S

Railway Co.. The 396

Telephone In Street Railway Work at 593

Plainflclci. 111.. Proposed Chautauqua for 181

Plant, A Novel Condensing 451

Policy that Failed, A 599

Poles of Reinforced Concrete 977

Population, Tramways and Density of,. e290
Power Because of Truck Equipments,

Waste of 55.1

House Accessories e90
Installation of the Twin CMty Rapid
Transit Co.. New *441

Plant Experiences, Some (Reagan).. 89-S

for Everett Ry. (Wash.) New.... 431
Illinois Tunnell Co's 541

Sation Systems, Piping and (Morris)
•869. 93S

Supply System of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Co •332

Porter & Berg—Growth of a Railway
Supply House •425

Portland Railway Co., Cars and Shops
of the •215

(Me.) Ry. Storage Battery ^498

Press for making Steel Frames 336
Price, W. C. (Waste of Power Because

of Truck Euipments) 553

Privileges of a Patron. The 4.sr.

Providence, R. T.—
Rhode Island Co.. New Power House
of the '82

Public Service Corporation of New Jer-
sey. An Interesting Draw Bridge
Built Mostly of Wood in Forty
Working Days (Schrelber) 581
Car House Practice Followed bv
the 579

Electric Railway Properties Oper-
ated by the 576

Machinery of the Employment
Bureau'ot, (Eastman) S35

Organization of Construction De-
partment 578

.

—

of Operating Department 578
, Power Facilities of the ^78

Some Operutlng Features of the
Electric Railway System Con-
lr>llid by Ihe (Slanley) •575

Storage Air Hriikes on System of •630

Puebhi * Benhih Uapid Transit Co 982

Puenli-. (iulllemo A. (Street Rjillwny
Systems iif ItuenoH Aires) 355, 506

Pugei Sound, The Stone and Webster
I'ropertles on •325, •6(fe

Pultv. Bulging of 903

"Question Boxes and Wrinkles" c459

Box of the New York State Street
Railway Assoei.-ition 549

guick. II \V. (The Missouri River Pow-
er Station of the Metro|K)lllan
Street Railway Company of Kan-
sas City, Mo.) "SW

Radiant. A New Fuel 829

Rail Fastenings, wlih Special Reference
To Treated Timbers, Cross-Tic
Forms and *531

Grinder, Ludlow •922

Railway Appliances Co., The 418

Journal Lubricating Co 789

Subsidies, Electric c371

Railways Protective Ass'n 795

Ramakers. L. (The Electric Tramways
of Neuchatel) '462

Randlett. F. S. (Car Painting) 319

Rates. Steam Roads Cut 16

Reagan, II. C. (Some Experiences With
High Tension Transmission Lines). ^297

(Some Power Plant Experiences) 898

Reconstruction. The Era of e»l3

Reeves Simple Engine, Test of a •854

Reinforced Concrete Construction (De-
Wolf) •»4

Record. Rolling Stock *»4
Records. Keeping Equipment "SS
Relic, A Hanger •893

Relief Associations for Small Electric
trie Roads (Kimball) 914

Repair Car. Cleveland and Southwestern "977

Repairs on Metropolitan Elevated, Car. 508

Replogle, J. L. (Steel Axles) 319

Report. Maintenance of Way 663

Resort Business. Some New Ideas In the
Pleasure (Kann) •585

for Manhattan Island. .\n Uptown.... 812

•Review." Daily Street Railway e458, 675

Save the "Daily" e702, e73S

The Convention Souvenir c45S

Rhode Island Co. Benetlt Association.... 544

Rice, Richard H. (Steam Turbines) ^790

Roanoke Railway & Electric Co 144. 960

Road and the Manager. The Small (L.

M. Levinson) 574

Robber Kills Motorman and (."onductor. 43

Robinson's Testimony Before the Royal
Commission on London Traffic (J.

Clifton) 469

Rochester & Eastern Rapid Ry ^37

Street Railway Y. M. C. A 15

Rockford-Freeport Electric Railway Co.,

Ojiening of 245

Rockwell. Dr. H. B. (Electric Railway
Liability Insurance) 1)90

Rodger Ballast Car Co 735

Car for Electric Railways ^724

Car for Interurlian Railway ^489

cars 419

Rolling Steel Shutters and Fire Proof
Doors iJas. G. Wilson Mfg, Co.).... ^67

Stock Record ^894

Board, The •ISO

Roofs, Treatment and Attention of Pas-
senger Car S05

Rule Books for Denver City Tramway,
New 91S

Rules for Car Wiring and Equipment
(if Cars. Underwriter's 454

for the Government of Employes— 603

Russian Building at the Fair. Only 758

s
Sander. A New Track *ho9

Xichols-Lintern Pneumatic Track 984

Sanding Machine. New Patent 987

San Francisco. Strike Averted at e333
Santiago. See the Battle of 752

Speed. Limitations on el9
St. Gall-Spelcher-Trogen Electric Rail-

way (lierzog) 863
St. Jo.seph. Mo.. New Power Plant at.... 237

River Traction Co 972

St. Louis—
Boiler Explosion at 20—-Car Co KO

•—- Exhibit of 402, "TZO—- Steel Car Frame •671

Car Wheel Co •405, 651, ^684

Conventions, Former 672

of the American Street Railway
Association. The (McCulloch).,.. •689

Day Traffic 626

Exposition e370
Boilers for 186

Some of the Exhibits at the ^397

Hotel Rates in 512
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•561

•2S3

•218

•1

•480

International Electrical Congress of
15. 81. 221

Iron & Machine Works 652
New Draw Bars in •899
Prominent in tlie Electric Railway
Field. Manufacturers and Supply
Houses of ©0

Rooms in G4S
& Springfield Railway Co., the ^964
Street Railways of OS. e«74
& Suburban Ry 621

Exposition Preparations Made by
the (Casselman) •SSS

Traffic Arrangements for Handling
the E^xposition Crowds at 351

Transit Co.. History of 620
Notes on the Power Stations of
the •622

Shop Xotes. Some 669
Worlds Fair. Traffic Terminals for.. 156

Transit Terminals In •251
Salt I-ake City. Consolidation at 16
Sample. W. C. (The Tramway System

of Shefflld. Eng.l ^21

Saw for Timber Ripping. Band •661

Scarrit Car Seat Works •416. 795
Scarritt-Comstock Co.. The 653
Schedule Diagram as an Aid In Deter-

mining Feeders. The •goc
Schedules by Speed Templates. The De-

termination of (Knowlton) •806

Schenectady Railway. New Cars for
(Bankat> ^421

Benefit Association 621
School for Artisans. Summer 218

of Instruction. The 619
Schrelber. Martin (An Interesting Draw

Bridge Built Mostly of Wood in
Forty Working Days) •SSI

Schwyz to Seewen. The Three Phase
Tramway from •359

Scioto Valley Traction Co.. Third-Rail
System of the

Scrap Iron. Making Car .\xles from—
Shanahan Trolley Catcher and Retriev-

er at TTtIca
Seat for Motormen, A
Seattle, ^'nsh.— '

Electric Co
Race Trains at
Stone * Webster Properties on Pu-
get Sound 1

Section. A New High T-Rall ^489

Seewen. The Three-Phase Tramway
from Schwyz to (Guarlnl) •3.59

Shanahan Trolley Catcher and Retriever ^499

Sheffield. Eng.. The Tramway Sv.stem
of (Sample) ^21

Shelter Houses at Cross Roads 16
Shop. The Ideal (Wright) •689
Shoot-the-Chutes for Sale 695
Signal Co.. U. S. Electric 734

Device for Circuit-Breakers of
Switchboards (Hubley) 486

System. The W. S. Jackson Auto-
matic Block •SSI

Signal. The Blake •494
Signals, at ITtlca. Eureka Automatic 580
Sllvey Storage Batteries 756
Single Phase Railroads (Blanck) •192

Sleeping Car. IX)ng Distance Trip of 1.52

Sleet and lee from Third Rail. To Re-
move (Onmow) •500

Cutter, the "O. K." (Porter & Berg) •18S

Small Electric Roads. Relief Association
for (Kimball) 944

Smith Friction Track Drill •496

G. .1. (Forms for Shop ITse) "903

Snow Fences for Electric Railways *Vfl
Plows, Detroit United Railway's
l*rge ^189
Novel Rotar>' •122

Soap Speelflcations. The Reason for 665

Sofia. Electrie Tramways of *V.
Song. (71or\' and Reward for the Trolley S29
.Southern Notes 224. 315
Southwestern Electrical & Gas Associa-

tion 287
Souvenir, A Boer War 787

Veat and TTseful 882
Spalding, W. (Notes on the Work of

the Electric Railway Teat Commis-
sion) •583

Speed. IJmltntlonn on el9
Templates, The Determination of
Schedules bv (Knowlton) •805

Spokane (Wash ) Traction Co., Seml-
Convertlble Cars for ^387

Spreading, To Prevent Ralls (Geo, M,
flfowe » Co) •J?!)

Sprlngfleld Troy A Piqun Railway Co..
The "TiiS

Soring Valley, III . Trolley Accident Bf 687
Standard Brake Shoe Co 418. 760

Steel Car rn'^ Exhibit 752
Wheels (Standard Steel Work*)., 401

Works 726
- TTndergrotind Cable Co 131. 1.33, 413, 7W
Standards, A, S R A e87(I
Stanley, A. H (Borne Operating Fea-

tures of the Electric Railway Sys-
tem Controlled by the Public Serv-
ice Cf,rporntlon of New .Tersey),,,,

Stare William H (I.tihrlcatton)
Station Stops. For Indicating
Steam Rr.nds Cut Rates
—Turbines

. Tests
Hieams, <Tiit«. K. fTJve Steam Plplns}..- R. B, (Inspection and Care of Car

Wheels) •Ddl
Steel Axles (Replogle) IK

•675

<m
683
15

429
4W
773

Frames. Press for making e33G
Tired Wheels for Electric Railways '266

Fused "336

In Interurban Service (Taylor) tijo

Mileage and Service of (Tay-
lor) 492

Stephen.son Exposition Car of 1904 ^409

Co. The John 6S4

Sterling. Dixon & Eastern Electric Rail-
way •859

Steuben'ville Traction & Light Co.. Rail-
way System of the •93

Stone & Webster Properties on Puget
Sound •!. '325. 005

Stops. For Indicating Station 683
Storage Battery Co. Exhibit of Electric ^725
Stow Flexible Shaft Co 407. 720
Street Railway and Ferry Systems of

Oakland. Cal.. The •293
Streets. As A Source of Revenue.

Sprinkling e370
Strike at Huntington. W. Va.. The e333

Averted at &\n Francisco 333
Strikes of the Month 71. lOS. 266
Strnmbaugh Guv .Anchors (W. N. Math-

ews & Br'o.) ^402
Struble. J, B. (Block Signaling of Elec-

tric Railway with Track Circuit
Control) BW

Sturtevant Co., B, F.. New Plant for... 132
Improved Hand Blowers 433
New Offices s.56
Standard and Pony Economizers. '.tSS

Suburban Railway, East St, Louis &.. '303
Subway In New York. The New East

Side 299
to Connect East River Bridges,!!!,! "is

Suggestions to Car Service Men 900
Superheater. The Milne Water-Tube

Boiler and •^s^

Supply House, Rapid Growth of a Rail-
way (Porter & Berg) •425

Swindling Company. Women Charged
With ,.. 263

Switchboards, The Care of ,,,, 902
Switch. New Electric Heater and 'GOO
Switzerland. Coasting Th>-ough •046

Taylor. Knox (Mileage and Service of
Steel Tired Wheels) 492
Steel Tired Wheels In Interurban
Service 655

Technolexleon, Progress on the 156
Telephone In Interurban Work. The 692

In Street Railway Work In Pitts-
burg. The 593

New Railway (Maver & Englund
Co.) 19!)

Templates, The Determination of Sched-
ules hv Speed (Knowlton) •80,1

Tennessee Notes 168
Terminals at Fair. St, Louis Transit,, •254
Test Commission. Notes on the Work of

the Electric Railway (Spalding).,. '583
Econoni\- of Co.al e87S
on the Green Economizer. Evapor.a-
tlve 436

World's Fair. Electric Railway 288
Testing Machine, M, C, B, Drop 476
Theses, Electrical Engineering 289
Third Ralls, rondnctlvlty of. 656

Contact Shoe. Now 78
Location of the e,522

System of the Scioto Vallev Trac-
tion Co. Columbus. Ohio 'Sfil— To Remove Sleet and Ice from
(William Grunow) •SOfl

Three-Cent Fare In Cleveland 20. e91
Ticket Svstem, Traffic •497
Tie, The Affleck Cement 131
Ties. Central Yard for (Maltby Lum-

ber Co.) 132
for Electric Lines 434
In France. Concrete 153

Timber Preserving Plants at the
^\'orld's Fair, roal Testing and 557

Ripping. Band Saw for •661

TInglev. C I,, S, (A Classification of
lighting Accounts Conforming to
the Street Rallwa.v Accountants'
Association Standard) •lOS

Tire Heater •53B
Tools, Modern Machine •584. ^849
Topekn Rv, Employes. CItih Rooms

for .369. ^488

Touring Car Service In Cleveland,. , •960

Track Apnilanees (Buda Foundry &
Manufacturing Co.) 201—Catch Basin, Grate ft Setting •IflS

Drill (Ludlow Siinnlv Co) •70. ^198
-Work, Night Light for •^68

Traction, French Wrirk on Electric 656
Trade Notes, .January, February, 203

271. 340. June, 502, August, Septem-
tem, 8.58, N^ivemher. Dceembcr,

Traffic Arrangements for Handling the
Exposition Crowds at St, I^ouls,. •351

from .lackson to Detroit. Through,, 4r>3- In the Coming Winter e877
- Ticket System •4»7

TTrbnn, The Bncouragemefit of
(Western) jm

Vacation 0291
T-Rall Seellon, New High *m
rrnlns at Seattle, Race '^eO
Tramway from Schwyz to Seewen. The

Three-rhsse (V. Guarlnl) •859

Union, International 488

Tramways of Neuchatel. The Electric
(Ramakers) ^452

Transfer System at Pittsburg, Pa 2S
Transfers. New York City Railway Co.

Grants 92
Their T'.ses and Abu.ses (Jewell) 794

Transit Company Extends Hospitality. 682
Tidings 516

Prize Jingles 868
Transmission Circuits, Selection of

(Adams) 162
Lines. Some Experiences with High-
Tension (Reagan) •297

Transportation Dav. The Feature of
(St. Louis Car Co.) '761

in Boston. Suburban 831
Trap Door. Edwards Vestibule *13S
Trinidad (CoM Electric Railroad Co •2S3
Tree Insulator. The Brortie 337
Trcntcui. Trolley Service Between New

York and .J18

Trogen Electric Railway. The St. Gall-
Speicher (Herzog) *8(>J

Trolley Catcher. Amet 'im
Harp Decision ^491

The Liberty '488

Outings. East Side (East St. Louis
& Suburban Ry, Co,) 732

Retriever, Knutson (Troilev Supply
Co.) •269

Wilson (Wilson Trolley Catcher
Co.) 'lai

Talk 646
to Be Obsolete 774
Wheel and Harp (Eureka Trolley Co.) 269

Troy Laundry Machinery C^o 411
Truck Equipments. Waste of Power Be-

cause of (W, Mc, Price) 553
Trucks (Peckham Manufacturing Co.).. •265

Solid Fnrsed Steel •492
Truing Engine Pins (Gartley) '486
Trunk Lines. Electricity on e291
Tunnel Under the Hudson River. Com-

pleted 'TS?
Turbine. Hamllton-Holzwarth Steam... 'Uig

Power Plants. Steam (Bibblns) •761
Test. Steam 489
Westinghouse-Parsons Steam 331

Turbines. Steam 429
(Ricel ^790

Twin City Rapid Transit Co., Annual
Report of 126
Double Deck Car tor Twin Cities *TX
45-ft, Car for •SO

New Power Installation of the,, *441

Plans of 2S

u
Union. The "Tuxeda" (Franklin Wil-

liams) '269

Under-Feed Stoker Co. of America 736
U. S, Electric Signal Co 405
Urban Traffic. To Encourage el54
Utica. Eureka .-Vutomatlc Signals at 580

Shanahan Trolley Catcher and Re-
triever at 060

Valve, Crane Patent Pop Safety 436

Van Dorn Couplers at the Fair •"lO

Heav>' Draw Bars and Couplings

—

•632

Varnish on Interior of Passenger Cars.
Removing Cracked 905

Vertical Engine. Hooven-Owens-Rent-
schler ^432

Vestlettc. The Bellamy •662

Vlncennes. Ind,. Citizens Street Rail-
way I'll, New Park for 862

Vox Pni.nll In Chicago e223

w
Wabash K, R, Worlils Fair 'I'lrminal, , 'ISS

Wages and AecouTiting on Municipal
Tramways e877

Walker, Guv Morrison Cl'he Why and
How of IntcTurb.iu H.illways) 365

Walworth M.'Lruifaclnring Co., Boston,, ^418

Warren. Corllandt & Jefferson Trac. Co. 189

Waahingtiui. D. C Convertible Cars for ^673

Railway ft Electric Co. Ticket
Frauds 245

W'ason Manutacturing ('r> 685

Waste Press. Simple Design for a ^81

Water Pipes. Using Current to Thaw
Out 172

Weber Railway Joint Manufacturing
Co.. The 418, 684

Weinland Tube Cleaners (I,agonda Mfg,
Co.) 41S

Weir Frog Co., New Plant of the •657

Wesco Supply Co ^414. 724

West Baden. Ind,, for the 1906 Conven-
tion •662. •626, 'm

Western IClectrIc Co ^764

Kxhihit ^406

Western Wheeled Scraper Co 720

WestlnghouHc Companies at the Fair ^721

Autr.inntle Couplings 658

Exhibit ^397

MalingiTM', C^onvcntlon of 972

Moving Picture Display 482

—No, 101 Railway Motor ^491
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Russian Building 7%!

Traction Brnki- Co 7S2
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Weston KleitrlenI Instrument Co 723

Employus' Club 568

Instruments '411)

Western Ohio Kiillway Co.. The •13"

Western R. W. (The Encouragement of
Vrbnn Tralllc) 169

Wheeled Semper Co •««
Wharton Kxhlbli UU. 727

Wheeler Conilensers 415

Wheel (irindlnR Brake Shoe 4i»<

Matt'-rs e8l4

(Miliar! 893. •(S70

Truing Brake Shoe Co 720

Wheels for Electric Railways, Steel
Tlre.1 •2I!«

Fused Sleel Tired •330
Inspection and Care of Car (R. B.
Stearns) •SGI

Mileage and Service of Steel Tired
(Taylor) 492

White City. Ihe •971

Knob CoppiT Co.. Ltd. The Electric
Railway .if the •811

Slur on Kilter. The .' (162

Whitman Electrle Railway & Power Co. 456
Why.sall. W. 11. (KlUf Oas Testing).... 832
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Work Near Motors Healthful 889
Worcester. Mass.. Ticket Fraud at 856
World's Fair Awards 915, 987

Electric Railway Tests at 28S

Wrenches. Attachment for (Billings &
Spencer Co.) ^70

Wright. W. D (The Ideal Shop) 6(9
Wrinkles 48B
Wyckoff Pipe & Crcsoting Co. of Stam-

ford. (Jonn 415

Vork. Fa.. Electric Railways of. •121

Zancsville Railway, Light & Power Co.. 157
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The Stone & Webster Properties on Puget Sound.

The Seattle Electric Co. — History of the Consolidated Properties— Track and Roadbed — Power
Plants—Rolling Stock~(>ar Service Apparatus for Sand Drying Waste Washing

Accounting Department Coal 31ining Park Systems
Organization— Personnel.

It is beyond dispuie llial no one living in the East—and in this

particular connection the East means east of the Missouri Ri\er

—

and who has never visited the Pacific Northwest, has any adequate

appreciation of the resources and possibilities of that region. Twelve

• ir fifteen years ago the state of Washington experienced a "boom";

capital was to be had for the asking and the result was an artificial

pfosperity closely akin to speculative inflation based upon the liope

of an indefinite continuation of the fa>orable eonimercial condi-

tions. The panic of 1S93 found the state of Washington (among

others) mortgaged for nearly its full value, and when tne'ioom wave

subsided practically all the business interests were owned in llie

East, after passing through foreclosure or receiverships.

Financial ruin was nearly universal but in most cases was not

irretrievable. Washington learned its lesson and within the last

trie railway and gas business of Whatcom and Fairhavcn (recently

consolidated as the city of Hcllingham ) and the electric ligluing

business of Fairhaven.

5. Columbia Improvement Co., which is engaged in developing

a 40,000-h. p. water power on the Puyallup River.

Seattle lies between Elliott Bay and Lake Washington, and from

north to south e.xtend three steep ridges on which the norlli and

south streets form terraces, while the cross streets are a succession

of hills many of which are on grades steeper than 20 per cent.

From south to north there is also a rise in grade, with steep hills

to be overcome. The parallel ridges dividing the city between the

bay and Lake Washington are crossed by cable lines and the rough

tiipography makes it extremely probable that these cables will

never be superseded by electric traction. In the northern part of

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF SE.\TT1,E.

decade has more than recovered all the ground lost in the panic

—

now the commercial enterprises are owned by home interests, and

today the banks are loaning money in the East where interest rates

arc higher. Dfnibtless the principal factor in the quick recovery of

the Pacific Xorthwcst has been the results that followed the Spanish

War. The increase of American trade with the Orient has not

orly fostered shipping interests on Puget Sound but has provided

a market for the products of the coast. With a soil suitable for

any product of temperate climes, with almost inexhanslible forests,

and with coal mi::es and water-ixjwcrs at hand the future of the

I'uget Sound country is assured, and in this future the seaports

of the Sound—Seattle, Tacoma. Everett and ricllingham—all have

their places.

The electric railways of three of the four Sound cities mentioned

arc under the direction of .Stone & Webster, of Hosion. the Wash-

ington properties of which they arc managers being as follows

:

I. Seattle Electric Co., which docs the electric railway, lighting

and power business of Seattle.

2 Puget Sound Electric Railway Co., formerly the Seatllc-

Tacoma Interurban Ry., which connects Seattle and Tacoma and

operates a branch line to Renton.

3. Tacoma Railway & Power Co.

4. Whalcom Conntv Rnllwav & Lii^bt Co, which ilocs the elcc-

llic city is a section where the electric lines, the Queen Anne lines,

encounter grades in excess of 18 per cent and counterweights are

required.

The Seattle Electric Co. which besides incliiding all of the

urban electric railway lines of Seattle, has the municipal and com-

mercial lighting of the city, an extensive electric power business,

gives steam heating and hydraulic elevator service in the business

section, and operates extensive coal mines, is a consolidation of

several companies effected Jan. I, 1900, with which sonic other prop-

erties have been merged since. Tlic .Seattle Electric Co. includes:

I. Union Trunk Lire, an electric rrad of 3 ft. 6 in. gage built

in 1891-93. This was g.88 miles long, with a total of 1.3.20 miles

reckoned as single track. This property was ready for a receiver-

ship when acquired in iroo,

1. Seattle Traction Co., wliicli bad 7.77 miles of standard gage

including the Green Lake Electric Ry., which had 4.44 miles of

standard g.age road built in 1889.90. These were acqnircil Jan.

I, I';00.

3. Third .Street & Snlnn-Ijan Electric Ry.. wliieli hail 6,7.s miles

r>f standaril gage electric road (8..s8 iniles single track) built in

l8<)l-2. This company was also ready for a receivership when

taken over.

4. West Street & North luid Electric Hy., which had 5X5 miles
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oi slaiulard k.-ikc electric ruaci (7.91 miles .^iiiKle track) Iniilt 111

l8go. This proiierty was in the lianils of a receiver.

5. Ma<Iisi>ii Street Oible Railway Co.. which had 3.62 miles of

double track, ,1 fl. 6 in. gage, bnilt in l8Hg-go.

Jiuie. 1900. was a coal miner's co-operative as-ociaiiim ownnig

some 1.000 acres of coal land near Kenton which failed because

of poor business manaKetnenI ccmsecinent upon internal dissension

All these consolidations >verc effected by purchase of the entire

M.\I' OK SE.VTTI.K K.MI.W.W LINKS.

6. Grant Street Electric Railway Co.. which had 5.36 miles of

single track. 3 ft. 6 in. gage, built in i8gi-2.

7. First .Avenue Railway Co.. which had 2.65 miles of double

track cable road, standard gage, built in 1889. This property was

in the hands of a receiver when acquired.

8. Seattle City Railway Co.. which had the Yesler Way cable

line, 2.22 miles of double track. 3 ft.-gage, built in 1887-8, and the

Jackson St. electric line. 2.09 miles (3.5T miles single track)

standard gage, built in 1898-90. This property was purchased at

receiver's sale Oct. 21. 1901.

9. Seattle Central ky.-. which had 3.20 miles (3.80 miles single

track) of standard gage electric road built in 1901. This property

passed into the hands of the Seattle Electric Co. Oct 28. 1902.

The deed however was not passed until Jan. 13. 1903.

to. Union Electric Co.

11. Seattle Steam Meat & Power Co.

12. Consumers Electric Cn. These three corporations formerly

issue of securities, both stock and bonds; except in one instance,

that of the Seattle Traction Co., all but a few shares were secured.

The Seattle Electric Co. it should be mentioned is the successor

of the Seattle Electric Light Co.. incorporated Sept. 29, 1885, which

operated the pioneer central station incandescent electric light plant

west of the Rocky Mountains. The capital stock of this company

was $50,000 divided into shares of $50 each. The incorporators and

first trustees of the company were: J. .\I. Frink, state senator,

president of the Washington Iron Works Co.. of Seattle; Capt.

CAST IRON FILt^BR BLOCK FOR 6(>-LB. RAII^SE.\TTI,E ELEC-
TRIC CO.

George D. Hill, U. S. .\., retired, then president of the First

National Bank; S. Z. Mitchell, then of Seattle, who is now manager

of the Columbia Improvement Co.. Tacoma, engaged in developing

the PnyaHnp River \viti.r power for the Puget Sound Power Co.;

_, l//i/rOfS.s Go's p/iy/zve. i.//^/Tcvs £'Co's P/ri/'/M3 •

. /S'/s -J. T^

mjrrte^K^]^^. .1 ft,L -l.. .l.Ij. u4Jfc.-x,.i.^fe'i...j.uA:xn: u£

CUXCRETE STRINGER CO.NSTRCCTION-SEATTLE ELECTRIC CO.

had the lighting, power, betting and elevator business. They were

all taken over Jan. i, 1900.

13. Renton Co-operative Coal Co. This concern acquired in

T. H. Cann, now numicipal judge in Seattle. The original plant

comprised one 125-volt No. 10 Edison machine of 25 kw. capacity,

one 40-h. p. vertical throttle governing engine, and one 50-h. p.
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horizontal fire tubular boiler. The engine and boiler were both

built by the Washington Iron Works. The building which was of

rough boards sided up vertically, covered an area alKuit 20 x ,?o ft.

'i'hc standartl cancrclo for track work is made in the proportion

of I, 4 and 7.

'I he 7_"-lb. ()0-ft. r^ils are standard for new work in paved

r

and was located on the south side of Jackson St. at tin- corner of

the alley between what is now First .\ve. South and Occidental .Vve.

The plant was started in December. 1885, and the entire output was

sold at the rate of J.^.oo per 16-c. p. light per month, bringing a

revenue of $750 per month.

TRACKS.
When the railway;, were taken over there were 53.83 miles of

road. 31.87 miles of single track. 21.95 miles of double track, 2.32

miles of turnouts, a total of 78.11 miles measured as single track.

Of this total, 2044 miles were 3 ft. 6 in. gage, 4.44 miles of the 3 ft.

gage, and 53 22 miles standard gage. This track was laid with

rails of ic6 different sections. 1.82 miles 6-in. 72-lb. ; .53 mile 6-in.

60-lb. : 6.78 miles 4!4-in. 60-lb. ; 10.29 miles 56-lb. T; 4.20 miles

56-lb. girder: 54.49 miles 45-lb. and lighter rails. Of the total

track II. 1 1 miles were in planked streets, 1.69 miles on brick paved

streets, 6.37 miles on trestles, and .34.66 miles in unpaved street-.

The foregoing summary of the conditions four years ago gives

an excellmt idea of the work which the management had before

it in the matter of repairing and rebuilding track.

On Sept. I. 1903. the system comprised 63.51 miles of road;

35.41 miles single track; 2S.10 miles double track; 2.49 miles sid-

ings; total 94.10 miles. Rail sections at this date were: ^.^7 miles

6-in. 72-lb.; 2.53 miles 6-in. fto-lb.
; .^3.80 miles 4V4-in. 60-II). ; T4.31

miles 56-lb. T; 40.18 milts 45-lb or lighter. The mileage in planked

streets was 14.27. in brick paved streets, 4.20; on trestles, 10.32

miles.

One of the illustrations shows two sections of track as laid in

JED rrn
-

.\N (IF SWITfH—.SK.\TT[.K F.l.KCTKIC CO.

Streets. Oiase-Shawmut rail bonds arc usc<l. and fi-holc angle bars

for track joints.

Since igco t'hc number of rail sections used' has been reduced

from 106 to 4; the sections prifcipally used are 6-in., 60-lb. T;

6-in.. 72-II1, I'; 4'1-in. 60-lb. A. S. C. E. standard T.

Other of the drawings show track details that will be of gen-

eral interest. Tlie standard point switch is one of these, and the

diawings give a plan view' of the switch, elevation of the spring

bar and details cif the fastenings. 'I he bar for tlirowing the

////^OfSSV/-^ cffs' 7£ie .*wz

i-.\ST IHON VWA.VAK. HI.OCK SK.VTTI.K UMOCTItIC CO.

switch ixjints is of I-in. round inm and is connected to ibc distance

bar through a spring which permits the switch |Kiint to be thrown

over by a passing car without injury to the mechanism. Sections

of pipe slipped over ilu- runnd bar serve for guides and also as

distance pieces wdiich ]icrniii initial tension to be put upon the

spring by means of the nuts on the threaded portions of the bar.

The spring seat is made by driving a section of pipe over a washer.

POWER PL.A.NTS.

The .'-"e;\ltle Electric Co. has cigbl power stations designated

rrti rfTi

.SWITCH DKTAII.S SKATTI.K i;i.KI "lltlc (^0.

erects paved with brick. One of these is the standard roadbed

laid with 7-fl. cedar ties; the other is concrete beam construction

with old rails spaced lo ft. on centers used for lie-rods. Wood
fillers arc usc«l l)ctwcen the rail web and the bricks on Ixrth sidei

of the rail. The company paves 10 a distance 18 in. bc><ind the

outer rails.

respectively, as: New Post .St., Old Post St., Pine .St., James St.,

Yesler Way, Madison St., Fremont and Massachusetts .St.

The New Post St. stalion is located in the wholesale district

of the city and is adjacent to the Old Post .Si, ])lant, both being

alongside the Northern Pacific tracks. The new station was

designed after Stone & Webster became managers of the property
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and was first opcratt-d in AnRiist, iqoi, thongli extensive additions

to the converter equipment were made during iqo.1. when a second

storage battery was also installed.

.^ i\Ji'

//=/fic Si.esfs~

rile exciter unit is a "S-kw., J50-vult machine driven l>y West-

inafhousc engine.

I'lie electrical machinery other than the two units already men-

jy

—

^Br
-7.

l£l/S/?

^1:-^ /SA

SWITCH MECHAN'1SM-SK.\TTI 10 KI.KCTRIC CO.

The building is 95 x 108 ft. in ground dimensons and 80 ft. from

basement to the coal tracks above the bunkers. Tlie basement is

tioncd, at ibis station comprises four 500-kw., 250-volt. two-phase,

three-wire rotarics used for the Edison system, and five 500-kw.,

ROTARY CUNVBKTER ROOM—SEATTLE ELECTRIC CO.

17 ft. high. Above this on the cast side are the rotary room, 22 ft.

high ; the piping and ash conveyor floor. 9 ft. high ; the boiler

room 32 ft. high, and the coal conveyor. On the west side the

engine room occupies space corresponding to the three stories on

the east side.

The main units in this station are two double-compound engines

with high pressure cylinders 23 x 42 in. and low pressure cylinders

48 X .[2 in. Each pair of engines is direct connected to a 1,600-kw.

Westinghouse two-phase generator giving 364 amperes per terminal

at 2.200 volts, 7,200 alternations per minute.

The generator room occupies one side of the building the cor-

responding space in the other portion being in three stories, the

rotary converters and switchboards being on the lower floor and

the boiler room with six joo-h. p. Cahall water-tube boilers above

with ash room between. The boilers are equipped with Roncy
stokers. Above the boilers are coal bunkers of 400 tons capacity.

ser\'ed by a mechanical conveyor ; the ashes are also handled by

a conveyor. In the up-takes to the stack arc two 14-ft. fans as

the induced draft equipment.

City water is used in the boilers, and for condensing purposes

water is taken from the Sound. Two 24-in. pipe lines 500 ft. long

provide for suction and discharge for the condensers which are

of the Wheeler admiralty type. The circulation is effected by two

No. 12 Wheeler centrifugal pumps.

550-volt three-phase rotaries for the railway road. There is also a

differential field booster for regulating the voltage of a 500-kw. h.

railway JKittery Installed by the Electric Storage Battery Co.

WmiXO IN BASEMENT—SEATTI.R EI.ECTRTC CO.
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All the rotary CL>nverlcrs are Westinghousc ma-

chines and are eiiuipped with Westinghousc Type

C starting motors.

The railway hallery mentioneH is located above

the engine room. Beside? this there is a i.ooo-kw.

h. battery with voltige from 230 to 306, located in

the basement, which was pnt in last fall. This is

also Electric Storage' Battery Go's, installation, and

comprises i,coo-kw. plates in 1.500-kw. cells to give

opportunity for increased capacity.

There are two switchboards, that lor the genera-

tors and rotaries being at the floor level, and the

feeder board in a gallery. Both boards have

glass gangways behind them for the use of attend-

ants.

The station was designed to generate 3,200 kw.

and to transform some 2,400 kw. of power

(3.250 h. p.) from the Snoqualmie Falls plants,

which is transmitted at 30.000 volts three-phase

to this sub-station where it is transformed

to 2,3CO volts two-phase. Normally the older stations

of the Seattle Electric Co. are not operated, be-

ing called into service only when there is a failure

of Snoqualmie power or some unusual demand for

current.

The machine switchboard at the station is arranged

with three busses so that the converters may be

switched into the Snoqualmie current or the station

alternators.

The output from the station is approximately as

follows:

For all of the a. c. incandescent lighting. 1.150 kw.

at 2,300 volts two-phase.

For a. c. arc Hghting (municipal). 320 kw.

For Edison 250-volt lighting and power current

(power being used for the most part during the day

when the lighting load is small). 2.CC0 kw.

For railway feeders 3.CC0 kw.

For Fremont sub-station, where there are two

300-kw., 500-volt motor generators, current is trans-

mitted at 2.3CO voit-.

For James St. station current is transmiited at

2.300 volts for operating two .300-kw. 50O-vo!t motor generators

which supply current for the street cars on lines nearly and also

to three 150-kw. Edison machines that drive the James .St. cables.

BK<TION OK BwrrcllHOAHH-HKATTI.K KI.WTIUC CO.

iJNiKW. W KSII.MllhirSl': .M.TlOK.N.V'n.Ni; r.MT,

when the engines are not run, which is the normal condition

There are also connections to the Massachusetts St. sub-station so

that the i iterurliaii r.iaci may Ik- supplied with current from Post

.St. in event of the Snoqualmie current failing. I'or

this purpose t'.-e 2,.!00-volt two-phase is traiisfornu'd

to 27,000-voll three-phase current in two ()00-k\v.

water-cooled transformers.

.Ml of the Edison three-wire calilcs enter llie

Iniilding through dncls.

.\ portion of the exhuist steam from the N"cw

Prist St. station is used fur heating mi the American

Distrirl system.

riu- Olil Post St. sl-ilioii diiles li;a-k In iHip, and

contains at this time nine return tuhillar boilers of

loo-li. p. each, and two soo-h. p. water tube boilers,

which last were installed last fall. The engine

and generator equipment incUnIes one 14 and 20 x 14

in. Artninglon & Sims engine, two icj x iS in. Ideal

engines, six fm-kw. and one loo-kw. ICdison genera-

tors, and an exciter unit used in emergciu-y for the

large units in the new station.

There are two miles of heating mains supplied

from the two Post St. stations.

Water for operating about ,30 elevators in the

busine-s district is supplied from this station. There

are for this jinrpose one 3,000,000-galion and two

1,500,000-gallon pnn;ps.

The Pine .Si. station, uhiili was rebuilt in 1899,

has a inisccllaneons etiuipiiKnl of small machines

aggregating 1,200 kw , and is now used only in ease

of emergency.

The James St. station is a cable pl.inl biiill in

iKgi. The present equipment consists of two 4.i0-li,

[1, l.aiii- & Hodley engines, three l.so-kw. Edison
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500-volt machines, aiul two 300-kw. motor generators. Normally,

the motor generators ftirnisM cnrrcnt for the Edison machines

which operate as motors to <lrive the cable inachinery. and the

engines arc not useil. In emergencies the engines can he thrown

in to drive the caijtes and the Edison macliines used as generator^.

The Ycsler Way cable station was built in l88y and remodeled in

1901. It contains one 150-h. p. .\llis-Corliss and one 125-h. p. Ham-
ilton-Corliss engines

necessary to say. comprised a miscellaneons lot of cars and trncks

of varions degrees of nsefnlness. When the new company took

charge the rolling stock was overhanled and classified, records be-

ing made on the form illustrated elsewhere, and for the entire

eqmpment. 34 classes were required. The bodies are indicated by

a letter and where bodies of the same class have trucks or motors

of different make numbers are added. For the .14 classes 14 letters

arc iiscil, wiih. in snnir cases, six nnmbers 'ti> indicate differences

I U.MBINATION lil.KCTRIC CAK.
SL-BL-RBAN CAR.
TOTEM POLE CAR.

I he Madison St. cable station was built in i8yi. It has two
24.x 48 in. simple Hamilton-Corliss engine?, one of which is suffi-

cient to drive the cables.

The Fremont sub-sjation. built in iijoj. lias two .?oo-k». motor-

generators and a battery of .^00 kw. capacity for one hour.

Tie Massachusetts St. sul)-station. built in 1902. contains two
600-kw. transformers for changing 27,000 volt three-phase current

to 2300 volt two-piiaso.

ROLLING STOCK.

The rolling stock taken over from the old companies, it is scarcely

COMBINATIUN IWBI,]-: CAK.
FREIGHT -VND EXPRESS MOTOR C.VR.

CINDER CAR.

in trucks and motors. The number of cars per class varies from

I to 26; nine classes, from .? to 16 cars each are for cable rolling

stock.

The bodies now in use were made by various builders. Hammond.
Brill. Jackson & Sharpe. St. Louis Car Co.. Pullman Co.. J. M.
Jones Sons. Stephenson. Northern Car Co.. Stockton Car Co.,

Rohlf & Schroder and Seattle.

The rolling stock now includes:

Single truck electric cars—closed, 41 ; combination, ji ; con-

vertible. I ; open. 10—total. 83.

Douli'e truck electric cars—closed, 11: chair car. i; converted. 7;
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Brill semi-convertible. 47; open, 5—total. 71. Total electric cars.

154-

Single truck cable cars—combination convertible. 4: open dnnimy.

7—total. II.

Double truck cable cars—combination. 31 ; open. 10—total. 41.

Cable trailers—open single truck, 4.

Total electric cars. 154 (82 closed and y2 open).

Total cable cars, 56 (35 closed and 21 open).

The miscellaneous equipment includes 2 single truck electric coal

cars, I double truck cable coal car, i cable trailer coal car, 2

tower line repair cars, 2 single truck cable snow plows and salt

cars, 2 double truck electric box freight cars, i single truck elec-

tric box freight car, I double truck cable box freight car, 2 single

truck and 3 double truck electric construction cars, i single truck

cable sprinkling car, l pile driver, i single truck electric mail car,

2 single truck cable box freight trailers, and 21 double truck flat

ballast and dump cars.

tree is, and have some idea of its appearance, but as used in con-

nection with the motor car illustrated a word of explanation is

necessary. The construction cars as first built were flat cars with

a single pole near the center to carry the trolley stand, and were

promptly named "totem-poles" by the train men. In the mild but

rainy climate of Seattle a very natural development was to add posts

at the from and rear ends and place a roof over the car. for the pro-

tection of material that rain would injure. In its present form

the "totem-pole" is found to be a very useful and convenient car

for transporting miscellaneous freight, the open sides greatly facili-

tating kiading and nnlnading and the ri<nf giving all llie protection

needed.

C.A.R SERVICE.

The number of passenger cars ordinarily operated in regular

service is 131. of which ,^9 arc on the cable roads. There are live

operating car houses, the largest one being at 51I1 and I'ine Sts.,

\'\..\\ iiK S.\.ND imYINC I'l .\.NT SK.NTTI.l': KI.KlTHIC ft).

The trucks are principally of Brill and I'eckham mamifacl\ire.

21-E ami 27-f.i Brill and 6 Ex. Heckhani.

The motor equipment on electric cars is for the most part of

\Ve<ilinKhousc ,^8-B aii<l fyq and <J. E. 58, 57, fxj and 67 motors.

For keeping a record of the rolling slock the company uses a

special form of Car Data sheet which is known as Stone & Web-

ster Form .^ g8. It is 13^^x8 in. and perfr)rated at the top for

filing. With each data sheet is filed a plK)tograi>h of the car de-

«cril>cil.

The illu^ralion<i show several of the principal types of cars now

u»cd. including the combinati'm electric car, combination cable

car, large closed car for suburban lines, freight and express car,

cinder car, and a "totem-pole car." Our readers doiibtlos all know

what a totem-jiole as used by 'Alaskan Indians for a genealogical

where the shops and general otlices are locateil. There are 70

electric cars dispatched from here. The other slations are known

a( Madison St., with 20 cable cars; Uroadway. with 7 cable and 15

electric cars; Yesler Way, with 12 cable cars, and Jackson St., with

7 electric cars.

'Hie minimum service is 20 minntes hculway. after 8 p. m ,
on

some iif llie outlying lines. The maxiinnm service Is a 2-minnle

headway on the cable lines during busy portions of the ilay.

Freight is hauli-d lo .ill parts of the cily, the longest haul being

about 6 miles. I'"ik-1, both cordwood and coal, is regularly deliv-

ered tr> five fuel yards into which the company has laid spur

tracks. I-'or all sorts of general merchandise and supplies the

motor cars, such as illustrated here, arc used, two or three coal

cars being liaulerl as trailers. On all electric lines two round trips
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with freight trains arc iiiailc per day, on the rahic- lines there .spectivc termini, and Ixoiight l)ack the following morning by the

arc three ronml trips per day. day men.

'""""•aC tH,A'W."V'Vi ;;*'

ELEV.VTION OF S.\XD DRYING n.ANT—SIi.\TTI.K ELECTRIC CO.

SAND DRIER.

The large niimlicr of long and steep grades on the Seattle sys-

tem, as also the fact that in the winter and spring there is much

There are now freight stations at 5th and Pine Sts. and at

Green Lake, and another is being built at Ballard. At all other

points gooils arc piu off at the direction of and at the risk of the

consignor.

For handling this business there is used a shipping receipt which

we reproduce herewith. This receipt is made out in quadruplicate.

carlKin sheets being used. In the lower left hand corner will be

noted the consignor's instructions as to delivery and the release

of liability. The idea is that the consignor has immediately under

his eye at the time of signing a brief and plain statement releasing

the company, and that it is more effective in the mind of the con-

FIG. D.—\V.\STIC nUVIXG M.KCl ll.VIC-SE.vr'll.I-: ELECTRIC CO.

signor and in the courts than a release in the usual form, "contained

in the fine print on the back hereof."

The Seattle Electric Co. makes a point of encouraging its em-

ployes to reside in suburban districts, where the prices of property

will permit them to have homes of their own. and grants various

privileges intended to promote the comfort of the men not living

near the operating barns. From the barns three cars, known as

the employes' cars, are run regularly to University Heights, South

Seattle and Green Lake, these cars being taken out by the night

men when they quit work, locked and left on the track at the re-

FIG. ,\-LON'GITrDIN.\L SECTION \V.\STl-; WASIMNC, PL.VNl-
SE.VTTI.E ELECTRIC Co.

rain, makes the provision of dry sand for use on the cars a very

important matter. The company owns a pit of good sand and

gravel, some 50 acres in extent, and at this pit has erected the

sand-dryiiig apparatus shown in two of the line drawings.
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In operation, sand is delivered inio the boot from dump cars, in

which the sand is drawn from the bank. From the boot an elevator

takes the sand up and delivers it to a revolving cylindrical screen.

The sand passing the screen drops into the feed bin below it and

the stones and pebbles pass out the open end to a dump. The

gravel is used for ballast and concrete work. From the feed bin

the sand is fed into the drying cylinder by a screw.

The drying cylinder is over a furnace, as shown in the sectional

view. The rotating chamber has on the interior surface projecting

fins to insure the sand heinec mi.xed as it dries. From the drying

The first story is for the fillers and oil storage tanks, the second

story for the oil extracting and washing machinery, and the third

story for drying the laundered waste. The three stories are sep-

arated by fire-proof floors, supported on I-beams. Each of the

three rooms is about 2i ft. long by lO ft. wide inside.

The longitudinal section. Fig. \. shows the general arrangement

of the plant; the arched portion at the right indicates the doors

(which open on the street), one door on each floor.

Figs. B and C show a plan and a longitudinal elevation of the

second story, with full details as to the driving trains. The ma-

FlfS H VVr. <--ARRANGKMKNT OF WASTE WASHING PI.ANT-EQt'IPPED WITH TROY I.AINI.UY *
FIO.S H A.NO < ARKA.NOf-...-.

^^.^g^,^^ ^^^.^, ^,„p^8j. EXTRACTOR-SEATTI.K i:i-E<-TUI<- . n
MACIll.VKUV <•().

chamber the sand passe> do«n a chnic K, a licit conveyor, which

f|i«iriliutcs the dried 'iand over the storage bin.

.•\ single motor (a T-H. F. 30 shnnt wound of 15 h. p.) drives

all the mcchaniMn by means of belts and pulleys, the several

connections Iwing appareit from the drawing-. In operation the

speed of the drying cylinder is 40 r. p. m. ; of the screw feed, .10

r. p. m. The capacity of ihe drier i-. 7" •f"'* f"'"'
''^>'

W.ASTE W'ASlllNXi.

.\nother intcrcMing special installation u the waste washing

plant, which occupies three floors in a corner of one of the shop

hinldings at Fifth and Pine Sis. This huiUling was formerly

used for mannfaclnring purposes, and the lower portion of llie old

slack l-.as been utilized for a portion of the space devoted to the

waste laimdry.

chinery consists of llu- driving nimor. a Troy grease extractor and

a washing machine, also maile by lUc Iri.y l.nuiulry & Machinery

Co., Troy, N. Y.

After passing through the washing machine the clean waste is

placed in wire baskets, 22 x ,1.1 " ') i>'-. n"' '='1^™ '" ''"' ''''"'' ''*'""-'

in an elevator.

In the third slory arc lliree drying racks, cadi nlmiil m 11 Iniig.

The baskets set on the two 2 x 2-in, T's that join the cast iron

sui)|!ort» f(T lie steam pipes, i's shown in Fig. H.

ACCOUNTING.

I"or the guida-ce of the a •counting officers of the dilTereiit prop-

eriies, of which Stone & Webster arc general managers, the firm

has compiled a set of in>triictions on accounting. This includes the

standards adopted by the -^ir.-l K-mKmv V.-.unnlaiils' Association
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.111(1 hy the .N'llinnal I'-lcclric Light .Vssocialion. .ind also the ric-

oimm-iulalioiis of Stone & Webster's accountaiils in m.ilters that

have not heen ^laiularchzed hy the associations, and where exten-

sions of the standard sy-tenis seem to be desirable.

The monthly report used by the Seattle Fleetric Co. is a form
of eight pages, each 8' j x 14 in.

Page I. Reciipitulation of principal footings for current month
and for year to date, with comparisons showing changes from

OVERIli. IN WOODLAND l',\RK-SEAT'll,l-; i;i.

TRIC CO.

previqns year. Cash statement. Charges to constrnctioii ami
equipment accounts.

Page 2. Railway department operating expenses, as per stand-

ard distribution adopted by .•\ccountants' .Association.

Page 3. Statements of earnings r.f railway department. Reca-
pitulation of earnings and expenses and Comparisons with former
periods.

Page 4. Light and Power Department operating expenses, as per
schedule adopted by .National Electric Light .'\ssociation.

Page 5. Light and Power Department earnings. Recapitula-
tion and comparison.

Page 6. Balance sheet.

Page 7. Monthly statement of operation of coal mining de-
partment.

Page 8. Recapitulation and comparison, into whicli arc brought

necosary. These include books of 25 tickets, sold for one dollar;

books of tickets for school children, sold at the rate of j'i cents.

stone i Webfter Form A281—200 p>(l>— 8-12 OS. DUPLICATE.

SHIPPING RECEIPT

the: SEATTLE ELECTRIC CO.
NO SEATTLE, WASH 190...

READ THE CONDITIONS OF THIS RECEIPT.

Received of
THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES TO BE DELIVERED ALONGSIDE

CAR TRACK AT OR NEAR
MARK UPON GOODS OR NAME OF CONSIGNEE

CONDITIONS
TtiU ooiupaajr uDilortakcs to forward tbe artlclo lubject to the follofrtnf condltioDt,

n-hlcb are agreed to by the ablppvr or owner la accepUns tbia rroi-lpt. Tbla company la

Dot to be beld liable for any loaa, damage or dvlay cauaed by tbe acta ut God^ civil or
military autborlty, or by fire, Ilooda, moba, rlota or tbe eoemlea of tbe govemmeot. Tbla
compauy la not to bo beld Uabto or reHponslblo for any loaa or damage to aald property or
aoy part thereof from any cause whatever, UDlema In erery caao aald loaa or damage ocean
from tb« fraud or grosa negUgeoce of tbla company or Ita atTTanLa. Tbla compaoy aball
ot tM^ beld liable or rcnponslble Id any e?ent( nor aball any demand be made upoo It be-
yond tbe aum of fifty dollars (|50.00;. unless tbe trae and Just value of aald property la

stated bereln, nor upon any property or tbing onlvsa properly packed for tranaportatlon. or
upon any articles cunalstliig of glass. Tbla company abull not be liable fur any loaa, dam-
age or delay to tbe articles tranaportcd anlesa Mie claim tberefor aball bo presented to It

lu writing, at Its utilce In Seattle, nitbin ten dnye after tbe luaa, damage or delay becomea
known to the clatuiaot, and this receipt aball be uiiuvii>d to aucb statement. It U aoder-
Btood aod agriMfd tbut tbla company haa no atatlona und no agents otber tbao tbose oo tbe
car. and that the owner fiBSumos all liability of delivery to and from tbe car, and agrees
tbat If bo Is not present to receive tbe goods at tbe car door at tbeir deatlnatloD. tbat tbo
delivery of tbem slong&lde the car track aball be a complete delivery to tbe consignee.

No. of
Packages.
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for 3i years from igoo. U'luier this ordinance the company pays

the city 2 per cent of its gross receipts from street railway opera-

tions and paves between rails and for iS in. ontside. rcgrading. also,

where specified.

While the monthly reports follow the standard system, in dis-

tributing the expense accoimts on his book the auditor snh-

and Renewals of Cable; 1 V. Maintenance Koad Machinery (cable);

I G. Maintenance Paving.

Similarly there are "42. Maintenance of FJectric Lines," subdivided

to show "Overhead Railway Lines." "rdephone Systems," and

"Track Bonding"; and "43. Maintenance of Buildings and Fix-

tures." subdivided inti. four accounts each covering diflferent groups

TIIKATKK AT MADIHDN TAHK.
.MAOHONA I'AHK.
l.liSCIII I'AVIl.lllN

<livi<lr>i thoe to a crHisidcrable cxienl. Iluis. instead of 'No. i

Mairlcnance of Rr>adway.' the antlilor on his book MibslilnteH

No. 41 Maintenance of Irack and Koa.lway." which in siib-

rhvidcrl into: I .\. Maiiilcnaiicc Track f electric) ; 1 H. Maintenance

I rack (cable); t C. Maintenance Trrslles and liridges (electric);

1 I) .Maintenance rre«le> and Brid((en (c:.l.li); I F., Maintenance

MADISON I'AUK IMtdM THK W .\'1'KH,

S\VIN<iS IN MAIiRllNA I'AKK
I.KSCIII l'.\UK

of bnildings. And so on thniUKb lla- li-l. llicn- luni>; OH accuunls

on the lMM)ks as c<|Hivalents or subdivisions of Ihe .V) accouuls on

the .^ccounlanls' dislribnlinn.

(/O.M. MLNINC.

Ihe company owns .iboni 1,000 acres of coal land, the opera-
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lion of its niiiie<. being in charge of a superintcn<lcnl of mines.

The mines are at Renlon, al ihe south end of Lake Washington,

and at present the outpnt is about 550 tons per day. Tlie coal is

in three veins lying im a slope of IJ°, and is reached by horizontal

ttnmels. A washing and screening plant installed by the Jeffrey

Manufacturing Co. is operated at the mine, the nut and pea sizes

being washed. .MK)Ut 60 per cent of the output is sold ; it is hauled

from the mines by the Puget Sound Electric Ry., and the North-

ern Pacific Ry. I'hc dislribution of the coal carried to Seattle

over the electric intcrurban constitutes an important part of the

freight business of the Seattle Electric Co.

PARKS.

The Seattle Electric Co. owns in Seattle four parks, three of

which are on Lake VVashinglcn, a large body of water ranging

in width from 2'/j to 5 miles, and about 20 miles in length. Two
of the three arc very advantageously situated for beautifying

—

being naturally very rugged and broken, with hea\-y growth of fir

and niadrona trees. .Vbout 12 or 14 years ago when the parks

were owned by rival corporations, there were large pavilions built,

one at each. Since coming into the hands of the Seattle Electric

Co. Ihe company has endeavored from tinu to time to utilize these

where hot nights are the rule, and intends to encourage boating of

every description as much as possible. The city has exceptionalty

good facilities in this line. Lake Washington affords the best

canoeing and sailing possible, l>eing a beautiful lK>dy of water en-

tirely surrounded by bluffs and primeval forest scenery, with

magnificent views of the Olympic and Cascade Mountains. These

are covered with snow the year lound, making an exceedingly pretty

background for the expanse of green intervening.

There have iK-en tried, to a limited extent, various minor at-

tractions such as I'A Trip to the Moon," "Haunted Swing." etc..

but not on a sufficiently large scale to insure success. U j? prob-

able that a company will be organized to take over and operate the

parks as a "Coney Island ' resort at which can be found attrac-

tions of all kinds of sufficiently varied nature to suit all comer.;.

The fourth park belonging to the company is situated on Croer.

Lake, about five miles from the business center of the city, and is

advantageously situated for picnic purposes and children's play

grounds and is patronized to a very large extent for these purpose?.

The principal attractions at this place other than its advantages

for a picnic ground arc a large boat house and dancing pavilion,

which are tiuite well patronized.

In addition to the conipany's parks, the city owns and maintain.^

ORGANIZATION or SEATTLK ELECTRIC CC-OPERATINIl DEPARTMENTS.

Stone and Webster,
tieneral Managers,

BuKtttll.

H. K. (iraiil.

Manat'iT. S«*atlli'

Treasury and Accouiitiin:,
FranV( DatJiu-y.

Assistant TreasuriT

Claims.
C. A. Hammond,

Claim .\i.'«'nl.

Lijrliting and Power
J. B. Lul<es.

Superintendent L. and P.

Maintenance of Wav,
Mark Loud,

Isuijeriutendent M. of W.

Engineering,
J. D. Blacltwell,

Chief Ent'ineer.

PurcViasin^,
W. J. Grambs.

Purcliasint' A^ent.

(leneral Stores,
J. R. Stewart.

Storelteeper.

Mininjr,
F. A. Hilt.

Supeiintendcnt Mines.

D. H. Jones,
Coal At,'ent.

Transportation
A. L. Kenipster,

Supt. Transportation.

Mectianical,
A. D. Camplxll.

Master Mechanic

Assistant to Superintendent,
R. M. Arms

Steam Department.
W. J. Santmeyer

Ch. Enjr. flower Stations.

Electrical Department.
S, C. Lindsay

Station filectrician.

Electrical Enjrineer,
E. t;. Allen

nntract Airent.
Dr. E. C. Kilbourne..

.Superintendent of Wires,
L. U. Bean

Jobl iuL^ At'ent,
S. K. Broad bent .

3 Dispatchers.

Timekeeper.
Record Clerk-.

Office Force.

7 Inspectors

Freight Agent, R. G. Crocker.

Janitor Force.

1 Shop Force's.

^ Car Hou.se Foremen...

f Omce Force
I
Mevtvr Dep:irlment.
Arc Lani|) Di'partiiK'tit.

*"epair Pfparinn'nt.
iispector*..

,' Sieani Fitter*.

I
Station Moi:.

< An
Re,

(. Ins

Station Men.

Solicitors
Clerks.

Liffht and Power. Overhead.
Railway. Overhead.
Undertrround.
Siabl.s.
Telephone Trouble Man
Telephone Operators,

Fixtures.
Inside Wiring-.
Stock Ruoni.

2ft'J Molomien.
340 Conductors.
8t>-Gripnien.

Equipment Inspectors
iln char^re ol Repairmen, Pitmen
and Car Cleaners.]

buildings for attracting patrons to the parks. The buildings, being

quite large and open, are not particularly adapted for park purposes,

in view of the exceedingly short and cool suninier seasons, r,nd

the buildings are too cool for pleasure in the evening, with the

exception of eight or ten weeks in the months of July, August

and September.

The principal attractions tried have been vaudeville shows, dan-

cing, band concerts and Iwer gardens. Of these attractions the rela-

tive drawing power of each was about as follows : Band con-

certs first, beer gardens second, dancing third ; none, however, have

been considered altogether satisfactory.

.At one of the parks for a number of years there was exhibited a

menagerie, but this was not undertaken on a scale large enough

to afford attraction to visitors. The company has, however, seals

which attract a great many people, particularly at feeding time,

when oftentimes anywhere from 100 to 1,000 persons can be seen

crowding around the pens to witness this. The expense of main-

taining the animals was not justified by the additional fares re-

ceived; it having iKen shown that after the animals were re-

moved, there was no falling off in the receipts.

Because of the exceedingly cool evenings the company has decided

to eliminate the attractions usually found in eastern sections.

several, many of which afford the most picturesque scenery possible,

such as mammoth trees, exceedingly deep gorges and beautiful

ferns. Many hundred varieties of the latter are found many timis

in a very small space.

In order to secure permission to extend its lines through one of

the city parks. Woi>dland Park, the company was required to not

only build a long trestle to avoid grade crossings, but also to dis-

guise the structure so that it might be in harmony with its rustic

surroundings. However "much one may deplore the necessity of

railway engineers to liccnme landscape gardeners and conceal behind

inappropriate decorations the lines of the structure that should be

pleasirg to the eye by reason of its strength and fitness it is inter-

esting to see how the requirement was carried out. This is shown

in three of the accompanying half tone views.

ORGANIZATION.

The officers of the Seattle Electric Co. are: President, Jacob

Eurth, Seattle: Secretary, George Donworth, Seattle; Treasurer,

A. Stuart Pratt. Boston ; General Managers, Stone & Webster.

The local manager in charge of the property for Stone & Webster

is H. F. Grant, under whom are the beads of departments as shown

by the organization diagram.
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A project very dear 10 the citizens of Seattle is that for a ship

canal to connect Salmon Bay on the Soinid with Lake L'nion and

Lake Vnion with Lake Washington, and the Government has dug

a canal jo ft. wide at the bottom and 17 ft. deep between Salmon

Bay and Lake I'nion known as Canal Waterway to determine

the material that would have to be removed should the ship canal

be decided upon. Gates are provided at (he Lake Union end of the

canal for controlling tlie llow. There was a marked rise in the level

WASHOUT ON CAXAl. W.VY-SKATTLK.

of Lake L'nion caused by rains in September and early October,

ig03, and these gates being kept closed, the water finally broke

through the dam around the gates on October 7th, and carrying

everjnhing before it widened the channel from 20 ft. to about 100 ft.

One of the accompanying engravings shows a view of the canal at

Fremont where the street railway crossed. TrafTic across the canal

was interrupted for only five hours.

We wish to express our appreciation to Mr. Grant, manager;

Mr. Dabney, assistant treasurer and auditor; Mr. Kempster, super-

intendent of transportation; Mr. Elackwell, chief engineer; and Mr.

Lukes, superintendent of lighting and power, for assistance in secur-

ing data for this article and other courtesies extended by them.

Employes Rewarded for Carefulness. •

January 1st the Boston Elevated Railway Co. distributed among

its blue uniformed employes about $60,000 in gold for creditable

performance of duty during the past year. ."Vppro.Himately 4,000

men received $.5 each. This is in accordance with a section of a

general ordt-r issued last January, to apply to first year men who
have been si.x months' or more in continuous employment in one

position. It is intended as a reward for meritorious service only.

St. Louis Transit Co. carmen who did not have an accident in

igo3 have been awarded a bonus of i cent an hour for the time

each worked during the year. Each of qg contluctors and Ji mo-
tormeii received alx)ut $J2.

The RtK-kford & Interurbaii Railway Co. di-.lriliute(l animal prizes

to employes standing highest for general excellence. The prizes

ranged from $10 to .f25 and were received by molormen and con-

ductors.

Subway to Connect East River Bridges.

The plan and scope committee of the Rapid Transit Commission,

N'ew York City, has submitted a plan for the connection of the three

Brooklyn bridges in Manhattan by means of a "four-track subway

to run from Delancey St., to and through Center St., to Elm St.

Krimi this point the subway will continue under private property to

llie Brooklyn Bridge. A spur will be built in Canal St. to connect

with the new Manhattan Bridge. It is planned 10 use two of the

tracks for trolley cars and two for elevated lines. Engineers regard

this plan the most feasible and inexpensive that has been proposed.

Persons who live in the eastern district of Brooklyn may ride

direct to the City Hall, or those who live in the western district

may use cither the old bridge or the Maiiliatlan Bridge to proceed

uptown without change of cars.

«-»

Car Tests on the Muncie, Hartford iV Ft.

Wayne Ry.

The Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co. carried 18,720,689

passengers in 1903, as compared with IS.7.M.203 the year before.

.As aiinuuiiced in the "Review" for December, in the description of

the Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne Electric Ry., a number of

interesting car tests were made by Messrs. E P. Roberts & Co.

upon this line. Tliese tests were made with passenger cars under

actual operating conditions beside which records were made of a

passenger car and also of a work car when hauling gravel ballast.

Table No. I gives a complete analysis obtained from the results

of a single round trip of a passenger car in regular .service. The
weather was clear and the track in good condition during all tests.

•
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Tesis in the passenger cars enKagcil in hauling gravel gave results

as shown in table two. The weight of the motor car was 2-, tons,

weight of gravel car light. S'^j tons, weight of gravel car loaded.

Ill yd.) 2$ Ions. The motor car was equipped with four 50-h. p.

G. E.-S7 motors. The results were as follows:

T.VHl.K II.

TABLE VI

Total distance hauling 6 loads gravel
" " " 6 empties
" " work car only
' ton miles
•• kw

Average watt hrs. per ton mi

93.14
98.61
4.S9

24322.00
715.80
29.40

16765.
7451.
147.

It should Ik> noticed that the runs with six empties do not include

all the runs made during the time of hauling the gravel shown liy

the load column, because some of the runs with empties included

hauling other material and changing about which was not a part

of the regular routine.

The results obtaijied from the wnrk car were as follows;

T.MU.K III.

Total run, mile.s
" average load, tons
" ton miles
" kw. at car

Watt hrs. per ton mile.

.

Light.

157.60
25.00

1868.50
74.88
40.00

With
6 empties.

25.85
77.00

2067.45
96.60
46.70

With
3 loads.

109.02
100.00

10902.00
396.30
37.80

The above amounts are only those for which wattmeter readings

were taken for each individual part of the trip.

The total for two days' complete work gave results as follows:

TABLE IV
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Hudson River Tuuuel Flans.

The plans of the Hudson & Manhiittan Railr»;ul Co.. which pro-

poses to connect Jersey City and Manhattan hy tunnels under the

North River, have been accepted hy the Rapid Transit Com-
missioners and the resoUuions granting the frarchise have t>een

adopted by the New York board of aldermen. The phm provides

for two tunnels from some point near the Pennsylvania R. R. sta-

tion in Jersey City to the corners of Oiurch and Kulton and Church

and Cortlandt Sts., New York City, these termini to be connected l>y

a tunnel under the property on the west side of Church St.. between

Fulton and Cortlandt Sts. Practically all this property from Fulton

to Dey Sts.. and from Dey to Cortlandt Sts.. has been ac(|uired. On
these two Church St. blocks two i6-story office buildings will re-

place the present buildings, and the new bnildiugs will, if per-

mission can Ije obtained, be connected hy an ornate arched pas-

sageway over Uey St.

Passengers from the Pennsylvania R. R. trains at Jersey City

will enter the cars at an underground station and be carried

through the tunnel across Cortlandt St. and around the corner to

Church St.. where the tumx-1 will cominue under the basement of

the first big building. From there, accordnig to ihe plans, pas-

sengers may lake elevators to the station of the Sixth .\vc. ele-

vated road at that point, or they may continue to Dey .St.. where

a walk of one block through a tunnel will take them to the big

station of the subway in Broadway.

If they do not wish to take advantage of either of these points

of exit they may continue under the second big building at the

corner of Fulton St.. and thence to the street. Passengers going

from New York to Jersey City will hoard the cars at the Fulton St.

station. The tunnel trains will thus practically make a continuous

swing from Jersey City to New York and back.

The tunnels will be i6 ft. in diameter and contain but one track

each. Trains will be run by electricity. The course of the tunnels

has been laid out by the engineers, and borings indicate that the

river Ijed will present comparati\ely few ditTicuIties in the con-

struction.

The Hudson & Manliattan Railroad Co. is controlled by prac-

tically the same interests that constitute the New York & New
Jersey Railroad Co., which is constructing the tunnels liegun years

ago to connect the Erie and Lackawanna railn^ids' on the New
Jerse)' side with New York at Christopher St.

The president of the newer corporation is William G. Mc.Xdoo,

and among the directors arc John S. Williams, of the Seaboard .Air

line : Walter G. Oakman, president of the (Juarantee Trust C«.

;

Judge E. II. Gary, II. R. llollins, Frederick B. Jeimings, A. M.

P.rady and John G McCullough. governor of Vermont.

Internatiunal Electrical Congress of St. Louis.

We arc informed that the Slate Department .it Wasliiugton. in

response to solicitation from the Director of Congresses at St

Louis', and the president of the .American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, as well as the committee of organization of the con-

gress, issued instructions, on Decemlwr 17th, to the .American diplo-

matic officers abroad that they shall invite the various foreign gov-

ernments to appoint official delegates to the International Electrical

Congress at St. Louis in September, 1904. The numlK-r of dele-

Hates' requested to be appointed by each cotmtry is in conformity

with the preceflenis established at the Chicago Congress of i8<j.!.

and at the Paris Congress of igoo.

Removing Refuse in Brooklyn.

The Hr<Kiklyii I<api<l Transit Co. has entered iiuo a contract with

the American Railway- Traffic Co. for the removal of ashes and

street sweepings throughout MriKiklyn by mean'- of a new system

which contemplates the eslablishnicnl of 1,1 receiving stations, cen-

trally Uicaled, at which the ashes and refuse will t>e left by wagons

to lie taken during Ihe dull hours of the day over the trolley lines,

in flat cam. to Coney Island and Jamaica. L. I., lo Ik- dtunped. 'The

refuMT will !« carried in bins which will Iw traiis|)orted from the

station.* 10 the cars and vice versa by means of aerial tramways.

« I >

Under a new rule of the Internrban Street Railway Co. cars sttip

at the near sides of cross itrcct.s.

International Railway Employes' Association.

\\ c have received from Hon. W. Caryl Ely, chairman of the

board of trustees of the International Raihvay Eiuployes' Associa-

tion, Buffalo, the third annual report of the association, covering

a period of 13 months, the beginning of the fiscal year having been

changed from October ist to Noveml>er 1st. The report is prefaced

with the statement that for death claims and sick benefits the past

year has been a record breaker. Within seven months Class R paid

nine death claims, while during the preceding 28 months there were

but two, and during the past year Class R paid $6,388 for sick

benefits, against $4,104.50 for the preceding year. In other words

the death claims increased 8co per cent, sick benefits 65 per cent,

and medical attendance 27 per cent over the preceding year. During

the past year the members paid in initiations and dues $9,154.92

and received in benefits $10,058.57, or $913.65 more than they paid

in, and the trustees urge other employes who are eligible to join

the association as a purely business proposition. 'There was a deficit

in Class H, which was paid by the railway company, of $198.50.

There was a total membership Oct. 31, 1903. of I.,i20. a net increase

of nearly JOO, and it was stated that in No\-eml)ei- 175 new mendiers

would be enrolled.

During the past three years the railway company has expended

about $14,000 in building and equipping the rooms, over $10,000 in

salaries and other expenses of the association, donated nearly $1,000

to Class R, met deficits amounting to $678 in Class H, and started

the reserve fund with a $500 bond. During the same period the

menvbers have paid $20,356 in initiation fees and dues, and drew

in sick benefits $15,056, death claims $2,103, and medical attendance

$4,664, a total of $21,823, or $1,467 more than they paid in.

'The treasurer's report for the 13 months shows receipts amount-

ing to $9,873.03 ; disbursements, $9,990.97 ; net deficit, $57.94. 'The

net surplus Oct. 31, 1903, was $1,664.09.

Rochester Street Railway Y. M. C. A.

The first annual report of the Rochester ( N. Y. ) Street Railway

Y. M. C. A. has been published. It shows that Y. M. C. .\. work

aiuong the street car men during the past year has met with even

much greater success than was anticipated, and employe and em-

ployer have been benefited by it amazingly. 'This was the first street

railway Y. M. C. A. to be inaugurated in' the world. chitiuR its

inception .Aug. 4, 1902.

During the year there has been an average atlendauce at the

r(H>ms of over 200 daily; six concerts were given with an attendance

of over 500 in each .instance ; several prize howling matches were

lilayed : the billiard tables earned $60x3.38 at I'A cents a cue; re-

ceipts from bowling were $473.68 at 2'/^ cents per man per game; the

ci;mpany appropriated $500 towards mainl.-iining the iMoms. besides

healing, lighting and cleaning them.

A significant and pleasing incident of the year was the closing

of a pool and billiard saloon directly opjxisite the rooms.

'ITic report is tyixigraphically allraclive .ind coinliines ,u pages

of text and illustrations.

Steam Roads Cut Hates.

The Delaware & lludson Railroad Co. annnnnceil thai begin-

ning DecemlKT 19th its rates between Scranton and Wilkesbarre.

Pa., would Ix; cut in half, this step being taken, it is stated, in order

to compete with the recmlly openeil Lackawanna & Wyoming Val-

ley third-rail system.

'The Lake Erie & Western Uailro.icl Co.. to meet conipelilion In

the Indianap<rlis &• Northwestern Traction Co. iK'tween La l'"ayetle,

Franklin. Indianapolis, Mull>erry and Dayton, has reduced its fares

between those points. The reduction is considerable, but the fare

is still higher than ilia' charged by the traction company.

'The Cincinnati. Hamilton & Daylon Ry. issued a circular letter

to its agents nffering half rales for the holidays between all points

south from Lima to Cincinnati, ard it is" understood llial the sleani

riKid will this season charge the same rales as Ihe Western Ohio

Traction Co. south from Lima as far as I'iqua.

The disputed franchise of the Mill Creek Valley Street Ry., of

Cincinnati, has been declared valid.
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Cunsolidation ut Salt Lake City.

I he coiisolidalioii i.>f llic Utah Light & I'owcr Co. and tlic Coii-

>oliclnted Railway & I'owcr Co., of Sah Lake City, which was

aiUKiiinci'd as pending in the "Review" for September, has been

consiinini.ited by the incorporation of the L'lah Light & Railway

Co. llic consohdation went into elTict January 1st. The capitaliza-

tion of the new company is $10,000,000, of whicli $6,000,000 will

Ijc issued at once, to be taken up by the stockholders in return for

their old stock. Tlie other $4,000,000 will be held to lie sold for

improvements and repairs. Three shares of the old companies'

stock will lie exchanged for Iwo preferred and one share of com-

mon stock in the new company. The i>ar value of the shares is

$J5. Dividends will itot accrue on the common stock until after

the preferred has earned 8 per cent per annum. The majority of

the preferred stock is held by Joseph F. Smith, A. \V. McCune

and W. S. McCorniick, trustee, and these gentlemen control about

70,000 shares of ihc common stock. The stock is divided into

J40,ooo shares of common and 160,000 share.< of preferred. The

plans for improvement have not been outlined, but better light and

better car service arc promised.

The officers and directors of thir new coniirany arc as follows:

President, Joseph F. Smith; first vice-president, John R. Winder;

second vice-president, Joseph S. Wells; treasurer, L. S. Hills;

secretary and general manager, R. C. Campbell ;
general counsel.

LeGrand Young; superintendent street railway, W. P. Read; aud-

itor, G. S. Gannett; assistant secretary, John M. Whittaker. Di-

rectors : W. S. McCormick, L. S. Hills, Joseph F. Smith. J. R.

Winder, Anthon H. Lund, .A. W. McCunc, Joseph S. Wells. W. I'

Read, Thomas G. Wel)l>er, Charles S. Rood.

Cross Roads Shelter Houses.

The Jolict. Plaiiilield & .\urora R. R. has erected nalty frame

waiting rooms, or shelter houses, at all cross roads along its line

between Joliet and Plainficld. These shelter houses are exceedingly

attractive and cosy, and are lighted and heated by electricity.

In front of each shelter house and between it and the track is a

platform, 24 ft. long and 4 ft. wide, and connecting the platform

and the station is a passageway, 8 x 4 ft. The platform floor is 15

in. above the top of the track rail, and the platform sets back 32 in.

from the outside rail. A two-rail wooden fence has Ijeen erected

at the rear of the platform and the sides of the passageway. The

platform is of 2-in. hemlock or oak, and rests on 6 x 8-in. joists.

The building is 8 ft. wide. 6 ft. deep and 8 ft. to the roof plate.

The roof, which is shingled, is peaked, the peak being 3 ft. above

the roof plate. The roof overhangs 2 ft. 6 in. on all sides of the

building. The floor is of white pine, tongue and groove style. .K

board seat, 10 in. wide, extends around three sides of the interior

of the shelter house, and on two sides and in the door sliding win-

dows have been placed. The e.xterior of the station is painted a

lemon yellow, with white trimmings.

Each shelter house is lighted by one series of five lights receiving

current from the trolley wire, two lights being placed inside of

the building, and three lights on the eaves. These lights are con-

trolled by a small switch inside of the building, enclosed in a

locked box. Trainmen light the lamps in the evening, it being the

duty of the crew on the last car to turn out the lights.

The buildings are heated by means of Consolidated electric heat-

ers, connected in series of three, the current to be turned on by

the first morning crew and turned off by the last crew' at night.

Creditors Attached the Cars.

A dispatch from Sault Ste. Marie. Mich., stated that on Decem-

ber i8th as fast as the cars of the Trans-St. Mary's Traction Co.

arrived at the barns late in- the afternoon they were attached at

the instance of two judgment creditors. The road's attorneys un-

successfully applied for an injunction, and it \yas finally agreed to

allow the creditors to retain possession until the claims are satis-

fied, or the road sold, the cars to continue running. The road was

not covered bj- the mortgage held by Messrs. Spcyer & Co., who
receijtiy purchased the assets of the Consolidated Lake Superior

Co.

Trolley on Mt. Vesuvius.

The old wire roiK' railway which has transported tourists up

Mount Vesuvius, as far as the crater, for the last 25 years has

been supplanted by a modern railway system which is a combina-

tion of electric adhesion, cog-wheel traction and overhead trolley.

In the construction of the new system, which was begun in the

fall of 1902, many engineering difl^culties were overcome, especially

on the rack, or cog-wheel section, on which over 1,500,000 cu. ft. of

earth, rock and lava were removed. The new Vesuvius Ry. is 4.8

miles long. It starts at the little village of I'ugliano and traverses

first a fertile tract, following the old slreams of lava which flowed

during the several eruptions of tlic volcano since 1737. The rack

wheel section begins about 150 ft. from the great laval deposit

formed in 1872, and reaches to the station of Ercmo-tjsservatorio,

where stands the famous observatory built by King Ferdinand II.

From the observatory grounds the road runs nearly 1,300 ft. over

the ridge of the Puzzolan Hill, formed by masses of lava. This

part of the line uses the overhead trolley.

Powerful locomotives of special design are used on the cog-

wheel section. The passenger cars arc divided into three com-

partments and accoiumodatc eight passengers. Each car weighs a

little over eight tons, while the locomotives weigh loVj tons each.

Tlie locomotives are equipped with electric brakes. The cars are

lighted by electricity. A\[ of the power plant machinery and roll-

ing stock are of Swiss make. The road cost alxiut 1.500,000 francs.

It was successfully opened for traffic last Septemlx-r.

Nonunion Carmen Attacked.

A mob of union sympathizers attacked the nonunion crew of a

Chicago City Railway Co. at 22d St. and .\rcher Ave., Chicago,

December 27th, and in the riot that followed two policemen, who
were riding on the car to protect the carmen, were severely injured.

One officer was knocked insensible. Reinforcements dispersed the

mob. Several times since the recent strike nonunion men have been

attacked while on duty, the absence of the union buttons on their

coats making them easily distinguishable from other employes.

During the past month the grand jury at Chicago has voted 14

indictments against union members and business agents for alleged

violence during the street railway and Kellogg Switchboard Co.

strikes.

Record Run from Norvvalk to Cleveland.

Car No. 103 of the Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co. made

a record-breaking run from Norwalk, O., to Public Square, Cleve-

land, Sunday, December 6th, covering the 57.6 miles in I h. 29 m. 50

s., or four minutes faster than the Twentieth Century Limited time

between those points. The feat was considered a remarkable one

ill view of the fact that there was no especial preparation be-

yond seeing that the road was clear, and also because the car

was loaded with passengers, who were delighted with the speed

and the comfort and! ease with which it was accomplished. The

car had been chartered to convey a party of Elks and ladies to

the Elks memorial celebration, and it was in charge of Motorman

W. F. Kearins and Conductors Lysle Chevalier and Ed Wilcox, to

whom the company officials give due credit.

The attempt to make a record it this time was really the out-

growth of a rivalry between the Cleveland & Southwestern and

the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co., and it had been arranged

that both should race cars on the occasion in question. Tlie Lake

Shore car made a good start, but was unfortunately delayed by

the breaking of a trolley wire, so the race was not finished.

Speaking of the fast trip of No. 103, F. T. Pomcroy, president

of the Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co., said: "We made

a nice trip then, but I feel that with a little better road and power

we can cut that time down nicely. Without a doubt we have one

of the fastest roads in this section, and are proud of it." The Iwst

previous time made between Norwalk and Cleveland by a Cleveland

& Southwestern car was at the beginning of the base ball season,

when Motorman Kearins took a special through in 1 h. 57 m.

The Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co. has sold Randolph

Park at Chagrin Falls, O., and the new owners have dismantled it.
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New Lines and Extensions Opened.

The new belt line of the Pittsburg Railways Co.. which covers all

the principal towns of the Monongahcla and Turtle Creek valleys,

has been opened to traffic. The cars start from Pittsburg over the

United Traction line to Glenwood, to Si.x Mile Ferry, via Calhoun

Park to McKeesport. then to East McKeesport over the line of

the old Wilmerding & McKeesport branch, to Wilnierding over the

new S300.000 steel viaduct across the Pennsylvania R. R. tracks

and the Weslinghouse .Mr Brake Co. yards at Wilmerding. along

Grant St. to Turtle Creek, thence along the old route of the

United Traction Co. to East Pittsburg. Braddock. Rankin and into

Glenwood and Pittsburg.

The Philadelphia & Eastern Street Railway Co. has completed

us line between Easton and Riegelsvillc. after three years' work.

This affords the most direct route between Philadelphia and Eas-

ton, and the new branch also links Trenton with the lA-lugli Valley

trolley system.

The Indian Territory Traction Co. has establishd a 40-minute

schedule between 6 a. m. and n p. m. on its recently opened

system which connects South McMester, Alderson. Krebs, McAles-

ter. Busby and a number of other mining towns and mines.

The last gap in the line of the Chambersburg. Grcencastlc &
Waynesboro Street Railway Co., from Pen Mar to Waynesboro.

Pa., has been completed and the company operates over the entire

15 miles of the system.

The' formal opening of the Pittsburg Railways Co's. OakmoiU.

EJgewater and Hulton branch, which is a continuation of the

Verona branch, occurred December igtli.

' Thrciugh service was inaugurated December i8th on the Urbana.

Rellefontaine & Northern Ry., and the event was celebrated at

l>oth Bellcfontaine and Springfield. O.

Christmas day the first electric passenger car was run bclween

Coeur d'.Mene, Idaho, and Spokane. Wash., over the recently

completed system of the Coeur d'Alene & Spokane Railway Co.

At present the company will use steam to transport freight and

electricity for passenger service, but intends to use electricity for

both passengers and freight later.

The Toledo & Western Railway' Co, has opened its extension to

Pioneer, which gives the company 80 miles of road. With the

exception of 10 miles between Pioneer and the Indiana state line

there is an unbroken chain of electric railways across norlhcrn

Ohio, paralleling the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry.

Regular service between Rockwood. Mich., and Toledo was insti-

tuted by the Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line Co. December

25th. With the line completed to Sibley's transfer can be made
to the Wyandotte & Detroit River line, thus giving electrical con-

nection between Detroit and Toledo. It was expected that this

would \te done this month.

ITie Illinois & Iowa Electric Railway Co. has opened it- inter-

urban line between Davenport and Clinton. la., as far as Bctlendorf.

and it is expected that the whole line will be completed by next

summer. The line is the first of consequence in eastern Iowa, Mr,

T, J. Wilcox, of Des Moines, is general manager.

The connecting of the tracks of the Pittsburg, McKeesport &
Grecnsburg Railway Co. and the Pittsburg, McKeesport & Connells-

ville Railway Co. systems at Hunter, Pa., has been completed and

arrangements made for through express train service between

Grcensburg and Unionlown.

The first cars were run on the Center & Clearfield Street Rail-

way Cos. system Qiristmas day. The road runs from Philipsburg

to Winburnc, Pa., 12 miles, winding through a populous mining

$ country, touching Decalur, .VIorrisdale, Muiison and other towns

Mr. J. C. Piatt, of Philadelphia, is president of the company.

The East .St. L<juis, O'Eallon & Lebanon Electric Railway Co's,

line connecting lilast .St, l^uis and Lclianon, III,, is completed and

regular service was inaugurated December 20th,

Ihc .Macomb & Western Illinois Railway Co,, which is building

a line frrmi Macomb to Littleton by way of Industry, III,, has

opened the line to traffic as far as Industry, the first passenger

trip (King made January ist.

Limited traction service between Indianapolis and Riclimoiicl. Ind.,

wa< inaugurated January 4lh by the cars of the Indianapolis &
Eastern Railway Co., which run over the tracks of that comiiany

Ifi Diililin ;,iwl frriiii Dnlilin in Rirbiimnrl r,vcr the Riiliiriotid

Street & Intcrurban Railway Cos, tracks. The running time for

the 72 miles is 2^ hours.' The cars cannot enter the city of

Richmond on account of the Chicago. Cincinnati & Louisville R. R.

bridge, and passengers are transferred to city cars at West Rich-

mond.

January ist the CeiUial Peiinsylvanin I'ractioii Co, began to run

cars on the Linglestown extension as far as Paxtonia, Pa,

New Year's day was celebrated at the Oklahoma Military Insti-

tute. Oklahoma City, by a reception in honor of the arrival of the

first car of the Metropolitan Railway Co, at the Institute grounds.

.All the prominent citizens of Oklahoma were present and Ihe

advent of the car was greeted hv a salute of 12 guns.

F. C. Randall.

Mr. F. C. Randall has been elected vice-president and general

manager of the National Electric Co., successor to the Christensen

Engineering Co., of Milwaukee, to succeed Mr. R. P. Tell, resigned.

Mr. Randall graduated from the English High School, of Boston,

in 1875 and entered the office of his father, who was an importer

of special grades of English iron and steel, in Boston. After two

years he entered the employ of the New York & New England Rail-

road Co.. as "performiiicc-of-engine" clerk in the Norwood Central,

I'-, C, RA.NDAI.I^,

Mass,, shops, and hilcr was appiiiiited chief clerk of the motive

department of llif -mmic road at Hartford, for all divisions west of

Willimantic, Conn Mr irMj;iU(l lo liccoinc chief clerk of the motive

power department of the liostoii & Lowell R. K. and its leased lines.

Upon the consolidation of the latter road with the Boston & Maine

Railroad Co., he severed his connection with the steam railroad

business to embark in the manufacturing licld, lie tirsi entered

the shops of the Tripp Manufacturing Co,, and after several years,

during which he obtained a practical knowledge of the manufacture

of electric railway trucks, he was made foreman and later superin-

tendent of the shops. He resigned this' position to aciipt a position

as eastern sales agent of the J. G. Brill Co,, and was later made
western sales agent for the company, with headquarters at Chicago.

He was employed by the Brill Co, aboui six years and then became

eastern sales agent of the Christensen Engineering Co.. and was

later apiioinled geiiernl sales agent of this company, and its succes-

sor. During Mr, Randall's connection with the sales deparlinent of

the company the sales of llie' Christensen air brakes increased from

less than 200 equipnients to a total of over 11,000, which are in use

at present. In his steam road experience he gained a valuable

knowledge of organization, which adrled to his insight of electric

railway affairs gained by persoii.il iohIihi with Ihe leading electric

railway operating men. enabled him to tciriii a corps of salesmen

and engineers, covering the railway fiehl of the entire country, and
ill the success of which organization he lakes great pride. In

addition lo his duties as vice-presidenl and general manager. Mr,

Randall will continue to attend to llie duties of general sales agent

not only of the air brake deparlineiil. but ,ilso of the eleclrical

tnacliincry department o( ih,- rrHiipany
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THE ARNOLD ELECTRO-PNEU.yATlC RAILWAY SYSTEM.

.SiiKc tlic aii'iiiiiccniciil. itkuIc at llic <ircal HarnnKtmi lucctiiig

of the .Anicricaii Instiltilo of Klcclrical tiiiginccrs in June. 1902, by

Mr. U. J. .'Vriiold of the principles of his system for utilizing single-

phase alternating current for railway operation, the publication of

the results obtained on the Lansing, St. Johns & St. I^uis Rail-

way, which was to use the .'\rnold electro-pneumatic system, has

been awaited with keen interest. It was therefore a keen disap-

pointment to learn of the fire which on Dec. 18, 190.1, destroyed

the car house and shops of the company, and two new cars c<iuippcd

for regular operation as well the experimental locomotive built by

Mr. .Arnold. Mr. .Arnold in June last made two trips of about

three miles each with the experimental machine, and il is only the

complete and unexpected destruction of hi.s equipnieiil that prevented

him from being the pioneer in single-phase raihvny operation on a

commercial basis.

RAILWAY AND LIGHTING ACCOUNTS.

'ITic luimhcr of coriioralions which operate electric railways and

also conduct a light and power business, electric or gas, and per-

haps Ixjlh, is large at the pres'ent time, having increased rapidly be-

cause of the consolidations of public service companies effected in

recent years. In keeping the accounts of these companies there is

a wish to follow standard systems in order to facilitate comparisons

with others in the' same line of business, and consetjucntly for the

railway department they follow the classification of the Street Rail-

way .Accountants" Association, and for the lighting and i>ower de-

partment follow that of the National Electric Light Association.

The classification of operating expenses for electric railways was

devised with three grand subdivisions—Maintenance. Transporta-

tion, General. This arrangoniont is upon the theory that in order

to operate properly the plant niust be maintained at a certain stand-

ard and therefore "maintenance" should be the first division.

The classification for the operation of electric lighting properties

has three grand divi.sions also—Manufacture. Distribution. Gen-

eral.

Analysis of the two classifications shows iliai the diflferencc other

than variations in the names of accounts by reason of the differ-

ences in the nature of the two departments lies in treatment of main-

tenance charges. Those differences are shown in the two tables.

A. El.KCTRIC R.^ii.w.w

I. Maintenance 1. Waj- and Structures.

2. Equipment.
II. Transportation— I. Operation of Power Plant.

2. Operation of Cars.
III. General.

B, Light .\Nn Powf.h—
I. Manufacture-

II. Distribution —

III. General.

1. Operating.

2. Maintenance.
1. Operating.

2. Maintenance.

Classification B could be made to conform to .\ by bringing I-2

and 1 1-2 together as "Maintenance" divided into, i. "Power House"

and 2. "Lines" (or 1. "Manufacture" and 2. "Distribution") and

bringing l-i and ll-i together as "Operation." divided into. i. "Man-
ufacture" and 2. "Distribution."

Classification .A could be made to conform to B by an analogous

rearrangement, for instance, making the first two grand divisions

1, "Fixed ICquipment" to ir.chide power plants", shops, other buildings

and lines, and II. "Rolling Stock," each being subdivided into i.

"Operation" and 2. "Maintenance."

Both of the schemes of subdivision in 'ihc existing slai:dards are

logical and both are perhaps equally convenient when used sepa-

I'ately. but when lioth are found in the accounts of one company

the variation in principle is striking, and the suggestion is- made

that the associations that have adopted these standards could with

advantage take action with a view to adopting a single classifica-

tion that c-'.ild l)c used in Ixith branches of the business. The fact

that a division exactly, corresponding to "Cost of Manufacture" as

used in the Light and Power accounts cannot be made in Railway

accounts, while on the other hand "Manufacture" and "Distribution"

arc equally satisfactory for grand divisions nr suhrtivi^^ions in the
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Liglit and Power accounts, is a reason why the latter instead of the

Railway classification should be changed in an attenipt to secnrc

uniformitv.

AN EXPERIMENT WITH LOW FARES.

.\n inure>iuig experiment is iu:w in progress in Cleveland, Ohio.

where the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. has agreed to conform,

for the period of 90 days, to the provisions of an ordinance by

which the city council undertakes to reduce fares on the railway

system. This is the first attempt made in America to apply the zone

system of street railway fares on city lines, although there have been

several notable attempts made to establish in American cities a rate

of fare on street railways less than 5 cents. At Detroit franchises

were granted to a rival company with the expectation that it would
operate successfully, selling tickets at the rate of eight for 25

cents; after a year or so of bitter competition, which brought both

the old and the new companies to the verge of bankruptcy, an

arrangement was effected whereby the older company leased the

new lines, and since i8g6 the low-rate tickets have had but limited

use, and on these no transfer is granted. The attempt to provide

adequate service for the entire city at the ,3-cent rate was a failure.

nie city of Indianapolis also attempted to establish .l-cent fares.

by municipal and state legislation, but the railway company con-

tested the legality of the city's action and after years of litigation

a compromise was effected, and after reorganization in iSgg the

company was given a new franchise with provisions for a 5-ceiit

fare and the sale of 25 tickets for one dollar. \ third celebrated

case was the attempt of Milwaukee to establish a 4-cent fare m that

city, which also failed, because the company proved the proposed

rate to be unreasonably low.

Heretofore the disadvantages of the zone system in limiting the

territorial growth of cities, and promoting overcrowding in tene-

ment and factory districts, have had sufficient weight to prevent a

trial of such a straet railway tariff by any American city or com-

pany.

For the Cleveland experiment the rates are to be : Within a

certain district, 3 cents without transfers, or 5 cents with trans-

fers; to and from the city limits and suburbs 5 cents without trans-

fers, or 7 cents with transfers. The city limits of Cleveland em-

brace an area of about 28 square miles, and the j-cent zone com-

prises about three-fourths of this ; the estimate of Mayor Johnson

is that 85 per cent of the passengers on the Cleveland Electric

Railway will ride for 3 cents, and that not above 3 per cent will be

required to pay 7 cents. This would result in a decrease of re-

ceipts of about one-third, if the volume of traffic were to remain

the same.

Inasmuch as the bare operating expenses of the Cleveland road

are about 56 per cent of the gross receipts, and the interest charges

are about 10 per cent more, leaving the net income less than 34 per

cent of the gross receipts, it would appear to be impossible to suffer

a reduction of one-third in receipts and maintain the service at the

present standard.

The outcome of the go days' trial, beginning January jist. will

demonstrate whether these rates are practicable, and if not a re-

vision of the low fare ordinance must follow, as has been ilie

outcome in the other cilie'^ mentioned.

RESULTS OF THE BERLIN^ZOSSEN EXPERIMENTS.

The high ^i)eed cxiK-riincnts which were carrierl out on llic Mill

tary railroad between Berlin and Zossen with electric cars' and

which were completed Novcmlwr 21st have contributed some iin

jKirtant experimental data in connection with high speed electric

railway work. Consul General Guenlher reports that Inilb electric

cars which were equipped with apparatus for measuring the re

^i^tancc of the presstirc of the wind rciicaledly made the trip o(

• .ver i4'/i miles at speeds from 118.75 ''> 126.25 miles an hour. It

wa» evident that the roadbed with its rails of only 90.2 lb. per yard

was heavy enough even for the highest speed attained and was

found to \k in perfect condition, although it must l>c Iwrnc in mind
thai the greate^l care was always given it. Or. Zimmerman pre-

.i,....,| „n ihc strength of his calculations that it would not \k nec-

to u»e rails of much greater wcigbl 'or high speed pro

i the track is straight and well Imllasted. The results achieveil

'how that it is not nccewary to abstain from a greater speed than

heretofore on account of the expense* of very heavy rails and corre

sponding roadlK'd, although it is obvious that the cost of maintenance

of the roadbed would be increased. The apprehensioni also, that the

gage of the track would have to be increased considerably on ac-

count of the wind pressure has not been realized. The highest

speed attained in the electric car experiments was 130.5 miles. A
new series of experiments is shortly to be inaugurated in order to

accomplish greater speed by means of steam locomotives, and the

construction of the required apparatus for measuring speed is about

completed.

LIMITATIONS ON SPEED.

Some years ago the "Review " made a compilation of the munici-

pal regulations affecting speed and headway of electric cars in the

principal cities of North .America. This was published in our issue

for September, 1897, page 567, and showed that a maximum speed

was specified in three-fourths of the cities from which reports were

received. .At that time the most common limit .set upon the speed

of electric cars operating in the business district was 8 miles per

hour; in a few cities the limit prescril)ed was as low as 6 miles,

and in a few others as high as 10 miles per hour. In residence and

ontlying districts the maximnni speed iiennitled was generally fixed

at from 12 to 15 miles per hour.

Recently the Massachusetts R;iiIroad Commissioners promulgated

a rule limiting the maximum speeds of electric cars to 10 miles

l>er hour in thickly settled parts of cities and towns, to 15 miles

per hour i.utside of business districts, and to 20 miles per hour

where the railway is at one side of a traveled road. This pronounce-

ment, which may be taken as reflccling public opinion in New
England at the present time, fixes the maximum limits at points

about one-fourth higher than was considered safe seven years ago.

Abroadv the British Board of Trade has ordered recently that tram
cars in London shall not exceed a speed of 10 miles per hour, with

limitation to 6 miles and 8 miles at certain congested points.

There may be some doubt as to whether uniform interpretations

have been placed upon the speed ordinances referred to in the first

paragraph—that is, whether maximum speed or schedule speed is

meant, and doubtless in some cases when the former was intended

the latter has come to be accepted in practice. In the Massachu-

setts and British regulations cited in the second paragraph, how-
ever, there is no doubt that the maximum speed is meant, the Board
of Trade rule also specifying that cars shall carry speed indicators.

The regulation of speed of vehicles is a proper subject for the

exercise of the police power of a municipality, in the sense of being

within the legal right of the city, but the specification of a hard

and fast limit, as 10 miles per hour, is" of doubtful wisdom. The

municipality is right in attempting to prevent vehicles being driven

at reckless speeds that endanger other users of the streets, but the

speeds that conform to the reiptiremeiil "safe" are a matter of

experiment and cannot be decided a priori by even a city council.

The most common accidents in which street cars are concerned

are due to carelessness of the men in charge of the car or to care-

lessness on the part of llie public using the streets, and a slow

speed for the cars encourages rather than prevents carelessness in

employics, passengers and others. Six years ago the Market Street

Railw.ay Co., of San Francisco, slated positively that a number of

the most serious accidents had been occasioned by children and

others running suddenly in front of a car that was moving at a

speetl of not more than three or four miles per hour. This is a

negative argnmeiU lo the efTecl ihal low sjieeds dd ui>f necessarily

prevent accident ;.

By courtesy (jf Mr. John .'\. Heeler, vice-president and general

manager of the Denver City Iramway Co., we are enabled to pre-

sent some results of the experience of thai company which coiisli-

lute a positive argument that increase of speed within reason will

decrease instead of increase the danger of accidents. The iiimm

ageineiit of the Denver company desired lo improve the service In

increasing the speed of its cars, and ilu- ihiiMge w.is made with the

expectation that while there might be Uinporarily an increase in

the number of accidents, the higher s|>ecd would cause all persons

oil or near the cars to exercise a higher degree of care lliat would

in a short lime reduce the nuiiil>er and cost ofaccidents in ihr Mm
mal. The results were surpris-ing m Ihal from the first lliere w.-k

a decrease in llie accideiil aecounl. The higher schedule was pui

in eff<'Cl last year, and llie follnwiiit; lible .hows nine munlliK nf
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1903 compared with four preceding years, the basis adopted, pcr-

cciil,ige of receipts expended on accinnil of accidents Ix-iiig one thai

taiies acconnt of increased traffic :'i:d nuinial increased minilx'r of

accidents

:

Per Cent Per Cent Damages. Schednle Speed,

\ear Damages. and Legal Expenses. Miles per Hour

il-W 19^ -J.V 8-3

lyoo 1.78 J.18 8.4

iQoi 1.79 J.21 S.J

190a 1 .38 J.07 8.3

1903 (9 mo.) 1.09 1.74 8.9

In November, 1903, the .schedule speed was 9.5 miles and in De-

cember, 1903, it was 9.6 miles per hour. This speed is delermincd

by dividing the total nunilwr of car-hours by the total mileage;

thus all time lost in making stops and In'causc of delays being in-

cludedy and the highest speed recorded q.6 miles per hour corre-

sponds 10 a maximum siwed considerably in excess of thai figure

The damages and legal expenses in connection therewith for the

month of November last amounted to but 1.40 per cent of the gross

receipts.

The accidents on the Denver system during the five years men-

tioned in tlie table increased in numlK-r, being as follows; 1,033 in

1899; 1,016 in 1900; 1,097 in 1901 ; 1,354 in 1902; 1.685 '" 9
nionlhs of 1903. Of these so-called accidents, however, which are

reported by employes, over 85 per cent are never heard from again.

While the iiuml)er of reported "accidents" is larger in 1903 than

in the preceding years when the speed of cars was slower, we do

not consider the conclusion as to the higher speed being safer is

vitiated, because the cost of accidents is a better measure than the

mere number. ITie fact that in 1902 there were on this road nearly

25 per cent more accidents reported than in igoi, and at the same

time the cost for accidents and legal expenses in connection there-

with was reduced 2.21 per cent of the gross receipts in 1901 to 2.07

pcr cent in 1902, shows a most efficient administration of the clain>

and legal departments. Also it justifies the inference thai the re-

ported "accidents" in 1902 and 1903 include larger percentages of in-

cidents that are not accidents, but are reported only for the purpose
of preparing the company to belter contest hditious and fraudulent

claims for damages.

Observation in Denver shows that since the cars have been run

at increased speed, all persons aflfected show a greater degree of care

—inotormen keep a better lookout and do not permit their atlention

to be easily distracted, because they appreciated the greater damage
that would naturally follow a collision at the higher speed; pas-

sengers do not so often as formerly attempt to enter or leave the

cars while they are moving, and others on the street use more care

in keeping out of the way. The conclusion is that what constitutes

a safe speed is a matter of experiment,. and that legislation which
fixes an arbitrary limit is misdirected. The limit fixed does not

necessarily insure greater safety and if placed too low does- prevent
improvement in the service.

»

Boiler Explosion at St. Louis.

.•\bout 5 p. 111., Dec. 21, 1903, six boilers exploded at the Geyer
St. power plant of the St. Louis Transit Co. (the old Union Depot
road plant), killing seven persons and destroying property to the
value of $50,000. This plant contained 17 Heine water-tube boilers

and 6 of two other makes, all connected to a single header, which
was something over 200 ft. in length and without expansion joints.

Six of the seven Heine boilers that constituted that part of the

plant east of the large brick chimney exploded, the seventh boiler

being thrown out bodily into the street unii;jured, except that a

few tubes were torn out hv the same force that displaced the boiler.

Tba rear waterlegs were torn from the six boilers that were rup-

lured. In the case of only one boiler were the shells parted from
the front waterleg. The tubes were practically all torn out of the

waterlegs, and with only one or two exceptions were not burst.

I'he severed portions of the ruptured boilers wre thrown to dis-

tances of 100 ft.

The boilers that failed were installed i-i l8qi and were rated at

250 h. p. each.

The evidence presented at the coroner's inquest and before the

St. Louis Board of Engineers shows that the accident was not due

to any defect m the construcliori of the boilers, but to negligent

inspection and operation of the plant. Exaniipalion of the two feed

pipe nipples of one of the explo<led lK)ilers showed one to be com-

pletely filled with scale and the other to be so nearly filled that a

passage '/j-'m. in diameter only was open, and the Board of Kngi-

neers found that while the prcscrilKjd limit of pressure was 125

lbs. the safely valves when tested rerpiircd from 142 to 170 lbs.

per sq. in. to open.
,

It is believed that a single boiler exploded first, and thai following

this the five other boilers failed simultaneously or in rapid suc-

cession.

It is considered probable that the primary cause of the explosion

was the failure of some jKirtion of the steam header near these

oldest boiicr.-i.

—*-•
Annual Meeting of Boston Elevated Ry.

.\l the aiuial meeting of the Boston Elevated Railway Co.. Jan-

nary 4th, the president. Gen. William A. Bancroft, presided. The

old directors and officers were re-elected. The reports showed:

That more than 80 per cent of the 133,000 shares of stock is held

ill .Massachusetts; the total mileage of the road is 437.499 miles;

the total number of subway passengers for the year ending Sept.

30, 1903, was 2,018,986, an average per day of 87,723, as against

79.923 last year; as against a 5 per cent increase in total revenue

passengers, the receipts at main line elevated stations, exclusive

of subway, increased 15.9 per cent, and at .-\tlantic avenue elevated

stations 59.3 per cent ; the receipts at subway stations for elevated

.service alone increased 8.3 per cent; the surface car mileage in-

creased 0.8 per cent, while the elevated mileage increased 23.8 per

cent; the extension of surface tracks amounted to 5.16 miles during

the year.

President Bancroft brought out the fact that coal and the han-

dling of the same cost the company $409,017 for the year, an increase

of about 71 per cent over the previous year.

llie earnings from operation were $11,959,515; net earnings, $3,-

759,511, an increase of $301,053; balance for dividends. $826,955. as

compared with $621,898 the year before; surplus, $28,955. against

$21,880 the previous year. The road carried 233,563.578 passengers

during ihe year, an increase of 11.078.767 over the previous year.

Three-Cent Fare in Cleveland.

The Cleveland city council, January nth. passed an ordinance

making the fare within certain limits on all street railway lines

three cents, without transfers, or five cents with transfers, while

the fare to and from the extremities of the city and the suburbs is

to be five cents without, and seven cents with transfers. .At first

the directors of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. voted not to

conform to the measure, believing that the three-cent zone is too

large. Later an understanding was entered into between the mayor

and the railway officials whereby the company agrees to a 90 days'

test of the new plan, which' becomes effective January 21st. If

not satisfactory. legal steps may then be t.iken to enjoin its cn-

forccment-

Chicago Union Traction Co.

Ihe lieariug of the validity of the 99-year act, which was set for

January i6th. was postponed until the last of February, or later.

The case will be heard at Chicago. Mr. Henry G. Foreman has

resigned as a director of the company, stating that as president of

the Cook County board of commissioners he is required to take a

position in opposition to the company.

Chicago City Railway Franchise.

Hie principal development in the Chicago City Railway Co.'s

application for renewal of franchise is the proposition submitted

by the company to pay the city 5 per cent on $197,000,000. which

the company estimates will be the approximate amount of its earn-

ings in the next 20 years, the capital stock tax to be deducted. If the

earnings exceed that amount the company is willing to pay 20 per

cent on the excess.



The Tramway System of Sheffield, Eng.

BY W. C. SAMPLE.

Under the provisions of the Sheffield Tramways Act of 1872 pow-

ers were granted to the corporation to build tramway hnes and

lease them to the Sheffield Tramways Co. for a period of 21 years.

Nine miles of double track were laid and the company operated its

cars upon these lines, the terms of payment being an annual rental

of £100 per mile of route and the niainlenance and repair of the

paving between and 18 in. outside of the outer rails. The rails laid

weighed 49 lb. per yard and were supported on Kincaid patent

chairs which were imliedded in concrete. The corporation, how-

ever, was not entirely satisfied with the manner in which the com-

pany carried out its part of the contract, and being desirous of

streets. Of this distance 29 miles is of double track and about 7

miles is single track. 1 he latter is to be changed to double track

in the near future.

The total cost of the work carried out to date including paving,

power stations, cars and other equipment is about £850,000, and by

the time the total work is completed over £1,000,000 will have been

expended. The street improvements along the lines of the tram-

ways when completed will have entailed a cost of over £500,000.

The engineering difficulties of laying out the tramway routes were

numerous owing to the very steep grades (the steepest is i in 9.5),

ihe lieavy sidcfalls in sonic of the streets along the lines and the

CAR REPAIR Slllir. SIIKFFIi:i-D TRAMWAY SYSTEM.

meeting the rec|uiremenls of a rapidly increasing ijupulaliuu ob-

tained Parliamentary powers on Ihe termination of the lease to

operate the tramways itself.

The overhead trolley system was decided upon and a bill was

passed by Parliament authorizing the corporation to operate its

system by electrical or other mechanical power and granting an

extension of .^6 miles, thus making a total length of 45 miles, three-

fotirlhs of which is double track. It was estimated Ihe total cost

of the work authorized would be £600,000. Sept. 5. i8gg, the first

length of I'/j miles was opened and other routes followed in quick

succession, but it speedily became evident that to meet the require-

ments of the city further extensions would be necessary. Other

hills were accordingly promoted granting Ihe corporation power to

expend further amounts on tramways and also considerable sums

upon street widening and improvements, most of which were

required for the improvement of streets on which Ihe

tramways were to be built. The total length of route authorized

by the various bills aggregated 80 miles of single track, and up to

the present lime O5 miles has been laid, traversing 3f> miles of

sleep grades of iheside streets crossiiiK tlu- liniN, Tlicse dilVicnl-

lies were successfully overcume by Mr Wikc. city surveyor.

Paving.

Owing to llu- bleep grades already mentioned and the heavy na-

ture of the traffic in the city a number of different kinds of pave-

ments have been used for the tracks. Granite, wood, gritstone,

whinstonc and tar macadam have all been tried and in the streets

where the traffic is heaviest granite has given the best results. Il

is the most durable, but as it is slippery and noisy it has not been

laid in Sheffield on grades sleeper than i in 25. Wood has been

extensively used in .Sheffield for llie past few years, £2,-?,ooo having

been ex|)endcd on this paving material on one Inunvvay route.

Gritstone has been used on many of the steepest grades, but it

wears away nnich more rapidly than granite. 1 1 is customary in

Sheffield to groove the gritstone sets to provide a foothold for

horses, but Iho constant traffic giadiially wears the groove away

and the sct.s become rounded and slippery. On some of the roiiles

the tracks have been pavetl with granite and ilf sidis (jf ilie
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>iri-ci Hitli iiiac.idaiii. Tliis system . ut paving cannol hi- pfM

iiotincvd a siiccfss, A patented system of paving lias been laid on

trial and is liiing watched with great interest. This paving con-

sists of allernatc courses of granite and wood, the wood courses

being nbont half the width of the granite. It is claimed that this

paving will not become slippery and that it can he used on grades

loo sleep for an all granite pavement. After noticing its effect

upon vehicular traffic for some months past the writer has come

to the conclusion that it will not become slippery and thai it affords

a splendid foothold for horses. .Mso, that for the length of time it

has l)een down it has worn fairly well.

riie following table shows the kind and approximate lengths of

the paving on the various tram routes:

Pavcmeni

Granite

Wood

Miles of Route.

I-

8

Gritstone I'A

Tar Macadam 2V4

Paved Tracks, Macadam Sides 6}4

Experimental Paving .

.

I

Total 36

Track.

The rails useH in Sheffield are of the girder typv 7 in. deep, 7'/

in. wide on tht( flange, weighing 108 Mi. per yard. They are laid

HK.VCKET CONSTRl'CTION. SHEFFIELD TR.\MW.\V SYSTEM.

to Standard gage, 4 ft. Syi in., and the width of the tread is

I ii-i'6 in. and the depth of the groove 15-16 In., leaving a clear-

ance of 7-16 in. between the wheel flange and the bottom of the

groove. Tn a paper read by Mr. Wikc before the Association of

Municipal and County Engineers he stated that "when the rails

have worn sufficiently to enable the wheel flange to touch the bot-

tom of the groove the life of the rail is to be considered at an- end.

Refore this can happen a sectional area of .706 in. of steel must Ik

worn away." The Sheffield specification for rails is a stringent one

and provides for both chemical analysis and mechanical test. .•\

large proportion of the Sheffield Tramway system was laid with

30-ft. rails, although 60-ft. rails have also been used; recently rails

45 ft. in length have been put down. The 30-ft. rails are expensive

on account of the large number of joints required while the 60-ft.

rails are unwieldy, although for laying track over the brow of a

hill there is no doubt that they are extremely useful. The 45-ft.

rails are, however, the most convenient length and their adop-

tion in Sheffield is now general. The greater part of the rail? were

supplied by the Barrow Hematite Steel Co., Ltd., the Leeds Steel

Co (Walter Scott, Ltd.) having supplied the remaining portions.

I iu•^e two concerns have supplied upwards of 11,000 tons of rails.

The method of joining the rails in SheiVicId is by lish plates. These

are 36 in. long, half of them having eight holes !',/» in. square and

the other half eight circular hol.-s 1% in. in diameter. The fish

plates for crossings, etc., are j/ in. long, one-half of the quantity

having six holes I'/i in. square and the other half six circular holes

l]/^ in. in diameter. The weight of the eight-hole fish plates is 80

lb. per pair and that of the six-hole fish plates 60 lb. ICacH bolt

and nut weighs 2'/4 lb., each being of the self-locking type, supplied

by IblKilson Bros. & Co. A space of 1-16 in. is left l)ctwccn the

ends of the rails to allow for expansion and tie bars are placed Ih-

twcen the rails at intervals of 10 ft. to keep them to gage. Two
bonds are provided at each joint and the tracks arc cross bonded

every 40 yards. The bonds used are the "Chicago" type.

The points, crossings, etc., were supplied by Hadfield's Steel

Eoundry Co. and Edgar Allan & Co., Ltd., both of Sheffield. Some
American special work supplied by the Lorain Steel Co. has been

installed experimentally in which a special metal having great re-

sistance to wear was introduced. The results, although never made
public, were, 1 believe, eminently satisfactory. Great care is taken

in Sheffield in the design and laying out of double junctions. The
design is considered both from a theoretical and practical stand-

point and the curves when put in place are theoretically exact and

are not laid out as I have often seen them, merely by the eye. In

Sheffield double truck cars are unknown and the laying out of the

curves is of great importance, as the four-wheeled cars, like Ixjgie

trucks, arc not adapted for conveniently rounding curves of a ra-

dius shorter than 40 ft. It is frequently customary in double junc-

tions to splay one rail to the other at the point of intersection, but

in Sheffield crossing blocks have always been used for coimecting in-

tersection rails. These blocks were formerly made from cast steel

but more recently of manganese steel. The satisfactory and effect-

ive jointing of rails is a question which 'ramway engineers are

anxious above all others to solve, and Mr. Wikc, city surveyor, has

experimented with one or two difTerent patented inethods of joint-

ing. He has reported, however, that the royalties on most of the

patents in the market render their economical working impossible.

In laying rails in Sheffield they are fixed at the necessary levels by

means of rubble foundations on which they rest, the rubble con-

sisting of three or four built-up courses placed at the ends and cen-

ter of the rail. The concrete foundation is then laid for the per-

manent way and is well packed in and around the rails and is

filled in to within $'/< or 6 in. of the finished level of the road. In

streets provided with a concrete foundation the latter, if in good

condition, is cut out under the rail and for a short distance either

side of it for a depth of about 2 in., the rails are brought to a

level and the concrete is then built up around them. It is thus seen

that the rails are held down, first, by their own weight, second, by

the depth of concrete above the bottom flange of the rail and. third,

by the paving abutting againsl it. The following table gives the

cost per yard of single track laid in Sheffield:

Rails £8-15-0 per ton = £0-16-10.5 per yard

Fishplates 8-15- O per ton =0- 1-3 per yard

Bolts 16- 0-0 per ton = o- o- 5.8 per yard

Tie bars lO-io-o per ton = o- o- 4.7 per yard

Copper bonds =: o- i- g.3 per yard

Plastering and packing rails =0- i- 6 per yard

Labor : =0- 2- 6 per yard

4- 9 3

or say £1-4-10 per yard of single track

Overhead Equipment.

The greater part of the overhead work is supported by poles

carrying single brackets varying in length between 12 and 22 ft. In

the center of the city and on one of the first routes opened center

poles were used, but this method of supporting the overhead work

has not been a success and will not be extended further. Both the

side and center poles are spaced 120 ft. apart on tangents and at

varying distances on curves. Span wire construction has been used

in many of the wider thoroughfares, and there is no doubt that this

construction gives the most satisfactory results. The greatest length

of span between poles used in Sheffield measures 65 ft., but a

length of about no ft. will lie required on one division in the

course of construction. It has been found by experiment that on a

span of this length a .sag of 3 ft. 6 in. will occur, and to neutralize
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this the poles are made 34 fl. 6 in. long instead of the usual 31 ft..

so that the trolley wire will come to the same height as that part

which is carried on bracket arms which are used on the greater

part of the line under consideration. Rosettes have been used to

support the span wire on a number of buildings, hut this method is

considered somewhat dangerous and property owners in many cases

DOUBLE DECK CAK. SHEFriKl.D TR.\.M.\\ AY .SYSTEM.

arc much opposed to placing rosettes on their premises. The trol-

ley wires are No. o B. \V. G. and are in all cases supported by flex-

ible suspension. The poles and brackets already in place were

supplied by John Spencer, Ltd., of Wednesbury. and the

remainder by Walter Macfarlane & Co., Glasgow. The phono-

electric trolley wire erected on curves and places where the wear

and tear is greatest was supplied by Maguire & Maucus. while the

copper wire has been furnished by the British Thomson-Houston

Co.. Frederick Smith & Co.. Salford, and Thomas Bolton & Sons.

Oakamoor. Guard wires in accordance with the Board of Trade

regulations have been erected wherever necessary, but their value

.IS a protection against accidcnt.s is, in the opinion of the manager

of the tramway, extremely doubtful.

Cables.

The cables are in all cases drawn into ducts, most of which arc

of the earthenware type which have proved highly satisfactory. Ce-

ment concrete ducts have also been experimented with and cast iron

ducts have been used on sections where the traffic is heaviest. To

carry the constantly increasing number of cables to the power sla

lion a tunnel has been built under the goit adjoining this building

and a section through this tunnel shows 72 cables in place. Cable

U>xes are located 280 ft. apart. Iwing built of common red brick

lined with Staffordshire blue brick. The bottom of the boxes have

a cement floor, which slopes to a point where a short length of (t

in. pipe is inserted to collect the water draining from the sul)-soil

and the ducts. From this point the water is pumped out whenever

necessary. Feeder pillars fitted with two main ca1)lc switches and

ff<ur side lead switches, ligblning arresters on the front of the panel

and choke coils on the back of the panel, arc placed at distances

apart of '/, mile in the city and 'A mile in the suburbs. The cables

were furnished by the Callcndor's Cable it Construction Co., Ltd..

L.ndon, the British Insulated & Helsby Cables Co., Ltd., PrescotI,

l.ancashire, and the St. Helens Cable Co.. I.ld . Warrington, I.anca-

•hire. The clay duels were supplierl by the Albion Clay Co., Llil..

I-«ni|on

Cars.

The car* used by the Shclfirld Corporation are of both the single

;iit«I /Iriitbb' #le,-k ivjK-- ^i-v,.r:il of ;!,, rl.,nM,- ,|i-.U' i-m < b.-n-r Im-cu

fitted with canopy lop covers made by G. C. Mihies, Voss & Co.,

from whom 32 of these equipnienls have been ordered. These top

covers extend the full length and width of the car, the sides being

of the Magrini collapsible type, .\ continuous spindle running the

full length of the c<r aiit; operated bj nieins of a ratchet handle en-

ables tile sides to be raired or lowered by means of a tooth rack

and gear wheel fitted to the continuous spindle. The ends and the

roof are both fixed, the former containing windows and a door and

the latter being' made of tongued and grooved boards supported

by angle irons. Where these covers are adopted the, trolley stands

arc removed from the top of the car and fitted to the top of the roof

cover. Torpedo ventilators of the Laycock type and bulkhead elec-

tric light fittings are fixed in the roof.

.\t the present time the Shctfield Corporation owns 20S cars, of

which 139 are of the double deck ijpe and 6g of the single deck

lype. and six more arc now in cmirse of construction at the car

Innlding sheds of the corporation. 'There arc also ->5 double deck

cars on order, which will be received within a few months, which

will bring the total number of cars up to 239. The double deck cars

acconnnodale 51 passengers. 21 outside and 22 inside, and measure

16 ft. over the body and 27 't. 6 in. over all. They arc 7 ft. in

width and 6 ft. 6 in. from floor -.o ceiling. 'The use of these small

size cars was determined upon in consideration of the class of traf-

fic. Sheffield has a large working class, and in the early morning,

at midday and between the hours of five and seven in the afternoon

the traffic is very heavy, while during the other parts of the day it

is comparatively light, so that with cars of a larger size unneces-

sary expense would lie incurred during a large part of the day.

Furthermore, larger cars would not be well adapted for operating

on the many sttep grades which are found on this system. The
single deck cars weigh about eight tons each, or half a ton less than

the double deck cars, and seat 28 passengers. These are 20 fl. long

over the body and 30 ft. long over all. These cars arc used on three

routes in the city on which the steepest grades are found. On one

other route single deck cars have been adopted owing to the height

of several railway bridges which prohibit the use of double deck

cars, 'Three cars are used for construction, maintenance and emer-

gency work. One of these is equipped with a set of "Bush" jacks,

all the apparatus necessary for dealing with accidents and a supply

of ambulance appliances. This car is also built to be used as a snow

lilnu. .Another car is fitted with snow plows and in addition has a

water tank with a capacity of 1,000 gallons. It is also fitted with

track scrapers. 'The third car is fitted up for carrying supplies from

<lcpot to depot and it is probable that the corporation in the near

future will extend this service to include general express business.

These car bodies have been supplied by G. F. Milnes & Co., Ltd.,

Birkenhead and Hadley; the Electric Railway & 'Tramway Carriage

^\^
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Works, Ltd., I'reston ; the Brush lilectrical I'jigineering Co., Lough-

iKirough ; Messrs. Cravens, Ltd., .Sheffield, anil the SlieHield Cor-

poration, 'The trucks were furnished liy the I'eckham Manufaetur-

ing Co., the J. G. Brill Co. and the (i. b". Milnes Co., Ltd, The en-

tire electrical eipiipmenls for the cars were m.ide by the Fkitish

'Thomson-Houston Co. 'The motors userl are of two types, G. K.-52

and G. F,-.sK. The controllers are of the B.-13 type. The cars have

fiverl wheel bise ."ind in nrder In v.'ifelv iiper;ile on lll<- slee(f irf.-ules
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and *liarp citrvc- the wliifl base has been shortened as much as pos-

sible, the length Ijeing 5 fl. 6 in. This type of truck is better

adapted 10 the use of slipper brakes than bogie trucks. Ihese slipper

brakes with which the cars arc equipped arc often called into pUy
owing to the steep grades in Sheffield and by means of these brakes

the weight of the car is taken almost entirely off the wheels and is

supported by wooden brake blocks which slide upon the rails. The

electric brakes with which the cars arc equipped are extremely pow-

erful. Internal spring trolleys are now adopted for all double deck

cars, having taken the place of the external spring trolleys which

were formerly used. The trolleys have' to run at heights varying

from II ft. 6 in. to 21 ft. 6 in. and no tiouble has occurred to mar

their successful operation. Most of the trolley heads were made

ENGINE ROOM, SHEFFIELX) TRAMWAY SYSTEM.

by R. \V. Ulackwell & Co., Ltd., London, and are of the spherical

type with graphite bushed V-groovcd wheels. The question of dry

seats for the top of double deck cars has been solved by the adop-

tion of canopy tops, but in cases where canopy tops are not used

the question has not been satisfactorily answered.

Car Sheds.

The car sheds at present erected are two in number. One of

these, known as the Tinslcy car shed, accommodates 95 cars and

contains in addition repair shops, paint shed and brass foundry. The
other car shed is situated at Queen's Road and has a capacity for

84 cars, but extensive additions will soon be completed which will

increase its capacity to 129 cars. .Xt the Queen's Road shed all of

the tracks are laid on supporting cast iron columns, making it pos-

sible to overhaul every car stored here in a thorough manner .-\t

the Tinsley shed this method of construction has only been partially

adopted and several of the tracks have Iwen paved in, making the

work of overhauling the cars on these tracks a difficult and trying

one. Large repair shops form part of the extensive additions now
in the course of construction and these will soon be in full work-
ing order. The cost of the two car sheds, including additions, will

amount to about ifio.ooo. The establishment of a car building plant

is one of the latest examples of the enterprise of the Sheffield Cor-
poration. The idea originated with Mr. Fell, the tramways man-
ager, and little time was lost in putting it into execution. The re-

sult was the establishment of a highly .reditable car building plant

and already several cars have been turned out, while a numtwr of oth-

ers are in course of construction. The machine shop contains the lat-

est and most efficient labor saving machinery and is operated by a

.25-h. p. electric motor. A number of improve-

ments in the general design of the cars have been

introduced in these shops. The building is located

at Nether Edge and was erected on the site of the

old horse car sheds.

Kclham Island Power Station.

The power station of the Shclfield Tramways is

situated on an island bounded by the River Don
and a goit fed from the river. The city water

supply is drawn for the boiler feed, while the goit

supplies the circulating water for the surface con-

densers. 'I'hc boiler bouse is 182 ft. long, 40 ft. 6

in. wide and contains 12 boilers capable of evaporat-

ing 120,000 II). of water per hour and operating

under a pressure of 160 lb. Four of these boilers

were made by John Brown & Co., Ltd., Sheffield, and

three by the British Thomson-Houston Co. They

are of the wet back marine type, each boiler being

capable of evaporating about 8,000 lb. of water per

hour. One of these boilers is fitted with a Bemis

stoker and the remaining six with automatic stokers.

Hiere are two dry back marine boilers capable of

evaporating 18.000 lb. of water per hour, made by

Davy Bros., Ltd.. Sheffield. Both of these are fitted

with Bemis stokers and superheaters and an induced

draft system and air heating apparatus made by Ellis

& liaves ; the latter is also supplied to the seven wet

back marine boilers previously mentioned. There

are also two Stirling boilers made by the Stirling

Boiler Co., Ltd., each capable of evaporating 18,000

lb. of water per hour, fitted with superheaters. Bemis

stokers and Howdcn's system of induced draft and

air heating apparatus. The automatic stokers are all

driven by motors, the shafting being supplied with

coil clutches made by the Consolidated Engineer-

ing Co. and arranged so that it can be divided into

sections in case of accident or repairs. I'he motors,

two in- number, were supplied by the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and are each

capable of taking the whole load. The coal and ash

con\eying plant supplied by the New Conveyor

Co., of Sniethw'ick, and fitted above the front of the

boilers, forms an interesting feature of the boiler

house. The coal is first dumped into a hopper, then

carried by a bucket elevator into the conveyor, and

can he tipped either at the rear of the boilers where

the coal storage is .situated or into bunkers placed in front of the

boilers. An ingenious arrangement of traveling automatic weighing

machines alxivc the Vninkers enables the coal passing from the bunk-

ers to be automatically weighed, and coal can be taken from any

bunker to any boiler. A tray ash conveyor is fixed under the floor

plates in front of the boilers and receiving hoppers under grids,

the ash being conveyed to the ends of the building and taken up

liy a bucket elevator into a tank fixed on iron columns outside the

building. From this tank it is discharged into wagons underneath

The pipe work in connection with nine of the boilers was erected

by Corporation employes, while that of the remaining boilers was

installed by the British Thomson-Houston Co., Sempler & Ranol

and Messrs. Crane. The steam and other pipes were installed by

Messrs. John Spencer, Ltd., and the boiler fittings by J. Hopkin

son & Co., Ltd.

The engine room contains the nio?l up-to-date machinery obtain-
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able. The first engines installed were the Allis-Chalmers horizontal

type, three in number. Each of these drives a 225-k\v. multipolar

generator, direct coupled, running at a speed of 136 r. p. m. To
meet the growing demands of a system four vertical cross com-

pound condensing engines were afterwards bought from Cole, Mar-

chent & Morley. Ltd. Two of these engines of 1.450 h. p. each have

i.ooo kw. British Thomson-Houston generators mounted on the

BOIUKR RUU.M. SIlEFFIEI-l) TR.\M\VAY SVSTKM.

shafts between bearings, and run at a speed of go r. p. m. The Hy

wheels are 20 ft. in diameter and weigh 50 tons each. The remain-

ing two engines of 800 i. h. p. each are direct connected to British

Thomson-Houston generators mounted on the shaft and have fly

wheels 18 ft. in diameter and weigh 23 tons each. These also run

at a speed of 90 r. p. ni. The engines and generators are built to

run at 25 per cent overload for half an hour and 50 per cent over-

lo,-id for a very short time. The total nominal capacity of the plant

is 3,675 kw.

The condensers are five in number, four being of llic Wheeler

Admiralty type made by the Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Co.

Four boiler feed pumps with a total capacity of 14,800 gallons of

water per hour are installed in the basement of the engine room,

two being made by G. & J. Weir, Ltd., and two by F. Pearn & Co.

The British Thomson-Houston Co. supplied the whole of the switch-

board, which consists of seven generator panels, feeder panels, a

return feeder panel and two Board of Trade panels, the whole being

built of marble. The instruments are of the Weston type, except

the Board of Trade instruments, which were supplied by F.lliotl

Bros. The engine room contains an overhead traveling crane built

by I'ooth Bros, and capable of lifting 20 tons.

The cost of supplying current in. Sheffield amounts to bjd. per

k*. hour and comparison with many other leading cities in the

Kingdom shows this to be a very economical figure. Herewith is a

list of a few of the principal tramway systems municipally owned,

giving the cost of current per unit in pence

;

Aberdeen I.8.|

Blackburn 1.50

Bolton I.2S

Bradford I.oo

Cardiff 0.50

Dundee 1.50

Glaigow 0.46

Halifax 1.69

lluddcrsfield 0.38

Hull 0.90

Leeds 0.39

Liverpool 1.20

I^ndon County Council ....1.40

Manchester I.SO

Newcastle 0.3s

Nottingham 1.25

Oldham 1.50

.Salford 2.00

Sheffield 0.67

Sunderland 2.<»

No. of

Passengers. Earnings

Sept. 5. 1899, to Mar. 25, 1900 ' 13,722,380 ^54.936- 2-6

Mar. 25, 1900. to Mar. 25. 1901 34,239,810 132,980-12-8

Mar, 25, 1901, to Mar. 25, 1902 48,773,942 189,225-19-2

Mar. 25, 1902, to Mar. 25. 1903 54,946,915 206,729-10-1

During a portion of last year horses were used on one route only

and were taken off on Nov. 11, 1902. The figures for the route

operated by horses are not given in the alxive table and are as

follows

:

Income, £7,345-16-6; operating expenses, £10,143-9-0; deficit,

£2.797-12-6.

The above table shows that the revenue of the corporation from

the tramways is constantly on the increase and it has not yet, by any

means, reached its maximum.

The present average weekly in-

come amounts to £4,400.

From the time of the inaugura-

tion of the system until Oct. 28,

1902, the maximum fare on any of

the routes was 2d., but on the lat-

ter date the city council reduced

the fares on all routes to id., at

which figure they have since re-

mained. It is possible to travel a

distance of about 3% miles for id. ^^^_^ ^
Halfpenny fares for average dis-

tances of half a mile are in

vogue throughout the system and

the returns show that about one-

seventh of the passengers carried

pay the halfpenny fare. The A. L. C. FELL,
tramways committee, owing to the

financial success of this undertaking, has voted large sums of

money for the relief of the rates, the sum thus voted for the year

ending Mar. 25, 1903. being £i3.979-iO-7. bringing the total amount

voted for this object since the inauguration of the system to £40,979-

19-7.

The ivamvvays conniiiltee has also agreed to contribute towards

the capital expenditure on street widening and work necessitated

hy reason of the tramway construction, an estimated sum of

£155.204-1-0. The estimated contribution payable on this sum, in-

cluding interest and sinking fund, is £6.895-7-5 per annuni. Mr. W.

Financial.

I'he following tabic givr« the financial statistics of the Sheffield

Tramway system from the time of its inauguration

:

SV\ irUlllJOAUL), SllKFl''ll';i,I> lUAMVVAV .SVST10,VI.

Fisher Tarker, F. C. A., the cily treasurer, has prepared a ciMnplcte

report upfiu the tramway finances for the year ending Mar. 25,

1903, and the writer is indebted to liini for many of the figures

given.
Personnel.

Alderman W. E. Clegg from the inception of the tramway scheme

has been chairman of the tramways connniltec. Mr. C. V. Wike,
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M. I. C. H.. city surveyor, li.is propari'd llu' various I'arlianiiMitary

hills and had charge o( the design, construction and niaiiitcnance ol

the pcrniaiienl way, as well as the power stations and one of the

car sheds. Mr. .-\. L. C. Fell, M. I. E. K., is general manager of

the tramways and was in charge of the installation of the [lower

station equipment, overhead etiuipnuni, the design and building of

cars, and the laying of cables. Mr I'ell. who is 34 years of age, is

considered a leading authority on electric traction in England and

his recent election to the post of tramways manager to the London

County Council is a well merited acknowledgment of his ability,

lie takes with him to London the best wishes for his future success

of all who have been hi ought into contact with him, Kor much of

the information relating to the |K>wer station, cars and electrical

e<|uii)ment the writer is indebted to Mr. Kell.

Operating ( Criticisms on a Country Road.

In traveling about the country by trolley the electric railway man
cannot but notice a remarkable diversity in the standards of service

adopted by the different systems upon which he rides. City lines,

interurbnn railways and country roads all have their own peculiar

problems to solve and diHiculties to face, and it is not surprising

that the character of equipment, types of track construction, and

operating methods vary widely when we realize how mnch more
local conditions influence electric than they do .steam roads. When
one considers defects in operation, however, it almost always works

out that all the different systems ought to avoid every specific fault

that may occur on atiy oiie. A wide latitude in the character of

service may be permitted, but it is difHcult to condone a dcfcc. in

operation for the benefit of any particular road, if one is strictly just

Hie writer chanced to spend two months last .summer in a small

-\cw England village traversed by a through trolley line, cnnnccl

ing a seacoast re.sort with a manufacturing city some fourteen niile<

away. In a spirit of friendly criticism this article has been written

to emphasize some of the Haws in operation which from lime to

time manifested themselves to the writer when he was a passenger

upon the load in question.

Perhaps the most noticeable fauh in Ihc service was the reckless

running of the cars on curves and grades. Many of the nintormeii

handled the controller as though resistance notches and the series

running point were figments of the imagination, and the way power

was kept on when going down hill was enough to put the coal

dealers on "Easy Street" for the entire season. Reduction in speed

on curves was an afterthought—generally after the car had hirclu-il

madly at the change in alignment with sufiicient violence to make
the passengers hold fast to each other or the nearest post. llie

rocking of the etpiipment which is produced by careless handling

cannot be readily expressed in dollars at the end of an operating

year, but that the maintenance bill is considerably larger p.o one

can doubt if he keeps an eye on the hospital end of the car house

when reckless running holds sway outside. The danger of severe

injury to passengers and even loss of life is far greater on a road

where the cars at times run down grades of si.x or eight per cent

at full multiple on the controller for half the length of the hill

than on a line where the cars invariably coast down such grades

well under control. The former road may make a faster scheduU.

but some day, when its precipitate speed lands a car in the ditch.

the resulting injuries and damage suits make the fast schedule

shrink decidedly in importance. The strain on car equipment which

is reversed at high speed in attempting to stop on a stiff down
grade is terribly severe, and every stop of this nature adds money
to the repair and renewal accounts. On the road which the writer

has in mind cars were nearly always run too rapidly down a five

per cent grade, with a sharp curve and bridge at the Imttom, span-

ning a wide tidal inlet.

Carelessness in starting the car when DassiuiieTs alighted was
one of the sins of connnission conmion with the conductors. This

is, of course, an old offense, and no particular road can claim to be

always free from it. The cars of our coinitry road were eipiipped,

in open types, with double running boards on each side, the steps

being rather too high for the comfort of ladies. Dismounting from

the car was, for women, a hazardous process at best, and the care-

less giving of the two bells for starting resulted more than once in

the unfortunate passenger l)eing thrown down. On a city system

such heedless operation would not be tolerated by the public, and
the only explanation of is continuance on the country line under

the fire of the writer's criticism was the ignorance of the bulk of

the passengers as to what actually constitutes good service. One
of the writer's family was severely injured in the hip by reckless

running around a sharp curve, and fo'ced to lie in pain for weeks

on account of a careless motormans maltreatment of the car andi its

passengers. In justice to the road, it is but fair to say that the ex-

ceptional motormen were skillful operators of their cars, and' use<l

discrimination in coasting, braking and oower application, but the

general run of the men handled their cars in a distinctly inferior

maimer.

One of the most serious defects in the road's layout was the ex-

Irenu-ly narrow clearance between feeder posts, trees and fences

and the car running boards met with at many points on the line.

The route traversed is one noted for its scenic beauty, and with the

large summer traffic handled this year it passes comprehension how
^erious accidents to standing passengers were escaped. Certainly

no road is safely located which requires the conductor to warn pas-

sengers of the danger from adjacent posts and trees. On a steam

road with closed cars one does not expect to put head or arm out

of the window with safely, but the case is very different on an open

Irolley car. Sharp projecting ledges and rocks ought not to be al-

lowed to exist within six inches of the running board, to put the

case mildly.

When slight accidents to the car equipmeiu occurred it was frc-

quently the custom of the employes on the car to treat the rxrcur-

rcnce as a high-class joke. Now there is no doubt that a cheerful

temper in the face of difficulties goes a long way toward getting

those who are unfortunate out of the scrape in which they find

themselves, but it is difficult to see the use of coarse horse play and

buffoonery in cutting out a damaged motor, or the assistance that

three or four husky employes riding free on the front seat can give

to the afflicted motorinan whose controller is short circuited, if all

that they do is to loll about and make witless jokes at his expense.

It is no small offense against the company's welfare ro destroy pub-

lic confidence in the abilities of the car crew to go about their

liusiness in times of trouble as though they were equal to the emer-

gency. Few things hurt a road more than to have the idea spread

abroad and ,it home that experiments arc l>eing tried on the pubHc,

and that the cars are sometimes dangerously operated. Women are

especially timid when anything goes wrong on a car, as a general

rule, and ill-timed levity sits i>oorly upon any employe who is

brought into close relations with the travelling public at times of

utish,ip. It is said of General Grant that he could be silent in

twenty languages, an accomplishment that every discreet motorman

an<l conductor may well strive to perfect in his owm make-up. On
the other hand, there is no advantage in acting as though a burned

out rheostat or motor was a case for the coroner. What is needed

most of all at times of breakdown is common sense and strictest

attention to the business of getting traffic under way.

The writer seldom rode upon a car that did not lose its trolley

every three or four miles. When this trouble occurs at the same

places on the line day after day it is its own criticism of slipshod

inspection, reports, construction and management.

Continued conversation of motormen with "lady friends" on the

front seat is another one of the little things which, on a single

track road, end in forgotten orders and bring cars together in

head on collision half w-ay between turnouts. In the old horse car

days the motive power was sufficiently under control to enable

many a social chat to be exchanged with the driver as the day

wore on and the vehicle majestically rolled its weary way toward

the haven where it would l>c. Now all this is changed, and the

driver of a modern high speed electric car equipped with a hundred

or more horse power in motors needs every faculty alert to control

its movement in safety. How long would a locomotive engineer re-

tain his seat in the cab of an express flyer if he attempted social

felicities with his fair friends at fifty miles per hour?

Conductors -lught to know the name and loc.Ttion of every im-
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portant settlement, resort and place of interest along the route

which they traverse day after day. .Allowances must of course he •

made, especially in the case of new men, but if a man cannot re-

member the important points after a little trial, he had better be in

some other business than street railroading. Stupidity in this direc-

tion is something tha: the public finds hard to forgive. It is not nec-

essary that the conductor know all the steam railroad schedules of

half the coiitinent. but it is vital to the welfare of the road that

prominent points be at his tongue's end.

In case of accident, however slight, the conductor should never

fail to obtain the names and addresses of the injured parties and

witnesses at once, and at the earliest opportunity make a report in

person and also in writing to his ne.\t in command. Probably noth-

ing causes a street railway company as nnich vexation as insig-

nificant .iccidents which form the basis of claims by the unscrupiv

liins passenger and aminilanoe chasing lawyer. The extent to which

such grievances will be carried is beyond l)elief. The importance

of correct, prompt, detailed information for the company's files

is literally tremendous. However simple a fall may somqtimes

appear, it frequently hides an internal injury of a serious nature,

and the company's protection against unfair suits and its knowl-

edge for the settlenx'nt of just dues demands the most faithful

record on the part of the conductor of every unusual occurrence

with which he conies in contact while performing his duties.

It is difficult to realize the demoralization which the careless ac-

ceptance of miscellaneous tickets from undesignated classes of

passengers induces. If a book of tickets is sold at 25 rides per

dollar for workingmen's use and so marked it is very unbusi-

nesslike for the transportation department to accept them from

persons who cannot by any stretch of imagination be called work-

ingmen. It is morally as bad for a conductor to accept such tick-

' ^;s in the daily trips of his car from persons for whom they were-

not designed as it is for him to slur over certain rules in the "In

struction Book" because he knows they will probably not be en-

forced. The name of such tickets should be changed to "Twenty-

five Ride Tickets," or some such class before all types of men

and women, children, relalives, friends, and acquaintances are al-

lowed to ride upon their presentation. Each fare or group of five

or six should be rung in on. the register as soon as taken, and not

in the continuous fusillade of shots on the register bell which run

up to an ear-harrowing eighty, which the writer once counted on

a cross-country trip.

.\ll the coal for the road whicli the writer has been picking

flaws in is hauled some two miles to the power station by teams.

The power station is located on a tidal inlet, and a moderate

amount of dredging would render it accessible to' a large variety

of water craft. There are one or two shovellings in addition to

the present haulage from tide water to tide water again. The coal

teams follow the car track the entire distance. Why an old coal

car isn't rigged up and run by electric power from the wharf

over the company's lines to the power house, instead of employing

asthmatic horses, is another unsolved mystery to believers in mod-

ern methods of operation. 'The cost .)f haulage amounts to some-

thing like $1,300 per year with the present facilities for handling.

a sum which would pay interest on a considerable outlay in

dredging.

One of the best features of the road is found in the numerous

little covered and platformcd waiting stations sprinkled along its

lines. These are of neat design, built of wood with pitched roof,

and liberal seating facilities, and need but two ihings to make

them Iwyond cavil—soap and water. The condition of some of

these is so dirty that at times neighlmring residents take a hand in

cleaning Ihem up. and it is no exaggeration to s&y llial they are

a disgrace to the road. ,\t no time during the summer did the

writer sec any employe of the road in one of these stations.

Perhaps the criticisms included in this article seem unduly harsh.

but they at least have the merit of being truthful. Nothing is fur •

ther from their object than peevish and (wssimistic fault-fin<ling.

Many admirable features in oiK-ratiun could Ik- set forth if space

I>ermiltcd, especially the maintenance of a reliable schedule and

freedom from annoying delays. If the writer's comments ;ire un-

sparing in their severity, lliey at least bear upon those features

of practical (iiH-ratirm which he would first strive to improve were

he superintendent of the rriad, and as such are written for the cause

of good service, which is the goal of every progressive cm|>loye

in the field of lraiis|M>rtation. OH.SERVKK

Graphical Mathematics. —I.

Fuudanicntal Principles of Notation Addition and Sub-
traction.

BY A. G. HOLMAN. M. E.

The graphic meiluHl of solving niathcniatic;il problems is a process

of arriving .at results by lueans of the relations of lines and points,

as distinguished from methods making use of numerals and other

characters.

It is quite connnon to think of "figuring" as the simple and easy

method, and to consider charts and diagrams within the realm of

mystery and higher mathematics. On the contrary, graphic methods

arc at the foundation of the science of quantity, and a proper un-

derstanding of the principles involved will often furnish short cuts

that arc \aluable in this strcruious age and open up paths which
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should be free to all. U is the imriiosc of this scries of articles to

follow out some of the first steps in graphics, assuming no mathe-

matical knowledge by the reader beyond the ability to read figures

and to make use of the most simple rules of arithmetic. It is

proper to begin upon this elementary basis, even at the risk of

making it a review exercise to many readers, hecatise it is the clear-

est way of presenting the -logic of the method.

When addition or subtraction is spoken of, it is quite natural to

think only of sonic ;uTangoiiicnt of figures such as

16 17

14 or 13

30 4

These opei-ations, however, arc not really the addition and subtrac-

tion of quantities, unles.s possibly the addition of a small Quantity

of ink to the paper and its subtraction from 'he pen ; they are

€<•«£*•««.
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^
only the stories or descriptions of certain changes in quantities and

not the processes theiuselves.

.\ South Sea Islander, witlioul knowing tin- niciniiig of ligures

or the names indicating <|nantily, could arri\c liy a simple method

at the .same results as a niathenuitician.

If one man had ifi apples and anotluT i). Imr. i, and tliey dc

cided to put them together, this union of the lots would certainly

be addition, and the result would as certainly be io as if the opera-

tion were performed by veritable .siientists. It is evident that actual

subtraction could be performed in the same manner.

It is only a step from the transfer of a certain class of articles

to the corresponding manipulation of a collection of more convenient

objects reiireseiiling them. For instance, instead of going into the

field and driving a numlxir of anini.ils around to a.scertain the

result of a certain transfer, it would soon dawn upon the savage

'ulellect that a numlK'r of pebbles arranged in groups would more
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conveiiiciitly tell the same story. Fig. 2, and llius, prol)al)ly, were

performed some of the first calculations. The very word calculate,

meaning a mathematical operation, is derived from a word signi-

fying a stone, and originally referred to the use of pebbles in reck-

oning. Instead of pebbles, a siring of beads conid be used, or

notches on a slick, or tally marks. Fig. 3.

The first definite idea of a number is that it is made up of single,

separate objects. We usually call such a single object, in its rela-

tion to number, a unit (derived from unus, the Latin name for one),

but it is obvious that this separate object is the foundation of the

science of numbers whether we call it one or unity or "barn door."

It will also be readily seen that names could be devised by the savage

which would mean any particular number of pebbles or notches.

Please mark the steps. If a man had 8 chickens he could cut 8

notches on a stick to indicate them, Fig. 4. The notches would not

he chickens, but they would numerically represent them. If his

neighbor had 4 chickens and represented them in the same manner,

the joining of the two sticks would be addition. Suppose that llie

notches were cut at regular intervals and that a long stick used for

reference had a number of similar notches with a name for each

notch. This would constitute a regular adding machine, for the

two men, or several men, could place their tally slicks end to end

on the reference stick and read oflf the sum.

It should be observed that the name against the sum of 8 and 4

might not bear any resemblance either to our "twelve" or 12 but it

Taking, for illuslratiun, the simple problem of adding 16 to 14,

Fig. 7, the two numbers can be measured in the hod and piled in

the frame -Jind the result read from the top. or by putting 14 bricks

in the frame and shoving the pile up until the bottom is at the 16

mark we have added 14 to 16, and may note the result at the top

without the actual transfer of more bricks. In a similar manner sub-

traction may be performed, for if the frame is filled to 30 and a sec-

tion at the bottom up to the number to \k subtracted is pulled out,

the remaining column will drop down so that its top will stand at

the difference.

It will be noted that all the operations described are graphic in

their character. The facts stated may seem self-evident, but they are

sufficiently out of the ordinary, so that several adding machines based

on the principles here explained did not appear until a comparatively

recent date.

The ne.xt article will present a glance at the origin of characters

to represent numliers, a study of the principles of multiplication and

division, and illustrations of simple applications of such principles.

New Transfer System at Pittsburg.

Bcgiiining with December 15th a change -was made in the street

car system of Pittsburg, and instead of the destination points being

North. East, South and West, as on the old transfers, the tickets

FIG. FIG. C.

would indicate the saine definite number of objects. For example,

the quantity that we know as ten is represented in Arabic numerals

by two characters, as 10, and in Roman notation by one symbol, as

X, but these or a hundred other char,-ictcrs or names would not

change the fact that a certain combination of notches or units al-

ways brings the same numerical result. The name or character is

only a sort of shorthand way of representing a place on the tally

stick.

Let us now imagine our early mathematicians to be Egyptians or

some other race having bricks at their disposal. Bricks are chosen

because a familiar object of regular shape. Suppose that a frame is

arranged, Fig. 5, for the reception of bricks, and with graduations

along the edge to measure the number of bricks received. .\ hod

carrier bringing 12 bricks at a trip would add 12 to 12 at the

second trip, 12 more at the next, and so on. If he conceived the

wish to have the carrier contain the same number of bricks that

he had fingers and thumbs he could cut ofT the end of the carrier

to a capacity of 10 and he would then have a regular decimal sys-

tem; that is, a scheme of numbers advancing by measurements of

10. The word decimal is from the Latin decent, meaning ten.

.\t this point we may present in perhaps a different way from the

usual school method the philosophy of our system of .-Xrabic numer-

als. The space for each brick in the carrier, Fig. 6, is marked with

a single character, l, 2, 3, etc., up to 9. The last space is markeit

10; that is, one times ten plus nothing, so the figure at the riyhi

may tell the number of bricks in the partly filled holder, while the

next figure gives the number of full holders. For instance, when

the holder is full there are 10 bricks, otherwise read as one hod full

and nothing over; 15 would be one hod and 5 bricks; 30 would be

3 hods and none over. Now we can perform certain calculations

within the range of the frame with considerable speed and undoubted

accuracv.

bear the names of the different transfer points or lines. To pre-

vent mistakes each division has two different colors, one for morn-

ing and one for afternoon and evening. In addition to the day of

the week, the hours and tens of minutes, the new transfers show

the points of line of issue as well as the destination points. No
transfers are issued after 11:30 p. m.

Twin City Rapid Tiansit Go's. Plans.

;\ iiKirlgage for $10,000,000 given by the Twin City Rapid Iransit

Co. to the Central Trust Co.. of New York City, was recorded in

the register of deeds' office at St. Paul December 14th. The mort-

gage covers all the city railway property in St. Paul and Minne-

apolis. The improvements contemplated by the company are a new

power house at Minneapolis, sub-stations at St. Paul and Minneap-

olis, the Hamline line on Blair St.. a cross-town line on Snelling

Ave., or some other street, Lafayette line extended to Phalen Park,

Stillwater line extended to South Stillwater. Wildwood line ex-

tended to White Bear village, Minnehaha line extended to Fort

Snelling and across the river, and new plants, shops and rolling

stock.

I'lio La Fayette ( Ind.) Street Railway Co. has completed its

tracks in the public square, which were begun some time ago, and

the liulianaiKiIis & Northwestern Traction Co. interurban cars use

the new loop formed thereby.

The chief of the detective department of the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Co. has announced that the company has been robbed by

certain employes of $100,000 worth of copper during the past year.

Two employes, one a foreman and the other a laborer, have been

arrested.
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Electric Cars in Manila, P. I.

It is announced that within a year Manila will have a complete

modern electric street car system with 40 miles of track extending

throughout the business section and through the suburbs. The sys-

tem will cost $3,000,000. it is stated, and the new company will

absorb the old horse car line, which will be abandoned. Track con-

struction on the new line was begun last September, the work pro-

ceeding at the rate of a mile a week. The line will run from a

point one-half mile beyond Malate on the south to Caloocan on the

north.

A correspondent of the "Review" has forwarded interesting data

anent the change, together with views of the old horse cars, which

we reproduce herewith. He states that the present system is of little

DEI,.\T TO REPAIR BROKEN HARNKSS.

convenience to the traveling public, as may be gathered from the

view> which show the limited size of the cars and the diminutive

horses, whose speed is necessarily slow. The cars are sadly in need

of repair; much lime is lost in transit by the breaking of some

part of the equipment ; the car axles squeak, the bearings being worn

to such an extent; the footboards are dangerous to step or stand

upon, being narrow and in some places bent or warped out of shape;

there are no grip handles at the ends of the seats, and the harnesses

M.iiSi; Till-; KH<.-l)I,TA

arc rotted so that delay; arc frequent while the drivers mend the

breaks with wire and cord.

Not only arc the cars hauled slowly, but they arc run on such

long headway that the traveling public prefers when it can to ride

in native vehicles, the cheapest charge for which is 10 cents in United

States money for a ride of two miles in what arc called "chicken

ciyypt"—small vehicles which arc utilized exclusively by natives and

Chinese. The next best type of vehicle is the quilcz, for which the

charge is ao cents per hour. Then there are carameltas and two-

horso vehicles which may be hired for from 50 cents to $t.oo per

hour. It is always difficult to obtain a \ehicle. the demand is so

great. In fact, there is so much traffic in the principal streets that

one has to be wary to avoid being run over.

The new street railway, which will be the first electric road in

the Philippine Islands, will be a boon to all classes of citizens,

STREET CAR ADVERTISING IN MANILA,

whereas the present road is patronized chielly by Filipinos. It is

proposed to not only carry passengers, but also light freight, a plan

tliat will appeal to the natives especially, it being their custom to

carry large bundles on the cars. Compartment cars will lie pro-

vided for the purpose.

In building the roadbed and tracks Chinese labor is used ex-

tensively, imder .American and Spanish foremen, and native labor

is plentiful and cheap. The streets of Manila are for the most

part suitable for an electric line and the bridges are substantial and

I'-IORHV ACHdS.'^ CANAl,.

sufficiently wide for the new tracks. Generally the *iuburhs are

reached by bridges, although there are a few points al which small

raft-like ferries arc used. The present line runs through the Hsenlta

and out into the suburbs; it is expected lliat the new road will run

over the Luneta, which is a wide thoroughfare.

The present company does a profitable business in advertising,

carrying signs on the lops of the cars as well as inside, and already

the new company has been approached by advertising agents who
wish to control the privilege in the new cars. The old company
is owned principally by Filipinos, while New York capital is largely

interested in the new company.

The new line of the Georgia Railway & Flectric Co., between
Atlanta and Marietta, will be built tnlirely nn priv.ile right of way
and will be fenced In, to permit speed.

Mfttornicn, conductors and inspectors who have been in the em-
ploy of the Louisville Railway Co. three or more years will here-

after wear .'rtar or bars on their eoat lajiels in denote their lerni nf

service.



4o-Ft. (]ar for Twin City Rapid Transit Co.

The car sliops o{ ttic r»iii City Rapid Transit Co., wliicti arc now
under the direction of Mr. W. H. Evans, master mechanic, and

the standarils then used in car construction, were illustrated and

lilc for urban as well as internrban service and accordini;ly, as fast

as practicable, large cars are being substituted fur the older single

truck equipment.

F^G. l.-HALF SIDB KI.EV.\TI( IN np CAR.

described in the "Review" for February. 1899. Since 1898 all llu-

company's new rolling stock has been built there, and orders have

been filled for the other roads controlled by the same interests.

The company is convinced that double truck cars are more dcsiva-

The present equipment includes 279 double truck closed cars, 42

of which were built this year. 35 double truck open cars, 365 single

truck motor cars, and 50 closed trailers. The present requirements

are for about 2.;o doiibli truck and 250 single truck otrs during

FIG. 2.-PI,AN AND ELEVATION
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the busy hours of the day. Some trail cars are operated during rush

hours, but they are being discontinued as fast as possible.

The cars now being built, which are the standard for new work.

operated under control of the -uiotornian—who does not open them

till the car has stopped, arid who does not start the car till the gates

have closed—has continued to be most satisfactory.

FIG. 3.—END ELEVATION OF CAR BODY,

arc of the same gencrnl type as those illustrated in the "Review"

in iSqo. but are larger. l«;ing 45 ft. 2]4 i"- over the bumpers. Other

changes are that the rear platform has been dropped 5% in. below

the car tloor to reduce the height of the steps, the steps are wider.

with double gates (four gates), and the rear half of the body is

fitted with longitudinal seats.

The four gates are designed to provide two passages so that the

entrance and exit of passengers may be sinuillaucous. The experi-

em-e 01 ibi- Twin Ciiy company in equipping its cars with gates

FIO. !.—END ELBVATUtN ill'' I'.Mt WITH CATE.

The double gates and the diagram of levers fur upcraiins lliem

are shown in connection with drawings of the car.

OF KIXJOR I-RAMINO
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The main (ransoms are placed s>'mmclrically «illi respect to the

extreme dimensions of the car and arc 22 ft. i in. Iwtween centers.

Between these are cross sills 3'A x 6 in. The side sills are carried

FIG. 5.—ELEV.ATUIN OF G.\TB AND DI.\GRAM OF tr.VfK
LEVERS.

on the main transoms, and at the ends of the body are transoms sim-

ilar in general design to the main transoms, but inverted and hung
from the sills. The three types of transoms are shown in elevation.

The platform sills are four in number, two 4-in. channels about 17

c
FIG. 6.—REAR END TR.VNSO.M

Fir, 7-TRI-rK TRANSOM.

S X t
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the two transoms. The 6-in. channels are bent in two planes as

indicated in the drawings of the car.

In connection with a description of this car, something concern-

ing the methods used in the forge shop to shape the bolster mem-
bers and platform sills will be of interest.

C3

FIG. 9.—OUTER FRONT PLATFORM SILL.

The bolster members, of J4 x 9-in. and ^ x s-in. iron, arc forged

by hand, the bends being made over suitable forms. The bends in

the platform sills arc of three kinds, a double offset as at A in

Fig. 9, bends in a horizontal plane as at B, C, F and G, and t)ends

in a vertical plane as at D and E, Fig. to.

These bends are made with a rail bender, suitable dies being

FIG. lO.-OUTER REiAR PLATFORM SILL.

provided and forms to fit into the channels. For offsetting, the

forms and dies are placed as shown in the sketch. Fig. 11, the

blocks c and b being about 10 in. long and the blocks a and d of

dimensions corresponding to the width of the transom member to

be cleared.

For bends like B and C only the filling pieces for the channel are

FIG. U.-FORMS FOR OFFSETTING.

needed, but for bends like D and E there is required a third narrow

piece, beveled at top and bottom to match the channel when bent,

which is placed between the filling pieces and serves to preserve the

sharp corners in the outer flange. The most difficult of these bends

are made with only two heats.

Another interesting device is a roll for bending cold ij^xi^x
S-16 in. angles used for cable racks in tunnels which the company is

FIG. 12—FORMS FOR VERTICAL BENDS.

FIG. S.—FRONT K.\D TRANSOM.

ft. long extending from the first cross sills through the main and
end bolsters and bent up to bring the tops to the elevation of the

floor, and two 6-in. channels about II ft. long, extending through

building to connect the new power house with the sub-stations in

Minneapolis. The angles arc bent into U shape, the radius of the

curve being about 18 in. The form is a ll-i-'m. bar bent to the

proper shape and bolted to a plate trimmed to a concentric curve

of i^i-'m. greater diameter. At the center of the plate is pivoted a
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lever 7 ft. long, and this carries a pin 2 ft. from the fulcrum witli

two rollers mounted on it. One roller has a face of i^ in. to en-

gage the vertical flange of the angle to be bent, and the other is of

smaller diameter to correspond with the outwardly projecting hori-

zontal flange of the angle, the roller having a projecting lip which

extends under the form plate and serves as a guide for the roller.

Following the bending lever at an angle of about 30 degrees and con-

nected to it is a second lever carrying a single roller shaped so as to

engage both the flanges to the angle, which serves to prevent the

angle from bulging during the bending process. Four men operate

the bender, this number being required because of the small ratio

between the power and resistance arms of the lever.

Heating and Ventilating Car and^Locomotive Paint Shops.'

BY W. H. DUTTON, LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD.

Xo doubt by far the larger number of railroad paint shops re-

cently erected are equipped with the hot air fan blast system of heal-

ing, and to this system attention is particularly invited. In pro-

viding for the installation of a heating plant for the car and loco-

motive paint shop at least three important considerations are in-

volved.

First—Capacity for heating the shop at the floor line to any

desired temperature consistent with requirements.

Second—Uniform distribution of heat, maintained at a low air

velocity.

Third—A recirculating system which works without suflicient

draft to stir up dust or inconvenience the workmen, and which

furnishes a means of ventilation and the expulsion of bad air as

well as giving an ample supply of fresh air.

Under properly adjusted conditions the heat furnished by the

so-called hot air blast system is more reliable and generally better

adapted to paint shop uses than steam or hot water heat. It af-

fords convenience in handling, the heating system for a building

being controlled at one point, and there is less danger from fire,

as the heating apparatus is confined in a steel housing with no

wood partitions to be looked after. Moreover, by the hot air blast

system it is possible to obtain better ventilation during the cold

months when windows and doors are tightly closed than by direct

steam or direct hot water, and in the summer ventilation is provided

by forcing outside or cool basement air through the shop.

This ventilation, if rightly utilized, becomes immediately effective

in promoting the drying of paint and varnish, and contributing to

the comfort of the workmen.

Xaturally, opinions differ concerning the hot air blast system of

heating best adapted to the paint shop, but all will agree upon the

necessity of a system that will furnish adequate heat with a low air

velocity. The modern paint shop requires a greater quantity of heat

to fit it for the purpose intended than its predecessor, because, as

a rule, it is better lighted, and, with more artificial light, more beat

is needed by reason of the greater radiation from glass surfaces.

The hot air blast system, to best serve in its heating capacity

the needs of the paint shop, should be furnished with an air circu-

lating system that insures a return of at least a part of the air 10

the blast apparatus. There are three ways of establishing this re-

turn of air, namely, by an underground duct system, by an overhead

galvanized iron pipe system, and by an overhead pipe system which

delivers the hot air in a way to drive the cold air to the floor of the

shop, and thence to the fans by means of a suction connecting

directly with the steel air chamber of the blast machine.

In reference to the distribution of the air it is manifest that 10

get the most benefit from hot air it should he furnished where it is

most needed. This leads' to the suggestion that the greatest quantity

of available heat is to be had from establishing the heating ap-

paratus around the walls of the shop, and for the paint shop it is an

open question if the most satisfactory result- arc not obtained by

forcing the air through an underground pipe or duct, using short

outlet pipes for the discharge of the air along the walls at the floor

line. By this method the air is furnished directly at a point where
it will do the most good, and the full strength of its heating power
secured at a low air velocity.

By the overhead pipe system of delivering hot air it becomes

necessary in order to get the heat well down to the floor, where it is

needed, to employ a higher air velocity than is usually safe to have

in the paint shop.

The recirculating system for paint shops, in connection with the

hot air fan blast system of heating, may easily be made to retard

liie drying of paint and varnish, and delay all processes of work.

I'he constant recirculating of air without taking at least 50 per cent

or more fresh air from the outside, except in extremely cold weather,

is productive of both moisture and a poisonous air. which are alike

detrimental to freshly painted or varnished surfaces and to the iK-alth

of the workmen.

This danger from moisture and foul air may, of course, be con-

sidered greater in a low shop, or in a shop with a low ceiling, than

in a shop with a comparatively high ceiling, the principle being

based upon the fact that, proportioned to the size of the heating

system, the greater the volume of air that can be safely taken from

the shops for heating purposes.

While the paint shop should be provided with a series of venti-

lators which open from the highest point in the roof or ceiling of

the shop, and operate effectively in removing the foul air naturally

accumulating at that point, it is nevertheless true that a thorough

circulating system entirely effective in furnishing fresh air and

from the outside, furnishes in itself a valuable method of ventilation,

and brings it at once and continuously where both the work and

the workmen most need it.

To summarize, in brief compass, what the foreman painter has a

right to expect in the matter of shop heating and ventilation is

to urge the inqjortance of furnishing ample heat to the shop at a

location along the wall, and suflicienlly close to the floor to give-

thorough and uniform distribution of dry heat throughout the entire

shop from floor to ceiling at a very low air velocity and with a re-

circulating system entirely effective in furnishing fresh air and

plenty of ventilatioti.

The installation of such a system wiil mark the dis:i|)pearance of

ninny (lifticulties confronting not a few painters at tile present time.

Investigate Your Tran.sfcrs.

"Considerate people upon the busy lines of traffic will appreciate

how much a conductor has to do in the taking of fares, making of

change, answering questions and seeing that the car is not in mo-

tion when passengers are getting on or off. Rapiil work is called for

and the receiving conductor has too much to do to explain and

convince a skeptical passenger. A person when getting a transfer

should examine it to see that it is right, just as he does his change

en the car or wherever else he may be dealing. It is plain why
incorrect transfers cannot he accepted, and it is a simple matter to

see that no mistake has been made so far as you arc concerned. 1

1

is (o your own interest and a great accominodation to the company,"

—Extract from Detroit United Weekly, Issued by Detroit United Ry

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co, has installed a new dynanio and

engine, with a capacity of 4.500 aniperc, in il^ lliinl .Ave, povvir

house.

•A pftp*T rMi#I lH*fore th«* thirty-fourth nnnuni convention of MnMler
iiir i.t..! i,..,,.n...iK., T'.-ilntrrK' Auoelndon. ChleaRO, 8cpt, 8-II, 1900

The Westinghoiise l'"lectrie & Manufacturing Co. has purchased a

controlling interest in the Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Rapid

Tranist Co., paying therefor alxiut $6,000,000. Of this amount

$4,000,000 was taken from the company's treasury and the rest was*

borrowed at 6 per cent on notes purchased by Kiilin, l.oeb & Co.
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Simple Oiling System.

Mr. VVilliani K, Kiiovvltoii. chief engineer of the I'onliinil (Me.

)

Railroad Co., has devised and has been using for over fonr years a

very simple yet eflfeclive system for carrying oil to llie engine U-ar-

ings at the central power house of the company. The system was

devised with the end in view of avoiding the use of auxiliary pumps

for lifting the oil sudi as are required with any gravity or com-

pressed air automatic lubricating apparatus.

The salient feature of the method is thus tersely slated by Mr.

Knowlton : "We took a piece of heavy iron pipe about I'A ft. in

diameter and alxJut 7 ft. long. We capped it at both ends and stood

it on end for our oil pressure lank. Then to get the pressure, we

merely connected the bottom of this oil pressure tank to the city

water main."

The general layout of the system is indicated in the diagram

riic oil in the pressure tank floats on a stratum of water, tlic

water coming from the main at about .70 lb. pressure. The water

forces the oil up through the feed pipe leading from the top of

the tank to the engine room above and to the bearings of the several

engine units. The oil drips from the engines arc collected in drip

pans and flow by gravity to the oil filler, from which the filtered oil

flows by gravity into the open tank for storing the filtered oil.

From the bottom of this filtered oil tank, a connection leads to the

top of the pressure lank previously mentioned. When the water in

The Economical I'se of Coal.*
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the pressure tank has risen sufficiently to force nearly all llie oil

ihetefrom, the connection to the water main is closed, and a valve

is opened giving connection to the suction of one of the condenser

pumps, that pump being used which happens to be working at the

time. This action draws the water from the Ixittom of the pres-

sure tank and at the same time draws filtered oil into the top of

the pressure tank from the filtered oil storage tank.

The only attention required by the apparatus is that the level of

the water in the pressure tank be watched to prevent the supply of

oil from becoming exhausted and the water from rising into the

oil piping system. This is not a serious task. A glass gage shows

the level of water at all times, but in daily operation it is the cus-

tom to replenish the supply at regular stated intervals. With the

apparatus in use it liecomes necessary to do this about every two

hours. Knowing the supply of oil required, it would be an easy

matter to so proportion the size of the tanks as to make this inter-

val any length of titiie desired. If the tanks are made large

enough, replenishing would not be necessary more often than once

a day. The time required to draw the water from the bottom of

the tank is not over two or three minutes. Losses of oil by evapora-

tion and waste are replenished by pouring new oil into the filtered

oil tank. The company is now installing a set of tanks of sufficient

capacity to run all day without refilling.

The entire apparatus coinplcte did not cost over $20, and for four

years has successfully performed the work of an automatic gravity

or compressed air system that would have cost from $1,500 to

$2,000 to install. Moreover, there are no pumps of any kind re-

quired other than the condenser pump, which, of course, is a neces-

sary part of the station equipment, and is not an extra charge

against the oiling system. Mr. Knowlton states that if the city

water main fails for any reason, the Iiottom of the pressure tank

can be connected direct to the boiler feed supply with equally as

good results.

When wc consider the .-iclual use of coal in a power station we

are faced by two propositions; first, how to use coal economically,

and, second, how to use the power obtained from that coal so that

less coal may be needed in the furnaces. There are thus really two

problems connected with the moilern power stations. The first

is the economical consumption of coal and relates almost entirely

to the furnaces of the boiler plant. The second, which deals with

the economical development and use of power, relates entirely to

the feed water supply and to the mechanism for generating and

distributing power.

In order to burn coal completely it is necessary that it should

have an adequate supply of oxygen—that is, of air. The air must

be brought into contact with every atom of the combustible; other-

wise there will be a waste. Energy must therefore be expended in

bringing the air to the coal. This energy will be a natural ex-

penditure in case the air is brought through the grate bars and the

furnace by means of a chimney. A certain amount of the heat of

the coal will be expended in maintaining a hot column of gases

in the chimney and thus in producing an inverted siphon elTect.

The hotter air rushes in to fill what would otherwise be a par-

tial vacuum in the chimney.

.'\nother method of producing a draft is by means of a blower,

which may be called the forced method. In this case steam is

taken from the boiler to drive an engine connected with the

blower. It will readily he seen that both cases demand an ex-

penditure of heat, and it is often a serious question to decide

between them. I have seen conditions where a low chimney and

a good blower were vastly superior to a high chimney, hut 1

have seen the reverse, and I am sure it must be difficult in some

cases for an engineer to decide without a full knowledge of

the conditions, just which method to use. With very volatile

coal, demanding at times a rapid supply of air, a blower is

lirobably the better. To give an idea of the waste involved in

volatile coal without a blower, a practical example may be cited.

Some years ago the government instructed one of our ships to

take 600 tons of black diamond coal at Seattle in order to test it

for steaming purposes. It was carried to sea, but found very

inefficient. There was a beautiful torchlight froin the top of the

smoke pipe, where the volatile gases had taken fire, and the

ship was actually making seven knots upon a consumption of

coal which ought to have given her ten. The blowers were

started, with the idea of increasing the supply of air in the fur-

naces. Immediately the flame disappeared from the top of the

chimney and the ship increased her speed by two knots upon a

lower consumption of coal. This demonstrated at once the need

of a larger supply of air to consume the gaseous materials, and

the consequent increased efficiency.

The amount of air needed for the complete combustion of one

pound of carbon is a little short of twelve pounds, and at 60°

this occupies a space of .ibout 150 cu. ft.: that is. for every pound of

carbon consumed we must furnish to the furnace 150 cu. ft. of

cold air. Now it is almost impossible to burn a pound of coal

with anything like the theoretical volume required by it. If we

measure the amount of air delivered mto furnaces, we find it

varies from 200 to .^oo cu. ft. per pound of coal. This is prob

ably due to the fact that a certain amount of air of dilution

must be driven in with that which actually consumes the coal.

The additional air thus passed through the grate is a very large

loss, as it is heated up to the same temperature as the products

of combustion and it usually passes out of the boiler at a tempera-

ture of about 600°. Various inventions have been devised to re-

gain some of this lost heat, but they involve either the sacri-

fice of the dn-xft or else the addition of a blower to the plant.

The method of introducing warm air, for instance, is interest-

ing and sometimes effective. We find it in use for marine pur-

poses. But there is one aspect of the introduction of warm air

which is sometimes lo.st sight of. The hotter the air the greater

volume occupied by one pound, and therefore the less actual air

in each cubic foot. Consequently, if 200 cu. ft. of cold air is nec-

essary for the complete combustion of one pound of coal, an in-

crease of temperature to. say. 600° F.. would inake this volume

400 cu. ft. more. Thus, a luuch larger expenditure of energy is

•Alwtract of a talk by Professor Ira N. Hollis. of Harvard College.

before ttie New England Street Railway Club. September 34th, 1013.
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required to drive it tlirough the furnaces. This has been the

cause of the faihire of many hot-air systems for boilers.

In designing boilers engineers have to remember that one of

the chief causes of e.xpense is the lack of a proper supply of air

at the right instant. If bituminous coal is used and there is a

large amount of volatile gases which burn suddenly or escape

up the chimney, we must have some automatic device for in-

creasing instantly the supply of air. If the normal rate of air

supply goes on. then the gases are lost. On the other hand,

alter the volatile gases have been consumed, and there is nothing

but pure carbon left, the r.tte at which the air enters the furnace

should be decreased below normal. Otherwise we have too much
air instead of too little. What this comes to is that it is diffi-

cult to adjust the supply of air to the supply of coal with the

ordinary types of furnaces. This has led to a number of in-

ventions for handling the coal. The most successful of these are

l)a>ed simply upon a regular supply of coal and air. They are

the ordinary types of underfed stokers, traveling grates and mov-

ing grates, by which the coal is supposed to be fed in at just

the same rate as the supply of air can be given to it. Often

these devices are more expensive to maintain than the additional

cost lost by the average fireman who has only the plain grate.

.•\s a station has to be run upon a money basis, the money ex-

pended in the course of the year is the measure of success, and

consequently the repair bill as well as the coal bill nnist be kept

down. Where there are a large number of boilers and it pays

to keep a skilled man busy repairing, there is no doubt of the

advantages possessed by some of the patent grates. In my
own belief much would be gained by the better training of fire-

men and a stricter license law. Of course a better trained man
would demand more pay, and I think he ought to have it.

In case coal is burned with the highest economy there' is

still great room for improvement in a power station. One pound

of ordinary coal is capable of giving out between 14.000 and

15,000 heat units, and of this less than une-tenth is realized in

the power given out. The rest is waste: so that, as a matter of

fact, when a ton of coal is burned, less than the heat of 200

l«3unds is actually utilized. It has already been explained that

part of the waste heat is necessarily employed in producing a

draft. .Another part of it is radiated off to the atmosphere l)e-

fore steam is generated. Still another part goes into the ash-

pan with the ashes and clinker. The steam generated in the

boiler represents from six to seven-tenths of the heat of the coal

and an enormous amount of it is lost in the engine. In practice

wc have not even begun to obtain economy in the expenditure of

the heat derived from coal. The engine wastes vastly more than

it utilizes, and here great improvements may be effected.

Exhaust steam carries away the bulk of the loss, some of

which can be recaptured by what is now known as an exhaust

heater, placed in the path of ibe steam on its way from the

cylinder to the condenser. .A well-appointed power station will

always have thfs form of heater and also another heater in

scries with it. The second utilizes the exhaust steam from the

auxiliary engines, such as the feed pump and the air pump. A
third heater is sometimes placed in the base of the smoke pipe

to lift the feed water to a still higher temperature. Tliis is

known as the economizer, and is of great use in luany power

stations. It seems to me that an economizer is of questionable

benefit where it is designed for a high power but used normally

for low power, as is the case with many lighting stations. One
example that I have in mind is a station with 4,000 h. p. and an

economizer ricsigned for the full capacity of the boilers. As the

engines are ordinarily run at only 600 or 700 h. p., the gain is

not sufficient to warrant the first cost and care required. Where,

however, a station is run at something near its normal capacity,

the cane is different, as slated aliove.

One of the most important considerations is to get the steam

from the l>oilcr into the cylinder with a minimum of condensa-

tion. Wc know that if a pfiund of steam leaves the boiler and

one-fourlh of it is condensed before it gels to work, we have a

Mrrioui loss. The steam jacket i\ intended to prevent part of

lhi« condensation, but there are conditions under which a steam

jacket is not of great advantage It wonlrj pay better to superheat

the steam lieforc it leaves the boiler at least 100°, so that it may
'ntcr the cylinder wilhoul initial condeniatinn and exliauvl witb-

•lut moisture. The Cjermans have done more with superheating

live ^l^.aln liian we, as wu ha\'e onl> recently uiuleruiken lo super-

heat to any extent. The improved oils have made it possible to

carry steam at from 75° to 150° above the temperature of satura-

tion, although I am persuaded that 100° is perhaps the limit under

ordinary circumstances. As stated above, there are conditions

under which the steam jacket is ot no use whatever, particularly

if it supplies too much heat lo the steam during its passage

through the cylinders. The ideal condition would seem lo me
to be superheated steam for the high-pressure cylinder, with

a rehcaler between the various cylinders into which the steam

flows in doing its work. With a compound engine thai would

be one rcheatcr. With a iriple-e.xpansion engine it would mean
two reheaters. The object of the rehealcr should be lo superheat

the steam before its entrance into the succeeding cylinder, and the

praclicable maximum economy would be obtained by having the

steam leaving the last cylinder just saturated. If it is super-

heated, too much heal is carried into the condenser; if damp,

too much heal is lost in the cylinder.

It does not seem to me that enough nilcntion is paid in the

ordinary power station to the study of the conditions under

which coal is burned. In case of a large station or number of

stations, it would pay lo have a careful daily examination of the

products nf combustion, as a check upon the firemen. A chem-
ical analysis would show the amount uf carbonic gas and air

of dilution discharged into the chimney, and a careful study

of the^c could not fail to inform the engnieer in charge of a sta-

tion. The amiiiuii of nuiisluru in the steam should also be

examined d-aily. it the steam is superheated, a theriuomeler is

sufficient to disclose just what is happening. It would also be of

advantage lo have a regular examination of the kind of coal used

as a means of discovering that which is best adapted to the

furnaces and boilers in use Some varieties are very hard to burn
at all, especially if lliey have weathered a long lime. With an-

thracite coal which has been exposed 10 the atmosphere, a large

amount of moisture is usually absorbed, and the external sur-

face is so acted upon that it is likely lo require a very high

teniperalure for complete conilnisliim. The bituminous coals un-

doubtedly sufl^er by the escape of volatile gases. No doubt it is

difficult for power stations to obtain the same quality of coal

throughout the year, and wc have seen during the past win-

ter whal a coal strike lueans to all of our large cities.

-Mlhough we have what seems to be an almost limitless supply

in our enormous superficial area of coal deposits, yel corpora-

tions should if possible find the most economical means of burn-

ing fuel. It is not only to the interest of the country, but it is

to their interest as a means of paying larger dividends.

Discussion.

Mr. Haker, nf [he I'.nsinn I'.levated Railway; I am much
pleased with llie remarks ni;i(le by Professor Mollis. Some of his

Malements were interesting to nie from the fact lli.il our pur-

chasing agent is here tonight. The professor st.ited that it

would take him two weeks to find out how to burn a certain

kind of coal. I lak-' it he has reference to such coal as our peo-

ple luircliased last winter, or what is kndwii .is .Admiralty siuall

roal. Of course, liiere ;ir<' limes wliiii llie purchasing agent

C'lniiiii have any choice in tin in;ill.i-, hni iIium' li;iving to do
with the purchasing of coal -hould slnp and eniisider that an
engineer or an e,\pert fireman cannot gel the best results out

'f his fuel where the same is frequently being changed, or if

it is mixed in all kinds of proportions; consequently the result

is poor efficiency and possibly at limes low steam.

In regard to burning coal, the professor slates, as I reniem.

ber, that iheoretically 150 cu. ft, of air per pound of coal is re-

(piired, while in actual practice double that .•iinount is some-
times userl. In hurning the coal llie .ininnul* seems to be gov-
erned by the demand for steam, .iinl In regulate the .iniouiil

burned as ikt ihe.demanrl for steam M cieeurs In iiu- ih:il the

air admitleil. either by force or natuf.-il drafi, shnnl.l lie :i Kn\

eriiing factor, although it is true that If the air sii|)ply is shut

off and fresh coal is on the fire we are li.ible In Inse ;i |i.nl nf

the combuslible matter, depending ninre nr Irs, nn (I,,, vnlalile

mailer contained in the coal. So 1 lielie\e the pinper method of

burning coal in r.iilroad practice, or where the load is llnetii-

aling, is to keep the fire at a nearly even ihiekiR-ss. this (lc'|)end-
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ing somewhat on tlic- kind of coal and air pressure, regulating

the fire hy the amount of air admitted. This may be done by

automatic dampers controlled hy the steam pressure. In rail-

way and electric light power stations the load is more or less

thictn.iting. especially so in small plants. In large plants or sys-

tems the load factor in the engine is fairly steady, for the reason

that one or more engines can be shut down or started up, as

the case may require, and we expect to run our engines under

fairly economical conditions. This, however, at certain times

in the day. leaves us with more or less boilers on the line that

.ire not needed for light load. In this case we do not take the

boilers off the line, but bank the fires in some cases, and in others

we give the furn.ices less air, thus reducing the rate of com-

bustion per square foot of grate surface.

In reference to the economizers, I take it the professor docs

not approve of them in railway work. Here I do not agree with

him, but believe in a liberal-sized economizer for power-station

work. I do not, however, recommend putting them in large

enough for our maximum capacity or the peak of the load, as I

would under conditions where the load is constant, as in flour

mills, cotton mills, etc. I have reason to believe that under fair

conditions economizers will last ten or twelve years with very

little repairing and cost for maintenance. When some of our

first economizers were installed primary heaters were not used

and we had some trouble from sweating of tubes which un-

doubtedly caused rapid deterioration. Five, seven, and eight

years ago we installed economizers in connection with primary

heaters. These heaters gave us a temperature of ioo° or more,

and then passing the water through the economizers we obtained

an average temperature of 220°.

Regarding heating the water with auxiliary heaters, taking the

steam from the steam pump, condensers, etc., we found by some

quite extensive tests that by using this steam in our low-pressure

cvlinder we obtained equally as good if not better results than

where we put in secondary steam heaters, as 111° of heat gained

in the economizer saves us 10 per cent of boilers and the main-

tenance on same as well as the cost of labor to operate them. I

would therefore maintain that in a great many cases econo-

mizers are money savers, and if properly handled will pay a good

dividend on the investment.

A Member: You mentioned the case of a steamship in which

they used black diamond coal. I wonder if instead of putting on

the blower,, they would not have got better results by lengthening

out the stack, and possibly enlarging the hatches a little. Would
it not be possible for any given conditions to design a stack that

would give any result that would be obtainable by a blower?

Professor Hollis: I think it would be. My last service in the

navy was to assist in proving that we could put a loo-ft. stack

upon a steamship without capsizing her. One hundred feet is

about the limit, and beyond that, of course, you are obliged to

resort to blowers to get draft and reserve power. I think with

black diamond coal, where the quantities of volatile matter are

so large, that you can deal with that problem by limiting the

amount of coal to be hurried per square foot of grate. That is

the way I should attack that problem.

It is astonishing to find how mud; we waste in our power

stations. The "L" road has a number of stations with first-rate

methods of firing and handling coal, and yet I think I could gather

up a pound of coal dirt at my house from the smoke of its chimney.

showing that a high chimney is not sufficient to deal with the

subject adequately. The draft in any chimney is' dependent to

some extent upon the state of the barometer and the weather. If

you have a bright, clear, cool day, and a temperature around 600°

in the chimney, you will have a good draft and can burn coal

economically. On the other hand, if the atmosphere is heavy

you cannot burn the coal well.

There is another* question which Mr, Baker raised, whether

it was better, when the plant shuts partially down, to keep steam

on a large number of boilers, burned very moderately, or to

shut down some and keep steam on the others, with some forcing

of the fires. Without a full solution of th.at. I do not think a

power station can be run with the highest intelligence.

Mr. Baker : I would like to say a word about rapid combustion.

If we had less of it the professor would have less dirt on his

house from our chimneys. I would like to ask what he thinks is

the most economical, 5 pounds per sq. ft., or 25. or 60,

Mr, Conam : I have read somewhere that the amount of car-

bon dust thrown off from a chimney is a very small per cent of

the amount of coal burned. Do you know anything about patent

combustion powders in relation to their use in burning cinders? One
consists mostly of slacked lime. You mix it with the cinders and

water. They say it makes a very good fire.

Professor Mollis: A question was once asked of a student,

what is polarized light? He answered it by saying: "Polarized

light, as I understand it, is very little understood." I think I

am pretty much in the same boat with these combustion powders.

In reference to the 'dirt that comes out of a chimney, the dirt is

only an indication of loss. .\s a matter of fact, the loss of smoke

is probably less than I per cent. The volatile gases must escape

in the smoke and cause considerable loss. .Another point is

with regard to smoke prevention. Of course smoke prevention

is not necessarily economy of coal. It can, however, be made
to promote the economical use of coal because there is less smoke

where there is careful firing. Some firemen will make little

smoke, and that indicates that the gases are being consumed in

the furnace. Smoke prevention does not seem to have been ac-

complished at present,

A Member: I should like to be enlightened upon the question

of the deterioration of coal due to the weather, I have always

thought it was due to the distilling out of the volatile matter,

leaving nothing but carbon, and that anthracite coal, containing so

little volatile matter, would not deteriorate so much as bitumin-

ous coal.

Professor Hollis: One of the reasons is that anthracite absorbs

.1 great deal more moisture than it is usually credited with, and

that which wc attribute to the weather may be the slow ab-

sorption of oxygen,

Mr, Moultrop, of the Edison Electric Light Company: In using

patent stokers in large power stations there is no question but

what the repair bill is pretty big and there are some other dis-

advantages, but there is a big advantage in the freedom from

labor troubles. It requires a better grade of men to handle these

stokers, and that is something the station managers do not take

sufficiently into account. With the stoker installation you want a

pretty good class of men.

Professor Hollis: There is another question of economy, and

that is superheated steam. Twenty years ago it was impossible to

use it on account of the poor oil. With the improvement in the

oil the value of superheated steam has been increased.

Mr. Baker : One of our engines was put in under a guarantee

and did not meet it. On the second test the reheater coils were

cut out and it did better than the guarantee. We do not steam-

jacket our cylinders any more. I don't believe, for railwa.v work,

it would pay to jacket them,

Mr. Moultrop: Most of our engines were cquipjied with re-

lieaters, but we cut them off. The matter of repairs seems to be

a big one with us. We have made some tests with regard to the

efficiency of them, and the results have indicated that we will

get better economy to dispense with reheaters between the cyl-

inders, use reheated steam, and if possible have enough super-

heated steam go into the cylinder so that the exhaust comes out

dry.

Professor Hollis: I think that is so. I found at the Cam-

bridge electric light station that the reheaters gave a gain of 10

per cent. On the other hand, four years ago I had occasion to test

a triple-expansion engine which ha.:l reheaters. We had jackets

on all the cylinders. I tried the engine with steam on all the

jackets and reheaters, and we got a horse power on 12.09 Ih. of

steam. Then we cut the steam off of all the jackets and the re-

heaters and we got a horse power on 12.1 lb. and we were con-

vinced that the jackets did not work well. Then we tried them

with no steam on the high-pressure jacket and simply steam

on the intermediate jacket and the first reheater. and we got a

horse power on ii..l lb. of steam. I think there is very great

danger of overdoing the matter of jackets and reheaters.

• The Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co. on December i8th

inaugurated a freight and express service between Indianapolis and

La Fayette. Ind.. new special cars being employed for the purpose.

During the first 15 hours the new line, through the agent. Mr. E.

B. Cuyler. handled and shipped 7,400 lb. of freight and express

matfer.



Rochester & Eastern Rapid Ry.

Route — Distance Tributary Populatitm— Prospective Earnings — Construction, Equipment and
Power Plant.

The Roclusler & Eastern Rapid Ry. is a liigh sixeil electric in-

teriirlian operating upon its private right of way and serving the

prosperous communities between the Genesee valley and Canan-

daigua, Seneca and Cayuga Lakes. This route includes a number
of prosperous cities, villages and fertile farming lands and is, in

many respects, the finest country in Western New York. The road

starts at the Four Corners in the center of Rochester and continues

eastwardly over the tracks of the Rochester Railway Co. to the

city limits, and from this point to the hamlet known as Twelve

Corners the line is located upon the northerly side of Monroe .Ave,

entirely rebuilt with 73-lb. girder rail and provided with new over-

bead equipment. The latter company is owned and controlled by
the Rochester & Eastern which also has its own franchise through

the village.

The urban population served is as follows:

Rochester 1 75,000

Twelve Corners 200

Pittsford 1 ,000

Eairport 2,500

HusbnclTs Basin 200

INTKRIOK OF I'flSVKR ItOfSK, SHOWING WIM.IA.MS VKIflU A I, K.NCI.VK AM) WlCSTINOlll It'SlO Id il\ HI KS ANIl K.XCJITKUS.

.1 macadamized roadway. A short distance cast of the Twelve Victor ,Soo

Ccrncri the hue passes upon private right of way which varies East Victor jot>

from 60 to 100 ft. in width. The private right of way is in all cases West Fnrmington 50
wide enough for double track and is continuous, except for a short Canandaigua 7,30O

diiiancc near and in the village of Pitlsforfl, the hamlet of Bush- Seneca Castle 230
ncH's Basin, the village of Canandaigua and the city of Geneva. Dunkel's Corners 40
I he present terminus of the route is Seneca Lake, A short distance Geneva 1 1,500
we't of I'itisford the line passes over the Erie Canal on a through

pin connected steel truss bridge u.? ft, long on concrete abulnu-uts. Tolal urli:ui popul.itinii. ii)g,04a

.S'ear Ihi't point it also passes under the tracks of the New York To this must be added the pn|Mil:ilioii n\ tin- town-, (lowiiships)
' enlral Railroad through a concrete under crossing with complete passed through exclusive of villages, etc., mentioned above wliicli

natural drainage. It also passes under the steel bridge of the Wot gives. a total interurban population of 20,600, which, added to the
Shore Ry. in I'itisford. The road runs through Canandaigua over urban popuhlion makes ih;' population directly trilmlary In the
the tracks of the Ontario Light & Traction C.n. which hive been road .?l9,fi.in. In atl lilinn lo this ilief is n pt^]>nhlli'Hl ui H(xx>
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located in the various villages around Canandaigtin I.akc. This

Jake i* iraviT'^ed by twn Imits and is a main artery of travel during

\
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Cliaracter of Construction.

As stated before the road is built on private right of way averag-

ing 66 ft. in width which has been bought outright in fee simple at

an approximate cost of Sioo.oco. The track is of 70-lb. T-rail of

.\. S. C. E. section joined with six-bolt splice bar. It is laid on
cedar ties on tangents and yellow and white oak on curves, the

are pin connected steel trusses. There are also five railroad crossings

with a separation of grade with steel bridges on concrete abutments.

.\1I bridges are designed for a rolling load consisting of a train

with 20,000 lb. per axle on a 6 ft. 3 in. wheel base. 26 ft. center to

center of trucks; also a dead load of 800 lb. per lineal foot with an

impact of 80 per cent. AW culverts with over 4 ft. openings in the

\IKW liF I'OWKK PL.\.NT ,\.\n (WR BARNS.

ties I>cing spaced 2 ft. between centers and on 14-in. centers on
bridges. Rails are bonded with No. 000 "Protected" bonds, 8 in.

long and with J4-'"- terminals expanded in hand drilled holes by a

hydraulic press, after the standard practice of the Mayer & Eng-
lund Co. Steel guard rails are placed on all bridges, curves

and outside of switches. The road is ballasted with gravel with a

minimum of 6 in. beneath the ties. This gravel is secured from

clear arc concrete arches and those with loss than 4 ft. are of extra

heavy cast iron pipe. The drains arc of extra heavy vitrified fire

clay sewer pipe.

Overhead Equipnicnt.

The poles are of cedar, 7 in. at the top and from 30 to 50 ft. in

length. Extra heavy yellow pine cross arms are used with gal-

TKANSVKR8K SKCPION TIinOffiH POVVICR TlOfSI';.

Irallasl pin aggregating 1.5 acres which are owned by the comi)auy.

'I he pin contain sutficicnl ballast to last the road for all linu-. The

roadbed is 14 fl. wide on embankments with sIojk's of I'/i to 1 anri is

20 ft. in cuti, the slopes Iwing the same.

Bridges and Culvert^

The bridges are all l)uilt with steel on concrete almlmenls, there

licing 16 l)elween K/jchesler and Geneva, exclu.sive of (hose for

<tcam railroad crosiings. I wo of the bridges are 1.J.1 fi. long and

vanized iron braces. The Iransnussicm Hue is of stranded aluminum
carried on Locke glass insulators with extra long |)araflined oak pins

and special galvanized ridge iron. The feeder is also stranded

alnminnm e(|uivalenl to 500,000 and 400,000 c. m. copper. The trol-

ley wire is No. 0000 grooved cop|K-r carried on 8-ft. 6-in. brackets

with flexible connection, by means of Oliici Hrass Co. hangers and
clamps. The trolley is lapped lo the feeder every half mile. The

ilislributing system is disignerl Id dislribule 450 amperes each way
from each Mib -Inliiiii, In villages where rrcpiired, span wire con-
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struclion is ii-od wiili j id-iii. fc'lvniX'^eil iron stranded span wire

A telephone circuit is carried on the poles by means of lirackels

with ]>orcol.iin insulators.

Rolling Slock.

Up to llie present time llic company has received six ii-ii. pas-

senger coaches from the John Stephenson Co. ivhich are of the

most modern type. They are double vcstibulcd and finished in

mahogany with smoking comparlmeiu and toilet rooms. The up-

holstering is of plush and they arc heated by electricity. There arc

also under order eight more passenger coaches, six of them being

45 ft. long which will be used for summer service. These are

equipped with four G. E. 74 motors and ty|H> M control, and are

of the same general style and finish as the former. The company

also has two 50-ft. express cars and one 30-ft. construction and

repair car. .\ll the cars are equipped with telephones, electric lights

and other modern appliances. For keeping the tracks clear of snow

a Ruggles patent double action high speed snow plow has been

ordered from the Pcckham Manufacturing Co. The cars are mounted

on extra heavy high speed M. C. B. trucks, Barney & Smith class

F type, with s!^-in. axles and steel-tired wheels. Westinghousc

straight air brakes arc used with motor driven air pump on each

equipment. The long cars are equipped with four G. E.-7.1 motors.

L-4 controllers.

Power bfouse.

The power plant is situated at the foot cfl Main St. in Canan-

daigua where the company has two buildings. One of the buildings

is II- ft. 8 in. X 65 ft. 9 in. and 44 ft. extreme height. It contains

S\\ lTi|lni).\Kli .\T IMW I';K HiJlSK.

transformer tower and for the entrance of the overhead wires into

the building. The boiler room has an extension built of concrete

FLOOR PLAN OF CAR BARN.

an engine room and boiler room separated by an i8-in. party wall. the full length of the room used as a coal vault. The foundations

A wing 15 ft. 6 in. x 39 ft. 5 in. off the engine room is used for a of the building are of concrete, the walls of pressed brick, averaging

. - ^-o' ^-^ -
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l8 in. thick, and the floors are steel ami concrete throughout. The

roof is of four-ply felt with tar and gravel filling and is supported

on steel trusses.

The engine room contains two Williams vertical cross compound

engines 22 and 43 in. x 32 in. stroke built by the Quincy Engine

Works, of Quincy, 111. They are rated at 1,050 h. p. running at 150

r. p. m. with 150 lb. initial steam pressure and exhausting into

VICTOR Sl"B-ST.\TIOX

a pressure of zVi lb. absolute. These engines are direct connected

to two 650-kw. Westinghouse alternators of the revolving field type.

.Ml of the electrical apparatus of the power hou!»e was furnished

by the Westinghouse company. The engine room equipment also

includes two rotary converters of 300-kw. capacity; four 500-kw.

transformers placed in the basement of the transformer tower, and

two Westmghouse compound automatic engines 9

and 15 in. by 9 in. stroke, direct connected to two

37'X kw., 125 volt d. c. generators used for exciting

the main generators.

There will l)e a nine paTiel switchboard containing

two generator panels, one transformer panel, two

a. c. rotary converter panels, two d. c. rotary con-

verter panels, one d. c. two-circuit feeder panel and

one double exciter panel. The engine room is

spanned by a traveling crane 36 ft. 3 in. span and 32

ft. lift which travels on runways in the walls the

length of the building.

There arc three Cahall horizontal sectional water

tube boilers aggregating 1,124 h. p., built by the .Quit-

man & Taylor Co., of Mansfield. O. These contain

11,240 sq. ft. of heating surface and 227.43 sq. ft.

of grate surface. These boilers are tested to carry

225 lb. steam pressure if desired. Tliere is a Barag-

wanath horizontal water tube type feed water

heater 36 in. x 14 ft. 6 in., a Green fuel economizer

containing 32 sections of to tubes, each tube being

^ ft. long by 4 9-16 in. diameter, giving a heating

surface of 3,840 sq. ft., two blower fans 85 in. in

diameter made by the New York Blower Co. The

latter arc full housed and use 40,000 cu. ft. of air per

minute at 250 r. p. m. They arc driven by two cen-

tral vertical engines of 16 h. p. each.

The condensing apparatus consists of one 24-in.

elevated cone condenser of the jet type with a

capacity of 60,000 lb. of steam per hour, one rotative

dry v-acuum pump and one horizontal duplex direct

uCting circulating pump. There are two 8-in. hori-

zontal receiver separators made by the Harrison Safety lioilcr Works

of Philadelphia, and two boiler feed pumps, one duplex fire pump of

the plunger and ring pattern with a capacity of fioo gallons per

minute at a steam pressure of 125 lb., and one duplex high pressure

automatic pump and receiver. The steam piping was furnished by

W. T. HitcDx & Co., of New York, and the slack which is of Vii in.

iron, 5 ft. 9 in. in diameter and 24 ft. long was furnished by the

New York Central Iron Works Co., of Geneva, N. Y.

Car Barn and Shops.

The other one of the buildings mentioned above contains the car

houvr and ^hops and t^ 169 ft. 6 in. by 109 ft. 10 in and 27 ft. 4 in.

extreme height. This building is of pressed brick with concrete

foundations, steel beams, channels and columns being used through-

out for support. The roof is a four-ply wool felt with tar and gravel

filling supported on steel trusses. The building is divided by a

party wall into a car storage side 48 ft. 4 '"' w''lc and a shop side

60 ft. wide. The former contains four tracks capable of storing

12 large cars and the latter is devoted to repair shops, general sup-

ply department and offices. Two tracks run through this part of

the building, one leading direct to the repair shops where the machine

tools are located, and the other over an inspection pit 156 ft. 6. in.

oy 8 ft. 10 in. and 4 ft. 3'/$ in. deep, built of concrete. Over the

inspection pit are two hand jxiwer traveling cranes on runways

with a span of 24 ft. 8 in. and a lift of 16 ft. These arc used for

raising car bodies from trucks and other heavy repair vvo.k.

In one corner of the shop side of this building a space 24 x 32 ft. is

cnclosctl liy a brick wall and is used for a blacksmith shop. The

second story of this space is used as an armature winding room.

The armatures are hoisted from the shop Hoor and carried into

the armature room on traveling hoists. Another space on the shop

side 63 ft. 8 in. by 32 ft. is also separated from the rest of the

shop by a party wall and the ground floor is devoted to supply and

store rooms, employes' waiting rooms and wash room, shop fore-

man's office and train dispatcher's room. The second story of this

space is devoted to the general offices of the company. There are

five commodious offices of which the general auditing room is

furnished with a fireproof vault and large voucher room. The offices

are finished in yellow pine, natural finish. The shop tools arc oper-

ated by a 15-h. p. compound-wound direct current motor of General

Electric make, and the tools are made by the Niles-Bement-Pond

Co., and are as follows : One 12-in. 6-ft. Niles engine lathe : one

22-in. 14-ft. Niles engine lathe; one i6-in. shaper; one 14-in. Wash-

Inirn drill; one .?6-in. x 4-in. grindstone; one 20-in. Whitney water

7-0 -~~
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tool grinder; one No. i Niles, 100-ton hydrostatic wheel press;

one l6-in. by 8-ft. patlcrn maker's lathe; one No. 4 power hack

sasv and a ronipli-nioni nf drills, chucks, vises and miscellaneous tools.

Sub-Stalinns

The sub-stations are located along the line at I'llNlord, Victor

and .Seneca Castle. Owing to their location in villages they have

been designed for use as passenger and (rciglu stations as well as

for electrical disLribuliou. They are hiiill wilh concrete foundations

with brick walls and slate roofs. Ivicli station is .VJ ft. 8 in. wide

by 45 ft. long over all. the height of the stalion part proper being

IS ft. 8 in. and of the transformer tower 29 fl. I'.ai-h inril.iins a
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»-aiting mum iS \ ij fi.. a baggage- room i8 x 12 ft., a ticket office

14 ft. in. X 7 fl. and a rotary converter r<Kmi 20 ft. 6 in. x 2$ ft.

The transformer tower for the entrance rtf the overhead wires is

8 X 25 ft. lilach of these stations will contain two 300-kw. rotary

converters, three 200-kw. static traiisforniers. three fuse switches

and circuit breakers for 20,000 volts, three lighting arresters with

choke coils and a switchboard. The latter consists of two a. c.

SECTION TllROrOII VICTOR Srn-ST.\TION".

rotary converter panels, one d. c. rotary converter panel and one

double feeder panel. The Victor station is designed for the equip-

ment just enumerated but until contemplated extensions are made
only one rotary converter will be installed. Passenger stations of

neat design built of either brick or wood arc located at all points

along the line where needed in addition to the wailing rooms
connected with each sub-.station.

Rales of Fare.

Tlie basis of cash fare rates is 2 cents per mile and of ticket

rates I'A cents per mile. No tickets of any kind are sold by con-

ductors except IOC-mile books. These books arc sold for the ac-

commodation of passengers to jwints at which there are no ticket

offices. In addition to these tickets arc monllily conimiitation tickets

S\\ ri' 111:1 .AKI) AT I'lTTSlM iKI> .ST 1 ;-ST.\lh i\

of 54 rides, monthly school tickets of 46 rides and mileage lx)oks

of 1,000 and 500, miles. 'ITie freight and express service has not

yet been inaugurated but it is expected to be started during
January. The portion of the road between Rochester and
Canandaigua now in operation is run according to a regular

schedule, there being 36 trains daily.

Personnel.

The officers and operating staff of the con>pany arc: President,

W. B. Comstock, .Mpcna, Mich.; vice-president, A. L. Parker,

Detroit, Mich.; secretary, W. A. Comstock, Canandaigua, N. Y.

;

treasurer, Henry A. Ilaigh, Detroit, Mich.; chief engineer, V. W.
Walker, Canandaigua, N. V.; general manager, J. II. Pardee,

Canandaigua, N. Y. ; su|>erinlendcnt, VV. R. W. Griffin, Canandaigua,

.v. Y. ; chief dispatcher. W. G. Park. Canandaigua, N. Y. ; auditor,

li. E. Lentz. Canandaigua. N. Y.

Los Angeles Notes.

The street railway companies are making a determined fight

against the ordinance recently passed by the city council, com-

pelling the coinpanies to sprinkle their roadbeds and the street for

two feet outside of the outer rails. After the ordinance went into

effect the city ceased to sprinkle the tracks, and as a result the

dust became so thick that many jxirsons preferred to walk rather

than ride in the dust. Many protests were entered to the city

council, and in order to bring the matter up in a formal way a

representative from each of four companies owning tracks in the

city has l)een arrested. I'urther. the city attorney .sought to secure

an injunction against the Los .\ngeles" Railway Co. to prevent it

from operating cars 011 Sevtnili St.. unless it sprinkled the tracks

^
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or laid the dust by some other means. The injunclion was not

granted, and in ihc meantime, while other matters are being set-

lied, ihe cily sprinkling wagons are out again keeping down the

dust.

Two sireet railway franchises will he offered for sale February

isl. as requested by the Los Angeles Railway Co. One is for an

extension of a franchise on Monte Vista St.. for a distance of 650

fl. in a southerly direction. The teriu of the franchise is 40 years;

l)ond, $1,000.

'Hie second franchise is on Sixth St.. and is an outlet onto a

private right of way to tlie Bimini Baths. Term. 37 years; bond,

$5,000.

Beginning January ist, the Pacific Electric Railway Co. took

over the oi>eration of its East Ninth St. line, which has hitherto

luen operated by the Los .Angeles Railway Co. Simultaneous with

this action, the practice of issuing transfers from this line to all

connecting lines of the Los Angeles Railway Co. was disconlinueil.

The Pacific Electric Railway Co. now runs cars over this line and

over the luain line to Pasadena, as far as Garvanza.

.\ limit of 10 days is placed on all round-trip tickets' purchased

from conductors or other agents of the Pacific Electric Railway

Co.

The Pacific Electric Railway Co. has completed rebuilding the

road from Altadena to Rubio Canyon. The road is now standard

gage the entire distance, and is double track as far as the mouth
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of the canyon. Cars have been fitted witli Westinghousc magnetic

brakes, and the trip from Los .-\ngeles to Rubio Canyon can be

made without change of cars.

On its Long Beach line tlw Pacific Electric Railway Co. has had

semaphore signals erected where the line crosses the Southern

Pacific Ry. This is an especially dangerous point, as the Southern

Pacific tracks cross the electric tracks on a curve, so that only a

few feet are in view in either direction. The signals are operated

from one of the Southern Pacific towers, and considerable time

is saNtd by the electric cars when the signals are clear, as it does

away with stops at the crossing.

December 30th an engine and three flat cars on the Salt Lake

road ran into a Brooklyn Ave. car belonging to the Pacific Elec-

tric Railway Co.. killing one man and injuring several other pas-

sengers. The accident took place at a dangerous point on the lii.e

and the steam cars have the right of way. The motorman and

conductor were new men, and in the coroner's verdict the electric

company was severely censured for allowii:g two inexperienced men
to operate on the same car.

Tlie new race track at .^scot Park was opened lor a ga-day nicii

December 24th. In order to handle the immense crowds who attend

the races both the Los .Angeles and Pacific Electric railway com-

panies have made special provisions. The Pacific Electric Railway

Co. has built a double track spur to the grounds from its Long
Beach line, and the Los Angeles RaiUvay Co. has extended two
of its city lines. Both companies have loops and sidings at the

entrance, so that there are no delays such as would be occasioned

by turning trolleys. On the sidings there is ample room for reserve

cars, and the crowds are handled with ease.

The Electric Club Journal.

The Electric Club, of Pittsburg, Pa., announces- that on February

I St, 1904, will be issued the first number of an illustrated monthly

magazine to be published by the club and which will be styled the

Electric Club Journal. It is further stated in the announceipcivt

that the immediate purpose of the new publication is to put into

permanent form the engineering papers and technical discussions

that form a regular part of the work of the club. Many of the

papers will be written by members of the engineering staff of the

Westinghousc company, and much of the material will pertain to

the latest apparatus and to the newest problems in engineering

work. This matter will lie published in a form suited to the needs

of intelligent young men. The Journal will also publish other ma-
terial of special value and interest to the members of the c-Uib.

A88i;.Mm,V KAI.,!.. Kl.Kt'riUC l-|,IH. I'lTTSUI-RO.

The circulation of llie Electric Club Journal will not l)e restricted

to the mcmlKrs of the club, but the privilege of subscribing is to

be extended to others.

Hie Electric Club, which was organized March lolh, 1902, draws
its mcmljcrship largely from the engineering apprentices and other

employee of the Westinghousc Electric & Manufacturing Co. The
Journal is not to Ik-, however, a trade publication of thai company,

but an engineering i);iikt publish*. tl by young cngire^rs for \iuing

engineers, enabling college students and others' to share in the

club's technical work. While much of the material in its pages

will be of a general nature, some will apply definitely to the par-

ticular apparatus with which the men are working, and as the rep-

resentation is by Westinghouse engineers, it follows that Westing-

house methods will be set forth. Rnl the view point will be that

RB.KDING ROOM, El.BfTRlC Cl.lTH. ITl'TSBIiRG,

of the young engineer. The Journal will also reprint papers read
before societies or convenitions which arc appropriate in character.

The Journal is conducted by a publication committee consisting

of an editor, Mr. Frank D. Newbury; a business manager, Mr.
John II. Smith, and a representative of the club's directors. Mr.
Charles F. Scott. There is also a class of assistant editors.

The Electric Club has 492 members. It is governed by a board
of nine directors, comprising two general representatives, two en-
gineering dcpartmcm riprescntatives. two apprentices' representa-
tives and three representatives of the company. The officers of the
board of directors arc: President, Mr. E. M. Olin; vice-president,

Mr. H. W. Peck: treasurer. Mr. L. A. Osborne; secretary, Mr.
C, E, Downton,

The club quarters, which are conveniently situated, occupy the
whole of the second floor and part of the third floor of the Il,ini-

mett Building, 735-7,37 Penn Ave. Wilkinsburg (Pittsburg;, Pa.

There are an assembly hall and a reading room, which are illus-

trated herewith, together with tlirce class rooms and five rooms
which arc used for games ;inc! Miinking rooms. The assembly
hall has seating capacity for about 300 persons.

Interurbans are Trunk Lines.

.At Louisville, Ky,. the Court of .Appeals has rendeied a decision

10 the effect that inlerurban roads arc trunk liTK•^ and thai, there-

fore, perpetual franchises may be grained In (lu-m. It had been
contended, in a case in which Ihe Keiuucky Iraclion Co. w^as de-

fendant, that the state constitutinn. which forbids granting a fran-

chise for longer than 25 years', except to trunk lines, debarreil ilic

proposed road from obtaining a long-term franchise.

Kobbcr Kill.s Moturman and Conductor,

.\ uioloinian on a Ciinsulidaled Railway & I'. .wet Co. car .at Sail

Lake City was shot ami instantly killed and the conduclor on ilu-

sainc car was fatally shot shortly afirr midnight Janu.iry 7tli by a

masked highwayman who was allcinpiinK lo rob ihem, '\'\u- nmr-
derer escaped wilhonl wcuring ,iny bouty. Tlu-re were no pas-

sengers.

A conduclor on Ihe Hrighlon Si, line of the same company was
robed of $i« on the night of J;inuary 2nd by a masked robber

The Inlerurban Street Railway Co., New York City, will convert

the remaining horse-car lines in its system to the undergronnd
trolley in 11304, Forty miles of street railways will be rebuilt.
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Electric Railways of Indiana.

The "Review" presents lliis niomh a map. corrected to Jan. i.

19OH, showing the electric railways in Indiana, 'vhich is just now
the center of electric railway activity in the United States. This

niap was prepared in the office of the Arnold Electric Power

Station Co.. Chicago, and it is reproduced by courtesy of the officers

of that company. As will be noted, the map shows the routes of 55

interurban lines, including those in operation, under construction

and proposed, only those projected roads being shown which have

every likelihood of being pushed to completion in the near future.

The title of each road is given in i\ie margin of the map, with its

designating numeral, so it may easily be found on the map. Another

useful feature of the map is the manner in which the size of the

cities is shown by circles graduated according to population, those

cities having city railway systems being designated by a shaded

circle.

Naturally the greatest interest attaches to Indianapolis, ulncli

is practicall}- in the center of the state, iiul to which all roads, built

and in process, tend to lead.

During 1903 the number of electric interurban roads entering

Indianapolis increased from six to eight, and the mileage, not includ-

ing connections, from 273 to 5^4 miles ; the number of daily passen-

ger trains entering the city increased from 11,3 to 153. making a

total of 306 in and out. During the year, also, a freight business

aggregating $150,000 was established. The notable features of the

year were the connection of Indiana with Ohio; the introduction

of sleeping and bufTet cars; the equipment of the roads with heavier

and longer cars, 60-ft. lengths having been reached, and the more

general adoption of 4-motor equipments. Indianapolis promoters

are now planning on long-distance, high-speed lines between large

centers, and the present through service between Indianapolis and

Columbus, together with direct connections as far cast as Zancs-

ville. 250 miles, points the way to through service to Chicago,

Cincinnati, Louisville, Wheeling, Detroit, Pittsburg, Cleveland, Buf-

falo and St. Louis. The Chicago and Cincinnati roads arc now
tmdcr construction.

Five coal-carrying roads have been incorporated, or are planned.

and it is proposed to handle coal on standard cars drawn in trains

by electric locomotives, and to deliver the cars to steam roads. Two
of the five roads are under construction, one with a capital of

$.1,000,000; two at least of the other three will be built in 1904.

It is estimated that the interurban roads have added 1,000.000

population to Indianapolis for trading purposes, and that these roads

carried a total of 2.300,000 passengers into and out of the city

in 1903, as against the 1,000,000 handled by the steam roads. Real

estate values have appreciated along the lines .of the Indianapolis

interurbans in every instance and many homes have been built in

consequence of them.

Co .servativc estimates for 1903 indicate that the eight interurban

roads' gross earnings amounted to $1,850,000; operating expenses

have ranged from 45 to 52 per cent, and the interest payments for

the year aggregated $783,500. The total outstanding capitalization

of these companies is $54,005,000, of which $33,335,000 is couvmon
and $20,670,000 is preferred stock, or bonds.

A recapitulation of the principal roails entering Inilianapolis

follows ;

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern—Total mileage 40 miles,

capiiali/ation $32,125 per mile, of which $285,000 is stock and

$1,000,000 bonds.

Indiana|xjlis & Northwestern Traction Co.—Total miicage

(operating and building), 94 miles; capitalization, $52,.140 a mile,

of which $3,000,000 is slock and $1,920,000 Ijonds outstanding.

IndianarKilis & Eastern Railway Co.^Total miicage 63 miles, capi-

talization, $34,920 a mile, of which $1,200,000 is stock and $1,000,000

Umds.

Union Traction Co. of Indiana—Total mileage, 280 miles, including

the Marlon, Andcrvm. Muncie and Hlwood city lines and the 120

mile« of the Indianapolipi Northern Ix'ing completed into Peru

and I>)gans|><irt and headed for Chicago; capitalization, $'10,714

firr mile, of which $7,500.<x»o is common stock, $1,000,000 5 per cent

preferred Mock, $K,5W),oori linnd issue. The lines of the Union

Traction Co. of Indian.i arc opeiati.(l by the Uuliana L'nion Irac-

ton Co., $5,000,000 capital stock and $1,000,000 bonds outstanding.

The $i,ooo,oco of bonds, interest on which has to be paid by the

operation of the property, raises the total capitalization to $(14,280

a mile.

Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit Co.—Operating 30

miles of road; capitalization, $50,000 a mile, of which $750,000 is

common stock and $750.(X>o bonds.

Indianapolis, .Shclbyvillc & Southeastern, just submerged in the

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.
—

'Total miicage 27 miles,

capitalization, $40,740 a mile, of which $l)00.00O is stock .ind $500.-

000 bonds.

Indianapolis & Plainficld Electric Railroad Co.
—

'Total miicage

14 miles; capitalization, $7,144 a mile, consisting of $100,000 capital

stock; no bonds. This company has jusl been ab.sorbed by the In-

diana Coal Traction Co. with $5,000,000 bond issue and $s,(xx),ooo

stock, which proposes to build a system of 165 miles, tapping the

coal fields in several localities and reaching into 'Terrc Haute.

The first interurban road to enter Indianapolis was the Indianapo-

lis. Greenwood & Franklin, now the Indianapolis. Cohnubus &
Southern 'Traction Co. It was opened January, 1900, from In-

dianapolis to Greenwood, 12 miles, and has since been extended

to Friinkliu, 40 miles. The latest line to be put in operation from
Indianapolis is the Indianapolis & Northw'estern 'Traction Co's.

line to Lebanon, Frankfort and La T'ayette. 64 miles. 'The line

was opened to La Fayette, Dec. 7, 1903. as mentioned in the

"Review" for December.

'The Indianapolis, Danville & Rockville Traction Co. has pro-

gressed from the prelinnnary formation of its plans to construction,

and has increased its capital from $100,000 to $700,000. It is in-

tended to carry coal as well as passengers, and the line will extend
directly from liidian.i]iolis to tin- r.uke County coal lands. 40 miles

due west.

The developmeiU of the electric interurban railways in Indiana

is admirably illustrated by the folkiwing taken from the railroad

advertisements which Mnpear regularly in .ill the Indianapolis daily

papers

:

INTKKt;UH.\N TIMK-CARD.
INDIANA UNION TR.\CTIC)N COMFANy.

Timc-Tilble. lOlTcellve Suniiay, Niiv. 1. Hid;!.

L(K\\I> 'rn.MNS for .\iuirisn"iii. Muncie and iiiti-rnn-dljite points
liiivi' IriillanaiioM.s ill 1:1.t a. m., and each hour tliereal'ter unlll 9:1.")

and II::!" p. in. Tho.s.' trains makr direct ccinncetion al Anderson wUh
trains for Alexandria. l';iwiM»d. Marlon and itUi'i'ini-diate pniTUs.

I.IMITKl) TKAINS tor .Viulerson and Minieie leuM- liiilianaiiollH

at Jv;i"» and 11:"' a. m.. aiui i::^' and .):"" p. ni.. arrlvliiK in jVnderaon
in 1 hour and 2'> niinnles. and in Mnneie in :; hours.

(*(*7inieneinK neeember :i!. 'n:i. tr.ains for Nolilesville. Tipton,
k'rdcoino* and inlermedittle points will leave Indianapolis as follows:

l.iiniled trains will leave liHilanapoIis at 4:l."i a. in,, and every two
liuurs thereafter nnll] K:l.'i |i. ni.

l-oeal trains will Iea\'e lndiana]>olls nt 5::!" a. m. jinil every two
hour« tiKTejiftei- until 7::ilf and 11:0" p. m. Trains leaving Jndlaniii)olls
at !l::tf) )). m.. run only as I'ar as Tipl«)n.

ICxpresH Department—Consignments received until 12:(Mt o'eloek
iinon. for delivery the same day to .all points hi-tween Indianapolis
and Munele; until K:»» p. m. for delivi-ry lo :ill iiolids Iwlweiai. Iiefore
• ; o'eloek the next morniiiK. Inelu<llii;j; Muneli". .Xndecsun, .Mexandrla.
I'llwood, Ttplon and Mar'ion.

INDlANAI'OiJS & lOASTHli.N itAilAVAY 1 'l 1

(iHKKNKII-;!,!) i,INiO.

General (llllee. Kranklln Hnlhiinn.
Time table. efTeetive .January 1, IIH1.I.

All riirs depart fi-oin Meridian anti Ci'orKia streets.

For Uiehmoiiirl. Xew<aslli' urai Intermediate stutions. passenKer
ears leave on the following hours: i'r.U't a. m., S:rii') a. ni.. in:r)5 a. m..
l:;;.'i.'> p. m.. 'S-Mt |>. m.. l:.'iC» p. m. ami ti:.'ir) p. m.

Mmlted tr.'itns for (friM-nlleld. KtilKlilstown. (^imbrldKe City and
Uiehmonil leave Indi.'inapoiis at 7:1" a. m.. lU-W) a. m.. and .'1:4" 11. m.
'I*he above ears rnakr- din-et eonneetiotiH for ICaton. Dayton. I4nni.
(Jreenvllle. Columbus. .Newark. Hamilton and clnelnnatl. O,

I-'or (Ireenlleld. K rdKlil**lown and intermediate slations, first ear
li'.'ives al i'i:r»ri a. m. and eaeh hour tiiereaflei- until 7:ri.'i p. m. The H'Siti

p. m. runs lo tireenfleld only: the tl:.^.'i p. tn. runs to KnlKtitstown; next
iinil lasl eiir leiives iit 11:15 p. m. for (ireenlleld only.

Combinalloii ]>-iHsi.'nKer and i-xpress I'ars leave al '>:%', a, m.. 7:5.'.

n. m. and ]I:fi5 a. m.. for (Ireenlleifl aiiid KtdKhtslown
I'JXITtlO.SS CARS

For (irei'illleld anil Intermedial'' slations only, arriv at 7::iri a. ni.

and i.-nv al !»:"" a. m. Also arrive at '_';;.'"
i>. m. ami h-av at :i:;{i)

p. m. KxpresH for KlilKhtstown. Dublin and inlermi'illiLti' stations
leaves al 9::i" a, m.
Till'; l.NDIAN.M'OI.IH, ('(JMIM HI'S * S( )l 'Tl I I'lItN TltACTION CO

ThrouKb pasHenKer ears leavi* I'einisylvania and W'aHldnKlon
streets fur Houlhi'ort. (Ireenwood. \Vhlleland. Kranklln. Andty. I'IdIn

burtc. Taylorsvllh' ami Columbus: l*'Irst ear al t!:"(l a. m. an<l i'\'i-i\\

hour IheD'srier iiritll K:(M) p. m. Last r-ar leaves al 1I:I.'> )>. m. .\l !

and l":"<i |). m. ears leavi' tor l''iaid(lln .unl inli-rin<-dt ile [lolnts only.
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Corfililimtlon imHju-iiKtr and MtprcBH car Icnvwi Georgia ami MfrUllan
stio'lH for l!ii-<'MwiM>il only lU 9:30 a. m. and S:3ii p. m.

INDIANAl'OLIS & M AUTINSVI M,K HAI'lt) TltANSlT CO.
WaltlnK-Room and Sliitl"ns. 1" Ki-nliirk\' Ave ScIh-iIuIu Kffocllve

.s<pt.mlMT 1, lUo:!.

KIrsI far havi.s fnun In fnmt of No. 17 KinCuiky Avf.. for Mar-
tlimvilli' and lutrrmiillali' nlatioiis, at h:'M a. m. and evi-ry hour tliunt-

afl.r. on tho half-hour mark, unlll ll;:!i' p. m. Thi- "::«i lar runn only

to Moon-villo. thr Si'Mt wir runs to MartlnKvtllc. and the next and luuit

lar liavcM at ll:3i> p. m.. runnhiK to Miutliwsvllli'.

I..ravlnK Martinsvlllo for lndlana|M>ll» and IntL'rmedlatr Htatlons.

flrst car at r>;ln a. m., an<l i*Vfry hour tht'r<-afti>r on thi* 4li-mlnutf

murk, until C:40 ji. m. The 7:4(1 inr runs only to Moorcivlllc, the S:1m

oar to liullanniKdIs. and thf m-xl and last car leaves at 10:40, runnhiK
lo IndlanapullH.

Cam leave Moon»svlllc for Inillanapolls and Marllnsvllle at B::t"

a. m.
lOxpres.-* car arrives at lndtana|>olU at 10:43 a. m.. and departs at

12:U> p. m. ; also arrives at 4:48 p. m.. and departs at t::oo |). ni.

INDIANAl'OMS & NORTUWHSTBRN TR^UTION COMI'ANY.
Genenrl ManaKer's Offlce. I^ebanon. Ind.

Indianapolis WaltlnK-rtooms. Ticket and Kxpress Ofllce, lfl9 \V. Marv
land Street. L'nlon Block. Room 6.

First car thn>ugh for l^-ifayette leaves Indianapolis at 4:iK> a. m._.

arrives at l^ebanon 5:10 a. m.. Frankfort .5:4<t a. m.. and Liifayette G:3t

n. m. S«'cond lhrc)UKh ear leaves Indianapolis at H:(i« lu m.. arrives at

Irf<hanii>n 7::U a. m.. Fnmkfoi-t S:I4 a. m.. and I-afayette at 11:17 a. m..

and every hour thereafter until 9:00 p. m. Last car for Lebanon
leaves IntllanapoUs at 11:;I0 p. m.

First IhrouKh car from Lafayette leaves I..arayette at r>:2.i a. m,.

arrives at Frankfort at 7:32. at Ix-banon S:!.'! a. m.. and Indianapolis
at 9:45 a. m.. anil everv hour thereafter until 9:25 i». m. Last car from
I.afayette to Lebanon leaves Lafayette at 11:35 i). m., and arrives at

I.elNinon 1:15 a. m.
Kxpress Department—Consignments received until 10 a. m. for de-

livery the same day to all i>olnts between IndlaruLpolls and Frank-
fort, and until 6 p. m. for delivery to all i>oints before 9 o'clock m-xt
mornlnp.

INDIANAPOLIS & CINCINNATI TRjVCTlON CO.

Shelbyvllle Division trains are advertised by means of a time-table
which shows hi>urly service from 5:30 a. m. to 10:30 p. m.

The Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co., which was form-

erly the Ft. Wayne, Logansport, La Fayette & Lima Traction Co .

i.s the company operating the McCulloch-Murdock properties in

Northern Indiana, w-hich include the local system at Ft. Wayne

(formerly Ft. Wayne Traction Co.), the interurban line between

Ft. Wayne and Wabash, the local road at Logansport (formerly

Logansport Railway Co.), and the local system at La Fayette

(formerly La Fayette Street Railway Co.) The officers are: Presi-

dent. George F. McCulloch, Indianapolis; vice-president, James

Murdock, La Fayette; treasurer, Henry Paul, Ft. Wayne; secretary,

Stephen Flemming, Ft. Wayne ;
general manager, C. D. Emmons.

Ft. Wayne. Charles Fauchler is superintendent in charge of the

La Fayette road.

The Fort Wayne & Southwestern Traction Co. has increased its

capital from $1,875,000 to $2,000,000 to extend its system.

The Western Indiana Traction Co., with headquarters at Vin-

cennes, Ind., is capitalized at $100,000. It plans to build, own and

operate an electric railroad from Vincenncs lo Terre Haute, passing

INTKUIiiK <.il- l|iJl.l,.\M' I \1 •.\K BV LiAV

through Bruceville, Bicknell, Freclandville, Oaktown, Paxlon, Car-

lisle, Sullivan. Shelbnrn, Curryville, Farinersburg. Pimento and

Youngstown. The country covered by the proposed line has dense

population and is very rich in the production of grain, fruit, melons.

live stock and coal; in fact, it will pass through the coal fieUU.

The road will be 50 inilcs long and practically all the franchises

have been secured, while the company is meeting with good suc-

cess in acquiring rights of way from property owners. The com-

pany has not asked for township aid or iiioiiey bonus, but announces

that the road will be built by the stockholders and owned by them

after it is completed. The officers of the company are : President,

S. W. Williams; first vice-president, F. J. S. Robinson; second

vice-president, C. W. Bcnham ; secretary, E. H. DeWolf; treasurer,

J. D. Lacroix.

.'\mong the latest interurban propositions in Indiana, which do

not appear on the map because the plans have been given out since

January 1st, are those of the Columbus, Hope & Slielbyville Trac-

tion Co., and the Indiana .Mr Line Co. The former is to connect

INTKKInll l.L.VNU PALACK
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the cities named and form a connecting link with several other

lines. The latter will connect Anderson, Noblesville and Lebanon,

and in connection with the Consolidated Traction Co., the In-

dianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co., and the Indiana Union

Traction Co. lines will make a through line from Danville, III., to

Ohio points.

.\nothcr proposed road which is destined to connect a number

of northern Indiana cities will be known as the Winona, Warsaw &
Goshen Railway Co. The system, when completed, will he in the

form of a cross, the main line extending from Goshen south to

Winona, and the cross section from Nappanee eastward to Wawasee
Lake. Messrs. J. B. Hanna, F. C. McMillen and S. G. Morris are

principally interested in the line.

The Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Co., the principal line enter-

ing Indianapolis on the east, and which forms part of the con-

necting link with the Appleyard syndicate lines in Ohio, is preparing

to handle a heavy .through east and west business by sleeping and

dining car service. The company placed an order January gth for

additional power house equipment, consisting of a Hamilton-Cor-

liss compound engine of 2,000 h. p. and a 1,200-kw. generator.

The Holland Palace Car Co., of Indianapolis, recently received

from Harlan & Hollingsworth, the builders, of Wilmington. Del.,

the first two trolley sleeping cars ever built. They are intended for

service between Indianapolis, Ind., and Columbus, O., a distance

of approximately 200 miles. The tracks of the Indianapolis &
Eastern Railway Co., the Richmond & Interurban Railway Co.. the

Dayton & Western Traction Co., and the Appleyard syndicate

roads will be used. There has been a delay in opening this service

on account of a low bridge of the Chicago. Cincinnati & Louis-

ville R. R., at Richmond, which, it was stated, would be raised be-

fore February 1st. to permit the sleeping cars and the cars ordered
for through day service to pass under it. The running schedule for

Ihe sleeping cars provides for leaving the Indianapolis and Coluin-

bus terminals at 10:30 p. m.. the cars arriving at their destination

at 6 o'clock the following morning.

The two new sleeping cars are the "Francis" and the "Theo-
dore". Interior views of the cars, which are alike, are shown
herewith. These cars, which were described in the "Review" for

June and again in ,^ugust. 1903, have more than fulfilled anticipa-

tions as regards attractiveness. Each cost $21,000. Recently they

have been exhibited on the various roads running into Indianapolis,

where they have attracted much favorable comment.



The Arnold Electro-Pneumatic Railway System.

Its Application and Experiments Therewith in Connection with the Lansing, St. Johns &
St. Louis Railway.

BY B. J. ARNOLD.

As many of your readers know 1 have persislenly advocated the

use of the alternating current directly in the motors for electric

railways for several years (see Transactions American Institute of

Electrical Engineers" Joint Meeting with the British Institution

of Electrical Engineers, Paris, Aug. i6, 1900; Niagara Falls Conven-

tion, Aug. 24, 1901 ; Great Barrington, Mass., June 19, 1902, and

New York, Sept, 26, 1902). By referring to the discussions which

took place at these meetings, and to the technical papers, it will be

found that there were few, if any other advocates, in this country, of

the alternating current motor for railway work, until recently, and

that those who supported it 'abroad advocated the use of three-

phase currents until within the last few months. Since my an-

nouncement of the principles of my system before the Great Barring-

ton Convention, the development of tl.e single phase alternating cur-

rent railway motor has made remarkable strides, both in this country

and abroad, and while at that time it had few friends, the develop-

ment has been such since that it now seems destined to take its

place as the leading railway motor, thereby effecting a revolutior.

in electric railway work.

Many of your readers also know that, since announcing the prin-

ciples of my system before the Great Barrington Convention, I have

refrained from giving out any further information regarding it.

giving as iTiy reasons therefor my desire to test the system thor-

oughly, before making further public statements regarding it, and

then to present a full and complete description of it, together with

the results of its operation, in the form of a paper before the .•\mcr-

ican Institute of Electrical Engineers. Consistently pursuing that

policy I have conducted my experiments privately and at my own

expense, and had so perfected my apparatus that I had hoped to be

able to celebrate the incoming of the year 1904, with a public demon-

stration, over twenty miles of railroad, which would conclusively

prove that the single phase electric railway is not only operative

but efficient and less in first cost and operation than any system

now in vogue, not meaning to imply thereby that the system which 1

have developed was necessarily the only system or the best system,

for only time can prove the correctness or incorrectness of sucli

statements, but that it was a system which would successfully do

the work, and the system which was first developed and first to be

put in actual operation upon the first electric railway in the world

especially built for single phase alternating current motor operation.

That I would have made a demonstration on January ist was a

certainty, to me, until December i8th, when I learned by telegraph,

while in New York, that the car barns, located at Lansing, Mich .

of the road upon which I had been experimenting, were completely

consumed by fire at four o'clock that morning. The fire, apparently,

originated from a stove in the engine house and was communicated so

rapidly to the car barns that it destroyed a steam locomotive and

two new cars built for my system, as well as mv experimental loco-

motive, thus leaving me unable to make the demonstration as I had

planned. In view of the fact, however, that the single phase electric

railway is now receiving so much attention at the hands of engineers

and inventors in many parts of the world, and that I believe that the

year 1904 will be a epoch making one, marking the evolution from

the direct current to the alternating current motor for railway work,

a<i well as the l>eginning, oti a l7.rge scale, of the displacement of

the steam loc'»motivc on railways, by the use of a substantial form

of overhead construction rather than the third rail, and from the

further fact thai I cannot get another machine ready in the near

future, I have concluded that I will give to the technical press a

record of my work up to the present time in order that it, and the

xyttetn which I have dcvel'>pcd, may he. properly weighed in com-

parlvm with the work and systems of othert. leaving the more

irmiplclc description of the system and the results of its Operation

to be presented at a later date before the .\nierican Institute of

FJectrical Engineers.

On Jan. 10, 1900, I rode over the country between Lansing and

St. Louis, Mich., a distance of about sixty miles, with a party of

gentlemen who desired to build an electric road between these points,

niis trip resulted in my advising them that the territory was such

that I believed the road should be built as economically as possible,

and inasmuch as they desired me to i'.ssist financially in its construc-

tion I told them I would do so provided I was allowed to construct

th« road in accordance with certain ideas that. I then had in mind,

lor by such construction the first cost of the road could be kept

sufficiently low to warrant its construction, and that if it were

built on any one of the systems, standard at that time, the advisa-

bility of building it was questionable. The result was that on Apr,

y, 1900, a contract was entered into wherein I undertook to build

and equip the road. Engineers were at once placed in the field to

locate it, and after the plans were sufficiently completedv the grad-

ing, bridging and track work of twenty miles of the road followed,

and this much of the road was completed, to such an extent that

stcaiTi trains were put in regular operation over it about Nov, 15,

1901,

For financial reasons the completion of the road was delayed and

in the meantime the development of my system was taking place and

the parts being perfected in different offices and shops.

Since it was my intention to experiment with pressure as high

as 15,000 volts on the working conductor, all of the line material

had to be specially designed, but the work progressed to such an

extent that the overhead and line work of twenty niiles of road was

practically completed and ready for operation alx)ut Dec, 15, 1902,

and the power installed so that experiments iKgan in March, 1903,

On June 15, 1903, two trips were niade, each alxjut three miles long,

with my first experimental machine. On the first trip seven persons

were carried and on the second trip thirteen persons were aboard.

The result of the experiments with the first motor proved the

correctness of the theory and that the machine would work. Inas-

much as it consisted of but one somewhat crude electro-pneumatic

motor, it was impracticable to get full and efficient tests of the

system, and it was thought iK-st to conduct no further experiments

until a complete new double equipped truck could l)e perfected. Not

being connected with manufacturing establishments, I have been com-

pelled to develop this .system under trying circumstances, necessitat-

ing the construction of parts in different shops and assembling them

,11 far distant points with crude facilities. This fact, combined with

the financial difficulties that have arisen, rind llie necessity of my

having to give the main part of my attenli'Mi lo olher matters, li:i\i'

been the causes of the delay in completing the road and the .system.

A new double motor equipment, in iIk- form of a locomotive, was

finally built and brought to perfect working condition on the evening

of December 17th, and it was this locomotive with the necessary in-

struments for testing purposes that was destroyed by fire the follow-

ing morning. Since it is going to be impracticable for me to get

a new one constructed for some time, I have thought best to state

the facts as outlined above, and give to the technical press a descrip-

tion of the apparatus and the road, reluctantly omitting the reovrds

of operation and the tests which 1 had hoped to have accompany

aTiy future statements I m;iilc, b\it which Ihrough "(he irciny of fate"

must now be left for the future.

The following hastily prepared description of the road and the sys-

tem, I trust will be found sufficiently roMiprchensivo to interest your

readers

:

KOADHKl) AND TUACK.
The Unnsing, St, Johns & St, Louis Railway was originally pro-

jected 10 extend from Lansing, the capital of Michigan, norlliw.ird
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through St. Johns. .Xhiia and St. Lonis, a distance of alwnt si.\ty

miles, hut up to the present lime only that portion extending from

Lansing to St. Johns, a distance of twenty niilcs, has l>cen con-

structed. 'I'his road was huill in accordance with steam railroad

practice, with easy grades and curves, so (hat steam locomotives-

could be operated over il until such lime as electrical ccpiipment

could be put upon il ; the idea l)cing to complete the road in such a

manner that it could be utilized for both freight and passenger

service, and thus secure all the business available from the territory

through which it pass\"S.

The road is equipi)ed with 67-lb. 'i' rail, laid on tics spaced 2 ft. be-

iween centers, and as alternating high tension current was to be

used but one of these rails was Ixjnded with .?8-in. No. 0000 l)onds

extending entirely around the splice bars. As it was impos'sible to

secure rails from the rail manufacturers in time rails and splice bars

were secured from one of the leading steam railways, and this neces-

sitated the adoption of a supported joint and a long bond, a.T there

was not room under llie splice bars for concealed lx>nds.

The road as at present constructed between Lansing and St. Johns

has no grades exceeding i per cent and no curves exceeding 7 de-

grees, except in the cities themselves-, where the terminals of the

cross arm. rhi<; construction insured a high insulation at a low

first cost, the entire line having Iwen conslructed for but a slightly

increased expense over the cost of standard construction, and al the

same lime so buill Ihat in cas'e of failure of the allernaling motor

system the slandard direct ciirreni motor system could be put into

service without changing any parts; even holes for the pins for

carrying the extra feeders which would lie required were provided,

.^s shown.

Il will thus be seen llial the line and track work were constructed

in such a manner that no expense was incurred for any parts which

would not 1k' required for standard construction in case it became

necessary to ultimately adopt the slandard direct current motor

system ; the entire idea in the construction of the road being to

save first cost and lo invest all that was invested in such a nianner

that all material purchased would be utilized in case either system

were adopted, and s'hould the alternating .system prove successful

the additional inveslment for a direct current motor system need

not then be installed.

The working conductor was placed 22 ft. alxive the lop of the

rails ill order that trainmen when standing upon the tops of the
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ruad run over tlie streets ami make such curves as ordinary, street

cars make, the mininiuni radius being 50 ft. .\\ each city a terminal

was planned so that all freight would be diverted to connecting

steam roads, thus making it unnecessary for the freight service to

pass over the city streets or curves.

.^t the Lansing end it was necessary to pass over the steam rail-

way tracks of the Perc Marquette Railroad, and this necessitated the

construction of a bridge, with pile approaches; the grade as ap-

proached from the Lansing end being 4 per cent for a distance of

about 700 ft., and after passing over the bridge the descending grade

is 2.3 per cent for about 500 ft. .^t the Si. Johns end there is a

grade on the principal street of tlic town averaging :il>nut 2 per cent

for about 1.500 ft.

OVKKl IE.\D CONSTRUCTION.

Considerable care was' taken in planning a suitable insulator for

carrying the trolley wire, and Fig. t shows the construction of the

annealed glass insulator used.

Fig. 2 shows a typical arrangement of the straight line overhead

construction, and it will tie noticed that wood is used for the pole,

cross arm and brace, and that the insulator is supported liy means

of a short span wire from iron brackets secured to tlie wfHiden

freight cars going over the roafl couM not conic in contact with the

working conductor.

It was planned to operate the entire road from a single No. 00

trolley wire and with one rail bonded, as hereinbefore mentioned;

this amount of copper being sufficient to operate four 40-ton cars

at an average speed of .30 miles per hour, with power house located

i!j miles from one end of the line, and operating with from 6,000

to 10.000 volts on the working conductor.

The power house is located at one end of the line, owing to the

electric company, from which power is purchased by the railroad,

having a water power at this point. Current is transmitted to the

nearest cud of the line over two No. 3 wires. The pow'cr is fur-

nished from a .?oo-kw. rotary converter generating at 380 volts,

at 25 cycles, the energy from which is stepped up to the working

pressure of the line. It was the intention, after experimenting a

sufficient length of lime, to determine the liest voltage for the work-

ing conductor, lo have the generators for the permanent plant con-

structed so as to generate at this determined voltage, and it was

for this reason that a temporary rotary converter was first installed

to conduct the experiments with.

During the preliminary experimental period upon the apparatus

hereinafter described all power was transmitted, from the above
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iiu-i!tioiicd i)0\vi-r house, to a iioint about two miles distant, where

were located the car barns in which the preliminary experiments

were made.

The conditions under wliich the tirsi application of the system

took place having thus been set forth, it may be well, in order to get

clearly before the reader, the principles on which the system is

based to quote here the stateivients made before the Great Bar-

rington Convention on June 19. 1902. as follows:

The principles underlying the system I advocate and which I

call an electro-pneumatic system, are as follows:

I. .A single-phase or multiphase motor, mounted directly upon

FIG. -EXTKIilOH UI-" KI.ECTRIC MOTOK.

the car, designed for the average power required by the car. and

running contiiuiously at a constant speed and a constant load. and.

therefore, at maximum efficiency.

2. Instead of stopping and irtarting this n.olor and dissipating

the energy through resistances, as is customary with all nthtr s^s-

icnis known to me, I control the speed of the car hy retarding or

accelerating the parts usually known as the rotor and stator of the

motor, by means of compressed air. in such a manner that I save a

portion of the energy which is ordinarily dissipated through resist-

ances, and store it to assist in starling the car. helping over grades.

for use in switching purposes, and for the operation of the brakes.

3. By this method of control I secure an infinite number of speeds

from zero to the maximum speed of the car. which may or may

not be at the synchronous speed of the motor, for with the air con-

trolling mechanism working compressing, the speeds below syn-

chronism are maintained, and by reversing the direction of the air

through the coiuroller speeds above, synchronism may be attained

for reasonable distances. This feature gives to the allcrnating cur-

rent motor the element abs-olutcly essential for practical railway

work, for it permits a car or train to ascend a grade at any speed

with tJic motor working at its maximum efficiency and imparting

its full torque to the car. When descending the grade the motor

may utilize its full power drawn from the line in compressing air.

or it may Ik- used to compress air with the stored energy of the

train, thereby acting as a brake.

4. By virtue of the ail storage feature, each car becomes an inde-

pendent unit and capable, in case of loss of current from the line,

of running a reasonable distance without contact with (he working

conductor. This feature will enable a car to work on a high tension

trolley wire or active conductor over private right of way, and

allow the active conductor to be stopped where the private right of

way ceases, and the car to proceed through a city or town on any

tracks, whether electrically equipped or not, until it reaches the

ounkirts of the city or town where it can take up the working

conductor again on private right of way. Tliis feature is also valu-

able in switching work, for each car being independent it can leave

the main line track and operate over switches or sidings wilhoul

complicating the yards with aildilional overhead or third rail con-

ductors, thus nece»silating through line conductors over main line

track or tracks only.

5. .Since a single phase motor ran 1k' used the motors can be

•iippliril with current from a single overhead wire or third rail, and

with a single rail return circnil, thus permilling the overhead con-

ftrucfion, or third rail conilrudion, to conform (o the standard of

to-day, except that a much higher working voltage can be used,

provided the insulation is taken care of. Furthermore, in steani

railway work this system, by virtue of its single phase feature,

will only require the use of one of the track rails for the return cir-

cuit, thus leaving the other rail for the use of the signal system,

which, up to the present time, does not seem to have been satisfac-

torily solved without the use of one of the track rails.

0. The current will be taken from the working conductor at any

voltage up to the limit of the insulation, and in case this voltage

is high (1 am building my line for 15.000 volts), a static transfornier

will be carried upon each car and the pressure reduced from the

line voltage to the voltage of the motor, w'hich in the ca.se under

construction is designed for 200 volts. Where it is unnecessary

to utilize so high a line pressure the motor may be designed for

the working voltage, and the current fed directly from the working

conductor into the motor, thus eliminating the static transforivier.

When a high voltage wen-king conductor and static transformer is

used, and it is thought advisable to use a working conductor through

cities or towns, this working conductor will be supplied with energy

through a stationary transformer at each city limit, thus making

the working conductor through the citics_ or towns safe.

;. By virtue' of the speed of the motor and its const:inl load.

either when the car is in motion or when it is standini; still, and

the motor is compressing air. the variable load now customary in

electric railway power plants is eliminated, and the power station

works at practically a constant load, thereby eliminating a large

|iart of the investment at present requisite in power station and

line construction. Furthermore, by virtue of the air storage feature,

each car. in the particular apparatus I have designed, is capable at

any time when current is on the working conductor, of delivering

to the car wheels a much greater torque in proportion to the capacity

of the motor than is possible with any electrical systen. known

to-day.

I l)elieve that by the ndo|)tion of this system the following results

will be accomplishe<l

:

1. Tlie entire elimination of the present standard system of rotary

converter sub-station plant, together with the maintenance thereon,

and the cost of the necessary attendants.

2. ThC' absorbing and rendering available for useful work in

starting, or otherwise, a large percentage of the energy stored in

the moving mass which under the present tnethods of operation is

dissipated at the brake slioes.

3. A large reduction in the first cost of electrically etiuippiirg

long-distance railroads, thereby making it feasible, from an engi-

neering and business standpoint, to equip many roads which cannot

now be shown advis.able, thus opening up the steam railway field to

the industry in which we are now engaged.

The followitig description will explain mure in detail the appHca-

I''IO. C-INTERIOR OF STATOR.

tion of the |)rinei|iles of the system and the mechanism of its work-

ing parts

:

Fig. ,] represents diagraiiinialieally tlu' wnrkinK p.irts ot mu- lunn

of the system: The rotor U of ,1 single ijhase induction motor is

geared to the jixle of the car and by means of cr;inl< pin C secured

in pinion 1' also drives the compressor cylinder K (.', while stamr

S can freely revolve around the rolen- .-uid drive by means nf crank

pin (' the ei.iiipri---or cylinder S C. I'.iMli rylindi-rs .an- |>iped to air
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reservoirs located under the car and arc also provided with a suit-

able valve manipulated from a single controller on the car platfitnii

for making them iierfonn their various functiitns, thus the entire

rigulation of the Sliced and power of the car are controlled by the

air cjlinders and no other regulating devices arc nccessarj'. The cyl-

inder valves arc electrically operated, which makes it possible for

each cylinder when driven by the electric motor to compress air

into the tanks and when operated by compressed air to furnish me
chanical energy for moving the car. When, for instance, the cylin-

PIO. 7—FIRST EXPERIiIt;.\TAL iluTdK.
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der is compressing air. the valves work like inlet and outlet poppet

valves of a common .lir pump, while on the other hand if the cylin-

ders are supplied with compressed air each valve is operated electric-

ally by a pilot .solenoid connected with the valve seat in such a man-
ner that the energy for moving the valve is supplied by the com-
pressed air, thereby making the valve practically self-actuating. The
time of operation of the valves is controlled by a series of collector

rings revolving with the engine shaft, and their regular operation is

interrupted and varied to suit the requirements by means of the

niotorman's controller.

When a rotary or turbine type of air engine is used all of the

above valves and reciprocating parts are eliminated and the entire

controlling mechanism consists of two air valves operated from a

single engineer's valve which may be located upon the platform of

the car or in the cab of the locomotive, and so arranged that one
or more units may be operated from the platform or cab of any unit

without the necessity of connecting wires Iwtwcen the units.

Since the motor may be of the simplest type of induction motor
without a commutator, and the system does not require the manipu-
lation or breaking of the main current, the motor may be designed

for any working volt.ige and be of any type which will maintain

a constant speed when provided with a constant load. This elimi-

nates the necessity of all step-down transformers, resistances or

other regulating devices and confines the current to the motors
themselves, and as these are below the car floor the danger from the

current is reduced to the minimum.
.\t the same time the air cylinders, in addition to performing all

the functions of speed control, give to the machine Ihe iixlependent

unit element, and the ability to store the kinetic energy of the train

in stopping and utilize it in starting. On account of these and
other features the electric motors of this system can be much smaller

ni capacity, when rated as continuous working motors, than those

of other systems not possessing this equalizing load feature, and
the capacity of the power house and line can be reduced to about
one-half of what would be required with systems where the fluctuat-

ing starting loads of the cars are transmitted back to the power
house.

In order to better understand the different operations of the sys-

tem. Fig. 4. showing a .speed diagram, has been prepared, in which
on the axis of abscissa; O D L are represented the different car

speeds in per cent of the synchronous motor speed, while the co-

ordinate axis A O B represents the rotor and slator speeds corre-

sponding to the car speeds shown.

The operation of the car may be divided into the following

periods:

I. Standing in the Station: Referring to Fig. ,^ the rotor R is

standing still, while the stator S runs with full synchronous speed.

The stator is then transferring the full energy of the electric motor

through crank C to the compressor cylinder S C, which energy is

being delivered in form of compressed air into the air reservoir.

Since the relative velocity between ihe stator and the rotor is,

nndcr all conditions of o|»eralion, constant, the speed curves of

stator and rotor may be represented by two parallel lines OCR
and A D S in Fig. 4. The origin O of the given co-ordinate system

represents Ihe period of rest of the car, and, therefore, indicates

zero rotor speed and full stator speed in a negative or downward
direction, as the stator is now revolving in the opposite direction

from that which the rotor must revolve to drive the car forward.

Let it be further assumed that for an instant O .'\ equals the active

torque of the stator, then it will be easily understood that O B,

which equals O A, represents the reactive torque of the rotor exerted

on the car axle, meaning that if the car is free to move the reactive

torque can be used advantageously for the starting and acceleration

of the car.

When the car is standing in a station it is held at rest by moving

the controller to such a position that the outlet pipe from rotor

cylinder R C is throttled, thereby increasing the pressure behind the

piston to such an extent that it overcomes the effort of the rotor R
to revolve, thus tending to cause Ihe stator S to revolve and at the

same time holds the car at rest without the use of wheel brakes.

2. Starting and .Acceleration: To start the car the air cushion

behind the piston of R C is removed and Ihe air which is being

compressed by cylinder S C supplemented by the stored air from

the tanks, is admitted to cylinder R C with the controller at the

position of maxinumi cut-off. The rotor then begins to revolve and

as it accelerates the stator slows down by exactly the same amount

that the rotor has increased its speed, and as the rotor and car

speed increase the controller is gradually moved to a smaller per-

centage of cut-off until the car speed corresponds to the full syn-

chronous speed of the motor, at which time the stator comes to rest.

During this period of acceleration the air compressed by cylinder

S C, instead of being delivered to the tanks to lose its heat, is de-

livered, hot, directly to the rotor cylinders, thus greatly increasing

the efficiency of the combination, as the heat usually lost in air

systems is utilized and the advantages of heated air gained without a

8—FIRST BXI'ERiMENTAI, MOTOR.
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re-heater, and as the pressure used is low many of the ordinary

difficulties in the use of compressed air disappear. If the rate of

acceleration is such that cylinder R C. uses all of the air supplied

by cylinder S C, no exhaust to the atmosphere from cylinder R C
takes place.

Referring now to Fig. 4, which graphically represents this process,

since the electric motor runs always at a constant speed and a

constant load, it has a constant tOrque, and, therefore, the distance

between lines OCR and A D may be considered as representing

the energy delivered by the electric motor.
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The length of any ordinate extending trom O D to O C repre-

sents the proportionate nmourt of energy derived from the electric

motor, which is applied directly lhr<.uigh pinion P and gear G of Fig.

.? to the propulsion of the car, while the corresponding ordinate

cxten<iing below O D to A D represents the proportionate amount

of the energy of the electric motor which is ahsorl>ed in compressing

iir through cylinder S C. which energy, in the form of air. is inime-

FIG. a—LATEST DOfBI-E MOTOR EQUIPMENT WITH TKl'CK

dialely transferred to cylinder R C and is utilized iu accelerating

the car.

In practice, however, since there will be a loss in transferring the

energy from electrical energy into energy in the form of compressed

air and back again into mechanical energy, this loss, whatever it

may be, must be drawn from the storage tanks, and the requisite

amount of air from these tanks supplied to rotor cylinder R C iu

during acceleration, in which case this total power would lie repre-

sented for any given instant by ;i point above line B C.

3. Full Speed: When the rotor has reached full synchronous

speed by the pre\'ious operation, this speed can be maintained by

moving the controller to another position which will throttle the

outlet pipe of cylinder S C until the reaction due to the pressure

behir.d the piston iquals the full capacitv' of the electric motor. An
overload or underload may be placed upon the

incilor by varying this pressure, but under normal

.'ouditioiis of operation cylinder S C is provided

with an automatic valve, which keeps a constant

pressure behind its piston, thus maintaining an

absolutely constant load upon the electric motor and

consequently a uniform demand of electrical energy

friini the line. This uniform load is represented by

the parallel lines OCR and A D S of Fig. 4.

With the controller set at full speed position the

iiilcl valves of rotor cylinder R C are held open and

the piston runs free and the electric motor now gives

its full power to the car axle, and the stator and

its air mechanism will remain at rest as long as the

car runs at the speed corresponding to the syn-

chronous spepd of the motor.

4. Speed Variations : There are usually certain

places on any road where high rates of speed can be

maintained for short distances and as these speeds

might be higher than the synchronous speed for

which the motor was designed they are provided

for as follows

:

.\ssnnnng that the car is running at synchronous

speed the controller may be moved to such a position

that the valves of stator cylinder S C operate in such a manner as to

cause it to act as an engine and revolve stator S in the .same direc-

tion as rotor R is revolving. This now causes, owing to the con-

stantly electrically maintained relative difference in speed between the

siator and the rotor, an increase of speed of the rotor and car axle,

due to the motor automatically working as a magnetic clnlch.

without mechanical contact, and if the resistance of the car or train

FIG. I0-LONOITUDINAI> SECTION OK I.oi (iMl iTI VIO Kici, II TKANSVICiRSE 8E(,'TION dl'' l.ol 'oMc )T1 VK

order to maintain the full power of the electric motor upon the

car axle during the period of acceleration. Should it be desired

to accelerate at a greater rate than ilie full power of the electric

motor is capable of giving to the car, the additional energy may
lie supplied in the foim of air from iIk: storage tanks through

cylinder R C. thus increasing the total energy given In the car

i< less than the capacity of the elcclrie iuci:iir the air necessary for

revolving the stator can be olrtained, hoi, from the rotor cylinder

U C witliout drawing from the tanks and a speed almve .synchronism

indirectly proportioned to the resistance of the train maintained

inclefniilely. When the resistance of the train is greater than the

cai)aeity of ilu- ileclrii' motor s])eeds ,'ibo\e synehronisiii c.'in be
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olitaiiicti only by Mipiplyiitg rotor cylinder R C" with siorod air from

the tanks and can only be maintained for slmrt distances, or until

the .storage capacily of the air reservoir^ is cxiianstcd. This

coixlition corresponds to llie .spurts that can lie made by a

steam li>comolivc when working above the steaming capacity of the

boiler. The distance from the line O D L to that portion of the

line ADS above O D L in Fig. 4 .represents, at any given speed,

the proportionate amount of energy which must con)e from ihc

! "^^ ' "' "
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tanks and be supplied through cylinder S C. and ihe distance from

D L to C R represents the total energy given to the car by live

combined action of the electric motor and the stator cylinder when
operating under these conditions.

The energy delivered to the car can be still farther increased by

admitting air into rotor cylinder R C ami allowing it to work as

an engine.

5. Retardation: To bring the car or train to rest, instead of

applying mechanical brakes to the wheels in the ordinary manner

and thereby dissipating the entire stored energy of the car or

train in the form of heat. This energy is saved in the form of com-

pressed air, to assist in starting the car or irain. by setting the

controller in such a position that rotor cylinder R C compresses

air and delivers it into the storage tanks. Any desired rate of

retardation can be secured by throttling the delivery pipes from

rotor cylinder R C and in practice this pipe is provided with an

antomatic valve which releases just before the slipping point of the

wheels, thus allowing the motorinau to brake as rapidly as he

desires without liability of flattening the wheels. Supplem«.'ntal

wheel brakes arc provided for emergency, but need not often \k

used, and the ordinarj- wear and tear on them is saved. When the

car is again at rest the cycle of performance as above given is

repeated for the next run.

6. Reversing: When it is desired to run the car backward for

short distances the electric motor is not disturbed and the pow'er

is furnished by the rotor cylinder R C by reversing the action

of the valves, but if it is desired to run backward for any great

distance the current is thrown off the motor. Ihc stator engine

reversed, and the stator brought to speed by the air. when the cur-

rent is again thrown on to the motor, and the cycle of operation

is the same as when running forward.

Fig. 5 represents the exterior of the electric motor, showing

Ihe cranks of Ihe .stator and rotor, also collector rings for operating

Ihe valves of the air cylinders when working as engines.

Fig. 6 shows an interior view of the stator of the motor with the

tlange removed, the rotor of the motor being of the standard

squirrel cage induction type.

Figs. 7 and 8 show, mounted upon a truck, two views of the

first electro-pneumatic motor constructed, and upon which the first

experiments were conducted.

Since the single motor represented in Figs. 7 and 8 was too small

in capacity to propel so large a car, it was decided to experiment

with an improved locomotive, consisting of the truck and motor

shown in Figs, 7 and 8. carrying suitable air tanks and transform-

ers upon a temporary frame structure. This locomotive was the

one upon which the trial runs were made and passengers carried

on June 15, 1902.

Fig. 9 shows the new eiectro-pneunialic motor constructed after

the preliminary experiments had been made on the first motor. For

experimental purposes this truck was filled up in the form of a

locomotive, as shown in longitudinal and transverse section Ijy Figs.

10 and II, and il was this locomotive that was recently destroyed by

fire. In or<ler that the locomotive might o|>er3le as an indcpendci't

air unit upon tracks not etpiipficd with overhead electrical conductor

it was provided with a small .storage l>atlery and siiiall motor

generator for charging the batteries and for operating the head-

light. These auxiliaries are not necessary for the successful opera-

tion of the system, prondcd the locomotive can always lie supplied

with electric current from the working eniiduclor, for then the

valves can be made lo operate from alternating current and thus

eliminate the use of motor-generator and

li:itteries. When, however, it is desired to

operate independently of Ihc electric conduc-

tor these auxiliaries are necessary, and one

set may supply an entire Irain. It will be seen

that ihe locomotive is also provided with

transformers, another auxiliary which is

unnecessary in case the motors are designed

for the voltage transmitted over the work-

ing conductor, but in this case transformers

were used liecause the manufacturer of the

motors could not be induced at the time

ihey were purchased to build a high tension

motor for railway work, consequently \hc

parts of a standard motor were utilized,

and a pressure of 200 volts adopted for

the motors, as this was the most economical voltage that

could be used with the piirticular parts selected. This locomo-

tive was provided with all necessary testing instruments

and had been operated in the barns for sometime and found to

perform all its functions successfully and wotdd have been placed

on the road and experiments with it w;oiild now \k in process had

il not been destroyed.

The Fire Record.

rile car houses of Ihe Lewislou. Brunswick & Bath Street Rail-

way Co. at Lewiston, Me,, were destroyed by fire December iQth,

together with 23 cars and three snow plows, the loss being esti-

mated at $50,000. There was $8,500 insurance on Ihe building and

the rolling stock was fairly well covered. The fire was supposed to

have been caused by defective iusulatiim. The building was new

and had a steel roof.

The Cleveland & Southwesiern Traction Co. suffered from two

fires during the month. Its car barn it Berea, O., was partially

destroyed December 24th. The loss was placed at $30,000, includ-

ing $15,000 on cars and $15,000 on the- floating battery sub-statioii

The company will rebuild at once. December 27lh the company's

office and waiting room at Seville, O.. was burned to the ground

Hooks, papers and furnishings were a total loss. The building was

insured.

Fire destroyed the car shops of the Lansing, St. Johns & St.

Louis Railway Co. at Lansing, Mich., December i8th, causing a

loss on the building of about $10,000. Mr. B. J. .Arnold's electro-

pneumatic traction system apparatus, valued at $30,000, was also

destroyed.

'nie old car barn of the Coney Isl.ind & Bnxiklyn Railroad Co.,

at Brooklyn, N. Y., was burned January 15th, together with 50 cars,

Ihc loss being estimated at $100,000.

Columbu.s, Greensbiirg & Richmond Traction Co.

The Columbus, Grecnsburg & Rich'mond Traction Co., mentioned

in the "Review" for December, has increased its capital from

$1,000,000 to $2,500,000, and contracts have been signed with Jeup

& Moore, engineers, of Indianapolis, to begin the preliminary work

before the first of February. It is expected that the specifications

will be ready by .'Xpril 1st. The company intends lo build 96 miles

of road from Columbus through Grecnsburg and Connersville to

Richmond, double track and third rail, all wires to be laid in

vitrified conduits underground, Tlie John Blair MacAfee Co,, of

Philadelphia, has made an inspection in Ihe interest of bondholders,

and reported most favorably concerning this project. The company

is arranging for other intersecting lines in southern Indiana, with

Louisville and Cleveland as objective points, the system to aggre-

gate 325 miles.



Recent Street Railway Decisions.

EDITED BY J. L. ROSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

CARE REQL'IRED IX PREPARATION AND MANAGE-
MENT OF MEANS OE CONVEYANCE.

Metropolitan Stroi't Railway Co. vs. llan^o^ (Ivan.). "_' Pac. Rip.

7/3. June 0. 1903.

.A. street railway company in the transporlalion of passengers, the

supreme court of Kansas holds, niusl use the utmost tlegree of care

and skill, for the protection of passengers, in the preparation anr'

management of the means of conveyance

CARE TO HE U.SED IN KEEPING CAR IXDI^K CON I ROl.

VVestphal vs. St. Joseph & Benton Harhor Street Railway Co
(Mich.), g6 N. W. Rep. 19. July 14, 19OJ.

The care to be used in keeping a car imder control, the supreim-

court of Michigan holds, depends upon the circumstances of eacli

particular case. Greater care would be required in some cases

than in others.

CTMOST CARE REQUIRED TO PREVENT P.REAKlNti

ANU FALLING OF WIRES.

Memphis Street Railway Co. vs. Kartright Cl'cnn.), 75 S. \V. Rop

719. May 23, 1903.

In view of the danger attendant upon the breaking and falling of

overhead electric wires in the streets, and the results to be ap-

prehended to persons in the streets, the supreme court of Tennessee

is of the opinion that the company should be held to the highest

or utmost degree of care in the construe. ion, maintenance, and

operation of its lines.

DUTY OE CONDUCTOR WHEN CAR STOPS PREMA lUKI.

LV AFTER CALLING OF STREET—CARE REOUIKED

United Railways & Electric Co. of Baltimore vs. Wo(jdbridge (Md. ).

55 Atl. Rep, 444. July I, 1903.

If after the conductor had called a street and to transfer there

the car stopped before it was safe to attempt to transfer, the court

of ap{>eals of Maryland holds that his attention should have been

attracted thereby, and he should have suspended the collection of

fares, in which he was engaged on the forward part of the^oot-

iHiard, and should have warned passengers to keep their seats till

further direction was given. The duties of a conductor upon rapid

transit cars, the court says, are numerous and exacting, and it should

l)c said to their credit that they are generally discharged with com-

mendable care and skill, but the .safely of the public demands that

carriers be held to the rule reipiiring them to e.xercise the high-

est degree of care and diligence practicable under the circumstances.

HAND OF CONDUCTOR COMING IN CONTACT Willi

PASSENGER'S FACE—DOCTRINE OF KES IPSA LO-

QUITUR APPLIED—CONDUCTOR PLACING
HIMSELF IN SUCH POSITION ON SIDE

STEP AS TO BE IN DANGER OF
FALLING OFF.

Kohner vs. The Capital Traclon Co. (D. C), 31 Wash. Law Rep.

442. Jimc 3, IQ03.

The plaintiff while riding in an open summer car was injured by

the right hanri of the conductor coming in violent contact with his

face, lacerating and bruising his nose and right eye. . The court of

apIN-aN of the District of Columbia holds that it was plainly a case

where the doclrinc of re-! ipsa lo<|uilur (the matter speaks for itself)

applied, and threw up<jn (he the defendant the burden of proving

that there was no negligence on its pari, and that the injury was the

result of unavoidable accident. On lichalf of the defendant, the

testimony of the conductor, which was nut controverted, was lo the

effect that while he was moving forward on the side step of the car,

holding some punched transfers in his hand, he, in some unaccounta-

I>le way, lost his lialance and was about to fall from the car ; and

that, in trying to regain his balance, he threw his other hand for-

ward to grasp the stanchion, or upright post of the car, against

which the jilaintiff, as he stated, was reclining his head, and in so

doing struck the plaintiff in the eye. Whether this explanation

was sufficient in law to rebut the presumption of negligence raised

by the prima facie case of the plaintiff, since it left untouched the

question whether' the conductor was not guilty of negligence in plac-

ing himself in .such position as that he was in danger of falling off,

the court .says might perhaps be doubted. But, assuming the ex-

planation, if well founded in fact, was sufficient in law to rebut

the presumption of negligence, yet the question remained whether it

was well founded in fact, and that presented a (inestion for the

jury

RIGHT OF ABUITER ON COUNTRY ROAD TO INJUNC-
TION AGAINST STREET RAILWAY—RAILROAD

CROSSINC; TURNPIKE NOT AN ABU'TTER—
RIGiri- TO USE HIGHWAY BRIDGE

BUILT BY RAILROAD.

North Pennsylvania Railroad Co. vs. Inland Traction Co. (Pa.), 55

Atl. Rep. 774- May 4, 1903.

In the case of the' occupation of a township road maintained by

npervisors, the supreme court of Pennsylvania says that the rule

goes no further than that while an injunction, if applied for in

time, will issue at the instance of an abutting owner lo protect his

own land from an additional burden on it, it is none of his con-

cern that his neighbors on the opixisite side of the niacl omseiii

lo the use of their lands by a passenger railway company, so long

as, from such use, no injury results to him. The protection by in-

junction to which each landowner is entitled is contined to his

own properly.

At the point where a railroad crossed a turnpike it ran Ihrough

a deep cut, over which there was a bridge, erected by the railroad

company as a part of the turnpike for the accommodation of travel,

and the court holds lh.at, although llie railroad company was ;i laml-

owner on each side of Ihe tnniiiike where the railroad crossed it, it

was not at that point an abiUling landowner having a right to

complain of a traction company's imposition of .111 adilitioiial scrvi

Hide upon its land. The crossing of the turnpike b.\ il^ tracks maile

Ihe bridging of a deep cut necessary, and the bridge became a part

of the highway; but the railroad company was not, at that cross-

ing, an abiilling landowner lo the jiassengcr railway. .And the court

holds lli.Ll, in view of the expressed readiness and willingness of

ihe traction company to so reconstruct and sirenglhen Ihe bridge

as thai il should be amply safe for the transporl.ilion and carriage

of its traffic and cars over and across the same, Ilie only objeclioii

that the railroad company could make lo the use of Ihe turnpike at

that point disappeared.

FRANCHISE AND RIGHT OF WAY ARE REALTY—NO
WARRANTY BY VENDORS TO BE ASSl'MED—DIS-

TINCTION IN MEANINGS OF TERM "FRAN-
CHISE"—RIGHT TO RUN OVER STREET

MAY BE ABANDONED WITH-
OUT CONSENT OF S'TATE.

'I'hompson vs. Sclieneclady Railway Co. 1 U. S. C. C. ), IJ| \'ci\.

Rep. J74. July 16, i(X)3.

Certain [jarlies who purchased at foreclosure sale all Ihe prop

erly, including "all Ihe franchises," of a slreel railway company

having m liirn sold lo a railw;iy conip,'iny. which llu-y in fad organ-
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izcd, the United States circuit court, N. D. New York, holds that

their transfer of the right to run over a portion of a certain avenue

was one of real property; for a franchise, both at common law and

by New York statute, is real estate, being classified as an incor-

poreal hereditament. So, also, the right of way over the properly

of abutting street owners is an easement, and thus real estate. And
the court declares that it could not assume that the vendors gave

a full covenant or warranty deed. Indeed, it says that if there was
any presumption, it was thai they granted no more than they had
a right to convey. It would be preposterous for the court, having

before it the simple fact that a conveyance of really had been made,

to read into it a covenant of title.

The point that the right to run over a portion of a certain ave-

nue could not be abandoned without the consent of the state the

court holds was not well taken. It says that counsel fell into error

as to the meaning of the word "franchise." It may be true that a

corporation cannot abandon its franchise—cannot commit suicide-
without the consent of its creator, the state. But "franchise," i. e..

the right to e.xist and perform certain acts, is a thing distinct from
the property rights which the corporation when crcalcd may ac-

quire from individuals. The "franchise," the charter granted by the

state, is one thing; the property rights, including rights of way
which the chartered body may acquire from private .individuals, is

quite another. These latter may be lost by acts of the corporation,

and the approval of the state is not necessary.

DUTY TO PASSENGERS IN ATTEMPTING TO RUN CAR
THROUGH MOB OR IN APPROACHING ANY

PLACE OF DANGER—CARE RE-
QUIRED AS TO APPLI-

ANCES.

Bosworth vs. Union Railroad Co. (R. I.), 55 .\tl. Rep. 4yo. May i,!.

1903.

The plaintiff alleged that it was the duty of the defendant com-
pany to exercise the utmost vigilance and care in guarding and pro-

tecting him, as and while a passenger, against violence and risk of

injury; and that the company was negligent in not exercising proper

and adequate care and vigilance in guarding and protecting him,

while he was its passenger, against mob violence, and in attempt-

ing to run its car through a mob without warning him of the dan-

gers to which he was being exposed thereby, in consequence of which
he sustained the injury complained of. The supreme court of

Rhode Island overrules a demurrer to such statement of the com-
pany's duty.

The court says that it recognizes the distinction in the law be-

tween the degree of care to be used in the company's stationary and
in its locomotive appliances. The more stringent rule is estab-

lished for the protection of passengers while in transit. During
their passage they are to be guarded liot only against accidents result-

ing from defects in the running appliances, but also from dangers
arising out of the recklessness or carelessness of the servants of

the common carrier. With the best appliances it would be possible

for a careless or reckless servant to propel a car into danger; as,

for instance, into an open draw on a bridge, into a blazing station, or
into a drove of infuriated cattle. In approaching any place of dan-
ger it is the duty of the common carrier of passengers and its serv-

ants to exercise the utmost care, caution, vigilance, and skill which
prudent men would use under like circumstances.

Whether the servants and agents of the company did exercise

that degree of care and skill at the time and place alleged by the

plaintiff was a question of fact, which must Ik- determined by a

jury.

PRIORITY OF CLAIMS AGAINST FUND DERIVED BY
FORECLOSURE.

Mersick vs. Hartford & West Hartford Horse Railroad Co. (Conn.),

55 Atl. Rep. 664. July 24, 1903.

August I, 1894, the company mortgaged all its property and

franchises, as permitted by statute to do, to the state treasurer,

as trustee, to secure the payment of its bonds. August I, 1897, it

made default of payment of interest on said bonds, and no interest

was afterwards paid thereon. February 4, 1899, the trustee, at the

request of certain bondholders, and in accordance with the terms

of the mortgage, which expressly empowered him to "operate and

conduct the business of said railroad company," assumed the pos-

session and management of the road, placed one of the bondholders

in control as his agent, and, March 4, 1899, commenced an action

for the foreclosure of the morlgage and the appointment of a re-

ceiver. After the sale of the mortgaged property in such action,

the question was raised as to the priority allowance of certain claims

from the proceeds in the hands of the receiver. There were no

earnings of the railroad in his hands, as the operating expenses

during the receivership had exceeded the receipts; and there had

l)ecn no diversion of the current income for the benefit of the

mortgagees.

The supreme court of errors of Connecticut holds that the trustee

was entitled to have allowed a claim for wages paid while he was

in possession, and one for wages due employes for about three

months before he took possession, which he had paid because it was

practically impossible to resume the operation of the road with-

out first paying same, the employes having struck because of non-

payment of wages. It also holds that a claim for rent paid for an-

other line operated during the period the trustee was in posses-

sion was entitled to priority of payment over the mortgage debt

But it holds that a claim for money advanced by a bondholder, .\pril

14. i8q8, to the railroad company to pay taxes was not entitled

to such priority; nor was one for money advanced by him, in April,

1898, to pay wage; of employes and other pressing claims against the

company; and a claim for rental of the other road prior to the time

the trustee took possession was not privileged over the claims of

bondholders. The court says that it is not prepared to accept as

law the rule, which seems to have been adopted in some cases, that

those who have rendered services or furnished supplies » keep

a railroad in operation, after the mortgage interest is in arrear,

and the bondholders have the right to take possession under their

mortgage, are entitled to priority of payment over the mortgagees

from the body of the mortgaged property, or the proceeds of the

sale thereof, when there has been no diversion of the earnings of

the railroad to the benefit of the liondholders.

BL'RNING OUT OF FUSE—NOT ORDINARILY EVIDENCE
OF NEGLIGENCE—IMPROPER LOCATION

OF FUSE BOX.

Cassady vs. Old Colony Street Railway Co. (Mass.). 68 N. E. Rep.

10. Sept. 3, 1903.

When a fuse burns out, it cannot be said, according to the su-

preme judicial court of Massachusetts, that the connection between

the occurrence and negligence is such as, in the absence of other

evidence, to justify the conclusion that the result was due to negli-

gence. The ordinary burning out of a fuse, therefore, is not prima

facie evidence of negligence.

But the court says that the jui'y may properly have found that

there was something else in this case. The plaintiff testified that

she was sitting on the car, and all at once a large flame of fire, or a

blaze, came all over her. and she sprang off her seat, and started

to go out of the car on the other side of it. when a lady pushed her

back, which was the last she remembered until about three weeks

afterwards, when she found herself in bed. It was true that the

expert testimony for the defense tended to show that there could

have been no such flame, and hence that there could have been no

such burning as was further described. Still, the court says that

the jury, upon the evidence, may have found that the flame in this

case was not the instantaneous and harmless flame \yhich results

from the burning out of a fuse when in proper condition; that the

burning of this fuse was attended with unusual results, which

would not have occurred if the fuse had been in proper condition

;

and that the most reasonable conclusion was that, if proper care

had been exercised, there would have been no such flame.

Moreover, the court says that there was another feature in this

case of some importance. This was an open car, and this fuse

box was placed directly under a seat intended for passengers, so

that if, for any reason, there should be a harmful flame resulting

from the burning out of a fuse, it might l)e reasonably apprehended

that it would reach and injure a passenger. While, therefore, the

mere burning out of a fuse properly located and in proper condition

does not of itself import negligence on the part of the defendant,

still, if the fuse be so located as, by its burning out, to injure a

passenger, such a location may be inconsistent with the degree of

care which a common carrier owes to its passengers. It would
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be something like arranging the safety valve of a locomotive engine

so that the escaping steam might reach a passenger in his seat.

The conclusion is that, upon the whole, the plaintiff had a right

to go to the jur>- on the question of the ncgligenceof the defendant,

and the court overrules exceptions to a judgment in favor of the

plaintiff.

Ll.XBlLITV FOR KILLING COW WHICH iMOTOR.M.W
MIGHT HAVE SEEN ON TR.\CK 150 FEET .VHEAD
—POWER TO STOP CAR IN 150 FEET ON DOWN

GRADE NOT TO BE ASSUMED.

Kotila vs. Houghton County Street Railway Co. (.Mich.), g6 N. W.
Rep. 437. Sep. 15, 1903.

A motorman seeing an animal, like a cow, upon the track, the

supreme court of Michigan holds, cannot assume that the animal

will, use diligence for its own protection. Nevertheless, the motor-

man cannot be held bound to anticipate danger to such an animal

until it has reached, or at least approached, the path of the car.

Therefore, in this case, to warrant the jury in finding a verdict

for the plaintiff for the killing of his cow. notwithstanding his ad-

mitted contributory negligence in permitting the cow to be at

large, the evidence should have warranted the inference that the

motorman, after he discovered, or by the exercise of due care

should have discovered, the cow in the position of danger, could,

by the use of the appliances at hand, have either stopped the car, or

so checked its speed as to prevent the injury which actually oc-

curred. Moreover, the court says that it cannot agree with the

statement that it is common knowledge that an electric car can be

stopped within much less than 150 feet. Counsel asked too much
when he asked the jury to assume, without any testimony whatever,

that a car, going down grade at a great speed, could, by the use of

ordinary appliances, be stopped in 150 feet. Clearly, this could not

be assumed. Neither could it be assumed that in going that dis-

tance the speed of the car could be so checked that the cow would

not have received injuries which, so far as damages were con-

cerned, would not have been equivalent tn its destruction.

INSUFFICIENT NOTICE AS TO STOPPING PLACES-
CLEARNESS REQUIRED IN REGULATIONS IN-

TENDED FOR THE PUBLIC—DUTY WHEN
CAR STOPS WITHIN FIFTY FEET OF

CORNER—ATTEMPTING TO
ALIGHT AT UNUSUAL

PLACES.

United Railways & Electric Co. of Baltimore City vs. Uertel (Md.),

55 Atl. Rep. 428. June 2g, 1903.

A notice posted on cars read: "Warning. No one is permitted

to ride on the platform, or to get off or on when the car is in mo-

tion. Persons are warned of the danger. Cars stop to take on

and let off pas.scngcrs at near sides of cross-streets. Those violat-

ing these orders do so at their own risk. No officer or agent of the

company has authority to waive these regulations." The court of

appeals of Maryland holds language of this warning did not justify

the construction that such regulation notified passengers that cars

stopped for them to alight at cross-streets only. It says that if

the company intended to warn passengers that they were not per-

mitted to get on and off at any other place than the near side of

cross-streets, it could at least have inserted the word "only," or

some similar term, in the warning. As the notice read, it might well

be undcrstCKKJ to mean that the cars wou'd stop at the near side, and

not at the far side of cross-streets. Those using cars represent

all degrees of intelligence and experience in traveling, and a rail-

way company should not be permitted to couch its regulations in-

tended for the public in language of doubtful meaning, if it proposes

10 relieve itself of the results of its own negligence by claiming that

a passenger has been injured through the violation of one of such

regulations.

When a car stops so near the corner as even the testimony of

the company showed the one in question stopped— at a point some-

where within 50 feet of the corner—the court holds that it is not

exacting an unreasonable precaution on the part of the company's

agents to require them to ascertain whether any of the passen-

gers arc alighting, as they might well l»elieve the car had slopped

for that purpose. They are frequently required to stop by reason of

some obstruction on the tracks, and, if passengers undertake to get

off at unusual places without notice to the conductor of their inten-

tion to do so, and are injured, they will ordinarily have no right to

hold the railway company responsible, but when the car stops so

near the regular slopping places as would probably cause the pas-

sengers to believe that they had reached the place for them to alight,

it is asking very little of the company to require the conductor to

warn the passengers, or see that none of them are in the act of

alighting, before the car is again put in motion.

WHEN PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL CANNOT COMPEL BY
MANDAMUS GIVING OF TRANSFERS.

People ex rel. Lehmaier vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. (N. V.

Sup.) 83 N. Y. Supp. 622. July 7, igo3.

Where a statute requiring the giving of transfers gives to each

person injured by a violation of its provisions a right to recover

a penalty of $50 for each refusal of the corporation to give a contin-

uous passage, and provides for the enforcement of the obligation

to give transfers by the railroad commissioners and the attorney

general, the first appellate division of the supreme court of New
York holds that a private individual has no right to compel a

company by mandamus to issue transfers. It says that it is the

people collectively who have granted the franchise or corporate

existence that have the right to detcrmitie and to enforce the ob-

ligations imposed upon the corporation ; and where provision is

made in the statute creating the obligation for a proceeding by

public officers to enforce it, who are vested with a discretion as to

the time and method by which it shall be enforced, it would seem
to follow that the application to enforce the provisions of the stat-

ute must be made in the manner provided in the statute, and that

an individual who has no other interest in the enforcement of the

statute except that of one of the people of the state at large has

no right to apply in the court for a mandamus compelling the cor-

poration 10 perform the duties imposed upon it.

MEASURE OF BENEFIT OF LOCAL IMPROVEMEN IS TO
REALTY HELD BY COMPANY UNDER LEASE.

Chicago Union Traction Co. vs. City of Chicago (111.), 68 N. E.

Rep. 519. Oct. 26, 1903.

Where a street railway company owning city lots on a part of

which was a power house leased said lots for 99 years to another

street railway company "for street railway purposes only," and

the latter subsequently leased them to other parties for ordinary

business purposes, the supreme court of Illinois holds that if the

paving and grading of an alley would increase the market value of

the lots such increase in value would be the proper measure of the

benefit of the improvement in the property, for the purposes of a

special assessment therefor.

POWER OF STATE TO PROVIDE FOR TAXATION OF
SPECIAL FRANCIHSK.S-DEFINITION OF GICNERAI.
AND SPECIAL FRANCl I ISES— lANGIRLE PROPERTY
INSEPARAMI.l'. PAR r OF SPECIAL FRANCHISE.

People vs. Slate Hoard of Tax Commissioners (N. Y.), 67 N. E.

Rep. 6g. Apr. 28, 1903.

The court of appeals of New York holds that chapter 712 of the

New York laws of 1899, which authorizes the assessment or valua-

tion, for the purpose of general taxation, of all special franchises

by a state board of tax commissioners appointed by the governor,

docs not violate that pari of the state con.stitution which provides

for home rule in certain political divisions of the state.

The general franchise of a corporation, the court says, is its right

to live and do business by the exercise of the corporate powers

granted by the stale. The general franchise of a street railroad

company, for instance, is llie special privilege conferred by the

state upon a certain number of persons, known as the "corporators,"

to become a street r;iilrn,ifl 1nrporallon, ami (o conslruci and oper-

ate a street railroail iipMii ccnain rniidilions. Such a fr.'inrhise,

however, gives the corporalioii no right to do anylhing in the pub-

lic highways without special aulhorily from the stale, or some
municipal officer or hcjdy acting under its aulhorily. When a right
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ol way over ii i)iil>lic slreel is granted to siicli a corporation, with

leave to conMriicl and operate a street railroad tliereon, the privilege

h known as a "special franchise," or the right to do something in

the public highway, which, except for the grant, wonid he a tres-

pass.

The statute, which is an amendment of the gencrnl tax law. de-

clares, in substance, that the right, authority, or permission to con-

struct, maintain, or operate some structure, intended for public

use, "in. under, above, on or through streets, highways or public

places," such as railroads, gas pipes, water mains, poles and wires

for electric, telephone, and telegraph lines, and the like, is a spe-

cial franchise. I''or the purpose of taxation, such a franchise is

made real estate, and is "deemed to include the value of the tangi-

ble property of a person, copartnership or corporation situated in.

uixm. under or above any street, highway, public place or public

waters in connection with the special franchise and taxed as a

|)art thereof." This, the court says, includes nothing but what is

in the street, directly or indirectly, and excludes power houses.

depots, and all structures without the lines of the street. The

taxes thus imposed arc for general purposes, and are collected in

the same way and used for the same objects as other taxes upon

the general assessment roll. Moreover, the court regards the tangi-

ble property as an inseparable part of the special franchises men-

tioned in the statute, constituting with them a new entity, which.

as a going concern can neither be assessed nor sold to advantage

except as one thing, single and entire. And it says that the func-

tion of assessing a special franchise does not. in its nature, belong

to a county, city, town or village, for it has never been exercised

by officers of such localities, but to the state, by which it is now-

exercised for the first time. It is not exclusively local in character.

and home rule applies only to functions peculiar to localities.

Nor does the court consider that the taxation of a special fran-

chise impairs the obligation of a contract, and thus violates llie

federal constitution. It says that while all attempts of municipali-

ties to undermine or destroy franchises by changing the terms of

the grant have been promptly repressed by tlie courts, there is no

case which holds that a franchise, whether general or special, can-

not be taxed the same as other private property. The condition

upon which a franchise is granted is the purchase price of the

grant, the payment of which in money, or by an agreement to

bear some burden, brought the property into existence, which

thereupon became taxable at the will of the legislature, the same

as land granted or leased by the state.

COI.I.ISIOX WITH FIRE DEPARTMRKT HOSK WAGON—
WHAT DRIVER OF FIRE VEHICLE MAY EXPECT—
ATTEMPTING TO CROSS AHEAD OF CAR—UNCON-
TROLLED SPEED OF TEAM—JUDGING OF SPEED OF
APPROACHING CAR—DUTY OF LOOKING AND LIS 1-

ENIiNG FOR CAR—MAY SHOAV ABILI TY OF CAR TO
MAKE GREAT SPEED.

Hanlon vs. Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co. (Wis.l. 1)5

N. W. Rep.. 100, May 29. 190.?.

The omission to look and listen for an approaching car when the

opportunity to do so exists, and the needless attempt to m.ake the

crossing ahead of the car with knowledge of its approach in such

proximity and at such speed as to make the attempt dangerous, the

supreme court of Wisconsin says nuisl be held negligence as mat-

ter of law. But the coi-rt is of the opinion that it was not beyond

reason for a jury to conclude that the plaintiflf. a member of the city

fire department driving a hose wagon, after having given warning

of his approach by such clamor of his gong that it was heard by

people shut up in houses while he was still a block or more away,

and when he drove out from a cross street into plain sight of the

motorman 90 feet away, might have believed reasonably that his

presence was known, and might reasonably have expected that the

usual and customary efforts to keep the car back from collision

would be made. If that had been done, there was no pretense but

the wagon would have passed in safely ; hence, the court says, a

decision to make the attempt would not have been unreasonable. In

other words, the court holds that, although it might have been neg-

ligence in law for a traveler under ordinary conditions to have

taken the chance of crossing ahead of a car in the proximity and at

the speed of this one, still the circumstances surrounding the plain-

tiff so differed that reasonable minds might consider the same at-

tempt by him within the bounds of due care; hence that the ques-

tion was one properly for the jury.

Uncontrolled speed of the team, the court says, might or might

not have been contributory negligence. It might or might not have

contributed to the collision ; for if, when the plaintiff reached the

>treel on which the car was, and saw the car, it was consistent with

ordinary care under all the circumstances for him to decide that it

was safe to cross ahead of it, then the attempt so to do might not be

negligence, although the event did not justify it; especially if, as

the evidence tended to prove, the collision was due to conduct on

the part of the motorman such as an ordinarily prudent person, driv-

ing a fire vehicle, would not have anticipated. In such case the

antecedent rapidity of approach woulil have no casual connection

with the collision.

An instruction was requested to the efTect that one approaching a

street railroad track, and "having a reasonable opportunity to judge

of the .speed of an approaching car, is bound to know such speed,

and cannot assume that it is running at a speed consistent with or-

dinary care and proceed upon that assumption." Assuming that

this instruction correctly stated an abstract rule of law applicable

to ordinary circumstances, the court says it would be highly mis-

leading in a ca.se of this sort, where there were additional circum-

stances naturally affecting the driver's conduct ; most prominent

among them the custom of operators of cars to change their speed,

either by slowing up or stopping, in order to give opportunity for

the fire vehicle to pass. The man who has a right, in the exercise

of ordinary prudence, to assume that such efforts will be made and

be effective, is not necessarily negligent because he attempts to pass

in front of a car, although it would be likely to collide with him if

it continued at its known speed. The ordinary traveler has no right

in the exercise of a reasonable prudence, to indulge such expecta-

tion; but the driver of a fire department vehicle has, if he has

reason to believe that his presence is known to the motorman.

Moreover, the court holds this instruction erroneous in requiring

of every man "having a reasonable opportunity to judge" that he

judge correctly, and "know" the correct speed. This, it says, goes

beyond any authority in this or other courts. He is obliged to

know that which the ordinarily prudent and intelligent man would

have known under the circumstances. Having reasonable oppor-

tunity to judge, he must reach the conclusion of the ordinary man.

and not the infallible one. These suggestions, the court adds, are

especially applicable to one who gets but a glance of a car or train

approaching him nearly head on. for he is not at all well situated to

observe accurately the speed. He must observe what is perceptible,

but beyond this the law does not charge him with knowledge.

An instruction to the effect that one approaching a car track

"must, in the exercise of ordinary care, look and listen for an ap-

proaching car, and continue so to look and listen up to the last

moment that such acts would be of any virtue in preventing a col-

lision with a car," the court says is a correct abstract rule in most

of its language, but is faulty in lacking the qualification that one

must look and listen if he have opportunity so to do. There is

possibility, especially with one inanaging a team and vehicle, that

his continued observation of the track in either direction may be at

least morally impossible ; that his attention may be not diverted, but

absolutely forced away from watchfulness. For example, in this

case it was just as essential to the plaintiff's due care that he should

look westward for an approaching car as that he should look cast-

ward. If this instruction required him, from the moment he was

in position to see up or down the street, to keep his eyes fastened

on this particular car, and to govern his conduct without informing

himself as to the condition of things in the other direction, it of

course contained its own refutation, (or that would necessarily be

negligence.

After several witnesses had described the speed of the car at

varying rates up to 25 iniles an hour, and the motorman himself

had testified that he had his power lever thrown open to the eighth,

or second highest, notch, the court holds that, in this situation, the

ability of the car to make great speed was certainly a legitimate

fact to be drawn out in testing the accuracy of the motorman as a

witness, who had claimed that his speed was only seven or eight

miles per hour, and that no error was committed in permitting him

to be cross-examined as to whether the car in question was not a

specially rapid one ; he finally stating that, while not the most rapid,

there were only two others which excelled it.
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Tile earnirgs from transportation of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway and Light Co. for the last fiscal year anioniited to $2,546,-

103-

The gross earnings of the Dnluth (Minn.) Street Railway Co.

for the year ending Nov. 30. 1903. amounted to $155,346. In igoi

the gross amounted to $117,904, and in igo2, $138,162.

Ihe gross and net earnings of the Northern Ohio Traction &
Light Co., of Akron, for the past four years are reported as fol-

lows: 1900—gross. $425,885: net, $164,508. 1901—gross. $617,010;

net. $266,166. 1902—gross. $745,043: net, S334.251. 1903—gross,

$830,000: net, $396,000.

The Sheboygan Light, Power & Railway Cos. annual statement

shows the gross earnings in the railw.iy department to have been

$35-314- Ihe receipts from light and power were $57,545.

The Milford & Uxbridge (Mass.) Street Railway Co. reported

for the year ending Sept. 30, 1903, as follows: Operating ex-

penses, $11,979; 'let earnings, $137,986: interest and other charges,

$.U-t5" ; surplus. $3,528.

The annual report of the Fitchburg & Leouiiusler (Mass.) Street

Railway Co., for the year ending Sept. 30. 1903, shows operating

expenses of $109,422, as against $121,272 in 1902; net earnings. $88,-

934, as compared with $64,174; dividends, $21,000 each year; surplus,

$846, as against $6,289 the pre\ious year. The operating expenses

decreased 9.7 per cent, while the net earnings increased ,38.5 per

cent.

Ihe Haverhill & .\mesbury (Mass.) Street Railway Cos. operat-

ing expenses for the year ending Sept. 30, 1903. were $73,490, an

increase of 1.9 per cent; net earnings, $35,900, a decrease of 12.7

pcr cent ; deficit. $2,326. against a surplus of $220 the year before

\o dividends were paid either year.

The Eastern Wisconsin Electric Railway & Light Co's. gross

earnings for the year ending Dec. i, 1903, amounted to $133,665,

of which the Fond du Lac city lines earned $44,471; the Fond du

Lac & Oskosh interurban line, $.?5.767, and the electric lighting

department, $53,427.

The first report of the Kenosha Electric Railway Co.. made to

the city treasurer, shows that during the to months ending Deccm-

l)er 1st the company carried $375,000 passengers, the earnings from

operation l)cing $19,191, exclusive of $3,000 received from advertis-

ing. -The company operates three cars.

The annual report of the Woronoco Street Railway Co., of West-

field, Mass., shows gross earnings amounting to $77,2r9; operat-

ing expenses, $51,558; number of passengers carried, 1,5.34,470.

The Seattle Electric Co. reported operating expenses for the year

ending Oct. 31. 1903, as $1,492,522, an increase of 19,7 per cent ;

net earnings. $588,392, an increase of 4.7 per cent ; net incoiiu'.

$299.««4.

For the year ending Oct. 3t, 1003, the operating expenses of Ihe

Tcrre Haute Electric Co. were $.300,384; net earnings. $156,150;

and Ihe net earnings 176.6 per cent.

ITlc Tampa (Fla.) Electric Co. rcporlefl for the year ending

Oct. 31, 1903, as follows: Operating expenses, $[65,144; "el earn-

ifg'. $130,680; net income, $io6,.363. Conipareil with Ihe previous

year the operating expenses increased 23.7 per cent and the net

earnings increased 40.2 per cent.

year ending Oct. 31, 190.5, were $j()8.5C)i ; net earnings. $155,134;

net income. $74,196. The operating expenses increased 35.7 per

cent and the net earnings 4.5 per cent.

The Greenwich (Conn.) Tramway Co's. annual report shows

operating expenses amounting to $28,151; net earnings. $18,267; -''t"'-

plus, $18077; iKisscngcrs. 928,384. Compared with the year ending

June 30, 1902, the operating expenses increased 85.o per cent and tlie

net earnings increased 125 per cent.

Tlic Middktown (Conn.) Street Railway Co. reported for the

year ending June 30, 1903, as follows: Operating expenses, $31,683,

an increa.sc of 14 per cent; net earnings. $10,267. a decrease of 16.7

per cent; deficit, $156; passengers, 1,000,923.

The Fair llavrn & Westville Railroad Co., which operates in

New Haven. Conn., and vicinity, reported for the year ending

Ju::e 30, 1903, as follows : Operating expenses, $642,962. an in-

crease of 2.4 per cent; net earnings, $370,580. an increase of 5.1

per cent; surplus. $4,264; passengers, 25,804.187.

The l-laiilmry S: Bethel Street Railway Co., of Danlnu'y, Conn.,

reported for the year ending June ,?o, 1903, operating expenses

amounting to $61,072, an increase of 8 per cent ; net earnings. $19,831'

a decre:ise of 65 per cent; deficit. $3,383: passengers, 2,001,790.

Ihe Torrington (Conn.) & Winchester Street Railway Co's. an-

rual report for the year ending June ,?o, 1903, contains the follow-

ing: Operating expenses, $.30,,34i, an increase of 20.9 per cent; net

earrings, $20,552. a decrease of 7.1 per cent; deficit. $14,099; passen-

gers, 1,030,460.

The directors of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. have voted

to increase its bonded indebtedness $1,650,000, and' negotiations arc

under way for the sale of the l)onds to New York and Boston

financiers. With this issue the bonded debt nf the company will

anioinit to about $8,000,000, or alK>ut one-third of its stock issue.

The sale will enable the company to discharge nearly all its floating

debt.

The several companies (>|x:rating in York, Pa., .uid \nvk Ccninty

under the consolidation known as the York County Traction Co..

show an excellent record for the last fiscal year. Dividends were

declared by these companies as follows : York Street Railway Co.,

$43350; York & Dallastowii Electric Railway Co.. $15,000; York &
Dover F.lectric Railway Co., $11,050.

The gross earnings of Ihe Janesville Traction Co., of Janesvilli

Wis., for the yt'ar ending Dec. i. 1903, amounted to $13,554.

The gross earnings of the Waltham (Mass.) Street Railway Co.

for the year ending Sept. ,30, 1903, amounted to $3,603 ; operating

expenses, $7,729; deficit, $8,020. This was the first year of the

company's operation.

The (ireenfield (Mass.) & 'Turner's Falls .Street Railway Co. re-

ported operating expenses for the year ending .Sept. ,30, i')03, of

$35..W6. against $31,110 in 1902, an increase of 13.6 per cent; lut

earnings, $27,450, against $20,506, an increase of .13.8 per cent

;

rliviilends, $6,137. against $4,(120 the previous year; surplus, $13,085,

agaiuM $7,791.

'The operatin:^; expenses of the Worcester (Mass.) & Blackstone

Valley Street Railway Co, for the year ending Sept. .30, 1903,

amounted to $41,710. against $37,192 the year before, an increase of

12.1 per cent; net earnin«s. $26,200. against $18,617, an increase of

40.7 per cent; surplus, $6,975, against $10,056 llu' previous year.

The company paid no dividends either year.

For till.... :he year ending Se|)t. ,10, 1903. the Old Colony Street Rail-

way Co., Rrockloii, Mass., reported o|ierating expenses amounting

to $1,526,513, against $1,454,215 Ihe previous year; net earnings,

$876,310, against $830,122; dividends, $3.19.983, against $288,885; sur-

plus. $5,316, against $60,079.

The Hrnnion fTcx.) Electric Co's. operating cxik-iiscs for the The Boston & Northern Street Railway Co,, noston, rcporleil

For the year ending Oct. 31. 1903, the operating expenses of the

Savannah (G-i.) Electric Co. amounted to $.306,276, an increase of

103 per cent; net earnings, $206,930, an increase of 4.5 per cent ; net

income, $H9..344.
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as follows for the year ending Sept. 30, 1903; Operating expenses,

;?-,309,69 1. .iR.iiiist $j.i 13,^62; net earnings, $1,337,53". against

$1,370,288; (lividcncls. $483,000, agjiinsi $367,380; siirphis, $5,334.

MKainst $134,045.

I lie West Kiid Strcit Kailway Co., Boston, fur the year ending

Sept. 30, li;03, reported an increase of $1,171470, against $i,i55,4.sO

in 1902; surplus, $554, against $763. I lie income comes from rental

and dividends received from the Hoston Elevated Railway Co.

January ist the latter company paid the semi-annnal dividend rental

of $3 per share on the West End company's preferred stock.

Mr. J. Morgan, president and general manager of the People's

Rapid Transit Co., of Toledo, states that he has made the financial

arrangement for the construction of the new road from Toledo to

Cincinnati. .\ New York construction company will huild the

road. Mr. Morgan states that a $6,000,000 hond issue has been

negotiated, and tirat the securities will be placed abroad. Five

miles of track betwen Defiance and Napoleon have been graded.

The St. Louis Transit Co. reports gross earnings' for November

of $592,769, as compared with $553,577 in November. 1902. This is

a gain of $113,379 over November, 1901. For the eleven months

ending Nov. 30, i<;03, the receipts were $6,681,731, as against $5,312,-

794 in 1902 and $5,888,237 in 1901.

The annual report of the Worcester & Si>iitlibridgo (Mass.)

Street Railway Co., as prepared by the receivers, showed gross

earnings of $102,387; operating expenses, $53,102; net earnings.

$549,285 ; fixed charges, $19,923 : net income, $29,362. Dividends

paid amounted lo $15,000, leaving a surplus of $14,362.

The Interstate Consolidated Street Railway Co.. of Pawtucket,

R. L, which was absorbed by the Rhode Island Co., reported for the

year ending Sept. 30, 1903, as follows: Operating expenses, $117.-

791, as against $147,704 the year before, a decrease of 20.2 per cent

;

net earnings, $34,820. against $38,118. a decrease of 8.6 per cent;

surplus, $27,574. against $27,143 'lie previous year. No dividends

have been paid by this company.

For the year ending Sept. 30, 1903. the Brockton & Plymouth

(Mass.) Street Railway Co. reported operating expenses of $62,487,

against $58,938 the previous year, an increase of is per cent ; net

earnings, $32,238, against $31,394 the previous year, an increase

of 2.6 per cent; deficit, $3,156, against a surplus of $6,397. No divi-

dends were paid in 1902 and 1903.

The Northampton (Mass.) Street Railway Co. reported for the

year ending Sept. .10, 1903, as follows: Operating expenses, $100,413,

against $97,523 in 1902, an increase of 2.9 per cent ; net earnings,

$50,618. against $47,322. an increase of 6.9 per cent ; dividends, each

year, $24,000; surplus, $3,346 against a deficit of $3,492 the previous

year.

PROVIDENCE & FALL RIVER STREET RY.

The Providence & Fall River Street Railway Co., Swansea Cen-

ter, Mass., which operates electric lines in Swansea. Rehoboth and

Seekonk, Mass.. reported for the year ending Sept. 30. 1903, as

follows: Operating expenses, $31,487, angainst $29,609 the previous

year; net earnings, $12,973, against $6,537 the year before; surplus.

$392, against a deficit of $4,684 the previous year. The company
paid no dividends either year. The operating expenses increased

6.3 per cent, while the net earnings increased ii.t per cent.

BOSTON SUBURBAN ELECTRIC COMP.\NIES.

The seven subsidiary companies of the Boston Suburban Electric

Companies, Newton, Mass., reported for the year ending Sept.

30, 1903, as follows: Newton Street Railway Co.—Operating ex-

penses. $98,132. against $95,205 in 1902; net earnings, $37,172.

against $39,095; surplus, $13,683. against $2,311. Wellesley & Bos-

ton Street Railway Co.—Operating expenses. $43,862. against

$49,624; net earnings, $9,950, against $13,200; surplus, $1,163. against

a deficit of $498. Newton & Boston Street Railway Co.—Operating
expenses, $35,694, against $78,717; net earnings, $31,657, against

$7,924; deficit, $56,891, against $27,473. Newtonvillc & Watertown
Street Railway Co.—Operating expenses, (This company's tracks

are used by the Newton & Boston comixiny and it has no operat-

ing expenses.); net earnings, $8,845, against $7,919; surplus, $567,

:igainst $558 Natick & Cochnnale Street Railway Co.—Operating

ex|)enses, $71,958, against $64,964; net earnings, $16,965, against

$14,786; surplus, $108, against $437. Lexington & Boston Street

Railway Co.—Operating expenses, $125,152, against $100,979; net

earnings, $39,538, against $44,113; surplus, $11,783, against $5,714.

Conmionwctilth Avenue Street Railway Co.—Operating expenses,

$68,441, against $63,803; net earnings. $23,488, against $17,511;

deficit, $1,601, against $8,340.

WOONSOCKET STREET KAILWAY CO.

The operating expenses of the Woon.socket ( R. I.) Street Rail-

way Co. for the year ending Sept. 30, 1903, amounted 10 $86,023,

as compared with $77,048 the previous year; net earnings, $32,400,

against $25,914 in 1902; surplus, $12,677, compared with $7,715.

The company paid no dividends either year. The operating ex-

penses increased 11.6 per cent and the net earnings increased 25

per cent. The company operates electric railway lines in Blackstone,

Mass., and Woonsocket, Cmntwrland and North Smithfield, R. I.

YOUNGSTOWN-SHARON RY.

For the nine months ending Sept. 30, 1903, the Youngstown-

Sharon Railway & Light Co., 'V'oungstown, O., reported earnings

from operations amounting to $383,220; operating expenses, includ-

ing taxes. $226,313; net earnings, $156,907.

For October the gross earnings amounted to $42,254; operating

expenses, $25,929; net earnings, $16,325.

HOLYOKE STREET RAILWAY CO.

For the year ending Sept. 30, 1903, the Holyoke (Mass.) Street

Railway Co. reported as follows : Operating expenses, $244,088,

compared with $223,328 in 1902; net earnings, $116,630, against

$104,949 the previous year; dividends, $56,000, against the same

amount the year before; surplus, $7,482, against $2,156 the previous

year. The operating expenses increased 9.2 per cent and the net

earnings increased 1 1. 1 per cent.

WORCESTER CONSOLIDATED STREET RY.

The Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Co., Worcester,

Mass., reported for the year ending Sept. 30, 1903, as follows

:

Operating expenses, $797,832, against $762,569 the preceding year;

net earnings, $526,663. against $457,686 the previous year; dividends.

$213,000, against $177,500 the previous year; surplus. $86, against

$301 the previous year. The operating expenses increased 4.6 per

cent and the net earnings increased 15 per cent.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE REPORT.

The returns to the Pennsylvania state bureau of railways for the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1903, show that only 19 of the 100

operating street railway companies in the state paid dividends during

the year, while 65 of the 109 street railways whose lines are oper-

ated by other companies paid dividends. The two largest corpora-

tions—the Pittsburg Railways Co. and the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Co., do not pay dividends to their stockholders, but the

dividends earned by them are paid to the stockholders of the street

railway lines leased and operated by them, a large majority of whose

stock is held by these operating companies. Of the 100 operating

companies 97 reported to the bureau gross earnings from operation.

$33,009,564; income from other sources. $7.^7,932. or a total income

of $.^3,747,496, as against $29,001,741 reported the year before. The
total number of employes reported, 19,955. as against 17,778 in 1902;

total wages and salaries. $11,560,269, against $10,394,401 in 1902;

total number of passengers carried during the year. 756,595.262,

compared with 640,076,370 the previous year. The Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Co. employed 9,240 persons and the Pittsburg

Railways Co, 4,507. The total cost of road and equipment reported

by the operating companies is $84,354,406; last year. $73,663,692;

total assets this year, $126,082,230: last year, $116,204,481; total
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amount of current liabilities, $16,130,866. as against $15,698,575

last year.

Earnings for the third week in December were $76,087, ,t gain of

$1,046 over the corresponding week last year.

INTERNATIONAL TRACTION CO.

Following is the income account statement of the International

Traction Co. system, Buffalo, N. Y., for November;

1902 1903 Increase

Gross earnings $292,878 $314,006 $21,128

Operating expenses 160,694 183,067 22,272

Net earnings 132.183 130.938 *l,244

Fixed charges (Int., taxes, etc.) I27,i53 128,495 1,341

Net income 5.029 2,443 *2,585

Operating ratio 557 087 030

Net income July 1st to date $142,388 $212,516 $70,128

•Decrease.

BE-WER VALLEY TRACTION CO.

The Beaver Valley Iraction Co.. of Beaver Falls, Pa., reported

earnings for 1903 as follows

:

Earnings from operation $227,409

Operating expenses 126,206

Net earnings 101,202

Fixed charges .•
70,4'4

Net income 307,88

Balance forward •
49.8o2

Total surplus 80.590

The operating ratio for the year was .5550, as against .5440 in 1902

and .5982 in 1901.

GRAND RAPIDS RAILWAY CO.

The annual report of the Grand Rapids Railway Co. for the year

ending Sept. 30, 1903. shows the following:

1902

Earnings from operation $586,123

Operating expenses 291,151

Net earnings 294,972 , _ . ..

The total assets are given as $6,684,616, including cost of road

and equipment, $6,560,339. The net earnings for the year are suffi-

cient to pay interest on the bonds, 5 per cent dividend on the

preferred stock, and leave $I37.II9. or 6.8 per cent on the common

stock.

1903

$700,341

350,722

349,619

Increase

$114,218

59,571

54,647

CLEVELAND & SOUTHWESTERN.

The November earnings of the Qeveland (O.) & Southwestern

Traction Co. compare with those of the Cleveland, Elyria & West-

em Railway Co. for the same period last year as follows:

1902 1903 Increase

Earnings from operations '. $27,924 $37,86i $9,937

Operating expenses 16,502 22,908 6,406

Net earnings 11.421 14,952 3,.53i

For 1 1 months

:

Earnings from operation $276,135 $4",7SO $i35,6i5

Operating expenses 153.965 242,522 88,577

Net earnings 122.169 169.227 47,058

DETROIT UNITED RV.

The operating statistics of the Detroit United Ry. for November

compare with 1902 as follows:

Increase

Earnings from operation $.M5.ioo $I7,.370

Operating expenses 204,827 12,134

Net earnings 143,213 .3.827

Fixed charges 84,007 z^qS

Net income 59,209 929

From Jan. I, 1903:

Earning from operation $4.o.13.4'7 $410,206

Operating expenses 2..l8o,.345 .126,612

Net earnings 1,682.461 80,204

Fixed charges 912,890 40,.S«4

Net incfjme 76'<..57i .1.T,620

ELGIN, AURORA & SOUTHERN.

The Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction Co., of Aurora, 111.,

reports earnings for November and for five months ending Novem-

ber 30th, as follows

:

igo2 1903 Increase

Earnings from operation $33,464 $34,6i5 $I,ISI

Operating expenses 20,421 22,296 1,875

Net earnings 13,043 12,318 * 725

Fixed charges 9,049 9>i72 123

Net income 3.993 3.146 * 847

For the five months;

Earnings from operation $.V3.4'H $.M.6i5 $M5'

Operating expense^ 20,421 J2.29O 1,875

Net earnings 13.043 12.318 * 725

Fixed charges 45,247 45,862 615

Net income .W.810 43.928 4.1 18

* Decrease.

'1 he directors voted January 2iul to pass the quarterly dividend nn

the common stock and buy equipment instead.

LAKE SHORE ELECTRIC RY.

Following is the financial statement of tlic l

Railway Co., Cleveland, O.. for November;

1902

Earnings from opcraiion $42,539

Operating expenses 30.981

Net earnings li>5S8

Fixed charges 20,370

Deficit 8,812

Oi)«rating ratio 7283

For the 11 months.

Earnings from operation $427,088

Operating expenses 275,693

Nvt earnings 15' .395

Fixed charges 220,374

Deficit 68.979

Operating ratio 6455

*Decrease.

,akc Slinrc
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Same inc. (Iamagc>, i-tc. .

.

5.!''4

For the 1 1 iiiontlis

:

Gross receipts ..$1,00.5.407

Operating expenses 40.',yi7

Damages, taxes, etc '53,577

Total expenses .S.';6,494

Net earnings 446,91 j

Fixed charges j.5 1 ,987

Net profit J
1 4,92.;

Opiratiiig ratio 4015

Same inc. damages, etc S54(>

• I )ecreasc.

.57-'-' 03.58 C^hiciiKo lllcvatcd Traffic.

$1,115.93^
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Accidents.

A Steubc-iiville, Miiigo & Ohio \'alley Traction Co. car jumped

the track at Brilliant, O.. December i6th at a sharp curve on a

steep grade and plunged into a gully, practically demolishing the

car. The motorman was hurt, but not fatally. There were no pas-

sengers.

December 20th a Lake Shore Electric Railway Co. car collided

at E>etroit and Kentucky Sts.. Cleveland, .with a city car, resulting

in injury to nine passengers in the city can, which was damaged.

A St. Louis Transit Co. car ran into an open switch December

27th and collided with a construction car. Four persons were in-

jured, including the motorman and conductor of the passenger car.

In Kansas City December 22nd a Summit St. car was practically

wrecked near the Metropolitan Street Railway Co's. power house

by running onto a misplaced switch. Ten persons were injured,

one seriously.

.^n outgoing interurban car of the Indiana Union Traction Co.

collided with a city car at .Anderson, Ind., December 25th. The ends

of the cars were crushed and a motorman was injured.

.\ Reading Ry. engine ran into a Sunbury & Noriluinilicrland

Electric Railway Co. car at Sunbury, Pa.. December 29th and

damaged the car beyond repair. The motorman was badly injured.

A car on the Kno.wille and Mount Oliver line of the Pittsburg

Railways Co. got beyond control wh'le on Monastery hill January

2nd and after colliding with two wagons jumped the track and was

wrecked. The conductor, motorman and four passengers were

seriously hurt.

January 2nd a car on the Glen Oak line of the Peona & Prospect

Heights Railway Co. jumped the track at the entrance to Jackson

St. hill, Peoria, III., roiled over and landed in tlie gutter on its

side. Of the 34 passengers 15 were injured, but none fatally.

One motorman was killed and another motorman and a conductor

were injured in a head-on collision between two Cleveland &
Southern Traction Co. cars near Berea, O., December 30tb.

The motorman of a 47th St. car of the Chicago City Railway Co.

was killed January 5lh in consequence of the car being struck by

a train on the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis R. R.

crossing. The car was demolished.

Four men were injured January 2nd in a collision between an

Indiana St. car of the Chicago Union Traction Co. and a Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul freight train.

Three trainmen were killed January 7th by a collision of two
trains on the Brooklyn elevated railroad. One passenger was seri-

ously injured. A crowded passenger train ran into a train of empty
cars, telescoping the rear empty car in which were the trainmen.

.•\ La Crosse City Railway Co. car was wrecked January 6th

by being run into by a section of a Chicago, Burlington & Northern

Ry. train. The passengers escaped, but the motorman was severely

injured.

January 7th a Center Ave. car of the Chicago City Railway Co.

was struck by a Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis R. R.

car at the 59th St. crossing, Chicago, and 12 persons were injured.

The car was wrecked.

'A .Metropolitan Street Railway Co. car in Kansas City jumped
the track nc-ar at the approach of a trestle January 8th, and running

over the ties onto the trestle toppled over and fell to the ground
10 ft. below, injuring five passengers.

A car on the Cotton St. line of the United Traction Co., at

Reading, Pa., jumped the track at a curve January 6th and crashed
into a house. The brick front of the lower part of the house for

the whole width was wrecked. The motorman was injured.

January iith a Graccland Ave. car of the Union Traction Co.
was struck by a Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R. train at

the Graccland Ave. crossing in Qiicago, and four passengers were
injured.

A Wcnlworth Ave. and a 471I1 St. car of the Chicago City Rail-

way Co. collided January nth in Chicago and five pcr-sons were
injured.

A Metropolitan Elcvatcil Railroad Co. train and a South Side
Elevated Railroad Co. train collided on the Union Loop, Chicago.
January nth. a» a result, it was stated, of a defective air brake,
and five persons were injured.

A Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co. car was badly dam-
aged January loth in a collision wilh a Lake Sht>re & MiiliiK;m

Southern freight train about a mile e,i--t i>t tlie Puritas Springs

junction. The passengers saved themselves by jumping into a

snow bank.
^ ^

New Publications.

DlKlXroRV .WD M.\P OF AUTOMOBILE CHARGING
SIWTIONS. Published by the Electrical Times, Ltd.. 8 Bream's

Buildings, Chancery Lane, E. C, London, Eng. 126 pages, flexible

leather covers, 4'/2 x 7 in. Price, postpaid, 3s. 8d. This is a com-

pilation of the leading stations in the United Kingdom, giving the

town, the name and address, and the facilities afforded for re-

charging electric carri.tges and petrol cars, or for repairs. The

towns are arranged alphabetically on alternate pages, the opposite

pages being occupied by advertisements, of which there are a good

many. A clear road map is attached, 21 x 27 in., reinforced with

cloth back, showing the main roads suitable for automobiling,

which are colored brown, and the different railways, which are

indicated by black lines. Places where an electric supply is available

are marked in different ways, according to the nature of the facili-

ties afforded, and the meaning of these marks is shown at the side

of the map. There is also an enlarged map of the London district.

The book was compiled by Mr. Stanley J. Harding, of 46 Sidney

Road. Beckenham, S. E., on behalf of the Electrical Times, it being

Mr. Harding's idea wholly, and carried out by him without assist-

ance. He obtained all the. advertisements, compiled the directory

and arranged the map. It is a book much needed by autoniobilists

in England, and a large sale is predicted for it.

REPORT OF THE FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
AMERICAN RAILWAY MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
ASSOCIATION. Tljis is a carefully compiled report, containing

142 pages, which has been prepared by the secretary of the .Associa-

tion, Mr. Walter Mower, of the Detroit United Ry. It includes

the minutes of the .Association meetings which were held at the

Grand Union Hotel. Saratoga Springs, N. Y.. Sept. 1-3, 1903, to-

gether with the papers presented at the meetings and the discus-

sions which followed their presentation, the papers being illustrated

wherever practicable. Registration of the attendance at the conven-

tion is given, also, and there are half-tone likenes.ses of the officers

of the .Association. The report shows the following membership

on Oct. I, 1903: .Active, 48; junior, 34; associate, 22; honorary, 5.

.Since the report went to press the following active members have

been enrolled : John Bodcn, foreman carpenter department, Mil-

waukee Railway & Light Co. ; F. F. Bodler, master mechanic United

Railroads of San Franci.sco; W. C. Canfield, foreman armature

and winding department Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.;

.S. M. Coffm. master mechanic Mobile Light & Railway Co. ; Cor-

nelius W. DeForest, assistant chief engineer South Covington &
Cincinnati Street Railway Co.; Henry C. Houston, assistant super-

intendent rolling stock Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.;

II. A. Johnson, chief engineer Camden & .Suburban Railway Co.;

J. W. Johnstone, master mechanic Sheboygan Light, Power &
Radway Co.; John W. Kennedy, foreman motor department Mil-

waukee Electric Railway & Light Co.; Peter C. Kline, general sup-

erintendent Sheboygan Light, Power & Railway Co.; Frank C.

Naalz, foreman paint deparlment Milwaukee Electric Railway &
Light Co.; W. A. Pearson, engineer Interurban .Street Railway Co.;

Charles W. Peterson, foreman machine ilepartmcnt Milw.iukee

Electric Railway & Light Co.; A. i\. Scliroeder, foreman repair de-

partment Milwaukee lilleclric Railway & Light Co.; Fratik G. Sim-

mons, superinlendent construction and in.iinteiiance of way Milwau-
kee Electric Railway & Light Co.; William J. Smith, master me-
chanic DuUilh .Superior Traction Co. The following associate

members have been added; New Orleans Railways Co., San Juan
Light & Transit Co. E. I). Sigler, Mobile Light &• Railway Co., is

a new jiniior member. This brings the luial niemliership up to 12I),

including 64 active members.

GENERAL DATA ON TllOMSc.N Ki;( -OKDI .N'C WAIT
METERS. Published by the General hUectric Co., Schenectady.

N. Y. This handbook, which is No. 3,197 (Augusl. i<)03) of (k-n-

eral Electric Publications, contains 217 pages, including three pages

dcvoleil lo the index. It is 4'/, x $i^ in. in size. lU-sible covers, .ind

contains upwards of i.jo illuslralions and diMKr.nns, In .uMilion

lo the data on Thomson recording wallnnlcrs, ilnTe are sriimin

giving information regarding Thomson single-phase inrkirlinn. high
ii.t<|iir, indiiclion anil Thomson polyphase meters.
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Personal.

MK. II. I-'. GENTRY has resigned as general passenger agent

of the Pacific Electric Railway Co.. and the office will l>e discon-

tinued.

MR. n. II. RYDER, formerly cDniiecled with the American Steel

& Wire Co., has become associated with the Chicago Insnlatcd

Wire Co.. as sales agent.

MR. GEORGE E. CL.\FI.IN has resigned as superintendent of

the .Ashevillc (N. C.) Electric Co. and the Asheville Street Railroad

Co.. and has gone to Providence. R. I., to reside.

MR. S. W. W.ATKINS. president of the_ National Electric Co..

of Milwaukee. January 15th returned from an extended European

trip, looking after the foreign interests of his company.

MR. JOHN C. I?R.-\CKENRinGE has resigned as chief engineer

of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.. in consequence of his having

been elected Connuissioner of Public Works in Brooklyn.

Mr. H. .\. SP.aRKS. chief engineer of the Sandusky South-

western Railway Co.. Wapakoneta. O.. has been appointed to act

as superintendent during the construction of t!ie company's lines.

MR. P. P. CR.AFTS. who has rcsigred as general superintendent

of the Saginaw Valley Traction Co.. to go to Mexico to enter

the street railway business, was presented a watch fob December

29th by 30 of his old employes.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.. of ililwaukcc. successor

to the Qiristenscn Engineering Co.. has elected Mr. R. P. Tell .sec-

retary and treasurer of the coinpany. and Mr. B. T. Becker has

been appointed assistant general manager.

MR. T. F. M.A,NVILLE. president of the H. W. Johns-Manville

Co.. 100 William St.. New York, went West December 22nd and

before returning to New York will visit the company's Milwa\ikec.

Chicago. St. Louis and New Orleans branches.

MR. IRVING H. REYNOLDS, formerly witli the Allis-

Chalniers Co.. and for many years identified with the design and

construction of its engines, has accepted a position with the William

Tod Co.. of Youngstown. O.. as consulting engineer.

MR. THOM.VS GUNN, for five years storekeeper at the power

house of the Lexington (Ky.) Railway Co.. has been appointed

purchasing agent of the company, the duties of purchasing agent

and storekeeper having been combined, beginning January ist.

MR. GEORGE S. SMITH has been promoted to division super-

intendent, High Park division, of the Old Colony Street Railway

Co. Mr. Smith was formerly assistant superintendent. Lakevillc

division, which vacancy was filled by the appointment of Mr. John

II. H.ayes.

MR. CHARLES TOLMIE. who has been employed in the office

of the London (Out.) Street Railway Co. for .several years, has

been appointed cashier of the company to succeed Mr. James

Curric. who on January 1st became secretary-treasurer of an Ohio

traction company.

MR. P. I. WELLES has been appointed general manager of the

Columbia ( S. C. ) Electric Street Railway Co.. which has been

reorganized. He will assume the duties of his new office on or

before February 1st. He is at present superintendent of the Savan-

nah division of the Southern Ry.

COL. H. I. WEED has been elected vice-president of the

Wimiebag6 Traction Co.. Oshkosh. Wis., vice Mr. Einerson Mc-
Millan, resigned The president and general manager of the Win-

nebago Traction Co. is Mr. E. E. Downs; secretary, Mr. Walter B.

Mahony; treasurer. Mr. S. M. Rothernicl.

MR. R. L. .'\NDREWS has resigned as manager of the Eastern

Ohio Traction Co.. of Cleveland, and will remove to Y'onngstovvn,

O.. where he will superintend the construction work of the Youngs-
town & Southern Railway Co.. of which he is vice-president and

general manager, as well as being a director of the company.

MR. HARRY D'STEESE. of the New York branch of the

Stuart-Howland Co.. has been transferred to its headquarters in

Boston. Mass.. where he will assume the title and duties of assist-

ant manager of the railway department. In addition he will con-

tinue covering his old territory in New York state and Penn-
sylvania.

MR. GEORGE L.MRD has been appointed superintendeiU of the

Battle Creek division of the Michigan Traction Co.. with head-

quarters at Battle Creek. Mich. For the past three years Mr.
Laird has been general foreman of the Eighth .Nve. division of tlie

.Metropolitan, now the Interurban, Street Railway Co.. of New
York City.

MR. A. B. S.\NDERS, who was for several years in the en-

gineer's department of the .American Telephone & Telegraph Co.,

New York City, and later was with the Electric Storage Battery

Co.. of Philadelphia, has become associated with John B. Watson,

Drexel Building. Philadelphia, having charge of the electrical de-

partment.

MR. R. T. LAFFIN, who recently resigned as general manager

of the Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Co.. to accept a

position with the street railway system at Manila. P. I., was on

December joth presented a diamond ring in behalf of the working

staff of the Worcester coinpany Mr Laffin will sail for .Manila

January 25th.

MR. II. F. WILGUS, who has been assistant chief engineer of the

Brooklyn Rapid 'Transit Co. for the past four months, or since he

became connected with the company, has been appointed engineer

of w.iy and structure, a substitute position for that of chief en-

gineer, the latter position having been abolished upon the resignation

of Mr. John C. Brackenridge.

MR. G. R. MITCHELL has resigned as general superintendent

,jf the Jersey City Traction Co.. and the Middlesex & Monmouth
Electric Light. Heat & Power Co.. and has accepted the position

of general superintendent of the Olean, Rock City & Bradford

Railroad Co.. and the Bradford Electric Street Railway Co.. with

headquarters at No. i Main St.. Bradford, Pa.

MR. REUBEN A. DENELL, who has been associated with

Messrs. D. H. Burnham & Co.. architects and constructing engineers,

Chicago, since 1893, has signed a five-year contract with Messrs.

J. G. White & Co., of London. Eng.. as supervising architect. Mr.

Denell left Chicago January 17th for New Y'ork City, where he

will visit two weeks and then sail for London.

MR. CHARLES W. CROSBY, of Champaign. 111., has been

appointed assistant traffic manager of the McKmley syndicate inter-

urban lines which center at Champaign, which city will be his

headquarters. Mr. Cro.sby has been connected with the Wabash
railroad in important capacities a number of years. 'The position

to which he has been appointed was recently created.

MESSRS. E. P. ROBERTS AND I. H. SHERW^OOD. who
have, for seven years, conducted a consulting engineering business,

under the firm name of E. P. Roberts & Co., Cleveland, O., dis-

solved their partnership on Dec. 31, 1903. Mr. Roberts will con-

tinue the business of the firm, while Mr. Sherwood will take a

needed rest before making a decision as to future work.

MR. F. W. W.'\NKLYN, vice-president and general manager of

llie Montreal Street Railway Co., and the Montreal Park & Island

Ry., has resigned. It is understood that Mr. K. W. Blackwell will

succeed Mr. Wanklyn as vice-president, and Mr. G. W. Ross, the

company's secretary, will become mai.aging director. Mr. Duncan
McDonald will be the manager of the two systems and Mr. P.

Dubce will be appointed secretary.

MR. FR.WZ WELZ, who contributed an interesting article in

the "Review" for December, 1903. on the proposed suspended rail-

way for Hamburg, Germany, is at present connected with the

electrical department of the St. Louis Purchase Exposition. Hi
was for eight years with the Allgemcine Elektrizitats Gesellschaft.

Berlin, engaged in designing and constructing electrical work in

(ierniiny. I'rance and Belgium.

MR W. S. MONTGOMERY, who for the past five years has

beeli connected with the Conover Condenser Manufacturing Co..

of Jersey City, as secretary and sales manager, on January ist

severed his connection with that company to assume the manage-
ment of the Payne Engineering Co.. of New York City, selling

agent for the Payne Co.. of Elmira. N. Y. On the same date the

Payne Engineering Co removed to new offices in the Ilavemeyer

Building. No. 26 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

MR. J. B. M'CL,-\R\', who recently resigned as manager of the

railway department of the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power
Co.. as announced in the "Review" for December, was presented

a valuable token of esteem by the employes of that department

upon the occasion of his official departure. December 31st. 'The

gift, which was bestowed in the presence of several hundred em-
ployes, comprised a gold watch, chain and charm, the watch case

being studded with diamonds, and the charm with diamonds and
a large rubv.
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MR. HERBERT W. SMITH and MR. GEORGE H. S\V.\ZEY.

both well known in the street railway field, have formed a partner-

ship for the purpose of building street railways, power plants and

electric lighting stations, and for furnishing street railway supplies.

They will also represent prominent .American and foreign manu-

facturers. Mr. Smith has been connected with the supply business

a long time, the last four years as assistant manager of the railway

department of the Stuart-Howland Co. Mr. Swazey has built

and operated several street railways.

MR. N. S. BRADEN. formerly manager of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Go's, district office at Cleveland, has

t>een appointed sales manager of the new Canadian Westinghouse

Co.. Ltd.. and assumed the duties of that office January ist. His

headquarters are at Hainilton. Ont. Mr. Braden. who succeeds the

late Mr. Thomas C. Frenyear. was born at Indianapolis and is .14

years old. In iSoi. after leaving school, he entered the employ of the

Jenny Electric Motor Co., of Indianapolis, and in iSgg entered the

Cleveland district sales office of the Westinghouse company as a

salesman.

MR. GEORGE W. PARSONS, who for a long term of years

has so ably managed the business of the frog, switch and signal

department of the Pennsylvania Steel Co., has retired from active

service and will retain his connection with the company in an

advisory capacity. Mr. C. W. Reinoehl, who has lon,g been con

nected with the Pennsylvania Steel Co., succeeds Mr. Parsons as

superintendent of the frog, switch and signal depactment, and Mr.

W. C. Cuntz succeeds Mr. Reinoehl as sales agent in charge of the

Steelton sales office. These appointments were all effective Jan.

I. 1904.

MR. D.-WID J. EVAXS has severed his connection with the

Chicago office of the Lorain Steel Co. and has also resigned his

position of secretary-treasurer of the North American Railway Con-

struction Co. He has taken an office at 1564 Monadnock Building,

Chicago, where he will handle railway supplies, iron and steel.

Mr. E\-ans has been connected with the Chicago office of the Lorain

Steel Co. and its predecessor, the Johnson Co., since early in

1893, having had charge of the business for the past three years,

during the sojourn in Colorado of Mr. A. .S. Littlefield. western

sales agent.

MR. FRANK S. GIVEN has been appointed manager of the

Erie Rapid Transit Street Railway Co., and the Lake Erie Traction

Co., with headquarters at Erie, Pa. The two companies are separate

organizations operating a continuous line from Erie to WestficUf,

N. Y. Mr. Given was for eleven years connected with the Lancaster

County systems, which include the Conestoga Traction Co., the

Lancaster Gas Light & Fuel Co., the Edison Electric Illuminating

Co., of Scranton, and the Columbia Electric & Power Co., first as

superintendent of the Columbia division and for the last seven

years as general manager of the entire system. During his con-

nection with these companies he was superintendent of construction

and built over 53 miles of road. Within the past few years the en-

tire system was changed from a direct to an alternating current

system. Mr. Given is still connected with the Lancaster companies

as a director and stockholder.

Obituary.

MR. GEORGE W. BLABON, president of the Jancsvillc (Wis.)

Street Railway Co., died at his home in Philadelphia January I3tli.

He was 71 years of age.

.MR. IJAVHJ R. POWELL, who died at St. Louis Uecember

Hflh, of heart failure, was one of the organizers of the old Joplin

(Mo.) Electric Railway & Motor Co., of which he was the first

secretary and treasurer, and which was afterward absorbed by the

interests which form the Southwest Missouri Electric Railway Co.

MR. CHARLES H. MAYER died at York, Pa., January i6lh,

after several weeks' sickness. For a number of years he was
treasurer of the York Street Railway Co., and superintended the

construction of the York & Dover and the York & Dallastown

electric railway companies. Two years ago he embarked in private

enterprises, and at the time of his death was treasurer of the York
County Agricultural .Society; secretary, treasurer and manager of

the York & Maryland Line, and the York and Liverpool Turnpike

companies, and a director in the York National Bank and the

York Gas Co.

MR. .'\S.-\ S. BUSH NELL, ox-govornor of Ohio, and president

of the Springfield. Troy & Piqua Railway Co., died at Colum-

bus January 15th of apoplexy with which he was stricken January

nth. He was born in Rome, N. Y., Sept. 16, 1834. In 1845 he

moved with his family to Cincinnati, and in 1857 became a

clerk in a dry goods store at Springfield, O. In a few years he be-

came a manufacturer, being a member of the firm of Wardner, Bush-

ncH & Glessner. of Springfield, makers of reapers and mowers. Mr.

Bushnell was governor of Ohio for two terms, from 1895 to 1899, and

was several years chairman of the Republican State Committee,

lie commanded a company in the civil war. lie was a 33rd degree

M.ison.

MR. THOMAS CYPRIAN FRENYEAR. sales manager of the

new Canadian Westinghouse Co., died at Fort William, Can.. De-

cember loth, of typhoid fever. He was born Mar. 16, 1865, in Mid-

dletown Spa. Vt.. and when he was about 15 years old entered

the employ of the Boston Electric Co., of which his uncle was

manager. P'or several years he was employed by the Thomson-

Houston Co. .and the Brush Electric Co., as salesman, with head-

([uarters at Buffalo, and from 1892 to 1895 he was superintendent of

the Cayadutta Electric R. R. In the fall of 1895 he became asso-

ciated with the sales office of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Co., where he remained until Nov. 1. 1903, when he went

to Toronto to assume charge of the sales dcparlnicnl of the new

Canadian company.

MR. SAMUEL C. GRIER, of Pittsburg, president of the Youngs-

town Park & Falls Street Railway Co., of Youngstown, O., died

January 3d at his home in Pittsburg, after an illness of one week.

Mr. Grier was Ixjrn in Allegheny, Pa., in 1851. He went to work

as an errand boy at the age of 11 years and when 18 years old

opened a coal office, which he conducted for 10 years. In 1879 he

became assessor of warrants in Allegheny and afterward entered

the county clerk's office. In 1887 he was elected delinquent tax col-

lector, which position he held until 1901. Besides being president of

the Youngstown Park & Falls Street Railway Co. he was president

of the Pittsburg Vein Coal Co., the Colombia Plate Glass Co., and

the Ohio Valley Water Co. He was also a director in the Second

National Bank, of Allegheny, the Dollar Savings Fund & Trust

Co. and the National Fireproofing Co.

MR. JOHN .^iLLAN MUIR, general manager (if the Los An-

geles Railway Co.. died at Los .•\ngeles January 8th. He was born

at Truro, N. S., Sept. 25, 1850. He was educated in the public

schools of his native town and in March, 1866, entered the employ

of the Pictou Extension Nova Scotia R. R. as a telegraph operator.

In November, 1870, he became night operator at Rocklin, Cal,. fur

the Central Pacific R. K. In September, 1S71. he was made agent of

ihe road at Rocklin, and in 1875 became trainmaster. In July, 1881,

he was appointed division trainmaster at Sacramento; May, 1882,

he was promoted to assistant division superintendent of the Sacra-

nieiito and Oregon divisions of the California Pacific & Northern

R. R. ; February, 1884, he was made assistant superintendent of

the Southern Pacific Railroads of Arizona and New Mexico; April,

1886, he was transferred to a similar position on the Los Angeles

division of the .Southern Pacific Co.. and in January, 1893, suc-

ceeded to the iK>sition of superintendent of that division. February,

1902. he resigned to accept the ]>osition with the Los Angeles Rail-

way Co. Besides being general manager Mr. Muir was a director

in. the company, and also a director in the Gila Valley, Globe &
Northern K, R., and had interests in a number of mining companies.

•—*

International Railway Employes' Dance.

The third annual ball of the Internalional Railway lunployes' As-

sociation, of Buffalo, was held January .stii and was attended by

about 5.000 persons. Among the prominent guests were Mr. W.
Caryl Ely, president of the Inlernational Railway Co.; Mr. 1. \-..

Mitten, first vice president and general manager; Mr. Frank Cle-

ment, second vice-president; and Mr. R. F. Rankine, treasurer.

The committee of arrangements were Messrs. C. A. Coons (chair-

man), W. J. .Sullivan and Jnseph llubcr.



High Power Wcstinghousc-Parsons Steam Turbines.

The applicaliuii of the sti-ain tiirhiiic for general iKiwer service is

one of the most conspicuous features of American industrial develo])-

nicnt in the twentieth century. The Weslinghouse-Parsons steam

turbine was commercially introduced during the latter part of 1900,

the sizes then built l)eing of 600 h. p. nominal capacity direct

connected to 400-kw. polyphase generators. The types of turbine

units (hen built were illustrated in the "Review" for February.

1901. Snbse<|uenl development has been so rapid that w'ithin a period

of four years turbines of 5.500 kw., or 7,500 h. p. nominal capacity.

have been designed and are. under construction. These machines

will have a continuous overload capacity of 11,000 h. p. in one self-

contained unit, and thus rank among the world's largc^Ji prime

movers.

Recently, marine work has been contemplated by the builders and

it is considered the near future may l)e productive of turbines of still

greater power, although of slightly different arrangement, necessary

to adapt the present type to marine usage.

The 5,000 kw. turbivgenerating unit illustrated herewith is repre-

sentative of the general tvpe which will Ix? constructed by the West-

lion secure the great advantage of reduction in the bulk, weight and

cost of the unit.

Construction.

The accompanying illustration of the 5,000-kw. unit shows the

general arrangement of the main cylinder body, bearings and aux-

iliary part.s. 'ITie unit rests upon a single liedplate cast in two sec-

tions which are secured by shrunk links". To the bedplate, which is

heavily ribbed to secure rigidity, are bolted the jwdestals, generator

casing and turbine body, but the bedplate itself is not secured to the

foundation by other means than the weight of the unit. Steam and

exhaust connections are made beneath the Hoor level.

In the smaller machines of this type, the cylinder barrel and lK)th

journals are cast in a single casting, thus largely minimizing machine
work. In the large machines, however, the barrel is cast in two sec-

tions united by links, the outl)oard section carrying the journal and
worm casing, and the inboard section the journal and exhaust open-

ing which extends through the bedplate. .Xs in former types linear

expansion and contraction of the turbine are provided for by a

WKSTINGHOISE-P.ARSONS STEAM TTRBINE INIT

inghouse company for large powers. This type embodies the expe-

rience acquired in the construction and operation of a large numlxjr

of machines. The principle of operation as well as the general rela-

tion and arrangement of rotating and stationary elements character-

istic of former types have been employed. The largest machines
therefore find their direct prototypes in the original design adopted,

the horizontal single-cylinder turbine.

The most distinguishing features of the new type are the extreme
compactness and low speed secured. These features have been
practically prescribed by the necessity of minimizing the cost of

power building construction for larger station capacities.

The space occupied by the 7,500-h. p. turbine is approximately

27 ft. 8 in. by 13 ft. 3 in., and the height to the top of the hand-
railing is 12 ft. Tliis is equivalent to .049 sq. ft. per electric horse-

power capacity, or 20.2 h. p. per sq. ft. of floor area required.

I'or the coniplete unit a rectangular area of 47 ft. 4 in. in length

and 13 ft. in width is required, which is equivalent to .084 sq. ft.

per e. h. p. capacity, or 12 e. h. p. per sq. ft. of floor space.

A graphical comparison of floor space required for different types

of prime movers is shown in the accompanying curves. In all cases

a complete unit is taken as the basis of comparison.

In point of speed, the new type fulfills the demand for a unit

operating at moderate speed. The 5,ooo-kw\ units operate at 750
r. p. m., the 2,000-kw. unit at 1,200 to 1,560 r. p. m.. and the i,ooo-kw
unit at 1,500 to 1.800 r. p. m.. depending upon the frequency desired.

These speeds, although not comparable to engine speeds, do not

impose much greater stresses upon the rotating parts, and in addi-

sliding foot. I'lie inlioard journal pedestal is bolted securely to the

l)edpl.ite, but the outboard pedestal is free to slide between parallel

machined ways. The main body of the casing is heavily lagged

with non-condiictmg material, secured in place by sheet steel casings.

Leakage of air from the atmosphere into the exhaust spaces of

the casing at the entrances of the shaft is prevented by friction-

less packing glands. No oil is employed and in consequence the

condensation from the turbines is pure distilled water.

In shaft construction great rigidity has been secured with mini-

mum use of metal. A central steel quill carries the entire rotating

parts, both blades and balanced pistons. Hollow forged steel ends are

forced into the two ends of this quill, under hydraulic pressure, and

are in addition secured by arrowhead links. High pressure steam is

conveyed to all parts of this quill structure in such a manner as to

elimir.ate stresses and consequent distortion due to highly super-

heated steam.

Power is transmitted to the generator shaft through a flexible

coupling which is housed partly by the turbine and partly by the

generator inboard journal. Tlic coupling is split at the junction

of the two shafts, so that by removing one l)caring cap and the

coupling bolts either section of the unit may be lifted out without

disturbing the adjustment of the remaining section. In the smaller

sizes the engagement surfaces of the coupling consist of the squared

or hexagonal ends of the shafts, but in tlic larger machines a crow-

foot sleeve is keyed to each shaft and the power is transmitted by

an outside quill engaging the crow-feet. Thus great flexibility is

secured, together with the greatest facdily in dismantling.
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The journals in the larger machines are of the solid self-aligning

type, similar to tliat employed in generators and cross-compound

'

engines. The departure from the familiar oil cushioned journal

employed in the small machines is occasioned by the speed reduc-

tion secured. The journal shells arc babbitt lined and are split

horizontally, the two halves being united by bolts with shim adjust-

ment. Oil from a central system Is introduced at the center under

slight pressure, thoroughly flushing all parts. Axial adjustment is

provided by metal shims arranged in quarter-bo-x fashion. Tlie

diameter of the shaft at the journal of a 5.ooo-k\v. machine is 15

in., strikingly small in comparison to the ,^4 in. shafts required for

a cross-compound reciprocating engine of corresponding capacity.

Longitudinal adjustment to preserve proper side clearance is se-

cured by a thrust bearing located next to the oul-board bearing.

The bearing is not subjected to longitudinal thrusts from the action

of the steam and is consequently of small size.

The two half shells are advanced in opposite directions by grad-

uated set screws, so that the actual running clearances are meas-

ured in thousandths of an inch. Once set, these adjustments are

permanent, and do not require frequent "taking up."

Steam enters the turbine successively through an automatic quick

closing throttle, hand throttle, strainer and the main admission

o Mxx) ^oeo sooo 4ooo moo
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valve, .\ circular' steam port surrounding the entrance to the initial

stage cftnvcys this steam to all points so as to avoid stresses inci-

dent to more localized admission of highly superheated Rteani.

.\v\ impcn-tant feature of the steam distribution system is the pro-

vision of a by-pass valve. This valve admits high pressure steam

to the second stage of the turbine on overloads in order to increase

its capacity up to 50 per cent in excess of full rated load, Hy

properly proportioning the by-pass steam to the overload on the

turbine maximum economy may at all limes be secured tog<'ther

with reserve overload capacity. This results in a slight rise in the

economy curve on heavy overloads, resembling in some respects the

engine economy curve on loads exceeding thai of maximum econ-

omy. The turbine, however, only suffers in economy at heavy over-

loads while the engine economy decreases progressively from ^^ to

80 per cent of full load capacity.

The main admission valve consists of a double l)cat poppet valve

operated by a small piston, this in turn licing controlled by a small

pilot valve directly actuated by the governor mechanism. The

valve admiK sleam to the turbine in pufTs. the duration of which

are proportioned by the governor to the load upon the turbine.

Thi* intermittent melhrHl obviate" the throllling of steam to ac-

commodaie loading and secures the highest economy by using at

all loads steam at boiler pressure.

At the extreme outer end of the (iirbine shaft is mounted a worm

driving a short horizontal cross shaft. This shaft drives at one end

the oil pump and at the other end the governor through bevel gear-

ing. An eccentric provides the reciprocating motion necessary for

the valve mechanism.

The governor is of the fly-ball type with 90 degree bell crank

ball levers mounted on knife edges and fitted with roller contacts.

The governor sleeve and spring is mounted on l)all bearings and

adjustment of the spring tension may be made while the turbine

is running, thus affording a most simple and convenient means for

parallel alternating current generators and dividing the load propor-

tionately between them.

At the extreme end of the outboard pedestal is mounted an aux-

. iliary speed limit governor. It is likewise of the centrifugal type

and may he set to release, at any predetermined speed, a small

plunger valve which controls with high pressure steam the opera-

lion of the quick closing throllle before mentioned, Tliis is nor-

mally held open by means of an overbalanced differential piston.

At the moment the speed limit operates, the excess pressure is re-

moved and the throttle closes. This device is employed purely for

insuring absolute immunity from accident from excess speeds, due

to the possible disablement of the governor mechanism.

Copious lubrication is supplied to all journals by means of a

plunger pump driven from the worm shaft. The wann oil returning

from the bearings passes through a copper coil cooler in the bed-

plate and thence to a reservoir from which the pump draws its sup-

ply. The cooled lubricant is circulated at slight pressure, sufficient

to insure positive flow. At no point is oil under high pressure em-

ployed for preventing erosion of rubbing parts, bearing areas being

sufticient for supporting the weight of the rotating parts.

i^ f- Generators,

In general construction the 5,ooo-k\v, lurbo-gencrators conform to

those now building for smaller ,
machines. The field or revolving

element is built from a solid cylinder of steel slotted for the recep-

tion of the bar windings, and provi^led with ventilating openings

corresponding with openings in the laminations of the stationary

element. The generators may be wound for high voltage if desired,

in order to avoid the use of step-up transformers in a system of

power transmission at voltages ranging up to 15.000,

The 5,000-kw, turbo-units here illustrated will be employed in

heavy electric railway service, which is the most exacting encoun-

tered in central station operation. These machines will form the

initial equipment of the Pennsylvania Railroad terminal property in

New York City, operating with electric motors the heaviest trains

through the tunnel approaches to Manhattan, Three units will

similarly inaugurate the power service on the Phdadv^lvbia Rapid

Transit subway system now under construction. Eight 5,000-kw.

units will furnish power to the London subway system and three

.•5,500-kw. units to the surface system of the same city. These

units will operate under 175 lb. steam pressure, liigli vacuum and

100 to 175 degrees of superheat.

Niles Car & Manufacturinn Co.

The Niles Car & Manufacturing .Co., of Niles, Ohio, which has

been in operation about two years, has recently been reorganized,

'^ and ample ad<liti(>nal capital provided. The company has also in-

creased the plant capacity during the past year by '.he addition of

a new machine and blacksmith shop. This company has turned

out a number of iiuerurban cars of high standard for such roads

as the Aurora, F.lgin & Chicago Ry. ; Western Ohio Railway; Rock-

ford. Beloil & Janesville R, R,; Stark Klectric Ry, ;
I^uisville,

Anchorage & Pewee Valley Ry„ and Trenton & New Brunswick

Ry. It also made a record, recently, by delivering 25 double truck

city cars to the Cleveland Klectric Ry, within 28 days from receipt

of order.

Mr. A. W. Si-liall, who has been superintendent fur the past

year and a half and under whose supervision almost all of the

cars mentioned have beei( huill. hns been retained in that capacity.

Mr, James H, Ludlow, who has been secretary of the t,u<ll"w Sup-

ply Co,, of Cleveland, has resigned from that company and will

he the general sales agent of the Niles Car & Manufacturing Co,

The new company starts with a large and thoroughly equipped

plant, and as it has no old orders unfilled, is prepared Iti coiUract

for a targe inimber of cars for reasonably proui|il delivery.
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New Cars of the Middletown Car Works.

The accompanyiiiR illiistrations show general views and dctail^^

of construction of a niimhcr of express, box, ice and gondola cars

recently Iniill by the Middletown Car Works, Inc.. of Middle-

town, Pa., for the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.

The most prominent feature of these cars is the steel mulcr-

framing, .1 drawing of which is herewith shown. The niethiul of

bolsters and intermediate between these points. There are three

series of floor beams consisting of 4-in. channels secured by means

of deep connection angles to the side and center sills. These

rioor beams carry ,1 x 4-in. yellow pine nailing .strips, to which arc

secured between the end sills the flooring in the usual manner.

The l^-in. floor boards at the platform arc bolted directly to the

underlying frame.

.\bnve tile underfran.es the c:irs are of the usuni coiislniclioii and

^^^^tri

H.\LF PLAN .\ND ELEVATIONS OF MIDDLETOWN EXPRESS CAR.

constructing the platforms and attaching them to the car body

has been patented by the company. All the frames are substan-

tially alike and are quite simple as to detail. There are two side

sills and two center sills, each consisting of 12-in. channels weigh-

ing 20.5 lb. per ft. These are framed into similar channel end

sills by means of suitable connection .ingles. Extending beyond

the end sills proper is a bent plate angle platform sill made of

measure 38 ft. 6 in. in length over platforms and 30 ft. s in. in

length over bodies. On the box, ice and expre-.« cars the height

over all from top of rail is approximately 10 ft. 10 in. ; from the

floor 7 ft. 7i4 in. The extreme width is 7 ft. 9^ in. Box cars

have interior sheathing of southern pine extending to a height of

4 ft. and are provided with one sliding door at the center of

each side, with a 6-ft. opening. 'Thirteen of these box cars were

I

J-///" ---I

FLOOR FRAMING OF MIDDLETOWN CARS.

6x4xi^-in. angles, the 6-in. flanges standing vertically and form-

ing the outsjde of the platform. These platform angles are stiffened

by means of angle braces riveted to suitable connection plates. The
body bolsters are of the built-up type and have top cover plates

15 x ^ in. in section, and bottom plates 10 x-^ in. in section, riveted

to flange angles secured to ^^-in. web plates. Between the center

sills, which are spaced 18 in. apart, are malleable iron fillers at the

included in the recent order; also eight ice cars of the same

general dimensions, the latter, however, being lined inside at the

roof and to the full height at the sides and ends. These ice cars have

double floors, the bottom course being I'/S-in. yellow pine and the

top course ?^-in, maple. -Ml flooring, sheathing, lining and roofing,

is tongned and grooved.

The express cars were built to approximately the same general
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dimensions as the box and ice cars, and are provided with two

sliding doors at each side and one at each end. These cars wer^

painted bine and snitably lettered for .American E.xpress Co.

service.

Three differert r^t< of gondola cars were Iniilt ; twelve with iS-iii

MIDDLETOWN EXPRESS OAR FOR BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT CO

sides, six with 30-in. sides and six with 38-in. sides and peak

foors. All of these gondolas were arranged with side doors

hinged at the sills and secured by suitable latches at the top.

All the gondolas were supplied with 10 x lo-in. southern pine

trolley masts at the center of the cars. On the i8-in. and 30-in.

gondolas these trolley irTasts also serve to support the center

latches for the doors

Rolling Steel Shutters and Fire Proof Doors.

The accompanying illustrations corvcy a good idea of the double-

edged corrugated rolling steel shutters or doors made by the James

G. Wilson Manufacturing Co.. of 3. 5 and 7 West 29t;i St.. New

York City. These are particularly suitable for closing car house

fronts, express and freight houses and sheds, and in all cases where

protection from fire and thieves is desired.

The shutters are made of open-hearth, cold-rcilled sheet steel,

is not actually tire-proof in the strict sense of the word. A sheet

of steel, under a severe test, will become red-hot and ignite any

combustible material in contact with the heated surface, although

separated from the actual flames. Bui it is emphatically claimed

f-ir tlie Wilson steel shutters that they will prove a perfect barrier

ag^ainst flames without warping or twisting out of

shape, and if there is a clear space behind the shutters

of 2 or 3 ft., and no combustible material in contact

with them, they can be depended upon to preserve the

contents of the building against a fierce fire. The com-

pany makes an iiuer-looping or inter-locking slat style

of door but that style, even if made of heavier gage

steel cannot be eonsidered as durable as the other

because of the peculiar grinding action between slats

and the impossibility' of the painters reaching the inner

surface of the slats where they interlock. The company

has installed a complete plant for galvanizing its shut-

ters of any style by the commercially new cold electro

process.

. 'I'he manipulation of the Wilson shutters is cared for

in several ways. The "self-coiling" principle is recom-

mended as the best plan as it enables the shutters to

be opened and closed like an ordinary spring roller

shade, from efther side. The "endless chain" arrangement

with single or compound gear and spring counterbalance,

is a good plan for large and especially for very high

openings. Screw gearing is another method that is sometimes used

APl'l,ll'.\TION Ul'- lt(>l-l,lN(i IJOURS TO CAR H.VRNS.

and is more particularly useful where a number of shutters, one

above another, are to \vi operated at one lime and by one set of gear.

.\ny of the rnlliiig shutters or doors ciu In- filleil with .1 device

corrugated and riveted together, forming a firm, unbrnken surface

of great strength, and possessing exceplK.iial heat and fire resisting

qualities. Being of the same thickness ihniughoul. il is urged that

the expansion, when the shutter is exposed to heat, is uniform

and regular throughout, thereby avoiding any twisting or buckling

tendency and enabling the shutter lo hang IrMisely in the iron

grfx>vei and remain in place willif.nl twisting or warping when

cxpodcd to the attack of (lames or lient. Il is iK)inlcd out by the

maker that a «lccl shullcr, or any single ibicWMe>s of iron or sleel.

section B- - B

l>l-;TAn,S OF CONTINI'OIS ! HOI. I. ICY I.I.Vl': 1 il'A- IC 'I';.

that will ensure their dosing wluii the temiiii:i(nre in the vicinity

reaches a pre-determined degree of heat,

.•\llention is particularly called to the heavy metal sliieiils on the

edges of these shutters, designed tci proteci llu-in fnim wcaniiK'

out by friction in the iron grooves.

One of the drawings explains the jiarticular application of the

Wilson system of fire-proof slnillers lo car house protection. As

will be noticed, this invnlves the use oi a special bridge ur cnii-

nector for preserving Ihe continuity of the trolley wire at the

entrance to the car house, and providing an unbroken passage fur

Ihe trolley wheel when Ihe door is in the raised position.
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The business carried on by this company was established in 187O,

and the varions styles of shutters, doors, blinds, etc., made by it

are protected by over 25 U. S. letters paieni.

*—¥

Interesting Cars for Topcka, Kan.

Tlie car shown in the accompanying engraving is one of 12 re-

cently completed by the American Car Co. of St. Louis for the

Topeka Railway Co., Topcka, Kan. The entire properly of the

company has lately been re-constructed and new equipment added

and these new cars are a valuable addition to the lines. Several

unusual and interesting features will be noticed in the engraving.

The back platfornj is of the "Detroit" type with entrance at one

side only and closed, except when the car is at a full stop, by hijth

gates. The other side of the platform is permanently closed with

a high gate of wire netting. The platform at the forward end of the

car is flush with the car floor and entrance to the enclosed vestibule

is only permitted to the motorman, a step iron being provided for

him of the usual baggage-car type. The seating capacity of each

car is 28. The seats are of the walk-over type. They are 32 in. in

length and the aisles arc 25 in. wide. The interiors are finished in

quartered oak with ceilings of birch. .'K single sliding door at the

sales office at New York, has been appoiuicd chief of the inspec-

tion department at the Milwaukee works, in addition to his posi-

tion as chief engineer of sales de|>arlnienl for Christensen air

brakes. Mr, Denton in future will be located in the Milwaukee

office.

The Thomas High.Tension Insulator.

We present herewith an illustration of one of the high-tension

insulators made by the R. Thomas & Sons Co., of East Liverpool,

O., and especially adapted for high-vollage power transmission.

These insulators are made by what is known as the "glaze-filling"

process which has been patented by the maker, who has given the

subject of insulation of this character very careful study. During

the past five years the company has conducted such tests as warrant

it in affirming that insulators constructed under this process are

sure to Ix! thoroughly vitrified, and being made in separate parts

of a uniform thickness, each part being thoroughly glazed and

extra layers of glaze being used in firing the parts together, an

insulator is produced which is considered practically non-pnnctur-

:!blc.

i'hc insiilutov hero shown is made in two sizes, designated as

XEW CAR FOR TOPEKA. KAN. (AMERICAN CAR CO.) R. THOMAS & SONS HIGH TENSION INSULATOR.

rear end is at the side near the entrance. This arrangement is

known as the Brownell Patents Co's. semi-accelerator type of door

and facilitates the movement of passengers in and out. Length of

cars over end-panels 20 ft. 8 in. and over crown pieces 30 ft. 8 in.

From panel over crown-piece at the front end 4 ft. and at the rear

end 6 ft. Width over sills, including sill plates. 7 ft. 10 in. Width
over posts at belt 8 ft. 2 in. Sweep of posts 2^ in. From 'center to

center of posts 2 ft. 8 in. The side sills are 4 x 6J4 in. with 8 x ->^

in. sill plates extending from the vestibule corner post to the rear

corner post on cither side. The corner posts arc 3^ in. thick and

the side posts 2J4 in. Height of platform step 17 in. from rail head

and from step to platform 14 in. The cars are equipped with

.\merican Car Co. sand boxes and Brill angle iron bumpers, Dedenda
gongs, r.atchet brake handles and radial draw bars and are mounted

upon Brill 21-E trucks having 6 ft. wheel base, 33 in. wheels and

equipped with 25-h. p. motors.

Changes in Offices of the National Electric

Co.

The general sales office of the Chrislensen air brake department

of the National Electric Co. has been transferred from No. 135

Broadway, New York, to the works at Milwaukee, and will here-

after be under the direct charge of Mr. F. C. Randall, who has

been elected vice-president and general manager of the company.

The company will retain a sales office at No. 135 Broadway, New
York, which will take care of New Y'ork City and all of New
England and Canada. This office will be in charge of Mr. J. T.

Cunningham, who has been the New England representative of

the company for the past two years. Mr. J. D. Maguire has been

appointed special sales representative of the air brake department,

and will inakt his headquarters at the New Y'ork office, also. Mr.

J H. Denton, who formerly made his headquarters at the general

No. I;; "C- 1"' and No. 14 "C-T". and is either white or chocolate

i-olor, as preferred. The only difference is in the size, No. 12

'C-T" being 2^ in. smaller in diameter than No. 14 "C-T". which

15.145-4 in. across. Tlif smaller. jnsulatoiv.,weighs ,^ lb. and the

larger, 24 lb. The hoi^ght.-of e^gh i< i3-jl|"in. The test vultage is

the same in each~l20.ooon volts^Hie iinc-iJoYking voltage recoin-

mended for tliese insiilatprs is. up to , ^,000 aiid 70,000 volts,

respectively, which is believed to bfe a vePy^ conservative retom-

mendation. ThesR. Thomas & Sons' sales offices. -are at 39-41

Cortlandt St., PTew York ;City.

Nurnberg Gas Engines.

The .Mlis-Chalniers Co. announces that it has acquired the ex-

clusive rights for the United States, Canada and Mexico for the

manufacture and sale of Nurnberg gas engines for all power pur-

poses. These engines have been developed and thoroughly tested

in large units and it is claimed that their performance will meet

ihe most exacting demands of power generation with absolute re-

liability. They will operate with either natural, producer, coke oven,

blast furnace or illuminating gas ; and they are built in sizes of

from 130 to 6,000 h. p. capacity. They are of the four-cycle, double-

acting type. TIic .\llis-Chalmers Co. is now prepared to install

complete gas power plants.

The I-iiidsley Brothers Co., of Chicago, dealer in Michigan and

Idaho poles, posts and ties, reports that 1903 was a most prosperous

year. Several very large orders were received for Michigan and

western cedar poles and railway ties, one order for western poles

alone requiring over 200 cars to transport them. The company is

operating several camps to produce stock to care for 1904 orders,

and not only reports a heavy inquiry already, but has received

several large orders for future delivery.
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Cars for Rockford & Freeport Ry.

An exterior view of one of the semi-convertible interurban cars

which the St. Louis Car Co. recently built for the Rockford &
Freeport (111.) Electric Railway Co. is shown herewith. Each of

these handsome cars has two compartments, passenger and smoker,

with toilet room. There is a hot water heater in the passenger

compartment next to the partition. The interior finish is of ve-

pression of the same sort of care m designing and constructing

the machine as is given to the highest grade of machine tools.

It is essential that convenience to the operator be considered in

designing a machine of this class, a» the rapidity with which it may
be operated is governed by the location of the controlling parts

and if these can be adjusted or handled from one point, much time

can be saved. On this machine all the operating and controlling

devices are placed within easy reach and they do not require even

ROCKFORD & FREEPORT RY CAR (ST. LOUIS CAR c (

1

neered mahogany, the roof being of steam cr'ach pattern. The seats

are the St. Louis Car Co's. reversible type, and the main compart-

ment is fitted with parcel racks.

The length of the car body is 34 ft. Each car has double vesti-

bule doors and outside window guards. The St. Louis Car Co's.

vertical wheel brake and sand boxes are used, and each car is

provided with a four-motor equipment and mounted on the St.

Louis Car Co's. 23 B. trucks for high-speed interurban service.

New Automatic Vertical HoUow-Chisel
Mortiser.

The engravings shown herewith represent a new automatic verti-

cal hollow chisel mortiser which is the outcome of careful study

VBRTICAI, HOLLOW-CHISEL MOHTISI.K

into the requirementii of car builders and wood workers who have

large quantities of framing to finish. It is built for fast and

economical work and an inspection of the engravings gives the im-

DEVinE FOR CHANGING DEPTH OF MORTISE

a step in their manipulation. This is exceedingly important and

greatly adds to the capacity of the machine.

.\mong the characteristic features in construction the following

are particularly noticeable and worthy of careful attention

:

The layout stops for laying out mortises contribute to quick

and accurate work. For taking up the end thrust of the spindle

and supporting it, an improved composition step-bearing, running

in a bath of oil, is provided. The machine has a new device for

instantly changing the depth of the mortise, without disturbing the

table. The tension of the spindle belt is kept uniform by an auto-

matic tightener. The tool frame has a transverse movement with

adjustable stops for regulating its travel; when located in position

it is locked hy a novel clamping device. In this respect the machine

presents a new feature for a medium-sized mortiser and one which

is sure to be appreciated. The table has both vertical and longi-

tudinal movements. The timber clamp is very strong and is ad-

justable as well as detachable from the table. Improved friction

feed with two speeds is provided with quick return. To prevent

air cushioning of the belt, a patent pneumatic spindle pulley is

employed. The chisel ram has a vertical travel of gl^ in.

The chisel carriage moves horizontally 18 in. and will drop to

mortise stock 17 in. high with a 6'/2 in. chisel.

Timber up to 12 in. may be clamped and chisels up to ij^ in. can

lie used on hard wood.

The floor space occupied is 5^ ft. x s'A ft.

This machine is one of the most recent productions of the S, A.

Woods Machine Co., of South Boston. Mass., which makes a

specialty of high grade wood working machinery.

Pcckham Manufacturing Co.

At a late meeting of the hoard of directors of the Peckham
Manufacturing Co., E. Burton Hart, jr.. Bird S. Coler, and Henry

G. Lewis were elected to the board in place of J. J. Riley, Virgil

B. Van Wagonen and W. II. Wilkinson, resigned.

The board now consists of the following: E. Peckham, president;

lion. Bird S. Coler, ex-comptroller of the City of New York, incni

licr of the New York Stock Exchange; E. Burton Hart, jr., presi-

dent of the Portsmouth, Kittery & York Street Railway Co., di-

rector of the Consolidated National Bank; J. R. Beetem, vice-presi-

dent and general manager, formerly general manager of the Union

Tr.iclion Co. of Philadelphia and vice-president of the New York

& Queens County Kailway Co ; Henry G. Lewis, treasurer, assistant

cashier of the Consolidated National Bank; Hon. C. H. r>uell, ex-

commissioner of patents, mcml>er of the firm of Duell, Megrath

& Warficid ; Geo IT. Bowers, secretary and assistant treasurer

The total number of passengers handled by the Nashville Railway

& Light Co. during ifx>3, including transfers and passes, was 19,-

418,303.
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New Quarters for Electric Storage Battery Co.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., of Philadelphia, manufacturer

of the "Chloride" and "Exide" accumulator, has recently completed

arrangements with the trustees of the estate of W. G. Warden,

by which the company acquires the entire property situated on

Allegheny Ave., between i8lh and 20th Sts. The main building on

Allegheny Ave. is a seven-story and basement brick stnicture, hav-

ing two wings, and containing over 280,000 5iq fl. of floor space.

Pipe Wrench Attachments for the B. & S. Drop
Forged Adju.stable Wrenches.

The pipe wrench attachment shown in the illustration is for the

B. & S. 6 and 8-in. adjustable wrenches and consists of a serrated

tool steel jaw, with a tempered spring attachment which serves to

NEW PLANT OI' THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO. PIPE WRENCH ATTACHMENT.

Aside from this building there are sixteen other structures utilized

for the different processes of manufacture by the battery company.

The property covers over three acres of ground, and has a frontage

on Allegheny Ave. of nearly 600 ft., and is bounded by the Phila-

delphia & Reading Railway and a branch of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, thus giving unusual facilities for the handling v. freight

and express.

A Novel Double-Drilling Machine.

The Ludlow Supply Co., of Oeveland, maker of the "Cleveland"

track drilling machines, announces that it is about to place on the

market a machine that will drill either rail without it being neces-

sary to turn the machine around, as heretofore. Tlie accompanying

illustration fully exhibits the details of the new device. In the con-

struction of this machine malleable iron is used almost entirely.

hold the jaw in place. This pipe wrench attachment is easily re-

moved and can be used for either right or left hand threads by

simply reversing its position on the wrench, or. if preferred, chang-

ing the working position of the wrench.

This important addition in the equipment of those popular

wrenches makes it possible to instantly convert them into pipe

wrenches, a feature the trade will be quick to perceive. When so

converted they can be used on pipe up to and including }i in. in

diameter.

These wrenches and attachments are manufactured by the Billings

& Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.

Street Railway Detective Agency.

Our readers will be pleased to know that the well-known detect-

ive agency of Drummond & Co. has recently established a depart-

/^3
/304 FltTTlRN

making it stronger and lighter. The feeding, lowering and raising

mechanism has been changed from a screw to a wOrm and gear,

which facilitates operation. The drill point can be raised or lowered

n in., making it possible to drill from a 60-lb. T rail to a lO-in.

girder. Holes for tie rods can be drilled absolutely true without

measurements, it is stated.

The new machine combines all of the company's latest improve-

ments, including automatic feed and roll-off attachments. Ball

bearings are used in the spindle to lessen the friction and enhance

the ease of operation.

A. L. DRUMMOND.

ment for the purpose of investigating and systematically inspecting

street railways.

The agency is prepared to undertake the investigation of all

classes of crime committed against persons or property, to obtain
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evidence in both criminal and civil cases, serve legal papers, inves-

tigate frauds, infringements, coiuiterfeiting, the character and hab-

its of employes and all general high grade sy;>teniatic detective

work as pertaining to street railways and their operation.

This agency is in the personal charge of Mr. A. L. Drummond,
for twenty years with the secret service department of the United

States treasury and for three years its chief. His references in-

clude many of the leading railway officials, government officials,

bankers and business men of the country and abroad. His per-

sonal testimonials are of the highest, including the capturing and

convicting of the famous gang of counterfeiters who for years

baffled the Southern Pacific Railway with their clever counterfeiting

of railway tickets, passes, etc.

The agency is fully prepared to funiish high grade men for

railway companies, who will thoroughly ferret out the labor situa-

tion, dissatisfaction, graft, etc., among employes. These funiished

employes are not roughs, sluggers and mischief makers, but are

trained men in their line of work, as well as first-class railway

operators, and will furnish daily a full written report of the situa-

tion on the rcvad where they are employed.

Strikes of the Month.

January 1st the employes of the Bloomington & Normal Railway

Electric & Heating Co., of Bloomington, 111., struck for increased

wages. The old men who had been receiving 17 cents an hour

demanded 19 cents, while the new men, who have been worlcing

six months, or longer, asked for an advance from 15 cents to 16

cents an hour. New Year's day no cars were run. but on January

2nd the company placed four cars in operation, having hired 20

nonunion men. January 3rd a mob wrecked the cars and assaulted

the nonunion motormen and conductors and policemen as well.

They tore up sections of the track and greased the rails, so that,

although the company tried to run cars on II lines, it did not succeed

fully. January 4th the police force was augmented and cars were run

under heavy guard. Two rioters were arrested. January 5th mem-
bers of the State Board of -Arbitration arrived to seek a settlement.

Five more arrests were made January 5th. January 6th the Cit-

izens' Alliance announced that it would tender $10,000 to aid the

company. The mayor issued a proclamation. January 7th cars

were run on schedule, although there was disorder. The arbitration

board reported that the company would not make concessions.

January 8th the electrical workers and light trimmers struck in

sympathy, but their places were filled. January 9th and loth 14

aldermen served as policemen and preserved order. Saloons were

ordered closed. January nth all the gambling houses were closed.

January 12th the union appealed to the Business Men's Association

January 13th the railway officials notified the Business Men's Asso-

ciation that, as an act of courtesy, the president of the company,

Mr. A. E. DeMange, would meet the Business Men's .'Association

and the city council, but their efforts to settle the strike would be

useless, as the company's position was irrevocable. The company
is satisfied with its present force, as well as the patronage, and the

fact that the old employes left voluntarily prevents the company
from considering their claims for recognition.

January 8th a strike of the employes of the Auburn & Syracuse

(N. Y.) Railroad Co. was ordered because the company had dis-

charged three union men for cause. It was not effective, how-
ever, as only six employes went out.

Former employes of the San Antonio Traction Co., or their sym-

pathizers, have caused the company a great deal of annoyance since

it was announced that the strike, mentioned in the "Review" for

November, was over, so far as the company was concerned. Several

attempts have been made to get the company to take back all the

strikers, but the president flatly refused to have anything to dn with

unions. The disgruntled ones then resorted to dynamite and
dynamited two cars. leaders of the unions were arrested and
Deccmt)er 27th the grand jury found indictments against three of

them on 27 counts for dynamiting cars and assaulting, to murder,
the passengers. The men were required to furnish bonds in $2,000

each for iheir further appearance.

»»
The Metropolitan Street Railway Co., Kansas City, collected more

than 270,000 fares Christmas day, it Ijcing the heaviest traffic with

two exceptions in the company's history

Advertising Literature.

IHE .JiMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO. has issued in pamphlet

form, 24 pages, 6^ x 7j4 in., a list of products of the company,

which include electrical wires and cables and rail bonds.

THE SAMPSON CORDAGE WORKS, Boston, Mass., issues

an unique desk calendar. 4x5 in., with a support at the back.

.\bove the calendar pad, which is l^ x 3 in., is attached a sample of

the well-known Sampson "spot" cord.

THE STUART-HOWLAND CO., of Boston, has issued a fine

calendar, the chief feature of which, aside from the calendar proper,

is a half-tone illustration, about 7 in. square, showing the com-

pany's substantial and altogether attractive office building.

THE WESTERN WHEELED SCRAPER CO., of Aurora, III.,

has issued a four-page folder, 5 x 9 in., illustrating and describing

its "ten-yard bottom dump double truck car," adapted for ballasting

purposes on electric roads, or for filling in, hauling cinders, coal.

gravel, crushed stone, etc.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING
CO. has issued Circular No. 1,032 (superseding edition of Sep-

tember, 1902), on "The Westinghouse No. 56 Railway Motor".

Also Circular No. 1,056 (superseding edition of April, 1903),

"Electric Motor-Vehicle Equipments."

THE UNDER-FEED STOKER CO. OF AMERICA, Chicago,

in the Publicity Magazine for December, emphasizes the fact that

the Jones under-feed system of mechanical stoking is the only

method of boiler firing in which the supply of fuel and air is

automatically proportioned and controlled by the demand for steam.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO., of Milwaukee, successor to

the Christensen Engineering Co., is sending out an exceptionally

artistic calendar, the upper portion of which frames in oval a hand-

some picture in colors. The calendar card is black, 13 x 17 in., and

is lettered in silver bronze. The pad is black, 3^ x 7 in., and is

lettered in white.

THE PHILIP CAREY MANUFACTURING CO., of Lockland.

O., sole manufacturer and patentee of "magnesia" flexible cement

roofing and 85-per-cent "magnesia" pipe coverings, has issued an

attractive 1904 calendar printed in silver bronze on black "mag-
nesia" paper, the whole being 14 x 22 in. in size, and the calendar

part 5 X 10 in. Surmounting the calendar pad is a picture, in colors,

showing a beautiful woman in artistic pose.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO., of Trenton, N. J., manu-
facturer of wire rope and wire, has issued a handsome calendar for

1904, of which the card is 10 x 14 in. in size and the calendar pad

4 X 8 in. The upper portion is adorned with a half-tone view of

the "America" cup defender. "Reliance", taken from a copyright

photograph by James Burton, of New York. The wire rope and
rigging for the "Reliance" were furnished by the John A. Roebling's

Sons Co.

THE INGERSOLL-SERGEAN T DRILL GO'S, pneumatic tool

department has just issued a calendar of novel and artistic design.

It pictures a workman operating one of the company's llaeseler

pneumatic hammers on a .sky-scraper, while the "axial" valve, a

very important feature of the Haeseler-Ingersoll hammer, appears

in a novel way. It is an excellent calendar for the office. The
Ingcrsoll-Scrgcant Drill Go's, general offices are at 26 Cortlandt

St., New York.

THE AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE & FOUNDRY CO., of

.Mahwah, N. J., has just issued Catalog No. 2, setting forth its

line of tools made by the " Tropcnas" converter process which is

in successful operation at llu- company's Chicago Heights plant

'Hie catalog contains eight pages, y/: x 6 in., and is illustrated.

I he leading features described are engineers' wrenches, "S" car

wrenches, track wrenches, coal picks, car repairers' hammers and
machinists' hammers.

THE REPUBLIC RUBRKR CO., j{ Youngslown, O., has issued

an ornate ixister enlillcd "A Talk On Packing", and treating of the

"Searchlight" packing which is so favorably known. The poster,

when rjpcn, is 18 x 26 in. in size; closed, it is about 7 x 13 in., and
on the back arc reserved lines for the name and address of the

person to 'whom it is to be sent, and space to affix a postage stamp,

riic poster is f)n white paper, printed in red, bhie and black. It is

adorned with artistic borders, illuminated capital an<I ohl English
title, being got up in the form of an official proclamation, or "greet-

ing to (he engineers of .Americ.i" The type is very large and the
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Ji.l Walnut Street. CINCINNATI. OHIO.

reading matter terse and emphatic. When unfolding; the circular

a surprise awaits the reader at every turn, due to the variety of

designs and assembling of trade mark, title and colors.

THE STEWART HARSTHORN CO., of East Newark, N. J.

in the Christmas and New Year numbers of Ilartshoni's Roller

assembled sonic exceptionally attractive illustrations and enjoy-

able reading matter, of which the advertising features are by no

means least commendable. The Roller serves as an excellent

medium to set forth the Martfhorn specialties and is eagerly awaited

each month by those fortunate enough to be on the mailing list.

It costs nothing—only to send for it.

THE MICA INSULATOR CO.. of New York and Qiicago, issues

a 14-page booklet, jj^ x 6f/<i in., treating of insulating cloths and

papers made by it and which are claimed -to be the only linseed

oil cloths on the market. Samples of these cloths, which arc known
as "Empire" linseed oil cloths, accompany the booklet. The company
also issues a folder, y/2 x 5^ in., describing a new process of

"Empire" oiled cloths in the form of a tape under the registered

name of "Linotape". .\ "Linolape" price list is also given.

THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., of Jersey City, pub-

lisher of Graphite, which is issued m the interest of Dixon's

graphite productions, in the January number of this readable paper

launched into color printing with excellent result. On the last

page of the paper is a view showing a silica graphite pail, with

red label, "looking as natural as life," and on an inside page is an

illustration showing a pyramid of red-labeled cans such as contain

Dixon's No. 63s graphite, Dixon's graphitoleo and Dixon's graphite

compound.

THE MAYER & ENGLUND CO., of Philadelphia, in the Christ-

mas number of the Keystone Trave'/ler, advertises in attractive

fashion its "Protected" rail bonds, controller contact fingers, the

Barrett trip jack, trolley ears, the Knutson trolley retriever. Inter-

national fare register, the Philadelphia fender, automatic vestibule

shades, track scrapers, snow brooms, sleet cutters, safety treads,

the .\utomotoneer and the "Keystone" pit light, the last-named

being a new portable incandescent lamp for working around motors

in the pit. This lamp has a special weather-proof socket.

THE RAILWAY APPLIANCES CO.. Old Colony Building,

Chicago, and 107 Liberty St.. New York, has issued a novel cal-

endar to advertise its "R. A.", or "Ajax" vestibule diaphragm for

railway cars. In the center of the calendar card is a view of this

diaphragm in the aperture of which is shown in decollete costume

a pretty young woman in the apparent act of alighting from a car.

The novel feature is that the waist of the young woman's gown is

a "color barometer", being made of cloth which has been chem-

ically treated so that it changes color with the weather. At one

side of the picture is a diminutive calendar pad, i^ x i% in. in size.

The card, which is 6;4 x 854 in., is artistically colored.

THE BULLOCK ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., of

Cincinnati, issues a very valuable calendar consisting of a set of

12 cards, 3J4 x 6 in. in size, each card containing a likeness of a

prominent electrician, the entire set including portraits of Sir

Oliver J. Lodge. Thomas .\. Edison, William Spottiswoode, Andre

E. Blondel, Charles Proteus Steinmetz, Sir William Siemens, Alex-

ander Graham Bell. Dr. Michael Idvorski Pupin, Frank J. Sprague,

Joseph Henry, Sir William Crookes and Nikola Tesla. The cards

are very handsomely decorated with different designs in vari-colored

inks, the whole forming an idea' exposition of the art of color

printing. On the back of each card is a biographical sketch of the

subject whose portrait appears on the front.

THE GENERAL ELEC IRIC CO. has issued the following

publications: Bulletin No. 4.348, ".Automatic Circuit Breakers, Car-

bon Break, Type C". Bulletin No. 4.^49. "Belt-Driven Form L
Continuous Current Generators for Lighlnig and Power". Bulletin

1^0. 4,350, "Generators for Electroplating, Electrotyping and Other

Electrolytic Work". Bulletin No. 4,351, "Type T h. Regulators

for Alternating Current Generators". Series No. 9,118 (supersedes

No. 9,108), "General Electric Railroad". Series No. 9,126, "Thomson
Recording Wattmeters". Series No. 9,127. "Fifteen Years' Experi-

ence in Transformer Manufacture". Supply Catalog No. 7,584

(supersedes No. 7,533), "Marine Supplies". Flyer No. 2,119, "Flush

Pocket Wall Receptacle". Flyer No. 2,120, "Edison Socket Rings".

Flyer No. 2,121, "G. E. Porcelain Receptacles". Flyer No. 2,122

(supersedes No. 2,086), "Punched Clip Spring Switches with Edison

Fuse Plugs" Flyer No. 2,123 (supersedes No. 2,102), "G. E. Porce-
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lain Knobs and Cleats". Flyer No. 2,124 (supersedes No. 2,108),

"Attaching Plugs". Price List No. 5,113 (supersedes No. 5,093),

'Edison Miniature Incandescent Lamps" Price List No. 5,114

(supersedes No. 5,093), "Edison Minature Incandescent Lamps".

Price List No. 5,117, "Principal Repair Parts for Form 8, D. C

Multiple Enclosed Arc Lamps". Price List No. 5.1 iS (supersedes

No. 5.097), "Thomson Recording Wattmeters".

J. R. M'C.\RDELL & CO., of Trenton, N. J., patentees and sole

manufacturers of the improved Trenton trolley wagon, issue a

J4-page descriptive pamphlet, 5'/4x8 in. in size, illustrating these

widely-known wagons, which are built in two sizes and of which

It is stated that more were sold last year than all other kinds com-

bined. The pamphlet refers to a long list of domestic and foreign

users of the Trenton wagon, and there are also published many

testimonials from leading roads to show that the claims made by

the manufacturers are substantiated in every particular. Some

of these claims are the following : It is the lightest practical tower

wagon ever constructed ; it is the quickest in operation, and can

be changed to any position in one-quarter of the time required

by any other wagon ; it is the strongest, steadiest and best bal-

anced and most durable; it is the only tower wagon that can be

successfully operated by one man ; it is not affected in its opera-

tion by climate or weather ; all overhead work can be readily ef-

fected from the extended platform without stopping cars; it is

built by hand of the best materials and is sold under a positive

guarantee; it is the cheapest tower wagon on the market.

SKILLED FIREMEN.

Remarkable Feat of Engine Firing on The New York Limited.

The Pennsylvania Lines are frequently referred to as the train-

ing school for skilled railroad employes, .\ttention to details is

one of the reasons for the characteristic which has distinguished

the Pennsylvania as the standard railway system of America.

Probably on no other system is a greater effort put forth by em-

ployes and officers alike in an endeavor to keep passenger trains on

schedule time. The preparation of equipment and motive power

;

the make-up of trains and their handling is given close attention.

As a result Pennsylvania employes become experts in the dif-

ferent lines of work assigned to them.

The high degree to which men in the Pennsylvania service are

trained was demonstrated recently in the firing of engines used on

the New York Limited, running between St. Louis and New York.

The men on the engines are perhaps directly responsible for trains

making time and keeping their schedules. The work of supplying

requisite steam devolves on the fireman and is of considerable im-

portance. The performance of skillful engine firing on the New
York Limited consisted of maintaining a uniform pressure of steam

from Indianapolis to Columbus, a distance of 181 miles, on the two

engines used, one from Indianapolis to Richmond, and one from

Richmond to Columbus.

The New York Limited left Indianapolis at 6:50 p. m., on lime.

hauled by a Class D-13A engine No. 8305, with Engineer Martin

and Fireman Oark. The train was a heavy laden one of nine cars,

making a total weight of 425 tons. The weather conditions were

very unfavorable, the rails being wet by a drizzling rain
;
yet Fire-

man Clark succeeded in having a uniform pressure of steam main-

tained all the way from Indianapo'is to Richmond, which place

was reached on time. At Richmond another engine. Class D-16B,

No. 6614, with Engineer Gibncy and Fireman Hoag, took the train

and hauled it to Colimibus on time, running under a uniform

pressure of steam the entire distance, Fireman Hoag Ijcing so skilled

in his duties as to keep the pressure at a certain point all the

way.

Notwithstanding the heavy grades, the unfavorable weather con-

ditions, and the fact that the engines were not of the heavy Class

E2 Atlantic type which the Pennsylvania system is introducing,

there was only the slightest variation in the steam gages the en-

tire distance from Indianapolis to Ctlumbus. So well was the

work of the firemen done that the exact variation in steam pressure

was less than three prjunds. This performance of expert euKinc

firing is one of the m.iny similar feats by which the men on the

engines of the Pennsylvania lines have made that railway system

famous.

INSULATINGm
THE STANDARD FOR 18 YEARS
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Trade Notes.

IHE BROWN CORLISS ENGINE CO., of Corliss, Wis., ad-

vises us that it has received an order from the Passaic Steel Co.,

of Paterson, N. J., for one 24 and 44 x ,16-in. tandem rolling mill

engine ; also an order from the Lorain Steel Co.

OSGOOD BR.ADLEY & SONS, of Worcester, Mass., have just

placed their order with the S. .\. Woods Machine Co., ol Boston,

for several new wood working machines. It is expected this equip-

ment will be shipped and installed during January.

THE AJ.\X METAL CO., of Philadelphia, announces that it

has purchased the business, plant, good will and fixtures of the

former Bates Metal Co., of Birmingham, Ala., and will continue the

metal business in all its branches under the name of the Ajax Metal

Co. of the South. Birmingham, Ala.

IHE RAILWAY JOURN.\L LUBRICATING CO., of Chicago,

reports that after an extended trial of its lubricator and dust guard

the Chicago City Railway Co. has placed an order for a full

equipment of these lubricators for its Wentworth St. and Halsted

St. lines and the same are being installed.

THE VILTER MANUFACTURING CO., of Milwaukee, has

been awarded a contract to build 2SO-ton refrigerating machinery

to be used for ice making and cold storage purposes on the grounds

of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis. This company
also makes corliss engines for street railway use and is in position

to make good deliveries.

THE DETROIT TROLLEY & MANUFACTURING CO., 'of

Detroit, Mich., advises us that it begins the new year most aus-

piciously. It is doing an excellent business with the street railway

companies. .Y number of which have adopted its favorably known

FULL OF GOOD THINGS.

The January number of the Four-Track News starts the new year

with an especially interesting table of contents, including "Among
Golden Pagodas,'' by the well-known writer, Kirk Munroe; "A
Famous Autograph," by Marie Josephine Morgan; "Marblehead,"

described by M. Imlay Taylor; ".\ Western Paradise (Catalina),"

by Frank M. Byron; "Santo Domingo," Frederick A. Ober; "Where
Extremes Meet," and the race track and the sanctuary are neigh-

bors, G. M. Clapham ; "Montezuma's Well and Castle." Emma Pad-

dock Telford ; "The School City," and what it has accomplished,

Wilson L. Gill ; "Where Soldiers hre Made," a graphic picture of

West Point, Frank H. Taylor; "Stealing a Railroad Train," the

story of the Andrews raid, H. M. .•\Ibaugh; "The Trianon." Sophie

Earl ; "George Groghan. Hero," Lucy Elliot Keeler ; "Kentucky's

Natural Bridge." Henry Cleveland Wood :
".\ Light-House and a

Honeymoon," Harriet Quimby, and "Tlie Serpent Mound." by Mary
L. Kane. In addition there are numerous poems, bits of humor,

and "Little Histories." while the departments will be found inter-

esting and varied. Every article is profusely illustrated and,

taken collectively, the initial number of the volume si.x of this

popular magazine ranks among the best that have been issued.

The Four-Track News is 50 cents a year, or 5 cents a copy, and

can be had of George H. Daniels, publisher. 7 East 42d St.. New
York.
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Electric Tramway s of Sofia.

Operated by Means of a High Tension Water Power Station with Low Tension Steam Power
Station for Reserve.

With the increase of husiness and coniniercial iransaclions has

also increased the necessity of transporting oneself economically,

easily, qnickly. Electric tramways are recognized everywhere as

furnishing the best facilities for nrban transportation, and through-

out Europe where installed have proved to be most popular even in

those cities having well paved streets.

Sofia, though the capital of Bulgaria and a flourishing town of

Co,ooo inhabitants, with a modern quarter entirely constructed

in the lasic of occidental Europe, and with broad boulevards and

traction to the Trust Franco-Beige, of Brussels. The first named
engages to furnish to the second the necessary energy at a deter-

mined price : the second named company engages to organize its

central station in such a way that in case of need the town may
likewise he lighted directly from it.

The electric installation is interesting, because it solves economic-

ally a problem which may present ilself in many other localities.

The station was designed and directKl by M. I'olaz, professor at the

I'niversitv of Lausanne.

I l.K.MI.XI.S <)K Tilt; Klll^'l.V TU.V.M W.W.S,

large buildings n;akinij; an agreeable impression on strangers, has

not yet paved streets. In many places the foof-ways leave much lo

be desired, and communicalion in rainy weather is most difficull.

There are, indeed, everywhere stands of hackney coaches drawn

by small horses which convey the business man quickly from one

point to another, but these coaches are cosily if one has lo avail

oneself frequently of their services.

The town of Sofia has now a network of .^s km. of trolley lines.

The number of cars operated is .IS, of which 2.S arc motor cars

and lo arc trail cars. The cars are equipped with motors using

currents al 500 lo 550 volts.

The concession for lighling ihc town lias been granted lo ihc

Societe dcs Grands Travaux, a .Marseille, and llial for electric

TIk- tramway iielwcirl^ is now Mipplied sdiiK'tinK's from tile cen-

tr.il station, with low tension generators, situated in Sofia, and

somelimes from the high tension central water power station on
I be Isker and located about 2$ km. from the town.

The high tension central station w.is constructed by the Societe

Oerlikon, of Oerlikon, Switzerland ; llic- low leiision installation was

ma<le by the Societe Electricite el I ly(lranli(|ue, of Cbarleroi, Bel-

gium. VVlien current from the Isker station is employed, the central

station in Sofia serves as a sub-slaliou. During seasons of dryness

and frost the low tension central station, by operating its dynamos by

steam power, furnishes the currenl necessary for the tramways.

When, however, the network is fed by the high tension central sta-

tion, the central -tatioii of Sofia may operate its steam engines for
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the prodtictioii of continiimis or allcrnativc currents to lie utilized for

the lighting or for other apphcations of the town.

The H-alcr power sLition on the Iskcr is 2.000 h. p . though water

The conduit under pressure has a length of no in. (.160 ft.), with

uiside diameter of 1.400 mui. (55 in.). The pipes .ire of steel,

from 5 to 8 mm. ihii-k. riveted

SHOWING LOC.\TION OP THE HIGH TENSION STATION.

for 3,000 h. p. is available. The average delivery is from 5 to 6

cubic meters per second. The intake canal is 1,100 ni. (3,600 ft.)

long, 2 m. wide and 2.5 m. deep, built of masonry and vaulted.

VIEW 01-' T.INE IN SOFIA.

The station building is 30 m. long and 12.5 m. wide (about 98 x
40 ft.). It is designed for si.K 425-kw. units, four of which are

installed. An annex (4.S x 9.9 m. in area) is exclusively occupied

by the switchboard and the distribution apparatus.

The turbines are constructed for a fall of from 52 to 55 m.

with a flow of from 960 to 910 litres of water per second with

an efficiency of 75 per cent when developing 500 h. p. at 400 r. p. m.

The turbines were built in the shops of Piccard, Pictet & Co.,

Geneva, and are of the centrifugal type with horizontal staflf. The
adjusting may be made by hand or by means of a servo-motor

actuated by the shaft of the turbine. A centrifugal governor serves

as relay so that the number of revolutions always remains the same.

The generators, each of 425 kw. capacity, are connected to their

respective turbines by flexible insulated couplings. At 400 r. p. m.

the machines deliver current at 8,000 volts, the periodicity being

53 1-3. The field has 16 poles of laininated iron wound with no
turns of copper wire 7 mm. in diameter. The armature coils

have 65 turns each of copper wire 3.4 mm. in diameter, insulated

by micanite tubes.

Exciting current at 50 volts is furnished by a bipolar g-kw. ma-
chine.

The current is collected at the generators by aluminum bars sup-

ported by porcelain insulators and thence conveyed to the switch-

Ixiard in underground conduits. The conductors from the exciter

are carried in the same conduits.

The switchboard is in two stories. The upper section is of

panels of white marble supported on cast iron frames, one panel

carrying the instruments for one machine. -Vt the left of the

switchboard are the feeder panels and at the right the synchroniz-

ing lamps, voltmeters, etc.

The lower section of the switchboard carries the machine circuit

breakers, rheostats, machine switches and transformer switches.

This portion is separated from the generator room by a perforated

sheet iron partition. The upper section of the board is reached

liy two iron stairways.

The lightning arresters are mounted on the upper feeder panels

connecting to the wire.

From this station there are two transmission circuits, each com-

prising three 8-mm. wires. One circuit serves for lighting and the

other for the tramways.

For the lighting service of the suburbs the high tension current
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is stepped down from 7,200 to 156 volts in 400-k\v. transformers.

In the center of the city is a 2~0-k\v. transformer station where the

pressure is reduced from 7.200 to 3,400 volts ; and from this station

current is distributed to five transformer sub-stations where the

pressure is further reduced to 156 volts for distribu-

tion to the lighting system.

The railway high-tension transmission line termi-

nates at the power station in Sofia, which is located on

the Boulevard Marie Louise. At this station the gen-

erator room has an area of 416 sq. m. (4.450 sq. ft.)

and the boiler room an area of 232 sq. m. (2,475

sq. ft.).

The boiler equipment comprises two Babcock &
Wilcox water-tube boilers working under 150 lb. pres-

sure. The stack for this installation is 40 m. (130 ft.)

high and 1.5 m. (5 ft.) internal diameter.

High tension current (7,000 volts) drives directly

two 400-h. p. s>iichronous motors operating at 265

r. p. m., each motor being direct connected by means of

a flexible coupling to a continuous current 550-voli

S-pole generator rated at 270 kw. When high-tensicu

current is not available for driving these railway gen

erators, the couplings connecting the motors arc

thrown out and the generators are driven (through

similar couplings) by means of two 400-h. p. Sclessin

steam engines, shown at the left in the interior view of the 'station.

The two generators are operated in connection with a storage

battery, which is also used for starting the generators. A 50-h. p.

tramway, these being largely taken care of by the storage battery.

All the machines arc supported on porcelain insulators, but are

connected to ground in case of thunder storms.

The station switchboard has 9 panels, three of which are for a
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The fares within Ihc urhaii district arc lo and 15 ctntnnes ( j and

3 cents'). The headway of cars varies from 7'/^ to 10 minutes.

The motor cars accommodate first and second class passengers.

.-.nd from brackets on posts in the wider streets, the same posts

serving for street hghts.

The car house which is near the power plant is designed to ac-

SWITCHBOARD IN I>0\V TEXSIOX STATION.

and provide for 16 seats inside and 10 standing places on each

platform. Each car is equipped with two 30-h. p. motors and series-

parallel control. An automatic circuit breaker and a cut-out switch

are installed on each car. For lighting five incandescent lamps arc

used, three inside and one on each platform.

The tramways system comprises two lines which cross the town

diagonally, intersecting in the Place des Bains, three branch lines

commodate 40 cars. .\t the same site are the shops and store-room.

One of the illustrations shows the transfer tabic.

KNGINE RDOM AND I.llW TKNSION STATION.

within the town limits and a line to the village of Kniojewo, 8 km.
distant. The company gives a 15-minute service to this village and

the line has been a paying one from the start, as there is consider-

able excursion business; the attractions at the village are the baths

and the scenery.

The road is laid with rails weighing 35 kg. per meter (70 lb.

per yd.). Within the town the trolley wires are suspended from

span wires fastened to rosettes on the buildings in narrow streets.

New Rates of Fare on Interurban Line.

Beginning February 1st the Indiana Union Traction Co. put into

effect a revised schedule of rates of fare on its interurban lines

between Indianapolis and Muncie, Anderson and Marion and Alex-

andria and Elwood. including intermediate points, as follows

;

Smgle trip fares on the basis of I'/z cents per mile. Miniinum cash

fare 10 cents. Round trip fares on the basis of 10 per cent reduc-

tion from single trip fares. Two-hundred-and-fifty-mile mileage

liooks good on all lines of the company will be sold for $3.25. Onc-

tlunisand-mile mileage books good on all lines of the company will

l)e sold for $12.50. Mileage books will be sold only by company

cashiers at passenger waiting rooms. An additional seat fare will

lie charged on limited cars.

The i.ooo-milc books are 2 13-16 x s'i '". in size, the strip

Icing 25-16 in. wide with the body piintcd in green ink. The

250-milc books are 2;X x 4J4 in. in size, the mileage strip being 2%
in. wide with the body printed in yellow ink. The cross lines and

Tuniibers on both tickets arc in black. The books are of the stand-

ard fonn in extensive use on steam roads.

New Lines and Extensions Opened.

The new Broadway extension of the City Railway Co., of Day-

ton, O., was opened to traffic January 23rd. This line reaches a

.section liitberto without facilities.

The Scioto Valley Traction Co. has completed its new line be-

tween Colutubus and Circleville, O., and now has two lines com-

pleted, the other being between Columbus and Lancaster, O. It

will open its entire system April ist. The third-rail system is

used. Right of way has been secured to Chillicothe, O. A large

power house has just been completed at Reeses, north of Circle-

ville.

The Uclla Light it Car Co., of Greenville. Miss., opened its new

line in Greenville February 3rd. This makes the second street car

company in operation in Greenville.



Car Meters for Electric Railways.

BY L. B. PEMBERTON. E, E.

The advent of electric power for railway work at once proved

such a convenience and econoiny over other methods of propul-

sion that its adoption for city and suburban travel soon became
general. Under its worst conditions it is gladly welcomed as be-

ing far in advance of the cable or the noisy steam locomotive. In

keeping with the improved types and consequent increased effi-

ciency of electrical machinery there is a noticeable eflfort of late

towards economy in its use and it is the purpose of this article

to show the importance of such economy a.'; evidenced by a proper

check on the efficiency of the motorman.

Since the days of the mule car it has beiii the custoni to pro-

.SHi A\ i.\>; 1,1 pk metkk IN" c.-vits.

vide the conductor with a fare register or to display it in some

other conspicuous place to safeguard the company's receipts, while

the motorman has been allowed unchecked to use what power he

needed and waste as much more as he pleased. Thus, while the

conductor was carefully gleaning nickels on the inside of the car

the motomian on the front end might he counteracting his efforts

by carelessly increasing the fuel hills at the power station. The

standard of a good motorman has usually been his ability to get

over the road and to refrain from maiming the general public or

from running into the moving obstacles that happen to cross his

fj^xirt':
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path. His rank and rati fif wages has l)een fixed by his years of

service instead of being fixed by the intelligent and economical

u»« of the power and the apparatus at his command. Nevertheless,

it i< a well-known fact thai gray hairs and long years of service,

while they may lend dignity to an employe, often leave him in a

well-worn rut from which it is almost impossible to extricate him.

In other words, years of routine work are apt to develop into the

careless feeding of the controller and a lack of that coutinnril study

required to make a run on scheduled time with the minimum
amount of power.

In view of these facts the management of the Lf>s Angeles &

Redondo Ky. upon electrically ccinippiug lliis road, decided to in-

stall a permanent meter in each car. These meters are of the well-

known Thomson recordmg type .nnd designed especially for street

Los Angeles & Redondo Railway Co.

INSPECTOR'S DAILY REPORl^F CAR-METERS

Divisioo. 190

CAR
NO.
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one of tlii'sc showing the number of car-miles made by each car

during the month, the total kilonatt-hours used by each car and

the average kilowatt-hours per car-mile; the other report showing

the relative rank of each motorman, the total number of car-miles

made by him during the month and his average kilowatt-hours

per car-mile. The latter report is posted in the form of a bulletin

in a conspicuous place and the attention of trainmen is called to it.

The rivalry caused through each of the men trying to stand at



Everett-Snohomish Interiirban Line.

On Dec. i. 1903. the Everett Railway & Electric Co., of Everett,

Wash., started the operation of a new interurhan electric road be-

tween Everett and Snohomish. Wash., a distance of nine miles.

The novel features (which we conmiented upon editorially in onr

issue for November last) about this road are that the electric cars

replace steam trains, and the cars are operated over the track former-

ly used by the Northern Pacific Railway for its local trains, as a

branch of its trans-continental system.

The fact that the results of this branch of the Northern Pacific

were not entirely satisfactory to the officers of that road, and the

activity of the Electric company in its project for an interurban

electric road to parallel this track, started negotiations between

at the shops of the Everett Railway & Electric Co.. the other two

being bought of the American Car Co. of St. Louis. The dimen-

sions of these cars are as follows : Combination car, 43 ft. 8 in. over

all; width 8 ft. 4 in.; passenger cars, 43 ft. over all; width 8 ft. 4 in.

The passenger compartment of combination car seats 40 people,

baggage room 9 ft. long. Passenger cars seat 48 people. The cars

have cross seats, and windows with double sash, the upper sash be-

ing stationary and the lower sash dropping down.

The cars are heated with the Consolidated Car Heater Go's, eight-

hc;itcr equipments and are mounted on Brill No. 27-E-l trucks with

5-in. axle; 33-in. spoke wheels, made by St. Louis Car Co. are used.

Westinghouse No. 68 motors, four to a car, inside hung ; West-

TUKSTI.K DVKK NORTHERN FACIKIC TUAIKS .\.NM .UNCTION o|.- TUK STKAM AND KM'X'THIC I.INICS.

President McChcsncy of the Everett Railway & Electric Co., ami

President Mellcn of the Northern Pacific, with the result that the

Electric company has negotiated a lease of the track from the

Northern Pacific for a term of years, undertaking to make con-

nections with all Northern Pacific trains at Snohomish, and handle

all its passenger, regular baggage and express business between

Everett and Snohomish, Transcontinental passengers, baggage and

express over the Ncrthcrn Pacific arc handled by the Electric com-

pany between Everett and Snohomish, using Electric company
"pastcfi" on all through tickets.

An interurban waiting station has been built at the Everett end

of the line, and large piatfornis have 1>cen put in at difTcrent stop-

ping places between the two citiei, there being six stops along the

line, serving principally farming and fishing districts with a pop-

ulation of aly>ut two hundred people at each stop.

The cars to Ijc ustd on this line consist of two passenger cars

and one combination passenger and baggage car ; one car was built

inglxMisc K-'i coiurollers, and Weslingliouse air brakes are used on

all three cars.

The operation will lie under icU-Rrapliic train orders from the

chief dispatcher of the Northern Pacific at Seattle, the card system

being used on this block on account of the frequency of the service,

and the Ncjrthern Pacific still ci|H'raling ils freight trains on this

line.

The overhead trolley system is used, consisting of No. 0000 Pig.

H trolley wire supported every no ft. by flexible brackets on side

poll- loustruclion. The ()hio"Brass Co's. material is used exclusively

for the trolley construction. The poles are of cedar, 12 in. at

the top, ranging from 3H ft. lo 4.S ft long according to cut or fill,

and arc set 8 ft. in the ground and placed () ft. 4 in. from the rail.

Ihe trolley wire is .i.", ft. from the top of the rail, on account of

danger to brakemcn on steam freight trains if lower construction

was used. On account of the distauie of tin- poles from track, a

lO-ft. bracket is used.
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.A 350,000 c. 111. feeder cable is use<l to witliin a mile of Ihc end

of the line, taps being made every 1,000 ft., while another 350,000

c. m. cable is used to a |)oint three miles from the power house, at

the point of heaviest grade.

Two draw bridges arc crosscd-by this road, necessitating a pivot

pole in the center of the draw span carrying the trolley, feeder, and

retnrn current cables up over this pole high enough to allow the

Fverett terniiiial. A complete description of this power house was
given in the "Street Railway Review" of May 20, 1903.

The fare from Everett to Snohomish one way is 25 cents, round
trip tickets being sold for 40 cents, including transfer from or to

any part of the city. Tickets arc .sold at stations at each end of

the line and on the cars, cash fare receipts being given by the con-

ductors. Five cents is charged Ix-tween any two statioi.s.

STli.MGlIT TK.XCK .\NIl I'lll.!-;

CONSTRUCTION.
Dliri'.I.K lJi:CK TUK.STl.l':. 7" FT, HIGH. TYI'IC.VI, CURVK ANI5 OVERHEAD WORK.

passage of vessels up llie river. T.ips are made off of tliese cables

at the pivot pole to the trolley and track 011 the bridge.

The entire construction of this roa<l had to be done while the

Northern Pacific was operating an average of ten steam trains a

day over it, making the work extremely difficult and hazardous.

On account of the danger involved and the novel construction, the

work was done under the personal supervision of the company's

general superintendent, Mr. R. P. Stevens.

The track was bonded with Ohio Brass Co's. flexible No. 0000

bonds, with compressed terminals, which were expanded into J-i-'m.

J'oles in the rails. This bond is 12 in. long and placed under the

DRAWBRIDGE WITH I'lVOT fOI.lO li-QR OVERHEAD l/INES.

angle bars. No. 0000 cross bonds of the same type are used every

1,000 ft.

Power for the operation of this road will be furnished from the

F.verett power house of the Everett Railway & Electric Co., about

ten miles from the further end of the line, and one mile from the

The results of the operation of this road will undoubtedly be

eagerly watched, owing to the use of the track by the Northern

Pacific freight trains and the resultant effect on the rail bonds;

also because of the boat and Great Northern rail competition.

The officers of the Everett company are: President, J. T. Mc-
Chesney ; secretary, £. C. Mony ; general superintendent, R. P.

Stevens.

Patent Street Railway Crossing.

The accompanying illustration shows a railroad crossing which

has been invented by Mr. William R. Macklind, vice-president of

the W. D. Boyce Engineering Co., of St. Louis, and for which the

inventor has been granted a patent. This crossing was designed for

the purpose of obviating the jarring of the car, and the noise of

the ordinary crossing, and also to procure a crossing that can be

M.VCKl.l.ND 1".\TKNT CROSSING.

easily repaired by renewing the wearing surfaces whenever they

give out.

The sketch shows a plan view^ .of the crosing with one of the

wearing surface sections removed, and a sectional elevation in

which the wearing surface section is shown in position. The cross-

ing is composed of four sections, two forming the complete base
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and two forming the corresponding wearing surface. A A represent

the base sections and B B the renewable wearing surface sections,

the members of the respective sections being interchangeable. Each

base section comprises a main rail section, a a, with longitudinal and

angular extensions. The upper surfaces of the heads of the base

are provided with grooves in which the wearing surfaces. B, are

secured.

Each wearing surface has sections, b b, corresponding with the

respective base sections, and the parts arc so assembled that the

joints between the bast sections are diametrically opposed to the

wearing surface joints. By ibis arrangement of grooves and joints

the entire crossing is securely locked together by its own parts

and held against spreading or twisting. The wearing surfaces arc

fastened to the base by means of headed bolts, b4, the wearing

plates being clamped in such manner that the passage of cars does

not tend to jar the bolts loose, and the bolt heads, being placed in

the portions of the wearing surface which are not engaged by the

car wheels, are saved from wear.

The crossing is grooved its entire length, but between the cross-

ing rails and for a distance at each side the tread is of less height

than the wheel flange, whereby at a suitable point (jefore reach-

ing the interesecting tracks the wheel Ranges arc gradually low-

ered until they ride upon the bottom of the grooves, and the wheel

treads move entirely across the crosing above and out of contact

with the treads of the wearing surfaces. When the wheels reach

the opposite side of the crossing they gradually ride upon the

upwardly-inclined treads of the wearing surfaces and thus carry

the wheel flanges out of contact with the groove bottoms.

During the passage of the wheel across the crossings it is guided

by the groove so that jarring or jolting due to sudden vertical in-

equalities at the track intersections, or to lateral displacements of

the wheels, are declared to be impossible.

Internationul Electrical Congress of St. Louis.

It is announced that according to present indications ihe Inter-

national Electrical Congress to be in session at St. Louis, Mo., Sept

12-17, '904. will be one of the most successful ever held, with re-

spect to the membership and the value of the transactions. About

3,500 invitations have been issued by circular to per.sons or associa-

tions in North America, and from these 875 post card acceptances

of membership have been received. About 350 similar invitations

have been recently sent to other countries. It is intended to issue

about 5,000 invitations in America in all and about 6,000 in foreign

countries. Collection of fees has commenced, and upon receipt of

a fee the member will be forwarded a certificate of membership,

which will entitle him to attend all general and sectional meetings,

and to receive a copy of the Transactions of the Congress, which

will form one, and perhaps two large octavo volumes. The mem-
bership certificate is S'A x 11 in. in size and primed nn heavy paper

of excellent quality.

Recently 280 special invitations were issued lo prominent electri-

cians and electrical engineers requesting papers for the Congress.

Of these 146 were sent to foreign authors and 134 to American

authors. There has hardly been time to receive replies from all

those sent abroad, but 21 acceptances have been received to dale,

and 46 from North .\merica. It is hoped that the Congress will

convene with a full program, and that at least one-half of the pa-

pers will be from foreign countries. Although the papers for the

Congress are specially solicited, all papers voluntarily submitted

will lie received, and if Ihe plans will permit, will be allotted places

on the section programs.

Petitions from the committee on organization and the president

of the American Institute of Hectrical Engineers were filed with

the IJci»arlmcnts of State and Commerce ami Labor, and with the

National Bureau of .Standards, urging that the foreign governments

be invited to appoint delegates to the Congress in accordance with

the li*ts allotted at the Paris and the Chicago congresses. Including

the United .Stalei, these lists comprise 56 official delegates. These

petitions have Iwen granted and the .Slate Department has in-

•Iructed the diplomatic officers abroad to extend the invitations.

Arrangement) arc being made with a view lo perfecting plans of

cooperation l>ctwecn the Congress and electrical societies in vari-

ous part* of the world. Invilali'ms have lieen extended to the

members of the Congress to visit places of electrical interest on

the journey to and from St. 'Louis.

The committee of organization of the Congress comprises the fol-

lowing : President, Elihu Thomson
;

general secretary, A. E. Ken-

nelly : treasurer, W. D. Weaver; vice-president and chairman of

executive committee, Bion J. Arnold; vice-presidents, C. F. Scott,

Dr. S. W. Stratton, Prof. H. S. Carhart, Prof. W. E. Goldsbor-

ough. The list of section officers was published in the "Review"

for November, 1903.

All communications should be addressed lo the general secre-

tarv. Dr. .'\. E. KenncUy, Harvard LTnivcrsity, Cambridge, Mass.

Simple Design for a Waste Press.

A simple form of waste press which can be readily r.iaLle from

material gererally at hand in a machine shop is shown in the ac-

companying sketches. Only a few dimensions are given as the

sizes will necessarily be varied tc suit different conditions. A
piece of wrought iron pipe to .x 12 in. in diameter and about 18

or 20 in. in length is faced squarely at each end and drilled full of

small holes of about '4 ""• in diameter spaced about i in. apart.

A cast iron plate i'/^ in. thick is faced on top and a ring about 3

in. wide is cut out as shown at A so that the pipe will fit down over

DET.AII.S OI'^ \V.\STE PHKSS.

the projecting part D which holds the pipe central on the plate.

The front of the plate is chipped out as indicated at C, the bollom

surface sloping dowmward towards the edge so thai the oil will run

off the plate.

A piece of '^ in. or % in. steel plate is used for the top of the

press and this is cut about the same size as the cast iron plate at

the bottom. The two plates are held apart by four lyi in. pipes

used as distance pieces, through which run bolts holding the plates

firmly in place. The steel plate is drilled lo receive a ca.st iron

bushing, which is threaded to receive the screw and is held

in place by bolts 01 cap screws. The piston is made of

l-in. or i!4-in. cast iron, and secured to this is another cast iron

piece which is turned out lo receive the head of the screw. The

latter is upset anil turned down lo fil. The screw should be of

154 '" steel, or larger, and on its upper end it carries a hand wheel

by which Ihe press is operated. For securing the final pressure

the leverage may he increased by putting a bar belween ihe spokes

of the hand wheel. The press may be conveniinll\ mniiiiliil un irtni

brackets fastened lo the wall.

Although cheap and simple in construction Ibis press will be

found lo give good satisfaction and besides saving the waste will

reclaim a considerable (inantily of oil. The economy which may

be effected by such a device is loo generally underslood lo need

further menlion,
« I »

The Muncie, Harlford & Fort Wayne Ry, has inslalled a pniuli

mail service on its line, the first in that section.



New Power House of the Rhode Island Company.

The Recently Completed Generatint; Station at Providence— Distribution System and Sub-station

Lquipnient.

One of the penalties uf prosperity and growth in almost any in-

dustry is the resultant necessity for increase of plant to meet the

greater demands of the enlarged Inisincss. Like many another

traction system, that of the Rhode Island Co., controlling and op-

erating nearly the whole electric railway mileage within the limits

of that small state, has been forced to greatly augment and par-

tially modify its power generating and distributing system.

The old Kddy St. power house long smce reached the limits of

growth within the ground space available, and of e(iuipment within

The main structure is 200 ft. long and 144 ft. wide. A longi-

tudinal dividing wall separates the boiler from the engine room,

giving the former an interior breadth of about 60 ft. and the latter

a width of about 76 ft. ; the inside length is 197^2 ft. in both cases.

The building is of brick, concrete and steel, tire proof to the small-

est detail. Wired glass is generally used in the windows, and all

sash, as also the doors and interior trim, arc sheathed with cop-

per. This copper sheathing is painted in some parts of the sta-

tion ; in more conspicuous portions it is planished and gives a

LONGITUDINAL SECTION THROUGH Hdll.KR IK)rSi:. SHOWING COAI^ .\ND ASH HANDLING EQUIPMENT

the structure itself. The generating units here are of only mod-

erate size, the generators driven by horizontal engines, principally

of the improved Greene type of cross compounds. Finding it prac-

tically impossible to acquire adjoining property at reasonable cost,

a large tract was purchased, adjacent to the site of the old sta-

tion, but separated from it by a street and the vacant space which

was held too high to he considered within reach. The new site

extends up from the river front a distance sufficient to allow for

increase of the new station to more than twice its present capacity.

At the river end of this property has been erected the new Man-

chester St. power house, whose present appearance, construction

and equipment are quite fully illustrated by the several engravings.

most attractive finish to the building. AH foundations are of con-

crete resting upon grillages of piling. Roofs and floors are of

concrete, with expanded metal reinforcement where needed. The

entire contract for the erection of the house was executed by Hor-

ton & Hemenway, of Providence.

So urgent were the demands for additional power in 1902-03 that

completion of the station according to the accompanying plans

could not be awaited. The foundations for the horizontal engine

units were therefore put in and these machines set. Boilers for

supplying the requisite steam were installed and a temporary frame

house built to shelter the whole. The erection of the permanent

structure was then proceeded with and has now Ijeen completed.
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What may possibly be nearly, if not quite, record time far work of

this character, especially in consideration of the difficulties attend-

ant upon such conditions as here existed, was made by the con-

tractors in completing the building. In the early fall months of

the year just past the work was only fairly started.

The original plans as approved by the former management of the

company contemplated the use of horizontal engine units only, and

three of these were installed. With changes of control came alter-

ations of plans, the revised decision calling for vertical engines.

This decision was, however, affected largely also by the desire to

economize ground space and to use larger units without increase

of floor area. The adoption of the vertical type for future instal-

lations involved also the necessity for double decking the boiler

plant, and dictated the general arrangement of the station equip-

ment as shown in the drawings. Of the three horizontal engines

originally placed, two drive alternating current generators, while

the third drives a direct current machine. The alternator units

will remain ; these are to constitute the complete alternating current

generating equipment within the present structure. The third hor-

izontal unit, a direct current machine, will eventually be removed

to the other power house and replaced by a vertical unit, as con-

templated by the plans. One vertical unit is already erected, this

being the middle one of the three indicated on the plan. The sec-

ond unit will occupy the space reserved for it at the end of the room

The third unit will not be placed at once ; it will, however, be sim-

ilar to the other two. and all three will generate direct current.

The engine room interior is nicely finished, is well lighted and

presents an appearance of considerable attractiveness. The brick

walls are enameled in green for a dado height of about seven feet,

above which they are finished in light cream enamel. The windows

are in two separate rows, the upper ones having vertically sliding

sash mechanically operi'ted in groups by handwheels at convenient

height above the floor and connected with the windows by bevel

gears and light shafting. Artificial illumination is by enclosed arc

lamps suspended from ornamental brackets attached to the crane

runway columns, which are spaced l/J/i it. on centers at each side

of the robm. The runway extends full length of the room, and car-

ries a 25-ton three-motor electric traveling crane. At one corner

of the room, adjacent to the first horizontal generating unit is a

winding stairway leading to the second floor level of the boiler

ameters of 32 and 64 in., and a stroke of 54 in. They were built

by The Filer & Stowell Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., for whom Mr. T.

W. Phillips is eastern representative, with headquarters at Provi-

dence. These engines are of the maker's recently developed type

EXTERIOR VlliW OF M-XNCHESTER STREET STATION.

wherein no wrist plates are used for operating the valves. Double

eccentrics are provided for both cylinders, and the valves are actu-

ated directly by the eccentric rods; the admission valves by one

rod, the exhaust valves by the other. The alternating current gen-

erators are of the General Electric revolving field, fly-wheel type

DtRW.-r CURRENT SECTION OF 8WITC11BOA 111 i AI.,TERNATINa CURRENT .SW ri'i '1 1
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room. From this level a wall ladder affords access to and from the

crane operator's cage.

Against the boiler room wall is a large clock, and below this a

gong which is struck every 20 minutes by electrical connection with

the clock mechanism. 'Ihe sounding of the gong is a signal to the

oilers to make the rounds of the machinery, attending to the hand

lubricated parts. This is a novel feature whose value is consider-

able, not alone as a reminder to prevent excuse for negligence, but

also as an aid to economy and efficiency by inducing regularity in

the work of lubrication and the use of the lubricints,

The horizontal engines are cross compounds, with cylinder di-

of 1,500 kw. rated cajracity, rotated at 94 r. p. ni. and gcueraliiig at

11,000 volts, 25 cycles, three phase. The third horizontal engine

drives at 90 r. p. m. a G. E. direct current machine of 1,600 kw.

capacity, 6ao volts. A separate fly-wheel is nioiniU-d upon the en-

gine shaft.

The vertical engine is a Wcstinghousc Machine Co. cross com-

pound, 42 and 86 X 60 in. in cylinder dimensions, and running at

75 r. p. m. The generator is a 2,soo-kw. G. E. machine operating at

600 volts, direct current. As shown in the illustration, it is planned

that when the other similar units; are installed their footway

galleries shall be connected at each level, so that communication
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from one engine to the others may be had xvilhoiit necessity for de-

cending to the floor.

The electrical auxiliaries include two motor driven exciters,

which, like the other electrical apparatus, were furnished by the

General Electric Co. Each has a 75-h. p. induction motor, driving

at 7SO r. p. m. a multipolar exciter generator giving direct current

at 125 volts. There is also a marine engine exciter set, consist-

ing of a G. E. vertical marine type engine, 11 x 8 in. in cylinder

size, driving a 30-kw. exciter generator at 305 r. p. m. This engine

driven exciter is placed adjacent to the boiler room wall, for con-

venience in making steam connections. For the motor driven ex-

citers there are placed in the basement six 2S-kw. G. E. type "H.

transformers for reducing the generated voltage of 11,000 down to

460 for the induction motors.

The switchboard is in two independent sections for the alternat-

ing and direct currents, and is placed in a high gallery along the

outer wall.

The illustrations show the sections as seen from the upper gal-

lery of the vertical engine, close to the low-pressure cylinder. .\11

necessary instruments are mounted upon each section, the arrange-

ment being entirely simple and quite complete. Placed upon the

floor in front of each direct current generator is a single switch-

board panel carrying positive and equalizer switches. The negative

switches are at the main switchboard in the gallery. Supported
above the engine room floor below the switchboard galleries, are

nine G. E. electrically operated oil-break switches for the 11,000-

volt alternating current. Space is provided for three more if wanted
in the future. -Ml cables and wires leading to and from the switch-

board gallery pass through tile ducts extending up from the base-

ment within the building wall. Thus the electrical connections are

removed from sight and protected from injury, adding greatly to

the interior appearance of this portion of the room. A winding
iroit stairway affords access to the two switchboard galleries from
the engine room floor.

Signal communication between the switchboard attendant and

CORY SHIP TELEGRAPH SYSTEM AS APPLIED TO SWITCH-
BO.VRD—ENGINE ROOM SIGNALING.

the engineer in charge upon the floor below is provided for by
installation of a Cory ship telegraph system, furnished by Chas.

Cory & Son, 278 Division St., New York. This system includes two
instruments at each level, one of each pair indicating the several en-

gine units by number and the other showing the order to be exe-

cuted. Manipulations desired or made may be transmitted either to

or from either station at the switchboards or on the engine room
floor, a gong sounding to attract attention whenever a change in the

.setting of the apparatus is made. The installation in the present case

is an adaptation of the regular ship telegraph to the needs of the

power house by alteration of the dials. Connections between the

stations arc mechanical, by means of rods and chains. One of the

accompanying illustrations shows a pair of the signalling instru-

ments as installed in this station. The diameter of the dial on each

INTERIOR OF SUB-STATION .\T RIVERVIEW.

is 15V2 in. and the instruments are finished in brass and composi-

tion.

The exhaust steam from each m.Tin engine unit is piped either

to the atmosphere or to a Blake .\dmiralty tjpe condensing set.

There are two atmospheric exhaust pipes, one out of doors at one

end of the boiler house, the other inside at the other end near the

chimney. Gate valves of the Chapman make are used in the ex-

haust piping, as also elsewhere throughout the plant. Each con-

densing set consists of a jet condenser in connection with a twin

vertical steam air pump. For each horizontal generating unit the

pumps are 16 x 40 .x 24 in. in size ; for the vertical units they are

16 .\ 48 X 24 in. The setting of the condensing apparatus is best

seen from the sectional view, where are shown in section the intake

and overflow conduits leading from and to the Providence River

and extending full length beneath the engine room. All oily drip-

pings from the engines and auxiliaries are caught and drained by

gravity to an isolated oil room in the basement below the office

and stock room at the river end of the engine house. Here the oil

is filtered and then elevated by a Mason steam oil pump to a wall

tank overhead at the boiler room side of the engine room. From
the tank leads a piping system by wnieh the oil cups for all main

bearing surfaces are filled. The whole system of piping for the

drips and oil feed is of brass.

The steam generating equipment consists of 515-h. p. Babcock &
Wilcox water-tube boilers set in batteries of two each. Eight of

these boilers, or four batteries, are provided for on each floor

;

the full complement is installed and in use on the first floor, but

only two boilers, or one battery, are thus far in on the second

level. Each boiler is of 515 h. p. rated capacity and is designed for

160 lb. per sq. in. working pressure. It is at this pressure that

steam is generated and used throughout the station. The boiler

tubes are 4 in. in diameter and l8 ft. long. There are three drums

per boiler, these made of open hearth steel of 56,000 lb. per sq. in.

tensile strength, 7/16 in. thick. The drums are 20 ft. 4 in. in

length. Superheating coils are fitted to some of the boilers and

are provided for in all ; it is expected that they will be used on all

boilers later on.

Along the boiler room side of the dividing wall and at about the

level of the boiler drums extends full length of the boiler room a

steam header main, to which leads the supply pipe from each

boiler and from which lead the steam pipes to the several engine

units. This main may be divided into three sections by closing

two gate valves; thus any one of the three sections may be iso-

lated when desirable, or operated independently of tlie others. All

high pressure piping is of steel with steel flanges welded on. All
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turns, so far as possible, are made at long radius and generally

with bent piping. All fittings are of open hearth cast steel.

Behind each battery of boilers on both banks is placed a Green

economizer. The method of setting the economizers in connection

PLiAJf OF SUB-ST.VTIliX AT RIVERVIEW.

with the flues to the chimney is such that the gases from the two

boilers of a battery may be forced either through or past the

economizer in order to reach the main flue, the control being by

means of a system of dampers. For passage through the econo-

mizer the gases leaving the boilers enter the economizer cham-

ber, traversing the latter and reaching the by-pass flue beneath by

deflection downward at the right-hand end. When it is desirable

mizer setting. For the battery nearest the chimney on each floor

no downtake to the by-pass flue is required, as the dampers at the

right-hand open directly into the steel flue leading to the chimney.

The hexagonal base of the chimney is set with two of its long

diameters parallel to the building walls, thus presenting a flat face

for entrance of the flues without necessity for offsets or sharp

bends.

The Alphons Custodis Chimney Construction Co., of New York,

is responsible for the design of the chimney, which is a very hand-

some shaft, as shown by the exterior view of the station. The

^z^y/y/y/yM;'/./:
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3'/j in. iron. Ladder ruiiRS arc placed on the outside, their ends

firmly secured into the brick work. The total weight of the chim-

ney upon its foundation is estimated at a.gSo tons.

The boilers are fed by (our 14 x 18' i x 15 in. Worthington du-

plex pumps, outside center packed plunger type. A double sys-

tem of steam piping is provided for these pumps, so that they

may he supplied with .steam from either of the two end .sections into

which the main header may be divided. All clean drips and con-

densation water from various parts of the station are returned to

the boilers by an installation of the Holly system. In the base-

ment, beneath the feed pumps, are placed two heaters to which

arc piped all oily drips and condensation, and from them these are

allowed to run to waste after having passed through the internal

tul)e system and yielded all their available heat to the cold feed

water surrounding the tubes. These heaters thus save the heat

which would otherwise escape, and without the necessity for at-

tenipling to separate the oil and use the water again in order to

save the heat in it. The volume of water about tlie tubes is so

large, and the velocity of the drips through the tubes is so low,

that the conditions are favorable for reduction of the drips tem-

perature very closely to that of the entering feed water.

Coal and ashes are handled with very slight labor cost. A 3.000-

ton storage bin of concrete and steel occupies the greater portion

of the space above the second bank of boilers. This bin extends

the full length of the four batteries of boilers and has spouts

leading from it to the front of every boiler in both decks. These

fixed spouts terminate at cut-off valves or g/ites above each boiler

front, whence coal is dropped through chutes to the hoppers of

the Roney stokers by means of trolley .spouts, one for the two

boilers of each battery. A continuous pivoted bucket conveyor

passes above the coal bin, descends to the basement near the feed

pumps and returns underneath the first floor boilers to the river

end of the station, where it rises by the path indicated in tlie en-

graving. Coal brought in wagons may be checked in weight by the

platform scales at the office and then be dumped into the hopper

just outside the boiler house and directly over the conveyor. Thus
coal delivered by wagon may be elevated and deppsitcd in the stor-

age bin. The usual method of receiving fuel will be by barge

towed to the rivyr front and unloaded by trip buckets raised by an

electric bolster and dumped into a hopper, whence a chute leads

to a crusher and weighing hopper below. From the weighing hop-

per to the filling hopper and thence to the conveyor and the stor-

age bin fmishes the process of receiving the fuel.

From capacious hoppers into which the stokers deposit the

ashes, spouts lead directly to the basement and terminate in cut-

oflf gates directly over the conveyor. Whenever the conveyor is not

handling coal, ashes may be received from these spouts, either

continuously or periodically and carried to the large concrete and

steel ash storage bin in the coal tower at the wharf. Thence they

may be disposed of as convenient, wagons being set underneatli the

hopper and filled directly from it.

The bucket conveyor and entire coal and ash handling machinery

is actuated by an electrically operated driver above the coal stor-

age bin at the chimney end. The turn at the basement level is

made around a take-up curve, arranged to slide horizontally so

as to keep the whole circuit properly taut in compensation for

wear and expansion. Where the conveyor descends through both

floors, sheet steel guard housings 7^ ft. high are placed around the

floor openings.

Attention should be called to the locker and lavatory accommo-

dations supplied for the comfort and convenience of the station

operatives. The engineers, electricians and oflice attendants have

free access to the rooms adjoining the oflice and opening oflf the

engine room. In the basement below are similar rooms for the

boiler room employes and laborers. The shower bath in the lava-

tory is noteworthy as an unusual feature.

Sub-?tations.

Five sub-stations are required for the distributing. These arc at

Wcstcott, southwest from Providence, at Riverview to the south,

at Harrington to the southeast and at Pawtucket and Attleboro at

different distances off to the northeast. In connection with the

sub-stations at Pawtucket. Riverview and Westcott, storage bat-

teries are installed. The Riverview station is typical of all three

in which storage batteries are used, and it is of this station and

its equipment that drawings and views are shown. The sub-station

buildings are all constructed of brick, concrete, and steel, with

roofs of concrete and expanded metal, supported by steel trusses.

The machine rooms arc supplied with b>/j-Xon hand traveling cranes,

fitted with chain hoist trolleys. Extending outward from the main
door of the machine room is in each case an outrigger of lo-in.

I-beam for use in hoisting machinery and other heavy loads by
means of a chain hoist trolley.

Rotary converters and static transformers used at all sub-stations

are similar in both size and type. All were furnished by the Wcst-
iiighouse Fleclric & Manuf.;icluring Co., Pittsburg. Pa. The rotary

converters are of 400-kw. capacity and the static transformers arc

rated at 150 kw. For each rotary converter at any station there

are three of these transformers, .\ttleboro has one converter and
three transformers, at Pawtucket there arc three converters and
nine transformers, at Barringlon two and six respectively, at River-

view also two and six and at Wcstcott three and nine. Provision

is made at Riverview, as sbown in the plan of that station, for

future installation of a third converter and a corresponding set

of three transformers. The current generated at the main power
station at 11,000 volts, three-phase, is transformed and converted

to direct current at foo volts for delivery to the feeder lines.

The storage battery rooms at the three stations, where such

equipment is used, are quite independent from the machine rooms.

I'he 288 cells in each station are placed in live double rows of 29

cells for each row with the exception of two. The battery room
floor is of wood arranged in skeleton construction with footways

between the rows extending the full length of the room. The bat-

teries, which were furnished by the Electric Storage Battery Co.,

of Philadlphia, Pa., are charged through G. E. boosters, one of

which is placed in the machine room of each storage battery sub-

station. The sub-station equipments in all cases include also the

necessary switchboards for both alternating and direct current ap-

paratus. "Stick" circuit breakers are used in all sub-stations. The
main foundations extending upward from the basement floors are of

the box form, leaving the central portions open for free access to

the terminals of the cable connections.

In connection with each station there is provided a heater room,

as shown in the engraving, in which is installed the boiler of a

steam heating system for warming the whole structure.

Street Railway Guiije to New Orleans.

The \ew Orleans Railways Co. issues gratis a condensed folder,

entitled "Tourists" Guide to New Orleans—What to Sec and How
to See ft," giving points of interest in and about the city, together

with railroad stations and places of amusement. The folder is

printed in red. black and green and contains, besides a map which

.shows the car lines, parks, transfer points, steam railroads and

depots, a description of the New Orleans Railways Co's. cars and

routes, a schedule of "owl cars," half-tone views of public buildings,

parks and other attractions, as well as a brief sketch of same, the

location of the principal buildings, monuments and cemeteries, and

a chapter devoted to "rides which every tourist should take.

'

When fully opened the folder is 14 x 21 in. in size; folded for the

pocket, it is 3'/^ x 7 in. It is distributed by the railway company

and may also be procured at the leading hotels and restaurants.

It is readably compiled and attractively illustrated.

The New Orleans Railw'ays Co. and its subsidiary companies

operate over 187.4 miles of track and have a total of 666 cars

now. in use, of which 591 arc closed cars, 51 open cars, 17 work

cars and 7 sprinkling cars. The trackage and cars are divided

among the various companies as follows : New Orleans City Rail-

road Co.—Miles of track, 115; closed cars, 369; open cars, 39;

work cars, 7; sprinkling cars, 4. New Orleans & Carrollton Rail-

road, Light & Power Co.—Miles of track. 35.5; closed cars, 122;

open cars. 12; work cars, 7; sprinkling cars, i. St. Charles Street

Railroad Co.—Miles of track. 17; closed cars, 72; work cars, 3;

sprinkling cars, I. Orleans Railroad Co.—Miles, of track, 11.2;

closed cars, 28; sprinkling cars. I. New Orleans' & Pontchartrain

Railway Co.—Miles of track, 8.7; cars, 5.

The New Orleans Railways Co. issues a flyer, 354 x 6 in., con-

taining condensed facts concerning New Orleans' industrial, geo-

graphical, climatical, municipal and financial features and facilities.
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Accidents.

Jaimarv jcili a car on the Swissvak' and Rankin lirandi of the

Pittsburg Railways Co. jumped the track, owing to shppcry rails.

and went over a 25-ft. enilianknienl. injuring 28 persons, hnt none

latally.

January joth a car on the I'nion .\ve. division of the Si. Lonis

& Suburban Railway Co. jumped the track while going at a high

rale ot speed and the motorinan was thrown o\er the front gate

:<nd in front of the wheels. He was killed.

January 21st a freight car on the Anderson-Marion division of

the Indiana Union Traction Co. collided with an extra car and the

trainmaster, who was acting as motornian on the e.xtra car. was

fatally injured. The motorinan of the freight car and anoiluT

employe were injured, also.

January 23rd nine persons were injured, one seriously, in a col

lision between two Chicago City Railway Co. cars at i6tli and

Clark Sis., Chicago.

January 24th a Scranton Railway Co. car jumped the track near

Carbondale, Pa., and went over a steep embankment, injuring 14

persons.

January 26lh a Rockford & liuerurban Railway Co. car was

struck by a Chicago & Northwestern Ry. engine in Rockford. 111.

I he car was wrecked, but no one was injured.

January 27th two St. Lonis Transit Co. cars collided at Broad-

way and Meraniec St., St. Lonis, and 30 persons were injured, two

fatally. It was foggy.

January 28th a L'nion Railway Co. car in the Bronx, New York

City, ran into a six-horse truck while going down a steep hill

and two cars which followed crashed into the first car and each

other. Four persons were seriously luiil :in'l the cars were badly

damaged.

January 30th there was a rear-end collision between two Twin

Cily Rapid Transit Co. cars in St. Paul, Minn., resulting in in

jury 10 four persons. The cars were partially telescoped.

January 31st a Lake Shore F-lectric Railway Co. limited car

-truck a local car of the same line east of Norwalk, O., and six

persons were injured, none fatally.

January 31st a theater special car and a Camden & Trenton

Railway Co. regular car collided at Burlington, N. J., during a

dense fofe. Five persons were seriously injured. There were 115

passengers on the special.

February 3rd a conductor was fatally injured in a collision be-

tween a passenger car and a construction car on the Philadelphia

& West Chester Traction Co's. line near Manoa, Pa.

February 5th a Knoxville Traction Co. car jumped the track on

the Lonsdale line three miles west of Knoxville. Tenn., and four

persons were injured.

February 7th a Public Service Corporation car jumped the track

ill Plainficid, \. J., and struck a tree. The nicitorman was killed

and three passengers were injured.

February 8th there was a rear-end collision between two Fifth

.Ave. trains on the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co's. elevated sys

tcm, and six pcr.sons were injured.

February 7th a Chicago & Northwestern Ry. Ireighl train stnuk

an East Omaha Street Railway Co. car at Omaha, Neb. and two

persons were injured, but not fatally.

January 26lh a Cottage Grove Ave. cable grip car of the Chi-

cago City Railway Co, "ran away" on Wabash .\ve., Chicago, and

could not be str>pped until the company shut off the power at the

power hou-.e. l-'ive persons were injured and two wagons wrecked

en route. The gripinan remained at his post, although the grip

car was practically demolished. For some reason the grip mcchan-

iMn refused lo respond when the gripinan tried to stop the car at

Randolph Si . just before turning into Wabash .Ave.

Frliriiary 8th a Detroit I'nilcd Ry. city car and a Norlliwestcrn

car collided in Detroit. Mich., and six persons were injureil, one

scriounly.

February I4lh two persons were killetl and nearly 75 injuretl,

JS *rriou»ly, in an accident at Frostburg. Md. /\ Cumberland &

Wr^tern|K)rt Fllrctric Railway Co, car ran away on a grade, jnnipeil

ilic track and struck a telegraph |Kilr.

February 14th an Fjislern Ohio Traction Co, car ran away on a

>leep urade. iuin|M-d the track and .overturned, injuring 16 per

Chicago Union Traction Co.

ll has been decided that the argumenls npon ihe vali(lit\ of

the gg-ycar franchise acl slvill be heard before Judge (iro--cn|i

at Chicago during the first part of March.

February 17111 Judge (Irosscnp received the resignations of Messrs.

(iovin and Kckels as receivers for the North and West Chicago

-treet R-iilroad companies, and nppointed in their places Messrs.

John C. Fetzer and Henry .\. Blair. Mr. Fetzer was also ap-

pointed an additional receiver for the Union Traclion Co.. so that

the tw-o boards of receivers as they now stand are as follows: l'nion

Traction Co.—John C. Fetzer. R. R. Covin. James 11. Eckels.

Marshall K. Sampsell. North and West Chicago Street Railroad

companies—John C. I'ctzer. Henry .\. Blair, Marshall F.. Sampsell.

it is understood that Ihe duties of Mr.' Fetzer so far as the Union

Iraction Co. is' coneniKil will he ihal of ,v "managing receiver."

He is to give his whole time to th.' work and his special duty will

be to look after the physical condition of the system.

Following the change in receiverships, the Chicago Passenger

Railw-ay Co., an niulerlying company of the Union 'Traction Co.,

which has no claim under the gg-year act, applied to the cily coun-

cil for a renewal of its franchises upon practically the same terms

a- it is suggested will be acceptable to the Chicago City Railway

Co.. except that it proposed that Ihe city may purchase the road

at the end of 15 years. No compensation is offered, other than the

old agreement of $50 per car per year license fee. Mayor Harrison

i- quoted as stating that the application has little chance of being

considered, as the city would feel that it is simply a plan to help

the Union Traction Co. by giving it a renewal of that part of its

system which it does not claim is under the protection of the gg-

\ear act.

THiring the past moiilh llir lilu,- Island and l.uuolii .\ve. lines

have been electrically equipped and new cars put into operation.

Seventeen new cars were also put on the North Stale St. line.

'I lie receivers liorrowed $50,000 to pay the February interest on

the underlying bonds' of the Chicago Consolidated 'Traction Co.

Klevated Traffic in Chicago.

Traffic on ihe elev lUd lines in Chicago during January suffered

from the closing of llie theaters and the lessening of business

activity, as the following daily averages for the month will show:

South Side Elevated Railroad Co., 87,(101, an increase of g<)4 over

igo3, or i.ii per cent; Norlhwesteni Elevated Railroad Co., 70,204.

an increase of i,g,?8, or 2.84 per cent; Metropolitan West Side Ele-

vated Railroad Co., 112,413. a decrease of 358, or iJ per cent:

Lake Street Elevaleil Railrn:ul Co., 42,82g, a decrease of 1,214. or

2.75 per cent.

Crawfordsvillc, Ind., Controversy.

The Crawfordsvillc llnd. ) council has inslriieUcI the eily elerli

to issue a permit to Ihe Indianapolis & Norlhweslern Traction Co.

lo use the streets, I lie council also requested Judge Baker, of Ihe

I'nited Stales Circuit Court, to modify his onlir uhiiii Misl.iined

the deimirrers of the Crawfordsvillc 'Traction Co. loiil llie eily nl

Crawfordsvillc to Ihe eomplaiiit of the Indianapolis & Norlhweslern

Traclion Co.. .•l^ reporled in the "Review" for lleccmber. ir)03.

A Wholly Necessary Precaution-

"I he eonihiclor has orders to restrain ladies Irmn aligiilnig from

moving cars, anil lo use force if necessary ll i- nol ,1 pleasure lo

give such an order as thai. But it is wbciily necessary. Some appear

to resent it when in a moineiil of confusion they are preparing lo

step off a moving car and the condiiclor lays a reslraining hand

upon lliein. 'That isn't jiisi fair. If people will per-ist in taking

wholly superlUions chances, we must use all diligence In ri-h;iiii

llie use of their judgment which is niaiiiie-tly sliockiiiKly bad I lu

condiiclor doesn'l do that lo be "funny" or in be "fresh." lie is

irying lo prevent you frniii breaking a limb. The cars may have

loo iiiucli momenluin to stop exactly at the crossing, bill PLE.A.Sl':

W.MT."- Ivxtracl from Detroit United Weekly, Issued by Dclrpiil

United Ry
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POWER HOUSE ACCESSORIES.

Distinct individiiality in the conslructiun and vquipniciU uf mod-
ern power plants <if a given class depends mainly upon differences in

llic ;irrangcmenl and comliination of various types and makes o(

generally approved apparatus and accessories, and only very slightly

upon the use of really new or nnusnal devices. The design of a

generating station of high efficiency and greatest practicable econ-

omy must of course he dictated largely by conditions of location,

water facilities, fuel supply, etc., but these requirements are ful-

tilied by intelligent selection and arrangement of standard details

if equipment.

I he new Manchester street station of the Rhode Island Co.,

at I'rovidence, as described elsewhere in this number, presents

lew exceptional features of design, but is nevertheless of interest

as a thoroughly modern installation of more than average size.

It is probably the only plant in New England, outside of the city

of Boston, having a double decked boiler house. This arrange-

ment was made necessary by the change from all horizontal

units, as contemplated in the original plans, to vertical units of

iwo-thirds greater power for the direct current machines, prac-

tically without loss of floor space. Provision for the additional

boilers by placing them in a second row at the ground level was

prevenlcd by th:^ limitations of the site, and the second bank had

lo go up onto :i higher floor. The arrangements for spouting coal

from the overhead storage bin past the upper bank of boilers to

the first floor and for spouting ashes from the upper stokers past

the lower boilers to tbc basement are well worked out, as indicated

in the drawings.

Usually the convenience of operation of a station of this char-

acter is enhanced by the use of one or more small, yet important,

devices suggested by the general or special conditions at the in-

dividual plant. In the Providence station the ringing of a gong

at regular intervals of twenty minutes as a signal to the oilers to

make their periodical rounds is a noteworthy feature of this sort.

It is not claimed as being original at this plant, but its use is

nevertheless not at all common and is worthy of attention. The
clock upon the boiler room wall midway of the length of the en-

gine room is arranged to close an electrical circuit three times an

hour, ringing the gong hung just below the clock. This regular

signal, so simply and reliably arranged for, can hardly fail to prove

of material value as contributing to engine efficiency by promoting

uniformity of lubrication and coolness of bearings, and to oil

economy by avoiding wastes due to excessive use of lubricant at

irregular intervals.

Another feature of the iManchestcr street power house, quite

unique in this class of work, yet obviously of decided merit, is

the installation of the modified form of ship telegraph apparatus

for signaling between the engine room floor and the elevated

switchboard galleries. In marine practice, for which this system

was originally designed, there is used for each propelling engine,

one set of this apparatus, the set consisting of duplicate dial

stands, one at the bridge and the other in the engine room. A
lever handle at each stand mechanically operates the indicating

pointer at the other dial, a gong sounding as the pointer moves

from any one position to the ne.xt. Receipt of the order is ac-

knowledged by placing the engine room lever handle at the same

position, the pointer at the other dial then showing that the order

has been understood and is being obeyed. When the order has

been executed and the engine is working as directed, the engineer

may advise the captain of the fact by moving his lever away from

the ordered setting and immediately returning it thereto, this op-

eration sounding the bridge gong at least twice and calling atten-

tion to the accomplishment of the desired change.

In adapting this signal system to power plant work separate sets

of the apparatus for the several ui;its would be impracticable and

unnecessary. The sets arc therefore merely in duplex, two stands

being used at each end. One indicates the unit, the other shows

the order to be executed. In the Providence plant there are five

main generating units, two motor driven exciters and one marine

engine driven exciter set to be provided for on one stand. The

other stand has its dial arranged to indicate the various details

of manipulation which may require to be communicated either

way between the engine room floor and the switchboard gal-

leries. In gunerating stations of any considerable size, and espe-

cially where the switchboard attendant is more or less isolated
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from the engineer's natural post of duty, the use of such a posi-

tive means of communication is certainly an item of value in facil-

itating rapidity and accuracy in securing desired results, with-

out requiring more than momentary distraction of attention of

either operative from his work.

THREE-CENT FARES IN CLEVELAND.

In the January "Review" reference was made in these columns

to a proposed 90 days' trial by the Cleveland Electric Railway Co.

of a three-cent fare ordinance which had been adopted by the

Cleveland city council, and which was to go into effect January

24th. It transpired that after the agreement to give the new ordi-

nance a trial had become looked upon as a certainty, unforeseen

difficulties arose which threatened its successful consummation.

and the Cleveland Electric Railway Co.. which is about to seek a

renewal of franchises, as a precautionary measure, applied for a

restraining order, which was granted January 23rd, enjoining the

city from putting the ordinance into effect, .-^rgunients for a per-

manent order were to have been made before the federal court

February 13th, but the case was passed for one week by agree-

ment.

The president of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co.. Mr. H. E.

.\ndrews, and Mayor Johnson have for months been trying to

agree upon some plan of reducing fares, in consideration of the

renewal of all existing franchises and the granting of franchises

for extensions of certain routes. The mayor insisted upon a

three-cent fare between the outer limit of the proposed zone, which

is practically coextensive with the city, and the business center

of the city; and on through lines a three-cent fare from one limit

of the zone to the other limit on the opposite side of the city.

The plan discussed contemplated a charge of two cents for trans-

fers and an additional two cents for rides beyond the zone limits.

The mayor was of the opinion that the company could afford to

operate at these reduced rates, hut was willing to try and secure

the passage of the ordinance with an option in it to the company

to accept the grant at any time within three or four months, in

consideration for putting the new fares into immediate effect

;

and the company was unwilling to agree to accept a franchise at

such rates of fare without an opportunity to make a trial.

.\t later conferences the mayor asked that the city have the

right, within two months after the passage of a franchise ordi-

nance to repeat it if the arrangement proved unsatisfactory to the

public, and was willing to give the company two months after the

expiration of the city's option to repeal, in which to determine

whether to accept or reject the proposed renewal. There was also

to be a provision in the proposed ordinance that the company

should not be required, during the life of the grant, to pay any-

thing for pavement or renewal of pavement, for car licenses or

for bridge rentals, nor to make any contribution toward the cost

of separating grades at steam and street railway crossings. There

was also a provision that the city might purchase the property

at the end of the 20-ycar term at a price lo be fixed by arbitra-

tion, to which price 20 per cent was to be added.

It is understood that the mayor submitled this plan to several

memlKrs of the city council and that they were unanimously op-

posed to it. At the present writing nothing definite has been de-

cided upon

PROPOSED PERMANENT WAY ASSOCIATION.

It has been the general feeling for some time past that need

cxi.st» for an association devoted to the special branches of streel

railway work represented by the construction and maintenance ol

way departments. The inability of the American Street Railway

.Association to extend its scope beyond the more general limits

and give adequate attention to the details of various departmental

practices has already led to the formation of the American Rail-

way Mcclianical and Electrical Association, and this society has

found itself so fully occupied with its proper subjects of power

and rolling stock as to cause oppo-silion to the proposal of .idmil-

ling permanent way interests and subjects to its membership list

and in convention time. An association devoted to the construc-

tion and maintenance of way departments would have little in

common with that of the master mechanics and might meet at the

vame time as the latter and quite indepmrlcntly of it, yet in like

connection with the convention of the A. S. R. A.

That the track, overhead and underground construction are mat
ters of importance is evident from the fact that the expenditures
in installation and maintenance of these branches of a traction sys-

tem equal or exceed those of power supply and rolling stock. The
problems of way construction are by no means small, and are
not to be solved by application of mathematical formulas. The
questions as to relative merits of different types of construction
are numerous and are to be decided only by experiment and ex-
perience. Such being the case, reduction of the whole matter to

any considerable degree of standardization can be effected only
by interchange and record of ideas and conclusions based upon
actual practice. The advisability of forming a "way" association
iif the same general character as that of the master mechanics
has been recognized 'by various engineers, and a movement look-

ing toward the desired end is now well started. Mr. Fred G.

Simmons, superintendent of construction and maintenance of way
for the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co., has taken the

initiative, after consultation with several engineers in similar po-

sitions, and has addressed to a number of such gentlemen a cir-

cular letter stating briefly the proposition, and accompanied by
a blank form to be filled out with expressions of opinion in regard

to various phases of the subject, in a preliminary way. The ob-

ject of this initial movement is to lay the project before as many
interested persons as possible, with a view to opening the subject

and bringing it into shape for further and possibly definite con-

sideration in connection with the next meeting of the A. S. R. A.

Mr. Simmons' communication has been sent merely to a few of

his personal acquaintances, and it is highly desirable that others

interested in the formation of such a society should address him,

stating their attitudes in regard to the project and the extent to

which they will be able and willing to co-operate with him in its'

consummation. We coinmend the proposition most heartily and
would urge all heads of permanent way departments and others

in associated positions lo lend their aid and support to the move-
ment thus started. The preliminaries to be given attention in-

clude principally the choice of an organization committee, whose
duty it shall be to outline a plan of organization, a name for the

association, the requirements for membership, the grading of mem-
bers, the membersliip fees and dues, etc. The question as to

whether membership shall be granted only to companies' or per-

sonally to individuals is one which must be decided. The blank

sent out by Mr. Simmons asks suggestions upon all these points, so

that an organization committee may be selected and the matter

fornuilated into such shape as to permit the accomplishment of

definite results' in connection with the coming convention of the

A. S. R. A.

Wc quote as follows from the letter sent out by Mr. Simmons:
"There is probably more money expended through this division

of the various electric railways of the country than any other

single department ; less discussion of matters pertaining to this

important work has been had, and the practice of no one depart-

ment is probably less uniform. It is reasonable to assume that an

intelligent, painstaking and thorough coittparison of rcsiilts ob-

tained throughout the country could in no other case lead to such

far-reaching economy for all concerned as in the practice of track

laying. 'Will your track last ten, twelve, fifteen or twenty years?'

What more important question can you ask the electric railways

of the country?

"In order to broaden somewhat the .scope of tlic proposed organ-

ization, it has been suggested that under the title 'Way' Ik in-

cluded the right of way, roadbed, track, poles, overhead line, and

underground conduits and feeders. A plan of organization simi-

lar lo that of the .'\inerican Railway Mechanical and Electrical

.Association might be used ; or such changes made therefrom as

would be suggested as advisable. The membershi)) of that asso-

ciation might be briefly outlined as follows

;

"Active members: Heads of departments; membership fee, $5

per year.

"Associate members: Owning or operating companies or iiidi-

vitlual owners; mem'oership fee, $20 per year.

"Junior members: Lesser employes engaged in lliis work where

either their companies or departmental heads arc ineiiibers; mem
liership fee, $3 per year.

"In order that a consensus of (ii)lnin)i on Iliis inipurlaiil m.'itlci

may be arrived at, a form rjf lilaid< circidar is enclosed herewilii.
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wliicli wc woiiM viry much like joii to till out and riturii to

the mulcrsiniiiil. after wliicli the work of orgnnixniion woiild

l)e taken up autl continnecl In- the pcrsous and in the niaiuier in-

ilicalefl l>y a majority of saiil replies. The rough idea a^ now
ni the mind of the writer contemplates an associalioii similar

Ml aims and purposes to the Mechanical and Kleclrical Associa-

tion already cited; to meet at the time and place chosen by the

.\merican Street Railway Association for its yearly convention,

and to act as an ofTshool of the said American Street Railway

.\ssociation, receiving and furthering suggestions therefrom, and

endeavoring in every way to improve and perfect, toward some

reasonable degree of uniformity, the practice of the way de-

partments of the gigantic electric railway interests represented

therein.

The writer h;is reason to believe fii>iii interchange of ideas

with many of the departmental heads in charge of this class of

work throughout the country that a large number of them are as

liriuly convinced as himself that such an organization can not be

l<irmed too soon, and it is therefore with considerable hope of good

results that this letter is launched, upon the idea that there must

be a beginning if there is to be progress. A plan of organization

may lie advisable by which the heads of departments can become

active members even though the company they represent does

not afliliatc with the association. We think the companies should

join wherever possible, as we are convinced ihat the matter of

twenty or twenty-five dollars for a membership fee and the ex-

penses of a representative at the annual meetings would soon be

repaid an hundred fold by the benefits to be derived therefrom.

"Your advice and help is earnestly solicited in order that a

thorough and comprehensive organization may be cflFccted."

We see no room for question as to the possibilities for good to

result from an active association along the lines indicated and

believe that the need is urgent for its formation as quickly as

practicable. The initiative of Mr. Simmons should be followed

and the furtherance of his plans assisted by the hearty co-opera-

tion of all engineers and companies interested in progress toward
liighest efiiciency and greatest possible uniformity in way con-

struction. The usual result of energetic work by societies of

this nature is a gradual, yet comparatively rapid, reduction of

general practice toward a uniformity which naturally brings

greater and greater approach toward standardization. Such must
be the result of the proposed association of permanent way inter-

ests, with correspondir.gly valuable possibilities for economy in

many directions.

Railway (Company Grants Transfers.

l''ebruary nth the New York City Railway Co.. which was for-

merly known as the Intcrurban Street Railway Co.. issued an order

to its conductors to give transfers at Broadway and I4tli St..

Hroadway and 2.Kd St.. Sixth Ave. and 2.^rd St.. and Madison
.•\ve. and i i6th St.. these being regarded as four chief points in

dispute between the company and the Transit Reform Committee
of One Hundred which has been endeavoring for more than a year

to obtain transfers at all intersecting points on the company's
lines. Some time ago a decision was handed down by the .Ap-

pellate Term court upholding the law which provided for such

transfers under a penalty of $50 in each case where a transfer is

refused. It is stated that suits amounting to about $1,000,000 have

been brought, or were to be brought, against the street railway

company since the decision was handed down by the court. Jan-

uary 25th one justice awarded judgments amounting to $750
against the company in lots of $50 each for refusing transfers at

various points during the past six months. Suits aggregating

$10,000 were said to be already on the city court calendars. One
man. a lawyer, secured nine judgments of $50 each, and he bad
entered 250 cases representing damages of $12,500. It seems that

a great many impecunious persons took advantage of the $50 pen-

alty provision and rushed to lawyers with their claims, the law

having been" construed to be capable of enforcement even when
the complainant had purposely ridden on the cars to make a case

against the company.

!n the appellate term of the supreme court at New York City.

January igth. a decision was rendered in a suit which had been

brought against the Intenirbaii Si reel Railway Co.. which reversed

the decision of the municipal court that the company was not lia-

ble to |H-iialty for nut giving the plainiifT a transfer at Broadway
and 2,ird St., it having been held by the lower court that the cited

.ection of the railroad law di<l not apply to the defendant. The
higher court, in reversing the ruling, gave the company leave to ap-

peal the case to the appellate divi>ion.

January jgth Judge O'Brien of the Court of Appeals al Albany

handed down an opinion in a case which had been appealed from

the decision of the lower court refusing the representative of the

Transit Reform Committee of One Hundred a writ of mandamus
to compel the company to issue transfers at iJjlh .St. and Kighlh

.'\ve., the decision being on the technical jKiint that mandamus
was not the proper procedure. The judge ruled that under the

railroad law the railroad commissioners have the power to inves-

tigate cimiplaints of neglect of duty on the part of railroad com-

panies, and it is provided that any decision or recommendation

of that hoard may be enforced by mandamus. This was regarde<l

as a partial victory for the company and the reform committee

looked forward to a long-drawn-out battle lasting al least a year,

when the company of its own accord acceded to the important

points in dispute.

President Vreeland has stated that the company withhelil trans-

fers at certain points because there would be particular danger to

the public if transfers were issued.

Chicago City Railway Co.

1 he annual report of the Chicago City Railway Co. for the

year ending Dec. 31. 190J. shows the gross earnings to have been

$f).4,?5,565, an increase of $22.38,^ over the previous year; the

passenger itceipls wee $6.,58i.246. an increase of $13,888; operat-

ing expenses and taxvs. $4,648,342. an increase of $311,837; depre-

ciation. $ioo.oco. a decrease of $80,000; net income. $1,687,224. a

decrease of $209,454; dividends (same as 1902). $1,620,000; sur-

plus for the year. $67,224. a decrease of $209,454; ratio of operat-

ing expenses and taxes to gross earnings. .7223, an increase of

4.61 per cent; ratio of operating expenses and taxes to passenger

receipts, .7284. an increase of 4.73 per cent ; passenger receipts per

day. $17,483

The report shows the total car miles run during the year as

.!2.535.>23. a decrease of i.;6.8ii. There were carried 128.304,455

fare passengers, an increase of 206,646, and 66,883.346 transfer pas-

sengers, an increase of 11.089.784. The percentage of transfer

passengers to fare passengers was 52.13 per cent.

The report of the president. Mr. D. G. Hamilton, states that the

gross earnings do not show the expected and normal increase,

owing to the 14 days' strike of employes in Novemlwr, and also

owing to the unfavorable weather conditions during January and

December. While the passenger receipts increased less than one-

fifth of one per cent, the transfer passengers carried increased 20

per cent, due to the enforced inauguration of the present transfer

system. 0\er 50 per cent of the fare passengers carried were

carried on transfers. The large increase in expenses was attrib-

uted to the increases in wages, cost of fuel, material and supplies,

cleaning street^, removal of snow, insurance, taxes and the strike

expenses.

The report points out certain improvements which were made in

1903. and needed improvements which will be made in 1904. the

latter to include additional cars and power plant apparatus, as

well as construction and reconstruction work.

Regarding the franchise negotiations between the company and

the city, the report slates that "a tentative ordinance is under con-

sideration, by which it is hoped a fair and business-like settlement

of the questions involved may be made." Pending the settlement

the company will efficiently maintain its plant and equipment and

make such improvements as will enable it to furnish the best serv-

ice possible under existing condition^.

The New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co.. in con-

junction with the General Electric Co.. proposes to lay a special

track near Schenectady. N. Y.. on which to test the new electric

locomotives which have been ordered, .^n effort will be made to

exceed the speed attained by the German military electric line he-

Iwen Berlin and Zossen last year.



The Railway System of the Steubenville Traction
& Light Co.

Describing the Company's Railway System and Power House Which Includes a Gas Producing
Plant, an Electric Lighting Plant and an Electric Traction Plant.

A gas producing plant and an electric traction and lighting

company may seem to have but little in common, and yet the

Steubenville Traction & Light Co., of Steubenville, Ohio, owes its

origin directly to the local branch of the American Gas Co., of

Philadelphia, Pa., a corporation operating artificial gas plants in

many cities throughout the country. In other words the original

gas manufacturing business has gradually declined- in importance

to little more than a side issue when compared with the electrical

sidered at all, and the electric liglit end unly as it enters into the

description of the power plant. .As an index to the proportions of

the latter, however, it may be said that the company is supplying

at the present time, about 6,000 incandescent lamps for store and

house illumination and a large number of small motors on its

alternating current circuits, and on its arc circuits 245 arc lamps

of 2,000 candle-power each, for city service in street lighting.

The company's traction system will be the central olijcct of atten-

8TELl!i;.NVIl,l,E K.Ml.WAY GKNEHATING .SI II I

enterprises that have so largely replaced it, consetjuenlly the

coi:poratc name has been changed to correspond. However, it

should not be inferred that the gas business is neglected, for in its

appointments and processes it is kept admirably up to date. 'Only

a short time ago the furnaces and ihcir auxiliary c(|uipments were

thoroughly overhauled, repaired and modernized by the addition

of many minor improvements. Still, the fact remain* thai selling

artificial gas in this part of Ohio is about as profitable ;is "carry-

ing coals to Newcastle," inasmuch as natural gas is plentiful and

cheap; and it was apparently with an instinct to self-preservation

that the departure was made into electrical lines.

In this discussion the gas end of the business will not be con-

l,.U;l, i:.\ill.\i;. naiUW. 1 ItlH'KIOJt-WIIIOJOI.lCli GENERATOR.

lion for in it are emiiodieil features of certain interest to tlic

readers of the "Review." Among them may he mentioned an ex-

cellent type of track construct inn and a car cfiuipmcnt that is

unusual for the territory covered or the population served (about

.30,000), and one that would dn credit to a more pretentious

system. From an operating standpoint the inmicrous ticket forms,

the arrangcineiUs for carrying freight, and the system of regu-

lating promotions and maintaiinng discipline are of interest, and in

connection with the power plant the history of its rapid recupera-

tion after a total desliuction by fire, though familiar to some, is

sufficiently remarkable to deserve repetition.

1"hc street railway property includes about eighteen miles oi
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Ir.ick, of which alioiil fdiir miles is a single bolt hiiv, arotiiid and

throiiuh the ho.irl of the city, reaching all depots, city and county

huilding.s, public library, hospital, etc., and passing through the

principal residential and manufacturing districts. The longest

line is the intcrbiirban division, about IJ miles lung, extending

from the center of Stcubenvillc through .Mikanna, Stanton Park,

Kingsdale. Costonia, Markle's. Jeddo, Toronto, and Fosterville

lo its present terminus about a mile north of Toronto, directly op-

posite New Cumberland, \V. \'a., connection being made between the

two points by ferry. Part of this line is also traversed by the

cars of the Toronto local division which passes through the princi-

pal business and residential streets of that town. Within Slcnben-

ville the company also operates what is known as the Pleasant

, Heights line, a division

V\3& two miles long, which

erre/ar \ \ fw\f to the hill-top

suburb of tlie city, and

a Market and 6th

Street line three miles

long, which runs over

a section of the inler-

urban track.

.\s may be seen from

the map. the interurban

line for the greatest

part of its length run>

along the banks of the

O li i o river, passing

through one .of the

most beautiful sections

of the Ohio Valley—

a

country noted for its

picturesque scenery. \\

a distance of about

three miles out on this

line from the center of

Steubenville is located

Stanton Park, a pleas-

ure resort, owned and

developed by the street

railway company. It is

situated near the river

on a little plateau

among tlic hills and

commands a view in

both directions, the

equal of which would

be hard to find through-

out the valley. The

grounds comprise about

86 acres of forest . and

glens and are transected

by a stream which has

been artificially ex-

panded into a small

lake. .\bout the park

have been erected a

number of quaint build-

ings in Dutch and Eng-
lish rustic style, which accommod.atc a small theater, a storage

battery plant and a home for the keeper and his family, and shel-

ters for a merry-go-round, photo-gallery, shooting gallery, roller

coaster, refrcslnncnt booth, and various' other stand novelties. The
placing of the buildings and the layout of the paths and roads with

their rustic bridges and benches have been executed in a harmoni-

ous and artistic manner, the construction work of which involved

considerable engineering in the w-ay of grading, drainage and sup-

plying water, lighting, and the installation of fire protective appara-

tus, but this is beyond the intended scope of the present article.

The storage battery plant, since it is associated with the railway

work, will be described later in detail.

Track and Overhead Construction,

All of the lines are single track, with turn-outs located at inter-

vals of about two miles on the interburban line, and inorc frequently

within the city limits where the cars are run on a headway of about

8 minutes. The maximum grade is about ^''^ per cent and of but

LINES OP THE STEUBENVILLE
TRACTION & LIC.HT CO.

short extent. It occurs on the interurlian line near Stanton Park.

Within the city limits the maximum grade is but 6',^ per cent

and it is here that the only curves of .^ho^t radius exist. There are

two steam railroad crossings, at which points derailing switches,

made by the Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co., have been provided in

accordance with the Ohio laws.

The roadbed as constructed is unusually good and should prove

J^vo 2 s^iMMsr
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of an enduring character. .-V sketch herewith shows the scheme

of the track construction. .\ trench is first excavated to a depth

of i8 in. in which 6 in. of broken stone is laid and thor-

oughly rolled. On this white oak ties, 6 by 8 in. in cross sec-

tion and 7 ft. long are placed, 2 ft. between centers and upon these

arc laid the 6o-lb. rails. In the open country the track is ballasted

with broken stone well tamped to the top of the tie ; in unpavcd

streets and pike roads broken stone is filled in to the top of the

rails and covered with limestone screenings, and on paved streets

broken stone is rammed between the tics, this covered with lime-

stone screenings and again rammed, while over all is spread sand

upon which the paving bricks arc finally laid.

Within the city limits the roadbed gave little difficulty and the

tracks have good foundations, but at a number of places on the

interburban line considerable work was necessary in the way of

cutting, filling and constructing retaining walls. The material of

the hills, which the track skirts at pouits is of a shaly nature, and

has given considerable trouble by sliding. One of the illustrations

herewith shows the result of one of these slides or "slips,"

RKP.MRING .\ SI.II'.

as they are called. But gradually these difficulties are being over-

come and the conditions corrected to diminish likelihood of their

recurrence.

In all city streets the rails are 6 in. high, 6o ft. long and

weigh 6o lb. per yard, and in the open country a 4'/2-in. rail of the

same weiglit is used. All rails, switch pieces, railroad crossings,

short curves, etc.. were made by the Johnson Co., of Lorain, Ohio,
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and the Carnegie Steel Co.. of Carnegie. Pa. Tie rods are

provided every 10 ft. ; guard rails and rail braces on all curves;

An additional ;aleguard is provided where the track riuis close

to the edge of high walls and emb.iiikments. or at curve approaches

to bridges, wliich consist of a 6x8-in. wooden strniger laid out-

side of. and 8 in. from the rail and bolted to every tie. The joints

calcd in the diagram of circuit breakers and switches. 'IMie trolley

feeder cables consist of about three-fourths of a mile of No. oixxi

copper wire and approximately 9'/, miles of 795,000 cm. aluminum

cable. The rail feeders are about Va miles in length' and are 500,-

000 c. m. copper cables. At intervals of every third of a mile

lightning arresters are installed, and between .Stanton Park and

TRESTLE OVER CRdXTdNS HVN.

are bonded with Xo. cooo "Protected" rail bonds, single bonds

being used in Toronto and on all 4K-in. rails, and double bonds

on the Steubenville streets. Cross bonds are placed every three

rail lengths from Steubenville as far as Stanton Park and also

in Toronto. The bond holes were drilled in the field and the

bonds compressed wilb screw presses and then carefully coated

with pitch.

One of the important features of the road construction was the

building of the trestle over Croxton's run near Fosterville above

Toronto, shown in one of the views herewith. It

is about 325 ft. long and includes the longest bridge

of the system, one of plate-girder construction 75

ft. long, supported on wooden bents. The trestle

proper, leading to the bridge from the south, is of

wood. The smaller bridges of the system are also

'of plate-girder construction and are supi)orted by

heavy lients on stone foundations. The one at Cos-

tonia, however, is supported directly on stone foun-

dations. With few exceptions all stone work such

as that used in retaining walls, etc., is heavy ndible

masonry laid in cement mortar.

In the overhead construction which is indicated

in several of the cuts, there are two general methods

for supiK.rting the wires. On the streets span con-

struction is used, the trolley wires being suspended

from cross wires extending between cedar poles,

while on the county roads and private right of way,

flexible brackets, designed by the t)hio Brass Co.

and mounted on. cedar poles, are used. .Ml poles

run from 30 to .15 ft. in length, averaging from \2

to 14 in. in diameter at the butt anil 7 in. in diam-

eter at the top, and arc emijcdded in the soil tu

a depth of from 6 to 7 ft., the bases being first well

coated with pitch. After the poles arc set the

groun:! around them is tamped down hard and guy

wires strung wherever necessary. Ihe trolley is No. 0000 grooved

copper wire and !•> supported by galvanized steel span wire S-16 in.

in diameter, made up with two globe strain insulators on each span

Ihe trolley wire is anchored at frequent intervals and is provided

with line breaks §0 that sections may be cut out in case of I rouble.

Swilchej connecting with these sections arc located in boxes on

\xi\ct convenient to lb'- "W"- •'' b:irn aiirl battery house, as indi-

Steubenville, there is a system of electric block signals. There is

also a telephone system extending the full length of the line with

five fixed stations in Steubenville, and connecting boxes on poles

every quarter of a mile outside of the city. Portable telephone

.sets are carried on all interurban cars which may he readily con-

nected with these stations. In this way communication may be

quickly established with the ham or office to report trouble from

any part of the line and receive instructions.

The car equipment includes lliree enclosed inlerurliaii cars each

STANDARD I NTKRr Illl.VN >\\H.

Kolling Stock.

41 ft. long, built by the Jackson & Sharp Co.. two having smoking

comparlnieiits and Ihe third a baggage conq)arlnienl at one end.

These are each mounted on two Peckham No. 14-"-.^ trucks with

fitur No. 12-A Wcstinghousc motors, one on each axle, and are

crinipped with Christensen air brakes in addition to hand brakes,

air whistles, Newark air sanders and Mosher arc head lights. The
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scats are of the "walkover" pattern, of rattan, ami each car will ac-

commodate 50 persons. The car interiors arc finished in satin

oak and are brilliantly lighted by 22 i6-candle power incandescent

lights. The open interurban cars, four in number, arc of the

same make but ,1 ft. longer, they also have cross scats and a center

aisle, nnd ,irc cipnblc of sc.iting 56 persons. The trucks, motors,

VIKW IN UCIILKR ROOM. SHOWING STIRLING BOILERS.

air brakes and lighting equipment are the same as those used on the

closed interurban cars.

For city service the following are the closed cars : Four of

Stephenson make on McGuire A-i suspension trucks, with two 12-A

Westinghouse motors, and four Laclede bodies on 21-E Brill

trucks with two No. 49 Westinghouse motors. These are 28 ft.

long and capable of seating about 30 persons.

The open cars for city service are 30 ft. long, four being Laclede

and eight American Car Co. bodies. Four of the latter arc

mounted on McGuire A-l suspension trucks, two having 12-A

Westinghouse motors and two G. E. 800 motors, and four are on

Lord Baltimore trucks with G. E. 57 motors. The Laclede cars

have Brill trucks and No. 49 Westinghouse motors. These twelve

cars have side seats with an aisle through the center and will

seat about 28 persons. The side steps bolt up, the passengers being

obliged to enter and leave at the ends. This avoids accidents by

preventing people from riding on the steps, and is a distinct ad-

vantage in bad weather.

The open and closed cars on the Pleasant Heights line are 30

ft. long, were built by the American Car Co., and are equipped

with Brill trucks. No. 56 Westinghouse motors and arc headlights.

They have cane covered seats with a center aisle and a seating

capacity for 38 persons.

The total equipment consists of thirty-one cars, all of which are

equipped with International fare registers, trolley catchers. Hunter

illuminated signs and those of the closed type with either Gold

street car heaters, or those built by the Consolidated Car Heating

Co. In addition there is a McGuire sweeper used for cleaning

the track of snow or dirt, which is equipped with two No. 49 West-

inghouse motors on the trucks and a G. E. 50-h. p. motor to drive

the brooms. For construction work and repairing an open work

truck, four hand push cars, two of which are equipped with towers,

a velocipede hand-car and a tower repair wagon are kept in readi-

ness at the barn. For wrecking purposes an old car body filled

with tackle and all necessary tools is used as a trailer and can be

quickly taken to any point where it may be needed.

The Power Plant.

The central power station is located on High and South Sts.,

occupying part of a 240 x 180- ft. plot which accommodates in addi-

tion to the engine-generating and boiler plants, two gas holders,

with a capacity of 85,000 cu. ft., a retort house, an elevated water

tank, and a store hou.se containing an oil room, work shop and

storeroom for miscellaneous supplies. The accompanying plan

shows the relative positions of the component parts and the general

layout of the most important piping.

The boiler house is a one-story brick building. 54 by 90 ft.,

uitli a steel-truss, slate-covered roof and brick-paved floor, ren-

ilering it thoroughly fire proof. Coa! is stored in an adjoining shed,

.?S X 6s ft, in area, having a capacity of 500 tons. It is of iron-clad

frame construction with composition roof and brick pavement, and

has a trestle leading into it connecting with a spur from the

Wheeling & Lake Eric R. R., so that the coal may be brought

directly into the shed and dumped. A narrow gage track runs

through the boiler room passing in front of the boilers and thence

through a passage over a Fairbank 6x8-ft. platform scale into the

storage shed, and the coal is brought on a small push car to the

front of the furnaces as needed. The ashes are removed in a wheel

hopper to the ash dump. The fuel used is a bituminous

slack coal purchased from local mines and the Dillonvale field.

For the generation of steam there are five Stirling water-tube

boilers and space has been left for the future installation of one

more of the same size as the last one erected. The latter

is of 350 h. p. capacity, contains 264 3V4-in. tubes and has Mc-

Qave shaking and dumping grates with a combined area of 54

sq. ft., and a McClavc argand steam blower in the ash pit for

supplying forced draft. The remainder of the boiler equipment in-

cludes two double batteries of two 272-h. p. boilers each, all of which

have McClave grates and blowers with the exception of one

which is fitted with a Merrill gas burner. The draft is regulated

by throttling the steam supplies to the blowers by means of Spencer

damper regulators. The large boiler delivers its products of com-

bustion through a 54-in. steel stack no ft. high and the others

discharge into a smoke header which connects to the base of a

circular brick stack. 8 ft. in diameter and 120 ft. high, built by the

.\dam Weber Sons, New York. Outside of the boiler house and

RESULT OF FIRE IN E.VGINE .\ND GENER.\TOR ROO.M.

running its length, there is a wooden box 2 ft. square which serves

as a muffler for the blow-oflf of steam from the safety valves.

The boilers generate steam at a pressure of somewhat less than

150 lb., the safety valves being set for that pressure, and deliver

through 9-in. connections to an overhead main carried along

the passage at the rear of the boilers, to which is connected a

steam pressure gage and a Bristol recording gage. This header

gradually increases in size to i6-in. and continues underground
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through an insulated brick-lined conduit about 150 ft. long, to

the engine room, where it connects near the center of a u-in. live-

steam header under the floor. The header is drained by means of

traps, and from it the branches to the mdividual engines are taken

up through the floor and down with two right angle bends, through

Austin separators to the steam chests. All steam piping between

the boilers and engines is covered with H. W. Johns-Manville

Co's. sectional magnesia covering.

The engine room is 120 ft. long by 43 ft. wide, is Ji ft. under the

eaves and a ft, high to the peak of the gable roof. A lo-ton

hand-power crane built by the Whiting Foundry Equipment Co.,

having a span of 37 ft., travels the long way of the building so as

to serve any part of the room. The walls and floor are of brick,

and put in operation for the street lighting service within fourteen

days. Power was purchased from another plant for about twenty-

two days in sufficient amount to operate one-third of the regular

equipment of cars. By that time the one Crockcr-Whecler genera-

tor previously in place and the Westinghouse machine were re-

paired and put into service and two new Crocker-Wheeler machines

of larger size were also installed. The eight 50-ft. span steel trusses

which support the present roof were made up and delivered within

two weeks from the time of ordering. The switchboards were

of course entirely destroyed and new ones of more modern type

than before were erected.

The exhaust pipes from the engines pass directly through the

floor, and connect by horizontal runs to an exhaust main in the

RAII.W.W RQfll'MKNT KNU OK (JKNERATINO ROOM.

the former 13 in. thick and the trusses are of steel, suiiixjrting a

slalc roof. The door and window frames and sashes arc of wood
and form the only combustible material in the structure, so that

it is practically impossible for the plant to be visited by another

fire such as the one which destroyed it about a year ago.

The accompanying reproduction of the ruins gives an idea of

the extent of that disaster, and causes one to better appreciate how
remarkable was the rapidity with which operations were restored.

Part of the traction service was resumed the day following I he

fire, the store and house lighting a week later and Ihc street

lighting two weeks after. As soon as it was safe to go on the site

ihc builders were set to work and a temjiorary roof was in place

over the dynamo and engine room within 36 hours. An alternator

was ordered by telegraph, delivered by express, and erected in

time to restore the incandescent lighting supply six days after the

fire. In much the same manner Brush arc machines were obtained

liiiinci willi the livc-sleam header. At its largest end it is 18 in.

in diameter and connects with a feed-water healer located in the

adjoining room.

The healer is of an original design and CDUseipiently its con-

si ruction may he of interest. It is contained in a shell of 3-8 in.

steel, 23 ft. high and 47 in. in diameter, which was originally used

as a water tank. The exhaust inlet is at the side of the heater

just above the water line and is 18 in. in diameter. The riser

lor the escape of excess steam is also 18 in. and leads from the lop

of the heater to a piiiiU above the roof, the top being 40 ft. from

the floor, Water is inlioduced through a i'A-m- coniieclion which

ends in a ring of 2'/i-'m. perforated copper |ii|ie placed on the

inside near the upper head of the healer. 1 lie water sup-

ply is governed by a Foster regulating valve, controlled by a

float which acts in a vertical pipe 6 in. in diameter and 2 ft. long

connected to the heater at the bottom with an elbow. This being
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or. tlio oiiisicli- of llir liiJitcr lia> ilii- ;i(lvaiit:iKC of licing always ac-

cessible. A 2-iii. blovv-oflf is taken from the bottom of the heater

and an overflow i.* provided to the sewer through a 4-in. U)op seal

of snfiicieni height to cause it to act when the depth of water in

the heater exceeds 6 ft. The feed-water outlet is 5 in. in diameter

When the feed water is inlroducd through tlie copper coil it

falls downward through the rising vapor emitted by the exhaust

and partially condenses the steam, from wliich it receives its heat.

It was found when it was first tried that the heater was extremely

noisy, its operation being attended with continual rumbling and a

I.VTI-.KIilK OP A STORAOK BATTERY ROf)M

succession of mild explosions. The only uay that thi> cnuUI ln'

accounted for was that the steam was condensed so rapidly that it

tended to produce a vacuum in the heater. Acting on this assnnip

tion, though it seemed improbable, a 3-in. vent was provided near

the top of the shell to admit air, when the annoying noises were

stopped at once, proving the theory to be correct. It also demon-

strated that the heater would have been an effective condenser,

before the vent was opened, if it had not been sucli a nuisance to

the neighborhood that it was complained of. Even in its present

condition it is clear that the heater is not imposing a burden on

the engines for the back pressure cpnnot exceed the atmnspberic.

There are several alternatives for the supplying

of feed water so that it is practically impossible for

the plant to be tied up from an inability to receive

water. Two sources of city water supply connect

to the header which supplies the heater, and either

of these may be drawn upon directly by either one

of the two cross-connected feed pumps. In addition

a tank of 30.0CO gallons capacity connects to the

same header, and, being kept full, serves as a reser-

voir to tide over the improbable contingency of hav-

ing both sources of city water out of commission.

and as a last resort a large supply may be drawn

through a connection from the large gas holder

water tank. The feed pump deliveries conned

through two separate lines, one to the front of the

boilers to the regular feed line, and one connecting

with the blow-oflf line at the back of the boilers. Hy

this arrangement, in case of emergency, the boilers

may be fed for a short time through the blow-

off. As a further alternative, the boilers may be

fed by a 2}4-in. Pemberthy injector, or a 7Vi x

5 X 6-in. pump located in the boiler room. The regular feed

pumps are single acting with 14-in. steam pistons, i8-in. water

rams and a stroke of 14 in. They are of the outside center-packed

type, and together have a capacity for supplying j.ooo boiler horse

power.

(jenerating P-cinipnient.

Electricity for the traction lines is generated by four direct-con-

nected railway sets, all contained in the south half of the engine

room. Two .'4 x 30-in. corliss-type engines built by Clark Brothers,

Belmont, N. V., running at 150 r. p. in. anil rated at 700 b. p.,

are as.sociate<l with Crocker-Wheeler railway-type generators hav-

ing a normal capacity of 400 kw. each, at 550 volts, .\nothcr

set of the same style consists of a 22 x 30-in. Clark engine of 500

h. p., at no r. p. m., direct-connected to a 350-kw., 550-volt

Crocker-VVhcclcr generator. There is also an 18 and 30 x i6-in.

Westinghousc vertical compound engine, which runs at 250 r. p.

m., and is direct connected to a 250-kw., 550-volt dynamo of the

same make. This set is not used ordinarily, but is kept as a

reserve in case of emergency. The average maximum load of the

railway plant is 1,200 amperes, and the maximum possible capacity

with all the machines running at theii normal load is about 2.500

amperes.

One of the large sets is shown by itself in one of the accompany-

ing cuts. The engine is of a horizontal, simple type with heavy

bed construction and corliss-type valve gear having separate ec-

centrics for the admissitm and exhaust valves. It is operated non-

condensing on a steam pressure of 150 lb. and obtains its speed

legiilatinii tbriiugh a fly-wheel governor. The gener.itor is of the

standard railway type, as built by the Cmcker-Whceler Co.,

the essential features of which are cast-iron internally-flanged

magnet frames in which the mild-steel poles are cast-welded, and

iron-clad armatures consisting of toothed cores of laminated mild

^teel, in the slots of which the windings are retained by wooden

wedges fitting in notches at the tip of the teeth. The field coils

.ire in three parts, one for series, and the other two for shunt

excitation, which are individually wrapped, taped and insulated,

and. to improve the heat radiating qualities, are held apart by small

wooden wedges. A special feature is the parallel movement type

I if brush-holder. Each one consists of four sets of copper leaves

which carry the current and control the movement of the brush

from or toward the commutator, always maintaining the same

angle with its surface, so that they wear away evenly. .As they

liecunie shorter they may be extended and clamped in a new

positicm without altering the surface of contact. A helical spring

regulates the brush pressure and since it carries no current, is not

inclined to beat and vary its tension. The brush-holder arms are

iiulcpendently adjustable to conpensate for any inequalities among

the magnetic circuits, and when the various circuits are in equi-

librium, to secure the position of sparkless commutation, the entire

nicker ring may be revolved by the hand wheel.

Current for the incandescent and arc lighting is furnished by

belt-driven inachines located in the northern half of the plant.

For incandescent lighting there are two General Electric two-phase

(lo-cycle 2,300-volt compensated revolving field type of alternators.

KNU VIIOW OF (WR H.VRN.

One of 150 kw. capacity is driven with a speed of 600 r. p. m. by

a 225-h. p. 16^ X 18-in. simple horizontal Buckeye engine, running

at 225 revolutions per minute. The other has a capacity of too

kw., running at gco r. n. m., and is driven by a I4''i x i6-in. Buck-

eye engine rated at 150 h. p. at 240 r. p. m. l-"rom the same engine

a I20-Iight Brush arc dynamo is driven at 500 r. p. m., a friction

clutch on the shaft jf the engine being used to disengage either

machine while allowing the other to run. The remainder of the arc

lighting equipmtr.t includes two 120-light Hru^ll machines both
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driven at 500 r. p. m. by an 18 x 20-in. simple liorizomal Clark

engine, having a capacity of 300 h. p. at 175 r. p. ni., and a Western
Electric i J5-liglit arc dynamo driven at 525 r. p. m, by a 14 x i6-in.

Buckeye engine rated at 125 li. p. at 240 r. p. m. All the lighting

engines are supplied with steam at a pressure of 100 lb,, whereas it

will be remembered the railway engines receive full boiler pressure,

150 lb. On each of the lighting engines there is a Foster reducing

valve to give the lOO-lb pressure, and in connection with it a

steam gage to indicate the actual pressure obtained

Switchboards.

The separation of the railway work from the lighting has al-

ready been suggested in the location of the engines and generators.

The individualizing of the various branches is carried still further

in the wiring and in the control of the distributing system. Sepa-

rate switchboards are provided for the railway work, incandcscenl

cuit-breaker. in addition to tlic overload breaker, .\ large gong,

which can be heard in all parts of the room, is arranged to give

warning as soon as a circuit-breaker opens. The board also con-

tains a Weston station voltmeter, supported on a bracket at the

left end of the board, a Thomson intergrating wattmeter at the

bottom of one of the distributing panels and tank lightning arrest-

ers. The" negative bus bar connects with the rails and the positive

with the feeders to the trolley wires. .\n accompanying diagram
shows very clearly the arrangement of lines, cables and switch-

boards for the street railway work, and for the arc and incandescent

lighting.

The incandescent lighting board, built by the General Electric

Co., is 8 ft. high by ij ft. long and contains two panels for the

alternators and three for distributing lines. It . is provided with

integrating w-attntetcrs. a synchronizing outfit to serve the two
aheniators, and for tach machine a .arnnnd detector, an ammeter

- /ao'-o' —
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lighting and arc lighting, each being placed as near as possible

to the machine with which it is associated, as the plan indicates.

The railway board was built by the Weslinghouse company and

contains 6 panels of bine Vermont marble. 90 in, high, 24 in, wide

and 2 in. thick— four for generators and Iwn for the distributing

system. Each of the generator panels includes a circuit-breaker,

an ammeter, a voltmeter receptacle, two single-pole dynamo switches

and a tiehl rheostat. The c(|Ualizer switches instead of being

placed on the Iwiard are Mip|M>rtcd on pedestals near their respect-

ive generators. The extreme left-hand panel serves the Wesling-

house generator, the next three the Crocker-Wheeler machines and

the two right-hand panels contrfJ four distributing lines, two each.

One feeder supplier the city lines, an'ither the inlerurban line and

>toragc battery, the third the Soulli P'onrlh St, line and the fourth

the Pleasant Heights line. On the boanl there is a circuit-breaker,

an ammeter and a single-throw switch for each line, and for the

feeders connecting to the storage battery there is an underload cir-

in each phase, a voltmeter for the exciter curreiU, a single-pole

switch to control the exciting field currenl, ami synchronizing

lamps, a rheostat for each exciter, a three-pole switch for putting

the exciters together, plug switches for synchronizing, i)lug switches

for the voltages of each phase, six duiiblc-lhrow distributing-cir-

cuit switches and a high potential fuse plug in each phase (jf each

side on each of th» dislribuling lines, ,'\ll high pntmlial switches

are of the oil' form and are placed on the back <A \\w hn.inl with

controlling handles on the face. Above the bo;ird there aii- Iwo

transformers for stepping down the pressuri: for the exciter cm'

rent. The alternating current is dislriliuleil at the generated

pressure of 2,300 volts and is stcpi'cd down to abcnit 1 10 volts by

Iransformers, placed on poles near the buildings to be supplied.

The arc lighting swilclibo;ird built by the Western lOeclric Com-
pany, of Chicago, contains two panels of blue Verinonl marble,

each .1 X K fl,, and is surmtmnled by a clock. It is arranged for

four dynamos and twelve di-^lribiUing circuits, six on each of the
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panels. Each circuit supplies 20 to 80 series arc lamps and is

provided willi an ammeter and a current indicator. The connec-

tions are made by plug connectors.

Storage Battery Plant.

The storage battery sub-station located at Stanton Park is used

principally for supplying current to the further end of the intcrur-

under and overloads. The lower part of the panel contains a

double-pole double-throw switch, in the upper position of which the

battery may be charged, while in the lower position it is floating

on the line. The battery consists of 252 cells of the Electric Stor-

age Battery Go's. F 13 "Chloride" accumulator. These are arranged

in five sets to give a pressure of 550 volts and have a maximum dis-

charge of 280 amperes in one hour.

[_p^ iVZc^L S /f f?
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ban line. The building is of frame about 50 ft. long by 30 wide

and two stories high, the upper floor being fitted up as an apartment

for the keeper and his family. On the first floor there is a battery

room the full width of the house 38 ft. long and in the front a

switchboard room. The board is of black slate and contains two

panels, upon the right one of which are the following instruments

:

The lighting of the park grounds and buildings is supplied by

alternating current from the power station, there being two trans-

formers for the purpose of stepping down the pressure to no volts.

The left-hand panel has five alternating current wattmeters to

measure the power consumed in the lighting and five double-throw

switches to control the distributing circuits; one for the roller

•Vl
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—a circuit-breaker, a voltmeter, an ammeter, a multiple-point

switch for placing the voltmeter on either the battery or the line,

and two single-pole single-throw switches, and a single-pole double-

throw switch by the manipulation of which the battery may be cut

out and the feeder allowed to supply the line clear to the end, or

the feeder may be cut out and the battery connected to supply the

line above that point, or the battery may be connected to float on

the line, giving or taking" current to balance the fluctuations of

coaster, one for the merry-go-round, one for the casino, one for the

south park, and woods, and one for the north park and lake.

Car Barn.

For convenient access to all the lines the car barn could scarcely

be better situated than at the intercession of 6th and 7th Sts. It

is 43 ft. wide by 200 ft. long and of complete fire-proof construc-

tion, i. e., brick walls, slate roof, steel trusses, beams and columns,
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slag floor and Kinncar steel rolling doors. There are four tracks

e.xtending the length of the barn which, near the entrance, pass

over a pit 30 ft. long by 35 ft wide. About 24 cars can be accom-

modated in the barn at a time and three cars in the repair shop.

The surplus equipment is stored in the old barn, about 800 ft.

away from the new one.

Adjoining the barn there is a frame paint shop and a repair shed

containing a brick and concrete construction pit arranged for

making necessary repairs. Both pits arc provided with screw

ORGAXIZ.VTION DI.\GR.\M.

motor and armature lifts and overhead chain hoists. There is

also a triangular frame extension containing an office, waiting room

for the employes, bins for storing sand, etc., lockers, wagon room

and stable. The entire group of buildings is wired in strict accord-

ance with the National code, and otherwise carefully protected

against fire with fire plugs, hose and chemical extinguishers.

Operation.

In the operating of the road there are several commendable

features which might be mentioned in passing. For instance the

intcrurban road besides its passenger service carries freight, at the

risk of the sender, delivering it at the nearest point on the road

to its destination. Shipments are received by agents in both

Steubenvillc and Toronto. If the consignee is not on the line of the

road, the freight is left with one of these agents for delivery.

When a shipment is made a receipt is given which is good for a

five cent fare on any car, an excess of that amount being charged

at the time the cash is paid. By thus making it an object to return

the receipt coupon the company is able to keep a check on the

amount of business done. Outside of this there are a number of

standard ticket forms in use. A green ticket sold at six for a

quarter or twenty-five for a dollar is good on all roads except the

Pleasant Heights line. A special form coupon ticket applies on the

intcrurban line between its extremes, New Cumberland and Steuben-

villc, one coupon being taken up at the start and one at each of

the intermediate points, Toronto, Costonia and Alikenna. Within

the limits of Toronto only, a special ticket sold at thirteen for 50

cents is valid. There is also a complimentary ticket form and a

monthly commutation ticket which may be used for not more than

54 trips. On the Pleasant Heights road there is a special form of

ticket, good only on that line.

The apportioning of the various runs to the motormen and the

conductors is determined by their seniority, the most desirable

**'nK given to the oldest men and so on down the line. Promotions

are then made from any certain run to the one considered the next

belter whenever a vacancy occurs. It is at the option of the indi-

vidual to retain his own run, but he forfeits his position in the

scale unless he moves up when he is given the opportunity, as a

fixed rank applies to a given run. In addition to the regular men

there are of course a number of e.xtra motormen and conductors

kept at the car house to supply the places of absentees. These men

are also graded, the senior being in line for the first vacancy in the

regular staff but always beginning at the bottom. The men are

required to report 10 minutes before time for their cars to leave,

and register on a Day time clock. They then register when taking

car out, at meal relief time and at the end of run,

being paid only for actual time on car. If a regular

man is not on hand to take out his car according

to schedule, one of the extras takes his place, and

if he later appears he is obliged to take his chance

at supplying. Unless he has such an opportunity

he receives no pay for that day. As a punishment

for infraction of rules or neglect of duty a man is

removed from his regular run for a certain length

of time according to the gravity of the offence, and

required to serve as a supply until he is reinstated,

or else remain at home without salary. Another

penalty for disobedience . is the lowering of the

man's rank, giving him a run to correspond. The

company's scale of wages varies according to the

length of service, regardless of previous experience

. or ability.

Organization.

The general ofiice ami waiting room of the com-

pany IS on the corner of 4th and Market Sts., in

the heart of the business section of Steubenville,

and at a converging point of all cars. In the ac-

counting department a thorough system prevails of

books, blanks, general ledgers, trip sheets, register

report forms, time sheets, pay rolls, requisitions and

records of stores', classification cards, storekeepers'

reports, monthly statements, etc. The organization

is very commendable in the exact way in which the

duties of the several departments and their con-

nection with one another are defined. The accompanying chart

explains this graphically and concisely and is included as prefera-

ble to a wordy description. The general manager, J. Charles Ross,

lias his headquarters at the main office. J. F. Flood, superintendent

of department No. I, has his office at the car barns; Henry Jack-

son, chief engineer, is located at the power plant; James Kcnney

is the chief clerk; Lewis Richards, jr., engineer of outside lines,

and S. E. McCoy, car barns foreman. Hon. W. McD. Miller is

secretary and general attorney for the company. The officers of

the .American Gas Co. are Morris W. Stroud, president ;
S. P.

Curtis, general .superintendent, and R. L. liabcock, secretary.

Carmen Discharged by Appellate Court.

A decision was handed down by ihe United States Court of y\|i-

peals at New Orleans February yth by which the decision of the

lower court was reversed in the case of the 17 carmen indicted for

conspiracy, after the New Orleans street car strike in 1902, for

obstructing and retarding the United States mail.

The decision stated that "the indictment does not use the neces-

sary statutory words in describing a crime which was the alleged

purpose of the conspiracy. This defect in the indictment is clearly

fatal unless it can be aided by other parts of it. It is true that

it is stated that they 'did knowingly, willingly and feloniously com-

bine, conspire, etc.,' to commit an offense against the United States.

These words, 'knowingly, etc.,' form no part of the description of

the crime, which is the alleged purpose of the conspiracy." The

court then refers to the part of the indictment naming II men as

being instrumental in stopping the mails, and says', "The offense

charged is a conspiracy. This offense docs not consist of both

the conspiracy and the acts donp to effect the objects of the con-

spiracy, but to the conspiracy alone. The motion in arrest of

judgment should have been granted."
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Sno« Fences for Electric Kuilways.

Electric railway operators who have battled with snow .storms

such as have prevailed throughout the country this winter will be

interested in the portable snow fences which have been success-

fully utilized by the Old Colony Street Railway Co. on certain

of its interiirban lines in Massachusetts, where there arc cuts and
flats with which the company has trouble every year on account of
the snow. These fences have saved the company a great many
dollars by avoiding the necessity for shoveling snow, and by ob-
\i:iling the lyins up of its lines.

SXOW I'ENCE IN POSITION.

One of the accompanying illustrations shows part of one line

which was eflfectually i)rotecte<i by the snow fence last winter, and
another view shows the snow on the track at the end of the fence

in a place where there was not fence enongli to cover. The third

illustration is a diagram of a .section of the fence. The company
obtains the right to erect the fences from the owners of the prop-

New Hampshire Electric Railways.

'I he annual report of the New Hampshire railroad commissioners
for the year ending June 30, 1903, shows that of the 18 electric

railway companies operating in the itate but one, the Manchester
Street Ry.. paid a dividend. The street railroads in the state have
Jig miles of track. $3.5S-J.ii9 i" stock. |j.ori<).ooo in bonds and
$1,109,003 liabilities. The gross income was $834,894; operating ex-

penses, $796,795; taxes .and interest, $103.^50. and the returns show
a deficit of $65,161. The Manchester road had a divisible income of

?'3I,8c7. Other roads reporting a divisible income were the fol-

I'ORTIO.V OF R().\D WITHOUT S.NOW I'KXCE.

lowing: Chester & Dcrry Railroad -Association. $2,161; Concord
Street Ry.. $318; Concord & Manchester Ry.. '$1,116; Portsmouth

Electric Ry., $950: Haverhill, Plaistow & Newton Ry., $1,347.

A law passed by the legislature of 1903 requires "traction" com-

panies that own or operate railways in the state to make returns.

There are two such companies—the Manchester Traction. Light &

or
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erty through which the lines pass, in the majority of cases it being

over cultivated fields. In the fall, just before the ground freezes.

the fences are set up. In the spring they are rctnoved and stored.

The fences are built of ordinary spruce, the standards being

2x4 in. and the fence boards i x 6 in. and 16 ft. long. The cost

is about 16 cents per running foot. This year the company erected

xVi miles additional fence, in consequence of the excellent results

obtained last year.

•-•-

The Metropolitan Street Railway Co.. of Kansas Ci'.y, has installed

a duplex signal service on the 12th St. incline, where a serious

collision occurred November 4th. as meulinncd in tlie "Review" for

November.

Power Co.. .md the Xcw Hampshire Traction Co. The former re-

ported gross earnings for the year of $286,816, to which were added

$31,230 dividends and $888 interest on funds advanced to constitu-

ent companies. Its operating expenses were $112,568; fixed

charges. $76,613: divisible income, $129,953. from which 6 per cent

dividends on $1,650,000 of stock were paid. Its capital stock June
,30th was $1,934,100; funded debt. $1,457,000; current liabilities,

most of which have since been capitalized. $278,006; accrued in-

terest, $18,405.

jThe six New Hampshire companies controlled by the New
Hampshire Traction Co. made returns which show their gross

earnings was $36,821 less than operating expenses, and $91,588 less

than operating expenses and fi.xed charges combined.



A Classification of Lighting Accounts Conforming to tlie

Street Railway Accountants' Association Standard.

BY C. L. S. TINCI.KY, SKCOXD VK'E-PRKSIDENT. AMERICAN RAILWAYS eel.. PI 1 1 1 .AIJKl .Til I A. 1\\.

The conditions confronting the accountant of a company which

operates both electric railway and electric light properties, who at

the satne time desires to conform to recognized standards and to

have his own acconiits uniform, as discussed editorially in the

"Review" for January. 1904, were brought to the attention of the

writer about three years ago. At this time the subject had never

been discussed by the Street Railway .Accountantis' Association, and

the final report of the National Electric Light Association had not

been presented. The preliminary reports of the latter association

indicated, however, a scheme of classification different from that

of the Street Railway .-Xccountants' Association, and one that for

this reason would tend to confusion in the office of a small prop-

erty where two or three clerks would be called upon to handle

both classes of accounts.

Because of this divergence in the slaiidarils the writer i)rci>arcd

a classification of accounts for the light and power department of

the business which is presented here, and which it is hoped will

be of interest to others similarly situated.

CONSTRL'CTIOX AND EQUIPMENT ACCOUNTS.
A. ORG.\NIZ.\TION— Includes all expenses incurred in ef-

fecting organization, and such capital exploit expenses as may he
properly connecte<l therewith, including such legal expenses as arc

directly incurred by reason of the organization of properties or the

acquirement of properties.

B. ENGINEERING AND SUPERINTENDENCE—This ac-

count includes wages and expenses of engineers, draftsmen, in-

spectors, superintendents, etc., on preliminary and construction work.

C. ROYALTIES. I'RANCHISE AND LICENSE—Includes

all royalties or liccn-ies paid to licensors and the amounts repre-

sented or paid for in connection with city, town and other fran-

chises.

U. REAL EST.VIE AND BUILDINGS—Includes all land.

buildings, sheds, docks, wharves and fences, together with brick

stacks, traveling cranes, elevators, arid such investment costs as can
\x considered a part and parcel of the building.

E. STE.AM PL.ANT— (a) Includes boilers with settings, and
steel stacks beHnging with boilers, prwidcd such stacks can be
easily removed without injury to the building.

(b) Includes engines with settings.

(c» Pumps, healers, condensers, tanks, piping, etc., shafting, lielt-

mg, conveyors and economizers.

F. ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT—Includes all elec-

trical equipments located in gener^iting stations, together with sta-

tion wiring.

G. SUB-STATION PLANT— Includes conduits, cables, un-

localcd in sub-station, together with -tation wiring.

H. OVERHEAD LINES— Includes poles, wires, cross-arms,
mast-arms, and all installation expense connected with (jverhead

main lines or services in connection therewith.

I. UNDERGROUND LINE.S— Includes conduits, cables, im-
derground condnciors, junction boxes, manholes, and all installa-

tion connected with underground mains or services.

J. ,\KC L.NMPS— Tnclndes only the actual cost of arc lamps.
f!;,hri.. nets, arresters, ho<jds and rods installed (No labor to he

' -.'id to this account).

K .METERS AND TRANSFORMERS—Includes actual cost
iirs, meter appliances, transformers installed on outside lines

• i.ilmr 10 be charged to this accfiunt).

L. TOOLS AND INS TRUMEN IS— Includes boiler-room tools,
••nKin<--r'H>m tools, linemen's iixils, meter, arc lamp and other re-

ind all riortable testing instruments. All tools bought
worn out tools, implements and testing inslrnmeiils,

'• I liargcd to (lie proper operating or maintenance accomit.
I OFFICE FURNITURE AND FIX TURES-Includes all

l.M.r fil,.,^ record eases, typewriting machines, and all such
I- may be consirlercd a part and parcel of the furniture
m the grueral offices of the company.

S. IMERKST AND DISCOUNT -This account includes
rhargrt or crrdin for all imerest and discount paid or received in

'lion with funds for constrnclion, and also all taxes r,r other
barges pird during construction.

0. MISCELLANEOUS—This account includes miscellaneous
expenses, office expenses, wages of clerks and all other expenses in

connection wMth construction that would not be allowed in any of
ihe accounts enumerated above.

INCOME ACCOUNTS.
MUNICIPAL LIGHT (incandescent, arc).

COMMERCl.VL LIGHT (incandescent, arc ).

COMMERCIAL POWER SERVICE.
RAILWAY SERVICE.
MERCHANDISE SALES (all iob «ork hilled net profits only).

RENTALS.
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS.

EXPENSES.
I. Maintenance.

.\. Lines and Structures.
1. Overhead Lines—To this account should be charged all labor

and material for maintaining and repairing poles, wires, cross-arms,
mast-arms, arc suspension, brackets, insulators, pins, wires and
transformers, lightning arresters, fuses and other cut-outs outside
ihe station.

2. Underground Lilies—To this account should be charged all

labor and material for maintaining and repairing man-holes, con-
duits, undergnnmcl and suh-marine cables, together with services in

connection with same.

.V Arc Lamps—This account includes the cost of all repairs, re-

placements and repair parts in connection with the same.
4. Meters anil Transformers

—
'I"o this account should be charged

the cost of all repairs, renewals and all incidental expenses for the
maintenance of meters and transformers.

5. Buildings and Fixtures—To this account should he charged
all labor and material for the proper maintenance and repair of
buildings and fixtures used in the operation of the plant (For full

definition see page .p. Street Railway .Accountants' Standard Classi-

fication ).

B. Etiuipment.

(). Steam Plant—To this account should be charged all expendi-
tures for labor, materials, tools, etc., incident to repairs and re-

newals of steam plant, as per page 32. Street Railway Classifica-

tion.

7. Electric Generalins; Plant—To this account slnmld he cliargc<l

all expenditures for labor, materials, etc.. incident to repairs and re-

newals of electric generating plant, as per page 33, Street Railway
Classification.

8. Sub-Station Plant—To this account should be charged all la-

bor, material, freight, etc., incident to renewal and repairs of all

c'leclric etiuipment located in sub-station, together with the sub-sta-

tion wiring.

y. Tools and Instruments—To this account should be charged all

labor and material for renewal and repair to plant and instruments,
as covered in Account L,

II. Ol'KH.MrNC.

.\. (ienerating Plant.

10. Power Plant Wages—To this account should be charged all

expenditures for labor in the generating station, except labor em-
ployed in making repairs and renewals.

11. I'"uel for Power—To this accouni sIi'hiIiI lie charged all ex-
penditures for coal, oil or gas used as fuel, or niher fuel used in

power plant, inchirling fieight ;iiid hauling.

IJ. Waler for Power
—

'I'o this account should he charged all ex-
penditures for water used to produce sleam.

i.V Lubricants and Waste for Power Plant— lo this account
shoulil be charged all expenditures fur luliric.ilii.n of power plant,
including oil, waste, grease, rags, elc.

14. Miscellaneous l^xpense of Power I'lanI— To this account
should be charged all expenditures for operation of power plant,
not otherwise i)r(i\'ided for.

1.?. Hired Power- To this accoinil should be charged all ex-
penditures for power purchased from other ccniipauies or power
plant''.

II. Dl-lnlinlioii.

1(1. Operating Arc L;mi|)s and Meiers-- lo this .iccoiinl shciuld
be charged all W'ages and expenses of (rimmers, palrohueu .iiid in-

spectors; also inner and outer globes and carbons, and the cleaning
of same; and the cost of all labor and sundries account of install-
ing, removing or exchanging of arc lamps; the expense of reading
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meters and the cost of all labor and snndries in connection with
installing, removing, replacing, or e.xchanging of meters, together

with the wages and expenses incident 10 inspection of same.

17. Operating snb-Siations—To this account should be charged
the cost of all !abor and material lor the operation of storage bat-

ten, static or rotary transformer, or motor generator sub-stations.

18. Miscellaneous Distribution Expenses—To this account should
be charged all distribution expenses not otherwise provided for.

19. Stable Expense—To this account should be charged all new
horses, wagons, harness to replace others wont out ; feed for horses
and shoeing of the s;me; wages of stablemeii. repairs to wagons,
harness, bicycles, etc.

•20. Customers' Repairs and Renewals—To this account should

be charged all repairs or small renewals (except incandescent

lamps) or petty services or connection made on the premises of light

or power customers, lor which the lighting company should bear

the expense, either labor or material ; such, charges as are not prop-

rly chargeable to the customers, including free wiring of all de-

scription for the benefit of the customer, nnd all expenses for trans-

former or end of main line service, to be charged to this account.

and not to investment.

21. Renewals of Incandescent Lamps—To this account should be
harged all lamps furnished free to customers.

III. Gener.^l.

2i. Salaries of (lencral Officers—See page 44 Street Railway
Classification.

23. Salaries of Clerks—See page 44 Street Railway Classifica-

tion.

24. Printing and Stctionery—Charge to this account all expend-
itures for printing, stationery and stationery supplies, except is

'itherwisc provided. Ihc cost of printing signs, posters and other

lidvertising matler should be charged to advertising and soliciting

Ihe cost of printing briefs and otlier legal papers should be charged
to legal expense.

25. Miscellaneous Office Expense—S-c page 46 Street Railway
Classification.

26. Store Room Expense—See page 46 Street Railway Classi-

fication.

27. .Advertising, Canvassing and Soliciting—This account should

include salary of contract agent, soliciting agents, together with all

compensation for the procurement of central station business, in-

cluding the cost of advertising ot every description, including print-

ing, hand-bills, poster-;, folders, etc. and the expense of distributing

and displaying the same.

28. Miscellaneous General Expenses—See page 48 Street Rail-

way Classification.

29. Loss and Damage—See page 48 Street Railway Classifica-

tion.

30. Legal Expenses—Includes salaries and expenses of attorney's

fees, court costs, together with the printing of briefs and other legal

papers.

31. Rent of Lands and Buildings—See page 49 Street Railway
Qassification.

i2. Insurance—See page 49 Street Railway Classification.

a. Merchandise Sales—To this account should he charged the

expense for all wiringdone for customers or parties other than the

company for which th; company is to be reimbursed.

34. Treasurer's Office—This account includes postage and other

expenses of the rreasurers office as apportioned pro rata.

It will be observed that the general scheme is that of the Street

Railway .Accountants' standard, and where possible to do so the

classification is made identical by incorporating the definitions of

that standard.

There arc usually variations in conditions which ren<lcr it neces-

sary for a company to open on its books accounts not specified in

any standard system that may be adopted, and this is done in prac-

tice by subdividing accounts on the books and bringing them to-

gether in the monthly stalenieuts, thus giving the greater detail

without interfering with the ease of making comparisons. In like

manner should any efforts that may be made to secure an agree-

ment l)ctwcen the present standards of the two national associa-

tions representing the railway ami lighting industries fail to ac-

compli.sh that result, substantial identity could be had by keeping

the names of the accounts as shown in the Lighting standard and

merely rearranging them to conform to Ihe Railway standard

scheme of subdivision.

The identity of an account in cither system could be easily shown
by keeping its old number, showing it in [Kircnthesis, and prefixing

a new number. Thus the account "Water for Power'' which is No. 3

in the National Electric Light standard, is in subdivision "Operat-

ing" under general head "Cost ot Manufacture," would be No.

12 (3) in the Lighting accounts of a company operating street

railways also, and would appear in the subdivision "Generating

Plant" under the general head "Operating,"

It will W noted that this classification divides on the line of

Vfaintenancc and Opei.-Jion raijirr than Generation and Dislribu-

tion, and for the reason already stated, that on small properties

with a few clerks handling both railway and lighting accounts, it

tends to prevent confusion; but in order that the cost of manufac-

ture may not be lost sight of a place is provided in the form of

Monthly Report subniitled where the manufacturmg cost per kilo-

watt hour is shown in detail, which cost covers both operation

and maintenance charges.

The first noticeable divergence trom the National Electric Light

Association's, classification other than the question of grouping is

in the treatment of transformers which it places under the cap-

tion of "Maintenance Overhead System," and which the writer's

classification has grouped with meters under the title, "Meters and

Transformers." This was done at the especial request of the Op-
erating Department in order Lliat transformer maintenance might

stand out more promimntly than it would in the other grouping.

The next point is that the N-itional Electric Light Association

groups under "Maintenance Miscellaneous Station Equipment" all

that that caption would imply, together w-ith tools and instru-

ments; whereas the writer's classification has grouped all steam

plant under one head, all electric generating plant under another,

and proviiled a separate account for tools and instruments.

The Light Association charges its stable expenses, renewals of

horses, wagons, automobiles, bicycles, harness, etc.," to "Miscel-

laneous Distribution Operating Expenses"; whereas the writer has

thought this of sufficient importance to be made a separate account.

The National Light .Association has grouped the office expense

and Miscellaneous General Expense imder one heading; whereas

the above classification has divided it. This is also true'of legal

expense and loss and damage.

There are two accounts in the above classification which have

no corresponding ones in the National Electric Light Association,

viz: "Merchandise Sales", which is inserted so that there may be

no doubt where the expense incurred for this class of work is to

be charged, although theoretically at least it should always show
a credit balance; and "Treasurer's Office", which is the medium
through which the sub-company is charged with its proportion of

Ihe owning company's general office expense.

New England Street Railway Club.

The election of officers of the New England Street Railway Club

took place at the fourth annual banquet of the club, which was
held at the Hotel Brunswick, Boston, Mass., January 28th. The
occasion brought together about .400 members and guests, including

many prominent street railway and public officials, and it was

J. u. Nli.M.. .1. J. I,.\NK.

designated Ihe most successful nallicring in the association's history.

Addres.scs were delivered by the retiring president, Mr. II. E. Ear-

'

rington, and the newly elected president of the club, Mr. J. H. Neal.

Otlier speakers included Mr. Henry M, Whitney, president of the

Boston Chamber of Commerce ; Gen, William A. Bancroft, presi-

dent of the Bo.ston Elevated Railway Co. ; Hon. Russell A. Sears,

of the legal department of the Boston Elevated Railway Co., and

the railroad commissinners of Ihc New England slates, with the

exception of Rhode Island,

'The election of officers was held at a business meeting which

preceded the puvt-prandial exercises, and resulled as follows;
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President, J. II. Ncal, chief of department of accounts, Bo&ton

Elevated Ry., Boston, Mass.

Vice-presidents for states: Maine— 1. L. Mcloon, superintendent

Sanford & Cape Porpoise Ry., Sanford. New Hamp.shire—H. A.

Albin, superintendent Concord Street Ry., and Concord & Man-

chester Ry., Concord. Vermont—C. K. Jones, manager Brattlc-

boro Street Ry., Brattleboro. Massachusetts—John T. Conway,

superintendent Division I, Old Colony Street Ry., Quincy. Rhode

Island—D F .SliiTiii.in ina^iiriT rr.ividcncc & Danielson Ry.,

Track Catch Basin Grate and Setting.

Considerable trouble is frequently experienced in finding a sat-

isfactory cover or grating for track drains between rails in city

streets. With the customary form of grating having the open-

ings parallel with the rails accidents not infrequently occur by

reason of horses catching the caulks of their shoes in the slots

which results in either tearing off the shoe or throwing the horse.

Willi \hr object of securing good track drainage without this

*^*^c,>'0j

1



Recent Street Railway' Decisions.

EDITED BY J. I.. ROSENBERGER. ATTORNEY AT LAW. CHICAGO.

NO FREEHOLD, FRAiXCHISES OR CONSTITUTIONAL
QUESTION INVOLVED IN SUIT TO COMPEL LOW-
ERING OF TUNNEL.

People vs. West Chicago Street Railroad Co. (111.), 68 N. E. Rep.

78. June 16. 1903. Rehearing denied Oct. 8, 1903.

A writ of mandamus having been asked for to compel the street

railroad company to lower or remove a tunne! under a river so that

it should cease to be an obstruction to the free navigation thereof,

the supreme court of Illinois holds that no freehold was involved

in the litigation ; no franchises w ere involved ; and the issues in

the case did not involve any constitutional question.

RIGHT TO RUN CARS ON DOUBLE TRACKS IN EITHER
DIRECTION.

Belton D. Stewart vs. The Washington & Great Falls Electric

Railway Co. (D. C), 31 Wash. Law Rep. 748. Nov. 4, 1903.

In operating a double track railroad, the court of appeals of the

District of Columbia holds, the owner is bound by no rule that

requires that he shall use the right-hand track for the running of

cars in one direction, and the left-hand track for the running of

cars in the reverse direction. He may run his cars on both tracks

in either direction, as the needs of the business may require.

NO IMMEDIATE INJUNCTION WHERE NO PRIOR DE-
MAND HAS BEEN MADE FOR GUARD WIRES RE-

QUIRED BY ORDINANCE.

Conshohocken Borough vs. Conshohocken Railway Co. (Pa.), .i5

Atl. Rep. 855. May 11, 1903.

Where a road was in operation for some years which had not

put up guard wires as required by a borough ordinance, and no

formal demand that the guard wires be put up was made prior to

the filing of a bill, the supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that a

reasonable time for the erection of the guard wires must be given.

and the bill must be dismissed if they were put in place within

such time, which for this case was fixed at forty-five days; other

wise an injunction restraining operations would be awarded.

DUTY TO KEEP STREETS "IN GOOD REPAIR" DOES
NOT REQUIRE REPAVING WITH NEW AND DIFFER-
ENT KIND OF PAVEMENT ADOPTED BY CITY,

City of Williamsport vs. Williamsport Passenger Railway Co.

(Pa.), 55 Atl. Rep. 836. May 4, 1903.

A street railway company incorporated by act of the legislature

and given an absolute right to use the streets of a city without

municipal consent, upon condition that it keep "in good repair"

those portions of the streets occupied by its railway, the supreme

court of Pennsylvania holds, cannot be required to repave them

with a new and difTcrcnt kind of pavement adopted by the city.

But, its duty to repair being a continuing one, it will, after the city

has so repaved them, thereafter be the company's duty to keep in

repair the new pavement laid by the city.

LVJURY FROM SUDDEN STOPPING OF CAR TO PAS
SENGER STEPPING DOWN ONTO RUNNING BOARD
FOR PURPOSE OF ALIGHTING

Bainhridge vs. Union Traction Co. (Pa.), 55 Atl. Rep, 836. May

4, 1903

When the plaintiff left his scat, where he was safe, and stepped

down on the running board of the car, and remained there while

it was in motion, the supreme court of Pennsylvania says that ho

voluntarily put himself in a place of danger, and took upon him-

self the risk of his position from any cause. That he stepped

down on the running board of the moving car because he intended

to get ofl at the cross street for which it had begun to slow down

in response to his signal in no manner e.xciised bis negligence.

With one hand grasping the rail, and the other holding onto a bag

of tools, the risk which he took of being tlirown from the car,

while so standing on the running board, by its sudden stopping, was

most imminent, and for his negligence in the assumption of such

a risk he alone must bear the consequences.

ADMISSIBILITY IN EVIDENCE IN COLLISION CASE OF
MUNICIPAL RULES OF ROAD.

II. E. Taylor & Co. vs. Metropolitan Street Railway Co. (N. V.

Sup.), 84 N. Y. Supp. 282. June 22, 1903.

The plaintiff's vehicle, going easterly along one street, was dam-

aged by colliding with a street car going southerly upon another

street. The appellate term of the supreme court of New York

holds that it was reversible error to exclude a municipal ordinance

offered in evidence, entitled ''Rules of the Road—Right of Way,"

and ordaining that in all public streets and highways of this city

all vehicles going in a northerly or southerly direction shall have

the right of way over any vehicle going in an easterly or westerly

direction. It says that disregard of the duly established rule of the

road would not necessarily constitute contributory negligence in

ihc driver, but, if found, it would be a circumstance within the con-

sideration of the jurors, as every man proceeding lawfully may

rightfully assume that others will conform their conduct to the

requirements of statute and regulations having the force of statute.

PURCHASER OF EQUIPMENT ONLY OF ROAD NOT LIA-

BLE FOR WAGES OF FLAGMAN AS ASSIGNEE OR
SUCCESSOR OF FORMER OWNER.

Chicago & Northwestern Railway Co. vs. Fox River Electric Rail-

way & Power Co. (Wis.), 96 N. W. Rep. 541 Sept. 29, 1903.

Where a company purchased the personal property constituting

Ihe equipment of a street railway, but "not including the franchises,

leases, contracts, or power house machinery," the supreme court of

Wisconsin holds that it was not liable as assignee or succesor of

a former owner for the wages of a flagman at a railroad crossing,

which such former owner had bound himself, his successors and

assigns, by contract, to pay. It purchased the property from a com-

pany which had acquired the rights of such owner, and the court

says that its purchase of the personal property of the former com-

pany in place on the street, using and occupying the same place,

while operating its street railway system, under its franchise, was

no legal basis for holding it assunied the former owner's right of

occupancy in the street at the place of crossing, and theret)y bad

cast upon it the burden of paying the expense of maintaining this

crossing. Nor does the court consider that the agreement to pay

the wages of the flagman attached to the fee of the land over

which the street railway was constructed and operalcd.

DUTY TO LOOK FOR CAR UNTIL TRACK IS REACHED
APPLIES TO MOI'ORMEN AS WELL AS TO OTHERS.

P.obb vs. Union Tr.nition Co. (Pa.), 55 All. Rep. 972- May 18,

1903.

Where a mol)rinan did not look for a car on a cross-street after

he had started to cross the same when he had seen one approach-

nig, and, if he had looked again before attempting lo cross Ihe

track would have seen the car within 20 feet of him, and would

have observed the ineffectual allcinpis of its molorman to stop il,

the supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that, in an action brought

by such fir>l molorman lo recover for personal injuries sustained.
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it was clearly rlKlit to enter a nonsuit on the ground that he was

nc){liKrnt in alli-nipting to cross the ^Irfcl without linikiuK again

for a car. It Aays that it was his duty to lnuk agani, nutwitli-

standing that the rules of the compiny gave him the right of way.

The court .says that it has repeatedly held that the duty ol persons

walking or driving at a street crossing to look for an approaching

car is imperative, and that it is not performed by looking when

first entering the street, but continues until the track is reached.

This rule is equally imperative in the case of motonnen, and the

one first reaching a street crossing with his car may not go on, and,

by casting the whole burden of care on the other, imperil the prop-

erty of the company and the lives of the passengers in his car.

ihe court says that such severance would be wholly foreign to the

general scope and (Kilicy of the laws of the state for the ta.\:iliun

of real estate, and would render unworkiible those providing for

enforced collection.

ABUTTERS I5ARRKI) BY DKLAY IN TAKING ACTION TO
I'REVKNT l..\VlN(i OF SECONO TRACK—RIGHT lO
CONDEMN irUNPIKES HOES NOT REACH AIU r

TERS.

Ilinnershitz vs. Uniteil Traction Co. (Pa.), 55 .\tl. Rep K41 .May

II, 1903.

Where property holders along the south side of a turnpike were

confronted ir 1897 with unmistakable evidence that an electric rail-

way which was projected, and of which the whole northerly track

was laid, was in truth a double-tiack road, the intent to make it

such being indicated by the original location and survey, as well as

by the presence of a double-track line to the city limits, and by the

building of a second track from a point that obviously suggested

both the propriety and the design of connecting these two ex-

tremities by a second track south of and parallel with that first

constructed, the supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that, in 1899,

after two years, during which the road was temporarily operated in

the condition in which it was, and when more than one-third of

the second track was constructed, the property holders were barred

by laches, or inexcusable delay in asserting their rights, from rcliil

in aquity.

It is too broad a construction of the grant in the act of May 14,

1889, giving the right of eminent domain to passenger railways as

to turnpikes, the court holds, to say that it includes the right as to

the soil under the turnpike, and therefore as against the abutting

landholders. It is a qualified and limited right of eminent domain

as against the turnpike company, the latter being the "owner or

owners" meant in the condition that the railway company nnist

make compensation "to the owner or owners thereof."

PROPERTY LEASED INCLUDED IN EXEMPTION FROM
GENERAL TAXATION AS OWNED.

.Merrill Railway & Lighting Co. vs. City of Merrill (Wis.), 96

N. W. Rep. 686. Sept. 29, 1903.

The company's power plant having been destroyed, the principal

stockholders purchased a tract of land with water power appurte-

nant, and constructed thereon a power plant building, with con-

nection with said water power and with a steam engine, and leased

to the company for a period of five years all except four acres of

said tract, together with the dam and water power and all flowage

privilege: reserving, however, as appurtenant to the four acres not

leased, the right to use all water power in excess of the needs of

the company. The supreme court of Wisconsin holds that the

power plant and water powxr, except so much of the latter as was

reserved in appurtenance to the other lands of the fee owners, was

"owned and actually and necessarily used" by the company "in

the operation of its business," within the meaning of those words

in subdivision 14 of section 1038 of the revised statutes of 1898,

and was, therefore, not subject to general taxation, the statutes

subjecting those engaged in operating street railways, with or with-

out electric lightmg and power plants, to a charge graduated upon

their gross revenues, in lieu of other taxation, and as a part of

that schelne said subdivision 14 containing the provision to the ef-

fect that upon payment of such license fee "all personal property,

franchises, and real estate owned and actually and necessarily used

by such person, company or corporation in the operation of its

business, shall be exempt from taxation and other license fees." The
suggestion was made that this exemption statute might he satis-

fied by a severance of titles in the specific real estate, and by treat-

ing as exempt merely the leasehold interest of the street railway

company, and subjecting the other interests to general taxation, but

NO LIABILITY l-OR INJURY TO POLICEMAN PLACING
BEAM TO HAVE CAR PISH TRUCK UP GRADEr-
POWER OF OFFICER UNDER STATUTE—AUTHOR-
ITY OF MOTORMAN.

Connelly vs. Metropuhlan Street Railway Co. ( N. Y. Sup), 84

N. V. Supp. 305. June 22, 1903.

The plaintiflf testified that he was a police constable, and, finding

the tracks on a street blocked by a big coal truck which the horses

could not move, the street being slippery and the grade upward,

he placed a beam al)out five feet long against the rear of the coal

truck and told the moturman to come up slowly, but the car came

at full speed, smashed the beam, and injured him. As the appel-

late term of the supreme court of New York puts it, the plaintiff

assumed direction of the defendant's servant and control of its

machinery, which latter, not being adapted to his wants, he supple-

mented with an improvised appliance. He was hurt, as he claimed,

through the negligent disobedience by the servant of the orders

given him. For this the defendant was not liable, nor could he [it]

be made so cither by statute or by judicial legislation.

The plaintiff, the court says, claimed to act as in duty bound

under the provision in the city charter that, "It is hereby made the

duty of the police department and force, at all times of day and

night, and the members of such force are hereby thereunto empow-

ered to * * ' regulate the movement of teams and vehicles in

street." Under that statute, he might direct the movements of de-

fendant's vehicle to and fro, for the purpose of clearing the street,

or keep it still altogther; but he could not utilize the motive

power for the movement of other vehicles, nor could he direct the

defendant's servant to put the vehicle to a use for which he was

not employed, and to which the defendant had, so far as appeared,

never assented, expressly or impliedly. Whatever was necessary

or proper for the service of the defendant was within the motor-

man's authority, but that was limited to its appropriate use. He
was not authorized to depart from his defined function in order

to operate the car in a manner foreign to the purpose of his em-

ployer. Pushing the coal truck up the grade was work which the

motorman did primarily for the policeman, and in so doing he

used the power and vehicle of the defendant for what was not con-

templated either in its construction or operation or in his own
employment. The motorman, it was true, denied that he was neg-

ligent, or that he in any wise disobeyed the instructions given by

his incidental employer, the policeman. That mattered not here,

however, as his negligence, if any, was not the negligence of the de-

fendant.

SELECTMEN MAY PRESCRIBE CHEAPER CONSTRUC-
TION ON CONDITION THAT IT BE CHANGED IF

NOT SATISF.VCTORY—FINANCIAL EMBARRASSMKN T

OF COMPANY IMMATERIAL—ORAL EVIDENCE IN-

ADMISSIBLE TO VARY WRITTEN GRANT OF LOCA-
TION—PAYMENT OF EXCISE TAX DOES NOT RE-
LIEVE FROM CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS.

Selectment of Gardner vs. Templeton Street Railway (Mass.), 68

N. E. Rep. 340. Oct. 21, 1903.

It is provided by section 7 of chapter 112 of the Revised Laws

cf Massachusetts that, in case the selectmen of a town are of opin-

ion that public necessity and convenience require the granting of

a location, they may "prescribe how the tracks shall be laid and

the kind of rails," and other appliances which shall be used, and

that they may "impose such other terms, conditions and obligations

in addition to the general provisions of law governing such com-

panies as the public interest may in their judgment require." The

supreme judicial court of Massachusetts is of opinion that in pre-

scribing the original construction the selectmen could prescribe

that the company, at its election, could use a cheaper rail without

granite paving within the rails and for eighteen inches outside, on

condition that, if that construction did not prove satisfactory to

them, it should be changed within a specified time, and the more

expensive construction carried into effect by the railway. The court
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further holds that it was immaterial that what it denominated the

present owner of the street railway was financially embarrassed.

and was not able to carry the order of the selectmen into effect.

The fact, if it was a fact, was also immaterial, that the selectmen

ought to have been satisfied with the T rail. It is competent for se-

lectmen, acting under said section 7, to prescribe the construction

shall be done to their satisfaction. If they do so prescribe, their de-

termination, at least in the absence of fraud, is final, and cannot be

transferred to or controlled by the court. It was not competent to

\ar}- and control the written grant of location by evidence of what

was orally agreed upon between the selectmen and the defendant

The payment by the defendant of the excise tax under what are

now sections 43-47 of chapter 14 of the Revised Laws excnipteil

it from making repairs on the public ways (c. 112, sec. 44), but il

had nothing to do with its duty to construct the road in com-

pliance with the grant of location.

BLRDEN OF PROOF ON PER.SOX l.XJL'KFl) GKTITNG ON
OR OFF MO\TNG C-\R—.\ ITEMPTIXG TO BO.ARU

C.\R SLOWING UP IN ANSWER TO SIGN.AL.

Hunterson vs. Union Traction Co. (Pa.), 55 .\tl. Rep. 543. May 4.

1903.

W'here one is injured in stepping on or getting off a moving car.

the supreme court of Pennsylvania holds, the burden is upon him

10 clearly demonstrate to the court why his case should go to

the juo'. as a rare exception to the rule. Whatever "rare excep-

tions'' there may be to the rule that it is negligence per sc (by itself)

to step on or off a moving car, no recovery can be permitted where

an injured plaintiilf at a crossing signals an approaching car to

stop, whose signal is heeded, and he so understands by the slack-

ened speed of the car as it approaches the usual stopping place.

but who, before it stops, and while running at a speed of three

or four miles an hour, attempts to get on. It is the negligence of

the injured person in such a case that is a contributing cause to

his injuries, and he cannot escape the rule that his carelessness is

in the way of his right to recover.

FILING OF EXEMPLIFICATION OF RECORD OF ADOP-
TION OF EXTENSION REQUIRED—SIATUTE CON-
STRUED TO GIVE TWO YEARS TO PROCURE MU-
NICIPAL CONSENT AND Rl'ILD ROAD

Coalesville & Downington Street Railway Co. vs. West Qiester

Street Railway Co. (Pa.), 55 .\tl. Rep. 844. May n, 1903.

The supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that as section 4 of

the act of May 14, 1889. originally and as amended by the act of

June 7, 1901. requires that the exemplification of the record of the

adoption of an extension by the board of directors shall he filed

in the office of the secretary of the commonwealth, and expressly

provides that "no right to actually construct the same shall vest

until after thirty days from the filmg of said exemplification, ' the

filing is a condition precedent, and that the right to build an ex-

tension was not shown by showing the offering for filing of an ex-

emplification which was refused filing.

By the amendment under the act of 1901 to section I of the act

of 1889 companies were authorized to lay tracks on any street

"upon which no track is laid under any existing charter, and in

constant daily use for the transportation of passengers at the time

of the application by another company for a charter to use such

street, but whenever a charter, after the approval of this act, shall

ix granted to any corporation to build a road as provided by this

act, no other charter to build a road on the same streets, high-

ways, bridges or properly shall be granted to any other company
within the time during which, by the provisions of this act. the

company first securing the charter has the right to commence and

complete this work ; provi<led, that the consent of the local author-

ities shall be promptly applied for, and shall have been obtained

within two years from the date c/f the charter." This, the conn
say», excepted future companies, under charters granted after the

dale of the act, from the danger of h.iving Ihtir privileges taken

away before they could gel their tracks actually laid, and restored,

during the [wriod of two years allowed for building, the exclusive

privileges on the streets named that tracks "aulliori/ed to be laid"

had under the original act. Il was a fair and proper provision, with-

out which the ncceijary (leriod required for building would have

been a vain and deceptive privilege, liable to be destroyed at any

time without fault of the company by the superior activity or

wealth or influence of a junior rival. And for the same reason—

the substantial protection of the franchise granted, and to prevent

^ucll interferences as were shown to be probable—the time for

obtaining municipal consent was enlarged to the time allowed for

Iniilding. and made an absolute right. Under this section, if mu-

nicipal consent has been promptly applied for, the want of it can-

not be taken advantage of in any way to the prejudice of the com-

pany until the two-year limit has expired. Whether the two-year

period in which to procure consent, allowed by the act of 1901, will

he shortened or terinin;.tcd by a positive act of refusal on the part

of the municipality, m' whether the full period may still be avail-

able for an opiKirtvuiity to overcome objections, is not decided.

RAILWAY" AND "RAILROAD" CONSIDERED SYNONY-
MOUS TERMS IN STATUTES—TRACTION MOTOR

COMPANY TAXABLE AS R.\ILW.\Y COR-
PORATION.

City of Philadelphia vs. Philadelphia Traction Co. (Pa.), 55 .'\tl.

Rep. 762. May 11, 1903.

The rule established by the decisions of the supreme court of

Pennsylvania, the latter says, is that the words "railway companies"

and "railroad companies" used in the statutes will be considered as

synonymous, and either will be held to apply to both kinds of roads,

unless there appears from the title of the act, its purpose or its

context, something to indicate that a particular kind of road is in-

tended. -And the court holds that the act of 1858, which subjects

to taxation for city purposes "the real property of railway corpora-

tions situate in the city, the superstructure and water stations alone

excepted," applies to both steam railroads and passenger railway

companies, and includes a traction motor company, which leases

and operates street railways. It says that a traction company whose

business is confined to the construction of appliances for street

railway companies, or to the operation of motors, cables, electrical

or other appliances for the traction of the cars of such companies,

has but little resemblance to a street railway company, and "more to

a construction or power company. But when, as in this case, it

oix?rates a railway, and leases the property and franchises of va-

rious railway companies, and operates them on its own account, it

is exercising the franchises of a street railway company, as it is

authorized to do, and it enjoys the privileges granted to, and be-

comes subject to the liabilities imposed by law upon, such com-

panies.

LIABILITY ON BOND FOR FAILURE TO BUILD ROAD
BECAUSE OF NARROWNESS OF STREET—DUTY TO
SECURE ADDITIONAL SPACE OR USE SINGLE LINE
OF POLES OR UNDERGROUND CONDUIT WHEN
NEEDED TO PERFORM CONTRAC'l'.

I'.orotigh of Moutooth vs. Brownsville .Xveiuie .Street Railway Co.

(Pa.), 55 Atl. Rep. 1036. May 25, 1903.

This was an action to recover upon a bond given by the company

to the borough to secure the construction of a street railway upon

a certain street. It appeared from the testiinony that for a dis-

tance of about 750 feet the width of the street was not more than

ii'/2 feet, and the trial court held, as a matter of mathematical cer-

tainty, and therefore of law, that this was not suflicieut to admit

of the safe constructioi; and operation upon it of a line of street

railway. Being thus of the opinion that it was impossible for Ihi'

company to perform Its contract, he directed a verdict for it. Bill

the supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that this was error. It

says that it is the duly of the party making a promise to ascertain

at the time whether or not performance is possible. If he ueglecl

to inform himself, il is at his peril.

Moreover, the supreme court says that, as it read the evidence,

il could not avoid the conclusion that there was sufficient in it to

justify a finding that it was possible for the railway company to

have complied with its agreement to build its line in accordance

with the terms of the ordinance. It says that it did not seem to it

(hat the problem which was presented was one to baffle the re-

sources of the builders of modern street railways, even if for a dis-

tance of 750 feel Ihey were confined to the use of about II feet

in width of the highway. As lli^ borough authorities had granted
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llic use of the street to the company, to build its street railway

upon, it was to be presumed that other provisions, by means of

widening the street or otherwise, would be made for a sidewalk, if

it were needed. If the public needs reijuired it, the street could be

widened, either by the borough in the usual way, or the railway

company could secure additional space by the purchase of ground

from the abutting owners. The mere m.itter of additional ex-

pense to the company was no sufficient excuse for failure to comply

with its contract. The argument for the company proceeded en-

tirely upon the' assumption that it was not bound to make any

effort to secure additional space which might he made avtiilablc, if

needful to enable it to build the road upon ihe right of way granted

by the borough. The court does not regard this position as ten

able.

'ITie supreme court furtluT says that, if a double line of poles

were thought necessary upon the 7SO-foot portion, permission

might have been obtained to set them outside the line of the street,

and upon cither side. But even if confined to the limit of space

which was clearly available, it seemed that methods were open to

adoption, which would have- made compliance possible. It did not

appear from the evidence that double lines of poles were abso-

lutely necessary, as instances were cited in which single lines of

poles to support overhead wires were in practical use It seemed

also, that, by means of an underground conduit, the power could

he conveyed anJ the system successfully operated without the use

of any poles at all.

LI.\BILITV FOR INJURIES SUSTAINED BY PASSENGER
IX JUMPING FROM CAR TO ESCAPE FROM AN IM-

PENDING COLLISION—PRESUMPTION FROM COL-
LISION AND INJURY TO PASSENGER—BREAKING
OF BRAKE CHAIN ON OTHER CAR—BURDEN OF
PROOF—MEASURE OF CARE AS TO CARS AND AP-
PLIANCES—COMING AND GOING OF CARS ON SA.ME
TRACK NOT EVIDENCE OF NEGLIGENCE—WHEN
JUMPING FROM CAR NOT CONTRIBUTORY NEGLI-
GENCE.

Palmer vs. Warren Street Railway Co. (Pa.), 56 All. Rep. 49. July

9, 1903.

As an electric car on which Mrs. Palmer was a passenger ap-

proached an up grade, a car with a trailer attached was seen de-

scending and coming towards it on the same track. The brake

chain on the descending car had broken, and the motorman was

unable to control it. The motorman of the car on which Mrs.

Palmer was riding, seeing that a collision was inevitable, stopped

his car, and, having reversed the current, started it backwards. The

other cars were gaining on it, until it seemed that the collision

could not be avoided, and a number of the passengers on the car

with Mrs. Palmer, including hcrse'f, jumped from it just before the

cars collided. For the injuries sustained in jumping from the 'car

this suit was brought.

Tlie supreme court of Pennsylvania says that if Mrs. Palmer had

remained on the car and been injured by the collision, no one

would think of questioning the presumption of the defendant's

negligence. The collision itself, without more, would have been

evidence that some one in the employ of the company had blun-

dered, or neglected his duty. As a matter of fact, the collision

was due to the breaking of a brake chain ; but the case was within

the unbending rule, applicable to railroad and street passenger

railway companies alike, that, where a passenger on a car is in-

jured without fault of his own. there is a legal presumption of neg-

ligence, casting upon the carrier the onus (burden) of rebutting it.

And it was immaterial that the collision was not due to any defect

ill the car on which the plaintiff was riding, or the machinery

connected with it, but to a broken appliance on the car that ran

into it; for the presumption of the defendant's negligence arises

not only when the injury is caused by a defect in the road, cars,

or machinery, or by want of diligence or care in those employed,

but by any other thing which the company can and ought to control

as a part of its duty to carry the passenger safely. The other thing

here which was under the control of the company was the chain

that broke on another car which ran into the one on which the

plaintiff had been a passenger.

But, the court continues, the plaintiff was not bound to wait for

the collision. It was rather for her, under the instinct of self-pres-

ervation, to try to escape from its danger, and, in seeking to avoid

it, she was not necessarily chargeable with neglect of her own
safety in exposing herself to another risk by jumping from the car.

The company had confronted her with the peril from which she

would have escaped, and it was and ought to be responsible to her

for whatever naturally followed. In trying to save herself, she was,

at the same time, unconsciously trying to save the company from

the consequences of its negligence, and of her effort 10 do so it

ought to be the last to complain, unless it was manifest that she

acted rashly and imprudently. A well-grounded fear that a col-

lision is about to take place, which will result in fatal or even se-

rious injury to the passenger, is a justification to him to leap from

the car. The presumption of the common carrier's negligence is

not confined to the cause of injuries resulting from actual collision,

but extends to those caused by an effort to escape it, when made on

,1 well-grounded belief that it will occur ihe collision itself would

admittedly be due to the presumed negligence of the company, and

to no other cause could lie attributed the manifest danger of it,

from which the plaintiff in this case attempted to escape. The
court's instrnctions, therefore, should have been that there was a

presumption of the company's negligence, and that there was no

burden upon the plaintiff to prove it until the defendant had first

rebutted the presumption of it. The court's instructions should

also have made it clear that, if the jury should find the plaintiff

acted from a well-grounded fear of imminent danger, she was not

guilty of contributory negligence in jumping from the car.

More is required of a common carrier, the court holds, than mere

reasonable precaution against injuries to passengers, and care that

its cars and appliances arc to be measured by those "in known

general use." While the law does not require the utmost degree of

care which the human mind is capable of imagining, it does re-

quire that the highest degree of practical care and diligence shall

be observed that is consistent with the mode of transportation

;idopted;and cars and appliances arc to be measured by those which

have proved by experience to be the most efficacious in known use

in the same business.

No error, the court further holds, was committed in saying that

the fact that there was a car coming and going on the same track

was not in itself evidence of negligence by the defendant company.

BAR BREAKING LETTING MOTOR DROP—DOCTRINE OF
RES IPSA LOQUITUR APPLICABLE TO BREAK-

ING OF APPARATUS,

Murray vs. Pawtuxet Valley Street Railway Co. (R. I.), 55 .\tl.

Rep. 491- May 28, 1903.

A wrought-iron suspension bar placed edgewise in front of a

motor from side to side of the truck was about four feet long, five-

eighths of an inch thick, and five inches wide, except in the middle

about a hole, which it had in the center and through which a bolt

or pin on the front end of the motor passed, where the width had

been increased to preserve its strength. By the breaking of this

bar in the center, from the hole downward, the pin was allowed to

drop out and the forward end of the motor to fall upon the ground,

which caused the car to stop suddenly and injure a passenger. The

supreme court of Rhode Island holds that the burden of proving

that the accident was due to the negligence of the defendant was

sustained by the presumption of negligence arising out of a consid-

eration of the cause of the accident itself. It says thai the mere

fact that the bar broke and let the motor fall was inferentially evi-

dence of negligence on the part of the defendant. "Res ipsa loquitur"

(the matter speaks for itself) is the maxim applicable to cases where

the cause of injuries to passengers arises from the breaking down

of .apparatus wholly under the control of the common carrier.

However, the defendant having satisfied the jury by evidence, not

only that it purchased the broken appliance from a reputable maker

and dealer in such commodities, but had made daily inspections of

the same by an expert employed for that purpose, without any

attempt upon the part of the plaintiff to meet it with evidence tend-

ing to show that the bar was unlike or inferior to other bars in use

for like purposes, or that it was too thin, too narrow, or too weak,

and without offering evidence tending to throw discredit upon the

kind of inspection that was made, or upon the competency of the in-

spector, the court holds that the jury was justified in arriving at a

verdict for the defendant.
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Fast Express Cars for Coeiir d'Alcne.

Thirty miles to the east of Spokane, Wash., is Coeur d'Aleiie in

the heart of tlie Coeur d'Alene silver mining district of Idaho, said

to be the richest in the "white metal" production of the world. .'\n

electric line has lately been opened between Spokane and Coeur
d'.-\lene, which is the second in that moiuitainons stale, the other

-m^:-^
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iiiKS $J3.oi>5. ngainsl $ig,6o6 la>t yt-ar; stirplii'i, $llAt^. against

$lo,Q25 last year. Tlit- opcraliiiK l•x|K•Il^l•^ iiicrcascd 55 ikt cent

and the net earnings iiiereascd 12.6 per cent.

Ilic operating cxiK-nses of tlic 1 erre llante (Ind. I Klectric Oi

lor Novcnilier, igoj. were $27^00, as ciaiiparcd with {jj^ti!" '''i'

previous year, an increase of 22.2 per cent; net earnings, $14,0141.

as compared with $11,500, an increase nf 22,5 per cent; surpUis.

fS,54J, as compared with $5,029.

The Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co., Hamilton, O., re-

ported for the year ending Dec. 31, 1903, as follows: Earnings from

operation, $514,778; operating e.tptnses, $28g.245; net earnings.

$225,5x1: charges, $I92.J|2.1; net income, $33.2oq.

It is announced that the Blue Grass Consolidated I paction Co.,

of Lexington, Ky., has been bonded for $700,000. The Southern

Mutual Investment Co., of Lexington, is to take $100,000 of the

bonds and the rest will be divided between the Cleveland Trust Co.

and the Cincinnati Trust Co. The sale of these bonds contemplates

the consolidation of the Georgetown & Lexington Traction Co. and

the new inlfrurbiin line to Paris.

'The net earnings of Ihc Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co..

for the three months ending Jan. 31, ig04, increased $2,319, the

largest increase being in January, $<)73. Mr. .\. .\. .\nderson is

general superintendent of the company.

'The directors of the United Traction Co.. of .Mbany, N. Y., voteil

to issue mortgage bonds amounting to $6,500,000, to be applied for

the redemption of outstanding bonds to the amount of $3,496,000;

the redemption of debenture bonds valued at $765,300, and for ex-

tensions and betterment? to cost $1,339,000. There is a rumor that

the company will absorb the .-Mbany & Hudson Railway Co., as

well as other lines in that section. The Central Trust Co., of New
York, will be trustee of the redemption fund.

TORONTO RAILWAY CO.

The annual report ol the Toronto Railway Co., presented at the

annual meeting January 20th, shows the gross earnings for 1903

to have been $2,172,037, an increase of $337,179 over 1902; operat-

ing expenses, $1,200,823, an increase of $185,462; net earnings. $971.-

263, an increase of $151,714; net income, $628,349. Dividends paid

during the year amounted to $326,548. The operating r-itio was

553. the same as for 1902.

Mr. J. C. Grace was elected a director, vice Mr James Ross, re-

signed.

WEST CHESTER TRAC TlOX CO.

.At tlic ainuial meeting of the West Chester (Pa.) Traction Co.

the folluwing statement was submitted for the six months ending

Dec. 31, 1903: Net earnings, $27,163; expenses, all charges, $15,457:

earnings froin all other sources. $268; net income, $11,074: less

taxes, accrued interest, $8,917; net surplus over all, $3,057.

'The election of directors resulted as follows: Marshall H. Mai

lack, R. 'T. Cornwell. Jonas Rice, Mayer Scliombcrg, John V\'

Woodside. John .\ Krlll. Samuel A. Boyle, jr.

KNOXVILLE TRACTION CO.

The conipai alive statement of the Knoxville (Tenn.) Traction

Co. for the year ending December 31st is as follows:

1902. 1903. Increase.

Earnings from operation $212,378 $262,770 $50,393

Operating expenses 117.969 U/of"" '9.599

.\et earnings 94.4IO 125,203 30.792

Fixed charges' 67,910 66,657 *i,252

Net income 26,500 S8.545 32.045

•Decrease.

CLEVEL.ANl) & SOUTHWESTERN TR.VCTION CO.

Following is the statement of the Cleveland & Southwestern

Traction Co for December

:

1902. 1903 Increase

Gross receipts $24,710 $.134'" $8,707

Operaling expenses '7.''49 21,708 4.059

Net earnings y.otxt ii,70<) 4.''49

For the 12 months:

Ciross receipts $300X45 $445,167 $144,322

Operating expensc<i . . 171,614 264,231 92.617

Net earnings 129,230 180,9.16 51,706

SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED R. R.

The yearly statement of operating statistics of the South Side

Elevated Railroad Co., of Chicago, issued January 28th, is as fol

lows

;

Gross earnmgs $1,679,310

Operating expenses 994.375

Net earnings 684.934

Interest and dividends 442,883

Surplus 242,051

The gross earnings in 1902 amounted to $1^483,843. The net earn-

ings for 1903 show an increase of about $63,000.

TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT CO.

Following is the comparative statement of the 'Twin City Rapid

Transit Co. for the year ending December 31st:

1902. I'X)3 Increase.

Earnings from operation $3,612,211 $4,o<j3.9,i8 $451,727

Operating expenses 1,630,170 1,878,050 247,880

Net earnings
._

1,982,041 2,185,888 203,847

Fixed charges 711,718 731.041 '9.323

Net income 1.270,323 1,454,847 184,524

Preferred dividend 210,000 210.000

Common dividend 769.263 825.550 56.287

Surplus 291.060 *4I9.297 200.237

*Used for betterments and new construction.

Statement for December, 1903:

Increase.

Earnings from operation $359.'83 $27,852

.\et earnings 201,528 21,653

Surplus 123.008 21. 1.50

NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED R. R.

Following is the income account of the Northwestern Elevated

Railroad Co.. of Chicago, for the year ending Dec. 31, 1903, com-

pared with the previous vcar

:

1902. 1903. Increase

Gross earnings $1,410,998 $1,542,039 $131,041

Operating expenses 464.401 545.245 80.844

Net earnings 946,597 996.792 .50,195

Fixed charges 757.174 794.257 37.083

Net income 189,423 202,534 13-1"

Previous surplus 282.297 471.729 189,432

Surplus forward 471.720 674.263 202..543

Operating ratio .' .6076

Operating ratio, inc. mtncc. reserve -4259

The statement of charges includes "loop account, '/i cent per

passenger carried." of $124,666. as against $116,774 in 1902. Main-

Ifiiance of equipment, including operating expenses, amounts to

$()<).4I5. which includes $36,000 charged into operating expenses

and set aside for future needs. The daily average of passengers

carried in 1903 was 68.310, as against 63.986 m 1902.

SYRACUSE RAPID TR.XNSIT CO.

Following is the comparative stattnient of the Syracuse ( N. V.

)

Rapid 'Transit Co. for the six months ending December 31st:

1902. 1903. Increase.

Karnings from operation $3*59.173 $422,443 $53,269

Operating expenses 203.067 239.156 36,088

Net earnings 166,105 183.286 I7.'8i

Miscellaneous earnings 2,,56o 2,201 *358

Total net earnings 168,665 185488 16^22

Fixed charges 114.150 121.705 7,555

Surplus 54.5'5 63,782 9,266

Operating ratio 55 566 .016

•Decrease.
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The report for December, 1903. is as follows: Earnings from op-

eration, $-3,217; operating expenses. $43,067: net earnings. $30.-

130; miscellaneons earnings. $433; total net earnings, $30,582;

fixed charges, $->o.245 : snrplns, $10,336.

ROCKFORD & INTERURB.AX RV.

Following is the statement of the Rockford & Inlenirli.m Rail-

way Co. for 1903

:

Earnings from passengers $183,181

Earnings from mail and express 6,229

Earnings from rent of tracks and terminals 9,180

Miscellaneous earnings 2.041

Total gross earnings 200.63.?

Operating expense, inc. taxes 115.642

Net earnings 84.991

Fixed charges (less taxes inc. in operation) 33.564

Surplus applicable to dividends 51,426

Dividends paid, 4 per cent 30,000

Surplus ...•. 21.426

Operating ratio, inc. taxes 5763

Same, exc. taxes 5600

The surplus applicable to dividends equals nearly 7 per cent on

the capital stock. The average earnings per mile of main track

were $5,900; aver.ige number of cars per day. 16.62.

LAKE SHORE ELECTRIC RV.

Following is the comparative statement of the Lake Shore Elec-

tric Railway Co., Cleveland. O., for December:

1902. 1903. Increase.

Earnings from operation $,^8,962 $46,415 $7,453

Operating expenses 30,184 35.313 5.129

Net earnings 8,777 11,102 2.325

Fixed charges 20,370 20,370

Deficit 11,607 9.269 *2.338

For the 12 months :

Earnings from operation $466,051 $616,484 $150,433

Operating expenses 305,878 395,7/1 89,893

Net earnings 160,173 220,712 (X),53g

Fixed charges 240,745 240,745

Deficit 80,572 20,033 ^60,539

•Decrease.

TOLEDO, BOWLING GREEN & SOUTHERN.
Following is the statement of the Toledo, Bowling Green &

Southern Traction Co. for the year ending Dec. 31, 1903

:

Earnings from operation $288,301

Operating expenses 172,198

Net earnings 116,103

Fixed charges 73.996

Net income .... 42,106

Reconstruction work 3.624

Surplus 38,482

Hal. Jan. i, 1903 12,983

Surplus Dec. 31, 1903 5',465

.At the annual meeting the number of directors was increased

from five to seven.

NORTHERN OHIO TRACTION & LKillT CO.

The comparative statement of railway earnings of the Norilum

Ohio Traction & Light Co. for December follows

:

1902. 1903. Increase.

Earnings from r.>peration $5'.S33 $55,435 $3.90?

Operating expenses 31,863 .16,289 4,42^)

Net earnings 19.670 [9.146 '524

For the year

:

Earnings from operation $653,567 $773,035 $119,468

Operating expenses 374,569 440,643 66,074

Net earnings ... 278.998 332..W2 53..394

•Decrease.

Including the earnings of the lighting ricpartmeni, Ihe company's

^tatrmenl ff)r December, 1903, shows a surplus of $7,097. a decrease

of $.1424; the net income for the year is $131,569, an increase of

$2jai.

PHIL.\DELPHIA CO.

Following is tlie comparative statemenl of the Tliilad

and affiliated corporations for December

:

igo2. 1903.

Earnings from operation $I,353,II4 $1,429,282

Expenses and taxes 693.878 748,379

Net earnings 659,236 680,902

Miscellaneous income 11.834 21,202

Total earnings and income 671,070 702,105

Fixed charges 312,526 336,096

Total income 358,543 366,009

Dividend, Pbila. Co. Pref 23,936 23,936

Surplus 334.607 34^.072

For the 12 months:

Earnings from operation $I3.773,034 $15,313,790

Expenses and taxes 7.792,184 8.877,697

Net earnings 5,980,850 6.436,093

Miscellaneous income 463,605 401,543

Total earnings and income 6,444,456 6,837,636

Fixed charges 3,699,821 3,872,917

Total income 2,744,634 2,964,719

Dividend. Pbila. Co. Pref 288,105 287,230

Surplus 2,456.528 2,677,489

dpbia Co.

Increa.se.

$76,168

54,501

21,666

9,368

31,035

23,570

7,466

7,465

$1,540,756

1.085.513

455,243

62,062

393.180

i73,ogf)

220,085

*87S

220,961

•Decrease.

INTERNATIONAL TRACTION CO.

The comparative statement of the International Traction Co.

systein, of Buffalo, for December is as f(illo\vs :

1902. 1903. Increase.

Gross earnings $.109,871 $325,464 $15,593

Operating expenses (ex. taxes).... 169,957 190.072 20,115

Net earnings 1.W.914 135,391 *4.522

Fi.xed charges (int.. taxes, etc.).... 132.822 1.M.365 1,542

Net income 7,091 1.026 *6,o65

Net income. July 1st to date 149.480 213.543 64,063

Operating ratio (ex. of taxes) .558 .591 .033

For the quarter ending December 31st:

Gross earnings $904,171 $976,449 $72,279

Operating expenses 492,990 571,851 78,860

Net earnings 411,180 404,597 *6,583

Fixed charges .390.134 397.473 7.339

Net income 21,046 7,124 *13,922

Operating ratio .554 ,593 .439

For six months ending December 31st:

dross earnings $1,923,689 $2,174,765 $251,075

Operating expenses 999.654 1.164,777 165,122

Net earnings 924.035 i ,009.987 85,952

Fixed charges 774.554 79<>.444 21.889

Net income 149,480 213,543 64,063

Operating ratio .529 .544 .015

•Decrease.

TOLEDO RAILWAYS & LIGH'T CO
T'ollowing is the statement of the 'Toledo Railw.iys & I

for December:

1902. I'>o.^

luirnings from operation $1.^9.608 $154,494

Operating expenses 63,889 75.336

Net earnings 75,719 79,158

Fixed charges 38,756 39,292

Net income 36,963 39.8<)o

For the 12 months :

Earnings from operation $1,459,091 $1,663,794

Operating expen.ses 726,779 856,526

Net earnings 732,312 807,2()8

Fixed charges 459.037 488,200

Net income 273.275 3i9.of)8

-igbt Cn.

Increase.

$i4,88f)

11,447

3,4.W

5.?6

2,897

$204,703

129.747

74.9.^6

29,163

45.793

MONTREAL STREET RY.

'The opcraling statistics of lln- Monlrc;il Sirc-cl K.iihv.iy Co, for

December are as follows:

1902. iiK)3. Increase.

Earnings from ofieration $177..V>7 $189,2(1') $11,899

Operating expenses 113.91" 12.8,032 14. "5
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Ncl earnings '>3-Ay

Fixed clla^Kc•^ >7A<*>

Net income 4t>.o-W

For last quarlcr. 1903

.

learnings from upcralion $531,(145

Operating cxpi-ii'ie< 313.9^5

Net carninK" 217,680

Fixeil cliargi- 49474
Net inconic i68,20<)

6l,2J4
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Report of Massachusetts Street Railways.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners' advance report for

the year ending Sept. y>, 1903, has just been received and contains

returns from 109 street railway companies. Eight new companies

were organized in the year under the general law and five com-

panies were dropped from the list, three having been consolidated

during the previous year and two having been succeeded by new
corporations following the sale of railways by receivers.

During the year the Gloucester & Rockport was consolidated

with the Boston & N'orthcrn, the Haverhill & .Andover with the

Middlclon & Danvers, the Middleton & Danvers with the Boston

& Xortheni. the Greenfield & Deerfield with the Greenfield, Deer-

field & Northampton, the Reading. Wakefield & Lynnfield with the

Lawrence & Reading, the Lawrence & Reading with the Boston &
Northern, the Milton with the Blue Hill, the Phillipston with the

Templcion and the Eastern with the Bristol & Norfolk.

Owing to consolidations there were but 100 companies existing

at the end of the year. Of these, 74 were operating their railways;^

2C railways were operated by other companies under lease, or con-

tract, on-.- had organized and was constructing its railway and five

had organized but had not commenced construction of their roads.

During the yeir there was added 78.722 miles of new track to the

Massachusetts companies' mileage. There has also been added .555

mile of side track, making a total addition of 79.277 miles reck-

oned as single track. The Massachusetts companies now own

2,158,973 miles of str,;et railway lines, 363.937 miles of second main

track and 147.822 miles of side track, making the total length of

track owned. 2.(170.732 miles exclusive of the track in the subway.

Of this mileage 52.131 miles of main track were operated outside

of the state.

Street Raitiraij ^fi!eage
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The average ktd^s cariiiiii!<i, opcrutiiig expenses and net earnings

per car mile, aNo per passenger arc given herewith. The niimher

Orou and Ntt Eamingt /mm 0/i<-rii<ioii per Car Mile Run and per

Passtnger Carried, 1S'.)4-1903.

"
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Graphical Mathematics. II.

BY A. G. HOLMAN. .\1. E.

In the "Review" for January. iyo_(. page 27. attention was called

to the substitution, for convenience, of small articles to represent

larger objects. In this way pebbles could be moved about, arranged

in groups, a small number of the same taken from or subtracted

from a larger number or two numbers added.

.\ convenient [Xirtable arrangement for recording numbers in a

crude way, in fact, a system by which counting could be done

even without a knowledge of the names of mmibers. would be a

flat stone or a strip of bark, upon which marks could be made. To
make a record of the number of sheep in a flock (Fig. 8) it would
only be necessary, as the animals passed by the observer, to make
a tally mark for each animal. But it is evident that with increasing

i:uml)ers this process would soon become decidedly tedious and un-

satisfactory. Laziness, the step-mother of invention, would prompt

some abbreviation of the tally marks.

For the record of a single object the primitive tally mark or the

picture of one finger extended (Fig. 9) could not be improved

upon, and the figure i has come down to us from antiquity practi-

cally unchanged. For the sign of two, two marks could be made
more quickly if they were joined and probably the first figure two

was two tally marks joined or a representation of two fingers held

353
FIG. S. f IG. 9.

PIG. II'.

FIG. 11.

up to represent that number (Fig. 10;. I'or case of writing, and

perhaps to make it more distinct from the sign for three, the two

marks were afterward drawn in opposite directions. In the same

manner three would combine three marks (Fig. 11), and the

middle one would gradually develop into a loop. Figure four un-

doubtedly began as a representation of a four-sided figure or square

(Fig. 12), which is still quite closely followed in the written char-

acter. Eight was dimply two fours combined ( F"ig. I.l), and after-

ward modified for convenience in writing.

The origin of the other characters in our ordinary system of

figures, known as the Arabic numerals, can be readily conjectured

along the same lines. Possibly the character for nought or zero

was an attempt cither to indicate a dish with "O" in it (Fig. 14)

or a figure with no sides.

Thus it will be seen that even "figuring" was made possible bv

the graphical idea which supplied it with figures.

Turning again to more direct dealings with lines to represent

numbers, let us draw upon another trade for an illustration. To

secure a frame regularly graduated and a method of comparing the

relations of numlicrs thereon, we arc not dependent upon bricks, as

Heicribed in the last paper. The carpenter can produce a sort of

picket fence (Fig. 15) which will serve the same purpose. Let

lhi« lie taken as a crude illustration of an evenly graduated scale.

.Mlhough fences arc more often the basis for a discussion of

crops or a law-suit, it can \k shown that they have mathematical

qualities. If the spaces iKtwecn pickets were munl>ered the addi-

tion of 12 and 19 could \x done by taking the measurement with

a stick of the distance occupied by 12 s-paccs and laying off this

distance to the left of the 19th space, when the end of the stick

would fall upon the 31 as the sum. Subtraction could be done by

reversing the process. If in place of a fence and a long stick, a

gradiulcd line and a pair of dividers were used. Ihe same opera-

tion could be performed in a more convenient way.

Next in order would be a problem in nniltiplication. For a simple

illustration, say that the product of 8 nuiltiplied by 5 was required.

Multiplication is, in principle, only the repeated additions of the

r.unibcr. Thus, to multiply 8 by 5, take the space of 8 pickets and

lay it off five tiir.cs along the fence and the result of 40 will be

obtained. Division is the reverse process. To divide 40 by 8 see

8 gr B 00 m..

-illiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

FIG. 12.

FIG. 16.

FIG. 13.

KIG. 13,

how many times the 8 picket space can be laid off upon the 40

pickets.

It is evident that these operations can also be performed by step-

ping off the measurements with dividers upon a line or rule marked

with equidistant spaces (Fig. 16).

.\nothcr possible problem in division would be to divide a certain

quantity into any required number of equal parts. If one-fourth

of 40 was required it could by trial be found upon the fence. But

suppose one-third of 40 were asked for. Such a question in rela

tion to a division of animals, where only units can be dealt vvilli.

would show the result of 3 groups of 13 each and a remainder

of one. But in the division of a strip of land, for instance, there

can always be an exact division graphically into equal parts, hut

not directly by the methods thus far examined.

When a slick is broken over the knee into two equal lengths the

problem of division by two is solved. The same treatment of the

two pieces amounts to a division of the total length by four. The

land could be spaced into parts representing divis'ion by any multiple

of two by the doubling up of a cord which was the same length

as the strip. The division into any number of equal parts not a

multiple of two must be done by trial or by some method differing

from those considered.

A new use for the picket fence now presents itself (Fig. 17).

Suppose that the line AB, which is some length between 6 and 7

spaces. on the fence, is to be divided into ten equal parts. If the

B C

KIG. l.S.

pickets are nailed on with mie ti.nl in each rail the fence can be

swung up on an angle and sliul iqi. so to speak, until the width oc-

cupied by ten spaces is the exact length of the line AH. Hut as the

nails have not moved on Ihe rails the pickets arc still equidistant

from each other, and therefore by the swing of the fence the prob-

lem is solved. It is upon this principle that a line m;iy I)c divided

into equal parts without the trial process of spacing with dividers,

for if from one end of the .line CD (l'"ig. 18) another line CF, is

drawn at any angle with it, and the required number of divisions

are stepped off of any convenient length on this line, then by join-

ing the last division with the other end of the given line, as FD,

and drawing other lines parallel with it, the line CD will Iw c(|ually

divided as required, 'llie value of the process arises from the fact

that multiplication, or the running off of spaces on CK, can be per-

formed without any experiment ing.

The expedient of division by a swinging Lattice f)r divided fliag-

onal is utilized in a simple instrument designed for spacing an in-

dicator diagram into equal jiarls so as lo compute the average

wi<llli. As diagrams vary in length this' instrument, arranged prac-
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lically like the swinging fence above illustrated, can be shut up to

accommodate the exact length.

It may be noted here that while graphical operations are usual-

ly considered as approximations, certain results arc shown with ex-

actness which cannot always be expressed in figures.

One-third of a line IJ inches long cannot be exactly expressed

in decimals, but the division chn lie definitely shown on a draw-

ing. The exact relation between the diameter and circumference of

a circle cannot be exactly expressed numerically, even with 300

places of decimals, but the actual lines unquestionably bearing the

true relations can be graphically produced.

A mechanical proMein imce presented In the writer was solved

the thumb screw, (he wings pressed into the groove and the shutter

pushed along the groove, when the divided portions will drop suc-

cessively from the end of the groove.

The next paper will explain the arrangement of simple forms

of calculating machines lused on the principles already considered

and present other methods of graphical work.

North Dakota Owns a Trolley Line.

.\n electric railway ba^ just Ihl-ii cumpU'lcd ni hisniarck, N. 13.,

which was built under the direction of an electrical engineeer em-

ployed by the slate, with .labor pjid by the state, under authorisa-

tion of the North Dakota legislature of u/ij. The line is 8.500 ft.

long, and its route is from the railroad station to the state capitol.

The Toad will be operated by the state under a franchise granted

by the common council, which gives it the right to operate an

electric street railroad for JO years, with a maximum fare charge of

live cents. The road was built chietly to accommodate the legislators,

who meet in January and February. It will serve both as a freight

and passenger line and will haul coal, mail and express niatler for

the slate house, liismarck has a population of 4.000 only.

by the method last considered. .-Vs an illustration of the possible use-

fulness of the present line of study it may be of interest. An
apparatus was to be designed for druggists' use which would sep-

arate the total quantity of a prescription for powders into any dc-

nred number of equal parts. One of the plans submitted is out-

lined in the annexed figure (Fig. 19), in which a is a table sliding

horizontally under the end of the glass tube b, in which the

powder to be divided can be placed ; c is a short cylinder of the

same diameter as the tube, and attached to the slide, with a piston

working therein; d is a graduated scale connected with the piston

at e and pivoted at f. Each space on the scale is equal in length

to e f ; f is exactly at the height of the bottom of the tube, and e

is at the same height as the top of the piston. Then, by the

principle of diagonal division, when the division on the scale

corresponding to the re-

quired number, 12 for

instance, is brought op-

posite the top of the

powder in the tube, the

piston is one-twelfth of

that distance from the

top of the cylinder. Set-

ting the stroke of the

piston at that point the

slide is moved back and

forth under the tube. At

each forward stroke the

cylinder measures off

one powder from tube

and at backward stroke

the piston connection

strikes tlic incline g,

brings the piston to a

level with surface of

slide, where the charge

can be conveniently re-

moved.

For certain materials the cleaning of the piston and cylinder

and tube becomes a troublesome detail. A simpler device on the

same principle is shown in the sketch annexed (Fig. 20). A metal

block has a V-shaped groove and movable blocks. A shutter has

a scries of slats with V-shaped wings. The material to be di-

vided is placed in the groove between the blocks. The shutter is

closed up until the required number of wings exactly matches the

space between blocks. Tlie slats are then clamped in position by

Low Open Cars.

The accompanying illustrations show the partial side and end

elevations of a new car patented by Mr. Myron Rounds. This car is

designed to furnish a low car without sacrificing seating capacity

or making an unusual arrangement of seats necessary. This object

is accomplished by raising a part of the floor above the trucks

suthcicntly to clear the wheels and having the remainder of the

floor on a lower level or about 29 in. above the track. Fifteen

of the passengers on this car would be on the higher floor level

or at the same height as in the ordinary car and the remainder

would be on the lower level of the floor. The two seats over the

raised portion of the floor are provided with a mechanism for

raising them to a height similar to the difTerencc Ijetwccn the floor

levels. Fig. I is a portion of a cross section showing the scat

raised and its operating mechanism. Also the short step .\ which

can be made any convenient height. Fig. 2 is a side elevation show-

ing the raised floor over the truck and motor, also a section of the

raised seat and its operating mechanism. The turning or reversing

of the seat back raises or lowers the seat as desired so that the

height from the floor to the seat always remains the same which-

ever way the passenger is facing. As the step from the running

board to the car floor is the" most diflicult one, owing to the

FIG. 1.

absence of the post grab handle, the running board might ad-

vantageously be placed at B which would make the last step easy

and safe and also more convenient for the conductor to collect

his fares and see his passengers. In this case the step A could

be dispensed with if desired. With the style of truck sliown there

would be but five passengers on the elevated part at each end of

the car although trucks with wheels all of the same size could

be used if desired.
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Electric RaihMiys of York, Pa.

The niodeni industrial and commercial advancement of York,

which is the third manufactnring city in Pennsylvania, dates from
the inauguration of its street railway system, the later rapid transit

facilities especially being a predominant factor in the development

of real estate and industries, and the means of attracting outside

investors. In 1886, Captain W. H. Lanius, one of York's best-

known capitalists, who was the pioneer in street railway enterprises

of the city and county, organized the York Street Railway Co.,

of which he was inadc president. Horse cars were originally

operated upon about two miles of track. From time to lime the

modest system was extended, until in 1892, when the hor,se car3

were abandoned for electricity, the company's lires reached every

quarter of the city.

nie York Street Railway Co's. system and the several suburban

and rural lines radiating from York are owned and operated by

the York County Traction Co., which was incorporated under the

laws of Xew Jersey June 30, 1900, as a consolidation of the York

Street Railway Co., York & Dover Electric Railway Co., York &
Dallastown Electric Railway Co., York & Manchester Electric Rail-

way Co., Red Lion & Windsorville Street Railway Co., York &
Wrightsville Street Railway Co., Colonial Street Railway Co., York

Steam Heating Co., York Light, Heat & Power Co., Edison Elec-

tric Light Co. and the W'e.stinghouse Electric Light & Power Co.

The York County Traction Co. operates under this consolidation

over 45 miles of street railways; more than 12 miles of new lines

are under construction, while preliminary surveys have been made

for more than 30 additional miles of rural trolley roads to be

built shortly.

The rolling stock of the consolidated lines comprises 65 cars.

Thirty-five Brill cars and three trailers are operated on the city

and suburban system and 19 Brill combination cars are used on the

rural lines. 'Hie company employs about 175 men, of whom 65

are carmen.

The York Street Railway Co. operates 12 miles of tracks, extend-

ing from Center square, in the heart of the city, to West York.

North York, East York, Windsor Park, Norway Park, Highland

Park, Violet Hill and the grounds of the York Country Club.

The York & Dallastown Electric Railway Co. system was put in

operation July 27, 1901, with six miles of track; the Red Lion &
Windsorville line was opened July 15, 1902, with four miles of

track; the York & Dover electric railway was opened November

27, 1901, with seven iniles of track; the York & Manchester road

was opened in July, 1903. with six miles of track, and will l)c com-

INTKItlOK OF 8TATII1N AT yoUK, I'A,

plelcd to York Haven, nine miles from York, within a few nionlbs;

(he York & Wrightsville line lias \xxit constrnclcd as far as llellani,

a village nine miles east of York, and when completed will have

over 12 miles of track.

.Since the opening of the several rural lines, with the promise

of addili'nial lines to tic o|)ened, York has entered upon a new era

of industrial cxpansifm and suburban development. .Many tracts

of land environing the city have been acquired for building -imr-

p<ne*, new niburba have sprung up and all sorts of industrial plants

have been established. The populous towns reached have benefited

by being placed in more rapid communication with the county cap-

ital, and many towns not. so favored are urging the extension of

the traction company's systeiu. The freight traffic upon the rural

lines has become so heavy that special freight cars have been

placed in service and' a central freight station has been established

at York, in a handsome three-story building on West Market St.,

a few doors from Center square. The passenger slalion is also in

NEW PAVlIvION AT F.\RQUH.\R PARK.

the same building. Tlie company's car barns arc located in the

extreme west end of the city.

The company reaps the benefit of a fine park system, the principal

points of interest on its lines being Highland Park, near York;

Brookside Park, near Dover; Cool Spring Park, near Manchester;

Lake View Park, near Red Lion; grounds of the York Country

Club; park and plant of the York water company, south of York;

Farquhar and Penn Parks; the Penn Park Athletic Association

grounds; the York Athletic Association grounds; the York Agri-

cultural Society's grounds, and tlie grounds of I lie Out Door Club,

all within the city limits.

Highland Park is a delightful elevation on the banks of Codorus

Creek. It is shaded by giant forest trees and contains many ro-

mantic promenades and sylvan nooks. A spacious theatre, a broad

(lancing pavilion, observatories and restaurant are among the park

liuildings. Brookside Park was established by the company last

>unnner and was liberally patronized by picknickers and pleasure

seekers. The park possesses great natural beauty, and is, an ideal

outing resort. Buildings were reared and the grounds otherwise

improved last season, and this spring additional improvements,

which will include an athletic field, will be made. Cool Spring

Park is a recent acquisition which will be exploited next summer.

I he other, parks named arc either public, or are controlled by indi-

vidual;?. The company has secured several sites for iiarks which

will be opened as the development of the system demands.

In the early part of 1904 the immense plant of the York Haven

Water & Power Co., at York Haven, will supply power for the

York Traction Co's. lines. Provision for this innovation has

already been made. A sub-stalion has been built a quarter of a

mile outside the city from which the power will be transmitted

lo the traction company's power house, situated in the north end

of the city. This power house is a commodious structure and its

equipment, consisting of !x>ilcrs of a combined capacity of 1,500

h. p., engines anrl generators of a total capacity of 2,000 li. p., and

all the modern electrical machinery, is being reconstructed'. It is

ex|)ccted that the almost inexhaustible source of power (the Sus-

quehanna River), will so augment the possibilities of electric trac-

tion in York County that before the en<l of 1904 the .system of the

York Coniily Traction Co. may embrace 100 or more miles of

track, placing all the towns of conscqueiKC within a raduis of ^o

iniles in trolley comnuniicalion with York, while evenlually all

the large inland towns of southeaslern Pennsylvania and central

Maryland will Income accessible.

In accordance with Ibis prediction the York Traction Co., on Dc-

ccnibir .jotb, consuinni.iled negotiations which li.id been under
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way (or some lime for the purchase of the llanovrr & McSherr>'-

town Street Railway Co., together with the llaiuiver Light & Power

Co's. i)ro|)crty. The merging of the two line* will form oik- system

covering almost every important jioint in York Comity. I'he pur-

chase price was $100,000. llanovi-r has a populaliun of 10,000, and

there arc nnmcrous smaller towns along tlie line which will be

hronght ill proximity lo York. It is" Iwlievcd that the next move

will bo 10 connect Gellysburg and Lilllcslown, thus forming a

complete link between York, Ualtimore and Washington, t). C.

Ihc officers of the York County Traction Co. arc: rrcsidcnt.

William H.Lanius; vice-president. Gricr llcrsh: secretary, George

.S. Schmidt; treasurer, Ellis S. Lewis: general manager, S. M.

.Manifold.

To Keep the Bell Cord in I'lacc.

Ur.c ul tl'c most cuiniiioii sources of annoj:iMco to llie conductor.

and one which causes him to be reprimanded often, is the liell

rope. Krcc|ucntly, in essaying to give the two-bell signal from the

rear platform of a long car, the second bell docs not ring, owing to

the fact ili.i: Ibe cord, having been pulled once, remains taut inside

Ihc car, while it is slack over the platform. Occasionally, too, the

conductor is unable lo signal the motorman to stop, for the same

reason, and if it is necessary lo send in three or more bells quickly

it is sometimes impossible lo do so. In order lo obviate this dil-

ticulty. Mr. William I. Kelly, of Jersey City, N. J., offers a simple

suggestion x\hicb looks feasible. His idea is to allow the cord to

run over a four-inch, grooved iron roller placed in front of and a

little higher than the bole through which the bell rope runs. It is

reasoned that the rope would slide over the roller when pulled,

and being higher than the hole, much of the slack would slip back

through the hole into ibc car. thus insurini; proper action each time

.he cord is pulled.

(Canadian Notes.

Last year for the tirst lime in its history the gross earnings of

the Toronto Railway Co. exceeded $2,000,000. Under an agree-

ment, the city receives 8 per cent of the gross up to $I,000,OCX);

10 per cent on from $1,000,000 to $1,500,000; 12 per cent on from

Si,S00,000 to $2,000,000, and 15 per cent on all over $2,000,000

During the past year the Hamilton Street Railway Co. netted

for the civic treasury $23,083. an increase of $3,536 over 1902. The

Hamilton Radial Electric Railway Co. paid the city $592.

Mr. W. T. Jennings, right-of-way engineer for the Electrical

Development Co., Niagara Falls, reported that 85 per cent of the

right of way has been secured from Niagara Falls to Scarlett's

Road. Lambton. 751/1 miles. The minimum width is 80 ft. About

(10 acres of land has been acquired at Lambton for terminal fa-

cilities. The company has also acquired about 530 acres adjacent

lo the Chippewa River to be transferred to manufacturers who use

its power.

On behalf of street railway employes representatives of the

Trades and Labor Congress recently waited upon the premier of

the Ontario government and asked for a measure for the establish-

ment of a passageway through open cars to enable conductors to

collect fares without being in danger of falling from the side

steps. It was advanced that the Hamilton and Ottawa companies

are now building cars of that character.

Because the Kingston city council refused a request to extend a

switch 800 ft. on the main street, the street railway company

served notice that it would suspend operation for the time being.

The company claims that by its agreement it need only to run a

car once in six months to retain its franchise.

The Ottawa & New York Ry., which operates between Ottawa

and Tupper Lake, N. Y., is to be converted to electricity this year.

Estimates are being prepared. The present cars and equipment

will be retained. Power will be generated at Ottawa and Corn-

wall, Out., and at Massena Springs, N. Y.

Messrs. Oilman Brothers & Burden, of Pokirk, and Mr. H. W.
Shaw, of the Shaw-Cassells Co.. of Hawska, arc projecting an

electric railway from Fredericton to Woodstock, N. B. Power

will be obtained at Pokirk Falls.

The city of Chatham, Otit., has granted a loan of $50,000 to

the Chatham. Wallaceburg & I-ake Eric Railway Co., which will

build an electric railway from Chatham to Wallaceburg, and from

diatham to Rondeau.

The Ottawa River Railway Co., which was incorporated to build

from Grenville lo Montreal, is seeking entrance into Montreal.

Ihc company agrees lo sell 10 tickets for 25 cents good over the

line in Montreal and Ville St. I^uis for all persons on all days

between 5 :.1o a. in. and 11:30 p. m. Between 11:30 p. m. and 5:30

a. m. two tickets will lie required lor one fare. The company will

pave the streets lictween the tracks and 18 in. outside, will water

them in summer and remove the snow in winter.

Ihe new St. James and St. Oiarles electric railway system has

been opened between Winnipeg anil Deer I-odge, with a 50-minulc

service.

The diflferenccs which have existed between Ihe Toronto Railway

Co. and the city for four years seem likely to be adjusted by a

recent offer of the company regarding new routes and extensions

aii<l minor operating details.

Nttvci Rotary Snow Plow.

The .accompanying illustrations show a novel type of snow plow

designed by Mr. M. J. O'Donnell, roadmaster of the Seattle Electric

Co. The superstructure is a cab nnunted upon a turn-table which

ROTARY SNOW PLOW.

is carried on a platform car mounted on double trucks. The king

pin is hollow and through it the wiring for the truck motors is

carried, this wiring being sufficiently flexible to permit the cab to

swing through 180°. In the cab are the controller for the car mo-

tors, and a motor for driving the snow culling apparatus, with its

controller. The snow is removed from the track by a screw 36 in.

in diameter and 7 ft. long, which is mounted at the front end of
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the plow in a scoop lliat is suspcndcil from the front of the supcr-

<;nicturc, and normally rests upon shoes sliding upon the rails. The

screw has a pitch of 48 in. and is driven at a speed of about 300

r. p. m. by sprockets and chain gearing from a driving shaft in the

nose of the plow; this driving shaft is driven by the motor through

a cable.

The scoop is free to swing about the forward driving shaft, from

which it is supported, and can swing back and up 8 in. in order to

dear obstructions on the track. Springs hold the scoop down against

the rail under normal conditions.

The action of the rotcling screw is to throw out at one end the

Electric roads carry an imnionse number of passengers, only a small

proportion of which ;ire taken from the steam road, as the great

hulk of this travel originates by reason of the frequency of trains

and cheap service on the electric road. While passenger travel can

SPECr.XI. ROT.XRY SNOW TI-OW.

snow «hith is gathered into the scoop by rensoii of the forward

motion of the plow, the snow when taken from the track being

thrown entirely to one side. The need for the tuni-lable and rever-

sible cab is readily apparent.

Letters patent were granted to .\I. J, OUouiiell and Otis Cutting

on Oct. 5, 1903, the claims allowed being for a rotary snow plow in

combination with a reversible or rotating car body, and for the

hollow king pin.

Freight Busines.s on Electric Railways.

We reprint herewith e.xccrpts from an article entitled, "Freight

Business on Electric Railways," which was prepared by Mr. James

D. Hawks, president of the Detroit, Ypsilanti, .^nn Arbor & Jack-

son Ry., and which originally appeared in The Gateway

:

For the purpose of this discussion it is advisable to dismiss from

consideration electrified steam roads as having no bearing and also

to eliminate electric roads running through a country not already

supplied with steam road facilities. This narrows the problem down

to the consideration of the class which includes the majority of

electric railroads which have been built, practically in competition

to steam roads between populous .-itics and villages, and through

thickly settled country. It is true that many of these roads carry

what is called freight, but this is a inisnomer, as they carry what

•.bo'iid more properly be classified as express matter or package

freight. The usual practice is to adopt the same classification as

the steam railroad, down to and including fifth-class, with some

special commodity rates, and to charge about the same rate as the

steam road.

The commanding advantage which suburban electric roads have

conilitutcs the fact that their main business is done on city roads,

with no expense to them for terminals. A new condition confronts

them as soon as they depart from their original purpose, for the

moment electric roads undertake to haul cheap freight they will

have to provide terminals. This would be practically an impossi-

bility in the larger cities. If there were only a few freight cars a

day to move there is still the initial expense of providing a freight

locomotive to move them and a power house to furnish current,

that would lie out of all proportion to the revenue, and, on the

other hand, if many cars are to be moved the electric road must

become a competitor and take freight away from the steam road.

The situation in the passenger department is entirely different.

he increased ininienscly. frciglu nmvcnicnl pracucauy cannot be

increased at all. It would be impossible to go into the market

to-day and get money to build steam roads paralleling existing

lines; they why should it be any easier to get money to build

electric lines paralleling steam roads if it is known that the electric

roads are expected to get the freight away from the steam roads?

There is also a grave question as to whether electricity is a cheaper

motive power for hauling freight than a steam locomotive, and it

certainly has not been proved so far.

Instances are not wanting to prove that passengers on electric

roads are willing lo pay the same fore that steam roads charge, the

best evidence being that steam roads have reduced their fares in an

unsuccessful eflfort to compete with the electric roads. The fact is,

other things being equal, passengers prefer electric roads, and this

preference is shown many times where other things are not equal.

No one ever heard of a person asking visitors to take a ride on a

steam road for fun, but thousands of dollars are spent every year

by people riding on electric roads for pleasure. But these advan-

tages of an electric road in passenger transportation do not extend

to haiiliug low-class freight, and besides there are specific argu-

nu-nts against the latter business. The very life of an electric road

depends on the cars going through the busy parts of the cities and

villages on its line, and it is almost the universal custom for the

councils in cities and villages to insist on a girder tram rail or a

girder groove rail where streets are paved. This makes the adop-

tion of a special whe-1 necessary, and suburban roads are driven to

use a small flange and a narrow tread. Most of the suburban roads,

,arc hid with T-rail outside of the cities, but there would be very

little freight to be hauled between the outskirts of one city and

the outskirts of the next one.

While it is believed that the package freight has gone to the

electric road to stay, it can be readily seen that if there was enough

of it to produce congestion the great advantage of quick handling

might be lost. It will be many years before the well-located sub-

urban roads can work up the legitimate passenger business that is

in sight. Most of them have so far been contented with such busi-

ness as comes to them, but by proper efTort this business can be

increased many fold, especially in the summer time. It will re-

quire, however, undivided attention to the needs of the people and

attractions in the way of parks and resorts. The (|uicker the sub-

urban roads quit talking about hauling low-class freight the better

for them.
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Personal.

MES.Sk> \ (. AK.MSTRONG AND J .\l .M KINSON were

recently .ippoiiitod representatives of the Omtimioiis R.iil Joint Co.

of America.

MR. JOHN L. BUSIINELI. has hccn elected president of the

.Springfield, I'roy & Piqiia Kailw.-iy Co., to succeed his father, the

late Asa S. Bushnell.

MR. S. J. COTSWORTH has heen appointed secretary and

treasurer of the North .\nierican Railway Construction Co., to suc-

ceed Mr. I). J. Kvans, resigned.

.MR. JOHN S. liRAVBILL. JR.. has heen appointed secretary

ami treasurer of the Lancaster County Railway & Light Co., vice

Mr. Oscar M. lloflnian. resigned.

MR, F. G. 1).\NIKLL has resigned as superintendent of the

Cleveland. Painesville & .Xshtahula Railroad Co., of Cleveland, O.,

the resignation taking eflfect I'ehrnary 1st.

MR. Ci. J. SMITH has resigned the position of assistant super-

intendent of the St. Louis Car Co, to heconic master mechanic of

the Metropolitan Street Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo.

MR. JOHN H. (iL,\l)F. has resigned as secretary and treasurer

of the South Side Klevatcd Railroad Co,, of Chicago, on account of

ill health. He had heen connected with the company 15 years,

MR, rilOMAS 15, RliU.MOND has heen appointed general

manager of the Mississippi Valley Traction Co., of Moline, 111,

He was until January ist assistant superintendent of the Saginaw

Valley Traction Co,

MR, C. P, TOLM.AN has heen appointed chief engineer of the

sales department of the National Electric Co,, Milwaukee, to suc-

ceed Mr, James l\. Denton, who has heen appointed general super-

intendent of the works,

MR, S, P. M'GOUGH, heretofore western agent of the Contin-

uous Rail Joint Co, of .\merica, has heen appointed assistant to Mr,

,'\, S, Littlelicld, western sales agent of the Lorain Steel Co,, vice

Mr, D, J. Evans, resigned.

MR. \VILLL\M GUTHRIE has been appointed superintendent

of the power house of the Cumberland Valley Traction Co., Har-

risburg, Pa, He was formerly superintendent of the electric light

plant at Chambersburg, Pa,

MR, J. P. CL.ARK. who has been superintending the construc-

tion of a branch line for the Indiana Union Traction Co., between

Marion and Huntington, Ind,, has resigned to accept a street rail-

way position in New York City,

MR, CHARLES A. ATKINSON, formerly master mechanic of

the Richmond (Ind,) Street & Internrban Railway Co,, has been

appointed superintendent of the Medway power house of the Day-

ton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Railway Co., of Springfield, O.

MR, J, R. BL.'\CKH.'\LL. who has been acting as superintendent

of construction for the Oiicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co., will

succeed Mr. F. E. Fisher as general manager of the company, and

will assume his new duties .'\pril ist, when Mr. Fisher's resignation

becomes effective,

AT A MEETING OF THE DIRECTORS of the Toledo, Bowl-

ing Green & Southern Traction Co,, January 19th, Mr, Henry Burk-

hold resigned as vice-president and treasurer, Mr, John Kilgour

was elected vice-president, and Mr, A. J. Becht was elected treas-

urer of the company,

MR. H, C, HARTLEY has resigned as superintendent and pur-

chasing agent of the Lincoln (Neb,) Traction Co,, to enter busi-

ness in Lincoln. He entered the employ of the company in Feb-

ruary, i8g4, as consulting engineer, and in June, 1894, was ap-

pointed superintendent,

MR, L, TRUDE.VU has been appointed superintendent of the

Montreal Street Railway Co,, to succeed Mr, Luke Robinson, re-

signed. Recently Mr, Trudeau, who is an ex-official of the com-
pany, returned from .Alexandria, Egypt, where he was connected

with the tramway service.

MR, E. C. FOLSOM has been appointed superintendent of the

Logansport & Wabash Valley Traction Co,, and the city lines of

Logansport, Wabash and Peru, Ind,, to succeed Mr, Joseph T,

McNary, resigned. Mr, Folsom was formerly manager of the

Logansport City Railway Co.

MR, GEORGE A, STANLEY has been elected president of the

New Y'ork & Long Island Traction Co,, vice Mr. John E. En-
sign, resigned, Mr. Stanley was formerly vice-president of the

company. His home is ni (.ieviland, (>, wiuri he i'. also pur

chasing agent of the Cleveland Electric RaiUvay Co.

MR ROBERT MAFEE has heen chosen president of the

^llungslnwn (O ) Park & Falls Street Railviay Co., to succeed the

late Samuel C. Grier, Mr, McAfee, who was formerly director of

the bureau of public works, of Pittsburg. Pa,, is at present state

banking commissioner, with headquarters at Harrisburg, Pa,

MR. J, B, M'CL.'\RV, who a few weeks ago resigned the posi-

tion of manager of the railway department of the Birmingham

(Ala,) Railway, Ligl.l & Power Co., has organized the firm of

J, B, McClary & Co., with headquarters in the First National Bank

Building, Birmingham, to act as manufacturers' agents for electric

railway, railroad, mill, mine and furnace supplies

MR. E. D. ARNOLD, consulting engineer for the Council

Bluffs, Tabor & Southern Electric Ry., who has lieen in California

this winter inspecting railroad construction as carried on in the

West, and .securing data for his road, will return to Creston, la.,

about March Ist, Upon his return he will take up the matter of

the electrical and mechanical equipment of the new road.

MR. HOW.XRD E, HUN I INGTON has been .ippointed general

manager of the Los Angeles Railway Co,, to succeed the late John

A. Muir. Mr, Huntington is the son of Mr. Henry E. Huntington,

president of the Los Angeles Railway Co, and the Pacific Electric

'Railway Co. He is 27 years old. Until his recent appointment he

has been assistant to the general manager of the Pacific Electric

Railway Co,

MR, S, W, WISE has resigned the position of manager of the

Mississippi Valley Traction Co,, which recently leased the Moline,

East Moline & Watertown Railway Co,, and has gone to Boston,

Mass,, to enter upon work at his profession of electrical engineer.

Before leaving Molino, III., his former headquarters, the employes

of the company presented him a gold watch fob embellished with

a Masonic design,

MR, C. A, .\V.\NT has been appointed claim attorney for the

Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co., the claim department

having been recently detache<l from the railway department, Mr.

.\vant was forrnerly claim agent for the Southern Ry, at Birming-

hain, and previous to that was claim agent of the East Tennessee,

Virginia & Georgia Ry, He has been connected with the claim de-

partment of the Binnmghani company two years,

MR, PUTN.AM A. B,\ I'ES, assistant secretary and sales man-

ager of the Crocker-Wheeler Co,, announces that he has resigned

that position and will retire from the company March 1st, He has

formed a partnership with Mr, John Neilson, who was until re-

cently assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of the New York

& Stamford Railw.iy Co., and under the firm name of Bates &
Neilson will conduct a general practice of consultirg electrical en-

gineering, with offices in New York City.

MR. T, H, BAILEY WHIPPLE, who last summer resigned a

position with the Sawyer-Man Electric Co,, in order to participate

in the reorganization of the sales department of the Nernst Lamp

Co,, has returned to his former position with the Sawyer-Man

company. Previous to 1903, when he became connected with the

Sawyer-Man interests, Mr. Whipple had Iwen general sales agent

of the Buckeye Electric Co., of Cleveland, and the Jandus Electric

Co., and established most of the agencies of these two companies

in the United States,

MR. WILLI.VM II, BLOSS, who has been chief engineer of the

Indiana Union Traction Co, since July, 1899. and chief engi-

neer and roadmaster since igoi, resigned Feb, 15. 1904. to become

traveling engineer for the Paige Iron Works, of Chicago, Mr,

Bloss has been with the Indiana Union Traction Co, and its prede-

cessor, the Union Tr.iclion Co, of Indiana, during the time which

has witnessed the growth of the system from a comparatively small

one to one with over 200 miles of track in operation and at the

present over 100 miles under construction.

MR. T, E. MITTEN, general manager of the International Trac-

tion To,, Buffalo. N, Y., sailed on the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grossc

February 9th for .Amsterdam, Holland. He accompanied Mr, Henry

J, Pierce, also of Buffalo, who is president of the Netherlands

Tramway Co., in which Mr. Mitten, Mr, W, Caryl Ely and other

Buffalo men are interested, and the object of the trip is to make a

tour of inspection of the properties of the tramway company. The

company has just completed building about 17 miles of electric

railway from .Amsterdam to Haarlem, Mr, Mitten also purposes

to visit France. He will return home about the middle of March,
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MR. LCKE ROBIXSOX has resigned as superintendent ot the

Montreal Street Railway Co., on account of ill health, and will

rest three or four months. He was appointed assistant superin-

tendent in Februarj', 1903, and in March was appointed to the

senior office. Prior to going to Montreal he was in Paris, France,

and before that was assistant superintendent of the London (Ont.')

Street Railway Co.. and later general superintendent of the Mont-

real Park & Island Ry., of Montreal. Mr. Robinson, was particu-

larly active during the recent street railway strikes in Montreal

and made many friends because of his uniform courtesy and exec-

utive ability.

THE PUBLIC SERVICE CORPOR.\TIOX OF NEW JER-
SEY on January 28th announced the following changes : Mr. Wal-

ter W. W'heatly resigned as general manager of the railway de-

partment, the resignation becoming effective February ist. Col.

Edwin W. Hine, formerly executive agent of the company, ap-

pointed assistant to the president and designated to represent the

president in all matters pertaining to the railway department. His

headquarters will be for the present in Jersey City. Mr. .Albert H.

Stanley appointed genera! superintendent in charge of the practical

operation of the street railway service. Previous to going with the

Public Service Corporation a few months ago, Mr. Stanley was

general superintendent of the Detroit United Ry.

MR. F. E. FISHER, who has for si.\ years been general man-

ager of the Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co., has resigned

that position and will devote his time to the completion and the

business interests of the Joliet, Plainfield & .\urora Ry., of which

he is the president. The resignation will become effective Apri!

1st. When Mr. Fisher, who is also general manager of the Fisher

Construction Co., went to Joliet, the Oiicago & Joliet system com-

prised but 22 miles of track, while now it has more than 100 miles,

several new lines having been built under his supervision. Mr.

Fisher's brother, Mr. H. .\. Fisher, is manager of the Joliet, Plain-

field & .Vurora Ry., and president of the Fisher Construction Co.,

and a nephew. Mr. L. D. Fisher, is chief engineer.

MR. GEORGE G. MULHERN recently resigned as general su-

perintendent of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. He spent 41

years in the street railway business in Cleveland, during which

time he rose from the position of driver of a mule car to that of

general superintendent of the Cleveland City Railway Co., of which

Senator M. .A. Hanna was president. Since the consolidation Mr.

Mulhern has been general superintendent of the present company.

On the day of his retirement 150 of the former employes of the

Cleveland City Ry. surprised him at his Iionie and presented him

a gold watch chain and a diamond-studded charm. The "boys"

went to the house in four special cars, accompanied by the "Little

Consolidated" Band, which was organized by Mr. Mulhern four

years ago.

New Publications.

Obituary.

MR. GEORGE STEW.ART JOHNSON, vice-president and

general manager of the Grand Rapids Railway Co., died at his

home in (Irand Rapids. Mich., Sunday morning. January 31st. His

death, which was entirely unexpected, followed an operation for a

growth in the throat which was performed the preceding Wednes-

day. Mr. Johnson was born at Pontiac, Mich., Dec. 8, 1K50, and

removed to Grand Rapids with his parents when a child. His early

education was received at Grand Rapids and was supplemented by

engineering courses at Philadelphia and .Ann Arbor. He was grad-

uated from the University of .Michigan in 1873. .After preliminary

work at Ludington, Mich., and in Canada, he entered the engineer-

ing department of the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad Co., as

assistant. Rising to the position of chief, he remained there until

he resigned to go with the Grand Rapids Railway Co. He was

general manager of the company nine years.

SEX. MARCUS A. HANNA died February 15th at Washing-

ton, \i. C, of typhoid fever. He was born at New Lisbon, O.,

Sept. 27, 1837, and removed to Cleveland with the family in

. 1852. .Mr. Hanna was first engaged in the wholesale grocery busi-

ness, and next iron and coal, and his firm became a factor in lake

carrying. By 1877 he had become .the leading financial man of

Cleveland. He wa« owner and president of the Cleveland Citj

Railway Co., and was a director in the Union Pacific Ry. He be'

came United Slates Senator in |8()7.

STANDARD FORM OF REPORT FOR ELECTRIC RAIL-
W.AYS. Prepared by a committee of the Street Railway .Account-

ants' .Association of .America, and approved by that .Association at

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 10. 1902. Adopted as standard by the Na-

tional .Association of Railroad Commissioners at Portland, Me.,

July 16, 1903 ; subject to such modifications as the requirements of

individual states may make advisable. Bristol board covers, 16

pages, 9 X 14 in. Printed and distributed in accordance with a

resolution of the Street Railway .Accountants' Association of

.America, Sept. 4, 1903.

The report first sets forth the general divisions for accounting

practice, followed by the subdivisions under each head, the whole

being shown so clearly that there need be no hesitation concerning

the proper entry of an item. Full-size schedule blanks are given

to cover the following accounts: Income .Account, Gross Earnings'

from Operation, Operating Expenses, Detailed Statement of Rent-

als of Leased Lines, Comparative General Balance Sheet, Construc-

tion and Equipment, Construction and Equipment for Leased

Lines, Capital Stock and Funded Debt, Description of Road and

Equipment, Mileage, Traffic and Miscellaneous Statistics, General

Information. On the last page is a blank deposition.

This report lias beea mailed to each of the commissioners of the

various state boards, there being about 140 in all ; to the Interstate

Commerce Commissioners, and to the Census Bureau, and to each

member of the Street Railway .Accountants' Association. Copies

may be secured of the secretary-treasurer, Mr. W. B. Brockway,

No. 40 Morris St., Yonkers, N. Y., or of Mr. Elmer M. White,

representing the committee, cashier of the Hartford Street Railway

Co., Hartford, Conn.

THE BOSTON TRANSIT COMMISSION'S NINTH AN-
NU.AL REPORT for the year ending June 30, 1903. Cloth, 93

pages, with maps and illustrations. Published by the Commission-

ers, L. Leighton Beal, secretary, his report deals largely with the

East Boston tunnel, and 'also the proposed new tunnel and subway

in Boston for the Boston Elevated Railway Co., giving all the cor-

respondence that has passed between the commission and the rail-

way company in regard to the latter. The report of the chief engi-

neer describes in detail the work on the East Bo.ston tunnel and

is illustrated by full-page half-tone engravings showing the main

features of the work to date. It shows that the longitudinal divi-

sion of the tunnel, which is the East Boston end, known as Sec-

tion A, was substantially completed in November, 1900. Section

B has been advanced from the East Boston side ntarly to .Atlantic

.Ave., on the Boston side. Section D, which extends under State

St., in Boston, is practically completed, while Sections E and F,

which comprise the station under the east end of the old State

House, and the most westerly division of the tunnel, respectively,

are progressing, although it will lake some months to complete

them. The report contains also a plate showing the studies for the

additional subway and tunnel provided for in the legislative statutes

of 1902, and it also shows the old subway and part of the East

Boston tunnel and elevated road. The financial part of the report

shows that since the beginning the total cost of the snliway has

been $4,158,73,';, exclusive of alterations and interest, which amount

to $243,438. The total expenditure on account nf the l'".;ist Unston

tunnel, including interest, has been $2,i23,to7, of which amount

$1,232,796 was spent during the year ending June 30, 1903. An

expenditure of $25,241 is charged to "Boston tunnel and subway"

for 1903. For bridge work since the beginning there has been ex-

pended $1,570,191, making the grand total for nil work in which the

commission is interested $8,121,214 lo dnte.

The motormen and conductors emplnyeil liy the Stark lUectric

Railway Co.. of Alliance, O., were surprised January 20th by the

announcement that their wages would be increased two cents' an

hour, to lake effect immediately.

January 19th 28 financiers and engineers, guests of Mr. August

f?clmont, president of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., in-

spected the New York subway as far as I20lh St., the trip being

made in hand cars. Mr. John H. McDonald, the contractor, and

Mr. Belmont were congratulated upon llic ,ip))earance of the ni'.uly

completed way.
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Annual Report of Twin City Kupid Tran.sit Co.

The anmi.il reiKjrl of the Twin City Kapirl iraiisit Co. Iia« jiist

liccii recfivrd. Il is cxcrptiuiially intercstiiiK, IxJtIi on account of

llif »iil)jrct niuttrr, which sho\v.s iqoj |o have l>ecn the most suc-

cessful year in the company's history, and because of its typograph-

ical excellence. The report cimpriscs the report of the pre^ident.

.VIr. Thomas Ixiwry, followed by detailed statements by the auditor,

.Mr. IC S. Fatlee; these arc supplemented by half-tone views of the

I'onipany's steam and water power plants, the new Minneapolis

ami St. Paul suh-.slatiuns, interior and exterior views of cars, and

a map of the system showing present lines and pro[Kised extensions,

etc. The operating st:itistics for IQ03 will be found in the Financial

Deparlnient of this issue of the "Reviett."

In his report President Lowry states that the work on the new
"team power plant is rapidly nearing completion. It is 150 ft. x

J55 ft., and 86 ft. Iii(jb. with heavy limestone foundations and
htick superstructure. I he floors, roof and coal bunkers are a

i-omliination of steel and concrete and the building is entirely lire

proof. It will contain three engine and generator units of 27,000

h. p. maximum capacity; lioilcrs and stokers of 30,000 h. p. maxi-

mum capacity : coal conveyors and crushers of 75 tons per hour

i-:ipacity ; coal bunkers of .l.coo tons capacity, with complete equip-

:uent of condensers, heaters, pumps and auxiliaries. The plans

allow an increase to live engine and generator units of 45,cco h. p.

capacity and 24 boiler units of 40,000 h. p. niaximuui total capacity.

Work on the two sub-stations and ollice buildings in Minneap-
olis and Si. Paul has almost reached completion The Minneapoli-

building is three stories, 80 x 150 ft., and the St. Paul building two
stories, 80 x 150 ft. Both are of pressed brick, terra cotla trim

Miings, roofs and floors of steel and concrete, and fire proof. Each
«ub-station will contain three rotary converters of 9,600 h. p. capac-

ity, and the buildings will allow for an increase of too per cent.

I he present equipment of rotaries will be rc-arranged, four of the

units being installed in the present water power station, two in a

sub-station in the Midway district and two in a sub-station on the

Stillwater interurban line. The stoam power house will be connected

with these sub-stations by a system of underground conduits, cables

and overhead line:;.

The company builds its own cars and the report deals in part with

the excellent results obtained since the adoption of a 45-ft. semi-

convertible car, the earnings between winter and sunnner months
being more nearly eq.ial since the larger cars were adopted in the

spring of 1897.

Many new extensions and impio\cmcnts arc outlined in the re-

port, among them being the completion of third and fourth inter-

urban lines between St. Paul and Minneapolis; an extension to

South St. Paul, one to White Bear Village; one to South Still-

water and another to Lake Phalen in St. Paul.

The report shows that the gross and net earnings more than

(ionbied between 1897 and 1903, the gross for 1897 being $2,009,121

and the net $1,007,041. while the gross for 1903 was $4,063,938 and

the net $2,185,888. The report also states that former reports have

^liown a large surplus, such as that of 1901, which was $2,700,284,

and that of 1902, which was $2,991,346. This is in a sense mislead-

ing, it is explained, as it does not represent actual cash surplus on

hand, but shows surplus over operating expenses, charges and divi-

<lcnds, but expended in betterments and improvements. The com-
pany has, therefore, transferred former "surplus" to "roadway,"

"equipment", etc., and surplus appearing in future reports will mean
cash in hand or its equivalent.

The Columbus, Delaware & Marion Electric Railway Co. recently

purchased the rights of way of the Columbus, Delaware & Northern
Ry. for $5,064.50. The latter company was a rival that gave way to

the former.

The Arnold Electric Power Station Co., of Chicago, has been re-

tained by the Detroit, Flint & Saginaw Ry. to design its power house

and equipment and also the electric distribution system for the pro-

posed trolley line between Saginaw and Flint.

The Wichita (Kan.) Railroad & Light Co. distributed among 58

employes last month $<)65.37 as a reward for faithful service. The
amount was determined by the earnings of the road for the last

six months, which amounted to $12,968. This is the fourth divi-

dend thus distributed.

.Malleable FlanKUs fi>i- Piping:.

I he Crane Co., Giicago. has mailed us a circular letter discuss-

ing this subject, which we reproduce here, believing that the mat-

ter will interest power plant managers and engineers;

"For all practical pur|)oses, malleable flanges arc equal to steel

;

they cost less and can be (urnish-d more promptly. The following

claims arc made for tkcm

:

"I. Extra heavy malleable flanges are stronger tlian card weight

pipe to which they may be attached. This has been demonstrated

by screwing malleable flanges on pipe and then bursting the pipe

under hydraulic pressure. The I'anges were not afTected by a

pressure which ruptured the pipe.

"2. F'xtra heavy malleable flanges are stronger than the bolt'

This has been demonstrLted by hydraulic tests and also by bolting

two flanges together with an iron ring 4^ in. thick between them,

inside the bolt holes. We find in every instance we can break the

bolts without injuring the flanges.

"3. .Malleable flanges ire stronger thin the cast inm flanged lit-

l;ngs. cast iron valves, or separators used in connection with them
on every power plant.

"4. Hy improved methods in ca«-ting and annealing we are en-

abled to produce flanges very uniform in solidity and strength. Much
more uniform than any steel flange castings we have yet seen.

"5. Malleable flanges will stand a great deal of hammering or

abuse and can not be injured by carelessness in erecting.

"I here can be nothing gained by using a stronger material for

flanges than malleable iron, for the reason that when a plant is

fitted i^p with malleable flanges, they are the strongest part of the

••ystein. Stronger than the pipe, fittings, valves, lioilers or engines.

If they had ten times the strength it would be of no benefit. The

fact that steel has a greater ultimate strength does not make it

more desirable because that ultimate strength is not, nor never car

be, utilized in practice. The limit of a joint is reached the moment
the bolts commence to stretch, and the limit, using the recognized

high pressure bolting, is arrived at loi.g before an extra heavy

:nalleable or steel flange will give out.

"When we consider the thousands of cast iron flanges which are

turned out of our shops every week, to say nothing of those made
elsewhere, and the small number of breakages, we must necessarily

conclude that cast iron for this purpose is a fairly reliable metal.

"When a line with cast iron flanges has been erected and wanned
up without trouble, the chances are that the flanges will never

crack, as serious accidents arising from the failure of cast iron

flanges in a going pl.int arc exceedingly rare. Now and then we
hear of a cast iron flange giving away while being bolted up, or

as the line is being warmed up for the first time. This may result

from any of the following causes

:

"i. Careless bolting such as drawing all the bolts tight on one

side and then following with the bolts on the opposite side, or if

the flanges have raised faces with a gasket between so th;>t the

outer edges stand about Vi in. apart then, unless the bolting is very

carefully done, the flanges will be broken through the great lever

age exerted by the bolts. We have found that if a 6-in. cast iron

flange is deflected at the outer edge 1-16 in. the flange will break.

The large sizes will probably stand a little more but not much.
"2. Internal stress set up in the flange by forcing it on a piece

of pipe on which the diameter and length of thread does not cor-

respond accurately with the flange.

"3. Improper provision for expansion in the piping system.

"Malleable flanges are proof against destruction by the bolting

or internal thread stress referred to in paragraphs I and 2 and

practically proof against expansion strains, because should such

strains be set up, other parts of the .system would probably be de-

stroyed before the flanges.

"It is evident that malleable flanges may with advantage be used

on any piping system, cither high pressure or standard, but they

are especially valuable on pipe bends where such bends are used to

lake up expansion and on high pressure piping which must be ob-

erated continuously, such as electric light or street railway stations.

"Standard and extra heavy mallenblc flanges are exactly similar

to our cast iron flanges in diameter and thickness of metal."

I he Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. recently closed a contract with

the Bush Terminal Co. for the distribution by trolley of packages

and miscellaneous freight to be furnished by the latter company.



New Shops of Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Co.

The Hooven, Owens Rentschler Co.. of Hamilton, O., which

is the largest concern engaged in building engines of the Corliss

type exchisivelj'. was incorporated in looi as a reorganization of

buildings having four times tlic tlicu capacity. This work was

counncnced in February, 1902, and llic new building completed in

July last, since which time the new uiachino equipment has been

IIIRD'SKYE VIKW m l;l ILI iiouv i..\. iiu i,Ns .V Ki;N'i'scin.i;i-; works.

the Hooven, Owens & Rentschler Co., incorporated in 1881, when installed and with the exception of one or two large tools is now

the company took over the business of the Owens, Lane & Dyer in full operation.

Co., established about 18.^0. The plant of the company, always lo- The halftone illusnatious show a general view ul the works.
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catcd at Hamilton, has been extended from time to time to meet

the demands of incrcasitig business, but about three years ago it

was decided to replace the old machine and erecting shops by new

anil views of the erecting lltiur, of tile central aisle parallel to the

erecting bay in which arc located the cylinder borers and other

heavy tools, of the section containing the small tools, and of the en-
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Rinc and generator rwnn in the iiowcr plant. These illustrations

Rive an excellent idea of the ecjuipment and also of the amount
I if work thai is now: l>eing done at the plar.l.

I he general arrangement of the new shops, which is well shown
iiy the line drawing, whereon are located the principal tools, is

iliat of Col, J, C llooven, pre-ideni of tlu- company, and was
worked out in detail by the architect, Mr. (iiorge Harkman, of

Hamilton. The new hiiildings have steel frames with hrick walls

.Old are excellently lighted

Ihe plant covers two blocks hounded on the east liy 5lh St. an<l

the hydraulic headrace indicated on llic diagram, and on the west
liy 4th St. .An intermediate thoroughfare, Lowell St , was vacated
liy the city and this space is occupied hy a portion of the machine
shop. The foundry, pattern storehouse and power plant lie at the

north end Iwtween Vine and Ilcalon Sts., and the machine and
forge shops at the south end of the works between Heaton and
Huckeyc Sts.

The plant is surrounded on three sides hy the I'. C. C. & St. L.

and the C. II. & D. railroads, the latter having a loading switch

into the southern end of the machine shop as indicated on the plan

drawing. Within the buildings are other standard gage tracks

as indicated, but for the transportation of material within the walls

traveling cranes are most used.

The foundry is a building 406 ft. long; the main portion of

this building is 7jji ft. wide and 30 ft- 8 in. to the chords of the

roof trusses. At the west side is a lean-to for the cupolas and core

ovens; this portion is 233 ft. long and 38'4 ft. wide. The three

cupolas arc 67, 81 and 90 in. in diameter, respectively. In the

foundry are three wheel casting pits. The room is served by two

30-ton electric traveling cranes of 69 ft. 9 in. span. The foundry

yard is served by a lattice girder crane of the same capacity and

length of span.

Opposite the foundry is the pattern storage house, a four-story

building, 34 ft. x 47 ft. to in. The pattern shop adjoins the power

house.

The machine shop extends for 370 ft. along 4th St. ayd 316 ft.

along Heaton St. A portion of the building fronting on Heaton

St. was rebuilt from what was formerly the foundry ; this con-

tains two machine bays, parallel, and 49 ft. and 26 ft, in width, re-

spectively. In these bays, which are under a gable roof, it is 33V2

fl. from lloor to roof trusses.

Parallel to 4th St. are the erecting and heavy machinery bays,

57 ft. high from floor to roof trusses. In the rectangular space

lying east of the north and south bays and south of the east and

west hays arc two bays with low roofs. These are on the site of

part of the old machine shop and are used as a fitting department

lor smaller engine parts.

At the southeast corner of the plant arc the forge shop, a one-

story building 49 x 61 ft., and a tive-story building used for the

lighter machinery. The screw cutting department occupies the

ground floor.

In the erecting bay are two parallel sections 27 x 102 ft. each

with flooring of 6-in. cast iron T slot rails embedded in concrete,

for the assembling floors. The crane in this bay is of 30 tons' ca-

pacity. There is only one non-portable tool in this section of the

plant, it being a 40 x 12-ft. pit lathe located at the extreme south

end.

In the second bay are located the heaviest machine tools, promi-

nent among which are a 12 .\ 12 x 30-ft. planer with four heads, a

20-ft. boring and turning mill, a cylinder borer with capacity for

cylinders up to 72 in. diameter and which has independently driven

port boring bars so that a cylinder can be bored and faced and the

ports bored sinniltaueously, and a bed facing machine with two

boring bars at right angles for simultaneously boring the guides

and facing the bearings. In this bay arc two 50-ton cranes.

The shop is electrically driven throughout, current being fur-

nished by a 5tX)-kw. Ft. Wayne generator direct connected to a

20 and 36 X 42-iu. Hamilton-Corliss engine. The speed is too r. p.

m. an<l the voltage 220 to 250 volts. The large machines all have

independent motors, while the small machines are driven from

shafting. The Bullock Electric Co's. four-wire multiple voltage

system is used for the vari.ible speed motors. The balancing set,

consisting of three l7!^-kw. machines is located centrally in the

shop. Near this is the constant speed motor of 45-h. p. capacity

which drives the line shaft for small tools.
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Besides ihe unit menlioned the power plant contains a 150-kw.

220-250-volt Ft. Wayne generator belt driven froni a simple Ham-
ilton-Corliss engine, and used for lighting.

The boiler installation consists of two Franklin water-tube boil-

ers. .A Baragwanath condenser is used in coimection with the en-

poiuid d. c. i.ooo-U\v. "Bullock" generators. Museum of Natural

History, Xew York; two 15 and 26 x 36 tandem compovmd d. c.

200-k\v. generators. Louisiana Purchase iixposition, St. Louis

;

one .^4 and 68 x 54 vertical cross compound d. c. l,500-k\v. Citi-

zens Light, Heat & Power Co., Montgomery, .Ma.; one 18 and j(i

M.\CinNl-; SHOP ERECTING B.VT. 330 FT. LONG.

gines when the exhaust is not required lor heating purposes. The

shops are heated by steam distributed on the Webster system, the

engine exhaust being supplemented by live steam in cold weather.

liNGINlJ ROOM.

The company's olTiccs arc in the northwest corner of the shop

building, at the north end of the erecting bay. This section is

three stories high, the fir.st floor being occupied by the general

officers and the clerical force, and the second and third stories by

the drafting department.

Among the engines now In the shop arc the following : Scioto

Valley Traction Co., Columbus, O. ; two 26 and 52 x 48 cross coin-

X 42 cross compound d. c. 375-kw. generator. Delaware & Hud-

sou Co!, Scrantou, Pa. ; two 16 and 26 x 42 cross compound d. c.

3cx)-kw. generators. Townscud, Reed & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,

for Indianapolis & NorllnVestern Ry. ; one 24 and 48 x 48 cross

compound d. c. 800-kw. generator. Texarkaua Gas & Electric

Co., Texarkaua, Tex.; one 15 x 36 heavy duty engine. Jolmstown

Passenger Ry. Co., Johnstown, Pa. ; one 22 and 38 x 48 cross com-

pound d. c. 550-kw. generator. .Shrevcport Traction Co., Shreve-

port. La. ; twin 22 x 42 engines, d. c. 500-kw. generator. Indian-

apolis & Eastern Ry. Co., Indianapolis, Ind. ; one 26 and 52 x 48

cross compound d. c. 1,000-kw. generator. Uecatur, Springfield

& St. Louis Ry. Co., Decatur, 111.; one 28 and 56 x 48 cross com-

pound d. c. i,ooo-kw. generator. Saginaw Valley Traction Co.,

Saginaw, Mich.; one 28 and 56 x .v8 cross compound d. c. i,ooo-kw.

generator. Westchester & Pottstown Ry., Philadeli)liia ; two 22

and 44 X 48 heavy duty cross compound engines. Macon Railway

& Light Co., Macon, Ga. ; one 20 and 40 x 42 cross compound.

The officers of the company arc: President, J. C. Hooven ; vice-

president. G. .\. Reutschlcr; secretary, C. O. Richfer; treasurer,

II. Sohn. These, together with G, II. llelvey, J. G. Sclnnidlapp

and Charles H. Kellogg, constilnie the directors. The capital stock

is $1,000,000, preferred (of which $750,000 is issued), and $1,000,-

000 common.
*—¥

The Pittsburg, McKcesport & Connellsville Railway Co. has

adopted animal examinations of employes for sight and hearing,

including color blindness.

Jamiary 25th the McLean-place car barns of the Indianapolis

Traction & Terminal Co. were partially destroyed by fire and 26

large winter cars were destroyed and several others badly scorched,

the total loss being estimated at $ioc,aoo, which was practically

covered by insurance.
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DaiiKiKU Caused by Flood, Kc and Snow.

The present wiiilcr li.is been notably rigorons throughout the

country and h.is workeil unusual liard>hips for the street railway

.perators. The moist disastrous reports conic from Whcciing,

\V. \'a , where the "January thaw." which set in January 24tb.

rnuscd an exceptionally heavy flood, and was followed by a severe

cold spell that caused ice to fomt on the tracks as the water re-

ceded, and did a great deal M damage. The Wheeling Traction

Co. was the wor.st sufTercr, it lH>ing necessary to abandon every

one of its lines for from one to three days. When the water re-

ceded it left ice from 2 in. to 4 ft. thick on portions of all linc-

I he .-iccompanying views will give an excellent idea of the situa

lion. At Mingo. O.. on the Steubenville line, the water was at one

time 20 in. above the tr.ick at one point, and on the Kellaire divi-

-ii.n, for a distance of two miles, the ice covering the tracks wa-

from 2 ft. to 4 ft. thick.

The Milwaukee Kloctric Kailway & 1-ight Co. reported clifR-

culty on its Kenosha and Racine line January iglh, when a car and

passengers were snow-bound 13 hours, and again on February 3rd

travel on the same line was completely blocked by snow.

The Auburn & Syracuse Electric Railroad Co. had to abandon

•raflic on the greater part of its line from January igtii until Jan

nary 22nd, on account of snow, although it ran cars between .Au-

burn and Skaneateles more or less often. .Again on February 3rd

:be line was tied up.

For two days the Canton-.\kron Railway Co. suffered from a

llooded power house and its system was tied up. There were also

unable to operate cars for several days lictween Norwalk and

Ceylon, which section of the road depends upon the power house

It Fremont for power. There was nearly 3 ft. of water in the boiler

liiiusc of the power plant during the weeks of February 1-12. The
Sandusky division of the road was operated wifli power from

WIIKKI.IN-C. \V V.V . < .\K H.XHN HI.OCKl^D BY IfK.
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\VHBEI,IN<;. \V V.\.. STRKKT .M-THH KI-DOP

washouts along its line between Massillon and \ew Philadelphia.

and. in addition, the ice and snow on the city streets made it al

most impossible to run the cars. The melting snow short-circuited

(he current and caused the motors to be burned out.

Through traffic between Dayton ard Cincinnati, O.. was aban-

doned on account of damages to the trestle work and the tracks

of the Cincinnati. IJayton & Toledo Traction Co. It was believed

that it would be two or three days before traffic could he resumed.

High water on January 22nd cjuised the abandonment of the

Cleveland. Painesville & Eastern R. R. shore-line branch, but the

main line had little trouble. February 2nd drifting snows caused

uuich delay on all the lines.

Traffic on the Ixjgansport & Wabash Valley Traction Co's. line

between Peru and Wabash. Ind., was suspended January 21st oti

.account of high water near Uoyd Park, and on January 23rd the

water had entered the power station and had reached the large

engine, threatening to cripple the plant. January 25th traffic was

resumed.

The Detroit United Ry. suffered considerable damage on account

of water and slush, followed by a blizzard, and it was with diffi-

culty that cars were run at all. At one time there were 154

damaged motors in the repair shops.

Because of a flood at Fremont, O., the Lake Shore Electric

Railway Co.. which operates between Cleveland and Toledo, was

Sandusky, which only permitted the company to run small cars.

The company was similarly inconvenienced January 23rd, but

iratfic was resumed the next day.

On account of drifting snow the Detroit. Vpsilanti, Ann Arbor

& Jackson Railway Co. was unable to keep the cars running on

part of its system for the greater part of two days.

January 23th a blizzard disabled the Indianapolis Traction &
Terminal Co^s. lines. Haughville. West and North Indianapolis

were without car service because the snow sweepers could not

cross the bridges, which had been weakened by a flood a few days

previous. Other lines were more or less.criplcd. also, and this state

(.ontinued until January j8tb, when cars began running across the

bridges regularly.

The Indianapolis & Xortbweslern traction Co. had to suspend

riperations for a few days over the Northwestern Ave. bridge

which cro.sses Fall creek. Passengers were transferred at the bridge.

Tile Tcrrc Haute Electric Co's. lines were abandoned January

.'6th, owing to a blizzard, and it was reported that an interurban car

which left Terre Haute January 25th was lost in the snow for

CLE.VRIXO TIIV: TIt.M-KS I.N W 1 lIClil.ING, \V. VA.

three days, the passengers deserting it near Brazil. In order to

carry out its mail contract, the company sent the mail pouches to

Seelyvillc and Brazil in a sleigh. February 2nd another storm

caused serious damage on the interurban line.

January 21 si the Indiana I'ninn Traction Co"s. bridge over the
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Mississinewa River between Joncsboro and Gas City, Iiid., was

swept away when the ice went out of the river. The company

was also obliged to abandon service on its intcrnrban line into

Kokonio for one week, by the wasliing away of the bridge in Union

St. during high water.

From January 23rd to January 26th bo cars of the SpringticUl

( Mass. ) Street Railway Co. were disabled on account of heavy

snow storms. The line to Holyoke was closed three days.

On account of the power being shut oflF at the plant of the

Voungstown Consolidated Gas & Electric Co., because of the cold.

January 23rd, no cars were run on the Youngstown Park & Falls

."^treet Railway Co's. lines, or the lines of the Voungstown-Sharon

Street Railway Co., for 24 hours. To furnish light the electric

company had to tap a sewer to get water for its boilers.

February 2nd the Chicago & South Shore Street Railway Co., of

La Pone Ind., suspended operations, largely on account of the

weather. It was announced, however, that the company would

probably not resume until certain financial difficulties had been

adjusted and the company reorganized. One of the company's cars

was stalled rear Wateriord January 23rd and the passengers re-

mained in the car all night, until the snow drifts could be shoveled

out.

The Chippewa Valley Electric Railway Co's. system, which in-

cludes the lines in Eau Claire and Chippewa Falls, Wis., and an

iii.VKSTorjA .\XD YORK I'lftN'.M'R TROl.t.KY HKIDGE.

interurban line, shut down January 27th on account of the stoppage

of the water wheels at Chippewa Falls, due to extreme cold.

The business of the Erie, Cambridge. Union & Corry Railway

Co.. of Erie. Pa., was at a standstill for a week ilnring the latter

part of January, owing to bad weather.

Nearly 4 ft. of snow covered part of the tracks of the Illinois

Valley Traction Co. February 2nd, making it impossible to riui cars

iH-lwcen La Salle and I.add, III.

January 26th and 27th the Salem division of the Hoston & North-

ern Street Railway Co, was tied up on account of snow, rain and

cold. Six inches of ice formed on some of the tracks and the

municipal authorities would not allow the company to use an ice

culler to remove it.

For 36 hours beginning February 1st snow drifts prevented cars

from being run on the Lebanon Valley Street Railway Co's. line

lielwcen Annvillc and Palmyra. In some places the snow was 7 ft.

deep.

On the morning of January 23rd the bridge over the big Cones-

toga Creek, Lancaster County, Pa., used by the Concsloga & York
Furnace electric interuiban was carried away by an ice jam. This

bridge, which was 207 ft. long, was <jpened for traffic in December,

'"• -.-^ _

Conference of Hranch Office iVlanaKers.

The annual conference of the branch office managers of the

Standard Underground Cable Co., together with the general sales,

mannfacluring, construction and executive departments of the com-

pany, wa< held recently in the general office* of the company
in the Wcstinghousc Ruilding, Pittsburg, Pa., the session lasting

three days. The report of each niLuiager for igoj. and the pros-

l)ects for 1904. was issued, together with a ways and means for

rendering more efficient service to the upwards of 1,000 customers

on the company's books. A pleasant social feature of the gathering

was a theater party given in honor of the visiting managers by Mr.

j. W. Marsh, the vice-president and general manager.

The branch office managers in attendance were: Mr. Charles J.

Marsh and Mr. George L. Wiley. New York; Mr. Frank Clark

Cosby. Koston; Mr. T. E. Vlughes. Philadelphia; Mr. J. R. Wiley

and Mr. F.. J. Piclzckcr, Chicago.

British Johns-Manville Co., Ltd.

The Hritish Johns-Manville Co., Ltd., has been incorporated in

England, with offices and warerooms at 81 Fenchurch St., London,

E. C, and will handle a complete line of ovcarhead line material,

"Vulcabcston." moulded mica and "Monarch" insulations, spe-

cially adapted for insulating railway motors, generators, control-

lers, arc lamps, switchboards, switch handles, switch boxes and

various other parts of apparatus requiring a high-grade 'insulating

material; a full and complete Mine of electric heaters, rail bonds

and Sachs "Noark" enclosed fuse protective devices. The new

company will carry a full and complete stock of supplies at the

London office, which will enable it to make' prompt deliveries and

give good service at all times.

Mr. Henry J. Joseph is the managing dircclnr of ihc new com-

pany, as well as manager of the London branch of the II. W.

johns-Manville Co.. which has offices at the same address.

" Deltabeston" Magnet Wire.

The I). & W. l''u.-'C Co.. of Providence, K. 1.. makes what is

known as "Ucltabeslon." an insulated wire which is said to be

liraclically indestructible and is especially adapted for insulating

:irmature, field and magnet coils. "DeUabeston" wire has been

insulated with practically pure asbestos which has been treated in

such a manner that its insulating properties are e.^cceptionally good.

It is claimed for it tint its resistance to heat renders it .absolutely

indestructible so far a-, any temperature rise to which it may be

^nlljcct^.(l in commercial service is concerned. "Deltabeston" wire

Iki> been run at a dull red heat representing a temperature in the

lu-ighhorhood of 600° C. without its insulation being destroyed. The

company has given "Deltabeston" wire exhaustive tests, having had

a large number of motors equipped in railway service, with such

satisfactory results to the managements that entire equipments of

motors are being gradually rewound with it. The company is pre-

pared to furnish this wire in any size from No. 4 to No. 18 B. & S.

gage and will submit samples.

The Central Electric Co.. 264-70 Fifth ,'\vc,, ChicaKo, III, is sales

agent for "Deltabeston" magnet wire and connnunications addressed

lo il will receive promi)t and careful attention. The company will

alsn gladly fm-nl^li Inillctiiis and samples upon recpicst.

The Affleciv Cement Cros.s-Tie.

riie .\t't]eck cement railway tic. which was piilented last fall.

has been attracting the attention of steam railroad men for several

months, and now the inventor, Mr. David S. .MTleck, of Chesterton,

Ind., desires to interest electric radway operators in il. The inven-

tion is very simple. It consists chiefly of a longitudinal angle bar

of iron or steel which has been imbedded in a cement tie near the

center, the ends of the bar being bent in a short curve lo hold it

securely in place and prevent Ihc rails spreading. The rails arc

fastened lo the lie by means of plates, bolts and nuts, the bottom

nuls being couiUersimk in the lie '.n prevent turning. If pre-

ferred, a side fastening may be used lo boll the rail lo the tie. A

thin wooden shim is placed between llic rail and lie to relieve the

concussion.

One of the Affleck cement cross-lies has been in use on the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern Railroad Co's. side track at Dune

Park since early in 1903, and it is staled that neither wear nor

weather has afTected it in the least. Two of the ties were placed

on one of the Illinois Central Railroad Co's. tracks at Grand Cross-

ing, Chicago, January 15th, also. These lies are 6x8 in. x 8 ft.

and weigh 400 lb.
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Brooklyn llcinhts K. K. Co. Cninc Car.

The acconipanyiiig illustrations show a new work car which has

hcen hiiill fur the Brocklyn Heights Railroad Co. hy the Middle-

town Car Works, Inc.. of Middletown, Pa., and also the details of

cnn.struction of the crane which siirnuiunls the car. The car itself

is of the iK-in., hinge-side gondola pntlern and its capacity is 40,000

Ih. The length of the car over all is .j8 ft. 6 in. and the width. 7

ft. 10 in. The capacity of the crane is six tons.

Thi» work car is ei|iiipped with four WestinghonNC (H motors of

Central Yards f«»r Tics.

BROOKL,YN HEIGHTS R. R. WORK CAR.-MIDDI>KTO\VN CAR CO,

60 h. p. each and wiih a K-6 controller. It i- tiirilKr ciniipped with

Ncal electric headlights, the S.ic'is "Noark" fuse and Christcnsci!

straight air brakes with lO-in. cylinder. For operating the crane

the car is provided with a G. E. 800 motor.

The truck.s are the Peckham standard M. C. B. Xo. 40. with ,!i-

in. wheels. This truck is equipped with Peckhani's (patent) coni-

hination side frames, double roller side bearings, flexible motor

suspension, Taylor's (patent) non-chattering brake hanger, "tripk

elliptic" all steel swing bolster, and standard M. C. H. journals.

With cedar companies in Michigan, it is the custom to ship the

|M>les which arc brought from small producers and also those cut

<in the company's own lands, into iliffcrent convenient storage

yards. There the poles are assorted into their different sizes, re-

ceiving usually a second careful inspection, the first being made in

the woods. Some companies still endeavor to ship the greater

portion of their stock direct from the woods, but this is so apt to

cause delay in getting cars and confusion in filling "straight" car-

loads of some one si/e from a small stuck, that the

more experienced ci'mpanies have abandoned it al-

most entirely. 'I'he small margin in poles, and the

keen competition among the buyers of the different

companies in the woods has led to the adoption of

every economy possible, but this yard expense is

something that must Ik borne, if orders are to be

filled promptly and accurately, especially the larger

orders.

However far tiiis reform, if it may he so called,

has progressed in the pole business, it has not as yet

been very extensively introduced in the cedar tie

business. The Maltby Lumber Co.. of Bay City,

Mich., is one of the few firms that have applied the

reasoning and experience of the pole business to

ties. Nevertheless it has proven a very attractive

feature in securing orders and will doubtless be fol-

lowed by other tic companies as time goes on.

.\ railway company is very apt to find itself short

a few thousand ties, or possibly but a carload or

two. Then the advantage of calling on a section of

the country where tics can he, and arc shipped every

month in the year, is readily appreciated. High

water, poor roads, lack of water, have no effect on

•he shipment of ties that arc concentrated in lots of

ten to liflecn thou.sand, especially when piled in yards located in

the same favorable position as regards competing railroads, as arc

the best prAc yards.

Progress of New Sturtevant Plant.

The boiler plant of the B. F. Sturtevant Co's. new works at

Hyde Park, Mass., is in full operation. The plant comprises llirce

250-h. p. Stirling boilers equipped with Jones under-feed stokers,

DKTAII, OF CRANK OX WORK CAR.

journal boxes and brasses. The new work car was built in ac-

cordance with a design furnished by Messrs. R. C. Taylor and .\. J.

Wilson, of the Brooklyn Heights road.

The Cleveland Electric Railway Co. will equip all its city cars

with power brakes during this year.

air for which is furnished by a Sturtevant steam fan, a Sturtevant

induced draft steam fan and a Sturtevant economizer to be in-

stalled later. The company has in process of construction a 400-

h. p. vertical compound engine with direct-connected asokw.

generating sets, which will be the first of several units to be in-

stalled in the engine room.
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Insulated Joints for SOO-Volt Circuits.

Uiic ot the serious objections wliidi the steam railroad men have

urged against the adoption o£ electric traction on existing steam

lines is that such a change would require that the signal systems

already installed and operated by low voltage track circuits be

abandoned. The in.stallation of block signals on a portion of the

subway tracks operated by the Interborough Rapid Transit Co.

shows that this objection is not a valid one at the present time,

whatever may have been the fact when it was first advanced.

The Interborough company, on that portion 01 the line where

l.N-S|-I,.\Ti:i) TU.M.K JOINT.

block signals are used, uses one track rail only for the return cir-

cuit while the other track rail is used for the signal circuit. The

track has \\'el>er rail joints and on the >Tgiial track the insulated

joints made by the Weber Railway Joint Manufacturing Co. and

illustrated in the accompanying sectional drawing, are used. This

joint is, wc understand, successfully insulating the 500-volt current

which is used for railway operation. The rail is insulated from the

shoe angle by a fiber angle plate and the bolt is insulated from

the .siioe angle on the one side, and the splice bar on the other, Ir.

fiber bolt bushings, the outer surfaces of these bushings being cov-

ered by metal washers.

An insulated joint of similar type is used by a number of steam

railroads in connection with signal track circuits, but we believe

this is the first application to electric railway work.

Standard I'ndcrground Cable Co.

I'he annual meeting of the stockholders of the Standard L'nder-

ground Cable Co. was held January 26th at the company's general

offices in the Westinghouse Building, Pittsburg, Pa. The state-

ment of the company's operations for igo,^ showed a gross busi-

ness of nearly $9,000,000; dividends aggregating 12 per cent were

paid. The assets amount to $3.fi04,45"; liabilities, exclusive of

capital, $.375,344. The company has no outstanding notes, mort-

gages, lionds or preferred stock. Directors were elected as fol-

lows: Messrs, Mark \V. Watson, John H. Jackson, James 11. Wil-

locki RolK-rt Pitcairn, J. N. Davidson, John Moorhead. IV I''.

Jones, jr., Joseph W. Marsh. W. A. Conner. Mr. Conner, a new

director, has Iwcn at the head of the mannfacluring department

since 18S4.

The directors organized January 29th and re-elected officer^ a-

follows: President, Mr. Mark W. Watson; vice-president and

general manager, Mr. Joseph W. Marsh; treasurer. Mr Frank .\.

Rincharl; auditor, Mr. C. M. Hagen.

The Standard I'nderground Cable Co. was organized in January,

1W2. although prior to that lime its founder, Mr, Richard .S, War-
ing, hail done much experimental work. It has factories at Perth

.\mlxiy, N'. J., Pittsburg, Pa., and Oakland, Cal. Its reputation for

high class manuf:icture, its strong fmancial condition and the favor

able hjcation of its factories place it in a favorable position to com-

mand a large business in all deparlmrnts.

The Worcester (Ma<s.) Polytechnic [ii'iilnte lias isMlcd ils .I4tli

annual catalog, which shows that the Iota! registration for 1903-04

is 272 sliidcnis, of whom 50 are in llie electrical engineering courses

and 4.) in the mechanical engineering deprirtincnt.

Fresh's Emergency Car Brake.

The Emergency Car lirake Co.. of Ciuuberlaud. Md., has been

organized to build and sell the well-known Fresh's emergency car

brake, which has hitherto been made and sold by Messrs. Fresh &
Speicher. The change went into effect January 14th last. During
the past few months the Fresh brake has been materially improved

by the adoption of compressed wool felt to prevent slipping on wet

rails. For a long time the makers had experimented with diflfereul

kinds of iron and steel, and had also tried rubber, emery and wood,

in conibiuation and separately, but the desired results were not ob-

tained until the coilipres.scd wool felt was tried. That being an

absorbent, it was found to be most efficient on wet or icy rails,

and it has been severely tested with entinently satisfactory results.

The felt is made in sheets .% in. thick, very solid, and then com-
pressed into a malleable iron plate under a heavy pressure, which

make- it hard and durable. These malleable iron plates are at-

1 iclied to tile main brake shoe by means of a truimiou hall, instead

ni using heavy screws, which gives the plate freedom of adjustment

on the rails. Iherehy permitting al! the surface of the rail to be

utilized lo olit:iiii fvielion, Thi^ felt device is quickly and easily

allaehed.

The new company will build these brakes on a large scale as

soon as the weather will permit, and it is willing to give tests to

any railway company interested. The oflicers of the Fmergency Car

Brake Co. are: President. Henry Fresh; vice-president. Frank A.

Piuckholtz; secretary. Henry .A. llensey; treasurer, Conrad G.

Smiili

The "O. K." Sleet Cutter,

The accompanying illustrations present two views of the "(). K."

sicet cutter which is ni:i(le by Porter & Berg. Incorporated, of Chi-

cago, tile patentee. One \iew shows the cutter iu position and the

other as it ajipe.ir^ when it is detached fi om the trolley harp. Thi--

sleet cutter, which has met with very llattering success during the

three years il has been on the ma'rket. consists of a practically in

destructible malleable iron casting, the shank of which bolts se-

curely into the harp and is fitted with ^ lock washer to prevent its

working loose, and of a brass contact device, which, being soft,

assumes the most of the wear, thus saving the trolley wire. When
this brass contact is worn out it may be easily replaced at small

cost.

The "O. K," sleet cutler fits snugly into the h.irp and is <le-

signeil to offer no projection which can possibly catch on the span

SlyKKT CI'rrKIJ
ON TUOI.I.KV.

SLKl'lT CirTTlCU
DKTACIIRD.

wire or any p.arl of ilie overhead construction in event of the trol-

ley leaving the wire. 1: is so easily attached to the harp that it is

suggested that if each car is provided with one the motorman can

i|uickly attach it whenever the necessity arises, withonl loss of time.

The fact that the device may be attached directly to the harp

without dislnrbing the wlieel is also a feature llir value of which is

self-evident. Many of llie electric railways in llir iiiid<lle West

use "O. K." sleel cnllerv, and they are ;iKo in use in miIht p,irls of

ihe country,

-•-•

The Chicago cily council proposes to license street railway com
paiiicf lo do 'an advertising business in the cars,
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The Young Block SIkduI System.

VVc illti>lriiU' hcrrwilh llic Young aiitmnalic block signal sv^tcin.

wliicli was designed hy Mr. S. Marsh Yoinig, and which has been

placed on Ihc market by the Pnenmalic Signal Co., 25 Rroad Si ,

New York City, with work.s at Rochester, N. Y. It is the designer'^

claim that in order to reduce lo the minimum the liability of accident

on electric intcrurbaii roads steam road practice mnst be strictly

adhered tip, and that any signal system to receive consideration

must show the presence of a pair of wheels on the traffic rails at

all times and at any point on the block. In precisely the same man-

volts) for the alternating current. The a. c. line furnishes current

lo the primaries of 100 to i transformers in each block, shown as

I' and 'I". The secondaries of these transformers are connected

ilireclly across the rail at the ends of each block, and this fur-

nishes the track circuit 10 operate the relays R and R'. Direct

current does not in any way afTecl the relay. When there is no

car in the block the track circuit holds the relay points closed,

and closes the local signal circuit, which holds the signal to clear.

The entrance of a car into the block short circuits the transformer,

thereby dc-encrgizing Ihc relay and opening the .signal circuit,

causing the signal to go to danger. Any interruption to the track

rONTINfOrs TRACK CIRCflT.

ner as the track circuit controls the signals on steam railruads.

Ihc working out of a method by which a track circuit could be

furnished to govern signals on an electric line forms the basis of

the Young system.

On a direct current road an alternating current is impressed on

the d. c. line for signaling. The track is divided into blocks as

on steam roads, although but one of the traffic rails is broken for

signaling purposes, the other rail being used for the return of

lK)th the direct and the alternating currents. Cross bonding be-

tween two rails or between the bloi'k rail and the feeder return

is accomplished in the same manner and by the same apparatus as

is used between the ends of the blocks. .Although the two traffic

rails arc of the same d. c. potential, they arc of different potential

for the a. c. It will thus be seen that the signal system in no

way interferes with the arrangement or the operation of the motor

circuits. To one end of each block is fed the alternating cur-

rent transformc.l from 100 volts (o about i vnll. .\t tlic other end

I.VTKRKiR VIKW OI-- r.\SK or XIii|, ,K .-;i. l.NAI,.

of the block a relay is connected across the two track rails. Be-

tween the relay and the track is interposed a piece of special ap-

paratus to prevent the relay from being affected by the direct

current.

One of the accompanying illustrations shows the arrangeiuent ol

apparatus employed 'o provide a continuous track circuit to gov-

ern the signals. In the station, or suI>stations, there is placed a

small a. c. generator of a special characteristic. A No. 10 copper

wire is carried along the entire length of the road (at, say. 300

TWO-ARM HO.MK AND DIST,\.VT SIGNAL.

Circuit from any cause will rob the relay of its current and will

result in a danger signal.

I J and I J arc insulated joints dividing the rail X into blocks

corresponding to the signal locations. The rail Y is continuous.

The rail X is made electrically continuous for the direct current

return by means of devices shown as B i and B 2 placed across

the ends of the blocks. Their arrangement and constriiction are

such that they perform the reverse functions in the presence of

alternating current and maintain the requisite difference of poten-

tial between the two traffic rails of the blocks to operate the signal

relays.

.\side from one a. c. generator for the entire road and the sig-

nal mechanism, which may l« of any desired form, the complete

apparatus for each block consists of one 50-watt energy trans-

former and a relay, which is the only apparatus containing any

moving parts or contacts. It is claimed that there is no possible

combination or failure of parts that can produce a clear signal
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when a danger signal should be shown, and no amount of cur-

rent from a foreign source can aflfect the operation of the system.

Where electric motor semaphore signals are used six small

cells of storage battery are connected through a resistance to oper-

ate the signal motor. The battery is charged with about '4 ampere

continuously. Incandescent lamps are used as a resistance to cut

down the 500-volt trolley circuit to charge the battery, and these

lamps may also be used in the signal lantern and to outline the

semaphore arm.

Christensen Air Brakes Abroad.

Edwards Vestibule Ti-ap Door.

The O. M. Edwards Co.. of Syracuse. X V . has designed and

I'laced on the market a vestibule trap door for use on electric rail-

way cars. The details of the new device are shown in the accom-

panying illustration. .-Ks will be noted, the hinge of the door is

'^^>imimHW»Wim.^Vt\iM\

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF TRAP DOOR.

pivoted at its ends by brackets or journal bearings, one being at-

tached to the step timber and the other to the end of the car. When
closed the door is supported at the edge opposite the hinge by a

liar held in brackets,, openings being left back of the bar to allow

snow or other material to fall tbrnugb, lluis giving freedom to

close.

The hinge is designed to contain either two or three flat spring

bars, as the weight of the door may demand, these bars extending

the entire length of the hinge, being firmly held at one end in the

hinge and at the other in a ratchet wheel located in the bearing

which is attached to the end of the car.

The ratchet wheel is normally held by a wedge piece inserted

through an opening in the bracket case to engage the teeth of the

wheel, and also has a nut extending through the bracket case by

means of which the torsion of the spring bars can be adjusted as

desired, it lieing intended that the springs shall be adjusted to open

the door automatically when released.

A lock in the front edge of the door has a pivoted holt designed

lo engage with a keeper plate in the platform end sill to lock

the door in a closed position. The operating mechanism to rc-

ieax the door consists of a gravity handle rod held at its upper end

by a bracket attached to the vestibule side wall, and having its

lower end received in a recess in the platform end sill, the arrange-

ment being such that by an upward movement of the handle the

lock bolt is first forced back by the inclined surface of (he handle

rod, and then if the door should slick the knocker end of the

handle r<Kl is brought into contact with the bottom of the door lo

loosen it and start it sufficiently to insure its opening automatically.

The new device avoids the necessity for a hand lift in the top

surface of the door.

The National Electric Co., of Milwaukee, successor to the Chris-

tensen Engineering Co., received a number of foreign orders for

Christensen air-brake equipments during January, among which

was one from the Underground Electric Ry., London, for 200 auto-

matic equipments for motor cars, the contract calling for air com-

pressors with a capacity of 50 cu. ft. of free air per minute. This

is a much larger capacity than that of the compressors furnished by

ihe same company for the New York subway, which have a capacity

of 20 cu. ft. of free air per minute.

.\n order was received from the Metropolitan Underground Ry.,

of Paris, for 90 automatic equipments, the air compressors to have

a capacity of 35 cu. ft. of free .nir per luinute, and an order for

64 equipments for the Vesuvius Electric Railway Co., of Naples,

calls for compressors with a similar capacity to those of the New-

York subway. Orders were also received for 34 straight air-brake

equipments for electric tramways in Amsterdam, Holland ; for 37

^traight air-brake equipments for the government tramways of

Sydney, Australia, and for 19 air-brake equipments for the Han-
shin Ry., of Japan. These last call for the company's standard No.

I compressors, having a capacity of 11 en. ft. of free air per

minute.

An Improved Headliglit.

I lie Duplex ileadliglU Co.. of Cleveland, O., has placed on llie

market an improved headlight for electric cars, a view of which

is shown herewith. This headlight will be known as the "Du-

plex,'' and it combines both arc and incandescent lamps. The
change from arc to incandescent, or vice versa, is accomplished by

throwing a two point switch in the car vestibule, or by inserting an

arc or incandescent plug in the receptacle provided for the purpose.

The lamp mechanism is very simple, and it is declared that han-

dling or jarring will not derange it. There are but two incan-

descent lamps used, and they may be removed and replaced without

removing the casing or front reflector. This' reflector is of pecul-

iar design and is intended to produce more rcnected light than is

obtained from three ordinary incandescent headlights.

The case of the "Duplex" is made in two parts, having a sub-

stantial cast iron back on which the lamp is built, and a steel cas-

ing which is neatly finished and can be removed in a few sec-

onds, thereby exposing the entire mechanism. There are no solder

or rivets. For the arc light -^s-in. carbons are used, which limits

"DUPLEX" iii';.\iiLii;ii'r

the travel <jf the arc lo llu- nnniniiuii. .iiid by llu' .11 r;iiigi-nn-nl i»i

llie reflectors no shadow is thrown. The lamp is adjnsleil to oper-

ate under from I'/i to 3 amperes. Ihe lamps are easily cleaned

and trimmed. The headlight is i<j in. IiIkIi and i.| in. in diamr

ler. It weighs 25 lb.

<-
I'Vliniary 151I1 an IndJanapnlis. Columbia & Sonllicin haclmii

Co. car ran 45 miles in 1 h. 35 iiiin., inrlmling _'H stops.
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VVcinlaiid" Koiler Tube Cleaner.

W'c iirociU herewith views ilUistratiiif; the "Weiiilaml" direct

iiiolor l>uiler tube cleaner which is made liy the l^iKond.-i Maiui-

facliiriiig Co., <if Springfield, O., one view showing the cleaner

head, with its different lengths of shafting, and the other showing

the cleaner at work m the boiler room of the power plant of the

\\ r. 1 .\ l,.\ .N I
• iii-.u.\ riii.s.

Oayton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Railway Co., at Mcdway.

O. Aside from showing the operating and discharge hose, it will

be noticed that for supporting the motor a weight is used at-

tached to a rope which is carried over a sheave pulley suspended to

a point directly overhead and midway of the bank of tubes to bo

cleaned. The operator has little to do but to change the machine

from tube to tube as the cleaning is done, there being but little

lifting required.

The "VVeinland" cleaner is a l2-in. water wheel of latest design

attached directly to a shaft which carries the company's well-

known cleaner head, and is provided with three lengths of shaft-

ing to suit the different lengths of boiler lubes. It is driven by

water tbrough I'/j-in. hose under at least 150-lb. pressure, and

develops not less tha:i 5 h. p. It is made for any size straight tube

from ^ in. up, and is guaranteed to remove any condition of scale.

.\ll exhaust water can be saved. It is handled easily and takes no

•WEINI>AND" CI.,EANER HEAD.

more water than the ordinary turbine cleaner, and is sold with

the company's guarantee to outlast any 10 turbine cleaners.

Wilson Trolley Retriever.

The Wilson Trolley Catcher Co., of Boston, Mass., aimoiinccs

that it has combined a retrieving device with the well-known Wil-

son trolley catcher and that the new device will instantly reel up the

cord and pull the pole down Iwlow the wire as soon as the wheel

leaves it ; also, that this retriever, after it has operated and pulled

the pole down, pernnts the instant replacement of the wheel upon

the wire by simply taking hold of the trolley rope and releasing the

tension, as is the case with the Wilson trolley catcher. This fea-

ture enables the conductor to get his car muler way without delay,

whereas if, as in the case of some device? the retriever had to be

UI1J50N TR()I.I-1;Y rktriever.

pulled back to a certain point before it could be released and the

wliecl placed on the wire, delay would ensue which might lead to

-erious conse(|uences, especially if it happened at a railroad cross-

ing.

This new retrieving device, which is illustrated herewith, can-

not be added to the ordinary Wilson catcher now in such general

use; but the retriever is similar in form, although slightly thicker,

and contains an e.xtra spring which, properly wound, causes it to

act in the manner stated. The new retriever has been in service

for .several months, and the companies using it report that it is

giving the greatest satisfaction, it having been shown during the

present severe winter that the device will run successfully through

sleet and snow storms, as well as in pleasant weather. The com-

pany offers to make an allowance to purchasers of the new re-

triever for returned Wilson catchers now in use, and it is also

willing to furnish retrievers for trial. .\ll the Wilson devices are

made of malleable iron and finished with care. They are compact

and neat and do not take up an excessive amount of room on the

car dasher. The Wilson Trolley Catcher Co. is the successor to

Wilson & Co.. jhe pioneers in trolley-catcher making.

Boilers for St. Louis Exposition.

The AiiUnian & Taylor Machinery Co.. of Mansfield. O., has se-

cured through the Cahall Sales Department, W. W. Darley, gen-

eral western sales agent, the largest installation of boil

ers for the I-ouisiana Purchase Exposition. The in

stallation consists of 16 Cahall horizontal water-tube

boilers, eight of 508 h. p. each and eight of 400 h. p.

e.-icli. the .aggregate being 7.264 b. j). Four of the 508-

b. p. boilers are built to cary .?J5 lb. pressure, and the

nlber ]2 will carry 175 lb. working pressure each. The
boilers will be equipped with the Mansfield chain-grate

stokers, and with the Buffalo Forge Co 's induced draft.

These 16 boilers will constitute practically two-thirds

of the entire exhibit in the steam, gas and fuel building,

and all the boilers are to be in operation by April 15th.

The total value of the installation, including the founda-

tions and brick work, which will be done by the Ault-

nian & laylor company, exceeds $165,000. The weight is approxi-

mately ,s..soo tons ard it will require 125 freight cars to transport ii

.\ Xorlhwesiern Elevated Railroad Co. car caught fire at Fifty-

second .\ve.. Chicago. January 27th and was damaged to the extent

iif $4,000.

I'brec masked men robbed the ticket seller at the Fullerton .>\vc

station of the Northwestern Elevated Railroad Co., Chicago, Feb-

ruary 2nd. They secured $8 and a watch and chain.
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The Western Ohio Railway Co.

Describing the Company's Lines, Power House, Sub-Stations, Etc., with a Review of Some
Operating Details.

The Western Ohio Railway Co. in December, 1903, completed

the southern division of its road from Wapakonela to Piqua,

which has since been operating on a regular schedule. .\s at

present completed the road consists of three main divisions. The

first division extends from Lima to Piqua, which is an almost di-

rectly north and south route, measuring 47.3 miles in length. The

second division extends from Wapakoneta to Celina. the latter city

A brief description of the portion of this road which was first

completed was given in the "Street Railway Review" for Decem-

ber, 1902, in an article by Mr. D. W. Pell, then electrician of the

company. At that time, however, only about half of the present

mileage was in operation, and but a small part of the power

house machinery had been installed. As the system stands today it

presents a gratifying example not only of excellent and siib-

ENOI.NE AND OKN'KH.Ml iH lidnM,

being 20.2 miles due west of Wapakoneta. From St. Marys which

is about half way between Wapakoneta and Celina the third di-

vision begins and runs to Minster, a distance of ii.i miles. This

division runs directly north and south and parallels the first

division at a distance of 10 miles. This gives a total for three

routes of ;8.6 miles of single track along which are 59 sidings.

The principal cities and towns through which the system runs arc

Lima, Cridersvillc, Wapakoneta, Botkins, Anna, Sidney, Locking-

Ion, Piqua, St. Marys, New Bremen, Minster and Celina. In

addition to the routes already mentioned the company plans to

complete a branch running from Lima in a northeasterly direction

lo Findlay, O., passing through BlufTton, which will be .32.4 miles

long. With this extension completed the total length of route to

be operated by the company will amount to in miles.

\VKS'ri;i{.\ (IHIO RAILWAY <JU.

stautial conslruclion work but of efficient organization and tlmr-

oughly competent management in its operating details.

Track and Ovcrlu-.id Work.

Beginning with the roadbed the construction has been main-

tained throughout at a high standard of excellence. The track

is laid with 6o-lh. and 70-lh. T-rail made by the Carnegie Steel

Co. upon standard size oak tics spaced 2 ft. between centers.

There is 8 in. of broken stone ballast laid under llie lies, the bal-

last being crowned up in the center of the track and carried out

well beyond the ends of the tics. The entire length of the road is

ballasted with broken stone except a short distance at the end of

the first division, which is ballasted with gravel taken from a pit

upon the right of way owned by the company. Tlie entire length
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of the riMd, witli the exception o( the right of w.-iy thruiigh cities

is laid upon priv.ilc right of way .ivcr.-iging ahoiit 40 fl. in width
and having a niaxiniuni width in various places of 60 ft. One of
the illustrations shown herewith gives a general view of the track

on a tangent Iwtween Lima and Wapakoneta. This shows the

right of way fenced in on both sides and the general character of

the rondhed construction. Outside of the cities the road has hccn
huill with a view to high speeds, as the regular schedule under
which the company operates requires maximum speeds nf from 50

gram and which are made in the company's shops. These derailers

consist of 15-ft. switch points which arc normally held open by

.spring boxes. 'I"he switch stands through which these derailers

are operated arc located in each case on the further side of the track

to be crossed, the conncclitw between the switch point and stand

In-ing made by suitable lengths of l-in. gas pipes connected through
a l>ell crank as shown. Another commendalile feature' in the track

destruction is the adoption of a standard turnout which is ad-

hered to in every case. .\ plan of this turnout is shown in one of

VIICW OF TRACK UK T W KK.N I,1.M.\ .\NI) \VAI'.\K( )NKT.\.

to 60 miles an hour at times. For this reason the grades have
been kept down to maximum of 1.8 per cent on the right of way
and the shortest curve outside of the cities is of 12°.

In the construction of the roadl)ed large amounts of earth were
moved in making the various cuts and fills. The maximum cut

was 22 ft. deep, while the inaximum fill was 42 ft. high. A view
of this fill is shown herewith above the concrete culvert at Woli
Creek. This is typical of all the culverts along the line, being
solidly constructed of concrete. Several long trestles are also to

be found along the line, one of which is shown herewith crossing

the tracks of the Lake Erie & Western Railroad. Another trestle,

which is the longest on the line, is huilt at Lockington at the cross-

ing of the Loromie River. This trestle is 2.270 ft. long and is

CONCRETK CMI.VKRT A.\I> 12-FT. FII.I. AT WOT.F TRKEK.

the accompanying illustrations from which it will be seen the

switch has a lead of 81 ft. II in. The ties under this special work
arc spaced 20 in. between centers and split switches and frogs,

each 15 ft. long, are used. The guard rails are 10 ft. in length and
the switch stands arc provided with spring connecting rods. All

of the rail bonds were supplied by the .Vmerican Steel. & Wire Co.

There are seven bridges along the route, all of which arc built of

steel and rest upon concrete piers. These bridges were designed

to be loaded with a 40-ton car and a 40-ton trailer and were
calculated with a factor of safety of four.

~ The overhead construction has Iwen built in the same sub-

stantial style which characterizes the track work. The overhead
material was furnished ,by the Ohio Brass Co., the trolley wires

CROSSING OVER Tlt-M K.S nK l.AKK KKIK & WESTER.V R. K.

57 ft. above the high water line. The work of filling in this trestle

has been commenced and this fill when completed will contain 160,-

000 cu. yd. of earth.

There are 13 railroad crossings along the route of the Western
Ohio Railway, 10 of which are at grade, 2 are overhead and l un-

dergrade. All of the grade crossings arc provided with derailers,

most of which are of the style illustrated in the accompanying dia-

and copper feeders by the John A. Roebling's Sons Co., and the

aluminum high tension transmission lines by the Pittsburg Reduc-

tion Co. The poles for the overhead work are all of Michigan

cedar, 7 in. in diameter at the top and 35 and 45 ft. long. On
curves the poles have been set unusually close together and are

thoroughly braced and guyed where necessary with a view to

making the overhead lines very substantial so as to meet all the
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requirements of high speed service of heavy cars. The trolley

wire is No. 00 round wire and is double throughout the entire

length of the road. The trolley wire hangers are rigidly fastened

to the brackets, the flexibility of the line being obtained through

the brackets, which are of the Christy flexible type in which the

In addition to the alternating current machinery this station also

includes a sub-stalion equipment, consisting of two 400-kw.

rotaries and a direct current switchboard by means of which the

section of the road adjacent to the power house receives its

direct current supply. The suh-slation switchboard contains two
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arm is pivoted at the pole which permits a small amount of

motion in a vertical direction. The cross arms are set in deep

gains and fastened by means of bolts and nuts instead of lag

screw's. The low tension feed wires are carried on a short cross

arm placed a little above the trolley wire brackets and the tele-

phone wires are carried on the same cross arm. The telephone

booths at which the crews may report to the dispatcher's office

rotary transformer panels, two direct ciirrcnl panels and two line

panels. The low tension alternating current switchboard which

is illustrated herewith, contains four generator panels, one

totalizing panel, three 400-volt panels for the low tension side of

the transformers, two exciter panels and one lighting panel for the

lighting of the building. The high tension alternating current

switchboard, which is shown in the further end of the building

^rij*i f^aanrv ' •
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are located at every siding. The telephone line is equipped with

Kellogg Switchljoard & Supply Co. instruments, of which there are

about 50 in use. Where the high tension lines run parallel with the

track they are carried on cross arms near the top of the 45-ft. poles.

Cross country lines have been built in some places to avoid carrying

the high tension circuit through cities. The lines are protected by

lightning arresters of both the Wurtz and the fiarton-Daiiicls types

placed approximately half a mile apart.

Power House.

The power house is located at St. Marys about a mile distant

from the company's tracks and is a long brick building 24.S ft.

by 97/4 ft. in area. The building is neat and substantial in

general exterior appearance, but no attempts at architectural

ornamentation were made. A general view of the exterior is

shown herewith. The interior is divided into two rooms extend-

ing the full length of the building by means of a brick parti

tion wall, in front of which is the engine room, 50 ft. wide, and

10 the rear the Iwiler room.

The engine room, which is illustrated herewith, contains two

SOO-h. p. Cooper-Corliss engines with cylinder dimensions of

24 X 42 in. and two cross compound Cooper-Corliss engines, each

of ifioo h. p. capacity, with cylinder dimensions of 24 and 44 x 48

in. There are also two W'estinghous* vertical compound engines

with cylinder dimensions of 13 and 22 x 13 in., each of which drives

a loo-kw. exciter generator. The two large engines arc direct

connected to two 750-kw. Wcslinghouse generators and the two

itmallcr engines to two 400-kw. VVcstinghousc generators. These

generators are of the multipolar a. c. type and generate at 400

voln pressure. In the basement are located seven 400-kw. trans-

formers of the Westinghouse make, by means of which the

400-voU current is stepped up to 3.1,000 volts, at which pres-

•ure it is transmitted to the difTercnt sub-stations along the line.

WKSTKRX OTIIO RY,

in the general view of the engine room contains seven paueU

equipped with static interrupters and low e(|iiipmcnt lightning

arresters. There is suffiicienl space remaining in the engine room

for the installation of another of the i,ooo-li. p. generating units

whenever it may he required, but at the present time the capacity of

('\\'i;i! iiiiiisi': AT .ST, M,\itv s, inini

the station is more than diuilile what is neeilid fur the requirements

of the road. The engine room is served lluciughout its entire

length by an overhead traveling crane, built by Chislidlni & Moore.

As will be seen in the general view of the engine room the vacant

portion of this room is temporarily devoleil lr> Ihe storage of two

snl)-statir)M e(|uipnients wliieh li;i\e .'ilready been piireh.isefl for
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that portion of the road between Lima nnd i-'indlay which still

remains to be built.

The boiler room, part of which is shown in one of the accom-

panying illustrations, is equipped with eight Stirling boilers each

of 37S ''•
I'-

ypacity set in Ixitteriis of two, each battery being

surmounted by a steel stack 48 in. in diameter and 80 fl. high

i:''|i.i:k ki k im at ST. .\i\i;-i.< I'Wi 1: ii.iisi-:

These boilers arc operated at a pressure of 150 lb. and arc baud

fired. A small industrial railway is provided along the front of

the boilers and from the small cars shown in the illustration

coal is shoveled into the furnace doors. The pumps for this

plant are all located in the center of the boiler room. They
consist of two feed pumps, two heater pumps and two 14x22x15
irjection pumps for the condensers. The condenser is of the

elevated injector type.

Sub-Stations.

There arc six sub-stations at present constructed along the

route, including the one at the power house, and there will be

two others on the northern branch of the road which is to be

built. The present sub-station buildings are located in Lima,
Wapakoneta, Anna, Sidney and Lockington, and the equipment
of all of these buildings is identical, although the buildings them-
selves vary somewhat in design. A general exterior view of the

sub-station at Wapakoneta is given herewith, and in this case

the building is provided with a passenger waiting room, this

being the general transfer point between the first and second

divisions of the road. All of the buildings are of brick and
are of a neat design, and they are all provided with living rooms
for the attendant and his family. An important detail in con-

nection with the economical management of these sub-stations

is the use of but a single attendant at each station. When
this was first proposed by the management the idea was criticised

as being impracticable, but since this road has been in operation

the management has proved its practicability, at least in this case.

There is in reality but little work to be done in connection with

the sub-stations. After the machinery shuts down each night

about midnight the machines have to be inspected and cleaned

ready for operation next morning, and this is practically all

of the real labor which devolves upon the sub-station attendant.

During the day. while his presence at the sub-station all the

time is necessary, yet in general he has practically nothing to

do except perhaps to close a circuit breaker occasionally when
it comes out, so that in spite of the long hours of attendance the

sul>-station attendant has but little work to perform and there

has been no difficulty found in filling this position with an

entirely satisfactory class of employes.

Car Shops.

The company has recently completed a new car shop which is

located at its car storage yard in Wapakoneta about a mile south

of the sub-station and the transfer point in that city. A diagram

shown herewith gives the general layout of the car storage yard

which lies between the tracks of the Western Ohio Ry. and those

of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Ry. A spur

track connects the two roads at this point by means

of which interchange of freight and cars is made.

As will be seen by the illu siration there are seven

tracks within the storage yard, two of which pass

through the repair shops and the remainder being un-

covered. It is the policy of the company to store

most of its rolling stock on the open tracks and the

^^ car house seldom contains more than three or four

^H cars which may be undergoing repairs. It may be

^H mentioned in passing that the overhead and specia'

track work in the storage yards has been built in the

same substantial style which characterizes the con-

struction of the company's lines throughout.

The repair shops, an exterior view of which is

shown herewith, are neatly p.nd substantially built of

brick, and contain in addition to the shops proper the

dispatcher's office, motormen and conductors' room,

and a locker room and toilet room for the trainmen.

The general arrangement of the repair shops and

the location of the various rooms and machine tools

is shown in the accompanying diagram. The build-

ing is 229 ft. long by 125 ft. 3 in. wide and the dis-

patcher's office and trainmen's room arc located in

one corner of the front of the building facing the

company's track. In the basement under the train-

men's room is located a boiler which provides heat

for the building and the remajnder of the front

portion of the building is used as a large

storeroom. Along one side of the shop, beginning at the south

end, is a blacksmith shop, with one forge; next to this come
locker and wash rooms for the shop employes and beyond this

the office of the master mechanic. A passage between the main

shop and the storeroom separate? the master mechanic's office

from the armature room and toilet rooms. The remainder o> the

building i< divided by brick partition walls into two main

SWITCHBOARD .\T ST. MARYS POWER lluUSE.

rooms, one of which is the machine shop proper and the other

the carpenter shop, general interior views of each of which are

shown herewith. The machine shop is equipped with one 26-

in. and 48-in. double spindle McCabe lathe; one i8-in. Bradford

lathe; one iso-ton Shafer wheel press; one Fosdick & Holloway

radial drill ; one Woodward and Rogers 13-in, speed drill ; one

No. 4 power hack saw ; one diverter winding machine made
in the company's shops; one emery wheel; one grindstone, and
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one transfer table for removing trucks from under cars. The
armature room is equipped with a i.ooo-lb. swinging crane, and

Sl'B-a ..... .. ... . l.XG-ROOM .\T \V.\P.VKON'ET.\.

a 3,000-lb. swinging crane is provided for mounting wheels and

a.tles in the lathe and on the wheel press. The company makes

smoking cars. These are mounted on 14-A Peckham trucks. One
combination passenger and smoking car 54 ft. long was built by

the Jewett Car Co., and is mounted on 14-A-XX Peckham trucks.

.\11 of the cars are uniformly equipped with four Westinghouse
No. 56 motors, K-14 controllers mounted on both platforms,

Christensen air brakes and Knutson trolley retrievers. Almost
all of the cars are equipped with pilots, although a few Providence

fenders are used. It will be noticed that all of the car equipments

are entirely uniform and this was decided upon in order to reduce

the number of repair parts to a minimum and to facilitate the inspec-

tion and work in the repair shops. The cars are in use every

alternate day only, and are thoroughly inspected during the day

following each day's run, and it may be stated here that the

thoroughness with which the inspection is made and the time

which is devoted to it has proved to be time and money well

spent, as during more than a year that the company has been

operating there has never been an armature burned out on the

road, although much heavy work has been done by the cars,

especially during the last season in removing the snow. There

are no snow plows, sweepers or track scrapers used on this road,

yet in spite of the severity of the winter and the fact that almost

all of the interurban lines in Ohio and Indiana were more or

less crippled during the past winter and had their schedules badly

deranged at times, the Western Ohio Railway Co, lost but a single

trip throughout the whole winter and the cars were but very

rarely off the schedule time. This was accomplished by following

RBPIAIK SIKH'S .\T \V.M'.\KONET.\.

considerable use of compressed air in cleaning cars and motors

and for hoisting, and there is now being installed in the shop

a Christensen type L continuous running stationary compressor

and a 75-ft. air tank to provide compressed air for

these purposes. There is also being built in the shop

at present a 5-ton traveling crane with a span of

30 ft. and a travel of 64 ft. A drop section of the

pit tracks is aho being installed to facilitate the re-

moval of wheels and axles from under the cars.

The carpenter shop is equipped with a 30-in. Oliver

hand planer and jointer, an Oliver saw bench and

(inc wood lathe. The shop is driven by a ro-h. p

Westinghouse shunt wound motor and is lighted by

means of arc lamps. The company has been boring

wheels on a lathe and getting good results, and sav-

ing the investment, of a boring mill.

Rolling Stock.

The company's rolling stock consists of 19 passen

gcr cars, three express cars, one line car and one

work car. Ten of the passenger cars are combina-

tion passenger and smoking cars, 45 ft. long, built by

the Niles Car & Manufacturing Co., mounted on

Peckham r4-A-XX trucks. F.ight cars were built

by the Kuhlinan Car Co., and arc 44 ft, long, Ihrec

of Iheni Iwing combination passenger and bag-

gage cars and five combination passenger and

the advice which is frequently quoted to "keep the cars moving."

The schedule is arranged so that two cars pass every point on

the road every hour and while snow storms were in progress the

CARI'ENTISH 8H01' AT \V Al'AKONlSTA.
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cars have breii kept riiniiiiig all night, so as to pr.:vciit any accu-

niiilation of snnw on the tracks. The pilots of the car* during

a snow storm arc covered with a sheathing of metal which lakes

the place of a plow. When the usual frequency of service over

the tracks was not suUicient to keep them clear, as was sometimes
the case in the long cuts, extra cars were sent out which operated

continuously hack and forth over these troublesome places.

Operating Details.

riiere is an hourly service on the first and second divisions

of the road in both directions between Lima and I'iiiua and be-

bc oflf its schedule at any time its crew must either have an excellent

excuse for it or suffer the penalty therefor.

All cars are run under dispatcher's orders, although no special

orders arc given as long as the trains adhere to the schedule

lime or, in other words, the schedule is the crew's authority for

running as long as the schedule is maintained. Each car or

train has its' train number, and its lime at every station and siding

CAK STORAG1-: VARI) AND RliPAIR SHOP AT WAPAKONETA.

tween Wapakoneta and Celina. On the third division between St.

Marys and Minster there is a I'/i hourly service in both directions.

The company publishes a very complete time-table for the use

of trainmen which is supplemented by live pages, of rules. It is

is given on the schedule. The time is generally printed in light

face type on the time-table except at such siding where two trains

arc to meet. The time at these points is printe<l in heavy black

face type and just above the time is a small figure indicating

FI>OOR PIJ^N OF RKPAIR SHOPS AT WAPAKON'KTA.

the theory of the management that the schedule and rules are
made to he adhered to and consequently the trainmen are held

to remarkably strict observance of them. If a car is found to

the number of the train which is to he met at this siding. This
.irrangement of the lime-table is an excellent one as it shows each

motorman at a glance just what sidings arc meeting points, by
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means of the prominent type, and also the number of the train

which he is to meet. Telephone booths are provided at each

siding, but crews do not report to the dispatclier when they are

on time except at meeting points. In this case the first crew
to stop at the meeting point calls up the dispatcher and reports

"Train Xo. at <iding Xo , Train Xo, in sight." or

.\nrni.\i; SHOP .\-r \\ ai'AKonkt.v.

"Train Xo. not in sight" as the case may be. It the cars

arc about on time the dispatcher answers back "."Ml right, make
your schedule," or if one of the cars is late the first crew report-

ing will be told to call up the dispatcher again in two or three

minutes. If one of the cars is more than five minutes late it

loses its schedule right and operates thereafter under special

orders from the dispatcher. Each of the trainmen is provided

with train order blanks which are used in case special orders are

given out by the train dispatcher. The order given by the dis-

patcher is received by the motorman and written by the conductor

on the form provided and when the writing is finished the motor-

man repeats the order back to the dispatcher who, if he finds it

correct, will answer "Complete." The order must be

signed by both the motorman and conductor before

the train leaves the siding and in case the telephone

connection should fail before "complete" is received

the order is not effective. In case a train is unable

to make schedule time its crew is obliged to report

to the train dispatcher at the first telephone booth

after becoming five minutes late. When a large num-

ber of people are to be handled for any special occa-

sion the trains are run in sections, as many extra

cars as may be needed being put into service, but

these trains follow the regular schedule from which

no deviations are made. When special trains are

run they have no rights other than those conferred

upon them by the train dispatcher and they are

usually run under orders to clear all regular trains

by five minutes. It is worthy of notice that so

closely is the schedule adhered to on this road that

very few train orders arc found necessary and instances have occurred

where not a single train order has been issued for two days.

This means that for two days' operation no car has been as much
as five minutes oflf its schedule.

The train sheets that arc filled out by the dispatcher are two

in numlier, one for the first division and the other for the second

and third divisions. Each train sheet contains coni|)lclc records

of all the runs each day, including the weather report given at

midnight, noon and six o'clock p. m., the lime at which every

crew reported at the different sidings and a memorandum of the

special orders isiucd. At the bottom of the train sheet Is space

lo be filled out by the dispatchers containing a summary of the

day's mileage, divided into regular passenger mileage, special pas-

senger mileage, special mileage, express mileage, foreign mileage

and work train mileage. Spaces arc also left for reporting

the time in case the power is off. reporting the movements of

work trains and for reporting detentions and their causes.

The time sheet for the crews operating each day are made out

to show the motorman and conductor operating on

each run, the time they arc on and off and the total

time for the day. .Another useful form is the daily

car mileage report, showing the number of each car

in service, tlie mileage, both regular and special, for

passenger and express service and also the construc-

tion service mileage. The construction mileage is

entered under the heads of "Ballast," "Overhead."

"Dirt," r.nd "Special."

Parks.

The company operates one park called McBcth
Park, which is located a short distance outside of the

city of Lima, and covers an. area of 40 acres. This

park contains an artificial lake which is well stocked

with fish and the company has a number of row

boats which are rented at 25 cents per hour. Tlie

lake is lighted around its border by incandescent

lamps and is three acres in area. A general view

of the lake is shown in one of the accompanying

illustrations. The park also contains a group of

liiiildings and other amusement features, some of

which are shown in the accompanying engraving.

On the right-hand side of the illustration is shown

the theater which has a seating capacity for 700

people and which was built at a cost of $8,000. In

the center is the building containing a roller coaster, which cost

$4,000, and to the left is a dancing pavilion and restaurant. The
park buildings together were erected at a cost of $15,000. The
theater entertainments are given by a stock company and the. price

of admission is 15 and 20 cents, and 25 cents for box seats'.' The
dancing pavilion has an excellent polished hardwood floor, 60x100
ft., and dancing at the rate of five cents each per dance has proved

an attractive feature of the park entertainment. Connected with the

dancing pavilion is a restaurant lliat seats 60 people and that is in

charge of a competent caterer. The park also contains a scenic

railway which is considerable of a novelty, the scenes consisting

of all kinds of mines, such as gold, silver, copper, salt mines, etc.

^
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the same price as card tickets but as no tickets are sold on the

car passengers intending to return the same way almost always

purchase tickets in order to avail themselves of the lo per cent

discount. The company also issues regular strip tickets such as

are ii^cd by steam railroads in which the destination is filled in

in ink by the agent. Mileage books of 500 miles are sold, good

for three people for $7.50. School tickets are also sold at the rate

of one fare for the round trip, one of these tickets being a 46-

ride commutation ticket and the other a S4-ride commutation

ticket. Party tickets for 20 or more people are sold at any time

desired for a rate of one and one-third fares and .special rate

tickets for all points on the road to Dayton via the Dayton

Covington & Piqua Traction Co. arc sold good going on Saturday.

Sunday or Mond.iy and returning Monday night for one and

one-third fares. No transfers are issued except to the local street

railways in Wapakoneta and St. Marys to points inside of the town.

These transfers were required by terms in the company's fran-

chise.

The company formerly supplied duplex tickets which were

issued by the conductors as receipts for cash fares but this sys-

tem has been abandoned and all of the company's cars are

being equipped with the Ohmer fare register system and hereafter

no cash fare receipts will be used. As there are not enough

dial points on the registers of these machines to include all of the

M'BETII PARK L.\KE.

cash fares if collected for the full length of the road at one time,

the road has been divided into several sections, as previously

mentioned, and the conductor must collect a fare every time the

car enters a new section. He is also prohibited from collecting

a through cash fare, but can only collect the amount of fare

which would carry the passenger to the end of the section on which

the fare is collected. In case the passenger buys a ticket between

through points he is provided with a hat check and not dis-

turbed until he reaches his destination. Employes or others

entitled to ride free are provided with tickets or passes so that

the conductor is required to ring up some fare for every pas-

senger on the car.

.Arrangements have been completed with a connecting road by

means of which a fast service will be maintained between Lima
and Dayton, a distance of 79 miles. Two trains will be run in

each direction daily which will cover the distance in two hours

and thirty minutes. This schedule will take effect early this

spring.

Power is to be supplied from the power house of the Western
Ohio Railway Co. for operating the cars of the Ft. Wayne, Van
Wert & Lima Traction Co's. system which is now under construc-

tion.

Personnel.

The officers and board of directors of the Western Ohio Rail-

way Co, are: A. E. Akins, president; L. J. Wolf, first vice-

president; H. C. I^nng. secretary and assistant treasurer; F. G.

Pomeroy; M. J. Mandelbauni, treasurer; F. D. Carpenter, second

vice-president and general manager ; L. M. Coe ; F. L. Fuller

and A. E. FeihI. The executive offices of the company are at

Cleveland and the general office is at 119 W. Market St., Lima O.

The officers and staff directly connected with the operation of

the road at Lima are V. D. Carpenter, second vice-president and

general manager; J. II. Merrill, auditor; C. N. Wilcoxon, super-

intendent; R. II. Carpenter, general passenger agent; G. II. Kcl-

scy, master mechanic; Frank Rynn, electrician, and Fred Mason,

chief engineer

Kuanokc Railway & Electric Co.

In a recently published compilation which is entitled "Roanoke,

the Magic City of Virginia," there appears among numerous com-

prehensive sketches of representative business interests of that city,

and also of Salem, Va., an interesting sketch of the Roanoke Rail-

way & Electric Co., which was organized as a horse car line in

1888 and was converted into an electric line in 1893. It was first

known as the Roanoke Street Railway Co. In 1889 it was reor-

ganized and consolidated with the Roanoke Light & Power Co.

tmdcr the present designation. Its interests were held by local

parties until January, 1903, when the present proprietorship ob-

tained control. The company operates 19% miles of road extend-

ing in all directions from the center of Roanoke, and a lo-mile line

from Salem on the west to Vinton on the east. The equipment is

modern and includes 30 cars, seven being double-truck convertible

cars. It also has a new modern freight car which is used between

Salem and Vinton, and a sprinkler car.

Last year the company purchased and laid out Mountain Park,

v>hich comprises 36 acres on the west side of Mill Mountain, about

a quarter of a mile west of Virginia College. It is laid out in

walks, flower beds and groves, and has seats, swings, etc. In sea-

son there are attractive entertainments, including vaudeville, opera

and comedy. This year a dancing pavilion and other features will

be added. The park was very successful last summer, it being es-

pecially desirable for Sunday school picnics and lodge and society

gatherings. There is no charge, except a small fee for the enter-

tainments. The company maintains frequent car service to the

park during the summer and fall.

The company recently made extensive improvements to its power

house and the plant will compare favorably with any electric power
plant of like capacity. The car barns have also been improved

and are commodiously equipped. In regard to the light and power

departments, it is stated that the company has in operation in

Roanoke 6,000 incandescent lamps and 350 arc lamps for city light-

ing and in the business houses. It also supplies power for several

of the leading industries. The company employs about 85 men in

all departments.

The president of the company is R. D. Apperson, of Lynchburg;

F. H. Shelton, of Philadelphia, is secretary and treasurer, and

J. W. Hancock, of Roanoke, is general manager.

Paying Express Business in Massachusetts.

The Middleboro, Wareham & Buzzard's Bay Street Ry., which

has been carrying express on its passenger cars for some time, put

a regular express car into service early in February and has found

the business profitable from the start. One car only is used and

up to this time it has made but one round trip daily between

Taunton and Monument Beach, a distance of about 37 miles. On
its first trip out of Taunton the car wai loaded to its capacity. In

warm weather it is purposed to make two or three trips daily,

as it is anticipated that large quantities of provisions will be car-

ried to the summer resorts on lower Cape Cod. Besides the tran-

sient business, which has been excellent, the company has received

assurances of patronage from the wholesale dealers along the

line, and others. By utilizing this service shippers save two days

in transit and get the same rates as charged by the steam roads.

The transportation of cotton from Taunfon to two big mills in

East Taunton will augment the business, also. An office has been

established on Main St., Taunton, in charge of Charles Parris.

The supreme court of New York recently handed down a decision

which granted to the city of New York judgment against the Third

.'\ve. Railroad Co. for $25,720, with interest and costs, for car

license fees for the years 1804 to 1899. inclusive, at $20 a year for

each car used.



Compressed Air in Electric Railway Shop, Power House
and Track Work—I.

applied to hand power cranes already in use, in which the hoist

In its application to various phases of electric railway work, com-

pressed air is rapidly coming to be recognized as a most convenient,

economical and desirable agency, and it would seem the possibilities

in this direction had only been touched upon.

The widespread use of compressed air, and the practical applica-

tion of air under compression for doing useful work, are of so

comparatively recent date that the known data on the subject still

remain difficult of access to the lay seeker after specific information.

The literature treating on the commercial uses for compressed air

has been confined largely to occasional papers presented to engineer-

ing societies; to special articles appearing at intervals in the various

technical journals of America and Europe; and to a few general

treatises upon the subject, all of which are largely technical, and

most all of which are theoretical, as distinguished from the practi-

cal.

Inasmuch as most of the published information is of interest

only to compressed air engineers, the following article has been

prepared with the idea of supplying some practical working data

and information for those who do not care to study the technical

theories of compressed air and its properties, but who are anxious

for information that will enable them to make specific applications

of air in the shop, power house and other departments of electric

railway work.

It is not the intention to discuss the use of compressed air as a

propelling force for electric railway cars, as elaborate experiments

very definitely evidenced the fact that in the present stage of the

science, compressed air is not a mechanical success' and certainly is

not a commercial success as a propelling motive power for trans-

portation service.

.As outlining the scope of this article, it may be in place here to

give a list of some of the manifold uses to which air under com-

pression can be applied in connection with electric railway work.

In the Car Shop:

Pneumatic tools for doing various kinds of work.

Pneumatic hoists, cranes, jacks, etc., for lifting and conveying

car bodies, trucks and truck parts, armatures and other motor

parts, etc.

The air blast for general dusting and cleaning work, including

cleaning interior and exterior of cars, dusting seats, blowing dust

from controllers, motors, etc., and removing dust and dirt from

all inaccessible places.

Compressed air sand blast for cleaning dirt and old paint from

trucks, dashers and other metal surfaces prior to repainting, or for

securing bright contact surfaces for brazing or welding. The

sand blast is also used for grinding and frosting glass in decorative

designs for car signs, deck-lights, etc.

Combined compressed air and gas blow torch for burning off

car bodies preparatory to repainting; also used for brazing and

soldering purposes.

Compressed air for blowing furnaces, forges, tire-heaters, etc.

Compressed air sand screens for screening sand.

Maintaining pressure by compressed air on automatic fire sprink-

ling systems in car houses, shops, and other buildings.

At the Power House:

The air blast for general cleaning purposes, as blowing dust and

dirt from generators, rotary converters, switchboards, etc.

Compressed air oiling .systems for piping oil to various parts of

the power house for automatically oiling engine bearings, etc.

Compressed air driven coal and ash handling machinery.

Compressed air lift or pump for lifting water from wells for

Ijoiler feed water and other purposes.

On the Cars:

Compressed air brakes.

Air whistles.

Compressed air for maintaining pressure on running water where

cars arc furnished with wash basin and toilet room.

Compressed air track sander.

Operating trolley retriever by compressed air.

Compressed air device for opening and closing doors and platform

gates on interurban and elevated railway cars.

In Track Work

:

Compressed air tools for punching, drilling, etc., preparatory to

attaching bonds to rails.

Compressed air sand blast for securing bright surfaces on rails

prior to bonding, welding, etc

Track tamping by compressed air.

Miscellaneous Uses for Compressed Air

:

Painting and whitewashing by means of compressed air spray.

Compressed air on special service cars and vehicles', i. e., for

raising tower on tower repair wagon or cars ; for operating cranes

or derricks on service cars ; for throwing water over street from

sprinkling cars; for feeding sand to track from sanding cars; for

operating the plow nose and shears on snow plows, etc.

Pneumatic signal systems for operating signals on electric rail-

ways.

Cleaning horses by compressed air.

Cleaning carpets, upholstery, etc., by compressed air.

In connection with the foregoing list of uses to which air under

compression can be put it will be in order to speak of some of the

methods and devices used for applying the air. After which will

be discussed the subject of air compressors and the cost of com-

pressing air.

Pneumatic Tools and Hoists.

Although the economy of portable pneumatic tools and appliances

is of course more readily evident in large machine shops where the

size of output warrants an elaborate installation of compressing

plant and tools, it is nevertheless true that the advances made

within the past few years in the art of pneumatic tool manufacture

have rendered these ingenious labor-saving devices applicable even

to the smallest machine shop. Moreover, if other uses for the

compressed air can be found in the same buildine so as to warrant

a piping system and compressing plant of reasonable size, the

application of the air to driving various tools becomes a matter

tlie economy of which cannot be questioned.

The many and varied uses to which air can be p\it in and around

electric railway repair shops renders the electric railw.iy machine

shop a most promising field for the use of pneumatic tools and

appliances. A line of air pipe along the ceiling over the vise benches,

with the air hose attached to a pneumatic hammer and pneumatic

drill standing upon the bench ready for instant use, forms a com-

bination without which no modern machine shop, however small,

can hardly be said to be complete. When the air pipe system is

extended to all parts of the shops with branch-offs at convenient

intervals, and the list of appliances is made to include pneumatic

drills and hammers, riveters, chipping hammers, forge hammers,

tire-'hcaters, air hoists, jacks, gas blow torches, sand blast, sand

screen, etc., the arrangement can almost be called the modern ex-

emplification of convenience and economy in machine shop work.

Practically all of the larger electric railway shops in the United

States as well as many of medium .'^ize, and even some of the smaller

shops are now fitted with air appliances in this way, among those

having notably complete installations being the shops of the St.

Louis Transit Co. ; the Boston Elevated Railway Co. ; the Rhode

Island Co., of Providence; the Milwaukee (Wis.) Electric Rail-

way, Light & Power Co., and others too numerous to mention in

detail. The apparatus used by the Uoston Elevated Ry. was supplied

by the Ingersoll-.Sergeant Co.

The application of air hoists lo cranes and to overhead travelers

is now made in an almost endless variety of ways to meet the

requirements of machine shop and foundry practice. The most

common type is the simple cylinder hoist, cither vertical or hori-

zontal, or in combination with an intermediate inelastic fluid, as

water or oil. In many instances ilircct acting Ii'mMs may be readily
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may l>c hooked to tlic gear t.ickle for ailjii^liiig the height, when
the air hoist may lie used for quick work. The air hoists are

usually provided with a safely stop or hrake allachiiieni for arrest-

ing the lift aiiti'iiialically at any desired point.

In combination with an overhead track and traveler the single

cylinder air hoist makes a very desirable way of handling arma-

tures, small parts and materials of all kind>. The overhead track

system usually consists of 8 or lo-ui. I-beains suspended from

the ceiling and upon the lower flange of which the travelers run.

Ry extentling this overhead track system lo all part.^ of the building

with branchoflFs to the car tracks and machine tools most frequently

used, the usefulness of the hoists will be greatly increased.

Car bodies may readily be lifted from the tracks by means of

four direct acting simple cylinder hoists supported from the roof

girders near the four corners of the car.

Various styles of pneumatic jacks have been devised for service

in car pits for removing armatures, axles and wheels, etc. It seems

to be the case, however, that although the air hoist is very satis-

factory the air jack is not looked upon with so much favor and

several master mechanics reports that the air jack cannot be de-

pended upon to hold any considerable weight for any length of

time.

Space will not permit description of the various styles of pneu-

matic tools and hoists upon the market. There are now some
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dozen or more reliable manufacturers vviio make appliances operated

by compressed air, and who are willing to furnish full infornialion

concerning the construction and working of their various devices.

The products of any of the leading firms will doubtless be found

reliable and satisfactory. For most of the pneumatic tools and

hoists a pressure of air ranging from 70 to 80 lb. will be found the

most satisfactory. Compressors adapted for pneumatic tools and

ippliances are a specialty of N. .\. Christensen, Milwaukee, Wis.

Qeaning and Dusting by Compressed Air.

The use of the compressed air blast for cleaning the interior of

cars, for cleaning and renovating cane and phisli car seats, and

for cleaning and dusting purposes generally, is one of the simplest

appliances of compressed air and it is one of the most eflfcctive.

With a compressed air nozzle and a few feet of flexible hose, for

instance, one man can remove the dust from the interior of a car

in considerably less than one-half the time required by any other

method. Moreover the air blast instantly reaches every crack and

corner, and more effectually removes the dirt and dust than any

other means that can be employed.

For cleaning car seats the Boston & Maine R. R. uses the form

of nozzle shown in Fig. i. Mr. E. F. Millar, car department

superintendent of the Boston & Maine R. R., described -this work

in an article published in the "Review" for Aug. 20, 1903. as fol-

lows;

"The cushions and backs arc removed from the cars and placed

on wooden hor.scs where all loose dirt and dust are blown out of them

with compressed air. The nozzle is made of brass, formed at one

end so as to give an opening which can be connected to a pipe

having a valve in il. This pipe in turn is attached lo a rubber

hose, which is connected to the reservoir containing the air supply.

The opposite end of the no/zic is so constructed as to give an

opening about .1 in. long and 3-100 in. wide; however, the length

of the oiicning can be any dimension desired according to the vol-

FIG. 2-NOZZI,E FOR DRYING.

umc of air at hand, as the air pressure should not be lower than

60 lb. to 80 lb. per sq. in. The latter pressure will do much better

work. With a pressure of 80 lb. and a nozzle 3 in. wide, a man
can clean a cushion in two minutes. By opening the doors and

windows in a car, quite a good job of cleaning backs and cushions

can be done without moving either of them. The result^ from a

sweeper's standpoint are very good, as the compressed air will

carry ahead of it all the dust and dirt which are in the lattice work

of the floor, or in the heaters, or around the seats where they

are fastened to the floor, much better than a broom, also much
fKSter."

The same railroad has a system of washing and drying car

cusl'.ions and in connection with this work uses a nozzle with a

shield as shown in Fig. 2, for drying out the fabric after washing.

The shield is designed to prevent the water from flying in all

directions.

In Fig. 3 is shown a common form of air-spray nozzle for dusting

with compressed air. This is a broad, thin nozzle with slightly

curved edge. The open slit at the end should vary in width from

1-32 to i-i6 of an inch and in length from i to 6 in. depending

upon the kind of work to be done. A good form for general car

cleaning is 1-16 of an inch wide by s to 6 in. long. The straight-

edge nozzle shown in Fig 4 is the most suitable for flat work such

as car-seat cushions and backs that are dusted out of doors. For

general dusting purposes a low pressure from 15 to 25 lb. is best.

For cleaning seats, a pressure from 50 to 80 lb. will give good

^esults, but with a pressure exceeding 80 lb. there is danger of in-

juring the nap of plush seats. Where air is supplied to the piping

system at 80 lb., reducing valves can be used for supplying lower

pressures when necessary.

Fig. 5 shows a form of suction nozzle applicable for car cleaning

work. The compressed air is ejected against the point of the

inverted cone, which induces a strong current of air upward and

from under the bottom of the inverted funnel, drawing the dust

from the fabric of the seats and projecting it through a hose out of

the car windows.
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The Sand Blast,

The air sand blast is used to advantage for frosting or "grinding"

the surface of glass, in either plain or decorative designs, for use

as car-route designating signs, car-transom lights, etc.; for cleaning

brass, iron, and steel castings and trimmings ; for removing old

paint and dirt from car trucks, car dashers, etc., preparatory to

FIG. -1.

repainting; for cleaning metal surfaces and structures in general,

such as bridges, viaducts, sides and roofs of buildings, etc., pre-

paratory to painting or repainting; for sanding paint or car roofs

and buildings wherever sanded paint is needed for special protection

;

in bonding work to obtain a clean, bright spot on the rail to which

to attach the bond ; in rail-welding work for obtaining clean,

bright contact surfaces between the metal pieces preparatory to

making the weld ; for cleaning metal surfaces in general prior to

welding, brazing or soldering; and as mentioned elsewhere for

applying sand to rails to prevent car wheels from slipping.

To meet all the requirements arising in electric railway work, the

simplest form of sand blast will suffice and any one of a half dozen

forms of apparatus, such as can be built at slight cost in the shops

will meet all ordinary demands. The object is simply to drive a

stream of rapidly moving sand against the surface to be operated

upon.

In Fig. 6 is shown a form of sand blast tank very commonly

used for frosting glass and for cleaning all sorts of metal surfaces.

The compressed air enters the lower compartment and issuing

through the cross pipe receives its charge of sand graduated by the

slide valve which is regulated by the lever as indicated. Just

above the air chamber is the feed chamber for sand, the sand being

fed in from the top through an inlet valve held in place by a spring.

The upper section is the hopper into which the sand is dumped.

when by pushing down the spring with the lower slide valve

closed, the sand drops into the feed chambers.

Fig. 7 shows a form of sand blast apparatus used at the shop

of the International Ry., of BufTalo, for cleaning dirt and old paint

from truck*, car-tjashcrs, metal signs, etc. This work was formerly

accomplished with gasoline blow torches which were inconvenient

and dangerous. The entire apparatus consists of a sand tank, a

few feet of }i-m. iron pipe and a nozzle made by flattening out a

piece of J^-in. iron pipe. Compressed air is taken through the

iron pipe from an air compressor in the main shops. The sand,

which must be of fine quality, is fed from the tank into the air pipe

in the maimer indicated in the diagram, the force of air combined

with gravity being sufTicicnt to draw the sand down the pipe in a

good steady stream. By means of the flexible connection and

nozzle one man directs the sand against the surface to be cleaned,

exactly in the same way as he would handle a blow torch of any

kind. The superintendent in charge states that with an air pres-

sure of appro.siniately 90 lb. and a good quality of sand every

particle of old paint is removed and a cleaner surface is secured

than could be obtained with a blow-pipe flame, and in just one-

half the time, inasmuch as one man now does the work formerly

requiring the services of two men.

Various styles of nozzles are used in connection with the sand

blast. A piece of yi or J^-in. iron pipe at the end of a flexible

hose will serve for most purposes. The end of the iron pipe may
be flattened out, leaving a narrow slit if desired. A more elaborate

form of nozzle is illustrated in Fig. 8. With this form the mingling

of the air with the sand is postponed until both have issued from

the nozzle. The inner straight pipe is the pipe through which

FIG. 6.

the sand arrives by gravity or otherwise; this is surrounded by

the enlarged hollow head of the air pipe, the one adjustable length-

wise within the other to determine the extent of the annular

space between their open tapering ends; the air rushing up the

air pipe issues through this space, and converging, catches up and

carries the sand forward, the two only mingling at the point shown
by the vertical (lotted line, well beyond the end of the nozzle.

The ornamenting of glass for signs, transoms and windows has

not been used extensively in electric railway work ; but presents

attractive possibilities. A momentary application of a sand blast

using very fine sand under moderate pressure depolishes glass over

any space that can be covered by one stroke of the sand shower,

instantly changing the previously bright surface to that known as

ground glass. A little longer exposure cuts more deeply, and

with further time, apertures arc readily pierced through sheet and

plate glass. If the surface is partly covered with a template made
from heavy manila paper or metal, the action of the sand blast is

confined to the unprotected portions of the glass, and designs, let-

ters, ornamenlatioiis and even perforations can thus be easily and

c-liea|)ly obtained. The idea especially lends itself for making

illntninati-d deck and hrmd signs for designating car routes. The

same method is applirablr to ornamenting metal signs. Carrying llie

idea to an extreme, a beautiful Iranslucent variety of glass can lie

secured, known as chip or crystalline gla/iiig glass, covered with

gray filaments and fern and feathery markings on an ice-like
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ground. The surface, first uniformly frosted with the sand blast,

is then covered with a coat of strong glue, and when this has set,

the sheets arc placed in horizontal racks in an oven heated to

160 degree?. In the course of ten or twelve hours, the hardening

glue audibly cracks and springs off in patches, bringing away linn

flakes of the glass with it. The fcrn-likc markings are irregular

portions of the original sand-blasted surface which remain on these

flat conchoidal fractures. By using templates or overlays prior

to frosting and gluing, the crystalline eflfect is sharply localized

and confined to any portion of a design. This scheme of glass

ornamentation and lettering is worthy of consideration and a small

amount of experimenting will lead to pleasing results.

The best pressures and the best grades of sand to employ in the

various uses to which the sand blast can be put are questions best

decided by experiment. Where an air-compressor is in operation

in the shops giving air compressed to from 75 to 90 lb. per square

inch the air for the blast can be taken through a regulating valve

and the pressure at the nozzle regulated at will. For cleaning

castings, trucks, etc., the full pressure of 80 to 90 lb. can be safely

used, providing the blast is not kept on the work long enough to

cut into the metal. For frosting glass a pressure of from 15 to

25 lb. is sufficient.

The sand used may be clean silicious sand as builders' sand, sea-

beach sand, emery from fine to coarse, chilled iron gratings or steel

shot. The heavier materials, as emery and chilled iron, arc only

used with very high pressure for rutting metal and stone. For

\

^

306/ri..

E
cleaning metal surfaces, a medium coarse sand is good. For glass

frosting purposes a very fine, clean, sharp sand is best.

• Small castings and forgings can be readily cleaned by directing

the sand blast against them as they lie in piles on the ground.

This will effectually remove all hard scale, rust, dirt, etc., leaving

them clean and bright. Metal surfaces to be welded, brazed or

soldered can be rendered perfectly clean to give good contact by a

few seconds' application of the sand blast.

The thorough work of the sand blast has been demonstrated in

the cleaning of old paint and dirt from structural steel work for

preparing it for repainting. The viaduct at 155th street, New-

York, and elevated structures in various cities have been so cleaned,

after rusting had taken place under the many coatings of paint.

and blistering and peeling had given the work an unsightly appear-

ance with indication of damage to the structure. For this work
compressed air was conveyed from 150 to 400 ft. from a compressor

to a receiver, and to the portable sand-mi.\ing apparatus near the

work. A hose connects the sand mi-ser and nozzle, which is held

close to the surface to be cleaned. A section can be made perfectly

clean and immediately painted by the air-blast spray process, thus

giving the paint a perfect contact with the metal and by this

means obviating the formation of rust or loose scale.

The air blast is useful for sanding paint on car-house roofs and

buildings wherever sanded paint is needed for special protection.

The sand thus thrown with great force imbeds itself in the paint,

and the air blast without the sand is used to blow off the excess.

Brick and stone walls that have been blackened or charred by

fire and smoke can be restored to their original appearance by

means of the sand blast in practically the same way as described

for cleaning structural work. A convenient method for securing

compressed air for this purpose is by means of a gas driven air

compressor mounted on a car or wagon with a suflicicnt length of

^^^^

air hose to enable the operator to reach the highest point to be

treated.

For cleaning rails preparatory to attaching bonds, or for welding

work, a portable air-compressing outfit is necessary, mounted on

a small truck or car. In this work, the sand blast gives as clean and

as bright a surface as can be secured with a file or emery wheel,

and in considerably shorter time.

The Compressed Air Gas Blow Torch.

The gas blow torch in conjunction with the compressed air blast

is a very excellent substitute for the gasoline and other forms of

oil blow torch. The use of the air gas blow torch is not urged so

much on the question of economy but on the score of cleanliness.

It has been used with particularly satisfactory results for burning

off cars, preparatory to repainting; also for soldering joints when

rewinding motor fields ; for brazing band-saws ; for heating solder-

ing irons and, in general, for any work that can be done with the

ordinary gasoline torch.

The nozzle used is made of brass, and consists of a Vi-m. tube,

inside of a V^-m. tube ; the smaller pipe being for the gas, and the

larger one for the air. The air pressure and the supply of gas

are regulated by stop cocks, giving any intensity of flame desired.

The one possible objection to the air gas blow torch is the lack

of flexibility ; the air and gas pipes are necessarily limited in

length, and the car to be burned off, or the other work to be done,

has to be brought to a point accessible to the nozzle. This is an

easily remedied difficultj-, how'ever, as in the case of car painting

work, one track in the paint room can be reserved for the burning

off process, and the flexible hose attached to the nozzle is made

a suflicicnt length to reach any point on this track. For smaller

KIG. ».

work, it is usual to reserve one cornor of the shop near the main

air supply pipe for doing the brazing and other work.

The .\ir Blast for Painting, Disinfecting, etc.

The compressed air blast is used for :ipplying paint to structural

work, bridges, sides and roofs of buildings, roofs, trucks, and metal

parts of electric railway cars, and to the sides and roofs of freight

cars. It is also an efficient method of whitewashing and kalsomining

walls and fences.

Painting and k.alsomining by means of the air spray are rapid,

economical and efficient processes. The paint is .evenly distributed
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over the surface, and the spray carries the paint into corners and

crevices that could not be reached with a brush. The metliod is

particularly recommended for painting car trucks.

In painting or kalsomining with the air spray, the essential thing

is a suitable nozzle in which the paint is thoroughly atomized as it

is blown outward by the air. Such a nozzle is illustrated in Fig.

9. The inner or air nozzle, having a Ji-in. opening, is made on the

best lines for high air velocity, and is fixed central to the larger

opening in the inverted conical nosepiece, which is flattened to a

thin opening, about 1-32 in. wide, to project the paint spray in a

thin sheet. The paint is drawn in at the side inlet of the tec

piece, and both air pressure and paint supply are regulated by

valves, both pipes being under the same pressure from the paint

tank of from 50 to So lb. per sq. in. By varying the opening of

the valve of the spray nozzle, any density of the spray may be had

from a thin cloud to a solid paint stream. The nozzle should be

moved slowly broadside over the work; a jerky motion scatters the

paint. The nozzle can be used in connection with a main central

compressing plant and the air piped to the work, or it can be used

with a portable motor-driven compress-

sing outfit. The paint or whitewash can

be drawn from a centrally located tank,

or it can be carried in a small hand air-

paint pot to which the nozzle is directly

attached, or it can be carried in a small

tank or reservoir which may be strapped

to the back of the operator.

.Ml of this apparatus can he constrnct-

cd in ihc shops and will meet ordinary

requirements, hut if more elaborate ap-

paratus is desired, there are .several

patented spraying machines on the mar-

ket, some of which are very elaborate.

It is probably true that the spraying

machine will not apply the paint as care-

fully as a man can put it on with a

brush, and with a brush it is possible to

rub the paint in and get a better film

than can be obtained with the spray.

However, on large flat surfaces, where a

fine finish is not necessary, the economy

and convenience of the spraying ma-

FIG. I), chine are unquestioned. Where there

arc rods or similar surfaces, the spray

will miss more than it hits and there will be considerable waste. On
the other hand the spraying machine reaches corners and places

that the average paintor does not take the trouble to reach.

Several forms of air sprays arc used for spraying the inside

of cars, seats, floors, etc., with disinfecting and antiseptic fluids.

The form of the nozzle described for painting will answer this

purpose although it is better to have smaller openings so as to

deliver a very fine spray.

Lifting Water By Compressed Air.

The air lift is a system of pumping water from artesian wells by

means of compressed air without the use of any moving parts other

than the air compressor. For simplicity, durability, high cflficiency,

and economy, the air lift system peculiarly commends itself for

furnishing water for boiler feed purposes at power houses and

for fire protection and other uses at car houses. The system, as

indicated in Fig. 10, comprises two properly proportioned pipes,

which arc placed in the well and go down nearly to Ihc bottom.

The larger of the two pipes is for the water and the smaller pipe,

which is for the air, leads from the air compressor and is connected

into the large pipe at the bottom through what is known as the

foot or end piece. The compressed air is forced through the air

pipe into the foot of the water pipe, through which it rises, carry-

ing the water with it to the surface or to a tank. There is no

moving mechanism below the surface to require attention or get

out of order. In addition, sand or grit does not afl^ect the action,

the water is purified, and one air compressor will pump from

several wells.

Fire Sprinkling System.

The use of compressed air for maintaining the pressure of the

automatic fire sprinkling system in car houses and other buildings
,

is particularly desirable, especially where buildings are not heated.

In many cases, if the sprinkler system was kept full of water,

the water would be liable to freeze. By connecting the sprinkling

system with the water supply, and keeping the pipes in the build-

ing filled with air under pressure instead of water, the same re-

sults will be secured, for just as soon as an opening in the

sprinkling system occurs the air will flow out, and the water im-

mediately rises throughout the entire system.

The air pressure can be maintained from a place of supply,

such as a main reservoir tank, or, if desired, a separate motor

driven air pump can be placed in the building and the air pressure

renewed every nvo or three days or when necessary.

Other Uses.

The other uses for compressed air as enumerated in the intro-

duction of this article need not be described in detail, as numerous

patented devices are made for all the various uses, and methods

of application will suggest themselves for each particular case.

In concluding this chapter we give herewith statements sent us

by several prominent master mechanics in response to requests for

data on the uses of compressed air in electric railway work.

Mr. C. F. Baker, superintendent of motive power and machin-

ery, Boston Elevated Railway Co., Boston, Mass., writes as fol-

lows :

"I would say that we arc putting compressed air to various

uses in our power stations and shops as well as on the elevated

structure.

"We have recently installed a motor driven direct connected

compressor having a capacity of 5^7 cu. in. of free air per minute at

125 revolutions. The horse power of the compressor at this rate is

100. The cost per horse power for a compressor of this type

and size is approximately $50, exclusive of cost of foundation.

"Ki to the various uses to which compressed air might be put

in electric railway work I would mention the following: Operating

pneumatic drills and hammers; sand screens; air hoists; jacks;

riveters; chipping hammers; forge hammers; pneumatic hoists

(both geared and straight); tire heaters; drills for tie rods, rail

bonds, etc.; sand blast for cleaning rails, etc.; also for grinding

glass
;

glass blow torch ; signal system, etc. It is also used for

cleaning motors, armatures, generators, coal handling maohiniTy,

etc.

"We are using compressed air for cleaning controllers and

motors with excellent results. We have no apparatus at present

for cleaning car seats but have recently made tests on apparatus

for this work which gave good results and indicated that air can

be used to a very good advantage for this purpose.

"In the power station we use compressed air for blowing out

motors, generators, etc., using a pressure from 20 to Ho lb. We
find it a large saving over the old way of cleaning.

"We have in use several pneumatic drills for boring holes for

tie rods and bonds on track work, etc. We have pneumatic drills

and hammers in our shops and we have also used air in the sand

blast for cleaning the ends of rails prior to welding. We have also

used it in connection with gas as a blow-torch for replacing the

ordinary gasoline torch.

"Our experience with air hoists, cranes, jacks, etc., has been

very satisfactory, particularly for the first two.
'
"Compressed air also supplies the motive force for the operation

of the signals and switches on our elevated system.

"As to its use in painting, we have used it to some cxteiil in

whitewashing, but with hanlly economical results unless a large

surface was to Ik: covered. The small machines operated by liaiul

hardly give satisfactory results."

Mr. F.dwin II. Olds, superintendent rolling stock, Milwaukee

Electric Railway & Light Co., Milwaukee, Wis., says:
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"Our company ii»c5 compressed .lir for opcr.iting lioi.sis (or

liaiidliiiK motors; for air drills; riveters, rliippiiiR hammers, etc

VVc aKo operate a t)00-lb. steam hammer with it. We have also

found !iir more than satisfactory for cleaning controllers and

motors and in fact for cleaning everything from which dirt or

dust can be blown.

"W'c have used it hnl very little for painting or whitewashing.

What little experience wc have had with it, however, has been

very satisfactory.

"The way department also uses it in connection with sand blast

for cleaning rails before cast welding,"

Mr. II. J. I-ake, master mechanic, the Muncie, Hartford & Fort

Wayne Railway Co., Muncie, Ind., states

:

"Compressed air can be used for nearly every kind of work

around the car barn and repair shop. I use it for cleaning the

inside of cars under the seats, behind the heater pipes, cleaning

cushions, armatures, controllers, motors, or anything else that needs

a pressure to drive the dust out. I have used it for hoisting and

for lifting jacks; for hoisting it is very satisfactory, but for jacks

it is not to be depended upon to hold, any length of time. For

drilling or chipping it is just the thing for any kind pf portable

work. I have never used it for sand blast, blow torch work, paint-

ing or whitewashing, but know it will do the work all right."

Mr. \V. D. Wright, superintendent of equipment, the Rhode
Island Co.. Providence, R. 1., writes:

"We use compressed air for cleaning cars both inside and out-

side before they go to the paint shop. Also, we use it for hoists,

and a portable drill, and find compressed air something that we
would hardly know how to get along without."

Mr. F. C. Randall, manager. National Electric Co., Milwaukee,

Wis., writes

:

"In addition to the list of uses for compressed air by electric

railways, I would call your attention to the private parlor car re-

cently built for Henry Everett, the head of the Everett-Moore

syndicate of railways in Ohio. This car was built by the J. G. Brill

Co. and is a fine example of the car builders' art. The car has

sleeping, office, dining and toilet compartments. It is equipped

with Christensen air brake and the air from the brake compressor

is used to keep a pressure for the running water on the car, in the

toilet room. The pressure required for the air brakes is about

So lb., which, of course, is too high for use in toilet room, but this

is overcome by the use of a reducing valve which reduces the

pressure for the water tanks to about lo or 15 lb. By this method,

it is not necessary to carry a big water tank on the roof of car."

In subsequent chapters will be given data on the cost of produc-

ing compressed air and a separate chapter will be devoted to the

air brake.

Connecticut Street Railways.

The 51st annual report of the Connecticut Railroad Commis-

sioners shows that, exclusive of mileage located outside of the

state, the miles of street railways in operation on June 30, 1903,

liieasured as single track, was 556.577 miles, an increase for the

year of 49.123 miles. Including track outside the state, the mileage

was 642.383 miles. The Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co. oper-

ates 169,894 miles, the Fair Haven & Westvillc Railway Co. 104.-

139 miles, and the Hartford Street Railway Co. 85.678 miles.

The authorized capital stock of all the street railway companies

is $33,482,000, and the amount actually issued $26,653,548, showing

an issue of $45,122.96 per mile of main line. The total bonded

debt of the companies is $20,633,503, being $34,931.36 per mile of

road owned. The floating indebtedness of the companies is $2,714,-

030.82, or $4440.05 per mile, and the total stock, bonds and float-

ing indebtedness per mile of road owned, including sidings, is

$71,728.50. The cost of construction and equipment is reported as

$4 1," 11,830.14, which is $80,773.45 per mile.

The gross earnings for the year ending June 30, 1903, wcjre

$4,503,571-29, or $6,798.45 per mile of road operated and $0,214

per mile run. The largest earnings per mile operated were $9,917.99.

by the New London Street Ry. The ISrgost earnings per mile run

were $0,402, by the Montville Street Ry. The three companies hav-

ing the largest earnings were the Fairhaven & Westville Railroad

Co., with gross earnings of $1,290,667.21, the Connecticut Railway &
Lighting Co., earning $1,110,599.55, and the Hartford Street Rail-

way Co., earning $807,856.53,

The operating expenses for the year were $3,164,599.07, or

$4,777''* P" "'''e of road operated and $0,151 per nule run. The

net earnings for the year were $1,3^8,972.22, being $2,021.27 per

mile operated and $0,063 per mile run. Dividends amounting to

$3'«j.8i6.24 were paid by 10 companies upon $6,702,300 of capital

stock, while no dividends arc re|)orted paid upon $19,951,248 of

capital stock. 'I'wcnty-two companies jiaid $860,903.94 for interest

upon a total lionded and floating debt of $23,347,530.82, The amount

of taxes paid lo the state by various companies was $267,708,03,

The total number of miles run was 21,029,889, an increase of

1,654,159 .over 1902; the gross earnings were about one cent per

mile greater, the operating expenses about two cents per mile more,

and the net earnings about one cent per mile run less than the year

before. The total number of passengers carried was 963S7.7*<2,

as compared with 91,554,021 the previous year, and contrasted with

64,918,472 carried by the steam roads. The number of paying pas-

sengers per mile run was 4,606, and the number of paying passen-

gers per mile operated was 146,213, The total number of employes

was 3403, averaging about five for each mile of road operated.

The number of persons injured was 370, compared with 292 in

1902; of this number four were fatally injured, four more than the

year before. The number of passengers injured was 206, of whom
2 were killed; the number of employes injured was 20, of whom 3

were killed.

Street railway and steam railroad maps, corrected to Jan, I. 1904,

accompany the commissioners' report.

A Rolling Stock Record Board.

The Los .Vngeles and Pacific Electric Railway companies have

adopted an exceedingly simple and lucid, although unique, method of

keeping track of its rolling stock by means of photographs, which

are mounted on what are known as record boards. Each car

owned by the companies is photographed and on each photograph

is clearly marked the length of the car, its seating capacity, weight

LENGTH 46
SCATS S6

MfT. 6.4.700 LBS. .-75 H» MOTORS

KOI.,L.lNG STOCK KKCORU CABI).

and equipment. These photographs arc afterwards reduced to a

uniform size of 1% x 3 in. and mounted on a Spanish cedar block

Vi in. thick. These blocks are then inserted into frames which

compose the record hoard, and the status of the rolling .stock can

be seen at a glance. One of the reduced photographs is shown in

the accompanying illustration. Not only are the passenger cars thus

photographed, but freight, wrecking, material, oil and mantenance-

of-way cars are similarly kept track of.

The Lake Shore Electric Railway Co's. new power plant at Beach

Park is ncaring completion. Its equipment will include a 1,500-h. p.

engine and generator. 'ITiis will give the company a high tension

a. c. service over its line from Lorain to Toledo. Later a sub-sta-

tion will be installed at Sandusky, superseding the d. c. plant at that

place.

The Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction Co, has established an

express service between Elgin and Aurora, with free delivery at

each point where the company has an office, express being received

at these offices for shipment. At other points the company receives

and delivers express at the cars. Offices have been opened in

.^urora, Ratavia, Geneva, St. Charles and Elgin.
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Electric Traction in Italy hy Means of Mono-
phase Series Motors.

BY E. Gl'ARlNI.

It it is incontestible that the prolilom of urban electric traction

has been definitely solved, and that the electric tramways possess

indisputable advantages over horse-drawn omnibuses, the same is

not true as regards the problem of electric traction on the railroads

as a substitute for steam traction. In this latter case, the distance

of the generating station has to be reckoned with ; consequently it

is necessary, in order to avoid the expense of installations too cosily

to be remunerative, to have recourse to very high tensions. While

we anticipate on the part of the Societe de I'lnduslrie Electrique et

Mecanique, of Geneva, a development of its program of electric

traction by continuous current at very high tension, conveyed directly

to the car; at the present moment the advantage rests with the alter-

nating current at high tension. These latter can be conveyed directly

to the car or tlse transformed in sub-stations to currents at low ten-

sion, either continuous or alternating. The first solution is generally

preferred, as the second solution necessitates a double conductor, one

for the low tension and one for the high tension. On the Valtelina

railway are to be seen no less than five conductors, three of which

are for triphase current at 20,000 volts, and two for the service line

at ;?.ooo volts, the return current being carried by the rails.

Among the experiments which m.irk an epoch in the history of

electric traction, must certainly be ranked those of Zossen-Marien-

feld. where the motors have been directly supplied with current at

12.000 volts without the intervention of any process of transforma-

tion. Only the triphase current, even when conducted directly to the

motors, has the disadvantage of requiring three conductors, or at

least two, when the return current is carried by the rails. The mono-

phase current would present, from this point of view, an enormous

advantage, since it only requires a single conductor; it is therefore

in the same category as the continuous current employed for urban

tramways. Professor Finzi now asserts that the solution of this

problem, which will never lose its interest until it is solved, is to

be found in the system adopted by him.

The main requirements for electric traction is a motor of variable

speed, having a high efficiency at all speeds. It is also for many
reasons desirable that the normal speed shall be capable of being

exceeded on occasion (to regain lost time, etc.), and a further

requisite is simplicity of mechanism and control—conditions which

are difficult to satisfy.

The induction motor does not offer this advantage and among
the continuous current motors, the shunt wound motor only partly

satisfies this condition. It is only the scries wound motor which, in

this respect, appro.ximates in elasticity of function to steam and

animal traction. It must, however, be admitted that the continuous

current series motor is defective, since, strictly speaking, it would

require, in order to be perfect, to be supplied at a variable voltage.

and the line supplies it with a constant voltage, hence there is

loss in the resistances. This economic defect can only be remedied

—and that partially—by the system of multiple units, coupled some-

times in series, sometimes in shunt.

The ideal solution is, therefore, according to M, Finzi, a series

motor supplied at variable voltage. But a series motor is also

possible a priori with alternating currents, and the supply at a

variable voltage is obtained by quite simple means with alternating

monophase currents.

Even the most recent works on clectrotcchnics only devote a

small space to the monophase scries motor, and if they mention it,

it is only in order to disparage it by saying that its efficiency is low,

and the sparking at the collector disastrous. On the whole, they

do nothing but repeat the conclusions of Stcinmctz (i8g6), derived

from theoretical studies. The result?' obtained with a badly-con-

structed motor of 4 h. p. have, nevertheless, not prevented numer-

ous investigators from turning their attention to this construction.

The following are char,acteri5tic features of Finzi's monophase

motor, whose inventor ignores all its disadvantages: I^aminated

fields and pole pieces ; resistances Ijctwecn the armature colls and

the commutator bars; a large number of poles; a small angular

velocity. The longitudinal division of the poles is the most sim

pie means of carrying ofT the reaction current of the field coil.

There remains to avoid the sparking due to the short circuit of

the armature coils which form the secondaries of transformers

under the primary effect of the poles. It is accomplished by tlic

use of resistances of silver wire which unite the armature coils

with the collector, all of which pass in turn beneath tlie brushes

in the short circuit of which we have spoken, and limit the current

which can circulate in it. We thus obtain a series motor for trac-

tion which works well with frequencies of 19 to 20 periods, and at

100 to 300 volts. The monophase series motor, as we have just

described it, has been applied to one of the Edison Company's cars

for urban service. The central station included a triphase motor of

60 h. p.. 3.600 volts, driving by means of a belt an old alternator

with eight poles, at the rate of 270 revolutions a minute ; the fre-

quency was 18 periods per second, and a pressure of 00 volts was

attained by an auto-transfoimer. The tension of the hue was 520

volts during the operation of the motor.

Most of the experiments were made during the night on a line 5

km. long with Vignole rails; the average grade was 2 per cent, but

111 certain places was as much as 25 per cent. The distance cov-

ered in 10 nights was 200 km. No accident happened to the motor

;

the only difficulties which occasionally arose were due to the

sharp fall of potential from 160 to 95 volts. The car weighed

5.848 ton.s, the motor .8 tons, the controlling transformer .5 tons;

total. 7.10 tons. The transformer had a capacity nf 40 ku- . Init a

Kl.\/.l .\. C. .'^KUIKS TR.XI'TIdN Md'l-nu.

capacity of 14 kw. would have been sulTicient. In tli.tt case tiie

total weight of the carri.ige would only have been 6.89 tons..

The motor carried on its shaft a pinion with 14 teetli, gearing

with a wheel of 67 teeth placed on 'the axles .of the wheels ; the

proportion was therefore 4.78. The diamylfir of the wheels of the

car was 77 cm. The speed was measured in various ways.

The line, coming from the trolley, passed through a circuit

breaker placed on the first platform, then, reaching the other plat-

form, passed through an ammeter, and a second circuit breaker,

and entered the auto-transformer ; the other extremity of the latter

was grounded, as was also one of the brushes of the motor. The

other brusli cdimiiunicaled, through the excitation of the motor, with

the handle of a rheostat which served to produce a How of ciirrent to

various points of the winding nf llie aiito-transformer. Tlu- Illu-

sion was thus varied by 20 volts at a time. The passage frdin one

contact to the other took place without a spark. The stoppage of

the car was effected by means of one of the circuit breakers. A
definite controlling apparatus would naturally include a de.id iioiiit

for stoppages.

From the time of the first experinu-iil tlu' smodlliness of working

and absence of sparks on the brushes were obvious. During the

experiments the motor behaved better than those with continuous

current. A few sparks appeared from time to time, when the mo-

tor was receiving the maximnin voltage; they seemed from their

color to be due to carbon from the brushes. After a journey of

200 km., the commutator was still perfeclly smooth. The wear of

the brushes was inappreciable.

In addition to generally delennining llie aclion of llie iiii>lor.

the experiments also aimed at comparing the energy consnine I

with that of a series motor with colli innous current. In some of

the journeys direct rea<liiigs on the walliiirU-r were lakiii in ordi i
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lo asctruin the power necessary lo inaintaiii the car at variou-

speeds. In others, atleiiipts were made lo investigate the subject

by repeated and fairly accurate comparisons with readings rnlat-

ing to a typical journey, etc. The comparison of results showed
that the power absorbed is lowest for the monophase motor, al-

though the absolute efficiency is slightly inferior to that of the con-

tinuous-current motor. At a speed of 22 km., the energy absorbed

was 940 watt-hours per ton for the monophase motor and I2..5.i

for the continuous-current motor. At 23.5 km. the figures become
10.60 walt-hour.s, and 14.85 watt-hours. On the other hand, an

economy of 25 per cent in favor of the monophase motor has been

proved for the process of starting, an economy which is by no means
insignificant when it is remarked that, in urban service, starting

absorbs 50 and sometimes even 65 per cent of the total energy.

mule yet. and this photograph was taken at a very recent "sitting."

"Kate" has not a vimi or blemish on her and has never licen sick

a day.

« >

Faithful Mule Has Hccn Retired.

On Washington's Birthday the Nashville Railway & Light Co.

retired "Old Kate," a large white mule which has done faithful

street-car service for more than 30 years. "Kate" was five ycar.^;

old when the street-car company acquired her, so she is now 35
years of age, but it is said that she was not retired because of in-

firmity, but as a reward for faithful service. She began street

car service on the J^flFerscn St. line in North Nashville, and Mr.
George D. Mills, the present superintendent of transportation, who
has driven her a good many miles, says that "Kate" is as good a

mule as he ever held the lines over. She helped to haul, in her

younger days, children who now have children of their own. Many
changes have taken place during her 30 years of seivicc; compa-
nies have been organized and reorganized, the heads of depart-

ments have changed many times, new lines have been built and the

electric current has taken the place of the patient mule.

When the other mules were driven out of service in 1888 "Kate"

was retained, as a good mule was needed for the repair and trouble

I,.\ST .Mll.K .\T N.VSIIVII.I.E. TE.N.V.

wagon. She performed her new duties with the fidelity lh:it

marked her performance before the car, and Superintendent Mills

eloquently praises the good sense she always displayed in getting

a car back on the track when it had been derailed. She has been

in two fires and came out without a scratch, breaking her halter

each time and running out of the stable, while the other animals

remained and were burned to death. "Kate" has also been entan-

gled in live wires, but always escaped unharmed. She was never

"laid off" a day. and even now the men in charge of the trouble

wagon say they would rather have "Kate" than the new animal that

has taken her place.

"Kate" will make her home at Glendale Park, which belongs to

the company, where she will be one of the attractions with the buf-

faloes, bears, deer and other animalsr. When turned loose in the

park she hardly knew what to do with herself, it being her first

day off in nearly a third of a century; she kicked up her heels

vigorously a number of times, and carefully investigated the barbed

wire fence, as though to ascertain how many volts it carried.

A photograph of "Old Kate" in harness is shown herewith, from

which it will appear that she has not the appearance of an old

LonK-Distance Trip of Sleepinn Car.

On February 26th was made the initial trip of the Holland pal

ace sleeping car "Francis" from Indianapolis to Richmond. Ind..

and return. On board were a numlier of electric railway officials.

Iiankers and others, who not only thoroughly enjoyed the trip,

but were wariii in their praise of the magnificence of the car and its

appointments. This car, which is one of the two which were de-

scribed in the "Review" for June, and again in August. 1903, and
interior views of which were shown in the "Review" for Janu-
ary. 1904. was named in honor of the son of the general manager
of the Holland Palace Car Co., Mr. Joseph W. Selvage. Its in-

terior, finished in green, with cliairs and carpets to match, con-

trasted with unique and brilliant brass trimmings and grille work,
and mahogany inlaid panels, produces a very rich effect, especially

when the electric lights are turned on. It weighs alwut 50 tons

and runs quite as smoothly as a Pullman.

Notwithstanding that this was the first trip, and the car was not

"limbered up," at times a speed of 50 miles an hour was main-
tained, and although a higher speed was possible, it was not

thought best to attempt it. The car was run over the tracks of

the Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Co., through the courtesy of

the officials of that company, who furnished a special crew for the

purpose, and over the tracks of the Richmond Street & Inlerurban

Railway Co.. whose officials gave personal attention to the com-
fort of the guests.

On the trip out dinner was served at Cambridge City, after

which the car was run into Richmond, where it was opened to the

public for inspection. Leaving Richmond at 4 p. m., supper was
enjoyed at Knightstown and the party arrived at Indianapolis at 9
o'clock.

The Indianapolis party which participated in the enjoyable oc-

casion was composed as follows: M. B. Wilson, president of the

Columbia National Bank, and treasurer of the Indianapolis &
Eastern Railway Co. ; H. F. Holland, president of the Holland

Palace Car Co. ; A. K. Hollowell, vice-president ; J. W. Selvage,

general manager, and Judge McCullough. general counsel, of the

same company; Charles N. Wilson, general manager of the Co-

lumbus, Grcensburg & Richmond Traction Co.; August M. Kuhn.

director of the same company, together with newspaper represen-

tatives. These were met at Cambridge City by the following del-

egation from Richmond : S. S Stratton. president, and J. F.

Reeves, secretary, of the Commercial Club; Samuel Dickinson,

president of the Dickinson Trust Co.; Edward H. Gates, cashier

of the Union National Bank; Samuel Gaar. cashier of the Second

National Bank ; Cash Beall, president of the South Side Improve-

ment Association; Charles Du Hadway. cashier of the First Na-

tional Bank; Walter McConaha, director of the Columbus. Greens-

burg & Richmond Traction Co.; B. F. Wissler. editor of the Sun-

Telegram ; George H. Love, proprietor of the Westcott Hotel

;

C. A. Deiinnn, general superintendent of the Richmond Traction

Co. ; H. C. Starr, attorney of the Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville

R. R.
; John L. Rupc, attorney for the Pennsylvania R. R. ; Thomas

E. Davidson, general counsel of the Columbus. Greensburg & Rich-

mond Traction Co.; W. W. Zimmerman, mayor of Richmond;

Wilfred Jessup. attorney for the Columbus. Greensburg & Rich-

mond Traction Co. ; Rev. J. F. Matlingly, and representatives of

the local newspapers.
< »

The Interstate Consolidated Street Railway Co. was recently fined

$25 by the district court judge of Attleboro, Mass.. for neglecting to

furnish school children with half-rate tickets. The charges were

preferred by the school committee and endorsed by the selectmen.

The defendant appealed.

The limited cars which have been running between Indianapolis

and Richmond. Ind., have been discontinued, because the service was

unsatisfactory. Richmond cars now connect with Indianapolis cars

at Dublin, llie limited service will not be tried again until the

cars can run into the city of Richmond, the Main St. bridge form-

ing an obstruction at present.
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Proposed Reorganization of the A. S. R. A.

Milwaukee. Wis.. Mar. 5. 1904.

Editor "Review
:"'

With reference to the niovemciu now oil loot looking to the

organization of an association of electric railroad "Way"
engineers and superintendents, the numerous communications re-

ceived to date indicate a general appreciation of the necessity

for some such society and tender a generous support for the

association when formed.

It has been urged, however, that the isolation of this branch

of the electric railroad business in another distinct organization

is probably not the most effective method of handling the matter

and two other schemes liave been proposed. The intention of this

letter is to lay these propositions before the street railroad presi-

dents, managers and other officials throughout the United States

and Canada for their consideration and advice, and with the hope

that definite opinions may be arrived at and sufficient interest

aroused to guarantee the formation of some plan of action before

the ne.xt meeting of the .American Street Railway Association and

the due futherance of such plan at that meeting.

The least radical and least comprehensive of the plans men-

tioned suggests a reorganization of the .American Railway Mechan-

ical and Electrical Association under the name "American Society

of Electric Railway Engineers ;" that society to include all the

mechanical divisions of street railway work. Sub-divisions could

then be effected probably as follows : "Rolling Stock and Shops,"

"Way and Structures," and "Power Houses," sub-committees be-

ing appointed to conduct each phase of the work. This plan

would save the expense necessary for the formation of another

distinct organization and would serve to give the present organi-

zation much better support.

However, it has been justly urged that the formation of these

various distinct societies is gradually tending to strip the parent

body (The .American Street Railway -Association) of all the

functions for which it was organized. This is, of course, due in

great measure to the fact that there has not been room, time or

method in the meetings of that body permitting a satisfactory

or thorough discussion of enough subjects in any one branch of llie

work. It may not be possible or advisable to extend the length

of time of these meetings (that is a moot question), but it cer-

tainly does seem both possible and advisable to so change the

method of these meetings as to make them thoroughly effective

along all the lines embraced in electric railroading. It is there-

fore respectfully suggested that a reorganization of the Ameri-

can Street Railway Association by the presidents and general

managers representing companies therein or who may wish to

affiliate with such reorganized association is possibly advisable.

The plan indicated and outlined in numerous letters received to

date is appro.ximately thus

:

The .Association's active memlxfrs to consist of owning or operat-

ing companies as represented by their presidents, general mana-

gers, or other duly accredited representatives.

These active members to have full control of all executive

matters and a general direction of the sub-divisions covering

all the phases of the work.

The sub-divisions could be determined only after more thorough

discussion, but would be approximately Accounting, Legal and

Claims, Transportation, Way and Structures, Rolling Stock and

Shops, Power Houses.

Each of the sub-divisions to constitute a sub-society represented

in the main lK>dy by a vice-president elected by the members of each

sub-society. 'Ihe active members to pay a small fee and con-

sist. a» may be afterwards determined, of the persons having

charge of that particular class of work on the electric railways

afHIialcd with the main association.

This vice-president to appoint his committees and the sub-

association to carry on its work exactly as though it were a

distinct organization, except that it will be under Ihe general

direction of Ihe presidents and general managers constituting the

parent l>o<ly, at whose will all of the present organizations exist.

The present Accoimtants' Association need luil lose its individu-

ality in any manner inconsistent with causes permitting its exist-

ence at this time. Sub-association meetings could be made to

lap one another so that no one representing different departnienis

need suffer. Thus the .\ccountants and tlie Way incn might

meet at the same time, as also the Transpovtation and the Power

House men. The publication of the discussions would be informa-

tion enough for those not directly interested and methods could

he devised within each sub-society that would tend to the maxi-

mum benefit deri\cd within the minimum time. Papers should

be published and distributed sixty days in advance of the meet-

ings, discussions prepared, boiled down and methodically handled,

sub-committee meetings held when necessary during the year,

business handled by the various vice-presidents and sub-secre-

taries, so that each meeting of the reorganized association would

be of such value to street railway work that no company could

afford to remain unattached thereto.

An expression of opinion as to the above is earnestly solicited

in order that a plan of some kind may ' be decided upon, the

necessity for some action which will give the "Way" men, the

"Transportation" men and others whose work up to the present

time has been neglected a chance to progress along lines similar to

the two independent societies now' in existence, being widely rec-

ognized.

The scheme to reorganize the .American Street Railway .Asso-

ciation as outlined above has been suggested through letters re-

ceived and opinions expressed by the following gentlemen, who

are absolutely favorable thereto: John I. Beggs, president and

general manager, Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co. ; S. L.

Tone, vice-president, Pittsburg Railways Co. ; C. D. Wyman,
representing Stone & Webster; R. B. Baer, president and general

manager, Galveston City Railway Co.; J. F. Vail, general manager,

Pueblo & Suburban Traction Co.; C. S. Kimball, chief engineer,

Boston Elevated Ry. ; C. D. Emmons, general superintendent, Ft.

Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.

Yours truly,

Fred G. Simmons.

Supt. Construclion and M-iinlerance of Way, Milwaukee Electric

Rv. & Lt. Gi.

Concrete Railway Ties in France.

The State Railway of France is testing concrete ties on a short

length of railroad near Bordeaux. The ties are not made entirely

of concrete, but are iron and cement combined. The framework,

or skeleton, consists of five metal plates placed vertically and held

in position by stout iron wire or thin bars, the interstices being

filled with cement. A layer of compressed felt one-fifth in. thick

is placed between the tie and the boltheads. These ties were made

by a cement manufacturer in the south of France, who sent ifour

samples which were laid in October, 1900. L'pon the track over-

seers reporting that no fault could be found with them, but that

it was impossible to correctly judge from such a small number, g6

more sample ties were laid between .April 20th and July 1st, IQ02,

the maker having altered the construction so that the bolts could be

replaced without damaging the tie. The greatest weight concen-

trated upon a single pair of driving wheels on the road in question

is about 14 tons. The rails ari- u im-ters (12 yds.) long and

weigh from 77 to 81 lb. per yard, and 14 ties are used for each

rail of 12 yds. The ties have rounded corners and are slightly

thicker where the shoes are placed, llic average thickness being

about 4 in. The weight of each tie is about .108 lb. and the cost

14 to IS francs ($2.70 to $2.90). Mr. John K. Gowdy, the United

States consul-general, reports that the experiment is too recent

to enable any definite opinion to be formed, as the usual life of a

timber tie in France is about 15 years. He is of opinion, however,

that the price now charged is a serious obslncle to the einplnyiiH-iit

of the concrete ties.

Mail service has been established nii llie I'^Igin, Aurora & Srmlli-

ern Tmclion Co's. lines between (ieiieva and St. Charles and St.

Charles and Elgin. Two round trijis are made on week days and

one on Sundays ami holidays. Other rlnlle^ will lie es-tablished.

The Wheeling Traction Co. inaugiiralerl an express service bo-

Iween Wht-eling and Moundsville l)eceiiilier jist, using a car which

was built in (he company's shops especially for the purpose. Mr.

Louis Lipphardt, formerly siiperiutendent ff llie SteiilKMiville di-

vision, and now claim agent, has- charge o( ihe express (li-|iarliiunl
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TO ENCOURAGE URBAN TRAFFIC.

The cicineius upon whicli depend urban railw.iy traffic, the rela-

tive importance of these elements, and the means by which rail-

way companies can best promote traffic arc discussed in a paper

by Mr. R W. Western, which we reprint in this number. Mr.

Western's mathematical analysis to determine the relative weight

of the considerations affecting the passenger and the value of im-

proving the service is unique in inclhod as well as interesting in

results.

riic author assigns as the reasons for using tram cars, the

pleasure derived, the trouble saved, the time saved. On analysis

of these three motives, it is concluded that the third reason, the

saving of lime effected, is the controlling-one in the temperate zones.

With assumed average length of ride and average lime of stop the

condition that the time consumed for a journey should be a mini-

mum, leads to a fixed number of stopping places per mile. Thus
lO-second stops and an average length of ride of g miles would fix

the stopping points at .41 mile apart, a condition closely approx-

imated on some of the intcrurban lines that have adopted the fixed

stopping place principle. .-\n average ride of 2!-4 miles would re-

quire stops at interval.s of .2 mile to give best results. City service in

.America, where cars stop at each street crossing if desired, and the

streets vary from eight to twelve to the mile, according to the West-

ern formula would best serve passengers riding only .8 mile to .36

mile. Such examples as given here are illustrative only, but

the application of the formula made after careful investigation on

city lines, and noting length and frequency of stops, would doubt-

less lead to changes in existing ideas, and attempts made to edu-

cate the public so it would recognize less frequent stops as being

to its own interest as well as to the company's.

.VI r. Western's conclusions are that to encourage urban traffic

it is wiser to save the passenger's time than to increase his com-

fort, and to save time t'le speed of cars should be increased, the

regnlarily of service increased and the number of stopping places

rc<liK-c<l.

INTERCHANGEABLE ELECTRIC MILEAGE.

Pr(il):ilily :i majority of the electric interurban railways now op-

erating over distances of twenty miles or more hive already

.idopted or are considering the adoption of mileage books. Two
objects are apparent, the encwiragement of traffic and the elim-

ination of commutation books, and the results in every case where

mileage books have been used are reported as eminently satisfac-

tory. From the pissenger's standpoint, however, existing coi^di-

tions are not ideal because electric railway mileage has not j'ct been

made interchangeable, and for this reason travelers who cover a

ccinsiderable territory arc at present debarred from enjoying to

the fullest extent the benefits of the low fares on electric lines.

Reference to the map of Indiana published in the January "Re

view" shows no less than eight electric interurbans entering Indi-

anapolis, and assuming that alt of these companies issued a.^o-

milc books, as do the Indiana Union Traction and the Indianapolis

& Northwestern companies, a man having occasion to patronize all

of these roads would be required to invest $^6 in transportation

available in a comparatively small area. To get the lower rate

given by the 1,000-milc hooks would require an investment of $100,

a very large sum when the length of route on which the books

can be used is compared with corresponding mileage on steam

roads.

The two roads mentioned sell 250-milc books at the rate of 1.3

cents per mile, and LOOO-mile books at the rate of 1.25 cents per

mile, the single trip fares being based on 1.5 cents per mile.

It is hard to conceive of any valid objections to interchange-

able mileage books, excepting those practical difticultics T>f admin-

istration due to the fact that the lines now operating do not have

uniform rates. Some roads base their fares on 2 cents per mile, with

a 25 per cent reduction on connnntation books. The Union Traction

until recently based its rate on I imt per mile, but in February

this was increased to 1.5 cents; this company also charges an ex-

cess fare on its limited trains.

Two schemes suggest themselves as feasible lor interchangeable

hooks. One is to issue a book of 250 coupons of the value of 5

cents each, which shall be accepted by all lines in the payment of

f.ire at their face value. The other is to issue mileage books, en-
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dorsing on the cover tliat conductors "will detach one line for

each mile except on the A. & B. road, where 20 per cent more
mileage will be lifted." etc., to meet varying conditions. This rule

is not more awkward than the one now in force on some roads

having contracts with local companies in terminal cities, where one

line in the mileage book is detached for each mile outside the

corporate limits of the terminal city and four lines (1.25 cents per

mile) for the ride within the city limits.

The joint bureau for auditing interchangeable tickets would

have no trouble in accounting with either of these system*.

LIGHTING ACCOUNTS.

Since the publication in the "Review" lor February of Mr. C. L.

S. Tingley's "Classification of Lighting Accounts Conforming to

the Street Railway .\ccounlants' Association Standard", we have

received a number of inquiries as to the accepted standards which

indicate a wide interest in the subject. The report of the commit-

tee of the National Electric Light .Vssociation appointed to draft

a standard scheme for lighting accounts was adopted in May,

1901, and by courtesy of that association was submitted to the

Street Railway .\ccountants' Association at its New York meet-

ing and published in the proceedings for igoi. We understand that

the Accountants' Association has taken no action as to recom-

mending the use of the Lighting Standard, but merely printed the

report for the information of its members.

The disadvantage of having two systems of accounts differing

in scheme of classification, especially for small traction and light-

ing companies, where the same clerks have to handle both ac-

counts, is one of the points made by Mr. Tingley ; and his classi-

fication shows how easily the two can be brought into harmony

without sacrificing the ability to make comparisons easily. By the

device of giving an account two numbers (placing one of them

in parenthesis) the identity of each is preserved, and reference

facilitated.

SUGGESTED REORGANIZATION OF A. S. R. A.

In the "Review " lor February we discussed at some length the

proposed association of electric railway construction and main-

tenance of way engineers, and published the tentative scheme of

organization that had been compiled by Mr. Fred G. Simmons, of

the Milwaukee Railway & Light Co., after an extended cor-

respondence with the heads of the civil engineering departments

of other companies. Since our last issue it has been suggested

that the most desirable action in the matter of electric railway as-

sociations would be to eflfect a reorganization of the American

Street Railway Association on lines that would include the other

two existing associations and permit of the development, within

the main society, of other subsidiary bodies as the need for them

appeared.

This plan is set out in the letter from Mr. Simmons published

on another page of this issue, and briefly is as follows

:

1. A general association in which the active members arc rail-

way companies or individual owners of electric railways.

2. Sub-societies to cover the different fields of work that in a

railway organization arc represented by the different departments

—.Accounting, Legal and Claims, Transportation, Way and Struc-

tures, Rolling Stock and Shops, Power House—with active mem-
bership comprising persons having charge of the corresponding

departments.

3. The sub-societies each to have as its executive officer a vice-

president of the general association, who would appoint the com-

mittee?. Each sub-society to conduct its affairs as if it were a sep-

arate organization, having its own sub-secretary, and doing its

committee work.

As the construction and maintenance of way men are firmly

convinced of the need for an association to discuss their problems.

and will effect an organization al the next A. S. R. A. convention,

the discussion of plans is very desirable at this lime and sugges-

tions and criticisms from all interested arc invited.

At the present lime we arc convinced that ihe radical scheme of

reorganization and consolidation of existing associations that has

l>«en proposed is not a good one. In the first place, a general

association with perhaps six subdivisions within it would be ex-

tremely unwieldy, and if the general association look any interest

in the affairs of the others it would have but little lime for the

transaction of its own business. The presidents and managers

who arc the representatives of their companies in the A. S. R. A.

as it is organized today arc not men who have either time or in-

clination to familiarize themselves with the details of the various

departments under their general direction; consequently they,

with a few exceptions that serve to emphasize the rule, are not the

ones who can discuss to advantage the technical questions that

interest their subordinate officers. We believe this statement is

fully confirmed by the proceedings of recent conventions, and fur-

thermore we believe that this condition is just as it should be to

best serve the interests of the companies these men represent. The

function of chief executives when tliey meet in convention is to

discuss questions of general policx-, not details. If there is any

tendency for the new associations to strip the A. S. R. A. of the

functions for which the latter was organized, we believe the rea-

son is that the new associations are better fitted for the work they

are doing than was the parent body, and that the latter body

should now devote itself, as before mentioned, to the broader

questions in keeping with the larger railway systems that exist

today.

It has been considered lliat llic electric railways might object to

contributing to the support of too many separate associations, and

perhaps economy of administration is one of the strongest rea-

sons for urging consolidation. This point is of doubtful impor-

tance. If the suggested scheme is carried out sticcessfully it will

require a competent sub-secretary for each division and each di-

vision would have its own papers and reports to print, and its

own correspondence to conduct. These constitute the principal

items of expense and could not be very materially reduced. For

satisfactory results each of the proposed sub-societies would have

to be practically independent and with seven associations in fact,

there might as well be seven in name.

In the steam railroad field we find separate and independent as-

sociations. First, there is the American Railway Association which

passes upon recommendations of the other railroad associations.

These include the following: Accounting Officers, Master Car

Builders, Master Mechanics, Master Painters, Master Blacksmiths,

.\ir Brake Men, Maintenance of Way Men—each of these seven

associations is national in scope and holds at least one convention

each year.

In addition to these associations, which are most familiar to us

on account of their mechanical and engineering afiilialions. there are

about fifty other railroad associations, mnst of wlilch linld national

conventions.

To make any organization suiiccssful requires hard work on

the part of the management, which in associations of the char-

acter wc are discussing means first, the secretary, who is the per-

manent official, and second, the president, and the other members

of the executive committee. By common consent, in most cases,

the other members of the committee feel that the work should go

w-ith honor, and content themselves with letting all initiative lie

with the president and secretary. With the scheme for consolida-

tion under discussion the effect on the associations that would be

reduced to the rank of committees must be considered. With both

of the existing associations that would be affected, their success

has been attained by hard work of the officers and members; and

while we are sure that those to whom this success is most due

would not urge personal feelings against the best interests of the

industry, we fear Ihe effect of consolidation would be a diminu-

tion of interest on the part of the most active members that

would in the end severely affect the work of the association.

The "Review" would greatly regret to see any action taken that

would in the slightest degree impair the well-earned prestige of

the Street Railway Accountants' Association. The record of tin-

.•\ccounlants' for the seven years of its existence entitles it to

aulonomy.

The Anuriean U.iilw:iy .Mvcliaiiic.il and ICIeclrical .'\ssocialion is

only a year olil, but its first convention demonstrated that it has

a reason for being and can take care of itself, and has accom-

plished belter work than was ever done in this field before. The
fact that this association is more distinctively an engineering as-

sociation suggests that it might enlarge its scope to include civil

engineering as well as mechanical and electrical engineering de

pirlnienis, and try the experiment of administering Ihe associalio:!
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at two or three liranches—calling itself the Electric Railway En-

gineering Association, or by an equally descriptive title. This

plan is not radical and if a failnrc litit liitlc harm could result.

.Another alternative would be for the A. S. R. A. to create de-

partments ur sub-societies in accordance with the scheme as out-

lined in Mr. Simmons' letter, but limit these sub-societies to those

departments not already cared for by the Accountants' and Me-

chanical and Electrical associations.

The question for the railway companies to decide is one of ex-

pediency. Existing associations could be amalgamated readily, but

if this step were taken against the wishes of the existing inde-

pendent bodies, the usefulness of the latter woidd be practicall\

ended.

(!iir liarns Kuiiicd at (!hicaKo.

Tcrniinals for World's Fair Traffic.

The St. Louis Transit Co. and the St. Louis & Suburban Rail-

way Co. have leased sites' for their VV'orld's Fair terminals near

the Administration and De Balivierc gales of the Exposition

grounds. Instead of running cast and west on the south side of

the Colorado R. R., between the Skinker road and De Balivierc

.\vc., the Transit company will build tracks parallel to the old route

and midway between Waterman and De Givcrville Avcs. The

western tcrmiims will be the Skinker road, near the .Administration

gate, the cars not being allowed to run through the fair grounds.

A loop will be built here, and the Suburban company's loop will be

built on the opposite side of Skinker road. The Transit company

will have another loop near the De Balivierc gate, while the Sub-

urban has secured a site near and back of the Wabash Ry's. new

terminal station for its De Balivierc gate terminus. By an agree-

ment between the two companies persons living east and west of

Clayton on the Transit line will be transferred to and from the

Suburban cars tree.

« »»

Chicago Union Traction Co.

The long anticipated hearing at Chicago on the validity of the 99-

year act, under which the Chicago Union Traction Co. bases its

claims for extension of franchises, took place before Judge Gross-

cup, of the United States Circuit Court, and Judge Jenkins, of the

United States Court of .Appeals, March i, 2 and 3. The interests of

the Traction company were represented by Attorneys J. S. .\uer-

bach and Brainerd Towles, of New York, and W. W. Gurley, Henry

C. Crawford and John S. Miller, of Chicago. The city was repre-

sented by David 1". Watson, of Pittsburg, special counsel
; John C.

Mathis and Edward Burritt Smith, attorneys for the local trans-

portation committee of the city council, and Corporation Counsel

Tolman. The court took the matter under advisement.

The city having petitions for an inquiry into the good faith under-

lying the application of the Guaranty Trust Co.. under a creditor's

bill, for the appointment of receivers for the Union Traction Co..

Judge Grosscup, of his own volition, instructed a master in chan-

cery to conduct such an inquiry, although the court denied the city's

right as an outside parlv to intervene. The inquiry was begun March

14th.

Amicable Adjustment of Loop Difficulty.

* .As a result of a recent conference between representatives of

the Chicago elevated railroad companies and the city a plan was

agreed upon whereby the companies are expected to receive per-

mission to extend the Union loop platforms, provided the exten-

sions be made narrower than the present platforms and that they

be not covered. The city will agree to dismiss the cross bill in

the platform extension suit brought by property owners, and also

waive the demand for track deadening until engineers have solved

that problem ; the city will further concede that the demand for

half fare for children is a legal question to be adjusted by court,

if necessary. To pay for these concessions the companies will

post their car licenses in all cars, light the street intersections un-

der the elevated structure of the loop, and p.ay the loop and North-

western road compensation, which was provided for under an old

agreement, without protest. The differences thus amicably settled

primarily grew out of a controversy between the Union Loop Co.

and the Northwestern Elevated Railroad Co.

During the night of March 13th the Chicago Union Traction

Co's. car Inrns at Lcavitt St. and Blue Island Ave., Chicago, and

250 cars were destroyed by fire, cause<l by an overheated stove.

The night su|>erintendenl and three employes who were sleeping

at the barns were more or Ic^s burned and injured. By closing a

large fire door boo siinimer cars were saved. Service on the 18th

St., Blue Island Ave., 26th St. and Canal St. lines was seriously

affected by the fire for a lime. The structure was 400 ft. long and

300 ft. wide. The loss was estimated at $275,000. This is the

second car-l>arn fire which the company has suffered this winter, the

other being at Wrightwood and Lincoln .Aves.

« >

Southwestern Associations to Join.

It is anticipated that at a meeting to be held at Dallas, Tex.,

.April 25-27, 1904, the Southwestern Electrical Association and the

Southwestern Gas, Electric & Street Railway Association will lie

consolidated. The membership of both associations is al)OUt 200.

The territory of the first-named comprises Indian Territory, Okla-

homa. Kansas, Arkansas ai;d Texas ; of the latter, Indian Terri-

tory, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico and

Mo.\ico. .All the membership and all the territory of both or-

ganizations will be included in the new association.

.At a recent conference in Dallas the following subjects were

selected for discussion at the joint meeting in April : "Advan-

tages of the Combination of Gas and Electric Interests," "The
Operation of Single Phase Motors from the Central Station Stand-

point," "Framing of City Franchises for Public Service Cor-

porations," "Combination of Public Utilities in Small Cities,"

"Water Purification Processes and Values," "Economics of the

Meter," "Benefits and Evils of Telephone Competition." ".Acci-

dents on Street Railways and Damage Suits," "Central Station

Accounting," "Electric Wiring from the Central Station Stand-

point and the Requirements of the National Board of Underwrit-

ers," "Developments of Interurban Railways in the Southwest,"

"The Development of the Modern Gas Plant."

•-•-

Progress on the Technolexicon.

Up to the present time 363 technical societies and 2.573 firms and

individuals have responded to the appeals for contributions to the

Technolexicon. or universal technical dictionary for translation

purposes, in English, German and French, the compilation of which

was Iwgun in 1901 under the auspices of the Society of German

Engineers. .All outstanding contributions arc to be called in by

Easter of this year, in order that the printing of the Technolexicon,

which is to begin in the middle of 1906, may not be delayed. All

contributions sliould Iw forwarded at once to the editor-in-chief,

Dr. Hubert Jai:sen, Berlin ( N. W. 7) Dorotheenstrasse 49, who
will lie glad to furnish additional information.

Chicago Elevated Traffic.

The daily average of trafficc of the South Side Elevated Rail-

road Co., Chicago, for February was 90.330, an increase of 1,814,

or 2 per cent, over February, 1903. The daily average of the

Northwestern Elevated Railway Co. for February was 73.193. an

increase of 3.308, or 4.73 per cent. The daily average of the Met-

ropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad Co. was 119.073. an increase

of 2.983, or 2.50 per cent. The daily average of the Lake Street

Elevated Railroad Co. for February was 42,715. as agairst 42,917

last year, a decrease of .005 per cent.

The Illinois Telegraph & Telephone Co., of Chicago, has offered

to carry the Chicago mail in electric cars in its tunnels for $172,000

a year. The company agrees to put 100 cars into service and build

elevator connections costing $300,000.

It is prol)able that the Hrooklyn Bridge and the new Williamsburg

Bridge, in New York City, will be connected by an elevated road to

Ik; built in Baxter St.. which is to he widened to ICO ft., and thence

down Dclancj' St.. li^c widening of which is already pro\ided for.



Zanesville Railway, Light and Power Co.

Description of the Company's New Plant which Comprises a Steam Turbine Equipment and a
Water Power Plant, Combined with Storage Battery for Reserve.

The Zanesville Railway. Light & Power Co. has just completed a

new power plant which involves a combination of engineering

features which, we believe, is unique in the history of electric

power plant design and which has no parallel in this country. As

is implied in its official title, the company's business includes the

operation of a local electric street railw.iy system, furnishing current

to the cars of the interurban line within the city limits, the general

electric lighting sy.stem of the city and the renting of power for

manufacturing purposes. The power for these various purposes was

formerly supplied from an old steam power station, an interior view

of which is shown herewith, hut since the reorganization of the com-

pany, which was recently effected, a complete reorganization of the

generating plant has also been made.

The new power house, a general exterior view of which is shown

One of the half-tone illustrations shows the west side of the

building at the time of its completion and beneath the water wheel

pits are shown a number of arches leading into the river, which

form part of the tail race. One of the illustrations shows a trans-

verse section through the building, which will give a clear idea of

the hydraulic arrangements. The water passes from the canal

under one side of the building, the wheel pits being located at the

farther side nearest the river. After passing through the water

wheels the water escapes through the arches on the west side of

the building previously mentioned.

The building presents an attractive exterior, being made of yel-

low pressed brick ornamented with .stone trimmings. It is di-

vided into two main parts by means of a brick partition wall

which extends transversely through it. One part of the building

/. \.\ i,.^\ 1 I.I.I': 11. \i i,\\ .\ V.

herewith, together with its surroundings, i* located on the Mus-

kingum River just adjacent to the dam. by means of which water

is supplied to the Ohio River Canal. A diagram of the building

and its surroimdings is also shown, which gives a very clear idea

of the location of the building and its advantageous position with

reference to the water jKiwcr. As will be seen from this diagram,

the building is lioundeil on the north by the lialtiniore & Ohio

railroad bridge, on the south by what is known as the concrete

V-bridge, by the Ohio River Canal on the east and by the .Mus-

kingum River on the west side. As shown in the diagram, the

dam across- the Muskingum River is just above the power house.

at which point is the entrance to the canal. The Muskingum River

in a stream of considerable size, which drains about i.-po se|. miles.

The company, by continuous lease, has the use of 1,1.500 cu. ft. of

water per minute and all the surplus above 6-in. of water on

the dam. Thin give.* a maximum available head of water of .ihout

14 ft., which, of course, varies considerably at difTercnt times.

is again subdivided into two rooms, one of which contains the

boilers and the other the shaft operated by the water wheel and

governors. The other part of the building is devoted to the elec-

trical machinery, steam turbines and the storage battery plant.

An idea of the location of Ibe various machines will be obtaiue<l

by referring to the longitudinal elevation of the building shown

herewith. In one end of this elevation are shown the water wheel

pits with the wheels in iilace, the vertical shafts of the wheels

carrying large bevel gears which mesh with the bevel pinions upon

the shaft in a long ror)m extending through half of the building

and having an extension on the front of the building in which is

locateil one of the two alternating current getienitors operated by

the water wheels. The other end of this shaft extends through

the partition wall into the rear end of the builiHng, where it is

coupled to the other water-wheel driven alternator.

That part of the building silualeil over Ibe lie.id race lu the

wheels is supporleil on iron piers wliiili in lorn rest on concrete
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foiiiulalions carried well down Iwlow the lied of the water. As it

would be obviously impossible to have these iron pillars in contact

with the water on account of their inevitable destruction by corro-

tudinal elevation, is divided into four levels. The basement con-

tains the condensers and foundations for the steam turbines, the

latter extending through openings in the floor a short distance

Sll(l\VIN<! I.()C.\TIC(N- <l|- .NKW IMIWKR IIOI'SK (>!•" TIIK KA.NKSVII.I.K R.\Tt.\V.\Y. I.IC.HT * POWER CO.

bion, Iho plan of protection wa.'i adopted which is shown in one of

the illustrations, .\fter the coKinins were put in place a form was

built around them which was filled with concrete, thus providing

complete protection against contact with the water of the head

race. The illustration shows this work in process of construction,

one of the columns being only partly covered with concrete.

.\t the edge of the canal where the water leaves to pass under

the building is an iron grating to prevent the passage of debris

and other foreign material through the head race and water wheels

above the ground floor level. On the ground floor are located the

rotary converters, transformers, low tension switchboard, etc., and

in the gallery, extending along one side of this room, is a

high tension switchboard. From this gallery stairs lead up

to an overhead room in which is the storage battery plant.

From the foregoing description it will be seen that the gen-

eral location of the building is a most advantageous one, not

only on account of the water power which can be utilized,

but for the anipk supply of water both for boiler feed and
condensing purposes.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION THROUGH POWER HOUSE. SHOWING lA)OATlo.\ OF W ATKH W 1 1 K K I .i

CHINERY.
.\.N1> KI.ECTRICAL MA-

Thc bars of this grating, which are of iron, are set about an inch

apart.

The rear portion of the building, as will be seen from the longi-

The Equipment.

The boiler room contains two Heine water-tube boilers of 380

h. p. each, based on a rating of 10 sq. ft. of heating surface per
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horse power. These are built in one battery and are surmounted

by a sheet steel stack. The boilers arc designed to carry

175 lb. pressure normally. This boiler plant occupies but half of

the available space in the room to allow for duplicating the present

equipment with the increase in the company's business.

These boilers are fed by Stilwell-Bierce feed pumps

located in what will eventually be the space between the

two batteries. Coal is delivered on a spur from the rail-

roid track which runs along one side of the building

and can be unloaded directly onto the boiler room ,

floor.

Parallel with the boiler room and running along

the rear of the boilers is the water wheel shaft and

governor room, a general view of which is shown here-

with. The wheel pit lies directly underneath this room.

The water wheel plant consists of five 5t-in. Stilwell-

Bierce "Victor'' turbines, each capable of developing 278

h. p. and running at a speed of 200 r. p. m. These

wheels are connected by bevel gearing to a long coun-

tershaft as shown, by means of jaw clutches, and the

shaft is divided by couplings into three parts. Both the

outer ends of the shaft project through partitions into

rooms at each end, in which are located two alternat-

ing current machines of 373 kw. each, 36 poles, 7,200

alteniations, 60 cycles. This division of the shaft into

three sections permits running either of the alternators

by any of the water wheels. Along the side of this

room, as shown in the illustration, are located the two

Ix>mbard governors by means of which the speed of the

water wheel is regulated.

The main engine and generator room contains two

500-kw. General Electric turbines of the Curtis type,

the general principles of which were fully described

in the ".Street Railway Review" for April,- :go3. Upon ^
the vertical shaft of each turbine is mounted a three- ^
phase, 60-cycle, alternating current generator. The ^_,

foundations for these machines are laid in the basement.

which IS 14 ft. above the high water level, and the upper

ends of these machines, which extend through an open

space in the generator room floor, reach about 4 ft. above the floor

level. The most noticeable feature perhaps in connection with these

The oil is supplied to the bearings by means of an oil pump driven by

a direct connected lio-volt d. c. motor. This oil pump supplies oil to

the bearings under a pressure of 300 lb., which is necessary to

counteract the end thrust on the shaft and to provide the neces-

yiiis\j.\\\')S i'ip.i..\i(

>leam turbines is the very small space which they occupy, the entire

machine apparently requiring considerably less floor space than one

of the rotary converters. The turbines operate al a «pecd of 1,800

r. p m and the oiling system for these machines is worthy of notice.

TR.\NSVBRSK SKCTIUN THROUGH POWER HOIISR.

sary clearance. From these generators the current is carried to

three General Electric air blast transformers of 330 kw. capacity,

the primary voltage being 2,300 and the .secondary 430

uid 180 volts. These transformers are located on one

side of the room over an air chamber built in the base-

ment. The air pressure is supplied by two blowers built

liy the Buffalo Forge Co., direct connected to two 7-h. p.

induction motors, operating at 220 volts. All of the

high tension wiring is contained within this air cham-

ber.

On the opposite side of the room from the transform-

is are the rotary converters and the low tension

switchboard. A view of this side of the room is

shown herewith and in the rear of this view will be seen

one of the alternators connected to the end of the

water wheel shaft. There arc three rotary converters

• it present installed. One of these is a 3Cio-kw., 5.S0-

viilt machine which furnishes current for the railway

ircuit. On one end of this machine is mounted a

direct connected 20-h. p. induction motor used for

siaiting. The other two rotaries are 300-kw., 240-volt

iiiiu-hines which supply current for the three-wire lighting

-,slcru. This room also contains a 150-kw. differential

!"ioster for charging and discharging the batteries,

Aliich is capable of rai'sing the pressure llnough a range

if 150 volts.

The basement under this floor contains in addition

to the steam turbine foundations, the condensers and the

feed water heater. Each condenser is a Stilwell-Bierce

surface condenser with 1,200 sf|. ft. of cooling surface,

'llie arrangement of the piping for the turbines and con-

densers is shown both in plan and elevation in accompanying illus-

trations. Practically all of the steam piping in the power house is

beneath the floor of the engine room.

The direct current switchboard, opposite the rotary converlirs,
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contains one 6oo-voll rotary pjnci, two storage liallcry panels,

three cmerKcni-y panels for splitlinK np the lialtcry wlirn il i> re-

II II

^ ii il fl fi n II n K il

BXTERIOR 1)1'' roWKIt IIOI'SE SHOWING ARIIIKS IN TAIL

quired to be used for the three-wire lighting system, one totalizing

panel, two feeder panels, two 240-volt rotary panels and one 3-

Storagc Battery.

The storage hattery comprises a very important feature in the

I'ccinoniical operation of this plant. This hattery consists of 2<M

orlK i.{ "(liloridi- VcciumilaliT-" made l>y thi- l'"li-.irl.- SluraRi- Hal

i
1 I

'
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view of the interior of ihe storage battery room is shown herewith.

The tanks are mounted on porcelain insulators and the floor of the

room is of concrete. The terminals Irom the batteries arc brought

up to within about J ft. of the ceilings where the bus bars from
the battery are suspended from the ceilings by iron brackets, the

bars being isolated by porcelain fittings. The room has been ar-

ranged with special reference to procuring good ventilation and all

of the metallic fi.xtures supporting the overhead conductors and

other wirini; are cn.ntcrl with Icnrl <(^ ,i< tn a\-oi(l the corrosion from

Uiuler the reorganization all the former operating officials were
retained, the officers being as follows: President, Hon. F. A. Dur-
ban, of Zanesville; vice-president and engineer, H. M. Byllesby;

general manager and assistant treasurer, W. A. Gibbs; secretary

and treasurer, W. D. Breed, of Messrs. Kleyholte & Co.

Mr. Gibbs had been in charge of the property under the former

management for several years and under the reorganization his

powers and duties were largely increased. He took a prominent

part in the reorganizatii>n i>f llu- upLTittini; Cfuiditinns and in the

PARTIAL VIEW OK GENERATOR ROOM AND SWITCHBOAKIJ.

the fumes of the battery. The present battery occupies only about

half of the available space in this room, and in case conditions re-

quire it, could be duplicated without incurring any cIiauRO,-. in the

building.

From the foregoing description it will be seen

that the entire design of the station is novel, and

while the steam plant may be considered the princi-

pal factor for the production of power the addition of

the water power plant is a valuable au.xiliary which.

under the present conditions of load, will supply

on an average 50 per cent of the power required.

Owing to the fluctuations of the railway load and the

peaks of the lighting load the maximum fluctuations

of the station output is at times between 600 and 700

kw. Previously to the installation of the steam tur-

bines and when the head of water was sufticient to

supply only one water wheel and about six-tenths i4'

another, an average load of 200 kw. was carried with

fluctuations up to 660 kw. by less than two wheels

in addition to the battery. The station has also been

designed to operate very economically. The old sta-

tion which has been abandoned required about 12 lb.

of coal per kw. Ii. output. It is estimated by the

company's engineers that the present steam plant can

be operated with about 2^ lb. of coal per kw. h., and

as the water power plant will generally carry half

of Ihe load the average coal consumption per kw.

h. will be reduced to about t'A lb. In addition to this

the old statirm required 17 attendants for each day's

run, while the new plant has been designed to be

operated with but six attendants.

Organization.

Messrs. Rudolph Kleybolte & Co., bankers, of Cincinnati, New
York and Chicago, undertook the reorganization of the properties

now merged in the Zanesville Railway, I-ighl & Power Co., in

September, ig02. Their contract provided not only for the re-

organization of the securities of these properties, but also for their

complete phyiical and opcnling reconstruction. Messrs, Kleybolte

& Co. in turn contracted with Messrs, II, M. Byllesby & Co., of Chi-

cago, for all of Ihe engineering work connected with the rebuilding

of Ihe projicrty, the designing of the new power house anil its equip-

ment. Messrs, Kyllesby & Co., in connection with Messrs. Klcy-

IkiIic & Co. also had charge of the reorganization of the operation

of the properties.

WHKKl, SHAI'^T AND GOVERNOR ROOM,

reconstruction of the properties. Mr. Gibbs, together with Mr.

E. C. Braun, one of the engineers of H. M. Byllesby & Co., were

personally in charge of the reconstruction work, which is now
'apidly nearing completion. The water power part of iho plant
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Selection of Tnln^>lni^i^9iun Circuits.

liy AL,TON D. ADAMS

(Copyright, 1904, by Alton U. AiIiiiiik

Mtiximtim power, voltage, loss and weight of conductors liaviiig

been fixed for a transniissinn line, the ntinilier of circuits thai .shall

make up the line, and the relations of these circuits to each other,

remain to be determined.

Ill practice wide dilTcrcnces exist as lo the number and relations

of circuits on a single transmission line between two points. Cases

ilUislrating Ihis fact are the 154-mile transmission from Eleclra

power house lo San Francisco, and the 65-milc transmission between

Canon Ferry, on the Missouri River, and Butte, Montana. At the

Electra plant the generator capacity is 10,000 kw., and the transmis-

sion to San Francisco is carried out over a single pole line that

carries one circuit composed of three aluminum conductors, each

with an area in cross section of 471,000 circular mils. From the

generators at Canon Ferry, which have an aggregate capacity nf

7,500 kw., a part of the energy goes to Helena over a separate hue.

and the transmission lo Bullc goes over two pole lines that arc 40

ft. apart. Each of these two pole lines carries a single circuit com-

posed of three copper conductors, and e.ich conductor has a cross

section of 105,600 circular mils. The differences in practice ilUislraled

by these I wo plants is further brought out by the fact that their

voltages are not far apart, as the Canon Ferry and Bultc line oper-

ates at 50,000, and the Electra and San Francisco line was designed

for 60,000 volts.

Economy in the construction of a transmission line points strongly

to the use of a single circuit, because this means only one line of

poles, usually but one cross arm for the power wires per pole, the

least possible number of pins and insulators, and the smallest

amount of labor for the erection of the conductors. In favor of a

single circuit there is also the argument of greatest mechanica!

strength in each conductor, since the single circuit is to have the

same weight as that of all the circuits that may be adopted in ils

place. Where each conductor of the single circuit would have a

cross section of less than 83,690 circular mils, if of copper, cor-

responding to a No. I B. & S. gage wire, the argument as to me-

chanical strength is of especial force, since two equal circuits in-

stead of one, in the case where one circuit of No. i wires would

have the required weight, reduce the size of each conductor to No.

4 wire, of 41,740 circular mils cross section, and this is the smallest

wire that it is desirable to use on long lines. Opposed to these ar-

guments for a single circuit are those based on the supposed

greater reliability of two or more circuits, their grc.itcr case of re-

pair, their more cflFective means of regulation, and the inlUancc on

inductance of a reduction in the size of conductors.

In spile of the consequent reduction in the size of each conductor,

the use of two or more separate circuits for the same transmission

is soniciimes thought to increase its reliability, because in case of a

break or short circuit on one of the circuits the other will still be

available. Breaks in transmission conductors are due either to me
chanical strains alone, as wind pressure, the falling of trees, or the

accumulation of ice, or else to an arc between the conductors tha*.

lends to melt them at some point. As a smaller conductor breaks

or inelts more readily than a larger one, the use of two or more

circuits instead of a single circuit lends to increase troubles of this

sort. It thus seems that while two or more circuits give a greater

chance of continued operation after a break in a conductor actually

occurs, the use of a single circuit of larger conductors makes any

break less probable.

When repairs must be made on a transmission line, as in replac-

ing a broken insulator or setting a pole in the place of one that

has burned, it is certainly convenient to have two or more circuits

so that one may be out of use while the repairs on it are made.

It is practicable, however, to make such repairs on any high voltage

circuit, even when it is in use, provided the conductors are spaced

so far apart that there is no chance of making a contact or start-

ing an arc between them. To get such distance between conductors

there should be only one circuit per pole, and even then more room

should be provided for that circuit than is common in this type of

construction. On each of the two pole lines between Canon Ferry

and Butte there is a single circuit of three conductors arranged in

triangular form, two at the opposite ends of a cross arm and one

at the lop of the pole, and the distance from cither conductor of a

circuit to cither of the other two is 6.5 ft. This distance between

conductors is perhaps as great as that on any transmission circuit

now in use, but it seems loo small lo make repairs on the circuit

reasonably safe when it is in operation at a pressure of 50,000

volts. There seems to be no good reason why the distance be

Iween the conductors of a single circuit to which a pole line is

devoted might not be increased lo as much as 10 ft. at the slightly

greater expense of longer cross arms. With as much as 10 ft. Ih:-

tween conductors, and special tools with long wooden handles lo

grasp these conductors, there should be no serious danger almut the

repair of even 60,000 volt lines when in operation. As the 60,000

volt line between Electra and San Francisco consists of only one

circuit, it seems that repairs on it must be contemplated during op-

eration.

Another example of a high voltage transmission carried out

with a single circuit is that between Shawinigan I'alls and Mon-
treal, a distance of 85 miles. In this case the circuit is made up of

three aluminum conductors, each of which has an area in cross sec-

tion of 183.750 circular mils, and these conductors are located 5 ft.

apart, one at the top of each pole, and two at the ends of a cross

arm below. This single circuit is ji regular operation at 50,000

volts for the supply of light and power in Montreal, and it is hard

lo see how repairs while there is current on the line are to l>c

avoided.

Inductance varies with the ratio Ix-tween the diameter of the

wires in any circuit and the distance between these wires, but as

inductance simply raises the voltage that must be delivered by gen-

erators or transformers, and docs not represent a loss of energy,

it may generally be disregarded in selecting the number of circuits,

the distance between conductors, and the size of each conductor.

If two or more circuits with smaller conductors have a combined

resistance in multiple equal to that of a single circuit with larger

conductors, the loss of voltage due to inductance may be greater on

the single circuit than the corresponding loss on the multiple cir-

cuits, but the advantages due to the single circuit may more than

compensate for the higher pressure at generators or transformers.

That such advantages have been thought to exist in actual construc-

tion may be seen from the fact that the 154-mile line from Electra

power house to San Francisco, and the 83-mile line from Shawini-

gan Falls lo Montreal, two of the longest transmissions in the

world, are composed of one circuit each. As inductance increases

directly with the length of circuits, these very long lines are espe-

cially subject to its influence, yet it was thought that the advantages

of a single circuit more than offset ils disadvantages in each case.

Where several sub-slalions, widely separated, are to be supplied

with energy by the same transmission line, another argument exists

for the division of the line conductors into more than one circuit,

so that there may be an independent circuit to each sub-station.

As the pressure for local distribution lines must be regulated at

each sub-station, it is quite an advantage to have a separate trans-

mission circuit between each sub-station and the power plant, so

that the voltage on each circuit at the power house may be ad-

justed as nearly as possible to the requirements of its sub-station.

An interesting illustration of this practice may be noted in the de-

sign of transmission circuits for the line between Spier Falls on

the Hudson River and the cities of Schenectady, Troy and Albany,

located between 30 and 40 miles to the south, which passes through

Saratoga and Ballston on the way. When this transmission line is

completed, four three-phase circuits, one of No. o and three of No.

000 copper wire, will run to the Saratoga switch house from the

generating plant at the Falls, a distance of some eight miles.

From this switch house two circuits of No. o conductors go to the

Saratoga sub-station, a little more than one mile away, two cir-

cuits of No. 000 wires run to the Watervliet sub-station, across

the river from Troy and 35 miles from the generating station, and

one circuit of No. o and one circuit of No. 000 wires are carried lo

Schenectady, 30 miles from Spier Falls, passing through and sup-

plying the Ballston sub-station on the way. Other circuits con-

nect the sub-station at Watervliet wilh that at Schenectady and

with the water-power station at Mechanicville. From the Water-

vliet sub-station secondary lines run to sub-stations that control the

local distribution of light and power in Albany and Troy. This net-

work of transmission circuits was made desirable by the conditions
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of this case, which include the general supply of light and power

in three large and several smaller cities, the operation of three

large electric railway systems, and the delivery of thousands of

horse power for the motors in a great niannfactiiriiig plant.

In not every transmission system with different and widely scat-

tered loads is it thought desirable to provide more than one main

circuit. Thus the single circuit, 83 miles long, that transmits en-

ergy from Shawinigan Falls to Montreal is designed to supply

power also in some smaller places on the way.

So again, the 154-mile circuit from Electra power house to San

Francisco passes through a dozen or more smaller places, includ-

ing Stockton, and is topped with side lines that run to Oakland and

San Jose. In cases like this, where very long lines run through

large numbers of cities and towns that sooner or later require

service, it is obviously impracticable to provide a separate circuit

for each center of local distribution. It may well be in such a case

that a single main transmission circuit connected to a long line of

sub-stations will represent the best possible solution of the problem.

.\t the power house end of such a circuit the voltage will naturally

be regulated to suit that sub-station where the load is the most im-

portant or exacting, and each of the other sub-stations will be

left to do all of the regulating for its own load.

The greater the total loss of voltage on a transmission line sup

plying sub-stations that are scattered along much of its length, the
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larger will be the fluctuations of voltage that nnisl be conipin

sated for at all of the sub-stations save one, under changing lo:i;ls.

if only one circuit is employed between the power plant and thcM-

sub-stations. Suppose, for example, that a transmission line ico

miles long is composed of a single circuit, and supplies two sub-sta-

tions, one located 50 miles, and the other 100 miles from the power

plant. .Assume at first that there is no toad whatever at the inter-

mediate sub-station. If the single transmission circuit operates with

50,000 volts at the power plant, and 45,000 volts at the sub-station

too miles away when there is a full load there, corresponding to a

loss of 10 per cent, then the pressure at the intermediate sub-sta-

tion will be 47,500 volts. If, now, the load at the sub-station 100

miles from the power house drops to a point where the entire line

loss is only 1,000 volts, and the pressure at the generating plant i^

lowered to 46,000 volts so as to maintain 45,000 volts at the more

distant sub-station, then the pressure at the intermediate sub-sta-

tion will be 45.500 volts, or 2,000 volts less than it was before. If

ihe loss on the entire line at full load were only 5 per cent, making

the voltage at the sul>station 100 miles away 47,500 when that at

the generating station is 50,000, then the pressure at the intermc

diate sub-station will be 48,750 volts. Upon a reduction of the loss

on the entire length of line to one-fifth of its maximum amount,

or to .soo volts, the pressure at the generating station must be re-

duced to 48,000 volts, if that at the more distant sub-station is to

be held conslaiil at 47..500. At the intermediate substation Ihe prcs-

»ure will then \k i,T,7ya volts, or 1,000 volts less than it was at full

load. From these two examples it may be seen that the extent of

pressure variation at the intermediate sub-station will depend di-

rectly on the nia.xiniuni line loss, if the regulation at the generating

station is such as to maintain a constant voltage at tlie sub-station

100 miles away.

All the foregoing has assumed no load to be connected at the

intermediate sub-station, and with a load there the fluctuations of

pressure will of course depend on its amount as well as on the load

at the more distant sub-station.

One of the strongest reasons for the use of two or more circuits

in the same transmission line arises from the rapid fluctuations of

load where large stationary motors, or an electric railway system is

operated. When a transmission line must carry a load of stationary

or railway motors it is a common practice to divide the line into

at least two circuits, and to devote one circuit exclusively to rail-

way or motor work, and another to lighting, at any one time. In

some cases this division of the transmission .system into two parts,

one devoted to the lighting and the other to the motor load, is car-

ried out not only as to the sub-station apparatus and the line, but

also as to the transformers, generators, water wheels and even the

penstocks at the power plant. It is possible even to carry this di-

vision of the transmission system still further, and to separate

either the motor or the lighting load, or both, into sections, and

then to devote a distinct transmission circuit, group of transform-

ers, generator, and water wheel to the operation of each section.

.\\\ example of the complete division of generating and transmit-

ting apparatus into independent units may be noted in the case of

Ihc system that supplies liglit and power in Portland, Maine, from

a generating plant on the Presinnpscot River, 13 miles away. At

this .station four steel penstocks, each provided with a separate

gate at the forebay wall, bring water to as many pairs of wheels,

and each pair of wheels drives a direct-connected generator. Four

ihree-phase circuits connect the generating plant with the sub-sta-

tion at Portland, and each circuit between the generating plant and

a transformer house outside Ihe business section of the city is made

up of No. 2 solid soft-drawn copper wires.

Each of these four sets of apparatus from liead gale lo sub sta-

tion is usually operated independently of the others, and supplies

cither the motor load or a part of the electric lighting. In this

way changes in the amount of one section of the load cause no fluc-

lualion of the voltage on the other sections. .\t Mandicster, New

llanipsliire, the sub-station receives energy from four water-power

plants, and is provided with two sets of low tension, 2,300-volt,

iliree-phase bus bars, one set of these bus bars being devoted to the

(iperation of the local electric railway system, and the other set to

the supply of lamps and stationary motor'. Each set of these bus

bars is divided into a niunber of sections, and by means of these

sections diflfcrent transmission circuits are devoted to different por-

tions of the lighting and motor loads. As three of the four water-

power plants arc connected to the sub-station by two circuits each,

ihe division of loads in this case is often carried clear hack to the

generators, one generator in a power house being operated, fur in-

stance, on railway work and another on a lighting load at the same

time. This plan has the obvious advantage that much of the regu-

lation for the several parts of the entire load may be done at the

generators, thus reducing the amount of regulation necessary at the

sub-station. In this case the conductors of the several transmis-

sion circuits are all of moderate size, and the division of the lines

was evidently adopted for purposes of regulation, rather than to

reduce the amount of inductance. Thus the line between Gregg's

Falls and the sub-station, a distance of six miles, is made up of one

three-phase circuit of No. 4 and one circuit of No. 6 bare copper

wires. The 14-mile line between the plant at Garvin's Falls and

the sub-station, the longest of the four transmissions, is made up of

two three-phase circuits, each composed of No. o bare copper

wires. In the case of the Gregg's Falls plant the sub-division of

the line has gone further than that of the generating equipment, for

the station there contains only a single generator, the rating being

1,200 kw., while two circuits run thence to the sub-station. An-

other instance showing extensive sub-division of a line into sep-

arate circuits may be noted in the 7-mile transmission from Mont-

morency Falls to Quebec, Canada, where iC) conductors, each No, o

copper wire, make up four two-phase circuits that conned ,1 plaiil

of 2,400 kw. capacity with ils subslalion.

Such mulliplication of transmission circuits has some advanlages

from the standpoint of regulation, but there arc good reasons for

liniiling it \if rather short lines, where it is, in fact, almost ex-
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clusivcly found. On very long lines the ns€ of nimicroui circuits

composed of r.ithcr small condnctiTs woulil ulivlouvly increase ihc

constant expense of inspection and repairs, and add materially to

uncertainly of the service. Very few, if any. transmission lines of

as niiicli as j$ miles in length are dividetl into more than two cir-

cuits, and in several instances lines of superlative lengths have only

a single circuit each. The greatest single i>ower transmission in the

world, that U'tween Niagara I'alls and lluffalo, is carried out with

two |Kile lines, one of which is»;ilK)Ut X and the other alioul JJ

miles long. The longer pole line, which is also the older, carries

two three-phase circuits, each of which is made up of three 350,000

circular mil, copper conductors. The shorter pole line carrier a

single three-phase circuit compo.sed of aluminum conductors, each

of which has an area in cross section of 500.000 circular mils. In

electrical conductivity the aluminum circuit is Intended to he e«|ual

to each of the two that are compoed of copper. .-Xccording to the

description of the Ni<igara Kails and BufTalo transmission system

in Vol. XVIll, .\. I. E. E., p.igcs 518 to 527, each of these three cir-

cuits was designed to transmit about 7,500 kw., and the ma.xiniHin

power transmitted up to .\ugust, 1901, was 15,600 kw.. or ahout the

calculated capacity of two of the circuits. .According to the de-

scription just mentioned, the transmission circuits used to supply

energy for use at BufTalo are regularly operated in p.irallel, and

this is also true of the generators and the step-down transformers,

though the uses to which this energy is applied include lighting,

large stationary motors, and the electric railway system. Ap-
parat'.is in the generating station at Niagara Falls, and in the tcr

minal house near the city limits of Iiuffalo is so arranged, however

that two of the 3,750 kw. generators and eight step-up transformers

at the power house, together with one transmission circuit, and

three step-down transformers in the Icrminal house at Uuffaln may
be operated independently of all the other apparatus.

.As already pointed out, the use of separate circuits for each sub-

station, and for lighting and power loads at each sub-station in

very long transmission systems is oftci, impracticable. Even in

comparatively short transmissions the multiplication of circuits,

and the use of rather small and mechanically weak conductors in-

creased the first cost of installation and the subsequent expense of

inspection and repairs. Much the most Serious objection to opera-

tion with a single circuit in a transmission line that supplies widely

separated sub-stations, or lighting, power and railway loads at the

same or nearby sub-stations, is the consequent difficulty of pressure

regulation on the distribution lines at each sub-station. Such a

transmission line necessarily delivers energy at different and fluctu-

ating voltages at the several sub-stations, and these fluctuations ar-;

of course reproduced on the secondary side of the step-down trans-

formers. Even where a single sub-station with only a load of

lamps is sxipplied with energy by a long transmission line in which

there is a percentage of loss of 10 to 20. at the time of maximum
demand, the problem of pressure regulation on the secondary cir-

cuits of static transformers is by no means easy. Fortunately, how-

ever, the use of synchronous motor generators, either in place of or

in connection with static transformer.s, goes far to solve the prob-

lem of pressure legulation for distribution circuits supplied with

energy from transmission lines. This is due to the well-known fact

that with constant frequency the speed of rotation for a synchronous

motor is constant without regard to fluctuations in the applied volt-

age or changes in its load. With a constant speed at the motor ant!

its connected generator it is of course easy to deliver current at

constant voltage to the distribution lines. This constancy of speed

makes the synchronous motor generator a favorite in large trans-

mission systems with both power and lighting loads. The satis-

factory lighting service in Buffalo, operated with energy transmit-

ted from Niagara Falls, seems to be due in large measure to the

use of synchronous motor generators at the sub-station in Buffalo

whence the lighting circuits arc supplied. As above stated, the

three circuits that make up the transmission line between Niagara

Falls and BufTalo are operated in multiple, and in the latter place

there is a large load of both railway and stationary motors. .As the

three circuits are operated in multiple, they of course amount to only

a single circuit so far as fluctuations of voltage due to changes in

these several sorts of loads are concerned. .According to Vol.

XVIII, A. I. E. E., pages 125 and following, the load on the trans-

mission system at BufTalo in igoi was made up of about 7,000 h. p.

in railway motors, 4,000 h. p. in induction motors, and 4,000 h. p

divided up lictwccii series arc lamps, constant pressure incandescent

lamps, and continuous current .motors. The railway load is oper-

ated llirough step-down transformers and rotary ccmvcrters. The
iniliictiun motors are connected either to the 2,200-volt secondary

circuits of the step-down transformers, or to service transformers

supplied by these circuits. On these railway and stationary motor

loa<l« there is of course no necessity foi close pressure regulation.

Series arc lamps are operated through step-down transformers am)

synchronous motors direct connected to constant continuous current

dynamos. Continuous current stationary motors <lraw power from

the tran.smission lines through step-down transformers and rotary

converters, like the railw.iy load. For the 2,200 circuits that sup-

ply service transformers for commercial arc and incandescent light-

ing the transmitted energy passes through step-down transformers

and synchronous motor-generators. These motor-generators raise

the frequency from 25 to 60 cycles per second. Finally the con-

tinuous current three-wire system for incandescent lighting at

about 250 volts between outside wires is operated through step-

down transformers and synchronous motors direct connected to

continuous current generators. For this last named service rotary

converters were at first tried, but were ;ound to lie impracticable

because voltage fluctuations on the transmission line, due largely to

the railway and motor loads, were reproduced on the continuous cur-

s
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more frequent than at present. With such nse tliere will disap-

pear one of the strongest reasons for the multiplication of trans-

mission circuits.

Wliere several transmission circuits connect a generating plant

with a single sub-station, or with several sub-stations in the .same

general direction, it is desirable to have switches so arranged that

two or more circuits may be combined as one, or so that any cir-

cuit that ordinarily operates a certain load or sub-station may be

devoted to another when occasion requires. For this purpose trans-

fer switches on each circuit are necessary at generating plants, sub-

stations and often at switch houses. These transfer switches will

ordinarily be of the simple knife t\pe. and intended for manual op-

eration when the circuits to which they are connected are not in

use. As such switches are exposed to the full voltage of transmis-

sion the insulation of their conducting parts should be very high.

In the extensive transmission system between the power plants at

Spier Falls and Mechanicville, and the sub-stations at Troy, .\lbany

and Schenectady. Xew York, a transfer switch of highly insulated

construction has been much used The two blades of this switch

move independently of each other, but both are mounted between

the same metal clips. Each blade is of 2 x '4 in. drawn copper rod,

and the clips supporting the two blades are mounted on top of a

circular metal cap, 4^ in. in outside diameter and 2 in. high, that is

cemented over the top of a large, double petticoat, porcelain line

insulator.

Clips into which these copper blades are swung in closing the

switch are also mounted in caps carried by insulators in the way
just described. Each of these insulators is mounted on a large

wooden pin, and these pins are secured in timbers at the points

where the switches arc wanted. This construction of switches gives

ample insulation for the line voltage 01 30,000 in this system. By
means of the transfer switches just described, either of the trans-

mission circuits leaving the Spier Falls power plant may be con-

nected to any one of the ten generators and ten groups of trans-

formers there. M the Saratoga switch house any one of the 12

conductors, making up the four three-phase circuits from Spier

Falls, may be connected to any one of the 18 conductors making up

the six thrce-pha.se circuits that go south to Saratoga, Watcrvliet

and Schenectady sub-stations, in the way indicated by the drawing.

So again at the Watervliet sub-station, where energy at 26,500 volts

is received from Spier Falls, and energy at 10.800 volts from Me-
chanicville, any single conductor from cither of these water-

power plants may be connected, either directly or through a trans-

former, with either conductor running to the railway and lighting

sub stations about .Mbany and Troy. Where several transmission

circuits are employed, this complete flexibility of connection evi-

dently adds materially to the convenience and reliability of opera-

lion.

CIRCUITS IN TRANSMISSION LINES.

Electrical Controller Improvements.

eE ou c=
Locatioo uf liniMt. s mu ol'r— £ ,0 a

Sf E a

>i z. y.

Eleclra to San Francisco.... 154 i i •

Colgate to Oakland, Cal 142 2 2

Santa .Ana River to Los Angeles.... 83 2 1

Shawinigan Falls to Montreal 85 i i

Canon Ferry to Butte 65 - 2

Wclland Canal to Hamilton 35 i i

Welland Canal to Hamilton 37 i i

Spier Falls to Schenectady ,30 .2 1

Spier Falls to Watcrvliet, N. V 35 2 1

Ogden to Salt Lake City ,36 2 i

Apple River Falls to St. Paul 27 2 1

Niagara FalU to FUifTalo 23 2 1

Niagara Falls to Buffalo 20 i 1

Farminglon River to Hartford II I I

•Aluminum conductor.
*i »

The Cleveland Electric Railway Co. has had its

cpiipped with an ;:lectric hoisl of (ivc-lons capacity,

from the trolley wire by means of a hanger.

rt S,
S.-G

u



The Jungfrau Railway.

rile Jimgfraii Railway is one of the must iiilt.Tt.'>iiiiK aiiiung the

nKiiiiitaiii railways uf Kiirope, not only on acconnt of tlic cnurnii>ii!>

liri(;lit lo which it is destined to be carried (4,093 meters above

sea level), an elevation hitherto unique so far as Kurope is con-

cerned, bnt also, from a technical point of view, on account of

the use of the triphase current as a motive power, the construc-

tion of a tunnel 10 kilos. long at a hiight of 2,000 meters, and the

topographical surveys, together with the exact and clalxirale tri-

angulation, which have had to be carried out in order to accurately

determine the course. In addition to these special points of inter-

est, there are the magnificent views which the journey offers lo the

of Winterlhur; two Krancis turbines of Koo h. |>. each, supplied by

Eschcr, Wyss & to., of Zurich ; two exciter turbines of 25 h. p.

each, supplied by Kielcr & Gi. Each turbine is furnished with an

automatic regulator. In cold winters the water of the Liilchine

is at its lowest, and consequently the imwcr il supplies is greatly

diminished. For this reason the cmlral station includes a gas en-

gine of 125 h. p. supplied from the Deul/ works, which is a reserve.

The first set of turbines arc coupled directly to two three-phase

alternators of 500 h. p., giving, at 380 revolutions, 36 amperes at

7,000 volts with 38 periods; the second set lo two three-phase alter-

nators of 800 h. p., giving, at 380 revolutions, S7 amperes at 7,000

UI.ACIKK ST.VTIu.V .\.\1J EIGBR TU .\N K I ,.

eye of the tourist, for of all the mountains of Europe, the Jungfrau

is one of the most famous for the beauty of the panorama which is

unfolded in the cour.se of its ascent.

The railway, which is rapidly advancing towards completion,

starts from the Scheidcgg station, at an altitude of 2,064 meters,

where it joins the steam railway from the Wengcralp.

The central water power station is, however, at a very nuicli lower

level, at Lauterbrunncn. The power (2,650 h. p.) is derived from the

Liitchine Blanche. The ma.ximum fall is 40 m. 80 cm. The power

house, a stone building (30 x 18 x 12 m.), includes, besides the

machinery, a residence for the chief engineer, and a repairing de-

partment. It is connected by telephone with the various stations

on the railway.

The installation consists of three groups of turbines, viz. ; Two
twin Girard turbines of 500 h. p. each, supplied by Rieter & Co.,

volts with 38 periods ; the third set to two continuous-current ex-

citers of 25 h. p., giving current at 60 volts.

In the middle of one of the walls of the building is tlie distrib-

uting switchlxiard. A traveling crane can be moved over any part

of the power house.

The high tension conductors are supported on posts 30 meters

apart, with triple porcelain bell insulators. The three wires are

;.5 m.. in diameter. The potential of 500 volts for the trolley line

is obtained by means of transformer sub-stations along the line

containing one or two transformers of 200 kw., and apparatus for

mea.snring and breaking the current. The sub-stations at Scheidegg

and the Eiger Glacier have each, in addition, a .^o-kw. transformer,

7,000 to 200 volts, for lighting and heatijig the various houses,

hotels, etc. The high tension apparatus is protected by Siemens &
Halske lightning arresters and the trolley wires by comb arresters.
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On entering the tunnel the high tension wire is carried in a longi-

tudinal groove made in the right-hand wall of the tunnel, and

protected from all contact by means of an iron wire netting.

The trolley circuit is composed of two copper wires of 9 mm.

diameter. They are suspended at a height of 4 meters above the

rails by means of steel span wires 6 mm. diameter. These latter

are attached to wooden posts placed on either side of the track,

and doubly isolate the wires from contact. In the tuimels, these

span wires are fi.xed to bolts cemented into the walls.

The return current is carried by the rails, which for this pur-

pose are bonded at each joint by copper wires of 7 mm. diameter.

These bonds are placed between the rails and the fish-plate, and

fixed to the former by rivets. The track is also cross-bonded at

intervals of 90 meters by a copper wire 9 mm. in diameter.

The weight of each train, consisting of an engine and two cars,

is 28 tons. The speed is 8,5 km. per hour on a grade of 25 per

strong spring to drums carried by tlie shafts of the motors. It

can be actuated by slight pressure on a lever, and acts automatically

by centrifugal force, as soon as the speed of the train exceeds tlie

normal, or the moment the electric energy fails. In the latter case

it is set in motion by a solenoid which drops its armature.

During the descent the reversed motors must, by synchronism,

work at the same rate as during the ascent, assuming that the

alternators at Lauterbruinien revolve at the same rate. In order

to dispose of the superfluous electric energy produced during the

descent, resistances have been inserted in the high tension cable

at Lauterhrunnen, and in case of danger the motor has only to be

reversed in order to ensure cither a stoppage or a reversal of the

train's motion.

The current is collected by four trolleys, two for each trolley

wire.

The electrical equipment of the last three locnmntives was sup-

8TATION UK TilK KlGJiK GI^AI'IJOH.

cent, llic theoretical power required is 220 h. p.; 230 li. p, at the

axles of the toothed wheels.

The first two locomotives were constructed by the Swiss Loco-

motive Construction Co., of Winterthur, in conjunction with Itrown,

Bovcri & Co., of Baden. The weight of each is 14 tons, length

4,376 m., breadth 2.57 m., height above rail 2.945 m. A low frame

rests on two axles, between which it carries the two toothed wheels

with their shafts and gearings. The two motors, of 150 h. p. each.

make 760 revolutions per minute, and are placed on the frame. The

motors drive the toothed wheels by means of pinions, mounted on

both ends of their shafts. A tachometer coupled lo the shaft of

one of the motors registers the speed.

The hand brakes consist of shoes which arc pressed by means

of screws and levers against a drum fixed to the toothed wheel.

Each toothed wheel carries two of these drums, and to each drum

two shoes arc applied. The rubbing surfaces are not smooth, as in

order to increase the friction lines are scored in them longitudinally.

Another brake with a double rod is applied by the tension of a

plied by the Oerlikou works. Three indepciulenl brakes can stop

the whole train. A grip fixed on the front axle prevents the

toothed wheel from rising. There arc two motors of 120 h. p,

running at 790 revolutions per minute, with 450 to 550 volls,

ICach motor weighs 2,icx) kg. On the .shaft of the front motor is

built a little continuous-current dynamo of 6 poles, which gives

150 amperes at 25 volts with a speed of 700 revolutions. The cur-

rent is collected by means of plates having a rubbing surface of

aluminum. The lighting is eflfcctcd by means of incandescent

lamps, with two oil lamps in case of emergency. The descent may

be made by cutting off the current from the central station.

During the ascent, the locomotive is at the back of the train.

A complete train carries 80 persons. The baggage cars weigh 2,600

kg. (5,720 lb.) empty and can carry a load of 8 tons (17,200 lb.)

They are provided with a brake which grips the rack.

The track, with its .Strub teethed rail, is of I meter gage, and

is laid with two steel rails 10,5 meters long and .10 meter deep.

| he weight of the rail is 20.6 kg. per meter. There are llircc toothed
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rails JS im-lcr-. long ami 17 cm. ilct-p, iii.idc i>( soft stci-1. and
«cigliiii({ ,vi.« kK IHT nutcr (70 ll>. per y<l.). I o cacli rail length

11 iron lies are laiil, each weighing 40.(1 kg., placeil .50 meters apart
at the jdints, anil 1 meter apart alung ihe rest i>f the track. The
fi.sh plates f„r ihc toothed rail weigh 7.y4 kg. and fur the track rail

5 Ai kg.

The piercing of Ihe great tnniiel is heing accomplished hy means
of electric percnssion lM>rers snpplieil hy the Union Elektricilats-

Gesellschafl and hy Siemens & llalskc. Ihc workmen are divided
into three shifts of 8 hours each. A transformer of jo kw. capacity
serves for lighting purposes, and for melting the snow in order to

ohtain the water necessary for the horing apparatus. For the lioring

machines of the (irsl-mentioned firm, Ihrec dynamos have l)een in-

stalled, capable of driving respectively six, four and two lioring

machines at once.

The ventilation of the passagew.iy is effected hy means of a

ventilator driven hy an electric motor of 9 h. p. The air channel
is made of metal pipes having an interior diameter of 250 mm.

It is from the Eiger Gl:icicr that the tunnel work commences.
At this point there is a station with a rcslaurani, provision store,

general supply store, workmen's dwellings, a building containing

transformers, etc. Here the engineers and workmen live who arc

view will be unfolded before his admiring gaze, the traveler will

\k penetrated liy a sense of the littleness of man in the presence

of these mighty peaks whose solemn silence is only broken by the

thunder of the avalanche.

RliSTAlH.WT IN INDERGHULNU STATION" OK EIGKRWAND.
(2.Mi7 M. AL.TITri>El.

employed in the construction of the tunnel, and here they spend the

whole year.

As we have said, the track starts from Sdieidegg (2,064 "''

and from thence, in the open except for a tunnel 87 meters long,

is carried to the Eigerglet.scher (2,i2i m.). The line then enters

the great tunnel and reaches Rothslock station (2.880 km., altitude

2,530 in.) whence the ascent of the Rothstock (2,668 m. ) can be

made. Then we come to the Eigerwand station, cut out of the

rock. Thence the tunnel describes a curve, and sweeping round

irom the south side of the Eiger, arrives at Eisnicer {3,156 m.)

from which it is easy to reach the line of perpetual snow. The

line then turns westward, and keeping a straight course, reaches,

by means of an ascent of 6.6 per cent, the station at Jungfraujoch.

(3,421 m.). Thence Ihe line ascends an incline of 25 per cent as

far as the Jungfrau station, at an altitude of 4,093 m., whence a

lift cimveys the passengers to the summit a distance of 73 m.

The line is at present only completed as far as the station at

Eigerwand, but it already afTords to some thousands of tourists

an opportunity to admire Ihe northern wall of those giants of the

Oberland, the Eiger, Ihe Moinc, the Jungfrau, with their glaciers

clinging to the rocks in some inexplicable way, the snow-crowned

peaks of the Blumlisalp, the Rreithorn, the Tschingclhorn, the

Lauberhorn, the Tscluiggen, Mannlichcn, and then of the Faul-

horn and the Schwarzhorn, the Titlis, the Mettenberg, and the

Wetterhorn ; the avalanches which every moment descend with a

roar from the Eiger, the Moine, the glaciers of the Guggi and the

Giessen; of surveying, from the Rothstock, above the Lauberhorn,

the lakes of the Swiss table-land as far as the ranges of the Jura,

the Vosgcs, and the Black Forest. A few months more, and from

the summit of the proud ice-clad Jungfrau, when the glorious

Tonnussue Notes.

The Nashville Railway & Light Co. has extended ils First Sl
line tyi miles from Oldham Sl. to the i7th district schoolhouse.

This is a single-track line laid with 70-lb. rails. A 30-niin. sched-

ule is maintained at present. It opens a territory that hitherto has

not had street car facilities, nie l''alherlan<l St. line, from Second
St. to iith St., has been reconstructed ,ind double tracked for five

blocks farther than formerly. It was relaid with 70-lb. rails. The
St. Cecilia line tracks have been connected with the main line, so

that now the Sl. Cecilia cars run through the transfer station,

thus aliolishing the system of street corner transfers to and from

the St. Cecilia line. The junction of the Sl. Cecilia, or old "New-

Town" track, with the tracks of the main system has Iwen the sub-

ject of a lengthy fight between the city and the company, and even

after an agreement was cnlered into the work has Ik-cu delayed

until now. The Cedar St. cars will hereafter he operated over the

new track provided by the junction. Work has begun on the re-

construction and double tracking of the Church St. line, from the

Church St. viaduct and over Felder Ave. to the Coliseum Building.

On February 4th the annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Nashville Railway & Light Co. was held. The old officers were re-

elected, as were all Ihe old directors with llic exception of Mr. R.

Lancaster Williams, resigned, whose successor is Mr. A. II. Ford,

financial agent of Messrs. Isidore Newman & Sons, New Orleans.

The report of the engineers, Messrs. Ford, Bacon & Davis, showed

that over $500,000 had been expended on reconstruction work in

1903 ; that 19 miles of track were entirely reconstructed, which,

with 10 miles previously done, makes 29 miles now in first-class

condition, leaving 37 miles to be reconstructed. It is expected

that better progress will be made this year, as a great deal of time

was consumed last year in changing Ihe gage to standard. Other

reports of the company showed affairs to be in a prosperous con-

dition, the receipts showing a fine increase. In 1903. al.so. 19.500,000

passengers were carried, a big gain over 1902.

A 1,500-kw. turbo-generator has been ordered from Ihe General

Electric Co. for the new power station, as well as an additional

battery of i,ooo-h. p. Bahcock & Wilcox boilers, to be installed by

May 1st. The entire business of :he company will then l)e taken

care of by the new plant.

A bill requiring the Nashville Railway & Light Co. to mark off

sections of its cars for the accommodation of colored people and

to prevent their occupying any other part of the car than that set

apart for their use will be introduced in the city council. The

proposed ordinance is similar to that in force in New Orleans. It

is believed that the company will oppose the passage of Ihc ordi-

nance, feeling that there is not the necessity for it in Nashville

that there is in New Orleans, where the colored population is much

greater.

The Chattanooga Electric Railw.ay Co. has issued 50-year bonds

to the amount of $2,000,000. dated Jan. 1, 1904, bearing 5 per cent

interest, p.iyable in gold coin. These bonds will he used to take up

$1,000,000 of bonds outstanding, cancel a floating debt of $300,000

and the balance for extensions, betterments and repairs. This is

taken to mean that the negotiations which were under way for the

consolidation of the Chattanooga Electric Railway Co. and the

Rapid Transit Co. of Chattanooga have been broken off.

The transfer of the property of the Knoxville Traction Co. and

the Knoxville Electric Light Co. from the Railways & Light Co.

of America to Messrs. Ford. Bacon & Davis, of New York, and

the interests they represent, took place February 9th and the new

owners have taken charge of the property. It is announced that at

least $600,000 will be expended in improvements. Mr. C. H. Har-

vey, formerly general manager of the two companies, has been

elected president.

The Pan Handle Traction Co., Wheeling. W. Va., has adopted a

new uniform for its conductors and motormen. It resembles the

regulation steam road uniform and has the leters.P. II. T. in gold

on the coat lapel.
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The Encouragement of Urban Trafic.

BY R. W. WESTERN, C. E.

In tramway enterprise, as in every other kind of business, the

golden rule for achieving commercial success is "find out what it

is your customers want, and see that they get it."

The first question to settle is, therefore, whm do tram-users really

want ?

Of all the possible motives which may induce a man to enter and

use a tram-car, there are only three sufficiently active and universal

to be worth taking into account.

He may enter a tram (i) for the mere pleasure of using it. (2)

to save himself trouble. (J) to save time.

Most other possible motives may be resolved into two or more of

these.

Thus, if a man gets into a tram on account of the state of the

weather it will be partly to save himself the trouble of withstanding

its inclemency, partly to reduce the period of his liability to expos-

ure to it, and partly because it is under the circumstances more

pleasurable to be in the tram than on the pavement.

But this first motive, i. e., the use of the tram for pleasure, is of

no great importance in towns and often is not really at work where

it would most seem to be.

For in.stance, the users of the tramway ascending Great Ornie s

Head at Llandudno might be supposed to be doing so from the

mere pleasure derived from its use, but experience will convince a

careful observer that the pleasure begins at the top. that the tram-

cars are chiefly used to avoid the trouble of walking up, and that it

is therefore the second motive that predominates with the users.

The discussion may consequently, with advantage, be confined to

the consideration of the second and third motives alone, particularly

as only urban traffic is now being considered. Two distinct and di-

vergent types of tram service will be required, according to which

of these motives is in the ascendant.

In order to show this more clearly it will be better to present the

elements of the problem as tangible quantities.

Suppose the path of each tram-user from his house or office to the

tram-line, each time he uses the trams during a certain period, is

measured and the sum of these distances divided by the total num-

ber of users. This will give .the average distance the user walks

both to and from the tram line. Represent it by k in miles.

If the trams have only fixed stopping places, and the average num-

ber of n to the mile, the average distance the customer must walk

to and from his car will be altogether 2 [k -f^ ( i -^ 411 1 1, the side

streets being taken as at right angles to the tram-line.

Now, if the predominant effective motive of the customers to use

the trams is to avoid trouble and fatigue, practically the only way in

which the management can respond will be by doing away with the

quantity I -J- 4n, and the one important thing for the management

to look after will be that the drivers arc alert, that Ihcy respond

with promptness and stop with precision at every spot required.

The trouble and fatigue of walking being thus reduced to a min-

imum, the less serious trouble and fatigue of waiting for a tram will,

with such frequent stopping, be more cheaply reduced by increasing

the numl)cr of trams at the expense of size and speed than by in-

creasing size and speed at the expense of numbers.

t

Indeed, horse cars are good enough for this sort of traffic,

The hypothesis that tram-uwrs are chiefly actuated by the desire

to save themselves trouble and fatigue cannot therefore be true, at

all events in fireat Rritain at the present time.

In ancient days before .\Iac.'\dam, when roads were bad and car-

riages springless, the [K'ople who drove in the latter did so no

doubt to avoid fatigue, since they could walk as fast or ride faster.

The »f>gue of Sedan chairs was an outcome of this habit of mind
;

and since ingrained belief'^ die hard it is not surprising if the idea

thai the prime use of vehicles is to economize physical efTort still

lingers on in the sub-consciousness of managers of transport and

makes itself felt in certain persisting features of the tram service.

There may \k places in other countries ; in the tropics, in the

East, where avoidance of trouble and fatigue is the ruling motive

•R#»pr1nl#*#I from th<* Offlrlal f'Ireulnr. Jnniifiry, Ifl^>t. of the TrnrnwayH
and IJicht ItiillwiiyH Anwielallon.

t8«w paiHrr on Thf 0»Nt of HloiipInK l'\' .Mr Wi-Htcrn. In the oindfil

Circular. Orlolwr, 1902.

of tram-users. In sucli places efficiency in tramway management
would exhibit itself in maimer indicated above.

There remains the third motive to be considered—the saving of
time.

The elimination of the iitlu-r two shows this must he the most
important, and the rise and developmeiU of modern electric tr.ac-

tion. properly considered, strongly confirms the view that it over-

whelmingly predominates the others during the greater part nf tlu-

day if not during the whole time.

There may be a few exceptions at seaside places and pleasure re-

sorts, but for most practical purposes an urban tramway concern
may regard itself as a purveyor of time to the public.

Time is what the public really want and the conmK-rcial success

of the concern will be in proportii)ii ti> the elViciency with which it

can supply tiiue to its customers.

This fact has not been fully grasped, and closer adjustments of

detail in tramway management may yet he made in the light of it.

Fi.\ed stopping places are of course essential.

It is waste of money to unduly ornament or upholster the inside

of the car; it is sufficient if its condition does not cause pain or dis-

comfort, the money being nuich better spent in improving llie serv-

ice. •

It does not matter if the passenger nuist be smart in his entry

and exit, or llial he must mount two flights nf stairs to reach a seat

on the top of a two-deck car, provided he saves the loss of time in-

curred by waiting for another car. The true commercial policy is

to spend all available money in giving him what he really wants; he

really wants to save time, trouble and fatigue are less important to

him, and even if he grumble loudly he will use the trams the more.

Other consequences ensue which require a more precise terminol-

ogy. Let the average length of journey he 1 miles, v the speed be-

tween stopping-places in miles per hour, s the average number of

seconds lost by the tram during a stop, and w the average mimbor
of minutes spent at a .stopping-place while waiting for a tram.

Then the average time occupied by a passenger in his complete

journey from door to door, supi>osing he does his walking at y/2

miles per licmr, will be

3>i \^ + h\ + 1 . n 1 s -f^ 60 w ,+
3600 ^""'^

It should be the object of good tramway management to use every

means in its power to make this expression as low as possible. A
po.ssibility offers itself in the detenninatinn nf 11 the average mini

ber of stopping places per mile.

If too near together the average of time saved in walking along

the tram-line to the nearest stopping place will not compensate for

the time lost during the tram-ride in more frequent stoppage.

Now, (l -e- yn) hours is the time spent in walking along the tram-

line to a stopping place, and (n 1 s ^ 3.600) hours is the time lost

by the passenger in subsequent stoppings of the tram during his

journey.

Then (i -^ 711) -f- (n 1 s -f- ,!.(xx)) should he a niiniiiiuiii, l'".(|iial

iiig the derived coefficient to zero

—

7 n'
~^

3bOU

Whence n == ^
If 1. the average jnnriiey mi the Ir.iiii is taken tii he two miles,

which is very near the usual distance for large towns, and s the

average number of seconds lost by the tram during a stop is taken

at IS .seconds, which is not far from the Irutli »lun the Ir.iiiis me
well driven and the service smartly eouducteil

60"^^--
210

Therefore, if n, the stoppages, average 4.1.S per mile, thi> will he

the number most f;i\tn:ible to ecoiioiiii/iiig time under the eondi

lions named,

I lours.

O.M7

OJ4S

The time spent in w.ilkiiig along the liiii- tluii bei-oiiie>

The time lost in stoppages becomes

Total .0692
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If II was less, say js, tlu- ifmc spent in walking woiilil he OJ92

I he lime spent in vto|ip:iu,'s u,,nl,l I,.- fi|n,

Total , . u;t)i

If n was more, say 4.8, the time spent in walking would be .0402

The time siieiit in stoppages wonid lie . .0299

Total
, 0701

'riuis 4.15 is the happy mean under these conditions. The iigtires

also show that within fairly wide limits no appreciable time is gained

or lost hy a change in the value of n. Ilcncc, from llic considera-

tion, of customers' point of view alone, it would seem that there

is no advantage in having fixed stopping-places closer than onc-

i|uaricr of a mile apart, particularly during the peak periods, morn-
ing and evening, when every one is in a hurry. If, in addition to

this, we take into account the fact that the stoppage of a loaded

tram car in full career is a costly operation both in energy lost and
in wear and tear, it is evident that the present practice is to place

the stopping places in the towns loo close. It is probably the result

of a lale survival from the times when people used vehicles chiefly

to avoid fatigue.

The introduction of longer intervals, though it would, of course,

meet with violent opposition from persons who happen to live or do
business in the immediate vicinity of abandoned slopping places,

would enable tramways to meet a wider want that could only result

in better custom and higher returns.

By the reduction of the number of stopping places the intervals

between each tram would be automatically diminished, provided the

speed between stopping places was maintained, which would be a

further advantage accruing to the policy proposed. But this intro-

duces another consideration of even greater importance than the

former.

Say a three-minute service is supposed to be provided, if alter-

nate cars are only a minute out there is a very appreciable reduction

of the commodity supplied to passengers, viz.. time saved.

For a perfect three-minutes' service the average tiine of waiting

would be i; J minutes. Wc may assume passengers to be arriving

at the stopping places at any average uniform rale, the particular

rate does not alter the result, so for the sake of simplicity say

they arrive at the rale of one in each minute. Then, starting from
the departure of the punctual car, the next being one minute late

would not have arrived until four minutes had elapsed, during

which time four persons would have waited an average of two min-

utes each, making a loss of eight men-minutes, if such an expres-

sion m.iy be allowed. The next car will arrive after two minutes,

involving a loss of two men-minutes. So the total loss is 10 men-
minutes for the cycle of two trams, instead of nine men-minutes as

the perfect service would involve.

This assumes that when the first tram arrives there is room in it

for all four. If the capacity of the tram service were exactly cal-

culated to the traffic, one person would be closed out and have to

wait another two minutes till the second tram arrived, thus making
the total loss 11 men-minutes, or an average of 1 1 -^ 6 = 1.83 min-

utes ahead. But a tram service cannot be expected to be run with

even as much accuracy as this Blocks and obstructions m.iy recur

with a frequency it is not always in the power of the management to

reduce, which may make the average time of waiting even greater

than the average interval between trams.

Kilnrning to the expression given for the average total lime oc-

cupied "liy a journey frijui door to door:

4 I 1 s H

— kH 1 hnl 1 hours :

7 7n V .?6oo 60

the first term can ony be altered by the construction of branch lines,

which is not the sid)ject of the present inquiry. We have seen that

in typical circumstances the terms (i -^ 7 n) and (n I s -^ 3600)

should be about the same, and together about equal to .07 hour.s. or

4.2 minutes. Also (w -:- 60) would be say 2.5 minutes. Whereas
(I -i- 5), which is the total time occupied in moving between stop-

ping places, must be about 15 minutes if the speed be taken at 8
miles per hour. This last, therefore, is the most promising term

to attack. A 5 per cent improvement here would save the customer

more than a like improvement in any other term. And this is a

point worth emphasis in view of the difficulties often made by local

authorilits to any increase in the speed of irams.

Adding all terms together, and allowing 7 minutes, 1 e., j' j mm
utes at each end for the doubtful amnunt of the first term, we ar-
rive at something like 29 minutes as the average time spent by a
tram-user in a journey from door to door under typical conditions
of urban traffic.

The value of time to the tram-user probably averages 6d. per
hour, or not less than this, so that nearly 3d. is paid in time as well

as id. in money.

Thus an impri>vement in the service saving I per cent of the total

time would \x sufficient compensation for a 3 per cent increase of
fare. The reduction of k, to be eflfected by branch lines in side

streets, might in certain ca^es afford, on these grounds alone, a suffi-

ceinl justification for construction of the lines.

The conclusions arc, that for the encouragement of urban traffic

it is wiser to study the passenger's lime rather than his comfort,

which may be done, first, by increasing speed between stations;

secondly, by increasing the regularity of service; and, lastly, though
not necessarily least, by reducing the number of slopping places.

•-»

Canadian Notes.

The Can,idian Niagara Power Co. has applied for a six-months'

extension, the company agreeing- that the initial output of power on
Jan, I, 1905, shall be 50,000 h. p., instead of 20,000 h. p., which the

original agreement provided should be ready by July i, 1904.

Messrs. Wallace & Little, of Woodstock, have applied for a

Dominion charier for an electric railway between Hamilton and
Brantford. Mr. David Brennan, of Detroit, and other American
capitalists arc said to be interested.

A bonus of $4,000 has been granted to the Waterloo & Wellcs-

Icy Electric Ry. by the ratepayers of Waterloo.

The Guelpb Junction Railway Co. has applied for a charter to

buil'I an electric line from Guclph to Goderich, with branches to

Listowel, and St. Marys and Clinton, via Stratford.

Mr. T. H, Luscombe, of London, Ont,, is solicitor for the North
Midland Electric Railway Co., which has applied for a charier.

M.r. A. H. McDonald, of Guelph, is solicitor for the Walkerton

& Lucknow Railway Co., which is seeking incorporation to build

an electric road from Walkerton to Lucknow.

Messrs. Chrysler & Belhunc. of (Ottawa, are solicitors for the

Ottawa Counties Railway Co., which has applied for a charter to

build an electric line from Ivanhoe, Ont., to a point near Agin-

court.

With a capital of $100,000, Hon. John Sharpies and Messrs. J.

Bell Forsythe and' A. C. Dobell, of Quebec, are forming a com-

pany to build an electric line to connect the parishes of St.

Colomban, Sillcry, Bergerville and Charlesbourg with Quebec.

Dr. Payclle and Mr. H. Fontier, of Montreal, and Mr. J. E. E.

Dickson, of Westmount. Que., have applied for a charter for an

electric road through the counties of Ilochelaga, Jaques Cartier,

Laval, Two Mountains, .\rgenline and Terrebonne.

Messrs. Campbell. Pitblado, Hoskin & Grundy, of Winnipeg, will

apply for a charter lo build an electric railway within a radius of

75 miles of Emerson, Man., and to construct and maintain . a

water power development on the Roseau River.

Messrs. McDonald & Winn, Rossland, B. C, arc solicitors for

a company which plans to build an electric line from Crawford

Bay on Koolenay Lake to a point neai Fort Steele.

The Metropolitan Railway Co., Toronto, has agreed to build at

least 150 more miles of track within four years. It now operates

on 150 miles of track.

The Toronto Street Railway Co. owns 205 open and 296 closed

motor cars, and 92 open and 78 closed trailer cars.

The New York board of aldermen has decided not to repeal the

ordinance, recently adopted, which provides that cars shall slop at the

near side of cross strecli?. It is staled that already it has been shown

that the new rule prevents accidents.

The Topeka Railway Co. has entered into an agreement with the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry., by which it will deliver freight

in the city for the steam road, employing at present eight freight

cars. .V spur is being built to connect with the Santa Fe tracks.



Hiring, Training and Handling Employes in Electric

Railwa^^ Work.

BY CHARLES H. CX)X.

The hiring, training and handling of employes on electric rail-

ways today are nndonbtedly matters of the greatest importance both

to the companies and to the public, and too much care and precau-

tion cannot be exercised in the details connected with this phase of

the work. Seemingly unimportant matters for one reason or an-

other are many times lost sight of, but this neglect of details is in-

variably productive of unsatisfactory results.

It is not my desire to comment or criticise any particular method

of handling this matter, but simply to give a few facts as they

have come under my observation during a long and active experi-

ence in connection with railway work, with particular reference to

the small and average-size road. This subject should be divided into

two heads, namely, employing and handling men for city service.

and for interurban service.

The methods of handling and employing men are as different as

the temperaments of the individual managers \\ho do the employ-

ing. Tlie matter of selecting men for modern electric railway ser-

vice is a problem which confronts every manager at all times and

therefore requires him to exercise his best judgment in order to

select a superior grade of men, and I have found by experience that

far better results are secured in this direction by employing men

who make personal application and who expect and desire to get a

position and hold it by their own merit rather than by the influence

of others who may be connected with the road in an official capacity

or associated with it in a financial way.

The manager or superintendent of a road should be the sole judge

of whom he will hire and should be in absolute control of the men

in service, as it is to him that the public look for attentive, polite.

courteous and accommodating motormcn and conductors and good

service. It is to him that the stockholders look for dividends and

the president and directors for the physical condition, general ap-

pearance, harmony, economy and popularity of the system. Men
who have come to the company through influence are at times apt.

n a measure, to become indiflfercnt, negligent to cfufy, or talkative

in a manner derogatory to the management or detrimental to the

interests of the road. Often they appear to feel a little better or

more independent than their fellow workmen, which fact tends to

create a feeling of discord and jealousy that reacts all along the

line, manifesting itself at times when loyalty to superiors, interest in

their work and a desire to do all in their power to make the enter-

prise a success is required to render to the public a satisfactory

service and to the company a revenue on the capital investment.

It is a well-established fact that in the present stage of electric

railroad development men of a higher grade of intelligence arc re-

quired for the operation of cars than in former days when horse-car

con<litions were in vogue. It is also true of the railway industry,

even more than of other industries, that the two most important

rtqnircments for mutual prosperity are that the capitalists and em-

ployes undersand each other's aims and that each must act in har-

mony with the purposes of the other.

In selecting men for the service their general make-up and ap-

pearance should be the first thing considered. Then their character

and habits should be carefully looked into. Next their ability to

occupy the position for which they have applied and their disposi-

lior to subject themselves to the rules and regulations of the com-

pany regardless of their own ideas in matters pertaining to their

work. Then their physical condition and other qualifications, more

or less varied according to the class of work. It must be borne in

mind that desirable men arc in demand at all times and that a great

many men that are employed in street railway work can earn as

much or more money in other branches of industry.

It is also well to Ixar in mind that there is a large army of float-

ing railway men, otherwise known as "tramp" motormen and con-

ductor", who go almut from place to place, staying only a limited

time anywhere and ignoring lo a certain extent rules governing

employes and many limes operating the cars according to their own

ideas. These men, as a class, are to be avoided, as in most cases

they are very expensive in more ways than one. It will be found

that many times they have been responsible for serious accidents.

I have found the best method of determining the qualifications of

applicants is to have a printed form of application giving a complete

record of the applicant for a period of at least five years, with a

number of satisfactory references from recent employers and oth-

ers, together with a statement of the applicant's physical condition

obtained upon examination by a local physician, the same recordcil

upon forms prepared for that purpose.

The form of application for employment used by the writer is

printed on a sheet of the company's letter head and reads as fol-

lows :

,\Pri.U'.\l ION FOR EMPLOYMENT.
Middleboro, igo. . . .

Supt.

Dear Sir : I hereby make application for a position as

in the service of the company. Believing that I am physically quali-

fied and competent to discharge the duties of said position and with

the full understanding that in the event of my securing employment

I am to abide by such rules and regulations governing its employes

as the management may from time to time establish.

If employed ! promise to loyally and faithfully serve the com-

pany and to do all in my power to further its interests. To conduct

m\s."lf honestly, soberly and with proper obedience and respect to

its oflicials, and courtesy to passengers and the public.

Age years. Where born? Height

Weight. Color of eyes Color of hair

Married or single General condition of health

Employed the past five years as follows (give date as near as pos-

sible) :

Reasons for leaving

Have you ever been employed by a railroad or railway company

other than stated above? If so, give name of conipaiiy, liH-ation, in

what capacity and length of time employed

References

.\ddresses

Have you ever been convicted of a misdemeanor or felony?

Do you use intoxicating liquors?

( Full name of applicant)

( Residence )

( P. O. address)

.Vftcr this blank has been filled oitl by the aiiplic.uil the (iilli>wiiig

letter is addressed to each of the parties whom the applicant ii.imes

as references

:

Middleboro, Mass., M)0. . . .

M
Dear .Sir: In applying lo this company for a iinsition as

Mr , age

height ft ill., eyes , hair complexion

born in refers us lo you.

Will you favor us with your opinion of his honesty, character, hab-

its and ability, etc. Please state definitely as to honesty and habits.

Has he ever to your knowledge been eniplnyed by any railroad or

railway company? It is very essential to applicant that this letter

be answered promptly, also if ever in your employ that the dales

of entering and leaving your service be given. The information that

you give us will be thankfully received and considered confidential.

Very truly yours,

N. B.—Employed as from to

The form to be filled out by the medical examiner is as follows:

Physical examination of for the posi-

tion of

Date of examination Place of exaininalion

Analysis of urine reaction

Sp. G albinncn sugar
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Have you had gall .stone or gravel? Have you ever

linil .iny iliHiriilty in nrinating.' Is the gait firm

and cl.isiic? Any deformities?

Age Weight Height Hearing

Color of eyes Color of hair Complexion

Is the sight good? Vision (L.) (R.)

Color hlindness Have you ever been vaccinated

or had small|Kix? Have yon ever received an

injury or a wound upon the head? When were you

last atlcndcil liy a physician?

Tor what complaint? Name of physician

Are you subject to fits? Arc you subject to dizziness?

Have you ever had fainting attacks? Chest measure-

ments: Fiirccd inspiration Forced expiration

Lung examination: Percussion ,\uscullalion

Measurement of abdomen l-'xamination i>f abdo-

men Arc you ruptured?

Have you a chronic cough ? Have you catarrh ?

Have you any chronic disease? Rate of respiratory

action Heart Pulse (rate and

character) Have you varicose veins?

Is there frccdimi frum the swelling of the feet? Are you

subject to rhcnniatism? Do you use intoxicating

licpior

?

Do you use tobacco ?

.•\fter having carefully examined the applicant I am of the opinion

that he is physically qualified for the position of

and should be rated at

per cent

Cause of rejection

Remarks

Signed

Dated this day of. .190.

.

Hie physical condition of the applicant is one of the most impor-

tant factors to l)e taken into consideration in selecting men, as con-

ductors and motormen arc oftentimes called upon to perform duties

in connection with their work that are out of the ordinary routine

and which bring extra strain on them. It is therefore necessary to

have men that can stand this without injury to their health and who
will not be found incapable of performing such work. I consider

men from jo to 45 years of age the best stock from which motor-

men can be selected. In case of a man having had previous expe-

rience, however, I have found a great many first-class men several

years older. Men of this class are more likely to u.se better judg-

ment in the operation of their cars.

A man of not less than 5 ft. 7 in. and weighing not less than 165

lb. will, if other qualifications are up to standard, make the best

appearing moiorman. while I prefer smaller and younger men for

conductors. A man 21 years of .ige who is steady, polite, patient,

active and reliable, weighing from 120 to 175 lb., will be found to

give the best satisfaction. Married men in either case are prefer-

able.

Above all things an intemperate man is to be avoided, as it is a

physical impossibility for a man to dissipate at night and give

proper attention to business the next day. It matters not whether

dissipation be periodical or otherwise, as he is liable to allow this

condition of affairs to take place when his services and best judg-

ment arc required to perfurm the work which was laid out for him.

and the future of the company in m.iny cases may possibly be de-

termined by a single act of his. Furthermore, the patrons of the

road justly demand that an employe shall give his undivided atten-

tion to his business, as their lives, limbs and property are intrusted

to his keeping, whether they are riding on the car or passing on or

over the tracks.

Neatness is an essential qualification for both motormen and con-

ductors, as carelessness in iKTSonal appearance will invariably de-

note that he is careless in other matters. Patience and politeness

are two virtues which arc necessary in the m.ake-np of anyone, par-

ticularly in conductors and motormen, who are constantly meeting

all kinds of people under all conditions. Perseverance is also an

important factor in the make-up of first-class motormen. Accur.acy

of judgment and promptness in action are two essential qualifica-

tions which must not be overlooked in an applicant.

In selecting men for city service under average conditions it is

many times desir,ible to pick men out with previous experience, as

they can be easily broken in and instructed as to the operation of

the cars and equipment to suit conditions peculiar to the locality.

I have found tluit this class of applicants invariably makes the best

men for city service. On the other hand, on intcrurban service

with long lines and bigh-siK-ed cars it is very necessary to have

men, particularly motormen, who thorinighly underslaml not only

the operating of cars under favorable oinditions but the principles

of the motors and nlher parts "f the equipment, in order that they

may detect any defection and remedy the same in an emergency,

thereby not crippling the service or otherwise jeopardizing the in-

terests of the company.

The subject of handling and training men in street railway work
will l)e treated in a future article.

Beveled Hrick fur Truck Puving.

This .special brick, which is shown in the accompanying dlustra-

tion, has been designed to allow room for wheel flanges and yet

offer no attraction to wagon traffic. The Ik-vcI is practically self-

cleaning, and it makes a style of paving that has given very good



Recent Street Railway Decisions.

EDITED BY J. L. ROSENBERGER. ATTORNEY AT IxAW, CHICAGO.

COMPANY CHARGEABLE WITH NOTICE THAT PASSEN-
GERS ALIGHTING ARE LIABLE TO CROSS ADJOINING
TRACK—CARE REQUIRED.

Reed vs. Xletropoliian Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 84 N. Y.

Supp. 454- Nov. 13. 1903.

A street railway cnmpaiiy is chargeable with notice, the first ap-

pellate division of the supreme court of New York holds, that pas-

sengers, when they alight from a car at tlie place where it delivers

them, are liable to cross to the opposite side of the street, and

hence over the adjoining track; and the obligation is imposed upon

the company to e.\ercise reasonable care in the operation of its

cars, having regard to such condition.

PRESLMPTION FROM HEATING OF PL.-KTE OVER
WHEEL SETTING A PASSENGER'S CLOTHES ON FIRE
—CARE REQUIRED,

Powell vs. Hudson Yalley Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 84 N. Y.

Supp. 337- Nov. II, ig03.

A woman standing in a crowded car over one of the wheels hav-

ing had her clothes set on fire by the plate over the wheel being

overheated by reason of the friction caused by the plate being

pressed down upon the wheel, the third appellate division of the

supreme court of New York holds that the heating of this plate

raised a presumption of the failure to exercise such care as was re-

quired, the duty of the operating road toward its passengers being

to use the utmost diligence and care for the protection of the pas-

sengers.

DUTY TO HOLD CARS MOTIONLESS UNTIL PASSENGERS
HAVE TIME TO GET SAFELY ON AND OFF—JUDICIAL
NOTICE NOT TAKEN OF CLOSENESS TOGETHER OF
TRACKS.

Scamell vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. App.), 76 S. W. Rep. 660.

Nov. 3, 1903.

One of the most imperative duties of street railway companies,

the court of appeals at St. Louis, Mo., says, is to hold their cars

motionless until passengers and persons taking passage have time

to get safely on and ofT; nor can there be a more flagrant viola-

tion of duty than to start a car without giving ample time for this

purpose. It also holds tliat, unless they are in evidence, courts can

lake no notice of such facts as that two track? arc so close to-

gether that a passenger getting off on the inner side of an open car

on one track must necessarily step on the other track.

NO PENALTY UNDER STATUTE FOR OVERCHARGE
FROM MISTAKE IN APPLYING PROVISION FOR FARES
ACCORDING TO f;RADE.

Ooodspccd vs. Ithaca Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 84 N. Y.

Supp. .V<3. Nov. 11, ig03.

The trial court having found that the company's contention

that the right existed under section 37 of the railroad law to

charge more than five cents by reason of the grade which was

overcome was a mistake made in goofl faith, and without gross

negligence, which finding was not challenged, the third ai)pellate

division of the supreme court of New York holds th.it the case

wa« covered by that provision of scctirm .19, under which this

action was brought, that the penally should not be incurred if

"»uch overcharge was made through inadvertence 'or mistake, not

amounting to gross negligence."

MAY EJECT PASSENGER FAILING TO PRODUCE TICKET
APPARENTLY GOOD ON ITS FACE OR TO PAY CASH
FARE.

Brown vs. Rapid Railway Co. (Mich.), 96 N. W. Rep. 925. Oct.

-!7, 1903.

As between conductor and passenger, it is inciniiliont upon the

passenger, the supreme court of Michigan holds, to produce as a

ticket one which is apparently gmid upon its face, or pay the fare in

cash, and, failing to do this, the conductor has the right to eject

the passenger from the car. Any other rule, it say.s, would result

in unseemly contests between the passenger and the conductor, and

would put upon the conductor the burden of determining at his

peril, by facts not evidenced by the ticket produced, whether the

passenger was entitled to a ride.

NOT LIABLE FOR FALLEN HORSE KICKING PASSEN-
GER

Roedecker vs. Metropolitan Street Railway Co. ( N, Y. Sup.), 84 N.

Y. Supp. 300. Nov. 6, 1903.

When a car had been pushed back from a fallen horse the latter

in its struggles in some manner kicked between the car and dash-

board, striking a passenger standing on the front platform. As-

suming that the driver of the car was negligent in whipping his

horses in going around a curve, so as to cause one of them to

fall upon the ground and under the car, the first appellate division

of the supreme court of New York holds that such negligence in

the operation of the car and in the management of the horses was

not the proximate cause of the passenger's injuries, for which the

company was legally liable.

CONDEMNATION OF ADJOINING STRIP OF LAND AU-
THORIZED.

Middlesex & Somerset Traction Co, vs. Metlar (N. J. Sup.), .56 Atl.

Rep. 142. Nov. 9, 1903.

The New Jersey traction act of 1893 (sections 13, 14, Gen. St. p.

3239), authorized the condemnation of land for the construction of

any railway built under the provisions of this act, "either as an

extension of the line of an existing railway, or of a new line not

exceeding sixty feet in width." A company, operating on leased

land a railway so built, procured the appointment of commissioners

to condemn a strip of land adjoining the strip on which its exist-

ing line was operated, the two together not exceeding f)0 feet in

width. The supreme court of New Jersey holds that the proceeding

so taken was williin the provisions of this act.

FINALITY Ol' KAll.KOAD COMMISSIONERS' DECREE AS
TO CROSSINGS.

Boston & Maine Railroad vs. Saco Valley h:lectric Railroad (Me.),

56 Atl. Rep. 202. Aug. 18, 1903.

The supreme judicial court of Maine holds that, luuler the stat-

utes of thai stale, the whole (|uestion of how railroad crossings

shall be constructed and maintained is left, in the first instance,

to the sound judgment and discretion of the railroad commissioners

for determination ; and their decision, when made, is final, unless an

appeal is'taken. They have no authority to modify or change such

a decree once made, except upon a new application, notice, and

hearing; nor can they, before appeal, make a leni|)orary decree

which does not purport lo represent their sound judgment and

discretion in the premises. Su'ch temporary decn-r is void.
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FOLLOWING nv I'ASSK NfJKRS OK DIKKCTIONS OK CON-
i)rcroK-SENDh\(; passkngkr dksiking to alight
ONTO PLATFORM WHILE CAR IN MOTION

Homic.s*)- vs. Miiskfgoii Traction & LiKliliiig Co. (Mich.), 97 N.

W. Rep. 36. Nov. 9. 1903.

The conductor is in charge of hi» car, and hi^ directions, the

.sii|irenie court of Michigan says, arc usually followed liy passen-

gers. It wonld not be reasonable to require passengers to lightly

disregard them, and they may reasonably believe that it will not

be imprn<lent for them to follow them. The court is not willing

lo say that such a direction as that a woman desiring to alight

should go onto the platform with the car in motion is negligence

ill all cases, or that it might not be in others. Certainly a con-

ductor who should send a chihl or a decrepit or weakly or drunken

person to the platform while the car is in motion would be open

to criticism, and a jury might, under some circumstances, Ix-

bound to find such an act negligence. Ordinarily, it is a question

of fact to be left to the jury.

WHEN CARS MAY UK SAID TO BK L'NI)i:U CONTUOL-
Sr'KKD AND NEGLUiENCE.

Maucr vs. Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 84 N. Y.

Supp. 76. Oct. 22, 1903.

Cars are under control, according to the sccon<l appellate divi

sion of the supreme court of New York, it may be said, when they

are running at any given rate of speed, so long as the machinery

and the attendants are in condition to respond to the necessities

of the situation; but the control which the law demands at street

intersections is such control as will prevent, in the absence of negli-

gence on the part of pedestrians or others lawfully using the

highway, the occurrence of accidents, and seven or eight miles an

hour is not, as a niatter of law, such control. The question of

negligence does not depend so much upon the rate of speed as

upon the ability of the motorman or other servants to prevent ac-

cidents, and it is always a question of fact, taking into considera-

tion all of the circumstances, whether the operation of the car was

negligent or not.

LOCALITY WHERE TWO STREETS TRACTICALLV MEEl
IN A THIRD TO BE TREATED AS AN INTERSECTION
OK STREETS.

Freeman vs. Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co. (X. Y. Sup.), 84

N. Y. Supp. 108. Oct. 22, 1903.

Where two streets bearing different names comprised what was

termed a continuous line of traffic, although their direction was not

within a few degrees identical, and the most westerly point of the

east line of one was directly south of the most easterly point of

the western curb of the other, the point of such meeting if it may
be so called being intersected by a third street on which there were

street railway tracks, the second appellate division of the supreme

court of New York holds that, as to the rule of law which holds

that street railroad companies and other users of streets have

equal rights at their intersection, this location must be held to be

such an intersection. .'Knd it holds that the point of ingress should

not be held to afTcct the rights of those who have occasion to use

such intersections of streets. The boundaries of an intersection of

streets, it says, enclose a spot peculiar to the law, in that no

paramount rights are known there, and no limitation of this doc-

trine should be indulged against a class of individuals or vehicles

that enter from any particular point.

LIABILITY FOR INJURIES INFLICTED P.Y RUNNING
FREIGHT CARS IN VIOLATION i)V LAW.

Daly vs. Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co. (Wis.), 96

N. W. Rep. 832. Oct. 20, 1903.

This was a personal injury case. It was contended that the

complaint failed to state a cause of .iction because it did not

specifically allege any negligence of the defendant in operating

the train or in the construction of the cars or the track or other-

wise.- The supreme court of Wisconsin s.iys that it did allege that

the defendant was only authorized to use its tracks and railway

for transporting passengers. Had the injury resulted from the use

ol such passenger cars, there might have been some force in the

objection. But the gravamen of the complaint was that the plain-

tilT was injured by reason of the defendant ruiuiing freight cars

u|Mjn its tracks without authority and in violation of law. To
the extent that the defendant exceeded its authority by running

freight cars over its tr.icks without legislative |iermission, express

or implied, it must be regarded as acting in violation of law, and
hence answerable accordingly. The theory is that, the act being

wningful, the party doing it is answerable for all the consequences

that How therefrom lo a person who is not chargeable with negli-

gence by reason of which the injury is inllicted. The allegations

of the complaint, if true, were suflficieut to authorize a jury to find

that the plaintiff's injuries were without fault on his part, aiul were

actually caused by the running of freight cars on the defendant's

tracks ill violation of law ; and hence the complainant stated a

cause of action.

VALIDITY OF AGREEMENT WITH ABL'TTING PROP
ICRIY (JWM;RS to pave. SIRKET.

Farson vs. K'ogg (111), fi8 N. E. Rep. "S.i. Oct. 2f>, ujny Re-

hearing denied Dec. 4, 1903.

.\n electric street railway company agreed with certain Hbutting

property owners to pave a public city street, for some consideration,

which was suppo.sed to operate for their benefit. The supreme

court of Illinois is of the opinion that the company had no power
to make any such agreement. Nor has a court of chancery the

power to decrease the specific performance of any such agreement.

It says that it is a well-settled doctrine in this state that a city

holds the title to its streets in trust for the public, and cannot

turn over such streets to private parties to be improved. The
power conferred upon the city lo pave, etc., the streets and cross-

walks is vested exclusively in the city council, and cannot be shared

by it with any other body or person.

If a court of equity should require the company to pave the

street, it would require it to take possession of a public street

which belongs to the city and is held in trust by the city for the

use of the people. To order the company to take possession of

the street would be to order it to create an obstruction in a public

street, and clothe an outside corporation with the power which

the law vests in the municipality.

It is true that the common council, in granting leave to a street

railway company to lay its tracks in the street, sometimes imposes,

as a condition, that the street railway company shall keep the

street between its tracks paved, and perhaps the common council

might make it a condition that the street railway company should

keep more of the street than lies between its tracks paved and in

repair. But a street railway company has no power, by virtue

of its own charter, lo pave the streets of the city outside and in-

dependently of the consent of the city itself. Independently of

any provisions of the charter, it must be true that a street rail-

way corporation organized under the laws of Illinois has no power

from the nature of its organization to engage in the business of

paving streets.

WHEN ONE ACQUIRES THE RIGH IS OF A PASSENGER
—.\CTS CONSTITUTING INVITATION TO BOARD MOV-
ING CAR—QUESTION OF CONTRIBUTORY NEGLI-
GENCE DEPENDENT ON CIRCUMSTANCES.

O'Mara vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. .App.), 76 S. W. Rep.

680. Nov. 3, 1903.

The right of a person to carriage as a passenger on a street

car, the court of appeals at St. Louis, Mo., says, rests on a con-

tmct, the essential ingredients of which arc that the person must

signify his intention lo t.ike passage, cither by words or conduct,

and the carmen must assent, by words or conduct, to his becoming

a passenger. It is not necessary to the status of passenger that a

person be actually on a car, but he is entitled to the privileges

of that status while attempting to get on, if the car has been

stopped by those in charge for the purpose of receiving him or

any one desiring to take passage. Nor is it absolutely essential

that the car should be standing still when a person attempts to

board it, in order for him to acquire the rights of a passenger.

If carmen, inste.id of stopping their car, bring it to a slow move-

ment at a crossing where passengers arc received, in obedience to
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a signal from a bystander that he wishes to take passage, their

conduct is an invitation to him to get aboard ; and when he starts

to do so he becomes a passenger, and entitled to be guarded from

hami with high care.

The question of the plaintiffs contributory negligence, the court

says, stood entirely apart from the question of whether he was a

passenger when he was hurt, and was to be ascertained from other

facts. Whether he was a passenger depcndcil, in the circumstances

of this case, on a finding that he made known to the motorman his

desire to become one, and the motornian"s response to his signal,

and acceptance of him as siich, by stopping or slowing the car to

receive him. The plaiutifT's alleged contributory negligence de-

pended on whether, all the circumstances considered, a man of

ordinary prudence, of his years, would have attempted to get on the

car. The movement of the car may be so rapid that it would be

manifest negligence to endeavor to board it, or a person may be so

infirm and incumbered by burdens as to make it negligence for him

to attempt to board a car moving at a slow speed. Hut the issue

of .alleged contributory negligence on the part of a person hurt

while trying to get on a car in motion is mostly a jury issue.

DUTY OF MOTORMAX TO KEEP C.VREFIX l.OOKOU I

AHE.M) AND AS TO PERSONS UPON OK APPROACH-
ING TRACK, AT CROSSINGS, AND TO YOUNG CHIL-
DREN.

Forrcstal vs. Milwaukee Electric Railway S; Light Cn. (Wis.), lyy

N. W. Rep. 182. Nov. 17, 1903.

It goes without saying, the supreme court of Wisconsin declares,

that it is the duty of a motorman in charge of an electric street car

to keep a careful lookout ahead upon and in the vicinity of his track

so far as the performance of his other duties will reasonably permit,

to the end that he may avoid injuring any person that may acci-

dentally or otherwise place himself in a dangerous situation in the

pathway of such car; that the degree of diligence in that regard, in

order to come up to the standard of ordinary care which the law

requires, varies with time, place, amount and character of travel

upon the street, opportunity for the motorman to see persons using

the street for ordinary travel as they approach the track and for

such persons to see the approaching car, and all circumstances

naturally calculated to increase the hazard of injuring such per-

sons. The care thus indicated, in law, charges the motorman with

the duty to use ordinary care to avoid dangerous consequences from

causes within his knowledge, and from those which he might, by

the exercise of proper vigilance, have knowledge of as well. He is

bound not only to keep the careful lookout indicated, but to ob-

serve persons approaching the track, or so circumstanced as to

suggest a reasonable prf)bability of such approach unconscious of

danger, whom, consistent with proper attention to his general

duties, he might observe, and to handle his car, so far as ordinary

care will permit under all the circumstances, so as not to injure

them. Obviously, these principles require a motorman at a street

crossing to exercise greater care than between crossings, and

much more care in case of very young children approaching the

track unconscious of an approaching car, or being so circumstanced

as to suggest a probability of such approach, than in case of adults.

And the court holds that there can be no doubt that it was the

duty of the motorman, in this case, as his car approached the cross-

ing, to observe children near the track in such an attitude as to

suggest a probability of their placing themselves in the way of the

car, and to use all re3son,ablc care to avoid injuring them In llic

event of that probability changing to a certainty.

DEED OF RIGHT OF WAY CONSTRUED NOT TO AU-
THORIZE BUILDING OF TRESTLE FOR CROSSING
STEAM RAILRO.\D—NO INJUNCITON ACCOUNT OF
ERECTION OF TRESTLE REQUIRED BY RAILROAD
COMMISSIONER-NO LIABILITY TO PROPERTY OWN-
ERS FOR CUT OK FILL OF STEAM RAILROAD CROSSED
OR FOR NARROWNESS OF SUBWAY CON.SIRUCTKD
THEREUNDER.

the poles and trolley wires of said company are now erected and
maintained on Washington street." Another provision was: "It

is further understood that party of the second part * * * ihall

be required to operate its electric railway over the right of way
hereby granted, substantially in the same manner, as under the
franchise granted to it by the city of Kalamazoo, and under which
it operates its line over Washington avenue at present." Tlie
ordinance referred to provided that the rails should be laid and
maintained in such a manner as not to obstruct the free passage
of vehicles over the same, an<l the upper surface of the same should
be laid flush with the surface of the streets, and such tracks should
conform to the grade of the. streets, "as now established, or as
may from time to time be established."

The supreme court of Midiigan liolcis that, under tlie provisions
of the deed quoted, the intention to limit the easement to a surface
easement was plain, and that it could not be construed to convey
more than a right to build a road confonning to the .street or
surface; that the contention that tlie deed gave a right to build

and maiiUain a trestle required by the railroad commissioner for

crossing a steam railroad was untenable. But, the company having
lawfully and in good faith constructed and put in operation a

permanent public improvement, and, witliout its fault, the police

requirements of the state having made the erection of a trestle

necessary, the court holds that the grantors of the right of way
by such deed were not entitled to have a court of equity compel
the company to tear up its track and abandon its road, but were
entitled to reasonable compensation for such damages as were
fairly chargeable to the erection of the trestle upon their land.

The court further holds that the traction company was not to

blame for the cut or the embankment of another steam railroad

crossed. Each had the right to make its cut or fill, and tlie trac-

tion company committed no actionable wrong when it arranged
with the latter for a subway. It was responsible for its trestle

and embankment, and for nothing more. .Xnd. where it constructed

a subw.ny the property owners did not have their rights infringed
by a failure to construct a subway wide enough to acconmiodale
travel aside from its road, the highway then terminating without
crossing the steam railroad track.

ABUTTER ENTITLED TO INJUNCTION AGAINST CON-
STRUCTION OF STREET RAILWAY ON UNACCEPTED
STREET OR HIGHWAY. OR WHICH WILL OBSIRUCT
A STREET OR PUBLIC HIGHWAY-NOT AN ADDITION-
.AL BURDEN—CONTOUR OF SURFACE OF STREICT TO
BE FOLLCnVED-PUBLIC AUITIORITIF.S CAN CONFER
NO LICENSE TO ENTER UPON PRINATE PROPERTY.

I-anc v». Michigan Traction Co. (.Mich.). 97 N. W. Rep. .154. Nov.

17. 1903.

By a deed granting a right of way the tr.tction comiKuiy was

;,uihorizc(l to construct, etc., and operate 3 road "substantially as

Russell vs. Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railway Co. (111.). (>,S

N. E. Rep. 727. Oct. 26, 190.?. Rehearing denied Dec. 2, 1903.

The supreme court of Illinois holds that even if it could be held

that the place where the company constructed its street railway
in front of the complainant's property was a street or public high-

way, she should still have her injunction, the company having ap-

propriated exclusively to its own use at least 25 feet of the high-

way; having erected an obstruction in the street ranging from j

to 3 feet high at tlic south end to about 25 feet at the north iiid.

gradually and constantly increasing from where it began at the south

until the extreme was reached at the north. While the county or

nuuiicipal authorities may graiit to street railw^iy companies the

use of the highways, it is only the use in common and in connection

with the public that they may grant. Such companies cannot ap-

propriate the whole or any portion of such streets and highways to

their exclusive use and control, the statute expressly limiting the

right of company to such manner as not to "unnecessarily obstruct

the public use of such street," etc. Where it is established by

proof, or admitted, that the place in question is a public highway,

the property owner, ordinarily, is presumed, in law, not to suffer

damages from the proper construction thereon of such railroads,

iqion the theory that such use is compatible with the use in common
ivith the iiublic, and does not inqxise upon such street or highway
an additional servitude. But this is upon the theory that such

street railways shall follow the natural contour of the surface of

the streets.

If the place in question was iicil a iiiiblic highway, the |iiiblic

authorities had no power to confer license upon the company to

enter upon it for any purpose. The place in (|uesiiiiii not bi'ing
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a piiMic highway, anil Ihf fee Iwing in the coniplainani, tliv ilccrec

finding tliat .she was Ihc owner of the cnlire street, subject to an

offer of (Icdicntion, and siihject to its acceptance hy the pulilic

authorities, it was the duty of the electric company to hring itself

within the exception to the rule hy which it might ixcupy other

territory th.in a public highway, and to compensate the complain-

ant for her damages before constructing its road. The circuit court

erred in decreeing a Imnd to be taken from the defendants, and

re(|iiiring the complainant to institute proceedings for her damages,

and in not granting an injunction. The appellate court erred in

mixlifying that decree, and directing that the company should pro-

ceed to condenm the right of way, and in reijuiring the complainant

to pay any portiim of the costs. The decree should have l>een for

a mand.itory injunction.

OBLIC.VTION TO P.AVE FULL WTDTII OF STREEI"
WHERE SIDINGS .\RE M.MNT.MNED MAY HE ENDED
HY REMOV.M, OF L.\TI F.R.

Shamokin Itorough vs. Sham >kiii & Mt. Carniel Electric Railway

Co. (Pa.), 56 .All. Rep. 64. July y, 11)03.

The defetidanl company was authorized by ortlinancc to construct

a single-tr.ick railway with necessary sidings. It laid a single track

on one side of a street, and a siding 400 feet long on the other

side. ITie intention was to use this siding in connection with a

branch road, which was never built, and the siding was not used

except occasionally for the storage of cars. The road was con-

structed in advance of street improvements, and the ordinance

imposed on the comp.iny the duty to pave the parts of the streets

on which its tracks were laid, and to pave the whole width of the

streets froin curb to curb where sidings were laid, when the bor-

ough should pave the other parts of the streets. The council relied

on the belief that, as matter of law, it could prevent the removal

of the siding mentioned, and thus for all time place the cost of

street iiriprovements on the company. The supreme court of Penn-

sylvania holds that in this it was mistaken. It holds that the fact

that a siding had once been placed on the street would not make

the company liable fortver. If it became necessary to relocate the

siding, the company would be liable for the paving of the new loca-

tion and relieved as to the old one. If, as in this case, it was

iound unnecessary, its removal would relieve the compaHy from all

liability. The obligation was. in effect, to pave the full width

where sidings were maintained.

DUTY OF ABUTTER TO REMOVE FENCE IN HIGHWAY
AFTER NOTICE—RIGHT TO GRADE AND REMOVE OB-
STRUCTIONS—DAMAGES FOR INJURY TO PRIVATE
CROSSINGS—WHEN NONE FOR INJURY TO FENCE IN

HIGHWAY—ELECTRIC RO.\D NOT ADDITIONAL I'.UR-

DEN.

Georgetown & Lexington Traction Co. vs. MulhoUand (Ky.), 76

S. W. Rep. 148. Oct. 8, IQ03. "Not to be officially reported."

If the latter party's fences were upon the highway over which

the company had been granted by the county fiscal court the right

to construct and operate its elecWic line, the court of appeals of

Kentucky holds that then it was his duty to remove them upon the

demand of the company, if they interfered with the free use of the

grant in question. The grant to the company carried with it the

right to grade its proposed line in such a manner as to make the

casement available. This involved, of nccesi?ity, the right to re-

move all obstructions in the public highway inconsistent with its

free use for the purposes of the grant. If these fences obslructcd

the free use of the grant to the coinpany, it had the right to remove

them. If the allegations of the company were true, then the party

was a inert licensee, and could be required to move at any time.

The grant to the company being inconsistent with his right longer

to maintain his fences on the highway, it v as his duly to move off

upon request .of the company.

The party owned land on both sides of the highway, and the

court holds that as to the private crossings which he had, he was

entitled to recover such sum as would compensate him for the in-

convenience or loss sustained by him between the time the crossings

were injured by the coinpany and the time it restored them, if it

hail done so. If his fences were upon the highway, he was not

entitled to recover any damage by the acts of the company which

wotild not have accrued to him had they licen u|i<>n his own line,

provided he had prior notice that the company needed that |K>rtion

of the highway occupied by them for the enjoyment of its grant.

If the cuts on the west side would not have undermined his fencing

on that side had it been kick on his own line, then he was not

entitled to damage by reason of the cuts If the fills on the cast

side would not have injured his fencing had it been back of his

own line, then he was likewise not entitled to damage by reason of

the fills. The electric roadway in question was not an additional

servitude upon the highway, and he was not entitled to anything

growing out of the fact that the company had constructed and was
operating a line along the highway in front of his farm.

VALIDH Y OF ORDINANCE REQUlRINti AIR OR ELEC-
TRIC BRAKES-JUDICIAL NOITCE TAKEN OF DESIRA-
BILITY OF COMPELLINt; KQUIPMENI OF CARS WITH
CERTAIN MEANS OF .STOPPING — PREPONDER/VNCE
OF ORAL TESTIMONY Nt)T DECISIVE—NOR LARGE
OUTLAY REUUIRED—NOT PRESUMED ANY ONE WILL
I'SE INFFI F.rTUK ELECTRIC BRAKES.

People vs. Detroit United Railway (Mich.), y; N. W. Rep 36. Nov.

9. 1903.

The question in this case was as to the validity of a city ordinance

punishing the operation of cars not equipped with air or electric

brakes. It was contended that this ordinance was invalid— First,

because it could be said not to provide for brakes which would

tend to lessen danger; second, because its enforcement would
require an outlay large in comparison with the benefits which

would result from the use of such brakes as were required by it.

The object of this ordinance, the supreme court of Michigan says,

was to compel the equipment of street cars with the means of

slopping with certainty and expedition. The court may take judicial

notice that this is desirable, for it is judicially cognizant of the

fact that the use of street cars is necessarily attended by imminent

danger to citizens who are upon the highway, as well as passengers.

It is past controversy that the city may regulate the conduct of

defendant's business to the extent of requiring reasonable safe-

guards against danger.

This ordinance, the court goes on to say. was in harmony with

the statute which for many years has required the equipment of

steam passenger cars with air brakes. Before the court should

say that a similar requirement as to street cars is unreasonable, and

therefore invalid, it should be made to appear clearly either that

there is no necessity for a more efficient brake than a hand brake

upon street cars, or that neither an air nor an electric brake would

be such ; and if the hand brake is not to be dispensed with, it

would be necessary to show that such a car equipped with both

would not be safer than with the hand brake alone. If it might

be said that a preponderance of the oral testimony supported the

view that this ordinance was unreasonable, the court thinks that

would be insufficient to justify it in nullifying the ordinance. It was

not improbable that the exact device used on large cars might not

be adapted to use on a small one (especially where but one set of

trucks was used) without some modification; but that was not

shown to be mechanically difficult, and every one knows that such

problems are being solved daily in the realm of mechanics.

The court does not feel called upon to say much about the claim

that this ordinance should be held invalid upon the ground that it

would require a large outlay, or that it took property without due

process of law. It is too well settled, it says, that the state or city

may enforce regulations clearly looking to the safety of the public,

and reasonably adapted to such end to make it necessary. All prop-

erty is held subject to the exercise of the police power.

It was also contended that the ordinance was invalid even if the

air brakes could be said to be effective, because it did not desig-

nate between air and electric brakes, which last were said to be

clearly shown to be ineffective. But the court thinks there was no

force in this point. It says that it is not to be presumed that any one

will use the latter under such circumstances. Defendant certainly

is not required to.



Street Railway Parks in 1904.

In response to inquiries which were sent out by the "Review,"

a number of street railway companies which own or control parks

have submitted briefly their plans as to improvements and addi-

tional attractions contemplated for the 1904 season, and they are

presented herewith. In a good many instances there arc no

changes contemplated. In addition to furnishing this information,

the majority of the companies made returns of the attendance at

the parks last season, staling also the number of persons carried

to the parks in the cars. Brief data are also submitted as to the

sort of park attractions which have been found to pay the best,

prices of admission, etc., and other information which may be

helpful to street railway park managers in general. Of interest,

also, are the reasons given for leasing or operating the parks, as

the case may be, some companies preferring to lease, while others

find it more advantageous to operate the parks themselves. In al-

most every instance, too, the manager reported as to whether the

park is self-supporting, or whether its maintenance is charged to

the railway traffic account. Following arc the data obtained

:

The Cincinnati (O.) Traction Co. controls the Cincinnati Zo-

ological Garden through ownership of a majority of the stock of

the Cincinnati Zoological Co. The attendance at the Garden last

season was 400,000, of which, appro.\imatelj', 390,000 were carried

on the cars. The Garden attractions, aside from the animals, in-

clude daily afternoon and evening concerts during the summer. One

fee admits to all, the charge for adults being 25 cents and for chil-

dren under 12 years of age, 10 cents. Although the Garden is

not run for profit, it being contrary to the by-laws to pay divi-

dends, all profits to be expended on betterments, it is self-sup-

porting. The Cincinnati Traction Co. took hold of the Garden to

save it from financial depression, and may be said to have a two-

fold purpose in operating it, to uphold a widely-known pul)lic in-

stitution, and to maintain quite a large feeder. There are three

lines of cars to the park the year round. On heavy days during

the summer a special short line is run from the heart of the city,

and a close headway is maintained on the regular lines. The Gar-

den has never been leased. Next season the Garden company ex-

pects to build a new herbivoia, or building for hay-eating animals,

to cost $50,000, and will make other improvements. The business

agent of the Garden company is Mr. Walter A. Draper.

The Cincinnati Traction Co. also owns the ground on which is

located Chester Park, which is leased to Mr. J. M. Martin. Tho

approximate attendance at Chester Park last season was 800,000,

of which practically all were carried on the cars. The price of

admission to the park is 10 cents and the charge for the numernus

attractions is as a rule 5 cents. Arrangements for handling heavy

park traffic are the same in nature as those made to handle tlu'

traffic at the Zoo.

The Saginaw Valley Traction Co., of Saginaw, Mich., owns and

operates Riverside Park, the management being of opinion that it

can control its parks to better advantage and with less trouble

than by leasing them. No improvements are contemplated for

next .season, other than certain improvements to the vaudeville

casino. The company charges 15 cents for a round-trip ticket,

which includes admission lo the park. Reserve scats are sold at

the theater for 15, 10 and 5 cents. Last season the attendance

was 150,000. With the five-cent admission charge at the gale,

which is included in the round trip, the park is about self-support-

ing. All the park attractions pay, but the roller coaster is the

most remunerative. No arrangements are made for handling the

traffic, other than to put on extra cars as necessary. The park

manager is Mr. I,. W. Richards.

The Bay City (Mich.) Traction & Electric Co. owns and opcr-

ate? Wcnona Beach and contemplates installing a roller coaster

and a 7.110 tor next season. The attendance at the beach last sea-

ton was 170,000. The operating conrlilions arc the same here as at

Rivertide F'ark, which is o|H-rated by the Saginaw Valley Trac-

tion Co., Ix>lh the Saginaw and Bay City companies being uniler

the »amc management. The park is likewise self-supporting.

The New Orleans (La.) Railways Co. owns West End. which is

a park and lake resort, and it also runs to Athletic Park, which it

does not own, and wdiich is a base ball park, although last year

there was an opera company there. The company finds it advan-

tageous to lease the attractions at West End. Athletic Park is

operated by a lessee,' also. The attendance at West End last sea-

son was nearly 600,000, and at Athletic Park about 400,000, all be-

ing carried on the cars. The admission is free to both parks, a fee

being charged to attractions at the base ball park. Last year the

admission to the base ball park was 10 cents. The company makes
a donation to the base ball fund every week. West End is prin-

cipally a charge upon the railway traffic. There will he no addi-

tional improvements this year. At West End band concerts, vau-

deville and vitagraph exhibitions form the leading attractions. To
handle the traffic trains are run to West End, and there is a quick

and close service to Athletic Park. TJie lessee and manager of

West End is Mr. Joke Wells; the lessee of Athletic Park is the

base ball league.

The Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction Co., Aurora, 111., owns
Riverview Park, which it prefers to operate it.self, especially as the

attendance has to be promoted by the railway company. A num-
ber of improvements are contemplated for next season, such as a

bathing pool, a large goldfish pool, a deer park and an addition to

the zoo, besides a general improvement in small details. No rec-

ord was kept of the attendance last year, there being no fee to the

grounds, but practically all who vi.sited the park were carried in

the cars. It costs 10 and 15 cents to get into the theater, and the

admission to the dance hall is 10 cents. There is a fine base ball

park adjoining which is leased to the local club. The company
has found that vaudeville and other theatricals do not pay very

well, but dancing and refreshments are quite remunerative. Still,

the park is practically self-supporting. To care for the heavy park

traffic cars are run from, say, one car every half hour to three 12-

bcnch open cars every 10 minutes. The manager of the park is

Mr. W. C. Braithwaite.

The Elniira (N. Y.) Water, Light & Railroad Co., which owns
and operates Roricke Glen Park, will increa.se the seating capacity

and build proscenium boxes at the casino this season, and will

al^^l ;ulcl a munber of side attractions al the park. The cnni-

pany prefers to operate its park, as it can better maintain a high

standard of attractions and can operate the cars and park in con-

juiK'tinn tn better advantage. The admission to the park is free to

patrcuis <if the road, and (5oo seats in the theater are free; the

reserved scats cost 10 and 15 cents. The attendance last season

was 2,000 per day. The park is just about self-supporting. The

theater, where light opera and musical comedy are given, pays

the l)e>t. To handle the traffic the company runs trains of three

cars, with two extra trains running as a section of a regu-

lar train. The company also carries a good many people lo El-

dridge Park, which is owned by the city. The company's park

manager is Mr. Herbert Salinger.

The Savannah (Ga.) Electric Co. operates' three pleasure re-

sorts, known as the Casino, the Isle of Hope and Lincoln Park,

the last named being for colored patrons. It leases the park build-

ings and privileges, but maintains the grounds and structures.

The company also operates the vaudeville and light opera enter-

laimnents and oul-door attractions. The approximate attendance

last season was 85,000 persons, that being the number carried on

the ears. The admission to the park is free, while a charge of

25 and .'io cents is made for the Ihealer entcrtaimncnts. The com-

pany endeavors to make each of the attractions self-supporting, except

the music, but it reports that the parks are not (|uite self-sustaining.

h'or handling heavy park Iraflic a lo-niin. schedule is provided,

with extra cars between the regidars. This year, at the Casino.

the comi)any will build a tolKiggaii sli<le and a carousal and install

a laughing gallery. The park lessee, who is also the park man-

ager, is Mr. L. W. Nelson.

The Internaliona! Railway Co, nf llnlfalo, N. Y., controls and
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upcrati* Olcott Bc;icli. Olcolt, N. Y., tintling il advaiilaKcoiis In

operate llic park rather than to lea>e it, as in this way all allrac-

lioiis aiul Cllllces^ioll!' arc directly under the company'^) conlrul In

regulate. No improvements are contemplated (or next season.

Last season the attendance was joo.ooo, all carried on the cars

The admission to the park is free to patrons of the railway, lo

cents heing charged for persons who reach the park hy other

means. This charge, however, is more fr)r the purpose of exclud-

ing hoys and rowdies. No charge is made for the attractions, and

conseiineully the maintenance of the park m.iy be considered a

charge on the railway traffic. .Ml the features seem lo he equally

popular. There are a rustic theater, electric riding gallery, min-

iature railway, swings and other annisements. No extra provision

in the park is required to care for the traffic, sufficient service

on the railw.iy being all that is necessary.

The .'\ugusta (.Ga. ) Railway & Electric Co. owns and operates

Lake View Park and Monte Sano Park, but leases its theater at

the latter park. The company has found that it is less expensive

to operate the parks itself. No additional features arc contem-

plated for next season, but the company is already doing consid-

erable repainting and reiwiring. The attendance at Lake View

Park last season was 150,000; at Monte Sano Park, 60,000. The

cars carried the entire attqndance. The parks are free, but there

is an admission to the theater of 25 or 35 cents, according to

location of seats. A{ the theater vaudeville and light opera arc

the principal attractions. The most remunerative feature of the

parks, however, arc the lircworks. The parks are stated to be

more than self-sustaining. The company's lines to both are dou-

ble tracked. The lessee of the theater is Mr. Joke Wells; the

manager of the parks is Mr. George H. Conklin.

The Philadelphia (Pa.) Rapid Transit Co., which owns and

operates Willow Grove Park, situated at Willow Grove, Pa., does

not contemplate installing new attractions thii year, but will make

the necessary repairs. The attendance at this park last year was

about 3.000.000. or one-half of the number of persons that patron-

ized the Willow Grove cars. The company finds it better to

operate the park itself, inasmuch as it has complete control.

There is no chatgc for admission to the park; the price of ad-

mission to the amusements is s and 10 cents. The park is emi-

nently self-suppotting and all the attractions pay, last season the

"coal mine" taking the lead. To handle the heavy traffic extra

cars arc operated on the trolley line and extra trains are run on

the steam road. Last year the heaviest day was the Fourth of

July, when the estimated number of visitors was 175,000. The

park manager is Mr. C. P, Weaver, 810 Dauphin St., Philadelphia.

The Tri-City Railway Co., of Davenport, la., and Rock Island,

and Moline, 111., controls two pleasure resorts, one being known as

the Black Hawks Watch Tower, 2!4 miles south of Rock Island,

and the other as Prospect Park, which is situated outside of the

southern boundary of Moline. The company finds it better to

lease, as then the public docs not expect so much and the rail-

way management is relieved of the park business during the busy

season. The admission to the parks is free. Last season the at-

tendance at the Black Hawks Watch Tower was 70,000, of which

50,000 were carried on the cars, while the total attendance at Pros-

pect Park was 120,000, of which 100,000 were passengers. The

watch tower park is said to be the more remunerative; in winter

the parks become a charge upon the traffic, but arc .self-supporting

in summer. The heavy traffic is handled by extra cars. Nothing

especial is planned in the way of improvcmcuts. The lessee and

manager is Mr. J. W. Krell.

The Dartmouth & Westport Street Railway Co., of New Bedford.

Mass.. controls and manages Lincoln Park, the company preferring

to operate its park to prevent fraudulent practices and to see that

good order is maintained. The approximate attendance last sea-wn

was 100,000, of which at least 80,000 were carried on the cars. The

admission to the grounds is free and dancing. Punch and Judy

shows and swings are free also. There is given open-air vaudeville,

to which admission is charged and a charge of five cents is made

for a ride on the merry-go-round. Refreshments arc sold on the

grounds and the returns show that the restaurant feature is the most

remunerative. The park is not entirely self-supporting, however.

To care for the traffic the company runs a sufficient number of ex-

tra cars during the hours when the travel to and from the park is

heavy. No additional features are contemplated for next season.

Ilic manager of the park is Mr. 1. W. Phelps.

The Dayton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Railway Co., of

.S|>riugfiel(l. O.. owns and operates two resorts. Tecumsch Park

and Silver I^ke. It finds it more advanLigeous to operate, as the

attractions and the car service may be better adjusted. For next

season the company will build water chutes at both places, and

will install a labyrinth at Tecumseh Park. The attendance last

season was 250.000. of which 240.000 were iKilrons of the cars. No
admission is charged to the park, but it costs five cents to sit

in the grand stand, and five cents to ride on the miniature rail-

way or the merry-go-round. Some of the attractions p.iy, the

base ball games being the best drawing cards, but the park is a

charge on the railway traffic. Eor handling the traffic the com-

pany runs a half-hourly service, and sometimes increases it to 15

minutes. The manager of the park is Mr. F. Ehring.

The Pittsburg (Pa.) Railway Co. leased its Kennywood Park

last season, so this year it will operate only three parks—Calhoun,

Oakwood and Southern—and it may lease the Oakwood Park

to outsiders this season. In addition to the parks the company
operates the famed Duquesne Garden. Last year the attendance

at the diflferent parks amounted to 200,000 persons, who were trans-

ported both ways on the company's cars. For accommodating the

park traffic the company runs additional cars, trippers and trail-

ers. Admission to the parks is free and the charge for the vari-

ous attractions is 5 or 10 cents, as the case may be. The parks

are good investments and more than self-supporting. This year,

besides usual renovation, new novelties will be introduced and a

specialty made of vaudeville shows, summer opera and the like.

The company's park manager is Mr. A. S. McSwigan.

The Negaunee & Ishpeming Street Railway & Electric Co., of

Ishpeming. Mich., controls and operates Union Park and Cleve-

land Grove, the most attractions being at the former, and the lat-

ter being especially desirable for picnics and dances. The com-

pany feels that it can control the tough element better by oper-

ating its own park. The attendance last season was 100,000. of

which 75 per cent was carried on the cars. There will be no im-

provements to speak of this year. The admission to Union Park,

where the base ball games are, is usually 25 cents, although some

attractions are cheaper and some cost as high as a dollar.- There

is no cost for admission to the grove. To handle the traffic ex-

tra cars arc run whenever needed. The manager of the resorts

is Mr. H. F. Pearce, the superintendent of the company.

The Grand Rapids, Holland & Lake Michigan Rapid Ry., of

Holand, Mich., owns and operates Jenison Electric Park and

next season will add bowling alleys, a shooting gallery and a

whirlpool to the attractions. The company prefers to operate

the park, as it can then regulate the discipline of the park em-

ployes and the manner in which the attractions arc operated. .The

admission is free and five cents is charged for the various at-

tractions, except that the use of the dance pavilion is free. Last

season the attendance was 200,000, the number carried on the

cars being 150,000. .Ml the attractions pay, but the Fig. 8 to-

boggan is the most remunerative. The park is self-supporting.

To handle tire park traffic additional summer cars are run. The

manager of the park is Mr. Charles Floyd.

The Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co. owns Linden-

wald Park and leases it, being of the opinion that the park busi-

ness is separate from the railway business, or should be, and that

the railway company can get the benefits just as well and escape

the liability. Last season the attendance at the park was 150.000.

of which 75,000 rode in the cars. This year the base hall park

will be moved to the rear of Lindcnwald Park, hut no other

improvement or additional attraction is contemplated. .-Xdmission

to the park is free; the theater charges are 10. 15 and 25 cents. The

theater supports the park and renders' it self-supporting. To

handle heavy traffic extra motor cars are run with trailers. The

lessee and manager of the park is Mr. John Foster.

The Lynchburg (Va.) Traction & Light Co.. which owns Riv-

ermont Park, will improve the grounds and renew the flower beds

this season, but contemplates no other improvements. It leases

the casino in the park, but operates all the other features itself.

Last season 250,000 patrons attended the park. There is no charge

to enter the grounds, the only charge being that of the casino,

which is 15 or 25 cents, according to location. The expense of
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maintaining the park is carried to the railway operating account.

The casino is the most remunerative feature. The number of cars

operated varies with the attendance. The lessee of the casino is

Mr. Joke Wells and the manager of the park is Mr. R. D. Apperson,

president of the company.

The Binghamton cN. Y.) Railway Co. has two pleasure resorts,

the Casino at Endicott, N. Y., and Ross Park at Binghamton. It

contemplates putting in a miniature railway at Ross. Park this

year, and will increase the illumination facilities at the Casino.

1-ast season the attendance at Ross Park was 300,000; at the

Casino, 150,000. At least 75 per cent was carried on the com-

pany's cars. The company prefers to operate its own resorts,

thereby controlling the policy. The admission to Ross Park is

free ; at the Casino live cents is charged for chairs. Both are prac-

tically self-supporting. The e.xtra traffic is handled by increased

car service. The park manager is Mr. J. P. E. Clark, general man-

ager of the company.

The Pennsylvania & Mahoning Valley Railway Co.. of N'ew

Castle, Pa., owns and operates Cascade Park, where the attend-

ance last season was 250,000, all being patrons of the road. The

company will not make improvements or secure additional attrac-

tions for ne.xt season. The company finds it more advantageous

to operate its park for the reason that it has absolute control

and can be ntore liberal in granting concessions. An admission of

five cents is charged to the park, with 5 and 10 cents' admission

to the attractions. The carousal and the roller coaster are the

most remunerative attractions. The park is self-supporting. The

company runs open cars and trailers especially for park traffic.

The park manager is Mr. Perry Barga.

The Austin (Tex.) Electric Railway Co. owns Hyde Park,

which it leases for the reason that the public thinks the railway

company should provide free entertainments, whereas if others

operate the park the people are willing to pay. A charge of from

10 to 25 cents, according to the attraction, is made. The company

cannot operate Sundays on account of the location of the. jiark,

or it would be an urqualified success. As it is, the park is

barely self-sustaining when leased. Novelties and Sunday crowds

pay the best. For handling the traffic e.xtra cars are run nights

when the attendance is heaviest. The company docs not expect

to make any additions to the park this season.

The Olentangy Park Co., of Columbus, O., owns and operates

Olentangy Park, theater and zoological garden, v»hicli serve to in-

crease the street railway patron.age appreciably, although the park

company is entirely independent of the street railway companies.

Last year the attendance at the park, etc., was 600,000, of which

500,000 were carried on the cars. This year it is proposed to in-

stall a giant circle swing, a palace of illusions, "House That Jack

Built", "Old Mill", a big carousal and other attractions. The ad-

mission to the park is five cents ; admission to the theater, 10, 20

and 30 cents. The park manager is Mr. J. W. Dusenbury.

The Colorado Springs & Interurban Railway Co., of Colorado

Springs, Col., owns and operates Slratton Park, the principal en

tcrtainment features at which are band concerts and moving pic

turcs. Last season the attendance at the park was 200,000, of

A-hich the cars carried 175,000 persons. The only charge is thai

for fare. To handle the traffic the company operates the tripper

system, the cars running as often as needed, and they are then

banked up for the rush home after the concert or moving pictures.

There will be no additional features next season, and no improve-

ments are contemplated. The manager of the park is Mr. C.

.Strubb.

The Kankakee (III.) Electric Railway Co. owns Electric Park,

which it leases to show people to whom the company gives part

of its car receipts and receives in return 300 free seals in the the-

ater. The class of shows that pay the best are melodramas given

liy repertoire companies. The only charge is at the theater, where

the prices arc 10, 15, and 25 cents. In the seven weeks the the-

ater was run last year there was an attendance of .30,000, all car-

ried on (he cars, principally at night. The company uses every-

thing it has in the way of cars, and at limes could use more.

No improvements or changes arc conlemplaled for next season.

The company reports that thq park anrl the entertainments shf)W

a Roml profit.

The Camtlcn Interslale Railway Co. of llimtinglon. W. Va..

own§ three renorts—ClifTside Park, Boyd County. Ky ; Camden

Park. Wayne County. \V. Ya.; Roecluvood Park. Lawrence Coun-
ty, O. At ClifTside Park the company has a theater and finds it

advantageous to lease it. The other parks have no theater and are

not leased. There is no admission charged to any of the parks.

The maintenance is charged to the railway operating account.

The theater and the lunch stand at Cliffside Park are the only

remunerative features. No additional attractions are contemplated

this year. The lessee and manager of Cliffside Park is Mr. J.

R. Gallick.

The Springfield (Mo.) Traction Co. has an arrangcnu-ni \iitli

the owner of Doling's Park and Zoo, whereby the company pays

part of the expense, leaving it to somebody else to manage the

park. The attendance last season was 1,500 daily, of which the

railway company carried 1,300. There is no admission at the

gate, but the admission to the theater is 15 cents, and there is

also a charge for other attractions. The park pays as a whole

very well, the theater especially. There are no contemplated

changes for next year. The traffic is cared for by means of extra

cars during the season. Tlie owner of the park is Mr. J. M.

Doling; the manager is Mr. R. L. Doling.

The Roanoke (Va.) Railway & Electric Co. controls Mountain

Park and Casino, the park being operated by the company and the

Casino leased to what is known as the Wells Circuit, which pro-

vides the entertainments for a number of parks in the South.

There is no charge for admission to the park; the admission to

the Casino is 15 and 25 cents. Last season the attendance was

about 500 per day, which was practically all carried on the

cars. The company derives no revenue from the park, except

from fares. The Casino draws the best and in the evening extra

cars are put on to accommodate the traffic. Tlic comiiany will

build a large dance pavilion for next season.

The Terrc Haute (Ind.) Electric Co. last season had a casino,

in which theatrical attractions were given, and a small park ad-

joining, in which practically no entertainments took place. The
casino will be closed this season and a new park known as Lake

View Park thrown open. The admission to the grounds will be

free, and the usual prices will lie charged to the attractions. The
park has been leased, the railway company guaranteeing a weekly

subscription. To care for the traffic the company will run as

many extra cars as may be necessary. The lessee of the park

is the Terrc Haute Amusement Co., and the park manager is

Mr. H. L. Breinig.

The Bangor, Hampden & Winterport Ky., of Hangor, Me., con-

trols one park, known as Riverside Park, which it operates itself,

believing that however few the attractions at the park, the patrons

at least get a good ride for their money. A lo-cent fare is

charged, which includes admission to the park, and by this means

all the attendants are carried on the cars. Ordinarily the park

traffic is easily handled by putting on 10 to 12 extra cars. The

liark a little more than pays for itself. The company docs not con-

template improvements or additional attractions for next season.

The park manager for the company is Mr. C. D. Stanford.

The Canton-Akron Railway Co., of Canton. O., controls two

resorts known as Meyer's Lake and Springfield Lake. It operates

the former and leases the latter. The attendance at both last

season, all being carried on the cars, was 400,000. The admission

to the parks is free, 5 and 10 cents' admission being charged to

the various attractions. All the features pay, the boats being

the most remunerative, and the i)arks are self-sustaining. Ex-

tra and special cars are run to care for the heavy park traffic.

No improvements of consequence are noled for next season. The

lessee of Springfield Lake is Mr. J. H. Hill.

I he Bennington & Hoosick Valley Railway Co.. of lloosick

b'alls. N. Y.. owns and manages Battle Field Park. Last season

there was a large attendance, although there were no special at-

tractions, and practically all who attended were carried on the

company's cars. It is ;i ]iopiilar jil;n-e for excursions and picnic

parties. The admission is free. The niainlenance of the park

is a charge on the railway traffic, wholly, there being no attrac-

tions for which admission could be charged. The manager for

the company is Mr. E. H. T,ibliy. superintendent. No extensive

improvements are conleinpl.'iled next season.

The Marlborough & Wi-slborough Sireel Kailw.iy Co.. of Wesl-

borotigh, Mass.. owns Chauncey Park, which it leases. The at-

tractions include a Ihcalcr, to which the admission is 5 and 10
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cents, and d.incinK. which is charged for at the rale of 5 ccnt^ per

set. Tile admission to the park is free. No record wa* kept

of the attendance last season, although it was large The park

IS a charge npon the railway traffic. No improvements or new

features are contemplated this season. Extra cars handle the

extra traftic. The les.see of the park is Mr. James II. McGurn.

and the man.igcrs arc Mr. Mc(iurn and Mr. II. C. Gartield.

The Ft. W'iiyne & Waliasli Valley Traction Co., of Ft. Wayne.

Ind.. owns and operates Kobison I'ark at l-'t. Wayne; Hoyd Park,

between Peru and W.ihash, Iml. ; Spencer Park at Logansporl,

and Tecnmseh Trail Park at La Kayctte, Ind. This year the

company purposes to install a Fig. 8 toboggan slide and a laughing

gallery at Robison Park. There is no admissiog fee to the p;irks,

and the admission to the theaters is 10. 15 or 25 cents. Vaudeville

seems to take the best. The parks arc about self-supporting. The

traffic is taken care of by frc(|ucnt car service on about two-niiii-

utc headway.

The Pacific Klcctric Railway Co., of Los Angeles, Cal., while

it docs not operate any particular parks, has several resorts along

the line which have been developed by private capital and which

are excellent feeders for the company. The attendance at the

beach resorts during the past year has been enormous. The two

especial resorts in which the company is interested are Long

Hcach and Hast Lake Park. The approximate attendance last

season was ,1,000.000 people. To care for this traffic extra service

is given on two or three-iniiiute headjvay. The company contem-

plates no improvements this year.

The Frederick & Middletowii Railway Co., of Frederick, Md.,

controls and operates a park at Braddock Heights. It finds it

pays to operate the park, on account of the increased traffic due to

free admission to the grounds and the attractions. Last year the

company carried 40,000 passengers to the park. Dancing is one of

the leading attractions and occasionally free entertainments arc

given. No improvements or additional attractions are contem-

plated for next year, The extra traffic is practically all at night,

and extra cars handle it very comfortably.

The Montgomery (.\la.) Tr.iction Co. last year established a

pleasure resort at Pickett Spring, where one of the leading attrac-

tions is boating on the lake. This season, besides buying boats, a

bowling alley, .shooting gallery, merry-go-round and pool tables

will lie installed. The company purposes to retain the general

control of the park, leasing a few privileges, only. Admission to

the park is free, and the extra traffic is handled by extra cars.

It being a new park, it cannot be stated whether it is self-sup-

porting.

The Mobile (.Ala.) Light & Railroad Co. owns and operates

Monroe Park, and it contemplates the enlargement of the sum-

mer theater for next season, which will be the sixth season of

summer opera. The admission to the park is free : the prices at

the theater are 25 and 35 cents, and the admission to the laugh-

ing gallery is 10 cents. There are also a bowling alley, and a

casino, where refreshments are sold. The casino pays best and

the opera next, while the bowling alley and laughing gallery are

also good drawing cards. The park is self-supporting, if the in-

terest on the investment is excepted.

The Southern Light & Traction Co., of Natchez, Miss., owns

and operates Concord Park, at which the leading attractions are

base ball, horse racing and good vaudeville, these paying best in

the order named. The price of admission to the park and the

different attractions is from 10 to 50 cents, and the park just pays

for itself. Last season the cars carried 5.000 persons to the park,

that being the park attendance, of course, and extra cars and trail-

ers were operated as required. There will be no additional im-

provements or attractions this year.

The Pittsburg, McKeesport & Conncllsville Railway Co., of

Conncllsville, Pa., controls Olympia Park, near Connellsville, and

leases it. The park is free to all, but the lessee charges for the

amusement features. No improvements are contemplated for next

season, except that the company will repair the walks and grounds.

The road has a loop in the park and runs extra cars as needed.

The park is self-supporting and is not a charge on the railway

traffic. The lessee and manager is Mr. J. P. Harris, of Pitt.sburg.

The Western Ohio Railway Co., of Lima, O., controls McBeth

Park, which it has heretofore operated, but which has been leased

for the season of 1904. Last season 61,000 persons attended the

park, of which 52,288 were carried on the company's cars. The
attractions of the park include a theater, .\dmission to the park

is free to patrons of the railway. The park has not been self-

supjiorting, hut a charge on the railway traffic. S|H-ciat cars are

run to accommodate the traffic. No changes or contemplated im-

provements are reported. The lessee of the park is Mr. J. Russ

Smith.

The United Railways & Electric Co., of Baltimore, Md, owns
and operates Gwynn Oak Park and I-akeside Park and contem-

plates making a numla'r of improvements and providing additional

attractions at Ixith resorts for next season. Last season the at-

tendance at each park aggregated 100,000, all carried on the cars.

The company finds that park attractions pay. the carousal, perhaps,

the best of all. Admission to the parks is- free. The parks make
money, as the manager expresses it. The traffic is handled by

plenty of cars. The manager of the parks is Col. R. Hough.

The Concord Street Ry., of Concord, N. H., owns and operates

Contoocock River Park. It is the north terminus of the line, be-

ing about one mile from Penacook village, or seven miles north

of Concord. It is operated as an amusement park, and a steam-

boat line is oi>erated upon the CoiUoocook River during the sum-
mer, in connection with the park. The park has a cafe, a dance

hall, roller skating rink, o[)«n-air theater and a boat house. The
park contains alxiiit 80 acres. This' road is owned by the Boston &
Maine Railroad Co.

The Berkshire Street Railway Co., of Pittsfield, Mass., owns and

operates Berkshire Park, where free entertainniciits are given in

the theater, and the admission to the park is free, also. Last

season the cars carried approximately 100,000 fares to the park,

the heavy traffic being handled by extra cars. The cost of main-

taining the park is charged to traffic expense. No additional igi-

provements or attractions are contemplated this coming season.

The Waterloo & Cedar Falls Rapid Transit Co., of Waterloo,

la., owns and operates Sans Souci Park, the park being operated

in conjunction with a summer hotel on the bank of the river. No
admission is charged, hence the maintenance is a charge on the

railway traffic. Band concerts and moving pictures are the most

popular attractions in the park. There will be no improvements

or additions this year. Extra cars care for the extra traffic. The
manager of the park is Mr. C. D. Cass.

The Waupaca (Wis.) Electric Light & Railway Co. carried 25,-

000 persons last season to the Grand View Hotel, owned and

managed by Mr. John D. Caughell, and to the Camp Cleghorn

assembly grounds. Neither leasing nor operating these resorts, the

company is put to no expense for their maintenance. When the

traffic is heavy more cars are put on. It is estimated that 50,000

persons visit the resorts in question during the season on account

of their natural attractions.

The Winnebago Traction Co., of Oshkosh, Wis., owns and oper-

ates Electric Park, where there was an attendance of 114.000 last

season, all carried on the cars. The admission to the park is free.

Bathing, boating, band concerts, electric fountain and minor attrac-

tions are provided and all are well patronized. The park is not

quite self-sustaining, however. The traffic is handled by frequent

service, the cars running in trains. Only a few minor improve-

ments are contemplated this year.

The Kingston (N. V.) Consolidated Railro.id Co. owns and op-

erates Kingston Point Park, for which the attractions for 1904

have been arranged. Last season the attendance at the park was

2,000,000, of which 500,000 were carried in the cars. No admission

is charged, except on special occasions. The park is not self-sup-

ixirting, but almost. The company prefers to manage it itself, so

so as to keep the tone up to the standard.

The Wheeling (W. Va.) Traction Co. owns a picnic ground

near Steuteiville. on which are a bowling alley and a dancing

pavilion. No entertainments are given by the company, but the

grounds are thrown open for the general use of the public and

picnic parties. No additional attractions arc contemplated for next

season. Mr. G. O. Nagle is general manager of the company.

The Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon Railway Co., of

Grand Rapids. Mich., owns and operates a pavilion at Fruitport.

and also a bathing beach, bath houses and a pavilion at Highland

Park, on the shore of Lake Michigan. The company sublets the

lunch stand privileges. No charge is made to enter these parks.
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The company does not contemplate any improvements or additional

attractions for next season.

The Niagara, St. Catharines & Toronto Railway Co., of St.

Catharines, Ont., owns Lakeside Park and leases certain privileges.

For next season the company proposes to build a boat house and
purchase some boats. The attendance last season was 200,000, of

which 180,000 were carried on the cars. The park is self-support-

ing and not a charge on the railway traffic.

The Milford & L'.xbridge Street Railway Co., of Milford, Muss.,

owns and operates J-ake Xipnuic Park, and contemplates no addi-

tional improvemenls or attractions for next season. No admission

is diarged to the park, but five cents a set is charged for dancing

and the admission to the theater is 5 or 10 cents, as the case

may be.

The Stark Electric Railway Co., of .\lliancc, O., will open Lake

Park this season for the first time, having leased it to the Lake
Park Amusement Co. There is no admission charged to the park,

but, of course, there will be a fee to see the attractions. The park

manager is Mr. J. M. Blatt.

The Winona (Minn.) Railway & Light Co. owns and operates

Bluff Side Park. It has no theater, but moving pictures, band

concerts and the like draw well. No changes are contemplated

this year, except that there will be a new park manager. Mr.

A. C. Moser is general manager of the company.

The Syracuse (N. Y.) Rapid Transit Co. expects to make tlie

same arrangements next season that it did last : At one end of the

line, in the Valley Theater, there will be summer opera, and at the

other end of the line, at Iron Pier Park, the company will have

free vaudeville.

The Brantford (.Ont.) Street Railway Co., which operated Mo-
hawk Park a part of last season, intends to extend its track into

the park this season and install a merry-go-round. No admission

is charged to the park. The manager for the company is Mr.

L. M. Swartz.

The Durango Railway & Realty Co., of Durango, Col., has pur-

chased ground for a park, to be known as .Animos Park, and set

out some trees. Beyond this beginning, however, the company has

not gone.

The Eastern Wisconsin Railway & Light Co., of Fond du Lac.

Wis., which controls Lake Park and Van Dyne Park, reports that

its park plans for 1904 have not been completed. The parks are

self-supporting.

The Penobscot Central Ry., of Bangor, Me., runs to Beach Grove,

which is owned and operated by private interests. The manager

of the resort is Mr. F. A. Hunt. No contemplated improvements

are reported.

The .\tchison ( Kan. ) Railway, Light & Power Co. owns and

operates Forest Park, where the attractions are music, moving pic-

tures, vaudeville, base ball, dancing, etc. Everything is free ex-

cept base ball. The park is self-supporting on account of the value

of the stand privileges. Last season the cars carried 175,000 per-

sons to the park, that bfing the approximate attendance. The
company prefers to operate the park, l)elieving that the standard of

the attractions can l>c best conserved by so doing. To handle the

heavy park traffic the number of cars are increased and a faster

schedule adopted. The manager of the park is Mr. H. Tebbs.

The San Bernardino Valley Traction Co., of San Bernardino,

Gal., owns and operates Urbita Mot Springs, which is not only self-

supporting, but is a "money-maker" for the company. There is no

admission charged to the grounds, but a charge of s cents- is made
for the merry-go-round, 25 cents for the baths and 25 cents per

couple for dancing. All the attractions pay, the baths being the

most remunerative. Last season the attendance was 75,000, of

which 70,000 were carried on the cars. No additional improvements
or attractions are contemplated for next season. To handle the

trafiic extra cars are run from San Bernardino, Redlands, Colton

and Highlands. The manager of the resort is Mr. S. (J. Randall.

The Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co., of Cleveland, O.,

owns Puritas Springs Park, which it leases, and also runs to

Chippewa Lake Park, which is owned by Messrs. Townsend Hi

liawlcy. The nianaKemcnls of Ixjth parks are going to put in a

numlier of new attractions for next season. The company leases its

park, lieratisc it nets it more money. I^st season (he company's
cars carried a»,ooo passengers to the parks. 'ITie admission to the

grounds is free, and the various attractions, such as dancing and

bowling, are the remunerative features. All the attractions pay,

especially those named. To handle the trafiic e.xtra cars are run

whenever necessary. The lessee and manager of Piiritas Springs

Park is Mr. J. E. Gooding, Middlefield, O.

The Oregon Water Power & Ri.ilway Co., of Portland, Ore., owns
snd operates Canemah Park, preferring to operate to better

preserve order and maintain the park in such condition that it will

be a desirable resort and attract the better classes. The privileges pay
the expenses of the park, the most rtmuncrative attractions being

the pavilion and base ball. Last season the attendance was 50,000,

of which the company's cars carried 40,000. The traffic is handled

by means of plenty of motor cars witli seating capacity for 56
persons each and double-truck trailers seating 75 pers-ons each. No
admission is charged to the park. There will be no improvements
or additional iHtractions this year to speak of. The manager of

the park is Mr. G. C. Field, assistant superintendent of the com-
pany.

Park Attractions.

Managers of parks and pleasure resorts where boating forms one
of the chief diversions will be interested in the new catalog which
has been issued by W. II. Mnllins, of Salem, O., treating of

stamped and embossed metal boats, it being Catalog No. to. It

contains 36 pages, 6x9 in., and is illustrated with 07 half-

tone cuts showing the boats in use and otherwise, and on the cover
is a handsome colored design which frames an idyllic boating

.scene. The Mullins boats are original in design, perfectly stiff,

.stanch and water-tight, of lightest draft, perfect model and prac-

tically non-sinkable and indestructible. They are called the most
perfect pleasure and hunting boats ever devised, and it would pay
park managers to investigate the claims set forth in this catalog.

Proposed Chautauqua for Plainfield, 111.

The plans of Mcssr.s. F. E. Fisher and H. /V. Fisher, president

and manager, respectively, of the Jolict. Plainfield & .^urora Ry.,

contemplate the establishment of a permanent Chautauqua resort

at Plainfield. III., on the banks of the Du Page River, where there

will be good boating and fishing, a commodious club house, tennis

courts, golf links and oilier attractive features, and where a first-

class hotel will be erected, in addition to a number of cottages. As
soon as the line is completed from Plainfield to .\urora the matter

will be pushed, and it is also proposed to put on a much faster

service between Jolict and Plainfield and reduce the fare to make
the trip popular.

Accidents.

February 21st a Winona (Minn. I Railway & Light Co. car and

a Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul passenger train collided at Winona.

The motonnan was severely injured and the electric car was con-

siderably damaged.

February 2,ird there was a rear-end collision between an electric

and a steam train on the Broadway elevated road of the Urooklyn

Rapid Transit Co's. line at Van Sicklen Ave., East New York, and

six persons were badly injured.

February 28th a limited car and a special car of the Indianapolis

Northern Traction Co. collided near Tipton. One passenger on

the limited and a number of workmen who were on the special were
injured.

The Electric Express Service.

"With the coming of the trolley car was created a transportation

agency supplying the gap between the steam railway and the

farmer's wagon. It is the electric express service. 'Hie cars arc

not decorated works of art, but they reach the farmer where he
lives, put him in dirc-ct touch with the commercial world, carry for

him to and from market, eliminate the (piestion of bad weather and
bad roads and put him on an ef|ualily in this respect with his urban
neighbor. The express cars of this system cover all points within

75 miles of Detroit, agents and stations being within easy reach of

all. The general distributing station is at I'-ifth and Congress, De-
troit."—Extract from Detroit United Weekly, Issued by Detroit

United Ry.
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llaiidsoinc (lonvurtihic Curs for llartforJ, Conn.

.Among 4lic most attractive appearing cunverlililc cars ever built

l)y the J. G. Urill Co., arc two which were Lilcly delivered lo the

Hartford, Manchester and Rockville I'ramway Co., of Connecticut.

ThouKh this type of car is particularly adapted for city service, the

populous district through which the iK-inile line of the traniw.iy

passes, necessitates frequeni stops and a large nuinher of cars op-

crated on a scheiliile which call? for 3 comparatively short head-

way, and therefore the conditions arc similar X" those of city str\

'ce. The company has 50 cars in use and docs a thriving liusiues-

in short hauls, .in.l also carries many passengers to Hartford, the

state capital, and one of the busiest manufacturing cities in New
England. An attractive amusement park operated by the coni|iany

adds largely to the business ii< summer.

The new cars will undoubtedly prove a valuable and popular ac-

ipiisition to the ci|uipinent, as at any time they may be changed

from closed lo open, or vice versa. The illustration shows a car

with a number of the sashes and panels raised into the roof pock-

ets. With ve.slibules at either end and the car healed by electric

heaters (one of which may be seen mulcrncalh a seat, in the en-

graving), the car is ready for the severest winter weather. The
tle.xible nielai panels arc composed of thin steel with air spaces be-

tween, wiiicli experience has proved a successful method of en-

abling the car to retain heat.

The length of the cars over end panels is 20 ft. 7 in. and over

Finuncial.

I'he 190J earnings of the Northern Toxas 'rraclif)n Co., of Ft.

Worth, lex., were $465„ic><: net earnings. $,>o4,u.i7. The gross

earnings for January, i<j04, were $,}7,.S«o: net earnings, $.j,HjK.

The earnings of the Columbus Railway & Light Co. for igo.i

.iggregaled $1,500,000, an increase of $126,000 over igoj. I-'or the

six months ending IJcc. 31, njoi, the gross receipts were |8gK,00O.

I he earnings of the ISrooklyn Rapid Transit Co. for February

increased $57,i2K, ard from July 1st the increase in the gross earn-

ings was $7gij,i04.

The gross earnings of the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Elec-

tric Railway Co. for l'"ebruary were I8.737, an increase of $235
over January, 1904.

Hie financial statement of the /Vurora, iClgiii & Chicago Railway

Co. for the eight month!; ending Jan. 31, 1904, shows a surplus in

excess of bond interest, other irtercst and taxes of $.54,366. The
eight months covers the period of complete operation of the road.

'Ilie gross earnings of the electric railways in Canada last year

amounted to $7,223,677, a gain of $737,239 over 1902. During the

year 201 miles of road was built, the total mileage July I, 1903,

being 729 miles.

The aiuunl report of the Indiana Linon I raclion

Co. shows that the gross earrings for the last year

were $1,118,952: operating expenses, $620,137; net

cariiinss. $498,815: li.xed charges, interest, taxes,

liccn-es and dividends on preferred stock, $358,511:

net income, $140.30.].

The special meeting of the shareholders of the

United Traction Co.. .Vlliany. N. V., called for March
isl. to take action on a proposilicm to issue a mori-

g;H!e of $6,500,000 upon the company's property and

franclii-es. was adjourned unlil April 2iid.

BRILl, CARS FOR HARTKORU. .M.VNCHESTKR «i RuiK\ U.I.K TUA.MW.W CO

vestibules 30 ft.: from panels over vestibules 4 ft. 81; in. Width

over sills, including panels, 6 ft. ii;<j in. and over posts at belt 7

ft. 9 in. ; sweep of posts 5 in. ; height from the track lo under side

of foot of trolley base 10 ft. 9 in. From center to center of side

posts is 2 ft. 7 I'n. ; thickness of corner posts 3^ in. and side posts

3H in. The side sills arc 5% x 6 in., plated on the outside by 6 x

^ in. steel, and end sills arc 4^4 x 6 in. Six cane-upholstered,

walk-over scats on each side, and single seats at the corners, accom-

modate 28 passengers. The interiors are finished in natural cherry

with decorated birch ceilings, and the exteriors painted a rich dark-

blue with gold striping and lettering. 'The track-scrapers, plat-

form .Tnd conductor gongs, brake haiuilcs, draw-bars, sand boxes,

angle-iron bumpers, and other patented specialties arc of the build-

er's make. The cars are niouiited 011 21-E trucks, having a wheel

base of 7 ft., 33-in. wheels. 3-K-'". axles and arc equipped witli two

25-h. p. motors.

The animal nieeling of the Lake Street Elevated

Railroad Co.. Chicago, adjourned to March 3rd. was

further adjourned until AprU 2nd. The time for receiving deposits

of the road's securities under the reorganization plan has been fur-

ther extended until .^pril 5th.

The earnings of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Kailw.iy Co.

for January were $8,175. against $5,464 for January, 1903. The gain

is equal to 49.61 per cent. For February the gross amounted to

$18,047. an 'increase of $7,403: operating expenses, $10,584. an in-

crease of $4,767: net earnings $7,462, an increase of $2,636.

The Washington (D. C), .Mexandria & Mt. \'ernon Railway

Co's. gross earnings for 1903 amounted to $230,219: operating

expenses, $139,700; net earnings. $90,518; surplus. $24,018, after

paying a 2 per cent semi-annual dividend.

Suit for Car License Fees.

February 23rd the supreme court of New Jersey dismissed the

demurrer of the Jersey City & Bergen Street Railroad Co. and its

lessors, the Consolidated Street Railroad Co. and the North Jer-

sey Street Railroad Co., to the s\iit brought by Jersey City to re-

cover $200,000 claimed to be due for car license fees which have

not been paid since 1868. The suit will go to trial.

'The Boston (Mass.) & Worcester Street Railway Co. reported

for the ^x months ending Dec. 31, 1903, as follows: Gross earn-

ings. $165,547: operating expenses. $80,715: net earnings, $84,331;

interest (six months). $28,125: surplus, $56,706.

'Two street car union memlwrs who took part in the disturbances

during the strike on the Chicago City Railway Co. last Novemlwr

were indicted by the February grand jury at Chicago. .Mx)nt 25 in-

dictments have been returned since December 1st. and all but one of

the cases are pending. One has been tried and the accused con-

victed.

The Newton & Boston Street Railway Co.. one of ihe Boston

Suburban Electric Companies, recently petitioned the Massachusetts

railroad commissioners for approval of a discontinuance of free

transfers. It was stated that the company has been operating for

ii'/j years and paid no return on the investment; on the contrary,

it has cost over $133,000 to keep the lines in operation during the

past three years. Last year's gross deficit was $56,000, against

$27,000 the preceding year. In 1898 the percentage of passengers

riding on free transfers was ig.8; in 1903 it was 52.8 per cent.

The Waupaca (Wis.) Electric Light & Railway Co, which owns
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and operates a five-mile street and intenirban railway and an

electric lighting plant at Waupaca, reported at its annual meeting

as follows: Total income for 190.?, $18,092; operating expenses, in-

cluding taxes, insurance and maintenance account, $8,366; interest

on bonded indebtedness, $2,040; net earnings. $r,C>8;. or a little over

10 per cent on a capital of $75,oco. The company has increased

its capital to $125,000 and coiitcniplatcs building extensions this

spring. The officers were re-elected. Irving P. Lord is president

and general manager.

SPRINGFIELD & XF.XI.\ i R.\CT10.\ CO.

SYR.\CrSF. R.XPID TR.\NS1T CO.

Plans have been completed for refinancing the Springfield &

Xenia Traction Co. in the interest cf bondholders. The bonded

debt is about $500,000. It is proposed to issue to present bond-

holders 50 per cent in new bonds and 50 per cent in new stock,

which will require a l)ond issue of $250,000. The total bond issue

will be $300,000, leaving $50,000 to be sold for improvements. Be-

fore the plan can be put into effect the bondholders' commiltee will

purchase the road at receiver's sale.

ST. LOUIS TR.VXSrr CO.

According to the annual report of the St. Louis Transii Co.

the earnings from operation and other income amounted to $7,-

295,847; operating expenses and taxes, $4.5i,^5'5: "et earnings,

$2,782,333: interest and rental. $2,845,120: deficit, $62,787. In 1902

there was a deficit of $268,083 and in 1901 a deficit of $525,630. Tlic

increase in earnings last year amounted to 13.07 per cent, while the

increase in expenses amounted to 13.75 P" """' The increase in

expenses is accounted for by the higher wages, increased cost of

coal and higher prices for railway supplies. The increase in coal

amounte 1 to $99,575: the payroll increased $251,458. In balancing

the damage claims of the past few years $1)7,000 was charged to

"damage account.' ard a like ratio is to be so charged in the

future. Taxes increased $.?3.747. the rate having been increased

from $1.95 to $2.15 per hundred.

During the year the company carried 2io,2.?6,626 passengers, of

which 63,096,679 were on transfers or passes. This compares with

a total of 185,077,940 passengers in 1902 and 163,995,942 in lyoi.

Revenue passengers increased 12.46 per cent over 1902. During

the year expenditures for necessary extensions and improvements

aggregated $1,863,931. Contracts ha\c been awarded for 450 new

cars, 71 of which have Inren delivered, the rest to be delivered before

the opening of the World's Fair. With its plans for concentrating

ihc "Exposition traffic the company expects to haul 60,000 passen-

gers each way daily during the fair.

RUTL.AXD STREE'I" R.MLW.W CO.

The comparative statement of the Rutland (Vt.) Street Railway

.Co. for the six month ending DeccmlKrr 31st follows:

1902. 190,?. Increase.

Eaniings from operation $1,254,900 $1,329,489 $74,589

Net earnings 438,900 496,978 50,078

Total income S.12,8oo 5,?i,959 *84i

Surplus 196,000 22^.362 29,362

•Decrease.

L.\KI-: SHORE ELECIRIC RV.

Following is the January statement of the Lake Shore Electric

Railway Co., of Cleveland, O.

:

1903. 1904, Decrease.

Earnings from operation $.16,988 $.M.749 $2.2.59

Operating expenses .17,8io ,51,152 6,6.58

Net earnings *822 3,596 4,418

Fixed charges 20,370 16,666 3,704

Deficit 21,193 1,5.070 8,123

•Deficit.

The fKKir >howwig is accounleii for by the floods at Tremont, men-
lioncd in the "Review" for February. The company carried a total

of 3/>4Q,843 passengers in 1903.

The Syracuse ( N. V.) Rapid Transit Co. reported fur the seven

months ending Jan. 31. 1904, as follows:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Cross earnings $433,100 $489,615 $56,506

Total net earnings 196,486 201,118 4,632

Surplus 63,311 68,117 4.f*P<>

The gross earrings for January of this year aninuntod lo $67,171:

net earnings, $24,6,50; surplus, $4.,5,54.

TOLEDO R.MLWAVS & LIGHT CO.

The Toledo Railways & Light Co. reported for January as follows:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $125,493 $137,517 $12,024

Operating expenses 62,396 73,806 11,410

Net earnings 63,097 63,710 613

Fi.Ncd charges 39,458 41,312 1,8,54

Surplus 23,638 22,398 * 1 ,240

Operating ratio - 4972 .5,567 .0395

•Decreas'e.

The company was put to considerable extra onpliisi- on account of

cold weather and lloinN.

LONDON .STREET R.MLW.W CO.

The Loiiilon (Out.) Street Railway Co. rcpmliMl fur 11)03 as fol-

lows :

Earnings from operalioii $172,085

Operating expenses 109.493

Net earnings 62.591

Net income 46,467

Dividends 26,1)66

.Surplus 19.501

The total number of passengers carried was 4..5.')5.975; transfers

issued, 741,481; total mileage, 1,286,263 miles.

LOUISVILLE RAILW.W CO.

The statement of ilu- Louisville Railway Co. for the yc;ir cmliiig

December 31st follows:

ig02. 1003. Increase.

Earnings from operation $1,771,887 $1,941,599 $169,712

Operating expenses 1,127,716 1,050.126 **77.S()o

Net earnings 644,171 891,473 247,,502

Charges ,5.5,5.88o *712,785 3"8,905

Net income 310,299 178,683**131.616

Dividends ,500,000 175,000 ** 125,000

Surplus 10,291 3,fi88 **6,6o3

Includes taxes ($150,000), iiileresi on debts and dividends on pre-

ferred slock ($482,785), depreciation on equipnienl ($.50,ix»), and

$30,000 set aside on account of jiulnim-m for back taxes. **De-

creasc.

DP. I KOIT UNITED H\.

riic Dill oil riiil'cj Ry. reported for January as follows.

1903. 1904. Decrease.

Earnings from oijeratiiiii $312,984 $,507,6,50 $.S,.5.'i4

Operating expenses I9.';,9,58 226,103 *.50.i65

Net income 117,046 81,527 35,519

Other income 8,161 ,5,8lo 4,351

Total income 125,207 8s,,537 ,59,870

I^ixcd charges 81,156 87,,567 *6,4ii

Deficit **44,05i 2,7.50 *46,28i

Increase. **Surplus.

The heavy riperaling expenses wcri- <luc lo iiimsnally se\'ere weather

rondilions.

MONIRKM. .STREET R.MLW.AY CO.

'I'he January sniowstorms were eslinialed lo cost llie Moiilrc;iI
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Strccl Railway Co. nearly $25,000. Following is the cimipanys

statement fi>r Jnnnary :

11^.?. K/X). Increase.

Eaniings fnun operation . $Hj«,HS<j $i8j,jWi $ij.50.?

Miscellancon.s earnings.. .).>''x> 1.3.;^ *i.9Jt^

Total earnings i/J.i-tJ 183,708 ii.Sf'S

Operating expense^ 1 10,01

1

131^187 ^0,876

Net earnings bi.5.?-' SJ.iJi "PJ"
lM.\e<l charges 16,516 16,482 '35

Net income 45,016 .15,739 •9.-276

Operating ratio 6549 .7209 .0660

Surplus

•Uccrease. •Deficit.

••70.650 Sy,o85 129,744

•Decrease.

Interest on Mmiirial, I'ark & Islanii Uailwiiy Li not nu'hulcd.

l!IC.\ & .MOHAWK VAI.I.KV RV

riie L'tica tN. V.) & Mohawk Valley Railway Co. repoi

the year ending December 31st as follows:

190J. KJ03. I

Earnings from operation $141,331 $170,340

Operating expenses' 94.1 U 113,350

Net earnings '.
. . . 47,137 .16,999

Other income 679 1 .006

Charges 37,099 40,589

Surplus 10,716 17,416

The assets of the company are $7,959,032, including cost

and e<iuipmeiit. $5,404,.?8i ; capital, $2,500,000; funded debt

coo; loans and bills payable. $2,230,879; profit and loss surplu

696.

ELGIN, AURORA & SOUTHERN,

rtcd for

ncrease.

$29,018

19.156

9.862

3-'7

.1.490

6,700

of road

$2,700,-

s, $361,-

Thc statement of the Elgin, .Aurora & Southern Traction Co. for

January follows

:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Earnings from operation $33,254 $34,694 $1,440

Oi)crating expenses 21,301 22,309 1,008

Net earnings 11,953 12.385 4^
Charges 9,216 9.256 40

Net income 2,736 3.129 393

For seven months

:

Earnings from operation $2.i7,i3i $276,955 $19,824

Operating expenses 147,012 162,339 I5.,y7

Net earnings . 110,120 114,616 4.496

Charges 63,514 64,374 860

Net income 46,606 50,242 3,6.^

Operating expenses include an accident appropriation equal to 2

per cent of gross receipts. Bonds purchased and held in sinking

fund, $37,000.

INTERURDAN STREET RAILWAY CO.

Following are the comparative statemcnls of the Intcrurhan Street

Railway Co. (N. V.) for the quarter and six months ending Uc-

cemlx-r 31st:

QUARTER.
1902. 1903. Increase.

Earnings from operation $5,500,061 $5,565,.l68 $65,306

Operating expenses 3,090,151 3,016,018 *74.132

Net earnings 2,409,910 2,549.349 139.439

Miscellaneous income 297,942 ,359.032 61,090

Gross income 2,707,852 2,9o8,.i82 200,529

Deductions 2,924,882 3,012,673 87,791

Deficit 217,029 104,291 112,737

•Decrease.

SIX MONTHS.
1902.

Earnings from oiwration $10,871,752

Operating expenses S.826,173

Net earnings 5.045..S7S

Miscellaneous income 723.868

Gross income 5.769,447

Deductions 5,840,106

1903
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the burned district, having been placed in the subways, the damage

was almost entirely confined to the destruction of poles and trolley

wires.

High Speed Cars for the Joliet, Phiinfield &
Aurora.

XORTHERX OHIO TRACTION & LIGHT CO.

1905



Street Raihvay Legislation for U)()l^.

Pennsvlvsinia.

POVVKR TO CON IKACI AS lO L'SK OK I'OLICS, ELhXTRI-
CAL CLURKNT. AND OTHER SYSIKMS,

No 41 of the Laws of Pennsylvania of igo3 states that, Whereas,

The nnihiplyiiiK of lines of |«>les and conduits ,ind <h(Terent systems

of wires for conducting currents of electricity alontt the various

roads and streets of this commonwealth is a source of annoyance

and danger to the puhlic, and of interference with the proper ex-

ercise of municipal functions; therefore, Section i. He it enacted,

etc., 1'hat it shall and may be lawful for corporations, for what

purpose si>ever formed, and lawfully using electrical current, within

this coinmonweallh, to enter into contracts with each other for

use of the same poles, wires and conduits, or for the purchase and

sale of electrical current, or for the lease and operation of each

others' systems, upon such terms and conditions as they may agree

upon: Provided, That nothing in this act contained shall be con-

strued to give to any company any rights to erect or maintain poles,

wires or conduits upon any street or road not already so occupied,

unless the consent of the local authorities shall have been first ob-

tained.

Tennessee.

AUTHORIZES STEAM RAILROADS TO ADOPT ELEC-
TRICITY AS MOTIVE POWER.

Chapter 59 of the Acts of Tennessee of 1903 provides that any

company now or hereafter authorized to operate a railroad by

steam, be empowered to adopt electricity as its motive power,

whether such railroad be wholly or only partly in the state of

Tennessee.

AUTHORIZES ELECTRIC RAILWAY C(XMPAX1ES TO
OWN PARKS AND EXTEND TRACKS TO SAME.

Chapter 321 of the Acts of Tennessee of 1903 authorizes all elec-

tric railway coinpanies chartered or operating under the laws of

the state to purchase, own, and control public or private parks and

to establish such rules for the use and government of the same as

will not be inconsistent or contrary to. the laws of the state. It

further enacts that said electric railw.iy companies may extend

their tracks, and for this purpose, may acquire rights of way, by

contract or condemnation, in manner and form as now prescribed

by law, providing for the organization of such companies.

AUTHORITY TO ENGAGE IN ELECTRIC LIGHT, ETC.,

BUSINESS.

Chapter 406 of the Acts of Tennessee of 1903 provides that sec-

tions 6 and 13 of the .'\cl entitled, ".An .\ct to provide for the or-

ganization of corporations." approved March 23, 1875. being chap-

ter 142 of the Acts of 1875, be so amended as that railroad and
railway companies constructing, owning and operating with elec-

tricity "intersuburban" railroads, and street railroad companies,

shall have and be invested with the following additional rights and
powers, to-wit : 'To manufacture, generate and distribute electric

light, electric heat and electric power for the purpose of supply-

ing themselves and others; to construct, equip and own factories,

plants, machinery and all appliances for the manufacture, generation

and distribution of electric light, power and heat; to acquire, by

purchase, lease or other lawful contract, electric plants, factories,

machinery, equipments, and appliances, and rights, casements, li-

censes and franchises, necessary or convenient to manufacture, gen-

erate, distribute and sell electric light, power and heat ; to snpplj

and sell to others electric light, power and heat; to acquire, by pur-

chase, lease or other lawful contract, water power, riparian and
water rights, together with all such licenses and franchises, case-

ments and privileges attached to, necessary or convenient to operate

and use the same; and to have and possess all such other power*

as shall be necessary to execute and (wrform the jKiwers hereinlie-

fore granted. Hut it is further enacted that whenever any railroad

company or any street railroad company shall, uniler the autlmrity

of this act, acquire, by purchase, lease or other lawful contract,

electric light and electric light and power, properties and fran-

chises, and shall supply and sell to others light, heat or power, it

shall pay all such privilege taxes as shall be levieil and iniposeil

on electric light and electric light aiul |K>wer companies.

Texas.

WHEN ELECTRIC CARS TO HAVE VESTIBULES.

Chapter CXII of the General Laws of Texas of 1903 makes it

unlawful for any corporation or receiver oiwrating a line of elec-

tric street railway in the slate to require or permit the operation

upon its lines of any electric car, other than train cars attached to

motor cars, during the periods beginning Novemlwr 15 and ending

March 15 of each year, unless the forward end of such car is pro-

vided with a screen or vestibule which shall fully protect the motor-

man or other person directing the motive power by which such

car is propelled from wind and storm. Provided, that when ex-

cursionists are visiting any city, summer or open cars without such

vestibule or screen may be oiwrated as specials in addition to regu-

lar service.

Al'THORITY FOR FORMATION OF INTERURBAN RAIL-
WAYS.

Chapter CXXIX of the General Laws of Texas of 1903 amends
article 642 of the revised civil statutes as heretofore amended, and

which states the purposes for which private corporations may be

formed, by adding thereto subdivision 61 to read : The construc-

tion, acquiring, maintaining and operating lines of electric rail-

way between any cities and towns in this state for the transiKjrta-

tion of freight or passengers, and may also construct, own and

operate union depots, but no electric railway incorporated under

this subdivision shall ever l)e exempt froin the payment of assess-

ments that may be legally levied or assessed against it for street

improvements. Corporations created under this subdivision shall

l>e and are authorized to exercise the right of eminent domain for

the purpose of acquiring right of way upon which to construct

their railway lines and sites for depots and power plants, upon the

same conditions and in the same manner as railroad corporations are

now required to do under the laws of this state; provided, that the

electric railways incorporated under provisions of this act which

shall engage in transporting freight shall be subject to the control

of the railroad commission.

AUTHORIZES SALE OF ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER,
ETC.

Chapter XLIV of the General Laws of Texas of 1903 amends sub-

division 21 of article 642 of the revised civil statutes so as to pro-

vide that corporations may be organized for the purpose of con-

structing or acquiring, with power to luaintain and operate, street

railways and suburban railways and belt lines of railways within

and near cities and towns for the transportation of freight and

passengers, with power also to construct, own and operate union

depots ; and any such company using electricity as the motive

power for the operation of its lines, shall have the right and author-

ity to supply and sell electric light and power to the public and

municipalities. But no street railway company shall ever he ex-

empted from the payment of assessments that may legally be levied

or charged against it for street improvements, and for the estab-

lishment of companies to buy, own, sell and convey right of way
upon which to construct railroads

; provided that all street and sub-

urban railways engaged in transporting freight shall be subject

to the control of the railroad commission. ,\ny corporation here-
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tofore organized under ihc general laws of the state and wliicli

now owns or operates with electric power any street or suburban

railway within the state is authorized to supply and sell electric

light and power to the public or to municipalities, and to acquire

or otherwise provide the necessary appliances therefor; and may,

by proceeding in the manner provided by existing laws, amend its

articles of incorporation so as to expressly include such authority.

close the sides of said vestibules, and any such company refusing

or failing to comply with said requirement shall be subject to a fmc

of not less than $10 nor mure than $100 for each offense.

H.-\LF-F.\RE TROVISION FOR ClllLORE.N
DENTS.

A XI) STC-

Chapter CXVI of the General Laws of Texas of 1903 provides

that all persons or corporations owning or operating street rail-

ways in or upon the public streets of any town or city in the state

of not less than 40,000 inhabitants are required to carry children of

the age of twelve years or less at and for one-half the charge or

fare regularly collected by such persons or corporation for

the transportation of adult persons; provided, that this act

shall not apply to street cars carrying children or students

to and from schw^ls, colleges, or other institutions of learning, sit-

uated at a distance of one mile or more beyond the limits of the

incorporated city or town from which said cars run. All such per-

sons or corporations owning or operating street railways, shall

sell or provide for the sale of tickets in lots of twenty, each good

for one trip over the line or lines owned or operated by such per-

son or corporation, at and for one-half the regular fare or charge

collected for the transportation of adult persons, to students not

more than seventeen years of age in actual attendance upon any

academic public or private school, of grades not higher than the

grades of the public high schools of the state, situated within or

adjacent to the town or city in which such street railway is located.

Such tickets are required to be sold only upon the presentation by

the student desiring to purchase the same of the written certifi-

cate of the principal of the school upon which he is in attendance,

showing that he is not more than seventeen years of age, is in reg-

ular attendance upon such school, and is within the grades herein-

before provided. Such tickets are not required to be sold to sucli

students, and shall not be used except during the months of tlic

year when such schools are in actual session, and such students

shall be transported at half fare only upon the presentation of such

tickets. All such persons or corporations are required to transport

children of the age of five years or le<s, when attended by a pas-

senger of above said age, free of charge. All such persons or cor-

porations arc required to accord to all passengers referred to above

Ihc same rights as to the use of transfers issued by their own or

other lines as are or may be accorded to passengers paying full

fare. Any persons who shall misrepresent the age or grade of any

person for the purpose of securing the reduced fare provided for

shall upon conviction be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor, and be

fined not less than $25 nor more than $100.

Virginia.

TITLE OF ACT REGULATING GRANTING OF FRAN-
CHISES.

Chapter 138 of the Acts of Assembly of Virginia of i(j03 is en

titled "An Act regulating the grant of franchises, et cetera, by

cities and towns, and providing for the advertisement thereof and

the public receptif>n of bids therefor, and providing for the enforce-

ment of the obligations of the grantees, grantors or owners of

franchises, and providing penalties for the usurpation of or viola-

tion of the terms and provisions of franchises."

MOTOR CARS TO HAVE VESTIBULED FRONTS,

Chapter 218 of the Acts of Assembly of Virginia of 1003 amends :i

former statute on the subject so that all url>an, inlcrnrban, and

^uUirlnn electric railway companies are required to use vcstibuleil

fronts on all motor cars run, operated or transported by them on

their linei during the months of Novemlicr, Decemlwr, January,

February, March, and April of each year; provided, that such

vrdiliulcd fronts neofi not be used on o[)en stnniner cars run, oper-

ated or trans|Kirled by them, during the months of November and
April, and provided, that said companies shall not 1k' required to

Washington.

RELATING TO ELECTRIC RAILROADS AND RAILWAYS.

Chapter 175 of the Session Laws of the State of Washington of

90J provides that the legislative authority of the city or town

having control of any public street or road, or, where such street

or road is not within the limits of any incorporated city or town,

then the board of county commissioners of the county wherein such

road or street is situated, may grant authority for the construc-

tion, maintenance and operation of electric railroads or railways

upon, over, along and across any such public street or road, pre-

scribing the terms and conditions thereof. On application being

made to the board of county commissioners for such authority, it

shall fi.x a time and place for hearing the same, and cause public

notice thereof to be given, at the expense of the applicant, by post-

ing notices in three public places in the county seat, and in at least

one conspicuous place on the road or street or part thereof for

which application is made at least thirty days before the day fixed

for such hearing, and by publishing a like notice three times in

some newspaper, the last publication to be at least five days K'fore

the day fixed for such hearing. In case any such railroad or rail-

way is or shall be located in part on private right of way, the owner
ihereof shall have the right to construct and operate the same across

any county road or county street which intersects such private

right of way, if such crossing is so constructed and maintained as

to do no unnecessary damage: Provided, That any person or cor-

poration constructing such crossing or operating such railroad or

railway on or along such county road or county street shall be lia-

ble to the county for all necessary expense incurred in restoring

the .same to a suitable condition for travel.

Every corporation incorporated under the laws of this or any
other state or territory and doing business itv this state for the pur-

pose of operating railroads or railways by electric power, shall

have the right to appropriate real estate and other property for

right of way or for any corporate purpose, in the same manner and
under the same procedure as is now or may hereafter Iw provided

by law in the case of ordinary railroad corporations : Provided,

That such right of cmiiient domain shall not Ix; exercised with re-

spect to any public road or street until the location of the electric

railroad or railway thereon has been authori/cd in accordance with

section one of this act.

Any corporation incorporated under the laws of this or any other

state or territory for the purpose of constructing, owning or oper-

ating railroads or railways by electric power may lease or pur-

chase and operate (except in cases where such lease or purchase
is prohibited by the constitution of this state) the whole or any
part of the electric railroad or electric railway, of any other cor-

poration, together with the franchises, powers, immunities and all

other property or appurtenances: I'rovided, That such lease or

purchase is consented to by stockholders of record holding at least

two-thirds in amount of the stock of the lessor or grantor corpora-
tion

; and all such leases and purchases heretofore made or entered
into by consent of stockholders as aforesaid are for all iiUenls and
purposes hereby ratified and cnnfirnied. saving, however, any vested

rights of private parlies.

An Attractive Booklet.

The Northern Texas Traction Co., of I'ort Worlli. rex., has is-

sued an exceedingly attractive booklet of 24 pages, uilli ilhiniinated

covers, illustrating and describing llie inlerurhan line between
Dallas and Fort Worth, The j)ulilication, which i^ "f .1 oon-

veiiient pocket size, contains among other interesting data the

iTilerurban time canl, points for the guid.ince of passengers, de-

tails of some of the advantages to those living along the line, a

map of the company's lines and numerous half-tone views, artis-

tically assembled, showing scenes en route, principal Imihlings,

special cars. Lake Erie at Ilandley and other points of inlerest,

*-»-*

DO assist ladies and children on and off the car al :ill I lines,—

Itnzzard's I'.ay I'hilosophy
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Modern Methods of Kallastiiiu.

nil- ai'comiiaiiyiiiK illiistralioiiT show a im-llioil of Inll.vst dislrilni-

lion on a large wcsirrn •ystcm of railways wliicli has l>ccn in use

for many years and lias proven very satisfactory. The material

used is a tine Hrade of sandstone ((ravel liallast, the lK>ulders and

A great advantage offered by this method of distribution, in addi-

tion to ilisfiensinK entirely with s-hoveling. is that the spreader car

clears and tianges the rails at the same time, allowing fastest trains

to immediately follow the Inllasl train.

For street railway and interurinn construction and maintenance

a special car has Iwen designed which is convertible froin a center-

FIG. l.-LiGHT Rl'N CF BAI.I.AST <i.\ i' H I.

TWO CARI^MDS DISTRIUrTICI) OVEH tfti K'l'

& P. SYSTEM.
OF TRACK.

F;G. C—plow car UISTRIBITI.NG B.\LL.\ST and Fl.A.NGING
TRACK ON C. R. I. & P. SYSTESl.

coar-e stones 1 eii g crushed as they come from the pit and then

mixed with the tine gravel as the cars are loaded, so that the entire

contents of the cars can be used and will run freely.

Tlic cars used arc of the hopper-lxittoni. center-dumping type, en-

tirely automatic in action, self-cleaning, and requiring no shoveling.

'ITie contents of these cars can Ix; distributed over any given surface

FIG. 2.-HE1AVT RUN OF BALLAST ON C. R. L & P. SYSTEM.
THIRTV-FIVE CARLOADS DISTRI HfTED OVER i.WI FT.

required, the flow of material into the track being regulated to a

nicety, and either large or small quantities deposited as desired.

The rapidity of this work may \x indicated by a statement from

the train crew consisting of three men handling a train of 35 cars.

They state that they have lieen able to unload this train, containing

about 1,050 cu. yd. of gravel, distributing same over a distance of

about 3,000 ft., making a double run, in just 36 minutes.

dtniip ballast car into an ordinary Hat car, having no sides, but

having stake pockets so that stakes can be used and the car utilized

for hauling rails, ties, bridge timber and all kinds of construction

material.

This car is changeable from a flat car to a center-dump ballast car

in 15 minutes, and does the same work as described and illustrated

herewith. These cars have been found very well adapted for rapid

interurban construction, showing great savings in time, lal»r and

material.

Further information relative to either of alx)ve types of- cars will

l)e furnished by the builder, the Rodger Ballast Car Co., Chicago.

Baltimore Fire Through a Camera.

This is the title of a collection of photographs which show the

principal ruins of the great Baltimore fire of February 7lh, 8th and

9th last, and which have been bound in pamphlet form and have

been sent by the Baltimore Car Wheel Co. to its customers and

other friends with the compliments of the company. The views

were taken by Jack Ilamment, a well-known newspaper artist

and war correspondent, and the compilation was designed and pub-

lished by the A. B. Benesch Co. for the Illustrated Press Syndi-

cate, of New York City. The series of views, which are half-

tones, is prefaced by a brief description of the fire by the author,

who also points to several salutary lessons which may be drawn

from the disaster. The views are so excellent that the reader

really becomes a spectator, as the author intends. As will he re-

membered, the flames destroyed nearly 40 city squares, including

about 2.000 buildings. The album, as it may properly be called.

contains 28 views 6x8 in., including that on the cover: 8 large

photographs, 6 x 15; j in., and 8 views 3 x 4 in. in size. There is

also a map showing the burned district, and a portrait of the au-

thor in war-correspondent costume. The whole is printed on

heavy, embossed paper.

The Schenectady Railway Co. will install a telephone system on

its Troy and .Mbany lines. Each car will Ik equipped with a tele-

phone and in case of accident or delay all that will be necessary will

Ik to attach a hook to each of the telephone wires alongside the

track and connection mav be made with headquarters.
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Detroit Lnittd Railway's Large Snow Plows.

\Vc present herewith illustrations showing the large snow plows

which were effectively employed by the Detroit United Ry. on its

Rapid Ry.. Flirt. Pontiac, Orchard Lake and Wyandotte divisions

during the past winter, the photographs being taken immediately

after one of the recent big storms. These plows were designed

equipped with lour (_!, E. 57 motors and an air compressor. Tlies

cars are also used as locomotives for hauling heavy freight.

H.ViiW I'l.OW n.E.^RI.VC .-JKi-TIi i.V I'V TlIAi K

by Mr. J. Ker\vin, the superintendent of tracks, and were built at

the company's track department shops. By referring to the illus-

trations, it will be noted that there are two vertical air cylinders in

front of the vestibule connected by a large bar. and it will be fur-

ther seen that the plow is connected to this bar by means of rods

with turn-buckle adjustment, the object of the turn-buckle being to

enable the plow to be adjusted so that only half its weight rests on

the track. The plow when fully hoisted from the track by the

air is about six inches from the rails. The rear part of the side

Warren, Cortland & Jefferson Ry.

riie Warren, Corlhuid & Jefferson Traction Co., of Cortland, O.,

is one of the newest intcrurban propositions in that state. It was

promoted by Mr. C. G. Phillips, the general superintendent of

the company, who obtained for the road a private right of way 30

ft. in width for the entire distance of 40 miles. .A local bond issue

of fioo.ooo was disposed of at par along the line among the farmers

and the citizens in the villages through which the road will pass.

The road will start from Warren, where it connects with the

Pennsylvania & Mahoning Valley Railway Co., and run in a north-

erly direction, passing tlnough a number of villages with populations

ranging from 5CO to 1.500, it being a fine farming section. Twenty
miles from Warren it crosses the Cleveland & Sharon Traction

Co.. and at the northerly terminus it connects with the Ohio &
Pennsylvania J'raction Co., which 10 miles further on enters Ash-

tabula. I'or a distance of 30 miles there is no steam road within

10 miles of the new line on one side, nor within 8 miles on the

iitlier. At the termini it will draw from Warrem and Niles, and

from Jefferson and Aslitabula, and it will do all kinds of freight

hauling as well as passenger trafific. All the franchises have been

secured and the l)onds are practically sold. It is expected that the

road will be in operation by September ist next. It will be built

on steam road lines by the Eastern Construction Co. A park will

be established near Middlcficld, O. The presid'ent of the company
is Mr. H. F. French; secretary and treasurer. Mr. W. C. Pomeroy.

Berlin Passenger Traffic.

Mr. Frank H. Mason, consul-general at Berlin, Germany, writes

that most of the Berlin city lines arc the property of the Grosse

Berliner Strassenbahn-Gesellschaft, which carried last year 316,-

000,000 passengers, an increase of 18,000,000 over the previous year.

It received as fares 28.903.833 marks ($6,879,722), an average, in-

cluding commutation and all other tickets, of 2.17 cents per fare.

Within the city limits the uniform fare for any distance is 10 pfen-

nigs (2.5 cents), but tliere ,-irc no transfers issued. From the central

s.\i>\s I'l.KU.s Ml- -iMK iii:-ri(iirr r.\rii-:ii itv.

bar which is part of the plow frame is pivoted near the niiildle of

the car.

The side wings arc about 18 ft. long and are pressed outward

by a wheel located at the rear of the vestibule, having an outward

movement of about 8 ft. 'I'hcre is a rudder on the nose of the

plow for taking the snow from the double strip between the two
tracks, and it can Iw set to the right or the left by a lever on the

topi of the plow. All gales an'! highway crossings on the line are

marked by means of posts and when the operator of the plow

«»» rjiic of these markers he raises the plow alK>nl two inches,

and when he is sure that he is on the crossing Jie drops it im-

mediately upon Ihc rail. The Imxcs that are shown on the back

of the car contain sand and salt. One of the photographs shows"

plow No. 1800 cleaning a track on the Pontiac division where
the snow was aUiut three feet deep.

Each car and plow combined weighs almut 24 tuns Kaeh is

IKirlions of the city to the suburbs the tare is j.5, 4 and 5 cents,

according to distance, with a slight discount for commutation tickets.

Out of a total city and suburban population of 2,500,000 the com-

Iiany's lines carry an average of f6$,(xx> passengers per d.iy.

The electric elevated and uiidergrouiul railway carried 29,473,35s

passengers, the receipts being 3.557,785 marks ($846,752), or an

average of 3 cents for each ]>erson.

'Hie Canton-Akron Railway Co. has adopted the plan of having

the employes meet with the officials once a month for llie purpose

of discussing mailers pertaining to the operation of the sysU-m.

Beginning March isl about yoo employes of the Intcrlmrougli Rapid

Trans'il Co., New York, who are employed on the elevated division,

receive an advance in wages of 10 cents per day for one Imur less

work than formerly.
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The Latest Ohio Electric Railway Map.

On ill* opposite p;igc is reproduced the latest map showing the elec-

tric railway s\-stcms of Ohio. This map was compiled by the Arnold

Electric Power Station Co., of Chicago. It is far more complete than

any Ohio map which has been published and shows more internrbaii

systems in operation, under construction or proposed. The bulk of

the information from which it was made up was authorizeil by the

companies and has been verified.

Of the systems shown one which calls for especial attention is

that of the Scioto Valley Traction Co., which is practically completed

between Columbus, Lancaster and Circlevillc, and will be in operation

by or before the middle of April. This will be the first third-rail

road operated in Ohio. Since the map was compiled word has come
'o hand that the Marion, Rucyrus & Tiffin Tractioni Co. will be

financed by the Municipal Bond & Securities Co., of Cincinnati,

and the line will be built this season. Tlie Newark-Zanesville di-

vision of the Columbus. Buckeye Lake & Newark Traction Co. has

been completed and the road turned over to the company. It is now
in operation. The Cincinnati. Milford & Loveland Traction Co's.

line between Cincinnati and Milford was opened to traffic, also.

Following are the companies which already operate in Ohio, or

arc building their systems, or propose to build in the near future,

the attached numerals corresponding to the numbers given on the

map:

1 Barnesville & Woodsficld Electric Railway Co.

2 Buckeye Traction Co.

3 Camden Interstate Railway Co.

4 Canton-.\kron Railway Co.

5 Canton-New Phdadelphia Railway Co.

6 CiiKinnati & Columbus Traction Co.

7 Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co.

8 Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth Railroad Co.

9 Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg & .-Kurora Electric Railway Co.

10 Cincinnati Interurban Co.

11 Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland Traction Co.

12 Cleveland, Chardon & Meadville Railway Co.

13 Cleveland, PainesviUc & .Vshtabula Railroad Co.

14 Cleveland, Paincsville & Eastern Railroad Co.

15 Cleveland & Sharon Traction Co.

16 Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co.

I- Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark Traction Co.

18 Columbus, Delaware & Marion Electric Railroad Co.

19 Columbus, Grove City & Southwestern Railway Co.

20 Columbus, London & Springfield Railway Co.

21 Columbus, Marysville & Bellefontair.c Railway Co.

22 Columbus, New .\lbany & Johnstown Traction Co.

23 Conncaut & Erie Traction Co.

24 Conneaut & Southeastern Railway Co.

25 Dayton, Covington & Piqua Traction Co.

26 Dayton, Gcrmanlown & Middletown Traction Co.

27 Dayton & Kenton Traction Co.

28 Dayton & Muncie Traction Co.

29 Dayton & Northern Traction Co.

30 Da>-ton & Troy Electric Railway Co.

31 Dayton & Western Traction Co.

32 Dayton & Xenia 'Transit Co.

.33 Dayton, Springfield & L'rbana Electric Railway Co.

.34 Delaware & .Magnetic Springs Railway Co.

.IS Eastern Indiana Traction Co.

.16 Eastern Ohio Traction Co.

37 Fairfield Traction Co.

38 Felicity & Bethel Railroad Co.

.W Fort Wayne & Northeast"rn 'Traction Co.

40 I'"ort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction Co
41 Hamilton, Eaton & Richmond Traction Co.

42 Hocking Valley Railway Co,

4.1 Indiana & Ohio Air Line Traction Co.

44 Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co.

45 Interurban Railway & Terminal Co.

46 Lake Eric, Bowling Green & Napoleon R;iilwa> Co.

47 Lake Eric & .Southern 'Traction Co,

48 I-akc Shore Electric Railway Co.

49 I-ebanon 4 Franklin 'Traction Co.

50 Lorain Street Railway Co.

51 Mansfield & Eastern Traction Co.

5

J

Maumcc \alliy Railways & Light Co.

53 Mt. Vernon Electric Railway Co.

54 Muncie & Portland Traction Co.

55 Northern Ohio Traction & Ligli; Co.

56 Ohio & Indiana Railway Co.

57 Ohio & Michigan Traction Co.

58 Ohio Northern Traction Co.

59 Ohio River & Columbus Traction Co.

60 Ohio River Electric Railway & Power Co.

61 Ohio River & Western Railway Co.

62 Parkersburg & Marietta liiterurlian Railway Co.

63 Pennsylvania & Mahoning Valley Railway Co.

64 Pennsylvania & Ohio Railway Co,

65 People's -Gas & Electric Co.

66 People's Rapid 'Transit Railway Co.

67 Perry Electric Railway. Light & Power Co.

68 Salem & Eastern Electric Railway Co.

69 Sandusky, Monroevillc, Bellevue & Norwalk Railway Co.

70 Sandusky, Southwestern Railway Co.

71 Scioto Valley Traction Co.

72 Springfield, Troy & Piqua Electric Co.

73 Springfield & Washington Traction Co.

74 Springfield & Xenia 'Traction Co.

75 Stark Electric Railway Co.

76 Steubenville, Mingo & Ohio Valley Traction Cn.

77 Steubenville Traction & Light Co.

78 Tiffin, Fostoria & Eastern Electric Raiiwny Co.

79 'Tiffin & Port Clinton Railway Co,

80 'Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern Traction Co.

Si 'Toledo & Chicago Interurban Railway Co.

82 Toledo, Columbus & Cincinnati Railway Co.

83 Toledo, Foitoria & Findlay Railway Co.

84 Toledo & Ft, Wayne Electric Co.

85 Toledo & Indiana Railway Co.

86 'Toledo & Monroe Railway Co.

87 Tolwlo & Norwalk Electric Railway Co.

88 'Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside Railway Co.

89 Toledo & Western Railway Co.

90 'Tuscarawas Traction Co.

9t United Electric Co.

92 Urbana, Mechanicsburg & Colimilnis Electric Railway Co.

93 Warren, Cortland & JefTerson 'Traction Co.

94 Western Ohio Railway Co.

95 Wooster & Mansfield Railway Co.

96 'Voungstown & Sharon Street Railway Co.

97 Zanesville, Adamsvillc & Coshocton Railway Co,

98 Zanesville & Southern Ohio Railway Co.

99 Ohio Central 'Traction Co,

100 Portsmouth Street Railroad Co.

tor Yonngstown & .'^oulhern Traction Co.

103 Consolid:itcd Co.

103 Cleveland, Ashland & Mansfield Electric Railway Co.

104 Cleveland, Wooster, Mt. Vernon & Columbus Railway Co.

105 Mansfield, Mt. (iilead &• Delaware Electric Railway Co.

106 Mansfield & Mt. Vernon Railway Co.

107 Bncyrus, Upper Sandusky & Lima 'Traction Co.

T08 Miami & Lake Erie Canal 'Transportation Co.

109 East Liverpool & Wellsville Street Railway Co.

no .SteulK'iivillc & 'Wheeling 'Traction Co.

lit Gallinjjrilis Point Pleasant Ry,
•-•-•

A. S. R. A. Executive (Committee MectiiiK.

Kiglil memlK-rs of the executive conunittee of tin- .\nurican Street

Railway As,sociation. including President T'.Iy, met at the Waldorf-

Astoria, New York City, February 29tli an<l March ist, and dis-

cussed, among other things, the next meeting place of the Associa-

tion. A number of cities were considered, hut no definite decision

was reached. Matters progressed 'o far. however, that .in an-

nouncement may he looked for very soon,

- —*-»
The Cincinnati .Street Railway Co. has refused to carry letter

carriers for the eld contract price of $6,000 per annum, and has de-

manded $15,000 to renew il.f contract. The governmi'iit is experi

inenling with a system of supplying tickets to carriers.
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Single Phase Kailrouds.

UY W. A. UI>ANCK.

The present activily in the evolution of llic iinulc phase rail-

way motor gives new interest to the prohlem of developing an<l per-

fecting all the details of the single phase system and the considera-

tion of the fundamental characteristics of the motors, some details

in the construction of the line, and a noliceahle decrease in the cost

of a typical line with high voltage trolleys and static transformer sta-

tions will be the subject of this paper.

ITic first question of importance is the development of a single

phase alternating current motor which will operate satisfactorily

under the conditions imposed by railroad service. A short account

of the present state of the art follows.

Synchronous Motor.

Since the synchronous motor requires a separately excited field,

has no starling torque and cannot be run at variable speed its direct

application in railway traction is impossible. It has been proposed

by Ward Leonar<l to use the synchronous motor in combination

with a direct current generator, the latter to furnish direct current

I-EONARD SYSTEM.

to the standard a.\lc motors, as shown in the illiislrnlioM wliicli is

lettered so as to be self explanatory.

Induction Motor.

The induction motor shows the same peculiarity in respect to

starting and speed control as the synchronous motor, but to over-

come these B. J. Arnold proposes a suitable combination of the in-

duction motor with a mechanical storage battery consisting of an air

compressor and tank. The general arrangement of this scheme is

shown herewith. Both parts of the motor are free to rotate and

maintain a constant relative speed. The rotor is geared to the axle

and also connected to one air cylinder. The stator is connected to a

second air cylinder in which the air is compressed when the car

is running at less than full speed. At full speed the stator is at rest

and no compression work is done. By admitting air to this cylinder

and rotating the stator in the same direction as the rotor the car

can be run above synchronous speed. This combination with the

induction motor continually running makes it possible to store energy

when the car is coasting or at rest and to utilize this energy during

acceleration. It also permits of the operation of the car by com-

pressed air alone for a limited period.

Series Motor.

The alternating current series motor, as proposed by Laninie and

Finzi, made by the Westinghouse company, possesses all the char-

acteristics of a direct current series motor and is directly applicable

to railroad work. As shown in the accompanying illustration the

current passes in scries through the field and armature, the latter

being of the drum type with commutator. .'\s the direction of rota-

tion in the ordinary direct current motor is not dependent on the

direction of the current, it is seen that this will operate with alternat-

ing as well as with diiect current. Since the series commutator

motor cannot be operated at high voltage, it is necessary to use

mm :

ARNOI>D SYSTEM.

a step-down transformer in connection with a high tension trolley

circuit, thus increasing the weight of the car equipment.

Repulsion Induction Motor.

The repulsion induction motor developed by Steinmetz and

Schuler, made by the General Electric Co., shows about the same

performance as the series motor and can be fed directly from the

high tension trolley since, as indicated in the illustration, the arma-

ture is independent of the field. The current is induced in the arma-

ture by transformer action and can be of any desired voltage. The
brushes are short circuilod and are placed at an angle that will give

best running conditions.

Repulsion Series Motor.

'Hic repulsion series motor developed by Winter and Eichbcrg,

and built by the Union Electric Co., of Berlin, Germany, is similar

to the repulsion induction motor with the addition of a second set

I-AMME-FINZr SYSTEM. STEINMETZ-SCIIUI.ER SY.STEM.

•Atjstract of a Paper Read Before the Cincinnati Branch of the
American Institute of Electrical I'Inglneers.

of brushes displaced 90° from the short circuited brushes, as shown

herewith. Through these brushes current is supplied by a series

transformer for the purpose of decreasing the sparking at less than

synchronous speed and at the same time of raising the power factor

nearly to unity.

Controllers, Car Wiring, etc.

In general, the operation of the last three motors is effected by

master controllers operating suitable contactors. Induction regula-
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lors are used in all three cases to secure tlie voltage variation neces-

sary for speed control, thus avoiding the losses consequent to the

rheostatic control of the direct current system. To avoid danger

from the high potential used it is necessary that the car wiring

should be in metallic conduit. This should be connected to the trucks

so that any defects in the insulation of the circuit will result in

tripping the automatic circuit breakers. The steps and hand rails

should also he insulated to guard passengers from shocks which

might result from wet weather or the car standing on a dirty rail.

On account of the serious results which would follow the slip-

ping of the trolley pole, so common in the present system, a suitable

bow should be used instead. This bow should be of such a length

that no manipulation will be necessary in reversing the car. It

should l>e mounted on a well-insulated platform which also sup-

ports the spring necessary to maintain the pressure between the bow

WINTER-EICHBERG SYSTEM.

and the trolley wire. A small air cylinder mounted on the same

platform, operated by compressed air from the brake system, should

be so connected as to draw the bow down on the roof of the car

when necessary. The contact part of the bow can be made either

of soft copper or aluminum and the necessary lubrication accom-

plished by grease applied in a slot extending the length of the bow.

The bow trolley used on the Valtelina road in Italy, with a work-

ing pressure of 3.000 volts, consists of copper cylinders rolling in

insulated ball bearings. Brushes take the current from these cylin-

ders to the steel tubes carrying the contact piece.

Trolley Line Construction.

Great care must be given to the construction of a high tension

trolley line in order to avoid damage to life and property, but

there is no reason why these lines should not be made as safe as the

high tension distributing systems of lighting companies now so com-

mon on public properties. It is of first importance to provide such

a hanger as shall readily withstand the working pressure of the

system and can be easily replaced in case of defect. The construc-

tion used on the Lansing-St. Johns road, in Michigan, was illus-

trated in the "Review" for January 20, 1904, page 47. This hanger

con^^ists of a special high tension glass insulator fastened to the

»pan wire in the usual way. The working conductor is carried by

an iron pin inserted in a wooden sleeve on which a thread is turned

to fit the glass of the insulator. A thin lead bushing allows the in-

sulator to l)e firmly clamped by the malleable iron support, thus

preventing the hanger from jarring loose.

In public highways the working conductor may be supported at

intervals of atKnit 10 ft. from .steel wires so that in case of a

break the ends of the wire cannot reach the ground or injure passers-

by. This construction also increases the carrying capacity of the

trolley with but slightly greater investment. In regaril to rail re-

turn, with the proposed fref|ueiKy of 25 cycles per second and the

<mall current rcrjuired at the higher voltage, this portion of the
Ion will )» even smaller than in direct current work, and in gen-
eral it will l>e sufficient to IkmvI only one rail. This leaves the other
rail free for the pur|Kise of block signals, and further the evils of
elertrolysi* arc entirely absent with the allcrnaling system.

In order to consider more in detail the relative merits of allernal-
ing and direct current systems of distribution, parallel compulalions
may be made for the case of a Oo-milc single track interurban road

We will assume the pmver house to be located at the center of ibc

line and to contain one sub-station, and that the four remaining

sub-stations are located at equal intervals on the line, although the

alternating current system would not require so many sub-stations.

The schedule proposed consists of five local cars having one hour

headway, one express car making the round trip in three hours, and

one freight and baggage car making the trip between the terminals

in about eight hours. The average power required by the various

cars will be as follows

;

Average

Weight Schedule Watt hours Kw. liours- power

in speed per per in

tons, in m. p. h. ton mile. trip. kilowatts.

Local car 30 25 80 144 60

Express car 35 42.8 no 231 165

Freight car 30 12.5 70 126 25

With the proposed schedule the average load on all five sub-

stations would be about 500 kw., or 100 kw. per sub-station, while

the nnximuni load per sub-station is 450 kw. under present condi-

tions of starting. Willi proper momentary overload allowance there

will lie required one 300-kw. rotary converter per sub-station in the

direct current system and in the alternating system a static trans-

^sooooo
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a car .starling al il^ iiiaxiiniiiii tlistanci' from siib-<>laliun<> sli<>ulcl

l)C approximately 200 volts, or about 30 per cei)t. This woiiltl rc-

(|iiirc two No. 000 trolley wires and No. 0000 feeder between s\\h-

stations and 500,000 c. m. feeders for the stub ends. The cost of

this copper would be about $95,000.

I'or the alternating current .system the siie of the trolley has been

determined from mechanical rather than from electrical considera-

tions as No. 00 grooved wire for the whole line. The cost of cop-

per in this case would be $21,500. Assuming the jKiwer factor as

.So per cent, the ma.ximum drop under the .same conditions mentioned

alKivc will be 190 volts between sub-stations, or 6'^ per cent, and iOo

volts on stub ends, or laji per cent, showing consider.tbic advantage

in favor of this system.

While al the present time the alternating current motor weighs

-omewhat more than the direct current motor and o|)craJes at a

slightly lower efficiency, these points arc more than overbalanced by

the small percentage of loss in the a. c. distributing system, and
it is safe to assume that in the near future these characteristics as to

weight and efficiency will soon equal those of the direct-current

motor.

An idea of the relative investments for the two systems may be

best obtained by reference to the cost of the various items, as

shown in the accompanying diagram. These arc as follows

:

D. C. system. A. C. system

Power House $103,000 $106,500

Sub-station in power house ij,6oo 4.600

Transmission line .- 22,500 20,500

Sub-stations 54,000 20,000

Trolley line and feeder 156,000 78,000

Ponding 32,000 16,000

Rolling Stock .. 110,000 126,000

Total $4go.ioo $371,600

This gives, as the cost per mile of the d. c. system, $8,168, and
for the a. c. system $6,193, or a saving of $1,955 '" favor of the lat-

ter system; in other words, the cost of the direct current system is

32 per cent more than that of the alternating current system, a very

favorable showing for the first year that this apparatus has been
on the market.

With the alternating current motor thus far perfected and the

large number of propositions whose realization is conditioned upon
a cheaper electrical equipment, nothing can hinder the very wide
adoption of this system.

« » »

Test of Fresh's Emergency Brake.

Mr. Henry Krcsh, inventor of Fresh's emergency car brake,

which is manufactured by the Emergency Car Brake Co., of Cum-
berland. Md., recently made a test of his improved brakes on the

La Fayette (Ind.) Street Ry. This company operates five lines,

on three of which are very long and steep grades, making an
effective emergency brake a necessity. The Fresh brake was applied

to one of this company's cars and tested on wet and icy rails.

Stops were made in 30 to 40 ft. applying the emergency only.

As many as 30 stops were made with on^ set of felts and the

management of the railway company is greatly pleased with the dem-
onstration and has expressed its perfect willingness to make demon-
strations for the benefit of others interested. Twenty-four sets are

to be delivered immediately, and 20 more at an early date.

< »»

Chicago City Ry. Franchise.

The Chicago city council has extended the temporary franchise

of the Chicago City Railway Co., which expired February 29th, to

Jan. 1, 1905. with the reserved right by the city to terminate this

extension at any time on the recommendation of the mayor. The
council amended the franchise ordinance, providing for a license fee

to be paid the city of $100 per car for every car used, irrespective

of mileage. The ordinance also gives the company the right to con-
struct a temporary overhead trolley line in Wabash .\ve. from i8th

St. north around the Wabash Ave. cable loop and back to i8th St.

•-•-*

The Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railway Co. has purchased 12

new electric cars costing $9,oop apiece.

Millard B. Ilcrcley.

I'mil less than five years ago Mr. .Millard It. Ilereley, who was

recently appointed general superintendent of the Chicago Union

I'r.iclion Co, had no knowledge whatever of street railroad alTairs.

.\ftcr leaving the Marengo (111.) high school he read law in tlie

office of a local attorney and, having been admitted to the bar, later

removed to Chicago to begin the practice of law. In a comparative-

ly short time, his predilection and

capacity for politics iK-ing very

marked, he was elected to the

slate senate, and upon his retire-

ment from the senate he was made
a s|K-cial agent of the United

Stales Treasury IJepartmenl. In-

cidentally, he was engaged with

his brother in the h.iy. grain and

feed business, which venture pros-

pered until a series of fires de-

stroyed their elevators and ware-

houses.

Shortly after Mr. J. M. Roach

became president of the Union

I'raclion Co. he secured the serv-

ices of Mr. Hcreley and, a little

more than three years ago, gave

him the position of traffic manager. Mr. Hcreley brought

to his new task ihe experience which he had gained

as United States Treasury agent and was thereby enabled

to get at the bottom of things and lay bare hidden causes of trouble-

some conditions with a completeness and accuracy of analysis which

was at once recognized by his employers. The number and extent

of his reports were so formidable, and his recommendations so posi-

tive and excellent, that the president called him into his office one

day last fall and notified him that as it seemed desirable to adopt a

good many of the plans laid down in Mr. Hereley's reports, it de-

volved upon Mr. Ilereley to make the recommendations practical

;

and he was thereupon appointed general superintendent.

Mr. Hcreley works with unflagging energy 15 hours a day, his iron

constitution enabling him to disregard ordinary physical limitations.

During the recent February storms Mr. Hcreley rode for 62 consecu-

tive hours with the snow-plow gang, personally directing the work
of clearing the tracks. A broadly democratic treatment of employes

is a eharacteri.stic of Mr. Hereley's method, and he holds that the

humblest employe is as much entitled to a careful hearing as is the

superintendent.

< «»

Personal.

.M. H. HKRKLEV.

Mr. Philetus W. Gates and Mr. Henry W. Hoyt, respectively

seneral superintendent and second vice-president of the AUis-

Chalmers Co.. are about to retire from active participation in Ihe

management of that company.

Mr. Gates was president and Mr. Hoyt secretary and general

manager of Gates Iron Works for fifteen years prior to the incor-

por.ition of Allis-Chalmers Co., in igoi. -They have been promi-

nently connected with the manufacturing interests of Chicago and
have taken an active part in all of the niaiuifacturers' associations.

The late P. W. Gales (father of Philetus W. Gates) was the pioneer

manufacturer of Chicago and the region west of the .MIeghenies,

having established his business in 1842. From 1861 to 1871 the

Eagle Works Mtmufacturing Co.. of which he was president, em-
ployed about one thousand men. and in those days was a noteworthy

industry. In 1871 the Eagle Works Mamif.acturing Co. went out of

existence and from it were organized Gates Iron Works and Eraser

& Chalmers, each taking a portion of the business. Roth of these

companies in turn were taken over by the Allis-Chalmcrs Co. in

1901. Messrs. Hoyt and Gates, after a well-earned vacation spent in

traveling, will re-engage in business in Chicago.

For a long lime the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co.

has been roblwd of copper wire, and February 20th detectives ar-

rested two of the thieves, one a lineman in the employ of the com-
pany. Three junk dealers were arrested for receiving the stolen

wire.
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The Roberts & Abbott Co.

The Roberts & Abbott Co., of Cleveland. O.. lius been organized

to take over the engineering business of E. P. Roberts & Co. and

\V. H. .-Vbbott. Messrs. Rolwrts and .\blK)tt have long been re-

garded as important factors in electric intcrurban work, having

designed and constructed a niunbcr of the leading roads in the

countf)".

E. P. Roberts. M. E., was graduated at the Stevens Institute of

Technology- in 1877. after which he worked in three machine shops,

first as lathe hand and later as draftsman, and then became super-

intendent of a general machine shop. In 1880 he became assistant

engineer of the United States Electric Co., under Mr. Hiram S.

Maxim, the chief electrical engineer, and afterward occupied the

same position under Mr. Edward Weston. Later he was appointed

shop superintendent of the .\mcrican Electric Co., of New. York

;

next he was chief engineer on the Pacific coast for a Boston syndi-

cate, and then assistant engineer of the Swan Lamp Co., of Boston,

under Mr. William Stanley. He next became erecting engineer

for the Rocky Mountain Brush-Swan Co., after which he designed

and constructed a power house for the Cheyenne Electric Light Co.,

becoming manager of that company and also of the Cheyenne Gas

E. P. ROBERTS. W H ABBOTT.

Co., at the same time being vice-president of the Ft. Collins Elec-

tric Light Co., and consulting engineer for other properties.

Mr. Roberts was then appointed Associate Professor of Elec-

trical Engineering in Cornell University. Later he returned to com-

mercial work, and became manager of the Swan Lamp Manufac-

turing Co., Cleveland, O. In 1893 he formed the engineering firm

of E. P. Roberts & Co., which has had a very successful career.

One of the most recent roads for which E. P. Roberts & Co. had

the entire engineering is the Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne Ry.,

which was dcscril)cd and illustrated in the "Review" for Decem-

ber, 1903.

Mr. Roberts is a member of the .\merican Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers, the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the

Cleveland Electric Club, the Cleveland Chamber of Comnurcc and

other societies.

W. H. Abltott, E. E., first took up electrical work as a student

apprentice in the works of the Ft. Wayne (Ind.) Electric Co. After

two years, during which he worked in nearly every department of

the large factory, he entered the University of Chicago, from which

he was graduated with the degree of Bachelor of Science. He took

a post graduate course at the Ecole Internationale des Elcctriciens,

Paris, France. Returning to .Xmcrica, he was appointed superin-

tendent of the Ocean City f N. J.) Street Railway & Electric Light

Co., and later entered the service of the Ft. Wayne IClectric Co.

a.1 construction engineer. When the Siemens & llalskc Electric

Co., of America, passed into the control of former Ft. Wayne in-

terests, he was placed in charge of all outside construction and

erection work. He next Ix'camc sales agent for the Stanley Elec-

tric Manufacturing Co., of Pittsfield, Mass,, and was then employed

by the Pomcroy syndicate to construct part of the Cleveland &
Soulhwcstrrn Traction Co's. system. Following this he became
the consulting engineer for the Pomeroy-Mandellwum syndicate

whidi liuilt the following roads, for all of which he was consulted

and for mcrst of which he had the entire mechanical and electrical

engineering: Cleveland & Soulhwcstern Traclimi Co., Ohio Central

Traction Co., Western Ohio Railway Co., Southern Ohio Traction

Co., .\urora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co. Mr. .\liliott was also

the pioneer in the United States in tlie introduction of the steam

turbine in street railway use.

.\' partial list of the work in which Mr. Roberts and Mr. .Milxitt

have been closely associated in an engineering capacity includes

98 railways, 71 central stations for the distribution of electric light

and power, heat and water, 136 isolated plants, public buildings,

otiice buildings, factories, etc.. and 21 manufacturing plants.

Knox Engineering Co. Contracts.

The Knox Engineering Co., of Chicago, reports that it lias a

number of large contracts on hand, among the more important work
in which it is employed l>eing the building of an interurban line

for the Knox Construction Co. from Green Bay to Kaukauna, Wis.,

and it is expected that this road will be opened for traffic on or be-

fore June I, 1904. Besides building a large power house at Green
Bay, and constructing the track and overhead system, sub-stations

and car barns, the company will rebuild a portion of the Green Bay
city lines. The company is also surveying a route for a 38-milc line

which will run from Green Bay to Manitowoc.

The Knox Engineering Co. is also engineer for the Stark F.lectric

Railway Co., of Alliance, O., which operates a line from Canton to

Sebring, and now has under construction a lo-milc extension from
.Scbring to Salem, O.

In Chicago, the Knox company is rewiring the main power station

of the South Side Elevated Railroad Co. This is a complicated

and difficult piece of work, as the electrical conductors must be

kept alive for the operation of the system during the reconstruc-

tion period.

The Knox company began about the middle of last summer on
the Metropolitan Railway Co's. system at Oklalioma City, and is

designing a power station and interurban line between Oklahoma
City and Guthrie. The company is also handling the engineering

and preliminary work for a number of large interurban railway

and lighting systems which will Ix! built duiing the next two seasons.

« »»

Underground Cables in the Baltimore Fire.

The Baltimore fire has been the unfortunate means of settling

many disputed points for the engineers of this country, and it has,

among other points, emphasized most forcibly, in the minds of

interested observers, the superiority of underground cables for

electrical transmission of power, as compared with old overhead

methods.

The Standard Underground Cable Co. has installed during the

last few years in Baltimore many miles of underground cable

ill the Municipal Subway for the Western Union and Baltimore

& Ohio Telegraph companies, the Maryland Telephone Co., the

City Fire and Police Departments and the United Railways &
Electric Co. The main conduit lines run the entire length of the

burned district ami the manhole covers were in many cases

covered with piles iif liut lirick and stiine to a depth of twenty

feet.

In spite of the intense heat, there is, so far as is known, not a

single instance of trouble on the cables in manholes or subway

except where exposed ends of cables were destroyed the fire,

and the cable system is in perfect condition today. Two three-

conductor cables installed iov the I'niled Railways & Electric Co.

over a year ago and which terminated in the new and unburned

portion of the Pratt -St. power house, extended the entire length

of the burned district, and were carrying current to the sub-station

at 13,000 volts, the second day after the lire, witlmnt ,iiiy interrup-

tion to service.

This record compared with the ruin of overhead construction

which was universal certainly gives food for thought to all users

of wire.
• «-«-•

The Frceport-Dixon Electric Railway Co. has retained the Arnold

I''lectric Power .Station Co., of Chicago, to make the preliminary

plans for its proposed road. The line will consist of abont 35

miles of single track, and will connect Freeport and Dixon, 111.

Mr. O. T. Smith, of Freeport, is president of the com|)aity, Mr. W.
A. Hancc is vice-president, and Mr, T, W, Sicke, secretary and

treasurer.
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Pursonal.

MU. I.ULIS 1-. IIAKI-: li.is ri->hgiicd ;is secretary ami ircaMircr

lit iliL- Slielxiygan (VVi*. ) Railway, l.iglil & Power d.
MK. I'. W. UKRRV has rcsiKUccI as secretary of the Topeka

I Kan. ) Railway Ci> , to engage in business in Chicago.

HON. \V. W (iRKIST bas been elected pre-ndent of the Lan-

caster County Railway & Light Co., vice Mr. William U. (jiven, re-

iKueil.

MK GEORCiK J. MAROTT, of lndianai>olis. has Iwen elected

president of the Kokonio, Marion & Western Traction Co., vice

Mr. Henry I). Hionias, deceased.

MR R. K. I).\N'L'X)R Til, formerly as-sistaiu genera! manager, has

l>een appointed general manager of the Rochester Railway Co., to

•iucc'cd Mr. T. J. Nicholl, resigned.

MR. J. C. lilLLKTTE has been appointed master mechanic of the

Colunihns, Delaware & Marion Electric Railroad Co., to succeed Mr
(.;. Ci. Crane, who recently resigned.

MR. FRANK G. KELLEY has Iwen chosen secretary of the

Topeka (Kan.) Railway Co., vice Mr. T. W. Ucrry, resigned. Mr.

Kelley is also treasurer of the company.

MR. \\ . ROliERTS. master mechanic of the Northern Ohio Trac-

tion & Light Co., has been app<jinted superintendent of motive power

of the company, vice Mr. T. W. Shelton, resigned.

MR. GODFREY MORGAN has resigned as superintendent of the

railway department of the Youngslown-Sharon Railway & Light Co.

The retiring superintendent was presented a diamond ring by the

employes.

MR. CLARENCE O. SCRAN'TON has been appointed auditor

of the Stark Electric Railway Co., of Alliance. O. He was formerly

auditor, and later passenger agent, of the Lake Erie, .Mliance &
Wheeling Railroad Co.

MR. T. J. NICIIOLL resigned as vice-president and general man-

ager of the Rochester Railway Co. January ist, on account of ill-

health. He is now abroad, where he will remain indefinitely, or

until he recovers bis health.

MR. HENRY J. DAVIES. secretary of the Cleveland lilcctric

Railway Co., fell on a slippery sidewalk late in February and frac-

tured his right arm. Both liones of the forearm were fractured and

tile ligaments painfully strained.

THE CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY CO. has elected Mr. Law-
rence A. Young first vice-president to succeed Mr. Joseph Leiter, and

Mr. A. W. Goodrich second vice-president, to succeed Mr. George
T. Smith. Other oflicers were re-elected.

MR. GUY H. CARLTON, of Boston, Mass.. has been appointed

auditor of the Youngstown & Southern Traction Co. Heretofore

the duties have l)ccn assumed by Mr. John II. Ruhlman, who is also

secretary, treasurer and general manager.

MR. FR.ANK B. LEE has resigned as superintendent of the

Portland & Brunswick (Me.) Street Ry., to assist in the construc-

tion of the Newport & Providence (R. I.) Railway Co's. system, of

which Hon. George E. Macomber is the projector.

MR. W. W. VVHE.^TLEY. until recently general manager of the

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, has gone to the city of

Me-tico to assume charge of the electric railways there. He was at

one time superintendent of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.

MR. WILLIAM BARCLAY PARSONS, chief engineer of the

New York Rapid Transit Commission, has been chosen in London.
Eng., to act with Sir John Wolfe Barry and Sir Benjamin Baker as

technical adviser to the Royal Commission on London Traffic.

MR. C. O. HUDSON has resigned as master mechanic of the

Canton-.\kron Railway Co., which position he held 2|/i years, to go
to Boston, Mass., where he was previously located. His employes
presented him a substantial sum of money as a token of esteem.

MR. G. J. A. P,\UL has been appointed snperiiuendent of rail-

ways for the Youngstown-Sharon Railway & Light Co., to succeed
Mr. Godfrey Morgan, resigned. Mr. Paul resigned as secretary,

treasurer and manager of the People's Light & Railway Co.. of

Stroator, III., to go to Youngstown.

CAPTAIN L. C 1 1 ANNA, brother of the late Senator Hanna.
was elected a director of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co., at a
special meeting February a.ird, to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of his brother. .At the same meeting appropriate resolutions
on the death of Mr. Hanna were adopted.

MR. GEORGE E. HENRY has been appointed general manager of

the Vincennes (Ind.) Street Railway Co. He was for 18 years

oinimied with the Hudnut hominy mills, which were later taken

over by the .\merican Hominy Co. .Mr. B. C Hudnut. former owner

of the mills, i» presidrnt of the Vincennes Street Railway Co.

MR. W. A. M'WHORTER was apixiintrd master mechanic of the

llirmingham (.Ma-.) Railway, Light & Power Co. January 1st. to

succeed Mr. R W. Hillcr, resigned .Mr. .McWhorter was born in

Georgia. He was employed in the shops of the Georgia Railway &
Electric Co., of Atlanta, 10 years prior to ic>», rising from lalx>rer

to foreman. He next became master mechanic of the Savannah

(Ga.) Electric Co., where he remained unlil igoj. when he returned

to .Ntlanta as superintendent of the shops there.

MR. WILLI.\M D. R.\V on .March 1st severed his connection

with the Westinghouse Traction Urake Co. as its central slates rep-

resentative, to enter the steam specially market. He will represent

several well-known manufacturers in the sale of high-grade steam
.

specialties, with headquarters at Rihmii 312 Electric Building, Cleve-

land, O.

MR. F. E. FISHER, whose resignation as general manager of the

Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co. was mentioned in the "Re-

view" for February, was surprised by about 75 conductors, motor-

men and other employes of the company at his home in Joliet short-

ly after midnight. Fcbrnray 2.?th. and prcscrled a gold watch and

chain and an Elks' charm.

MR. CHARLES B. HOLDREGE, having Ken appointe.l general

sales agent for the Franklin Manufacturing Co.. the Franklin Rail-

way Supply Co., and the Franklin Machine & Tool Co.. has opcne<l an

office in Room ,^09 Western Union Building. Oiicago. III., where he

will he found unlil M.ay ist, at which date he will remove to the new

Railway Exchange Building, Jackson Boulevard and Michigan Ave.,

Cliicago.

MR. W. K. P.ALMER. M. E.. has announced the removal of his

engineering office. Mar. i, t<jtX4. to Suite 402. the Lyceum Building,

. Kaiwas City, Mo. He was formerly in the New York Life Building.

Mr. Palmer makes a specialty of designing and constructing elec-

tric railways, lighting systems, power plants, manufacturing estab-

lishments, heating, ventilating and refriger.nting installations, special

machinery and all classes of mechanical and electrical appliances.

Ill his new offices, which afford special facilities, and with a corps of

experienced assistant engineers, he is enabled to promptly prei>are

plans, specifications, estimates and reports, and thoroughly supervise

engineering construction of all classes.

CAPT. ROBERT M'CULLOCH. who since Sept. i. 1899. lias

been general manager of the Chicago City Railway Co., was. Mar.

8. 1904, elected a director of the L'nited Railways Co. and of the

St. Louis Transit Co., and a few days later was elected vice-

president and general manager of the St. Louis Transit Co. by the

directors. Captain McCuUoch will relinquish his duties in Chicago

and assume charge in St. Louis within 30 days.

Ciptain McCulloch was born in Rockbridge County, Va.. and
was educated at Lexington. Va. He was a Confederate soldier and
served in the .Army of Northern Virginia during the Civil War.
and in i86g removed to St. Louis. He first entered street railway

service, in which practically his whole business life has been

spent, in 1871, when he became superintendent of the Bellefontaine

Railway Co.. of St. Louis, afterwards serving as secretary, vice-

president and general manager of the company. In 1889 he was
elected vice-president and general manager of the National Rail-

way Co., an Illinois corporation 01 which Mr. D. G. Hamilton,

now president of the Chicago City railwiiy, was president and
which controlled seven street railway companies operating in the

city of St. Louis. Captain McCulloch remained in this position

until 1899, when he resigned to become manager of the Chicago
City.

Captain McCulloch has been one of the active supporters of th«

.\uierican Street Railway Association, serving as vice-president

in 1889-90, as president in 1896-97 and as a member of the executive

committee in 1897-98.

In returning to his old home Captain McCulloch takes with him
the best wishes of the host of new friends that he has made in

Oiicago.

The Chicago Union Traction Co's. one-story bnck car barn at

Northwestern .Ave. and West Division St., Chicago, was destroyed

by fire March 20tli. together with 100 cars. 'The loss was placed at

$100,000. The fire caught from a stove in the sand room. Five men
were injured.
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Obituary.

MR. JESSE JOSEPH, formerly manager of the Montreal Street

Kr.iKvay Co., died suddenly February 24tli, aged S4 years.

MR. IIEN'RV D. TIIOM.VS, president of the Kokomo, M^irion &

Western Traction Co., which is building a line between Marion and

Kokomo, Ind., died suddenly February i-th of heart disease. Early

in the winter Mr. O. V. Darby, of Kokomo, the first president of the

company, whom Mr. Thomas succeeded, died suddenly while on a

business trip to Chicago.

MR. JOHN B. 0'H.\R.\. of the editorial staff of the Street

Railway Journal, died March 13th at his home at Rochester. N, V.

He was 38 years old. Less than a month ago Mr. O'Hara went to

Rochester to bury his wife, who died in New York, and while there

he twcamc ill. Death was due to heart failure. Mr. O'Hara was

formerly with the Western Electrician of Chicago.

MR. GEORGE FREDERICK GILBERT, general sales- agent for

the H. W. Johns-Manville Co. for northern and western New York,

died of t>-phoid fever January 12th at St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester,

X. Y. He was a resident of Lakcvllle, N. Y., and for several years

was eng.aged in the produce business. He was postmaster of Lake-

ville for lour years under President Cleveland. In 1896 he Ixjcamc

connected with the H. W. Johns-Manville Co. In addition to being

the company's general sales agent, he also represented it in connection

with work for the govemn;ent.

MR. WILLI.XM .\. M'GUIRE, for 20 years president of the Mc-

Guire Manufacturing Co., of Chicago, III., died at one o'clock Mon-

day morning, February 29th, of pneumonia. He was taken sick

the Wednesday preceding. Mr. McGuire was born in Niagara-on-

the-Lake, Ont., nearly 64 years ago, and had lived in Chicago about

42 years. He was prominently identilied with railroad work as a

manufacturer of trucks, snow plows, sweepers and numerous other

devices, most which were made under his own patents, of which

he had been granted 47 in the United States alone. His most promi-

nent invention was the "Star" grain door, which is used on freight

cars. About 20 years ago Mr. McGuire, together with Mr. W. J.

Cooke, the vice-president and treasurer, organized the McGuire

Manufacturing Co., and the last business act of his life was the con-

solidation of that company and the Globe Iron Works, of Chicago,

which was effected the first of the year, the new company Iwing

known as the McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co. Mr. McGuire

had arranged to take a year's rest from active business life when

he caught a heavy cold, which resulted in his death, lie formed

many warm, lasting friendships during his lifetime, and was noted as

a man of strictest integrity and business ability of a high order.

New Publications.

New stale map of the West Virginia Geological Survey. Pub-

lished under the direction of I. C. White, state geologist. Accord-

ing to a circular sent out by the Survey Office at Morgantown,

W. V'a., this is the only map of the state ever issued in which the

topographic Ijase has any claims to accuracy, since in all areas

covered by the United States -survey sheets they have been utilized

by pantographic reproduction to the scale of the map (8 miles to the

inch), and hence the mountain ranges (shown by contours of 2,000,

3,000 and 4,oco ft. above tide) are correctly placed, as well as the

rivcri, principal streams, cities and towns of Ihe state. 'Hie name
of every mine shipping coal is printed on the margin of the map
by counties and a corresponding numl)Cr gives its exact location.

The areas of the great coal formations are shown by separate shad-

ings, and the oil and gas pools are indicated by striking characters.

while every railroad in operation up to January i, 1904, as well as

those under construction, are given as accurately as possible. The

anticlinal lines have not been placed on the map, as it is hardly

jKrt'ible to accurately indicate them until the United States Geo-

logical .Survey Topographic maps arc published next year. The
price of the map is 50 cents. Advance payment is required.

Other publications of the Survey will Ix; sent postpaid on receipt

of price, as follow*: Vol. i, "Oil and Gas," 392 pp. (less than 100

copies remain unsold), $2.00. Vol. 2, "Coal," 725 pp., paper binding,

$1.50; cloth, $2.co. nullclin Xo. 1. "Bibliography of West Vir-

xinia." By Prof. S. B. Brown, .S5 pp , 10 els.

•-»
The Indiana Itailway Co. haii rained its fares 20 per cent.

Interchangeable Mileage System.

February JQth a new electric railway association was formed at

Dayton, O., to be known as the Ohio Interurban Railroad Associa-

tion, having for its object the conservation of mutual interests, and

it is intended to embrace all lines in Ohio and eastern Indiana.

One of the principal topics for discussion at the preliminary meet-

ing was an interchangeable mileage system and a committee was ap-

pointed to formulate a plan for such a system, to be reported to the

association.

Officers were cliosen as follows: President, H. V. Clegg, vice-

president and general manager of the Dayton & Troy Electric Rail-

way Co. ; vice-president, E. C. Spring, superintendent of the Dayton,

Covington & Piqua Traction Co. ; secretary-treasurer, J. H. Mer-

rill, assistant general manager of the Western Ohio Railw.iy Co.

;

executive committee, E. B. Gunn, J. .X. Hoyer, R. E. DeWccse, 11.

Fravel and A. W. .Anderson.

Plans for New Subway in New York.

Officials of the Metropolitan Street Railway Co. have announced

to the Rapid Transit Commissioners that the company is ready 10

build another subway system to connect its 300 miles of surface

lines, practically encircling Mtmhattan Islahd from Harlem to the

Battery. The plans provide for subways on both sides of the city

to tap such arteries as the Grand Central Station, the Brooklyn

Bridge, the ferry terminals at the Battery, the tunnels under the

North River, and the new Pennsylvania R. R. station at 32nd St.

The company's subway and surface lines would be operated as a

single system, a single fare of five cents to he charged. The esti-

mated cost of the work is $20,000000. The northern" terminus

would be near Third .'\ve. and 138th St., in the Bronx.

Council Bluffs, Tabor & Southern Ry.

The Iowa legislature recently passed a bill granting to the Coun-

cil Bluffs, Tabor & Southern Electric Railway Co. a right of way

through the grounds of the Iowa School for the Deaf. The com-

pany will erect a station in the vicinity of the school for the benefit

of the inmates. The company proposes to build about 105 miles

of track, including 75 miles between the terminals at Council

Bluffs and Langdon, Mo., and a belt line in Council Bluffs. Go-

ing south from Council Bluffs the .stations on the proposed line will

be Island Park, Ilenton's Station, Pacific City, Hillsdale, Tabor,

Camp Creek, Sidney. Rivertoii and NicUerson, la., Deals, Rock-

port and Langdon, Mo.

The main power house will be at Tabor and there will be sub-

stations every 16 miles, or at Council Bluffs, Iowa School for the

Deaf, Glenwood. Tabor, Sidney and Rockport. The cities and

towns which will be tributary to the line number nearly a score.

.\lmost the entire right of way has been secured and franchises

granted at the principal points.

Freight Road for Greeley, Col.

The Greeley & Northern Railway & Utility Co., which was in-

corporated Jan. 28, 1904. with a capital of $i,oco,ooo, proposes to

build 1 10 miles of electric road ha\ing Greeley, Col., for a center.

One line is to run from Greeley to Idaho Creek, a distance of 35

miles southwest, to connect with the Burlington & Missouri R. R.

;

another line will run northwest to Wellington, and another north-

east to the Crow Creek district. The line is intended principally

for freight business, and it will run through a very rich agricul-

tural section. The survey is being made.

The directors and incorporators of the coini)any are : (Jeorge J.

Spear, Charles H. Ramsay and Edwarrl J. Decker, of Greeley;

George H. Sethman and William WiKon. of Denver. A. Riley, of

Greeley, is secretary.

The Cincinnati, Georgetown & PorlMuoulh Kaihri:Hl Co. luis piil

into service an electric locomotive, the first to be employed upon a

railroad in that section of the countr>'. It is used for switching

and freight i)uriK)Scs in Cincinnati.
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Alli.S'Chaluicr.s Co. Hroadciih It.s Scupc.

Tlic Allis-Chalnicr.1 Co. rccmlly nniioiiiicc<l tli;il it li.i'. »i<Kiu<l

its scope of mamifactiirc to embrace steam tiirMncs, hydraulic ami

eirclrical niacliiiicry anil gas cngincii. It lia« become associated with

and forms a part of the Steam Turbine Advisory Syndicate, of Eng-

land, which includes besides the .Mlis-Chalniers Co., the Yarrow

Shipbuilding Co., the Twcedic ( Vulcan ) Shipbuilding Co., VVitlans

& Robinson, English engineers and engine builders, and Mr. Fulla-

gcr, formerly chief engineer of the Parsons Steam Turbine Co., and

now consulting engineer for the Steam Turbine Advisory Syndicate.

The turbine which the syndicate handles is of the horizontal type,

and it is .stated to equal in efficiency and economy the lu-sl ni.ikes of

the Parsons and Curtis types.

The .Mlis-Chalmers Co. is prepared to build turbines of 500 kw..

750 ku., 1,000 kw., 1,500 kw. anil 5,000 kw., and can, if required,

build up to units of 10.000 kw. The largest size that has been built

of any type of turbine is 5,000 kw. The company's license from the

Steam Turbine .\dvisory Syndicate concedes to it all of the L'niicd

States, Canada and Mexico, with equal rights and privileges in

South .\merica, an<l rights to do business elsewhere in the West-

ern hemisphere, both land and marine.

The .\llis-Cbalmers Co. has concluded arrangements with Escher-

Wyss & Co.. of Zurich. Switzerland, whereby it becomes the sole

licensee in the Western hemisphere for their well-

known hydraulic machinery, several types of which

have been installed at the Niagara Falls plant of llie

Cataract Construction Co., aggregating 85.000 b. p.

The .Mlis-Ch.ilniers Co. has also bought the .'\n'er-

ican patents, and has become the sole licensee for the

Western hemisphere of the Xurnbcrg Machine Co..

Nurnberg, Germany, for its gas engines, and 'he

company is prepared to make gas engines up to any

required horse power. At present it builds gas engines

from 250 h. p. to 1,500 h. p., suitable for consumer

gas or taking waste gas from blast furnaces and

utilizing it with economy and efficiency. Xurnlieig

engines of 1.500 h. p. are in operation in Germany,

and it was after two years' investigation by its engi-

neering staff that the Allis-Cbalmers Co. selected

the Nurnberg and engaged in its manufacture. It is

designed as a prime .nover, either for blowing en-

gines in blast furnaces, or for directly connected

dynamos, or any other purpose where pov*er is re-

quired.

The .Mlis-Chalmers Co. has engaged in the manufacture of gcn-

er.ators, motors and electrical apparatus in all its branches for sta-

tionary and railroad work, power house installation for transporta-

tion purposes and electric lighting.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co.. of Cincinnati. O., having

been consolidated with, and now forming a part of, the Allis-

Clialmers Co., this arrangement will give the .Mlis-Chalmers Co. all

the facilities of a well-equipped electrical plant, the Bullock pUant be-

ing the third largest of its kind in the world. The company feels

that it can now safely claim that it "owns the four powers ", embrac-

ing steam turbines, reciprocating steam engines, gas engines an<l

hydraulic turbines.

The business of the Bullock company will he conducted as here-

tofore under the form of the new Bullock Electric Manufacturing

Co., organized under the laws of Ohio, with Mr. George Bullock,

president. Mr. Joseph S. Neave, vice-president, and all the present

officers of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co., of New Jersey.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co's. plant, in East Norwood,

O., is the largest plant for the manufacture of electrical apparatus

with the exception of those of the General Electric and Westing-

house companies. It has been constructed with the view of manu-
facturing not only the smaller electrical machinery, but also the

largest that can be manufactured in any plant in the world. The
company has built the largest 60-cycle, direct connected generator

that has ever been made and this m.achine has been installed at the

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co's. plant. It has built the largest

synchronous motor sets and the largest induction motors that have
ever been built, and has also put in some of the largest plants that

have ever been established for water power development on the

Pacific coast.

The Bullock company has also developed a full line of street

car motors, and extensive additions to its shops arc now being con-

structed which will add another large shop to the East Norwoo.t

plant, the new Iniilding to contain about 40,000 sq. ft. of space.

'ITiis combination of industries will enable either plant to bid upon

complete power plants, whether driven by steam, water power or

gas, and supply not only the prime movers, but a complete outfit of

electrical apparatus from generators to motors, either for factory,

street car or interurban work, as well as large electrical locomotives

which will take the place of steam locomotives.•
(llcvcluiid Track'Drilling Machine.

I iic .icccmipanying illustration shows the latest improved drill-

ing machine which is made l>y the Ludlow Supply Co., of Cleveland,

U. It will drill either tail without turning and it can Ik lowered

so as to drill within i^ in. of the l>ase of a lo-in. girder rail;

when raised to the highest point the bottom of the drill will stand

2 in. alK)vc the top of the rail. With the roll-off attachment two

men can remove it from the track in a few seconds.

It is especially adapted for drilling for tie rods, as no squaring

or center punching is required; after drilling one hole, by reversing

the motion, it will drill the opposite hole in line with the first.

IMPROVl';i) .KNKL.AMi IK.M'K l>UII.I.

This saves not only considerable time, but insures it being per-'

fectly done.

Ball bearings arc used on the spindle, which makes it practically

frictionless. All gears .ind bearings are covered so as to prevent

sand or dirt from getting into them.

There is a gage on the side of the machine by which the height

of the drill point can be adjusted and by means of a worm and

gear the drill can be raised from the lowest to the highest point in

10 seconds. Every machine is equipped with an automatic feed that

will operate with the drill in either direction, or if desired, it can

be instantly changed to band feed. It requires but two men to

operate by hand power and but one with electric power. Motors

arc conneclcd with rheostat, switch, etc.. ready for operation and

enclosed in a box for protection from the weather.

The machine as now constructed will do any work from a 60 lb.

T-rail to a lo-inch girder. It is of the best material and work-

manship.

Will Build Road at Once.

The Pittsburg, Etna & Butler Street Railw.ay Co.. of Pittsburg.

Pa., will begin the construction of an electric line from Pittsburg

to Butler as soon as the weather will permit. This company was
formerly known as the Pine Creek Street Railway Co. The prcii-

dent is Charles Gibson, jr., and the secretary and treasurer is

Weaver II. Rogers. The engineers in charge of the work arc

Browne & Layton, of No. 413 Fourth Ave., Pittsburg. Pa.

A bill has l)een introduced in the General Assembly of New York
to create a local board of railroad commissioners for Greater New
York.
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New Railway Telephones.

.\ new line of telephone apparatus especially adapted to meet the

conditions existing on street railway lines and interurban roads has

been recently perfected and placed on the market by the Mayer &
Englund Co. of Philadelphia, and two of the principal types oi

these tclcphoites are illustrated herewith.

The first illustration shows an iron bo.\ telephone to be attached

to either iron or wood poles. The outer case is made of malleable

POLE TEL,EPHONE.

iron with door equipped with a Yale lock, tlic wlinle apparatus

being entirely weather proof.

.Ml of the working parts of this telephone, including batteries

for the local circuit, are attached to one back board which is held

in place in the iron box by two screws. This greatly facilitates

the work of inspection and repairs, as by removal of the two screws

the entire mechanism can be taken out, leaving the empty iron

ca»c on the pole. As all the inside parts of the telephone are ni-

lerchangcablc, the entire Icleplionc system can easily be kept in

Kood condition by hiving one or more extra sets of parts on band
mounlcd on the iKjard.

The other ilhislratioii shows a portable car telephone. The in-

•ide arrangement of the details of this instrument, which are all

mounted on one board, as well as the operating parts themselves,

are precisely the same as in the pole telechone, the only diflfcr-

encc being that this outfit is installed in an oak box with leather

carrying strap.

This instrument is eiiuipped wil,li 10 lo 20 fi. of cord, at tlio end

of which is attached a plug whicli is inserted in a specially designed

jack box.

These jack boxes arc made of malleable iron and are entirely

weatherproof, and under all ordinary conditions arc also tamper
proof. Jack boxes may be in-

stalled on poles along the line of

the road each half mile or so,

and communication had with the

central office by plugging in at

ilicse points. The length of the

cord will allow the motorman to

leave the instrument in the vesti-

Inile of the car, so that the instru-

ment need not be exposed in

HKT.Ml.S ON 150.\RD.

stormy we.-'.tbei while it is being used, the voslilnile luing virlnally a

telephone booth.

.'\ll of these instruments are made with standard long distance

transmitters, bipolar receivers .tnd full size hooks with ample con-

tact surfaces. Although both of the instruments illustrated are com-
pact, they do not contain any miniature parts, everything being full

standard size, and therefore conveniently and quickly renewed. The
generators are ordinarily wound for 40,000 ohms, and the ringers

for 1,600 ohms.

The Mayer & Engluiid Co. has already sold a large number of

these instruments whicii are in use at the present lime, and re-

ported to be giving perfect satisfaction.

McGuire-Ciiiiiniings Manufacturing Co.

January ist last the McGuire Manufacturing Co. and the Globe

Iron Works, both of Chicago, were consolidated as the McCiuire-

Cummings Manufacturing Co., and officers were chosen as fol-

lows: President and treasurer, J. J. Cunnnings; vice-president,

W. J. Cooke ; secretary, F. Byrne. Mr. Cunnnings has been the

president of the Globe Iron Wofks for the past two years, while

Messrs. Cooke and Byrne were formerly vice-president and secre-

tary, respectively, of the McGuire Manufacturing Co. The con-

solidation was cfTccted for the purpose of increasing the facilities

of both companies, and it is planned to erect another large shop on

the grounds of the old McGuire Manufacturing Co., to take care

of the increased business already in sight. The McGuire Manu-
facturing Co. has had a world-wide reputation for a good many
years. The Globe Iron Works, although a younger concern, has

linilt up an enviable business in metal work during the past four

years, the business of 1903 exceeding $300,000. Mr. Cummings, the

president of the new company, is not quite 20 years old, but he

possesses business ability which augurs well for the new regime.

B. F. Stewart has been retained as sales manager for the com-

pany, and William !•".. liee is superintendent of ilie plant.

--»•

It is slated that the I.ike .Shnrr h'ledric Railway Co. has arranged

lo have meals served r)n Imard its "limited" cars whicli run between

Cleveland and Toledo, ().
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The Cdluiubia Lock Nut. !;. Kcclcr Co. Wutcr-Tubc Boiler.

Wc iircs'iil liercttilh illustrations of the Coliiniliia link mit

uliidi is inaili- !))• llic Colmubia Nut &• Holt Co., ijo Knowltnn Si..

Uridgcporl. Conn,, llir patentee. . 1 liis is an iniprovcd nut i-pc-

cially adapted for street railway purposes for use on cars and

ciiI.IMIll.V I.MCK N'fT SKI'.Ml.VTI': .\M> O.N UOl.T.

trucks, axles, air compressors, power transmitters and all kind> ol

machinery where a secure fastening is required.

This lock nut has been on the market quite a while, although it

is coinparalivcly new to the street railway trade. It is successfully

used on many steam roads which have found it to be a practicable

lock nut.

As shown by the two smaller illustrations, the nut consists of an

inner and outer part, which when assembled form a unit. The

device is really a combination of ihrcc mechanical powers—the

wedge, the screw and the lever—although only in two parts. It

is declared to be a positive lock nut that will remain indefinitely

where placed.

Following arc some of the advantages claimed for it : It auto-

matically fastens both bolt and nut absolutely; it is a binding lock

nut of immense power, and the greater the strain the firmer its

grip; it docs not injure the bolt and will not work loose, or slack

back; it requires less length of bolt than two nuts, or a nut and

cotter; it costs less than two nuts and is a better fastening; it

never diminishes its grip in consequence of the expansion and con-

traction of metals ; every Columbia lock nut is guaranteed.

The company is desirous of sending one or more of these lock

nuts free as samples, believing that a trial will convince the user

of the validity of the claims made.

Manugers and Salesmt^n in Convention.

A convention of branch managers, department managers and

salesmen of the H. W. Johns-Manville Co. was held from Feb-

ruary 15th to February 20th. inclusive, there being two sessions,

one held at Hartford, Conn., and the other at 100 William St., New
York City. The delegates first met at Hartford, where ihcy were

the guests of the Johns-Pratt Co.. manufacturer of the .Sachs

"Noark" fuse and other electrical goods for which the Johns-Man-

ville Co. is the sole agent.

The object of the convention was to bring all branches into

closer touch with each other and to give opportunity for a general

discussion of the varied lines made and handled by the company.

The Hartford program included an address of welcome by Mr.

E. B. Hatch, president of the Johns-Pratt Co.. a general explana-

tion of the plan of meeting, an address on the objects and pur-

poses of the Convention and the discussion, of the general topics,

"Installation," "Fuses," and "Commercial Matters Concerning In-

sulation and Fuse; also Steam Packing Discussion."

The New York meeting was mainly devoted to papers on va-

rious subjects pertaining to the business. Mr. H. \V. Hart, adver-

tising manager for the company, read a paper on ".\dvertising"

which ought to be in the hands of all manufacturers and supply-

men.

Ilic Kceler watcr-lulie boiler which is shown in the accompanying

illustration is of the Iwx header type, having a horizontal steam

and water drum. The steam outlet is pLiccd in the center of the

drum, where it is removed from the rapid upward rush of water

and steam coining from the front header, and is provided with a

largc-inzed dry pipe or separator, which practically insures dry

steam. The added flexibility resulting from the long rear header

allows for expansion and contraction of the tubes without bringing

undue strains on the seams connecting the drum and headers.

Ihe tubes ate straight and inclined one inch to the foot. The

headers are eight inches deep inside, all open, thus allowing for

unimpeded circulation. The throat covers one-half of the circum-

ference of the drum, which is reinforced at this point by three

bridges of plate and by the throat flanges'. .Ml drums alx>ve 36

in. in diameter have triple-riveted double butt-strapped straight

scams. In this construction, there being nothing to impede the

rapid circulation of the heated water up through the front header

and the cooler water down through the rear header and up through

the tuln's, the circulation ought to be such as to recommend the

l>oiler for economy and durability.

In construction, the wrapper sheet is flanged, instead of the large

header plate, this Iwing a process which has been patented by the

E. Keeler Co. lliis melhcxl obviates strains. The l>oiler is wrought

steel throughout, no cast iron or cast steel being used except for

the handhole plates. .Ml the handhole plates are faced in a spe-

cial machine, perfectly true, and Ihe joint with the header packed

with a special rubber composition or metallic gasket.

The feed pipe entering the front drum head is carried back into a

mud drum of ample size. The temperature of the water and steam

in the drum at this point arc suflicient to cause a deposit of nearly

all of the scale-producing matter, the purified water going out at

the top and front end of the mud drum, while the impurities are dc-

jHisited in the mud drum, where they settle and are blown off at

the back. .A blow-off pipe is connected to the back end of the mud
drum and extended through the rear head of the steam and water

drums, whence it can be connected to the main blow-off pipe or left

with a separate outlet so the character of the impurities in the feed

water can he determined.

'ITie front end of the tioiler is hung from two heavy channels

which rest on wall plates. Hic rear header rests on expansion plates.

The aimouncenient is m.ide that the entire line of the Buffalo.

Dunkirk & Western R. R. will be in operation by or before Octoljer

ist next. It will be double tracked from Buffalo to .\ngola and

will extend over 82 miles of track.

Ki;i:i i;h water-tube boiler.

thus giving a perfectly flexible setting unaffected by expansion or

contraction. Tlic front is of sheet steel, with heavy cast-iron door«

and frames, and is sectional so that mechanical stokers can Ix in-

stalled without change in construction. The rear header is com-

pletely enclosed, thus doing away with large loss by radiation. An
angle-iron frame and shcet-stecl tulie door is provided for the

rear setting wall. Heavy cast-iron side cleaning doors are pro-

vided and the cleaning openings so ai ranged that no cold air is

.-idmitted, while if desired the holes in the slaybolts are made large

enough for the use of a steam blower in front.
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These boilers are buill in units from 50 to 675 h. p., and also in

special sizes to suit space conditions. The standard boilers are

built for a working pressure of 150 lb., but if desired can be built

for any pressure up to 250 lb. The grate surface is carefully propor-

tioned and air space regulated by the class of fuel to be burned.

The factor)- and main office of the E. Keeler Co. is at Williams-

port, Pa., and the company has branch offices at Hoston. N\\v York.

Philadelphia. Pittsburg and Chicago.

Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line.

Closed Cars for Little Rock. Ark.

The accompanying illustration shows a type of car, a number of

which were recently furnished the Little Rock Traction & Electric

Co. by the St. Louis Car Co. These cars are very neat in appear-

ance, and are 39 ft. 4 in. long over all, the length of body Iwing 28

ft. and the length of vestibule 5 ft. The vestibules have double doors

on one side and the opposite sides are closed with drop sash.

The seating capacity of these cars is 40 passengers, there being si.^c

St. Louis Cai Co. reversible seats placed transversely in the cars and

four longitudinal end seats, the latter seating four persons each.

ST. LOITIS CAR CO. CAR FOR LITTLE ROCK.

The upper sash of these cars arc stationary and the lower sash are

arranged to drop.

The cars arc also equipped with Si. Louis Car Co. arc headlights,

sand bo.xes and automatic twin door handles.

Cedar Poles, Ties and Fence Posts.

The past winter has been unpropitious for getting out cedar for

poles, ties and fence posts, especially in Michigan, where the heavy

snow falls have served to hamper the woodsmen. Nevertheless,

the well-known firm of W. C. Sterling & Son, of Monroe, Mich.,

who have been in the cedar business a quarter of a century, during

which time they have furnished poles, ties, etc., to a large number

of railways, state that they are prepared to execute all orders

promptly, in view of the fact that they always have on hand at

least 150,000 cedar ties, as well as a correspondingly large stock

of poles and fence posts. The railroad companies have had a

good deal of trouble moving cars and it will take them some time

to get cars moving in good shape this spring, so it is suggested

that orders be placed early to insure early deliveries.

Messrs. Sterling & Son placed on the market about three years

ago their "Special A" cedar tics for electric railways, which have

proven to be good sellers, as well as being very satisfactory ties

for that class of railroad work. They furnished a large number

of "Special A" lies lasl year and have already booked numerous

contracts for this year. In fact, they slate that the spring season

liai ofiencd most auspiciously.

»«»

The Cleveland Electric Railway Co. has adopted the rule for its

Wilson A\c. line that the cars will make all stops at cros-s streets

at the near side of the street, instead of at the far side.

Mr. ,\. W. Bishop, of R;icine, Wis., a stockholder of the De-

troit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line Co., is authority for the state-

ment tliat the most of the right of way has been purchased and the

road partly constructed, and that it will be in operation on or be-

fore May 15, 1904. The road will be 56 miles long, of steam

road construction, rock ballasted, and will have no curves of any

account. All bridges' will be of steel. Mr. Mathew Slush, of Mt.

Clemens, Mich., has been elected president and Mr. Charles R.

Il.-innan. of Council Bluffs, la., secretary.

Track Appliances.

Thf Hmla Foiitnlry & Manufacturing Co. and the Paige Iron

Works, which are under one management, devole their attention

lo the manufacture of improved appliances for use in tlic track

work of steam and electric railways.

.•\ well defined object will be found in each appliance, eilhcr

to reduce cost of construction, cost of operation, or to increase

.safety. In some lines all these desirable features

are combined. Several of their devices are well

known, having been in use for many years. Im-

provements to these are frequently being made; new

devices, after careful tests, are being brought out;

and large shops, new machinery especially designed

for their work, selected material, skilled labor, and

long experience enable the production of reliable

appliances at favorable prices.

Reliance is placed upon the merit of the ap-

pliances and the good work performed by them, to

increase the demand. Believing that every railway

officer desires to use the most economical devices, but

will prefer himself to decide that question by test

and comparison, and that the only conclusive proof

of merit must be a practical trial, the practice is to

send a sample of any of the appliances for examina-

tion and trial, only asking in return that proper con-

sideration be given to workmanship and quality

of material, as well as a comparison of improve-

ment s with any similar appliances.

The principal items in a list of the products of

these companies art ; Buda cars, Paulus track drills,

Hilda track drills, Wilson drills, Buda side track derails, cattle

guards, rail benders of roller and Jim Crow patterns, crossing gates,

track gages and levels, car replacers, Biula friction and ratchet

jacks, crossing derails, special work.

»-•-

Van Dorn Draft-RiKgin^.

.'\inong recent patents are two which have been Hr^mtcd for rail-

way draft-rigging which has been invented by William T. Van

Dorn, of Chicago, proprietor of the Van Dorii Coupler Co. The

invention for which he received a patent last January is designed

to provide a draft-rigging adapted to Ix; secured lo the Ixilsler tir

the under-timlH-rs of the car frame and so constructed as to cnabU-

it to be connected with the car in such a manner as to precUulc

the possibility of contact with or injury lo the motor, and als"o to

afTord the greatest possible amplitude of oscillation in the draw-

head and draft-iron, lK>th laterally and verlically.

The draft-rigging for which a patent was granted to Mr. Van

Dorn in Kebruary has for its object a construction adapted to af-

ford a maximum lateral swing of the draw-head aiul draft-rigging,

which art held rigidly in aligmneiU laterally with each other, and

at the same time afTord as iiuicli vertical play or swing as possil)le

for the draw-head, thereby obviating the stres.ses brought to bear

upon such constructions l)Otli in rounding curves and in moving over

uneven and improperly ballasted tracks.

A bill recently introduced in the New York Cieueral .'Xssrinbly

provides Ihat there shall be an assistant conductor for each cable or

trolley car in cities of the first class between the hours of 4 :,v> anil

7:30 p. m., who shall be slalioned on the rear platform ami h.ivr

sole charge of taking on and letting off of passengers.
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Klcctric Dump (lar with Side Discharge

i lie ;4ii.um|i.iM>MiK illii>lr.ition slinws an iliclric (iiiiiip lar. »ilh

autoiiUitic side discharge, wliich hiis been dctigiicd and built by Ibr

John A. Mead Maniifncturing Co., ii Uroadway, New York, for

bnndling eoal and similar heavy materials, or for any purpose to

which such a car would naturally be put. The general dimensions

of this car are as follows: Length over all. 12 ft.; length across

top. 8 ft ; wiillh of top. 5 ft. 9 in.; height of lop above rail. 4 h.

6 in.

K.nch car is equipped with two trucks and an 8-h p motor is

ELICCTUIC m-.Mf CAR.

attached to each truck, a total of 16 li. p. The gage is 24 in . am!

the car will run around a curve of 15 ft. radius. The capacity

of each car in cubic feet is 100 tons. These cars arc built for

either tliirr!-rail or overhead trolley use, and the substantial char-

acter of the work done by the Mead company is a stiflicient guaran-

tee of the durable qualities of this product.

Consolidated Traction Co. Plans.

.'\t a meeting of the directors of the Consolidated Traction Co.,

February 25th, a contract was signed with Wcstinghouse, Church.

Kerr & Co.. to design, construct and install the electric and me-
chanical equipment for the Consolidated Traction Co's. road be-

tween Indianapolis and Crawfordsville. Ind., the engineering work
to begin as soon as the weather permits and the work of building

the power house at Crawfordsville to begin the middle of March.

The traction company has been working about eight months on

grading, culverts, bridges and fences and has practically com-
pleted this part of the line. Although not fully decided, it was
thought that the third rail system wouUl be adopted. The road

will run over a private right of way for the entire distance of 43
miles, with only slight grades. There are 62 road crossings and

only one railroad crossing. The principal towns through which

the line will pass are Clermont, Browiisburg. Pitlsboro, Lizton,

Raintown, Jamestown, New Ross and Limmsburg. It is the inten-

tion to pay considerable attention to freight business.

Advertising Literature.

THE AMERICAN STEF.L & WIRE CO.. of Chicago, has is-

sued a four-page bulletin for January, 1904, treating of "Telegraph

and Telephone Wire".

THE BULLOCK ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., of Cin-

cinnati, O., has issued Bulletin No. i.ooa.V (supersedes No. 1,002),

"Rullock Type 'N' Motors; Direct Current Multipolar."

ITIE LUMEN HEARING CO.. of Buffalo. N. Y., chose for the

illustration which adorns its monthly calendar for March, G. Rosati's

famous painting, "In the Orient". It is beautifully colored and
makes a very attractive ornament for the desk, either at home or at

the office.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., of Philadelphia,

has issued Bulletin No. 81 of the series pertaining to the applica-

tion of storage Ijatteries to railway plants, the subject being, "The
Installation of 'Chloride .Accumulators" for the San Fr.-incisco, Oak-
land & San Jose Railway Co."

THE MAYER & ENGLUND CO.. of Philadelphia, in the Key-

stone Traveller, for February, says: "We are not aciidmg any

valentines to our customers, but we are offering them a chance to

make a connection for buying street railway supplies which will

mean more than love. Business is business."

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & .MANUFACIUKING
CO., of Pittsburg, Pa., has issued Circular No. 1,061 (superseding

edition of .March, 1903). on "Westinghouse .Automobile Cliarging

Outfits". Also F'older No. 4,oo(> (superseding edition of Septem-

ber, 1903), on ".Auxiliary Apparatus for Railway Equipments."

THE UNDER-FEED STOKER C(J. (JF AMERICA, Marquette

Building, Chicago, in the Publicity Magazine for February illus-

trates the Iwilcr rcK>m of the Portland (Me.) Street Rail-

way Co.. which is equipped with Jones stokers, and also the

internally-fired section of the 'Toronto Railway Co's. boiler

room similarly equipped. ' liach month the magazine m.ikes

ref'Tenccs to like insta'lati'ws of Jones stokers in street

railw.ay plants, emphasizing graphically the increasing adop-

tion of the Under-Feed Stoker Co's. apparatus in this field.

THE J. G BRILL CO., of Philadelphia, has just issued

a new pamphlet, 12 pages. 6x9 111.. treating of "Electric

Sprinlcling Cars", employing gravity and power distribu-

tion of water. The pamphlet is illustrated and the text

pays especial attention to the needs of managers and the

large variety of conditions which govern the adoption of

cars of this character. The company builds sprinkling

cars with tanks of any desired size, although its standard

tanks have capacities of 2,480. 3.225 and 4,000 gallons. The
cylindrical form of tank is used, because of obvious ad-

vantages over straight-side construction.

THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. Jersey City. N. J.,

publishes in March Graphite several interesting views showing struc-

tural work which has been protected by the use of Dixon's silica-

graphite paint. Among others are shown a viaduct and a bridge

on the Bangor & Aroostook R. R., Houlton, Me.
;
part of Building

127, U. S. Navy Yard, Brooklyn; the new Hotel Astor, New York

City; Keith's new theater, Philadelphia; the new "ist Regiment

armory. New York; the Hotel Belvidere, Baltimore; the Wilming-

ton Malleable Iron Co's. plant at South Wilmington, Del., .and the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co's. smoke stack at West Philadelphia.

Pa. 'Hie company also issues a folder treating of a handy package

for the pocket or tool bag, containing Dixon's graphite pipe joint

compound. This "handy package" is a collapsible tulx?.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. has issued the following pub-

lications: Bulletin No. 4.359 (supersedes No. 4.305). "The Series

.Alternating System of .Arc Lighting". Bulletin No. 4,360. "Cable

'Tennin.als and Contact Nuts'". Bulletin No. 4.361, "The GE-70
Motor". Bulletin No. 4,362, "Carrier Bus .Arc Panels". Bulletin

No. 4,363 (supersedes No. 4,263), "Type B Indicators for Direct

Current Service". Bulletin No. 4.364 (supersedes No. 4,118), "The
Series Incandescent System ; the Constant Current Transformer".

Bulletin No. 4,365. "Line Drop Compensators Type \' for .Alternat-

ing Current Circuits"'. Bulletin No. 4.366 (supersedes No. ,4.282),

"Thomson Pol}i)hase Recording \\"attmeters". Errata to accom-

pany Bulletin No. 4,346, Page 4, regarding prices of regulators, an

additional charge being made for bevel gear controlled regulators.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO., of Milwaukee, Wis., has

issued Catalog No. 60, 40 pages, 6x9 in., treating of ".Alternating

Current Machinery for Lighting, Power and Railway Service."

Aside from the typographical excellence of this catalog, it will ap-

peal to those interested by reason of the clear, concise manner in

which the claims of the company are set forth. Tlie illustrations

arc exceptionally good, also. It specifically treats of the revolving

field type of alternator, a line of which has been developed by this

company up to 1..S00 kw. capacity, the machines representing the

latest develoi)ment of engineering dcfign, while both the mechani-

cal and electrical features have been given careful attention. The
catalog also contains drawings and data relating to belt driven, di-

rect coupled and engine type alternators. There is a list of

electrical apparatus made by the company and the company's guar-

antee is also incorporated in the catalog.

THE BARBOUR-STOCKWELL CO., 205 Broadway. Cambridge-
port, Mass., maker of girder and T-rail special work of every

description, has just issued a new catalog treating of special work
for street railways, in which numerous illustrations serve to ade-

quately tell the story, without the reader having to wade through a
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loi of tiresome descriptive matter. The views are all half-tones

and show switches, mates and frogs w ith hardened steel centers,

curves, crossings, turnouts and cross connections, the Lorcnz switch

stand, low target stand, steam railroad crossings, sections of groove

and T-rails, T-rail guard sections, and other specialties for which

the company is well and favorably known. The details are shown

so clearly that they recommend themselves, and it would be to the

advantage of all interested in work of this character to send for

this catalog. It is nicely printed on enameled paper, the pages,

which are loosely bound, being 7^4 x lO^i in. in size.

Trade Notes.

C.\MERON & CO., tankers, of 31 State St., Boston, Mass.,

announce that they are prepared to purchase entire issues of elec-

tric railway l>onds and they invite correspondence upon the sub-

ject They have special facilities for handling transactions of

(hat character.

B.-VRROX G. COLLIER, 114 Fifth .Ave., New York City, who

has made a study of street car advertising for the last 15 years, rep-

resents the advertising interests of the street railways in nearly

300 cities of the United 5it;ifes, and practically controls the street

car advertising in the principal cities in the south, ranging from

Baltimore. Md., to San jVntonio, Te.\.

THE F.\RR & FOSTER CO., 186 E. Jackson Boulevard, Chi-

cago, has announced that beginning February 20th the name of that

corporation was changed to the Farr & Baylies Co. Mr. R. N.

Baylies continues as president, and Mr. Eugene II. Farr as secre-

tary and manager, while Mr. Fred N. Baylies has been elected

vice-president and treasuivr, Mr. Foster retiring.

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER CO., 1053 Exchange

Building, Boston, Mass.. recently received an order from the Bos-

ton & Worcester Street Railway Co. for an additional Green econ-

omizer for its plant at Framingham, Mass. A contract was also

received from the Groton & Stonington Street Railway Co. for a

Green fuel economizer to be installed in its new station at Mystic,

Conn.

THE BULLOCK ELECTRIC M.KNUFACTURING CO., of Cin-

cinnati, O., advises us that as the recent fire at Baltimore destroyed

the offices of the district manager of the company in that city,

temporary quarters have been secured at 303 Cortlandt St., Balti-

more, where all inquiries should be addressed. The office is work-

ing with a fiill force and is prepared to promptly care for all new
business.

THE GOLD CAR HEATING & LIGHTING CO. has removed

its offices to the Whitehall Buildnig. 17 Battery Place, New York,

to which all mail should be addressed. The Gold company an-

nounces that it has recently made an arrangement with Mr. T. A.

Edison and his company by which it will have the exclusive sale

in the United States of the Edison storage battery for car li^flit-

ing purposes.

THE BURT M.ANUFACTURIXG CO., .\kron, O., reports the

receipt recently of the following orders: The Jones & Laughlin

Steel Co., one 30-in. exhaust head for its Pittsburg plant ; the

.American Shipbuilding Co., a second order for Cross oil filters for

its yards at Ix)rain, O. ; from Paris, France, a large cable order

for Cross oil filters; from a large plate glass factory at Alexandria,

Ind., an order for three i6-in. exhaust heads,

THE WASHINGTON CO., 39 Cortlandt .St., New York City,

reports the closing of a contract with the Chambersburg & Geltys-

Inirg Street Railway Co. for the complete installation of its new

power plant at Chamljcrsburg, Pa. The ecinipment includes' Frank-

lin waler-tnl)c lioilers, Hamilton-Corliss engine and feed water

pumps, heaf-r. piping, etc. The Washington Co. also reports the

mIc of Franklin watcr-tul>e boilers for the Rialto Building, San

Francisco, Cal.

THE ELF-:CTRIC STORAGE B.Vn ERV CO., of Philadelphia,

reports the recent receipt of the following contracts for "Chloride

Accumulator" regulating batteries: North Shore Railroad Co.,

San Francisco, two latteries of 846 kw. and 975 kw., respectively

;

Bay City fMich.) Traction & Electric Co., one baltery of 288 kw.

capacity; the Northwestern Fuel Co., Superior, Wis., one battery

of 677 kw. capacity; the Barilctt Illuminating Co., for the Saginaw

(Mich.) Traction Co., one l>attcry of 200 kw. capacity.

THE NATIOX.\L ELECTRIC CO., successor to the Christen-

scn Engineering Co., manufacturer of air-brake and electrical ma-

chinery, has just removed its executive offices and engineering de-

partment to its new buildnig located at the works at Milwaukee,

Wis. The building is constructed of cement blocks 2 ft. long by

I ft. high and is 100 ft. long by 66;< ft. wide. Extensions and im-

provements are also being made in the shops to supply the neces-

sary facilities for handling the company's constantly growing busi-

ness.

THE UNDER-FEED STOKER CO. OF AMERICA, Marquette

Building. Chicago, advises us of the recent receipt of the fourth

order for Jones stokers from the St. Louis & Suburban Railway

Co. These four orders, which were received within the past six

months, provide for the entire equipment of the railway company's

power plant, aggregating in the neighborhood of 8,000 h. p. The

W'ork is to be undertaken immediately in preparation for the antici-

pated heavy increase in Inisincss in consequence of the Louisl.Tua Pur-

chase Exposition.

THE II. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., 100 William St., New
York City, has placed a new fire-proofing material on the market

known as "Ceilinitc ". It is designed especially for fire proofing the

ceilings in electric cars, for which purpose it is being used by the

Interborough Rapid Transit Co. and the Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

It is made from specially prepared asbestos in pieces '/i in. to 5^ in.

thick, 36 in. wide and about 50 ft. long. "Ceilinite" may be used at

every point where a flexible fire proof barrier is required. Samples

may be obtained upon request.

THE PETTIBONE BROS. MANUFACTURING CO., of Cin-

cinnati, O., recently received an order from Shanghai, China, for

a complete outfit of regalia supplies for a Masonic lodge which

has been organized under dispensation granted under the Massachu-

setts (U. S. A.) Masonic Constitution. The Pettibone company
was organized in 1872 and does a business amounting to hundreds

of thousands of dollars per annum in the United States, Canada,

Mexico, South and Central America, the West Indies, Europe and,

in fact, throughout the civilized world.

THE DUPLEX HEADLIGHT CO., of Cleveland, O., has been

organized by Mr. J. Ilerricht, electrical and mechanical engineer,

for the manufacture of a line of entirely new types of incandescent

and arc headlights. Mr. Herricht, w-ho was formerly connected

w'ith the Globe Electric Manufacturing Co., of Cleveland, and who
invented the Globe incandescent and arc headlights, is the presi-

dent and general manager of the new company. Messrs. C. .'\.

Schettler & Co., 30 S. Water St., Cleveland, will have sole charge

of the sales and distributing departments of the Duplex Ilerullight

Co.

THE PAIGF. IRON WORK.S, of Chicago, which is the switch

and crossing department of the Buda F'onndry & Manufacturing Co.,

will hereafter be represented on the road by Mr. W. II. Bloss, who

recently resigned as chief engineer of the Indiana Union Traction

Co., as mentioned in the "Review" for February. Mr. Bloss will

look after the outside matters which were heretofore cared for by

Mr. E. S. Nethercut, chief engineer of the Paige Iron Works. Mr.

Xethercut has been with the company more than 12 years. He will

in the future direct the sales from the Chicago office and super-

iritcnd llie engineering work of the company.

W. H. COVERDALE & CO. have been incorporated to do a gen-

eral engineering and contracting business, with offices at No.

W) Broadway, New York City. Their organization includes engi-

neers of experience in all matters relating to the design and con-

struction of steam and electric railroads, lighting and power plants,

coal and ore-handling machinery, etc. Mr. Coverdale was for

many years in the engineering department of the Pcimsylvania R.

R. lines west of Pittsburg, and was track elevation engineer of

that company in Chicago during 1898-1)9. lie was also prominently

identified with the construclinn nf tlie Westinghouse shops at East

Pittsburg, and for the last three years has been civil engineer for a

New York firm of engineers and contractors.

THE ECLIPSE MANUFACTURING CO., of Detroit, Mich.,

which makes a ball-bearing trolley base, has secured a long-term

lease of the Boydell lluilding, Detroit, and with added capital and a

new company begins the spring season auspicious'Iy. Tlic Detroit

United Ry., after carefully testing the Eclipse trolley Imse, has

placed good orders with the company. This base, besides iKing

ball-I)earing, is very compact and is especially serviceable at df-

prcssions under railroad bridges where grade crossings have been
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alwlishcd. riiv coni|i.iny is capiuliicd al $lo,oao, bin it it aiuici

patol ihat llic capital will Ik increased. The o(ficiT* are: I'rcsi-

dcnl and iiianaK<^i'> Janice Krriiialh; \ icc-prcsidciil, Thomas E.

I'ipcr; -iccrctarj-iriasunr, llciiry C. Ilaycs, of Dexter, Mich. It is

also llie piir|iusc of the company to do general machine shop work.

THE NAIIONAL Kl.KCI RIC CO, Miccessor to the Clirisini-

sen Engineering Cu., .Milwaukee, will exhiliit il!> electrical and air

hrake apparatus at the St. Louis I-air. Part of il.s ciccliical ex-

hiliit will inclnde a i,soo-kw. alternating current generator. I hi«

unit will lie in operation at the central power station, furnishing

power for various purposes. In addition, a iiiinilior of smaller aller-

iialiiig and direct current machines will he exhihited at this space,

including a complete exhihit of the Christeiisen air brake e(|iiip-

meni, so well known in the street railway field.

(JNE OK THE MOST interesting features of the new plant now

being erected by the B. !•'. Sturtevaiit Co., at Hyde Park, Mass..

is an elaborate testing plate for its engines. With an output of a

thousand engines or more per year this is the essential climax

of a careful system of manufacture and testing. The plate, or more

properly the plates, will be supported upon a series of heavy

IKirallel walls between which steam and exhaust pipes are carried

so that al almost any point in the entire area of the floor, measuring

about 30 ft. by 60 ft., steam and exhaust connections may be made

to any engine. Testing facilities will be provided, and a transfer

crane over-head will make it very simple to locate or remove the

engine. The same crane will transport them to the packing de-

partment, and thence load them directly upon cars which traverse

the end of the building.

MESSRS. U. H. nURNHAM & CO.. architects, removed their

offices on March 15th from No. 1142 Rookery Building, Chicago, to

No. 1417 Railway Exchange Building, corner of Jackson and Michi-

gan Boulevards. Chicago.

Street Railway Patents.

Furni.^hed by Ralph Sturtevant VVarfield. 800 H Street, N. \V..

Washington, D. C, to whom letters for information may lie ad-

dressed.

Issued Feb. 16, 1904

:

752,277, Brake Beam. H. T. Anderson, .\valon, Pa.

752,308, Riilway Truck, .\rnold Stucki, .-Mlegheny, Pa.

752,301), Metallic Car. .Arnold Stucki. .Mlegheny, Pa.

752,312, Raihv.iy Con.Uruction. Wales Terrell, Ansonia, Conn.

752,315. Draft Rigging. William T. Van Dorn, Oiicago. 111.

752,3^7, Draft Rigning. Richard D. Gallagher, jr.. New York

City.

752.374. .Automatic Oieck for Trolley Cords. S. J. Biickland.

Springfield, Mass.

752,428, Guard Rail. D. F. \'aughan. Iladdonlicld. N. J.

752,437, Overhead Trolley Guide. Charles' W. lUirkluad, Madison-

ville, O.

752,508, Bolster. A. B. Bellows, Pittsburg. Pa.

752.515, Draft Rigging. C. P. Byrnes, Sewickley. Pa.

752,605, Coupling and Buffer. John Thomas, Balham. England.

Issued Feb. 23, 1904:

752,663, Railway Switch, Joseph T. Evans, Alliance. Neb.

752,673, Car Wheel. Levi Hayne, Schenectady, N. Y.

752,678, Track Laying .Apparatus. George F. II. Hicks, Oiicago.

III.

752,685, Under-framing for Cars. George I. King, Middletown, Pa.

752,689, Electrically-Propelled Vehicle. Louis Kricger, Courbc-

voie, France.

752.718, Railway Switch. Wilber K. Smith. Denver, Col.

752.719, Signaling System for Electric Railways. Harry B. Snell.

Cement City, Mich.

752,737, Trolley. Thomas F. Wctton, Newark. O.

752,753, Tic. Arthur M. Bowman, Bellevue, Pa.

752,759. Coupling. Joseph L. Crisler, Perth, Kan.

752,785, Railroad Construction. William Lay. Kcowee township.

Garfield County, Okla.
' 752.796, Dust-Guard for Car Windows. Boothe Niblack, Virgil,

Ga.

752,799, Truck. William G. Price, Kingston, N. Y.

-52.812, Electric Block Signal System. Charles W. S. Turner,

Mountville, Va.

752.839, System of Electric Train Lighting. D. C. Henry, Denver,

Col.

752,855, Car Coupling. Carl .\. OKon, St. Francis, Minn.

752,8(11, Vestibule for Cars. Michael Power, Toronto, Can.

752,875, Car Stop. Harman Wirschiiig, Dayton, O.

752.877, Railway Brake Head and SIkk- Charles W. .\rmbrusl,

Chii-ago, 111.

752.878, Track Joint. Jack Arniitage, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

752,946, Car Truck. Jolui C. Barlwr, Chicago, 111.

752,967, Brake. Jesse .\. Field, Dunkirk. N. V.

752,984, Brake. Knulh & Read, Oswego, III.

752,997, Grip Wheel. Harlan F. Ong. Wendling, Ore.

753,004, Brake Shoe. F'itz W. Sargent. Mahwah, N. J.

753.044, Car-Window Giiar<l. .MU-rl D. Cooke, Philadelphia, Pa.

753,112, Bolster. James S. Andrews, St. Louis, Mo.

753.157, Rail\v.iy Block System. Joseph Morion, New West-

minster, Can.

Issued Mar. i, 1904;

753,220, Cattle Guard. Thomas J. Bailie and Samuel Anderson,

Ottawa, Can.

753..i07, Chair and Tic. J. J Phillips, Womelsdorf, W. Va.

753..W5. .Automatic Release for Trolleys. A. C. Wolfe, Pittsburg,

I'a.

753.387, Signaling Sj stem. John C. Glcason, Springfield, O.

753..?95. Rail Joint. Percy llolbrook. New York City.

753.434, Rail Joint. Benton C. Rowell. Chicago. III.

753,441, Rail Joint. John M. Staples, Philadelphia, Pa.

753.454. TJraft Rigging. Edwin C. Wasliburn, Minneapolis, Minn.

753..S02, Cross-Tie. Mes?rs. Leeking and Hartman, Lancaster, Pa.

753.536, Contact Device for Electric Railways. Henri Berthoud,

Neuchatel, .Switzerland.

753.542, Trolley. A. C. Calderwood, Gloversville, N. Y.

753.545. Car Seat. Eugene Chamberlain, Brooklyn, N. Y.

753.5.52, Trolley. William A. Daggett, Vintland, N. J.

753.554. Trolley. Arthur S. Deem, Reading, Pa.

753.58.?, Under-framing for Cars. George I. King, Middletown,

Pa.

753.617, Trolley-Replacer. Francis .A. Nolan, St. Paul, Minn.

753,625, Car Truck. William G. Price, New York City.

753.''27, Car Truck. William G. Price, New York City.

753,666, Railway Signal. Tony Briick, New York City.

753.759, Rail Bond. Edward G. Thomas, Cambridge, Mass.

7.s3.7''6. Side Bearing Truck. John C. Wands, St. Louis. Mo.

753.767. Side Bearing Truck. John C. Wands, St. Louis, Mo.
753..S02, Combined Third and Traction Rail and Switching Sys-

tem. Edmund C. Morgan. Chicago, III.

753.803. Combined Third and Traction Rail. Edmund C. Morgan.

Chicago, III.

Issued Mar. 8, 1904;

753,830, Trolley Wire Finder. William Birnhurst. Dalhs. Tex.

7_53..*!74, Rail Joint. James R. Gilbert, Ki?5i;iiec, Fla.

753.898. Brake. Joseph .A. and Charles Mays, Philadelphia, Pa.

7i3.'l25, Electric Railway Motor. Ro'x-rt Siegfried. Pittsburg. Pa.

753.y29, Drake. Hairy .\. Spillei, Boston. Mass.

753.0.M, Beam for Cars. Messrs. Sullivan & Renshaw, Chicago. 111.

"53,937. Railway Switch. Frederick LTitbrock, New York City.

753.9.?8, Railway Car. Cornelius Vanderbilt, New York City.

754,025, 'Tie Plate. .A. St. Pierre, Rivieres Trois Pistoles, Can.

754.027. Car Truck. Henry Tesscyman, Dayton, O.

754.045. Car Truck. Henry C. Buhoup, Oiicago, 111.

754,169, Means for Operating Track Switches. William D. Simp-

son, Columbia, S. C.

754.181, Emergency Brake. M. Woltz, Wilkins township, .Alle-

gheny Co., Pa.

754,184, .Automatic Brake. David L. .Ainsley, Lemont, Pa.

754.193- Car Brake. Henry T. Brown. Wilkinsburg, Pa.

754.197. Rail Support. Julien Chappius, Biennc, Switzerland.

754.279. Rail Joint Fastening. Warren H. Case, Mount Vernon, O.

754..^27. Braking Mechanisiu. John B. Mahana, Tacoma. Wash.

754.352, Car Coupling. Vaclav Simecck. Praha, Tex.

754.362. Signaling System. Henry Bczcr, Wcstfield. N. J.

154.387, Car Coupling. Stephen B. Price, Eagle Mills, Ky.

754,392, .Automatic Railway Switch. William C. Sayrs. Wilming-

ton, O.

754,396, Overhead Track Systein. George F. Steedman, St. Louis,

Mo.
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Some Operating Data from the Concord & Manchester Branch
of the Boston & 31aine R. R., Concord, N. H.

Car Dispatching on the Electric Branches — Method of Collecting and Registering Fares— Design

and Equipment of Standard Cars.

The Boston & Maine R. R. owns and operates the street rail-

way systems of Concord, N. H., and also the electric interurban

road from Concord to Manchester, As might he imagined, this close

alliance between the steam railroad and the electric railway prop-

erties has given rise to many practices on the latter adopted from

steam railroad experience, and several of which, it is believed,

will be of especial interest in view of the fact that so much is

being said at the present time about the adaptability of common

steam railroad practices to electric railway work.

The street railway system of Concord comprises 12 miles and

serves the principal streets and suburbs of this enterprising little

city. The interurban line between Concord and Manchester is about

line opens derailing switches on the other line so that if the signal

is disobeyed the oflfending motorman or engineer will run his car

or train oif tlie main track onto the ground, and out of the way of

the one which has the right of way.

The city system of Concord, known as the Concord Street

Ry., operates about 29 cars, and the Concord & Manchester branch

about 16 cars. The city system is operated in connection with

the interurban branch, and both systems take power partly from

small generating plants owned by the Concord Street Ry., but prin-

cipally from a sub-station at Hooksett, which is supplied with cur-

rent frojTi the high tension transmission lines of the Manchester

(N. H.) Traction, Light & Power Co.

1- SK.M.\l'l|ci|!l':.S I'RdTKCTIXf; Al'l'Hc l.\Cl I Td liKlDOl':

18 miles long and is a single track road mostly on private riglit of

way, built as closely as possible to steam railroad standards. The

rails are relaying rails taken from the steam road, and weigh 76

lb. to the yard. The track is laid with Weber joints on chestnut

and white oak ties with 2 ft. or more of gravel under the entire track

bed. The bridges are of the most substantial construction and are

strong enough to carry ordinary trains drawn by steam locomotives.

Small culverts, generally of east iron pipe, were put in at frequent

inlervals to insure gocnl drainage, and the roadbed is ditched accord

ing to the Boston & Maine standard construction. Curves are ele-

vated for speeds of 40 miles an hour.

An interesting feature is found at a point near Bow Junction,

where the electric railway crosses a long bridge in conjunction with

the steam railroad. The rails for the electric railway on this bridge

are laid closely adjoining the sicam railroad rails, on a gauntlet track,

to that, although the electric cars do not use the same rails as the

tteam trains, they use practically the same track-way. At both ends

of the bridge where the two sets of rails conjoin arc interlocking and

derailing switches, so arranged as to make a collision between an elec-

tric car and a itcam train impossible. Following steam railroad prac-

tice, thii arrangement ii >uch that the setting of the signal for one

Perhaps the most striking features of these properties are the

method of dispatching cars, the method of collecting fares, and the

type of car used, all of which are interesting examples of steam

railroad practices modified to suit electric railway conditions. All

of these features are described in the following contributions from

Mr. IT. A. Albin, superintendent of the electric branches of the

Boston & Maine R. R. ; Mr. F. E. Brown, assistant general passenger

agent; and Mr. E. T. Millar, chief draughtsman of the Boston &
Maine R. R.

Car Dispatching on the Electric Branches of

the Boston Si Maine R. R.

BY H. A. AI^BIN, SUPERINTENDENT.

As regards the dispatching of cars, the systems, the Concord

Street Railway and Concord & Manchester Electric Branch of the

Boston & Maine, are operated together. For their entire length

both lines are provided with a telephoni system with a ccntjal sta-

tion and switchboard at the dispatcher's office, which is a room ad-
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CoMCO^i

joining our wailing station at Concord. There are telephones in

booths built for that purpose at each siding, also at our car barns,

wailing stations, power houses ami dilTcrent ofliccs. 'Hie telephone

system is installed and maiiilaincd by the New Kngland Telephone

Co. For this purpose arc used itie regular long distance wall sets.

.\t the dispatcher's office, where the telephone switchboard is lo-

'Jrt%\ <•
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call the dispatcher's office for orders, that the dispatcher may know-

that the car is going out on the road. The conductor must call up

at each siding where he does not meet a car, and at each terminus

6 .\ 8 in., painted on one side green and on the other side red. For

night service wc U5c regular marker lanterns with two lenses on

opposite sides, one lens green and the otlicr lens red. One sig-

-SWITCH TOWEU AT .Vl'PItU.VUH TO FIG. G-DERAIL AT APPROACH TO BRIDGE.
BRIDGE.

-BRIDGE USED JlllNTl-Y BY STEAM
AND ELECTRIC ROADS.

or Other point where he changes the direction of his car, that the

dispatcher may be ahle to give him any orders should he so desire.

He must also call up the dispatcher immediately after putting up his

car, that the dispatcher may know that it is off the road and in the

car barn. Motormen arc held equally responsible to know that their

conductor has called up, and also to know the orders the conductor

has received before leaving any of the above-mentioned points.

In taking orders, the dispatcher gives the conductor the orders.

and the conductor writes the orders on blank forms, which arc found

BOSTON & MAIINE R. R.
..C. ®. M. ELECTRIC BRANCH..

AUTOGRAPHIC TRAIN ORDER.
ajinuTB MO.

Sapl.'s Office.. J90..

Form A. Siding Dirtdion
,

Time. _ _ M. Run No.

KBlonmn__ _ , . Conductor

FIG. 8-TRAIN ORDER lU.A.NK

in the rcgi'^tcr provided for that purpose. The conductor then

reads the orders back to the dispatcher, and the dispatcher answers

"all right". The conductor then signs the orders, turns a crank,

which releases the original order ami also a carbon copy. The
carbon copy is handed to the molorman and the conductor re-

tains the original. Motormen must read the orders, and if they

are not plain, ask the conductor to explain them. The dispatcher,

at the lime of giving the order, writes the same on his blank, turn-

ing the crank releases it for reference, and as stated before, he has .i

carimn copy locked up inside, as does the conductor al the siding.

Kvery car, regular or special, before leaving the car barn, must

display colored signals. For day service wc use a tin marker about

ual is placed on each end of each car during the entire time it is

out on the road. A car displaying green on both ends indicates

tliat it is niiiniug by itself according to the time-table, and that no

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Concord & Manchester Electric Branch.

Conductor

Crew No.

Date

Car No.

Conductors will report bolow when held by

two minutes or over after tline to leave.
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same time (closely {ollowing each other), the forward car or

cars would carry red and the rear car only would carry green.

It makes no difTcrence whether the forward car is a special or

the other car is a special. A car arriving at a siding and

scheduled to meet at that siding, must watch the car coming in the

opposite direction and notice the color of the signals displayed. If

this approaching car displays green on iKith ends, as it passes the

carried on both ends of the cars that they meet. Regular cars are

run wholly by the printed time-tables, which, as I have already

stated, arc furnished to each motorman and conductor. Special

cars which are run on the time of regular cars arc simply run out

behind the regular car (or ahead of it, as the case may be), the

forward car carrying red and the rear car carrying green as far as

the cars are run together. As the conductors have orders to call

FIG. lO-SCHEDULE OF WINTER RUNS.

waiting car, it gives the waiting car the right to proceed to the next

siding, but should it carry red on both ends, the waiting car would
have no right to proceed and must wait for a car carrying green

;

therefore, green signifies right to the ne.xl siding, while red gives the

waiting car no right to proceed. In case the approaching car is carry-

ing red and passes a waiting car, and in two minutes the car which is

supposed to be following docs not appear, the conductor of the wait-

ing car must call the dispatcher's office to learn if the car just

passed is displaying the right colors, and to ascertain if the dis-

patcher has heard from the following car, or get any orders

he wishes to give. Should a car pass displaying improper sig-

nals, for instance, red on one end and green on the other, or the

absence of signals, it gives a car no right to proceed, but the con-

ductor must immediately call the dispatcher and find out which sig-

nal is right and get orders before he can proceed.

the dispatcher at each siding where they do not meet a car, the

first car over the road and the last car over the ro.id of each day

will call the dispatcher at all the sidings. This, of course, is a

check on our telephone system, as to whether it is working properly

or not ; also, it docs not allow the conductor to run on his own
responsibility. Special cars not run on regular time are run wholly

by the dispatcher, that is, the dispatcher gives the conductor at

the car barn certain orders before he goes out on the road. This con-

ductor will go as far as he has orders to go and then call the

dispatcher for further orders and the dispatcher is alone held re-

sponsible to see that this extra car does not run in such a way
as to interfere with the regular service.

In case the telephones on the line are out of order, the conductors

of regular cars must go strictly according to their time-tables and
expect to meet at sidings indicated as meeting points on the timc-

FIG. 11—FOUR-r.Vn TR.MX OrKR-VTED BY MULTIPI.E UNIT CONTROL SYSTEXr.

What has been said so far in regard to a car, is the same in re-

gard to two or more cars coupled together, running as a train.

Our cars are equipped with the General Electric multiple unit con-

trol, and during summer months we use this to quite an extent.

When two or more cars are coupled together in this way in a train,

the signals are displayed, one on the forward end of the for-

ward car, and the other on the rear end of the rear car.

Conductors and motormen are held equally responsible to know
that they are carrying the right colors, also to notice the colors

table. Conductors running special cars, in this case, on arriving at a

siding where the dispatcher has given him orders to call up, must

wait on that siding until some regular car comes along and cither

precede or follow the regular car on its regular time-table. In

case a conductor of a regular car arrives at a regular meeting place,

according to his time-table, and the car he should meet at that

place does not arrive, and the telephone is out of order, he will then

be obliged to wait there until he hears from the late car, and then

only proceed by instructions from some official or responsible per-
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son of authority. Regular cars must not leave any siding before

their scheduled time to leave that siding. This gives the dispatcher

a chance to run extra cars, knowing just how far he can run the,

e.xtra car before it meets a regular. The dispatcher, in giving or-

ders for running extra cars, gives what we call a time limit order,

that is, he gives the special car an order to run to a certain siding

until a certain time. If the conductor of the e.xtra is unable to

tect liis car from both directions by flagging, and then go back to

the nearest telephone from which the dispatcher can be noti-

fied. In case a car is disabled on the road and is, by any means, got

to a siding and set off, simply to clear the main line, this car

must, in all cases, display red signals from both ends' while stand-

ing on the siding, which will give the passing car no right, and

oblige the conductor of the same to call the dispatcher's office for

Form 5SD9 9-UlO-lm

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
C. & M. ELECTRIC BRANCH.

PLACEMENT OF CARS.

Date

Car No
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ings and ihc perpendicular lines show the hours, etc. Of course,

where the line!> cruis, reading horizontally, shows the siding and

(KTiK-ndicularly shows the time of meeting. The dispatcher keeps

a train sheet, jioting on this sheet the times and positions uf the

difTcrent cars when they call for orders. Each order the dispatcher

gives is niinibcrrd and dated the day flat it is given, and also

.shows the lime. The numliers begin with one at I3:oo o'clock mid-

night and are consecutive throughout the day. The dispatcher gives

fat'li rnmltuMor the nuniher and he rccoids the s.inic dii his order

Method of Collecting Faro on the Concortl &
.Manchester HIectric Hranch of the

Bo.ston it Maine K. U.

UV t: E. UHOW.N, .\8S18T.\.NT UK.NKll.M- fASSE.VaEH -VUK.NT.

The length of this electric road is l8 miles; there arc no branch

lines.

The rates nf f.ire ;ire ?. i<>. i; and JO cents, and the line is di-

••iU. i;- VIKWS uf TK.Vl K .V.NU LiVEKllK.M' W.'f.

blank when he takes the order, therefore the conductors' numbers

arc not consecutive.

Between Concord and Penacook wc run 69 regular trains each way
per day, besides a large number of extras, and between Concord and

.Nranchcstcr 30 regular trains each way per day, all on single track

and at high speed. This system has so far proved very satisfactory

and meets all the requirements of our road.

In regard to the name of this dispatching system, it really has no

name. While some roads use more or less of the svstcm it was

1'. l.NTi;i;h lit sri>.sT.\'nij.\.

not copied from any road, but I made it up to fit the system

as it grew and advanced, adopting as much as possible from the

steam railroad principle of dispatching and carrying signals. I have
in mind a few modern roads that have sent their superintendents

here to investigate the system, and it has been copied more or less

by them, especially the carrying of signals.

vided into four 5-cent fare sections, the divisions being made as

nearly as pr.icticable equal as to distances (taking into account the

volume of business in certain localities). Each limit in each di-

rection is designated by a sign upon a pole at the side of the track,

reading "Collection Point No South"; or "Collection Point

No North", as the case may be.

The north and south limits overlap each other, the necessity for

which will be readily understood by anyone who has had to do with

the arrangement of similar fare limits.

Starting from Concord, going south, the first col-

lection is made as soon as the car starts. The second

at the sign "Collection Point No. 2 South," the ne.st

at -No. 3 South, and the next and last No. 4 South

;

starting from Manchester, going north, this is re-

versed.

Double registers arc used, one side for transfers

and the other for cash. The transfer side is used for

all transfers, tickets and checks (the matter of checks

is explained later), in a word, the transfer side reg-

isters all "paper" collected. On the cash side, each

registration indicates a s-cent fare, and is so charged

against the conductor; at the same time, by the sys-

tem of checks (subsequently explained), the total

cash side registration indicates the total number of

fares of all denominations (5, 10, 15 and 20 cent

fares) collected, and, therefore, shows the actual

number of paying passengers.

Collecting Fares and Checks.

On leaving Concord, the conductor ascertains from

each passenger the point to which he or she is going,

and collects the full fare to the designated point.

Conductor registers each cash collection without re-

gard to its amount by one ring upon the cash side

of the register, and issues checks to such passengers

as pay 10. 15 or 20-ccnt fares; no checks being issued

to those who pay 5-cent fares. The checks are desig-

nated as Form i, Form 2 and Form 3, each form
being of ditferent color from the others. They are bound in books

of not exceeding 50 leaves each ; each leaf has a stub and each book

a printed cover which Ihc conductor detaches when he receives it,

signs and sends to the .Auditor of Passenger Accounts as a receipt

for the checks. The checks are charged by the .\uditor of Pas-

senger .'\ccounts to each conductor, according to the receipts sent
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in, and cor.duirlors aie held strictly accountable tor cadi and every

check issued to them at 5 cents each.

Each leaf o£ the book of Form l, consists of a stub and one

check; each leaf of Form 2, of a stub and two checks; each leaf

of Form 3, of a stub and three checks. Each book and the checks

are consecutively nimibered—exactly the same as tickets in a steam

railroad ticket office. They are issued by the conductor in regular

order from the lowest to the highest number; he detaches the

checks from the stubs and retains the stubs lor accounting and turns

H. .\. ALBI.V.

them in with his daily report. Form i is for a lo-cent, Form 2 for

a 15-ccnt and Form 3 for a 20-ccnt fare.

Notices arc posted in the cars and waiting stations which e.\plaiu

to the public the method of collecting fares and issuing checks, and

which will, therefore, serve to explain same matters in this article.

They read as below

:

BOSTON & M.\l.\i: K.\ILRO.\D.

Concord & Manchester Electric Branch.

PASSENGERS WILL PLEASE INFORM CONUUCTORS TO
WHAT POINT THEY DESIRE TO P.W FARE; Pembroke

Street, Suncook, Hooksett, Manchester, or Concord.

Conductors must give each passenger at the time of payment 01

a ten-cent fare, one five-cent trip check; of a fifteen-cent fare, two

checks; of a twenty-cent fare, three checks—GOOD FOR TII.-\r

TRIP ONLY, one check to be collected subsequently l>y the con-

ductor at each collection point.

CONDUCTOR MUST REGISfER EACH CASH COLLEC-
TION BY ONE RING ON THE CASH SIDE OF THE REGIS-
TER, AND EACH CHECK BY ONE RING ON THE TRANS-
FER SIDE OF THE REGISTER. EACH CASH FARE AND
EACH CHECK MUST BE REGISTERED AT THE TIME OF
COLLECTION.

All fares arc for continuous passage only.

The checks arc printed "GOOD FOR THIS TRIP ONLY", and

the question has arisen as to whether this is desirable or absolutely

necessary; but wc have considered it best to educate our patrons

into the habit of paying fares to the points to which they desire

to go, and have had but few checks sold on one trip presented for

passage on a subsequent one. Our rule is that the conductors shall

not accept them except for some very special reason, but refer the

passengers to the office, making a report of such cases. Wc redeem

the checks at the office. The effect of this rule is that each con-

ductor accepts only the checks issued by himself.

Tlic checks are, therefore, closely collected, and wc avoid liaviiiK

them left in the hands of passengers. The question may arise here

as to what becomes of the cash provided a passenger should retain

a check, and the answer to this i« what has already I>ccn said ; that

we charge conductors with all checks issued, requiring conductors to

account for them at S cciilj each, whether collected or not.

At Collection Point No. 2, the conductor goes through his car

again and collects a cash fare or check from each passenger, as

the case may be, issuing checks for lo-cent and is-ccnt fares. Of
course, there are no 20-cent fares to collect at this point. He
registers the cash, the same as before, by one ring on the cash side,

and each check collected by one ring on the transfer side. He re-

peats this at Collection Point No. 3, where, of course, the 15-cent

fare disappears, so to speak. At Collection Point No. 4, he collects

only s-cent fares from such persons as may have boarded the cars

subsequently, and all checks; and registers as before.

It will be observed that as he passes each collection point, the

work of issuing checks grows less and less, although the load of

passengers may have been largely increased ; and at the final col-

lection point the conductor is on a S-cent basis, so to speak, and

has an absolute check upon all passengers.

If a passenger prefers to pay a 5-cent fare within each limit in-

stead of paying all at once, we do not object; but so far as we are

aware, only one or two passengers have preferred to do so.

The same method of collecting fares is pursued north-bound.

Anyone conversant with the collection of street car fares will

see how easily this method can be inspected. Conductors are re-

quired to make a record of the readings of the register and turn

it back at each collection point.

Reports.

Conductors arc required to make daily reports of registration of

cash, transfers and tickets collected. The report blanks are issued

to conductors in blocks and arc consecutively numbered. They
are charged to the conductors when issued and credited as re-

turned. They are used by the conductors in consecutive order. Tlie

purpose of this is to insure a return to the office of the report as

written upon the car and leads the men to be careful in making up

reports to avoid erasures and corrections. If they make mistakes

they are, in consequence, particular to call our attention to them
and make explanation.

In computing the reports we charge for the total cash reading

at 5 cents each and the total number of checks issued at 5 cents

each. If the total of the transfer registration exceeds the number
of checks issued and transfers and tickets accepted, we charge for

such excess at 5 cents each. In case the total transfer registration

is less we charge the conductor for the nimiber of checks issued.

The report is a complete analysis of the business, showing total

F. 15. BROWN.

niuujjcr of passengers, number paying each denominatioit of fare,

number riding upon transfers, tickets or passes and munber of

passengers in each fare limit; thus giving data in regard to the

volume of business over each section of the road.

The reports are easily examined and checked, owing to the

system of stubs and consecutive numbering. In addition to the re-

port wc have what are known as register cards, one daily for each

car, which furnish a complete record of the readings of the registers

from the time they go into use until they go into the junk heap.

ICrich conductor is provided with a ticket punch, the die of which

corresponds with his munber. I le is required to cancel all tickets,

checks and transfers with this punch at the lime of colleclion.
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Kciuarlu.

This system has been in operation since Aug. 11, 1902. In es-

tablishing it, we tried to look at the passenger's .side as well as ours,

and to institute a method for collection o( fares which would be

satisfactory to both. Up to this time wc have had no unfavorable

comments, but, on the contrary, the plan has been very often com-
mended by our patrons.

As is well known, where the runs are long, or comparatively so,

and different denominations of fares are collected, the conductor

ought to have some means to check those who have paid, and
on some lines this has been done with the ordinary "hat-checks",

pieces of paper of different colors. Our patrons use the checks

which we issue very largely in that way. They are no more trouble-

some than the ordinary hat-check, or, for the matter of that, than

the ordinary steam railroad ticket. TTicy are made of material of

fair weight and are carefully perforated for detaching and arc cleanly

and businesslike in appearance.

were extended to beyond six, it is likely that the number of books

of checks conductors would be thus obliged to carry would prove

cumbersome. We have a plan for overcoming this, but up to the

present time our plan seems to be working well as it is, and have

made no change.

Our system has attracted considerable attention from railroad

people, and we have received a number of letters asking for details.

The managements of some roads have gone so far as to send a rep-

resentative here to investigate it.

Standard (iar for Ho.stun A; .Maine Kluctric

Branch.

IIV E. T. MILLAR, CHIKF DR.\KTSMAN.

The cars :id<>ptcd as standard fur the cicclric branch operated by

the Boston & Maine were designed by Mr. J. T. Chamberlain, mas-

4=M>y

FIG. 19—FRAMING OF STANDARD 32-FT. 5-lN. BOX CAR.

"If a conductor uses due care, it is impossible for him to fail to

collect fares from all passengers. The checks are not cumbersome
and require but little time in issuing; less time than would be re-

quired for the collection of cash in each limit.

It will be seen that by this plan a cash fare, a check, a ticket

or a transfer must be surrendered in each limit. We require the

same plan followed in regard to tickets, that is, a coupon is surren-

dered in each limit.

The question may be asked whether three forms of checks are

necessary. Our reason for using three forms is that we thus ob-

tain a record of the number of fares collected of e.ich denomina-
tion. As was stated at the beginning, our fare limits are four in

number, requiring three forms of checks. If the number of limits

ter car builder of the company, and were built in the company's

shops, at Concord, N. H. The cars are to be used in both city

and interurban service between Concord, Manchester & Penacook, a

distance of 30 miles, and at all seasons of the year. The general re-

quirements, as laid down by Mr. H. .\. .Mbin, the superintendent, are

practically as follows

:

To construct a car that would give equal facilities and the same
degree of comfort to passengers that they would have in the ordi-

nary steam passenger car in winter; and also permit of the car be-

ing converted into as nearly as possible an open car in summer. To
have the windows so arranged that when they are lowered there

would be no possible chance of accident to passengers, thus insur-

ing safety at high speed while giving the same pleasure or com-
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fort derived from riding on an open car; and when so converted

tlie windows to be so taken care of as not to be in view or to annoy

the passengers in any way by manipniation. .As in all mountainous

sections, like that through whicli these cars travel, showers in the

wanner season are liable to come up suddenly ; it is necessary that

the windows could be placed in position by conductors in a short

space of time, thus shielding passengers from storm and without the

annoyance of the unsightly and flapping curtains.

In addition to these requirements, it was necessary that the car

be constructed in a strong and in every way substantial manner, in

order to permit of its being run at high speed. In order to main-

tain the standard wheel of 33 in. in diameter, it was necessary

to arrange the framing, trucks, etc., so that the flange of the wheel

would come as close as practicable to the under side of the body

of the car, in order to permit the latter to be sufficiently low to

allow passengers, and especially ladies and elderly people, to enter

and leave the car with as little effort as possible.

General Dimensions of Car.

Length of car over end sills 32 ft. 5^ in.

The frames of these cars arc of the best quality of southern pine,

white oak and white ash, reinforced with soft steel to give the cars

the required strength and stiff'ncss. Fig. 19 shows the floor framing,

side elevation, end elevation and cross section at bolsters, 'llie side

sills are of southern pine in two sections, with a plate of soft steel

;j.\8 in., extending the entire length. In the center the three

parts are securely bolted together, and held in position crosswise

by rods passing from side to side w-ith nuts and counter-sunk wash-

ers at the ends, also by the outer plates of the body bolster being

bent so as to form an angle to receive the bolts which pass through

them and the side sills.

The side sills are further supported in the center by truss rods

anil the ends are held up by a continuous iron truss of Yi x lyi in.

iron, which rests on struts located over the body bolster. The ends

of these trusses are made of round iron which pass downward

through the side sill and engage with a plate of iron designed

to receive them ; also passing through the end sill and turned up so

as to support the end sill. The vestibules are supported by T-irons,

which are formed so that the rear end rests under the side sills and

where these irons cross under the end sills, they are supported by

FIG. 20-INSlDli FINISH OF STANDARD 32-FT. 5-IN. BOX CAR.

Length of car over buffer 43 ft. I'/i in.

Width of car over side sills 8 ft. 5% in.

Width of car over eaves . . 8 ft. 10% in.

Length of car between truck centers 20 ft. 9^ in.

length of truck wheel base S ft. o in.

Height of car post 5 ft. 8H '"

Height of car from Iwttom of sills over all • 9 ft. o in.

Height of car from rail over all 11 ft. 7''^ in.

Distance from center to center of teats 2 ft. 8^ in.

Length of scats over all 3 ft. o in.

Width of aisle between seats I ft. 7'/» in.

Distance between seat backs in aisle 2 ft. oj^ in.

Weight of car, including trucks and electrical appliances. ...41,500 lb.

hangers held ill prjsition liy holts which pass vertically tlifdUKh the

end sills.

The side plates arc of southern pine aiul arc sicurcd to the side

sills by rods with nuts and washers at each end ; these rods arc

placed at the ends of the car and each alternate post the entire

length of the car. The other posts are secured to the sills and plates

by strap bolts. The roof frame of the car is of white ash and oak

and framed, as shown in Fig. 19, and further stifTencd with 12

iron carlines securely bolted in position.

The posts, which are ash, below the window stools, are rabbeted so

as to receive '/i-in. (hick filling pieces; these are tightly fitted in all

the apertures between the window stool side sills and posts. These

filling pieces arc securely nailed, glued and glue blocked on the in-
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hu\e, stifTviiing the siiic of the car so as to prevent its twisting

and racking. The outside of the car, after the glue is dry, is

dressed off perfectly smooth, straight and even before the outside

sheathing is applied. The outside sheathing is glued and thorough-

ly nailed to the side sills, nailing belt and window slool, thus ty-

ing the entire side of the car below the windows and sills together

.ind Mi.-iking a structure propt)rlionately as strong as any of the

modern built passenger cars.

The exterior of the car is painted standard Pullman color, except

the windows, which are finished in mahogany, and the signs, which

arc painted black with while letters. The Henderson illumiualed

signs are used. The minor equipment also includes Wilson trolley

catcher, the arc and incandescent headlights, track scrapers, fenders

and Sanders.

Fig. JO shows the inside finish of the side and end. also the seating

plan. The insides of these cars, including the sash, are of mahogany,

finished in the natural wood. The cedings are of good figured

quartered oak, neatly decorated, which gives the car a pleasing ef-

fect to the eye. The seats are of the Wheeler No. 44 pattern. 36

in. long over all, and are set jiM in. on centers, giving ample room
for two passengers of ordinary size on each seat. There are 14

Fiftieth .Vniiivcisary of Philadelphia Railways.

1 he 50tli annncrsary of the advent of street railH.i>s 111 I'hila-

dclphia, Pa , occurred .April 4th. It was on that date, in 1854, that the

I'hila<lelphia & Delaware Kiver Kailriia<l Co. was chartered. It was

equipped with to dummy engines and a few horses and mules. About
three miles of track was operated and the road employed 150

men. In 1858 the name of the road wtis changed by special act of

the legislature to the Frankford & Southwark Philadelphia City

Passenger Kailroad Co. Then followed, in the same year, the or-

ganization and construction of a numltcr of roads, among them the

West Philadelphia, the Citizens', the Philadelphia & Gray's Ferry,

the Second & Third Sis., the Kidge .Xve., the Green & Coates Sts.,

and the Fairmount & .\rch St. comiranies. Only one company was
chartered before these, the PhiLadelphia & Darby Railway Co.,

which was incorporated in 1857. In 1859 five other companies were
incorporated.

Next came what is known as the consolidation period which had

its advent in the organization of the Continental Passenger Rail-

way Co., formed to fight the old Union Passenger Railway Co.,

which afterward leased it. Tlie Union was acquired by the Widcner-

w^a^

•ir^,

KIG. 2I-BRAKK RIGGING OK STA.VD.VHD :;2-FT. 5-IN BOX CAR.

of these seats set crosswise, and eight (four at each end) .set length-

wise, giving a seating capacity for 44 passengers. These seats are

upholstered in old gold plush. The glass in the monitor windows

is chipped with the corners marked with sand blast, which gives a

good effect. This glass is prepared at the company's shop, and

as the lights are of small dimensions, broken glass from large win-

dows can be used for the purpose.

Fig. 21 shows the hand and air brake 'arrangement as applied to

the car. These cars are equipped with Westinghousc quick-action

automatic air brakes, with combined auxiliary reservoir and brake

cylinder of the type used on the New York Subway cars; the triple

valve is located on the side of the reservoir instead of at the end.

The cars are also provided with air whistles and have separate

whistle reservoirs to avoid the possibility of the motorman's apply-

ing the automatic brakes by e.xcessivc whistling.

The trlicks used under these cars are the Laconia Car Co's. No.

8-B-3. 5 ft. wheel base, designed with hammered steel axles, 4}^ in.

in diameter at center, and y/i in. x 6 in. journals.

The equipment consists of four G. E. 67 motors with type M. con-

trol.

The cars are heated by the Gold electric system.

The Rapid Transit Commission, New York City, has decided to

extend the Brooklyn subway, now under construction, from the

innciion of .Vtlantic .\ve. up Flalbush Ave. to the Plaza and the

Willink gates of Prospect Park.

Kemblc interests. In 1S83 the Philadelphia Traction Co. was formed

by P. A. B. Widener and others, and in 1895 the Union Traction

Co. was organized and by purchase and lease it gained control of

every line in the city, including the Electric Traction and the Peo-

ple's Traction companies. It was leased to the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Co. in igoi.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. represnts more than $100,000.-

000 capital, operates nearly 2,oco cars over 500 miles of track and
employs nearly 6,000 men. Last year the company carried 365,908,-

051 passengers, representing $I5.4,?6.572 in gross earnings.

On the LackaAvanna & Wyoming Valley R. R.

The traffic department of the . Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley

Railroad Co., or "Laurel Line" as it is known locally, has issued a

very attractive illustrated paiuphlet descriptive of the region through

which the line passes. This is a third-rail system wliich is operated

between Scranton, Piltston and Wilkesbarre, Pa., and it is con-

ceded to represent the highest type of modern construction, equip-

ment and speed. The pamphlet contains 21 excellent half-tone views,

and a full-p.agc map showing the company's system. The text is

romantic in style and intensely interesting, especially in view of

the wealth of historical reminiscence associated with the Wyoming
Valley. The front cover of the pamphlet, which is pocket size, is

adorned with a picturesque view,' in colors.

•-•-•

The "tea-pot" fare collection system has been adopted by the

street car company at Marquette. Mich.
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TiincRecording Clocks for Keokuk Railway.

We are informed by Mr. A. S. Grenier, superintendent of the com-
pany, that the Keokuk (la.) Electrical Railway & Power Co. has

installed a Bundy time-recording clock at the intersection of 5th

and Main Sis., Keokuk, at which point all of the cars

of the Keokuk Electric,il Railway & Power Co., in-

cluding those of the Keokuk & Western Illinois Elec-

tric Co., which is owned by the former, pass or trans-

fer on every trip. The city is not large enough to

warrant an claliorate system of street railway opera-

tion, therefore the company has to handle the sys-

tem as economically as possible, especially as the su-

perintendent besides being car inspector and time

keeper, has numerous other duties. Consequently, it

was decided that a system of registering at the poi-r.

named would give accurate information as to how the

cars were making connection and whether they were

on time. The cars are run on a 15 and 20-minutc

schedule.

The clock which has been installed is a regu. .r

Bundy clock made by the International Time Re-

cording Clock Co., of Rochester, N. Y. Each motor-

man is supplied with a key which has his number

stamped upon it. When he arrives at the corner

where the- clock is stationed, the motor-

man is required to leave his car and "punch"

the clock, thereby recording the time of day and numl)er of the

key upon the tape. The clock automatically winds the paper tape

which is used for record on a roll and each morning this roll

is taken to the office, and a detailed account of the work of the

previous day is thus obtained.

<-•

.\pril 2nd the Public Service Corporation of Xew Jersey caused

the arrest at Hoboken of seven conductors and motormcn on charges

Cars and Shops of the Porthind Ry.

I'Ik' accompanying illustrations show the type of car that has

been adopted by the Portland (Ore.) Railway Co. as best suited to

the climatic conditions of that city, and also some views taken in the

FIG. 1-O.NE OF THE REBIMLT r.\RS. PORTI..\.ND.

Iiuill rebuilt llicbluips biiill in lyoj, wiicrc tile coniiiany has

greater portion of the ears now opeiatcd.

These cars may be described as a modified California type with

the ends enclosed by semi-convertible vestibules. The central por-

tion is the ordinary closed construction. At each end is a long

platform with longitudinal seats facing inward (instead of out-

ward as in the original California type) and a low partition in front

of each to provide space for the motorman.

rAit'ii.M, vii;\\ OK i',M!fi;.\'] i;i; .sinij'

of cnnspiracy and robbery. It was amerlcd that the company has

lo»l %7s/xio throuRh a system nf ir.in-.fir frauds practiced by a com-
bination of employes.

The new cars ftf this type are about .w fl Iniin liaving for main

sills S-in. 1-bcams 34 fl. long; the width mer all is 7 ft. z->^ in.

The central closed body is 20 fl. 5 in. lung, and the two platforms
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arc each 8 It. 8 in. Umg inside. The entrances arc

3 (1. 10 in. wiile. It will he renurked thai these cars

arc very narrow, a condition necessitated hy the nar-

row streets of Portland, many of which arc hut 36

ft. between cnrhs, and the sliarp curves at street

intersections.

'i"he rehuilt cars have tloor frames of practically

the s.nuie construction as the new ones, but the closed

portion of the car is an old i6ft. body set on top ol

the side sills.

All the new cars are mounted on maximum trac-

tion trucks built after designs of Mr. Frank I. Ful-

ler, general man.igor of the company, in which cast

steel frames are used. The motors are G. E.-s8.

Maxininni traction trucks are used because the sharp
curves and steep grades on all lines prevent high

speed, and the extra tractive force is needed on
~

every line, even if only at bridge approaches.

The views of the wood shop show eight of the

new cars on the floor. Tliis room is 67 by 178 ft. and is on the

second floor of the building. The woodworking machinery com-
prises a planer, a slicker, a joiner, a shaper, a sander, a mortiser, a

m:\\ im'K ok tah, rOKTL.\NlJ.

narrow strip of '/i-in. pine, stiffened by a second piece placed at

right angles to it. These bars which are 40 ft. long are suspended

by cords running over pulleys fixed to the roof trusses; when coun-

FIG. 4—PLAN OF PORTLiAND CAR.

tetoning machine, a turning lathe, a band saw and a borer, the

last two tools having been made in the company's shops after the

designs of Mr. H. von der Werth, foreman of the wood shop.

All of these machines are connected to shaving uptake. For shop
power two Sprague railway motors are. used.

At the right hand side of Fig. 8 is seen the elevator for com-
municating with the lower floor. The platform of this is 40 x 10 ft.

and is suspended by four cables, the winding mechanism being

driven by a Sprague motor.

Two ingenious devices of Mr. von der Werth for holding the

incandescent lamps for lighting are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

For lighting the erecting floor i6-c. p. lamps are mounted on a

terweighted, adjustment for height can be made easily and quick-

ly. Each bar has at one end a key switch controlling the lamps

on that bar.

-<?
fl fl

^

U-
6 ^ tS 5^

^0-0

For adjustabj? bench lights a swinging arm supported by screw

eyes is used; on this arm slides a light block with a notch at its

lower end shapcJ so as to hold the flexible cord of the lamp when
pressed into it.

FIG. 5—EIGHT 38Vt-FT. CARS READY FOR PAINT SHOP. FIG. 7.
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The other departments of the shops are equipped for forging,

machine and truck work, painting and building and assembling

special work. The foremen in charge are : William Frogmier, nia-

you will get the wrong righted. Have a pleasant "good morn-

ing" for the workmen, for upon them depends largely whether

you get good or bad cars. If they have made a mistake uninten-

FIG. S-CARS UNDER CONSTRrCTION .\KD ONE REBUILDING.

chine shop; F. J. Bates, paint shop; Charles Gehrig, armature

shop; H. Robertson and J. Bond, truck department.

Inspection of Car Building.

The following pertinent suggestions ancnt the inspection of cars

in the process of building, by a representative of the company for

whom the cars are being built, were sent to the "Review" by a

street railway official who has had a large experience and is

thoroughly familiar with every detail of the business.

Many street railway managers have doubtless asked the ques-

tion, when placing an order for cars, "Does it pay to send an

inspector with the order, to see that the car builder adheres to the

requirements of the specifications and drawings?" This depends

largely upon the character of the inspector; likewise of the car

builder or contractor. An inspector, to be successful, should be a

man of good character, with a keen sense of justice and fairness

towards the company he represents, at the same time remembering

that the car builder has rights that should be considered.

An inspector who at times requires, when walking, a doorway

large enough for one of his cars to pass through docs not receive

the respect and deference, either from the contractor or his cniployer,

that he would if he at all times walked the "paths of soberness."

If the inspector is just, he will not treat the contractor as though

he expected him to be dishonest, anyway, or act as if he thought

the contractor's employes were trying to cheat him. And this

brings us to the consideration of the qualification of tact. The
inspector who starts in with the irlca that he can catch more
flies with vinegar than with sugar will soon find that it is the

one against the many, instead of the one with the many.

By all honorable means the inspector should keep on the right

»idc of the foremen of the various departments, treating them and

their suggestions with deference. There is much to I>c learned by

a friendly exchange of experiences, and if the builders have a

better way than yours adopt it with thanks. Laugh at their

stories, even if you heard some of them when you were a boy.

Call their attention to poor work you see them doing as if you
thought it were an o^'enight on their part, and in nearly every case

tioiiall}', do not swear or ridicule, but try to find a way out of it

as gracefully as possible.

If you are .satisfied a workman is intentionally slighting his work,

appeal first to his sense of right and pride in good work; if he

still persists in doing wrong, notify his foreman, and if the fore-

man cannot remedy the evil, ask those in higher authority to lake

the man off of your work.

Do not ridicule the cars or the city where you may be inspect-

ing. Most persons are sensitive on such matters and all proudly

believe "there's no place like home."

Praise the man who does good work for you and thus let him

know you appreciate it. Do this especially in the case of hoys

just starting to learn the trade, for a word of commendation and

good advice to such a one is the "sowing of good seed."

An inspector should have large practical experience to draw

from and he should be of sufficient age to command respect. He
should he able to explain the drawings, and it is especially desirable

that he should have had practical experience in the mill and at the

bench, and that he should be a good judge of lumber.

Car builders and contractors as a whole endeavor to give good

cars for the money, but none are in the business for fun, health

or glory, and it is but human when they find that they took the

work too low for .some of them to look out for number one, to the

detriment of the buyer.

Most managers make the mistake of sending the inspector at the

wrong time. The inspector should he on hand to fully explain the

drawings and specifications when they are delivered to the builder,

so there will be no doubt as to their meaning. 'I'hen when the

builder is ready to begin the work the inspector should be there

in order to insp'ect the lumber as to quality and dryness. He should

insist on having .for the posts and other important parts of the

car good, solid, heavy, coarse-grained lumber of the kind specified,

and make sure that it was cut from live trees of vigorous, rapid

growth. Ash (with dark spot when color is no object) can be

used when heavy and coarse grained. In fact, it is nnii-li better

than brash white oak of fine, or small, yearly growth.

There arc places where brown or calico ash may be used, when

I he parts are large and are not to be subjected to severe strains.

In a word, lumber should be selected for the strain to which it
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is to Ik- subjected, ami it slumld be well reasoned iinder cover o(

iip«ii >hr<U thruiigli which the air circulates freely.

The inspector who has had a gond practical experience in select-

ing lumber will temper justice with nirrcy. In the mill he will

see that the tenons and the interlocks arc a driving Tit, for without

this the cars will soon get to "working." In the erecting shop

sec that a generous amount ol while lead is used wherever specified;

also see that the right quantity of glue is used ; take care that the

liottom and side and end frames arc square, and so on through

every de|Kirlnient. As a result of his watchfulness the inspector

will get hetliT work and material, and also have better cars.

The presence of an inspector has a restraining influence on the

man who is inclined to use a Jersey screw-driver (a hammer), in-

stead of inserting the screws in the usual nunner. A car liottom that

is an inch out of square would lie "pretty good," were it not for

the inspector who insists upon a much smaller discrepancy. The
"Dutchman" that would be put in to make up for a b;id joint is left

out and the work done right, because the inspector will sec it.

The door that would he occa>ioiially poorly adjusted is made to

run smoothly, and so on.

Of course, there arc always some men who slight llicir work
if not closely watched, and there arc others who will shirk even

if they are watched.

In conclusion, if the inspector has done his duly he has been

no detriment or cause of financial loss to the conscientious builder,

but on the contrary has been a positite help, and he has added
to the value of the cars an amount greater than the expense of his

inspection trip.

*—
A Seat for Motormen.

The accompanying illustration ^hows a seat for motormcn which

is in use by several of the street railway lines in Los Angeles, Cal.

There arc several types of these seats, but the figure here shown
gives a good idea of nearly all. On some lines an ordinary four-

legged stool is used.

In constructing the scat a piece of common wrought-iron pipe D.
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usually alioni ijj in. in diameter, is bent as shown and a shorter

piece E small enough to slide inside of D, is secured to the seat.

A collar A is secured to the small pipe E and another collar B is

secured to the outer pipe D. Between these collars a steel spring

S is placed to act as a cushion. .\ floor hushing F is set into the

floor of the car at each end, near the controller. Another collar C
secured to D prevents it from going too far into the bushing and

at the same time allows the whole scat tu turn in the bushing, so

that its distance from the controller is adjustable to twice the off-

set O in the pipe. Sometimes O is made straight, in which case it

cannot lie so adjusted.

The height of the seat may be adjusted by changing the position

of cither of the collars A or C. To limit the travel of the seat, a

slot is cut in D and a numlier of holes II drilled in K and a pin P

is inserted in the proper hole.

The seat itself is made of wood and is sometimes ctishioncd with

leather, but is more often left bare, and the connection with the

pipe E is made by screwing K into a cominon fli>r<r llange screwe.l

to the wooden seat.

The motormcn are allowed to sit only between certain points on

their runs. In the crowded parts of the city they must stand, and

when not in use the seat is stowed iK-hind the controller or hand

brake. The flofjr bushing E is countersunk flush with the car floor

and passengers cannot trip over it when the seat is not in use.

Street Cars at Liege, Belgium.

The street car system at Liege, Helgiiim, is very good, accord-

ing to a report by Mr. James C. McNally, United States consul.

Five companies control and operate the surface transportation there,

and there are several lines which connect Liege with the suburbs,

making a total of 46 miles of electric lines built or building in

and around Liege. One line operated by small steam locomotives was

recently changed to electricity. In the city the cars stop only at

certain defined stations, correspondingly close. When the passenger

pays his fare the conductor gives a ticket which must be retained,

as an inspector often boards the car and requests that the ticket he

shown. When the seats are occupied no passengers are allowed to

stand inside the car, and none arc allowed to stand on the front

platform at any time. While those boarding the car enter through

the rear door those alighting do so by the front door. Motormcn

and conductors are uniformed and are e.vtrcmcly polite.

One of the tramway companies, the Tramway Liegeois, which has

been voted a 30-years' concession, agrees to pay the city 35 per cent

of the total receipts of the existing lines, 5 per cent of the total

receipts on any new lines built, and one-third of the profits. The

road and rolling stock are the property of the city. It further pays

to the city yearly 4 per cent of $115,800, which amount must be paid

in the aggregate during the life of the concession. The company

will carry first and second class passengers, the fare for the first

being 15 centimes (3 cents) and the second class 10 centimes (2

cents).

Summer School for Artisans.

The fourth annual session of the summer school for artisans,

which is held under the auspices of the College of Engineering of

the LTniversity of Wisconsin, at Madison, Wis., will begin June 27,

1904, and continue for a period of si.\ weeks. Courses of study

are offered in the following subjects: Steam, gas and other heat

engines; applied electricity; mechanical drawing and machine design;

materials of construction, fuels and lubricants. In connection with

these studies there will be a course of shop work, consisting of

practice with hand tools, wood and metal working machinery,

blacksmithing and pattern making.

This school has been established for the benefit of machinists,

carpenters and of sheet metal workers; stationary, marine or locomo-

tive engineers ; shop foremen and superintendents ; superintendents

of water works, electric light plants, power stations, factories,

large store and oflice buildings, and for such young men who wish

to qualify themselves for such positions. The instructional force is

taken from the regular faculty of the College of Engineering and

the entire laboratory and shop equipment belonging to the University

is used by the summer .students. The cost is barely nominal.

The requirements for admission do not extend beyond a working

knowledge of English and arithmetic. A bulletin describing the

work of the school in detail will be sent upon' application to the

dean, Mr. Frederick K. Turneaure.

<-•

It is stated that the Delaware & Hudson Co. will equip its line

between Carbondale and Wilkesbarre, Pa., with a third-rail electric

system, to compete with the "Laurel Line."
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Car Painting.

BY. F. S. RANIILETT. MASTER MECHANIC. OI,D COLONY
STREET RAILWAY CO.

The subject of painting is one in which I am much interested

owing to the vast amount of work which is being done in the paint-'

ing department since tlie Old Colony Street Railway Co. commenced
standardizing the colors for its open and box cars.

All cars that arc to go through the paint shop either to be painted

or touched up and varnished are first examined by the carpenters

who make all necessary repairs. The painters then strip the car

of all sash, doors, etc., which are all properly numbered with the

car number, and the car is then dusted and all loose dirt removed

before the cleaning is commenced. If the car is to be only touched

up and varnished it is very essential that all dirt be thoroughly

removed as well as all pumice and other foreign substances, for

once this dirt is varnished over it is there to stay. This dirt will'

always show until the car is burnt off and repainted, and is more

noticeable on the inside of the car where the wood is finished in

natural color. The inside being of a light shade the dirt will show

more readily than on the darker colors of the outside of the car.

.\ good arrangement for the cleaning of cars is to have a tank

well filled with water to which washing powder is added until it

is of the right strength. Care should be taken not to have this

liquid too strong as this will injure the old varnish that is to be

covered, often streaking the under coat so that it will show through

the new varnish. The cleaning liquid should also be thoroughly

rinsed off as this is sometimes the cause of varnish cracking and not

wearing well. If this part of the work is well done a first class job

will result.

The use of soap for cleaning cars in the paint shop is neither

economical nor satisfactory. Cleaners are liable to leave the soap

in wash buckets over night which is wasteful, and if it is laid on a

scat or window stool, as it is apt to be by a careless cleaner, it will

result in the removing of the paint and varnish which has to be

touched up. This means a patch and a patch is not pleasing to look

al. Cars can be cleaned to good advantage by the use of compressed

air but such cleaning should be done some distance from the shop

where the varnishing is done. By means of compressed air dirt

can be removed from corners that are almost impossible to get at

with a broom or brush, and it is very useful in cleaning cushions.

The air compressor in use in our shops is similar to the one that

is used on air brake equipments but is somewhat larger. This com-

pressor fills a reservoir at 80 lb. pressure and the air is distributed

by means of pipes to places where it can be used to the best advan-

tage. These pipes have shut-oflfs at their ends and a wire bound

hose with nozzle attached is provided, which can be coupled to the

end of any of the pipes.

If a car that has been touched up for several years should need,

in the judgment of the master painter, to be repainted, it is stripped

in the same way as if it was to be touched up and varnished, after

which the painters commence the work of burning off the old paint

with blow torches. There are several solutions on the market for

the removal of old paint but these compounds are not so reliable

as the blow torch. After the burning off comes the sandpapering

and making the surface smooth to receive the first coat of priming

color, and when this coat is dry all holes and places that require

it are puttied with lead putty.

I might add that right here is one of the causes of paint and

varnish cracking after the car has been in service for a short time

only, and that is in not giving the first coat time to dry properly.

I might also add that the same holds good for the succeeding coats.

The first coat consists of white lead thinned with about one-half raw

linseed oil and one-half turpentine, with a little japan to aid the

drying. If the wood is new and has never been painted a greater

proportion of oil should be used. After the putty is hard and dry

the paint is again sandpapered and the body panels are treated

with a coat of heavy paint which consists of dry white and japan

and a small piece of keg lead. This is allowed to stand for a few

minutes and is then removed by the use of a wide blade knife similar

to a putty knife. After this is dry it is sandpapered and it is then

ready to receive the first coat for the ground color in which the

car is to be painted. In our case this consists of a coat of Venetian

red ground in oil and thinned with turpentine and a little japan

added. This coat is sandpapered slightly with a fine sandpaper after

which two coats of red lake arc put on, this Ixring the standard

color of the box cars. I'licn open cars are treated in the same man-

ner except that the finishing coat is cadmium yellow. This done,

the car is ready for striping and numbering. Both colors ar«.

striped with nickel leaf and edged with black. While this work is

in progress other painters arc preparing the illuminated signs with

which all of our cars are equipped. These have white lettering on

a background of black without any gloss. The end and side signs

are lettered with nickel leaf and shaded with black.

The striping of the car consists of a stripe one-half inch wide

running the entire length of the side panels at the top and bottom

thus making one long panel in which is placed the number of the

car. The numbers on the box cars are painted in block figures of

the Roman type and are shaded with black. The numbers are placed

one beneath each end window of the side and the same style of

numbering is placed in the upper corners on the dashers. The open

cars have the same style of number and on double-truck cars these

are placed at each end of the side sills on both sides of the car.

Single truck cars are numbered on the center of the side sills on both

sides of the car and the dashers are numbered the same as those of

the box cars. The dashers are striped the same way as on the side

making one panel. The bases of both open and box cars are white

and are striped with rich olive, the stripe being of about the same

size as on the sides. For a fine line chrome green about % in. wide

is used on the open cars while the box cars have for a fine line

orange chrome yellow of the same size. This constitutes most of

the striping with the exception of a line here and there on the upper

part of the vestibules to relieve the heavy appearance if this were

left bare.

After the striping comes tlie first coat of rubbing varnish and

when this has become thoroughly dried the gloss is removed by the

use of curled hair and the car is then ready for the finishing coat

of varnish. The roof is painted with a shade of buff which is in

keeping with the other body colors, and the monitor is painted a

light slate color. The trucks arc treated with a coat of paint known

to the trade as "roof red." This is a mineral paint and comes in dry

form, and it is mixed with oil, a little dryer, also some japan. While

the work of painting the car body is in progress work on the doors

sash and all parts that were removed is carried on simultaneously.

The cost of this work varies somewhat with the size and build of

the cars. Some require more striping than others, but on the aver-

age the short box single truck cars cost from $30 to $40 while llio

large double truck cars vary from $45 to $55. These figures include

all work done from the time the cars were received at the paint

shop. To carry out this work successfully it must be well system-

atized and all the painters are required to do their work in the

shortest possible time and to do it well. Our plan is to puf every

man on that work to which he is best adapted. One man looks

after all painters' tools and has charge of the mixing of colors. He
is expected to have all paints and varnishes ready when wanted and

to keep everything clean and in its place where the supplies are

stored. Paint and varnish brushes will wear and keep their shape

much better if they are constantly looked after by one man than

if allowed to harden and become gummed as will often be the case

where every man has his own kit. The brushes should be of the

best quality as in my judgment nuich more and belter work results

from the use of good tools than from brushes of an inferior quality.

In the latter case the bristles are constantly coming out and it

requires considerable time to remove them from the work under

way. For heavy colors like lead colors the best brush is a good

Ijristle, the shape and size depending upon the character of the work.

In the lighter or flat colo's the best brush is a camel's hair, llic

size and shape like that of the others depending on the work.

Good staging in the paint shop is another essential point. The

horses should be of two sizes, one about four feet high and the

other about six feet, the higher ones having cross pieces so that

almost any height can be obtained. The planks which stretch be-

tween these horses should have bolls run through them at each end

to prevent them from cracking, which will often occur if they arc

not bolted.

The grinding of colors and the machinery to grind them might

be mentioned here, allhough, owing to the many reliable firms that

make a specialty of this and can produce any shade or color for

probably less than we could grind it, we have no grinder installed

in our shop. There are more or less old paint and skins (hat accu-

mulate on paint that arc often thr(jwn away. I find that by keeping

these in one large vessel and mixing them with the waste oils, var
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iiish, ilrcgs and turpentine, tlie result is a paint that will answer

for many occasions in first coating.

There arc many diflfcrcnt types of torches that are used in the

paint shop in which naphtha is burned so as to produce a hot blue

(lame. In some cases it is convenient to use gas which is distributed

about the shop in the same manner a!> the compressed air, to which

a hose and burner can be attached, the latter producing a blue tianie

the same as a torch. Whichever is nscd it is well to have sand pails

conveniently distributed through the shop not only when the work

of burning-off is in progress, hut in case a fire should start from

any other cause, the sand being nmch better than water.

In all well arranged paint shops the varnish room should be

separated by partitions from the other work rooms so that none

of the dust arising from the other work will settle on the fresh

laid varnish. In many cases where all the work is done in one room

certain dusty work must be slopped while varnishing is going on.

Even in the varnish rooin great care sluiuld be taken that the dust

is settled by sprinkling the floor with water and no unnecessary

moving around should be permitted in this room.

Next comes the heating of the paint and varnish rooms and this

is an important factor for getting good results for the money ex-

pended in the preservation of the cars. One of the best methods of

healing is by steam with sufficient pipe to keep the paint room com-

fortably warm. By this I mean from 55° to 65° F. in the coldest

weather. It is not well to have the room warmer than this for

paint has a tendency to dry gummy in a room where it is very

warm. This is often the c.nsc in very hot weather, but it is helped

to a very large extent by a good circulation of air. The varnish

room should be somewhat warmer, 70° to 75° F. being necessary

10 have the varnish work and dry well.

Handling; Axles and Wheels at Minneapolis.

The Twin City Rapid Transit Co. is now using a heavier a.\lc

than formerly, the present standard being what is practically tlic

M. C. B. standard 4% x 8-in. journal axle of forged steel of the

Pennsylvania R. R. Cos. standard specifications for steel axles.

The diameter at the center is 4'/i in. to accommodate the motors

and the size of the wheel and gear fits are enlarged to S'A in. The

axles are turned over all, the roughing cut leaving them .003 in.

larger than the finished size, and they are finished by rolling, a

process that has not been, we believe, extensively used in street

railway shops. The tool for rolling is a wheel of Sanderson No.

6 special steel, i in. in diameter and -% in. thick, with a straight

face 5- 16 in. wide and rounded at the sides to fit the fillets in the

journal bearings. This wheel has bosses at each side with grooves

to receive bearing balls and is mounted in a fork having on the

inner faces of the prongs corresponding grooves to take the bearing

balls, and a shank that can be clamped in the lathe tool post.

The lathe for axle turning has two tool posts and in it two axles

can be turned complete and surface rolled per day. the lathe being

run at high speed in back gear.

The axles are finished to gage and the wheels are bored to gage

so th.-it oil are interchangeable. The principal reason for finishing

by rolling is to provide a hard and smooth surface for the different

journals, and also for the wheel and gear fits, that will permit of

wheels being replaced without variation from standard size. It is

stated that on some of these axles, wheels of standard bore put on

for the second or third time require practically the same pressure,

80,000 lb., as when first pressed on.

For drilling wheels tools of self-hardening steel arc used with

excellent results, the speed being 42 ft. per minute in the SJ4-in.

hole. Taking roughing and finishing cuts and countersinking, a

wheel is bored in about 18 minutes, and by providing special drill

holders which will carry two tools, thus avoiding the loss of time

incident to setting the tool for the second cut, this time is expected to

be reduced one-third. The two tools will be spaced far enough apart

vertically so that the finishing cut will not Ik commenced until the

loughing cut is completed, thus avoiding danger of irregularity due

to sprin;{!ng of the shaft.

Axles are handled by air hoists running on trolleys, and for lift-

ing the ingenious device shown in Fig. I is used. This lifter is

forged from -^ x 3-in. stock, and at i>ne end has a l>earing bent

to 4',i in. radius which fits the lop of the axle, and near the center

a depending hook that passes under the axle.

The axles are stored in racks as shown in Fig. 3, built of 5 x 7-

in. limbers secured by lJ4-in. tie rods put through i;4-in. pipes

which serve as distance pieces. The lift of the air hoists is not

great enough to allow an axle to be taken from the floor and at
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once placed on the top bars of the rack, and accordingly a rest is

formed by iron straps bent and bolted to the front vertical mem-
bers of the rack as shown in Fig. 2.

Recent additions to the shop equipment include lathes and boring

machines for axle and wheel work, and also a 200-ton hydraulic

wheel press which is motor driven. These machines are so located

over a track leading outside the shop that as wheels are mounted,

ihey pass directly from the wheel press outside the building to the

storage tracks for wheels and axles, thus avoiding the considerable

extra labor of handling.

In pressing wheels on axles, the Master Car Builders' recom-

mended practice is used and especial care is taken to see that wheels

arc gaged correctly and are exactly equi-distant with reference to a

prick punch mark at the center of the axle.

Tu Enlarge Cincinnati Terminal Station.

I he Interurban Railway & Terminal Co., of Cincinnati, O., has

purchased a lot of land, 50 x 223 ft., just north of its present ter-

minal station on Sycamore St., upon which will be erected a build-

ing corresponding in architecture to the present six-story passenger

station building. For the present, however, only one story of the

new building will be erected, and that will be occupied this season

for the handling of express matter. The president of the company,

Mr. George R. Scrugham, states that while the company's terminal

station looked very large a year ago. the growth of the express

business has been so phenomenal that the company was compelled

to purchase the additional land. Hie increased facilities will render

possible an arrangement with the Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo

Traction Co., whereby the terminal company will handle the city

express business for the other. It is proposed to establish a sys-

tem of express trolley cars in Cincinnati similar to that in .St. Louis,

Mo.

The Roanoke (Va.) Railway & Electric Co. issues a serviceable

tariff card to advertise its Roanoke, Salem and Vinton fast freight

line. It is a while Bristol board card, 6x11 in., printed in red and

black. There is an ejclct at the top by which it may be hung on

the wall. A view of one of the company's freight cars is shown,

followed by the rales in cents per 100 lb., and a .schedule of cars

upon which conductors may receive freight. As stated on the card,

it is issued with the compliments of the general manager, Mr. J. W.
Hancock, and the card also bears the name of the freight agent, Mr.

E. L. Baker.
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What the Street Railway Accountants' Asso-
ciation Has Done.

The Street Railway Accountants' Association of America has

issued a circular in pamphlet form, setting forth briefly the pur-

poses and accomplishments of the .Association, with a view to en-

gaging the interest and support of street railway companies which

are not included in its membership. .\s stated in its preface, the

circular is issued in reply to the following inquiries; What is the

.\ccountants' .Association? What are its objects? What does it

do? What has it done? Will it assist our .Accounting Depart-

ment? Will it pay us to join? These and more are fully answered

and explained in the pages of the pamphlet. It is set forth that

the .Association was organized at Cleveland, O.. Mar, 23-24, 1897,

and has held regular annual meetings since that time.

In explanation of the objects of the Association and what shall

constitute its membership, sections of the constitution are quoted.

Then follow concise explanations of the classification of accounts,

form of report, blank forms, unit of comparison and method of

accounting for material and supplies endorsed by the .Association.

ITie fact that the .Association is an honorary member of the Na-
tional .Association of Railroad Commissioners, and is represented

at the conventions of that body, is commented upon as Iwing of

great benefit to the members of the .Association, especially those

companies which are operated upon steam road principles.

The efficiency of the .Association's methods is shown by excerpts

from testimonials by well-known street railway managers and iimmi-

nent accountants.

The circular shows that the .Association has grown from 25 mem-
bers in 1897 to about 150 at present. It includes members from 36

states, besides many from Canada, England, Scotlahd and Mexico.

If tabulated, the inembership would show about 70 per cent of the

existing mileage and all the most important companies, indicating

that the movement has the support of the largest financial and

operating interests.

Large and small companies have alike found it to their advantage

lo belong to the .Association, and all who have attended the annual

meetings have derived immeasurable benefit.

The .Association desires to have in its membership every street

railway property in the country. .A blank application is attached

to the circular, which concludes with a list of subjects discussed

at the annual meetings, covering every variety of accounting prac-

tice. Further information will be furnished by the secretary of the

.Association, Mr. W. B. Brockway, 40 Morris St., Yunkers, N. Y.

The circular was compiled by Mr. Brockway and it is tastefully

printed and bound in handy pocket form.

Metropolitan Elevated to Adopt Multiple Unit
Control.

The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad Co., of Chicago,

III., will adopt the multiple unit control system for the operation

of its trains as soon as the equipment can be obtained. The com-

pany has now 87 motor cars which will be changed as to control,

and it has ordered 68 new motor cars which will he equipped with

the multiple unit control apparatus likewise. Forty-five of the

new cars are being Iniill by the .American Car Co. and the other

23 by the Jcwett Car Co. ITie Metropolitan recently borrowed

$1,000,000 lo pay for these and other changes, the principal part of

the money to lie used in completing the new downtown terminal

and in building two storage batteries of about 1,800 ampere hours

capacity each. The Electric Storage Battery Co's. "Chloride Ac-
riinml.iKir " li;iii<ri>~ uill })e installed.

Accidents.

.A Santa Barbara (Cat.) Consolidated Railway Co. car jinnped

the track on a down grade April lOth, struck a telegraph pole and

overturned, killing five pers<ins and injuring 40 riihers.

.\i a result of a collision Ijetween two Metropolitan West Side

Elevated Railroad Co. cars at the I»gan square terminus, Chicago,

April 7th, one of the injured passengers has died at the hospital.

International Electrical Congress.

We are informed that the following papers are promised for Sec-

tion .A—the Section on "Theory" of the Congress, of which Prof.

E. L. Nichols is chairman and Prof. H. T. Barnes secretary

:

Foreign.

Prof. Paul Drudc. ".Metallic Conduction."
Prof. W. Jaeecr. "Electrical .Standards."

Sir Oliver Lodge, V R S., "Ions."

Prof. N. Nagaoka, "Magneto-Striction."
Prof. J. J. Thomson, F. R. S. (subject to be announced).
Prof. J. S. Townsend. F. R. S., "The Theory of Ionization by

Collision."

Mons. J. Violle, "Secondary Standards of Light."

C. T. R. Wilson, F. R. S., "Condensation Nuclei."
Prof. P. Zeemann. "Magneto-Optics."

American.

Prof. H. T. Barnes, "The Mechanical Equivalent of Ileal as

measured by Electrical Means."
Dr. Carl Barns, ".Atmospheric Nuclei."
Dr. Louis .\. Bauer, "The State of our Knowledge Regarding the

Earth's Magnetism."
Prof. D. B. Brace, "Magneto-Optics."
Prof. 11. S. Carhart ind G. W. Patterson, jr.. Ph. D., "The Ab-

solute Value of the Electromotive Force of the Clark and Weston
Cells."

Prof. G. D. Child, "The Electric Arc."
Dr. K. E. Guthe, "Coherer .Action."

Prof. E. P. Lewis, "Electrical Discharges in Gases."
Prof. L. T. More. "Electro-Striction."

Prof. E. F. Nichols, "The Unohtaincd Wave-Lengths between the
Longest Thermal and the Shortest Electric Waves yet Measured."

Prof. E. L. Xidiols, "Standards of Light."

Harold Pender, Pli. D.. "Magnetic ICffect of Moving Charges."
Dr. H. 1. Pupin. "Electrical Theory."

Dr. Edward B. Rosa, ".Alternating Current Measurements."
Prof. E. Rutherford, "Radioactive Change."
Prof. J. C. McLennon, "Radioactivity of the Atmosphere."
Prof. J. Trowbridge. "Electrical Discharge in Gases."
Prof. .A. G. Webster, "Electrical Theory."

It is evident from the above list that a very fine program has

been secured by the officers of Section .A.

.A meeting of the Congress Committee of Organization is sched-

uled for April 23d, at 1 :30 p. m., in New York. All Congress

officers have been invited to attend. The meeting will be at 95

Liberty St., New York, and by kind permission of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, at its offices.

Acceptances of membership in the Congress number over i.,?oo

up to the present time, and 150 pai)crs have been promised, in all.

The following societies have all promised to hold conventions

at St. Louis, during the Congress week, and to hold conventions

with one or more Sections of the Congress

:

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

The American Physical Society,

The American Electro-Chemical Society,

The .American Electro-Therapeutic Association,

The International Association of Municipal Electricians.

'Hie British Institution of Electrical Engineers has also arranged

to co-operate under some plan, the details of whidh have not yet

been determined.

The following boilies have promised to co-operale by sending

delegates.

'The Societe Internalionalc des Elcctriciens,

'The National Electric Light Association.

'The Association of Edison Illuminating Companies.

Co-operation is expected from various other societies.

New York Rapid Transit Bills Passed.

Two raiiicl transit bills which were pas.sed by the New ^'ork Gen-

eral Assembly April 7th were rcconmiended by Hie New York City

Rapid Transit Connnission. 'They abolish the limitation placed upon

the city authorities in the expenditure of moneys for rapid transit

roads and permit the commission to consider bridges in laying out

rapid transit routes. Governor f)dell sent an emergency message to

b<itli branches of the Assembly, removing constitutional barriers to

the immediate passage of the hills. Under the new bills the $55,000,-

000 limit on subway building is removed, and the new linu't can be

whatever the city may stipulate.
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INTERCHANGEABLE TICKETS FOR INTERURBANS.

In ihc "Review" lor March wr disciisKcd the op|)ortiinily rxiMing

for electric intertirl>.iii railuiiyA lo adopt a ticket Ixiok or form of

mileage that cotiid l>e u^e(l on a coiiMder.il>lc iiumlier n^ interiirlian

lines, lhu> MiniulaliiiK iia-oeiiKer traffic and Kiving |iatrim-. the

advaiilagcs of the reitticed rales afforded l>y mileage lHH>ks williout

asking them to make an unreasonalily large investment. Since then

the Ohio Interurlian Railway .Association has Iwen organised and

an inlerchangcahle ticket adopted. Thi-. ticket, which will l>c placed

on sale in .May will hear the names of at least |6 companies on llie

cover and Ih' valiti on alxnil i.ico miles of track. Tlic form adopted

is the coupon hook as disiinguishcd from the mileage litKik, wliicli

was chosen as leaving each company greater lilwrty in fixing rales

of fare. The essehlial features are : A iHiok cover containing a

strip of J40 coupons of the face value of 5 cents each, sold for

$10.00, thus giving a disonint of (mc-sixth, which corresponds to

the discounts on the principal lines using mileage lK>oks. The time

limit within which the lickel must he used is one year, and the lK>ok«

are not transferahlc.

The con|H)ii ticket is eipially convenient for all rate^ of fare and

can also lie used on "limited " cars where an excess fare is charged,

and the companies adopting it arc so well satisfied as to the sim-.

plicity of accoiiiuiiig that no joint audit Inirean is contemplated at

present. The conpons will hear a distinguishing mark, name or

initials of the road selling, and the road collecting coupons will hill

the proper companies for the tickets of each.

OHIO INTERURBAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

On Kehruary jyih the represcntati\es i>i several of the cleclric

intenirhan lines of Ohio attended a meeting at Dayton that had heen

called to discu.ss the practic.ilnlity of adopting an interchangcahlc

ticket, a subject that is of great importance at this time. The attend-

ance at this meeting was so much larger than cx|K-cted and the

desire manifested for uniform action on subjects of mutual interest

was so keen, that the gentlemen present went further than was

first intended and determined to eflfect a permanent organization.'

I'hc name cho.sen. "Ohio Interurban Railway Association," has al-

ready ceased to be descriptive of the membership, as companies in

Indiana. Michigan. West Virginia and Pennsylvania joined <luring

March and were represented at the first regular meeting held at

Dayton March 31st. The association wishes it distinctly understood

that it is not a strictly Ohio organization, and we believe that as

the membership from other states increases and the possibilities of

tlic association are letter appreciated, the name will probably Iw

changed to "Western" or "Central." as being in closer conformity

lo the object and scope. The Ohio roads arc deserving of recogni-

tion as the founders, hut the superior advantages of a geographical

title that is truly descriptive are apparent.

It is the intention of the new association to follow the precedents

of the New England Railway Club rather than of the older national

and state associations, and bold its meetings every month instead

of only once a year. Short programs and frequent meetings for

the discussion of live subjects by those having interests in common
will ensure success. The first subject taken up by the association

was satisfactorily disposed of in the manner noted in another para-

graph, and there are numerous others that suggest themselves, so

that the association can find plenty of important Intsiness to oc-

cupy it.

Interurban railways as now developed in the central states radiate

from a number of centers as Detroit. Toledo, .\nderson, lndiana|)o-

lis, Dayton, Columbus, Cleveland. Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Wheeling,

the different systems touching each other so that many of these

centers are connected now, and all of them will he within a few

years. With railways offering continuous routes, through cars arc

only a question of a short time : with regular through cars will come

a demand for special long distance scervice, as offered by limited

car.s, sleeping cars, freight and express cars. etc. When the cars

of one company have to l)e operated over the lines of others, the

broad field of standards and car interchange rules is opened for

discussion. Traffic rates and agreements demand consideration

wherever passengers or freight have to be transferred. All of these

subjects are peculiarly within the province of an interurban associ-

ation: they should interest the electric interurban companies of

Illinois and New York quite as much as do they those of Ohio;
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tliey demand prompt atteniion now and in ilic near fnuire will be

of greater importance.

While there arc some excellent reasons the intcrurban associ-

ation just formed should become national in scope, and perhaps

represent long distance electric railways as distinguished from street

railways, geographical considerations and the difficulty of finding

common interests of equal imjwrtance to all, are not easily over-

come. Xow the association promises to cover the central states

and care for questions arising from existing conditions there; its

utility is evident, and its development we confidently predict will

he along the lines where it can accomplish the best results.

SPECIAL WORLD'S FAIR "REVIEW."

The "Street Railway Review" lor June, which will appear on its

regtdar publication date, the 20th. will be a special number devoted

largely to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. This issue will be

a souvenir edition printed upon special paper, profusely illustrated,

and in all respects conforming to the standard set by former special

numlwrs of the "Review."

ITie Louisiana Purchase Exposition, which will be opened at St.

Louis .-Xpril 30th. is by far the largest undertaking of its kind.

Comparison with other expositions will give some idea of the

physical magnitude of the St. Louis Fair : At St. Louis the exposi-

tion grounds comprise 1,240 acres, almost exactly twice the area

available for the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893, and

the same proportion obtains in the areas of exhibit spaces in the

buildings of these two fairs. Compared with the smaller expo-

sitions in this country, that at St. Louis is ten times as large as

the Pan-.-\merican and twenty to fwenty-five times as large as any

of the others. This bigness, however, was not in itself an object,

but is the result of the design to portray adequately the resources

of the country and the unparalleled developments of recent years.

The "Exposition Review. ' aside from the more general articles on

the city of St. Louis and the Fair, which are of peculiar interest at

this time, will thoroughly cover those exhibits which are within the

electric railway field, and give a comprehensive summary of and

guide to those portions of the contents of the fifteen "Exhibit Pal-

aces" which have to do with electric transportation. As each of

these fifteen palaces is the equivalent of six to ten city blocks, the

task confronting an individual visiting the fair and wishing to

take full advantage of its educational features is apparent. The

"Review" will do the preliminary pari for electric transportation

interest^

"DAILY STREET RAILWAY REVIEW" AT ST. LOUIS.

The "Daily Street Railway." which for the last five years has

been published in the convention city during the week of the

annual meetings of the .American Street Railway .\s.sociation, and its

allied bodies, is recognized as one of the important features of the

convention. For five years the "Daily Review" has been the only

medium through which those interested in the street railway con-

ventions received prompt, accurate and complete reports of pro-

ceedings, and the appreciation of the street railway public is re-

flected in the growth of the "Daily" which has increased from an

average of 42 pages per issue in 1899 to an average of 92 pages per

issue in 1903.

The field for the "Daily" in 1904 is broader than it has ever

licen liefore and in all probability we shall publish more numbers.

W'e can not make definite announcements until after the Accountants'

and Mechanical and Electrical .Associations have decided upon the

dates for their meetings, but the "Daily Review " will apiKur in Si.

Louis the week of October lOth.

The choice of St. Louis for the conventions, and Ibe further

'election of Festival Hall, ore of the buildings on the expositior.

grounds, for the business meeting, is admirable in that it will

bring the convention delegate:* into close touch with what will

undoubtedly lie the mo«l elaborate exhibits of electric Iransporla-

tion apparatus that the wcjrid has ever seen. Hut there are many
regular exhibitors at street railway conventions, however, who will

not have space at the exiKisition, and those who are there will be

dittriliulcd through the Electricity, Transportation, Machinery, Va-

ried Indu^(^ie<l, Manufacturers, and probably other of the Exposi-

tion buildingit. This condition wilt of course preclude such a cen-

tralized exhibit of exclusively electric railway apparatus and sup-

plies as has for ten years di^iiiignisbed llie aiimial conventions of the

.\. S. R. A.

One reason for naming Inn iwo days for the .-V S l\. .\. iiRet-

ings and suggesting that the allied associations meet one before and

one after the .\merican, was that railway officials could attend

the conventions in relays, so that the entire execiitive force of a

company would not have to be absent from home at one time.

This division of attendance, the dispersion of the exhibits, and

the fact that if the number of delegates and supply men approxi-

mates that at recent conventions, hut a small part can hope to secure

accommodations at one hotel, all combine to make the "Daily

Review" more importHnt than ever before to those who desire to

reach the delegates and keep in close touch with the convention.

VOX POPULI IN CHICAGO.

For seven years the question of the terms on which the street

railways of Chicago would operate after July, 1903, has been kept

open in order that it might continue serviceable as a political issue.

.\ttenipts to draft new ordinances that would obviate the necessity

of adjudicating the rights of the companies under the so-called 99-

year act have failed because the city demanded the waiver of the

companies' 99-year claims as a preliminary to negotiation. .A. year

ago all the efforts of the city were devoted to securing the passage

by the Illinois Legislature of an act enabling the city to try municipal

ownership, and the .so-called Mueller act was passed. Negotiations

proceeded during the summer and fall, but both the companies and

the council committee were only half-hearted because the mayor's' at-

titude made it clear that no legislation could be passed until after the

spring election. In the meantime, July, /903, came and went and the

city to save its face granted temporary extensions. The street rail-

ways continued to operate, but under conditions which precluded a

prudent concern from making substantial betteiinenis that would

improve the service given to patrons.

The spring election was held April ctli and the voice of the people

was heard. Ever since the vote was known the press of Chicago

has been trying lo reconcile the result with the hypothesis that the

electors of the city are sufficiently intelligent to pass uixin the ques-

tions submitted. Four questions were submitted:

1. Sliall the Mueller law be adopted in the city of Chicago? Yes,

152,432; no, ,30,104. 2. .Shall the city council proceed without delay

to acquire ow'uership of the street railways? Yes, 120,744; no,

50,893. Shall the city instead of granting franchises, temporarily

license the street railway companies until municipal ownership can

be secured? Yes, 120,181 ; no, 48,056. 4. Shall the board of educa-

tion be elected? Yes, 115,553; no, 58,432. The total registration for

this election was 359.937, and the total vote for aldermen, 230,711,

The fourth question has nothing to do with street railways and is

mentioned here to show that the voters were almost as heartily in

favor of a proposition that was unanimously condemned by the re-

spectable press and leading men of the city, as they were in favor of

adopting the Mueller law, which was advocated as strongly as the

other question was opposed. The second proposition, for immediate

municipal ownership, is admitted to be impossible, because the city

could raise no money to improve the railways were the present own-
ers willing to sell; "Mueller law" certificates of indebtedness might

be used to buy the roads if the companies would accept them, but

cmnnl l>e used to pay fcu' the nuich-needeil iniprnvciucnls.

THE DOUBLE.DECK CAR.

The Twin City Rapid Transit Co. is now building a double-deck

car and will operate it as an experiment, so that .American roads

will soon have the rtppdrtniiity of ;iv,'iiling theinsehes of recent

American experience.

The double-deck car for street railways has never been exten-

sively used in this country, though it is very popular abroad, where

it is quite satisfactory from the company's standpoint as well as

from that of patrons. There were once ten double-deck cars oper-

ated on the roads of Washington, D. C, but their use was dis-

continued ten years ago; cars of this type were also tried in Phila-

ilelphia and Hoston, and probably in other cities, but only as an

experiment and were never adopted. In 1896 there were a few

double-deck cars run on the cable lines of Pittsburg, which we

know from personal observation were very popular with the patrons

of ilie riiad; so niucb more desirable weri' llic- doiibli-deck cars
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considered, that iiitciitlitiK pa^sciiKcrs wuiiM fr<.-<|uciul>' allow a

doKn or more of the ordinary cars to pass and wait for the double-

decker. The upper deck wa.s more pleasant in every respect, and

the only objection now recalled was the fccliuK of uneasiness when

the car was running on tracks equipped with an overhead trolley

wire, as it did for a portion of the route. Why these cars were not

continued in u»e i> nut a matter of record.

Hie pruK'ipal objections urged against this type of car are that

it affords greater opportunity for accidents that would increase

ilamage claims, that e.xira work would be thrown upon the con-

ductor, that too much time would be consumed in reaching the

upper seats, and that the upper deck is suitable for the warm season

only. On the score of danger to passengers, the f.ict that double-

deck cars arc |>ermilted in Europe should assure .American man-

agers of their safety ; the other side of the case, danger to the

company, is not so easily judged by foreign experience since the

"snitch" lawyer and his fake d.-image claim are not so well estab-

lished abroad. The practicabiliO' of the open upper deck for winter

use in northern cities in America is a question like that of operating

open cars in winter; but where the severe climate precludes use

of the open section in winter our car builders would (|uickly pro-

vide removable sides or apply the convertible construction.

The second deck would increase the seating capacity of the car,

practically doubling it, and the changes necessary in construction

would not increase the cost in the same proportion. Whether this

together with the advantage of catering to the purely pleasure

riders, which we are satisfied this type of car does, arc sufficient

to overcome the other objections mentioned, is a matter that cannot

be determined without trying the cars in service. Cars of this

type would be impracticable in cities having elevated railways in

the streets, or where the .steam railroads have elevated their tracks

and built viaducts designed to clear ordinary vehicles only, but

such cities are few in number.

Mayor Harrison on Chicago Railways.

In his message to the Chicago City Council Mayor Harrison re-

views the street railway situation, and says:

"Two possibilities would therefore seem to present themselves.

The first is to draft an ordinance along the lines of the so-called

tentative ordinance of the local transportation committee, inserting

a provision lor a fair and reasonable rate of compensation as well

as a provision enabling the city at the end of ten years from date

of the grant, upon the payment of a fair price, to acquire the lines,

with a further proviso calling for the creation of a sinking fund

account of all or a part of the compensation moneys to l>e used ulti-

mately as purchase money, oflfer the ordinance to each company, and,

if either or Ixjth accept, arrange that the ordinance shall be sub-

mitted for popular approval or disapproval at the tall election.

"The second plan calls for laying aside the tentative ordinance and

for the drafting of a new ordinance, offering to pay the companies

in Mueller law certificates the full value of their present tangible

property, the value of all their unexpired franchises excepting their

alleged rights under the act of 1865, the value of the improvements

and betterments to be made necessary by a complete rehabilitation

of the systems, finally making a lease of the lines to the companies

upon a fair basis, the entire ordinance to be conditioned upon an

absolute waiver of all the rights the companies accepting it may
claim under the ninety-nine-year act.

"In either proposition the saving clause would be the necessity for

the ratilication of the action of your honorable lKidy by the public

when the referendum vote was had. Each proposition provides for

the public ownership, which the people in the "little ballot' have de-

manded. Each proposition offers fair terms of settlement to the trac-

tion companies. Each. proposition would prepare the way for a bet-

terment of the atrocious service to which the riding public of Chicago

is today subjected." »-»

April i8th the UnUed States Circuit Court of .-Vppcals reversed

the ruling of the Circuit Court, enjoining the minority stockholders

of the North and West Chicago Companies from suing in the Illi-

nois state courts to attack the modified leases made between these

companies and the Oiicago Union Traction Co. Judge Grosscup

will instruct the receivers for the railway companies to apply for a

writ of certiorari so that the L'nited States Supreme Court may
pass upon this injunction.

Chicago Elevated Traffic.

The daily averages of traffic on the Chicago elevated lines for

March, 1904, as compared with March, igoj, are as follows : South

Side Elevated Kailroad Co., 02.547. •"' increase of 4,5.s6, or 1.11 per

cent; Northwestern Elevateil Railroad Co., 74.344, an increase of

4,374, or 6.10 |KT cent; Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad

Co., 122,507, an increase of 5,7go, or 4.96 per cent ; Lake Street

Elevated Railroad Co., main line, 43,909, a decrease of 147, or .33

per cent ; same, with transfers, 45,524, a decrease of 192, or .42 per

cent.

New Lines and Extensions Opened.

.March 19th the first car was run between San Jo^e. Cal.. and Los

Gatos on the new San Jose-Los Gatos Internrban Ry.

The Hiloxi (Miss.) Electric Railway & Power Co. began operat-

ing cars on regular schedule March 22nd. The line runs through

the city east and west from the Camp Grounds to Point Cadet and

north and south from the beach to Hack Bay.

March 25th the initial trip over the Jersey Shore Electric Street

Railway Co's. line from Lock Haven, Pa., to Oak Grove was made

by the officers of the company and invited guests.

The York Comity Traction Co., of York, Pa., has completed its

Wrightsville extension as far as Hellani and cars have been run-

ning to that point on hourly schedule since .Xpril ist. The fare is 15

cents, or 25 cents for the round trip. The line is well patronized.

It will be completed to Wrightsville by July 1st.

The City Electric Railway Co., of Rome, Ga., opened its line

to Lindalc .April 2nd. A jominute schedule was instituted and

will be maintained.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. recently opened its new

West Spruce St. division, which serves a territory which has not

been reached by cars, and where it is expected 1,500 new houses

will be built this year.

The first car on the Rockford (111.) & Frccport Electric Railway

Co's. system was run .\pril 6th. Regular service was inaugurated

.\pril 7th. The dispatching system is used.

The new Cocur d'.AJene & Spokane (Wash.) Ry., which was built

chiefly for the benefit of lumbermen in the vicinity of Coeur d'.Mene

Lake, was opened recently. It is operated by steam and electricity

—

steam for the lumber traffic and electricity for passenger and pack-

age freight service.

The Jersey Central Traction Co., of Keyport, X. J., opened its

line between Keyport and Red Bank .April 7th. The road passes

through Keensburg. Belford, New Monmouth, Middletown and Fair-

view.

Brief Notes from Southern States.

The V'icksburg (Miss.) Railroad, Light & Power Co. volun-

tarily increased the wages of its conductors and motormen 2,'.^

cents an hour recently.

The Pascagoula Light, Street Railway & Power Co., formerly the

Moss Point & Pascagoula Railway Co., which recently converted

its system from steam to electricity, has petitioned for exemption

from supervision of the state railway commission on the ground

that it is now an interurban electric road.

The Mobile Light & Railroad Co. contemplates extending its lines

to Magazine Point and Plateau, several miles from the city. The
principal sawmills in the vicinity of Mobile are in the section named
Hic company may also do a light freight business.

Oiief Engineer Grout of the proposed Summit & Magnolia

(Miss.) Electric Ry.. has completed his survey and reports that the

topography of the country is such that the road can be built at a less

cost than anticipated.

The New Orleans Railway Co. is making extensive improvements

and repairs. Rapid progress is being made upon 4^ miles of track

on Magnolia and Ferret Sts. ; a new race track is to be built this

summer which will require two miles of double track to be built,

while a winter resort is to be established near the city which will

require the con.struction of new stations, track.s, etc.

Mr. L. C. Bradley has been appointed general superintendent of

ihe Scioto Valley Traction Co., Columbus, O.



Biriningham Railway, Light & Power Co.

Describing the System which Is a Consolidation of Fifteen Companies - Track and Overhead
Construction (^ar Barns and Shops Power House — Rollins Stock — Freight

and Fxpress — Steam Heating — Gas Works —Organization.

BY THOMAS DE GRANVILLE, BRABSTON'.

1 In: >i^n;m of the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Com-
pany of Birmingham, Ala., is one of the most interesting and at-

tractive electric railway properties of the country, to say nothing

of its other interests. Birmingham is a city of comparatively recent

founding and is located in the center of an extensive mining and

manufacturing district, which offers unusually favorable environ-

ments for the successful operation of a street railway. This com-
pany today controls all street railway lines, electric plants and gas

works in Jefferson County, besides maintaining a system of steam

heating, the e.xhaust steam from the power plant being utilized for

will in the course of a short time become Greater Birmingham.

Co facilitate operation, there are 15 subdivisions or lines, viz.:

liast Lake. Avondale and Fountain Heights.

Gate City. Higliland Loop.

Xortli Birmingham. Highland Avenue.

Xorth Bessemer. Owenton.

South Bessemer. Wylam.
North Ensley. Rugby.

South Ensley. Idlewild.

North and South Highlands.

Mk ' '..^^ i?.V*^ :v-^^

^iMia

UIRMINGMAM. DOUBLE TRACK WITH VITRIFIED BRICK PAVING.

this purpose. The system at present is the result of successive con-

solidations, there having been at one period as many as 15 different

street railroads operating at the same time. From time to time these

roads became absorbed by the Birmingham Railway & Electric Co.,

which was reorganized in 1901 and merged into the Birmingham

Railway, Light & Power Co. along with the lighting and gas prop-

erties. From that date up to the present upwards of two and

one-half millions of dollars have been spent in rebuilding and im-

proving the system under the direction of Mr. Robert Jemison, presi-

dent, and Ford, Bacon & Davis, engineers, represented by J. A.

Emery, engineer in charge. The complete system embraces no
miles of track, of which about one-third is double track. An ex-

amination of the accompanying map suggests thr idea of a rimless

wheel, Birmingham being the hub; and the lines extending from it

in all directions carry out the idea of the spokes, which serve

about i4Pfloo people, and touch 25 or more small towns, varying

in population from 2,000 to 15,000 inhabitants, and forming what

The longest line is the North Bessemer, which counccls Birming-

ham with Bessemer, and was until 1903 operated with steam dum-

mies. It is 14 miles in length and the currrent for this, as well

as all other lines, is supplied from a central station, details of

which are given in another place.

The South Bessemer line has its terminal in Bessemer, reaching

it through a different territory in a parallel direction to that of the

North Bessemer.

The East Lake and South Ensley linos arc 7 miles each in length

and double track the whole way. The East Lake line leads to

the East Lake residence district and Pleasure Grounds, and the

South Ensley to Ensley, the home of the large steel plant and

rail mill of the Tennessee Coal, Iron & R. R. Company.

The North Ensley line reaches Ensley by a different route from

that of the South line, passing through Pratt City and Thomas.

The North Birmingham and Gale City lines .serve industrial dis-

tricts to the north and east of the city.
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11ie North & South Highlands and Highland Loop hncs, which

are both double track throughout, are cross town lines, connecting

the fashionable residence district on the Highlands on each side

of the city.

The Highland Avenue line is a loop covering .inother |)opular

residence locality.

The Rugby line is a short line running from the terminus of

the East Lake line to Kugby Highlands, a !>uburban residence

locality.

The rate of fare is 5 cents, excepting on the Ensley lines, where

it is 10 cents and un the Resscmcr lines 15 cents.

Transfers are issued between all intersecting lines except in those

The Avondale and Fountain Heights, the Owenton and the Idle-

wild lines run diagonally across town and extend to suburban

towns and residence districts.

The Wylam line is a short line, recently built from Ensley to

Wylam, a thriving little mining town.

cases where the issuance of a transfer would enable a person to

return to the vicinity from which he started. These transfers are

printed in different colors for each line, the year, month and day

of the week being printed on them. They bear the Stcdman pat-

ented time limit, thus making it only necessary for the conductor
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to punch the time and destination. The system necessarily requires

more transfers to be printed for each day than are actually used,

but it is thought that the time saved to the conductor and the less •

liabilit>' of mistakes in issuing thcni, compensates for the extra

e.xpense. A city ordinance imposing a fine of not less than one
hundred dollars for giving, selling or disposing of a transfer, is

printed on the back of all transfers.

The cars on the 10 and 15 cent fare lines arc equipped with

Ohmer registers. The fare denominations on these are arranged
after an idea original with this company, being 5 cents, 10 cents,

15 cents, 5 cents and transfer, 10 cents and transfer, tickets and
trunks. This obviates the necessity of ringing twice for one fare

and enables an inspector to accurately check a car.

The ma.ximum number of cars operated daily is 95 and the mini-

mum 64. This is the average for ordinary days.

Track and Overhead Construction.

Up to the recent consolidation the majority of the rail in use
was 40-lb. T section. This has nearly all been taken up and heavier
rail substituted. In the business and residence district, which
is for the most part paved, an 88-lb. semi-grooved girder

rail is laid on pine ties 6 in. x 8 in. x 8 ft., 2 ft. c. to c. under
which are 8 in. of slag, making a roadbed that is unusually solid

and durable. On the suburban lines the standard is 70-lb. A. S.

C. E. T rail, laid on 6 in. x Sin. x 8 ft. heart pine ties spaced 2 ft.

c. to c. on 10 in. of slag ballast, with the slag between the ties,

which makes a track that will grow more firm as it ages.

Weber joints are used on all 60-lb. rails and "Continuous" joints

on that 40-lb. rail which remains. All tracks are standard gage.

In the heart of the city a great deal of expensive special work
has been put in, and connecting curves have been installed at almost

every corner, so that cars may be changed from one line of track

to another at will, with the greatest possible dispatch. On the

East Lake, South Ensley, Loop and North & South Highlands lines,

all of which are double track lines, cross-overs have been placed at

frequent intervals so that in case of a blockade it will be possible

to run around the blockade and continue the schedule without in-

terruption to the service.

The overhead construction has been changed from center and

side pole bracket to span. The poles arc all of uniform size and

height, being 12 in. square at the base and tapering to 8 in. at the top.

They are creosotcd pine, and are imbedded in 4 in. of concrete,

which renders them practically impervious to water and decay.

continued as a division shop after the consolidation. A condition

of this kind naturally was not only extremely expensive, but work
could not be as successfully accomplished as at one central shop under

the supervision of one master mechanic. Therefore a mammoth
car barn and shop were built at Third Ave. and loth St., about

two-thirds of a mile from the center of the city. The
barn is 140 ft. wide by 392 ft. 10 in. long, and is double ended,

the cars going in at one end at night and out the other in the

v^•;^^• nx ioast l.vkio t.ink.

morning. 1 he height from top of rail to under side of roof trusses

is 18 ft. Nine tracks extend tlie entire length of the building and

one track runs half through, this trackage being siiflicient to hold

one hundred of the largest cars. The walls of the building are

of red pressed brick laid with red mortar, surmounted by a pitch

and tar composition roof supported on steel roof trusses. The floor

between the tracks is of rolled cinders, rendering it practically the

same as concrete and considerably less expensive. The pit floor

is of concrete, and the pit space is eight tracks wide and 160 ft.

long, the tracks being carried on pipe track supports. An unique

C.\n liniTSE AT THinn AVE. AST> lOTH ST.

The standard trolley wire is No. 000 grooved section, which bar

been found to ix the most serviceable of any used.

Car Barn and Shops.

Until I9t>;j the tars were stored and repairs made at no less

than five diflferent barm and shops. This arose from the fact that

each road operating in Birmingham had its own shop, which was

feature oi the pipe track construction is that there are no braces

or girders used, and access throughout the pit from track to track

is thus made possible without coming out of it, the whole pit space

being unobstructed except by the track supports. This is very

convenient and snmcwhal luni'iual. Two tracks nearest the wall arc

designed for washing cars and have sloped floors. Hose connec-

tions are arranged at frequent intervals and all the appliances for
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thorough and rapid washing arc (o be fotiiul at ihii poiiu. The com-

pany prides itself on the remarkably clean appearance of its cars,

and none oi ihcm arc allowed to appear in active service that are

dingy and dirty.

The interior of the car house is well lighted by numerous win-

dows in the side walls and cross sky-lights in the roof.

In ilii- Tliiril .Vviv .Tnd Illli Si. i-oriicr of the barn arc silf.atcd

ONE SECTION OF CAR HOUSK.

the office of the barn foreman, the office of the superintendent of

the railway department, who is at the barn from io;oo to ii:oo

a. m. daily to call the attention of the men individually to rules

they have violated, and that of the receiving cashier, whose duty

it is to receive the reports of conductors when they bring their

cars in the barn at the completion of their runs. Immediately

joining this office is a large waiting room for the molormen and

conductors. This room is provided with comfortable

chairs, tables and copies of the leading street railway

publications. It is well lighted and heated, and

boards showing bulletin orders, runs, etc., are also

found here. In connection with this room and lead-

ing froiii it is a well kept, attractive looking toilet

room, provided with all of the necessary toilet acces-

sories.

To the rear of this room is located the sand

drier, where, within an incredibly short space of

time, a car load of wet sand may be thoroughly dried

and rendered fit for use in the sand bo.xes.

An important feature of the building is a fire wall

in the center extending the entire length. In the

event of a fire breaking out among the cars in one

part of the building, the fire doors, may be lowered,

and even if the fire were not successfully checked,

the wall would save the equipment in the other

side. The building is further protected against fire

by a complete independent piping system with hose.

All the cars of the system, except those on the

East Lake line, use this barn. The travel on this

line is very heavy at morning and night, making

the use of trailers advantageous, and on this account

the individual or division barn near the end of the

line has been retained.

The company is contemplating the installation of a lunch counter

at the central barn, for the use of the motormen and conductors,

a great many of whom leave very early in the morning and get

in very late at night. If this 'plan is carried out, the prices will

be arranged to make the income cover the actual expenses of main-

taining it. The idea is heartily favored by the men.

The first car from the barn leaves at 3 :40 a. m. and the last one

comes in at 2:10 a. m.

On the other side of the block with an alley between is the

repair shop, occupying a space 114x400 ft. This building is of

red pressed brick and red mortar, covered by a pitch and tar com-

position roof on steel roof trusses. A second story 20 ft. wide

and running the entire length of the building is used for a store

room, and in time a portion of it may l>e utilized for a car men's

club room. Access to this second story is obtained by means of

two outside staircases.

The master mechanic's office is situated in al)out the

center of the Fourth Ave. side and entrance to and

from the shop is obtained through a passageway by

his office. In this passageway is located a time re-

cording clock on which the men arc required to

register uimn entering and leaving the shop. The

diwr from this passage into the main shop is locked

with an automatic lock operated by a push button

from the office. Adjoining the master mechanic's

office on one side is the store. room for shop sup-

plies, with a very complete and carefully designed

system of shelving and racks. On the other side of

the passageway is the armature room, where all re-

winding of armatures is accomplished and where the

baking is done, electricity being used for this pur-

pose. Splendid success has attended this feature of

the repairs and the company has a record in this

connection of which it is justly proud. Adjacent to

the armature room is the locker and lavatory room,

the same excellent arrangements pertaining here as

in the barn. The cleaning room, with a sloping

floor, joins the lavatory, and leading from the

cleaning room is a door into the drying room, which

is rendered as nearly dust proof as possible. In this

room all sash frames and finished parts are placed

to dry, when they have received their final coat of

varnish. Next to the drying room is the paint room,

practically a vault, built of brick with iron doors.

This construction was adopted so that in case of fire originating

in this room the iron doors could be closed and the fire confined.

Three tracks run entirely through the shop and four half through.

The blacksmith shop is near the loth St. end and is equipped

with down draft forges and all approved appliances necessary in

this department. Between the carpenter and blacksmith shop is

the machine shop, which is supplied with the most approved ma-

INTERIOR OF P.XRPRNTKR SHOP.

chines obtainable. There are three drill prcsse.'', one of which

is a new improved sensitive drill rarely found in street

railway shops; a latest model Niles wheel boring machine; a wet

drill grinder; a sheet iron roller and numerous other smaller ma-

chines such as are found in the best appointed shops. Next to

the machine shop is found the carpenter shop, supplied with all

modern tools for properly carrying on the work.

The shop floor is of plank and the cellar floor is of rolled cinders.

In the cellar will be kept car wheels on axles and the requisite
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shafting for running the different machines. All handling in black-

smith, machine shops and pits is done by jib cranes with air hoists.

The machincr)- is all operated by electric motors.

The same excellent fire protection obtains here as in the barn,

galvanized iron fire doors separating each department, and making

it possible to confine a fire to one special department. .\ 10,000-

gallon tank and a system of fire hose distributed all over the place

are found at the repair shop, the same as at the car barn, and

sity be maintained and operated along the same lines as that of a

city fire department, and the emergency department of this company
is in many respects better. It is located just five blocks from the

heart of the city and contains stalls for six horses and space for
'

two wagons and a line car on the first floor. On the second floor

are sleeping apartments, store rooms, work shop, bath rooms and

a reading room. From the second floor are two of the conventional

brass sliding poles down which the men slide in answer to an

GENERAL SHOPS AT THIRD AVE. .VXU lUTH ST

once a week the employes go through a fire drill. At both places

the fire protection system has been splendidly carried out. The
heat is supplied from a boiler located on the side of the building

near the center in a room 18 ft. 4 in. .\ },;, built of brick, with a con-

crete floor.

Heavy wooden doors have been placed at each end of the building.

With the present shop facilities it is possible to build and turn

out completed the finest passenger cars. However, it has not been

found desirable to build passenger cars, although several construc-

tion motor cars and the freight motor and box cars were all built

alarm. When a breakdown occurs this station is notified by tele-

phone and by the pressure of a single button a gong sounds over

the stalls of the horses, opens the gates of the stalls, throws open

the front doors and at night rings a gong over the beds of the

sleeping men. The harness is the regulation fire department type

and the horses are thoroughly trained to run to their places the

moment the gong sounds. A watchman stays on duty at night and

in less time than it takes to tell it the wagon is speeding on its

way to the break.

The wagon is one of the newest improved extension ladder wag-

STA.NlJAUIJ TWO-l.'AK THAI.N. KAST I.AKK I,INK

in the company';! own shops and go to show what may be done if

the demand was made.

No expense has been spared to equip the shop with the newest
and btJt C(|uipmcnt ohiainabic and the excellent condition of the

c(|uipnicnt .it t.n^.nt evidences the result of this expenditure.

Emergency .Station.

This department of any great ilrcci railway system must of neces-

^
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races furnish the topic for much .inimatcd discussion at the different

stations.

A small \vaK>^» vrith stationary ladder is used only for small

repairs and for calls which come in when the other wnKon is out.

In addition to the wagons is a Hue car for use at remote di.stances

from the station. It is 16 ft. in length, equipped with air brakes,

two n V KVHl inntors. ;irr lli*:iiltti;ht :iliit in < \t,.||^i.in j>I.itff>mi

card trailers altogether on regular schedule cars and use them only

for gala days.

The freight equipment comprise* two 30-ft. freight motor cars

mounted on ilu Pont trucks and equipped with two G. E. 57 motors,

15 box cars varying in length from 26 to 30 ft., 12 flat cars and 22

slag dumps.

The standard color is being changed as rapidly as possible from

chrome yellow-lemon to olive green, with cream trimmings and gold

- r.\.M'.\i;i I

on the top. The inside of the car i.s arranged to carry a supply

of rope, blocks, wire, hangers and all other material necessary for

repair work. This car relieves the horses of a great many long

hard runs.

Mr. Ben B. Hood is in charge of this department and much credit

is due him for its present thoroughness.

Rolling Stock.

The company's passenger equipment consists of fifty-three 40-ft.

closed cars mounted on St. Louis Car Go's. No. 23-B M. C. B. type

KRKIGHT .\NU KXPKISSS STATION.

trucks, 20 of which are c(|uipped with four G. E. 57 motors and

the rest with two G. E. 57 motors, seven 42-ft. closed cars mounted
on St. Louis Car Go's. No. 23-B M. C. B. trucks and equipped

with four G. E. 57 motors, twenty-seven 31-ft. closed cars mounted
on Lord Baltimore single trucks and equipped with two G. E. looo

motors, thirty lo-liench open cars mounted on Lord Baltimore

trucks and equipped with two G. E. 67 motors, eighteen 34-ft. closed

trailers with longitudinal seats, sixteen 34-ft. 14-bench open trailers

and eight 37-ft. closed trailers. The prevailing tendency is to dis-

striping. .Ml cars arc equipped willi Hale & Killmrn walkover

rattan seats and Hunter illuminated signs. (This was the first

company in the South to adopt these signs as a standard.) Twenty-

eight cars arc provided with Ohmcr registers and the rest with

double International registers. All suburban cars use Mosher arc

headlights and have two trolleys. The double truck cirs are all

equipped with Christensen air brakes and .where trailers are pulled

they also have the air attachment. With a few exceptions, the

cars were builf by the St. Louis Car Co. Fenders of the com-

pany's own make and design are in service on all cars. They arc

of the guard or vertical type, projicting only alwut

si.\ inches beyond the bumper. They arc hung on

springs and arc provided with rollers so that they

may he adjusted close to the ground. No lettering

whatever appears on any part of the cars, merely

the figures designating the number.

Freight Business.

The freight business has assumed such proportions

during the last few years that it has almost become

a formidable rival to the passenger business. From
an extra car attached to a regular passenger car

once or twice a day on one or two lines, this service

has increased to that point where every division of

the system has an express service at freight rates,

from one to four times daily. Twenty-two inde-

pendent freight trains leave the central station in

a day and each train consists of a motor car and

one or more box cars. The Birmingham station is

situated just five blocks from the business center of

tlie city and is a frame building, a photograph of

which is shown elsewhere, containing besides the

offices and warehouse a covered freight shed with

three tracks and a driveway for wagons, making it

possible to load and unlo.ad wagons and cars in all

kinds of weather. The whole place is enclosed

by an 8-ft. plank fence. The warehouse is separated

from the shed and the offices by fire doors. The niclliod

of handling freight is along the same lines as that prevailing on

steam roads, with the exception of the billing system, which is

of particular interest. This consists of a triplicate form, the original

copy being the way bill, the duplicate the freight bill and the tripli-

cate the freight receipt. By means of this a great deal of time

is saved and errors are less likely to occur. W-hcn the bills are

made up the conductor of the freight train is given all three. He
delivers the way bills at each station after checking out the ship-

ments, along with the freight bills and freight receipts, and the
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agent is thus ready to make deliveries at once. This system is a

remarkable advantage over the usual plan followed, and to Mr. H.

D. Carr, chief clerk in the local freight office, is due the credit

of originating and perfecting it. A reproduction of the form is

shown herewith.

There is under trial at present a "Freight Stamp" parcel delivery

system. The idea is to sell these stamps in books of say 50 to 100,

facturing industries along the various lines affords a nice revenue

in itself.

There are 14 agents at local stations, five of whom are on salaries

and the others on commission.

The department is in charge of Mr. E. W, Ford, freight traffic

manager, whose long experience with steam roads makes him ad-

mirably suited for this branch of the work. Mr. Ford was for a

From BIRMINGHAM. ALA.

To-

FREIGHT BILL.

Shipper -No.-

Consignee -

-Tir -M. Car- -Date- .J90-

MARKS ZTo Birmingham Railway, Light & Power G). 0/-.

For transporlatfon charges on the following dtscribed property i

Pk««- ARTICLES

TotA I
,

Wdght Rate Adv nets
CoUect Prepaid

Received payment tor the Company

FORM OF TRIPLICATE FREIGHT BILL.

the face value of the stamps being lo cents. A stamp is attached

to a package and when it is delivered at the suburban town for

which it is intended it is turned over to a local transfer company,

which delivers it to the residence or place of business of consignee,

and accepts for this service lo per cent commission on all pack-

ages handled. The proposition has met with most favorable con-

sideration by both the merchants and their customers, and indica-

tions point to its installation in the very near future, which will

add additional revenue to this department without any additional

cost of operation.

The company has issued a notice effective .\pril i, 1904, pro-

viding for a parcel delivery .system to cover the retail delivery

from Birmingham to various points. The following is an ex-

tract from the order and the accompanying engraving shows the

form in which the parcel delivery checks are printed. The origi-

nal and duplicate, before lieing separated along the perforated

dotted line as shown, measure 4'A in. wide by sYi in. long. It is

simpler than the usual carbon duplicate check.

"Parcel delivery checks have been printed in books of fifty an<l

will be on sale at the Treasurer's office, 2104 First Ave.

"TTicse checks are in duplicate. The original to be attached to

the package and the duplicate will be accepted at our agent's

office for the transportation and delivery charge.

"The price of these hooks is $5.00, equal to 10 cents per package.

Below is shown the suburban towns where this delivery will be

made and for your convenience the time of departure of trains

from our Birmingham freight station, First Ave. and i6th St., is

shown

:

Town. Trains Leave Birmingham.

East Lake 9 :oo a m 1 1 :oo a m 3 :oo p m
Woodlawn :oo a m 1 1 :oo a m 3 :oo p m
Avondalc 9 :oo a m n :o6 a m 3 :oo p ni

Gate City 1 1 :oo a m 3 :oo p m
Ri^ton 9:00 am II :oo a m
E^at iJirmingliam 9:00 a m II :oo a ni

.Sorth Birmingham I :oo p m

"Additional service will be provided as necessity arises.

"Final residence delivery will be made immediately on arrival of

trains. Our object ii to provide Birmingham with unequaled facili-

ties for the handling of its suburban trade and your co-opcration

is solicited."

The switching of standard cars from tnuik railroads to manu-

long time local agent of the Missouri Pacific in St. Louis, Mo.

To Mr. Albert B. McClary is largely due the success of the freight

traffic, he having been identified with this department for 15 years,

which makes him thoroughly familiar with every phase of the work.

He is at present local agent for the Birmingham station.

The electric freight service in connection with street railway oper-

Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co.

PARCEL DELIVERY
CHECK

THIS CHKCK. .ttldchccl to .1

Paikdgp Hcisliiiij! iiiidiT ::» pounds.

will insure it.s delivrry iit tlic .ulun'ss

-^liowii uii Mil- package, if nilliin flu*

l.irtiils .11 Sutions whrre deliver) i.s

m;i(lt*

E. W. FORD,
IrriKlil TrnTir Mnnatnr

Shipper

Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co*

Parcel Delivery Check.

riiis cm-CK will be .i>< .jiiM
for llie I ransporlatioti jiid iJelivrry
rh.iri:(:s on the parkiiKf lo wliich Ihr
*irpt;inii) tn alliictii'il, if prcKenteilat tlie

Ireiitdl Stiitiui) willi tlic iiackii^x-.

tWi

Shipper

PARCEL DBLIVBRY CHECK.

ation ill HiniiiiiKliaiii is one of the best examples of its kind in

the country, ami the company feels unusual pride in its wonderful

success, the fiiliire of which augurs boundless possibilities.

The company also has a contract with the I'nited .Slates goverii-

nicnt for hauling sealc<l mail pouches to Ensley, East Lake, Wood-
lawn, Avnmlalc and Noitli Hiniiiiighnm. These pouches are car-
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riL-il uii a regular ^clieiliilc or piiswiigcr car, ami, while nut specially

rcniuncrntivc, no extra expense is attached to the handling of them

Employment and Discipline.

Particular attention is given to the selection und tramnig of men

for the service. When a man presents himself fur a po^itiun he

is given a general questioning as to his previous occupation and

habits. If these inquiries prove satisfactory he is given an appli-

cation blank to fill out, and this must have the endorsement of a

local business man or firm, or that of an employe of the company.

If the application is accepted he is subjected to a regular United

Slates Army physical examination, no man less than 5 ft. 8 in. being

eligible to the service. After passing this he is given practicing

orders and is required to practice under a specially appointed in-

eslimate is made of each man's work and ^appearance during the

month by the dispatchers and officers. lliesc are averaged up

and entered accordingly. A man who has had no accidents, no

miss-outs, and a clean record on debit side of his account during

the month is given a certain number of days credit. The con-

ductors all have a second page for their accounts, known as a Col-

lection Record, on which are entered all checks of registers made

by secret service inspectors and others, the adverse showing in

one column and the clean checks in another. These checks are

averaged up by means of a formula once a month, and_ if any ad-

verse checks appear on the record a certain number of debit days

arc the result. 'Iliis page also shows the amount of shorts and

overs in returns. Both accounts are balanced up at the close of

each month and the balance is carried forward. If a man's account
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supplied from Birmingham and l>y means of a transformer con-

verted into the proper voltage. Myriads of incandescent globes

gleam among the trees and about the buiklings and the spectacle at

night is strikingly beautiful.

The ensuing summer promises to be one of the most successful

since its opening. Mr. Joke Wells, the well-known theatrical man-

ager, and several other local capitalists have organized a stock

company with a capital stock of $40,000, $20,000 of which will

work is well under way, and May isth, the date set for the open

ing, will see these ideas consummated. The proposed car servict

will be a special feature; through trains of three cars to the train,

air equipped throughout, will make the run in from IS to 20 min-

utes and the largest crowds can be handled expeditiously. Musical

comedy will probably be the hill at the theater and with all the

other inducements held out to the pleasure seekers great business

is anticipated.

.A.QUATIC THE.VTER, E.\ST LAKE.

be expended for improvements and for the purpose of providing

amusements. Work has already commenced and the shoot-the-

chutes, which was never a popular attraction, has been torn down.

A toboggan slide will be erected in its place. A roller coaster

will be installed, the present restaurant will be remodeled and

operated on a more genteel plan, a roof is to be placed over the

theater, new bath houses and a large boat house will be built,

additional boats added to the present quota, a bowling alley put in,

and every other kind of park attraction available will be secured

to lend to the grounds a Coney Island appearance The present

terminal facilities will be changed altogether, some confusion hav-

ing been experienced in loading and unloading heretofore. The

plan which has been adopted is to enclose the loop where the

Each Sunday morning Ihroughoul the year what is known as

the "Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co. Weekly" is issued.

This is a little folder 2'/. inches by 6 inches, containing news of

interest concerning the several departments, the current attractions

at the theaters, crisp little jokes, and advertising matter pertaining

to commodities for sale by the company. This little publication

is placed in small nickeled bronze racks by each seat in the cars.

It is eagerly sought by the patrons and read with avidity.

Power House—Building.

Birmingham offers perhaps one of the best examples of central

power supply and electric service in tlie entire South. The plant is

located at Powell Ave. and IQII1 St., in the geographical center of

FLOWER BEDS, NORTH BIRillNGll A.\l 1 AKl.;.

cars make the turn in a high fence with automatic gates admitting

the car? out Ijouiid, where they will rvm along side of a 200-ft. cov-

ered platform with caves projecting over the car roofs, the plat-

form l)«ing flush with the steps of the cars. I-'rom this platform

turnstiles arranged to permit egress only will lead to a covered

walk-way from the station to the theater, so in case of rain the

crowds will not \k exposed to the weather. Admittance to the

cars will be by means of another gateway in charge of gatemcn

who will admit only as many people as will fill the trains in the

yard. Liability to accident and discomfort occasioned from lo;id-

ing and unloading simultaneously will thus be avoided. All thi;

ENTKA.Nl'K Tl.! E.VST l..\KK.

the city and only a few blocks dislaul fruin llie principal business

center. The location with relation to llic railriKiils is most ailvau-

tagcous, being adjacent to the railroad yards. The coal supply is

thus easily obtainable. ICvery t'lwn within a radius of i.s miles

is served .with current from Ibis station, with the exci-|iliiin of

Bessemer, where an independent plant is operated. All curriiit

used by the car lines comes from this station. The current is

transmitted at a high voltage to the sni;ill towns and there trans-

formed to the required voltage,

111 iy(Jt wlu-ii the company coniimiuTd its extensive im-

provements, the building covered a S(iuare 250 x 15J ft., with
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the exception of a space 105 x 54 If. Ihis latter space was first

covered, and now a second addition 160 x 150 ft. is being com-
pleted, uliirli will make tlic liuilding ifxi \ 400 ft. Tlir lniildiiiK is

brick with a t.ir and gravel roof supported by steel trnsses. The
floor is of wood, which is K-ing changed to cement, being an addi-

tional precanlinn against lire. Two 8-ton cranes on a S3-ft. span

arc in use in the generator room.

Boiler Equipment.

The entire iKiilcr equipment now consists of twenly-two ij.i;-h. p.

return tiibiilrir 1inil(r5 tmilt by tlic Birmingham Hnilcr Works, ^is

si>iu.\G luirsi;. avondali-: i'akk.

400-I1. p. latest improved R.ilicock & Wilcox boilers, six 6oo-h. p.

Babcock & Wilcox extension furnace boilers tuimcled lo accommo-
date two loo-in. Buffalo Forge & Engine Go's, engine-driven fans

for forced draft. To this, at an early date, are to be added seven

600-I1. p. B. & W. boilers. The 22 return tubular and the five

400-h. p. B. & W. boilers arc connected to two self-supporting

steel slacks, one 8 ft. and the other 100 ft. in diameter, each 150

ft. high. The six fioo-h. p. B. & W. boilers arc connected to a

special tile chimney 12 ft. in diameter, 150 ft. high, on a base

40 ft. square and set 1,; ft. below the floor, riie chim-

ney was built by the .Mphon.s-Custodis Chimney Con-

struction Co. The l>oilers are all hand fired; labor

for this |)urpose being more economical than ma-

chine stoking. Coal is delivered in standard railroad

coal cars on elevated track running into the station

and dumped; however, it is contemplated installing

coal bunkers and conveyors for both coal and ashes

at an early date.

Feed water for the boilers is obtained from the city

water mains by two large and five small steam pumps

and heated by seven closed type Wainwright exhaust

steam feed water heaters.

The batteries of boilers are set in two rows facing

each other, with the coal track between. Over each

row of boilers is a steam header and a third steam

header is on the boiler room floor next to the engine

room wall. The three lines of headers arc to be ex-

tended the full length of the station and broken up

into sections to take care of expansion and contrac-

tion. Other steam lines feed from one header to the

other so as to allow feeding steam through the

scries of headers either directly across the boiler

room or diagonally across the station from any bat-

tery of boilers to any engine or group of engines.

The headers over the boilers are 14-in. and iG-in. and

the header on the floor from which the engines draw
steam is 20-in. The cross headers are 14-in. and 16-

in. The valves are so arranged for the final design that it will not

be possible to shut down more than two batteries of boilers or two
engines when the piping system is crippled at the most critical points

—generally only one battery or one engine will be affected by the

breaking of a steam main.

Engine and Generator Equipment.
Some of the lighting machines in use at present belong to the

installation made when the plant was first built, are belted to jack

shafting and are soon to be distarded. These consist of a number
of small Edison bipolar llo-volt dynamos, belted in pairs to high

speed engines, and are among the earliest Edison direr' currrent

equipments in the South.

To supply the railway current, there is in use one i,Goo-kw. 550-

volt. generator, directly connected I" a twin .Vi X («>• in .•.400-I1. p. Cor-

liss engine running at 75 r p. m , built by llie liinnMigb^ni .Machine

& Foundry Co. ; two 8so-kw. s.<iO-volt generators each direct con-

nected to a !,200-h. p. 2K X 4K in twin engine (if the same make;

two smaller units of 300-kw., each bell-driven from counter shaft-

ing, are being used temporarily for boosting purposes on the Besse-

mer railway lines, and will be disposed of when the new railway

sub-station at Brighton is put in operation.

This new railway sub-station at Brighton is im one f«f the railway

lines between Birmingham and Bessemer, two and one-half miles

from Bessemer. This sub-station receives 13,200 volt ibrec phase

current over three bare No. o copper wires at a distance of 10.5

miles from the power house. This sub-station is equipped with

two 300-kw. six-phase rotary cimverlers and six iio-kw. air blast

static Iransformers. The sub-station will be in operation within the

next thirty days.

Lighting Equipment.

The business section of town near the power house is lighted bv

the three wire Edison system and the resident districts are fur-

nished single phase current at 2,300 volts, while the distant suburbs

are lighted by 2,.100 vnlt single phase current from sub-stations

which arc fed with high tension current from the power house.

These transmis.sion lines arc at present operated at 6,000 volts,

but are soon to be changed to 13,200 volts.

There is in use for Edison three wire lighting, one pair 200 kw.

G. E. 125-volt gcner,itors direct coupled to two 20x3O-in. corliss

engines running at 150 r. p. m. ; one pair loo-kw. G. E. generators

propelled by an "Ideal" 20x30-in. engine running at 200 r. p. m.

To augment this service there are temprirarily employed four

of the old Edison bi-polar, 6o-kw. 125-volt generators. Tliere is

for this purpose also utilized in case of emergency one of the 850
kw. 500-volt railway machines by .separately exciting it for and

operating it at 250 volts; this of course being at a much reduced

capacity.

One of the late additions to the power generation is a 400-kw.

EXTERIOR VIIOW IIF POWER STATION.

rotary making direct current at 250 vnlts. The furthest point of

direct current supply for the Edison system is about 3,000 ft. from

the station. For points beyond this, single phase alternating cur-

rent is used, and fed frani the three phase generators at 2,300 volts.

The alternating current is generated at 2,300 volts, 60 cycles,

three phase, by the following machines: One 300-kw. l)clted gen-

erator, which was changed from single phase to three phase by
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renewing the armature of one of the old machines; one 1,500-kw.

alternator direct coupled to two 36 x 60-in. corliss engines manu-
factured by the Birmingham Machine & Foundry Co. .Another

alternating unit of this size is being installed at present.

VVoodlawn, Avondale, Ensley, Pratt City and East Lake are

lighted by 2,300-volt single phase current, from sub-stations fed by

transmission lines at high potential. For points within tliree miles

of the power house 2,300-volt single phase lines are run. The
present maximum output of ihe power house is about 7,000 kw.,

although the capacity is 8.500 kw.

At present the power house and sub-stations fed by it furnish

current for a connected load of

:

301—2,ooo-c. p. municipal arcs

77—2,000-c. p. commercial arcs

J32— I..2C0-C. p. commercial arcs

40— i,200-c. p. commercial arcs (a. c. multiple')

542— i.joo-c. p. commercial arcs (d. c. uniltiple)

Total 1.192 arc lamps

To Mr. R. A. White, of Ford, Bacon & Davis, we are indebted

for the drawings and very complete description of the power plant.

Mr. White has charge of tlio improvements in this department.

Steam Heating.

In the fall of 1903 a steam lieatiiig system was installed whicli is

supplied by the exhaust from the power station. The pipes form

a net work under the streets throughout the business section and

embrace all four sides of each block in the most important locality.

The farthest point reached is seven blocks from the station. There

arc in all 11,068 ft. of mains. The main which leads from the

power station is of wrought iron, as are all the mains of the system.

It is 16 in. in diameter at the station and 6 in. at the remotest

point. The iron pipe is wrapped in asbestos and enclosed in a

2-in. tin lined wooden jacket with a 2-iu. dead air space between

the jacket and the pipe. The whole thing is then enclosed in tar

paper and placed not less than 5 ft. in the ground. From this

main service pipes arc tapped and connection made with the radi-

ators of the consumers. After the steam passes through the radi-

i.N'i'KUK Jit \n:\\ OK fiiWKK .ST.\'l|i J.N

57,704 lamps (incandescent).

1,696 h. p. in motors.

Bessemer Plant.

For supplying lighting current for the city of Bessemer, 13 miles

removed from Birmingham, an independent plant is operated. This

generating station will soon be supplanted by the sub-station at

Brighton, fed from the Birmingham power house, a description of

which is gi%'en above.

The equipment of the present plant consists of two 120-kw , 2.300-

volt, 60-cycle single phase G. E. generators belt driven from coun-

ter shafting by one .300-h. p. 80 r. p. m. corliss engine and one
130-h. p. high speed Ball engine. Steam for these engines is sup-

plied by two iso-h. p. horizontal return tubular boilers.

The output capacity is 240 kw., 29 nniiiici|ial arcs, and 71 com-
mercial arcs, of 7!^ ampere G. E. series lamps, and 3,000 incan-

descent lights arc served by this plant. As stated above, all this

will be taken care of by the Birmingham plant at an early date.

ators it goes into a cooling coil, is condensed and prisses into the

sewer.

The rates charged for this service arc as follows:

5° to 300 sq. ft. at 26 cents net per sq. ft. per season.

300 to 450 sq. ft. at 25 cents net per sq. ft. per .season.

450 to 600 sq. ft. at 24 cents net per sq, ft. per season.

600 to 1,000 sq. ft. at 23 cents net per sq. ft. per season.

1,000 to 1,500 sq. ft. at 22 cents net per sq. ft. per season.

1,500 to 2,700 sq. ft. at 21 cents net per sq. ft. per season.

Above 2,700 sq. ft. at 20 cents.

i he healing season is six months.

All of the principal office buildings are being supplied by this

system and a number of the stores, Tlic heat is imiform and suffi-

cient, keeps the building warm day and night without extra charge,

does not affect the successful operation of the engines at the power

'tation .and ever since its installation has given entire satisfaction

in every respect.
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Gas Works.

Willi the acquisition uf the gas pro|>crt}', the same liberal policy

pursued with reference to the other departments was adopted in

the extending and improviu); o{ the gas plant. Today thi'^ di-

parlnieiit evidences a complete metamorphosis and the demand for

gas, coke, tar and ammonia in many instances exceeds the supply.

At the time of the absorption by the consolidated company the

equipment was in bad shape and the prmlucts not used very ex-

tensively.

The lot occupied by the works covers a space the dimensions of

which arc 400 hy 140 ft., and in addition to the necessary buildiuKS

for the machinery and apparatus a neat office and complete bath

roums arc to be found.

During the years iq02 and igoj eight new improved benches of

retorts, one-half depth sizes and of the regenerative type, together

with .in exhauster, tar extractor, condenser, scrubber and ammonia
conccniralor were .idded, besides which were installed two boilers,

one 100 h. p. and one JO h. p., a brick oxide yard, a coal elevator,

and conveyor, ami for biowInK purposes one Sturtevant vertical.

the gas lighting, heating and fuel. For convenience these three

main dcpartmcnis are subdivided as follows:

Productive Departments. Business Departments.

Railway. .Accounting.

Klectric. Stores.

Gas Claims.

Steam Heating. Sales.

Mr. Robert Jcmison is the president and is responsible to the

executive committee for the welfare of all departments. All ex-

ecutive matters and construction work arc directly under his super-

vision. He is a man of rare business ability and a clever financier.

Principally through his efforts was the present consolidation brought

almut. Mr. James A. Emery. M. .\m. Soc. C. E., succeeded Mr. D. A.

Uclden as general manager in .Xugust, igoj ; prior to this time, he

was chief engineer of construction for Ford, Racon & Davis. By
him the general problems of operation are solved and all depart-

ment heads report to him. Mr. George II. Harris is superintendent of

the rail\.ay department, and succeeded Mr. J. H. McClary in this

position on January 1st of the present year. He is a graduate in

i;iK.Mi.\<;ii.\M ixnvKK .st.\ti(i.v.

automatic, high speed engine and blower, which is used for scurf-

ing retorts.

Two holders at present contain the output of gas ; one of them
is of the steel tank type, with a capacity of 204,000 cu. ft., and

the other with a brick tank of 60,000 cu. ft. capacity.

During the present year one 500,000 cu. ft. capacity steel storage

tank, ten benches of retorts of the same kind as those now in use

and with a daily capacity of 500,000 cu. ft. will be among the many
other improvements. A coke crusher and bin are also to be added.

During the year 1903, 106,134,200 cu. ft. of gas was made and
consumed. The mains extend all over the city and aggregate 45
miles, to which is to be added about 4 miles more this year.

Organization.

There are three main departments into which the company is

divided, viz. : the railway, which includes passenger, express and
freight branches; electric lighting, power and steam heating; and

civil engineering and secretary of the Birmingham Section of the

Engineering .Association of the South. He is responsible for the

discipline of the car men, and to him the freight traffic manager,

master mechanic and dispatchers report. Mr. J. M. Bradley is

superinteiuknt of the electric department and is one of the pioneer

electric lighting men of the South. He has been associated with

this department since its primitive days. Mr. Timothy Byron is

superintendent of the gas department, and has been since the early

days of Birmingham. Mr. C. O. Simpson is auditor and treasurer,

coming to this company from a like position with the Augusta
Railway & Electric Co., of Augusta, Ga. Through him his depart-

ment has become one of the best systematized to be found any-

where. Mr. J. P. Ross is secretary and sales agent, and has seen

long years of service with the company previous to its consolida-

tion. Mr. C. A. Avant is the claim attorney and has immediate con-
trol of all damage claims and suits, which, owing to peculiar local

conditions, require unusually clever handling. Mr. 'Avant's 15 years'
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experience with the East Tennessee, \"irginia & Georgia R. R. and

Southern Railway have eminently fitted him for this work, and

his efforts have been very successful. Mr. W. A. McWhorter is

the master mechanic, and has only been with the company since

February 1st, when he became successor to Mr. E. W. Hiller. Mr.

MtWhorter was formerly connected with the Georgia Railway &
Electric Co., of Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Marion Snead, a comparatively

young man, is superintendent of stores. Tliis office is of recent

creation, and so far Mr. Snead has displayed commendable ability

in executing the duties of his office.

Summary.

In summing up the system as it stands today, a visitor to Birming-

ham cannot fail to notice the remarkably stable physical condition

of the various branches of public service controlled by this com-

pany, when compared with other cities. In the hurry and haste of

development thoroughness is often sacrificed to gain the

ends aimed at, but in this instance such a procedure is

conspicuous by its absence, and one is impressed by the

one dominant idea; that is, that only the best and most

approved methods are used, and Greater Birmingham is de-

pendent to a marked degree on the progressive methods of this

to Camden from Jersey City is 4^4 hours. From Camden into Phil-

adelphia the ferry must be used, and from Jersey City to New
York is by ferry also. When the North River tunnel is completed

the cars will continue through to Manhattan.

Another route from New Brunswick to New York is to be pre-

sented by the way of Perth Amboy, connecting with the Statcn

Island trolley system by ferry. Tlie Public Service Corporation

owns the Perth Amboy division.

•-•-•

Improvements at Clinton. la.

Recently the State Electric Co., of Clinton, la., which operates a

12-niilc trolley line, was granted permission to extend its lines over

additional streets of the city, with the understanding that it would

reconstruct its system. The work of reconstruction is to begin al

once, the company having ordered the rails and ties, and by the

time they arc delivered the roadbed will be in readiness. The work

will start at the corner of Eighth Ave. and 2nd St. and proceed

northward until the system has been rebuilt to the end of the present

line at 2nd and Main Sts., Lyons. The 2nd St. line will be double

tracked from the corner of Main and 6th Sts. to Eighth Ave. and

single tracked from 6lh to 2nd Sts. on Main St. The Sixth Ave,
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Some New York, Oliio and Indiana Inter.

urhuns.

HY MORTON MACAHTNEy. KOAUMASTKlt oK THK INTKH-
UllBAN UAM.WAY CO.. DE8 .MOINK8. lA.

Twelve years ago an Ohio man approaclied several capitalists

with a pro|iosltion to build .-i jo-milc electric railway to connect two
large towns with a city of (10,000 population, passing through an

exceedingly prosperous ami thickly settled rural district. He barely

escaped arrest on the ground nf insanity ; today, however, he is the

general manager of a large nilerurban raiKvay system. If in those

days a man had suggested a trip from llufTalo, N. Y., to Chicago,

III., by electric railways he would probably have been sent to jail

without delay.

It was my pleasure to travel from Buffalo to Chicago last Febru-

ary, chiefly over electric lines, and the following cursory observations

en route may interest the readers of the "Street Railway Review."
The first electric line on which I journeyed is the Hiifl^alo and

I-ockpr>rt division of the International Railw.iy Co. Hoarding the air

at the Terrace in ItufTalo, the route passes out Main St. to the Erie

R. R., where it turns and enter; the Eric's right of w.iy, over

which it runs on its own track to Tonawanda. The roadbed and
track are similar to the best steam road construction, being ballasted

with stone and slag and having heavy standard switches. High
speed is capable of being maintained on this line. The day I

patronized it a heavy snowstorm was raging and the snow was
badly drifted on the track, but our car arrived at Lockport on time,

although it left HuflFalo five minutes late. The trip from Main St.,

Buffalo, to Lockport, a distance of 19 miles, was made in 35
minutes, including several stops. Steam trains in that section were
all late throughout the day.

This line, like many other intcrurban lines, is compelled to run

very slowly within the city limits, making the same stops as the city

cars and, in fact, doing regular city street car work. It requires

about 25 minutes to go four or five miles in the city, or within

10 minutes of the time required to make the 19 miles outside.

From Tonawanda to Lockport the line uses the Erie roadbed,
having a long lease of it, and the track construction is nearly as

good as from Buffalo to Tonawanda. The line operates an express
and package delivery, using regularly equipped express cars and
running on schedule time. In addition, there is an electrical loco-

motive for handling standard box, flat and coal cars which arc
interchanged between the steam lines. I saw this locomotive hauling
10 large 50-ton cars loaded with coal, and I was informed that it

has even a greater capacity.

The line is fortunate in having slight grades and no sharp curves,

which makes the handling of standard cars easy. The cars are

dispatched by telegraph operators over part of the line and by
telephone orders over the rest. I was told that the International

Railway Co. expects soon to use the Egry autographic register

in connection with its' telephone orders.

Returning to Buffalo, I next went to Niagara Falls over the Inter-

national company's line. This trip renders ample return for the

trouble one may be put to, and it is to my mind the best way to

see the Falls, as well as other places of historic and scenic interest.

From Buffalo I took the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry.
to Dunkirk, N. Y., intending lo take the electric line from there to

Westfield. I was disapiwinted when I reached Dunkirk lo find

that the line was not completed. I then pnx-eeded to Westfield

.ind was again disappointed to learn that while the line from West-
field to Northeast, Pa., is completed, it was not in operation on
account of the snow. Because of the severity of the weather
and the uncertainty of electric train service I went to Cleveland

via t'he Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry.

Cleveland, like Buffalo, is connected with many outlying districts

and small towns by electric lines, all of which center at Public

square, where there is an intcrurban ticket oftice and where time-

tables and information may be obtained. Lack of lime prevented

my inspection of some of these lines.

I left Qeveland over the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co., pass-

ing through the outskirts of the city on the city lines to Rocky
River, the terminus of the intcrurban road. This line operates

limited cars between Cleveland ind Toledo, making few stops

and excellent time. It was my misfortune to make the trip just

after the floods at Fremont had occurred and the company was
only running every other local car through to Toledo. The trip

was naturally a slow one, the power going down a number of

times. The line has its own right of way, most of the distance

It being only wide enough for a single track and an occasional

turnout. It is laid with 70-lb., bo-it. T-rails and the roadbed

is well ballasted. Tlie grades are above the average of those

I saw on my trip; that is, there arc few heavy grades, and the

territory the line passes through requires very little grading. The
line uses the highway within town and city limits. The dispatching

is done by telephone, liie cars are alwut 40 ft. long, having bag-

gage and smoking comparlmcnts.

'Itiis line is the longest I traveled upon, it being 118 miles from

Cleveland to Toledo. The route lies through a country varying

in condition, sometimes in sight of Lake Eric and again passing

through woods, vineyards, orchards and meadow land. It took

us six hours to complete the trip, a much longer time than Is usually

required. At Fremont we saw the effects of the floods. Ice five

and six inches thick extended upward on tree trunks and buildings

to a height of three feet alnive the street level. I was informed

that the company was obliged to remove ice of this depth from its

line for more than half a mile before it could operate its cars.

Between Toledo and Fremont lies a very populous oil district

and it is an excellent territory for an intcrurban to draw from.

I noticed many young men and women and children traveling from

the rural districts into the towns, bound for schools and colleges.

The company has a special ticket for these and they form an

important part of its patrons.

'The Lake Shore Electric Railway Co. operates over its lines the

regularly-equipped cars of the Electric Package Co., the cars run-

ning at scheduled intervals. It does not do a heavy freight business,

however, and it does not use standard freight cars or interchange

with steam roads.

At Toledo all the intcrurban lines enter a union station. This

is the only city I visited where there is a union intcrurban station.

Here a general ticket office is maintained and one always finds

courteous employes in attendance to give information concerning

the intcrurban lines entering the city.

I went out to Morenci, Mich., and return on the Toledo & West-

ern Railway Co's. line, which traverses a district not heretofore

reached by a railway, either steam or electric. Besides maintaining

a passenger, express and baggage service the company has an electric

locomotive for hauling standard freight cars.

From Toledo I went south on one of the Toledo, Bowling Green

& Southern Traction Co's. cars to Findlay, O. This road at present

has no track of its own into Toledo, but operates over the Mauinee

\'alley tracks from Perrysburg. I was told that the company is

building a line of its own into Toledo, however. From Perrysburg

the line passes through the oil region of northern and central Ohio,

then through Bowling Green 10 Findlay. This line is to be

extended in the near future lo Lima, to close the gap between

Toledo and Cincinnati.

From Findlay I went by steam road to Lima, and from Lima to

Piqua I traveled over the Western Ohio Railway Co's. system, which

is one of the best constructed lines I have seen. From Piqua to

Dayton I used the Dayton & Troy electric line. The car from

Lima to Piqua makes direct connection with the car for Dayton
and one has only to step from one car to the other at Piqua.

Dayton, like Toledo, Cleveland and Buffalo, has many intcrurban

lines centering there. There is no union station, but each line

has its own depot, all being in adjoining locations. I was informed

that the companies are planning to build a union station this sum-

mer. .Ml the lines running into Dayton carry express and baggage,

many of the roads having special cars for that traffic.

I'rom Dayton I rode to Richmond, Ind,. on a Dayton & Western

Traction Co. car. This railw.iy uses the highway, following its

curves and grades. This highway is the old government road and

forms the principal street in a number of towns and cities includ-

ing Dayton, Columbus and Indianapolis. The railway company

owns its bridges and in some places it has its own fills and cuts

at the side of the highway. It seems to be a common custom in

Ohio and Indiana for the intcrurban roads to use the highways,

but I understand that there is a growing tendency to purchase

their own rights of way where possible. During the ride from

Dayton to Richmond a heavy sleet storm made travel very difficult

and slow.

From Richmond to Indianapolis the trip is made over the Indian-

apolis & Eastern Railway Co's. system, but the cars do not enter

Richmond, on account of a low railroad bridge, whicli is being
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raised. To get to the Indianapolis car I rode out of Richmond on

a cit}- car, transferring at West Richmond. Before summer arrives,

I understand, the internrban cars will he running direct to Ricli-

ntond.

The cars on tiTe IndianapoHs & Eastern, and also on the Dayton

& Western, arc large, high cars, very much like modern steam

railway coaches, and are by far better than any I had heretofore

seen. The Indianapolis & Eastern also follows the highway most

of the distance, and the line, like the Dayton &• Western, has its

own bridges. The car upon which I rode was a "limited," stopping

only at three points between Richmond and Indianapolis. Green-

field was one of the stopping places and here are located the com-

[lany's offices, shops and car barns. Here also were kept the much-
talked-of- Holland sleeping cars. I stopped over at Greenfield and

was shown the remains of one of the sleeping cars which had been

damaged by fire.

In Indianapolis the intcrurban cars are obliged by city ordinance

to stop at all the street crossings at which the city cars stop. This

delays the through cars and causes much complaining on the part

of the traveling public.

Of the many lines entering Indianapolis, I inspected the Indiana

Union Traction Go's, line to Anderson and the Indianapolis & Mar-

tinsville Rapid Transit Go's, line to Martinsville. Both are very

good examples of up-to-date internrban railways. Some of the

lines out of Indianapolis, especially those recently constructed, have

their own rights of way, while others use the highways. As a rule

the cars arc very fine, possessing every convenience of Pullman palace

cars. The grades are in some places very steep and the curves

are frequently quite short. These lines carry the bulk of the

express and freight business in their territories, m spite of the

fact that the rates are higher than those charged by the com-
peting steam roads.

From Indianapolis I went to La Fayette, Ind., on the Indianapolis

& Xorthwcstern Traction Cos. line, which, when completed, will be

about the finest line in either Ohio or Indiana. It has the best cars

I rode upon anywhere. It has its own right of way part of the

distance and uses the highway elsewhere.

.\ll of the Ohio and Indiana electric railway men I talked wiih

were enthusiastic for the future. There is much talk of putting

on dining and sleeping cars on all lines of any length. Many have

limited cars which stop for through patrons at the larger towns

only. Several of the companies arc planning to combine for the

purpose of running through cars between large centers, and as

-ixin as the bridge at Richmond is raised through cars will be run

from Indianapolis to Columbus and from Indianapolis to Cincinnati.

The Indiana Union Traction Co., I was told, is pushing northward

to Chicago.

Interurban lines in all directions are projcrted in Ohio and

Indiana and if only a small part of them arc built there will be

a busy season in that region.

Jackson & Fort Wayne Ry.

The Jack.son & Fort Wayne Intcrurban Railway Co., which was
recently incorporated, has secured a .w-ft. private right of way ad-

jacent to populous highways from Fort Wayne to Waterloo, Ind.,

30 miles, and the company purposes to complete this section of the

proposed line first. The survey has been made, the line established

.ind the necessary franchises obtained, together with estimates of

• r«t and revenue. The maximum grade of the line will be 2 per

lent. The population to be served, including that of Fort Wayne, is

Kz.ooo. Garrett and Auburn, within 4!/^ miles of each other, are en

route. Ultimately the line will extend to Jackson, Mich., 130 miles.

Tlie officers of the company are : President, J. H. Roberts, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; vice-president, William Sullivan, Mackinac Island;

treasurer, Will H. Mann, Muskegon; secretary, Joseph C. McKee,
Grand Rapids. The directors include these .tnd Charles W. Watkins,

aUo of Grand Rapids.

The United Slates consul at I^ipzig, Germany, Mr. B. H. Warner,

jr.. report"! that the Great Leipzig .Street Railway Co. has decided to

grant all employes annual leave of absence with pay. Motormcn
and conductors who have served between two and five years will be

allowed three days a year; those who have served five years or

more, five days. The leave is to be taken immediately after a regu-

lar off day, which every man receive! weekly.

Freshets, Storms and Floods in March.

Early in March there was in the vicinity of York Haven, Pa.,

the greatest ice freshet in the Susquehanna River that has occurred

for more than a century, with the result that the new electric power

plant of the York Haven Water & Power Co. 'was partially

wrecked. In consequence, the plant cannot be put in operation

by the first of May, as was intended. The damage to the plant

was confined to the power house, wliich was demolished, and the

wire alley, which was swept away. It is thought, that the plant

cannot be rebuilt before' next fall. Much of the material, such

as bricks, roofing, trusses and girders, can be used again, as it

was not carried away. The damage to the machinery in the power

house was comparatively small, and the sub-structure, water-wheel

equipment, transformer house and dam are intact. About all that

will he required to repair the damage to the mechanical parts

will be the winding of the generators and the renewing of the

swilchlward. It was thouglit that most of the calilcs which w^cre

swept away can be recovered.

The power house was built 9 ft. above the previous high water

mark; the recent flood rose 15 ft. above that mark. The plant

could have withstood the water, but the ice pressure was too

strong. In the future this will be guarded against, probably by

building jetties.

riie construction of the plant was begun a few years ago. It

is of imposing dimensions. Extending from the sub-structure up

stream to Conawago Falls is a massive granite wall 3.500 ft. in

length and from 28 to 34 ft. high. Us width varies from 20 ft.

at the bottom to 16 ft. at the top. During the freshet the wall

acted as a bulwark and prevented the destruction of the York

Haven paper mills. A race 500 ft. wide and 60 ft. deep is en-

clo.sed by the wall. At the point where the wall terminates up

stream a large crib dam, 3,000 ft. long, 30 ft. wide and from 7 to 18

ft. high, is built at an angle across a portion of the falls. The

dam is formed by heavy timbers ballasted with stone and secured

to the river bed by massive anchor boats.

The officers of the York Haven Water & Power Co. are: Presi-

dent and manager, Henry L. Carter; vice-president. Judge W. F.

Bay Stewart; treasurer, Henry W. L. Stokes. Thomas Green is

superintendent of construction and T. W. Shock is chief electri-

cian. Tlie building was designed by J. A. Dempwolf.

A inunber of the Indiana roads suflfered considerable damage as a

result of storms and floods. The big bridge on the Indianapolis,

Columbus & .Southern Traction Go's, line, near Edinburg, was

swept away by the Blue River March 26th. The current under-

mined the south pier and two spans, each I2n ft. long, went out.

The company's bridge over Sugar Creek, near Franklin, was pulled

out of line by the current. It was thought that it would be two or

three weeks before operation could be resumed.

March 2Sth operation was suspended on the Indianapolis &

Martinsville Rapid Transit Go's, line, owing to four bad washouts.

The cars could not be run for several days. The Indianapolis

Northern Traction Co. had heavy washouts at Broad Ripple and

Nohlcsvillc, and the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co.

will l>c compelled to practically rebuild its heavy fill between the

While River bridge and the large cut in the hill to the north.

The track was badly twisted.

March 26th the car barns of the Indianapolis Traction & Termi-

nal Co. were flooded and partially undermined and bags of sand

had to be placed around the power house in order to permit the

water to be piunped out of the basement, .\s it was, the machinery

could not be used for a short lime and traffic was suspended.

The Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Go's, line Irelween Lo-

gansport and Peru was crippled for a time, although there were

no serious washouts.

The Clinton interurban line of the Terre Haute Electric Co. was

under water for a considerable distance March 2fith and 27th and

cars were only run as far as the bollom lands. The rnad lind tc

suspend operation in Clinton altogether for several days.

The Indiana Union Traction Co. lost over $20,000 on account of

Hoods. At Peru a steel bridge was swept away and the overflowing

of the Wabash River washed out considerable right of way. Traffic

was suspended 24 hours north of .'Vndcrson and the car shops and

power house at North An<lerson were threatened seriously. The

Marion line had a great deal of trouble, also. Other lines which

suffered more or less arc the Indianapolis & Eastern, Indianapolis,
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Shclbyvillc & Southrrn and the Indianapolii & Cincinnati Traction

Co. Tlir Ia«t named nearly lost a bridge at Brookfield, the high

W4ter nrccsfii.itinK extensive repairs.

In Ohio the principal sufferers so far as reptirled were the Cin-

cinnati, llaniilton & D.n)ion Traction Co., the Cincinnati, Payton &
Toledo Traction Co., the Cincinnati, Lawrcncchnrg & Aurora Elec-

tric Street Railroad Co., the Cincinnati & Eastern Electric Railway

Co. and the Springfield Railway Co., of .Springfield, O. Most of

the damage was diic to washouts and sections of the various lines

were tied up for from one to four days. The Cincinnati Traction

Co. also had difficulty in two or three instances because of mud
which was washed onto its traclts. The Springfield company's

power house was flooded. The Northern Ohio Traction & Light

Co's. Akron- Harhcrlon line was put to inconvenience March 31st, a

strip of track alwut 500 ft. long being under water and traffic was

temporarily suspended.

The Portland Raihv.iy Co's. old wooden car barn al mill and

Washington Sis., I'ortland, Ore., collapsed March i8th, it having

been undermined by an overflow of water from what is known

as the Tanner Creek sewer. Ten open cars were in the barn, but

were not damaged to any extent. The sewer had been reopened

to drain flooded land in the vicinity. The company's lease of the

car barn property had expired and it was seeking a new site. The

loss was eslinialcd at $1,500.

March 21st Duluth, Minn., was vislcd by a blizzard which block-

aded the Park Point line of the Duluth Street Railway Co. Banks

of snow from 20 to ,10 ft. in depth obstructed the tracks, owing to

the snow not having been removed after previous storms. The
Duluth-Superior Traction Co's. lines were also affected by the bliz-

zard, so that cars were run very irregularly.

During the night of March 21st the Fox River in the vicinity of

Elgin, 111., rose several feet and seriously impeded traffic on both

the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co. and the Elgin, Aurora

& Southern Traction Co. systems. For two days rushing floods car-

rying tons of ice did considerable damage, carrying away the two

bridges of the Elgin, .Aurora & Southern and demolishing the dam
at Batavia. Part of the long dam at South Elgin was carried

away also.

March 21st and 22nd an electrical storm and heavy rains dam-

aged the property of the Illinois Valley Traction Co. to quite an

extent. At the power station at La Salle, III., and at the sub-

station at Ladd the lightning wrought havoc with the electrical ap-

paratus, while floods near Utica cvcrflowed the tr.icks so that

service between Utica and Ottawa was suspended.

March 24th a heavy wind storm swept over a portion of Chicago,

doing considerable damage to the Calumet Electric Street Rail-

way Co's. lines and making it necessary to suspend operation be-

tween gsth St., Chicago, and Roscland, West Pullman and Gano.

The same storm caused a great deal of damage in northern In-

diana, especially in La Porte County. The roadbed of the Chicago

& South Shore Electric Railroad Co. was softened and a sec-

tion of the interurban roadbed was washed out.

A washout occurred on the Wcnona Beach line of the Bay City

(Mich.) Traction & Electric Co. March 25th and for two days no

cars were run to the beach.

Owing to a flood at Saginaw. Mich., March 25th interurban .serv-

ice between Saginaw and Bay City was entirely cut off. The
power house of the Saginaw Valley Traction Co. was flooded, so

that one-half of its boilers could not be used. The company was
obliged to shut down its 500-h. p. engine in consequence.

One of the bridges of the Rockford, Beloit & Jancsville Railroad

Co's. line over a dry run between Beloit and Janesville, Wis., was
damaged in the storm of March 25th to the extent that the cars

were not run between the two cities for three days.

The Michigan Traction Co's. tracks between Kalamazoo and

Battle Creek, Mich., were seriously damaged by floods during the

week of March 23-30. It was stated that the company would
renew its entire roadbed

I'roposcil New Ilavcn Suburban Service.

A bill was introduced in the New York General Assembly March
23rd, at the request of the New York Central & Hudson River Rail-

road Co., providing for a four-track electric road between New
York City and Croton; two tracks for fast trains and two for trains

running virtually without schedule. Already provision has been

sought for the granting of state prison land at Sing Sing for the

widening of the roadbed at that point.

The president of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road Co., Mr. C. S. Mellen, recently gave out a statement partly

outlining the company's plans for connecting a numlKr of Con-

necticut cities by trolley lines. The comp.iny has purchased the Fair-

haven & Westvillc Railroad Co's. system, and it is announced that

negotiations arc in progress looking to the building of an addi-

tional track upon the New Haven & Northhampton line, between

Mt. Carmcl and Cheshire, which may be used by the Fairhaven &
Wcstville company, which may also use the Meriden, Middletown

& Waterbury line of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, so that

within a short time New Haven cars will run to Meriden, Middletown

and Waterbury. This covers the development under contemplation

for the immediate future, but plans for further extensions are be-

ing considered and will be announced later.

Elevated Loop between Brooklyn KridKes.

.April 4lh a bill which had been prepared by the borough presi-

dent of Brooklyn, N. Y., Mr. Martin W. Little, was introduced in

the New York General Assembly, providing for an elevated loop

railroad to connect the two Brooklyn bridges, the road to be con-

structed, owned and operated by the city, its construction to be

supervised by a commission, and a three-cent fare to be charged.

The bill provides that the mayor shall appoint three commissioners

to serve until the work is completed, one of them to be named by

the borough president of Brooklyn, one by the borough president of

Manhattan, and the third to be nominated by the mayor.

The proposed line is to run from the Park Row terminus of the

Brooklyn Bridge in Manhattan, up Center St. and across Delancey

St., to the new Williamsburg Bridge, and on the Brooklyn side

the bridges will be connected by a line running from the end of

the Williamsburg Bridge through Roebl'ng and S. 5th' Sts., Union

and Willoughby Avcs., by tunnel under Fort Greene Park, and then

by elevated through Fulton, Washington and Tillary Sts. to the

Brooklyn Bridge. The bill also provides for the issuance of $15,-

000,000 bonds for the purpose of the act.

National Electric Co's. New Department.

The National Electric Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., successor to the

Christensen Engineering Co., has inaugurated a new department at

Its plant for the purpose of providing dinners at the company's

expense to the officers of the company, heads of departments and

the employes in the executive offices and the engineering depart-

ment. Two pleasant dining rooms, a butler's pantry and a kitchen

have been fitted up on the second floor of the new office building

recently erected at the plant, near Riverside Park. One dining

room is for the officers and their guests, who will include business

callers, and the other is for the employes mentioned. The chef

will have the entire charge of the menu and dinner will be served

promptly at noon. It is thought that besides affording an excellent

opportunity for the officers to get into closer personal touch, the

residt will be beneficial in that the employes will take more inter-

est in their work because of this social hour, at the same time

returning to their desks 45 minutes earlier than under the old

system, when they were allowed an hour and a half for luncheon.

-•-•

A handsomely-appointed buffet car has been placed in regular

service on the Indianapolis Northern Traction Co's. division of the

Indiana Union Traction Co. between Tipton and Indianapolis. The
schedule time for the run is i h. 30 min.

Mr. J. Brown, of Dunmurry, Eng., has devised an "all-stations"

express train which does not stop at the intermediate stations be-

tween express-service points, but still takes and delivers passengers

at all stations. This is accomplished by means of a new electric

car which can be dropped or taken on by the train while going at

full speed, one of these cars being used for every station. The car

to be taken on is loaded with passengers and started before the

train comes in, to avoid collision ; the train, while passing the sta-

tion, drops the car for that point and, without stopping, is connected

with the moving car which is to go on.



Compressed Air in Electric Railway Work—the Ai

Brake—II.

ir

It i> ill it* application to braking lor llu' moilcrn electric rail-

«-ay car that compressed air finds its most general use in connec-

tion with electric railway work, and perhaps this may be called

its most uscfnl application, for without the air brake the passing

from speeds of lO and 15 miles an hour to 25, 30, 40 and even 50

and 00 miles an hour to which we are rapidly becoming accustomed,

would hardly have been possible. It is proper therefore in an article

upon the uses of compressed air to devote considerable space to the

air brake.

.At the present time there are two well known and widely used

classes of compressed air brakes for electric railway service: those

commonly known as the "Christensen" systems, developed and con-

trolled by the National Electric Co., successor to the Christensen

Engineering Co. ; and those made under "Westinghouse" patents by

the Westinghouse Traction Brake Co. There are other systems in

use. several of which possess advanta.geous features, but the two

companies mentioned control the bulk of the business, and their

various styles of equipments may be said to represent the standard

accepted types.

Both of these companies have very recently brought forward new-

equipments for electric service, improved as to details, and the

descriptions appended have been furnished expressly for this article

by the engineers of the respective companies. The data on the

power required for compressing air for braking purposes especially

will lie found new and interesting.

The Christensen .-\ir Brake Systems.

The National Electric Co. furnishes either straight or automatic

air brake equipments but its recommendations are strongly in favor

of straight air for ordinary electric railway service. In this con-

nection we quote the following remarks on the advantages of

straight air over automatic:

"On account of the remarkable success attained in the use of

automatic air for braking cars in steam road practice, an impres-

sion seems to exist in some minds that automatic air is preferable

to straight in any service. This is an error which will become app:ir-

cnt upon second thought. A marked difference between steam and

electric road practice is in the length of trains employed. One great

advantage of the electric service is in the economy with which short

units can be utilized at close intervals. In the development of elec-

tric roads this feature will continue to be advantageous and long

trains will always be the exception. This being the case, straight

air will be the rule for the following reasons

:

"In the straight air system we have a large reservoir charged with

a high air pressure. To operate the brake the engineer moves the

handle of his valve to a position that provides an unobstructed open-

ing for compressed air to pass from the reservoir to the brake cylin-

der. The operation of setting the brake is, therefore, absolutely cer-

tain. This is the acme of simplicity which carries with it abso-

lute certainty. The time elapsing l>efore the pressure is equalized

Iwtwccn the reservoir and the brake cylinder on the last car of a

train of three or four cars through a 'A-'m. or ^-\n. pipe is so short

as to be practically instantaneous, consequently the brake is set as

quickly on all the cars in the train as is possible by any system.

"In the automatic air system we have an auxiliary reservoir in

close proximity to the brake cylinder on each car, and between the

brake cylinder and the auxiliary reservoir is placed the triple valve.

Ml the triple valves on the train are connected to each other and

to the engineer's valve on the motor car by the train line. The

triple valve is operated by reducing the pressure in the train line,

wliich is accomplished by moving the handle of the engineer's valve

to open a port communication from the train line to the atmosphere.

When the pressure in the train line is reduced six or eight pounds,

the triple valve automatically operates, creating an opening between

the auxiliary reservoir and the brake cylinder. This operation of

the triple valve occurs simultaneously or nearly so on all the cars

in the train and the compressed air has only to pass the .short dis-

tance from llie auxiliary reservoir to its particular brake cylinder.

On long trains, the saving of time by this method results in set-

ting the brakes on the last car quicker than would be the case with

the straight air system. In the short train, however, the time con-

sumed in reducing the pressure in the train pipe, and the operating

of the triple valves, is fully as nnich as that required in the straight

air .system in delivering air from the main reservoir on the motor

car to the brake cylinder on the last car in the train. Thus it can-

not be claimed that the brakes in a short train can be set any

quicker with the automatic than with the straight air system and

on single or two-car trains the advantage, though too slight to be

of much importance, is wHth the straight air system.

"Should a train of cars equipped with automatic air break in

two, the train pipe would also be broken and a reduction of air in

the same would take place, which would cause the triple valve to

operate and both sections of the train would be stopped, but the

chances of a short train breaking in two, as compared with a heavy

I rain of many cars, are reduced to the mininiuni and can be still

more reduced by an increased strength in hog chains and coup-

lings, for it is possible to have a much greater factor of safety in

these details with three or four cars than with fifty. If, how-

ever, nothing could be said against the automatic system for short

trains, the above advantage would be worthy of consideration, but

to counter-balance this advantage we submit the following: The
engineer's automatic valve is complicated, compared with the

straight air valve, and, therefore, in direct proportion to its com-

plication, more liable to fail. Further, the triple valve as com-

pared with an unobstructed opening between the reservoir and

brake cylinder is also complicated. If we have a train of, say

fifteen cars, equipped with automatic air, and one, two, even three

triple valves fail to operate, a stop will be made within the usual

distance, for the engineer gages the amount of reduction of his

train pipe pressure, which controUs the amount of pressure in the

brake cylinder, by the eflfcct which he feels is exerted in stopping the

train and, if only twelve brake cylinders are in operation, he will

increase the amount of pressure on these to obtain the desired result

and no one is the wiser. ;\ny user of triple valves will admit that

they sometimes get out of order and do not operate. Should this

occur on a single car, the niotorman would be helpless to stop the

ear. On a train of two cars, should the triple valve on the motor

ear fail to operate, the train must depend on the traction of the

light trailer car for stoppage, and as the light trail car probably

exerts less than one-third the traclion nf the train, the slop would

be very slow and long drawn out.

"The question thus resolves itself into the selection of the lesser

of two evils, and our conclusion must be determined by our opinion

as to whether failure of any one triple valve is more likely to occur

than the parting of a short, light train equipped with heavy couplings

and hog chains and should be further inlluenced by whether the

results in one case are more likely to be disastrous than in the other.

For our own part we consider the equipment of single cars with

automatic air not only folly but positively dangerous and for two

cars almost equally so. We do not expect that all will agree as

In the exact length of the train on which it becomes an adv;uUage

to place automatic air devices, but in our opinion there is no ques-

tion that for trains of three cars or less straight air is the safest,

cheapest and most easily maintained in perfect order.

"Another advantage possessed by the straight air system is in

the fact that the o|)eralnr can diminish or increase the amount of

pressure in the brake cyliiuler at will and with a very nice degree

of accuracy, whereas with the automatic system, in order to diminish

the pressure it is necessary lo release the brakes entirely and reset

to the desired extent. Tliis function of the straight air system is

very convenient in drifting down long hills with varying grades as

well as in making stops when such slops have lo be in.ide accu-

rately at a given point.

"Fig. I shows a diagrtimuialic arrangenu-nl of the --Iraighl air brake
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-y^tviii fur n iiiutur car and uiic ur inure trailcrk, ami I'lg- - aliuws

the aiitcinintic air lirakc arrangcmrnl for a motor car and one or

more trailcr>.

"riu"*f plali'v arc arraiiKcl alongside of cacli oilier for llie pur-

pose of distinctly showing the relative simplicity of straight air

brakes compared with antomatic."

The Cliristenscn straight air brake ec|nipmeiit has been described

fully in the columns of the "Review" (sec the "Review" for April,

KJ02). To rccnpitiilale briefly it consists of the following essential

parts

:

1. The air compressor, which furnishes the compressed air. This

eiHisists of a series woimd motor ami duplex single acting com-

pressor having two pistons, the t»>> machines combined into a single

compact piece of apparatus, the motor driving the crank shaft of

the compressor through gear and pinion. All moving parts run

in nil and arc completely enclosed and protected from dirt and

moisture.

2. The automatic governor, which stops and starts the air com-

pressor by the variation of pressure in the main reservoir.

3. 'llie air gage, which is provided with two hands, one indi-

cating the pressure in the main reservoir, and the other the pressure

in the train pipe, the former hand being i)ainted red and the latter

black. A plain single hand gage may be used in place of a duplex

to show the pressure in the main reservoir only; the duplex being

more particularly adapted for automatic air brake equipments.

"Hie motors are series wound, and arc started and slopped at

predetermined pressures by means of an automatic governor. N'o

starting rheostat is used, tlic voltage being impressed directly n|Min

the motor. 'Ilic starling current is from one and one-lialf to two

limes nonnal full ''ml itirreiit, and varies but slightly with change

of reservoir pr^ i^t which the compressor is started.

"The motor^ .d for intermittent running, and are given

the same kind 01 laclory test as is given street car motors. The

tem|>eraturc rise permitted, however, is less than that allowed in

street car motors. The following gives the average temperature

rise aliove the surrounding air of the several parts of the molor-

comprc5s<jr for one liour run ; l-'ield coils, 55° C. ; armature, 40° C.

;

yoke, JS" C. ; compressor cylinder, 50° C. 'J'tie operation of the

motor from a sland|)oinl of sparking is iK-tter than that of street

car motors. That this is so is partly due to the fact th.tt the arma-

ture is run in but one direction, thereby permitting the .setting of

the brushes in a position favorable to good commutation. All com-

mutators should polish when working under normal load.

"The construction of these motors must be most rigid, and pains-

taking, inasmuch as they must operate in a position difl^icull of

access where but little care can be given them. They nuisl also

be constructed to operate on a grounded circuit, and for this reason

arc constructed to stand a test of 2,000 volts, a. c, to ground im-

mediately after a temperature run of one hour.

"For ordinary, single car equipments a compressor of It cu. ft.

FTC. 1 nt.VOR.V^r of rriRT.^TKX.'SKN .'JTR.MOITT .\ll( [.(^r 1 l'.\l K.NT
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4. The pipe connecting the main reservoir with the engineer's

brake valve, and the pipe leading from this valve and extending

throughout the whole length of the train. The latter is known as

the train pipe and is provided with hose couplings between the indi-

vidual cars, with stop cocks at each end of each car and with a

branch pipe connected to the brake cylinder, arranged tnider each

car.

5. The main reservoir in which the compressed air is stored.

6. 'ITie engineer's brake valve, by which air is admitted from the

main reservoir to the brake cylinder and from the brake cylinder to

the atmosphere.

". The brake cylinder, provided with a piston having its rod

attached to the brake lever system in such a manner that when
compressed air is introduced into the brake cylinder by means of

the engineer's brake valve, the brake shoes are forced against the

wheels by the compressed air acting on the area of the brake cylin-

der piston.

8. The hose couplings arranged on c.ich end of each car, by

which the train pipes on the cars arc coimecled, thereby forming a

continuous train pipe line.

Power Required for Operating .\ir Brake.

Mr. W. J. Richards, of the National Electric Co., supplies the

following data

:

of free air per minute when running at full load on the motor is

required. This requires a motor to operate the compressor with

an input capacity of about 3.7 amperes at 550 volts, when pumping
against 90 lb. The actual time to fill a 4-cu. ft. reservoir to 90 lb.

pressure is about 2 min. and 15 sec. In this connection it must be

remembered that at the lower pressures the actual capacity of the

pump is greater than 1 1 cu. ft. of free air per minute, inasmuch

as the motor runs at a much higher speed at part load than at full

load. The average time for pumping from 80 lb. to 90 lb. into

a 4-cu. ft. reservoir, is about 25 seconds.

"For large cars, such as arc used on elevated trains, where a

motor compressor is furnished with each car, a motor compressor

of 20 cu. ft. of free air per minute is ordinarily used, requiring

about a 4-h. p. motor. Where an entire train is supplied from one

motor compressor, motor compressors from 35 to 50 cu. ft. of free

air per min. are ordinarily used, requiring from 7 to lo-h. p. motors

to operate them."

Weslinghousc .\ir Brakes.

The W'cstinghouse Traction Brake Co. furnishes us the following

statement of its work in this connection

:

The Westingbouse Traction Brake Co., which handles the prod-

uct of the air brake company of the same name for electric railway

service, offers a number of systems of air brakes, including both axle
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driven and motor driven compressors and brakes operated by air

stored under pressure in tanks carried under the car. Tlic system

in most general use to-day is that which inchides a motor driven

compressor unit on every car.

The source of the air for operating the brakes in this system

is the Westinghouse duplex motor compressor. This machine is

dust and water proof, obviating the necessity of enclosing it in

a bo.\ and removing the possibility of dust and dirt getting in to

cause e.xcessive wear of the bearings and impair the efficiency of

the machine. Enclosing a compressor of the type required for brak-

ing systems tends greatly to impair its efficiency through the lack

of proper ventilation. The motor of this machine drives the com-

pressor portion by means of a tempered steel chain, which does

away with the noise of gearing. Another advantage of this chain

drive is found in the ease with which the lost motion, resulting

pressure below the predetermined minimum point causes a reverse

action and again closes the pump circuit.

For cars which operate singly or haul one or more trailers, the

brake system used is generally that known as the "Straight Air Sys-

tem." In this type of apparatus the air from the compressor, which

is stored in a reservoir, is piped to an operating valve and thence

to the brake cylinder. In applying the brakes the operating valve

is moved so as to admit air from the reservoir to the brake cylinder

and in releasing the same the port from the main reservoir is closed

and the air from the brake cylinder allowed to exhaust to the

atmosphere.

The Westinghouse operating valve is a plain sliding valve so

designed that it wears itself into place, continually finding its own

seat without repairs or attention. The Westinghouse company lias

the gage mounted directly on the valve stand, forming a part of
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from wear, can be taken up, the motor frame being so arranged that

slack in the chain can be provided for by adjusting the distance

between the pinion and sprocket. Automatic lubrication is provided

by a system of oil circulatiim. The chain and cranks run in baths

of oil, ami the l>earings arc lubricated automatically. The pump
and arm:iturc •ihafls, however, arc so arranged that no oil can

escape from Iheni into the motor case, thus protecting the winding

of the motor.

The pump moinr is automatically started or stopiied, when the

predetermined maximum or minimum air pressure has been reached,

by a pump Koi-crnor. This, like the compressor, is dust and water

proof. The mechanism of this device is actuated by the prcs-

•urc of the air against a substantial piston. When the pressure

reachei the predetermined maximum, this piston throws a double

brrak twitch provided with magnetic blow out. The reduction of

Ibe operating valve. This gage shows pressure in the reservnir

and also that in the cylinder. Its face is protected by heavy plate

glass. Its position brings it immediately under the eye of the

operator. The operating handle that is used with this valve can

only be inserted or removed when the valve is in lap position and

all ports are closed. When this handle is ren)Ovcd the operating

mechanism is fully protected from meddling by passengers.

The exhaust from straight air brakes is conducted to the at-

mosphere through a muffler to avoid the disagreeable noise caused

by the direct rush of air under pressure to the atmosphere. This

apparatus is also provided with a safety valve coinucled in the

piping near the main reservoir, as a measure of protection in case

for any reason the compressor should conliiuie to operate for any

length of lime after the prcdelerniined luaxiuuim pressure lia< been

reached. This eomiiany provides lis reservoirs willi drain coi-ks
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VI that wjtir call cmmI) In- ilniiiicci from thcin. Water m hmhihi-'

i-aiiscs trmililc. not only !>>• ri-<liicing the voUiinc, hut also by run-

nJMK over into the valve* and freezing in cold weather. Conse-

i|uently, it is of the greatest inipi>rtance ll»at the reservoirs Ik" drained

at least once a week.

The automatic system of air lirakes finds its sphere where the

cars are o|ieraicd in trains. Its two great advantages are safety

and smiHithness of application, and in case of accident to train pipe

iir conplings or in a hreak-in-two, with the antoinatic system, the

lirakes are set instantly on every car in the train, l-'urthermore, with

the automatic air the dis-idvaiitage of successive tirake applications

on the cars in the train, resulting in disagreeahlc lunnping, is avi>idi'd,

as the hrakes arc set on every car almost at the same instant.

With the exception of the electric driven compressor the anto-

inatic air lirakes which this company furnishes arc identical with

ihiise that have proved so successful in stiain railway service. The

Westiughouse triple valve in emergency, applications vents from the

train pipe to the brake cylinder, insuring 20 per cent higher pressure

than can be obtained with plain triple valves or those which vent

the train pipe to the, atmosphere. This triple valve is cap.ible of

following a service application by an emergency application without

first making a complete release and recharging the train pipe.

The type of brake cylinder depends on the room under the car.

This may be either the regular Weslinghouse passenger type with

detached auxiliary reservoir or, what is just as well adapted to

traction service, a combined auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder.

With this, however, is furnished a standard passenger triple valve.

The automatic equipments, like the straight air brakes, also include

drain cocks for all reservoirs, and safely valve for main reservoir.

The operating valve used with this type of brake when trains of

not over six or eight cars are handled differs from that used in

steam railway practice in that it does not contain the equalizing

discharge valve. This feature is only necessary where long trains

are handled, as in steam railway service, and it is only occasionally

that service conditions on electric roads require the use of the

regular engineer's valve. This valve has three pipes leading to it:

One of these is from the main reservoir; one goes to the train line,

which, indirectly through the triple, leads to the brake cylinder; and

one goes to the exhaust. The handle which operates the valve has

five positions, viz : release, running position, lap, service and emer-

gency. The running position is that occupied when the cars are

in motion and the brakes are not applied or in operation in any

way. In this position the train line is connected to the main reser-

voir through the slide valve feed valve, which forms a portion of

the motorman's brake valve. The feed valve thus supplies all leaks

in the train line. The air in the main reservoir is maintained, at

a pressure of 90 lb. ; that in the train line is kept at 70 lb. The

slide valve feed valve reduces the 90-lb. air to 70-lb. air. In the

release position 90 lb. of air in the main reservoir is connected to

the train line, which has been reduced below its initial 70 lb. by the

application of the brakes, and is now brought up to 70 lb. by this

excess of pressure in the main reservoir.

The triple valve has four openings or pipes to it: One to the

brake cylinder; one to the auxiliary reservoir; one to the train line

and one to the atmosphere. To apply the brakes move the motor-

man's brake valve handle to service position. This exhausts some

of the air from the train line, bringing the pressure there below 70

lb. ; then the 70 lb. in the auxiliary reservoir acts on the piston

of the triple valve and moves it forward, thus opening communica-

tion between auxiliary reservoir and the brake cylinder, and allow-

ing the air from the auxiliary to move the piston of the brake

cylinder and apply the brakes. Since this train line is connected

from car to car and the triple valve on each car is connected to

the train line, the reduction of pressure in the train line causes

every triple valve to act at practically the same time. To release

the brakes the handle of the brake valve is turned to release posi-

tion, which recharges the auxiliary reservoirs and lets the air from

the brake cylinder exhaust to the atmosphere. The conductor's valve

on each car is connected to the train line. When opened it reduces

train line pressure and sets the brakes just as the motorman's brake

valve does.

The main reservoirs are connected from car to car by an addi-

tional train line in order to give the advantage of the large volume

for recharging and also that the governors may each cut in its pump
when the pressure is reduced to the cutting in pressure.

Although automatic air can be used when cars arc operated singly,

still straight air is generally considered the most advantageous for

this kind of service, due, as slated In-fore, to the directness, cer-

tainty and simplicity of the straight air application. The air which

.ictuatcs the brake cylinder piston is admitted directly through the

medium of an operating valve without the intcr|x>»ition of the com-

plicated triple valve, and the braking force is thus under much

closer control of the motorman. the advantages of the triple valve

lying in its avoidance of the successive application of brakes on

the cars in the train, and also in the automatic application of the

br.ikes in case of accident. With straight air the motorman can

diminish or increase the amount of pressure in the brake cylinder

at will ; while with the automatic system, in order to diminish the

pressure, the brakes must lie entirely released and then reset. The

release with the straight air system is also very much quicker than

with automatic air. Service conditions on a great many roads re-

quire the operation of cars singly for a portion of the day and in

trains during the rush hours. Furthermore, electric motor cars

on a great many roads arc used at times to haul trains of steam

railway freight cars or pasenger coaches or of electric railway trail-

ers. For service conditions of this kind the Wcstinghousc com-

pany oflFcrs an equipment by the use of which cither straight or

automatic air is made available on the same car. This secures addi-

tional advantages from the fact that the presence of the straight

air on the motor car makes it possible to hold a train when standing

on grades, at the same time recharging the autoinatic system, to

have the train brakes ready for immediate use on starting. This

system requires the use of a straight air operating valve, as well

as a inotorman's brake valve.

.•\ntomatic separation of the two portions of this apparatus is

effected by a double check valve, which has four openings; one

leading to the straight air side and straight air operating valve;

one to the safety valve; one to the automatic side or triple valve,

and one to the brake cylinder. The air is carried from the main

reservoir by two separate lines to the separate operating valves and

from them to the double check valve from the straight air side, and

through the triple to the double check valve on the automatic side.

When using autoinatic brakes the air goes into the check valve

from the triple, pushing back a piston which closes the port leading

to the straight air operating valve, and opening the port to the

brake cylinder. When the straight air system is used the air comes

in direct from the operating valve, and by pushing the piston in

the opposite direction, closes the port leading to the triple valve

and enters the brake cylinder. This system has been largely used

on switching locomotives in steam railway service, where it has

proved eminently satisfactory, and it bids fair to find an extensive

use in the electric railway field.

Storage .\ir Brakes.

The storage system of air brakes may be regarded as still in a

more or less experimental stage, as its use is very slight as com-

pared with the motor compressor system. The first large installa-

tion of storage air brakes is at St. Louis, where the Weslinghouse

company is at present installing 1,500 equipments on the cars of

the St. Louis Transit Co.

In this system the air for operating the brakes is stored in steel

tanks under the car at a pressure of 300 lb. From these tanks

it is conducted to a service reservoir corresponding to the main

reservoir of the motor compressor equipment. In the pipe line

between the storage reservoir and service reservoir is placed a

reducing valve, which is set to bring the 300 lb. air down to 65 lb.

This system requires the erection of stationary air compressing plants,

provided with air compressors and storage tanks, Tliese air com-

pressing plants, including 40 electrically driven air compressor.s, were

furnished by the Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co.

In operation the cars must be stopped at these stations and

charged from an air hydrant which is connected with the storage

reservoir through a hose and coupling. The matter of charging

varies greatly with running conditions, and it is hard to set any

st.indard. In the storage systems now installed the total time re-

quired in charging the cars, including allowance for stopping and

for getting under way. is from 30 seconds up, depending on the skill

of employes in charge.

The operation of the car brake equipment is substantially similar

to that of the motor compressor system. The equipment includes

drain cocks and safety valves, and also an additional gage to indi-

cate the pressure in the storage tanks.

The sphere of the storage system of air brakes is yet to be de-

termined. There arc suburban lines and city lines operating under
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this system, but it is probable that it will timl its widest application

in city service, where the headways are small anil the arrangement

of rentes is such as to make this system of brakes available.

One of the greatest faults in street railway practice to-day is the

lack of care which is given to brake equipments. The reservoirs

should be drained at least once a week. The shoe slack should be

well taken up so that the piston never travels more than 8 in. when
full pressure is applied. Brake levers and pins should be regularly

inspected. The piping should be kept tight aiul the niotorman in-

structed in the economical use of air. This will save excessive

o|H.'ration of the compressor. Coiupressors of a type required for

braking systems should never be reijuired to work more than half

of each hour and under proper conditions .should never operate more

than one-third of the time in the city service. Thorough care and

inspection of the brake apparatus will prove a true economy with

electric roads, as it has been with steam roads, and it is probable

with the further developmen't of electric railways that they will more

nearly approach the steam railway standards in these matters.

.\ir Whistles.

.\ir whistles have now come into general use on electric cars

etjuipped with air brakes. The whistle can be heard at a much
longer distance than an ordinary gong, and can be mounted to

occupy less space. Both of the prominent brake companies supply

air whistles with all equipments, and either company will furnish

whistles either to take air from the main brake reservoir or from

an auxiliary reservoir. The Westinghousc company recommends the

use of an additional reservoir with a check valve placed in the pipe

line between it and the main reservoir. With the straight air sys-

tem the advantage of this is found in the additional amount of air

it makes available to supply the demands of the whistle. When
this arrangement is used, excessive use of the whistle cannot pre-

vent the proper application of the brakes in emergency by reducing

the available pressure.

With the automatic system, in addition to giving an increased

volume of available air, the use of the whistle reservoir is impor-

tant to prevent setting the brakes through the excessive use of the

whistle, which could lie done by so reducing the pressure in the

main reservoir that the pressure in the train line would be reduced

below 70 lb. However, with automatic air brakes the use of sep-

arate reservoir with check valve is variously regarded. A few rail-

way companies who employ only high-class motormen state thai

they prefer to trust the use of the whistle to their motormen's judg-

ment. They say that in the event of rimning into any one at a

crossing they would be less liable to be held for damages if it could

be shown that the whistle had been regularly used, and in the

event of their having a small whistle reservoir in which pressure

had been so reduced by whistling, previous to an accident, that there

was no air available to operate the whistle, pressure in the main

reservoir not having been sufficiently high at the tiiuc to recharge

the whistle reservoir, it would go much harder with the company

in the trial than would have been the case if the apparatus had

Ijcen so arranged that the whistle would have had available the main

reservoir supply of air. The use of this reservoir ^vilh automatic

equipments is therefore largely inlluenced by local operating condi-

tions.

The whistle is preferably placed above the motorman's cab and

connected by '/•S-in. pipe to the whistle valve. This valve should

be placed inside the cab and as close to the whistle as possible. The
whistle valve should l)c connected to the main reservoir pipe and

never to the governor line under any conrlitions. .\ cord may
Im; run from one end of the whistle lever across the cab, with

enough slack to come within easy reach of the niotorman. On open

car* the whistle may be placed below the platform and operated

by means of a wire attached to the lever handle and brought up
through the floor. It is not recommended that this valve be ar-

ranged to l)c operated with the foot, as this practice usually leads

to the disadvantageous waste of air.

*-•
Mail service has been inaugurated l>y the IndianaiKilis & North-

western Traction Oi. I>clween Lebanon and I-'rankfort, Ind.

A. S. R. A. Convention.

March j:nli the executive committee of the .\Tncrican Streci Rail-

way .Association met at St. Louis to decide upon the dates for the

_>3rd annual convention. There were present : President W. Caryl

F.ly. Buffalo; E. C. Foster, New Orleans; John Grant, St. Louis;

r. C. Pcnington, Chicago; J, C. Hntchins, Detroit, and W. A.

Smith. Omaha. After visiting the F-xposition Grounds and inspect-

ing the buildings, and conferring witli representatives of the leading

hotels, the committee decided to hold the A. S. R. A. convention

in St. Louis, Wednesday and Thursday, October I2lh and 13th, the

entire week of October loth being designated Convention Week,

however. The connnittee has suggested that the American Rail-

way Mechanical and Electrical Association hold its meetings on

Monday and Tuesday, the loth and nth, and the .Accountants' Asso-

ciation on Friday and Saturday, the I4lh and 15th.

The business sessions will be held in Recital Ihill in the larg,-

building on the Fair Grounds known as Festival Hall.

Wednesday, October 12th, has been designated "Street Railway

Day" by the Fair authorities. The l)an(|uct of the A. S, R. A. will

he held on the evening of the 13th.

Headquarters will be at the Southern I Intel.

Details of the convention program are not yet announced, except-

ing that Prof. W. E. Goldsborongh, Chief of the Departiuent of

Electricity, will deliver an address at the opening nioeting, Octo-

ber I Jill.

Interurban Transit Co., (]anidcn. Ark.

The Inter-Urban Transit Co. is the title of a conipaiiv which w.is

organized Mar, 7, 1904, with a capital of $350,000, to build an electric

interurban line from Camden, Ark., through Van Duzer, Onalaska,

Eagle Mills, Millville, Bearden, Best, Harlow, Little Bay and Thorn-

ton to Fordyce, Ark., and to build such branch lines as may seem

desirable. It is also proposed to supply current for lighting, power,

heating and other purposes, and to improve and develop real estate.

The road will carry passengers, express, mail and frei,i>lit. It will

he equipped with large, comfortable ears, with vestibules, heated

and lighted by electricity. .'\u hourly schedule will be maintained.

The ])lans ]irovide for the construction of a nindL-ni coiuhined railway

and \ chicle bridge over the Ouachita River. Tlio company pro-

poses to establish a complete city system in Camden.

The officers of the company are: President, H. C. Ilonieyer, of

Bearden; vice-president. C. C. Gunnels; treasurer, CliarU-s P. ISrice;

secretary, J. C;. McDonald.

Opening of Rockford-Freeport Line.

The opening of the Rockford-Freeport (111.) Electric Railway Co's.

line. April fith, was marked by an enthusiastic reception of the of-

ficials of the road, and their guests, by the mayor and leading citi-

zens of I'-reeporl when the tirsl cars arrived from Rockford. The
officers of the company who made the first trip were as follows:

President, John Farson, of Chicago; vice-president, R. N. Baylies;

secretary. J. 11. Camlin ; general manager, T. M. Ellis; assistant su-

perintendent, C. C. Lines; traffic manager, J. II. Groneman, Two
ears were operated on the opening trip and the distance was covered

in an hour and three-quarters, which will be the regular nmning
time. The new line is owned by the interests who control the Rnck-

fcirrl X: Interurban Railway Co., which system was described and illus-

Ir.ilid in the "Review" for Jpne and July, l<)03, and eventually the

two cninpanies will be consolidated.

Ticket Frauds in Washington.

The .MarlUiro & WcMlwro (Mass.) St reel Railway Co, and the

l!<»t(i;i Suburban Electric Companici have entered into an agree-

ment whereby the cars of the latter will use the former's tracks be-

tween South Framinghani and Worcester. In Worcester the cars will

lie handled by the \Vorce>ler Consolidated Street Railway Co.

.Some twelve men, former employes of the Wasliinglcin Railway

& l^lectric Co., are under indictment for embezzlement and await-

ing tri;il on that charge. They are accused of defrauding the com-

pany by reselling nncaiu-eled tickets; after collecting thesr' on the

cars they would not be registered or punched, bnl lunieil over to

confederates and sold at the rate of 3O for one clull.ir. Tin- wmk
of securing proof that woidd justify the prosecution of the siis-

lieeted parties was dime by tin- I 'riiiMni"ii(| Oeteetive .Ageiu')'.
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Electric Railways in Iowa.

We reproduce on another page in this issue a new map showing

the electric railway lines in Iowa. This map was compiled by

the .-Xmold Electric Power Station Co., of Chicago, 111. It shows

the intcnirban lines in operation, under construction and proposed,

and the city systems arc also indicated. .\UlKiiigh hut 89 miles

of intcrurban lines have been constructed and arc now operated

in Iowa, outside of the system at Council Bluffs, it is stated tliat

fully l.ooo miles have been projected, much of which will be built

this year.

The principal interurban lines now in operation and the value

of each are given as follows : Cedar Rapids & Marion City Ry..

IJ.6 miles long, valued at $47,000; Des Moines-Colfax Interurban

Ry.. 2341 niiles long, valued at $58,500; Mason City & Clear Lake

Ry.. 14.62 miles long, valued at $13,200: Tama & Toledo Electric

Ry., 2,75 miles long, valued at $5,000; Waterloo-Cedar Falls Rapid

Transit Ry.. 31.20 miles long, valued at $78,000. There is also a

line. 4.7 miles long, which runs into the suburbs of Boone, known
as the Boone Suburban Railway Co. It is valued at $4,600.

The Waterloo & Cedar Falls Rapid Transit Railway Co. has

announced that its name is to be changed to the Waterloo, Cedar

Falls & Northern Ry., on account of the old name being considered

unwieldy. This is, of course, the largest electric railway in Iowa.

Recent German Experiments in Monophase
Traction.

BV E. GUARINI.

and 40 periods. The car is equipped with two motors of 40 li. p.

capacity each, and the controller has the same general appearance

as that of a direct current equipment. The car is also fitted with

electric brakes.

The second line mentioned is that from Johannisthal to Spindlers-

feld and is a single track road 4.1 km. long. Cars equipped with

monophase motors have been operated there regularly for several

Some interesting experimeitts in electric traction with monophase
motors have recently been made by the I'nion F.lectric Co., of Bcr- SI'.\N' WIKI': 1 ( ).\.s'ii;rcTinN.

IKONT VIKW OK Xlf PXalM [.XKIO MOTOR.

lin, on two experimental lines. One of these lines which is very

short, was built on the grounds occupied by the company's works.

HKAIl vrr.W OK .MO.VO|MI.\HK MOToH

In general appearance lhi« line is not distinguishable from the usual

direct current tramway. It is fed by monophnsc current of Ooo volts

weeks past and have attracted a great deal of allenlion from tech-

nical men both from at home and abroad. At the present time the

trains arc composed of only one motor car, but later cm two motor

cars and several trailers will be used in a train.

The motor car weighs, with its complete cleclrical C(|ui])nicnt

about 52 tons, the electrical equipment weighing about 6 tons. Tlu-

car is equipped with two 125-I1. p. ninlors, on the sliafts of ctu'li of
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^la^lillK Ihc iiiulors arc «.( ilic W iiilrr-Kiclil>crK lypf. the ki''"""!

arranKi-inciK of wliicli were ik-scrilicd and iliagrainiiialically illu«-

iratcil ill the "Review" for Marcli, 11/J4, page U)j Tlicsc motors
arc wouikI for a pressure of h.oco volts and 25 periods and tliey arc

permanently connected in parallel. At full speed their efficiency

docs not attain that of the continuous current motor, hut this dc-

CAR Kyrri'i'Ki) Mini .Mo.vnpii.vsi-; motors

feet is compensated for in ihe nuicli sni.Tller starting current wlrcli

they require.

The current of 6.000 volts is only used in a portion of Ihe e.xcilcr

and in Ihe stationary part of the motor. In the other part of the

windings the difTcrencc of potential is igo volts at the maxiinuni.
For the lighting circuit the tension is reduced to 33 volts and the
lamps are connected in multiple so that any nunihcr may he used

Owing to this arrangement the danger which would he incurred

in case of the trolley wire breaking is very greatly diminished, as

in case of a hreak the hanging portion of the broken wire would
alw.ays be at least 2.5 meters above the rail, and consequently out of

reach of pedestrians. The use of a current of 40 periods avoids the

dilDcuhics which arise with a smaller nunilK-r of periods in the case

of lighting. In certain countries, however, such as

Helgium for example, the use of higher frequencies

:ire prohibited by law

Some of the experiments made on this line were

undertaken with a view of similarly equipping a

road to be buill in the Korinage. Unfortunately the

Belgian government opposed the use of more than

450 volts, and in spite of considerable pressure

brought to l)car has consented only to Ihe use of 6.S0

volts, instead of 6.000 volts as required by this .sys-

tem. It is probable that these experimental equip-

ments will find use elsewhere.

•-
Machine fur (irindiiig Flat Wheels.

We have received through the courtesy of Mr. E.

\ Sturgis, superintendent of motive power and

mnchinery of the Worcester Consolidated Street

Kailway Co., a drawing of a new wheel grinder

which has been in operation at the shops of this com-

pany about two months and which is illustrated

herewith. This machine has elTecled considerable

saving during the short time that it has been in use.

and the company finds that the cost of labor for

grinding flat wheels is approximately 50 cents per

wheel. The number of times a wheel can be ground

will depend upon the previous wear which it has had as well as the

depth of the flat and the general condition of the wheel.

The method of operation will be evident from the illustration.

The car is placed in position over the grinder and is jacked up. the

end of the truck over the grinder l)eing blocked in position. A sec-

tion of rail is then removed and the grinder is brought into position

and is revolved by means of a stationary motor as shown in the

?f (^wA

DTSTAILS OF MACHINK VOK GRINDING PI.AT WHEELS.

on the car. In spite of the small number of periods the lamps,
which are of the ordinary kind, are free from fluctuations.

1 he trolley line is fed by means of a feeder carrying current at

6.000 volts and the return circuit is carried by the rails. The trol-

ley wire is supported by a guard wire, to which it is connected at

intervals of about three meters by means of thin vertical wires.
On some portions of the line there are two supporting guard wires.

illustration. The wheels to he ground are also revolved by means
of power taken from Ihc trolley wire through an adjustable resist-

ance.

.\pril jiul the Chicago City Railway Co. l)egan lo operate its Indi-

ana .Ave. cars by the overhead trolley system, instead of by cable,

from l8lh St. to the downtown district.
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Hiring. Training and Handling Kmployes in

Electric Railway Work.— II.

HY CHARLES H. COX.

Ill taking up tlie iiiaiUT of training and handling men for sinci

railway service 1 feel that I am grappling with a subject of great

magnitude, and it is not my intention to discuss the matter in all

its aspects, but simply to state a few facts that I have found to be

of value in my experience.

For the purpose of defining more clearly the more impurtanl

principles upon which this subject is based. I deem it advisable to

separate the same into two classes, namely, training and handling,

or perhaps more properly .speaking, instructing and governing; and

I wish to say regarding the instructing that the methods adopted

by many of our larger systems in placing the beginner in a class of

instruction in a school where a motor equipment is set up in work-

ing fonii on a skeleton car is the most practical way of imparting

to green men the theory and principles regarding the same. But

smaller roads cannot, owing to the limited number of men em
ployed, expend the amount of money required for such a system,

and therefore the problem with which the manager or superintend-

ent has to deal (and surely nothing can be found in his line of duty

of more importance) is the proper instruction of his men, for it

is to them and their acts, individually and collectively, that success

or failure in the operation of the road depends.

I have found placing in the bands of new men a book of luU-

and regulations for their study, together with their riding with .111

experienced man for at least a day to observe and get some idea

regarding the work, is the best way of starting in, and after they

have sufficiently familiarized themselves with the work, and having

received the necessary instructions regarding the controller, brakes,

etc.. they arc allowed to take the handles or start in taking fares

as the case may be. During the period of instruction the l>eginner

is supposed to do all of the work pertaining to the position, but

the instructor, however, must be close at hand, and with a watchful

eye be prepared to act promptly in case of an emergency.

As the beginner develops it is well to have the instructor appear

to leave him to exercise his own judgirient in the work, as he will

learn more rapidly if allowed to overcome minor difficulties, rather

than depend upon the instructor for everything. It is not advisable.

however, to leave the beginner alone until he is thoroughly com-

petent to do the work, at which time he should be turned in.

It is an excellent idea, and a custom in most places, to have

the beginner put on with several different instructors, particularly

on roads having several different lines, in which case it would be

necessary for the beginner to thorougbly learn each route, thus

giving him the benefit of the ideas of several experienced men, be-

fore he presents himself at the ofiicc for final examination as to his

fitness for the position.

The final examination should consist of a test of his knowlcilge

of rules, regulations, special orders, etc., and his disposition and

ability to carry them into effect in the performance of his duties

under all conditions and circumstances.

In the case of a molorman it is advisable to have him work

several days in the pit and repair shop, thus affording biin an

opportunity to pick up a general idea of the parts of the cqiiipnunt

that require special attention, thereby placing him in a better posi-

tion to act in case of a breakdown or other emergency. The knowl-

edge and experience thus gained will make him more valuable to

the company.

In relation to handling or governing men it is best to begin with

the superintendent or manager, as it will be found many times

that the men arc a reflection of their immediate superiors, and if

the superiors are inclined to Im' impulsive and arbitrary, in most

cases the men will lie found in a disturbed state of mind, with little

or no respect for authority or interest in their work, and as there

is no greater medium of advertising troubles or ventilating griev-

ances than through the men on street cars, it brings the manager

or superintendent close lo the public in an undesirable way. Hence

it is well for him to remember and practice, in his dealings with

them, the principles of charily, it thus being impossible for him to

do a wrong lo anolbcr without first doing a greater wrong lo him-

self, and by its very nature an injustice must be developed in him
' before it ran reach its victim. .Ml men are so closely relatcil

by the couuuon ties of nature that in order for one lo do justice

to himself, be nuist at all times do justice to others.

I am of the opinion that our interpretation of the word discipline

has a great intlueuce over us in dealing with our men ; our under-

standing of the word should be to instruct, inform or educate

rather than lo reprimand, chastise or punish, and I have found

that the closer we can get to our men, and still maintain the

dignity of our positions, the easier it will be to govern them, and

the better will be the results. In other words, the most humble

in our employ are entitled to consideration and should not be

treated as though they were of little or no account, ami :i quiet

talk in a friendly way oftentimes is the sowing of a seed, which

will develop into a great amount of good. We cannot afford to

allow ourselves to believe that the most ignorant of our men do

not know ^ome things that it would be well for us to know.

F,\eii though it becomes necessary to discharge a man for good

cause, we must remember that he possesses some good qualities,

and perhaps with the proper influences they would have been more

in evidence, in which case dismissal from the service would have

been uncalled for. Disobedience of rules, gross neglect, intoxica-

tion or carelessness call for decisive measures and such actions

must not be tolerated, but even in such cases a man should be

given a proper hearing before he is compelled to settle up.

All employes should be made to feel that they are an important

part of the make-up of the enterprise, and that in a measure they

are placed upon their honor to do the v.ork which is laid out for

them with the same degree of interest that they would exhibit if

il were llieir own business. The mechanical iiulhod of performing

their duties will not produce the best results.

The old method of suspending men frequently for minor offenses

with loss of pay will not be productive of any great amount of good,

as, all men being human, they are therefore occasionally liable to

err, and cutting their pride sometimes hurts more than we realize,

while the loss of pay ofttimes does much harm and injury to the

innocent ones dependent upon Ihem. Matters of this kind when

taken to (he homes of tlie nun create an ill feeling which grows

and sometimes develops in an undesirable way.

Great care should be exercised in selecting foremen and others

having authority to enforce rules and discipline, as it has frequently

been found that a large number of well satisfied employes have been

disliirlied and made to lose interest in their work by the arbitrary

methods of foremen, who perhaps were doing what they considered

for the best interests of the company. It will be found that raising

men from the ranks to higher positions for meritorious service

will encourage them lo a greater degree of interest in the welfare

of the company.

Reprimanding nu-n in the ptesencc tif others will iiuariably do

more harm than good and ^houlil not be practiced under any cir-

cumstances. .\ complimeiil to a tiiaii now .iiid then when it is

deserved will work wonders, but even this should not he given him

in the presence of a third party. It is well, however, to compli-

ment him for any special act or good work to his associates, but

])referal>ly in his ab.'^encc. In reprimanding men it is a good plan

to allow tlu-iu to see that you realize that they have some good

qualities, anil that other men have some bad ones, but one must

be careful and not draw the line of comparison too closely.

I have found that written suggestions from the men in relation

to their different duties have been very helpful in solving knotty

problems, and I have placed in the lobby a locked box (termed

the "box for the improvement of the service"), from which at staled

times the suggestions are taken out and carefully considered, and

the men making them called into the office to talk the matter over

in detail. This has a tendency to make the men more confident.

In conclusion I would say that among the ranks of street railway

employes today will be found men from all walks of life, many of

whom have the advantages of college training, and this has a tend-

ency to raise the standard of efficiency. Men on street cars are

continually coming in contact with all classes of people and under

all conditions, thus serving to test their strength of character and

other qualifications ill dealing with the public, and if they enter

into the work with the proper spirit, they have one of the greatest

opporlunities for developineiit and ailvancemeiit that is affordeil

in any line of work. .\ii ambilious, energetic young man will make

no mistake in applying hinisell to gain a practical knowledge of the

street railway business.
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I'uJcrgrouiid Traction in ChicuKo-

.\> >lulcd ill llii' "Kcvicw" for ScptcnilKT, lyoj. it i> the |iiir|K).'<c

<>( llic Illinois Tunnel Co., formerly tlic Illinois Tclcplionc & Tclc-

Rrapli Co.. to Ir.insporl freight, express, iniiil. ceil .ind ashes in its

liiiinels, of Hliicli it has liiiill over JO miles under the downtown
streets of Chicago. The company liegaii Iniilding the tunnels aUmt
Septeniher. lyot. and so quietly has the work progressed that hardly

anyho<ly aside from the company officials and engineers knew it was
l)eing done. There were no acciilenis on the work and no com-
plaint was received from the city authorities. The plan is so near

ciinipletion that the comiuny is enabled to announce that hy Sep-

teinlKT next it will begin operation and by 1905 it will have joo elec-

tric locomotives and ,1.cco cars in service.

.Mlhough all the contracts for equipment have not been awarded,

ihe tuimels are being eciuipped with the Morgan third-rail system

Hiere is a section of e.\periinenlal track, nearly two miles long, iipnii

whicii Ihe comiwny has been m:«kiiig tests, using for Ihe pur|Kise

two electric locomotives made by llie Morgan Klectric Machine Co.,

of East Chicago. Ind. The track laid in Ihe tuniiel.s is of J4-iii. gage

with 56-lb. T-rails. The rails are fastened by boiled damps to cast-

iron chairs embedded in the concrete lloor of the lunnel.

The Morgan third-rail traction system has a perforatetl melal

plate Ci in. thick and 4 in. wide) forming a rack rail which is

bolted belwi-en two lines of timlwr stringers which serve to support

Ihe rack rail and to keep it protected. There being no wooden ties,

chairs of bent steel channels of special construction arc used to sup-

port the r.ick. The liHTomotive is similar lo those used in mining.

Ihe rack rail serves liolh for Iraclicm and a conductor rail for Ihe

electric current, the current being taken up hy the teeth of the driv-

ing gears and led to motors geared to the axles, with suitable con-

trolling devices. The track rails are used for the return current.

The ItKomotives weigh three tons each with one motor, or five

Ions with two motor.*. Of the first 150 locomotives to be delivered

75 will be e(|uipped with two So-h. p. motors and 75 with one 75-h. p.

motor each. The drawbar pull is about 6.000 lb. .'\t present the

company buys power fro!u Ihe Chicago Edison Co., but in lime will

build a |H)wer house.

The advantages claimed for the Morgan .system include the fol-

lowing: No trolley pole or wire is reriuired ; great tractive power is

obtained by means of the rack rail, and no sand is needed; the con-

iluctor is near the floor and is protected; starting and stopping arc

facilitated without slipping of wheels; the ability to haul heavy loads

around sharp curves; a smaller locomotive may be used than would
be otherwise possible.

The cars which it is proposed lo use will be of steel and of dif-

ferent styles for diflferenl classes of freight. Those which the com-

pany has been experimenting with include several high-side gon-

dola cars of 15 and J5 tons capacity. The latter weigh iwo tons

empty. They are 12 ft. long, 4 ft. wide and S ft- above the rail.

The company has not decided upon what makes of cars to employ.

however.

The original jdans called for building Iwo sizes of tunnels, the

trunk tunnels to be Ij ft. 9 in. x 14 ft. in dimensions and the lateral

tunnels 6 ft. x 7 ft. 6 in. Only about a mile of the larger size has

been built, however, but this can be completed and others con-

structed whenever necessar)'. The steepest grade in the tunnels i-;

1.75 per cent, and the grades at the railway terminals is not to ex

ceed 12 per cent. These latter grades will form the approaches to the

tunnels, the rails being about 30 ft. below the street level. There are

140 four-way intersections which have curves of 20-ft. radius; the

shariicst curves on the main line are of 16 ft. radius.

I he tunnels are lighted throughout by incandescent electric lamps.

In excavating the tunnels goo tram cars were used on a 14-in

double track to haul the excavated material, much of which was

deposited at the lake front. These cars were 20 in. wide and 48 in.

long. The tunnels were built by the pneumatic .system at the rate

of over a mile a month. The soil was found to be a firm clay and

although 18 ft. below the level of the lake bottom no water was

found and there was no trouble from dampness.

The lateral tunnels have 13-in. l>ottoms and lo-in. walls of con-

crete, while the trunk tniuiels will have 21-iu. bottoms and l8-in.

walls. The roof is strong enough to carry the foundation of a future

subway and a heavy rolling load. It was stipulated that Ihe tunnel

roof should not be nearer the surface than 24 ft. 6 in. The con

rrete walls are so l.igged and Ininped thai all chance of a settlemen'.

of Ihe earth is obviated, l-'or vciililalion smoke slacks in adjacent

basements have licen tapped.

In the summer of igo.? the Illinois Telephone & Telegraph Co. ap

plied to the cily for an ordinance allowing it to transfer to the tun-

nels owned and constructed by it the freight or parcel handling buM-

iicss now conducted on the surface of the streets. The ordinance,

which was adopted, gives the company the full right to solicit th-:

handling of freight for merchants by cars passing through the tun-

VIKW IN 11 .\.\....

iiels. departing from every station in the cily and entering the basc-

inent of every large mercartile establishment, where the unlnadirg

may be directly done.

The ordinance give* the city as comi)en.*aliou 5 [K-r cent of ibe

gross earnings for the first 10 years. 8 per cent for the next 10 years,

and 12 per cent for the last 10 years of the term of the franchise

There is also provided a compensation charge of 20 per cent from

the gross receipts of rental of lunnel space. It is stipidated in the

ordinance that the present owner cannot sell the tunnels and thai

passengers cannot be carried through them. At the end of the tenn

of the franchise the cily is lo have the right to take the tunnels and

<lisp<ise of them as it sees fit, but Ihe i>resent corporation cannot be

a bidder for them.

When the company first planned its telephone system its engineer.

Mr. George W. Jackson, of Chicago, was comnii'^sioned to look for

room in the city streets for conduits lo accommodate an exchange

of 100,000 subscribers. He found that the space below the paving

was almost completely taken up by gas pipes, sewers and conduits

for other companies, so it was decided that a tunnel system was

Ihe only practical solution of Ihe problem in hand. A permit was ob-

tained and the work of tunneling began at a shaft which was sunk

ill an alley between Madison and Monroe Sis., west of La Salle St.

.\s Ihe work progressed other .shafts were lowered in basements hired

for the purpose.

The ultimate scope of the work calls for the extension of the tun-

nels on the south side of the city as far as 71st St.; on the west side

to Kedzie .-\ve.. and on the north side to Fullcrtf^n Ave. Extending

from the tunnels on the south, west and north sides it is the inten-

tion lo build side branches covering the entire city, these side

branches lo be constructed by tunneling so far a' practicable. Later,

it is the intention to build a conduit system in the outlying districts.

There being no .iccuratemap of the cily in existence, the company

made a new survey.

It is slated that Ihe first use to which the tunnel sy-teni will be

put is to take care of the coal traffic, putting it under the,streets out

of sight Taking all the manufacturing establishments on lioth sides
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of the Chicago River, over 4/xx>,ooo tons of coal can be carried in

Ihc tunnels annually in the downtown district, while the company's

cars will remove ashes from the engine rooms of the large buildings

which it serves. E.xcavatcd material from sites to be occupied In-

new or remodeled buildings will also be removed by tunnel cars.

The company plans to do the trucking traffic for 38 trunk lines

and the freight traffic of 21 retail stores ana 196 wholesale houses.

It is estimated that the amount of freight daily teamed between the

wholesale and retail establishments and the freight depots amounts

to 125,000 tons. Contracts for this service are now being signed.

The company also proposes to aflford other conduit corporations

now on the surface of the streets an opportunity to go permanently

underground without tearing up the pavements or blockading the

streets. This will open the way for asphalt pavement without dan-

ger of its immediate destruction by repairs being made to the con-

duits.

As stated in the "Review" lor March, the Tuiuiel company has

olfered to carry the mails in its tunnels for $172,000 a year, agree-

ing to put 100 cars into service and build elevator connections cost-

ing $jtoo,ooo. It is understood that the government views the prop-

osition with favor.

The company has e.vpcnded to date about $5,000,000 on its tun-

nels and the telephone exchange. Its telephones are automatic and

are now used by nearly 6.500 subscribers in the downtown district,

new subscribers being obtained at the rate of 150 a week. It expects

to have to build and equip another exchange this season, the present

building accommodating 10,000 subscribers only.

February loth last what may be termed the formal opening of

the tunnels took place, when there was a banquet in the tunnel under

Jackson Boulevard under the auspices of the Chicago Press Club.

\ short time ago the Illinois Telephone & Telegraph Co. .sold

to the Illinois Tunnel Co., which was incorporated for the purpose.

all its property, including tunnels, tracks, telephone cables and auto-

matic switchboard appliances and telephones. Accompanying the

Canadian Notes.
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bill of sale, which was recorded the latter part ni Jainiary, was filed

a trust deed for $30,000,000 on the assets of Ihc new incorporation

to secure a Ixmd issue. The Illinois Tunnel Co. has a capital of

$jo/xx>,ooo and may issue bonds to a like amount.

The president of the Illinois Tunnel Co. is Mr. Albert G. Wheeler,

and the general manager and engineer of the Illinois Telephone

Construction Co. is Mr. George W. Jackson, Mem. W. Soc. E.

The Toronto Railw.ty Co. plans to build a transformer station

lor Niagara power on a site wxst of the city limits. Power will bp

transmitted from this station to the present power house, which will

lie altered for the purpose, and to a new station to be built on Yonge

St. near Davenport road. The company has secured sites for the

new buiUlings. Power will be received at 60,000 volts and trans-

formed to 13,000 volts for the two power houses, where it will be

stepped down to no volts for service. The Electrical Development

Co. of Ontario will transmit the power. There will be four circuits

and the feeders will be supported on galvanized steel towers spaced

400 ft. apart. The cross amis will be 45 ft. above the ground.

Pending the installation of its new boilers, the Toronto Railway

Co. has arranged with the Toronto Electric Light Co. for power and

the necessary connections and apparatus are being installed. The

railway comp.my contemplates extending its tracks over the York

.St. bridge and along the esplanade to Yonge St. wharf. The com-

pany has cqtiipped a large number of cars with a momentum brake.

The Ontario Electric Railway Co. will begin construction on its

line between Toronto and Kingston this season, and w-ill ultimately

extend the system to Brockvillc. There are 29 towns en route and

it is proposed to carry passengers, express and freight. The com-

pany is capitalized at $5,000,000, one-half of which will be issued at

once. The proposed road may he bonded for $20,000 per mile, the

linnds extending over 30 years and bearing interest at 5 per cent.

The power house will be built on the Trent River, near the Hay of

Quinte. It is planned to adopt 5S-ft. cars and charge a uniform rale

of two cents a mile. The directors of the company are Hon. Sir

Richard Cartwriglit, Robert J. Carson, John Carson, Cornelius Hir-

iningham, Alfred J. Jewell, Horace N. Smith and G. E. Smith.

The South Western Traction Co. has increased its bond issue from

$20,000 to $25,000. The company will build two bridges at a cost

of $35,000. The road will operate from Hamilton west to Stralhroy

and Glencoe, passing tliroiigh Brantford. Woodstock, Ingersoll, Lon-

don, Delaware and Melbourne; south from London to St. Thomas
and Port Stanley, and cast from St. Thomas to .^yliner. The line

will be built to Port Stanley and Delaware first. Mr. E. A. Welch,

of London, is managing director.

The Montreal Street Railway Co. is to build at ils shops 50 semi-

convertible cars to cost $300,000. They will be 40 ft. over all; length

over body, 30 ft. The doors will be at the side and the platforms

will be 5 ft. wide, instead of 3 ft. 8 in. as at present.. This company

will build lines through the town of Dclorinicr, Que., early this

season.

The Wind.sor, Essex S: Lake Sliure Rapid Railway Co. has in-

creased its capital from $500,000 to $1,000,000, and will extend its

line from Wheatley, the present tcrniimis, to Chatham, Ont.

The Hamilton Radial ICIeelric Railway Co, conlcinplatcs the cx-

Unsion of its line from Mimico to Toronto and has applied for the

necessary legislation.

The Toronto .Suburban Railway Co. has applied fur permission to

build a line from Woodbridgc to Niagara Falls. Roycc & Hender-

son. Toronto, are solicitors for the company.

Mr. Robert Stuart, of the American Cereal Co., has been granted

the franchise which was originally held by the Pelciboro Radial

Railway Co., and will reconstruct the road which h;is been inopera-

tive several years. The road is to he in operation by July 1st.

Paul Galihert, of Montreal; Aaron Weil, of New York; Jeremic

L. Dccarie, advocate, of Montreal ; Rufns McDuflie. New York, and

Charles .Mlard, of Chanilily, have organized the .Sninirban Tramway
& Power Co., to develop water pnwer fur clcc(rir:il iinrpu-c; ;ini! lu

build electric railways.

Louis lioyer, solicitor, has applied for a charier fur the Canadian

I raclion & Power C<i., which proposes lo linild ,an electric line from

Montreal to Ottawa, with branch lines.

The St. James .St. subway for the Winnipeg IClecliic Street Ry. is

lo be built this spring.

The Mount McKay & Kakabeka Falls Co. has been granted a char

ler for a short electric line in Ihal district.

'I>ie Cleveland Klrclric Railway Co. has abandoned the sale of

»ilt Itckett for 2s rents and liiriafl.r will iiul -i-ll rnurr Ih.-iii 11 lirWi'ts

(or so cents.

A bill ricciilly inlruduced in the General Assembly ni New Yurk,

providing that the slate railroad commis^iun shall designate al

»hal points Iran. fits li.ill Ih' issin,! in N.u N'uil. ("Ilv, li:i-: Ik-iii

wilhdrawn.
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Ohio Intcruthun Huilway Assuciatioii.

Ill our is*iic fur March xvc mrntinnccl llic orKniiizaliun meeting of

llic Ohio IiUcriirhaii Knilway Association, which was hclil at Dayton,

O., Fchniary iijth. The firjl regular meeting of the association was

held at Dayton March J 1st.

The inceling was called to order at 2 p. in. hy President Harric T.

Ocgg, who in his address reviewed the steps hy which the organiza-

tion had heen formed and briefly discussed the immediate ohjects

of the association and its possible scope. The first meeting had
been for the purpose of trying to reach an agreement concerning

inlcrchaiigeahlc mileage for electric railw.iys, and on the sug-

gcstion of Mr. E. C. Spring it had been decided lo cITect a per-

manent org.tiiization for the discussion of matters of mutual interest.

The association was the result of an almost spontaneous movement,
and the machinery has been made simple so that it can readily be

adapted lo meet various needs as they arise. The association, as its

intentions are voiced by Mr. CIcgg, will try to atone for the tardi-

ness of interurban roads in organizing by the energetic progress it

will make. •

The paper announced for this meeting, "Steam Turbines," by

VV. II. .Mibolt, of Cleveland, was not presented, as Mr. Abbott at

the last minute found he could not be present.

Tlie principal subject before the mceling was that of "Inlrr-

changeablc Mileage for Electric Railways." Mr. J. H. Merrill, sec-

retary and treasurer of the association, who is the chairman of the

committee on this subject, made his report submitting the form of

ticket adopted and stated that ij companies had signified their will-

ingness to become parties to the agreement.

The ticket adopted is what is known as the Thrall patent coupon,

with coupons arranged as in steam railroad mileage books, but each

coupon good for a 5-ceiit ride. The face value of the book of cou-

pons is $12.00, there being 240 coupons of 5 cents each, but it is sold

for $10.00, a di.scount of i6 2-,l per cent. Each coupon bears the

initials of the road issuing the book and the company collecting the

tickets will bill each road for the cash value of the coupons bearing

its initials, that is 83 1-3 per cent of their face value. The form
of ticket having been accepted by the association, the matter of noti-

fication to conductors and the agreement between various roads as

to how this mileage should Ix: handled, was referred to the transpor-

tation committee with power to act.

A general discussion on the purpo.sc of the association and the

means of increasing its usefulness followed.

Judge Dwyer, president of the Dayton, Covington & Piqua Trac-

tion Co., who was one of the pioneers in electric railway work, com-

mented on the advances of electricity as a motive power for rail-

ways and hoped that the interurban roads would form an organiza-

tion that would bring them closer together.

Mr. E. C. Spring cited the snccess of the New England Railway

Club and painted a rosy future for the Ohio Interurban Association

if its members continued to work in the same loyal spirit.

Mr. v. W. Cocn. of the Lake Shore Electric, mentioned the

results obtained with limited car service between Cleveland and

Toledo and on the lines of the Indiana Union Traction Co., and
commended this subject to the consideration of the members. He
stated that patrons greatly appreciated this service.

Mr. G. S. Davis commented on the field of work before the asso-

ciation and complimented the executive committee on the scheme

of organization and commended its plan to have monthly meetings

and discuss a single subject at each, .saying he had never heard a

subject more thoroughly discussed than had been that of inter-

changeable mileage.

Mr. Winters brought up the question of whether mileage coupons

should be accepted on limited trains.

Mr. Coeii believed that every form of transportation for which

the company received money should be accepted on the "Limited,"

but no passes.

Mr. Wilcoxoii urged the members to interest other railway men
in the association, so that its influence might grow to be in keepinj

with the importance of the industry.

.\fler a vole of thanks to those who had contributed to the enter-

tainment of the association the meeting adjourned.

.Mthough the entertainment features were subordinated to busi-

ness, lliey were not entirely suppressed. Mr. H. N. Ransom, of the

National Electric Co., and Mr. H. B. Gay, of the Electric Storage

Hattery Co., entertained the delegates at luncheon on Thursday.

.\t 7 :30 p. 111., through the courtesy of the Dayton, Springfield and

Urbana Electric Railway Co., E. H. Gunn, general superintendcnl,

the members of the Association took special cars at the corner of

Third and JefTerson Sis. for a lour of inspection of the power sta-

tion at Medway, Ohio, returning to I>ayton at 10:00 p. m.

I'or those who remained in Dayton over night, arrangements were

made with all the internrbaii lines running out of Dayton, whereby

on the q:oo o'clock a. m. cars memliers were given the freedom of

the various roads. The Western Ohio from I'iqua to Lima, upon Ihe

arrival of the cars in Piqua also extended the courtesies of Ihe lines.

Through the courtesy of Mr. John 11. Patterson memliers of the

association visited the National Cash Register works, the parly

leaving at 9:30 a. m. in special cars of the Oakwood Street Rail-

way Co.

The officers of the association are:

President, Harrie P. Clegg, Dayton ; vice-president, E. C. Spring,

West Milton; secretary and treasurer, J. II. Merrill, Lima. Execu-

tive Committee: E. B. Gunn, Springfield; R. E. DeWecse, Dayton;

A. VV. .Anderson, Dayton; Howard Fravel, West Alexander; E. J. J

Stoat, Hamilton, O.

Street Railway Parks in 1!M)*.

1 Ik- Pittsburg (Pa.) Steeplechase & Amusement Co. has pulj-

lishcd an attractive booklet of 16 pages, entitled "Kennywood the

Beautiful, a Glimpse of Summer h'airyland," describing and illus-

trating Kennywood Park, which is known as "Pittsburg People's

Popidar Pleasure Park." This park is located 10 miles, or 50

minutes' ride, from downtown Pittsburg. It overlooks the Monon-

gahela River and is considered an ideal place for large picnics, or

church, school and lodge outings. It is easily reached by the

Pittsburg Railways Co's. cars, which run through a pictuiesque

section. Admission to the park is free a-id the grounds are con-

stantly patrolled by courteous guards, making it a very safe place

for women and children. Scattered through the 150 acres are a

good many springs of pure water.

There are a mammoth dance pavilion, two large dining halls,

shelter houses and a forest of beautiful shade trees. Lake Kenny-

wood is a picturesque body of water, with its row boats, swan

boats, electric launch and rustic bridges. It is illuminated at night

by scores of arc lamps. There is a fine pony track and in addition

to a large number of ponies and horses for hire a band of curio

ponies has been secured, comprising all the known breeds and

including "calico ponies." There is also a herd of camels in

charge of .Arabs. A miniature railway, merry-go-round, three-way

Fig. 8 toboggan, "Ye Olde Mill" and a casino are also among the

attractions.

There is a steeplechase arena, in which are scores of amuse-

ments, "funny stunts" and illusions, including an "earthquake floor,"

"crazy stairs." "slippery slide," "Trilby, the Flying Lady," etc-

There is also a vaudeville theater in the steeplechase arena and a

grewsome illusion, entitled "From Life lo Death." Other features

include a $15,000 open-air music pavilion, aw Indian village peopled

by genuine Sioux Indians, a ladies' cottage, checking rooms and

other conveniences. High class Sunday concerts attract a great

many visitors to Kennywood also. Last season 2,000,000 persons

visited the park.

The Norumbega Park Co., of Auburndalc. Mass., is building

what it believes will be the finest open-air theater in America. The

roof covers an area of 20.000 sq. ft., and the theater will have seating

capacity for 3.000 persons. The park is operated by an inde-

pendent company which is composed of several officers of the New-

ton Street Railway Co.. the park manager being Mr. Carl .Mberte.

The attendance last season was 400,000. the cars carrying 325.000.

The admission to the park is 10 cents, and all the attractions

except the theater are free. The park is not only self-supporting,

but it pays dividends. High class vaudeville is especially remunera-

tive

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Railway Co. controls two pleasure

icsorls—Reed's Lake, which it operates, and North Park, which it

leases. It desires to retain the entire control of the features at

Reed's Lake, and consequently it prefers to operate the resort. The

business at North Park is not very large, compared with Reed's

Lake, so it can be leased as advantageously as it could be operated

by the company. For next season the company plans to build a

$.^^.500 refreshment pavilion, and will grant concessions for "Ve Olde
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Mill." etc.. at Reed's Lake. The admission to the parks is gratis.

Seats in the theater cost to to 25 cents each, a charge of 5 cents is

made for the roller coaster, and 5 and 10 cents are the charges at

the laughing gallery. In fact, nothing is over 10 cents, except the

theater and the roxvboats. The theater and the roller coaster are the

most remunerative. The parks are easily self-supporting. To handle

the heavy traffic cars are run to either park every two minutes from

all parts of the city. When necessarv-, three different lines can be

operated to Reed's Lake. The manager of Reed's Lake is Mr. Orin

Stair. The lessees (>( North Park are Messrs. Zindle and Hart.

The Mansfield (O.) Railway, Light & Power Co. owns and

ojicratcs Casino Park, preferring to operate it because it can he

conducted in a more orderly fashion and the company can better

cater to the public. No admission is charged and the park is

omsidered as a charge on the railway traffic. There is a res-

taurant which pays well, but the theater is run at a loss. No
improvements are contemplated for next season. Last season the

attendance at the park was 100,000, of which 70,000 were carried

i-n the cars.

The Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Railroad Co., of Willoughby.

O., owns W illoughbeach Park, which It leases, being of the opinior.

that it is not advisable to operate parks in connection with the

railroad business. No improvements or additional attractions are

contemplated for ne.xt season. Last season the attendance at the

park was 45.000, of which number 44,000 were carried on the cars.

Ihc park is self-supporting, dancing and an electric merry-go-

round forming the most popular attractions. For handling the

traffic extra cars are run in connection with the regular service.

The lessee of the park is the Willoughbeach Park Co., and the

manager is Mr. G. E. Bender.

The new $65,000 power house of the New York & Long I'-laiul

Traction Co. has been completed and furnishes power for operating

the lines between Krceport. Hempstead. Mineola, Queens and Rock-

ville Center. L. L The power house is located at Knckville Centir

and there is a sub-station at Hempstead.

Making Car Axles from Scrap Iron.

The car shops of the Pacific Electric Railway Co, of Los .\n

geles, Cal.. are equipped for car buildmg. as well as repair work,

and among the novel features of the shops is the making of car

axles from wrought-iron scrap. Scrap metal from all departments

is saved and sorted into piles of cast iron, wrought iron, or steel.

No. I and No. 2 wrought-iron scrap is used in making the axles,

the material being cut into l6-in. lengths, or less, it making no

difference how small they are. The scrap is then arranged in bun-

u_ — /a' .

II

BI.VtJKHS FOR SrKAP IRON:

dies of 225 lb. each, the pieces licing held together by binders made

of large pieces of flat scrap, bent as shown in Ihc accompanying

illustration. The larger pieces of flat scrap arc lairl on the bot-

tom and side? of the binders and serve to hold the small pieces in

place. 1 he size of each bundle is 8 x 10 x 16 in.

The scrap is heated in a decarlionizing revcrbcratory furnace

bunting crude oil, 12 bundlc'i Ijcing worked at each heat. After

attaining the proper heat the bunrlles are worked in a .L.^oo-lb. steam

hammT into »lab^, 3 ft. 6 in. long by 6x2 in., and these slabs are

again heated and worked info ax.c<, three slabs l>cing sufficient to

make the smallrtt size axle. .After being worked to the proper

diameter the rough ends are cut off Mini fiiiisliod in lathes to the

proper sizes.

liy making its own axles in this way the company not only uses

up all of its scrap wronglit iron. Init it is satisfied that it obtains a

ni'Nni.K.S (11'' SCK.M' KOR CAR AXLES.

better grade of a.xles than it can buy and that tlic material pro-

duced by this means possesses a ductility and fibre not obtainable

in rolled bar iron.

The furnace used in tliis work was designed and Iiuilt by .Mr.

T. A. McNeal, foreman of the blacksinitli shop, and aside from

the special feature of burning oil the furnace is interesting on ac-

count of the disposition of the spent (lame, which is used to gen-

llin MAMMIslt ,\'l' WdUK.

crate steam in a boihr l/uill directly over it. The steam thus fur-

nished is sufficient to supply three steam hammers in the blacksmith

shop.
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Tiaction in Cmucao. St. Loui.s 1 raii^it Tcriuiiial.s at the I'air.

lilarly in l-Vliriinry a party which incliidcd Mo^rv \V. II. McKiii-

Icy. S. I.. NiImiii .-iiiil Kiiwar.t VVooilnian, of llic McKinlcy propcr-

lic*. ail. I jipIri- (iiciru'i- I' \V:iiil\. ..f C.r.iml R.ii.i.U Mi.li . Kfi

S'll

(111 an extended trip through the West Intlics, visiting Cuba, Si.

Thomas, Porto Kico, Martinique, Harhados, Iriiiidad, Jamaica and

Nassau, and also Venezuela and Curacao. Uy courtesy of Judge

Wanty we are enabled to show a view of the party on its trip over

Uiic of the fralures in cuniirclioii with the o|M:ration of the street

railways of St. |jiui« during the c.iming summer that will he of

greatest interest to our readers, is the arrangement made hy the

St. Ijjuis Transit Co. for terminals .it the World's Fair grounds,

liy courtesy of the management of the Transit company wc are en-

aliled to publish details of the plans mentioned in the "Review" for

WORLDS r.\in l.l.VKS .11" TH.WSIT .•<'

March. KX>.^. for one of the tive loops which will In- ll:e tirniini m
llie company's exposition routes.

The exposition grounds arc approximately one mile from norlh

to south, and two miles from cast to west; the improved portion of

Korcst Park extends for a mile or more east of the exposition en-

closure so that access to the grounds by the Transit company is

confined to the north and south sides. Forest Park is due west of

the business district of the city and the regular car lines that run

to the western part of the park comprising the exposition grounds

are the Olive, Delniar, Page and Easton routes serving the north

TERMIN.M, LOOP SOL'THBAST rORXr:r{ IJE RAI.IVIERK AND DE GIVERVII.I.E .WES,

the railway oi Willemsladt, Curacao, in a private car, which shows

e-'.isling conditions on that isl.ind.

At the adjourned annual niceling oi the l.alie .Siricl I'.Kvated

Railroad Co., held at Chicago March 31st, it was voted to change

the name of the company to the Chic.igo & Oak Park Elevated Rail-

ro.id Co. The meeting was again adjourned to April 20ih.

side, and the Market, Laclede and Taylor routes serving the south

side. The haul by these several routes is from five to seven miles.

The disposition of cars to care for exposition traffic is not yet deter-

luincd, but probably the World's Fair cars will be operated on the

east and west lines, passengers on north and south lines throughout

the city being transferred at the inost convenient intersections.

The Jtcconipanying sketch shows the location of the six terminal

loops of the Transit company, and the routes of cars oi\ the lines
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direct to these iKiiiits. We have given the several loops mmibcrs and

descriptions on the slsetch which will serve to identify tliein.

Xo. I is just east of DeBaliviere Ave. at the Lindell or Main en-

trance to the fair grounds, and will be used liy the Olive St. cars.

No. 2 is just west of DeBaliviere .•\vc. at the same entrance, and

wil! be used by the Delniar .\ve. cars.

llie car equipment provided has been with the view to carrying

(10,000 passengers per hour to the Fair grounds, and an equal num-

ber in the opposite direction.

The terminal, plans of which are shown, is that at the southeast

corner of DeBaliviere and DeGivcrvillc Avcs. (No. t).

The space available here was 400 ft. by 175 ft. and in this were

laid out the tracks as shown. Twelve exit turnstiles are provided,

of which ten are near the southwest corner of the terminal enclosure.

Xinc ticket booths and ton ontr.Tnce turnstiles are placed on Iho

r^K
\

3-^^/A
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f?
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TICKKT HdOTll KNTkANCli TUKNST1L,E.

No. 3 is the "Pike" terminal and is at the Pike entrance to the

Kroundt, and will be used by ICa.ston Ave. cars.

No. 4 i< at the "Administration" entrance at Skinkcr Road, and

will be used by the Page Ave. cars.

All thc<>c terminals are connected by a double track railway, which

will enable car? to l>c shifted l)etwccn these various terminal stations

to meet varying ref|uircmcnts.

Not. s and are on the south side of the grounds and will be

used by Larlcde, Market and Taylor .Ave. lines, the cars being con-

centrated at either Irwip.

south side (next the Exposition grounds), a mov.ilile fence Iieinn

provided so that the platform may be divided into two .sccliims, in

order that passengers leaving the cars will not conflict willi lliosu

entering the station to board cars for the city.

The general purpose of the arrangement and the localion of llu-

entrance and exit gates is easily seen from the plan drawing, and llie

simplicity anil llexibilily of the design cnnunend i(. When Iradic

is in both directions tlie movable fence enables the (wo streams Ir,

be easily separated, and when traffic is all one way the hIioIc of Ihe

platform is available if needed.
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The fence enclosing ilu- irrniinal is 8 h. high, with venic.-il |iickvt>

of I X 6-in. planks spaced 8 in, livtwccn ccnter^ and nailed to three

2 X 6-in. stringers. The stringers are siipporleil un 6 x 6-in. square

posts g ft. long. The posts are set 3 ft. in the ground, the lowest

stringer heing lo in. alx>ve the ground.

The exit turnstiles are of the usual type, the revolving portion

lieing 5 ft. in diameter and K ft. high. The details with important

dimensions are shown in the engraving.

New I'uhlicutiuns.



Recent Street Railway Decisions.

EDITED BY J. L. ROSENBERGER. ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

COLLISION OF CARS RINXING IX OPPOSITE DIREC-
TIONS ON SAME TRACK EVIDENCE OF NEGLIGENCE.

Robinson vs. St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. (Mo. -\pp. ). 77

S. W. Rep. 493. Dec. i. 190J.

The collision of cars running in opposite directions on the same
track, the court of appeals at St. Louis. Mo., holds, was prima

facie evidence of the defendants negligence. When shown, thv

burden was shifted on the defendant to show by a preponderance

of the evidence that the collision was not due to its fault.

STATUTE MAKING STREET RAILWAY CO.MPAXIES LIA-

BLE FOR PRIVILEGE TAX IMPOSED UPON ADVER-
TISING COMPANY UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

Knoxville Traction Co. vs. McMillan ( lenn.), 77 S. \\ . Rep. 065,

Nov. 20, 1903.

The supreme court of Tennessee holds that the provision of

chapter 257 of the Acts of that state of 1903 making street and

commercial railroad companies liable for the privilege tax imposed

upon advertising companies conducting the business of advertising

in the cars and stations of such companies is clearly unconstitutional

and void, as being a deprivation of property without a hearing or due

process of law.

PASSENGER NOT BOUND TO EX.\MIXE TRANSFER.

Moon vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. (N. V. .Sup.), 85 N. Y.

Supp. 363. Nov. 30. 1903.

A passenger on a south-bound car a^ked for a transfer to which

he wa^ entitled to another line going south, but was given, probably

through error of the conductor, a transfer to that line going nortli,

which would have been a proper transfer if he had been proceeding

north and wished to continue his journey in that direction, lie did

not examine this transfer, nor, the appellate term of the supreme

court of New York holds, was it his duty to do so. It says that he

had the right to assume that, as he was proceeding south, he would

receive a transfer that would ciititle bini to contiTuie in that

direction.

BUT ONE FENDER. CONDUCTOR AND MOTORMAN RE-

QUIRED FOR TWO CARS COUPLED TOGETHER

\'on Diest vs. San .'\ntonio Traction Co, (Tex. Civ, .\pp.), 77 S- W.

Rep. 632. Nov. 25, 1903. Rehearing denied Dec. 23, 1903.

.\ city ordinance provided that it should be unlawful to operate

or run any street car unprovided with a car fender. It was also

provided that no electric car should be propelled or operated within

the limits of the city without having one conductor and one motor-

man thereon. The court of civil appeals of Texas thinks that, within

the spirit of the ordinance, two cars coupled constituted one car,

and a fender on the front car and one conductor and molorman

were all that was required by the ordinance.

PASSENGER ACCOMPANIED BY CHILD ENIITLED lO
OPPORTUNITY TO ALIGH I IN SAFETY UNDER CON-
DITIONS ATTENDING HER SITUATION.

Ilannon vs. St, Louis Transit Co. (Mo, App.). 77 S. W. Kep 15K

Nov, 3, 1903.

The contention of the defendant, m effect, that the testimony

proved l>cyond dispute that the car was stopped sufficiently long

to enable the plaintiff individually 10 alight in safety, and that if

<hc had not paused to assist her niece, a child who was with

her, »hc would not have liecn injured, the court of appeals at St,

Louis, Mo., uys did not impress it with much force. It says that

it was the duty of tile servaius of the defendant in charge of the

car, perceiving, as they should have done, if in the proper exer-

cise of their employment, the delay occasioned to the plaintiff in

assisting her small companion to get off, to have caused the car

to remain at rest to permit the plaintiff lo alight in safety under

the conditions attending her situation, and the law did not exact

of her to abandon her voiithful associate.

DUTY TO STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN BEFORE ATTEMPT-
ING TO CROSS TRACK— WHEN LIABILITY NOT
C.\USKD BY TOO GREAT SPEED.

Heebe vs. New Orleans & Carrollton Railroad. Light & Power
Co. (La.), 35 So. Rep. 251. June 22, 1903. Rehearing denied

Nov. 16, 1903.

The recognized rule, the supreme court of Louisiana holds, is

that before attempting to cross a railway track a person shoul.l

stop, look, and listen, and it will hardly do to substitute for it a

rule to the effect that, being at a distance from a crossing, towards

which he and an electric or steam car are traveling, he may then

form an opinion as to which of the two will get there first, and,

acting upon that opinion, essay the crossing without giving him-

self further concern upon the subject. The fact that a street

railway company has operated a car at too high a rate of speed

will not entitle a party who is injured to recover if it appears

that the fault of the company would not have caused the injury

save for the supervening and greater fault of the party injured.

DUTY ON SEEING FRIGHTENF.D HORSE.

Knoxville Traction Co. vs, Mullins (Tenn. ), 76 S. W. Kep. 8yo.

Oct. 24, 1903.

It is not to be understood, the supreme court of Tennessee says,

that the employe in charge of a moving car on a public thorough-

fare is obliged, at the peril of subjecting his employer to a recov-

ery for damages, lo stop the usual methods employed in running

street cars every time he .sees a frightened horse in the street.

Hut the court thinks that the safety of those who ride or drive

horses along these highways requires an enforcement of the rule

that, where it reasonably appears a horse is so frightened as that

it is unmanageable, or is otherwise placing the one in charge or

others in imminent danger, the motorman should slop soundin,j

his gong or bell, and also slop the movement of his car, and thus

prevent, if it may lie, a tlirealened iiij\u\v, 'To conliuue lo run

his car at a rapid rate upon the frightened animal, and to ring

his gong or bell, are acts of wantonness, which should make the

master liable for tlie iniuries that result lluTcfrnni-

LI.MSILITY FOR ASSAULT ON COLOklvD PERSON A'T

PARK DUE TO PRESUMABLY KNOWN CONSPIRACY.

Inilianapolis Street R.iilway Co, vs, Dawson (Iml App 1, (>X N. \i.

Rep. 909. Nov. 17, 1903,

Here a colored man who went lo a park owned by the com-

pany and on which it maintained certain attractions was assaulted

and beaten in pursuance of an alleged conspiracy of certain law-

le^- frequenters of the park "to suppress, molest, assault, and

insult colored people generally who might visit said park," The

pleadings charged the company with notice of the alleged coM-

spir.icy, with acquiescence therein, and, by its guards or police-

men, with passive participation in the actual as.sault made. The

api>ellale court of Indiana, division No, 2, holds that demurrers

to the complaint were correctly overruled, and aflirms a judg-

ment for $500 damages against the company. It holds that evi-

dence of similar ocurrences was compeleni as lending to show

notice of the conditions. Lastly, it says that the company and
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its officer:, apiivarcil tii have displayed iiidifTerciicv lu the condi-

tions existing which it and they could nul well help knowing.

This may have lieen dne to the idea, soinetiniC!> cnlertaiiied, that

as to acts of lawles>ness it is a sufficient duly of cili/eii^liiii In lie

indifferent. Such idea is entirelv erroneous.

l^J^K^ lo Ai.ic.iiriNc; passengkr from i-ai.l ok
IROI.LKV POLK OK C.\K- 1 RANSKKR TICKKI' 11 SKLK
NOT REUUIKKl) lO UK OKKKRKD IN KVIDKNCK

Oiicago City Railway Co. vs. Carroll (III.), 68 N. K. Rep. 1087.

Vhc. 16, iQo.v

As a passenger was alighting, or just as he had alighted, to

go 10 another car, at a junction of two streets, the trolley pole

from the car from which he was alighting or had just alighted

fell and struck him ui»on the head. The supreme court of Illinois

holds that it was not necessary for him to show what caused the

trolley pole to fall, or Ih-it the car was run in a negligent manner
with regard lo speed, or was defectively or wrongly constructed.

Nor does it think that it was fatal to his case, after he had testified

that he had a transfer and his son had testified that when he was
brought home a transfer was taken out of his pocket, that the

transfer paper itself was not offered in evidence. It says that

no witness denied that he had a transfer, or that he received

it in the regular vsay. The action was not upon the transfer

paper. It was a mere incident to his right. It was sufficient that

the undisputed evidence showed, or tended to show, that he did

receive a transfer, and in consequence of that, and by virtue of

it. was a passenger on both lines of the compnny while making
a continuous journey to his destination.

CAKE KIlQUIRED IN CHOOSING PLACES FOR PASSEN-
GERS TO ALIGHT—STOPPING AT SllOKT DISTANCE
FROM CROSSING.

Lynch vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. .App.). "7 S. \V. Rep. 100.

Nov. 17. 190.V

What a street railway company or oilier carrier is bound by

law' to do in discharging passengers from a vehicle, the court

of appeals at St. Louis. Mo., says, is to use high care to select

a safe landing place, and in other ways to endeavor to land them
safely. The defendant, or other carrier, should not lie the least

remiss in the choice of landing places, and cannot lawfully be.

It must choose them with great care: and. where there is an

cmlxinkment or other surface fault which enhances the peril of

alighting, the place is an improper one to discbarge a passenger.

But the court holds that the defendant could not 1k' held answer-
able from the fact that the plaintiff got hurt in leaving its car

while the car was standing at a safe place, although that place

was a short distance from the one where passengers usually alight-

ed. It says that the omission of the carmen to stop the car at the

crossing was not the proximate cause of the injury to the plaintiff.

because, while maybe the accident would not have happened if

that had been done, passengers are constantly let off cars at other

places than street crossings without harmful consequences. Most
other portions of streets are as safe to alight on as crossings,

and varieties of cars are constantly being used which permit

passengers to board and alight anywhere along one side of a car,

which, of course, contemplates their doing so away from crossings.

NO OULI(;.\TION TO GIVE PASSENGERS PROM ONE
CTV TRANSKERS TO CONNECTED LINES IN AN-
OTHER.

City of .Monlpelier vs. Harre & Montpelier Tracliou & Power Co.

(Vt.), 56 .A»l. Rep. 278. Nov. 25, igoj.

The defendant was granted the right to construct and operate

a street railway over various streets of the city of Barre, condi-

tioned that the fare for riding upon the lines of the company
within the city limits should be five cents, and that the company
should give transfer tickets to all of its own lines. Tlic city of

Montpelier granted to another corporation similar rights within

its limits, subject to a similar condition. Subsequently the de-

fendant acquired the rights and obligations of the other company,
and the city of Montpelier granted to it the right to construct and
operate a line of street railway which would connect the lines

hereinbefore referred lo. This last-named gram or frandiisc con-

tained nothing .such that by accepting and acting under it the

defendant obligated itself to issue to its Mont|H.dier patrons trans-

fer tickets to its lines in the city of Harre. nor could the supreme

court of Vermont find from the evidence taken that the defendant

had in any other way ta-comc so obligated. It says that none
of the rights or obligations of the defendant with respect to its

road within the limits of Harre were cither directly or indirectly

derived from or im|>osed by the city of Montpelier. Neither

the city of Monl|)elier nor its mayor nor the Monlix-'lier patrons

of the defendant's road can complain because the ilefendant re-

quires of a person riding on its road within the limits of the

city of Barre payment of the fare which that city permits it to

charge.

REFUSAL OF CONDLCTOR TO RKCEIVK .MONEY MIS-
TAKENLY BELIEVED TO BE COIN IKKKKIT—LIABIL-
ITY OF CO.MI'ANY FOR I OR IS OF E.MPLOYES—RIGHT
OF PASSENGER IXJ RESIST WRONGFUL EJECTION
FROM CAR.

Brceii vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. .•Xpp.), 77 S. \V. Rep. 78.

Nov. 17, 1903.

A company is liable to answer in damages for the willful and

malicious torts of its agents committed within the scope and

course of their employment, but, the court of appeals at St. Louis,

Mo., says, the honest expression of the opinion of a conductor of

a car, or train of cars, that money offered to him in payment of

a fare is counterfeit, and his refusal to accept it for that reason,

is not a tort, though he be mistaken in his judgment of the money.

The question of whether or not the company would be liable had

verbal slander been charged and proven was not in the case.

To pay fare money was tendered in this case which the passen-

ger believed was genuine and was all that he had with him, but

which the conductor believed was spurious and refused to accept

on that account. The court says that it is not the law that it

was the passenger's duty to leave the car when he was told to

do so by the conductor, in the circumstances proven in this case,

rile company was a public carrier of passengers for hire. The
passenger was rightfully aboard its car. and had tendered and
continued to tender lawful money lo pay his fare, and he was
at no time in the wrong, and unquestionably had the right to

remain upon the car until he should arrive at his destination.

Being in the right, and the conductor in error, he had a right

to object, protest, and to reasonably resist his expulsion from the

car, and forfeited none of his rights to recover damages by resist-

ing, within lawful bounds, the wrong and indignity perpetrated

upon him by the conductor in ejecting him from the car. It is

not the law that one must submit to wrong, for fear that he will

lose some of his rights. On the contrary, he may manfully assert

liis rights, and make all lawful efforts to maintain them.

MUTUAL CARE REQUIRED AT CROSSINGS—FAILURE
TO (ilVE SIGNAL OF APPROACH OF CAR UNIMPOR-
TANT WHEN CAR IS SEEN—DUTY TO HAVE CAR
UNDER CON IROL—STOPPING OF CAR NOT TO BE
ASSUMED FROM ITS SLOWING VV.

Thompson vs. Metropolitan Street Railway Co. (N. V. Sup.). 85

N. Y. Supp. 181. Dec. 11. 1903.

\ man on reaching the space between two tracks at an intersec-

tion of streets looked in the direction from which a car was

approaching on the farther track 8 or 10 feet from him. The

car was approaching rapidly, but at this point it slowed up. and

as it slowed up the man proceeded. 1"hc speed of the car was

again increased, and just as the man was aliout to step upon the

track he was struck by the side or front end of the car. It did

not appear that he paid any attention to the car after it slowed

up. The first appellate division of the supreme court of New-

York is of the opinion that the record failed to establish the

negligence of the defendant, or of the man's freedom from negli-

gence, and holds that a judgment for ihc plaintiff and an order

denying a motion for a new trial must be reversed, and a new

trial ordered. It says that whether or not a signal of the approach

of the car was given was of no imiKirtance. because the evidence

was conclusive upon the point that the man saw the car. He
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"looked at the car," and iimst have known ihal it \v;is approacli-

ing. becanse it was then only 8 or 10 feet from him. Xor was
there any force in the suggestion, the conrt says, that he had a

right to assume, because the car had commenced to slow up, that

it would be so controlled that he could cross the street in safety.

It was the duty of the niotornian as the car approached the cross-

ing to have it under reasonable control. But this did not give

the man the right to assume that it would come to a stop, or that

its speed would be so controlled as lo give him time to pass over

the tracks without being injured. He had no more right to indulge

in this assumption, under the facts set out in the record, than the

moiorman had to indulge in the assumption that he would keep

out of the way of the car. Hie man, of course, was as nuicli

obligated to look out for his own safety as the defendant was
10 prevent his being injured. The obligation resting upon each

was mutual in this respect. Both had an equal right to the use

of the street at this point, and while it was the duty of the

defendant io move its car with care, to the end that the man
would not be injured, he was also required to exercise the same
care to prevent being injured.

PREREQUISITES TO C11.\RGI\G MORE ON CARS ril.\N

TICKETS ARE SOLD FOR.

Kennedy vs. Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co. (.-Via ;. 35

So. Rep. 108. July 10, 1903.

All the cases agree, the supreme court of Alabama says, that car-

riers of passengers may require persons to purchase tickets before

taking passage on their cars, and to this end may adopt a rule or

regulation establishing a higher rate to be paid the conductor than

the rate charged for a ticket. But to justify a discrimination in the

rate, the carrier must provide the proper facility and accommoda-

tion for so purchasing the ticket. If the carrier fails to give the

passenger a convenient and accessible place and an opportunity to

buy his ticket before entering the car, the regulation is unreasonable

and void, and is no defense to an action brought by the passenger

for his ejection by the conductor after he has paid the ticket rate.

In this case, the plaintiff boarded a car at or near an intersection

of streets, which the conductor designated as a flag station, where

the company had no depot or agent or tickets for sale. The court

docs not think that he should have been required to go 2^2 blocks

to purchase a ticket before boarding the car there, ii\ order lo have

the l)cnefit of the ticket rate. It says that if the company desires

to enforce the rule or regulation at all points along its line where

it receives passengers for transportation, it should have tickets on

sale at those points. The keeping them on sale at one station will

not justify its discrimination against passengers who take passage

at other and diflferent stations.

DAMAGES WHICH ARE NOT
BREACH OE CONTRACT

RECOVERABLE
10 RUN CARS.

FOR

Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway Co. vs. McDevitt ( U. S.),

24 Sup. Ct. Rep. 36. Nov. 16, i<j03.

.X'isuming that the railway company might have lawfully hoiuu!

itself to construct and operate the piece of road in question, the

lupreme court of the United States says that the question was

presented as to what compensation in damages the owner of a tract

of land vkith whom such ctmlract was alleged to have been made

and who had granted a right of way would be entitled if the com-

pany found that the traffic did not justify its further maintenance,

and ceased lo run its cars, or if the public interests required such

changes of the lines of the road as rendered the abandonment

necessary. The contract referred lo did not purport lo bind the

company to operate its cars over the extension or piece of road

in question for any designated pt-riod, but, considering its terms in

relation lo the right of way, the trial court held that it was bound

in perpetuity, and lhcreui«in thai if it ceased lo do this in whole

or in part at any time, the landowner could order the tracks off

her premises, and recover the difference between the value of her

land with the cars running and with the cxperlalion that they

would continue always lo run, and ihe value without the operation

of the car» and with no ex(>eclation Ihat they would nui in the

future. The supreme court holds that the instruction to this effect

»a» crroncoiH. Treating the contraci as a simi'lc contract, and

Ihe rcfu«al to run the cars as a breach which the landowner could

accept as finally determiuiug il. the court says it thinks she could

not recover for deprivation of the speculative gains of a remote

future. What might have been made by selling the land at a value

enhanced by the operation of the tracks in perpetuity was purely

problematical and not naturally in contemplation. .'\nd the more

so in view of the fact that railroad companies, while private cor-

iwrations, are quasi-public agencies, engaged in the performance

of public duties, and that contracts which prevent them from the

(lisdiargc of those duties cannot be sustained. It did not follow

that the company, because it possessed the ixjwer to construct

and operate this extension, could contract to operate it forever

in so absolute a sense that damages could be awarded for the

breach of such a contract, predicated on the expectation of its

perpetual operation. Moreover, the court is inclined to think that

the bearing that the landowner's demand that the tracks be re-

moved, and the accepted and complete surrender of the right of

way by their removal accordingly, might have liad, under all the

circumstances, on the question of prospective damages, should not

have l>cen excluded from the jury.

USE OF LOOSK-TONGUE SWITCH—APl'Rl )\'.\L 11 V CriV
ENGINEER NO DEFENSE.

Kirmingham Traction Co. vs. Reville (Ala.), 34 So. Rep. c>Si. Feb.

28, iy03. Rehearing denied July 6, 1903.

It may be, the supreme court of Alabama says, that the use of a

"loose-tongue" switch on electric street railways, without a spring

or other appliance to hold it in a desired position, is common and

usual with well-regulated roads of that class, and that ordinarily the

use of such a switch without such a spring or other appliance in the

track of such roads does not constitute a defect in the condition

of such track; but when a loose-tongue switch is so put into a

track, or is put in at such place and for such use, that it is likely

to cause derailment of cars attempting to pass, unless it is pro-

vided with a spring or other proper appliance to hold the tongue out

of the way of wheels not intended to take the switch, and no spring

is attached and no appliance is provided, or, if an appliance is pro-

vided, it is not adapted to and does not accomplish the purpose for

which it is provided, the presence, structure, and use of such a

switch without a spring or other proper appliance does consti-

tute a defect in the ways of the company. Moreover, the court holds

thai if the switch here in question was defectively constructed, tlie

fact that the city engineer thought otherwise, and approved it as

being properly constructed, would be no defense to an aelioii tor

damages for iirjuries lo a conductor from a doraihirenl oir account

1 hereof.

WHEN TRACTION COMPANY A TRUNK RAILWAY-
CHARTER AND NOT MOTIVE POWb.R DETI'RMINI'S

CHARACTER (M:- COM PANY—TRUNK KAILW.XY DE-

FINED.

Dicbold vs. Kenlucky Traction Co. (Ky.), 77 S, W. Rei). (174. Dec.

I". KJ03.

\ traction com])any that is a railroad corporalioii orgairizcd

under the general statutes of Kentucky having iiower and author-

ity, under its charter, to construct and operate an electric line

from Louisville, Ky., to Nashville. Term., aiul to be a common

carrier of both passengers and freight, when in operation, the

court of appeals of Kentucky holds is a trunk railway under sec-

tion 1(14 of the constitution of that stale, which requires that all

franchises included within its language be sold to the higliesl

bidder, but is not lo apply to a trunk railway. It is said Ihal

whether a railway is a street railway or a trunk railway, it will

not be coutciiiled, il is apprehended, depends 011 the motor power

employed by it in propelling its rolling stock over and along its

tracks. It certainly can make no difference whether the cars of a

railroarl lonipaiiy are propelled by the agency of steam, nr of

gasoline. ..r 1,1 electricity, compressed air, liquified air, or .iiiy

other agency which science and the inventive genius of man may

in the future bring into use. Rather the character of a railroad

company is determincil by the nature and extent and limits put

u()on its operation liy law or otherwise, and by the cbaraclei .iiirl

object of its corporate creation as shown by its charier. Again,

it is said lhat it seems to the court that il is the cliarfer o( a com-

pany which places it iit the cl;iss lo ulii.h il licloiins; wlicllier
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--ircct railway or Iriiiik railway, ami mil llic cliaracler i<( tin-

iMolor power which it employs. It is iiClievcd that the fullowing

is the correct dclinition of the phrase "Irmik railway": "A trunk

railway is a coiiiiiiercial railway, whose main line, whether iiiier-

atcd hy steam, electricity, i>r any other motive power, connects

towns, cities, connties, or other points within the slate or in

(lifTcrcnt states, ami which railroad company, tinder its charter,

or iimler the general law, ha-, the legal capacity of conslrncliiiK.

pnrchasmg. and operating hranch lines or feeders connecting with

its main stem or Iriink, the main or Iriink line hearing the same

relation to its hranches llial the trunk of a tree \icars to its

branches, or the main stream of a river l>ears to its Irilnilarics."

I'nder section H42X of the Kentucky Statutes of igoj it is provided

that an internrlian electric railroad company, in order 10 l>e under

the same res|)onsil>ilities, and to have the same r'ghls, powers, and
privileges as railroad corporations existing under the laws of this

commonwealth, must, under its charter, he authorized to construct

a railroad 10 or more miles in length. Hie statutory recpiisilc

must, of necessity, he incorporated into the above delinilion of a

trunk railway when applied to intcrurban electric railroad com-
panies in this state.

I.IAIULITV FOR INJURY SUSTAINED BY PASSENGER IN

.M.UiHTlNG—DOCTRINE OF ASSUMPITON OF RISK
NOr PERIINENT—CONTRIHUTORY NECl.KiENCE .\

GOOD DEFENSE—WHEN DU I Y OF EX IR.\()RI)IN.\RY

CARE BEGINS AND ENDS.

Fillingham vs. St. Louis Transit Co. I Mo. .-Xpp.). 77 S. W. Rep

314. Nov. 17, iq03. Rehearing denied Dec. i. 19OJ.

The plaintiff, in alighting from a car which was run Iwyond

the station platform and where the ground was three or four feet

lielow the running Imard and rough, was injured. The court of

appeals at St. Louis, Mo., after discussing somewhat the nature of

the doctrine of the assumption of risk, says it fails to discern how

it could be pertinent. It says that the word "assumption" im-

ports a contract or some kindred act of an unconstrained will.

That Mrs. Fillinghams agreement with the defendant for carriage

contemplated and covered the risk of alighting at such a place as

she did, would not bear argument ; neither would the contention

that, because she made no demand to have the car returned to the

platform, .she took to herself the risk incident to getting off at the

point selected for her by the car operators. She was justiticd

in relying to some extent on their judgment and skill; and, though

she might do so in circumstances that would debar her from re-

covering damages, it would be on the score of contributory negli-

gence.

But in considering the relevancy of the doctrine of assumption

of risk to this case it must be remembered above all that the law-

forbids a carrier to contract against the consequences of any negli-

gence it may be guilty of in conveying passengers. Hence, if the

injury to the plaintiff occurred from the carmen's inattention to

duty, the defendant would be liable even if she had assume:! the

risk of injury in alighting by an express agreement. On the other

hand, if the accident did not arise from the fault of the employes, but

was cither purely fortuitous or caused or contributed to by the

plaintiff's own carelessness, the defendant, as suggested above, was

exonerated from responsibility by le?;al rules entirely distinct

from the doctrine of assumption of risk, namely, by the rule that

a defendant is not answerable for an accident unless caused by

his tort, or if the plaintiff's own negligence was an active cause.

.\s the plaintiff was full of mciUal and physical competency, if the

car was stopped at her command, in order that she might get off.

and she had suffered an injury in getting off. pissibly it could be

argued that she assumed the risk by an implied contract, or ac-

cording to the maxim "Volenti non fit injuria" (an injury is not

done to the willing) ; but on such facts it might be argued with

equal cogency that the carmen were innocent of negligence.

The contract between a carrier and passenger, the court further

states, continues not only during the interval of time consumed in

transporting the passenger from his starting point to destinalion,

but during the period needed for a safe exit from the vehicle. The
degree of care required of the carrier for a passenger's safety

while he is leaving the vehicle is as high as that required while

be is in transit ; that is to say, the extraordinary care imposed by the

law on carriers of passengers begins when the contract of carriage

takes effect on the rights of the parties, and continues unimpaired

until that contract emis with deposit at destination; thus protecting

p:is-enRer» as they get on and off conveyances. I'art of this duty

to safeguard passengers while leaving a car or other vehicle con-

sists in taking care tn put them off at a reasonably s:ife place. This

rule is to be dixtinguished from the one holding a carrier only for

lack of ordinary dilligencc in respect to platforms and approaches

Ml actions for injuries resulting before the relation of carrier and

pissenger liegan or after it ended.

CARE REQUIRED OF CARRIER AND OF PASSENGER
PROPORTIONATE lO DANt.EROUSNESS OF PLACE
OCCUPIED BY I.AITER-RISKS ASSUMED BY PASSEN-
GICR-RISK OF CARRIER'S NEGLIGENCE NEVER AS-

SUMED—CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE.

Parks vs. St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. (Mo.), 77 S. \V Rep.

70. Nov. 25, 1903.

Traveling on a street car in a great city, the supreme court of

Missouri, division No. 1, says, is always attended with danger,

whatsoever position in or on the car the passenger may assume.

But if it is a position that the carrier offers to the passenger, or

a position which the carrier assents to his taking, and knowingly

assumes to carry him in that posiiion, lien it be.omes the duly

of the carrier lo carry him safely in that jmsiiion, if it can be done

by the exercise of that high degree of care which the law requires

the carrier to observe for the -.afety of its passengers. The degree

of care to be observed by the carrier in such case iitust be in pro-

portion to the danger which the passenger's posiiion entail- The

more dangerous the position, the greater the <-arc the carrier is

bound to observe. ,\nd at the «ame lime the law imposes on the

passenger in like case the duty of observing for his own safety

the care that a man of ordinary prudence under like circumstances

would obser\e. and that care, too, must be in pro|K)rtion to the

apparent danger. The more dangerous the posiiion. the more care

a prudent man would be expected to observe.

It is the duty of a carrier who has undertaken to carry a pas-

senger in such a position to carry him safely, if it can be done

by the exercise of the degree of care above mentioned ; and it is

correspondingly the duty of the passenger, after he has taken

that position, to observe such care for his own protection as an

ordinarily prudent man in a like posiiion under like conditions

would naturally be exiK-cted to observe. I'nder those circumstances,

if the passenger is injured from a cause arising out of or inciJeni

to the |)ositioii itself, without failure of duly on the carrier's pirt.

the carrier is not liable. .'\nd though in such case the carrier fail

to perform its duty, and that failure results in the accident, still.

if the passenger fails also in his duty as above defined, and his

failure contributes to bring alK>ut the result, he cannot recover.

But in judging the conduct of Ixith carrier and passenger we must

look only to conduct after the passenger has assumed the position,

not charging the position itself to cither as an act of negligence,

hut requiring Ixith to keep in mind the peril incident to the posi-

tion, and regulate their conduct in reference thereto.

Again, the court says that the passenger never assumes the risk

of the carrier's negligence. There is always a risk of personal

injury to a person traveling, even if there be no negligence either

on his own part or oii the part of the carrier. 'That risk is inci-

dent to the act of traveling, and is greater or less according to

the circumstances and conditions. That risk the passenger as-

sumes. But if to the danger incident lo the act of traveling

under the circumstances and conditions of the particular case is

added a danger caused by the negligence of the carrier, the pas-

senger does not assume the risk of those combined dangers. If

the catastrophe in question did not result from the danger inci-

dent to the act of traveling under the given circumstances and

conditions, but resulted because to that danger was added the

consequence of the negligent act of the carrier, there was no such

assumption of risk as would relieve the carrier from liability.

Assumption of risk is one thing, and contributorj* negligence is

another.

The new superintendent of the York County Traction Co. and the

York (Pa.) Street Railway Co.. Mr. S. M. Manifold, has abolished

the system of having cars wait in Center square and elsewhere to

make connections and each car now runs on its own schedule and

need not wait when other cars ate hte. The old arr.nngeinent caused

arnoying delays.
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Financial.

March 28tli the Binghamtoii (N. V.) Railway Co. declared a

2 per cent dividend, payable April nth.

A mortgage has been tiled by the Kanawha Valley Traction Co.,

of Charleston. \V. Va., for $250,000. in favor of the Citizens' Sav-

ings & Irnst Co.. of Cleveland, to secure a 5 per cert bond issne

of like anionnt.

The receiver of the .Xtlantic Coast Electric Railroad Co.. of

.\shnry Park, N. J., reported that for the year ending Jan. 31. I<xi4.

the receipts of the road anionnied to $309,521 : dislmrsenierts,

$362,064; balance. $47,450.

The gross earnings of the North Shore Railroad Co.. of .San

Francisco, Cal., for January, IQ04, showed an increase of about

$6,000. bnt the net earnings decreased nearly $ii,oco, the company
showing a net deficit for the month in excess of $24,000. an increase

of $i,K'if<' over the deficit for the corresponding month last year.

Of the total issue of $7,500,000 bonds of the Xorilurn Ohio I r.ic-

liiin & Light Co.. only $5,750,000 are outstanding.

The passenger earnings of the Northern Texas Traclion Co., of

Koit Worth, Tex., for March amounted to $44,052, a gain of more

than 25 per cent over the corresponding period last year. The best

month the road ever had was October. 1903. wl-.en the gross earnings

were $47,000. The company has additional earnings from package

freight, express and mail carriage, and from the sale of light and

p.ower.

The United Traclion Co.. of Albany. N. V.. has issued new niorl-

gage bonds amounting to $6,500,000, the mortgage being execulcil

in favor of the Central Trnst Co. To take up present bonds ,it

maturity $4,421,000 will be reserved. .Mjout $900,000 will be used

to pay for property already acquired, and the resi will be issued as

extensions and improvements require.

SOl'TH SIDE ELEVATED R. R. CO.

The stockholders of the South Side Elevated Railroad Co., dI

Chicago, held a special meeting .'\pril 7th and voted to increase the

capital from $10,323,800 to $17,550,500, lo pay ff>r extensions and a

third track which the company pro|)oscs to build for express serv-

ice. The extensions proposed consist of 3.8 miles of single track

and 6.8 miles of double track. Foundations for the third track

are already in. The extensions will include lines to the .Stock Yards

and packing house district, to 42n(l St.. near Lake Michigan; lo

EngIcwof)d. westward to a point between Center and .X-hland

.\vcs. ; to EnglewiK>d. southward to a point between 68th and 72n<l

Sts. 'Hie third track will be built from 12th lo 43d Sts. The

company will issue $7,226,600 of new stock, which will give seven

shares for each 10 •hares outstanding.

METROPOLITAN WEST SIDE El.iAA IKD.

The annual repfirt of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Kail-

road Co.. for the fiscal year ending Feb. 29. 1904. was submitted

lo the '•tockh'ilders at the annual meeting held .'\pril 4tli. The
statement of income account shows that the passenger earnings

were $2,065,701; miscellaneous earnings, $87,453: total earnings,

$2,147,154; operating expenses, $i,042,3,!8; net earnings from ojK'ra-

tion, $1,104,816; other income, $6,031; net income, $1,110,847;

charges, $853,395; other deductions, $41,351 ; surplus for year. $2iO.-

101 ; add surplus from previous year. $10,856, making total surplus

Feb. 29. 1904, S22f).i)37.

The general balance sheet shows assets amounting to $,^,109,409,

including cost of road and equipment $29,249.7.58. The liabilities

mchide $9,000,000 preferred capital slock, and $7,500,000 common
»l<ick. $10,000,000 fift mortgage 4 [kt cent Ixuul'., and $3,000,000 ex-

lcn%ifm 4 per cent.

The Ttpnrl of the president, .Mr. D. MacAllister, shows the num-
ber of pastcngers carried during the year lo have l)een 4 1 ,.172,.?,38,

agaiinti .n.S4fi.3!>A the previous year, an increase of 1,823.984, or

4.61 per cent The mileage operated and the equipment remain

the same as the previous year. .V new coal bandlini; plant has been

constructed at 46tb .-\ve. on the ("larlield Park lino. I'rogress was

reported on the new terminal station at Fifth .\ve.. between Van
Hureu St. and Jackson Boulevard, but this work has been retarded

because of inability to get possession of the property on Franklin

St., and also because of the delay in getting material. Tbc im-

provement will be completed during the summer, however.

The report also states that the traffic delivered to the company

by the .\urora. Elgin & Chicago Railway Co. has shown a satis-

factory increase during the year, partly due to tlial company hav-

ing put in operation last May a branch line from W'heatou to

Elgin, The operating expense^, .is ^howu by the report, were

comparatively high, owing to the increased cost of supplies, (uel

and labor. In view of improvements luade and contemplated, and

in view of the present general financial conditions, which would

forbid the sale of bonds on adequate terms, the directors (Ucnud

it advisable lo pass the dividend this year.

UNITED RAILWAYS CO. OF ST. LOUIS.

The annual report of the United Railways Co. of St. Louis for

the year ended Dec. 31, 1903. shows that the total payment of ilivi-

dends amotinted to $852,203. of which $264,.i2S was paid lo the

St. Louis Transjl Co, on stock owned by it. The income account

shows a balance of $229,941. The assets of the company amount In

$104,2.53,644, which includes $77,<)52..503 total propeity and plant.

The total amount of reserved .securities is $2^,05 1,400. The total

capital stock of the company amounts to $45,000,000; total bon.lel

indebtedness. $58,688,000. The rental of the St. Louis Transit Co.

amounts lo $872,701. The total net expenditure for construction,

equipment, betterments and improvements for the year was $1,868.-

Q31. The total net construction and equipment expenses from the

organization of the company lo and including Dec. 31.1903. amounts

lo $11,069,722. The annual report of the St. Louis Transit Co.

w.is pulili^hefl in p.irt in the "Review" for March.

INDIANA UNION TRACTION CO,

The Indiana L'nion Traclion Co., of .>\nderson, liuT, reported for

1903 as follows:

Gross earnings $1,1 18,951

Operating expenses ^ 620.1.56

Net earnings 498,815

Fixed charges .'

,1.sB,5ii

Net income 240..504

Ti)l.i:i)0 RAILWAYS & LIGHT C"f)

The 'Toledo lO 1 Railways & Light Co, reported for T'eliruary as

follows:

1903. 1<)04. Incre.-ise,

Gross earnings $115,148 $124,03; $8,881)

Operating expenses 61,115 71.952 10,837

Net earnings 54.o,W 5^.085 *i,94''^

Fixed charges .W.564 4I.590 2.026

Surplus 14,461) 10,495 *3,974

Operaling ratio 5.507 .5801 ,0494

Decrease.

'The high water of the Manmee River lloorled llie company's

posver house so that on I'ebrnary i^t it practically liad no service

until evening, and (hiring the lirst few days of the month it was

impossible to maintain the regular schedule. This materially re-

duced the earnings and necessitated exira expense. The passenger

earnings for the first 29 days of March anuninte<l to $91,549. against

$86,978 for the same period last year.

TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSTT CO.

'The 'Twill City Rapiil 'Tran-.it Co., r>f Minneapolis. Minn., re-

p'lrlcrl for T"clirn;iry as follows:

Increase.

Earnings frf>m operation .. $3i3,3,sS $.^0.7.''**

Operaling expenses i.W.?.?^ i9..50.1

.Net earnings i^3,f<ofi ii.4.';.S

I'rrmi January I si

:

learnings from operation . ...644,770 .^o..532

Operating expenses .Vfi.25.i 27,229

Nel earnings .128,517 23,103
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ClllCAU) & MILWAUKEK KLIXTKIC RY.

Tlic ciimparaliM' ^l;ltc'lMl'nt of tlic ChicaKo & Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railway Co. (or March is as follows:

190.V nXM- Increase.

Earnings froni operalion $ ij,J55 $ iJ,K.1i> $ 9.4&4

Operating expenses t>,.M7 io.oq.? 3.77''

Net earnings 7A<** 1 -"."4'' 5.7'*

I'or three months

:

learnings from operation $ 36,035 $ 5i).K73 $-'3.>*3K

Operating expenses 18.705 3I.4X<> IJ.7*<4

Net earnings I7.3.V> ^..^>U ".o^t

SI'RINCil'lEl.i) KAILW AV & I.KaiT CO.

The Springfield (III.) Railway & Light Co. reporteil for

ary as follows;

1903. KJ04. I1

dross earnings $ 4J,045 $4^1.713

()|>erating expenses ^6.376 3I..J50

.Net earnings ij.fitxj >5.4<>3

From January 1st

;

Gross earnings $85,720 $98,926
Operating expenses 53,864 .65,290

Net earnings 31.856 3^.l'3('

•Decrease.

Fehrn-

$ 4,668

4.8-4

$13,206

11,426

1,780

COLUMBLS, BUCKEYE LAKE & NKWAKK.
Following is the comparative statement of the total receipts and

expenditures of the Colimihns. Buckeye Lake & Newark Traction

Co. for February

:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Total receipts $7,330 $9,407 $2,077
Total expenses 7,031 8,319 1,288

Balance 299 1,088 789
Statement for January

:

Total receipts $8,716 $9,455 $ 739
Total expenses 7,490 8,886 i ,396

Balance 1,226 569 *657

•Decrease.

. ITICA & MOHAWK VALLEY K^

The I'tica (N. Y.) & Mohawk Valley Railway Co. reported for

the quarter ending Dec. 31st as follows;

1902. 1903. Increase.

Earnings from operalion $141,331 $170,340 $29,018

Operating expenses 94.114 113.350 iq.156

Net earnings 47.137 56.999 9,862

Other income 679 1,006 327
Cliarges 37,099 40.589 3490
Surplus 10,716 17.416 6.700

The assets of the company arc $7,959,032. including cost of road

and equipment. $5,404,381; capital, $2,500,000; funded dchl, $2,700.-

000; loans and hills payalile. $2,239,879; prnfil aixl loss surplus. $361,-

696.

ELGIN, AURORA & SOUTHERN.

Following is the comparative statement of the Elgin, .\urora &
Southern Traction Co.. of .Aurora. 111., for I'ehruary : .

1903. 1904. Increase.

Earnings from operation $30,023 $.33,132 $3,109
Operating expenses 18.918 21,999 3.o8i

Net earnings 11. 105 11.132 27
Charges 9.216 9.133 *83

Net income 1,889 1.999 1 10

For eight months:

Earnings from operation $287,154 $310,087 $22,933
Operating expenses 165,929 184.339 18410
Net earnings 121,225 1^5.748 4.523
Charges 72,730 73,507 777
Net income 48495 52,240 3,745

•Decrease. Operating expenses include an accident appropriation

equal to 2 per cent of gross receipts.

NORTHERN OHIO TRACTION & LIGHT,

The comparative statement of the Northern Ohio Traction &
Light Co., of Akron, O., for February is as follows:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross eaniings, railway $44,747 $ 4fM79 $".73^
(iross earnings, light 9.954 10405 451

Total gross earnings .54.701 .56,884 2,183

Operating expenses, railway 28,907 .10419 1,512

0|H'rating expenses, light .I..507 3.735 228

Total ii|K-raling ex|>cnses 32414 .14. 154 1.740

Net earnings 22,287 22,729 442
Fixed charges 21,226 22,667 1441

Surplus for sKKk 1,061 63 ^998

•Decrease. The passenger earnings for the first 29 days of March
were $47,466, against 48,101 for the same period last year.

LAKE SHORE ELECTRIC RV

Following is the February statement of the Ltke Shore Electric

Railway Co., of Clevelanil, O.

:

1903. 1904. Incrca.se.

learnings from operation $ 32,030 $ 32,140 $ 110

Operating expenses 26.251 .36.908 657
Net earnings 5,778 '4.767 ••10.545

Interest , 20.370 20404 34
'deficit 14.592 25.171 10,579

•Deficit. ••Decrease.

The weather conditions were such during February that a large

mileage of the system was practically inoperative for some time.

.MONTREAL STREET RAILW

The comparative statement of earnings of

Railway Co. for February follow s

;

1903.

Passenger earnings $139,065

Miscellaneous earnings 2.735

Total earnings 141.800

Operating expenses 108.803

Net earnings 32,997

Fixed charges 15,716

Surplus 17,281

Operating ratio of car earnings 7823

October ist to date:

Passenger earnings $831,256

Miscellaneous earnings 14.332

Total earnings 845.589

Operating expenses 5.13.379

Net earnings 312.210

Fixed charges , 81.706

Surplus 230.504

Operating ratio of car earnings 6417

•Decrease. Interest on Montreal & Park

bonds not included.

AV CO.

the Montreal Street

19Q4. Increase.

$167,023 $27,958

1,662
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DETROrr LXITEU RV.

^Tlie Detroit (.Mich.) United Ry. reported as follows lor Febrtiary ;

igo,?. 1904. Increase.

Earnings from operation $28,5.034 $2)i4.g5() $1,922

Expenses and taxes 177.106 205.928 28,822

Net earnings 105,928 79.028 *26.900

Other income 2,649 3.390 741

I'otal income 108.57- 82.418 '26.159

Charges 81.048 89.788 8.740

Deficit **27.529 7..^70 34.899

From January i st

:

Earnings from operation $596,918 $592,586 »$ 3.432

E.vpenses and taxes 373,044 432.031 58.987

Net earnings 222.974 i6o.555 *62,4iy

Other income 10.810 7,201 *i.6o()

Total income 233,784 167.756 *66.028

Charges 162.205 1/7.354 15,149

Deficit **7l-579 9,598 81,177

•Decrease. •Surplus. The loss of the Detroit United for the

first 21 days in March was $1,109. and of the Rapid Ry., $2,943. The
Sandwich, Windsor & Amhcrsthiirg showed a gain of $1,056. The
loss of the entire system for 21 days was $2,997.

CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

Following is the comparative slatenienl of earnings of the Cleve-

land Electric Railway Co. for the year ended Decemlwr 31st;

1902. 1903. Increase.

January $321-407 $.360,937 $.39,529

February 290,474 328,088 37,614

March 337.937 373.214 35.276

April ,332.433 .580.172 47.739

May
. 372.179 415.746 43.56f)

June 364.574 403.854 39.279

July 390,848 405.408 14.559

.\ugust 393.640 404,062 10,421

September 374,883 .585.758 10,875

October 382,356 385,022 2,606

November 369,312 355.822 *I3,4')0

December 376,442 .362,023 *I4,4I9

First Quarter $ 949,818 $1,062,240 $112,421

Second Quarter 1,069.18s 1,199.773 130,584

Third Quarter 1, 159.372 1,195,299 35.856

Fourth Quarter 1,128,111 1,102,868 *25,243

First Half $2,019,006 $2,262,013 $243,006

Second Half 2,287,484 2,298,007 10,613

Total .$4,306,491 $4,560,11

1

$253,620

1904. Decrease

January $332,090 $28,537

February 31 7,399 10,689

'Decrease. Officials of the company state that the company lost

$200,000 through low fares and universal transfers since last summer.

CINCINNATI, NEWPORT & COVING ION.

Following is the condensed statement of the Cincinnati, Newport

& Covington Light & Traction Co. for February

:

1903.

(irosi receipts $ 86,2^13

(Operating expenses .W.897

Damages taxes, rents and tolls l6.,346

1 otal ex|K-nse5 51 ,243

.N'ct earnings 35.O20

Intercut on lionds 20.917

Interest on temporary loans 79

Total fixed charges 20,995

Net profit 14,024

Operating ratio 4044

Same inc. damages, taxes, etc SOAP
Frr/m January 1st :

Gross receipts ..$180,475

Operating expenses 7S.99S

"/H-
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Personal.

Mk KDW IN \V KICK, JR., lias been clicU-.l a director of llic

Gfiiiral Kicilrii: Co., lo siiccrrcl the laic William C Whitney.

MR. F I.. Fl'I.I.KR, gciii-ral tnaiiaKvr nf the New York & yiiccii%

Coiiiil) Railw.iy Co.. ha> lictii elected vice-president of the company.

MR lli:.\KY l-RKSII, president of the Emergency Car Brake

Co . of Cuiiiherlaiid. Md., was a recent caller at Jhe "Review" office.

MR WILI.I.\M L S.\UNUERS has Iwen elected president of

the Ingersoll-Sergeant DrdI Co., of New York City, to succeed lion

William R. (irace. dccea.sed.

MR .ALKX.ANDKR GORDON has liecn appointed superintend

cnt of the Richmond (Ind. ) Street & Interurhan Railway Co., vice

Mr. C. A. Denman, who resigned .Vpril 4th.

MR. M.VLCOl.M C 1A'I)I.,\M has resigned as general manager

of the Camden, Gloucester & Wmidhury Railway Co., of Gloucester,

N. J., to go to Newark. He was with the Gloucester company four

years.

MR. C. T. Ml'RDOCK lla^ lieen appointed superintendent of the

Terre Haute Electric Co's. railway and lighting plant at Brazil,

Ind. He was formerly electrician for the street railway company at

Terre Haute.

MR. J. W. M'COYL has hccn appointed roadmaster of the Evans-

villc & Princeton Traction Co. He was formerly in the employ of

the Illinois Central Railroad Co.. and heforc that was connected

with the Southern Ry.

MR. KR.\NK M. L.\Y. of Kewanee. 111., has Ihcti elected secre-

tary of the Galeshurg & Kewanee Electric Ry.. and has also heen

admitted to the directorate of the coinpany. Mr. S. E. Robb has

retired as a director and officer of the company.

MR. EDWARD B. STOWELL has been appointed superintend-

ent of the Rockford, Beloit & Janesvillc Railroad Co., with head-

quarters at Beloit, Wis., to succeed Mr. W. Nutt, resigned. Mr.

Stowcll was formerly located at Rockford, III., in charge of the con-

struction department of the company.

MR. J. J. OTiRIEN. who for more than 14 years has been in the

auditing, accounting and financial departments of the Chic.igo office

of the General Electric Co.. for the last few years as cashier and

chief clerk, has resigned to become general auditor for the engineer-

ing firm of H. M. Byllesliy & Co., Chicago.

MR. H. A. W.-\LDRON has been appointcil a-sisiant superin-

tendent of the Danville, Urbana & Oiampaign Railway Co., vice

Mr. E. 1. Kleni, who has been transferred tn the Springfield division

of the Illinois Central Traction Co. Mr. Waldron was formerly

assistant superintendent of the Oiicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co.

MR. C. A. DENM.-\N has resigned as superintendent of the Rich-

mond (Ind.) Street & Internrban Railway Co., to which position he

was appointed last summer. He was formerly general manager of

the Toledo. Bowling Green & Southern Traction Co.; also of the

Toledo & Maumee Valley Railway Co. and the Toledo, Walcrville &
Southern Ry.

MR. C. C. STARR has been appointed representative in the Mari-

time Provinces of the Canadian Westinghousc Co., Limited, of

Hamilton, Ont. His headquarters are at i.m Granville St., Halifax,

N. S. The Maritime Provinces are included in the district covered

by the company's Montreal office and Mr. Starr will consequently

be considered an attache of that office.

MR. GEORGE M. HOADLEY, who has been connected with the

Bemis Car Truck Co. more than 20 year.s, has entered the employ

of the Peckham Manufacturing Co., as salesman, and has been

assigned the entire southern territory. Besides being thoroughly

familiar with every detail of the truck business. Mr. Iloadlcy has

a very wide and influential acquaintance.

MR. JOHN A. NESTER has been apiiointed general superintend-

ent of the Oeveland & Southwestern Traction Co., vice Mr. E. W.

Coe. resigned. The appointment became effective .Xpril 1st. Mr.

Nester has heretofore been the company's agent at Norwalk, O.,

and was also manager of the electric light and gas plants of that

city. Formerly he was cotniccted with the Wheeling & Lake Eric

R. R. His headquarters are at Elyria, O.

MR. BENJAMIN S. HANCHETT has been appointed general

manager of the Grand Rapids Railway Co., to succeed Mr. G. Stew-

art Johnson, deceased. In i88.i Mr. Ilanchett entered the employ

of the Street Railway Co. of Grand Rapids as office boy. In 1888

he became chief clerk and was soon advanced to paymaster. Next

he was appointed secretary of the old horse car system ami when

the Valley City Street & Cable Co. purchased the street car lines

he was made secretary and assistant treasurer of the con.solidalcd

system In lycx) the present company purcl ased the system and

Mr. Ilanchett became secretary and ireasuru of the company.

CAPT. ALEXANDER R PIPER has Inen appointed general su

pcrintendent of the .Xmerican Railway Iraffic Co., a constituent

company of the Br<x>klyn Rapid Transit Co., which was organized

for the purpose of transixirting freight over the Brooklyn trolley

lines. Captain Piper was formerly second deputy police comniis-

vioner of New York City and previous to that was superintendent

of final disposition in the New York street department.

MR. .MATHEW C. BRUSH, who was last summer appointed

assistant to the president of the Boston Suburban Electric Coni-

paries, has been appointed general manager of the following com-

panies which are controlled by the Boston Suburban F^lectric Com-

panies: Newton Street Railway Co., Newton & Boston Street Rail-

way Co., Lexington & Boston Street Railway Co , Wellesley & Bos-

ton Street Railway Co., Conimonwealtii .\ve. Street Railway Co.,

Westhoro & Ilopkinlon Street Railway Co., and the Norumlwga

Park Co. Mr. Brush will also have charge of purchasing supplies

for these companies.

MR. R. C. .\RNOLD, secretary and treasurer of the .Arnold

Electric Power Station Co., of Chicago, was married .\pril sth

to Miss Hazel McLane, daughter of Mr. George A. McLane, oi

New Y'ork City. .After a short trip east. Mr. and Mrs. .Arnold are

to return to Qiicago, and for the summer will take up their resi-

dence in Lake BlutT. Mr. .Arnold has for several years been con-

nected with the .Arnold company, of which his brother, Mr. Bion

J. Arnold, is president, and has formed a very wide acquaintance

among the electrical and mechanical interests of the East and mid-

dle West, who extend 10 him their heartiest congratulations on

this occasion.

MR. .ARTHUR WARREN has been appointed manager of the

Department of Publicity of the .Allis-Chalmers Co., with headquar-

ters at Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. Warren was formerly in charge of

the Westinghouse Companies' publication department, which he

organized. He was born in Boston, Mass. Mr. Warren joined

the staff of the Boston Herald in 1883 as a special writer and critic

and in 1888 went to London, Eng., as the Herald's special corre-

spondent, where he remained nine years. His reputation as a for-

eign correspondent of high ability is world-wide. He is al.so an

author of note. In 1897 Mr. Warren returned to .America at the

request of Mr. George Westinghouse and organized the Westing-

house Publication Bureau. Coincident with his connection with

the Bo.slon Herald, he was assistant editor of the Beacon, a Boston

weekly, and from 1886 to 1888 was editor of the Boston Home
Journal.

MR. B. 11. W.ARREN, formerly second vice-president of the

W'estinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.. has been elected presi-

dent of the Allis-Chalmers Co., of Chicago, to succeed Mr. Charles

.Allis. resigned. Mr. Warren was born in Boston. Mass. He gradu-

ated in the engineer corps at the United Stales Naval .Academy in

1874 and was in active service in the United States Navy until 1878.

From 1878 to 1890 he was connected with the H.incock Inspirator

Co.. of Bo.ston. two years as mechanical engineer, four years as

London manager and six years as superintendent. From 1890 to

1895 Mr. Warren was manager of the hoisting machinery and pulley

block department of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co., Stam-

ford. Conn. W'hen the business of that department was sold he

went with the Pratt & Whitney Co.. of Hartford. Conn., as tem-

lK>rary assistant secretary and treasurer. F"rom 1896 to 1902 Mr.

Warren was associated with the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Co.. for 10 months as assistant general manager in charge

of manufacturing, and then as second vice-president of the com-

pany. Mr. Warren is a member and an ex-vice-president of the

.American Society of Mechanical Engineers ; a member of the Soci-

ety of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers; a member of the

Society of Naval Engineers : a member of the University Club, of

New Y'ork, and also of the Engineers' Club. Mr. Warren's head-

quarters will be at No. "i Broadway, New York City, in the

Empire Building.

.As a result of the protest made against the near-side ordinance

the New York board of aldermen passed a resolution repealing this

provision of the "rules of the road" .April 13th.
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Obituary.

HON. \VILL1.\M K. GRACE, president of ihc liigersoll-Serge;iiu

Drill Co.. of N'ew York City, died recently, and at a meeting of the

eonipany's directors, March J4th. a re.^^olntion was adopted convey-

ing an expression of appreciation of deceased's qualities as official,

cotniselor and friend.

Ptckhain Trucks.

The Peckhani Manufacturing Co. has now upon the market a

center bearing suing liolster nia.\innnn traction truck \vl;ich eni-

iKjdies various itnprovenienls that arc the result of investigations

of the operation of maximum traction trucks in service. This truck,

which is shown in the accompanying engravings, is known as the

Peckham i4-l)-5 and is designed for use under cars of from .;o

ft. to i~ ft. in length over all. in city and suburban service.

Four hundred trucks of this type recently ordered by the Brook-

lyn Heights Railroad Co. have the following dimensions and weight:

Wheel base. 4 ft. 6 m. : diameter of wheels, .?o or 33 in. drivers,

17 or ij in. pilot; axles, 3^ or 4 in. for drivers, 3V4 or y/> in. for

pilot wheels; weight without motors. 5.J00 lb.; carrying capacity,

25,000 lb. per truck.

ITic principal features of construction to which especial attenliun

is directed are

:

The truck frame extends around the four sides of the truck. The
angle bar and sections are machine fitted to the ends of the side

The brake mechanism is so arranged that the brake .shoes are

applied to the imier side of the wheel and that all four brake .shoes

are applied simultaneously, the pressure upon the large and small

wheels being so graduated that each wheel receives pressure pro-

portional to the weight carried. .Ml four brake shoes can be ad-

justed at ll:e same lime by turning one holt only.

.\11 wearing parts are machine fitte^l, brake bolls machine turned

I'KCKIIAM 11-1) TRrcK,

and bolt holes reamed to an exact size to insure a tight fit of

bolts. The pedestals are machined to size of journal boxes and
provided with wearing strips. The journal box covers are machine
fitted to render them dust tight and arranged for either self-lubri-

cating wicks or wool waste as preferred. The driving wheels are

provided with Taylor non-chattering brake hangers.

The i4-l)-5 truck is pre-ented to llu- riiibllc as tlie oniy maximum

ii.M.K ri..\.\ (IK i'i:ci<ii.\.M ii-D-r. tkii-k.

frames and provided with braces at the inside corners of the ends,

and at the center to keep the frame scptare and save undue wear on

the wheel flanges and special track work.

The swing bolster which carries the car body is center bearing

and is constructed upon the same principles as high speed steam
railway passenger trucks. The bolster is supixirted upon spring*

(spiral and elliptical) that are in turn supported upon spring plank*

that arc sn-peiidcd by forged steel links from the transom bar*

These link hangers allow the bolster to move endwise when round-

Iraction Iruck liaviiig a cciUer bearing sunij; Imlsltr and with an

all around frame, and that places eunngh weigl:l on llu- small wheels

without special devices being n.sed.

.•\nother of its trucks to which the Peckham company is directing

special attention at this time is known as the No. 9 .^, which is pro-

vided with a truss extension for open cars. The cantilever exten-

sion side frame is of double bars of low carbon steel fitted to the

pedestals in machined grooves and fastened by hot-driven rivets.

The side frame is supported from underuealh by a cantilever truss

p »iipi . im'K' ir^'

I'KI-KII.V.VI :i.,\ TKirCK,

ing curves and relieve car body and wheel flanges from side thrusts

which miKhl cause derailment*. The bolster is located so near

Ihc center of the truck thai sitfiicient weight is placed upon the

tmali whrcN to prevent them from jumping the track, without

the aid of auxiliary •priiig or other devices for thin purpose.

extemling from end lo end of Ihe lop members; the |)ortion of the

Irus* beneath Ihe journ.il boxes is divided into sections which are ac-

curately machined lo fil the sides of ihe pedestal jaws and secured

by bolts, an arrangement which permits the axle* lo b.- r

easily.

e.I
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The first clcniciU of ihc sprinx c<|iiipniciil consisl.<t of (our liclical

>prings, one at c.icli pcilcstal, which arc inserted in spring pi)ckel«

of the upper section of the truck frames, resting on the jonmal Iwixes

and carrying the ertire weight of the side frames aiul car Imdy. Kor
supporting tie car Ixidy on the truck there are four elhptic springs

which take nearly the entire weight when the car is empty, and
helical bprings ( four in the standard truck and eight in the extra

long ty|ie) which come into action as the load is increased. Kor
preventing oscillation of the car liody tcii.sion springs (nuder stress

when the cir l>ody is empty) are placed under the end helical

springs : these tension springs at one end act when one end of the

car goes down suddenly, the resisting force JK'iug the weight nf llu-

truck frame and the motors which arc hung from it.

The ordinary hrakc mechanism of this truck is for four hrake

shoes, hut the truck can he arranged for the IVckham compound
safely hrake. which has a leverage of 180 to 1, or for the I'eckham

auxiliary wheel or track hrake. .Vuother attachment acUlcd when
orilered is the Pcckham life and wheel guard. V\iv guard is at-

tached to the truck so it will not oscillate and closes the open
space hetweeii the car fender and truss.

Crockcr-Wheclcr Co. Incrcuscs Capitul.

A donhling of its capital stock, which has heeii $1,000,000, is

announced liy the Crockcr-VVhceler Co.. manufacturer and electrical

engineer, of .•\mpere. N. J. The company was organized in 189J

hy Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler and Prof. Francis B. Crocker, on

a relatively modest hasis. It now has 15 branch offices from Boston

to San Francisco and docs one of the largest businesses in the

world in electric power apparatus. The capitalization was .several

limes increased until in iSgg it was made $1,000,000. In view of

the rapidly expanding business the sl<x-kholders have now decided

to increase this amount to fj.ooo.ooo.

Steel Fired Wheels for Electric Railways.

In response to numerous inquiries made l>y electric interuilian

railroad companies for a wrought iron plate steel-tired motor
wheel with a removable tire, the Railway Steel-Spring Co.. of 71

Broadway. New York, has placed on llie market a wheel of this

description, which is shown in the .accompanying engraving Fig. 1.

The spoke type of wheel heretofore used to some extent is ob-

jected to on account of the large amount of the dust that it raises,

the claim being made that a wheel of this type acts as a fan and
tlraws the dust towards the motor, which results in rapidly worn
out motor bearings. With a plate wheel there is no such trouble,

and the saving in wear and tear on the motor is very considerable.

The center of the wheel shown in Fig. 1 is made from a solid

hanmiered forging, there being no welding whatever, and it is

readily seen that this is one of the strongest types of wheel that

can be made. With the facilities of a modern railroad shop, it is

possible for the railroad company to renew the tires on these

wheels, when necessary, at a small cost, nilhoul removing them
from the axles.

The plate wheel shown in Fig. j, maimfactnred hy the Railway
Steel-Spring Co., has a cast iron center with the same lire section

as shown in Fig. 1. The tires on these wheels can he renewed
m the railroad coni|>any°s shop hy removing the retaining ring.

heating the tire and drawing it towards the end of the axle. Hiis

is a method now practiced by various electric railroads.

'Hie centers and lires are turned and bored to standard gages

and are interchangeable. Tires can be procured from the makers
tiiiished. ready to apply to the centers. When adopting slcel-tircd

wheels to take the place of chilled cast iron wheels, allowance

should be made for the amount of the tire wear. Stccl-tired wheels

should be specified with a larger diameter, so as to allow for the

turning of the tire on the thread and flange, in order that the

diameter of the wheel itself will not be reduced, and made too

small to meet the requirements of the railroad before the tire is

worn out.

In all cases where steel-tired wheels are used for electric inter-

urban service, and especially where the cars are run into terminal

cities, the manufacturers should know the service which the wheels

will be called upon to perform, so that tires of special chemical

composition can be furnished, and the mileage of the tire increased

and the cxacling requirements of the railroad fully met.

International Traction Co. Barn Burned.

The car barn and paint shop of the International Traction Co..

of Buffalo. N. Y.. located at Cold Springs, together with 38 cars,

were destroyed by fire .\pril 12th. Ilie loss was variously esti-

mated at from $100,000 to $joo.ooo.

Strikes of the Month.

March 24{h the conductors, motormen and power-house employes

of the Camden Interstate .Street Railway Co.. of Munlington, W. Va.,

went out on strike because the company refused to reinstate a motor-

man and conductor who had been discharged. .M)out joo employes

struck, tying up the entire system, .\pril 1st the company began

operating cars on all its lines with the aid of nonunion men.

.\pril 2nd the conductors and motormen in the employ of the

Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co., of Cleveland, O., struck.

The men demanded the resignation of the general manager, the re-

arrangement of schedules, ibe abolition of extreme penalties and the

reinstalemcnt of a former superintendent. .April 5th the strike was

declared off. The men withdrew their request for the dismissal of

the manager and the other points in dispute were amicably ad-

justed.

The Citizens' Electric Railway Co's. car barns on Merrimac St.,

Xewburyport. Mass.. were burned March 28th. together with 28 cars

and snow plows. The loss was placed at $60,000.
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The •' Photoscope" as an Attraction. Brill Narrasansett Car for Peru.

We illusiratc htrewilli a photograph made by the "Photoscope"

automatically. The "Photo.scope ' is a sell-operating nickel-in-ihe-

slot machine, which takes pictures coiiliuu-

ously as fast as a person can pose in front of

it. It is reconiniendcd to street railway man-
agers as a money-making device of csiK-cial

value as a park attraction, or it luay he profita-

bly employed wherever the patrons of the road

congregate. It delivers a perfect photograph,

neatly framed, in les.s than one minute, and

it will operate regardless of the weather, or

make as perfect a likeness under an electric

light as on a sunny day.

The simplicity of the "Photoscope" is a feature to which especial

attention is called. Every movement of its parts is a rotary one,

whicli insures the least friction and the least liability to get out of

order. By removing the top of the cabinet the mechanism i^

entirely exposed to view and all parts arc easily accessible. .Vn

obvious advantage which the "Photoscope" possesses over other nick-

el-in-thc-slot machires is that its novelty is not likely to wear

out, and, furthermore, it gives a permanent value for the nickel in-

vested.

The capacity of the "Photoscope" is from si.\ lo eight exposures

a minute, but as it takes some time to seat each person it has been

found that three pictures a minute is a fair estimate for practical

operation. During each exposure others which pre-

ceded arc l)eing developed and finished inside of

the machine.

.\t a low estimate 70 per cent of those who pur-

chase pictures desire them framed in bro(K-hes to

wear on the coat or waist, and the company fur-

nishes these brooches at prices which permit them

to be sold as low as five cents apiece, although

some cost more.

.\s an indication of the pecuniary merit of the

"Photoscope" it is pointed out thai taking an aver-

age of three pictures per minute for 10 hours (day

and evening) tt-e net profit will be $6.voo. allow-

ing $27.00 as the cost of the plates. If the five-cenl

brooches are sold with 70 per cent of the pictures

the profit on the brooches will aiuouiit to $44.10,

'Ving the total net profits for the day^i07.io.

Wherever the "Photoscope" is set up il always attracts a cnnvd

The Photoscope Co. has been granted the exclusive right to insl,ill

and operate the "Photoscope" oil the World's Fair grounds during

the Exposition. The company's main offtccs are at 114 W. 32tH\ .Si..

New York City. It has an office at 1001 Vandervcnter St. .St, Louis,

.VIo.. and after the World's Fair opens will be found in the Liberal

.\rts Building.

The J. Ci. Brill Co. has shipped the "Narragansctt" type of car

sho\yn in tl:e engraving to the Fcrro Carril Electrico Lima y Cnllau

through W. K. Grace & Co. of New York. Callao is a city of abmu

40.000 population half way down the coast of Peru, and is the port

i>f Lima, the capital aud chief city. The electric lines connect the

two cities, betwecu which there is a large amount of travel. The

type of car is well known to our readers, but il may be mentioned

as the photograph does not show it clearly, that instead of the low'cr

tlangc of the Z-bar sills extending to form the upper steps, it is but

three inches wide, and has between each pair of posts a malleable

iron bolt step 7'-j in. wide. The step lioights .u'e 17 in. from rail lo

running board, i,?l.' in. from running; lioard lo sill step, aud 7'/^ in.

frcitn sill sup to lloor. 1 U- pil^l^ h.ive a deep setting in brackets

ihrough which they are linlu-il to ihe sills. The sweep is 5 in.

[•roin center lo center of posts is _ ft. 6 in., aud between corner

posts aud first side posts. 3 ft. 5 in. I'roin Ihe center of corner

posts over crown pieces is 4 ft. ; length of the car over crown pieces.

40 ft. 43ji in. The corner po.sts are ,v5^ in. thick, and the side posts

j^ in.; width over sills. 7 ft. g'A in., and over posts at belt, 8 ft.

7'/i! in. The crossings are of white oak, 3^ x 5;'« in., substantially

bracketed to the side sills and bra^red with iliagonal crossings,

^H X 4!/2 in. .'kngle iron bumpers of the builder's patented make

are bolted to heavy castings at Ihe ends of Ihe side sills, aud ar-

ranged at the ccnier to resist blows by a backing which transmits

the force "f contact lo stringers secured to the body bolsters and

.\.\Kri-\i:.\.\si:TT' .\H I'llH I'KKI'

u-rmiiialing at braced crossings. Truss rods wiih kiiiy po^K 5 n,

i) ill. apart strengthen const ruction. The running boards arc ilivuled

at the center as the length of ihe car is too great for convcniciil li:ui

liling in a single piece. Having 15 benches with capacity of |i\e

adult passengers lo a bench, the total for the car is seventy-tivr.

The curtains caii be drawn to the lloor as the seats are provided

with round corner seat end panels, .'\mong oilier patented special-

ties with which the car is i-(|viippeil. are ISiill sand-boxes, r.idial

Fireproofing for Electrical t^ablcs.

Ihe II. W. Johns-Manvillc Co., ICO William St.. New \'ork

City, has devised an insulating covering for electrical cables for

the purpose of fireproofing Ihem, thereby preventing, in case of one

cable becoming short circuited, the ignition of others in proximity

10 it. The new material was first used by the Niagara Falls Power

Co., hence it is called "Niagrite." It is made in thicknesses of 3-32

in., % in., i^in. and H in., and is supplied in strips 36 ft. long

and J in. wide. Sufficient fireproof glue is sent with the strips with

which 10 coat them ready for application.

"Niagrite" is tviund spirally around the cable which is to be pro-

tected. It will dry out under ordinary conditions in about 24 hours.

Iiecoming very hard and, il is stated, absolulely firepriMif. The

application is easy and the expense nominal, compared with the

protection afforded. The Niagara Falls Power Co. has given orders

for alKJUl yijooo fl. of "Xiagrile" and expects lo order 450.000 ft

n-ore to complete the protection of the cables in Ihe plant. The
Fall? Power Co., of Buffalo, N V., also uses it.

IIUII.I. .Ml iM I'urciv

draw-bars, rat.-! e: braki- liaiullo. plalforni .iiid conihulor .noiigs,

anil gravity calcbes wliich hold Ihe guards when raised. The ear is

mounteil on Brill No. 27-(l-i trucks, with 4 fool wheel base, 33-in.

wbeels, 4'/i-in. axles, and ecpiippeil with four 50 li, p, motors.

T!:c L':!io:i Electric Co., of nubnque

ments to cost $200,000 this season.

la.. coiilcMipl.'ilc-^ improve-

Ihe Cincinnati. Oayton & Toledo Traction

ralc» of fare.

Co. has raised its

The Brooklyn Rapiil Transit Co. is consirudiug a new terminal

station and train yard al Coney Kland. The company expecls

' handle six-car trains on a Iwo miuulr headway.
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I'oitahic \Vc.stinKh<*u>c Instruments.

A iiorlalik' [iowct (actor meter has recently liceii put upon the

market hy the Wrsiinghoiise company, which conM^ls of a single

inslriinirnt and which operates with eqnal facility and accuracy

on cither a leading or lagsing current It also indicates wlietiier

the current leads or lags, whether power is delivered li> or by the

circuit, and the power factor. In addition to the inconvenience of

the ordinary method of ascertaining the pf>wer factor of a p-ily-

phase circuit by means of a comparison of the indicated volt

amperes, there is a great liability of error caused by th" nimibcr

of o|HTalions re<|uired to obtain the result. The new nistru-

ment illustrated herewith indicates directly upon a scale the power
factor of the circuits showing the angle of |ih.i-.e dilTerencc and
giving the actual power in percentage of the ap;!arent power.

This instrument contains two sets of coils, one of wliich has a

separate series winding for each of the phases in the circuit, and the

New Air SandeTc
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New Design of Knutson Trolley Retriever.

The Trolley Supply Co. of Canton. Ohio. in.imUacuirer of the

Knntson trolley retriever, which it has successfully introduced

during the past eighteen months or two years, is now putting upon

the market its new retriever No. ,?. the details of which are shown
herewith, which it claims is the most perfect retriever that has

ever Ik'cu turned out. Retriever No. 2, which has hcen in general

use for a long time, has heen the mediinn through which the com-

pany has estahlished in a practical way the economic value of the

retrieving principle in trolley catchers, hut realizing the need for

PARTS OF K.NfTSON' TRclI.l.KV RETRIEVP^R.

a smaller and less costly retriever for city and suhurhan service, the

No. 3 wa.s huilt. and carefully experimented with and perfected muil

every chance of defective mechanism was eliminated.

Style No. 3 is 6 in. in diameter. 7 in. deep, weighs 18 Ih.. and

can he easily carried from end to end of car if <lesircd. It is built

upon the same mechanical principle as the No. 2 and the unique and

valuable feature of a retrieving mechanism that is set automatically

without touching the machine has heen preserved. The advantage

i>f this is that when the retrieving mechanism is once set it cannot

fail to act accurately, and there is no chance of its Iwing rendered

uiefficient because of carelessness in setting on the part of ll-.(

npcrator. The mechanism is reset, after the trolley has jumped

Ihe wire and heen retrieved, by allowing the trolley-pole, slightly

aided by the hand, to pull out rope until the wheel has been guided

f.pon the wire, when the operator, by pulling out a few inches more

lit rope, brings the mechanism to a point where it locks itself auto-

matically.

It is claimed in regard to devices that have to lie set by pressing a

button on the machine, that if Ihe operatnr, in his hurry, puts the

trolley back upon the wire without setting the retriever, it will not

act; or. if he d'xrs not set it just right it will retrieve too far, or not

far enough, inefficient service being the result.

The W. R. Garton Co., of Chicago, III., has made arrangements

to represent the Trolley Supply Co., of Canton, n
,
for the s.di- of

the Knutson trolley retriever.

Striker Convicted of Rioting.

April iJth a jury at Bloomington, III., returned a verdict of guilty

; gain>t a striking street car employe, who was charged with dis-

.nkrly conduct during the riot of Sunday, January .3rd. Thirty

arrests and indictments followed the rioting early in January dur-

ing the strike of the Hlooniington & Normal Ry. employes, men-

tioned in the "Review" for January and I'ebruary. The strike has

not Ixrcti declarcil ofT and Ihe strikers announce that they will be-

gm 10 operate an automobile line again in May. Meanwhile Ihe

company i* running its cars with nuniniiiin help and so far as it ii|

c'/ncemed there i» no «lrikc.

Injunction prrtcccding^ were begun at New Orleans to prevent

the rnnwiliclalion of ulrecl railways by the New Orleans Railways Co.

The Eureka Trolley Wheel and Harp.

.\ little calculation shows that a great deal is required of trolley

wheels used on interurban cars making high speeds. Thus a 6-in.

trolley wheel on a car operating at an average speed of 35 miles

runs at an average of 2,000 revolutions per minute, and a ma.ximuni

of over 3.C00 r. p. ni.. the total revolutions for a day being easily

over a million. I'lu- need for efficient and constant lubrication is

apparent, and to meet this requirement the Eureka Trolley Co.,

of Ironton, O., has designed a self-lubricating wheel and harp

which is known as the "Eureka."

'The lubricant is grease which is placed in a cup fornieti in the

shank of the harp. The harp is of bronze in two pieces joined

by a male and female screw threaded for tw-o inches. The cavity in

the shank of the upper portion is 2!^ i"- deep by about i"^ in,

internal diameter, and is filled with grease, and screwed onto the

lower section of the shank which is riveted to the trolley pole. The

top of the piece which has the luale thread is turned out forming

a cavity l'/> in. in diameter by about 2 in. deep, and fitted witli ,1

leather packed piston, behind which is a spiral spring. .\s the top

of the harp is screwed over this the grease is forced into the

cavity below and presses the piston down, so that when the harp

is in place the grease is in a tight cup under pressure from the

piston below it. One fork of the harp is drilled with a hole which

enters the grease cup, and at the lop cnnnecls with the pin carry-

ing the trolley wleel. This pin is -yj in. in diameter and hollow, with

a hole near the middle point of its length through which the grease

reaches the wdieel bearing.

The compression grease ensures a positive feed anil enaliles

the wheels to make long runs. Ten thousand miles is reported as

only a fair life and trials have resulted in over 20,000 miles made by

one wheel. In city service the grease cup should be filled once a

week ; on interurban lines, every two or three days.

The "Eureka" wheels have been adopted by the railway com-

panies at Newark and Delaware, C, and by two of the intcrurbans

running out of Cohuiibus, and mnuerous (ilhor roads have installed

them on trial.

The ofticers of the company are; R. N. Fearon, president and

general manager; H. J. .Smith, secretary and treasurer. M. (J.

I^'earon represents the company on the road.

The "Tuxeda" Union.

The accompanying illustration shows a special pipe fitting that

has been designed to meet the demand that has arisen within the

last few years for a pipe union that would be satisfactory under the

higher pressures now conunon. This is made of "Tuxeda" bronze,

an alloy of high tensile .strength, uniform in structure and free from

and

on the

sleaiu fitters, as the

use an ordinary wrench

pipes. There is ent^ugh

defects. The shape appeals to engineer

ends are both hexagonal, making it easy

instead of pipe tongs, to screw il

metal to prevent spreading when

screwed to the pipe, and the fit-

ting can be used many times with-

out leaking. The joint is made

by a tapered seat, to which is fitted

a ball nose well ground in. The

surface of contact is small and

self-seating, adjusting itself to any

disalignment of the pipe

These unions have been used

long enough to demonstrate that

Ihey can he relied on to remain

tigh' under any pressure necessary

to run a mo<lern plant. Il is slated that superheateil steam, which is so

destruclive to ordinary brass, has no bad effects on "Tuxeda" bronze.

These unions cost more than the old style, but as the modern de-

maiul is for quality and not price. Ibis objection is not a serious

one. The "Tuxeda" union is 'manufactured exclusively by h'rankliii

Williams, .to Corllandt St., New ^'ork City.

'The St. Joseph (Mo.) Railway, Light. Ileal X- I'ower Co. is

building a loop in what is knosvn as the I l.iii-.eii Hill dislrici. This

will give a cross cily line.
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III l*ic\cnt l<ail> Sprcadinn.

The arcompanyiiig engraving illuiilrairs the Alkins anti-sprrad-

ing device for ii<c in track conslrnclii.n. The >anu- principle is also

apphed to a comhinaliun set having a continnons rail-joint on one

side and the anlispreading device on the other. "I he coniliinaiion

set is designed for in>tallation on straight stretches of track, and

in thl- conmction are applied at every joint, willi the regnlar anti-

Ai.Ki.v.s a.sti-si'RIo.M'Im; hkviii:

spreading device as interniedialcs. or two of each type every llilrty

feel, the length of one rail. The regnlar set is especially designed

for cnrvcs or at any point where the strain is great, Init is applicahic

to any rail on either steam or electric roads. The device may lie

installed at any time without dislnrhing traffic and requires no addi-

tiiuial outlay, outside of the actual ap|ilicatiou.

For Soil), rails the hill of materials is appro.ximately as follows

:

4 malleahle shoes. 20-11).; i steel har, ^ x 2 in.. .?o Ih. ; 8 l«lts. 8 Ih.

This device is manrfactnred l>y C'lCorgc M. Slowc & Co.

New Fare Registers.

.\s is well known, the Ohmer Fare Register Co., of Daylon. Ohio,

has manufactured registers of various sizes for registering and in-

dicating, separately. difTcrent classes of fares collected, and priming

a record of each class at the finish of each half-trip, together with

the register numher, trip numher. day and date, and the badge
number of conductor.

The Ohmer company has addeil to these two new machines,

known as the No. s and No. 6, for use, exclusively, on city lines.

The No. 5 register is arranged to register and indicate, separately,

three or four diflferent classes of fares, and at the end of each half-

trip it prints a record of each fare collected, registered in its own
specific class, and it also prints a record showing the total of all the

fares collected on each half-trip, irrespective of the class. Besides

printing the month and the day, it prints the time hy hours and

minutes that each car is put into service, and the time by hours and

minutes that both conductor and motorman take and leave the car,

and the time by hours and minutes are printed at the termination

of each half-trip. The direction in which the car moves is also

printed, as "Up and Down," "East and West," etc. If the car

-hould be an e.xtra. the record will print "Extra;" if a sjwcial or

chartered car. the record will so indicate. It also prints perfectly

the condition of the weather, and makes a notation of other mi--

cellaneinis data as may be desired to record, a detailed list of

which data we show below. The .\'o. 5 machine is so complete in

its operation that with its use the ordinary trip slip used by con-

ductors may be dispensed with, and all data pertaining to the ser-

vice by the conductor is recorded and indelibly printed with the No
5 register. This printed report cainiot be tampered with nor re-

moved, save by the inspector or car starter in authority, who re-

moves the statement in duplicate at the finish of the car run, one

copy of which record is sent to the treasurer or auditor of the

company ; or, if desirable, the conductor may he permitted to re-

move his own record, in which case the inspector would remove
the duplicate record showing all the totals for the entire day by one
or several conductors. The No. 5 register, with all its accomplish-

ments, is simple in operation, and is no more complicated than llie

other more simple registers made by the Ohmer company.

Its new No. 6 register in some respects is similar to the No. 5.

with the exception, however, that it has a limitation for two kinds

of fares, and is particularly designed for large city properties col-

lecting universal 5-cent cash fares aiul transfers only. Both Nos.

5 and 6 are arranged to be operated with cord or rod. and the oper-

ating devices of either arc snsceptdde to being attached to the reg-

ister rods found in the ordinary street car.

With these two machines, the company is now thoroughly eqnipperl

to take care of the largest city roads, and provide for them the

most valuable service, which cainiot 1)e acquired with any other

system of registering devices.

Both these machines, like all other registering devices manufac-

tured by the Ohmer Fare Register Co., are patented in the I'nited

States and abroad.

The No. 5 machine is ile^igned to print the following detailed in

formation

:

l*'xtra Snow
Special Hail

l"hartered car Sleet

Hot Fair

Cold

Rain

Work train Fuse out

l.ate Wires down
Accident Washout

Collision Railroad blockade

Base ball Off track Railroad crossing

Circn- .^lotor Unpaired Passenger put off

« •

»

Advertising IJternture.

ITIF WESTERN ELECIRIC CO. has issued Bulletin No. >,oi.:;.

"lype 1. Direct Driven (ienerators for Power and Lighting."

IHE BALDWIN LOCOMOITVE WORKS, Philadelphia, Pa.,

has issued Catalog No. 4O. treating of compressed air locomotives.

It contains 40 pages, 6 x (j in., and is illustrated.

THE Bl'LLOCK ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. of Cin-

rinnali. O., has issued Bulletin No. 1,023 (superseding Nos. i,02t and

i,o>j). "Bullock Type B Motors". .\lso Bulletin No. 1.025. "Bul-

lock Transformers".

THE LUMEN BEARING CO.. of BulTalo. N. V.. issued a very

handsome monthly calendar for .\pril, the upper half of which

frames a colored reproduction of a painting by H Bolton Jones, en-

titled "The Awakening of Spring".

THE B. F. STURTEVANT CO.. Boston. Mass.. has issued Cat-

alog No. Its (second edition, 1904). treating of engines, motor.s, gen-

erating sets, forges, steam heating apparatus and other products of

the company. This is a condensed catalog containing 48 pages,

4x9 in. It is illustrated.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & .MANUF.\CTURING
CO. has issued the following publications: Circular No. 1.077, "

' >'pf

L Motors, Direct Current. -Scries Wound." Circular .No. 1,078, "West-

inghou.-e No. 91 Single-Phase Railway Motor and Car Equipment".

Large editions of these circulars have been printed and can be had

n|)on request.

I'HE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. lias issued the following pub

lications: Bulletin No. 4,.?67 (supersedes No. 4.312). "Fuse Plug

Cabinet Panels". Bulletin No. 4.,?()8. "Continuous Current Motor

Controlling Pp.nels". .Mso notice regarding Bulletins Nos. 4.339,

4.338 and 4.360. ,\lso supplement to Supply Catalog No. 7.569, su-

perseding pages 6 and 7.

A. G. HATHAWAY & CO.. Cleveland, O.. have issued a J^-pagc

catalog, 5x7 in., treating of air-brake pins, knuckle pins, lioiler

rivets, railroad spikes, tank and tinned rivets, upset rods, tie rods,

foundation bolts, turn-bnckles. wrought and cast washers, machine

bolts, track bolts, heavy nuts, wall and joist hangers. M. C. B.

forgings. oil and gas furn.ices. etc. It is illustrated and nicely com-

piled.

THE GAR ION-DANIELS CO.. of Keokuk. la., has just issued

the second edition of Catalog No. 40. showing the company's full

line of lightning arresters. The first edition of this catalog was

practically exhausted within a few days of issuance and the com-
pany reports that both the requests for catalogs and orders for

arresters are coming in finely. The business for the first three

months of this year shows a large increase over any similar previous

period.

IHE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.. of Jersey City. N. J.,

reprints in the .-Vpril Graphite a paper by Mr. John .\. Walker, vice-

president of the company, on "How Is the .^merican Boy to Get

.\long?" This article was written by Mr. Walker for ".American

Indn.stries". In it the subject is handled in a new and exceedingly

interesting fashion from the standpoint of one who has succeeded ad-

mirably along the lines laid down for the guidance of young people

in business, and it is well worth everybody's while to read it, what-

ever his age. Incidentally it may be remarked that Graphite, which

is issued in the interests of Dixon's graphite productions, is one of
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the best trade piiMications thai come to haiul. lo get it, it is only

necessary to semi for it.

THE SIMPLEX ELECTRIC IIE.MINC. CO.. of Camhridge,

Mass.. has just issutd a very complete catalog of its electric heating

.specialties. The catalog contains more than 80 p.iges fully illustrated

and listing almost every form of cooking utensil, as well as a large

variety of other appliances such as glue pots, soldering irons, curling-

iron heaters, heating pads, instrument sterilizers, radiators, foot

warmers, laundry and tailors' irons, etc. The catalog will be sent

upon request.

THE S. .\. WOOPS M.\CH1XE CO., Boston, Mass., has issued

a folder describing and illustrating its full automatic knife grinder.

known as No. 2JI, for wood-planer, paper, veneer, leather-splitting

and other straight knives. This grinder is built to grind blades

up to 30. 36 or 42 in. in length, and the company makes another

grinder, known as No. 222, which is built in various sizes up to 78

in. The folder also contains a brief article on "The Importance of

.Accurate Grinding'

.

THE FEDER.-VL .M.\Xll-".\C IL'RING CO., of Cleveland. O,
has issued a folder entitled. "Will It Pay You to Change to Electric

Wagons? How :o Find Out." The folder was prepared by the ad-

vertising department of the company for the purpose of en.ibhng

firms or individuals who are contemplating a chan(;c from horse-

drawn to electrical wagons to ascertain if such .•> change will pay

them. The folder is issued in the name of Hayden Kames. of Cleve-

land, who is the selling agent for all the company's anlonioliile prorl-

ucls with the exception of steel balls and ch.iins.

THE C. & G. COOPER CO., of Mount Vernon. O.. has issued a

set of nine excellent half-tone views showing installations of corliss

engines built bv the company, as well as a standard girder frame

engine, which was built by it. and also a group picture showing a

2,500-h. p. complete steam plant furnished and installed by the com-

pany. Two of the views show cross compound condensing corliss

engines directly connected to railway generators, and one shows a

like unit directly connected to a three-phase alternating current gen-

erator. The illustrations arc printed on cards 8x11 in. in size.

THE .\LL1.S-CII.\LMERS CO. has just issued the second edition

of Catalog No. 54. treating of the Sederholm boiler. It is inuslrate<l

and contains 58 pages. 6x9 in. The contents include, besides a

comprehensive description of the boiler, tables showing the proper-

ties of saturated steam, factors of equivalent evaporation, steam and

coal required to raise 100 gallons of water ico ft. per minute for

24 hours, weight of water per cubic foot, temperature of fire, contents

in cubic feet and V. S. gallons of pipes and cylinders one foot in

length, mean effective pressure in cylinder of non-condensing corliss

engines, measures of work, power and duty and barometric readings.

THE RODGER B.'\LL.\.ST CAR CO., of Chicago, has issued a

four-page circular describing and illnstraling "the ideal construction,

liallast and maintenance car", known as the Hart convertible car,

Oass F. H., especially designed for electric railway service. This

car combines in one car all the valuable fenturcs of the Rodger

center-dump ballasting car and is convertible in fiom lO to 15 min-

utes into an ordinary flat Ixjtiom Hat car The circular contains

half-tone views showing ballasting done by means of these cars, and

also testimonials which have been received from such roads as the

Ft. Wayne & .Southwestern Traction Co.. the Detroit. Monroe &
Toledo Short Line Co., American Railways Co., and many otliers.

THE HERSCHELL-SPILLMAX CO., of North Tonawanda. N.

Y., Iia.s just issued a 32i>age illustrated catalog, ^'/j x y'/j in., treat-

ing of its standard merry-go-rounds. This is designated as Catalog

"B". For a frontispiece it has a view of the front of the com-

pany's factory. Other views include a portrait of the president of

•he cmnpany, Mr. Allan Hcrschcll, a cross section of the Iwo-

liors* merry-go-round, carved sides of the most popular forms

of chariots, a group of attractive horses, new style of rocker which

docf away with bolls, military band organs, boiler and engine used

with the«« mcrry-go-rounds and views showing the llerschell-

Spillnian machinct al work in Illinois, .Mexico, Brazil, and Olcolt

Beach. N. Y. There is also a view of (me of the company's niinialure

railways. 'The descriptive matter is terse and emphatic. Park man-

ager* ihould «end for one of these catalogs at once,

THE I'NDKK-FEED STOKER CO OF AMERICA. .Mar.in.iu

Rnilding. Oiicago. in the Publicity Magazine for March, publishes

a li«l of recent sales of Jones stokers, as follows : R. S, Webb &
Co. Detroit, Mich, 200 h. p.; Syracuse (N Y, ) l.tghling Co., 2,100

b. p. ; I'ivoli Brewing Co., Detroit. Mich., 100 h. p. ; Berlin Mills,

Berlin. X. H., 2.CC0 h. p.; Eagle Rolling Mills (2nd order). New
L'lm. Miini.. .51X) li. p.; Standard Oil Co. ( .-\tl:is Works), Buffalo.

K. Y., (XX) li. p. ; .\nierican Locomotive Co., Dunkirk. X. V.. heat-

ing furnace; Cruickshank Bros. Co. (2nd order). .Allegheny, Pa..

100 b. p.; B.tgley Lard Co., Ltd. (2nd order), Detroit, Mich., 125 h.

p.; St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. (3rd order), St. Louis. Mo.,

53J It. P- : Dunkirk Pumping Station, Dunkirk, N. Y., 250 li. p.;

Peerless Rubber Mainifacturing Co. (3rd order). New Dunham.
N. J.. 125 li. p.; John F. Meyer & Sons, Springfield, Mo., 625 h. p.;

Eastman Kodak Co. (2nd order), Rochester, N. Y., 250 h. p.; Anchor
Brewing Co.. Tarentnm. Pa.. 250 h. p.; Berlin Mills (2nil order),

Berlin, X. H., 334 li. p.: St. Louis & Suburban R.nih\;iy Co, (4tli

order), St. Louis. Mo.. 4.8CO h. p.

THE INTERXATIONAL RK(;iSTER CO.. of Chicago. 111,.

has just issued Catalog No. 4 of Inlcrnational and New Haven
registers and railway supplies made and sold by this company. U
contains 135 pages, including a compreheTisive inde.x. handily ar-

ranged, and is attractively printed and illustrated, and bound in

flexible board covers, the front cover being adorned uilli a neat

design which frames a view of a fare register, the colors used on

the cover being red, white and black. While this catalog does

not equal in volume the catalogs issued by dealeisM'n general street

railway supplies, ii is in every resi>ect the most complete catalog

issued by a mannfactnrer of fare registers for street cars. It

contains not only full and complete illustrations of ,ill ilu- Inter

national and New Haven registers made by this company, hut also

very carefully prepared illustrations, to scale, of repair parts, and

it also includes a full line of car fittings used in the installation

of fare registers. Many pages are likewise given up to illustrations

oi Heeren badges, waterproof trolley rope, bell cord, conductors'

punches, Barrett jacks, etc. It i^ by all ineinis a very desirable

catalog and should be obtained by street r.iilwny nianagors an<l

purchasing agents everywhere.

-*-•-

Trade Notes.

THE Sr, LOL'IS CAR CO,, St. Louis, M..,, has changed the

name of its brake shoe, which has attained a wide reputation for

excellence, from the "Diamond K" to the "O, K," brake shoe,

SARGENT & LUNDY. engineers, of Chicago, annomuv IIkiI

about May 1st they will occupy their new quarters on the 17th lloor

of the Railway ICxch.inge, Jackson and Michigan Honlcvanis, Chi-

cago,

rilK BROWN CORLISS ICNGINE CO., of Corliss, Wis., has

jusl received an orrler from the Phillips Insulated Wire Co., of Paw-

tucket, R, 1,, for one 14 and 28 x 42-in, landeni compound condens-

ing corliss engine and one 18 ;ind .^6 x 4S-in, landein coinpniind con-

densing corliss engine,

J. R. M'CARDELL & CO., of Trenton, N, J,, advise us ihat ihcy

have just shi])ped to a large electric railway in Belgiimi iwo of their

well-known 'Trenton trolley wagons, the order having been received

through Mr, Victor D<nnin, of Paris, France, They also amiounce

the recent receipt (d orders from Durhin, .Simth .\frica, and .Xuk-

land. New Zealand.

THE JAMES G, WILSON MANUFACl'URlXt. CO,, of New
York City, maker of wood and steel rolling docu's for street car

barns, re|K)rls an excellent trade throughout the country and slates

that it is receiving a great many incpiiries for wood rolling doors

from street railway companies. The company has Jusl closed con-

tracts for steel rolling doors for the new car barn of Ihe Newport

& Providence Strcel Railway Co,, al MiiUllelown, R, I

THE UNDERFEED STOKER CO. OF AMICRK A, Marqndle

Building, Chicago, announces Ihal after May 1st ils a<lvertising

deparlnienl. which is in charge of Mr, W ,\, Keen, will he localeil

in No, 847 .Mar(|uelte Building, direclly ;icross ilu- cunidor from

No, 8.?8, which hitler is the entrance to the company'- main ofl'ices

'The conlemphiled change will bring the ;idverli-iiig dcpMrlmcnl inio

closer touch with the m;iin nnicc, besides ln-ing a more convenient

arrangeiueni all aroinid

THE BULLOCK ELECTRIC M ANll' Al rUKlNG CO,, of

Cincinnali. (),. has jusl received an order iviiu llic Denver (Jas &
Eleclric Co.. of Denver, Col,, for one 1.500 kw,, 2,400-volt, 3-phase,

lOOr, p, m,, (« cycle, fly-wheel type generator, ihis being a dupli-

cate of a generator which Ihe Bullock conip,'iny in-l;illei| for Ilu-
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IJi-iiviT company alioiit a >i-ar agx. I Ik- Dciivvr cunipaiiy lias al->>>

inslallvil four (loo-ku , .vpliasc, j^oo-volt allrnialors wliicli makes

a loial of 0,000 ku. in Itiilluck allvrnators iiislallcti l>v it.

(ill.KS S. ALLISON, maimfaclurcrs' agent for slrcet lailway

Mipplics, 57 Kroatlway, New York Cily, in acUlilion In lii'iuK a

(lirccl rcprisciilaiivi- for the Security Rcuislcr Co., i> also >clliuK

aneiit for the following concerns: Valentine & Co., the well-known

varnish house: .\ F.. Iloladay .Manufacturing Co.. trolley wheels;

|{. W. Hliss Co., gears aiid pinions; Detroit Trolley & Manufac-

turing Co., manufacturer of the well-known hall hearing liase; and

the Ham Sand Itox Co., manufacturer of sand hoxes and trolley

catchers

ITIK LA(;ONI).\ .M.\NL'FACri.'KIN(i CO.. of Spnnglield, O.,

sends us a letter from the superintendent of the Oalui Sugar Co..

of Waipaliu. Oahu. II. I , winch reads as follows; "'nie two Clean-

ers ttilh the special grade of hose which you furnished us, are work-

ing to my entire satisfacti<m. The heauty .ihoul them is, that they

will not go through a lube until the latter is cleaned, and as I have

Chinese for lioiler cleaners (who don't know when a tuhe is cleail,

but who will obey orders and put the cleaner through every tube),

it .saves me lots of trouble and worry."

THE CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATING CO.. of .Albany. N.

v., reports the recent receipt of orders for electric heating cquip-

menls as follows: Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co., equipments for

100 new cars, 65 reconstructed elevated cars. 610 heaters tor motor-

men's cabs in elevated cars of which 43$ are of a special size of

the panel type, 149 switchboards for elevated cars; International

Railway Co., equipmetns for 3; interurban cars, heaters of the truss

plank type to e.\tend the full length of the cars; Wcstinghouse,

Church. Kerr & Co., 10 equipments for the Lackawanna & Wyoming
Valley Railroad Co.

THE .-VLLIS-CHALMERS CO. anounccs that in connection with

the great extension of its business by becoming builder of gas

engines, steam turbines, hydraulic and electrical machinery, in ac-

cordance with the announcement in the "Review' for March, it

has organized a Department of Publicity, of which Mr. .Arthur

Warren has licen appointed manager, and the company requests

that all communications referring to publicity in any form con-

nected with the -Mlis-Chalmers Co.. including the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing Co.. which it has acquired, will in the future be

addressed to the Department of Publicity. .\llis-Qialmcrs Co . Mil-

waukee, Wis.

THE CHICAGO ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTING CO.

announces that on or about .\pril 25tli it will remove its offices to

Suite 1301-05, Great Northern Building, No. 77 Jackson Boulevard,

just east of the Great Northern Hotel, Chicago. The company will

be pleased to receive its friends in its new quarters, where it will

have more room to expand its business as necessity demands. It

is signilicant that this company, which was organized only about

a year ago, has become a prominent factor in its field and its busi-

ness has increased to the extent that larger quarters and better

facilities have become imperative. The company is fully equipped

to carry on the actual construction of electric railway.s, electric

lighting plants and steam railways, and it will assist in financing

attractive propositions.

THE GOULD STORAGE B.VITERV CO., of New York Cily.

advises us that it has recently closed the following contracts: Chani-

bersburg, Grecncastle & Waynesboro Street Railw.iy Co., Grccn-

castle. Pa., one 24J-CCII floating battery type O-il and one 244-celI

floating battery type O-9; Lexington (Ky.) Railway Co.. additional

plates increasing the output to 352 kw. ; Elder & Johnson. Dayton,

O., 60 cells of 400 amperes discharge, with Gould C. E. M. F.

booster, for elevator regulation; Bank of Montreal. Montreal, Can.,

61 cells of 960 amperes discharge, with motor-driven end cell switch.

Recent orders for isolated and residential plants include those from

C. C. Williams, Cohasset, Mass. ; W. I". Smith. Elko, Nev., and

the V. S. Navy Yard. Brooklyn. The company has also received

orders for six different central battery system telephone plants.

THE H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.. too William St., New
York, recently received a letter from the master mechanic of the

Chicago & .Mton Railway Co. relative to the merits of Kearsargc

gaskets, a well-known product of the Johns-Manville company. Part

of the letter reads as follows: "I beg to advise you that 1 applied

four Kearsargc gaskets to two diflferent engines; that is, I applied

t«o Keirs.irge antl two rubber gaskets to each engnie Up to date

the Kearsarge gaskets have each outlasted 15 rnblier ones and have

therefore given nioie satisfaction. I tind we can contniue to use

them over and over again withont the necessity of removal, that

they do not leak, and, Inst of all, they do not blow out. I have

iecomnie:ideJ them to lie adopted by the Chicago & .Mton Kaiiu.iy

Co., and the reconunendation has been approved by the superintend-

ent of motive power
"

HIE .\.MIONAL BRAKE CO., of BulTalo, N. V., has been

lenganized and incorporated with a capital stock of $50,cx», with

the following directors; (i. S. ,\ckley, HufTalo; O. S. Mills, Penn-

sylvania ; W. I). Brewster, Syracuse, N. Y. 'I he new corporation

acquires the business of llie old company, which was formerly con-

ducted by John L. Peacock and Griffin .S. .\ckley under the name

of the .National Brake Co. In addilim to all <if the pateins in

slieet car brake mechanisms formerly advertised by the old com-

pany, the new corporation acquires Letters Patent issued to John

L. Peacock .March 15th, 1904 This braKe is an improvement on

the original ".National" brake on account of the extra amount of

slack chain that (^n be taken np and still maimain the same degree

of speed and power obtained by the other brake. The company

will have headquarters at 6K2 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y., after

.May 1st.

W. F. W.XRDEN, president and manager of the Btirt Manufac-

turing Co., .Akron, O., .sailed .April 15th for an extended trip abroad

in the interest of his company. Mr, Warden will visit his com-

pany's agents in England, F'rance. (jermany, Belgium, Norway,

Sweden, Denmark and Russia and if time permits those in Switzer-

land, Greece and Spain also. In his absence J. .Asa Palmer, secre-

tary of the company, will he in charge. The Burt Manufacturing

Co. has placed its "Cross" oil filters and Burt exhaust heads in

steam plants in all parts of the world and among recent foreign

orders is one received from its agent at Durban, South .Africa, for

30 gross of oil filters and an order from its agent at St. Petersburg,

Russia, for oil filters for the Russian government. The company

has recently published an interesting picture showing a 30-in. ex-

haust head made for the Jones & Laughlin Steel Co., at Pittsburg,

Pa. This head is 10 ft. high. <; (1. 4 in. in diameter and weighs

J,700 lb.

THE STAND.ARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO. announces

llie recent opening of a branch ofiice or headquarters in the Secur-

ity Building. St. Louis, Mo., in charge of Mr. W. .A. Caldwell.

who was formerly connected with the Chicago office of the com-

pany, but more recently with the home office at Pittsburg. Mr.

Caldwell had a number of years' exiierie'ncc with the company in

both the construction and sales depariments. ihis company has

now seven district or branch offices throughout the country, cover-

ing the whole of it from Maine to California, namely: Northeast-

ern Sales Department. Delta Building, Boston ; Eastern Sales De-

partment. 56 Liberty St.. New York City; Southeastern Sales De-

partment, Betz Building, Philadelphia ; Central Sales Department,

Westinghou.se Building, Pittsburg ; Western Sales Department,

Rookery Building, Chicago; Southwestern Sales Department, Se-

curity Building, St. Louis; Pacific Coast Sales Department, Cross-

ley Building. San Francisco.

IMF SIAND.ARD VITRIFIED CONDUIT CO., of No. 39

Corllandl .St.. New York City, since comjileting its plant at South

River. N. J., has factories which for perfect equipment and size

rank among the foremost in the world. Owing to the great demand

for conduit inanufactnied by this company, the plant has been run

continuously since beginning operations in 1902. and in this lime

the company has gained an envi.ible reputation for promptness in

delivery and strictly bigh-graile material. Forty million feet of con-

duit annually can be produced by the company's factories. .Among the

largest buyers of the Standard vitrified conduit are ; The Bell Tele-

phone Co.. New York, Boston and southein states; Rapid Transit

Subway Construction Co. (New York tunnel) ; Manhattan (elevated)

Ry. ; Metropolitan Street Ry. ; New York Edison Co. ; Brooklyn Edi-

son Co.; Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.; Boston Elevated Railway Co.;

Philadelphia Edison Co. ; Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., New York

Tunnel Co. ; Wcstinghouse. Ouirch, Kerr & Co. ; United Engineering

& Construction Co.; Western Electric Co.; Standard Underground

Cable Co. ; Safety Insulated Wire & Cable Co. ; Pennsylvania Railroad

Co.; Baltimore &• Ohio R. R. ; New York Continental Jewell Filtra-

tion Co.; Hudson River Water Power Co.; Niagara Falls Power Co.
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Manchester Traction, Light & Power Co.

Electrical Power Generation and Distribution from tlie Water
Piscataquog Rivers.

Powers Along the Merriniac and

For several years the Manchester Traction, Light & Power Co.

has heen developing an extensive scheme of electric power genera-

tion and distrihnlion along the Merriniac and I'iscataquog Rivers

in the vicinity of Manchester, N. II. This company now owns and

operates a comprehensive system of generating stations which in-

clude a steam driven central station in the city of Manchester, a

water power plant at Garvin's Falls on the Merriniac River, a

water power plant at Hooksett on the Merriniac, a water power

station at Gregg's Falls on the Piscataqnog River, and a water

power plant with steam plant auxiliary at Kellcy's Falls on the Pis-

cataqnog River. With power generated at these various points

and distributed through an elaborate network of interconnecting

feeders the company is now operating all the electric railway lines

At Garvin's Falls and Gregg's Falls three-phase cUiTcnt is gen-

erated at do cycles, ii.ooo volts and transmitted direct to the Man-
chester snb-station. At llooksetl current is generated at i.ooo volts,

a portion being changed at a rotary sub-station located at this

point for use on the Concord-Manchester electric line and the rest

is stepped up to ii,ooo volts for transmission to the Manchester

sub-station. At Kelley's Falls two-phase current is generated at

6,000 volts and transmitted to the Manchester sub-station, where

it is changed into three-phase current at 2,080 volts. By means of

transformers located at the Manchester sub-station the voltage of

the current from the water power plants is reduced so that it

reaches the switchboard at the same ootential as current from the

alternating generators in the Manchester steam driven plant (known

VIEW UK KKI.I.KV S K.M.I.S SlATluN. WATKlt AM) STKAM PUWKU PLANT.

of the Manchester Street Railway, operating in the city of Man-
chester and suburbs, the entire electric lighting of the city of Man-
chester, all the electric lighting in Suncook, Hooksett, GofTstown

and Grasiimcrc, and is furnishing power from its Hooksett sub-

Mation for operating a portion of the electric railway connecting

Manchester with Concord, N. H. The four water powers of the

company probalily represent a greater combined capacity than any

>imilar development in New Kngland, the company having a total

available output exceeding 10,000 h. p.

A portion of the current generated at each station is used in the

immediate vicinity of that station, but in order to secure the greal-

c»l liciicfils from the single ownership the five stations have been

lied together by ample feeder lines, so that they all feed into one
common sub-station at Manchester, where the current is transformed

and «cnt out in various forms to serve the several power, lighting,

and electric railway circuits. The arrangement also permits any
nation to draw energy from any of the other stations at times

when ill machinery is not in operation or when low water at any
point renders the power inadequate for the service required.

as the Brook St. station), that is, tlircc-pliasc fio cycle current of

nominally 2,080 volts.

As each main line from gencr,ilors or transformers to the switch-

l)oard terminates there in a triplc-polc, double-throw switch, con-

necting with either the upper or lower bus-bars, and as the lower

set of bus-bars can be divided by switches into as many sections

as there arc main supply lines from generators and transformers,

each of these lines may be connected in multiple with other similar

lines on the upper .set of bus-bars, or may be put onto an isolated

bus-bar section of the lower set. ICacli main distributinu line

coming to the switchboard terminates there in one of the triple-

pole, double-throw switches, and may be connected lliruugli Ibis

switch either to the upper set of bus-bars or to one of the sections

of the lower set. Each section of the lower set of bus-bars that

connects with the switch of a supply line from a generator or trans-

former also connects with the switch of a dislrilnilion circuit. As
switches are provided that may he used to unite any or all of the

sections of the lower set of busbars consecutively, a single main

supply line may be connected to a number of these sections. The
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utilily of these arranKCiiieiiis of upper and lower bus-bars and

switches is that any particular transformer or generator may be

devoted to the supply of certain distribution lines.

As the distribution service from the sub-station includes three-

phase induction motors of large capacities, one of the Manchester

mills supplied using .)0O h. p., and another 1,200 h. p. of these motors,

the loads on si>nie of the distribution lines arc subject to rapid an<l

I.XTKKidK HI-- K ICl.l.K Y S l-Wl.l.S SI'.XTION

large variations. It is often undesirable to allow such variations

to occur in the loads of the transformers or generators that are

supplying circuits for commercial lighting, because of the result-

ing fluctuations of pressure at the lamps. The sections of the

lower set of bus-bars allow one or more transformers or alternat-

ing generators at any time to be devoted exclusively to one or

more of these variable loads, thus avoiding its undesirable elTcct.

if connected to the general distribution system. Ob-

viously the arrangement of the bus-bars and switches

mentioned makes it possible to operate all of the

generating stations in parallel on the alternating dis-

tribution lines, through the sub-station, or to supply

any particular distribution line from either .statio-.i.

It is also possible to operate the local service from

any water-power station, as that of HookseU an '.

Suncook, by energy from any one or from all of

the other stations, when the generators at the sta-

tion from which the local service starts arc shu;

down. This result is reached through the trans-

formers in the sub-station, which may he employed

to draw energy from either set or section of the

bus-bars at 2,080 volts, and to deliver it to the trans-

mission line running from the sub-station to the non-

operative water-power station at 10,000 or 6,000 volts,

as the case may be. At this water-power station

the energy from the sub-station is then reduced in

pressure by transformers to 2,080 volts for the local

distribution lines.

The equipment and methods of operation outlined

make it possible to supply the entire alternating-cur-

rent load of the Manchester system from the four

water-power plants.

All the power houses, substations, car houses and

depots of the company arc connected by a private

telephone system with the main offices, permitting a

centralized control in the operation of the system.

At the Brook St. station the electrical equipment includes four

500-volt generators for railway work—two of 500, one of 300 and

one of 200 kw. capacity. At this same station are also two direct

current soo-volt generators for stationary motor service, one being

too kw. and the other 60 kw.

The alternating generators at this station arc four in number,

three of 250 kw., and one of 650 kw., all being three-phase 60

cycle niaclnnes m (tcneral hicctnc make, dc/ivermg current at

2,080 volts. The four alternating inachmes are t)clted to the main

shaft which drives the generators carrying the railway and station-

ary motor load, and when running as generators arc driven by

the steam engines connected to this shaft. These three-phase ma-

chines can, of course, operate either as generators or as motors,

and when used as motors, they are capable of driving the main

shafting, and nearly all of the direct current gener-

ators at the Hrook St. station, except the single rail-

way generator, which is now belt-connected to an

inilependent engine. These alternating machines be-

ing connected to Iriple-polc double-throw switches

on the switchboard in the sub-station may Iw sup-

plied with current from either set of bus-bars, and

ihns drive the other dynamos connected to their

shaft, as soon as the combined water-jKiwer capacity

! great enough to carry the entire load.

The Garvin's Falls plant_ is destined to be the

1 irgest and most complete of all those operated by

the company. Exclusive water power privileges

were recently acquired and a station of 1.300 kw.

capacity erecte:!. Kxleusions are now being made
and are rapidly approaching completion to increase

this capacity to j.ooo kw. These include a large ex-

tension to the present building, a new canal and the

replacing of the present dam with a more substantial

vtructure located further down the river and nearer

the power station.

The new dam is about 20 ft. in height above the

river bed and is built on a foundation of bed rock.

The central core is of concrete, faced with granite

blocks 18 in. thick, the headers projecting 4 ft. into

the core. The down stream side is gently curved

t 1 tl.row the water away from the base of the dam. The dam is

1 1 ft. thick at the top and about 30 ft. at the base and has a

total length of 550 ft. and will furnish a bead of 30 ft. of water

at the wheels.

The canal lietween the head gate and the forebay is about 500

ft. long and a little over 60 ft. wide at the bottom. The sides

are built of stone and have a batter of 6 in. per foot. TTie bottom

SWITCHBOAKD AT BROOK ST. SLB-STATIOX.

of the canal is 13 ft. below the top of the dam. A sluiceway is

provided at the forebay to allow ice and other material stopped

by the racks to escape into the river. This is a necessary precaution

in a mountainous section where freshets are usually heavy.

The wall between the wheel room and the forebay is from 7

to 10 ft. thick, with six steel penstocks 12 ft. in diameter built into

it. A decided advantage is obtained in this way, as the mass of
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moving water whose velocin- imist be checked is comparatively

small.

These penstocks are closed by gates which may be operated cither

manually or by an electric motor, the machinery for this being

located in the gate house just above the station. The penstocks

have each two draft tubes and will contain three wheels each.

two sets having been already installel. two to be installed imme-

diately and the remaining two will be placed in position in* the

near future.

The wheels installed are 39-'n. McConnick turbines with cylin-

der gates made by the Rodney Hunt Co.; they are of 500 h. p.

each and run at 180 r. p. m. The thrust of two of the wheels

are balanced one against the other and that of the third wheel is

taken up by a specially connected thrust collar.

Two Lombard governors arc employed to regulate the wheels

Tw^o sets of bus-bars arc providoi.1 so tliat .iny generator or any

high tension feeder can be connected to either set.

• The feeder panels arc each equipped with automatic oil circuit

ST.VNDARU l\H. .M.ANCIl KSTKH -STUI'.irr liV.

now in use and Sturgcss governors will be u>ed for the remain-

ing sets.

The dynamo room will contain si.\ 650-kw., 11,000-volt. three-

phase, 60 cycle General Electric generators, of which two arc al-

ready in operation. There will also be three exciter sets of 50 kw.

each, two being driven by 75-h. p., form K General Electric in-

'•AR BARN8. MANCHESTER 8TRKET RY.

duction motors, and the third .set by an independent water wheel.

Each exciter has sufficient capacity to excite four generators.

The walls of the station are water proofed to the height of 8

ft. above the dynamo room flofjr, which renders impossible any

damage to the machinery from freshets.

A is-ton crane is provided, made by the Whiting lu|uipmenl Co.

It has a .ll-ft. span and a 20-fl hoist and can easily lian<lle all

apparatus in the r<xmi.

I he switchlmard is of blue Vermont marble dividcil into panels

GREGOS F.\L1.S ST.\TION.

Iircakcrs, voltmeter. :miiiictcr aiul indicating wattmckTs. Panels are

also provided fur the exciter sets, there being two sets of exciter

I'HK.ATKR .\T iM.\.SS.ViUO.SIC I..\KE.

buses, so that excitation current for any machine can be drawn from

either set.

On the front of the station is a clock with a ,l2-in. dial and on

VIEW IN riNIO ISLAND I'AHK,

the inside is a J4-in. dial, lioili Ihhik drivi'n liy llic smuic iiinvriiuiil.

At Kclley's Ralls the station is a combined sleam and water jiuwer

station. The steam plant is used only in rases of emergency and during
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low water. A timber dam, stone filled, with masonry wings, spans

the river and gives under ordinary conditions a head of 24 (t. at

the wheels The wheels art two in nunibcr, 33-in .\IcCormick hori-

zontal turbines, and are enclosed in a steel penstock 11 ft. in diame-

ter; they arc belted directly to the main shaft.

The Itinerating machinery consists of one 24-pole, 60-cycle, 450-

Two penstocks 10 ft. in diameter furnish water to two sets of

horizontal turbine wheels. One set consists of three 27-in. Mc-

Cormick turbines, and the other two "Hercules" turbines made by

the llolyoke Machine Co. One set is direct connected to each end

of the generator shaft.

The generator is a three-phase, revolving field type. General Elec-

rAVII.ION AT MAS3ABESIC I^AlvE.

kw., two-phase, 6,000-volt Stanley generator, running at 300 r. p. m.,

and two small Stanley generators of 200 and i8o-kw. capacity, re-

spectively. These Lillcr generate current at 2,iOO volts, two-phase,

.ind arc connected to the transmission line by step-up transformers,

no transformers being required for the 450-kw. machine.

The boiler room contains five 200-h. p. upright Manning boilers

which furnish steam, slightly superheated, to two engines, one a

trie, l,200-kw., il,oco-volt machine which runs at a speed of 327

r. p. m.

The gates and all of the wheels are connected to a single Sturgess

governor. This governor is of the quick-acting type and operates

the gates by admitting oil under pressure on either side of a rotating

piston. It is provided with a' special mechanism for increasing or

decreasing the diameter of its pulley in order to prevent any tend-

J. BKOLHIO S.MITH w .\ .M-\i.ii.\|.;y.

400-h. p. vertical cr4)ss compound W'oiKlbury engine, and one a 500-

h. p. Westinghouse compound engine. The stack is built of iron

and is 80 ft. high and 5 ft. in diameter.

The Gregg's Falls station is a one-story brick building located on
the Piscataquog River about three miles above the Kclley's Falls

station. At this plant is obtained an exceptional head of 51 ft.

by means of a stone-filled timber dam with masonry wings. The
power house is located just below the dam.

ency to hunt. A Tyrrill regulator for more perfectly controlling

the voltage of the generator will be installed in the near future.

There arc transformers for reducing the 11,000-volt, three-phase

to 2,080-volt current for supplying lighting service to the villages

of Goffstown and Grassmerc.

The switchboard is of blue Vermont marble furnished by the

Condit Electrical Co., with instruments of the horizontal edgewise

type.
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At Hooksett the station is located on tlie Merrimac River, about

ten miles north of Manchester. Here, as at all its other water

power stations, the company has acquired exclusive water privi-

leges, and the whole flow of the river at a head of 17 ft. is avail-

able. The power is only partly developed and additions can be

made, when the supply of current is insufficient for the demand,

to the present capacity of the station.

The turbines are of the vertical type with beveled gears. They

are supplied from a short canal and the power developed is con-

veyed by means of a rope drive to two General Electric three-phase

i.ooo-volt generators. Part of the power is used to run the mill

in which the wheels and generators are located and part for two

,VX>-kw., 550-volt. 60-cycle Wcstinghouse, synchronous converters

which supply current for the electric branch of the. Boston & Maine

R. R. iK'tween Manchester and Concord. The rest of the current

is stepped up to 11,000 volts and sent over the transmission line to

the Brook St. sub-station at Manchester.

The Manchester Street Railway property includes 36 miles of

electric railway track and alwut 100 cars. The lines serve the city

of Manchester and suburbs, and the transportation facililies ofTercd

are exceptionally good for a city of this size.

Most of the cars purchaseil recently have been supplied by the

MAP OF MANCHESTER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM.

Laconia Car Company Works, of Boston. The standard closed

car is 25 ft. over body, 35 ft. 3 in. long over all, and 8 ft. 4?4 in

wide over all. The cars have steam car type roof with monitor

full length over vestibules. The interior finish is red birch, with

ceilings of quartered oak. The seals are upholstered in crimson

plush and cxtenti longitudinally full length of the car. The bodies

are mounted on Lacouia bigli-speed double trucks with patented

swing Wjlstcr, fitted with 4-in. steel axles, and I.iconia .13-in. wheels

with 2''i-in. tread and ''A-'m. flange. The fittings include Kilborn

sand l>oxes, .Veal headlights, International registers, Wilson trolley

catchers, Henderson ilhnninaled signs, and Consolidated electric

healers. The cars arc equipped with G. E. No. 67 motors and

Chrislcnsen air brakes.

Al Goffs Falls, aliout four miles from .Manchester, the company
has a pleasure resfirt known as Pine Island I'ark, which is very

(Kipular, especially during the summer luonllis, when it is much u.sed

by pirnir parlies. There are no arlifirial allraclions.

.At l-ake Massalx-sir the rompaiiy has auollur resort, where an

extensive (Kivilion and theater has been erected, and the usual park

allraclions installed. The accompanying illustrationa show views

of tlic theater.

Mr. J. Brodie Smith, the general imiiiager of the Manchester Trac-

tion. Light & Power Co.. and of the Mancliester Street Railway,

went to Manchester in 1880 and engaged in the drug business.

.Having an unusually keen liking for mechanical affairs, however,

be retired from the drng business about 1885, and began to devote

all his time to electrical studies and work. He was elected super-

intendent of the fire alarm telegraph system of Manchester, and

when the Ben Franklin Electric Light Co. was organized in oppo-

sition to the Manchester Electric Light Co. Mr. Smith was chosen

as its superintendent, and continued in that capacity until just

before that company was consolidated with the Manchester Electric

Light Co., when he became superintendent of the latter company.

.-Kfter the consolidation, he continued in the same capacity until

lie resigned in 1896, and took a trip of several months to Europe.

On his return from abroad he was elected general manager of the

Manchester Electric Light Co., which position he has since filled

with great success. Mr. Smith was born at Richvillc, N. Y.. .Apr.

6, 1861.

In addition to his comiection with lighting and traction interests

in Manchester, Mr. Smith is treasurer of the Rrodie Electric Co.

of Manchester, which ci>nipany manufactures a numlicr of electric

specialties, including insulators, fuse-boxes, automatic motor

switches, etc., all of which are the inventions of Mr. Sniitli.

Mr. William E. Maloney, superintendent of the Manchester .Street

Railway, was born at Rutland, Mass., in 1869. .\t an early age

he moved to Worcester, Mass., and in 18SS entered the employ of

ihe Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Co., when that road

had but 28 miles of track. He occupied various positions, gradu-

ally rising until in 1898 he was given charge of transportation.

Early in 1901 all the Worcester companies were consolidated into

one system, comprising about 125 miles of track. Mr. Maloney

remained with the company until November, 1901, when he resigned

to accept the position as superintendent of the Manchester Street

Railway. Since he was appointed superintendent the system has

been greatly extended and the schedule changed and improved, the

rolling stock greatly increased and improvements and bcttormeijts

carried out in all departuienls and the wages of the employes in-

creased. In his work at Manchester Mr. Maloney has been unquali-

fiedly successful and has won the good-will and support of the entire

force under hiui.

The Growth of an Electric Railway.

BY L. E. GOULD.

Introduction.

On no two of the many electric railways which have been brought

lo completion within the last few years have the same methods of

promotion, engineering, construction and operation been used. This

is conclusive proof that each proposition is unique, and methods ap-

plicable to one would be inefficient when used tor another. Sucli

conditions call for a wide knowledge of methods and many carefully

considered decisions concerning details. These are taught best by

the greatest of instructors, "Experience."

The writer of this article does not wish to assume the position

of instructing others how to build a railroad, hut will endeavor to

place some of his experience in a form wliich may be of value to the

many readers of this magazine.

In order that this may be done in a systematic way. let us start

at (he birth of a proposed electric railway, and eiuleavor to explain

in a general maimer its growth and life up to the dale of its opera-

lion. Meanwhile on the way to the point of its usefulness, the writer

\\\\\ try to make clear some details which have come before his eyes

and those of his worthy colleagues. As one engineer says

:

"The birth of railway enterprises has generally been in the private

office of some one, who has noticed in the daily paper that the

price of steel rails has dropped aii<l he immediately multiplies the

price per ton by the number of tons per mile— a light rail of course

—and that by a numtier of miles from X to Y, and he can then in his

mind's eye see trains running between the two poiiils at the rale of

sixty miles per hour—with his special car attached! lie calls in his

Iiartncr, along with the president of a local bank, a shoemaker, a

wagonniaker and a farmer, and the lawyer, 1 must not forget, must

be in the play, as be has to draw up the corporation papers, get

the bonds' voted, right-of-way donated, etc, All these men are well-

to-do and a success in their own line.
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"licliolcl now Ibis (jrcat array of traiispurtatini) talent, seated

around a tat>le wilh a map !iprcad before tbcm, almut to build a

railway

!

"The tirst niccling develops the fact tbat llicy arc not quite ready

to run trains, and it dawns on some one tbat tbey sbonld bave

a survey made, more cipceially to gel tbe exact distance lietweeu

tbc two points In nil probabilities Ihe county surveyor is called in,

as be has tbc instruments and he will do to m-ikc tbc survey. He

is shown a map anil inslrucled as to where tbe line is to be located,

and in all instances where possible lo follow tbc section line, as it

will make tbe rigbt-of-w.ty easier to obtain. In the meantime

while the survey is being made, the bonds voted, subscriptions lo

capital stock oblaincd. etc.. the president is authorized by resolution

of the board of directors to obtain tbe services of an engineer, in

order that ibcy in.iy be prepared at the proper lime to rush tbe

work."

Preliminary Office W'ork.

The first .iclual engineering work for a proposed railway con-

sists of a very careful collection and tabulation of the resources

possessed by tbe country adjacent to tbe possible route, upon

which is to be based a statement of the feasibility of the proposition.

.'Ml preliminary work should at the start be placed in the hands

of a well-established firm of consulting engineers. The reasons

for such action are plain. These firms ni?.ke a business of drawing

up reports for just such promoters' prospectuses as this, and they

are so equipped with both experience and capacity that tbe results

of their work will be much irorc correct than if done by any local

engineer. They have no enthusiasm to be weighed on cither side

of the balances. Iiencc any opinions or conclusions which they may

give as to the possibilities of a proposed road will be unbiased.

Such a firm, if well chosen, is chiefly vahwble to tbe promoters

because of the weight which its report gives to tbe bnnkers or

investors whom the promoter wishes to interest with himself in the

financial organization of the proposed road. The value of a propo-

sition from a financial standpoint, and the readiness with which

money can be secured for it. and construction thus be assured, de-

pends largely upon the conclusions drawn at tbe close of tbe

consulting engineer's preliminary report.

This report should embody an accurate and conservative esti-

mate of the probable income of our road, as well as an estimate of

the probable cost. ITie revenues for a proposition are derived from

one or more of the following sources.

1. Passenger receipts.

2. Freight receipts.

3. Mail and express.

4. Amusements, such as piirks, and excursion business.

5. Electric lighting.

6. Sale of power.

7. Sale of waste heat.

Tbe first requisite towards estimating tin- income of our proposed

railway is a map. If possible sheets of the L'nited States Geological

Survey, encompassing the locality of the intended route, should be

obtained. These maps are very carefully made at a great expense,

and will furnish a most useful base upon which to outline the

proposed route of an electric railway.

Such maps, being drawn to a large scale, show plainly the

topographical features of the land. In comparatively level coun-

try, contours are drawn at intervals of five feet in difference of

elevation. In rougher country the contour interval is twenty feet.

.Ml streams, large or small, are traced lo their very sources. The

existing railways, highways, and private roads, together with their

angles and intersections, as well as all other boundary lines, are

clearly shown. The location of every farm house is indicated by a

dot. By means of cross-hatching and various colorings and con-

ventions, the geographical nature of the territory and its products

are shown.

.Vfler sketching the proposed route upon such a map as above de-

scribed, we can at once obtain a very close idea of the right-of-way

alignment permissible, the physical features to be surmounted and

inter-relation of our road with nearby lines, and the total popula-

tion served both urban and rural.

To obtain a correct population estimate, only the latest census

reports should be used. Tbe engineer will now carefully ascertain the

probable number of passengers that will ride, and from this number

and the proposed rates of fare obtain an approximate amount

of passenger revenue for the proposed ro.id. In doing this it should

lie observed Ihat the proportionate amount of riding done by the

inhabitants of tbe smaller towns is greater than tbat done by the

people in the larger cities. In computing the rural population served

the inhabitants of a zone five miles wide, that is two and one-half

miles on cither side of tbe railway, should be counted, noting of

ccmrse any such features as a parallel river or railway, which would

destroy accessibility or abstract any traffic.

Tbe probable amount of revenue to lie derived from freight is

more difficult to estimate. .\ careful stuily nuisl be made of the

existing freight business Iwlween the towns served by our road.

Then with tbc advantages and disadvantages which electrically

hauled freight would possess clearly fixed in mind, the approximate

amount of revenue lo be expected from this source can be added to

our probable income. In relation lo probable freight receipts an en-

gineer must recognize tbc fact thai the freittbt traffic on nearly all

electric railways is of tbe so-called parcel or express order. When
a road is located across an agricultural district, a milk business will

greatly help to swell receipts.

The receipts which may originate fiom llie light and power

business are also greatly dependent upon the policy and energy

of the railway management. If taken care of in the original design,

then at a very small additional first cost our proposed railway

power equipment may be so arranged that a satisfactory light and

power sales business can be carried on with large profit. Current

which the generating station will furnish at a cost from one to two

cer.ts per kilowatt hour can be sold at prices ranging from five lo

twelve cents. The size of Ibis item will de| end entirely upon the

vigor with which the business is pushed.

Regarding probable receipts, one thing should be plain; it is this:

Traffic will not come to any road which does not make it a policy

to get out and hustle for business. Tbe steam roads find it efficient

to keep expensive solicitors on their pay-rolls. If such a course is

so profitable to tbe steam roads, and no one questions that fact,

why should not the electric roads be iKttcr equipped for such busi-

ness, and be more energetic in soliciting their share?

With the data as above described, well tabulated, the engineer

can now form an idea of what magnitude the proposed railway

must be in order that it may best meet the needs of Ihe proliable

traffic.

Bearing this in mind, we will now seek for a check on tbe prob-

able financial results of his proposition. This is found by tabulat-

ing the yearly reports of railways as nearly similar to the one

under consideration as it is possible to find. This similarity should

exist not only in the tributary popidation per mile, but in as many
general characteristics as can be found, such as Ihe nature of manu-

factures and agricultural interests, parks and other amusement

centers, riding habit, competing lines, etc. Such reports are printed

from time to lime in financial pages of this and other magazines,

but. as above explained, they nuist be used with caution. Our
engineer, having such a table at hand, can. by averaging the quan-

tities and applying them to the road in question, obtain a very close

check upon the probable revenues and operating expenses.

If these calculations show that our project is worthy of comple-

tion, our engineer should now proceed with the preliminary survey

of the route.

Preliminary Field Survey.

The next epoch in the life of our railway is a preliminary field

survey.

A preliminary survey consists of an instrumental examination of

the country along the proposed route. This is carried on with the

aim of gatlieiing details of distances, elevations, topography, etc.,

to be used in preparing maps and profiles of Ihe route, making ap-

proximate estimates of construction cost, and furnishing data to be

used in deciding upon the final alignment and grade of the road.

With all possible information and maps in his possession, our

engineer will now commence his tour of reconnaissance. Start-

ing at one end of tbe proposed route, he will bv careful personal

observation, gain .all possible knowledge of the nature of the country

to be traversed, natural features to be overcome, such as rivers

to be crossed, bills and valleys to be circumvented, and watchfully

keep notes of all features which later will have any possible weight

in causing detours to be made, or the deflection of tbe railway from

a straight line between the two termini. He will also keep careful

notes of all his observances relating to probable business lioth im-
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mediate and future. During reconnaissance, the economics of con-

struction and oiK-ration must be ever present in the observer's mind.

He will be continually confronted with the problem of deciding

whether it will be more profitable to the investors that extra expense

be incurred in order to serve an adjacent community or that the dis-

tance be kept as short as possible, and trust that traffic will seek

the railway rather than the railway seek the traffic. The responsi-

bility of the entire proposition now rests upon the shoulders Of

the engineer, and every detail must be carefully weighed before

any decision is given.

The natural lay of the land decides very definitely what the make-

up of the survey party will be. When reconnaissance has been

thorough, and one route has been approximately decided upon,

the survey assumes a more accurate class of work, and a closer ex-

amination of the engineering features to be overcome. In rough

country knowledge of the topography of the adjacent land will be

absolutely necessary in deciding upon the most economical location.

Preliminary work should be pushed with as much speed as is

consistent with general accuracy, no delays being made for llic

purpose of correcting minor details. The organization of a party

for the general location will be as follows: .\ chief engineer, who
is well acquainted with the previous reconnaissance work, assistant

engineer, two chain men and a stake man, a topographer and a flag

man, plus what laborers may be needed to clear the line of sight

and assist in other ways, and a levc'er with one or two rod men.

The chief engineer will be in active charge of tlic party He will

precede the party, stationing the head Hag man ur

otherwise directing the line of march. He records

in his notebook data relating to lands passed over,

such as value and owners" names. Noting also the

conditions of each waterway to be crossed and ap-

pro.ximate size of bridges required. He should keep

the line of survey as nearly as possible confined to

the location which will finally be used. He should

at all times strive to be on friendly terms with prop-

erty owners upon whose lands he may trespass. The

good will of these people may sooner or later have

a large value in dollars and cents to his company.

The assistant engineer has charge of the instru-

ments and the chain and stake men. In rough or

wooded country he will find that work done with the

compass, the compass usually having a better needle

than the transit, will serve the purpose as well as
""

that of a more accurate transit line. Stakes indi-

cating the station numbers will be set on the center

line of the proposed right of way. All angles between center line

of right of way and intersecting fences and highways will be re-

corded, together with the station numbers and the pluses to such

intersections. Every particle of data which might be of ,iny possible

future use must be carefully noted anri recorded.

The Icvelcr with his rod men follows the transit or compass party.

Good instruments are essential for this work. A self-reading rod

with prominently marked divisions is best for the preliminary

work. A reading should lie taken at every station, and at all

breaks in the profile of the center line. The elevations of both

low and high water marks should be taken and recorded for future

use in determining the location and sizes of bridge work. In crisc

of steep sidc-hill work, a line of levels should be taken on either

side, and about fifteen or twenty feet distant from the center line.

.Such additional profiles will be necessary in approximating the earth

work. Bench marks should be made every half mile, and in rough

country every quarter mile. It is a good rule to always use a bench

mark as a turning point. This makes the benih mark a part of the

through line, thus doing away with any possible error in an extra

bench mark rod reading. The instrumcnl heights and turning point

elevations will l)e calculated at each set up. On turning points the

rod should Inr read to hundredths of a foot. Hut for stations and
plusev readings to the nearest tenth of a forM will be found accnr-

rate enotigh.

The levels arc the most essential part of this survey, so much care

>hould be taken in the use of both the instrument and the rod. Data
for foundation work and soundings of streams to he crossed are

maile and kept by the level parly. The leveler should endeavor to

follow clotely upfm the transit or compass party, that his work may
be of more advantage to his chief.

Each night when the party returns to the boarding place all

transit and level notes should be checked and then transferred

to books kept in some safe place. This will insure against any

retracing of the line being necessary in case notebooks arc lost

while on the work. The profiles secured during the day should also

be plotted so that the chief engineer may observe how the possible

grades and alignment are running.

Where rough country requires some topographical work, the

sketchcr will be furnished with all elevations obtained by the level

party, he following directly behind the leveler. The instruments

necessary for his work are a hand level, sight alidade, a compass, an

aneroid and a 50-ft. tape, or such work is more often done by the

stadia method. He should not hesitate to sketch a sufficiently wide

strip on either side of the center line. Such data will be useful

in the location of the barrow pits, if not essential in the locating of

the line. He will locate all adjacent buildings by three intersecting

lines, using the plotted center line as a base, and his sight alidade

to obtain his intersections. The contour interval should be five feet

on this w-ork, except in exceptional cases when it may be enlarged

or lessened to suit circumstances.

OHice Work Following; Preliminary Survey.

With the completion of the preliminary survey comes the office

work based upon the data obtained in the field. This consists of the

paper location of the track alignment and the placing of grade

lines. The preliminary field survey and the office work connected

with it should mulor mi circiini'.taiicr^ lie dnne in a careless man-

m
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This rtiliiiK i*' done upon Iransparciit paper, so lliat prints may be

made as tlie work progresses and the drawings arc changed from

time to lime. The profile scale is distorted for the purpose of more

clearly showing the breaks in the surface line. Fig. 1 is a section

of profile on an electric railway paralleling a highway.

Profiles must show the surface line as given by the preliminary

levels, or as interpolated from the topographer's contours, if the

final line has been swung away from the original traverse. The fix-

ing of grade lines is one of the most important operations in location

work and should be done by the engineer in charge of the locating

parly, he i>eing best acipiainled with the lay of the land and detailed

requirements of the line. The proposed grade line, together with

the amount of earth or rock work in each cut or fill of any size, the

height above datum where any break occurs in the grade line, the

rate per 100 feet of all gradients, the point of cur\'e. point of tan-

gency, rate of all curves and the true bearing of all tangents and

intersecting center and fence lines should also be given. I'roposed

bridges, culverts and trestle work will be noted and placed in their

proper location on this profile.

The datum should be so chosen that space will be left at the bot-

tom of the profile pajwr in order that a rough right of way map
may be drawn there and the track alignment better shown. On this

part of the sheet will he shown the general characteristics of the

country, such as the prominent natural features, governing points

and survey reference points, drainage, etc. From such a profile

one should be able to make a complete bill of the material needed

SCtlSDl/LC /^y9/Af Zz/VZ"

100 X 30 .\ 2 X 45 X 0.006 X 365 X 142

= $111,952.80 as the cost of

0.7s X 1,000

operating the 40 mile per hour schedule with

100 X 30 X 2 X 45 X 0.006 X 365 X 99
— $78,051 .60

iingic car units, and

the cost of

20u

I
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and the work to be done, the map showing where the material

is to be placed and how the work is distributed.

From time to time during steps in the work as above described

the engineer has continually added to his stock of information

concerning the probable business to be handled upon the tracks of

his company. His original data should now be corrected where nec-

essary.

With all this corrected data well in hand, he will now arrange a

schedule of train movements, and from it obtain an estimate of the

power and distribution system needed. The speed at which passen-

gers and freight arc to be hauled will depend entirely upon cir-

cumstances. Competition with existing lines will largely control the

speed of passenger cars or trains, whichever they may be, while

grades, alignment, and final arrangement of the passenger schedule

will affect the speed of the freight trains. In deciding upon a given

schedule speed for any run, due regard must he given to the ratio

between speed and power consumption.

"The schedule speed may be a large factor in determining the

commercial successes or failures of an enterprise. As an illus-

tration, Ihe watt-hours per ton-mile, allowing a stop every two miles.

required for a 40 mile per hour schedule, are 142, while for a 35

mile per hour schedule there arc required ;ibout gg watt-hours per

ton-mile. If we assume, as :ui average, a road 30 miles long, over

which are made 100 round trips per day, with cars weighing 45 tons

each, and assuming a loss of 25 per cent between the motors and

the main power station board, and taking the cost of energy at 6-10

of a cent per kilowatt hour we have

0.75 X 1,000

operating the 35 mile per hour schedule with single units.

"The difTerence between these costs is $33,901 20, which at 5 per

cent is the interest on $678,024; for a road 30 miles in length, the

time between termini for the 35 mile scheilule would be 51.4 min-

utes, while the time for the 40 mile schedule would he 45 minutes ; a

difTerence per trip of 6.4 minutes." (See page 205, Electric Railway

Economics, by W. C. Gotshall.)

If our road is in direct .ompelition with some steam railway

having a high schedule speed, then on examination the engineer will

undoubtedly find that a limited as well as a local schedule will

be an economical feature. Many such schedules have been devised

.Most of them consist of a single "limited" car. leaving one of the

termini one headway behind a local car, and the relative spec's of

the two cars so arranged that one headway period is gained by the

liniiled car by the end of the run or on reaching a passing jxiint

for meeting cars from the opposite direction. The expense per car-

niilc of operating a limited schedule is very much less than that of

a local, due to the loss of time and power at the frequent stopping

on the local schedule. Limited service where it has been tried in

actual operation has paid well. The fast cars seem

to be the means of originating traffic peculiar to

themselves, prob.ably gaining it for the most part at

the expense of their steam competitors.

.\ combination schedule showing both limit'ed and

local service designed for the use of a road having

a through line and a branch line with a junction

near the center is shown in Fig. 2. The author is

indebted to Mr. Ernest Gonzenbach for this novel

scheme. This schedule indicates regular local cars

of one hour headway, making the run between the

termini A and B in two hours. Allowance is made
for a slower schedule while on the city tracks at

the terminals. Every three hours there start from

the main line terminals at A and B, directly ahead

of a local car, limited trains of two cars each, capa-

ble of making the entire run in one and one-half

hours. In each train one of the two cars making

up the unit is a through car destined for a run from

one end of the main line to the other. The other

car of the train is destined for the terminus of the

branch line at C. On arriving at the junction J the

car for the branch line is set oflf while the car from the branch line

terminus C, which is destined for the main line terminus, is

picked tip. This limited service calls for a schedule speed of

twenty miles per hour with stops averaging eight miles apart,

and provides for the carrying of passengers from one ^terminus

to any other, without requiring them to change from the

car they first entered. While the through car could be hauled as a

trailer by this schedule, the high schedule speed of approximately

thirty miles per hour would preclude any such an arrangement. This

schedule then necessitates all cars being equipped with motors and

a multiple unit system of control.

The above illustration is only one ot the many possible comhina-

lioiis which may be used in the schedules of cars and trains. Each

road has physical features peculiar to itself, and so will deinand a

schedule unique for its own operation. I wish to again repeat the

thought before stated, namely, that great care and mature judgment

nnist be used in designing any schedule so that its success can be

assured for any individual situation.

(To be continued.)

C/TTL/^/rs

uu/^cr/o// l/

Ju//cr/OAy

The United Railways Co. and the St. Louis Transit Co. .secured an

order from the United States Circuit Court citing the city to show-

why the companies Should not secure an injunction to prevent the

collection of one mill for each paid passenger. The complainants

stated that the tax would cause the payment of $150,000 illegally

and would violate an agreement whereby the company is to pay the

city $100,000 in annual payments.



Narrow-Gase Road from Lausanne to Mondon,

BY E. GUARINI

A narrow-gage electric railway has recently been put in operation

between Lansanne and Mondon, Switzerland. The road was con-

structed by Ricter & Co., of Wintcrthur, and is one of the most

interesting in the Helvetian Republic. In addition to the main line,

rthich is about 14% miles long, there is a branch line running from

Mami to Savigny, a little over three miles long, giv-

ing a total length of the road of about l/'-j miles.

Of this distance 5.'4 miles is located on private right

of way, the rest being built upon the highways.

There is a difTerence in level of a little over 900 ft.

between the termini, and this required the construc-

tion of grades from 6 to 7 per cent and the niini-

nnim radius of curves on the line is 270 ft. The

roadbed is built with T-rails laid on oak tics, anil

the rails are bonded with "Columbia" rail bonds.

The rolling stock consists of seven motor cars,

three having double trucks and four with single

trucks, and three express and freight cars. The

double truck cars are 7 ft. 6 in. in interior width

and are 47 ft. S'i in. long over the buflfers. The

carriage is divided into four separate compartments

;

third-class, smokers, second class, and baggage. The
three passenger compartments contain altogether 30

scats and there is further room for standing passen-

gers on the platforms and in the baggage compart-

ment. All the windows can be opened and further ventila-

tion is secured through the skylights. The lighting and heat-

ing of the car is done by electricity. The wheel base of the

Ixjgie trucks is 5 ft. 11 in. and the distance between the cen-

ters of the trucks is 24 ft. 8 in. The cars are provided

with hand brakes having eight shoes, and also with a Hardy brake.

The latter is used when the train includes a baggage car. The
double truck cars are equipped with four motors, each of 35 h. p.

capacity, but which are capable of developing 50 h. p. for short

periods without destructive heating or sparking at the commutators.

sponds to a car speed of about 7^J miles per limir I'nr a normal

load and with a drop of 20 per cent in the voltage. On level road-

bed and with minimum drop in voltage the revolutions of tlic arni.T-

ture reach 1,060 per minute, corresponding to a speed of 22 miles

per hour. The starting resistance and the resistance for the brakes.

DOUBLE TRUCK COMPARTMENT CAR.

uliicli arc arranged underneath the car, are designed to absorb the

work of motors on down grades when they are acting as gener-

ators. The current is taken by means of trolleys, as it was not

possible to use bows, which are preferable in many ways, because

of the heavy pressure necessary, especially in winter, which wears

out the bows very rapidly.

The single truck cars are of the ordinary tramway type, having

enclosed platforms. They contain seating capacity for 18 and

standing room for 16 passengers. The electrical equipment is simi-

lar to that of the double truck cars and the niolnrs are identical.

i)i;fi/i Ai .\ii:/,]]';HEH.

In starting the motors arc connected in parallel scries of two and

at full iperd they arc used all in parallel. This is probably the

firit use of the series parallel control with voltages ranging from

7S0 to 900. The motors are of the four-pole type, the armatures

having a diameter of 16 in. and a length of 8 in. 'I~he armature

winding is made on formers and there are 37 coils fitted into slots

in the armature coils. These slots arc |/$ x 1 1-5 in. in section and

contain 30 conductors, each i-io in. in diameter. The pole pieces

are laminated. The cflTiciency at full load h 87 per cent, including

the lotMs in the reduction gear, which is in the ratio of I to 4.93,

and the armature runs at a speed of 2O0 revolutions, which corre-

The single truck cars operate the tram service between Lausanne

Chalet and Gobet, and Lausanne and .Savigny. The double truck

cars run direct from Lausanne to Mondon only.

On the entire main line there is a double overhead trolley wire

of about '/] in. in diameter. The branch line to Savigny has only

a single trolley wire. Most of the poles are of wood and the insu-

lators are of American make. At distances of about 3,000 ft. there

are inserted in the overhead wires regulators which remedy the

effects of expansion and contraction in the wire due to variations

in temperature. Lightning arresters of the Carton type are placed

4,500 ft. apart along the line At Ibi- piiiicipal stations arrangements
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arc provided so that different sections of the line can he cnt out

of the circuit in case it is necessary to make repairs or do other

work upon the line. Current is supplied from tlie central station

at Montl)Ovoii, in the district of Frihourg.

The current is three phase and of 8,000 volts pressure and is

transmitted liy a conductor of three wires of VI in. in diameter to

the main station at Mejtieres, 154^ miles from Monihovon. Pro-

vision is made so that in case of a hrcak in the line from Mont-
bovon current can be obtained from the electric station at Hautc-

rive. This station is in fact held as a reserve. From Mezieres,

where a transformer station is located, conduits are run to Epa-
linges, the next transformer station, and also to a number of places

Vli:\V ON LINK NKAK SVIONS.

along the railway line to which the railway company furnishes

three-phase current for lighting and power at 210 volts pressure.

Each of the transformer stations contains two groups of motor

generators of 2C0 h. p. capacity, one of which is held in reserve

to supply any .extraordinary deiriand fiT current. The motors of

these sets take current at 8,coo volts.

Each transformer station is provided with an induction motor
.md a synchronous motor for the reason that the same high-lension

conductor which feeds the converters also feeds the lighting sys-

tem by means of transformers. The synchronous motor, during the

hours of lighting, which coincide with the hours of railway service,

permits of uniform regulation of the pressure of the electric cur-

rent and consequently assures a good lighting service. On the

contrary, the use of the induclinn motor causes some inevitable

Sl^'B-STATION AT MEZIKKICS.

fluctuations in the voltage of the high-tension conductor. .'\t limes

when the current is not used for lighting the use of the induction

motor ofTers great advantages. It is much less sensitive to heavy

momentary overloads, and when it produces interruptions in the

current it does not occasion the interruptions to the service which

would be produced in the case of the synchronous motor.

The synchronous motors and the induction motors are both con-

structed for the use of 8,000 volts and have a capacity of 200 h. p.

They run at 500 r. p. m. at 50 periods and have 12 poles. The
stator of the synchronous motor has 72 slots, each with 62 con-

ductors of .1 in. in diameter, enclosed in tubes of mica. The poles

are wound with rectangular copper wire .2 in. thick. The erticicncy

of the motor at full lo,vl is 93.5 per cent, and the rise of temperature

for a short run is not al)ovc 35° C. The stator of the induction

motor has 108 slots, each with $2 conductors, and the rotor has 108

slots with two conductors. The efficiency at full load is 92.5 per cent

and the rise of temperature under continuous operation is not above
40'' C. The continuous current generators directly coupled to the

motors arc shunt machines with armatures 54 in. in diameter. The
armature has 220 slots of two conductors and these machines

generate at a pressure which may be varied by the regidator between

750 and 900 volts. Their efficiency is 94.5 per cent, making the effi-

ciency of the converter unit 87.5 to 88.5 per cent at full load anil

835 per cent at half load.

On two opposite walls of the stations between the two groups

of converters and entirely separated from each other are the two
switchboards, one for the three-phase high tension current and

the other for the continuous current at 750 volts. These two
switchboards contain the usual apparatus and the high tension

conductors arc carried to the high tension switchboard in an iron

column. Immediately above the board is placed an iron frame

carrying the lightning arresters for both the incoming and out-

going conductors. Underneath the high tension switchboard is a

small compartment in which the transformer- for the lighting arc

placed.

The Mezieres station contains in addition to the converters a

small storage battery of 385 cells with a total capacity of 168 am-
pere hours, capable of being discharged in an hour. This battery

provides a reserve in the case of small interruptions in the cur-

rent coming from Montbovon. A small converter of 30 h. p. capacity

converting from three-phase to continuous current furnishes the

auxiliary pressure for charging the battery.

Progress on Joliet, Flainfield & Aurora R. K.

The Kisher Construction Co.. of Joliet. III., is making rapul prng.

rcss toward the completion of the Joliet. Plainlicid & .Aurora Rail-

road Cos. Hue from Plainfield to .Xurora, and it was expected that

the line would he finished as far as Nonnantown by the middle of

May, and to .Xurora by the first of July. During the first half of

April the track was laid from the center of the village of Plain-

field west to the Du Page river, where the track crosses the stream

on a iS5-ft. steel span bridge which was erected by the .American

Bridge Co. Track laying for two miles .west of the Du Page

river has just been completed.

The Joliet, Plainfield & Aurora Railroad Co. has purchased 10

acres of beautiful grove located on both sides of the Du Page

river, innnediately south of where the road crosses the river, and

has fitted it up for picnic purposes. The river has been danuncd

at this point, afTording a two-mile boating course and excellent bath-

ing facilities. A livery of steel row lioats and electric launches

has been pro\idc{l.

* »

Lebanon & Columbia (Ky.) Ry.

The Lebanon & Columbia (Ky.) Railway Co.. which was recently

incorporated with a capital of $1,000,000, proposes to build an elec-

tric line between the cities named, a distance of 46 miles. The new
road will open up a large section that is now without railroad

facilities, and it is stated to be a populous and productive region.

It is proposed to do a freight business, as well as a passenger traffic.

The route has been located so as to secure easy grades and a goo I

alignment, and it is expected that the cost of construction will be

moderate in consequence. Most of the rights of way have been

contributed by the land owners and ample easements have been

secured. The incorilorators of the company are \V. K. Azbill, VV.

W. Hradslunv. (J. VV. Peterson, L. C. Rawlings, R. N. VVathen, J.

.M. Knott, J. T. Page, \V. R. Myers, C. S. Harris, T. M. Estes,

E. C. Lewis, T. A. Peterson, J. H. Young, J. N. Conover, T. R.

Stults, John Penu, J. H. Kelley, T. C. Jackson. Wayne Hogan and

W. H. Youwcll.

The Chicago Union Traction Co. contemplates establishing an-

other loop in the downtown district of Chicago, encircling Harri-

son, Dearborn and Van Buren Sts. and Fifth Ave.



Trinidad Electric Railroad Co.

Description of the Plant. Roadbed and Rollins Stock of the New Urban and Interurhan Lines

Recently Put Into Operation in Trinidad, Colorado.

April 38th the newly compleud lines ol the rrinidad Electric

Railway Co. were put into operation, the occasion being a memor-

able one in the history of the city anJ ihe day being given over

to a general celebration by the inhabitants of this and the snr-

ment which resulted in the building of the rreul. After looking

over the situation last June Mr. Read made an arrangement with

the Chamber of Commerce of Trinidad whereby he would build

an electric railroad and an electric lighting plant within 18 months

HIIHSK-SIIOIS l-fRVK (IX TRINID.MI KI.ECTRIC KAII.ROAIJ.

rounding towns. The road comprises five miles of city track and nine

miles of intcrurban track, all of which is single track. The line

passes through a mountainous country necessitating a considerable

number of curves and grades, the maximnm grade being 7 per

cent for a length of 1,500 ft. .Ml of the rolling stock of the

under the following conditions; The Chandicr of Connnercu was

to secure the passage by the city council of a so-year franchise

for the electric railroad and also a 25-year franchise for an electric

lighting and power plant ; to carry the election necessary under

the law for the lighting plant and get for the company a five-year

contract for street ligluing at $5,000 a year; In secure (he right of

VIKW OK LINK NBAR STA RK VI I.I.K.

company waft put into service on the opening day and it is estimated

thai from 6.000 to 7/x» people were carrierl over the road during

the <xlcbr.-iiiijn. The cercmoniej concln<lcil with a banquet at which

lyi gucitt of the railroad company were present.

Mr Frank P. Kcad, president of the company, initialed the niove-

I'nwKR iiiirsi':. •ruiNin.Mp loi.i-;!' 1 km- hai licau

way Ihrrnigli the cily and Ihe consent of the properly owners to

lay the railroad track on the cily streets; lo provide free of cost

lo Ihe company Ihe necessary right of way lielwecn Trinidad,

Sopris and .Starkville. These terms were acceplid by llie (lianilHT

of Commerce and about $l0,.Sao suliscribe<l by llie citizens of
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Trinidad for the purchase of the right of way for the intcriirlian

line, .\ssociatcd with Mr. Read were Messrs. B. F. and P. M. John-

K. II. Day, vice-president; G. G. Turner, secretary; G. \V. Harlan,

irca.surer and auditor; Dennis .Aper, superintendent. The Electrical
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four-bolt, 24 in. fish pKites and are bonded with No. 0000 lo-in.

Atkinson protected rail bonds. The overhead construction com-

prises a No. 00 round trolley wire supplied by the W. A. Clark Wire

cars intended for the intcrurban line which measures 34 ft. over

the body and is mounted on American Car Co. M. C. B. trucks,

\o. 14-B-1. The larger cars have baggage compartments which.

CHO.SS SKCTION OF POWER HOUSE.

W^
Co. and one 300,000 cm. feeder six miles in length. The insulators

and other overhead material were furnished by tlie Electric Rail-

except for the sliding doors and window bars, have the appearance

of smoking compartments. When tliese arc not used for baggage

I.VTERfKBAX CAR. TRINIDAD KI.ErTRIC RAILROAD.

way Kquipmcnl Co. and the pole line is built with Idaho cedar the folding -^eal- which llu-y cniuaiii are ll^cll In acciimmndiite

folcs. smokers. The dimensions of ihe cily cars are as follows: IauhiIi

The rolling >ioc'< cnn-ists of five Hrill semi-convertible cars built over end panels. 20 ft. 8 in. and over crown pieces 2Q ft. 8 in.;

n

II I I ; I 1; 1 \ I 1.1 I M I 1; I' It.MI.Uo.Mi

l>y the American Car Co. of St. Louis, three of which are niounlcil frmn panels over crown pieces, 4 ft. in.; width over sills in-

on Brill No. 21-K trucks and measure 20 ft. 8 in. over the end eluding panels, 8 ft. I in.; width over posts at belt, 8 ft. i'/j in.;

pancU. One of the accompanying illustration'^ .hows nm- of the frtmi rcniir 10 reiUer tif side posts, 2 ft. 8 in. The side sills are
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4x6f^ in. wilh I2.\))i in. plalcs on the insides. T
end sills is S'<| x6)i in. and the width of aisles 23 in

from the rail heads to the platform step tread is 14?
the step to the platform 12^ in. The scats arc 36 in.

long an<i accoinmodalc 28 passengers. The wheel
liase nf the trncks is 76 in.

The coniliination pas.scMRcr and haggage c.irs are

34 ft. over end panels and 43 ft. over crown pieces.

Krom the end panels over the crown pieces i> 4 fi.

in. and the width over the sills including .sheathing
is 8 ft. 4 in. Other dimensions are as follows: Dis-
tance hetween side posts. 2 ft. 8 in.; size of .side silU.

4''i X 7W in.; size of end sills, 5% x 7^ in.; sill

plates on inside of side sills, 12 x % in.; side posts

.V-i in. thick and corner posts 3}i in. The seats in

this car, which are 36 in. long, leave the aisle 23' i

in. wide and provide seating capacity for 36 passen-
gers. The illnstration gives an idea of the open ap-
pearance of these cars when the windows are raised
nilo the roof pockets. The trucks have a wheel hase
of () ft. .Ml of the cars arc handsomely finished in

cherry with hircli ceilings and they are equipped with
angle iron hunipcrs, Dedenda gongs and Brill radial

ilraws liars. These cars arc also equipped with
Westinghouse No. 68-C motors, International regis-

ters, electric heaters, made hy the Consolidated Car
Heating Co. and Nichols-Linlern sand boxes. All
the wheels were made by the St. Louis Car Wheel
Co. and weigh 550 lb. They are 33 in. in diameter

he size of the

The distance

i< in. and fmni

The engines and boilers are set in two parallel 1. .ws on either side

of the partition wall, thus permitting future exlensi.ms.

The engine room measures 39 ft. t> in x 77 ft and contains three

J
I.Ni'KHloH 111- POWKR lirjl^SE.

C.\Ii HARN .\X1) SHOPS

with 3-in. tread, i-in. flanges and are mounted on 5-

in. axles. These cars are provided with Christen-

sen air brakes made by the National Electric Co.,

and electric brakes arc provided on the single truck

cars.

The power house for both the railway and lighting

plant, as well as the car barn, is located just outside

of the city of Trinidad, near Day's Lake, this being

at about the center of distribution of the system. The
building has a double gabled roof and is constructed

of Colorado white sandstone. It covers an area of

fio x 80 ft. and the walls extend 25 ft. above the floor

line and average 20 in. in thickness. The building

was erected at a cost of $10,000. A longitudinal wall

divides the building into two rooms of equal size, the

one on the east side of the building being used as a

boiler room and the opposite room for the engines
and generators.

engines built by the W'atertowu Engine Co. One of

these is of 300 h. p.. one is ^25 h. p. and one is 150

h. p. The largest engine is direct connected to a

200-kw. direct current 550-volt machine, and the

oihcr two engines are direct connected respectively

to one 160 and one 105-kw. three-phase, 60 cycle,

-',300-volt generator of Westinghouse make. The
engine room also contains a switchboard of blue

Vermont marble with seven standard panels contain-

ing the usual complement of instruments.

The boiler room, which is exactly similar in inte-

rior dimensions to the engine room, contains three

220-h. p. Cahall boilers built by the Aultman & Tay-
lor Machine Co. These are run at a pressure of 125

lb. A feed-water heater is used, and the boilers arc

fed by a Deane steam pump. Baragawanath sepa-

rators are used and the valves and piping were sup-

plied by John Davis & Co., Chicago. The car barn

is located north of the power house and is built en-

tirely of corrugated steel. It is 45 x 100 ft. in area

and contains three tracks. .\n additional track is

also built out doors on one side of the barn which

runs to the south side of the power house. This

track has a gradual incline until it reaches the side

iif the boiler room where it is elevated about 8 ft. on

a trestle. This track is used for hauling coal to the

power house and by means of this arrangement no
handling of the coal is necessary from the time it is

loaded on the cars until it is dumpel on the boiler

A.

jfci

J.
>

CROSS SECTION OF POWER HOUSE I'lPING.
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room floor. .\ spur track one mile long has been built for the pur-

pose of bringing the co.il direct from the mines to the company's

power house.

At the present writing no regular schedule has yet been adopted,

but it is expected to operate the interurban c.irs at a schedule speed

Southwestern Electrical & Gas Association.

vie;\v I.N !:.%(; I.\K rhh.m

of 25 miles an hour. The fare within the cily limits is five cent> and

from Trinidad to Starkville and Sopris is fifteen cent'^

The lighting plant lias already been ta.xed to its utmost capacity.

as lighting contracts aggregating $35,000 per annum have been

closed, including the contract for cily lighting. The company has

liKTAII.S OF- I!H.\>KP:T rriR SIl'l'OHTI.N'C .STK.\M 1 1 KA I ii:n

already ordered aildili'inal boilers and another 6co-kw. allriualing

current generating unit for the combined service.

The entire plant was designed by the Electrical Installalioii Co.,

the general contractor.

The Decatur (III.) Traction & Klectric C'l. has adopted the

profit-sharing plan and on May isl each employe was paid a sum

e>|ual to 5 |ier cent of his wages during the year.

"Trolley Rides in Cily and Country" is the title of an illustrated

folder issued annually by the Detroit United Ky. and treating of

the attractive rides in and around Detroit. One side of the (older

contains a topographical map showing the Detroit United Ry's.

mlerurbaii lines ; there is also a map of the city system. A table

»liows rales of fare, distances, etc. At this season this folder is in

great demand by the patrons of the road.

The Southweslern Electrical -Association and the Soutlnvcstcni

Gas, Electric & Street Railway .Association held a three-days' joint

convention at Dallas, Tex.. .April 25-27th. at which it was voted to

merge the two associations, whose territories were

similar, under the name of the Southwestern Elec-

trical & Gas .Association. Each of the old associa-

tions met on the morning of the first day and trans-

acled routine business, after which each appointed a

commitlee to confer relative to consolidation. The

opening joint session was held al 2 p. m. .April 25lh,

and .A. E. Judge was chosen chairman. I'here were

addresses of welcome by the mayor of Dallas, Hon.

Hryan T. Rarry, and the president of the Commer-

cial Club, Capt. D. E. Grove.

Papers were read and discussed as follows: "Me-

ters and Methods of Selection," by H. H. Scott, of

the San .\nloniii Gas & Electric Co.; "Economies of

ihe Meter," liy J. R. Co'x, superintendcnl of ilie

Brush Electric Light &• Power Co., Galveston, 'I'ex.

;

"Motor Service and Sale of Power by Street Rail-

ways," by L. M. Levison, superintendent of the

Shreveport (I.a. ) Traction Co.; "Operation of Sin-

gle-Phase Motors from the Central Station Stand-

point," by J. R. Cullinane, secretary of the Deniso.i

Eight & Power Co. .At the conclusion of the paper

by Mr. Lcvi-son, who detailed the development of

motor service in connection with street railway work,

that gentlemen offered to send, upon request, to

those interested, his schedule of rates, sizes of mo-

tors in operation, kinds of motors and fans used,

blank contracts and other information.

The program of the second day's session included

the following papers : ".Advantages of Combination

lit (ias and IClectric Plants," by R. R. Stitchter, superintendent of

construction, Cleburne (Tex.) Gas & Electric Co.; "Combination of

Public Utilities in Small Cities," by E. L. Wells, jr., manager Arkan-

sas and Texas Ice & Coal Co., Marshall ; "Benefits and Evils of

Telephone Competition," by J. E. Farnsworth, general manager

Soutliwestern Telegraph & Telephone Co., Dallas, Tex.

The morning session of the third day was al.so devoted to the

consideration of papers, which included the following: "Central

Station ar.d Telephone .Acounting," by Mr. Shaw, president of the

Shaw Water Co., Muskegon. Mich. ; ".Accidents and the Damage
Suit Industry," by M. F. MacGregor, vice-president of the Houston

Electric Co. Mr. MacGiegor's paper dealt with the element of

uncertainty and loss to corporate investiuents in 'Texas arising from

accidents and damage suits and pointed out how many of the acci-

dents could be prevented by care. His remarks were addressed

mainly to the people of 'I'exas, which state suflfers because of a

lack of confidence in the safety of corporate investments there,

lie urged continuous elifort on the part of the members of the

association in giving publicity to existing conditions and to ask the

representatives in the legislature to provide ade(|uate penalties for

fraudulent accident claims and thus make investments secure and

attractive in 'Texas.

'The officers chosen for the new associaticm are:

Strickland, Waxahachie; treasurer, A. !•'. Judge,

!•". E. Scovill, Aivstin. Denison. 'Tex., was naincil

ing place.

During the convention there were trolley rides, smokers and a

vaudeville entertaimneiU at 1 ladley Park. On the second evening

a diversion was fitrnished by the initiation of 40 members into the

order of the "Sons of Jove," which is composed of persons over

21 years of age who are engaged in some branch of electrical

work, or allied industries, or who may be engaK<d in Ihe sluily or

teaching of the science.

The Chicago (Jeneral Railway Co. has placed slot machines for

Ihe automatic vending of chewing gum, candy, etc., in all of its

single truck cars. In side-door ears the machines are placed in

the e'oriier nearest the door and ni double-door cars are placed

IK-Iween the door and the right-hand window. 'The machines are

manufactured by Ihe National I'enny .S:des Co.. of Chicago.

President, J. I".

'Tyler ; secretary,

;i>. the next nu-et-
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Electric Uuilwuy Tests at World's Fair.

The meeting uf the executive comniiltee having in charge the

matter of electric railway tests to be made during the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition was held at St. I^uis on May 6th and 7th,

and after considering the reports of the engineering conuniltecs

and the suggestions of the advisory committee it was decided to

undertake the following series of tests:

A. Tests on the Service Capacities of Electric Railway Motors.

Equipments will lie operated upon the special tracks at different

rates and durations of acceleration, coasting and braking, with dif-

ferent lengths of stops, in order to determine the heating of the

motors under conditions approaching as nearly as possible those

of conuncrcial practice. The motors will also be tested separately

for healing anil for the determination of their toripie curves and

accelerating power. This will render possible the comparison of

the performance of the same equipmeni upon the track and upon

the li"-t stand.

n. .Acceleration Tests.

.'\cceleration tests upon single cars and upon multiple equipped

trains will be made to determine the ability of the equipment to

bring the cars to speed quickly and economically.

C. Braking Tests.

Braking tests upon single cars and multiple equipped trains will

be conducted in order to determine the quickness of action, the

shapes of the braking curves, the relation between the braking

forces and the applied pressures and the best methods of applica-

tion of the braking forces.

D. Tests Upon Train Resistance.

Determination of the resistances due to the rails, to the journals

and gearing and to the air will be made by systematic and com-

plete series of runs. The effect of the shape of the car body will

be carefully investigated. The methods to be used in measuring

train resistance comprise the use of calibrated motors as the sources

of power, the hauling of the car under test by calibrated dynamo-

meters, and by noting the falling off in speed while the cars are

coasting. The pressure of the air upon different parts of the' car

will be recorded by means of self-registering pressure gages.

In addition to this definite series, a number of other tests will

be conducted upon various exhibits in the Palace of Electricity in

order to determine their efficiency and reliability.

The tests .'\, B and C will be carried on upon the tracks which

have been built for the purpose by the Exposition. These are of

substantial construction, conveniently located, and of a total length

of about 4,500 ft. For the test described under section D the In-

diana Union Traction Co. has provided a stretch of eight miles of

straight and heavily ballasted track. The resistance tests will be

made after the completion of the St. Louis program.

In all of these, graphical records of the measurements will be ob-

tained by the use of autographic instruments which will be built

for the purpose or supplied through the cooperation of the manu-
facturing and operating companies and the technical colleges. The
National Hureau of Standards will materially aid in this work by
providing facilities for the calibration of all of the instruments.

Eor the purpose of comparison, the various railway equipments
will be divided into several classes, including car weights up to

45 tons, as follows:

a. Light city service equipments,

b. Heavy city service equipments,

c. Light interurban service equipments,

d. Heavy interurban service equipments

The actual work of observation and calculation will hv carried

on under the personal supervision of the superintendents by a

corps of young men carefully selected from among the graduates
of leading technical schools, the total number of observers being
Ixrlween thirty and forty. The Exposition management is cooperat-

ing enthusiastically with the Railway Test Commission in provid-

ing ample facilities for the tests and substantial results of per-

manent value to the profession arc confidently expected.

.•\t the present time a large part of the equipment is already at

St. Louis, the organization, and the ranks of the testing corps

have been filled with earnest young men who mean business and

who are already fitting themselves especially for the tasks before

them.

The executive conimiltcc consists of : Prof. W. E. Goldsliorough,

CTiief of Department of ICIectricity; Prof. H. II. Norris, Cornell

University, superintendent of electric railway tests ; Prof. D. V.

Swenson, University of Wisconsin, and H. T. Plumb, Purdue Uni-

versity, assistant superintendents of electric railway tests.

Report uii Manhattan Elevated .Vccident.

The New York Board of Railroad Commissioners has investi-

gated the accident which occurred May 9th on the Manhattan Rail-

way division of the Interborough Rapid Transit Go's. line. The

facts are briefly as follows:

At 4:50 p. ni. a south Imund Third Ave. train, consisting of four

motor cars and two trailers, ran into the rear of another south

Iwund train, consisting of four motor and two trailer cars. The

accident occurred at s6th St., between the .lylh and s^d St. stations.

Al this point the track is on a tangent and there is a gr.ade of

I'A per cent down from the syth St. station to the point of col-

lision, 5JO ft. The first car of the second train telescoped the last

car of the first train.

Both trains were equipped with multiple unit train control and

with automatic quick action air brakes coupled up so as to be

under the control of the motorman. 'Ilie investigation brought out

the fact that the first train had been stopped at the point of col-

lision by the red flag of the track repair gang working at that

point and had been standing for about a minute when struck. The
second train left the 59th St. station while the first train was
stopped and ran 520 ft. before striking it. The weather was clear

and the rail dry.

After a careful consideration of the evidence submitted and as

a result of the examination made, the board is of the opinion

that the accident was caused by the motorman of the second train

misjudging the distance in which he could stop his train, the fact

that he was running on a down grade at the time probably hav-

ing some effect upon the error in judgment made by him. The
evidence of the rear guard of the first train was to the effect

that the motorman was making every effort to stop his train 30

ft. from the point of the collision, but he no doubt did not com-
mence the application of the brakes in time to prevent the accident.

The equipment of the second train, including controllers and
brakes, was tested by the motorman before leaving io6lh street and
no report of any defects in them was made by him to the con-

ductor of the train, as is customary when any are discovered. The
station stops between io6th street and 59th street were made in

the usual manner, establishing the fact that up to the time of leav-

ing the SQth street station no defects existed in either system. .An

examination, of the controller after the accident showed that it

was in perfect working order. The brake equipment could not be

tested after the collision because it was wrecked in the accident.

It is possible lo arrange the controllers in such a manner that

if the button in the controller handle is released by the motorman,

when it resumes its normal position it will not only shut off the

current, but also apply the brakes. Safety of operation would be

increased if cars were equipped in this manner. For this reason

the board makes the following recommendalion

:

"That all of the inotor cars operated by the Interborough Rapid

Transit Co. on its Manhattan Railway division be equipped in such

a manner that, when the current to the motors is cut off by the

action of the automatic cutout device now employed on the con-

trollers, it also will operate the air brake system so as to cause

an emergency application of the brakes on the train. Recognizing

that the exigencies of the situation will not permit these improve-

ments being put in operation at once, we urge that ihe work be com-
menced at the earliest possible moment and pressed to a speedy

conclusion and that the board be advised from time to time of the

progress made."

.\ train dispatcher employed by the Oneonta, Cooperstown & Rich-

field Springs Railway Co. recently prevented a collision by order-

ing the power shut off at the power house. A car crew had dis-

obeyed orders and two cars were rapidly approaching each other

on the same track.
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Accountants' Association.

The nu'eting of the Executive Committee of tlie Street Railway

Accountants' Association was held in Chicago Saturday, April 30tli,

at the office of the president. Mr. F. E. Smith, auditor of the Chi-

cago Union Traction Co. There were present si.\ members of the

committee besides Mr. Smith : W. B. Brockway. secretary, Yonkcrs,

X. Y. ; C. O. Simpson, Birmingham, Ala. ; J. J. ^[agilton, Schenec-

tady, X. Y. ; H. J. Davies, Cleveland; S. C. Rogers, Yonngstown,

O. ; H. M. Pease, Buffalo. After passing upon the minutes of the

last meeting the executive committee acted favorably upon 13 ap-

plications for membership. These companies were: Yonngstown
& Southern Ry., Yonngstown, O. ; Cleveland, Painesville & East-

ern R. R.. Willoughby. O. ; Cincinnati, Law renceburg & Aurora
Electric Street R. R., Cincinnati, O. ; Northern Texas Traction Co.,

Ft. Worth, Tex.; Cleveland. Painesville & Ashtabula R. R., Cleve-

land, O. ; Pennsylvania & Mahoning Valley Ry., New Castle, Pa.

;

Boise Traction Co., Boise, Idaho; Lima Electric Railway & Light

Co., Lima, O. ; Indiana Northern Traction Co., Marion, Ind. ; Knox-
ville Traction Co., Knoxville, Tenn. ; Niagara, St. Catherines 8:

Toronto Ry., St. Catherines, Ont. ; New Jersey & Hudson River

Rail\v.iy & Ferry Co., Edgewater, N. J. ; Norfolk Railway & Light

Co., Norfolk, \'a. The total membership of the association is

now 145.

It was decided to hold the eighth annual convention of the asso-

ciation at St. Louis on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, October

13th, 14th and 15th. Headquarters will be at the Inside Inn on the

Fair Grounds. The meeting on Thursday is intended for the dis-

cussion of routine business so that on the two days following the

entire time of the association may be given to the reading and dis-

cussion of papers and reports. On Friday there will be presented

a report on car house and car shop reports and accounts to be

submitted by the joint committee consisting of 11. M. Pease, of the

International Railway Co., Buffalo, and W. G. McDolc, of the

Oeveland Electric Railway Co., on behalf of the .'\ccountants' As-

sociation, and H. H. Adams, United Railways & Electric Co., Balti-

more, and H. E. Farrington, Boston & Northern Street Railway

Co., Chelsea, Mass., on behalf of the .'\merican Railway Mechanical

and Electrical Association.

It was the opinion of those present at this meeting that the

association could be made more valuable to the membership if a

regular question box were established and members were to be

invited to submit questions in writing to the secretary, these to

l)c in turn sent out to the membership for answers and the questions,

together with the answers thus received, printed for distribution to

the membership before the meeting is held. .Xt the Saratoga con-

vention Mr. Elmer M. White, of Hartford, was appointed a com-

mittee on blanks and he will submit his report nl St. Louis.

The meeting on Thursday will probably be held at the Inside Inn,

and the other meetings in Festival Hall.

Monday and I ucsday. October icth and iilh. .\s noted in connec-

tion with the report of the plans for the .\ccountants' Association

a joint meeting will be held on Friday to discuss the report on car

house and car shop reports and accounts.

A. S. R. A.

The report of the meeting of the executive cimnnittee of the

.\. S. R. A., at which the plans for the convention were dcciikil

ujKJn, was published in the "Review" for April.

IIolcl rates for rooms with bath have been made as follows, llie

price being per room per day

:

Southern (Headquarters), $10 to $t5 American.

Planters, $10 European.

Jefferson, $10 European.

Si. Nicholas, $7 to $10 European.

I.indcll, $3 European.

Ro<jms can l>c occupied by three persons at the same price per room.

KcMi^'alions must be made before June ist. To reserve rooms they

must I>c paid for from October 8lh to October I5lh, but the hotel

will rebate whatever revenue it receives during the 8th and ylh

from the nxims reserved.

« »

.Mechanical and Electrical Association.

Electrical Engineering Theses.

The subjects of theses chosen for the connncnccment exercises

at the Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa., next June include

the following topics to be presented by the candidates for the

degree of electrical engineering : .-Vn Investigation of Single-Phase

.Mtcrnating Current Commutator Motors; Tests of Alternating Cur-

rent Transformers; .An Investigation of the Effects of .Xrmaturc

Reactions on the Regulation of .Mternators ; An Investigation Under

Running Conditions of the Philadelphia Division of the Lehigh Val-

ley Traction Go's. Electric Railway System; .Vn Experimental Study

of a Two-Phase Alternating Current Induction Motor; -An Inves-

tigation of a Double-Current Generator with Balancing Coils for

Three-Wire Distribution ; A Study of .Apparatus for Measuring the

Frequency of Alternating Currents; An Experimental Study of the

Effects of .'\rinaturc Reactions on the Performance of Direct-Cur-

rent (ienerators.

-•-

Accidents.

.MidUt midnight .\pril jolli a car on the liagcrstown (iMcl.) and

Williamsport line was struck by cars that had broken loose from

Western Maryland R. R. freight train, residling i.n serious injury

to the motornian.

April 25th two persons were killed and one badly injured as the

result of a collision between an Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

switch engine and an El Paso (Tex.) Electric Railway Co. car

which was returning from Juarez.

."Xpril 26th a Broad St. car of the Public Service Corporation of

New Jersey collided in Elizabeth, N. J., with a Plainfield car which

was standing on a switch, neither crew being aware that the switch

had been left open. One of the niolornicii was injured so badly

that he died.

April 26th a car of llie (ieneva. Waterlno, Seneca I'"alls & Cayuga

Lake Traction Co. jumped the track at Kingdom bridge about two

miles east of Waterloo, N. Y.', and went over an embankment.

Ten persons were injured, but none fatally.

April 28th a Pittsburg Railway Co. car on the McKees Rocks

and Neville Island division was struck by a Pittsburg, Cbarlicrs &
Youghiogheny Ry. engine and five persons were injured, one prob-

ably fatally.

May 1st an Ironville car of the Toledo Railways & Light Co. was

struck by an engine of the Toledo Railway & I'liininal Co. and

overturned. Two women were seriously injured.

Two elevated trains collided at 5-th St. and Third Ave., New
York, May 9th, and a motornian was killeil and three passengers

injured. One train had .s'topped because of repairs being made to

a rail and the oth_er ran into it.

Two Independence cars of the Kansas City (Mo.) .Street Rail-

way Co. collided on a single stretch of track at Shellield. May Stli,

and 20 or more passengers were injincil. Iwn seriously.

Middleboro, Warehani A: IJiizzard's Hay.

I he Anicriran Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association will

hold il« Mcond annual convention in .St. Louis the week of Oct. 10,

l</>4. The meetings of thin ansocialion will be held in Festival

Mall, the convention building on the World's Fair grounds, on

The cars of the Mid<IIeboro, Warohani & I'.uz/ard's Hay Street

Ky., which were coiniielled In slnp ruiniing in llie laller part of Feb-

ruary because of power supply hciiig cut off. .ire not yel in opcr.i

lion, although negotiations between the receivers and llii- ]inwcr

company are in progress. This company got its power (roni the

New Bedford & Onset Street Railway and at the lime the supply

was cut off the latter claimed there was owing it $10,000 for power

furnished. The Bedford & (Jnset company refused to furnish any

more current until the old claim bad been secured in a satisfactory

manner. It is understood that the Massachusetts Railroad Com-
missioners have taken the inalter into consideration. The cars of

the Middleboro, Warehani & Buzzard's Bay company are iK'ing

repaired and put in order for operation as soon as a satisfactory

settlement of the power situation is effected.
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TRAMWAYS AND DENSITY OF POPULATION.

I liii^c iTitcroUil III iH'tlcnnK llit Clllnlillon^ in the Icnciiieiit <li>-

Iricls of Kiirii|H:an cilici are iiiiaiiimous in naming the lack of atlc-

(jiiale iirhaii iraii>piiri:itiiiii facilities a* the principal cansc of over-

crowdcil tenements, ami in lonking lo tramways lo render the siib-

nrhs accc!<sihle to poorer inhahilanls. Ten years ago. when clcc-

Iricily as a motive power had not hceii cxlcn'ii\ely applied on Euro-

pean tramways, it was generally helicvcd ihal the adoption of clcc-

Iricily and the expected development of tramways wnnid greatly

improve conditions and reduce (he density of population.

The last census of Glasgow, igoi, shows that there were <JI,200

persons, or M per ceni of the total |>opnlation, living j lo I2 in

one room, and iq4,ltoo persons, or j; |)er cent, living 3 to li in two

rixmis. This is a condition that is suftu-icnlly had, liul it is a great

improvement within the decade, as will be seen from the following

data compiled from an article by Mr. P. F. Sullivan, comparing

street railw.iy conditions in Europe and .America, published in the

"Ueview" for 1897:.

Miles of Living in Living in

Year. Tramways, one room, two rooms.

1S71 None .10.4%

I«8i 40 24.7% 44-7%
iKgi 57 '8.0% 47.5%

IQOI 130 12.0% 25.5%

This result is undoubtedly in a large measure due to the better

tramway service now available, and it is interesting to speculate

how much greater improvement would be shown were the tramway

mileage etiual to that of an .American city of the same size, say 400

miles, and a uniform fare instead of the zone system were adopted.

CAR HOUSE AND SHOP ACCOUNTS.

Tlic anniuniccnieiil iliat during convention week there will be

a joint meeting of the Street Railway .Acountants" .Association and

the .American Railway Mechanical and Electrical .Association for the

purpose of discussing the report on the car house and car shop

reports and accounts is very gratifying and it gives promise of a

satisfactory settlement of a somewhat troublesome subject and one

that is growing in importance with the consolidation of small com-

panies and the building of large shops that are necessary to care

for the more extensive equipment. Those systems which by con-

solidation or natural extension have outgrown primitive methods of

accounting that formerly served the needs of the luechanical and
auditing departments know by experience the desirability of sys-

tematizing their forms and methods; and smaller or newer com-

panies will all appreciate directions that will enable them to start

right in opening their accounts or in reforming old inethods.

It is an especially good thing that this subject is to be taken up

by tlic representatives of the two departments most interested. The
accountant naturally considers shop ncconnting from his standpoint

rather than from that of the master mechanic, and the same thing

is true of the latter. Each has objects which he wishes to accom-

plish, and to do this may easily choose a method that will make
useless work for the other without securing correspondingly valu-

able results for himself. When both parties interested can discuss

the matter together the result can scarcely fail to be more satis-

factory than were either to attempt it alone, and also by the joint

action results can t)C reached at one meeting that otherwise might

drag out for two or three years were each association to take action

and then submit its report to the other for criticism.

The first work of the .Accountants' .Association was the standard

classification of expense accounts, a subject that affected particularly

the accounting offices. .At Kansas City in 1900, Mr. C. N. Duflfy,

then president of the association, recommended that a committee

be appointed, charged \vith the work of preparing model blanks

and forms, general in their adaptability and use, with such explana-

tions as may be necessary or desirable, to cover the accounting

work of every department. .At that lime it was considered that

this was too elaborate a scheme for the association to undertake

with the promise of bringing it to a quick and successful con-

clusion. .A first step was made in the matter of materials and sup-

plies and at the New York meeting in 1901 a report on materials

and supplies accouuling, submitted by the committee of which Mr.

F. E. Smith was chairman, was adopted by the association. The
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rtport now in hand on car lionscs and oar shops will cover another

department.

The general scheme would include hesides the storehouse, car
'

house and shop, the power house, the maintenance of way depart-

ment, the lransp<.>rtation department, the claim department and per-

haps others, the grouping into departments heing. of course, a sub-

ject that is of itself worthy of discussion.

VACATION TRAFFIC.

The perusal of the advertising pages of current periodicals is

all that is necessary to convince the reader that the aiuiual vacation

season is rapidly approaching. The passenger agents of steam

roads have long since sharpened their pencils and wet their brushes

in the effort to convince vacation tourists that their respective

roads are the most delightful in the coimtry and plans are already

being made by thousands of people for the annual fortnight vaca-

tion. And it is certainly time for the progressive electric railway

manager to make his plans for securing some of this e.xtra business.

It is now possible to take some very inexpensive yet quite ex-

tended and very delightful trolley trips in this country, particularly

in the east and middle west, and this can be done with very little

help from the steam railroads. The tourist can now strike far

inland from the .Xtlantic coast or the Great Lakes region and cover

many hundreds of miles in electric cars, passing through sections

whose adaptability for vacation purposes cannot be easily surpassed.

Many of the electric railroads pass through regions quite remote

from the beaten paths of steam railroad travel, bringing the tourist

within easy access of previously unavailable tracts of forest, meadow
and stream. There is, therefore, strong reason why the electric

railway manager should begin a peaceful campaign in favor of the

scenic and other attractions of his own local territory.

In advancing plans for securing this extra traffic consideration

must be taken of both the local and through business. To some

extent each will be benefited by the other. Considering first the

question of local traffic, there is a wide field for the exercise of

ingenuity and originality in developing anuisement and recreation

resorts, in discovering for the public the attractive spots in the

country surrounding populous sections, in the efficient advertising

of the pleasures of trolley travel and emphasizing its comparative

cheapness. It is indeed a barren part of the country which is devoid

of some attractive piece of woodland, boating place or ball ground,

within easy reach of a large town. The ignorance of people gener-

ally in regard to the natural and historical resources of the country

immediately surrounding them is so proverbial that it has ceased

to be surprising. Many a Bostonian has never climbed Bunker Hill

Monument, and many a New Yorker has yet to visit the Statue of

Liberty, while thousands of residents of other places are equally

unfamiliar with the prominent features of their localities, which

others travel thousands of miles to see.

fjenerally speaking, the methods found most successful in develop-

ing park traffic will be best adapted to, and prove most successful

in obtaining local vacation business. In considering through traffic

it is evident at once that an electric railway system must not over-

look its neighboring systems if the fares of the long distance trav-

eler arc to fall into its strong box. A few of the inlerurban and

city lines are known by reputation outside of the states in which

they operate, but these arc exceptions. Most electric roads have

but a local reputation, and while it is important to advertise the

system, the majority of intcrurban railways cannot afford to spend

large amounts of money in this way. The very best advertisement

which a road can have is a record of good service, and the one

thing which specially makes good service is punctuality. A close

adherence to published schedules is worth more to the through trav-

eler than almost anything else which can be named. Of almost

ci|ual imjKirtancc is an arrangement between connecting roads which

avoids long delays at the connecting points. Facilities for handling

ordinary baggage, knowledge of steam railroad schedule!) on the

part of the conductors, through tickets and comfortable wailing

r«»m» all come into play in securing the traffic of the vacation

tourist.

If the scenic attractions of the road are specially noleworlliy it

will usually pay the company to publish a small patuphlet describing

them, with a few typical illustrations included. Such a publication

should always include a map, or at 'east a rough sketch of llie

lines dcscrilwd, complete timetable of all through and local cars,

and .should give the connections with other systems, as well as a

table of fares and distances, and in most cases it would be a good

plan to compare the fares by trolley between through points witli

the steam railroad tariffs, especially in cases where the systems

parallel each other. Usually the fares on the electric lines wili

nearly cut the sicam rates in half.

Eff'cctive advertising may be done in the cars themselves and the

regular card racks afford means for attractively calling attention

to the pleasures of traveling without the drawbacks of cinders,

smoke and dirt. The temperature records of the pine woods along

the lake shore and the advantages of the cool air and comfort wbicli

a nickel or a dime will purchase may also be brielly hinted at.

In connection with the subject of publishing advertising literature

by the street railway companies there is generally a noticeable lack

of information in regard to the connections for through trolley

routes. In New England this lack has been supplied by the pub-

lication of guides to through trolley trips giving time-tables of the

various routes and connections between distant points, but with the

exception of this territory, such information is bard to obtain. While

the connections between two adjacent systems are generally known,

it is usually difficult or impossible to obtain information in regard

to connections between comparatively distant points where perhaps

three or four different roads may be used.

A compilation showing the different connections and time-tables

and all the connecting roads covering a large territory would go far

towards securing not only considerable vacation tralVic. but would

be a great aid to commercial travelers as well.

Lastly, the rolling slock and roadbed should be in good order

in anticipation of both through and local traffic. Not until this con-

dition has been met is it safe for the road to advertise its attrac-

tions and its service. Due attention to the safely, reliability and

excellence of equipment and service, coupled with judicious adver-

tising of the natural and artificial attractions of the road, and the

economy of Ibis method of traveling will materially increase the

revenue of the road and will go far towards securing a large

proportion of the coming vacation traffic.

GRAPHICAL MATHEMATICS.

On another page of this issue will be found part three of .111

interesting series of articles on "Graphical Mathematics" by Mr. .\.

G. Holnian. Graphical methods are coming more and more into

use, and tlie aim of the author is to begin at the fundamental

operations of addition, subtraction, nndtiplication and division and

to lead up by successive steps to the more complex problems wliich

may be solved graphically. A thorough understanding of the prin-

ciples involved will often furnish short cuts and simple methods

by means of wliich nuieli v.iluable time may be saved ami the

drudgery of numerous calculations avoided.

Graphical methods may be employed in a large number of oper-

ations, many of which arc commonly used by engineers. The graph-

ical division of a steam engine indicator card into ten equal spaces

for the purpose of computing the mean effective pressure, and the

addition of ten lengths so divided, arc illustrations of graphical

methods which arc familiar to every engineering student. Some of

the more complex operations explained in these articles are the

calculation of the areas of triangles and irregular surfaces, per-

centages, the construction of railway lime schedules and the laying

out of charts and special di.agrams for various classes of pnilileins.

ELECTRICITY ON TRUNK LINES.

The introchiclion of electric Iraclinn on two ICuglish sleani roails,

the Lancashire & Yorkshire and the North Kaslern railways, marks

a new era in liritish railway practice. A brief description nf the

Liverpool & Soulhporl branch of the former system is given in this

issue, and the opening of this line, which is iS'i miles long, was

almost simultaneous with the oiieuing of the Newcast!e-on- I'yne

and Tynemouth section of the North Lastern Ky, Tlu-se t«n

installations differ considerably, however, in details of both lo.ul

way construction and method of li.iiii mnlrol. The Liverpool S:

.Soulhport is equipped with a fourlh r.iil. which is used for a lelurn

circuit instead of the track rails, and allhough the latter are Inmileil

to the fourlh rail, ni> bonds are used al the joints of the ruimiiig

rails. This construction was adopted with a view to avoiding the

diflficully of mainlaiiiing llie bonds in y,iuu] eoiil.u't nl the joints cpf
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Ilic rails ami aUo pcrniilliiig the renewal of rails witli less Iroiililc.

Al the same lime tlii!: arrangement increases tlic conductivity of the

return circuit, as the running rails carry a considerable part of the

current.

Tlic method of train control on this line is also a departure from

common practice. The direct multiple control, as this system is

called, is distinguished from the multiple unit system in that the

whole current for the train is carried hy the controllers instead of

hy din'erent sets of contractors, as in the multiple unit system.

The direct system is limited to the use of trains carrying only two
motor cars, and the controllers contain two barrels, one for each

car, c.ich controlling one-half of the train. For trains of limitird

size this offers the same advantage as the multiple unit system,

with the additional advantage of less complication in the wiring.

It, however, lacks the llexibility of the multiple unit system, which
permits an unlimited number of motor cars to be operated together

ill a train. The installation of the North Eastern Ry. has been

along conventional lines, the third rail and multiple unit systems

having been adopted, and a comparison of the results of operation

of the two lines will be awaited with interest.

The electrification of these Knglish lines marks the early steps in

the inevitable supcrsedure of the steam locomotive by electricity,

if not on trunk lines generally, at least on their suburban divisions.

In the cases just cited electricity was chosen in order to facilitate

the handling of heavy traffic, while in this country it has been

adopted by several steam roads for branches where the traffic was
too small to l>e profitably handled by steam locomotives, which
facts taken together constitute an argument in favor of the use of

electricity under the most widely divergent conditions.

Ohio Interurban Railway Association.

I he Ohio Interurban Railway Association held its second regular

meeting at the llollendcn Hotel, Cleveland, April 28th. The trans-

portation committee of the association, which has the interchange-

able mileage matter in hand, reported that it had decided not to

take final action as authorized, but to submit a plan to the associa-

tion. Mr. H. C. Lang, of the Western Ohio Railway Co., also sub-

mitted a plan for interchangeable mileage patterned after that of

the Central Traffic Association. The association decided to submit
both plans to the individual member companies and take a letter

ballot. The general scheme of the committee was given in our last

issue; that of Mr. Lang contemplates the formation of a permanent
bureau composed of representatives of all roads that are parties to

the agreement which would be conducted by an executive committee
of three persons, the decisions of this committee to be final on all

questions arising between parties to the agreement.
Another matter which was the subject of interesting discussion

was rales for interurban cars operating over other interurban lines

Mr. F. J. J. Slote, manager of the Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo
Traction Co., presented a table of figures based upon current con-
sumption for different motor capacities and gear ratio.

Mr. Walter M. Abbott, of the Roberts-Abbott Co., delivered the
lecture on steam turbines which was scheduled for the preceding
meeting.

In the evening a party of delegates was taken over the Cleveland
vS: Southwestern to Elyria, returning via Lorain.

Correspondence.

MATERI.AL AND SITPLIES ACCOUNTING.
Editor "Review"

:

Referring to Mr. Dimmock's article in the December "Review,"
on the above subject, and contributing to a discussion thereof,
the writer would preface his remarks by referring to the fact that
he was a member of the Committee of the Street Railway Ac-
countants" Association which _submitted reports on this subject to
the Conventions of 1901 and 1902; and believes that those reports
provide for a system of stores accounting which is both compre-
hensive enough for the largest road, and flexible enough to permit
of its adaptation to the needs of the smallest.

Undoubtedly the question of stores accounting is one of the
most important that presents itself to the attention of the average
road; but it is also one which if carried to its fullest logical con-

clusion woubl involve considerable expense for its proper handling,

and the management too often looks upon the cost of keeping track

of stores as out of proportion to the results obtained.

It must be borne in mind that every road has its own pecidiari-

tics of internal organization or physical location which may re-

quire the modification of any suggested system of blanks and

forms in order to meet the local conditions ; and also in order to

meet the views of an economical management the system should be

so devised as to keep the clerical work at a minimum, consistent

with accurate results. These facts were borne in mind by the al>ove-

mentioned Committee, and in their report in Kjoi no blanks were

submitted, but in place thereof under each heading was outlined a

statement of the information which should be conveyed by the

blanks requisite to carry out the suggestiftns given under that head-

ing, leaving the arrangement of the blanks to the individual ac-

countant.

It was also stated that the report in its entirety devised what

the Committee believed lo be the ideal system of stores accounting,

hut that each member of the Association nuut judge for himself

as to what portions of it could be safely eliminated upon his own
system.

The writer believes that the blanks suggested in the Commit-

tee's report for 1902 contained the foundation for a full and com-

plete system subject to certain modifications which might be nec-

essary to meet the local condition^.

In the blanks as submitted by Mr. Dinunock, Form No. i con-

tains a number of sub-divisions of general heads which, while they

would furnish some interesting information, could probably be dis-

pensed with by the average road, and thereby some clerical work

could be saved.

Form No. 11 of the Accountants' report covers the same ground

with less labor.

The same remarks would apply to Form No. 2, preference being

given to the Committee's Form No. i.

Form No. 3 in Mr. Dimmock's paper, or Form No. 2 in the Com-
mittee's report, both cover the ground, although neither of them

meets the writer's requirements, which are governed by local condi-

tions. In this connection it is desirable that both requisitions and

purchasing orders should be prepared in some good loose-leaf sys-

tem, so that the copies retained in the various departments may be

filed in an indexed binder, thereby not only preserving the document

from becoming soiled by handling, but also facilitating reference

thereto. The w-riter's practice is to keep two sets of binders ; One for

requisitions, for which orders have been placed in their entirety; and

one for those wliich have been only partially filled : one for pur-

chasing orders which have been filled and which are filed numer-

ically, and one for orders which have not been filled and which

are filed alphabetically.

Forms Nos. 4 and 4^2 are practically identical with the Commit-

tee's Forms Nos. 3 and 4. In the judgment of the writer, how-

ever, most small roads will find the clerical labor in keeping up

a lot number record involves more expense than the results ob-

tained will justify, for the reason that the aiuount of stores which

they carry, or should carry, is sufficiently small for the store-

keeper to be thoroughly familiar with bis stock without the neces-

sity for reference to such record.

Forms Nos. s to 12, inclusive, seem to be well adapted lo their

respective uses.

Form No. 13—a rubber stamp— is objectionable. The writer will

not permit the use of rubber stamps upon invoices, and in all

cases insists upon the use of invoice blanks furnished by the com-
pany, upon which spaces are provided for all the necessary nota-

tions, checks and approvals. Invoices rendered on shippers' blanks

are frequently so filled up that there is no blank space on the face

upon which to place the rubber stamp thus compelling each one
who handles the invoices to turn it over, in the aggregate a con-

siderable amount of unnecessary labor and loss of time. Rubber
stamps will blur, especially in damp weather, rendering the invoice

illegible. Rubber stamp iinpressions can be erased. The approv-
ing oflScer does not know where to look for the stamp; whereas,

with a company's printed form of invoice, all notations, checks and
approvals are always 6n the face, always in the same place, do not

in any way render the face of the invoice illegible, and cannot be
erased, effecting a great saving in labor and lime.

Philadelphia. C. L. S. TINGLEY,
Secrt -V .\inerican Railways Co.



The Street Railwax and Ferry Systems of Oakland, Cal.

The Oakland Transit Consolidaled controls all the electric lines

in Alameda County in addition to a ferry connecting Oakland with

San Francisco. The city of Oakland has about 100,000 inh;ibi-

tants, and the electric railway connects it with Berkeley, Leandro,

San Pablo, and other suburbs. .About 75 per cent of the resi-

The pier, of which the ferry building is the "Key Route" ter-

minal, is nearly 17,000 ft. long. The building itself has three tracks

20 ft. apart, each track capable of holding eight 55-ft. cars. In ad-

dition there is ample room for offices, waiting rooms, etc. At the

shore end of the pier is a subway 1,300 fl. long. 30 ft. wide, and 25

i.\ K 1,.\,\ 1 '

dents of these places do business in San Francisco, which provides

not only a large patronage for the railway system, but which also

makes an efficient ferry service necessary. The length of the ferry

is two and three-quarter miles and this distance is covered by

the fer^ boats in 15 minutes. From the pier, which is illustra'ail

ft. deep, through which the road passes under the tracks of the

Southern Pacific Railroad. The subway is constructed of piles

and cement.

The general view of the trolley used on the trains operating on

llie pier and tlinnigh the subways is shown upon the forward car of

\l; iiiAl.N. i.\KI,\.M> IK.WSI'I . .^Mij I i.N'i'i':!).

herewith, the distance to Berkeley is 684 miles; to San Pablo,

3At miles. There arc two ferry lx)ats in regular operation and the

ferry cars are operated in five-car trains. The "Key Route," or

ferry system, and the ferry were built during the past year, and

were firil opened 10 IralKc in the latter part of September, 1903.

the train in the acccini|)aTiying ilhistralion. This Irulley has been

examined by a number of prominent electrical engineers, all of

whom have pronounced it otie of the best that has ever been pUt

into practical opcralinn. The master mechanic of the Oakland

Transit Consolidatcil. Mi St Perc, stales lliat lli.- trullcy Is very
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cheap to build and from the nine it was put into operation last

September has a* yet required practically no repairs.

The track construction of the railway systems is of the best.

The rails arc a 70-lb. A. S. C. E. section and are laid on redwood

such wheels cause on the rails at the gaps or flangeways for the

wheels on Ihc crossing tracks.

After the roadbed had thoroughly settled it was rc-snrfaced and

oiled, crude oil being used direct without heating. A diagram of

SHORE KND OF PIER. 0.\KI„\ND TR.ANSIT CONSOLIDATED.

ties 6 X 8 in. X 8 ft. and spaced two feet apart. The rails are double

bonded at each joint with Edison-Brown No. 0000 bonds. The en-

tire line is heavily ballasted with crushed rock, ten to twelve inches

of which is placed under the ties. The plan of what is known as

the University Ave. crossing, which is shown herewith, illustrates

the substantial character of the track construction. .An elevation of

the track-oiling attachment for the tank car is shown herewith. The

flow of oil is controlled both by a valve on the tank car and also

by a quick-acting gate valve just below the 4-in. union. About two

miles of single track can be oiled with a 6,500-gallon tank car. One
of the illustrations shows the arrangement of tracks and pole line on

the pier. The overhead work is double bracket, center pole con-

VIEWS OF CAR GATE AND BUFFER. 0.\KI.A.ND TRANSIT CONSOLIDATED.

this construction is also shown from which it will be seen that the

bearing rail is laid with its head touching that of the main or track

rail. The function of the former rail is to carry the false or outer

flanges of bad or grooved wheels, as it prevents the battering which

struction, and the ferry system tracks are 14 ft. from center to

center.

The power plant of the San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose Rail-

way is equipped with eight soo-h. p. boilers fitted with oil burners.
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These boilers consume 2,500 gallons of oil each twenty- four hours.

The generating room contains two direct-connected G. E. generators.

The large unit consists of a 2.000-h. p. corliss compound engine,

295

were ordered from the St. Louis Car Co., the railway com-

pany is constantly building new cars for its local traffic, turning

out a new forty- foot city car with a capacity for 100 to 150 people.

l^-E ^W t

a lb

ROADBED AND BKACKKT CONSTRUCTION ON PIER. OAKL.\ND.

direct connected to an Sso-kw. generator, running at a speed of 8"

r. p. m. The snfall machine is a i,ooo-h. p. corliss compound en-

gine direct-connected to a 6so-k\v. generator, running at 100 r. p. m.

The day load is carried by the small generator alone,

the large one being used only when e.xtra power is re-

quired during the morning and evening hours of

heavy traffic. .\ storage battery plant of 264 cells, hav-

ing a capacity of 1,000 ampere hours, is used in con-

nection with the generators to take care of any sharp

peaks in the load. The diflferent lines of the two sys-

tems use approximately 8,000 kw. per 24 hours.

The present plans of the company call for a large

amount of construction work during the coming sum-

mer. AI>out 100 miles of the track arc to be built at

least, and more than this if it can l>e accomplished.

The heavy rains of the past winter have not affectod

m the least the ferry system, as all of the trains have

l)cen on lime anfl in no case have the ferry boats been

obliged to delay their trips. During last month a ship-

ment of 1,000 Ions of 70-lb. rail was received by the

company, which, however, is only a small proportion

of the amount »hich is expected to be laid before winter.

The .San Krancisco, Oakland & San Jose Ky. is now
doing about 75 per cent of the ferry business between

'Oakland and San Francisco, and in order to care for its

rapidly growing patronage 20 new cars have been
ordered for the ferry service alone. There have also

liecn ordered more cars for the East Oakland service, and all of

these new cars are of the same type, sperri, capacity, and horse power
a« Ihoie illustrated herewith In :iddriion to these cars, which

at the rate of one every five or six days. All of the shops of the

company are now running both day and night an<l are about a month
behind hand on rush orders.

DICTAIL8 (II'" mJMIMOl! (IN l'li:it, i l,\ K I .,\ NI I,

The growth of llie Icrry business has in.iili- adililional boats

necessary, and plans have recently been received and accepted for

ilircr more boats for the "Key Koute." The new boats are 10 be
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considerably faster and of much larger carrying capacity than those

at present in operation.

The arrangement of the vestibule is also somewhat unusual.

In additicm to the side doors, which swing in, there is a center

DETAILS OP STEAM AND EI.ECn-RU- RAILWAY CROSSING

The cars of this company previously mentioned include some

novel features not usually found in intcrurban cars. .-Vs will be

seen in one of the illustrations showing end view, partial side

-'•''—;

i
T77 '^

-d-

CROSS SECTION OF TRACK AT CROSSING.

view and section at vestibule, these cars are equipped with pilots,

similar to those of the steam locomotive, which are placed entirely

underneath the vestibule and which do not project up as far as the

I i.i;i.\ 1.

bumpers. This location of the pilots miikes it possible to couple

cars together into a train so that the Gould continuous VnifTers,

with which the cars are equipped, come close together.

door which swings in and folds back against one side of the ves-

tibule in order to provide a continuous passage between the cars

of tlie train. The motorman's cab is placed in front of the

vestibule at the right-hand side of the car and is partitioned oflF

from the rest of the vestibule, as shown in the illustration, so as

not to interfere with the operation of any of the doors. Another

feature of interest in connection with these cars is the wire gates

TRACK OII.INO ATTACHMENT. OAKLAND.

which are arranged to slide in Irunt of the steps at the rear of

tlic car and which eflfectually prevent ingress and egress until

the car is stopped and the gate opened. The attachment for the

gate includes a frame which is shown in the illustration, fastened

to the outside of the car. The roofs of these cars are of the

steam road pattern and an arc headlight is mounted on the front

door of the forward car of each train.
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Some Experiences With llijih-Tension Trans,
mission Lines.

BY H. C. REAGAN. E. E.

Upon the many high-tension systems now in operation throiigli-

oiit the United States there are many and varied experiences by

those having charge of such systems. High-tension transmission

FIG. 1.

is ideal, and has so demonstrated itself in practice, but the one

great question in the construction of such lines is that of insula-

tion, as a very small leak will cause trouble and increase until a

short circuit is established. These troubles with high voltages are

more apparent where only a single transmission line is used, as in

this case such troubles are apt to tie up a whole railway system

using rotary transformer sub-stations. Various conditions aflfect

the insulation of a line, such as climate, quality of insulators, work-

manship and location. The following experiences which have come
under the observation of the writer will undoubtedly be of interest

to other workers in the same field.

Fig. I shows the condition of the insulators on a transmission

system due to weather conditions. This system carried 26,000

volts for 50 miles, and at this time a heavy rain occurred which

gradually ceased, and was followed by a dense fog, with lower tem-

perature. .'\fter this it again began to rain and freeze until the

insulators were in the condition shown in the illustration. Thev

were coated with ice and icicles formed between llicm and the cross

arms. The current was on the line and the system was in opera-

lion continuously during this storm. The weather continued cold

during the day wj the ice did not melt luitil after the shutting down
of the (ystcm at night, when it rained again, thus melting the ice

and clearing the line. This demonstrates the high degree of insula-

tion of ice in a dry condition.

An opposite condition to that just described, one of extreme heat,

is illustrated in Fig. 2. which .shows what very unfavorable condi-

tions a transmission line may meet without failing. This line was

carving 26.000 volts, and was supported by Hemiugray glass insula-

tors. The pole shown herewith stood close to a switch tower at

the crossing of a steam and an electric road. While the signal

man was out putting up signal lamps, the switch tower caught

fire and quickly blazed up, due to the oil stored iu the basement.

The flames mounted to the roof of the tower, and set fire to the

pole, with the result that the pole, cross arms and pins were charred

and quite deeply burned. During this time the current was on, not-

withstaniling tlic heat became so great that the petticoats of the insu-

lators all dropped, leaving only the knobs in position. Although

new insulators could not be supplied for two days, the knobs which

held the line proved sufTicient. and no trouble with insulation was
experienced.

Fig. 3 shows a condition that could exist only under peculiar cir-

cumstances, and is no doubt a rare occurrence. In this case a cur-

rent of 26,000 volts was carried on a bare cross arm. The line in-

spector reported that an insulator was missing from a cross

arm at a point 30 miles from the power station, and he wanted to

know if there had been any trouble indicated at the station. The

writer had not seen any indications of trouble, as the .system was in

full operation, and the report was attributed to an oversight. The
same conditions continued for about five days, when it was again

reported that an insulator was missing at the same point and that one

phase of the line was lying down on the cross arm. The writer

visited the pole reported and found the report correct. 'I'he pin was

charred at the top and the insulator had burst and fallen entirely out

of the tie wire. The line wire had fallen toward the pole with the

tie wire in the position shown, but there was no sign of burning at

that poiiit, riie probable reason for this not forming a short circuit

is due to it being sununer lime, and as there had been a scarcity of

rain everything was extremely dry. The paint at this point also hail a

hard varnish-like surface, and these two conditions made such a con-

dition possible where a little moisture would have caused a short

circuit.

One day in the fall a coniluion rnourred which is illuslr.itcd in

h'ig. 4. There was a short circuit on the line which pulled every

circuit breaker out. After wailing some little time for develop-

ments, it was concluded to throw the current on, to see if the short

circuit had burned off. The substations cut the line out iu sections,

and all the sub-stations started except the last one, which again

threw out the system. After awhile another effort was made to

start, and everything went smoothly. Having thus located llie sup-

posed short circuit, the writer patrolled thai section of the line with

the inspector, desiring to sec just what had causeil the trouble. The

illustration shows what it was. The pin was undoubtedly defective
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when put up, and there was an inward strain on the wire due to the

pole being somewhat out of line with the others. The pin broke

and strangely the insulator just turned over without falling off the

cross arm. The lie wire which came in contact with the cross arm

caused a short circuit which burned a hollow place in the arm, and

the insulator just bridged this hollow place. The second short cir-

cuit burned the cross arm so that it cleared the lie wire, after which

the current stayed on the line without further trouble.

A heavy short circuit occurred on the line one afternoon, throw-

ing out the whole system. After a short time the sub-stations were

notified lo prepare for the current, startiiiR with tlu- first station

nearest the power house. .^11 went well until the last line switch

was thrown in, when a short circuit again occurred, hut not so se-

vere as the first time. The second time the current remained on,

although when the wind began to blow slightly during the night

there were indications of a swinging short circuit at times, but not

enough to pull out the oil switches. The next morning the in-

spector reported a pole burned oflF completely, as shown in Fig. 5.

It appears thai an insulator broke, causing the wire to burn off the

end of the cross arm. The wind then caused the wire to swing to

and fro against the pole, until the pole was completely severid as

shown, the other two wires supporting the cross arm and top of

the pole.

Fig. 6 shows a very bad break in an insulator, which caused the

this pattern were installed in the sub-station and the main power

station, in the buss bar compartments, and <in the outgoing lines.

Trouble Iwgan when lightning storms occurred. These insulators

were mounted on iron pins which were bolted to iron bars or

frames, and the iron pins were cemented lo the insulators with

sulphur. The trouble started with the season of lightning storms,

FIG. 4.

death of a man. The writer was seated at his desk in the power

house when all the switches on both the a. c. and d. c. switch-

boards came out. This occurred about 7 130 p. m. When the

switches were thrown in there was no further trouble. A report

came in that a man had been killed, and on going to the spot it was

found that an insulator broke on a corner pole as shown in the il-

lustration. This was the inside wire of the curve, and the strain

on the wire broke the knob and a portion of the bell of the insu-

lator. The wire dropped across the corner of a lot and swung

about three feet from the ground, and a man crossing the lot after

dark walked against the wire, which came across the upper part of

his body and death occurred instantly. The main point to be

emphasized in this case is the design of the insulator, which is a

poor one. It will be seen by the dotted line that the pin did not

project up into the knob or beyond the tie wire. This makes a weak

construction. All pins should project beyond the point where the

wire is tied to the insulator, as this gives a support to the insulator

instead of throwing all the strain on the glass alone. The upper

piece of the insulator was attached to the wire as shown in the

illustration, the remaining portion being on the pin.

Fig. 7 shows a porcelain insulator, which had withstood a high

test, but whicli caused a serious amount of trouble. Insulators of

and to say that it was a puzzle to find the trouble, would be putting

it mildly. The outward appearance of the insulator did not indi-

cate any defect whatever, and the reason for this is plain, as the

puncture was in a hard place lo find, directly under the wire and

over the top of the iron pin. The illustration shows the location of

the puncture. The hole was about the size of the lead in an ordi-

nary pencil, being a little wider at the opening near the wire,

and tapering at the lower end near the pin. This caused a dead

short circuit. The porcelain would he fused as clean as if drilled,

and around the hole would be found fused copper run into the

glazing, 'nic sulphur was burned black, forming a direct path to

the pin. The trouble was at first located by watching the insula-

tors for a flash whenever the current was thrown on, but this was

very difficult to detect. It occurred to the writer that the pin sub-

ject to short circuit must be warm, and this proved correct.

After this we felt of the pins to detect any rise in temperature,

and never failed to find the punctured one in this way.

A very conunon and serious mistake in tying high tension lines

on the insulators, is shown in Fig. 8. The ends of the tie wires

are left so long that they are bent down and touch the insulator

near its edge. This has the effect of reducing the striking dis-
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tance between the line and the grouml by virtually bringing the

line to the edge of the insulator. This is bad practice, and should

be avoided in high tension installations.

Fig. 9 illustrates a peculiar phenomenon which was observed by

the writer while connected with a system on which some new in-

sulators were installed. These insulators cost a little less than

some of the standard makes, and there was about 50 miles

of them in use. It -was found, however, that these insulators

would frequently burst with a loud report and in consequence the

50 miles of line had to be rebuilt with another make of insulators.

Hdt

the wires crossed at an angle of about 45 degrees. This caused the

two outside phases to cross each other at the point marked -f. one

wire being about iS in. above the other in the middle of the day.

'ITie cause of the trouble was that the insulator."; were not properly

annealed during manufacture.

.\ peculiar short circuit which occurred on a 26,000 volt line was

observed by the writer during the summer season in a western

state. The peculiarity of the short circuit was that it would come

on the line about 4:30 p. m. every day. It was at first thought

FIG. 8.

that the line came in contact with trees on which moisture hail

collected, but on in.spcction no such condition was found. When
the short circuit again occurred it remained until after the sun

came up the next morning. Th*^ line was again carefully in-

spected, but no trouble couM \k found. When the writer was

.ibout ready to give up the search and wait for results, being

.ilioul 15 miles from the power station and at a junction of two

divisions of a high tension .system, a small boy in passing said

:

"Say, mister, you ought to see the fireworks up there last night."

That was the information desired, and the diagram. Fig. 10, shows

what the trouble was. Where one division of the line left the other,

FIG. 9.

When the sun shone on the wires the expansion caused them to

sag considerably, but as the afternoon grew cooler, the wires would

contract until the two lines came into contact, or so near it that

they touched when swayed by the wind. The wire C was dropped

FIG. 10.

lower down and there was no more trouble. This short circuit

was difficult to detect, from the fad that there was very lilllc Imrn-

ing owing to the perfect contact.

The New Kast Side Subway in New York.

The cotnniiltee on plans of the New York Rapid Transit Com-

mission recently submitted a report to the commission recommend-

ing in detail the route of the new East Side subway. The route

recommended is from the present subway station at 149th St. and

Third Ave., down Lexington Ave. and Irving Place to 15th St.,

thence west to Union Square, and down Broadway, circling through

Chambers St. to William St., and swinging westerly across Broad

St. and Battery Park to Greenwich St., and then uptown by way

of West Broadway and Washington Square, to Greenwich Ave., to

Seventh Ave., to 34th St., thence down 34th St., connecting with

the proposed East Side line at Lexington Ave., meeting the present

subway again.

In addition to this route the committee recommends : A short

line to connect the Lexington Ave. line with the present subway

near 40th St. and Park Ave. ; a line up Seventh Ave. from 34th St.,

to conned with the present subway at 43rd St. ; a line from Fort

Hamilton, Brooklyn, under Fourth Ave. and Flatbush Ave., and

over the Manhattan Bridge to Canal St., near Center St. The

committee also recommends securing methods for the protection of

traffic and properly and also to .secure the necessary legislation to

rarry out the plans.

The B.iy City (Mich.) Traction & Electric Co. has adopt,d new

signs for its cars. The signs are of wood with the letters cut out

and backed by muslin which has been treated with parafTine
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Advertising.

tE]ilr;ic|H tti'tH A i>;i|>er read bffitrr llu* CoilverltiiMt ti( Ilratich ManairiTo, l»r-

liartniriK M.iiiai;>'rK .mil S;ilr«nifn o( Ihe H. W. Jnhn.Manvillr C" . In Henry W.

B.irt. Manaui-r AdTiTlimair IX'parlinrnl.l

.\(lvcrtising is not an expense, but a pro6tablc investment.

The llirt-o dcparlnicnis vital to llic clevelnpmcnt of any business of

today are the manufacturing, the publicity dcpartnienl and the sales

department—all of practically equal importance to the liusincss—

each indispensable to the other. The publicity or advertising de-

partment is perhaps most closely allied with the sales department.

These two work together for the common end—the selling of goods,

the advertising preparing the way—sowing Ihe seed, as il were— for

the sales department.

Methods of advertising can \w broadly divided into three general

classes—trade paper advertising, printed matter and circularizing.

Trade Paper .Advertising.

"Constant dropping will wear away even stone." Constant adver-

tising is not less potent to make its impression even on the hard-

ened mind of the purchasing agent. The single drop has no effect

beyond a temporary dampness. The single ad. is not even damp.

It is the cumulative force of advertising that pays.

At a conservative estimate, there arc 100.000 concerns and indi-

viduals in this country that should be buying some of our goods.

There are the architects, the builders, the contractors, the rail-

roads and manufacturing plants of all kinds classed as steam users,

the engineers, hardware dealers, general stores, automobile manu-

facturers and owners, electrical power plants, electrical railways, to

mention only a few of the classifications.

Each one of these trades, professions and great enterprises has

innumerable journals devoted to its own particular interests. .\nd

these journals are subscribed to, paid for, and read by the men in

these lines. And the advertising pages are read no less thoroughly

and interestedly than the others.

The men that read these papers are the men we want to buy our

goods. One of the cheapest and best ways of keeping these men

posted in regard to what we have to sell is by printing the facts in

good, big type where they cannot help but see them—and that is

in the trade papers that they read. Where there is a babel of

tongues, we must speak loud to be heard, and speak often to be

understood.

This is not doing the work of the salesman.

It is doing the work the salesman should not have to do. It is

clearing the way for the salesman, so that he can do more of the

work that shows on the books—the actual selling of goods—and less

of the missionary or educative work which is more cheaply and more

tlioroughly done by proper advertising. If the salesman has to spend

a part of his valuable time doing this missionary work, he fre-

quently cannot clinch the order on the spot. But the competitor

who follows finds things in nice shape to make a sale.

In other words, if our salesmen had to spend all their time ex-

plaining why covering pipes and boilers saves coal, they would have

no time to actually sell some of our coverings made for the pur-

pose. The next salesman that obtained an audience, however, would

find the prospective customer already convinced of the advantage of

insulation and ready to hear about the special covering that would

meet his requirements.

W'e must, therefore, by advertising, preiwre the way for our

salesmen to do business, and not leave them merely to prepare the

way for our competitors" salesmen.

Besides this, the largest selling force could actually sec and in-

terview only a small percentage of the ioo,oco possible customers.

But constant advertising can and does see and interview them all.

It is the man known to be interested in our goods that we want

the salesman to interview, .\dvertising can create this interest and

can ferret out the interested man.

Of the thousands of trade papers published. 50 of the very best

will usually cover adequately all the various interests that one con-

cern wishes to reach. .And in these 50 should be used not spaces

2 in. or 3 in. square (the size of a couple of special delivery

stamps), not one-eighth pages, the size of a postal card—but

quarters, halves, and a few whole pages that will really advertise.

It is sometimes questioned whether advertising in trade papers

pays. If a man should ask—does twice two make one and a half?

you would wonder whether it would be possible for you to explain

to that man just what the answer was, and why.

No business could be done without advertising. Ihe printing of

the firm's name and a list of the goods on a letter head, the hanging

of a sign over the door, is advertising, and is the result of the in-

stinctive conviction that advertising is a necessity. If this much
advertising is good, nuire is better.

It is impossible and unnecessary to attempt, always to trace direct

results from periodical advertising, unless one is doing a strictly

mail-order business. But I venture to say that if we stopped ad-

vertising altogether, in all trade papers, and sent out no more

printed matter, business would fall off fully one-half.

The right kind of advertising costs money, but if is not expen-

sive, l>ccause the returns in actual business arc .iianyfold.

In orilcr to secure the maximum licnefit from advertising space,

the advertising "copy" must be, first of all, of such a nature that it

will be immediately noticeable among the hundreds of other ads.

that surround it. This is perhaps best accomplished by means, of

some striking design incorporating an original idea, which arrests

the reader's attention. Having thus button-holed the audience, your

story can be told. .And this story should be such as to hold the at-

tention aroused by the striking idea— it should tell something defin-

ite about the goods advertised; tell why thty are better than all the

ether goods of the same kind, and this, either because they are

cheaper or higher grade, or possess some individual advantage pecu-

liar to these goods alone.

The object is not to print your entire catalog in a quarter-page

ad., but to arouse the reader's interest sufficiently to insure a certain

familiarity wilh the name and qualities of the goods advertised, or

even to induce him to write for further information.

This then is the object and the value of trade paper advertising

—

to go where as many prospective customers as possible can be reached

and their attention drawn to something we wish to sell them. It is

a field, fruitful in the past, but open to infinitely greater development,

and one that cannot well be disregarded.

The printed matter of a house issued to influence trade, should

be attractive, definite, conclusive and by no means cheap looking. The
first impression of a house is often obtained from its printed mat-

ter—its catalog most likely. First impressions are lasting, and it is

therefore well to make them as favorable as p<,ssfble. A salesman

would not be allowed to represent the house in shabby aTid cheap

looking clothing. Neither should printed matter be allowed to

go out poorly dressed. It is human nature to judge first, super-

ficially—by externals.

In addition to catalogs, a liberal use of envelope enclosures, fold-

ers, etc., is of the greatest advantage. Every customer as well as

every prospective customer, should have dropped on his desk, every

month at least, and possibly every two weeks in the season, some
attractive, convincing printed matter, keeping our name favorably

and pleasantly before him at all times.

It is always profitable to co-operate with llie retail dealer and the

supply houses, in articles for which a demand can be created in part

by the display of attractive .ind striking window -ards. hangers, etc.

I have had the pleasure of submitting to your individual consid-

eration the annual report of the advertising department, including

the f.ictory printing plant and circularizing division for 190.^, and it

will therefore he unnecessary to enter into deta'' regarding the de-

velopment of this department during the last year and a half. A
mention of the leading features, however, may not be without inter-

est :

In 11X52 the advertising deparlmeiu numbered six members, today

it numbers 16.

In 1902 our printing i>lant occupied a space of ajjproximately 10 x

15 ft., and executed 15 per cent of our printing orders, printing

sample jobs, such as labels and factory fonns. Today il occupies a

space 25 X too ft. and executes too per cent of our printing orders,

which include catalogs, fine color work, account books, etc. With

our new cylinder press in operation, in conjunction with two small

jobbers, the factory printing plant has a capacity of over 1,500,000

pieces of printed matter a month.

The South Bend (Ind.) & .'>oulliern Michigan Iraction Co. has

raised the round-trip rate between Niles. Mich., and South Bend

from 25 to 30 cents and has increased its other fares proportionately.



Boring Armature Bearinss.

BY S. 1". BAIRD. ASSd. MRM. A. S. C. K.. GKNKRAI. MANAGER OF THE PORTSMOUTH {O.) STREET lIAII.UOAn * LIGHT CO.

I have read with considerable interest several articles in the

"Review" concerning the methods nsed in varions street railroad

shops to bore out armature bearings and should like to describe the

method which we have had in use in onr shops for several years,

and which we think superior to any that has been described. The
accompanying illustrations show the special chuck and special bab-

bitting mandrel used for this work.

We are now using Westinghouse I2.\ and 12C 30-h. p. motors,

which were equipped with brass bearing shells babbitted, the pin-

ion end being split and the conunutator end being solid, .\fter

using the split bearings on the gear end for some time, we tried

solid bearings in their stead and found that solid bearings gave

enough better mileage to more than pay for taking off a pinion

every time a bearing was changed. We have also CNperimented

with armature bearings bored out of center, or so that the armature

is slightly nearer the upper pole pieces than the lower. We founi

that the bearings so bored lasted 50 per cent longer than the old

style.

Our object in boring out bearings in this manner was to get

more metal under the shaft where most of the wear takes place.

.SI.^.NDKEI. KOR BA HEilTTl .NC Sin<;i.LS.

and we found that the bearings wore less per mile run than when
bored out centrally, with the same conditions of lubrication. It

has been suggested that the armature being closer to the upper

poles is magnetically suspended in part wlunever the motors are

using current.

After deciding to use solid bearing shells on both ends, and to

Ijore all bearings out of center, we prepared our shop to do the work
quickly, cheaply and well. Wc first made a pattern for a new
Ixaring shell to !« made of iron; the salvage from the old brass

shells more than paid for the new. The reason for niaking new
shells was to make the hub on the bearing shell eccentric to the

barrel of the bearing to the same extent that it was decided to

have the shafts out of center, which was 3-64 in.

Wc next made a mandrel for babbitting the shells; an exannua-

liun of the drawings will show the plan followed. The mandrel is

made of cast iron, has a flange on one end, and it is slightly tapered

srt the bearings will come off easily. The flange is counterborcd al

the same time the mandrel is turned up, thus making all the sur-

faces concentric. The outer counlerbore is just the size of the hub
of the bearing shells, thus forming a joint tight enough so that

hot babbitt will not run Ihrnugh when casting. The inner counter-

bore is the size of the collar on the armature shaft and about 1-16

in. deep, and this gives a little metal to face ofT when the bearing

it bored out.

The construction of ihe special clmck for finisliiiig the bearing

shells and boring out when babbilled rerinired more thought. We
had the casting made and chucked in an ordinary four-jaw chuck,

the outer surface turned off, the end faced and the threads cut

BEARING SHEL.1, IN A FOUR-JAW CHUCK.
First Operation. Finish Except Outside of Hub.

to fit the spindle of the lathe. The special chuck was then screwed

on the lathe and the outer surface finished as shown in Ihe draw-

ings. The inside was bored out to fit the standard bearing shell.

The special chuck was then taken off the lathe and the four-jaw

put on ; the special chuck was clamped with the threaded end next

to the four-jaw chuck in such a way that the outer surface kicked

3-32 in. The inner surface was then rebored, the tool cutting on

/s Ci^^^^£> ey r/'/^'jr

Oi/r^'///a//, *>^o*'/i>iro o/£.

»0£.r /.v s^£a. /s^v^cro
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one side only, niilil the dianietcr ttf llu- deepest cutting w;is 3-O4 in.

greater than across the opposite way.

The point on the special chuck which slmwed Ihe greatest kick

was carefully marked and the set screws put in on each side of

this mark 45° and 135°, respectively. The holes for the escape of

the babbitt nu-lal borings were Ihen drilled and also ihe holes for a

.npanner wrench to take Ihe chuck off the lathe. Wc were then
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ready lo finish our bc.iring shells. The shells were put in the spe-

cial chuck at random and clamped by the screws which forced the

shell out into the eccentric side of the chuck. The hub of the

bearing shell was then turned off lo size.

The result of this operation was that when the bearing shelK

were placed on the babbitting mandrel and babbitted the hole left

by the mandrel was eccentric to the lioily of the shell to the same

extent that the t'uii'^lw-il licariiiv would be. This gave a uniform

SI'K'TIO.N (PK CEirCK .\NI> Hi;.\RINC, SllEI.l, READY Kt)U
CUTTING OVV .\NI> TITUN'ING Hl'B.

A— Hull- tci Allow Babbitt Mctiil BorliiRS to Kail Out
B-BtarhiK Slipllsi <'ast This End Up and Cut Oft as Shown.
C—Thna.ls ti. Kit I.athf.

depth of cut when boring out the babbitt to fit the armature shafts.

The grease hole was then drilled midway between the marks left

by the set screws, the dowel pin hole was drilled and the shell was

ready to bore out to suit the size of the shaft it was to be used on.

We have a number of extra bearing shells already babbitted and

when a bearing is to be renewed the shaft is "calipered" on the

commutator end, and while the bearing is being bored out the pin-

ion is removed and the bearing taken off. By the time the pinion

is off the bearing is finished in the lathe and put on the shaft on

the pillion end. While the helper is putting the pinion on again

the machinist is boring out a bearing for the commutator end.

Both ends of the shaft arc the same diameter when new, and

we keep them so by returning the shafts every two years.

The case with which a bearing can be chucked in the special

chuck permits a bearing to l>e tried on the shaft, and if found to be a

about 1-16 in. at the deepest cut; this is caused by the tapered man-

drel. With our experience, were we to make another chuck we

would bore it out eccentric only. We run our cars one way only

and it was our idea that the bearings would wear differently in

the front and back motors, but we find that ihey wear alike.

Suiniiicr Courses at Armour In.stitutc.

The Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago, HI., has issued

its prospectus of summer courses in mechanical engineering, elec-

trical engineering, civil engineering, telephone engineering, chem-

istry, drawing, shop work, mathematics, physics, French and Ger-

man. The school will open Monday, June 27th, and will close August

5th. Full infonnation will be forwarded upon application to Howard

M. Raymond, dean of engineering studies.

KeupiriK Equipment Records.

The St. Louis Transit Co. uses the card system for keeping records

of its cars. Two cards are used; the one for the original record.

';ar #

Lecailat



East St. Louis & Suburban Railway.

Describing the New Power Plant Recently Completed to Replace Several Smaller Plants of the

Consolidated Companies.

The opening of the great Louisiana Purchase Exposition has

focused the attention of the world on St. Louis and its immediate

surroundings, and East St. Louis, with its fifty thousand inhabi-

tants, lying at the eastern end of the Eads bridge, is so intimately

2. The St. Louis S: East St. Louis Electric Railway Co., wliich

began operating across the Eads bridge in 1890. This company
had its own power station at the east pier of the bridge.

3. The St. Louis &• Belleville Electric Railway Co., built in

POWER STATION ASl) HIGH TENSION LINE.

connected with the manufacturing and commercial interests of the

Worhl's Fair city that it nuist receive its share of attention.

An important factor in the wonderful growth of East St. Louis

has been the electric railway system which had its beginning in

1890, and has extended steadily, not only to all parts of the city,

but also to the surrounding towns. The East St. Louis & Suburban

iSg6 and 1897. This company operates over a private riglu of

way between East St. Louis and Belleville. It also owned the

lines in Belleville. Its power station was located on the bluffs,

one mile east of Edgcmont. This line is now Iieing operated as

a coal road with electric locomotives.

4. Tlio East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co.. which in 1897

\.\ij 'ii;.\i;i:.\'i ji: 1;. ii,.\

Railway Co. now controls and operates the following lines, which

were formerly independent:

I. The Ea^t Si. Ixjuij Electric Railway Co., which began operat-

ing its cam in liast St, Louis in 1890, with current furnished from
it* own power atation.

.x.^-^i .SI i.iM i.s ,v sri',uiii;\.\ uv,

constructed ils double Ir.ick road lulween ICast .Si. Louis and Belle-

ville along the Mcllcvillc Turnpike. Its power station was situated

at Edgcmont.

S- The Collinsville, Caseyville & East St. Louis Electric Rail-

way Co., which buill its line In 1899, between Collinsville and ICdge-
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nioiil. This line was siipiilicd with pnwcr by the St. Louis & Belle-

ville Electric Railway Co.

6. The Mississippi Valley Traction Co.. which built a line from

(. rcrk is a Heck plate (iirder, and that over llic Baltiniorc & Ohio

Sotitli Western Railroad, near O'l-'allon, is a through plate girder

bridge.

O Sas -S y^ r/cw Q) foi^£/f-STfi-rioN

MAl> OF THE EAST ST. IX)TJIS & SUBURBAN RT. SYSTKM.

East St. Louis to Collinsville in Kpi ; this was later extended from

Collinsville to Edwardsville. Its power station was located one

mile west of Collinsville.

7. The St. Louis, O'Fallon & Lebanon F.lectric Railroad Co.,

which in 1903 built a line from Fdgcmont to O'Fallon and Lebanon.

Subsequently, the property of the Citizens Electric Light & Power

Co., including power house, was acquired.

At the present time the entire system of the East St. Louis &
Suburban Railway Co. includes iii miles of track. One branch

of the suburban line extends east from East St. Louis to Edgemont,

IN Till': m^UFKS niCTWKF.N KDOKMONT AND OFALIX)N.

It is supplied with power from a sub-station. Its roadbed, trestles

and bridges were constructed with a view of supporting heavy

freight traffic. The niaxiinum grade is I'/i per cent compensated for

curvature. The maximum curvature is 10°. The bridge over Silver

another branch runs northeast to Collinsville, while a north and

south line between Edgemont and Collin.sviIIe completes a triangu-

lar loop. From Edgemont a branch extends southeast to Belle-

ville, another branch runs from French Village, just north of
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Edgemont, east to Lebanon and a third branch extends from Col-

linsville north to Edwardsville.

Belleville contains about 20,000 people and is the manufacturing

center of a fine coal and agricultural region. Its manufactures

now cover a wide range of products which contribute largely to

the business of the railway. This city has been the county seat

of St. Clair County since 1S14 and was the home of three of the

UVKR11K.4D (-•ROSSIXG OK B. & O. S W. It. U. .\K.\K IT F.VI.I.ON.

governors of the state of Illinois. Belleville was visited by Charles

Dickens in 1&42. at which time it was a small collection of wooden

houses huddled together in the heart of a swamp and his ex-

periences in traveling through what was then a wilderness are

humorously told in his ".\merican Notes."

Collinsville is a progressive city of about 7,000 population and is

growing rapidly. It lies in the center of a large coal mining

district and contains numerous manufacturing industries. O'Fallon

is now a thriving town and illustrates the value of an electric

railway to a small community, as since the advent of clcclric

Edwardsville is the northern tcrnnnus of the line and is a city

of rapidly growing importance. It is a place of much historical

interest, being the home of Governor Edwards, the first territorial

governor of Illinois, for whom the city was named. One of the

chief objects of interest to tourists is the Edwardsville Hotel,

which was built in 1804 and which has been visited by many noted

HOII.KR ROOM. K.\S'I' ST. l.dfIS ,vi .SI'HI'UH.SN R-\1L\V.\ Y CO.

guests, including Daniel Boone, Governor Edwards, General LaFay-

ctte, Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas.

In order to generate power for the various properties to the

best advantage, a power station was erected in East St. Louis,

with sub-stations properly distributed, and the five smaller stations

were abandoned. The new power station is located between the

two belt railroads, and on the electric lines to Belleville, receiving

its fuel over the company's coal road, which is here connected

with both belt railroads, which in uirn cunnccl with all steam

mads entering East St. Louis.

CRO88INO OVKIt ll.l.I.VlllS (•KNTH.M, HAII.UOAIJ .NIO.XK lOUWAI! II.'^^' I I .I.I':

car<i the growth in population and the amount of building^ has

been marked. The coal mines at this place constitute one of its

leading industries. I<cbanon is the scat of McKendree College,

«id to be the oldest institution of its kind in the state. Its edu-

cational facilities make it one of the mo<i( desirable residence sub-

urbs of East St. Louis.

The dimensions of the power station, which is .'i brick structure,

are shown on the accompanying plan. I lie foundation walls arc

of concrete, resting on piles. All engine and boiler foundations,

built also of concrete, are on piles. Steel roof trusses carry the

gravel roof and the coal bunkers above the boilers. The greater

portion of the current generated at this station is used in the city
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railway service of East St. Louis, with a center of distribution a

little more than :i mile distant.

Tlie very losv cost of coal and the absence of a cheap water

supply made the use of simple non-condensing engines necessary.

The coal used is nut, pea and slack, which is handled from the

mines in the company's Imttom-dump cars, built by the .Smerican

Car & Foundry Co. These discharge their contents into a steel

hopper over the conveyor. This conveyor is of the McCasIin type,

made by John A. Mead & Co., and is of the overlapping bucket

type, with iS x -M-iii buckets, deliverinii tlie iimI In vii-d liiiiikcrs

LOWIiH S\\ ITc-lir.i lAUIi. .\l.\l.\ STATldX

holding two car-loads each, over the boilers. Tlic ash is taken

from the pits beneath the boilers by the same conveyor, and emptied

into a hopper overhead, from which it is discharged into the coal

cars by gravity.

The boiler room contains live i,ooo-b. p. batteries of Heine water-

tube boilers. In order to obtain enough grate surface, owing to

the grade of coal used, it was necessary to set two 2so-h. p. boilers

side by side to form each half of the battery, in.stead of using the

single 500-h. p. units. Demand for large grate surface prompted
the Green Engineering Co. to build for this plant the

first traveling link grates 12 ft. in width ever con-

structed.

Tlie engine room, which is served by a 35-lon crane

built by the Cleveland Crane & Car Co., contains

five engines direct connected to their generators,

three motor generator sets, one rotary converter, be-

sides two steam driven and one motor driven ex-

citers. The direct current at 550 volts, supplying the

city trolley lines, is furnished by a i,6oo-kw. gener-

ator, driven by a Fulton Iron Works twin Corliss

engine, having cylinders 34 in. indiamctcr by 6o-in.

stroke, and by two 425-kw. generators, each direct

connected to a 22x42-in. St. Louis corli.ss engine.

The 300-kw. rotary also stands ready to convert the

alternating into S50-volt direct current, on demand.

The St. Louis corliss engines were built by the St.

Louis Iron & Machine Works.

The current for the suburban lines is generated at

13,200 volts having 25 cycles. Two 750-kw., three-

phase revolving field alternators supply this current.

Each alternator is keyed to the shaft of a St. Louis

corliss engine, running at 94 r. p. m. The al-

ternators are operated in parallel without the least

difficulty.

The blue Vermont marble switchboards occupy the south end

of the engine room. The lower board is used for the 550-volt

direct railway current and for the control of the 13,200-volt, 25-cycle

alternating current. The alternating current is distributed to the

three sub-stations now in operation through oil switches. The
upper switchboard is set on a gallery supported by a 36-in. plate

girder. It is used for the control of the 2,.v«> volt lighting current;

the arc circuits and 550-volt direct current power circuits.

The sub-stations arc ItKated as shown on tlie accompanying map.

Those near Maryville and O'Fallon each contain two 200-kw.

rotary converters, and seven 75-kw. oil cooled transformers, with

reserve space for another set. The sub-stalion on the bluffs cast

of Fdgenionl contains at present two 300-kw rolarics with i2S-kw.

oil cooled transformers. It also has reserve space. .As the load

on this sub-station is very fluctuating and increasing rapidly, a

>loraBe haltery will probably soon he installed in il.

The arc and incandescent lighting for the city of

Fast St. Louis is done from the main power station

by means of motor generator sets. As this lighting

load is comparatively small it is taken care of by

taking S50-volt current from the railway bus bars

and changing it to 2,300 voli, fio-cycle alternating

current, by means of motor generator sets. There

are two of these sets, governed by a Tyrrill regu-

lator in the station, each beiiiK of 420 kw. capacity.

The S50-volt power circuit is changed from grounded

to metallic circuit in the same way, through the

medium of a 300-kw. set. The arc lighting is done

through three too-light constant current transform-

ers. All the electrical apparatus, including the

switchlx)ards, was supplied by the General Elec-

tric Co.

The high tension lines and suburban feed wires

were supplied by the Pittsburg Reduction Co., and

arc of aluminum on Knowles glass insulators. White
cedar poles are used throughout. The trolley wire

is mainly of the Xo. 00 figure 8 type, hung from

brackets.

.\ feature of interest in connection with the system

of the East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. is its

telephone system which covers the whole of the city

and suburban lines. .Arrangements are made for at-

taching portable telephones to the poles at about every 1.600 ft. Each

suburban car carries its own portable telephone as well as a pole

list, so that in case of accident communication can be quickly

bad with shops or the superintendent. The telephone list con-

tains the names and numbers for both the private line, the Bell

telephones and the Kinlock telephones of the various offices and

stations on the road and of the company's physicians which are

to be called in case of accident. The poles on all the suburban

divisions are consecutively numbered and nn the back of the tele-

INTERURBA.N- CAR. EAST ST. I.OflS & SUBURBAN HAIIAVAY CO.

phone list is given the number of each pole to which telephones

may be attached. By means of this system a car on any part

of the lines can immediately communicate with all of the shops,

stations and offices of the company.

The cars in the city service seat 36 passengers. They are of

the closed type, with 26-ft. bodies, each having two G. E. No. 67
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motors on Brill trucks Twelvc-hench open cars are in service diir

ing the summer.

The suburban cars are supi)lie(l with four G. E. No. 57 motors,

and arc c<|uipped with air brakes. They have a seating capacity

for 60 people. The bodies are 40 ft. long and platforms are 5

ft. wide. These arc mounted on St. I.ouis Car Cn's. No. 2.1 B.

trucks.

The freight traffic on the line between Kast St. I-onis and Hellc-

ville is handled by two fifly-ti>n (icneral Electric Co's. electric loco-

motives. Rich of these is eejuipped with four l6o-h. p. motors and
U'cstinghouse air brakes.

riicro are a number of points of attraction situated along the

company's lines which give rise to a large amount of pleasure

traffic especially during the summer season. Lansdowne Grove is

:i popular resort at the northern city limits of East St. Louis

which is an ideal spot for picnic parties in the summer time and

which affords an attractive skating resort during the winter season.

The grove contains throe lagoons which arc crossed by bridges. A
livery of row boats is kept for hire at this place and the bathing

facilities arc one of its greatest attractions. There are a number
of fishing resorts on the Monk's Mound division, scattered along

for several miles beyond the northern city limits. Some of these

arc considered the best fishing grounds in tl\e Mississippi Valley

Iowa Street & Interurhan Ry. Association.

INTliRlOR OF O'KALLON SUB-STATION.

and are visited annually liy thousands of people during tlic fishing

season.

Monk's Mound, on the line of this company, is the highest arti-

ficial mound in the world and is the center of a group of .ibout

too smaller mounds. It is supposed to be the remains of a pre-

historic mound builders' city. Monk's Mound derives its name
from a monastery of Trappist monks that once crowned its summit.

Traces of this monastery still remain and the spot has been visited

by scientists from all parts of the world. On the lielleville division

an attractive resort known as Priester's Park has been laid out,

with an artificial lake, groves, dancing pavilion, bowling alleys and
other attractions. A well equipped restaurant is also niaiiitaincil

at this park.

The offices of the East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. arc

located in East St. Louis. The operation of the road is in the

hands of L. C. llaynes, vice president, and J. M. IJramlette, general

superintendent. The design and construction of the new power
station, sub-stations, track and line work on the suburban exten-

sions is the work of Messrs. Lichter & Jens, consulting engineers,

of St. Louis, who have had entire charge of the engineering work
of this property.

The officers of the company arc: C. M. Clark, Philadelphia,

president ; L. C. Haynes, East St. Louis, vice-president ; G. L. Esta-

brook, Philadelphia, secretary and treasurer; T. W. Gregory, East

St. Louis, assistant secretary and treasurer; J. M. Bramlettc, East

St. Louis, general superintendent; F. H. Thomas, passenger and
excursion agent.

.April 2i.Nt the Iowa Street & Interurhan Railway Association was
organized at Des Moines. la., by gentlemen who are actively en-

gaged in electric railway work in that state, the object being to

further the interchange of helpful ideas bearing u|K)n the construc-

tion, maintenance and operation of street and interurhan railways.

Several of the members of the new association are affiliated with

the Iowa Electrical As.sociation and fraternal relations will exist

between the two associations, although ihey are distinct organiza-

tions. It was voted to admit both companies and individuals to

ineml>crship in the new association, the admission fee being $10.00.

.'\nmial dues are placed at the same sum.

The officers of the new association are: I'residcnt, G. B. Hippee,

general manager of the Des Moines City Railway Co. ; vice-presi-

dent, J. I". I-ardner, secretary, treasurer and general manager of the

Tri-City Railway Co., Davenport ; secretary and treasurer, L. D.

Mathes, general manager of the Union Electric Co., Dubuque.

.•\ftcr the meeting the officers of the Des Moines City Railway

Co. and the Des Moines-Colfax Interurhan Ry. entertained the

members at lunch, which was followed by a trip over the interurhan

line to Colfax.

The next meeting will be held at Dubuque in .April. 1905.

Private Car for President Bancroft.

A very handsome private car has just been built for General

Bancroft, president of the Boston Elevated Railway Co., by the

Kuhlman Car Co., Collinwood, O. This car is 37 ft. 6 in. long

over all and 8 ft. 4 in. wide over the eaves. It has a standard

steam car roof with full empire deck and large vestibules which

will be used as smoking rooms. The vestibules arc lighted by five

lamps held by specially designed brackets. There is a sliding door

in the ceiling to permit storing camp chairs, etc., in the upper deck.

The vestibules are entered through a sliding door which runs into

a pocket in the side of the car and on the botloiTi of this door is

fastened a board which moves with the door and covers the open-

ing in the platform made by the steps, thus keeping out the cold

and dirt. The vestibule has three large windows, two in front hav-

ing curved glass, and one side window, and there is a specially large

glass in the sliding door.

The main body of the car has six windows on each side and

stationary elliptical shaped windows above them. The latter arc

embossed with a neat, artistic design.

The interior of the main compartment is lighted with 30 incan-

descent lamps. Three groups of four each are located upon the

ceiling and are covered with globes of special design. The remain-

der of the lamps are located at the sides of the car over the win-

dows and are also equipped with specially designed globes and fix-

tures. The wide window posts, of which there are si.\ on each side,

are fitted with bevel edge mirrors, and the interior finish is of

inlaid mahogany. The car contains a buflfet and Xickolean water

cooler and the chairs will be specially designed so as to harmonize

with the interior. The windows are all made to drop and are

provided with silk draperies and curtains which pull down ; also

other curtains which pull up.

The electrical equipment of the car will be furnished by the

General Electric Co., and the air brakes are of the Christensen type.

The motors are designed to run the car at a speed of 6o miles an

hour. Hie body is mounted on two Brill solid forged No. 27-E

trucks having a 6-ft. wheel base. The trucks arc made extra strong

and the wheels are steel tired and have steel centers. These arc

made by Krupp, of Germany. The outside painting of the car and

the decorations of the ceiling, as well as the draperies, curtains,

chairs and carpets, will be installed at the car works of the Boston

Elevated Railwav Co.

Ilans Dahl, a painter living near Berlin, Germany, has invented

an automatic speed indicator for motor cars. The device is attached

in proximity to the wheels, the velocity of motion being transferred

to the indicator by means of a belt or chain. Varying rates of

speed arc shown by means of colored disks which are operated by

electrical contact made by the elongation of spiral springs attached

to a vertical axis which is set revolving by the motion of the

wheels.



Recent Street Railway Decisions.
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WHEN RULE OF COMPANY COMPETENT EVIDENCE.

Frizzcll vs. Omaha Street Railway Co. (V. S. C. C. ,\.), 124 Fed.

Rep. 176. July 27, 1903.

On the trial of a charge of negligence in the operation of a street

car, the United States circuit court of appeals, eighth circuit, holds

thai a rule of the company which directs the method of operation

in respect of which complaint is made is competent evidence.

STARTING WHILE PASSENGER IS PASSING FROM
PLATFORM INTO CAR.

Sharp vs. New Orleans City Railroad Co. (La.), 35 So. Rep. 614.

June 22, 1903. Rehearing denied Jan. 18, 1004.

It is not negligence, the supreme court of Louisiana holds, for

a street car to start while a passenger is in the act of passing

from the platform into the car.

DUTY TO SECURE SAFETY OF GENERAL I'UHLIC-LIA-
BILITY FOR INJURIES FROM WRONGFUL OR NEG-
LIGENT OPERATION OF CARS BY LESSEE.

Muntz vs. .Mgiers & Gretna Railway Co. (La.), 35 So. Rep. 624.

Nov. 30, 1903. Rehearing denied Jan. 18, 1904.

.\ railroad corporation, hy its very incorporation under the laws of

the state, the supreme court of Louisiana holds, assumes as one

of its primary obligations that it shall operate the road under

such conditions as to properly secure the safety of the general

public. It is liable for injuries to persons caused by the wrong-

ful or negligent operation of the cars upon the road, whether

operated by itself or by another corporation to which it had

leased it.

SUFFICIENT DESIGNATION OF DESTINATION OF CAR.

City of New York vs. New York & Queens County Railway Co.

(N. V. Sup.), 8s N, Y. Supp. 857. Dec. 30, 1903-

"Flushing, via Jackson Avenue," the second appellate division

of the supreme court of New York holds to be a sufficient and

substantial compliance with an ordinance requiring the destina-

tion of a car to be designated thereon to enable proposed passen-

gers to board the car which will carry them to the place they

seek. Flushing once having iKcn the name of a village and town

now merged in the city of New York, and still presumably a

popular description of the territory formerly within that village

or town, as so used, indicating a particular part of that city

—the car starting in the territory of one former city and village,

and traveling to another.

FOOTHOARD OF PASSING CAR STRIKING
WAITING ON PLATFORM,

PERSON

State, to Use of Egncr et al., vs. United Railways & Electric Co.

of Baltimore (Md.), 56 At. Rep. 789. Jan. 13, 1904.

A man standing on a raised platform which had been used for

years, .ind who was waiting for a car, after two had passed with-

out slopping, was struck by the footboard of the third car, which

was moving rapidly, perhaps at the rate of 30 or 35 miles an

hour, its footboard extending over the platform alxjut eighteen

inchea, leaving a space of about two feet and a half for passcn-

gcri to stand on while waiting for a car. There was no evidence

whatever that the motorman in charge of the car iicted in a ncg-

liKcnt or unlawful manner when passing the platform, or that the

car difTcrcd in construction from the other cars that had passed.

The court of api^aU of Maryland holds that there was no such

evidence of negligence on iho pari nf the company as t-nlilk-d the

phiinliffs to recover.

AMOl'N'l" BID FOR FRANCIUSF. TO BE CREDITED UPON
TAX BEING ITSELF IN THE NATURE OF A TAX.

llccrwagcn vs. Crosslown Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), S()

N. Y. Supp. 218. Jan. 5, 1904.

Is a street surface railroad corporation, organized under the

laws of the state of New York, entitled to be credited upon. the

tax assessed against it in any year under the franchise tax law

with the amount which it may have paid the previous year to

ihc municipality in which its road is located, under and by vir-

tue of the Md wliicli it made or the agrectiicnt which it entered

into as a condition of obtaining its franchise from such munici-

pality? The majority of the fourth appellate division of the

supreme court of New York, according to McLennan, P. J. (who
with Hiscock, J., dissents), are of the opinion that the amount

thus paid by the corporation shmild be so credited, because snciv

"payment was in the nature of a tax,'' within the meaning of sec-

tion 46 of the franchise tax law.

NO I.IAnUJTY FOR INJURY FROM FALLING ON SIDE-
WALK OF PASSENGER CARRIED BY STREET AND
WALKING BACK.

Haley vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo.). 77 S, W. Rep. 731. Dec.

23, 1903-

The negligence of the defendant, consisting simply in a failure

to stop the car, in obedience to the plaintiff's signal, at the cross-

ing nearest to her residence, in consequence of which she was

carried to the next crossing, one block further west, where, of her

own volition, she left the car in safety, the supreme court of

Missouri, division No. i, holds, was not the proximate cause

of her injury, where, after safely alighting at the crossing, in

returning to the crossing at which she intended to alight, she

fell on the sidewalk leading from the one to the other, sustain-

ing injury. And it holds that the fact that by reason of climatic

conditions, or other natural causes, the sidewalk may have been

in less safe condition than usual, in no way changed the relative

rights, duties or obligations of the parties.

INU'KV TO CONDUCTOR FROM PULLING OUT Oh'

IROLLICY POLE USED WITHOUT Wlll'lCL.

Lynch vs. Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co. (N. Y. Sup), 85 N. V.

Supp. 805. Dec. 30, 1903.

After the wheel had fallen out of tlie socket al the top of the

Iriillcy pole, a conductor was told by a transfer agent and starter

10 proceed to a certain i)lace, being careful, in going over crossings

or around curves, that he did not pull the wires down. While

proceeding in this way upon a straight piece of track where there

was no crossing, the pole got entangled with a supporting wire,

and was pulled from its socket on the top of the car, falling upon

the conductor, injuring him. Me had been in the employment of

the company only three months, and testified that he did not know

that the trolley pole was bolted onto the top of the car loosely,

so that, if it caught in the wire, the pole would pull out, rather

than pull out the wire. The second api>ellate division of the su-

preme court of New York, in aflirniing a imlgnicnt for $4,2o<j dam-

ages in his favor, .says that, if it appeared without contradiction

that the servant knew the character of the appliances, and the

dangers to be incurred, and the method of operating them in

their incomplete or defective condition, it would have to be bcld

as matter of law that he assumed the risk of exposing himself to
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Miili flaiiKcrs. l'p<"l ''"' pf""' in <ht present case, however, il

lliiiilis llie i|tiC'SlioM wlietlier the plaiiilifT .T^siinu'il tlif risk of such

an acciileiit as acliially occurred couhl not he dclcrniincd as matter

of law. hut was properly subiiiilted to the jury.

eONDLCTOR I'LTTING I1E.\D OUT OF WINDOW AND
BEING STRUCK BY POST.

tiovan vs. New Orleans & Carrolllon Railroad Co. (La.), 35 So.

Rep. 484. -June i^2, 1903. Rehearing denied Jan. 6, 1904.

Well aware of the situation of iron posts located near the electric

car track, anil lo which were attached the wires supporting the

trolley, and recpiired to keep, and kecpintj, notice posted in his

car giving warning to keep heads, arms and body inside the

car, and otherwise warned hy his employers of the danger inci-

dent to his em|)loynicnt, and no duly heing re<piired of him calling

for such act on his part, a conductor, nevertheless, thrust his

head and neck out of one of the windows of the car and was

struck hy one of the posts distant eleven inches from the outside

of the window of the passing car. The car tracks and posts had

heen localeil pursuant to directions of the city engineer who had

authority in the matter. The supreme court of Louisiana holds

no recovery for damages legally possible.

Mi:.\SL'Rl£ or DAMAGES FOR LAND TAKEN l!V

CONDEMNATION.

Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad Co. vs. Mawniau (111.), (k)

N. E. Rep. «). Dec. 16, 1903.

This was an action to condemn a right of way across certain

lots. The supreme court of Illinois holds that the measure of the

landowner's compensation was the fair cash market value of the

laud proposed to be actually taken, having proper regard to the

location and advantages as to situation and the purposes for

which it was designed and used, and the amount, if any, which

their lands not taken would be depreciated in their fair cash market

value by the construction and operation of the proposed road.

Damages resulting from danger to the person of the owner of the

land from the construction and operation of the road, it liolds, are

too remote, uncertain, and speculative to be considered by the jury

in fixing the amount of the owner's compensation for lands taken

and for the depreciation in the value of lands which will be dam-

.igcd, but not actually taken, by the construction and operation of

the proposed road.

FRIGHTENING HORSE Wl IH ADVERTISING BANNER
ON CAR.

Indianapolis & Greenfield Rapid Transit Co. vs. Haines (Ind. .\pp. ).

69 N. E. Rep. 187. Dec. 10, 1903.

The theory of the complaint in this case was that the injury

complained of was caused by reason of the plaintiff's horse be-

coming frightened at a sign or banner on the car which he met

while driving along the highway, and that the sign or banner was

not necessary to the operation of the car. It was averred that

the banner, together with the speed and motion of the car, which

agitated the banner, made it dangerous, and calculated to attract

the notice of and frighten horses un.nccustomed thereto, passing

along the highway; that the banner was not necessary in the proper

management and running of the car, or in any manner required in

in the operation of the road, but was purely a method negligently

and carelessly adopted and being used by the company of adver-

tising a street carnival along its route. The appellate court of

Indiana, division No. i, holds that the complaint sutficiently showed

the company's negligence, and stated a cause of action.

LIABILITY FOR INJURY FROM CONDCCIOR TRYING
TO PUSH OFF STANDING CAR PERSON ATTEMPT-
ING TO BOARD SAME AFTER SIGNAL TO START.

Ferris vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. (N. \ Sup.), 85 N. V.

Supp. 806. Dec. 30, 1903.

According to the plaintiff's story, as she stood on the lower

step of a car in the process of entering the car, the conductor com-

inanded her 10 take another car, and at the same time shoved

her so that she fell against the dashlMiard, and was injured. The
car was standing still, hut the conductor tcslilied that he had given

the signal to start, to which, for .vome reason, the motornian had

not responded. 'I'he court was reipicsted to charge the jury "that,

if they find that she tried to board the car after the conductor

had given the signal, and just before the car started in response

to that signal, why then the defendant is not liable, and their ver-

dict must be for the defendant." The second appellate division

of the supreme court of New York says, that the request docs not

eniliody any recognized rule of law, and was properly refused.

It takes no note of the (picstion of the plaintiff's knowledge, or

means of knowledge, of the fact that a signal had been given to

start the car, nor docs it include any suggestion bearing even re-

motely upon the consideration of the plaintiff's possible negli-

gence. As an abstract proposition of law it asserts that there

can be no liability for assault upon the person of a passenger, or

for any other act of negligence, if the passenger boards the car

while apparently invited to do .so. but after a signal had in fact

been given to start the car, hut given without his knowledge and

without effect. In other words, freedom from liability is predi-

cated absolutely upon the fact of the signal, and wholly independ-

ent of all the surromidiug facts and circumstances. A statement

of the alleged proposition of law inchidcd in the reijuest seems a

sufficient refutation of its accuracy and soundness. The judgment

for the plaintiff should lie affirmed.

INJUNCTION AGAINSI ABUTTER INTERFERING WITH
USE OI" CONSENTS REFUSED—NATURE OF

CONSENTS.

1'atcrson & State Line Traction Co. vs. Wostbrock el al. (N. J. Ch. ),

56 .Atl. Rep. 698. Dec. 31. 1903.

The company, the court of chancery of New Jersey says, sought to

enjoin certain abutters interfering by word, deed, or writing, with its

use of their consents, and to compel the withdrawal by one of them of

a paper filed by him with the borough council, or the execution of

some document lo be filed with the council nullifying or cancel-

ing his consent. Substciucnt to the filing of the bill of complaint,

however, a resolution denying the application of the complainant

to construct its road was passed by the council, so that there was

at the time the court decided this case no application pending relative

to which the consents in question could be held to apply. The only

basis, therefore, upon which the complainant's bill could then be

rested, was that the consents gave to it such rights against the per-

sons who had given them as to entitle it to a declaration or decree

preventing threatened interference with the right conferred by the

consents. The complainant claimed that, the consents having been

granted upon consideration, they were in the nature of property

rights or casements. But the court dismissed its bill, saying that

the manifest object of the provision of the statute allowing con-

sents was not to give to every abutting owner, as such, a right to

consent for all future owners of the land to any future application,

but to require the consent of those who were owners of the land

at the time of the application lo be acted upon. Any other view of

the nature of the consent would, under color of this statutory con-

sent, confer upon an abutting owner a transferable property right

in the street, which has always been denied to them. There is not,

therefore, and there cannot be, any right to consent, which is a

general property right or casement attached to the ownership of the

property, and the only right which complainant can enforce under

such consents must be the statutory right which arises only in

connection with some application or proposed application to the

council for constructing its road.

TRANSFERS KEgUIRED AFTER EXTENSION OF CITY
LIMITS.

Indiana Railway Co. vs. Hoffman (Ind), (19 N. E. Rep. 399. Jan.

6, 1904.

A company which has acquired the right to operate a line of

street railway within the limits of a city and to opcralc an inter-

urban line connecting therewith at the city limits on which there is

the right to charge a separate fare, and which thereafter contracts

with the city to issue transfer tickets free of charge to all passen-

gers requesting the same who may board the cars at any point
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upon any of its lines within the hmits of the city, whose destina-

tion may be to any point npon any other line of the company's

road within said limits, the supreme court of Indiana holds is

bound to give a transfer to a point on said interurban line brought

within the limits of the city by a subsequent annexation of terri-

tory. It says that whatever rights the company in this case had

in such territory under its grant from the board of commissioners

were not impaired or destroyed by the extension of the city bound-

ary, but were changed by its agreement with the city to issue trans-

fer tickets over its line therein to all points within the city limits.

Phis agreenteiit could not be held to apply only to passengers who were

transported on the company's cars within the old limits of the city.

but must be held to apply to and include any and all passengers

whose destination was within the limits of the city as they were

extended by the annexation of territory. This extension by the

numicipal authorities was the exercise of governmental powers.

In a legal sense the city is a unit, although its boundaries may be

changed from time to time by extension, and all persons within

the limits thereof as extended become bound by, and must yieUI

obedience to, its ordinances. It certainly in reason cannot be

asserted that an ordinance adopted by a city must, in its operation.

forever be confined to the limits of the municipality as they were

at the time it was passed, and cannot become operative in territory

thereafter annexed, and made a part of the corporation. And with

no more force and reason could it be said in this case, under the

circumstances, that the agreement of the company in regard In

issuing transfer tickets was not operative wilhiii the linuls uf

the city as thereafter extended.

DEPARTURE I\ DETAILS FROM APPROVED PLANS OV
CONSTRL'CriOX DOES NOT MAKE A PL'I'.LIC NUl-
SANXE — USE OF TIES OF DIFFEREX I' WOOD OR
RAILS OF DIFFERENT WEIGHT—RATI bTCATION BY
CITY OF VARIATIONS—CONSTRUCTION OF CROSS-
OVER SWITCH 500 FEET FROM DESIGNATED POINT
—ABUTTER NOT ENTITLED TO MANDAMUS.

State, ex rel. Howard vs. Hartford Street Railway Co. (Conn.). 56

.\tl. Rep. 506. Dec. 18, igo.?.

.•\ cross-over switch connecting the two tracks of a double-track

electric railway was constructed in front of the relator's residence,

at a point 500 feet distant from that indicated on the plan. The
supreme court of errors of Connecticut says that it may he that a

railroad structure of this kind, placed in the highway, is an unlawful

obstruction, unless its location and mode of construction are sub-

mitted to and approved by the council; and it may be that after such

approval a road can be located and constructed in such utter dis-

regard of the plan approved as to be, in effect, a road built without

submission or approval. But it cannot be that a railroad author-

ized by the legislature, approved in its location an<l mode of con-

struction by the council, and built in substantial accord with that

approval, is a public nuisance, merely because in some detail of con-

struction there is a departure from the plan approved. And it

cannot be that a particular part of the structure so built, which differs

in detail from the mode of construction indicated by the plan, is, for

that rea.son only, a public nuisance, although the difference may be

sufficient to justify the council in ordering the part to be removed,

and the construction to conform to the plan. For instance, in llio

plan U-fore the court the railroad ties arc required to be of oak or

chestnut wood, and the steel rails to be of a specific weight. Can

it be that any tie of a different wood, or any rail of a different

weight, is, for that reason only, an unlawful obstruction on a high-

way, and so for that reason a public nuisance? Such effect can-

not reasonably be given to the legislation regulating the novel

and |H~culiar situation arising from the relation of the defendant

r'lriKjralion and the city to each other and the highways. That legis-

lation recognizes a railroad structure as a part of the highway,

furthering the identical public use of common travel for wbich

the highway was established, unless authorized for a different pur-

pose, or CDn.slruclcd and operated 50 as to be perverted to a different

purpose and to invade properly rights without compensation.

In making the discretion of the railroad subject to that of the

city, and providing efficient means whereby the latter can enforce

oiK-dicnec, the law makes full proviaion for any departure from the

plan, in detail of construction by the railroad without the assent of

the city, but does not directly or indirectly declare that by the

mere fact of such departure the tramway, or any part of it, ceases

to be a constituent part of the highway, facilitating its use for pub-

lic travel, and becomes a mere lawless obstruction to that travel.

If the railroad company, in some detail of construction, departs from

the plan adopted, the city has the power to compel conformity, but

is not necessarily hound to do so. It is within its discretion to ratify

the variation by a formal change of the plan in the maimer provided,

if not by formal acquiescence; and. even when the council has issued

an order of conformity, the city is not necessarily bound to enforce-

that order, cither by writ of mandamus as aiUhorized by the statute,

or by itself doing the work at the expense of the company. It is

still within its discretion to ratify the change. It may be doubtful

whether the duty resting on the railroad company of exact con-

formity with the plan in detail of construction is a corporate duty

that can be enforced by mandamus, except at the instance of the

city, as specially authorized by statute.

With reference to the aggravation of noise and vibration when

the public travel passes over a cross-over switch, the court says that

tlie defendant is not liable for an annoyance of this kind, because

such annoyance is an incident to the use of the highway for public

travel, and is not made liable because, through its disobedience of

the council's orders, it happens to fall with greater stress upon the

relator than upon his neighbors. It is the nature of the annoyance,

as a necessary incident to the public use of the street, and not

the defendant's disobedience to the council's order, which determines

its liability to those who happen to suffer most by the annoyance.

But the relator apparently claimed that the aimoyancc suffered

by him was not merely an ordinary incident to the use by tlie public

of a highw'ay constructed with a double-track tramway and a cross-

over switch, but that, owing to physical or other conditions existing

at this particular place, it was peculiar and exceptional, and so injuri-

ous to his right to the quiet enjoyment of bis home that the legisla-

ture, in authorizing a street railway, could not be held to have

autliorized its construction in such manner at this place, or that the

legislature itself could not authorize such an invasion of his rights

of property without compensation. If this claim is well founded.

llie court says, the relator has a grievance against the defendant,

and is entitled to legal redress, but such right does not entitle bini

to a writ of mandannis commanding the railroad to obey the order

of the city council. His private right cannot be enforced without

establishing the absolute illegality of such construction of the higli-

way at this point, whether built with or without the joint action of

the defendant and the city council. This question is not invulveil

ill an application for the writ. An ordinary action in equity w'ill

furnish a complete remedy for testing the existence of such a wrong

10 the relator, and giving the relator full and adequate redress.

This of itself is a conclusive answer to any application feu- the ex-

traordinary remedy by writ of mandamus.

WARNING OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS COMPETEN 1'

EVIDENCE IN PERSONAL INJURY CASE.

liaruth vs. Poughkeepsie City & Wappinger's Falls Electric Railwny

Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 85 N. Y. Supp. 822. Dec. 30, 190.-).

The New Y'ork railroad law provides: "No examination, reqnesi

or advice of the board [state board of railroad connnissioncrs]. or

any investigation or report made by it, shall have the effect to im-

pair in any manner or degree the legal rights, duties or obliga-

tions of any railroad corporation, or its legal liabilities for the con-

sequence of its acts, or of the neglect or mismanagement of any of

its .agents or employes." The second appellate division of the

supreme court of New York says in this per-sonal injury case that

it can sec nothing in this provision which makes the fact inconipeteiil

as evidence that prior to an accident the attention of a railroad

corporation was called to a dangerous condition of its road, wliieli

dangerous condition subseciueiilly caused the accident complained of.

Notice to the company of ilic defe'ct from which injury has resulted

is always deemed competent and cogent evidence in cases of this

character, irrespective of the source from which the notice may

have emanated. Again, the court says, that the section referred lo

relates only to the legal effect upon the rights, duties, obligations,

and liabilities to he given lo the recommendations and actions of

the boaril. Such action cannot cJiauge these rights and liabilities

as a matter of law. The language is (piite appropriate lo the idea
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that Ihc corporation cannot slicllcr itself, as a matter of law, hchind

the ailvicc or report of the board, to avoid the consequences of neg-

lect or niisnianagenicnt, but it seems a strained construction to

hold llial such advice or report cannot be taken into consideration

hy a jury in determining the question of neglect or niisnianagcment

as one of fact. It is true that the legal rights of the company

are not to Ik- impaired by the action of the board, nor would they

lie impaired by the admission of proof of such action. The liabil-

ity would still rest upon the fact of negligence, notwithstanding the

company had the legal right to maintain its road in the condition

that it did, in so far as concerns the action of the state board of rail-

road commissioners. liul on that question of fact it would seem

that an ofhcial notification to the company from a competent and

((iialilicd source, made more than a year before the accident, calling

attention to existing conditions as dangerous, and suggesting an

easy and appropriate remedy, which notification was wholly neglected

and disregarded, must be Icgiliiuatc evidence in an action between

the railroad and a person injured by the alleged neglect, in the ab-

sence of a clear legislative prohibition of the use of such notification

as evidence.

CARE REQUIRED TO AVOID INJURY TO PERSONS USING
HIGHWAY AND AT CURVES WHERE RUNNING
ROARD OVERLAPS SIDEWALK—DUTY TO REDUCE
SPEED AND SOUND GONG—DUTY OF MOTORMAN—
USE OK LONG C.\RS NOT NEGLIGENCE—DUTY OF
PERSONS ON SIDEWALK OR IN STREET.

Hayden vs. Fairhavcn & Westville Railroad Co. (Conn.), 56 .Atl.

Rep. 613. Jan. 6, 1904.

The plaintilT, standing in conversation on a street corner about

twelve inches from the edge of the sidewalk, was struck by the

running board of a long double-truck car which at one point

at such corner projected over the curbstone and over the sidewalk

for a distance of twenty-five inches in rounding a curve opposite

such corner in turning from one of thq intersecting streets to the

other. As to the degree of care required of the defendant, the court

charged in substance as follows: It was the duty of the defendant,

in running its cars on the highway, to use reasonable care to avoid

injury to persons using the highway; and what is reasonable care

depends upon the circumstances of the case ; and, as the danger of

accident increases, the degree of care should also increase. It was
Ihc duty of the defendant to the plaintifT to exercise such care as

would be exercised by a reasonably prudent man under all the cir-

cumstances. At places where there is more danger the speed must

he greatly reduced, and the gong should be sounded to give warn-

ing; and if the defendant company was operating a car, the running

board of which, at curves, extended over a part of the sidewalk,

it was its duty to use reasonable care and diligence to prevent in-

jury thereby to any person standing on the sidewalk at such place;

"and it is the duty of the luotorman operating such car to use reason-

able care to avoid injury to persons on the sidewalk at places where
there is such overlapping of the running board ; and reasonable care

may mean great care, depending upon the circumstances, and, the

greater the overlapping, the greater the degree of care must be

excrcisd. It is his duty to avoid injury to persons lawfully using

the public street, whether crossing it or whether on the sidewalk."

The supreme court of errors of Connecticut thinks this was a fair

statement of the law relating to the duly of the defendant and
its servants towards the plaintifT in this case, and that it was well

adapted for the guidance of the jury.

The court further charged, in substance, that if the car that struck

the plaintiff was of the kind in general and ordinary use by other

companies engaged in the same business as the defendant, "the mere
use thereof as a street car at such curves as the one in question, in

a manner in all other respects careful and proper," would not of itself

constitute negligence. The plaintiff complained of this, but, the

supreme court of errors thinks, \yithout reason.

Nor does the latter court think there was any error in a failure

to charge, as requested, that, because the plaintiff was on the side-

walk, he was under no duty to exercise reasonable care with reference

to the approach of a car around the curve in question. It says that,

standing where the plaintifT did, so near the edge of the sidewalk,

it was, it thinks, his duly to exercise some degree of care with refer-

ence to the street I'-aflic. He was not, standing there, as free from
.ill duty with regard to that traffic as he would have been in bed;

yet that was substantially the import of this request. Standing in

Ihc street, it would have been his duly to exercise a higher degree

of care, perhaps, than would be required of him on the sidewalk;

but even on the sidewalk he was not entirely free from the duty to

exercise some care with reference to street traffic. Whether on street

or sidewalk, he was bound to exercise some care; the degree of care

varying with the circumstances. In short, he was bound, standing

where he did, to exercise such care as wonlil be cxm-i^ci! bv :i

reasonably prudent man in like circumstances.

CRIMIN.\L RESPONSIBILITY OF OFFICERS OR AGENTS
-CONSIRUCnON AND MAINTENANCE OF AUTHOR-
IZED DANGEROUS GRADE CROSSING—NOT PUTTING
IN DERAILING SWITCH.

Stale vs. Young (N. J. Sup.), 56 Atl. Rep. 471. Sep. 3. 1903.

This was a prosecution for manslanghtir against the president,

vice-president, executive committee, general -nperintendent, superin-

tendent and assistant superintendent for Essex county, and the road-

master of the North Jersey Street Railway Company. They were

indicted as the result of a grade-crossing accident. That this cross-

ing was a place of especial danger, the supreme court of New
Jersey says, could not be controverted. That human ingenuity

could not render it absolutely safe was manifest. Rut notwith-

standing that fact, neither the corporation, whose agents these de-

fendants were, nor the defendants themselves, were guilty of any

criminal act, or even civilly responsible for the construction of

their railroad at this place, for the reason that the legislature had

authorized the company, or its predecessor, to construct and oper-

ate a trolley road along the surface of thai avenue, down that in-

cline, and across the tracks of the steam railroad company at grade.

.And being authorized by the legislature, the act was a legal one.

No responsibility, either criminal or civil, rests upon a man who
does a legal act, unless he does it in a negligent way.

The state very properly conceded, as the court understands it,

it goes on to say, that the only responsibility which could attach

was such as arose froin a negligent performance of duty, either

in the method of construction of that road in that dangerous local-

ity, on the grade of the street, or in the system of its operation.

The question of the criminal responsibility of the individual oflicers

or agents of the company was a much narrower one than that of

the civil responsibility of the corporation. It luust appear that

each of these directors or officers, to he responsible criminally, had

been guilty of gross negligence, either in the doing of, or in the

omission to do, some specific act, which was rendered necessary in

the performance of his duty to those who rode on that car.

The undisputed facts, as submitted by the state, showed that at

the crossing of trolley roads by steam railroads it is not the uni-

versal practice to put in derailing switches, and that, so far as the

case disclosed, not more than perhaps 10 per cent, of all the cross-

ings in this country are so protected. That suggested, at least,

the court says, the idea that there must be a great difference of

opinion among men who operate these trolley roads at such points

as to the advisability, the wisdom, of such a method of protection,

as to whether or not it really docs add to the safety of the cross-

ing, or whether it does not, in fact, make it luore, rather than less,

dangerous. Tliat raises a question, and, where a question is pre-

sented of that kind, there being reasons for and against the adop-

tion of a scheme, it does not follow that, because one method is

discarded, rather than adopted, the act is a negligent one. Whether

or not a derailing switch is a necessary precaution, the omission

of which suggests, or rather demonstrates, gross negligence on

the part of those who omit to put it in, cannot be decided without

considering also the question of the operation of the road as it is

constructed.

And it is said that, taking the system of construction and the

system of operation together, if they did not furnish the safest

method which could possibly have lieen devised for the protection

of passengers on the trolley cars, they certainly did furnish so

safe a method as to justify these directors and officers in sup-

posing that additional precautions were not necessary. It was a

question for them to determine whether the putting in of a derail-

ing switch would be an additional safeguard. And. because they

reached the conclusion that it was not required, instead of the

opposite conclusion, it could not he said that they were guilty of

such gross negligence in the performance of duty as to render

them criminally responsible.
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Financial.

The gross earnings of the Toledo & Western Railway Co. for

April amounted to $17,985, against $12,756 for April, 1903, a gain

of $5,229.

The postponed annual meeting of the Chicago & Oak Park Ele-

vated Railroad Co., was held M.\v 4th and a further postponement

taken to June 7th, owing to the annual report and the reorganiza-

tion plan not being in readiness.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Railway Co. reported for March as fol-

lows: Gross earnings, $117,249, an increase of $i6,8i3; operating

e.vpenses, $66,743. an increase of $i2.8go; net earnings, $50,506. an

increase of $3,926; fixed charges, $35,850, an increase of $10,-

757; net income, $14,656, a decrease of $6,831.

nie Hoosac Valley Street Railway Co., of North .Xdanis, Mass..

has petitioned the railroad conunissioncrs for authority to issue

$100,000 of new slock, making the total $500,000, and also an issue

of $,?oo,ooo bonds, making the total $400,000.

The Massachusetts railroad commissioners have authorized the

Boston St Worcester Street R.^ilway Co. to issue $200,000 4 per cent

20-year bonds and $IOO,OCO additional stock for payment of im-

provements and extensions. In 1903 the company increased its

capital by $500,000. In July last year it was authorized to issue

$1,000,000 5 per cent 20-year bonds and in September $250,000 4^
per cent 20-year bonds. The present capital is $1,465,000; bonds out-

standing, $1,250,000.

The gross earnings of the St. Louis Transit Co. for April were

the largest in the history of the company and amounted to $710.-

338, as compared with $607,031 in April, 1903. a gain of $103,307.

.'\ total of 20,225,000 passengers were carried during the month,

as against 17^160,000 in April last year, and it is estimated that

14,206,760 were revenue passengers. The gross earnings for the

four months ending April 30th amounted to $2,484,176, a gain

of $.V)3/S82 over the same period in 1903.

ST. JOSEPH RY., LIGHT, HEAT & POWER CO.

The St. Joseph (Mo.) Railway, Light, Heat & Power Co. reported

for March as follows:

1903. 11P4. Increase.

Earnings from operation $-12,695 $51,115 $8,420

Operating expenses 25,394 28,887 3,493

N^t earnings 17.301 22,228 4.927

TOLEDO RAILWAYS & LIGHT.

The statement of the Toledo (O.) Railways & Light Co. for

March compares as follow s :

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $127,012 $13^,665 $11,653

Operating expenses 65,453 77.859 12,406

Net earnings 61,560 60,806 * 754

iJeduction for interest 40,716 41,97' 1,255

Net income 20,844 18,835 2,009

The earnings for April were $95495, against $93,714 fof April,

'90.V •> gai" of $1,786. The gain would have been greater but for

the winter floods, •Decrease.

DETROIT UNITED RY

The Detroit United Ry. reported for March as follows:

Increase.

Gross earning! .$330.>SS $ 2.S29

Operating expenses 224,396 29,070

Total income 109,810 *2S,532

Surplus .. 19.495 *i3•3'^

•Decrease.

The passenger earnings for April were $328,.vio, against $319,-

256 for the same (teriod last year, a g.iin nf $<v83 All divisions

made gains in .April, except the Rapid Ky., which earneil $25,647.

against $26,740 in April, 1903, a loss of $1,092.

HAVANA ELECTRIC RY.

The Havana (Cuba) Electric Railway Co. reported for the year

ending I.")ecenilK'r 31st as follows:

ig02. 1903. Increase.

Gross earnings $864,865 $1,061,729 $196,864

Expenses 559.429 641,832 82,403

Net earnings 305.436 419,899 1 14,461

Other income ",407 22.779 15,372

Total income 312.843 442.676 129,833

Charges 334.704 412.44" 77.7.37

.Surplus *ji.S(ii 30.325 52,096

*lVficit.

CLEVELAND & SOUTHWESTERN.

Following is the comparative statement of ihv CUvehind &• Soulli-

western Traction Co. for M.-irch :

1903. 1904. Increase.

Earnings from operation $31,546 $33,86o $2,314

Operating expenses 18,624 24.471 5,847

Net earnings 12,292 0.,^Sg *2,903

For three months

:

Earnings from operation $83,730 $89,168 $ 5,438

Operating expenses 55.698 69,527 13,829

Net earnings 2S.032 19,641 *S,igi

•Decrea.se.

CillCAtiO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC.

Following is the earnings sl:itenu-nt of tlu' Chicago & Milwaukee

EUvlrio Railnud Co. for April:

!go3, i')04. Increase.

Gross earnings $15,161 $28,o()3 $12,902

Operating expenses 6,242 12.1&S 5.946

Net earnings 8.918 15.875 6,956

For four months:

Gross earnings $51,196 $87,9.^ $.^6,741

Operating expenses '. 24.948 43.678 18.7,^0

Net earnings 26,248 44.2.18 18.010

TWIN CITY K.M'll) TR.XNSir CO.

The Twin City Rapid Tr:iiisil Co.. of Miinieapolis. Minn., n-porteil

for March :is follows:

Increase.

Earnings from operation $343..102 $23,746

Operating expenses 164,407 1 1,103

Net earnings 178,895 i-',6.|3

From January 1st

:

F.arnings from oper.-ilion $i.)88,073 $74,078

Operating expenses 480,661 38,3.1?

Net earnings .' 507.412 35.745

LAKE SHORE ELECTKIC RY.

The statement of the Lake Shore ICledric R:iilway Co., Cleve-

land, O., for March is as follows:

1903 ii/)4. Increase.

Gross earnings $42,.309 $41,772 *$ 5.37

Operating expenses 31.859 35.995 4,1.3')

Net earnings 10.449 5,777 4,672

For the quarter

:

Gross earnings $109,089 $110,902 $1,813

Operating expenses 89,265 110,615 21,350

Net earnings 19.S25 287 19,5.18

Decrease.

Passenger earnings for .April :iiiioniileil to $45.,i;i)3. :igain^t $|i,

414 a year ago, a gain of $4,178.

NORTH I'.KN ll'.X.VS TRACTION CO.

I'Villowing is the coinp:irative st.itrnniil ..f ili.- Noiilurn Texas

Traction Co. for April

:
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igoj. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings . . $.17,381 943.77° $''.380

Opcraling expenses 22,222 23.253 UO31

Net earnings IS.>59 20.517 5.35^

Fixed charges 9.018 9.750 732

Net profit 6,140 10,768 4.628

For fonr months:

Gross caniiiigs $^27,772 Jifio.fjS? $33.2"3

Dperaling e.xpenses ... 70.154 </i.tSj<) 26,675

Net earnings 57.618 64,157 6,5.19

I'ixe.l charges 35.'V« .V<.3-'5 2.337

Net profit 2I,62<J 25,8.?j 4,2fi3

XORIIIF.RN OHIO TR.\CTION & LI

The comparative stalemcnl of the Northern Ohio

Co., of Akron, O., for March is as follows:

1903

Gross earnings, railway $52,882

Gross earnings, light 8,727

Gross earnings total 61,609

Operating expense, railway 32,096

Operating expense, light 3,265

Operating expense total 35.36l

Net earnings 26,247

Fixed charges 21,083

Surplus for slock 5.164

Decrease.

The passenger earnings for April were $52,133.

for April, 1903, a gain of $1,037.

GUI'.

fraction & Light

1904

152,692

9.4 '7

62,109

3-'.999

.3.617

36,616

25.492

22,466

3.026

Increase

*$ 190

690

500

903

.35-'

1.255

* 755

I..583

2.1.18

against $51,095

PlIIl.ADFLPfllA CO.

Following is the stntenicnt of operating statistics of the l'hii;i-

delphia Co. and atfiliatcd corporations for tlie three tnunlhs end-

ing Mar. 31. 1904:

luirnings from operation $4,205,505

Expenses and taxes 2,273,782

Net earnings 1.93 1.723

Miscellaneous income 166,566

Total earnings • 2,098.289

Fixed charges 1,0,^0,484

Total income .1 ,067,805

.'\ccrucd div. IMiila. pref 71,805

Net income—surplus 91X1,000

A vailalile for Phila. Co 1/J4.248

ELGIN, AURORA & SOL'THERX.

Following is the statement of the Elgin, .Aurora & Southern

Traction Co. for March

:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Earnings from operation... ...$32,824 $34,544 $1,720

Operating e.xpcnses 19.973 23,239 3,266

Net earnings 12,851 11.304 * 1,547

Deductions 9,216 9,1,13 * 83

Net income 3,635 2,171 1,464

For nine months

:

Earnings from operation $319,978 $344,630 $24,652

Operating expenses 185,903 207.578 21,675

Net earnings 1.14,076 137,052 2,976

Deductions 81,946 82,641 695

Net income 52,139 54,411 2,272

Decrease. Operating expenses include an accident appropriation

e(|ual to 2 per cent of gross receipts. Bonds of the company pur-

cha-ed and held in sinking fund, $37,000.

CINCINNATI, NEWPORT & COVINGTON

Following is the condensed statement of the Cincinnati, New-
port & Covington Light & Traction Co., of Covington, Ky., for

March

:

1903. 1904. Increase

Gross receipts $94,830 $100,204 $5,374

Operating expenses .19.456 43.725 4.269

Damages, taxes, rents and tolls 16,839 16,906 67

Total expense 5''.296 60,631 4,335

Net earnings . .(•''. .i.M

I'ixcd charges -'4.13

Net profit 17.101

Operating ratio 4160 '

Same inc. damages, taxes, etc 5936

For three months

:

Gross receipts $275..105

Operating expenses 115.451

Damages, taxes, rents and tolls 50.025

Total expense i65.47<i

Net earnings 109.828

Fixed charges 63.415

Net profit 46.4 1

4

Operating ratio 411)3

Same inc. damages, taxes, etc. . fmio

Decrease.

.19.573
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ami West Virginia and it controls through ownership of the Union

das Co. and the Equitable Gas Co. 1,500 acres more. The adiii-

tional receipts from gas sold during the year amounted to $608,236.

The combined income account of the company for the year shows

the gross earnings to have been $11,153,953; operating expenses

and taxes, $6.505.632 ; net earnings, $4,648.321 ; other income, $208,-

015; total income, $4,856,335; deductions, $2,315,207; fixed charges,

including dividend on preferred stock $137,935, $2,011,355; "ct in-

come. $529,773. There have been declared out of this surplus divi-

dends on the common stock of the affiliated companies to the amount

of $110,891. tbe Philadelphia Co's. proportion being $110,661. The
total assets of the company are $57,180,687, including $8,444,192 total

proiwrty and plant. The total capital is $34,697,842; funded debt,

$19,312,850.

In the report of the Pittsburg Railways Co. the president, Mr
James D. Callery. states that during the year the Pitcairn & VVil-

uierding Street Ry. and the Wilkiusbnrg & Verona Street Ry.

were added to the system; the East McKeesport Street Ry. com-

pleted a connection in Wilmerding by a viaduct over the Pennsyl-

vania R. R. ; the Pittsburg & Charlcroi Street Ry. completed con-

nection between Castle Shannon and Monongahela City; through

cars are now operated from the head of the Pittsburg Incline to

Allenport, 32 miles; the tracks of the McKeesport & Reynoldton

Street Ry. have been extended to the southern limits of Glassport

;

the Howard & East St. Ry. was constructed to the city limits of

.MIeghcny, and the tracks of the Bcllevuc & Pcrrysville Street

Ry. to West View. The results of the operation of these lines

ilnring the summer and fall were satisfactory. The company con-

structed during the year 34.53 miles of new track, making a total

of 445.56 miles. The company purchased 100 closed vestibule motor

cars and lOO closed trail cars.

The gross receipts show a satisfactory increase, .0481 per cent.

The depression in general business and closing down of many of the

mills caused a slight decrease in receipts betsveen Jan. i, 1904, and

Mar. 31, 1904. The extremely cold weather during the winter also

alTectcd the receipts and increased the operating expenses. The
principal item in the increase of expense is shown in the transporta-

tion department and is owing to the increase in wages to all classes

of workmen, especially to motormen and conductors, and to the ad-

\anccd cost of coal, which was about 40 per cent. The president

.mnounccs, however, that due to competition the company will se-

cure its coal this year at reduced prices.

The total earnings from operation for the year amounted lo $8,-

661,394; operating expenses and taxes, $5,186,882; net earnings, $3,-

474.513: other income, $137,656; total income, $3,612,169; deduc-

tions, $1,293,805; net income, $2,318,364; fixed charges, $2,.3.34,44i ;

deficit for year, $16,076; surplus Mar. 31, 1903, $206,962; bad ac-

counts collected and premium on bonds sold, $8,578; surplus Mar.

31, 1904, $199463. The gross earnings increased $384,829 over 1903

the preceding year.

The number of passengers carried during the past year were

i74_)0o,O55; car mileage, 34,748,836 miles; earnings per car mile,

$.2532; expenses per car mile, including taxes, $.1492; net earn-

ings per car mile, $.1040.

HONOLULU RAPID TRANSIT & LAND CO.

The annual report of the Honolul'j (H. I.) K.ipid Tr.niMl &
I^ind Co., for the year ended Dec. 31, 1903, shows the gross earn-

ings lo have been $279,873; operating expenses, $152,519; net earn-

ings, $I27,.?54; income from other sources, $4,446; total income,

$131,800; charges, $41,607; net income, $90,193; dividends, $.30,-

955; surplus, $59,238; total surplus carried over to 1904, $126,133.

The capital stock is $1,250,000, of which $339,000 preferred and

$800,000 common has been issued ; of the $1,000,000 6 per cent

SAi year gold Ixmds authorized there is outstanding $610,000,

making the net capital liabilities per mile of track $81,3.^3.

The total assets amount to $1,999,517, including $.500,825 lands,

buildings and power plant; $621,072 roadway, track and overhead

line; $160,156 rolling slock and motors, and $530,000 franchises and

sub<idic5.

An analysis of the operating expenses shows that $9,269 was ex-

IK-n<led during I he year for the maintenance of ways and struc-

tures and $10,884 for the maintenance of cars. The cost of fuel

for the operation of the power plant was $20,659, the total cost of

powtT iil.iiit oticraiioti ninounling to $30,037 Til'* wages of con-

ductors amounted lo $39,157; motormcu, $,58,587; salaries of offi-

cers, $4,360; of clerks, $4,340. There is charged to damages $943
and to legal expenses on account of damages $1,155.

The report of the manager of the company. Mr. C. G. liallen-

tync, shows that the road began the year with 15 cars in regu-

lar service and ended it with 24 which were operated over 19.937

miles of track. Tlie total mileage construction completed during

the year, including the line of thc_\Vaikiki Road, upon which half

the work was done in 1902, but no part of which was then com-
plete, was 9.258 miles ot track and overhead structure, including

lurnouts. With the exception of certain connections which will

lie placed so that cars may be conveniently transferred from one

line to another, and possibly some short extensions, the comple-

tion of the Beretania St. line will complete the system, and the

company will then have 22.016 miles of track in operation, exclusive

of turnouts and sidings measuring 1.463 miles, and 28 cars in regu-

lar week-day service. The cost of labor and ballast for the mile-

age completed d\iring the year was $73,524. The line on the Wai-
Uiki Road was completed on January 3i,st at a cost of $20,064,

including the cost of three bridges and filling-in.

The report shows that the total mileage for the year was 1,183,-

080; total number of passengers carried, 5.789.157. Tlie operating

ratio was .5,564. The company pays its motornicn and coiuUictors

30 cents an hour.

The original rolling stock equipment consisted of 35 motor cars

and 10 trailers. This was found to be inadequate and the directors

ordered to new motor cars of the open type, having a seating ca-

pacity of 56 persons each, and decided to splice some of the small

motor cars and trailers, thus making one motor car of large seat-

ing capacity, doing away with trailers during the rush hours.

In May, 1903, the company substituted fuel oil for coal for .steam

generating purposes, with great success as to economy, efficiency

and cleanliness. The saving has been about 15 per cent, resulting

in greater evenness in the steam pressure, and the smoke nuisance

has also been done away with.

The company's Christmas box to the employes consisted of a

club house, fitted up with a billiard table, a pool tabic and other

accessories. The building employed was formerly a kindergarteu

building on Beretania St. The mauagcnicnt believes that it will

be demonstrated that this is a good investment, "as anything tend-

ing to improve the moral, physical and intellectual standard of its

employes will increase their efficiency and thereby add lualcrially

to the value of their service."

The manager's report concludes as follows: "I desire to say tliat

the year's success has not been tbe result of the efforts of any

single individual, but is the result of the united efforts of all

the company's employes, each performing his share towards the

end in view, regardless of the character of his employment."

The officers of the Honolulu Rapid Transit & Laud Co. are

:

President, L. Tenney Peck; vice-president. I.. .\. Thurston; sec-

retary, George P. Thielen; treasurer, C. 11. .Vllicrton; audilor, F.

W. Klcbahn ; manager, C. G. Ballcutyne. These with W. R, Castle

and J. B. Castle comprise the board of directors.

Brief Southern Notes.

The sur\e\'ors einplnycil l>y tlie Jackson A'u-k^liurg iiileruih.m

Electric Ry., which has been projected by the Mississippi Land S:

Investment Co., have surveyed the route from Jackson to Edwards,

where the power house will probably be erected.

The Biloxi (Miss.) Street Railway Co. has elected olVicers as

follows: President, W. K. M. Dukate; first vice-president, E. C.

Jouillian; second vice-president, E. Glemian ; treasurer, W. 11. Buck.

Mr. King Harding Knox has resigned as manager of the I?aton

Rouge (La.) Electric Light & Street Railway Co's. power plant

and has been succeeded by Capt. O. B. Steele, who was for a num-
ber of years manager of the plant, but resigned when he became
candidate for state treasurer.

There is an annoying delay in llie pl.Liis for llie jiroposcd eleclru-

railway between the United Slates Naval Reservation, opposite

New Orleans, and Gretna. The franchise in the city was bought

by Leigh Carrtjil, president of tbe Algiers Ice & Electric Co., and

that at Ihe other end of the line was purchaser! liy A. M. Ilalliday,

president of the Union l'"erry Co. The latter holds the old street

car line franchise, also.
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Personal.

MU II. (.IIM'.MA.N. Ill ihc Moiilrc-;il Street Kailw.ij *". ll,l^

lieeii appoiiiteil Mipcriiilciuleiil of conslniclion (or the company.

MR W. H. LVM.\N, of Kcwaiice, 111., has been elected president

of ilie Galesbiirg & Kewanec Electric Railway Co., vice Mr. II. \V.

Crane, resigned.

.MR. RICll.AKl) GRIFFIN lias l.ecn appointed assistant super-

intendent of llic London (Ont.) Street Railway Co., vice Mr

Tlionias Reycraft.

MR. L. M.ANNINCi has been appointed snpcrinlcndent of the

Owosso & Cornnna Kleclric Co., of Owosso, Mich., and has as-

sumed the duties of the position.

MR. J.\MES K. S\V.\RTZ, treasurer of the Washington, Alex

aiidria & Mt. Vernon Railway Co., has been elected vice-president

(if the company, vice Mr. G. K. .NblKitt, resigned.

MR. CIl.ARLFS B. M.\R'I1N presented a paper on "The Power

Supply System of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co." at the regular

meeting of the Brooklyn Engineers' Club, May I2th.

MR. .\l.\SON H. ST.ARRING on May I2th was elected general

manager of the Chicago City Railway Co., to succeed Capt. Robert

McCulloch, resigned, the appoinlment to take cflcct at once. Mr.

Starring was born in Chicago May
>*. 1859, and was educated in Chi-

cago public schools. Subsetpient

to graduating from the high

school, in 1878, he entered the

steam railroad business, with

which he was connected until 1885,

when he removed to Iowa, where

he went into business for himself,

conducting a banking and general

merchandise establishment. In

1888 Mr. Starring entered the of-

licc of Mr. C. B. Holmes, presi-

dent and superintendent of the

Chicago City Railway Co., as

clerk, which position he filled un-

til Mr. George Henry Wheeler

became president three years later.

In iSyi Judge Julian S. Grinnell was made general counsel for

the company and Mr. Starring was assigned to the general coun-

sel's office and placed in charge of the claim department. He re-

sumed the study of law at this time, was admitted to practice in

Illinois and in February, 1894. was appointed assistant general

counsel of the company. He remained with that title, but in full

charge of the claim department and trial work of the company

after Judge Grinnell's death in 1898, no successor having been

appointed to Judge Grinnell. This year Mr. Starring was elected

general solicitor of the company. During his 16 years' connection

with the company, which embraces the entire period of electrical

construction, Mr. Starring has been in close connection with every

department as adviser to every operating manager under every ad-

ministration.

MK. F. R. PHILLIPS has been appointed master mechanic of

the South Covington & Cincinnati Street Railway Co. He formerly

held a similar position with the Cleveland Electric Railway Co.

THE ENGAGEMENT of Mr. T. E. Mitten, general manager of

the International Railway Co., Buffalo, and Miss Ruth Bissell,

daughter of Mrs. M. Bissell, of Lockport, N. Y., has been announced.

MR. D. L. BENSON, of the engineering firm of H. M. Byllesby

& Co., Chicago, has been appointed supervising engineer in charge

of the reconstruction work of the Muscogee (I, T.I Electric S: Gas

Co.

MR. E. H. R.\UPP has been appointed chief train dispatcher of

the Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line Co. He previously occu-

pied a similar position with the Rochester & Eastern Rapid Rail-

way Co.

.MR. JOHN B. .\LLAN, general manager of sales of the .Mlis-

Chalmcrs Co., last month resigned his position. He expresses his

intention of taking a vacation for a few months in order to re-

cuperate.

MR. ARTHUR H. RICE, of Pittsfield, Mass., has been elected

president of the Hoosac Valley Street Railway Co., vice Mr. Frank

S. Richardson, resigned. Mr. Rice was formerly vice-president of

the company.

.M. Ij. STAURI.NG.

MR. A. E. APPLEYARD has been elected president of the

Columbus, I^ndon & Springfield Railway Co. and the Dayton,

.'Springfield & Urbana Electric Railway Co., vice, Mr. John S.

Harshman, resigned.

MR. D. W. BUITERITELD. of Brockton, Mass., has been ap

|H>intC(l division roadmastcr of the Old Colony Street Railway Co.,

the office having l)ecn recently created to relieve the superintendent

from outside duties.

MR. WILLIAM G. ROCK, who has been superintendent of the

Raritan Traction Co., of Perth Ainboy, N. J., for the past four years,

has resigned and will enter business as dealer in masons' material,

liuililing su|iplies, etc.

MR. 1 HERBERT E. REI-:D, formerly superintendent of the

NorthamiUon Traction Co., of E.iston, Pa., has been appointed

superintendent of the Trenlon-New Brunswick Traction Co., vice

Mr. A. C. Harrington, resigned.

MR. W. W. S. BUTLER, of Philadelphia, formerly general man-

ager of the Durham (N. C.) Traction Co., has l)een appointed sup-

erintendent of the Grand Rapids Street Railway Co., the office of

superintendent having been recently created.

MR. THOM.AS LAYTON has resigned as superintendent of the

Homestead & Mifflin Street Railway Co., the resignation becom-

ing effective May 20th. He has been succeeded by Mr. Fred

Thome, who was formerly assistant superintendent.

MR. FRED BILLINGS has been appointed chief engineer of the

Sterling, Dixon & Eastern Electric Ry., of Sterling, 111. 'Hic system

has just Iwen completed. Mr. Billings was formerly chief engineei

of the Manitowoc (Wis.) & Northern Traction Co.

PROF. W. F. M. GOSS, of La Fayette, Ind., addressed the mem-
bers of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers April 26th

on "The Modern Locomotive." This was the last reunion of the

winter season and was held at the House of the Society in New
York City.

MR. JOHN I. BEGGS, president and general manager of the Mil-

waukee Electric Railway & Light Co., was recently presented a

silver service by the officials and directors of the company. The

seiTicc is intended for use on a private car which is being built

for Mr. Bcggs.

MR. ARTHUR WEST, assistant chief engineer of the Allis-Chal-

mcrs Co., has resigned that position, and will go to the Mediterranean

for a holiday trip. In his letter of resignatoin he states, "for the

last couple of years I have been regularly overworked and my
most urgent need is rest."

MR. W. F. BUTTERFIELD, formerly engineer on the Boston

Elevated Ry., has entered the employ of the Old Colony street rail-

way as division roadmastcr of the Brockton division of that com-

pany. He will also have supervision of the tracks in the Hyde
Park and Quincy divisions.

MR. HARRY J. CL.ARK, who was formerly in the engineering

department of the Syracuse (N. Y.) Rapid Transit Co., and later

superintendent of the Oneida Ry., has returned to Syracuse to be-

come assistant to Mr. C. D. Bcebe, president and general manager

of the Auburn & Syracuse Electric Railroad.

MR. C. E. FLYNN was on .April 25th elected vice-president of

the Conncaut & Erie Traction Co., of Girard, Pa., and on May 1st

assumed the management of the property as resident executive

officer. Mr. J. L. Landers has been general manager of this com-

pany and will remain in that capacity.

MR. L. C. BR.ADLEY has been appointed general superintendent

of the Scioto Valley Traction Co., with headquarters at No. 142

Board of Trade Building, Columbus, O. Mr. Bradley was connected

with Stone & Webster for several years, being superintendent of

the Puget Sound Electric Ry., formerly the Scattlc-Taconia Inter-

urban.

MR. BluX J. .'\RNOLD has been appointed consulting electrical

and mechanical engineer for the Illinois Tunnel Co., of Chicago,

which will install a narrow gage electric railway in the tunnels

under Chicago streets, in accordance with the plans which were out-

lined in general in the "Review" for April.

MR. J. C. M'QUISTON, formerly secretary of the Westing-

house Companies' Publishing Department, has been made super-

intendent and the responsible head of this department. He will

be charged with the matters of advertising, press notices and

similar matters of mutual interest to the technical press and the

Westinghouse companies.
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MR. GEORGE OWEX N'AGLE, general manager of the Wheel-

ing Traction Co., is to be married to Miss Helen Sarah Williams,

daughter of Rev. Hugh Spencer Williams, of Memphis, Tenn. The

ceremony will be at the Eirst Cumberland Presbyterian Church,

June 8th.

MR. RICH.\RD M'CULLOCH has resigned as assistant general

manager 6f the Chicago City Ry., effective June 1st, and will be-

come assistant general manager of the St. Louis Transit Co.

MR. J.VMES M. JONES, .second vice-president and asssistant gen-

eral manager of the Indianapolis Traction & Tenuinal Co., has re-

signed and for the present will devote his atteutioit to personal mat-

ters. He was connected with the street railway company nearly four

years. .-Kt one lime Mr. Jones was mayor of Kansas City, Mo.

THE FIRM OF ENGINEER^ heretofore known as the Engi-

neering Offices, of San Francisco, Cal., has been reorganized and

will henceforth be known as Cory, Meredith & .Mien, the partners

being C. L. Cory, Wynn Meredith and W. H. .Allen. Mr. Cory is

the head of the engineering depnrtiiuMU of the University of Cali-

fornia.

MR. FR.WK W. EDMUNDS, who was for many years secretary

and general sales agent for the Troy Steel Co., and later secretary of

the Q & C Co., representing the Pennsylvania Steel Co. and Mary-

land Steel Co., at Chicago, has been appointed sales agent for the

Dressel Railway Lamp Works at No. 114 Liberty St., Engineering

Building, New York.

MR. W.\LTER T. COOK last month resigned as superimcndeut

of motive power of the St. Louis Transit Co., and on April 12th

the employes presented him 152 pieces of silverware as a token of

esteem, the presentation being made by Mr. William O. Mundy.
Mr. Cook has not decided upon his future course, but has three

offers under consideration.

Mk. H. V. CROLL, who has been in charge of the Salt Lake

City, Utah, office of the .\llis-Chalniers Co. several years, and who
was before that the representative of the E. P. .Allis Co., at Spokane,

Wash., has been appointed to the charge of the .Mlis-Chaliuers

office in San Francisco, as the successor of Mr. George .Aiues, re-

signed. Mr. Croll's San Francisco office is 623 Hayward liuildiiig.

MR. FRED S. SMITH has been appointed suix'rinteiident of the

Middlcboro, Wareham & Buzzard's Bay street railway by the re-

ceivers of the road. Mr. Smith has been with the road since it

started about three j-cars ago, commencing as foreman of a con-

struction gang, and gradually working up to the position of assist-

ant superintendent. His appointment as superintendent is a recog-

nition of the efficient work done in the past.

MR. E. W. CLIFFORD, formerly conitected with the freight

department of the Illinois Central R. R., has become associated

with the Illinois Central Traction Co., of which Mr. William B.

McKinley is president, and will have charge of the traffic depart-

ment. Mr. Clifford was at one time general passenger and freight

agent for the Litchfield, Carrollton & Western K. R., and was also

in the freight department of the old Peoria & Northern R. R.

MR. ERVTN DRYER has resigned as salesman for the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Co., to go with the ,\llis-Chalmers

Co. He was associated with the Westinghouse company 16 years and

is accounted one of the nir)st competent salesmen in the electrical

and mechanical field. His wide acquaintance throughout the west-

ern part of the country will be of great service to the Allis-Chalniers

Co. in the extensive new developments which it has undertaken.

Xfr. Dryer has entered upon his new duties, his headquarters \>e-

ing at the Allis-Chalmers Go's, offices in the New York Life

Building, Chicago. He will give his attention to engine work as

well as to the sale of Bullock electrical apparatus, which the Allis-

Chalmers Co. now controls through its acquisition of the Bullock

Electrical Manufacturing Co., of Cincinnati.

AT A MEETING OF the Fairhaven & Weslville Railroad Co.,

which was recently purchased by the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad Co., Messrs. Samuel E. Merwin, Wilbur F. Day and

Henry F. Parmclec resigned from the directorate and were suc-

ceeded liy Messrs, Charles F. Brooker, Arthur D. Oslwrn and

George J. Brush, all directors of the New Haven road. Mr. John

B. Carringtrm, vice-president of the company, resigned his office

Irtit remains a director. His successor as vice-president was not

elected. Mr. ]rA\n G. Parker, secretary of the New Haven roa<l,

was clerlcd secretary of the electric line and Mr. Leverilt Candee,

the treasurer of tlu' irnlK-y comiKiny, \v:is m.Tde assistant sccrelaiy,

also.

MR. rUTNAM A. BATES AND MR. JOHN NEILSON have

I'ornied a partnership under the firm name of Bates & Neilson for

the purpose of conducting the general practice of consulting en-

gineering, with offices at 42 Broadway, New York City. Mr. Bates,

who is a graduate of Coumibia L'niversity, was for seven years

associated with the Crockcr-WHiecler Co., and held the offices of

assistant secretary and sales manager, lie is a member of the

.American Institute of Electrical Engineers and of the New York

Electrical Society. Mr. Neilson's professional experience covers a

period of about 10 years, principally in connection with central

station lighting and power plants. He was formerly vice-president

and superintendent of the Larchmont Light & Power Co., and later

treasurer of the New York & Stamford Electric Railway Co.

MR. ALBERT M.AYER, father of Mr. C. J. Mayer, of the firm of

Mayer & Englund Co., of Philadelphia, was severely injured as a

result of a collision between a heavy delivery wagon and his car-

riage, as he was driving with his coachman. The unfortunate ac-

cident occurred in the evening, as Mr. Mayer was being' driven to

his home at Elkins Park, a suburb of Philadelphia. Mr. Mayer's

horse became frightened, and was proceeding at a rapid rate and

collided with the delivery wagon, so that the vehicles came together

with great force. Mr. Mayer's coachman was instantly killed, his

death being due to a broken neck. Mr. Mayer was thrown to the

side of the street and when picked up was found to have been

badly bruised and injured internally. .An ambulance was called and

he was immediately removed to a nearby hospital. While he has

been in a critical condition, it is l^elieved he will rocnver.

MR. RICHARD H. PIERCE, president of Pierce, Richardson &
Neiler, Incoi porated, and one of the best known electrical engineers

of the country, has been ' appointed chief engineer of the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition. Mr. Pierce w'as bom in W'oonsockel, R. I.,

Nov. 20, i860. He was graduated from Yale with the degree of

A. B. in 1882, and from the Massachusetts Inslilnto of rcchnolnj.y

with the degree of B. S. in 1885, being a member of the first class

in electrical engineering graduated from that institution. He went

to Chicago and became connected with the Western Edison Elec-

tric Light Co. During the World's Columbian Exposition Mr.

Pierce was at first electrical engineer, under Mr. Frederick Sargent,

and afterward electrical engineer in charge of the undertaking. For

the past year Mr. Pierce has resided in Boston, where he has had

charge of the Boston branch of his company. Mr. Pierce is a

member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the

.American Society of Mechanical Engineers, as well as a foreign

nuniber of the Inslilntion of h'lcclrical Englniers of Great Uril.iiii.

Obituary.

MR. SA.MUIiL ANUkEWS, of Cleveland, ()., f.Uher of Mr,

Horace E. .Andrews, president of the Cleveland ICIectric Kail\v:iy

Co., died last month at Atlantic City, N. J. With the lale John

Stanley, father of J. J. Stanley, the general manager of the Cleve-

land Electric Railway Co., Mr. Andrews organized the Broadway

& Newburg Street Railway Co., forming the Cleveland Electric

Railway Co. Mr, Andrews was a member of the original linn nf

Rockefeller & Andrews, which was succeeded in 1870 by tlie ,'^l;lnll

ard Oil Co.

« »

Kichmoiid (Va.) Street Hy. V. M. C. A.

'Ihc opening and dedication of the Virginia Passenger & Power

Vonng .Men's Christian Association Building al Reservoir Park,

Uichmond, Va,, occurred .Saturday, April J.V'd, A pleasing feature of

the occasion was a reception at which the enq)loyes of the contpany

aiul other invited guests were presented to Miss Helen Miller Gonlil,

of New York City, who is greatly interested in the work, Tlu-

hours for reception and inspection of the building were from 10 In

11:30 a, m,, and .1 :,?o to 5 p, m. The deilicalion e,\ercises were held

at 8 p. m. It was an infornial dress affair and the employes who
attended were adtnilled by showing the cunip.'in\''s IkuIkcs or pass

books.
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Clilotidc Electrical Storage Co.

|'hc Cliltvriili- Electrical Storage Co., I-lil , of ImirKiikI, which

inantifacttirrs Ihc same product as the Kleclrical Storage Haltery

Co. of .\incrica, has its works at Clifton Junction, near Manchester,

where the manufacture of the chloride accumulator has hcen car-

ried on since iX<)4. .'\ general view of the works from the canal is

shown in one of the .nccompanying illustrations The company

manufactures the lialteries complete, with the exception of the glass-

ware. The first department of the works to claim attention is the

chemical laboratory, where all raw material is tested by sample

before being used in the works. The first process in Ihc manu-

facture of the positive plate is the casting of the frame, which

consists tif a lead-antimony mixture. This frame supports the act-

ive material which is subsequently expanded into the holes during

the forming process. These holes in the grid are cast counter-

sunk on both sides and the molding is done under an air pressure

of soo lb. per sq. in. .\fter molding, all rough edges are cleaned

oflf by means of a punching machine which completes the work

with a single stroke. The active material for the positive plate is

made of lead tape which is pressed cold under pressure of 4,000

lb. per sq. in. This tape is fed into the button machines, shown

in the accompanying illustration, which gimp and cut off the re-

quired length, wind it into rosettes and deliver it automatically

at the rate of .l.ooo lli. per hour. The buttons are placed in filling

leiuplates which are placed against the grids and the buttons arc

GKNE-:H.\I. \1K\V OF WOKKS KRUM CANAI,.

Started into llicir respective boles by means of a stamping press.

The plates arc next put into a hydraulic press in which the buttons

arc driven completely home under a pressure of 200 tons.

The pastilles for the active material for the negalive plate arc

cast in iron molds and chloride of lead containing a small per-

centage of zinc, the latter being added to form a flux when the

grid is subsequently cast around the cold pastilles. The new type

FORMrXG .\ND REDITING SHED.

of negative being made by this company, which is called the "Exide"

plate, has thin vertical ribs, the edges of which are flush with the

face of the plate and which arc connected by small bars having

a triangular cross-section. The bars are staggered between the

faces on either side. The grids are pasted in the usual way.

Ihe forming of the |>ositives and the reduction of the negatives

is carried on in a shop 300x60 ft , the interior of which is shown

iicrewith. .After the completion of the forming process the plates

are washed in running water and subsequently given a hydrogen

HlTTn.N .M.\CHINKS.

bath to remove all trace of chlorine, after which spacing blocks arc

interposed between each plate and they are clamped in position.

The tops of the plates project into a mold by means of which the

equalizing bar is cast onto Ihe plates. This completes the operation

of manufacture.

The various shops arc equipped with the finest kinds of tools and

numerous labor-saving devices. The machinery is driven entirely

by (Electric motors and the plant is electrically lighted. A com-

modious mess room is provided for the workmen and another for

the heads of departments, foremen and clerical force.

The entire slaflf is encouraged to ofTer suggestions referring to

improvements or economy of the company's products, and sugges-

tion boxes have been provided for receiving written proposals to

tliese ends. A sum of money is apportioned each month to Ihe

originators of ideas which are considered worthy of recognition.

For the Award of the Edison Medal.

Tlie .American Institute of Electrical Engineers, through its presi-

dent, Mr. Bion J. .Arnold, has issued an announcement to the educa-

tional institutions of the United States and Canada relative to

the Edison medal, the responsibility of annually awarding which

has been entrusted to the Institute. The Edison Medal Association

was founded by friends and adminrs of the great inventor and

one of its purposes is the establishment of an Edison medal, to be

awarded to such qualified students as shall have submitted to the

Institute, in accordance with stipulated conditions, the best thesis

or record of research on theoretical or applied electricity or mag-

netism. The gift of the medal to the Institute and the responsibil-

ity of conferring it was assumed at Ihe annual dinner held February

nth last to commemorate the event and also to celebrate the fifty-

seventh anniversary of Mr. Edison's birth. An Edison Medal com-

mittee has been selected from among the members of the Institute,

and authorities of educational institutions believed to be qualified

to compete are requested to send the names of these institutions to

the committee on or before June i, 1904.

Trolley Service Between New York and
Trenton.

The Public Service Corporation of New Jersey began a through

trolley service between Jersey City and Trenton May I3tb, four

daily cars being put on at three-hour intervals, beginning at 8:35

a. m. at Jersey City and at 8 a. m. at Trenton. The lime allowed

for the trip is sVt to s'A hours. Connections are made at Jersey

City with the ferries for New York and at Trenton passengers

may be transfered to cars for Camden and will go from Camden

to Philadelphia by ferry. Stops are made between Jersey City

and Trenton at Newark, Elizabeth, Westfield, Plainfield, Dunellen,

Bound Brook, New Brunswick and Milltowii Junction.
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Steel Axles.*

BY J. I.. REPLOGI.K. t

Method of Maiuil'acUirf.

In the early days of steel axles the steel maker had difficulty in

proving the superiority of his product, as there were numerous

breakages in service for which he could not account, his chemical

analysis indicating that the elements were of the proper proportion

to the evident requirements of the purpose. lu looking for the

cause he found that, while his light hanuners of probably 2,000 lb.

falHng weight were sufficiently powerful for building up iron bars

probably one to two inches thick into an axle of approximately

sl/i in. diameter, they were entirely inadequate for forging steel

axles, as steel, not possessing the welding properties of iron, could

not be forged in the same manner.

Instead of building up from bars one to two inches thick, he was

compelled to reverse the method, and hanuner dinvu from a hilUl

aliout twice the size his finished forging sliould be.

His hammer not being sufficiently pt)werful to penetrate through-

out the mass, did not give the axle that homogeneous structure so

essential in a forging subject to the heavy alternating stresses which

a car axle undergoes in service. 'File internal condition of his axle

was revealed to him by the end of his rough forging, which was a

deep concave, showing that the surface metal only had expanded

and that the inner portion had not received the proper working

and consequent homogeneity of structure which he desired. It also

showed inclination to "pipe."*

He appreciated bis position and promptly strengthened it by the

installation of heavier hammers of about ;hrce times the weight

formerly used. While he immediately saw a distinct iniprovement

in his forging (the end now being convex, indicating that the inner

portion had received proper attention), the steel axle did not give

the absolute satisfaction of which he thought it capable, and an

investigation proved to him that heat treatment in the forge was

largely responsible.

He reasoned that as no two parts of the axle were forged at the

same temperature, internal strains had set in, which were very detri-

mental to the forging, and which would have to be relieved. This

was particularly evident in locomotive driving axles, which, after

cutting key-way, thereby relieving strains in tlie tiber>. would often

become distorted.

To relieve the injurious strains above stated, he resorted to an-

nealing. By heating the forging to a temperature slightly above the

recalesccnt point f which, in steel of carbon usually found in axles,

would be approximately 1.200 dcg. Fahr.), he eliminated all crystal-

lization resultant from the cooling from the forging temperature

of alKiut 1,800 deg. Fahr. and a fine amorphous structure was ob-

tained.

Crystallization would of course set in again when the forging

was being cooled, but as in the annealing be did not approach within

400 dcg. or 500 deg. the temperature at which his axle was forged,

the resultant crystallization was comparativly small. While the

ductility of the annealed forging was greatly increased, it suffered

a slight loss in elasticity.

Realizing the importance of having a high degree of elasticity in

his material, which was continually .subject to severe alternating

tension and compression, and often torsional strains, the axle maker

started to experiment with a view of not only maintaining the elas-

ticity found in the original forging before aiinealinj;. but also lo

increase it.

Various methods have been used to gain this result, among the

more prominent being the "Coffin toughening process" and "oil

tempering and annealing," either of which give the following re-

Mills:

1. I he elastic limit is increased lo a marked degree.

2. The percentage of elongation anri reduction of area are greatly

increased.

,V A remarkable degree of toughness is obtained.

4. Steel changes from a crystalline lo an amorplious stale.

3. Internal stresses are eliminated.

•A pnp«T rfnd Ivrfor*; the We»itfrn Hiillway *'Iut>. f'hIcHKo. May 17.

iHup^rlnlfndenl of tti*- forge iinrt Axlf rx-piirlment. Ciimtirlii 8l<*i'I

Co.

6. Uniformity of structure and strength are obtained. The in-

crease in elasticity is of the greatest possible benefit, as it is a

recognized fact that once the elastic limit of metal has been passed

and forging therefore distorted, it cannot be depended upon to sus-

tain even minor loads.

In wrought iron forgings the clastic limit probably docs not ex-

ceed 20,000 lb. per sq. in. Steel of say .45 carbon, properly treated,

will show almost three times as much elasticity and is, therefore,

much belter fitted for the service described.

Realizing that in material of this kind wherein so much iIc-ikmuIs,

that "the best is none too good," the modern steel manufacturer

has installed complete chemical, physical and microscopical labora-

tories which tell him the results obtained throughout ihc various

stages of manufacture, and in the final treatment at the annealing

furn.ice he raises or lowers the physical properties to the required

specifications, carefully and intelligently guided by reliable pyrome-

ters which show the operator the exact temperature of bis fm-uace

at any and all times.

"The method of manufacture," then, we consider of grc.it impor-

tance. Our claim that a steel axle properly forged and aflcrward

properly annealed is infinitely superior in strength or wearing prop

erties to the best iron axle, we think can hardly be disputed.

While the art of steel making has been perfected more and more

year after year, the material and skill for making the best quality o(

iron have, on the contrary, retrograded, and at the present time a

good grade of iron is scarce, largely on account of the difiicully in

obtaining the necessary good quality of scrap, that now available

being composed of inferior iron intermixed with pieces of sleel of

various grades, which produce imperfect welds and irregularities

in the finished axle.

This lack of homogeneity permits the torsional strains and fric-

tion to separate the fibers of the metal ;—longitudinal scams and

rough spots develop which finally result in failure of the axle.

Specifications.

Our opinion as to the best specification would be an endorsement

of the present Master Car Builders' specification, with a few excep-

tions, viz.:

1. We should recommend an increase in carbon, making the lunil

.40 per cent to .50 per cent instead of .35 per cent to .50 per cent as

at present. This would insure greater wear, permitting a higher

polish with a consequent reduction of friction, and. if properly

treated, greater strength, but would necessitate a sli,i>lil minlificaliun

of the present drop test.

2. We should insist upon all axles being thoroughly annealed, as

by this method only is the true strength of the steel represented.

3. We would adopt a "maxiunnn weight" clause compelling man-

ufacturers to rough turn forgings on journals and wheel seals to

within % in. of your finishing dimensions, thereby eliminating the

necessity of your paying for 50 to 75 lb. of excess material per

axle, which also necessitates a vast amount of extra work and

expense at the railroad shops, subjecting your lathes to both rough-

ing and finishing chities, wliioli is delriniental lo the liest results m

fitting.

4. We should recommend a maximum limit on pbosphtntis of .05

per cent instead of .07 per cent as at present, lo compeusale for tlie

recommended raise of the carbon limit by live puinls, both eleineuls

being hardeners, but carbon affecting the duclilily less than the

phosphorus, and being conducive to greater wearing qualities.

5. We would modify that portion of clause I in the specification

relating to the rough turning of axles to read: "Axles must be

rough turned on journals and wheel fits to within % in. of finisheil

dintensions and must be smooth forged between wheel Ills."

Kcnigh turning a ear axle between wheel fits robs the axle nf the

tough surface skin which is a very valuable asset.

In this connection, I would cite results of a test made at uin-

works to demonstrate our claim: During a controversy with an

inspector of a prominent railroail which specifies rough turning all

over, we suggested to him that he take two axles of the same beat,

one being rough turned to $U in. in the center, Ihe other being

smooth forged to the same dimension. These axles were stibjccted

to the same treatment throughout and were then tested lo breakage.

The rough turned axle stood 21 blows of a 1,640-11). drop from 4.1 fl.

heighl, and the smooth forged one stood 7« blows, or alm^.^l fnnr

times as severe a lesl.
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Tensile tests cut (roni the broken axles showed the same clieinical

and physical striicliirc.

Extensive tests made at another works l>y one of the leading rail-

roads specifying this, show that in axles of the average carbon, the

smooth forged axle will stand approximately 43 per cent harder lest

than the rough Inrncd one. Rough turning an axle also makes it

more susceptible to rnst.

Thew are Init a few tests, of many made along this line, the ag-

gregate of which leads ns to believe that the railroads of this country

are annnally expending hinulreds of thousands of dollars on this

fealnre, and we are thereby getting an inferior axle.

Hroken .\xles

In lillecti years' exi)erience in the nKinitfaclure 01 slocl axles, the

writer recollects of but seven of our car axles having failed in

service, four of these being due to inferior design, the wheel tits

sizes being Hi in. under tlic Master Car liuilders' standard dimen-

sions.

We believe this record is due, not so much to llie siijicriority of

the steel itself talthough the company wlilch I have the honor to

represent is the pioneer steel company of .Xmerica), but to the fact

ibal it is the policy of our com|)any lo thoroughly anneal every

forging produced, thereby eliminating all forging strains and results

iif Imperfect heal treatment, and restoring to the steel its tr\ie

sirenglh.

Our iixperience with broken axles, therefore, is limited and per-

haps other members of the club can give more information on this

sid>ject than the writer.

\Vc have, however, seen broken axles around in various railroad

shops, the examination of which leads us to the conclusion that

failures were due to the fact that steel used was too low in elasticity

and tensile strcngtii, steel of probably .30 per cent or .35 per cent

carbon being used.

The failures were due largely to what has been termed "fatigue

of metal" and show a detail fracture, a gradual parting of the steel,

extending towards the center of all around the piece, unquestionably

caused by the imposed strains repeatedly approaching the low elastic

strength of the soft steel.

The substitution of a steel of higher carbon and elasticity would

prevent failure of this kind.

The observations of Ur. Chas. li. Dudley, the eminent chemist of

the I'eimsylvania Railroad Company, arc interesting and pertinent

to this subject, and we quote hint: "It is obvious that the journal

of a car axle gets alternating bending stresses—that is, the metal

is subject lo alternate tension and compression with each revolution

and that during the life of an axle, these stresses arc many thou-

sand, perhaps million, times repeated."

.\gain, the metal between the wheels is in like manner subjected

at each revolution to the same alternating stresses.

The effect of these repeated alternate bending stres.ses are almost

too well known to need comment. Sooner or later, if the stress is

high enough, all metal will rupture under these alternate strains.

.\ marked characteristic of the fractured surface of a piece 01

metal which has broken from this cause is that it never presents

fibrous appearance in the fracture, but is more or less smooth,

possibly due to the fractured parts rubbing each other and having

the appearance of an old break. It commences where the maxinnuii

stress occurs on the surface of the section and gradually works in

from the surface until so small a part of the original area is left

unbroken that a sudden shock or stress finishes the rupture.

This breaking slowly, a little at a time, led to the description of

this fracture as "detail fracture," which will never be confounded

with a rupture produced in any other way.

The experience of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. on car axles

on this point may be interesting: Steel axles were first used on the

Pennsylvania Railroad in 1875. The maximum calculated fiber

stress between wheels was about 15,000 lb. per sq. in. and the maxi-

mum fiber stress in the journal was about 6.700 lb. per sq. in. The
steel of these axles was an acid, open-hearth steel, containing from

.22 to .28 per cent carbon, and not over .04 per cent phosphorus,

and with a tensile strength of about 63,000 lb. per sq. in. and an

elongation in two inches of over 25 per cent. So tough was this

steel that one passenger car axle was tested under the drop test

with 67 blows without rupture. Sonic 300 of these axles were put

in service, and in the course of two years the journals began to

fail from detail fracture. The matter became serious, and a con-

sultation was held as lo how to meet the difticulty. There seemed

but two ways— cither to i^icrcasc the size or to change the nature

of the metal. Since an increase in size meant a re-design of all

the parts, the latter alternative was chosen, and a metal of 80,000-

Ib. tensile strength was substituted for the softer steel, no other

changes being made. This completely cured the difficulty, and no

case of breaking in detail in car axles is known to have occiirrc<l

since that time, unless the metal was of lower tensile strength than

the figure given, or the axle was worn to limit, so that the maximum
fiber stress was too high.

Kndurance tests made at the Watertown .'\rsiual by the L'nited

States government on wrought iron and .45 per cent carlion steel

bars I in. diameter, 36 in. long, lo.-ided in the middle so that the

fiber stress was 40,000 lb. per sq. in., show a gicat superiority in

favor of the latter.

These bars were rotated 1,500 times per minute, the nund)er of

revolutions being recorded.

The average number of revolutions of the wrought iron was

59,000, while the .45 per cent carbon steel b:irs broke after 1)76.000

revolutions, or 165 tii\ies as severe a lest.

AuKu.sta, VVinthrop & Gardiner Ry. i;xprcs.s.

The accompanying illuslration shows a new express car which

was recently built by the .\ngusta, Winlhrop & Gardiner Ry., of

.'\ugusta. Me., for service over its system. The car is jiyi ft.

long over all. 8 ft. wide and 6 ft. 3 in. high, inside measure. It

is built of oak and hard pine lindier and sheathed up inside 3 ft.

from the floor. It has sliding dimrs on both sides, the doors being

EXPRKSS VAU. AUULSTA, VVl.NTHKUP & GARDINER RV.

hung on the outside of the car. It also has a swinging door at

each end, which permits the carriage of long material without difli-

culty.

The car is mounted on Pcckham double trucks and is equipped

with four No. 6g Westinghouse motors, with Wcstinghouse auto-

matic and straight air brake.' The weight of the car complete is

15 tons.

The express business is handled in the following maimer: Hoyt's

Express Co., S. S. Patten, general manager, is located at .\ugusta

and has an express line running from that city to New York. It

operates the express business on the Augusta, Winthrop & Gardi-

ner Ry. in connection with its own business, giving through bill-

ing for Portland, Boston, New York and points west and south.

Agents at the diflfercnt i>oints along the line collect and deliver

with teams, the car receiving all packages from the teams and

delivering to them, also.

The car makes two round trips over the entire line daily, leav-

ing Augusta for Hallowell and Gardiner at 7:30 a. m. and 2:30 p.

m., for Togus at 10 a. in., and for Winthrop at 10:20 a. m. and

4:50 p. m. Kor the illustration presented herewith and for the de-

scription of the car and the express business we are indebted to

Mr. L. F. T.iylor, the superintendent of the .Xugusta, Winthrop &
Gardiner Ry.
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Electrification of Liverpool & Southport Ry.

The Liverpool & Souihport branch of the Lancashire & Yorkshire

Ry. has been converted into an electric road, it being the first

steam line in England to he so equipped. The idea originated with

the general manager, Mr. J. .X. F. .Vspinwall, and was carried out

by Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd., who did all the work with the exception

of building the tolling stock, which was made at the Ilorwich and

Xewton lleath «orks of the railway company. The work was done

are run between Liverpool and Souihport and a similar number
between Liverpool and Mall Road, seven miles from Liverpool. .\

TRUCK—LIVERPOOL & SOL'THl'ORT

inside of 12 months and without interference with the steam service.

The distance between Liverpool and Southport is nearly 18^2 miles,

the total length of track equipped being practically equivalent to

47 miles of single track. The grades are slight and there are but

few curves. There arc 14 intermediate stations at an average dis-

tance of about one mile apart on the southern portion of the route,

but more widely separated on the northern portion.

The traffic is almost wholly passenger, consisting of business

people going to and returning from Liverpool morning and evening.

POWCR HOUSE • S

.M.M' uj..' HDirri':- i.ivioitriM M, \. si irriiri ufr

few expresses were put uti morning ,in<l evening, the tolal train

mileage per diem beiiiK alioul i.'/i^ Witli electrified conditions

.MAIN (;kvi;h,\tino f.Ni'rs- i.ivKurnoi. & .SDi'iiimu r

»ilh a cnntidcrablc shopping and miscellaneous traffic during the

day. Under steam conditions 36 trains per day in each direction

the total mileage will be increased lo .^,200. The number of trains

in each direction will be increased to 6$ between Liverpool and
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Smilliimrt and 54 hclwccii Liverpool and Hall Unail, wliilc the

rniniliig linic will lie decreased from 54 minules to .^7 minutes

in the one case, and fmni 2$ minutes to 17 minutes in llie

of 650 volts, the niaximimi vollaKC at the train being 600 volts.

The power house is situated approximately at the center of the line,

near Formliy, on the .Mt River, and it is also used as a sub-station.

SITB-ST.\TI()N ON LIVERPOOL & SOCTUPdHT (TYPICAL OF ALl- FOUR).

Other. The schedule of fast trains will be unaltered, except

that an express will run in tach direction hourly, and an addi-

tional express service will be established to Crosscns, a suburb

of Sonthport, giving that suburb a service of 17 trains a day each

In addition there arc sub-stations at Sandhills, Scaforth and Birk-

dale. The engine room is 280x65 f'- a"d the boiler house 250x50

ft. The building consists of a steel roof in two bays carried upon

steel columns which arc independent of the brick work.

KLECTRIC TRAINS ON THE LIVERPOOL & SOUTHPOKT RY.

rt-ay. A special baggage car has been built to take care of the parcel

business along the line.

The electrical energy is generated as three-phase alternating cur-

rent of 7,500 volts, stepped down and transformed to direct current

1 here arc four L500-kw. units for normal demands and in addi-

tion there is a fifth unit of 750 kw. The four main engines were

supplied by Yates & Thoni, as were the boilers. They are of the

horizontal cross compound type and the normal load of each is
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2.IJ0 h. p. with a steam pressure of 160 lb. per sq. in., but they are

designed for an overload of 20 per cent. The fifth unit is a vertical

cross compound engine, capable of developing 1,180 h. p. running at

»| r. p. m.

The alternators are three-phase, 25 cycles, the larger running at

7; and the smaller at ^ r. p. m. These machines are made at the

Preston works of Dick, Kerr & Co., as was the rest of the electrical

plant. There are three direct-current exciter sets, each consisting

of a Dick-Kerr 4-pole, lOO-kw. generator coupled to a Willans &
Robinson high-speed engine rimning at 380 r. p. m,, the working

voll.ige being IJ5 volts. The main switchboard is erected nn a

the joints of both llic lliird and fourth rails are boudcd in the ordi-

nary way the fourth rail is also cross-bonded to the running rails.

No shoe is provided on the train for the fourth rail, the current

being delivered through the wheels to the running rails and thence

through the cross bonds to the fourib rail.

The trains consist in most cases of two first and two third-class

cars, the latter being at cither end and equipped with two bogie

trucks, each carrying two 150-h. p. motors. Both types of cars arc

60 ft. long and 10 ft. wide, with 8-ft. wheel base bogie trucks fixed

40 ft. 6 in, apart between centers. All cars are heated and lighted

by electricity ;uid ecinippcil \\\\h \acuuni brakes.

% - lia

^- - s4 G<''^vse;- . .
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CHoss sioction; <)I'" track— i.ivioRi'oor. & sotiTiiroRr ry.

gallery over a fireproof high-tension chamber, 79 x u ft., which con-

tains alt of the high-tension switch gear, oil switches, instrunieiit

transformers and bus bars.

There arc 16 boilers of the Lancashire type arraugcd in two bat-

teries of eight each. The induced draft apparatus was furnished by

the Buffalo Forge Co. and the economizers by Green & Son, Ltd.

The sub-station equipments, save as regards capacity, are identical.

The three largest have each four rotary converters, and the fourth

has three, provision being made in each case for extensions. These

converters arc 8-pole developing 600 kw. at 600-650 volts at 375

r. p. m. The transformers arc of the air-blast type, each with a

capacity of 200 kw. The high-tension cables leading from the power

house are arranged in each case in triplicate. Under oriHuary con-

Unc of the most interesting features of the equipment is tlie

nictlicnl of control, wdiich is the Dick-Kerr direct nuilliple system.

INTKHIOR HF KIR8T-CLA8S CAURI AOH-l.t VKRI'DOI, &
BOnTllPORT HY,

ditions all three cables arc used, but in case of breakdown two can

do the work. The cables were made and laid by W. T. Glover &
Co , Lid.

The permanent way is, for the purpose of distributing and return-

ing the current, rquippeil with two additional rails. One of these

current rail* i« brought alongside eacii track on insulaturs, while the

other ii placed lK-|wcen the running rails, uninsulated on the sleep-

er*, thus forming the principal part of the return circuit. While

The Strike at Huntington, W. Va.

As staled in the "Review" for April, the employes of the Camden

Interstate Railway Co., of Huntington, W. Va., went out on strike

March 24th, because the company had discharged two men iu the

transportation department and refused to reinstate them. The cm

ployes claimed that the company had violated an agreement entered

into eighteen months ago when a previous strike took place. The

company was convinced, liowcver, that the men were guilty of vio-

lations of rules that warranted their dismissal without trial. Shortly

after the last cars had been run into the barns a short time after

midnight March 24th the men in the power house at Ashland, Ky.,

and the sub-stations at Huntington, W. Va., and Cliffside, Ky., left

their work, thus tying up the entire street railway system, as well

as tlie electric lighting of the city. The company operates four

lines in and between Huntington, W. Va., Guyaudotte, W. Va., and

.\slilaml, Ky., and one line iu Ironton, O. The men employed on

the Ohio side did not strike, but the cars could nut nm, owing to

the power house being shut down.

March 24th the company managed to run out a mail car wliiib made

one trip to Central City in charge of a barn luaii. .ifler which the

car was housed. March 2Sth was pay day and llic iiu-n were paid iu

full to date, the company calling for the badges anrl olhcr properly

in possession of the men.

March 26th the business men of Huntington and Ashland held mass

meetings at which resolutions were adopted requesting the company

to start up its lighting plant and street car system as soon as possi-

ble and pledging the company the support of the citizens. In fad,

the better class of citizens all along the lines stood by the company

throughout.

March 31st the comp;iny secured the services of two strike break

ers from St. Louis, Charles V. b'.vers and George Candage, who bail

acted in a like capacity dining the strikes at St. I^uis, San Antonio,

Richmond, VVaterbury, Itloomiugtou, Chicago and elsewhere. April

1st the first car was run by the new men, The rails were obstrucled

al frequent intervals and the crew were snbjecled to jeers, bul nolli

iiig more serious occurred. April 2ml ihe com])aiiy operated .1 few

more cars until 7 [). m., no night cars being put on until April dlh.

April 5th the company employed eighteen more strike breakers

who came from New York in charge of James l'"arley, who had also

won distinction at St. Ijinis, Richmond, Chicago and oilier places.
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Several strikers scciircil wilhilrawnl cards frmn llu- tininn and wi-iit

back lo work, also.

April 7tli alioiit 300 persons attacked a crew on a car at Twentieth

St. and Third .\\v., placing torpedoes on the track, throwing rocks

through the car windows, etc., and on the evening of April 81I1

the rioting was repeated at Twentieth St. and Eighth .'Vve., when

three rioters were arrested. This practically stopped the rioting

and since that time the cars have been operated on regular schedule

and are well patronized. The company has always been considered

a good employer, and with the exception of the two strikes men-

tioned there has never been any trouble. The meii get !?!<; cents

an hour and average $63 per month.

.\fler si.\ weeks of idleness the men declared the strike off May

61I1, the companv agreeing to reinstate the old men as far as prac-

ticable.

Canadian Notes.

The Montreal Terminal Railway Co. plans to build a belt line

near Amherst St. and has applied for the necessary street locations.

The company is also seeking authority lo extend its system upon

the island of Montreal and through the counties of Terrabonne.

Montcalm, Jolictte. L'Assumption and Berthicr, it being the pur

pose lo construct a ramifying system on the north shore of the St.

Ijwrencc River. The recent construction of the Uout de I'llc

Hridge by the Chateaugay & Northern Ry. has removed the main

obstacle lo the plan. It is proposed to give transfers at all inter-

secting points and as soon as the company can operate a continuous

route from the eastern to the western limits of the city it will sell

eight tickets for 25 cents.

The Toronto Railway Co.. in accordance with an agreement with

the city, will double track and extend two of its lines, the work to

be completed by September ist next. As a result of the recent great

fire in Toronto the company has had to relay its tracks between

Yonge and York Sts.. on Front St. The feeder cables on the south

side of Front St. were destroyed, five miles of new wiring being

required. The Toronto Railway Co. and the Metropolitan Railway

Co. arc trying with some success the new brake cam comliiiialinn

designed to give a hand brake 40 per cent more power.

The South Western Traction Co., of London, Out., has awarded

the contract for construction of the power station and road equip-

ment to Bruce, Peebles & Co., Ltd., of Edinburgh, Scotland, for

£42,250. The Ganz system will be used and the entire equipment

built in Edinburgh. Contracts for the construction of the track

and roadbed have been awarded to the Midland Construction Co.

The Montreal & South Shore Auto Car Co. has been organized

and will soon establish an auto-car service between Montreal and

the towns and villages on the opposite side of the St. Lawrence

River. The directors are: S. T. Willett, Chambly, Que., president;

Peter Lyall, Montreal, vice-president: R. C. Smith, Montreal; lion.

William Mitchell. Montreal ; L. E. Morin, sr., Longueuil ; W. B.

Powell, Montreal; H. G. Elliott, Montreal; George D. Perry, secre-

tary-treasurer.

The Nipissing, Ottawa & Montreal K.iilway Co. is seeking power

to construct a railway from the east end of Lake Nipissing to

Mvuitrcal, and also a line from the east end of tliu lake to a point

on Georgian Bay. It plans to acquire, own and operate water

powers and generate electricity for lighting and niotive purposes.

The St. Catherines, Welland & Pelham Electric Ry., capital,

$200,000, plans to build 16V2 miles of road. lnc<ir|Hirat<>rs: Robert

McLaren, St. Catherines; Edward Morris, Fonlhill : Dr. Glasgow,

Welland: George .Arnold. Ridgeville; S. I). Lake. St. Caiherines.

/Mexander Shaw, L. C. Benton and J. H. Scott, of Walkerton.

arc the promnters of the Walkerton & l.uckuow Railway Co., which

will build an electric line lo connect Walkerlim, Liuknow &• Han-

over, pill.

The OuLicvre & Ottawa Railway Co. purposes to build a steam

or electric road from Ottawa to Buckingham and thence up the

Lievre River. McCracken, Henderson & McDougall. of Ottawa,

are the company's solicitors.

Mr. John McNamara, civil engineer, of New York, is one of

several .Americans who arc interested in a proposed electric rail-

way from the Yukon to connect with Canadian and Ainerican Pa-

cific ports and rival the Canadian Pacific Ry's. White Pass line.

Mr. T. A. Stephens has invited bids for 20,000 tics and 1,000

poles t,i be use^l in the cnnstructioil of tile Fdtiifintnn, N. W. T,. elec-

tric railway. The franchise is belil by Mr W. T. Trelheway, of

.Montreal.

The Winnipeg Electric Railway Co. will build a subway 14 ft.

high under the St. James railway bridge to connect with the St.

Charles St. and Portage .Ave, lines. The walls will be of concrete.

The Winnipeg & St. Norbcrt Electric Railway Co. has selected

a site for a bridge and is lo .soon begin the construction of its

proposed line lo run on both sides of the .Assiniboia River.

The Preston & Berlin Street Railway Co. will extend its line to

Waterloo and will build a pnwer plant.

The Yarmouth Street Railway Co., Ltd., will build a three-mile

extension and will purchase two motor cars, one snow plow and

three Sanders.

The Sarnia Street Railway Co.. of Sarnia. Ont., will erect a brick

car barn, 32 x 115 ft.

The Electric Railway Co.. of Port Arthur, will install a storage

battery at the municipal power house at that pl.ice.

The commissioners of the municipal street railway of Guelph,

On!., contemplate installing a storage battery.

Kansas-Oklahoma Intcrurban Ry.

The Kansas-Oklahoma Intcrurban Railway Co., capital $1,000,-

000, has been incorp<jraled to build an intcrurban electric line from

Winfield to Arkansas City, Kan., and to Chilocco, I. T., with five

miles of city track each in Winfield and .Arkansas City, making a

total of 33 miles. It is also intended lo later extend the road south

from ChikKco to either Oklahoma City or Shawnee, and the plans

also include the establishment of an electric light plant in .Arkansas

City, where the headquarters of the company are located. It is

proposed to build a side track on each farm en route, so the farmer

can load his grain and produce on the standard freight car of any

road and ship to any point in the United States.

The directors of the new company are : W. C. Robinson, presi-

dent of the First National Bank, Winfield; W. H. Somermier, mer-

chant, Winfield; Charles L. Brown, general solicitor for the South-

western Railway Co., Arkansas City; Thomas Baird, farmer and

capitalist; N. D. Sanders, cashier of the Citizens' State Bank; A.

J. Hunt, president and general manager of the New Era Milling

Co.; 1.. II. 1'. .\orthrup. promoter, the last four also of Arkansas

City.

Motor Cars for Bavarian Railways.

Under date of March 9. 1904, Mr. H. W. Harris, United States

Consul at Mannheim, Germany, reports that on July i, 1904. the

Bavarian government will open bids for motor cars to be used on

the Bavarian railways in connection wilh the present steam service.

For main lines the cars are to be of two sizes, the larger with seat-

ing capacity for sixty passengers and the smaller to be capable of

seating forty persons. Each car is to furnish standing room for

twenty additional persons. 'ITiey arc to be combination passenger,

smoking and baggage cars and each will be equipped for drawing

trailers. For the branch and local lines the cars will he smaller

and will be used for passenger, freight and mail service. In all the

cars provisions will be made for first, second and third class passen-

gers. The speed of the larger main-line cars will be forty-five

miles an hour; of the smaller, thirty-six miles per hour, while the

maximum speed for the branch-line cars will be thirty miles an

hour. The general features of the cars, including the kind of power

to be used, will be left to the bidders.

The city council of Painesvillc. O.. has granted permission to

the Cleveland. Painesville & Eastern R. R. to build two spurs to

comiecl with the Cleveland. Painesville & .Ashtabula Ry. tracks, in

order ihal the lalter may r\m its cars into the city over the former's

tracks.

The Interhorough Rapid Transit Co., New York City, has sta-

tioned special officers at the principal elevated stations in its system

where the traffic during rush hours is especially heavy. They are

known as "elevated specials" and are uniformed similarly to the

city police. Although hired and paid by the raihvay company they

are recpiired to roporl once a mnulli at police headquarters.



The Stone & AVebster Properties on Puget Sound.—II.

One of llie smaller companies of the group known as the Stone

& Webster railway and lighting properties is the Whatcom County

Railway & Light Co., of Ecllingham, Wash. Bellingham is the

name of the new nnniicipality formed in December last by the con-

solidation of the rival cities of Whatcom and Fairhaven on Belling-

ham Bay, and is the third place in point of size on Puget Sound,

llie Whatcom County company in December. 1902. took over the

vcyed by the Bellingham Hay & Rrilish CoUnnbia Raih-oiul lu

extend across the mountains to Spokane, and should this be carried

through, Bellingham will be the nearest tide-water port to Spokane.

The territory naturally tributary is nd\ in timber and the agri-

cultural possibilities are being rapidly developed. The harbor is

well protected and Bellingham is nearer the Strait of San Juan de

Fuca, the outlet of Puget Sound, than any other of the sound

BIRD S-EYE VIEW OK BELLINGHAM. WASH.

Northern Railway & Improvement Co.. which oixTated under lease

the 12-mile line of the Bellingham Bay Street Railway Co. and

controlled the electric lighting business in Fairhaven, the electric

power business in Whatcom and Fairhaven, and the Whatcom &
Fairhaven Gas Co. This last company had a short time before

bought the Bellingham Bay Gas Co's. property. The consolidation

gave to the new company the electric railway and gas business and

the entire electric lighting business of Fairhaven.

The population served by the railway lines of the Whatcom
County company is about 23,000 and is rapidly increasing, keeping

ports; this it is believed will give the city an uiiiiorlanl advaulage,

especially in the Alaskan trade.

The Bellingham coal fields are the largest yet discovered on llic

Pacific coast and cover an area of about 250 sq. mi. Back of the

coal lands are the Whatcom County gold fields.

The company has 13.7 miles of track (measured as single track),

of which .7 mile only is double. From the central part of What-

com the shorter routes arc from one to one and one-half miles;

to Silver Beach on Lake Whatcom is five miles and to the Fair-

haven terminus about three miles. This was laid with 40-!b. and

56-lb. rails put down in iSqo; the present management is renewing

H<i:.VI': IS KAIHHAVKN.

fully abreast of the other Puget .Soinid cities, which have enjoyed

remarkable prosjierily since recovering from the panic of the yo's.

The city of Bellingham i« favorably Ificaled and a continuation
«.

' its present rapid growth is confidently predicte<l. It is the

iouthcrn tcrmimiH of the Bellingham Bay & British Columbia Rail-

toad which connects with the Canadian Pacific and is also on the

lines of the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern Railroads

;

ia the only important point on the Pacific Coast that is reached

by three transcontinental railroads. A fourth route is being sur-

IIOI.LY ST., ((JKNlCIt OK KLK HI'. VVIIATICIM

the railroad, replacing olil steel vvilli (« lb. rails. The principal

streets have plank pavements and in some instances the substruc-

ture of the track when first laid was far from being up to present

standards. In new work 12 in. of gravel is put in as a touudation

and on this are laid 6 .\ 8 in. x 8 ft. tics.

The rolling stock comprises 4 open motor cars, 2 open trail cars,

12 closed motor cars, l express car, i electric locomotive and 7 flat

cars.

Two round trips per day to Lake Whatcom and one round trip
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1K.T (lay 111 Fairlia\cn ooiisiitiitc the express service. On llic lake

line a grval deal df switching n( frciglit ears is done fur the hunbcr

yards and saw mills.

The Wlialcoin Comity Railway & IJglil Co. lias uiitstanding

Mlcctric Car and Tram Brakes.

IIY 8. J. KlIlDKK. t

KHKIC.IIT AND KXPRliSS STATION.

$175,000 noiicunndalivc 6 per cent preferred stuck, $750,000 com-

mon stock, and $450,000 5 per cent bonds. l-"or the last fiscal year

gross earnings were $153.34.3 and net earnings, $51,639.

FREIGHT AND EXI'RKSS STATluN.

The officers of the company are: President, C. D. Wyman ; vice-

president, J. W. Hallovvell; secretary, Henry R. Hayes; treasurer,

.\. S. Pratt ; manager, F. E. Frothingham.

Fitchburg & Leominster Ry's. Park.

The Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway Co., of Fitchburg,

Mass., owns and operates Whaloni Park, at which the appro.xi-

mate attendance last season was 400,000, of which number 300,000

persons were carried on the company's cars. This season a figure-8

roller coaster has been added to the park's attractions. Opera is

the most remunerative form of eiiterlainmcnt at the park and at the

prices charged the theater is self-supporting. The general expense

of the park is considered a charge on the railway traffic. The extra

park traffic is handled by putting on extra cars as needed. An at-

tractive form of advertising the park which the company has

adopted is by means of colored post cards, showing views of interest

and attractiveness in the grounds. The manager of the park is

Mr. W. W. Sargent.

•-
The New Voik subway and the elevated railroad tracks arc con-

nected at 149th St. and Third Ave., in the Bronx, so that trains

may be run from one to the other.

When street cars were light in weight and slow in speed, no

special demand was apparent for power brakes; but with the advent

of heavier cars, faster speed, and a very considerable factor of rota-

tive energy from the revolving armalnrcs acting as a driving force,

iir power to pnipel the car when the trolley current was cut off, it

was imperative to provide all electrically driven cars with the most

ellicient means for controlling their speed, as well as to bring them

In a stop in the shortest possible distance. That the importance

and value of such braking devices has been realized is apparent

from the number, and different types, of brakes that have been

brought out since the adoption of electric power for operating cars

and trains.

The friction brake does imt appear of sufficient importance to

demand extended consideration, not much having been demonstrated

in its favor, it appearing that first cost is about the only thing to

invite its serious attention, and it will never attain standing as a

power brake in connection with motor-driven cars.

Hydraulic brakes have been experimented with ;md used to some

extent, and, while they exhibit no little ingenuity on the part of the

inventors, have not proven sufficiently meritorious to find a field of

prominence as a power brake in electric car braking.

Next in order comes the compressed air brake, which is being

rapidly introduced on motor-driven railroad cars. Unlike the steam

roads, however, we find that in connection with street or electric

car braking, straight air can, in many instances, be profitably eni-

jiloycd, particularly where the motor car is operated without trailers,

such as is usually the practice on street and surface roads.

The straight air brake is of the usual form, having one or more

main reservoirs, a brake cylinder, in which the air exerts its energy

in applying the brakes through the foundation brake gear usually

employed in air-brake practice, one or two engineer's brake valves,

or, more properly speaking, motorman's brake valves, and an air

gage denoting main reservoir and brake cylinder pressure—the

above arrangement being common to the three types, of brakes

known as storage, axle-driven and motor-driven systems.

With the storage system one or two main reservoirs of liberal

capacity are used, the same being charged at a central storage plant

to a pressure of from 275 to 300 lb,, the plant being able to replenish

the car reservoir through suitable hose provided with couplings for

convenience in making the connections, in from 10 to 15 seconds.

These storage system cars also usually have a smaller reservoir,

perhaps 12 in. x 33 in. between the main reservoirs and brake valves,

this smaller reservoir furnishing an abundance of air for an emer-

gency application of the brake quite independent of the somewhat

restricted capacity of the reducing valve to quickly supply the air

required. Interposed between the pipe connecting the storage and

reservoir is the reducing valve, just referred to, set at the maximum
pressure intended to be permitted in the brake cylinder, thus pro-

viding a safeguard against the motorman subjecting the brake cyl-

inder to a higher pressure than intended. A further provision is

a safety valve in the lower-pressure reservoir adjusted somewhat

higher than maximum brake cylinder pressure to prevent abnormal

accumulation of air in the small reservoir in the event of leakage

past the reducing valve.

For the axle-driven and motor-driven systems tlie arrangement

of apparatus and stored power is substantially the same as that just

described, with the exception that a more moderate pressure is

maintained in the main reservoir, the air being furnished from a

pump or compressor forming a part of the apparatus on the car.

As the name implies, the axic-driven compressor is operated from

an eccentric or gear attached to one of the axles. An connection

with this compressor there is usually a regulator or governor so

arranged that when the maximum pressure intended to be carried

in the main reservoir and used in the cylinder has been accumulated,

the suction valves are lifted and held from their seals, permitting

the pump to run idle or churn until a minimum predetermined pres-

sure has been reached, when the suction valves arc dropped to their

seats, again throwing the compressors into action. It is apparent

The daily average of passengers carried by the Chicago & Oak
Park Elevated Railroad Co. in April was 44,865, a decrease of 361

;

with transfers llic total was 466,452, a decrease of 369.

•From a paper rrad Iiefore tlie Air Brake Association, Buftalo,
May 10. 19W.

fOf the American Bral<c Co.. St. Louis,
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that when a car with apparatus such as just described is starting

out after standing a sufficient time for all the air pressure in the

reservoir to become dissipated, it must be run a sufficient distance,

to produce a pressure competent to operate (he brakes efficiently.

This is best accomplished by having two reservoirs, the smaller of

limited capacity, say 10 in. x 24 in., with a double cheek valve inter-

posed between this and the larger reservoir, the arrangement being

that 30 or more pounds of air may be compressed into the small

reservoir before communication is established to the larger one.

This provides for a sufficiently prompt rise of pressure in the small

reservoir to apply the brakes, which is accomplished by a very few

rotations of the car wheels operating the pump. Following this

the pressure in both reservoirs increases simultaneously, and on

subsequent brake applications air is drawn from the combined reser-

voirs.

The motor-driven system differs from the axle-driven only in the

method of obtaining power to operate the compressors and an ab-

sence of the double check valve. The motor-driven air punip is

controlled by an automatic governor designed to start and stop the

pump at predetermined pressures, usually so constructed that when

its operating parts are in normal position the device is "cut in,"

the "cut out" being effected by air pressure through a small con-

necting pipe from the main reservoir. At first it may appear some-

what strange that straight air, instead of the automatic brake, is

so commonly used in connection with electric car brakes, but be-

cause these cars are operated as a single unit the former type of

brake has certain features, such as simplicity and promptness in

operation, owing to the short cylinder pipe coiuiection between

the brake valve and car cylinder, together with the facility and

degree of accuracy with which the motornian can increase or de-

crease the brake cylinder pressure in making stops, and drifting

down long hills with varying grades, which makes it especially

applicable to this particular form of electric service. An additional

factor pertaining to this type of brake, and of no little imoprtance,

is what might be termed the high-speed brake feature, it being

entirely practical to so manipulate the brake valve that a high

initial brake cylinder pressure can be employed, with a gradual

or periodical reduction as the speed is decreased, thus contributing

to quick stops and the avoidance of wheel-skidding, a valuable de-

sideratum in fast electric car service.

The automatic system of brakes is so widely and extensively

u.sed that little is required in the way of description or explanation.

The foundation gear is identical to the types of air-brakes already

referred to, the only apparatus required in addition to the straight

air brake being an auxiliary reservoir and triple valve. With mure

than one car in a train this brake is preferable to straight air, as

in the event of a hose bursting, hose couplings becoming detached,

or a disrupted pipe, the brakes arc instantly applied automatically

;

while in similar cases, with straight air, all power control of the

brakes is lost. Without question the weakest point in the air-brake

system, when more than one car is in the train, is the hose. Used

in connection with automatic brakes, they are subjected to the

greatest strain when braking power is not desired, while with the

straight air brake the maximum strain imposed on the hose is at

the time when brakes arc set at their highest efficiency, thus having

a tendency to invite disaster at the most critical moment.

Within the past decade elevated railroads have attained in our

larger cities a very important position as an essential factor in

facilitating urban transportation. The earlier of these roads used

steam for motive power, the locomotive and cars being equipped

with non-automatic vacuum brakes, which, during a considerable

period of time, were thought to be superior to other forms of

jiowcr brakes for the exacting service in elevated railroad operation.

When automatic brakes were first proposed for these roads their

adoption was vigorously opposed by both straight air and vacuum

brake advocates, among the principal reasons advanced being: Cost;

inability of pump to supply the requisite (|uantily of air; slowness

in charging the auxiliary reservoirs, which wmild render it impossi-

ble to restore the depleted pressure with such frequency of stops

at elevated service required ; slowness of the brake release ; and,

worst of all, the straining and racking of the elevated structure

incident to the use of brakes so quick and powerful in operation.

The a«9ertioni of these critics, however, failed to materialize and

were wxHi proven fallacious, as is evidenced by the almost universal

use of lhi< brake and its highly satisfactory perforinance in con-

nection with elevated railroad equipment.

It was clearly apparent to those skilled in the art that the auto-

matic brake was, compared to those before used, best suited for

this service, as a pump of very ordinary capacity would be capable

of supplying air in abundance, and, so far as the ex|)editious charg-

ing of the auxiliary reservoirs and release of the brakes were con-

cerned, the proposition simply resolved itself into that of feed

groove and exhaust port area, which, within any limit demanded

for such service, in no wise interfered with brake performance on

six or seven cars, the maximum number operated on elevated roads.

During the first few years of electrically-operated elevated rail-

roads, trains were composed of one motor and from one to four or

five trailer cars, the former containing all the apparatus for pro-

ducing the compressed air and controlling the brakes ; in other

words, the motor and trailer cars bore the same relation to each

other in this respect as the steam locomotive and train as generally

made up, but with the improvements in electrically-operated trains

the more modern practice is what is known as the multiple control

system, trains being made up with nearly or even all of the vehicles

being motor cars. Each car has its full quota of brake equipment,

such as pump, main reservoir, governor, brake valves, etc., the

main reservoirs throughout the train being in communication with

each other through a second line of pipe, hose and couplings, so

that when air is drawn from any one reservoir all contribute to

supply the air passing through the brake valve, being operated by

the motorman. With the system of multiple control an arrange-

ment is necessary to provide for simultaneous operation of the

pump governors, that each pump may do its proportionate share

of the work, which is accomplished by having either an electric wire

or air pipe connection directly between each and all of them.

With either of the types of air-brakes heretofore referred to a

higher brake efficiency can be obtained from the motor wheels than

from those not connected with the motors, the armatures being

connected lo the driving wheels through gearing, the pinion of the

armature and the gear-wheel on the axle being of such dimensions

that the armature makes several revolutions to each turn of the

driving wheel. Thus, when brakes are applied, in addition lo the

usual influences which must be overcome in stopping the train,

the high rotative energy due to the rapid rotation of the armatures

may also be provided for by an increased braking power without

danger of wheel-skidding. Upon the motornian's brake valve and

its manipulation depends the satisfactory operation of the automatic

brake.

Uniform piston travel on cars running in trains with a mininuuu

travel compatible with proper shoe clearance, whether operated

as a single unit or otherwise, is an important matter in connection

with air-brakes, such practice contributing to a very considerable

economy in the amount of air consumed, wear and tear of the

compressors, and manual labor in frequent adjustment of piston

travel. As the brake-shoes wear away an increase of piston travel

is inevitable, with a consequent decrease of braking power.

,\gain, the adjustment of piston travel by hand fails lo insure

a predetermined piston movement when the car is moving, the run-

ning travel being an unknown quantity incident to uneven and con-

tinuous wear of the brake-shoes, lost motion in the journals, brasses,

center plates, spring of the rod.s, brake-beams, and the varying

leverage employed on cars ; and it is obvious that nothing but a

mechanical device which will automatically regulate the piston

travel when cars are ruiming, with the brakes applied, will insure

maximum and uniform brake efficiency.

Various types of automatically-operated air-brake sl.-ick adjusters,

possessing more or less merit, have been invented, but the one

emboclying the qualities most essential lo fulfill the reciuirements of

such a device is operated by air pressure from the brake cylinder.

This adjuster mechanically takes up the slack when the wear of

the brake-shoes permits the piston to travel beyond the prescribed

limit, Ihus keeping to a unif<irni travel the brake piston. The brake

cylinder piston itself is a valve which, when it pas.ses a predeter-

mined point of stroke, admits pressure through a connecting piiie

to the adjuster cylinder, thus pushing out a small piston whose

ratchet pawl turns a nut on the adjuster screw, the jaw on the

outer end of which is attached l.y a pin lo Ihe fulcrum end of the

floating cylinder lever, taking up the slack in the brake rigging

caused by Ihe wearing away of Ihe br.ike-shoes and Ihereby main-

taining a uniform travel of the piston.

Another form of power for brake service wliich has been experi-

mented with ill variims types of apparatus, but has only somewhat
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rcti-iitly lucii nciigiiici-J as ;i mumii* <>( pniinisiiiR iililily in practical

l>raking, is tlic ulcclric or inaKiictic lirakc. With (ow exceptions,

llicsc atinnpts have not home ahtinilaiil fruit, principally owiiiK to

the apparatus failing in one manner or another, totjelher with the

danger incident to Hepending on the trolley pole to maintain its

connection with the wire at the time of operating the hrakes.

.•\ type of electric hrake which has develope<l some signs of prom-

ise has a foniidalion gear similar to that nsnally employed in con-

nection with air-hrakes. with the exception that it has two cylin-

ders and one cylinder lever. This lever is fnlcrimicd at the center,

has two sheaves attached to it, one at either side of the fulcrum,

around which a chain extends, this chain tieing attached to the

end of the two long hrakc rods extending to the live levers. Rich

cylinder contains three magnetic coils and a plunger, which are

directly connected lo the cylinder lever outside of the sheaves.

Connecting wires lead from these coils to the controller, which is

placed alongside the hrake stafT and geared lo it, so that the turn-

ing of the hrakc staff applies the power to the brake. 'Hie plungers

arc simply cylinder pistons actuated hy electricity instead of com-

pressed air. With this hrakc. provision is made that, in the event

of the trolley wheel leaving the wire, the motors may he short-

circuited through resistance, thus generating the current to operate

the hrakes, which is accomplished hy a further movement of the

brake staff handle.

What is known as the magnetic brake is now recognized as a

desirable and effective means of utility in practical car braking

—

desirable because the power employed to operate the brake is gen-

erated by the revolving armatures when the trolley current is cut

off—and effective because it affords a far greater per cent of braking

force on a car than has been found possible with any power brake

heretofore employed. The brake apparatus is a combination of a

track brake with the ordinary wheel brake. The track brake con-

sists of a system of brake-shoes combined with powerful electro-

magnets beneath the car directly over the rails and so arranged

that they not only do not interfere with the efficiency of the wheel

hrake. but add to its normal retar<lation. The track brake is placed

beneath the two pairs of wheels, and instead of being forced upon

the rails through an effort from the car, is drawn to the rails by

the electro-magnets above referred to, thereby adding its friction to

the unimpaired friction of the wheel brake.

The wheel brake heads, shoes and levers arc of the type ordinarily

used, the top of the latter being connected by an adjustable com-

pression member, while to the bottom of the levers push rods arc

secured by pins, their opposite ends also being attached to the track

shoes. These push rods are telescopic, so that a movement of the

track shoe in a direction opposite to that in which the car is run-

ning causes' the wheel brake-shoe to be applied to the rear wheel

of the truck, and through the truck levers and compression rod,

to the forward wheel—a stop on the truck frame between the

push rod and the brake head connection preventing the lower end.

of the forward brake lever from following the track brake-shoe.

With an opposite movement of the car the same application of

wheel brake-shoe is accomplished in the reverse order.

When the brake is not in operation the suspension springs carry

the track magnet and shoes entirely clear of the rails. The fric-

tional resistance of the rails to the movement of the track shoes

when the brakes are used causes the wheel brakes to be applied

with corresponding force. Thus to the ordinary retardation of the

wheel brakes is added that of the track brake and also the back

torque of the motors, this combination giving a retarding power

to the car far in excess of that possible to he attained when the

wheel brake is alone employed. The incidental features of tlic

magnetic brake are also of interest and great value. The current

generated by the motors declines with the speed during a stop,

thereby offsetting the increased coefficient of friction due to the

lower speeds, and. at the same lime, prevents the unpleasant lurch

experienced when hrakes are hehl applied until the car comes to a

full stop.

As will he assumed from what has been said, the brakes release

regardless of the brake controller position, but, as in the event of

a car starting on a heavy grade, the motors will generate sufficient

electricity in a movement of 12 or 15 ft. to again bring it to a state

of rest, rendering runaways impossible, even should the motorman
apply the brake and then abandon his post. When slippery rails

prevail—a prolific source of whccl-skidding—the braking power

operating the wheel brakes is correspondingly reduced, so that the

force of application of the wheel hrake is automatically projiortioned

to the rail friction which rotates the wheels; but should the wheels

pick lip and slide, at the same numienl the track shoe magnet cur-

rent is extinguished and the pressure of the brake-shoes ui>on the

wheels is instantly relaxed and rotation of the wheels is resumed.

.\s is well known, when the motion of a car is l>eing rapidly re-

tarded, considerable of the weight normally carried by the rear

wheels of the truck is Ir.insferred to the forward wheels, and here

again the stop alMive referred to is utilized, constituting as it does

a lixed fulcrum for the truck lever, giving a brake-shoe pressure

to the forward wheels proportionately greater than that acting upon

the rear wheels. The brake-controlling device may Ik; incorporated

in the running controller or may be a separate device pl,iced by its

side and operatively interlocked with it, so that neither can, lhrf>ugli

carelessness, 1)C caused to interfere wilh the opcraliim ..f iln- r.tli.r

Aiinuul Report of the General Klectric i'.o.

In the annual report of the General Electric Co., for the year

ending Jan. 31, 1904, it is stated by Pres. -C. .\. Coffin Ihat the net

profits of the company were $6,319,271, which added to the amount

of surplus at the end of the preceding fiscal year amounts to $10,-

1^1,973. from which was paid in dividends during the year $3,508,2X4.

leaving a surplus on Jan. 31. 1904. of $7,293,689. The profit from

the sale of securities was $835,006 less ihan in 1903.

Total sales (amount billed to customers) during the year were

$41,699,617. The orders received during the year, not including

contracts, numbered 176,834 and included about 90C.C00 h. p. of

generators, rotary converters and steam turbines; more than 7,000

railway motors, aggregating over 3C0.CC0 h. p. capacity; transform-

ers, over 650,000 h. p. capacity; more than 15.000 stationary motors,

aggregating over 200,000 h. p. capacity.

Reference is made in the report to the orders received from the

Xew York Central for electrical e(iuipnients, and in this connec-

tion a comparison of results obtained with steam and electricity

is given, using operating statistics of the South Side Elevated Rail-

road Co. and the Lake Street Elevated Railroad Co., of Chicago,

and the Manhattan, New York, all being steam lines which were

converted to electric lines and equipped with General Electric appa-

ratus. .\ftcr the introduction of electricity the percentage of oper-

ating expenses to gross receipts decreased from 69.1 to 44.1, from

56.1 to 47.5 and from 55.8 to 44.7, respectively. A list of roads

using the Sprague-General Electric control is given, also. Since

the orgaiuzalion of the company in 1892 it has sold 92,557 railway

motors having a total capacity of 3,420,537 h. p.

Expenditures aggregating $2,500,000 were made for real estate,

extensions to existing buildings and the erection of new ones for

additional machinery. A table shows the increase in floor space

and number of employes during the past six years, the floor space

in 1899 being 1,800,000 sq. ft., and in 1904, 3,700,000 sq. ft.; number
of employes in 1899 was 8,000 and in 1904. 17,000.

The financial statement gives the total assets as $55,938,962, in-

cluding factory plants at $6,500,000 and patents, franchises and good
will at $2,000,000; total capital stock authorized. $45,000,000; out-

standing, $43.8()6.70O. The company has no notes payable.

Electric Kailway.s in New Jersey.

The State Hoard of Assessors of New Jersey has issued a sup-

plemental report which shows that there are 70 electric railway

lines in the state. Their gross receipts last year amounted lo

$9,574,552; expenditures. $5,881,046; dividends paid. $6.?o.i50. These

figures compare with the previous year as follows: Gross receipts,

increase. $f)8o,298; expenditures, increase. $789,755; dividends, in-

crease. $.S).5io. The total mileage of the lines is 980.56 miles;

capital stock. $85,061,880; bonded debt. $67,747,000; other debts,

$7,362,968. The estimated cost of roads and equipment is $160,-

344,176

« » »

The Camden (N. J.) & Suburban Railway Co. has been leased

to the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey for 999 years

from May 1st, the annual rental being guaranteed.
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Ore Cars for Butte Electric Ry.

Ill the "Rcvii-w" for Xovomber, igo3. page Sgj, Mr. J. R. Whar-

ton, general manager of llic Butte Electric Railway Co., in his article

on some of the interesting features of that road mentioned the

•ARS. RITTK Kl.lCCTKlC HY.

The cars arc mounted ou Taylor double trucks and llic two motor

cars are equipped with four G. E.-52 motors each, also with Chris-

tcnsen air compressors. The type M multiple system of control is

used, being operated by the motorman in the cab at the head of the

train. The car bodies proper arc 20 ft. long and 8 ft. wide, with

a gable bottom and doors for side dumping. Each
has a capacity of 420 cu. ft.

The entrance of the mine from which the ore is

to be taken is at the top of a long grade which
reaches its maximum incline of ioJ4 per cent at

the mine mouth. It is quite apparent that to handle
a loaded train on these grades requires extraordi-
nary safety precautious. Besides being equipped
with wheel brakes operated by compressed air these

cars are also fitted with a track brake, designed by
Mr. J. S. Wathcy, the general snpcrinlendent of the

Bulte Electric Ry. The track brake, which is in-

tended for emergency use, when it is operated by
hand, is shown in the accompanying drawing. The
shoes have a bearing surface ou the rail of about

18 in in length and are mounted one near each
end of a frame built up of steel angles and placed

between the twn pairs of wheels. Pressure is ap-

plied by means uf a toggle. The crank shaft for

operating the toggle link is supported ou castings

-ecurcd to the truck sides with depending lugs fil

ting in guides at the ends of the shoe supporter,

and these serve to confine the motion of the shoe

and to transmit the stress from the shoe to the

car. They have found to meet the reipiirements

uf the service adniiral)!y.

fact that there had then just been completed three (x).oco-lb. ore

cars to be used in transporting ore from the Clark copper mines to

the works of the Butte Reduction Co. These three cars have just

been placed in service, replacing eight 10-ton cars heretofore used.

Only two of the new cars are equipped with motors, and each of

TRACK BIIAKI i'liK oltt; (.AH8.

Ihcsc has at one end a niotorman's cab. The three are coupled,

the motor cars at ihc ends, and opcratcr! as a train, this arrange-

ment providing a cab at each end of the train.

Compressed Air in Electric Railwaj' Work. III.

It having been determined that compressed air is a desirable ad

jnnct in electric railway shop work, the choice of a suitable com-

pressing plant becomes a matter of selection from the many relia-

ble types of compressors on the market. The compres-

sor may be driven by steam engine, either direct con-

nected or by belt, but for electric car repair shops

the electric motor-driven compressor is undoubtedly

the best form to use. For general use in electric rail-

way shops and power houses, a pressure of from 75

lb. to 100 lb. per sq. in. in the main reservoir tank will

be found to meet practically all conditions. It is sel-

dom that the higher pressures will be required, and

if lower pressures arc desired (as for instance for

cleaning purposes where 20 lb. would be fouiul ad-

vantageous) the air can be lakcu through a reducing

valve.

For very small installations where the air is to be

used chielly for blowing and cleaning purposes, and

where pressures above 75 lb. will not be necessary, a

single-stage compressor, driven by a small motor, will

probably do the work. It should be borne in niiml.

however, that a single-stage compressor is not eco-

nomical in its action, and though somewhat less ex-

pensive in first cost than a two-stage or compound

machine, a two-stage compressor will give far more

economical and satisfactory results. When air is com-

pre^sed, ii?, temperature is rapidly increased, and when

compressed to 75 or 100 lb. in .1 single-stage com-

pressor, the rise in lemperalurc will he suflicient to

seriously interfere with the operalion of the plant.

These difticullies are not enconnlered to the same ex-

icMi in ,1 compound compressor, because the first cyl-

ui'Kr iiimpresscs its charge to about .lo lb. only, the

temperature due lo this pressure being 200 lo 260 de-

grees 1'"., which is comparatively low and harmless.

The air continues its way to the next or high pressure

cylinder, and is usually passed through a cooling de-

vice, so that it enters the second cylinder comparatively cold at .30

lb. pressure. The leniiieratnre due lo the compression in the

second cylinder from 30 lb. up to 100 lb. is liol likely to be over
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joo t(i J50 ilcgrcvs, ami the cfli'cl-. of this heat can lie ovcrcuiiic liy

lirtiper water i-i>oliiig jackets ariiiiii<l the cylinders.

Kor service in electric railway shops, where the air will selduin

he nsed continuously lor long lapses of time, a comparatively small

compressing oiittit with storage reservoir of sulVicicnt capacity will

usually fill all reiiuiremenls, A shop huilt to care for 750 or more
cars, where the air is to he used for several ot the classes of work
III which it is applicahle, should have a compressing plant cnpalile

of compressing alioni 75 cii. Tt. of free air per ininiilc to 100 Ih.

[iressurc. However, for a smaller shop, a compressing plant hav-

ing a capacity from 10 to 20 cu. ft. of free air per minute will

give sufficient air for all ordinary cleaning pur|K>ses, for hlow torch

and .sand lilast uses, and for a limited numlier of pneumatic tools,

providing the air is not to he used for all these purposes at the

same time. Any of the accepted types of compressors, such as

those furnished liy the Ingcrsoll-Sergcant Drill Co., arc available

for this class of work. If, in addition to, or in place of, a permanent

stationary compressing outfit, it is desired to have a portable com-

pressing plant, it can be selected from the products of the National

Electric Co., of Milwaukee, or the Wcstinghousc Co. Hoth of these

concerns make very compact and serviceable compressing outfits,

which include a compressor and storage tanks, mounted on a low

truck, and which can be moved readily about the shops to accom-

modate the work that is to be done.

Concerning the cost of installing a plant for giving air under
compression, it may be said that the expense of a complete outfit

will run from $350 up, according to the si/.c of plant and use to

which it is to be put. As to the cost of running the plant, Mr. E.

C. Boynton, a prominent compressed air engineer, gives us the

following data : "I have figured the appro.\imate cost of com-
pressing I cu. ft. of free air from o to 90 lb. The recent tests at

the Boston Elevated Railway shops show the average power re-

quired to compress 5% cu. ft. of free air from o to 90 lb. is (by
the Christensen compressor) 2(19,563 watt-seconds. Dividing this

by fio twice gives 750 watt-hours, and again dividing it by 1,000

gives .750 kilowatt-hours. A fair average cost of power at the

switchboard of a power station is 0.75 cent per kilowatt-hour, or

allowing for various losses, a fair cost is, say, I cent per kilowatl-

liour. It would cost, therefore, 0.75 cent to compress 5'A cu.ft. from o to

yolb. Dividing by s'A wc have 0.14 cent as the cost of compressing
one cubic foot to 90 lb., or a little less than lyi mills." Another
engineer states that in running tests on a motor-driven compressor
rated at 11 cu. ft. of free air per minute, he has frequently pumped
S cu. ft. of air to 75 lb. pressure in 2<A minutes, the motor taking

about 4 amperes at 600 volts. These are probably average figures,

and the cost of power being know^n, the expense of compressing
air for any particular installation can be estimated closely.

The transmitting of air under compression to various points of

the shop or even to adjacent buildings involves no serious engineer-
ing dilVicultics, as the losses from friction and condensation for

distances up to 1,000 ft. are practically nil, and providing reason-
able care is taken to make the transmission pipe air-proof, the
losses may be entirely disregarded for installations uf tlie kind
under discussion.

(Graphical Mathematics. III.

UV A. G. HODMAN, M.

Ohio Intcrurhan Railway As.sociation.

The next meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway Association
will be held at the Chittenden Hotel, at Columbus, May 26th, at

9 a. m. Subjects for discussion at this meeting are:

1. What arrangements can be made for the operation of the

cars of one company over the tracks of another cojupany?

2. What compensation should interurban companies give news-
papers for advertising notices?

3. How to take care of employes from a transportation stand-
point, particularly the transportation of track men who arc hired
for a few days only and to whom the company iloes not care to

give badges or pass books.

4. 1 he benefit of associations among employes and the social

relations of employer and employe.

5. The most economical method of keeping cars looking clean
and neat.

H. P. CIcgg, Dayton, is president, and J. II. .Merrill, secretary and
treasurer of the association.

In previous papers methods of addition and subtraction illus-

trated by a graduated frame filled with bricks, and by a picket

fence have been described. E'robably no one would think seriously

of constructing an "adding m.ichinc" u|H>n so cumbrous a scale,

but these illustrations show that the principles at least of graph-

ical addition and subtraction are not very intricate.

Disk Adding Machines.

A compact arrangement, however, upon the same plan is now
manufactured which is such a good example of the present

branch of this study that its main features arc here described.

The device consists essentially of a graduated circular plate

revolving U|>on a graduated frame, aiul an additional smaller

disk for recording the revolutions of the larger, as shown in

FIG. 21.

I'ig. 21. If llic larger disk and the frame s'urrounding it arc

each marked with 100 equal spaces and notches or holes arc

provided on the disk for revolving it by a pointed instrument

it is evident that several numbers may be rapidly added. Starting

with the o of the disk at the point where the result is to be reid,

the disk can l>e turned successively such distances as to represent

the numbers to be added, and without any mental effort the total

length, or sum of the numbers, will be shown by the position of

the disk. When the larger disk reaches :co a ratchet movement

feed.5 the smaller disk along one number, so that the hundreds

of the result are read from the smaller disk and the tens and

units from the larger one. H the motions arc correctly made
the result will evidently be mechaitically exact.

By modifying simply the details of arrangement the revolving

disks may be replaced by a series of bands running parallel to

each other. In adding a number of columns of figures, if each

band is spaced for 100, at each revolution it will feed along

the ne.xt band to the left for the "carrying" figure. Then two

columns can be added at a time, taking units and tens on the

first, hundreds and thousands on the second and so on, and each

will carry along tlic tally of revolution to the next band. These

motions arc actual additions of length, a graphical operation,

upon the first disk or band of the simple forms of calculating

machines described, but the necessary space for higher numbers
is reduced by the device of making each subsequent element per-

form but one revolution to each 100 of its right-hand neighbor.

Keyboard Adding Machines.

A class of instruments closely related to those above referred

to have an automatic arrangement by which keys representing

numbers from I to 9 engage with ratchet wheels on the addition

disks, each key having its. appropriate stroke, so that the proper

space can be made instantly by simply touching a key. If the in-

strument is arranged so as to permit revo'ution in the opposite direc-

tion it is possible to perform subtraction or a combination of addi-

tion and subtraction by motion in the proper degree and direction.

It is the consideration of numbers as distances rather than as

characters that has led to the design of many calculating machines

and appliances which have brought profit to their inventors and

brain rest to the users.
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Graphic Multiplication.

The next process after acklilion is multiplication. As noted

in the "fence" illustration, Part 2, multiplication is in principle

only a process of addition several times repeated. Thus it will be

seen that 3 could be multiplied by 4 by the adding machine of

Fig. 21 by moving a space of 4 three times, but for large num-

bers this would rcciuirc an excessive amount of time and labor.

In machines fitted with keys for moving the numbered disks

it will be seen that the operation would be much more rapid,

as it would simply require the rapid movement of the multiplier

key as many times as there were units in the multiplicand, tn

show the product upon the disk. This process and the reverse

one of division by repeated subtractions is actually made use of

in machines of the keyboard type. But as the direct pu»pose

of these articles is to present methods of calculation by the use

of lines rather than by mechanism we will next consider a

graphic method of multiplication without the direct use of addi-

tion.

Multiplication by Triangles.

Suppose for a simple illustration that 3 is to be multiplied by

4 graphically. In Fig. 22 draw a line . AB of indefinite length.

Measure a distance AC equal to i by any convenient scale, as

for instance let '/i inch equal I or unity. Next draw a vertical

line through the point C and take a point D so that the distance

from A to D will be 3 units, which was one of the numbers

to be multiplied, and which will be 3 times AC or three-fourths

of an inch. Draw the line AD and prolong it. Then take the

point E so that distance AE will be equal to the other factor 4

;

that is, AE will be 4 times AC or i inch. Then draw a line from

E parallel to CD until it intersects AD prolonged. Then the dis-

tance from A to F will be the required product, in this case 12

The unit .AC is taken of some definite length on a scale so tliat

the answer AF can be conveniently read upon the scale.

It is not necessary that CD be drawn perpendicular to .\\i, for

in Fig. 23 where CD is inclined the result is the same, provided

that EF is drasvn parallel to CD.

It is also evident that if the numbers had been 300 and 400

instead of 3 and 4 the result by the same construction would be

1200, so that by a suitable selection of scale, numbers of con-

siderable magnitude may be multiplied in this way.

Division by Triangles.

Referring again to Fig. 23 it will be seen that the same process

in a diflTerent order can be used for division. For the division

of 12 by 3, first draw horizontal line AB, take AC equal to i,

erect perpendicular or inclined line at C, take the point D so

KIO. 22.

that AD equals the divisor 3 (or 3 times AC). Then draw AD
prolonged and take point F so that AF equals the dividend 12.

Then if from F a line is drawn parallel to CD it will intersect

AB at a prjint E so that the length AE will be the quotient 4.

A» a practical method for ordinary operations of multiplica-

tion and division it will be seen that the use of triangles is

limited to problems in which there is not too wido a difTcrencc

in the proportion* of the factors. Otherwise the prolongation of

the converging lines which meet at F are liable to extend over

into the next county and render the accurate measurement of the

retult impossible.

I^lcr on a method will be explained in which the troublesome

e.xteusiou of the line to represent large luuiibcrs is "boiled down"

so as to be brought within convenient length, but a little further

consideration of triangular methods at this point is important.

Combined Jliiltiplication and Division.

.\n interesting application of triangles is in a problem combin-

ing multiplication and division, which is extremely simple by

this process but would be troublesome by the step by step method.

Suppose, as a simple illustration, that we wish to multiply

6 by 8 and divide the result by 4. If the reader should not

happen to be familiar with any mathematical science except arith-

metic please do not be startled by some of these diagrams, which

may look like geometry. They are only the pictures of sums in

arithmetic drawn to scale. Some knowledge of higher mathe-

matics may be useful in designing a certain machine, but when

the design is on paper as a working drawing it represents the

result of the calculations in shop language. Mathematics is like

a ladder and the exact point where it arrives at "highness" is diffi-

cult to locate.

In Fig. 24 AB is a horizontal line of indefinite' length. Measure

off a distance AC by any convenient scale so that it is equal to

4, the given divisor, and a distance AE equal to 6, one of the

factors to be multiplied. Then draw parallel vertical or inclined

lines from C and E, and set a point D on the line CD so that

AD equals 8, the other number to be multiplied. By prolonging

the line AD until it meets the line erected from E, the distance

.\F is 12, the answer.

The next paper will explain a graphic method for obtaining

the area of an irregular figure, which is an important problem and

in which a familiarity with the method nf triangles just explained

is necessary.

WcstinghouscParsons Steam Turbine.

The Westinghouse Machine Co., of East Pittsburg, Pa., has just

issued a Westinghousc-Parsons steam turbine catalog which calls

for more than passing mention. It is believed to be the most com-

prehensive work on this subject ever issued, and it contains much

interesting reading matter and many pertinent illu.strations. It com-

prises 46 pages, 6x9 in. By way of introduction there is a terse

comparison between steam turbines and piston engines, followed

by a brief sketch of the development of the Parsons turbine, refer-

ence being made to the reaction turbine of Hero (120 B. C.) and

the impact turbine of Branca (1629 A. D.), to show that the turbine

is both the oldest and newest of steam engines. The Parsons turbine

combines the reactionary and impact principles, its present type being

called the parallel How turbine.

After years of experimenting Mr. Parsons produced his first

ccmmiercial turbine in 1884. It was 10 h. p. and ran at 18,000 revo-

lutions per mimite. With steam at 92 lb. pressure and running non-

condensing, it used but 35 lb. of steam per h. p. h. Today over

500,000 h. p. in Parsons turbines are in operation abroad, including

about 83,000 h. p. in marine service. In this country and Canada

contracts have been made during the past two years for about 17s,-

000 h. p. of Westinghouse-Parsons units, one-third of which are in

daily use, while the rest are practically ready for shipment, or arc

nearing completion. They are in units ranging from 600 h. p. to

8,000 h. p. ; each is capable of carrying 50 per cent overload. Many

Parsons turbines have been running as long a time as ordinarily

constitutes the life of steam machinery, and arc re|)orled to be still in

perfect condition. The turbine has steam-proof frictionlcss glands

and requires no internal lubrication.

The Westinghouse Machine Co. acquired the right to manufac-

ture the Parsons turbine in the I'niled Stales and Canada in 1895,

and the Westinghouse-Parsons turbine was first put on the market

in i8y8. It embodies the original Parsons principles, "but has in

addition an important individnality developed by long-continued ex-

periments." One of the first installations made by the company was

at the plant of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co,, where three 400-kw.

tnrbo-alternator units were put in operation in l8<;9. A fourth unit

was added later, and direct steam operation was entirely displaced

in 1900. Tests showed a saving of 40,(XX3 lb. of coal a day at that

time as the result of the use rif turbines and the electrical distribu-

tion of power. In 1901 the largest sleam turbine unit in commer-

cial use in the United States was iuslallcd in the pl.inl of llie Hart-
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ford Klfclric Light Co. This tiirliinc is practically of z.ooo kw., or

i,70o h. p. capacity, nlthmigh it was sold as of 1,500 kw. capacity.

The plant is now iK-iiig a>iKnu-iit(.-<l by two Inrliinc units of 1,000

kw. each, 10 supplant reciprocating engines.

The catalog stales that every facility has been provided for the

niannfactiire of ttirbiiies on an enormons scale, inclnding a testing

department which occn|>ies 15.000 sq. ft. of space on the main floor,

in addition to the room occupied by accessories placed beneath the

ll<K>r. Purchasers or their technical representatives are at liberty to

witness tests at any convenient time.

The principles and the details of construction of the Westing-

house- I^irsons turbine are clearly set forth in this catalog and the

different parts and the manner of their assemblage are clearly illus-

trated by half-tone views. Space is devoted, too, to the commercial

features of the turbine, and it is staled that the special field of

application so far covered by the builders of the Wcstinghouse-

Parsons turbine has been the direct generation of electric power

for all purposes. The list of standard units for this purpose com-

prises capacities up to 10.000 kw. Other applications of the turbine

will he made as rapidly as possible.

Recent additions to its manufacturing facilities place llie com-

pany in a position lo contract tor any size of units with an assur-

ance of being able to make prompt delivery. Turbines are shipped

with all the main parts assembled and permanently adjusted and it

requires but a comparatively few days to erect a turbine. It is

stated that a 600-h. p. turbine can be erected and placed in service

in from one to three days, if connections arc ready beforehand.

To show the performance of these turbines tables are incorporated

in the catalog prepared from tests made with turbines of 400 kw.

and 1.000 kw. capacity, giving actual performances under various

conditions. Table No. i gives the results of four tests of a 400-kw.

turbine unit using steam superheate<l to about 100° F. Table No. 2

shows results with a turbine of the same size using steam super-

heated to about 50° F. Tables Nos. 3 and 4 show results with

similar turbines using dry saturated steam at different temperatures.

Each also shows results with varying loads. Tables N'os. 5 to 13

show the results of tests of like character mailc with i,ooo-kw.

machines.

Power Supply System of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company.

A very interesting paper upon this subject was presented before

the Brooklyn Kngineers' Club on the evening of May 12th by Mr.

Charles B. Martin, first assistant electrical engineer of the Brook-

lyn Rapid Transit Co. The speaker used a large map of the city

of Brooklyn showing all the lines, stations and sub-stations of the

company, an<l frefiuent reference was made to this map.

There are two main arteries of travel in the city of Brooklyn-

one leading to New York across the Brooklyn Bridge, and the

other leading to the Broadway Ferries and Williamsburg Bridge in

ihe Eastern District. The travel along the former route is very

congested, the travel across the Brooklyn Bridge being heavier than

across any other bridge in the world. Branching from these trimk

lines the service is extended through areas of medium density to

the outlying districts where the travel is liKlU iu winter and heavy

in summer.

The problem then is to supply economically a system with two

congested areas, a zone of medium density, and outlying districts of

alternately light and heavy travel.

The power for the operation of this .system is developed by both

direct current and alternating current generators. .Ml the alternat-

ing current, with the exception of the power procured from the

Edison company, is developed at the central power station of the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., located on Third .\ve. and Second

St. There arc, however, in this station two direct current, 2,700-

kw. units.

The direct current stations and their capacities are as follows:

Kent Avenue, ii.gookw. ; Central Station, 5400 kw.; Southern Sta-

tion, 4,800 kw. ; Third Ave., 4.400 kw.
; 39th St., 3,500 kw. ; Brooklyn

Bridge, 800 kw. Total, 30,800 kw.

The alternating current stations are; Central, 16,200 kw. ; 65th

St. (Edison), 2,850 kw. Total, 19,050 kw.

It will be seen therefore that the total power which the com-

pany will have available by July ist is 50,000 kw.

The direct current stations need no description, the current sim-

ply passing from the generators through the feeders, to the trolley

wires and passing back through the return circuit.

From the alternating stations the power passes through high ten-

sion feeders lo the sub-stations, where it is converted into direct

current and passes out through direct current feeders and returns

to the sub-stations.

The overhead feeder system of the company consists of 700 miles

of 500,000-c. m. and 13 miles of i,ooo,ooo-c. m. weather-proof wire;

• St/ff-iT/inOMi
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40 miles of i,ooo,ooo-c.m. and yA miles of 2,000.000-c. m. lead cov-

ered, underground wire. It will he seen, therefore, that for the

operation of this system about 900 miles of positive feeders are

required. For the high tension circuits connecting from the .cen-

tral and Edison Stations to the various sub-stations, 65 miles of

cables have been installed.

There have been completed and are now in operation five sub-

stations. These have been carefully located at the strategic points

of the system, and as near to the load centers as practical condi-

tions will permit. These sub-stations and their ca])acities arc as

follows

:

Halsey, 6,000 kw. ; Bridge, 5,000 kw. ; Tompkins, 3,500 kw. ; Es-

sex. 3,000 kw. ; Coney Island, 3,000 kw.

There is iu process of completion a sixth substation at Park-

ttn^nig/rt

•ruT.M, i.d.M)- \vi;i';k d.\y.

ville, wilh a capacity of 2,000 kw. The location of these various

sub-stations will be noted on the accompanying map.

Referring to the congested routes of travel, it will be seen that

the Bridge, Tompkins and Essex sub-stations arc located directly

upon the heavy lines leading to the Brooklyn Bridge, and that the

Malsey sub-station, by means of a very short feed, is able also to

supply power to this route. Upon the routes leading to Broad-

way Ferry will be found the Kent .\vo. Station, the Halsey sub-

station and Essex sub-station, and the next station to be erected by

the company will be at the junction of Broadway and Myrtle Ave.
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In the outlying districts where the travel is liglit in winter and

hea\'}' in summer are the lines terminating at Coney Island, Bow-

ery Bay. Bergen Beach and Jamaica. All these places arc far re-

moved from the company's direct current stations along the har-

bor waterfront. These loads are taken care of by sub-stations and

by boosting. In the Coney Island .section the summer load becomes

so heavy that the construction of sub-stations becomes a necessity.

The Coney Island sub-station is located so as to feed all the lines

terminating at Coney Island and Parkville sub-station is located

so as to feed into the intermediate district l)clween the d. c. sta-

tions and this sub-station. The Jamaica load is carried by boosting

from Esse.x sub-station in the usual manner and the Bowery Bay

load by boosting with a 1,000 kw. rotary from Halsey sub-station.

This is accomplished by connecting the static transformers in Y re-

lation and connecting the negative lead to the station bus and the

positive lead to the Bowery Bay feeder. The load towards Bow-

eO' Bay is increasing so rapidly that it will shortly be necessary

to construct a sub-station in that section to be equipped and oper-

ated only in summer—all transforming apparatus to be removed in

winter. A total of thirteen sub-stations are contemplated and arc

to be erected as the city develops.

The great advantage of the alternating system to the company is

due to the fact that during the winter the power can be utilized in

the congested districts for the beating of the cars aufl in siuimier.

flu/'^ifi^ ew" TZTn b^">
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sent to the extremities, principally to diney Island, Parkville and

Essex sub-stations to provide for the sea-side and excursion busi-

ness. During the winter some of the apparatus in these outlying

stations will be moved inln the congested districts .lud thus made to

follow the load.

All the sub-stations are thoroughly fireproof and all the ap

paratus has been installed in a thoroughly workmanlike manner,

with the result that the operation of the sub-stations has lluis far

proved very satisfactory.

The return circuit for the power has been carefully provided fcir

and a capacity equal to twice that of the outgoing circuit has been

arranged for. This return circuit consists of the tracks, the elevated

structure and special ground wires. The tracks are bonded with

two No. 0000 lionds Ml the outlying sections, but near the stations

and suli-station« this is increased to six No. ocoo bonds. Wherever
special work is ••ncounlered two .?oo,ooo-c. in. wires per rail are

placed around it ; thus avoiding the great expense in bonding all

the short sections of the S|)ccial work. A contract has recently

iK-en entered into for the installing of 5,000 electrically welded

joint-, throughout the system. These are expected to niatcrially aid

the return circuit in addition to increasing the life of the tracks.

The elevated structure are fully utilized, the Brooklyn elevated

ttrurturc having four longitudinal girders, is regarded as equal to

22!/i million c. m. wire-,; whereas the Kings County siruclure hav-

ing but three girders is equal to but lO million c. m. wires. These
Rirdcr* .ire iKindcd with cither one i,ooo,ooo-c. m. or two 2,000,000-

c. m. Itondi in acrordanre with Ihrlr nearness to a station or sub-
•— •i«n Wherever possible sub stations are located adjacent to

these elevated structures, not only to reduce tlic length of feed but

to take advantage of their capacity for returning the current.

The special ground wires are in the main buried in the earth,

although some are run in ducts and others are strung aerially. Some
of these circuits are of considerable magnitude, such as the one on

Third Ave. between Flatbush Ave. and the Central and Third Ave.

stations. This consists of twenty soo.ooo-c. m. cables as far as Union

St., and 30 from Union St. to the stations. The return circuits to

the other direct current stations are also very heavy and at the

Kent .\\t. station there is one ground wire of 5,000,000-c. m. ca-

pacity, coiniccting to Broadway, a distance of 2,200 ft. This wire is

installed in ducts and is believed to be the largest ground wire in

use in the country.

In closing the speaker presented two load diagrams showiny llie

different characteristics of a week-day and a Sunday load. It will

be noted that of a week-day there are two peaks of short dura-

tion, while on Sund.ay there is but one peak of much larger size.

On the Sunday illustrated it is estimated that 100,000 passengers

were carried to Coney Island.

.\\\ electric weld of a Q-in. girder rail was exhibited and speci-

mens of the various high tonsimi [uul low tension wires in use were

shown.

At the close of the paper the speaker replied to numerous ques-

tions covering a wide range of topics in relation to the system.

Strike Averted at San Francisco.

The street car men of San Francisco employed by the United

Railroads, which comprise nearly all the street railway lines in the

city, recently made demands upon the company for a new agree-

ment to go into effect May 1st, calling for increased and uniform

wages and providing that none but union men shall be employed.

The company submitted an agreement, granting an increase, but in-

sisting on the "open shop" policy. The carmen's union took the

matter up and called for a secret ballot to decide whether the men

should accept the company's proposal or not. The result of the

balloting was 2,031 against and 141 in favor of accepting the com-

pany's terms. .The company gave it out that no further concessions

would be made and a strike was confidently predicted.

The main point at issue was the demand of the union Ihal all

employes of the company should in fx) days after entering the

service become members of the union. The threatened strike was

averted by the acceptance by the carmen's union of terms which the

company submitted through Mayor Schmitz. The terms of the

new agreement include the recognition of the union, but the com-

pany will not compel employes to join the union, and the company

agrees not to discriminate against any of its members. The com-

pany further agrees, in the event of the discharge of any mem-
ber, to notify the president of the union, except when the dis-

missal is for a failure lo register fares. The agreement was signed

on the part of the conip:iny .'ind Ilu- nnployes :nid is elTrt-tiw until

May I, 1905.

ilu- employes ha\f lieen discontented for a lon^ linn-, claiming

that ;ilthough the company h.'id heretofore agi't-ed lo n-cogni/e the

union it never did so as comi)lelely as the union desired. It will

be remembered that last year the services of an arliitralion lioan!

were required lo bring about a settlement of differences then exist-

ing. Mar. 16, IQ03, the imion made de.iiands which annulled a con-

tract which had been made Apr. 26, I(X>2, in settlement of a strike

which bad been declared .\piil lolh preceding. .\l thai time the

company granted jiraclically ,ill Ilie clemands e\ii|)t llic iccogni

tion of the union, the settlement providing for a lint r.ite of 25

cents an hour and }0 cents for overtime, a worl<il;iy not to exceed

to hours and all runs lo be finished within i.( hours. .Xflerwards,

at the re<piesl of the employes, the seltleineni ».is amended to make

II hours conslitnic .1 workd.iy .ind rniis to lie linisjicd williiu 15

hours.

Of the <1einan<ls of Mar. lO, i'/).i, it was ;igreed lo refer those re-

lating lo hours and wages to an arbilration board composed of Mr.

I'atrick II. Calhoun for the company, Mr. W. I). Malion for the

union and Mr. Oscar S, .Strauss, who was mutually agreed upon by

the other two. In the findings of this board, the meetings being

held in New York, Messrs. Malion and .Slr.iuss concurred, while

Mr. Calhoun dissented. By the testimony presented to the board

it was shown that only four street railway companies out of .^45
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of wliicli statistics were obtained were paying a liiKlier rale tlian

the San Francisco company, and these fonr are located in Montana,

where the cost o{ hving is high. The avenge rate paid by the

four companies ranged from 27.5 cents to 2g cents per hour. Of

tlie other companies only fonr pay as high a rate as the San Fran-

cisco company.

In comparing the honrs of service on the 345 roads it did not

appear that the honrs in San Francisco were longer or more ardu-

ous than the .iverage. As for the co.st of living, while it was

claimed by the employes that living had increased 20 to ,^0 per cent

since 1902, it was claimed by the company that there bad not been

a greater increase than 3 per cent. Mr. Calhoun, in giving his rea-

sons for not concurring in the findings of the arbitration board,

.slated that the wages paid by the company were higher than were

paid in large cities where the cost of living is more expensive, and

that there was an abundance of labor in San Francisco seeking em-

ployment. He claimed that the statement that the cost of living had

increased to 30 per cent was unreliable and that "the general condi-

tions of the country do not now call for advances in wages, but

on the contrary for the most prudent, careful and eioMoiiiicil nian-

agement of corporate properties."

The award of the arbitration board was in effect to grant the

men who had been employed under two years prior to Apr. I, 1903,

an increase of 5 per cent above 25 cents an hour and those in the

company's employ two years and over prior to Apr. I, 1903, an in-

crease of 10 per cent .ibove 2$ cents an hour, and for overtime in

liofh cases a like percentage of increase should be granted. Em-
ployes who work by the day were to receive 5 and 10 per cent in-

creases, also. The questions of hours and schedule were left the

same, it being Ibe opinion of the board that these matters could

always be amended by nnitual agreement.

When the employes presented their demand in March, 1903, one

of the conditions was that 24 men who had been suspended for re-

fusing to sign vouchers for students should be reinstated. The
company, being willing to meet the men more than half way, re-

instated the men. The request that the company should adopt the

"closed shop" plan was respectfully declined, although the company
agreed to receive the officers of the union and grievance commit-

tees at any time. It was made clear to the men, hcfwever, that tlie

company- must be permitted to run its own business, so far as hiring

and discharging men were concerned.

After the arbitration board completed its labors, a new agree-

ment was entered into last November, in which the company agreed,

in case it should continue its system requiring tb.it an employe

instructing a student shall sign a card that the union should be

given a duplicate of such card. The company also agreed to all

times treat directly with the union through its duly accredited of-

ficers concerning all business or disagreements arising between

them. It was also provided that the president or vice-president of

iIm; company shouhl pass upon appeals at least once a month. The
wage scale recommended by the arbitration board was adopted, and
the general manager has recently stated that it cost the company
a quarter of a million dollars to secure peace last year. The agree-

ment was deemed to go into effect May T, 1903, and to continue

unlil M.ny 1, HX'4-

Ntiw Lines and Extensions Opened.

The Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line Co. began through

service to Detroit May loth, transfers being made at Sibley's to the

Detroit United Ry. cars, on acount of a crossing still to be con-

structed.

The Burlington County Traction Co. opened its new line to traffic

between Moorestown and Mount Holly, N. J., April 30th.

The first interurban car of the Louisville Railway Co. to make the

trip over the extension to Jeffersontown, Ky., was sent over the

line April 29th.

The Detroit, Flint & Saginaw Ry. instituted regular service on
the completed .section of its line, between Saginaw and Bridgeport,

Mich., Sunday, May )st.

The Sterling, Dixon & Eastern Electric Ry. opened the city sys-

tem in Sterling, III., to regular traffic May 5th.

The West Chester Street Railway Co's. extension to Coatesville,

Pa., is completeil and cars began to make regular trips over the line

May -lb.

Mineral Lubricatint; Oils.

On May 16th Mr. J. N. Itruck, president and manager of the

Bruck Solidified Oil Co., Boston, Mass., delivered a lecture on this

subject before the four engineering associations of lioston.

The speaker briefly reviewed the history of petroleinn discoveries

and the growth of the oil-producing and refining industries and

then took up the petroleum products suitable for lubrication. The
great rival of the Pennsylvania, Ohio and Virginia oil today is the

Texas and Louisiana oil, which is superior in cold, gravity and vis-

cosity tests and is used to improve the quality of the eastern oils,

refiners buying the Texas oil to blend with the eastern products.

Crude oil is converted into commercial products by the process

of distillation, being boiled in huge stills and the vapor condensed

in pipes surrounded by cold water. The first distillate to come
over from the still is crude naphtha or light benzine. When the

gravity of the distillate reaches 68 fieaume it is cut oflf from the

light benzine tank anil turned into another receiving tank, the

product being known as heavy benzine. The next "cut" is a light

kerosene oil which will stand a fire test of about 1 10; this is

mostly sold for exportation to Europe. The next "cut" is water-

white kerosene which has a fire test of 150 and a gravity of 47.

When the distillate becomes heavier than 32 or 33 gravity, it is

known as "paraffine sops," or wax distillate. What remains in the

still is received as lubricating stock to be filtered and combined

with lubricating oils. The lighter distillates mentioned, crude

naphtha and benzine, arc treated by mixing with sul^-huric acid,

introduced by means of compressed air, and after treating to clean

the product of coloring matter and impurities, caustic soda is added

to neutralize the acid and then the product is washed.

The gravity figures mentioned refer to the Beaume scale and'

indicate how nuich lighter than water the fluid is.

Pennsylvania crude petroleum refines about as follows : Crude

benzine, lO per cent; water-white kerosene, 58 per cent; paraflinc

wax, 1$ per cent; lubricating stock, 17 per cent.

The lubricating stock is fi'.tcred through animal charcoal and is

manufactured into cylinder and engine oil, vaseline, etc.

Mr. Bruck next called attention to the sample of crude oil which

be secured in Louisiana last fall, and which on analysis proved to

contain a new base which was neither asphaltum nor paraffine.

After analysis by Prof. F. C. Thiele, of Beaumont, Tex., the new

base was named tcrpcna. This oil is chiefly derived from the

action of subterranean gases on the deposits of marine flora and

some of the heavier ingredients are recognized as originating in

deposits of marine fauna. The analysis of this oil shows no sul-

pliur and asphaltum and the test for paraffine proved negative.

This oil with the terpena base is the one which Mr. Bruck solidi-

fies. When .solidified, the oil can be used as a lubricant for bear-

ings of any size from I in. to 18 in. in diameter, the solidified oil

not being atTccted at temperatures as high as 175° and as low as

—40° F. The lubricant is reconnnended as a sure and reliable one

for electric car motors, automobiles, k)Coniotive marine propeller

shafts and engines of every description.

Mr. Bruck states that although solidified oil has been in the mar-

ket for only 16 months it is in use on 200,000 car motors in the

United States, England and France -ind in the largest electric power

lilants in this country.

Christensen Air Brakes in Peru.

The first electric railway to be operated in Peru, South America,

is the line between Lima and Chorrillos, which was opened to traffic

last February. All the cars used on this road were manufactured in

the United States and they are equipped with the Christensen

straight air brakes. The National Electric Co., manufacturer of these

air brakes, has just issued a 24-page publication which designates

where more than 11,500 of the Christen.sen equipments arc in use

throughout the world. Among the recent foreign orders received by

the company are those from the Sao Paulo Tramw.nys, Brazil; Manx
Electric Ry., Isle of Man ; Cape Town Tramways, Cape Town,

Africn, and the British Columbia Electric Ry.. Vancouver, B. C.

The Detroit, Vpsilanti, Ann .Arbor & Jackson Ry. has equipped

one of its cars with ball-bearing trucks as an exi)eriment.
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Exhibits at the World's Fair,

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., Philadelphia. This

company has what is probably the most extensive and comprehensive

exhibit that has ever been made of storage batteries and auxiliaries.

It is located in Block 20, Electricity Building. A conspicuous feat-

ure is a map alxHit thirty feet in height by forty-five feet in lenglli.

which, by an ingenious arrangement, shows the distribution of chio

ride accumulator installations throughout the United States. Il-

luminated glass jewels designate the locations and characters of

the installations, whether for railway, central station, isolated light-

ing and power service, yacht plants, telephone installations, etc.

There is set up in a model battery house a complete operating in-

stallation of chloride accumulators for railway service. Specimens

of chloride accumulators ranging in size from a 61-II type of cell

to the smallest laboratory cells, are also shown, together with a

complete exhibit of the "Exide" battery used for electric autonio-

The Milne Water-Tube Boiler and Superheater.

The acompanying illustrations show longitudinal and cross sec-

tions of the Milne water-tube boiler and superheater, which is

manufactured by the Milne Boiler Co., of New York. This appa-

ratus consists of a combination of four parts : Upper and lower

drums, connected by sections and 4-in. seamless drawn steel tubes

and an independent feed-water section composed of a single stag-

gered row of tubes. The tubes arc all curved to a 5-ft. radius and

there arc but five diflferent bends in a complete set of tubes, the

front and back rows being interchangeable. The tube spacing is

such that any of them can be removed or replaced without disturb-

ing the brick work or adjacent tubes.

The feed-water section, which, as stated, consists of a single

staggered row of 4-in. tubes, extending across the back of the boiler.

The tubes in this section are expanded into an independent header

which receives Ihe feed water. The fecd-waler section takes up

KI.KVATION AM) SICCTIO.V OKMII..\K U'A'I'IOK-'II Ml': r.nll.h;it

bile work. In another siciinn of the exhibit there are five types

of switchboards, together with end cell switches, storage battery

recording instruments, etc.

MICA INSULATOR CO., 218 Water St., New York. This con-

cern has incorporalcrl the exhibit of its well-known specially, "Mi-

caiiite," with that of the stale of North Carolina, in the Mines and

Metallurgy Building. The exhibit is an interesting object lesson

showing Co what utilily and extent mica can be put in the ever-

expanding field of electrical insulation. Micanile in all kinds of

shapes and form.s is shown. Flat sheets of various thicknesses,

grneralor and motor commutator segments, and rings, of many of

the ilandard types. Micanile lubes from % in. in diameter to the

immense tubes entering into the conslruclion of induction coils

(or X-ray purposes, each article exemplifying that electrical insula-

tions, to meet up-lo-dale requirements, must be of a permanent and
mdeklruclibtc nature. It will well repay electrical engineers lo take

parliriilar note of ibis exhibit.

The lr.iimA:n frr.iii I.iiii:, o, rborrill... Peru, opcilcfl |-'el). 17lh

considerable heat whicli would otherwise I)e wasted, as il presents

a cool surface to the gases escaping froni the boiler furnace.

Particular attenlion is directed to the furnace design and Ihe

arrangement of Ihe healing surface. The fire brick arch covering

the furnace is designed lo mainlain the high leniperalure reipiired

III ignite and burn fuel gases, and as Ihe liealing surface is placed

al the hack of Ihe furnace and bridge wall Ihe highesl furnace

leniperalure is maintained unlil combustion is cnmplete. The ver

lical position of the tulies prevents the collection of dust and ashes,

and as Ihe gases of conihuslion have lo travel about 70 ft. over

Ihe heating surface and finally over Ihe fceil-waler section before

escaping, high fuel economies are secured. One manhole gives

access to every tube in Ihe boiler and any of Ihe mechanical rotary

cleaners now extensively used will clean Ihe tubes in a most direct

nianner. The Milne superheater is of a most siinple form, con-

si.'.ling iif upper aftd lower steel headers, into which Ihe ends of

Ihe superheating tulies are expanded. The superheater is located

in front of the boiler, where it is directly accessible for any purpose,

and if necessary, can be removed entirely while Ihe boiler is under

pi-«->,siire The rntnpanv roti^tnu-l^ lliesc Imilrrs and siipiTliralers
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in all si/i-s up to 1,000 h. p. .mil for ,iiiy steam pressure desireil

Tlic (lesiKii pcriiiils of .-iiiiple grate area for capacities coiisiilcralil)

ill cxceis of the Kradiiig. Tile iMiiiits of superiority claiiiietl for tin-

•lesigii are : .Simplicity, high efticieiiey, low cost for maiiiteiiaiice,

large water cap.icity, ample steam lilieratiiig surface, good circu-

lation and ease in regulating the degree of superheat. The office

of the company is at 95 l.iherty St., New York.

Gusolinc Car for Intcrurhuii Koads.

The Prouty- Pierce Loconiolive Manufacturing Co. is building

coniliination cars for internrhan service which are operated liy gaso-

line motors. One of these cars is shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. The lowest grade of gasoline is used for fuel, and this is

carried on the truck in a tank having walls over Yi in. thick. It

neeils refilling liut twice a day. The gasoline is not fed hy gravity,

hut moves only hy mechanical action when the engine is running.

The engine is four cycle improved vertical type and in the standard

JuJKiucnt.s Against New York City Ry.

I!y a decision of Judge William J. Lynch in the third district

municipal court, New York City, April 29th, judgments were en-

tered against the New York City Kailw.iy Co. to the amount of

$1,500 and costs. In all tliere were eight cases tried, involving JO

refusals to give transfers. In one instance a wiiinan's fare had

lieen paiil by her escort and counsel for the company argued that

because she djd not pay her own fare she could not l>c aggrieved

under the provisions of the railroad law and had no claim to the

penally of I50. The judge deciiled that although the escort had

paid two fares he was not entitled to two transfers, wjiile the woman,
as a passenger, was entitled to a transfer whoever paid her fare.

Press fur Making Steel Frames.

The Federal Manufacturing Co., of Cleveland, O., recently con

siructed a large press especially for the manufacture of steel frames

. I 'T.. 'Ui mi liii ifui
TT. ""- "' "

I'KOLTV-l'lEKCK G.ASOI.I.VK I.Nl'KKIIiH.X.N' (AK.

sizes but one cylinder is used. The valves are large in diamcler

and have but slight lift. The e.xhaust valve is opened by a cam

and the intake valve by a vacuum. The gasoline is nicclianically

measured and injected with force into the air current as it is being

drawn into the cylinder by the down stroke of the piston. Between

the charges the gasoline discharge nipple is firmly locked and the

gasoline is not moved liy the motion and jarring of the car. The

discharge is controlled by an automatic governor having a lever

which is within easy each of the motorman. The motion of tliis

lever increases or decreases the speed of the engine.

The feeding and regulation of the gasoline is entirely mechanical

and changes in temperature have no perceptilJle effect on the opera-

tion of the engine. The gas is ignited by an electrical spark, the

engine is water jacketed and the cooling water is circulated by a

centrifugal pump. The engine operates continuously in one direc-

tiim and power is transmitted 10 the driving axle by means of a

Prouty impinging reversible clutch. By means of this device the

car is run in either direction while the euj;inc runs continuously

one way. The friction faces are locked by impinging wedge wheels

on an eccentric shaft, one set of which only can act at a time.

These wheels are oper.ated by a lever and the (piickest motion of

the lever hy the driver will not damage any of the parts of the

cars. The friction faces are lubricated with oil and lubricating

graphite and arc parallel surfaces which are just as lasting as an

ordinary large journal. y\ll the wearing parts are made of the best

crucible steel. In addition to the clutch just menlinned there is

an auxiliary reduction gear which can be used for sirnting heavy

loads or on grades, curves, etc.

In the construction of the truck one axie rocks at the center so

that the weight of the car rests on three points only. By this

means the wheels follow the rails with uniform adhesion. One end

of the car body is mr>uiiled on a truck swiveled on the bolster in

the usual manner. The other end of the body has a section of the

lloor removed to accommodate the elevated part of the engine

within the car body. A partition separates this open .section from

the passenger coniparlment and the driver occupies the front of

the car at the open section. The car shown herewith contains

cross scats with a capacity for 42 passengers.

such as are required in building automobiles, although the work

which may be performed by the press is by no means confined to

automobile manufacture. Work up to 17 ft. in length and 24 in. in

width can be formed in this press, which exerts a pressure of 1,200

tons. The press is 15 ft. high and 18 ft. long, and its weight is

50.000 lb. It is provided with a lever, so that the stroke, either

up or down, may be stopped instantaneously. .\ vertical adjustment

of 18 in. is provided.

Fused Steel Tired Wheels.

The accompanying illustration shows in elevation and section a

fused steel tired wheel made by the Taylor Iron & Steel Co. and

used by the Xew York City Railw.ay Co (the Metropolitan .sys-

tem).

The advantages claimed for the steel tire besides an increased

mileage fully pro|)orlionalc to the increased cost over chilled wheels

.April 20tli service on the .'\uburn & Syracuse ( X. Y. ) Electric

Railroa<l Co's. system was badly deranged on account of snow.

In some pbaces the drifts were f<nir feet deep.

Fl'SED STEEL TIRED WHEEL.

are: Less rail wear, less truck repairs, greater safety and conse-

quently a reduction in accident and damage expenses, belter control

of cars due to absence of slipping on the rails and better holding

of brake shoes, absence of flat wheels with corresponding saving

in wear and tear on the car etiuipment.
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Semi-Convertible Cars for Spokane Traction
Co.

The Spokane Traction Co.. of Spokane, Wash., which was in-

corporated last year and is the successor to the Spokane & Mont-

rose Motor R. R., has lately added to its equipment a number of

semi-convertible cars of the Brill patented type now in use. Numer-

ous extensions are proposed, and a power house is being built by the

.American Car Co., of St. Louis. The cars are vestibuled at both

ends and have folding gates as well as folding doors at the

entrances. The seats are of the walk-over type, .^6 in. long and

• .\K I "l; sr. iK.\NK—AMERICAN" CAR CO.

provide seats for thirty-six passengers. The interior is tinislicd in

ash with decorated birch ceilings.

The principal dimensions are; Length over the end panels, 25

ft. 4 in.; over crown pieces, 34 ft. j in.; width over sills, 7 ft. 8'A

in.; over posts at belt, 8 ft.; sweep' of posts, i^-t in.; from center to

center posts, 2 ft. 8 in. ; thickness of side posts, 3% in. ; corner

posts, 3^ in. The side sills are 4x6^ in. with I2x% in. plates

on' the inside to which the bases of the posts are attached ; the end

sills arc 5^4 " 6% '" The cars arc mounted on Brill "Eureka"

maximum traction trucks with wheel base of 4 ft. ; diameter of driv-

ing wheels, 33 in., and of pony wheels, 20 in. The trucks have solid

forged side frames and arc equipped with .^8-h.p. motors. This truck

carries the car body low, so that the platform step is but j-,'A '"•

from the rail, and from step to platform 13 in.

Motor Driven Car Hoist.

The accompanying engraving illustrates a motor driven posiiive

gcared car hoist now being manufactured by the Pittsburg Ma-

chine Tool Co., of .Allegheny, Pa. The construction is fully ap-

parent from the engraving. The columns are located in a pit be-

low the level of the tracks and the car is run in over the I-beams

.MOTDH IlKIVK.N ''.XH IHilHT.

on Ihc regular track. Tiniberi arc thrown across the I-bcanis under

the Imdy of the car and power is applied to the lower shaft at

the head of the machine and the car is quickly raised. This lower

»haft at the head of the machine is made the right size to accom-

mr»dalc the regular street car motor, anrl as there are usually a num-

ber of idle motors around a car barn any standard mcilur can be

allachcd at a trifling cost.

R. D. Nuttall Co. in Chicago.

The R. D. Nuttall Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., has appointed J. M.

Gallagher its Chicago representative, the appointment becoming

effective June ist next. During the past two years Mr. Gallagher

has been the Chicago representative of the Mayer & Englund Co.,

of Philadelphia, with offices in the Merchants Loan & Trust Build-

ing, and he will continue to act in that capacity. His territory

for the Nuttall company will he practically the same as for the

Mayer & Englund Co., embracing Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin,

Iowa, Illinois and northern Indiana. In addition to the well-known

lines of the Mayer & Englund Co., which include "Protected" rail

bonds, insulation material, brackets, etc., Mr. Gallagher will handle

all of the Nuttall company's products, including gears, pinions. Union

standard trolley bases, poles, harps, wheels and other parts.

The Brodie Tree Insulator.

The Brodie tree insulator provides a means for eflfectually insu-

lating high-tension transmission lines against short circuits and

grounds caused by the wires coming in contact with trees—a fre-

quent cause of annoyance in high-tension work. This specialty is

handled by the Brodie Electric Co., of Manchester, N. H., and is

made in various forms, with single or double petticoat insulation,

and with either drive lag-screw or cleat support.

This type of insulator in llie form here illustraled was used on

:i: iiHi-; 'I'm-:!': i.n'si'i..\'i'( m.

all the Iransniissiiin lines of llie Manchester ( N. 11.) Traction,

Light & Power Co., whose property is described elsewhere in this

issue, and it is staled that the lines thus protected have never been

out of service through tree-grounds.

The Brodie Electric Co. also makes a speci.-illy nf ;i pnn-L-l.-iiii

>ingIe-pole prim.'iry swili-li .'ind int-'iul. iiitendi-d i-^pci-ially tor use

with transformers.

The Evansville & l'^'is(ern Electric Ry. was recently incorporated

with a capital of $io,ono to build a line from Evansville through

Xewhurg to Rockpnrl, ln<l., passing ihrougli Vandcrhurg, Warrick

and Spencer counties. The line will he ,52 miles long. It is being

^urveyed by James I), and .M. .Saunders and franchises are being

prepared. The company will do its own conslruclion work and ex-

pects to build a firsl-class interurb;ui line. Work will begin within

'X> days. The incorporators are John C. Haines, president; J. W.
b'tiqu-ay, vice-president; Lewis !•". Fricke, secretary; M. ,S. Sonnl;ig,

treasurer; William I. Kndd, l'"red W. Kelz and William L. Sonntax.

The last named is the general manager and is well known in (-oinice-

liiin with electric railway work, having just cnmplelerl .-nid {ml in

nperalion the Evansville Hi I'rinci-lnii Traelion Co's. syslcni
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The Macdonald ForKu.

Hcrewiili is illustrated the Mncdonald forge, wliicli is principally

utilized for heating rivets, but wliicli may l>c used to excellent ad-

vantage on outside steel construction work upon which pneumatic

tools are used and compressed air is therefore available. Instead

of the blast for blowing the (ire being produced by a manually

operated wheel or lever employed to rotate the blower, the blower

is revolved by a small jet of compressed air striking against the

blades nf ibf '-i" :in'l any speed of blower fan can be immediately

M.VCDuNAl.n KdRCK,

secured by adjusting the needle valve to give the desired degree of

blast.

In practice the ordinary coal fire is used and the amount of com-

pressed air required to operate the forge is from 5 to 7 cu. ft. of

free air per minute. This forge is the invention of John and

Thomas Macdonald, of Glasgow, and has found nuich favor in

Great Britain and on the continent, where it is in general use in

shipyards, bridge shops, boiler shops, and general engineering plants.

The IngersoU-Sergeant Drill Co., 26 Cortlandt St.. New York

City, has obtained the sole right to manufacture and sell the Mac-

donald forge in this country and Cana<la.

Test of Break Strain Insulators.

The W. R. Garton Co., of Chicago, recently sent several of its

wooden break strain insulators to one of the large railroad com-

panies, which made thorough tests to determine the tensile strength

of the insulators and afterward submitted to the Garton Company
the following interesting report of the result

:

"Referring to the wood break strain insulators furnished us re-

cently, we have today put the same to a test and think the result

will be of interest to you. The test was made by bringing a strain

on the insulator with our wheel press, first with a s-i6-in. strand

span wire run through each eye of the insulator. Under a pressure

of five tons the wire broke. We then ran two pieces of s-l6-in.

strand wire through each eye of the insulator and the insulator

parted after a strain of ten tons. The break occurred in one of

. the castings of the insulator. We are mailing you under separate

cover the wood break strain in question and by examining same
you will note that there was a flaw in the casting that parted. Had
the casting been perfect the breaking strain would no doubt have

been increased."

In commenting upon this report the Garton company points out

that it will readly be conceded by engineers that a strain insulator

made to withstand 3,000 to 4,000 lb., and which will withstand

20,000 lb., even though there is a flaw in it, is made on a very con-

servative basis, and the company submits this as an illustration of

the class of material which it furnishes to its customers, its motto

being, "Not how cheap, but how good." and this is the reason the

company is enabled to hold its constantly increasing business which
has reached large proportions.

The Garton company is distributing to the trade, upon request

from responsible customers, its catalogs Nos. II and 13, issued in

sections, which illustrate |)oles, brackets and construction material,

as well as all types of trolley line liaiigcrs and pull-offs. The com-
pany desires in every case where a request is made for these catalogs

that the company or individual making the request furnish the name
of the railroad company, together with the number of cars operated

and the names of the officials. The company is anxious to secure

the data thus furnished for reference purposes and it feels that the

exchange is a fair one, as the catalogs are the result of months of

tireless effort and arc exceptionally valuable and attractive. The
Garton company claims for its devices that they have mechanical

features never before employed which arc strikingly impressive,

and the insulation used in its overhead material is made in the

Garton factory and proven by tests to be all that is claimed for it.

Medal Awarded to John A. Brill.

The Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania, acting

through its Committee of Science and .\rts investigating the merits

of the Brill convertible and semi-convertible cars, has awarded the

John Scott Legacy Premium and Medal to Mr. John A. Brill, vice-

president of the J. G. Brill Co. The report of the committee dis-

cussed the reasons for the introduction of the convertible and semi-

convertible cars and the advantages which they olTer in increased

comfort of passengers and decreased cost for the railway compa-

nies operating them. The concluding paragraph of the committee's

report is as follows : "The ingenious and practical devices which

have been developed and applied by the J. G. Brill Co. for the

production of these improved cars merit the unqualified approval

and commendation of the Franklin Institute."

Carborundum Safety Treads.

llic use of safety treads on the steps of electric railway cars has

become an acknowledged necessity, as an effective non-slipping

tread tends to decrease the number of accidents caused by pas-

sengers slipping or missing their footing when getting on and off

nii;i-i;-i'ii;ii; 'irAiA:- Ilii. :STi;.\njir. tii.r.

cars. The Empire Safety Tread Ca. of No. 331 and 3,^2 .-Vdams

St.. Brooklyn. N. Y., has placed on the market a new form of

safety tread in which the non-slipping material is carborundum,

which, as it is well-known, presents a hard gritty surface, that

will withstand an enormous amount of rubbing and wear without

liecoming smooth or slippery. The tread has for its foundation a

THRKE-PIKCK TRK.AD FOR CIRVEU STEP.

rolled steel plate, with a scries of grooves, alternately dovetailed,

every dovetailed groove In-ing filled with carborundum.

For car steps, the tread is supplied in pieces (three to each

tread) 5!^ in. x 24 in., and 5'/. in. x 28 in., the usual sizes required,

each piece being slightly beveled on one end. so that the pieces can

he laid either in a straight strip or in a slightly curved strip, to

conform with the contour of the edge of the step. The tread can

also be supplied in long strips, various widths, for running-boards,

stair-cases, or anywhere that a non-slipping safety tread may \k

desirable.

' »

The Western Ohio Railway Co. and the Dayton & Troy Electric

Railway Co. have eflfected a traffic agreement whereby through

limited cars are run between Lima and Dayton. O.. 83 miles.
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Ferrosteel Flanged Fittings.

The Crane Co.. of Chicago, has issued a circular letter on the

subject of "Ferrosteel Flanged Fittings," from which we quote as

follows

:

"The practice of superheating high pressure steam is becoming

quite general, the increase in temperature varying from 75 degrees

to 300 degrees. With the higher temperature have come increased

expansion strains, and to provide against them is the greatest prob-

lem engineers have to contend with. Not only is it essential to

have the piping system designed with great care, but the quality of

the material employed must be \ery high.

"To meet these conditions we have for some time been furnishing

extra heavy flanged fittings made of Crane 'Ferrosteel' instead of

cast iron. This metal has an average tensile strength of 32,500 lb.

per sq. in. The weakest test bar in 31 heats was 30,135 lb. per

sq. in. The majority of the bars were within 5 per cent of the

average, showing a remarkable uniformity. Ferrosteel is about 50

per cent stronger than the cast iron used in our flanged fitting

foundry, which we believe is equal to any iron used for the purpose,

and is more than 50 per cent stronger than the ordinary run of cast

iron, which rarely exceeds 19.000 lb. tensile strcngtli and quite fre-

quently runs 14,000 to 16,000 lb.

".\ property of this metal which makes it very desirable in heavy

fittings is that of maintaining the close character of the grain in

large sections better than cast iron. The result of this is, that

while a ferrosteel test bar i in. square is 50 per cent stronger than

a cast iron test bar of the same size, a heavy ferrosteel fitting will

probably be 60 per cent stronger than 3 cast iron fitting made from

the same pattern.

"The extra heavy ferrosteel fittings for working pressures of 250

lb. arc made from the same patterns as the cast iron, so that the full

benefit of the difference in strength is obtained.

"Ferrosteel fittings 12 in. and smaller are tested under 1,500 lb.

hydraulic pressure per sq. in., and 14 in. and larger under 1,000

lb. hydraulic pressure per sq. in."

Advertising Literature.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE B.\TTERY CO., of Philadelphia,

has issued Bulletin No. 82 on "Tlic Installation of 'Chloride Ac-

cumulators" in Small Central Stations."

THE CROCKER-WHEELER CO., Ampere. N. J., has issued

Bulletin No. 44, it being a description of the "Conncaut & Erie In-

terurban System," reprinted from an article published in a technical

paper.

THE SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., of New York City, has issued

Bulletin No. 216, "M. C. Type Motors. Direct Current." Also an

index to catalogs and bulletins published by the company. ."M.so

Catalog No. 308, "Electric Fans, 1904."

THE OHIO BRASS CO., of Mansfield, O., has issued a pamphlet

on "The Development of an Insulation," being "a few side lights on
the history of Dirigo," which the company manufactures. The
pamphlet is illustrated and contains 12 pages, 3'/i x6 in.

THE GREEN ENGINEERING CO., of Chicago, is sending out

the following notice: "Do not fail to see 3,200-h. p. Green traveling

link grates exhibited in Steam, Gas and Fuel Building, Louisiana

Purchase Exposition, Sl Louis, Mo."
THE O. M. EDWARDS CO., of Syracuse, N. Y., has just issued

a shade roller catalog, iS pages. 6xyin., treating of tin barrel shade

rollers, sash balances, awning rollers, worm gear brackets and other

1 ' '-'Tories. This company's rollers are used upon a number of the

.;-t railway systems in the country.

I HE BUDA FOUNDRY & MANUFACTURING CO., of Chi-

cago, has issued its May Bulletin, treating of a line of ratchet and
friction jacks which the company has recently added to its other

manufacture-.. The jacks and repair parts arc clearly illustrated

and all nece'isary information is appended, including price lists.

I HE LU.MEN BEARING CO., of Buffalo, N. Y., maker of elec-

tric bronze bearings, issues an exceptionally attractive monthly
cnl^-ndar suitable for home or office. ICach moiilh a colored repro-

M of a painting by a cclebraterl artist adorns the calendar, the
• I chosen for the May calendar being entitled ".Music Hath

Charmi."

THE .MAYER & F\-f;i.I\l) ( i> ! Cliiladclphia, in the Key-

stone Traveller for March displayed International fare registers.

International punches, Garton lightning arresters. Union standard

trolleys. Knutson trolley retrievers, Nuttall gears and pinions.

Heeren badges, pole brackets, cars and, last but not least, the "Pro-
tected" rail bonds for which this company is widely known.
THE PROUTY-PIERCE LOCOMOTIVE M.-\NUFACTUR-

ING CO., of Kansas City, Kan., is distributing a circular, 18x24
in., illustrating its gasoline passenger locomotive, gasoline locomo-
tive for general service, gasoline combination suburban car and
gasoline yard and switching locomotive. The views are large half-

tones printed on embossed paper and give an excellent idea of the

general appearance of the carriages.

THE J. G. BRILL CO., of Philadelphia, has issued a catalog de-

.scribing the "Eureka" maxinnim traction truck (patented), a single

motor truck for low and narrow city cars. The catalog contains

32 pages and is illustrated. The "Eureka" truck has been adopted
in Boston, Baltimore, London, Liverpool, Paris, Sydney, Tokio and
elsewhere, including New York City, where the New York City
Ry. uses 4,000 of the trucks and the Brooklyn Heights R. R. has
adopted them as standard.

THE J. F. TENNEY CO., 152-S Lake St., Chicago, issues Cata-
Io.s>s Nos. 10, 69 and 70, which are of special interest to street rail-

way purchasing agents, and which describe and illustrate a com-
plete line of ticket punches, conductors' badges, baggage checks,

stencils, canceling machines, dating and numbering and other stamps,
and in fact everything of that nature that is needed in the office or
shop. The company is an old and reliable one and it would pay any-
one interested to send for these catalogs.

THE UNDER-FEED STOKER CO. OF AMERICA, Mar-
quette Building. Chicago, in the Publicity Jtigazine for April, illus-

trates several large plants which have been equipped with the Jones
under-feed .system of mechanical stoking. This publication, which
is just one year old, is replete with interesting reading matter, in-

cluding a diversity of subjects, although, of course, the Jones stoker
is predominant. It is carefully edited and excellently printed. It

should be in the hands of every owner or manager who is likely

to be interested in the question of economical stoking.

THE FOREST CITY PAINT & VARNISH CO., of Cleveland.

O., has issued a 68-pagc catalog, 5% x -yi in., treating of its paints,

colors, enamels, lacquers, leads, oils, stains, varnishes and numer-
ous other products for which it is so widely and well known. The
catalog is carefully indexed and illustrated. It contains many items

of especial interest to the street railway field and all persons inter-

ested should send for this catalog without delay. The Forest City

Paint & Varnish Co. gives a most satisfactory guarantee with its

products that cannot fail to appeal to the prospective buyer.

THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., of Jersey City, N. J.,

has issued a folder treating of the proper care of driving chains by
the use of Dixon's graphite motor chain compound; also, a 12-page
booklet treating of Dixon's pipe joint compound, a valuable graphite
product useful to pipe fitters, engineers, machinists, etc.; also a

folder containing remarks upon the proper care of elevating and
transmission ropes, with special reference to Dixon's handy graph-
ite rope dressing. Dixon's Graphite for May contains an inter-

esting paper by W. H. Wakeman on "Repairing and Adjusting Ma-
chinery."

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. has issued the following pub-
lications: Bulletin No. 4.340, "Meridian Lamps with Prismo Glass
Shades." Bulletin .\o. 4,3(19 (supersedes No. 4,262), "Direct Cur-
rent Motor Controllers for Power and Mining Machinery." Bul-
letin No. 4,370, "Three-Pha.se Air Blast Transformers." Bulletin
>•'" 4.371 (supersedes No. 4,231), "Eleclrostatic Ground Detectors.'

Bulletin No, 4,372, "Blue Printing with Enclosed Arc I..amps." Pub-
lication No. 9,130, "Notes on Series Street Incandescent Lighting."

(This is a reprint of a paper read by Mr. Welles E. Holmes before

the New England Association of Electric Lighting Engineers, Mar.
18, 1903.) Price List No. 5,121 (supersedes No, 5,063). "General
ICIectric Porcelain Specialties." Errata to accompany Bulletin No.

|„i67: Page 12, first table. Catalog No. 32,221, should read Catalog

No. 3.3,221.

THE l\(;i:US()l.l. SKRfiKAX I DKIl.l, CO., main uflice 26

Cortlandt St., New York City, has issuerl Catalog No, 81 treating

of "Flowing Oil Wells with Compressed Air," The catalog con-

tains 48 pages, 6x9 in., and is freely illustrated. It lells why coni-

presseri air is to be preferred to steam and descrilics the Moraii-
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Mo§er flowing system, besides giving siiggcsiions as to the best

manner o( installing and operating the system. The catalog also

contains an interesting sketch of the Ingcrsoll-Scrgcant Drill Co's.

plant, and considerable space is devoted to the air compressors

which arc made by the company and have a most favorable and

world-wide reputation. The illustrations showing the compressors

,ind other Ingersoll-Scrgeant machinery arc excellent. .\s an ap-

pendix there is a detachable question sheet for the flowing device,

the sheet to be tilled out by those interested and mailed to the Inger-

soll-Scrgeant Drill Co's. Cleveland office.

THE NEW YORK CENTR.^L & HUDSON RIVER R. R. is-

sued in igoi, in anticipation of a conflict between Russia and Japan,

and in anticipation of the opening of China and Korea to the com-

merce of the world, a map of Asia and the Chinese empire, which

turns out to be the only accurate map of the seat of the present

war in existence, and it is in great demand. The map was incorpo-

ratcil in No. 28 of the "Four Track Scries" of books of travel which

are published by the railroad company, and more than 100.000 cop-

ies of it have gone to all parts of the world. Recently there has

been a renewed demand for this map, especially from army officers

in the Far East, and the company announces that it will send a copy

of No. 28 containing the map to any address, postpaid, upon the

receipt of 5 cents. This offer has just been made in a pamphlet

entitled, "'I'he Open Door to Japan, Korea and Manchuria Admits

the New York Central R. R." Address the general passenger agent,

George H. Daniels, Grand Central Station, New York City.

ROEMHELD & G.\LLERY, contracting engineers, 719 Cham-

ber of Commerce Building, Chicago, licensees for the Strauss trun-

nion bascule bridge, have issued a pamphlet, with appendix, de-

scriptive of the Strauss bridge and illustrated by drawings. It is

claimed for the Strauss bridge that it is simpler and more eco-

nomical than other bascule bridges, owing chiefly to there being

no expensive or unusual pieces, such as the rollers, tracks, plates,

screws, etc., common to other types. It is a trunnion bridge of the

type built in Rotterdam in 1878, in London in 1894, and latterly

in Chicago and Milwaukee. It differs from these principally in

the shortening of the tail end and the pivotal attachment of the

counterweight thereto, so that no portion of the moving structure

reaches the water line. The counterweight is carried in a structural

steel box either above or below the roadway, the box being swung

between the trusses on tail end pins or trunnions, and is guided

by a pair of links, so that as the bridge opens the counterweight

box moves down vertically and thus also clears the water line.

Trade Notes.

THE ENGINEERING M.\GAZINE, on May ist. removed its

offices to 140-142 Nassau St., New York City.

THE PITTSBURG COAL CO., Pittsburg, has ordered its thirty-

eighth "White Star" oil filter from the Pittsburgh Gage & Supply

Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

CHARLES HENRY DAVIS AND PARTNERS, engineers and

architects, 25 Broad St.. New York City, announce the dissolution

of the firm on May ist.

JUL1.-\N L. Y.\LE & CO. anumuicc llic rcniov.il of their offices

May 1st from the Monadnock lilock to .Suite 6u) Railway Ex-

change Building, Chicago, III.

THE GREEN FUEL ECONOMIZER CO., the sole maker in

the United States of the well-known Green economizer, has re-

ceived a repeat order from the Maiden (Mass.) Electric Co.

THE TAYLOR IRON & STEEL CO. wheel department, of

which Knox Taylor is sales agent, has removed its ofliccs to 253

Broadway, New York City, in the Postal Telegraph Building.

THE UNDER-FEED STOKER CO. OF AMERICA, Mar-
quette Building, Chicago, has established a southern agency in the

Empire Building, .Xtlanta. Ga.. in charge of B. C. Fennell, M. E.

CORLETT BROTHERS, of Chicago, advertisement designers,

removed May Ist from 173 Washington St. to larger and better

equipped offices at the southeast corner of Dearborn and Harrison

Sts., Chicago.

MAY 1ST THE CHICAGO offices of the St. Louis & San Fran-
cisco Railroad system were established at No. 606 Merchants Loan
& Trust Building, corner .'Vdams and Clark Sis. F. C. Reilly is

fcncral agent.

H. M. BVLLESRY & CO., engineers. New York Life Building.

Chicago, have become interested in and liave been appointed engi-

neers for the Muscogee (I. T.) Electric & Gas Co. and the Muscogee

Ice & Power Co.

THE EQUIPMENT MANUF.JtCTURING CO., &» Mutual

Life Building, Philadelphia, has purchased the Barrett slow feed

controller handle and all the patents, both foreign and domestic,

covering this device.

THE M'GUIRE-CUMMINGS MANUF.ACTURING CO.. of

Chicago, recently opened a branch office in No. 505 Kemper Build-

ing, Kansas City, Mo., in charge of W. H. Schoficld, manager of

the Kansas City branch.

THE GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO. has announced that,

beginning May 1st, it occupies the entire eighth floor of the New-

Century Building. No. I W. 34th St.. New York City, having re-

moved from its former location.

JILSON J. COLEMAN announces that on May 1st his office,

together with the New York office of the Indiana Northern Trac-

tion Co., and the office of Henry F. Coleman, was removed to the

Aldrich Court Building, 4; Broadway, New York City.

THE RHODE ISLAND SUBURBAN RAILWAY CO., Provi-

dence, R. I., has placed a repeat order for two Green economizers,

for immediate delivery, with the Green Fuel Economizer Co.. the

sole maker in the United States of this well-known specialty.

THE FIRM OF J. B. M'CLARY & CO., of Birmingham, Ala.,

has among the electric railway specialties handled by it, gears and

pinions, Hunter fenders and life guards and Hunter illuminated

car signs. The firm carries a general line of electrical supplies.

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER CO., 65 Johnson St., New-
ark. N. J., has succeeded to the business of the American Washer

& Manufacturing Co.. of the same city, and has purchased all the

latter company's patents on lock washers, nut locks and machines.

THE NERNST LAMP CO. recently removed its Boston office

from 131 State St. to 501 Atlantic .•\ve. The office, as heretofore,

will be in charge of George C. Ewing. district manager, and will

carry a complete stock of Nernst lamps and supplies, insuring

prompt service.

THE SCHENECTADY RAILWAY CO. has adopted as its

standard the recording register nianufaclured by the Recording Fare

Register Co., of New Haven, Conn., and has recently entered into a

contract with that company for the equipment of all the lines with

registers of this type.

THE C.^NADI.\N business of the .\llis-ChaImers Co., which re-

cently acquired the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co., of Cincin-

nati, will hereafter be conducted by a new organization known as

Allis-Chalmers-BuUock, Ltd. The works and principal office.< of

the Canadian company are in Montreal.

THE WILLIAM TOD CO.. of Yo.ingstown, O., builder of heavy

duty Corliss engines. Reynolds pumping engines and blowing en-

gines, hoisting and gas engines, has established an office at 29

Broadway, New York, and has appointed as its eastern agent

George F. Woolston, formerly of Woolston & Brew.

AT THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Joseph Dixon Crucible

Co.. Jersey City. N. J., the old board of directors was re-elected as

were the following officers: President, E. F. C. Young; vice-

president and treasurer, John .\. Walker; secretary, George E.

Long. Judge Joseph D. Bedle was also re-elected as counsel.

THE BUDA FOUNDRY & MANUFACTURING CO., and the

Paige Iron Works, which is the frog, switch and crossing depart-

ment of the first named coinpany, removed their offices on April

r6th from 427 Monadnock Block, Chicago, to 637 Railway Ex-
change Building, Chicago, to which latter address all future corre-

spondence should be addressed.

THE FOREST CITY PAINT & VARNISH CO., of Cleveland,

O., advises us that its business increased more than 12 per cent

in .^pril, 1904. over the same month last jear. .'\mong this com-

pany's customers are a number of the largest electric railway

companies in the country, and its products are being more and

more sought in this field, owing to their unquestioned merit.

JOHN" BOYLE &• CO.. of New York City, manufacturers of an I

dealers in cotton duck, awning materials and high grade leathci

goods, have removed from the building on Fulton St., which they

occupied for more than 40 years, to Nos. 11 2- 14 Duane St., extend-

ing through to 70-72 Reade St. The constant growth of their

business has made necessary the enlargement of their facilities.

THE SHEPHERD ENGINEERING CO., of Franklin. Pa., has

established a branch office at Boston. Mass., in the new Oliver
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Building, corner of Milk and Oliver Sts., in charge of W. N. Clif-

ford, who will hereafter handle the New England business of the

company from the new office. Other branches which have been

.

established by this company are located at Chicago and Philadelphia.

FREDERICK BROWN, well known in connection with various

southern and South American engineering works, has organized a

company under his name, with a paid capital of $50,000, to engage

in all sorts of engineering work in the sections named. Offices have

been opened in the llibcrnia Bank Building, New Orleans, La., and

branches will shortly be established in Mexico and the West Indies.

PORTER & BERG, INCORPOR.AIEU, Chicago, announces that

beginning' May 1st its offices will occupy the second floor of the

Plymouth Building, 303-305 Dearborn St., two doors north of its

former location. The change was made necessary by the growth

of the firm's business. The space occupied by the new offices is

about twice that of the old and the facilities for transacting busi-

ness arc improved in proportion.

THE R.^ILRO.AU SUPPLY CO., of Chicago, announces that

the office of its eastern sales department has been removed from the

Engineering Building, 114-18 Liberty St., to the Central Building,

143 Liberty St., New York City. II. H. Greene has retired from

the service of the company, having held the position of eastern

sales agent, and George S. Bailey and H. M. Buck have been ap-

pointed eastern representatives with headquarters as stated.

THE GREEN ENGINEERING CO., Western Union Building,

Chicago, advises us that it has just closed with the Toledo Railways

& Light Co. for 2400 h. p. of its chain grate stokers, after the rail-

way company had for years bought a competitor's device. Other

orders recently received include the following: International Har-

vester Co., third order; Nelson Morris & Co., third order; Univer-

sity of Illinois; Winona Agricultural and Technical Institute, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

THE CROCKER-WHEELER CO., of Ampere, N. J., on May
loth opened a branch office in the Hibemia Bank Building, New
Orleans, La., in charge of W. P. Field, of the St. Louis office of

the company. Although the Crocker-Wheeler Co. has fifteen branch

offices from Boston to San Francisco, including St. Louis and At-

lanta, the establishment of this new office was necessary in order to

accommodate the steadily increasing market for electrical machinery

in the South and Southwest.

THE LAGONDA MANUFACTURING CO., Springfield, O., is

in receipt of the following letter from the Wamsutta Mills, of New
Bedford, Mass., relative to the Lagonda "Wcinland" cleaner: "The

turbine tube cleaner that we bought of you in February we have

used every day since, cleaning our economizer tubes, and find that

it works just as well at present (May 3d) as it did when new.

We have not worn out one set of cutters and have never found a

machine that did better work."

THE OWEGO BRIDGE CO., with plani at Owego, N. Y., has

l)ccn reorganized by the Transit Contract Co., of Philadelphia and

New York, which company recently secured control of the Owego
company. E. S. McNaul, lately with the King Bridge Co., has been

made president of the new company and W. N. Conger, of the

National Bridge Co., is now vice-president of the Owego Bridge

Co. The new company plans to greatly enlarge the shops and make
a s[K-cialty of railway bridges and structural work.

THE \VHEEL TRUING BRAKE SHOE CO., of Detroit, Mich.,

has an attractive exhibit at space No. 117 in the Electricity Build-

ing at the World's Fair, where it shows various sizes and designs,

adapted for different uses, of the wheel grinding brake shoe made
by this company. The shoes exhibited include those for the re-

moving of flat spots from chilled wheels of electric cars, and for

dressing down flattened or grooved locomotive driving wheel tires.

A representative of the company is in charge of the exhibit,

THE J, F. TENNEY CO., 152-8 Ukc St., Chicago, makes a spe

cialty of ticket punches, conductors' badges, baggage checks, sten-

cils, canceling machines, dating and numbering stamps and numerous
other devices which arc used in street railway offices, and it em-
phasizes the fact that it will pay purchasing agents to deal direct

with the manufacturer and thereby save the profit which woulil

otherwise go to a mid<lleman. The Tenney company is one of

Ihc oldcl and'lxst known manufacturers in this line in the country.

Il always carries a large stock on hand, thus insuring prompt serv-

ice, anri its prices arc right.

HIE (). M. EDWARDS CO., of Syracuse, N. Y., writes that it

i» furnishing window fixtures and trap doors for quite a number

CREAGHEAD FLEXIBLE BRACKETS ARE STANDARD

CREAGHEAD BRACKET NO, 182

IDEAL CENTER POLE CONSTRUCTION

Creaghead

Nexible

Brackets

Arc
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Get the Genuine

%
Many Styles.

.Silicic (II' Double.

I'laiii or Ornaincutul,

I'or Iron or Wooden
Poles.

Any Length,

THE CREAGHEAD ENGINEERING CO.
Engineers and Manufacturers

Complete Ox)erhead Equipment
Vole Finings. tSrolley Line Materials

ji.) Walnut Street. CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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INSULATING

m
THE STANDARD FOR 18 YEARS

ENDORSED BY EXPERT
ELECTRICIANS i

It is always flexible

It is always strongly adhesive
""""'

It is water- and acid-proof

It does not vulcanize

it does not dry out

It is easily applied

Positively the Most Durable On tlie Market

SEND FOR P & B BOOKLET

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO

100 William Street I88-90 Madison Street

HAMBURG PARIS LONDON
Dovenhof 93 20 Rue St. Georges 59 City Road, E.C.

n( electric cars, among recent orders being the following: Inter-

n.ilional Railway Co., KnfTalo, N. Y., window fixtures (or 35 Brill

cars; Des Moines City Railw.iy Co., Dcs Moines, la., window fix-

tures (or 20 American Car Co. cars; Qiicigo & Milwnnkec Electric

Railway Co., Chicago, window fixtnrcs and trap doors (or six Jewell

Car Co. cars; Sclieneclady Railway Co., Scliencclady, N. Y., window
fixtures and trap doors for six Jones' Sons cars; Weslinghouse,

Clnircl). Kerr & Co., trap doors for 16 John Stephenson Co. cars.

WW. TROLI.nY SUPPLY CO, of Canton, O., advises us that

il recently received an important inquiry from ihc Harking Town
I'riian Dislrict Council, of Barking, Essex, England, which will

undnidileilly result in the introduction of the company's well-known

Knulsnn trolley retriever into that district. The company's trade

has increased remarkably, not only in the United States, hut also

in foreign countries, and shipments which the company has made
abroad cover the following countries: Mtxico, South America,

l-^igland, France, Germany, India, Japan, Australia and other

NORTHERN PACIFIC RY'S. "WONDERLAND. '

"Wonderland" for 1904 has just been issued by the Northern

I'acitic Ry., the Yellowstone Park Line. "Wonderland" is a 116-page

book descriptive of the Northwest. It was written and compiled

liy Olin I). Wheeler. Among the subjects treated of are the follow-

ing: "Tlie Haunts of Wild Game," "The Lignite Coal Area in North
Dakota, I'he Yellowstone Park," "Irrigation of the Northwest,"

and "The Travels of Lewis and Clark." It is illustrated with many
half-tone views. Its colored cover design is very handsome.

This number of "Wonderland" is quite different in newness, vari-

ety of text and illustrations froin the preceding numbers. The chap-

ter on the haunts of wild game conveys to the reader an excellent

idea of the game fields of the Northwest, the best hunting and fish-

ing to be -found being in the region served by this railroad. The
chapter on lignite tells the story of the almost inexhaustible supply

of lignite fuel found in the treeless plains of North Dakota. It is

easily mined and costs but little. The chapter on the Yellowstone

Park includes an account of the recent improvements upon which

the goveniment has spent $600,000. The chapter on irrigation is

confined mainly to irrigation in the two large valleys of the Yel-

lowstone in Montana and the Yakima in Washington. The chapter

on the travels of Lewis and Clark tells of the experiences of the

first band of explorers sent out by the United States government

100 years ago. And there are several other good things in the

book.

"Wonderland" is printed for general distribution and can be easily

obtained by sending six cents in postage stamps to .Mexander M.
Cleland. general passenger and ticket agent, St. Paul, Minn.

SANDERSON <£ SORTER
ENGINEERS AND
CONTRACTORS

CLEOTRIO HAILWAY, LIBHTINO ANO POtVE/T PLANTS
HYDRAUI.IC DEVELOPMENT

52 WILLIAM ST. NEW YORK

Columbia Construction Company

Buiders
of

Electric Railways

Colby and Abbot Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
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The Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

Historical Sketch of Events Leading to the Exposition—Plan of Exposition Grounds-

Lighting Plants—The Pike.

Power and

The great exposition at St. Loiiis, now open to tlic world, finds its

reason (or existence in the desire of the people of the United States

to littingly comniemoratc the lirst centennial of the "purchase of

Louisiana." an event hy which was ac(|nired from I'Vance a great

tract of land—nearly equal in extent to one-third the present a'-ea

of the United Slates—lying between the Mississippi River and the

Rocky Mountains, and which includes, in whole or in part, 14 states

and territories, as follows: Missouri. Oklahoma. Minnesota, Wyo-
ming, Indian Territory. .Vrkansas, South Dakota, Nebraska, Lou-

isiana, Montana. Iowa. Kansas, Colorado, and North Dakota.

constant friction with the Spanish settlements and hostile Tn-lians

along their western border, and on several occasions open warfare

was avoided only by the diplomacy of President Washington and

President .-\dams. In if'oi the western people were again intensely

excited by rumors to the effect that Spain had secretly ceded Lou-

isiana to France and Ihat Napoleon, then first consul of the French

Republic, was about to take military possession of the land. Presi-

dent Jefferson appreciated that the time for action had come, and

at once opened negotiations with Napoleon for a peaceful acquisition

of the Louisiana tract. These negotiations were consunnnated on

TIIK .M.M.N IMITHKK—L/)UISIANA PURCHASK RXI'dSlTHiN

The annexation of Louisiana has been declared to be an event in

national history ranking in importance next to the signing of the

Declaration of Independence and the adoption of the Constitnlio 1,

for it not only removed a constantly recurring cause for petty dis

pules l>etwecn the struggling United States and several European

nations, but also cleared the way by which the national empire

wa« to take its course westward to the Pacific.

The historical events which brought about the acquisition of this

territory arc interesting. Prior to the purchase the settlers in Ken-
tucky, Tennessee and on the upper Ohio lived with more or less

Ttif llliiNiralionH In Ihln article arc r«'pr'"lti'-'-»l by permlHulon from
pholoKraphii c»iiyrlKhle<l IVH l>y Ihi- l,<iiilBliin;i I'lirchaKe KxpOKldon
tu,.

Apr, 30, i8o.3, by a treaty with France, by which the United States

acquired over 875,000 square miles of Icrrilory lying west of th.-

Mississippi for the sum of $15,000,000. Il i^ of illl^r^^t lo iconrd

that this simi is scarcely one-quarter the amount of mou.'v tliil

has been spent on the buildings and grounds of the exposition lli.il

has been built to commemorate the first centennial of the treaty.

The popidar demand for a celebration of the centennial was first

formulated by a meeting of the Missouri Historical Society ii.

September, i8g8, at which a ways and means committee consisting

of 50 citizens was appointed. In December, i8g8, the governor of

Missouri issued a qall inviting the governors of all the Louisiana

Purchase states to send delegates to a couvenlion, which finally met

in St. Louis in January, i8g<j. The moveiTRiit nut with hi'arly
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response from all of the states directly interested, and St. Louis,

as llic chief city of the Louisiana Purchase states, was asked to

take the lead in making plans for a World's Exposition that wu'ild

eclipse any other similar enterprise of recent years. Over ^,000,000

in private subscriptions was immediately raised, the city of St. Lojis

large, and the difficulties and delays involved in getting the legis-

lative machinery under way in the various stales and foreign gov-

ernments, it was decided that the complete success of the exposi-

tion scheme would be better assured by postponing the opening for

one year. With two years' lime still available for the preparation

PAI..\CE OF TRAXSPORTATION.

voted a municipal subscription of $5,000,000, and the state of Mis-

souri appropriated $1,000,000 for World's Fair purposes.

In June, 1900, Congress voted to provide $5,000,000 provided the

city of St. Louis raised $10,000,000. On Mar. 3. 1901, it having

been represented in the Senate that St. Louis had fulfilled tir.s

condition, the act of Congress appropriating $5,000,000 to the Lou-

isiana Purchase Exposition was sent to President McKinley for

approval and became a law.

of exhibits the good effect of the postponement soon became ap-

parent. Foreign governments that had declined or hesitated to

participate in the movement began to reconsider and accept. The
postponement also made possible a further enlargement of plans.

The fair grounds have a total area covered of 1,240 acres, or

twice the area provided for the Columbian Exposition at Chicago

and larger than the Chicago, Paris and Buffalo expositions combined.

Forty-four of the forty-five states of the Union have independent

PALACE OF MANUFACTURES.

The following year was passed in persuading the rest of the states

and the world at large to take an active interest in the

i.'orld's Fair movement. By Apr. 30, 1902, four of the great

exhibit buildings were well advanced towards completion, and it

was then believed that the exposition could be made ready by Apr.

;o, 1903, which had been selected as the opening date. Owing, how-
ever, to labor troubles, the financial situation in the country at

exhibits and have spent nearly $7,000,000 thereon. Fifty-three for-

eign governments are represented by official exhibits, on which the

sum of $7,500,000 has been spent.

In addition to the original appropriation of $5,000,000 by the

federal government, a further grant of $1,488,000 was made by

Congress for federal buildings and exhibits, and at the last session

of Congress the further sum of $4,600,000 was loaned to the Expo-
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sition company to be repaid out of gate receipts and other earnings.

The St. Louis Exposition, as it stands today, has cost over $50,-

000,000.

General Plan of Grounds.

The 1,240 acres devoted to the Exposition lie in the western half

itself very readily to the formation of the central picturesque feature

of the fair. At the top of the range in tlie center has been placed

the Festival Hall, surmounted by a dome nearly as large as St.

Peter's at Rome. Flanking Festival Hall on either side is a

magnificent "Colonnade of States" following the contour of the

r.M.ACE OF ELECTRICITY.

of Forest Park, which is situated on the extreme western limits of

the city of St. Louis about five miles from the commercial center

of the city. The grounds occupied are in the shape of a parallelo-

gram. Eight of the large exhibit palaces are placed on a compara-

tively level plain in the northeast section of the parallelogram, and

crescent and terminating at either end in dome-shaped pagodas.

The Colonnade of States is appropriately dedicated to the 14 states

that have been formed from the Louisiana Purchase Territory, and

the entire group of structures, including Festival Hall, the Colonnade

and the two Pagodas, is embellished with friezes and statuary. In

PALACE OP MACHINERY.

these eight buildings, with the lagoons and broad avenues between,

constitute what has been termed "the main picture" of the exposi-

tion. This section of the grounds is roughly fan-shaped, with the

avenues and lagoons converging toward a crescent-shaped hill

at the handle. With proper manipulation this mound or range gave

front of Festival Hall is the central cascade, which first makes a

clear fall of 20 ft. to the level of the terrace and then spreads out

into a stream 45 ft. wide, which gradually widens as it leaps down
the long slope of ledges or steps until it gains a total breadth of

150 ft. before the final plunge into the Grand Basin.
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On cither side of the main cascade are smaller cascades, which

have their origin in fountains near each paROda, and which also

plunge down the side of tlie crescent hill in a series of gradually

widening steps or ledges until they reach the grand basin below.

The elTect as a whole is Rnnlly nnKincntcd by a series of foimlnins

l>-\l..\ri.: (IK EI.KCTHICITY ILLUMINATED.

and jets of water, some of which attain a height of 75 ft. This
panorama of water effects, including the artistic grouping of statuary

with the work of the landscape architect, will very well stand

comparison with the famous gardens of Versailles near Paris.

Along the radiating avenues of the fan-shaped picture are most
of the main exhibit palaces, including Electricity, Transportation,

Machinery, ami Manufactures. Other of the main paLiccs, ,is Agri-

culture and Horticulture, will be found to the west

of the fan-.shaped picture. In the main the larger

exhibit buildings are built entirely of wood covered

with staflF. The style of architecture is a free treat-

ment of the Kcuaissance. The color scheme of the

buildings is white throughout, with touches of color

on the roofs and decorative towers.

Visitors who are especially interesteil in eleclrie

railway matter.^; will find Ibeir interest chiefly center-

ing in the Palace of b'lectrieity. Palace of Transpor-

tation, Palace of Machinery, the electric railway test

tracks at the side of the Transportation Building,

the various outdoor electric railway exhibits, and llu-

Steam, Cias and Fuels Building. Another feature

worthy of study is the model street, which will be

found inuuediately insiile the main entrance. This

street is i.joo ft. long, aiui is the joint exhibit of vri

rious cities for the purpr)>c of illustrating the latest

ideas as to what a model street should he as re-

gards paving, eurbiui;. sub-surface eoiubiils rinil slvuc-

lures. ell-.

Tow IT ;tt the l*'xposilioii.

With the exception of a few isolated plants built

for private use by some of the individual concession-

ers all the power required in the entire enclosure

constituting the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, for

lighting, pumping and the operation of various mo-
tors, including the Intramural Ry., is developed in

Machinery Hall and its annex, the Steam, Gas and Eucls Building.

The generating apparatus, although all housed in Machinery Hall,

is divided into two separate power plants. One is known as the

Exfiibitors' Power Plant, and is made up entirely of apparatus en-

lercd as exhibits by more than 90 engineering firms, including many
of the leading manufacturing concerns of the United Stales as well

as several from foreign countries. The total generating cap.icily of

he Exhibitors' Power Plant is staled lo amount to about 40,000 h. p.

with an oiilpul of al>oul 25.000 kw. of electrical energy al normal

load.

In addition to the plant supplied by exhibitors, there is the Ex-

position Power Plant, made up of machinery leased

by the Exposition Co. as a service plant for furnish-

ing power during the pro- Exposition period as well

as during the time the (air is oi>en. The Exposi-

tion Power Plant has capacity of 8.000 kw. in electri-

cal powers.

The following is a statement of each separate en-

try to \y found in Machinery Hall, and in the Steam.

Gas and Fuels Buibling, which is virtually the boiler

bouse for M.acbincry Hall. Detailed descriptions of

many of Ibe entries will be found elsewhere in this

issue under descriptions of individual exhibits. A
description of the Exposition Power Plant will be

found under the description of Weslinghouse Inter-

ests al the Fair, by whom this plant was installed.

The Exhibitors' Power Plant is divided into sev-

eral separate systems, each with its distinct charac-

teristics, and a separate work to perform ; in some of

these as many as 12 or 15 different exhibitors are rep-

resented.

Power for Intramural Ky.

The Inlramural Ry. plant constitutes one of the

systems of the Exhibitors' Power Plant. The gen-

erating units for ibe Intramural are dividerl into two

groups.

The first consists of three steam engines and a

water wheel all driving 550-volt direct current gen-

erators furnished by the Crocker-Wheeler Co. The
four generating units in question were furnished by the following

exhibitors

:

The Lane & Kodley Co. exhibits a goo-b. p. cross-compound en-

gine, with cylinders 20 and 40 in. by 54-in. stroke, direct con-

nected to a f)00-kw. generator making 85 r. p. m.

A 7S0-h. p. single cylinder Murray-Corliss engine with 26-in.

cylinder and 48-in. stroke furnished by the Murray Iron Works,

A NIGHT SCE.NE.

this being direct connected to a 500-kw. generator uperaling at too

r. p. m.

The other engine of the group is from the Harrisburg Foundry
& Machine Works; it is the Fleming type, four-valve, tandem
compound with cylinders 15 and 40;,^ in. with 26-in. stroke, with

a reheatcr between the high and low pressure cylinders, and run-
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ning at 150 r. p 111. This engine is direct eonncctctl to a 400-kw.

generator.

For tliis group the Albcrger Condenser Co. furnished a surface

condenser with pumps complete; the Harrison Safety Boiler Works
furnished the steam and oil separators, and .'\. Sorge, jr.. & Co.,

the traps.

.\ unique feature of this installation is a tangential watir wlieel

exhibited hy the .\bner Dohle Co., of Sau Francisco. This wheel

develops 160 h. h. p. at 700 r. p. m., and is direct connected to a

loo-k\v. generator. Water for driving the wheel is furnished at a

pressure of jco II). per square inch, hy a triple expansion con-

densing pump from the Jeanesville Iron Works.

The second group of the Intramural I'lant consists of a 1,40a-

h. p. cross-conqjonnd liuckcye engine with cylinders, 26'/j and 50

in. and 48-iu. stroke, direct connected to a goo-k\v. generator, oper-

ating at 100 r. p. m., together with two Brown-Corliss vertical

cross-compound engines, with eylinilers 18 and 36 in. and 36-in.

stroke, running at 135 r. p. m., each direct connected to a 500-kw.

generator. .Ml the generators of this group were also furnished

liy the Crocker-Wheeler Co.

The Wheeler Condenser & Kngineeriug Co. furnished for this

group an .Admiralty type of surface condenser with pumps com-

plete. This condenser also takes care of the exhaust steam' from

a (jrecnwald Coo-h. p. cross-compound engine, which is direct con-

nected to a Fort Wayne Electric Works 400-kw. 250 volt d. c.

generator used on lighting load.

The Greenwald engine has cylinders 18 and 36 in., and 42-in.

stroke, and operates at 100 r. p. m.

The Walker Electric Co., of Philadelphia, furnisheil the com-

plete switchboard installation for the entire system.

The generation of power for the Intramural involves no special

engineering features except those arising from the fact that povver

is secured from so many diflferent cL^Kses of units. The switch-

board is a typical railway board with the usual machine and feeder

panels. Direct current is generated at 550-575 volts, and passes out

over aerial feeders. Inasmuch as the power plant is approximately

in the center of the Intramural line which takes the form of an

irregular circular belt, the problem of feeder distribution was a

ciimparatively simple one, the chief requirement being to provide

sufficient carrying capacity in copper for the heavy traffic antici-

pated.

Lighting and Power.

The largest individual unit forms part of a three-phase, 25-

cycle, 6,600-volt system situated in the central block of Machinery

Hall. This consists of an AUis-Chalmers 5,000-h. p. vertical and

horizontal compound engine, direct connected to a Bullock 3,500-

kw. alternator; the engine is of the Manhattan type with horizontal

high pressure cylinder and vertical low pressure cylinder, both

delivered

pump.

to the cold wells by a Dc Laval umlor driven centrifugal

A. L. Idc & Sons, of Springfield, 111., installed a ,loo-h. p. Ideal

engine direct connected to a Bullock 2(X)-kw., 250-volt, direct cur-

rent generator, part of the current produced being used for ex-

citing the 3,500-kw. allernalor. the remainder passing through a

Bullock balancer and used for operating the variable speed motors

m

A
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The Stilwcll-Bicrcc & Smith-Vaile Co., of Dayton, O., furni-ihed

Uvo condensers, with pumps; one for tlie turbine, designed to

maintain a vacinim of 28 in., and the other for vertical engine to

carry a vacuum of 26 in.

The steam and oil separators were furnished by the Bauni

Separator & Machine Co.

In connection with the arc lighting system there is a complete

installation consisting of boilers, engines, condenser and pumps

from the Societe Anonyme des Etablisscments Delaunay Belle-

ville, of Paris, with a generator from the Societe L' Eclanagc

Klcctrique, also of Paris; a complete installation of engine, con-

denser, pumps, and generator from the Societe Alsaciennc de Con-

struction Mecaniqucs, of Mulhouse, Germany and Belfort, France;

also a complete engine inst.illation made by the engineering firm

of C. H. Bradley, jr., & Co., of Pittsburg.

The Belleville exhibit consists of three marine type boilers of

500 h. p. each, a 1,500-h. p. engine, a condenser complete with

pumps, and a i,ooo-kw'., 2,400-volt, three-phase, 50-cyele alternator.

The Mulhouse engine is of the horizontal, tandem, compound

type, with cylinders 600 mm. and 1,100 mm. in diameter, and stroke

1,300 mm., developing 1,000 h. p. at 94 r. p. m.

The generator from the Belfort branch of the same company is

nator, the Wagner Electric Manufacturing Co. providing the ex-

citing set.

The American Engine Co. has a 200-h. p. engine direct con-

nected to a 125-kw , iio-volt, direct current generator of its own
make.

The Laidlow-Dunn-Gordon Co. exhibits two air compressors, for

which the National Oil Burner & Equipment Co., of St. Louis,

supplied the traps, the Gardner Governor Co. the steam separator

and exhaust head, and the Holmes Metallic Packing Co. the pack-

ing for rods.

The Famous Filter Co., of St. Louis, provided a central oil

filtering plant to provide for the filtration of oil from the various

engines.

H. R. Worthington is exhibiting three pumps, each with a ca-

pacity of 30,000 gallons per minute, to supply water for Cascades

;

also fire and sewage pumps.

The following companies are exhibiting cranes and apparatus

connected with hoisting machinery, for use in Machinery Hall, in

erecting and dismantling machinery.

Shaw Electric Crane Co., 60-ton electric traveling crane; Paw-
ling & Harnischfcger, so-ton electric traveling crane, with lo-ton

au.xiliary hoist; John Fowler & Co., of Leeds, England, road loco-

LIBERAL ARTS-U. S. GOVERNMENT BUILDING-MINES AND METALLURGY.

of 700 kw. capacity, and delivers a 2,300-volt, three-phase, 50-cycle

current.

The Bradley installation consists of a i,ooo-h. p. VVillans central

valve engine direct connected to a Stanley 600-kvv.,' three-phase,

60-cycle, 2.300-volt alternator; a SO-h. p. Willans engine direct

connected to a Northern Electric 30-kvv., iio-volt, direct current

generator; a Worthington surface condenser with Worthington

circulating pump driven by a Northern Electric 25-h. p. motor,

and a Blake twin air pump. The Direct Separator Co. furnished

the steam and oil separators; Crane Co., valves and fittings; and

the Philip Carey Manufacturing Co., pipe covering.

The General Electric Co. is exhibi'ing a 2,c<3o-kw. Curtis turbo

set complete, the condenser and pumps being supplied by H. R.

Worthington, of New York. This turbine will operate at 750

r. p. m., and has a capacity for short periods of 100 per cent over-

load; the current delivered will be three-phase, 2S-cycle, 6,600 volts.

Greenwood & Batley, of Leeds, England, are exhibiting a De
Laval turbine of 225 b. h. p., operating generators of 150 kw.

capacity, 500 volt direct current. The generators are four-pole

type, two in number.

The Buffalo Forge Co. is exhibiting a 175-h. p. horizontal tan-

dem compound engine direct connected to a Stanley 132-kw.,

2,40o-volt, two-phase, 60-cycle alternator for which the Northern

Electrical Manufacturing Co. furnished the exciting set.

The Skinner Engine Co. furnished a 200-h. p. engine direct con-

nected to a Warren i50-k\v., 2,300-volt, single-phase, 60-cycle alter-

motives and traction wagons; Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.,

locomotive cranes; Lidgcrwood Manufacturing Co., hoisting en-

gines and derrick irons; Neal & Brinker, blocks; Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Co., triplex blocks.

Amongst other exhibitors participating in the power plant in

Machinery Hall, are the following:

American Steam Gage & Valve Co., recording steam and water

gages ; Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., recording vacuum gages

;

Fisher Governor Co., pump regulators; The Bristol Co., recording

steam and water gages ; Reliance Gage Column Co., steam traps

;

The Burt Manufacturing Co., oil filters; Pittsburg Gage & Supply

Co., exhaust head
; John Acton, reducing valve ; Walter L. Flower

& Co., oil filter.

The coal for boilers is supplied to mechanical stokers by an

overhead link belt conveyor and the ashes removed in cars travel-

ing in tunnels under the aisles. This conveying apparatus was
supplied by the Link Belt Machinery Co.

The following companies furnished steam pumps for boiler feed

water: National Steam Pump Co., two horizontal; Stilwell-Bierce

& Smith-Vaile Co., one horizontal and one vertical ; Cameron Steam

Pump Co., one horizontal ; Warren Steam Pump Co., two vertical

;

The Reliance Machine & Tool Works, one horizontal.

In addition to these the Goulds Manufacturing Co. exhibits a

motor driven boiler feed pump with capacity of 277 gallons per

minute.

The Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Dearborn Drug & Chemical
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Work*, and Pure Water Engineering & Construction Co. have fur-

nished apparatus for the treatment of l)oiIer feed water.

Friedrich Goetze, of Burscheid, Germany, supplied metallic pack-

ing rings for use in steam and exhaust lines of boiler feed pumps
and engines of induced draft installations.

.\n exhibit of considerable interest is contributed by tlic .-Vnier-

ican Steam Meter Co., of Chicago, consisting of a steam meter
in pipe line to boiler feed pumps, this meter being provided with
a dial to register actual quantity of steam used regardless of

pressure.

The Lagonda Manufacturing Co. has provided tube cleaners for

use during Exposition period.

R. D. Wood & Co. installed a complete gas generating plant with

capacity of about 30,000 cubic feet per hour and the Weber Gas &
Gasoline Engine Co. has provided a gas generating plant consisting

of a suction gas producer, a 125-h. p. gas engine and a 75-k\v.

direct current generator.

Steam, Gas and Fuels Building.

A separate fireproof building is provided for the installation of

boilers, gas generating plants, briquette machinery, and other appa-

ratus for use in connection with boilers and fuels.

The exhibitors' boilers have a rated capacity of more than 15,000

b. h. p., this being provided by a number of different varieties but

all of the water tube type.

The largest installation is that made by the .\ultman & Taylor

Machinery Co., which furnished 16 horizontal and three vertical

Cahall boilers with a total rating of over 8,000 h. p. The hori-

zontal boilers are installed in batteries of two each ; two of theie

batteries are designed for a steam pressure of 225 lb. per square

inch and supply steam for the operation of the turbines, the steam

being delivered at throttles with pressure of 185 lb.

The remaining boilers carry steam at 175 lb. per square inch,

this being delivered to engines in Machinery Hall at 150 lb.

The Aultman & Taylor Co. provided chain grate stokers in

connection with all Cahall boilers.

The Heine Safety Boiler Co. has an installation consisting of

eight 400-h. p. Heine boilers, for which the Green Engineering

Co. provided the mechanical stokers.

The boilers provided by the Belleville Co., of Paris, to furnish

steam for the Belleville engine, are three in number, of the Belle-

ville marine type.

J. & A. Niclausse, of Paris, are exhibiting two of their marine

boilers, each of about 400 h. p.

The Buffalo Forge Co. furnislied a complete induced draft in-

stallation for all the last mentioned boiler exhibits.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co. provided two Cli-

max boilers, marine type, one of 300 and the other of

250-h.p. ; the Dusseldorf-Ratinger-Rohrenkessclfabrik

(formerly Durr & Co.) of Dusseldorf, Germany, a

SOO-h. p. marine type boiler; and the Schuette-Kessel-

Konsortium, of Geestemuende, Germany, a soo-h. p.

Conti marine boiler.

The Pike.

The Pike at St. Louis is what the Midway was at

the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, only more so.

Its dominating spirit is appropriately indicated by the

group of statuary placed at its entrance, which repre-

sents a company of- cowboys "shooting up" a western

town. Here are grouped in the widest profusion cir-

cuses, shows, delusions, mechanical effects, and fakes,

constituting a world of its own. Here arc also gath-

ered representatives of nations and peoples from
every corner of the inhabited globe. It is safe to

say that here the visitor will be separated from more
of his money than he will care to compute at the
end of a week's visit, but it is also safe to say that

with the feeling of sadness at the flattened pocket-
book will come the cheerful recollection that he has received his
money's worth. The electric railway visitor will find much among
the confusion of the Pike that will be worth examining as possible
attractions for electric railway parks as well as other available
material.

Among the amujement features to be found on the Pike may be

mentioned the following: "Tyrolean Alps"; "L'ish 'Village"; "Un-
der and Over the Sea"; "Streets of Seville"; "Hunting in the
Ozarks"; "Hagenbeck's .Animals"; "Mysterious Asia"; "Moorish
Palace"; "Fair Japan"; "Hereafter"; "Glass-weaving"; "Paris";
"Ancient Rome"; "Creation"; "Palais du Costumes"; "Infant In-
cubator"; "Indian Congress and Wild West Show"; "Siberian
Railroad"; "Deep Sea Divers"; "Cairo"'; "Chinese 'Village"; "Con-
stantinople"; "Esquimaux and Laplanders"; "Magic Whirlpool";
"Cliff Dwellers"; "Battle Abbey"; "Naval Exhibit"; "Jim Key," an

TYPICAL THROUGH STATION. INTRAMURAL RY.

educated horse; "Old Plantation"; "Galveston Flood"; "Ilale's Fire
Fighters"; "New York to the North Pole"; "Jerusalem"; "Observa-
tion Wheel"; "Miniature Railway"; "Poultry Farm"; "Transvaal
Spectacle"; "Colorado Gold Mine"; "Shoot the Chutes"; "Scenic
Railway", and "Temple of Mirth". On the Pike and scattered
around the grounds will be found several novel forms of slot ma-
chines adaptable to electric railway parks.

The Intramural Railway.

This is a double-track, overhead-trolley, electric railway nnining
around the edge of the main exposition enclosure and designed to

TR.\I.\ ON- IN'I'HAMUU.M. 1{V.

give visitors a convenient means of reaching every section 01 tae
World's Fair groiuids. As originally proposed, the Intramural Rail-
way was in itself to comprise an interesting exhibit of the exposi-
tion, the plans providing for a road that would exemplify the high-
est developments in each phase of electric railway engineering.
As finally constructed, however, the Intraiiiural is an everyday
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ovtrlicad-trollty electric railway, possessing but few features of

more than ordinary engineering interest.

The road rinis partly on the surface and partly on trestle work,

following the topography of the grounds. It is built on a right of

way seven miles long, giving about fourteen miles of track. The
right of way is to he fenced and stops are made only at regular sta-

tions. Its two terminals are located inside the grounds, respectively

east and west of the Lindcll or main entrance. The two terminals

are about 600 ft. apart, leaving a broad avenue between, so that the

road does not deface the fine central view of the "main picture."

VoT a considerable portion of its route the Intramural skirts the

enclosure of the E.xposition. For about two miles of its course it

runs directly through the heart of one of the most interesting por-

tions of the Fair grounds. For about one mile it runs through

the fine oak forest of Forest Park. The rails are 65-lb. The road

is A. S. C. E. standard T-scction, standard-gage and cinder ballasted.

Center pole construction was adopted except where the road runs

through the woodland. The overhead material is of various makes.

There are 51 closed cars and seven 14-bench open cars, it being

the intention to use the open cars only on days of very heavy traffic.

The closed cars were built by the St. Louis Car Co. and are of

very handsome and durable construction. They will be sold after

the Fair is over, and should realize very nearly their first cost, as

they arc of a type now largely used for regular interurban electric

railway service. The cars measure 34 ft. over body, with 5-ft. plat-

forms, making 44 ft. over all. Each car has seating capacity for

52 passengers.

The closed cars are fitted with General Electric type M. train

control, with four G. E. 70 motors to each car. Both platforms

>-.-<*'
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arc vcslibulcd ami ;ire protected uilli folding gales. There are

no car steps, as the loading and unloading platforms at the stations

arc built to come (lush with the car platforms.

no, 1.
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Th^ cars are mounted on St. Louis double

trucks fitted with Sliocn solid forged and rolled

steel wheels. Each car is equipped with Chris-

tcnsen air brakes with motor driven compressor

of the Litest type. Van Dorn automatic couplers

arc used.

There are 17 stations on the Intramural route.

These stations consist essentially of covered plat-

forms with turnstile exits. The same platform is

uM;d for loading and unloading.

1=

500

&

g

P

For the present the fares are collected on the

cars, but when the crowds atcnding the Exposi-

tion become large enough to warrant it tickets

will be sold at the stations and passengers will

pay their fare before entering, passing to the load-

ing platforms through turnstiles.

Wherever there arc hills along the route the

stations have been placed at the top of the hill,

so that the passengers are saved much of the fa-

tigue of climbing hills.
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In the operation of the road it is the intention to give frequent

service rather than to run cars at high speed. It is believed that

visitors will use the Intramural as a means for obtaining a general,

or as it were a sk)--line survey of the exposition as a whole, and

will desire to travel at a rate of speed sufficiently slow to enable

them to enjoy each building and special feature along the route. It

is also believed that visitors will find a trip around the Intramural

a pleasant means of resting from the fatigue of walking through the

exhibit palaces and grounds. For these reasons cars will be run

on headways of five minutes or less and will consume about 42

minutes in making the circuit from terminal to terminal. When
traffic is comparatively light cars will be run singly, but when

travel is heavy they will be operated in two- or three-car trains,

as the traffic may require.

The fare from any station to any other station is 10 cents.

Repair and storage shops for the Intramural cars have been built

in the extreme southwest corner of the grounds. The shops are

temporar>- in character and are fitted with pits and such small tools
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as will be required for making light repairs. No heavy repair

work will be attempted.

The two terminal stations of the road arc simple dead-end sta-

tions, each containing two stub tracks, so that cars may arrive and

depart without conflict.

Power for the Intramural road is supplied from a group of 6oo-

volt generating units of accepted railway types located in Machinery

Hall, as described elsewhere in this issue.

The accompanying illustrations show detail views of several

typical stations on the Intramural Ky. Fig. I shows the first floor

plan of the terminal stations, Nos. i and 17. These two stations arc

larger than the other stations along the line and they contain three

platforms, one at cither side of the double track and a double plat-

form between the track. The latter is used for the loading plat-

form and is entered by means of the turnstiles at one end of the

building. The two outer, or unloading, platforms are provided with

three exits. Fig. 2 is a cross section through station No. 17, and

Fig. 3 ii an end elevation of the same station. Figs 4 and 5 show

croii tectiont of a type of station which is used at a number of

placet on the line. This construction is common to Intramural

stations Xos. 2, 3, 8, 10 and 11. in all of which the tracks arc on

the ground level. Intramural station No. 4, which is at the sub-

urban entrance to the fair grounds, is shown in cross section in

Fig. 6. Station No. 14, which is located near the southeast gate

to the grounds, differs somewhat from the other stations where the

tracks are on the ground level in that the platforms are wider.

Figs. 7 and 8 show sections through this station. Figs. 9 to 12,

inclusive, show the plan, side elevation and sections of station No.

16 at 5th St. The ends of the platforms on this station are pro-

vided with sliding guards, the location of which is shown in the

plan. Fig. 9. A plan and elevation giving the details of these

guards are shown in Fig. 13.

The total length of track measured as single track is 12.26 miles,

in addition to which there is .75 miles of storage track for Intra-

mural cars. The length of single track trestle is 1. 19 miles.

The officers of the Intramural Ry. are : John Scullin, director of

transportation; T. W. Murphy, general manager; John J. Lichter,

general superintendent; Richard H. Phillips, engineer in charge dur-

ing construction; J. H. Foster, chief engineer of power.

Traffic Arrangements for Handling the Expo-
sition Crowds at St. Louis.

The responsibility of handling the bulk of the traffic to and from

the World's Fair Grounds in St. Louis falls upon the St. Louis

Transit Co. The St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. and the Wa-

bash R. R. shuttle trains are also called upon to handle a con-

siderable portion of the Exposition crowds, Init the St. Louis Transit

WORLDS FAIR TERMINALS.

Co., by reason of having lines located on practically all of the

principal streets of the city, furnishes the chief means of trans-

portation between the Fair Grounds and all the resident, hotel and

business sections of the city, and it is compelled to take care of

more than three-quarters of the traffic to and from the various

entrances of the Exposition enclosure.

Realizing its responsibility, the St. Louis Transit Co. has made

its plans on a scale never before attempted by any electric railway

system, and it is confidently asserted by the management that the

system is prepared to handle without serious confusion well over

a million passengers in a single day in case so many persons present

themselves for transportation on its cars. In proof of the truth of

this assertion it is stated that on the opening day of the Exposition

the system carried over 927,000 people.

The city of St. Louis lies on the west bank of the Mississippi

River, and the Fair Grounds are located approximately five miles

due west from the busincsi heart of the city. This situation throws

the bulk of the exposition travel onto seven main cast and west

lines. During the Exposition period all the cars on these seven

lines will run from the down-town section direct to the Fair

Grounds and the north and south lines will be used as feeders,

transfers being given at all intersecting points where the north and

south lines intersect the east and west lines.

The Market St. lines will reach all the Exposition entrances on

the south side of the grounds.

The Laclede line will reach 'the southeast entrance only.

The Taylor Ave. line will run to the southeast entrance.
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The Dlivc St. ;inil Dclin.ir /Nvc. cars will run ilircct to llic iiorlli-

cast or Lituloll inlraiicc, wliidi is tlic main entrance to tlie Kair

grutnitjs.

The I'atje cars will rnn to the northwest entrance, which is the

next in iin|Hirlance.

The ICastiin car- will rini to the north niiilille entrance, which i--

at the center of the I'ike.

At the present time the loop at the Linilrll entrance is the only

one that is fenced and provided with exit and entrance turnstiles.

If the crowds warrant il, however, the other loops will he so pro-

vidc<l.

The details of this terminal were shown in the "Review" for

,\pril.

.^t the Linilell entrance loop passengers biiy tickets at ticket

ST. LOUIS TRANSIT CO. LOOP LV FRONT OK M.MN ENTRANCE TO EXPOSITION.

.\t all these various entrances are loop terminal stations, the

capacity of each loop being determined by the importance of the

entrance. It is interesting to notice that at none of tiiese loops

have arrangements been made for storing or banking cars in antici-

pation of heavy rushes of trafiic. In other words, it is the aim

of the management to prevent massing of cars, the idea being to

keep each of the main lines so completely filled with cars that

banking will be unnecessary and the cars will come and go fast

enough to absorb any crowd that can possibly concentrate at any

of the gates. Cars that would ordinarily be stored at the terminals

in anticipation of heavy homeward-bound trafiic will be kept out

on the lines, where they will be picking up many fares that would

be lost if the cars were bunched and were afl sent out in one

direction. It is believed that the service over the entire system as

a whole will thereby be greatly improved.

In pursuance of this policy all of the terminal loops at the Fair

grounds have been connected by auxiliary double-track lines, so

that cars may be run from any loop to any other one. This gives

a degree of flexibility that would seem to preclude any possibility

of serious congestion at any one point, for if it is seen that the

bulk of the homeward-bound crowds is tending toward any one

terminal loop cars can be innnediately called from any or all of the

other lines to the assistance of the overburdened line. Moreover, if

any obstacle arises in the operation of any one loop the traHic can

be directed to the nearest one of tlie other loops. It would seem,

therefore, an utter impossibility to tie up the whole systein by any

other cause than the total failure of power.

As a final precaution the company has located one nf il^ main

car houses within two minutes' run from the Lin<lell entrance. This

car house, with its yards, has cap,acity for 500 cars, ami if a serious

interruption of service should occur on any of the main Exposition

lines cars could be started from this barn to any of the north-side

entrances in order to fill in the gaps.

.\ll of the terminal loops have a double set of loop tracks, so that

two lines of cars can be unloaded or loaded at the same time. One
or two of the terminals have a short stub track in the center of

the loop for storing private or special cars or for taking care of a

disabled car.

booths, show these tickets at the entrance turnstiles and deliver

them to the conductors after having entered the cars. The use of

these entrance turnstiles enables the crowds to be held in check

and more easily controlled, as intending passengers arc admitted to

the loading platforms only in numbers that can be handled by the

ears immediately in sight. The use of tickets has been adopted at

this entrance, as many of the temporary hotels and boarding houses

are within a comparatively short distance of the grounds, and it

would be impossible for conductors to collect all the fares on the

homeward-bound cars before a considerable portion of the load

would be discharged. The tickets arc dated for each day and arc

accepted only on the date of sale, so that even if the ticket is not

collected by the conductor it will not be honored for a second ride.

The rolling stock at the disposal of the Transit Co. consists

of something less than 2,000 cars of various sizes and types. The
new cars purchased for Exposition requirements are chiefly closed

cars with 33 ft. 5 in. bodies, measuring 44 ft. 8 in. over all, and

were built by the St. Louis Car Co. Various types of trucks arc

used, there being a number of maximum traction type. The latest

cars are mounted on du Pont trucks, with four-motor equipments.

The double-truck cars have unusually long platforms at the rear

end, the platform being divided into three sections by means of

two iron pipe railings, a development of the "Detroit" platform.

This gives large carrying capacity on the rear platform and at the

same time prevents congestion in front of the rear door of the car.

Power for operating the Transit system is generated in four

main power houses, all of which have been thoroughly described

in previous issues of the "Street Railway Review." Up to the

present time the company has been hampered by lack of sufficient

power, as it had been relying upon securing most of the additional

power required from the new station of the Union Light & Power

Co. The completion of this station has been delayed, but it is

expected that within the immediate future the Union station will

be sufficiently equipped to provide the Transit Co. with power

equivalent to 9,000 kw. capacity, which will be enough to meet all

demands.

no vour bcM .11 .ill linii- r. ,\\ T?:.v rhi!oso[,ln
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Exposition Preparations Made hy the St. Louis
& Suhurhan System.

BY J O. CASSKI.MAX. CHIEK CLERK. ST.
R.\IL\VAY CO.

i.ouis & srnrRHAN

The e.xtensivt prcparntions commenced last tall In ihc Siitnirliaii

Railway System have been about completed and this system is

now more than able to take care of its share of the /»»»««
crowds expected at the World's Fair in the near

future. With its 195 cars of the latest type the

company will be able to give a minute schedule serv-

ice to the Fair Grounds or two cars to every block

in the down-town district, and a very good ser\ice

and one sufficient to meet the demands will be given

en the v.irious county lines. The company's standard

cnr has scats for 5.2 persons. The cars were built

by the St. Louis Car Co. and have cane cross scats

with reversible backs, large windows and 12 mirrors

along ihe sides. They are equipped with air brakes

and have Weslinghouse and General Electric equip-

ment, four motors to a car. The cars are of very

substantial build, the total weight of each being

almut 40.000 lbs.

The main line of the Suburban System extends

from 4th and Elm. along Fourth Si. to Locust, to i.ith

St., to Lucas, to 14th, to Washington, to Lcflingwcll.

to Franklin, to Grand, to Morgan, to 4000 Morgan,

thence over private right of way through to De-

llodiamont and the Suburban Garden. The track - ~

is all newly laid, the city district being laid with

0-in. girder rail up to the private right of way, and

from theie to the Suburban Garden the rail is 80-lb.

T .section, the line being double track throughout.

The main junction point or point of transfer is at

.Sarah St. where the cars go to the Mcranicc Division

and O'Fallon Park Division. O'Fallon Park is almost di-

rectly north from Sarah St. Junction which is on the

private right of way between Morgan St. and West Belle. The
Meramec Highlands and Maplewood Division cars go south frmu

."sarah St. Junction along Sarah St. to Manchester .-\vc., then west

on Manchester .Vvc. through Renton and several other small suh-

urbs until they reach Maplewood. West of Maplewood is what is

known as the Meramec Highlands Division. The larger portion

of this division is private right of way, extending through I'.dge-

brofik. Old Orchard, Webster, Cheltenham, Kirkwood and to Mera-

mec Highlands. Meramec Highlands cars go direct In town or the

World's Fair every eight minutes.

Sarah .St. and Manchester Ave. have lneii newly l.iid with 9 in.

storing cars to meet the licavy deinands at certain hours. A sketch

of the loop is given herewith.

The Union .\ve. junction point with the main line is very close

to Fairmouut Avenue one block westwardly, and the cars going

south on Union Ave. take the main entrance loop. Going north

lliese cars go as far as the Union Jockey Club race track, the

cemeteries and Walnut Park.

The next juncliiMi point Inmi the main line is at Maple Ave.

^Si&v.

. - * - » t/AT/Of^ /fy^ - S.07

. . . - ^£/PSt/.SO^ ^77
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Cars K""iK I" Ihe Skiiiker or Adminislratiiin entrance loop leave the

main line nr private right of way at Maple .'\ve., go west to 66th

St. and from there directly south to the Fair Grounds. These

cars run direct from the city to the loop without transfer and from

it visitors enter the Fair Grounds at the west end of the Pike or

where the Pike and foreign buildings are located.

The B. C. & .St. L. division also branches from Maple Ave.,

passing the World's Fair Grounds at the "Convention" entrance.

This liranch extends through Clayton, Brentwood, and along this

line is located the St. Louis Country Club and the County Court of

St. Louis County. The road is single track from Brentwood through

Webster to 'Kirkwood where it connects with the Meramec High-

l.iciils division. From this braiu-li the WorM'^ l^'air can be reached

also via Log Cabin branch at Claylou in the l''ilipino entrance

girder rail. The <lislancc from Meramec Highlands to 41I1 and l-;im

ii 18 miles. Numerous hotel accommodations can be had along the

line arwl there is a first class hotel located at Meramec Highlands,

which is considered the prettiest spot in St. \m\\\s County.

The next junction point is at Fairmount Ave., where the cars

branch off of the main line to the main entrance of the Fair

(irounds, the cars going along L'nion Ave. to the main entrance

loop. This loop is on what is known as Ihe Callin tr.icl, and it

is Ihe nearest street car terminal to Ihe main entrance of the Expo-
sition. Numerous tracks or side branches extend from this loop

or ralhcr are enclosed within the loop to uive ample room (nr

(jr vi.-i •'orcl l':irk lu llic .\gi icultiu.il nitraiu-c on llic south side

of the Fair (irounds. This gives llu- Suburb.iii .System five en-

trances to Ihe World's Fair (irouiids, namely: Main entrance, ex-

tending from Union Ave.; .Skinker or .'Vdmiiiistratiou loop entrance,

via Dellodiamout anil Maple Ave.; Convention entrance, reached

hy the County divisions and also via Dellodiaiuont and Maple Ave.;
ir;i:..; , ... ... 'i* r> i ..:.. .1... 1 _ /^.. 1

• . 1: 1

I

•J ••^- —

-

J '"' "'•• .... •-.....^.... , .....|...- ...^.,

[•ilipiiio entrance, at Torrence Road, via the Log Cabin line; and

the Agricullinal entrance via the Forest Park division, The Forest

Park division connects with the Chouteau Ave. lines of the .St.

Louis Transit Co., at West Fiid licinlils TIk- (linulcan .Ave.

lines go ilircci to the city.
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There is one more junction point on llic Suburban System, at

Suburban Garden, located in the extreme west end of the city, where

cars connect with the Ferguson and Florissant divisions. These

divisions extend out into the county for about lo miles through

some rich Missouri farm lands. Normandy, Pine Lawn, Kinloch,

Florissant and Ferguson are reached by this division. Florissant,

formerly known as St. Ferdinand, was the original French settle-

ment and was incorporated as a city long before St. Louis, It

plays an import.int part in the early French history of the Louisiana

territory. It is located in Florissant valley, which is noted for its

rich soil and large productions of wheat, corn, and fruit.

Suburban Garden is a modern summer resort, the chief attraction

being high class vaudeville and an electric fountain.

The general offices of the company arc located at DcHodiamont,

about one block north of Maple Ave., where the transfers are

made to the county lines going to Webster, Brentwood, Kirkwood,

Meraniec Highlands and Clayton. The cars going to Skinker loop

or Administration entrance also pass here, but these cars go through

and it is not necessary fur the passengers lo transfer. At this

point is also located the main power station.

The power for the system is furnished from one power station,

direct current being generated for the central district or lines

within a radius of five or six miles of the plant, while for the outer

division the current is transmitted as high tension, alternating, to

Notes from ForeiBii (^omiuissioncrs.

China.

SUBURBAN LOOP. SKINKER ROAD.

transformer stations where it is transformed to direct current and

stepped down to the proper voltage.

The power station is equipped with the following engines : Two
single Hamilton-Corliss engines and one single Allis-Chalmers
engine, all direct connected to 8oo-kvv. General Electric direct cur-

rent generators; one cross compound engine made by the Fulton
Iron Works, direct connected to one i,200-kw. General Electric

alternator; two .Mlis-Chalmers cross compound engines, connected
to same style alternator; one Hamilton engine belt connected to

two 300-kw. General Electric alternating current generators; two
Allis-Chalmers engines direct connected to 800-kw, General Electric

direct current generators. The Suburban System was one of the

first roads in the west to transmit power by alternating current

and at present is the only electric railway in St. Louis producing
this character of current. The alternating current, 6,600 volts, is

sent over the high-tension lines to the sub-stations which are

equipped with five 6oo-kw. General Electric rotary converters. The
boilers are of O'Brien make, 600 h. p. capacity, water-tube feed

boilers, equipped with Jones underfeed stokers.

The pumping equipment comprises six Worthington plunger
pumps which feed the city water through five pressure heaters

manufactured by the Goubert Manufacturing Co,, of New York.
Steam heaters and piping are of recent construction.

The car barn which was destroyed by fire in February, 1903, has
been rebuilt, and is entirely fireproof, with 12 entrance tracks. The
barn is divided into sections with fireproof walls, and has a
capacity for over 100 cars., The special work leading into the
barn is so arranged that cars leaving and entering can branch off

onto any one of the 12 tracks connected with the main line.

The various divisions of the line are being connected with the
main office by Kinloch telephones; the loops at the Fair grounds
and the principal stations and thoroughfares along the line will he
equipped with these telephones, thereby enabling the operating de-
partment to keep in touch with the movement of all cars. The work
will be completed before July 1st and the company will then have
45 telephones at different points on the system These telephones
will also be connected with the regular public Kinloch telephones.

June 2nd a Kent-Ravenna car of the Northern Ohio Traction
& Light Co. jumped the track on a long hill and collided with a
car on the other track, damaging both cars and injuring four
persons, one fatally.

UY KRANCIS A. CARL, VICB-COMMISSIONER FROM CHINA.

The electric railway has not yet entered China, as when the

writer left at the beginning of the present year not a single mile

of electric railway was in operation. The opportunities for future

development, however, are very great, and I believe that the next

ten years will bring about wonderful changes in China, As elec-

tric railways have proved their usefulness elsewhere, there is no
reason why they should not also succeed there. The field is virgin

soil and the harvest should be rich for any company with sufficient

enterprise and capital to tide over the first few years during which
the ground is being prepared. Cities like Peking, Tientsin, Shang-

hai, Hankow and Canton could easily support street railways, but

whether franchises could be obtained is a question which the writer

cannot answer. The matter is well worth investigation by Ameri-
can capitalists, who arc the acknowledged leaders of the world in

electric railway development.

Electric Tramways in Ccvlon.

BY STANLEY BOLS. CO.MMISSIO.NER-GENERAL FOR CEYLO.S'.

Ceylon has one electric trolley system, established in its capital

city, Colombo, eight years ago. It is owned by the Colombo Elec-

tric Tramways & Lighting Company, Limited. The whole of the

equipment for the cars, and the generators, were supplied from
the United States. At present the line consists of two routes, each

i'A miles in length, from the vicinity of the harbor to the north

and the east. The municipal council now has before it an appli-

cation from the company to be allowed to link up these lines at

their outer ends. Another line to serve the south part of the city

may be proposed in a year or two. The service is from 6 a, m. to

II p. m. at five-minute intervals, with a daily average number of

passengers of 25,000. The charges are according to distance, and are

small, as the traffic is almost entirely native. The enterprise is,

however, a paying one. The power house has five generators, two
alternators and one motor-alternator. The alternator plant is for

lights and fans in the public buildings, mercantile offices and hotels.

A small power station for electric lighting, previously erected in

the Fort (the European center), obtains its power from the main
station.

Costa Rica.

BY MANUEL GONZALEZ, COMMISSIONER-GENERAL FROM
COSTA RIC.V TO THE I.OUISI.\NA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

I he republic of Costa Rica is crossed by the interoceanic railroad

and has not further developed a railroad system. The capital city,

San Jose, which is situated near the center of the republic, has an

electric railway with suburban lines extending to some of the more
important nearby villages. While electric railways have not been

developed, the topography of the countiy, which is to a great extent

mountainous, makes it a desirable field, as there are numerous

waterfalls that would provide a constant and cheap source of

power, .^t the present time there are 303 coffee mills, 149 of which

employ animal power, 85 steam, 68 water power and one electricity.

In the banana fields, which have in the aggregate under cultivation

more than 70,000 acres, there is not a single farm that can avail

itself of electric transportation to reach the shipping points. There

are some 5,000,000 bunches of bananas shipped annually.

The industrial impulse which it is expected that Costa Rica will

receive in consequence of the Panama Canal would insure the open-

ing of numerous industries which as yet are unexploited. Among
the resources of the country are mines, and forests, and extensive

fields of particularly fertile soil, to the development of which elec-

tric tramways would be almost absolutely necessary.

Another point that should not be overlooked is that the highways
are very expensive to build and difficult to maintain in good condi-

tion because of the soil and water conditions. With electrical

transportation the rich natural resources of the country would be

made available, commerce and agriculture both receiving an ex-

traordinary impetus.
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The Republic of Costa Rica is advantageously located, geograph-

ically, being an equal distance from North and South America.

The people love peace and the country is not entangled with her

neighbors nor disturbed by revolutions at home. In the soil lands

and forests lie wonderful treasures which are waiting only for

capital and labor to become valuable. The country is healthful and

hospitable.

The government is fully disposed to concede ample and generous

concessions to individuals or to companies which will establish

electric railways in the country, and investors from abroad may
be sure of a hearty welcome and magnificent financial results.

Street Railway Systems uf Buenos Aires.

BY GCILLEMO A. PUENTE. MEMBER NATIONAL COMMISSION
OE ARGENTINE REPfBI.lC. ST. LOUIS PURCHASE

EXPOSITION.

Buenos .Mrcs, capital of the Argentine Republic, has long been

know as "the city of trams," there being a line in almost every

important street of the central part of the city, which is laid out

as a parallelogram, 6 miles north to south by 2}^ miles east to

west. In this parallelogram there arc 26 lines running north and

south and 41 lines east and west, many of which are double track.

From this central parallelogram eight double-track lines run out

to the city limits, a distance in three cases of eight miles. In the

course of the next few years all the existing horse traction lines

will have been converted to electricity, as those companies whose

lines are not actually undergoing conversion have obtained the

necessary municipal concession to make the change, the plans having

been already approved in some cases.

General Conditions.

The overhead trolley system has been adopted exclusively, the

trolley arm being provided with a fixed trolley wheel fork. The
swivel trolley fork was in use by one company. La Capital, but

after several months' trial it was abandoned.

All trolley wire used is of circular section, figure 8 and other

sections not having as yet been tried.

Span wires are of stranded cable, with the exception of the

overhead construction of the Anglo Argentino company, which uses

solid galvanized iron wire.

In the narrow streets of the central part of the city the span

wire is supported from cast iron rosettes fixed to the walls of the

houses by bolts set in Portland cement, rubber bushings and wash-

ers being used to absorb the vibrations caused by the impact of the

trolley wheel with the ear of the hanger. Householders are not

obliged by law to permit the street car companies to fix these

rosettes, but in only a very few cases has the necessary permission

been refused; in such cases a tubular iron pole is placed against the

wall.

Municipal regulations oblige the companies to protect their trol-

ley wires from falling telephone and telegraph wires By some device.

With the exception of the Anglo Argentino all the companies, in

fulfillment of this ordinance, have adopted a bare guard wire,

placed about 14 in. above the trolley wire; this is insulated from

earth.

The Anglo Argentino company uses a continuous strip of

creosoted wood in lengths of about 20 ft., joined by a vulcanized

rubber sleeve and clamped to the trolley wire by brass clips which

almost encircle it ; these clips are placed about 5 ft. apart, with

an extra one at the end of each length of wood strip. Upon reach-

ing a hanger the wood strips are cut about 3 in. short on cither

side of the hanger and two insulated wires bridge over it. An
objection to this system is a most annoying click, which the trolley

wheel makes on passing each clip.

Section insulators arc freely used and are bridged by a switch

placed in a box on the wall or post, as the case may be, the motor-
men Ixiing provided with keys to enable them to open the boxes
and disconnect a faulty section while awaiting the arrival of the

emergency tower and repair crew.

The usual magnetic blow-out lightning arresters are in general

use.

In those case« where two companies use the same track, parallel

trolley wires arc strung, fed from thtir respective power stations,

but supported by a common span wire. This arrangement leads to

some interesting overhead construction at right angle crossings of,

perhaps, a third company, and at curves.

Tubular wrought iron poles with cast iron bases are almost ex-

clusively used, one company only, La Capital, using octagonal

wooden poles on its line when well out of the thickly populated

part of the city.

The feeder system of the Buenos Aires street car lines is most

complete and up to date, being in two cases—those of the Buenos
.\ires and the Buenos Aires & Belgrano electric companies—under-

ground in their whole extent, The total length of underground

feeders used by the street car companies is 39^ miles.

Four distinct systems of cable laying are in use, namely: Vitri-

fied clay conduit with drawn in, lead covered cables; steel armored

cables laid in loose sand and bricks; creosoted wood conduit, and

cast iron pipes with lead joints.

The Buenos .*\ires & Belgrano company has also a complete tele-

phone system, with a call station in each feeder pillar. Negative

feeders in connection with negative boosters are also employed.

The .Vnglo .Argentino company uses a heavy trolley wire strung

parallel to the trolley wire proper as a feeder, taps being taken at

intervals. This system is only used in the comparatively sparsely

populated districts. In the central section of the city subterranean

feeders alone are used. A solid copper conductor used as a feeder

is a great deal less unsightly than a thick, insulated, heavy cable

hanging in festoons from pole to pole.

Track.

Groove rails are used exclusively, municipal regulations not per-

mitting the use of rails of the Vignoles section. The most usual

track construction is that of a continuous concrete beam upon

which the rails rest, a perfect bearing being made by grouting with

Portland cement. The usual fish plates are generally used, but a

considerable extent of the track of the Buenos .Mres & Belgrano

company is cast welded. None of the patent joints have so far

been used. Track laid on "quebracho Colorado" sleepers has given

excellent results.

"Quebracho Colorado" is a tree belonging to the order "anarcar-

dicae" and is to be found in large qualities in several districts of

the Republic. Of its several excellent qualities that of its perfect

preservation from decay when placed under ground is the most

salient. This is principally due to the high percentage of tannin

it contains, the core or heart ranging from 19 to 22 per cent. Its

weight per cubic meter varies from 1,282 to 1,392 kilograms. Track

laid with this wood has been in use for 15 years under heavy traffic,

and then only some sleepers have had to be renewed, owing to there

being no room to bore holes for new dog spikes, the sleepers on

removal from the track being in first-class condition as far as

preservation is concerned.

Extra long lengths of rail are not in use, due to the difficulty of

trans-Atlantic transportation. Joints are in some cases staggoicd.

The Anglo Argentino company uses exclusively double tongue

switches, and the results are being watched with interest, as accumu-

lation of mud and street refuse in the tongue rod connection box

requires constant removal. Electrically operated switches are not

used.

.Ml special work and crossings are cither made in the workshops

of the companies or by local firms.

Rolling Stock.

Several types of cars are in daily use in the streets, mounted on

single trucks, bogie and maximum traction types, the wheel base

having to be very short on the single trucks to enable them to

take the sharp curves which the narrow streets of the central

section of the city render unavoidable.

The car bodies arc of the latest types of American manufac-

ture, of the convertible, double-deck type known as "Imperial";

open cars, closed cars, and several parlor cars most handsomely

equipped. Trail cars are permitted durinn Ihu hours of heavy

tralTic.

All cars are provided with controllers at bcjth ends. The electro-

magnetic brake, in addition to the usual hand brake, is in general

use by all the companies, with one exception. La Capital, its cars

being fitted with an efficient ratchet brake only. Pneumatic brakes

have not been introduced. All trail cars are fitted with electro-

magnetic brakes, operated from the motor car.
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One lype of {cniler is in use on Ihc cars ii{ all tlic ci>mpanies,

namely, llie "Trovidencc," it having obtained the approval of the

municipal authorities. The .street cars are operated on the English

system ; that is. Ihey "run on the left," and stops are only per-

mitted on the far side of street crossings.

Special workmen's cars are run morning and evening, (he fare

l>cing one-half the usual rate. Fare registers have not lieen intro-

duced, a ticket heing issued hy the conductor to each passenger

upon payment of his fare. The tickets are printed on rolls and
are contained in aluniinuni ticket machines.

International Electric Congress.

Electric Traction by iMonophase ('urrcnt.

ilV K.NHICO UIUNAMI.

The preliminary program for Section B (that on General Ap-
plications) of the Inlernational Klectrical Congress of Si. Louis, pro-

vides for the following papers :

Prof. E. .'Xniold, "Direct-Current Commutalinn.
'

Dr. O. S. Bragstad. "Compensated .Mternalors."

Col. R. K. Crompton, "Standardization <jf Dynamo-Klcctric Ma-
chinery and .Apparatus."

M. .Andre Hlondel, "Calcul des .Mternateurs."

Profs. Urs. Itlster and Geitel, "Uher die Naliirliclie Radionciivilal

der Atmosphare und des Krdhodens."

Herr. C. rddmanu. "The nistrihnlion of Voltage and Current in

Closed Conducting Networks."

M. A. Ileyland, "Self-Regulating and Compounded SyiKlirnnoiis

M.achines."

W. M. Mordey. To he announced.

A. Nodon, "Rectifiers."

Sir \V. Prccce, "Kleclricity in .Ancient Egypt
"

Prof. C. A. Adams. "Magnetic Leakage in .Miiriiiiliiii; Ciirreni

Machinery."

Mr. C. Day, "I'^lectric Motors in Shop Service."

Mr. J. \V. Esterline. "Carrying Capacity of Cahles and Conductors."

Mr. H. W. Eisher, "Sparking Distances Corresponding to Dif-

ferent Voltages."

Prof. II. J. Ryan, "The Design of Insidators."

Mr. D, R. r<nshmore. "The Regulation of Alternators."

Prof. E. li. Rosa. "The Intlucnce of Wave Sli.ipe L'pon .\llor-

nating-Current Meter Indications."

Dr. Clayton II. Sliar]). "The Ef|nipnient of a Coniincrcial Testing

LalKiratory."

Prof. H. B. Sinilh. "\ery High Voltage Transformers."
Prof. C. P. Sleiimietz is chairman of Section B and the secretary

is Prof. Samuel Sheldon. The program for Section A (on
"Theory") wa* pnlilished in the "Review" for .April.

Single Deck Cars in Newcastle, Eng.

M. A. E. Le Kossignol. general manager and engineer of the New-
castle Corporation Tramways, in a paper licfore the A.ssociation of

Municipal and County Engineers, gives his experience with single

deck cars as follows :

There are several types of cars in use; single-deck cars having
to he adopted at first hecausc of the existence of several hridges
which prevented douhle-dcck cars being used. The height under
these bridges has now been increased, to admit dimlile-deck cars,

by lowering (he road : but the single-deck bogie cars, of which sixty

were originally ordered, are in very great favor with the traveling
public, who find them convenient to get into and easy in riding.

These all have an open portion at each end, in which smoking is

pcrmitleil
; the only drawback being, from the smokers' point of

view, that ladies frer|uently occupy these scats in the snnnner-tiine
to the exclusion of the smokers. These bogie cars are 40 ft. in

length, with 15-ft. bogie center.s, each bogie having equal-sized

wheels of 31-in. diameter. And there are, in addition, twenty-two
bogie cars of the same length, which have been built by the depart-

ment with double decks, and carry 102 passengers, these cars being
principally used for meeting heavy rush traffic at any time.

The single-deck bogie cars have two motors of 30 horse-power
each, and the double-deck bogie cars four motors of smaller size.

The remainder of the rolling stock consists of four-wheel cars, a

few of these being single deck, and over eighty being double deck,

of the standard type, driven by two hiotors. The department is

now building its own cars, at the car works, at Byker.

It is recognized that none of the systems for substituting elec-

tricity as the motive power on steam railroads has been generally

accepted. One of the reasons is that any such substitutions must
be made gradually without deranging the existing traflic. Any plans

10 be accepted must preserve the structure of the road, the organ-

ization of the service and the rolling slock, excepting the locomo-
tive, to such a degree that both steam and electricity may be used
during the transition period. The most difficult point in all sys-

tems of electric traction is considered to be the means of supplying

KIO. 1—4«l-H. r. I.OCOMOTIXl':

current to the train. The system developed by the Maschinen-
fabrik, of Oerlikon, near Zurich, Switzerland, has been designed to

meet the conditions mentioned, and it is believed will facilitate the

adoption of electricity on steani roads.

This system contemplates the use of monophase current at a high

potential. The installation consists of two principal parts; first,

the ecpiipment placerl upon the locomotive or car by means of which
monophase current .it a high potential is first transformed to con-

tiiuious current and utilized for driving motors, and second, the

mechanism for taking current from overhead lines and the return

PIG. 2.

conduit. The system of taking the current from the line to the

car may of course be applied independent of the type of car equip-

ment.

The locomotive described here is an experimental one, to show
tlie applicability of the system ; that is, the employment of high poten-

tial monophase current supplied by an overhead conductor. The
locomotive shown in Fig. i has four axles and is equipped with two
motors. In the middle of the platform is a motor-generator unit.
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The high potential trolley is mounted on one side of the car and

the low potential trolley for use in stations, in streets, or elsewhere

where the high potential current is prohihited, may be placed

where most convenient. The locomotive is of 400 h. p. capacity and

designed for a speed of 60 kilometers per hour. The arrangement

of the mechanism and cab are such as to permit two locomotives

to be coupled together, and the controlling apparatus is designed

FIG. 3.

to permit operations from the cah of cillur locomotive by one

man only.

The motor generator consists of a monophase induction motor

mounted upon the same shaft with a continuous current generator.

The motors for driving the car are of the four-pole type, driving

the axles through gearing. For speeds above 60 kilometers per

hour a design dispensing with gearing has been brought out.

The current supply is through a single wire or several wires, not

insulated, except from the ground. It is, therefore, easy to employ

potentials as great as 15,000 volts without having to consider the

problem of insulating nearby circuits, as is the case with three-

phase work. This permits of cheap construction and diminishes

losses.

The contact portion trolley, which is the design of Herr llerzog,

consists of a convex rod, the convexity being towards the con-

FKJ. 4-TROLLEy OUT OF SERVICE.

rluctor. This rod is pivoted so that it is free to turn in a plane

normal to the direction of the car, the supporting axles being

mounted in the insulated hearings. The position of this point, about

which this contact rod turns, may be varied laterally or vertically

by mean!) of the mechanism shown, which mechanism may be oper-

ated by hand or mechanically. The illustrations show several views

of thi» trolley, from which the construction and principle of opera-

tion are readily apparent. Fig. 2 shows the position of the trolley

in contact with the upper surface of the conductor, such as would

be the ordinary construction of the line. Fig. J illustrates the

position taking current from the under side of the trolley wire. Fig.

4 shows the trolley out of service.

.•\n examination of the design shows that it is practically impossi-

ble for this device to leave the wire, as after any derangement it

again automatically adjusts itself. It is adapted to any form of line

construction desired, being equally applicable for use with the

conductor supported over the center of the car or at the side. The

flexibility of the support and the small mass make negligible the

effect of shocks on the line construction. The car may be run in

either direction without changing the trolley adjustment. The loco-

motive is furnished with two trolleys fixed some meters apart.

The disposition of the line at the side of the track and its single

polarity permit the installation of two wires over a single track.

One of these would serve for the normal service and the other

would act as a reserve or could be used as a return circuit in case

both returns were damaged at the same time.

The insulation of the line wires is designed for ,^0,000 volts. Tlic

line is placed about 16 ft. above the rail. As already described, the

trolley permits such di.spositicn of the overhead line as is necessary

to meet the conditions found in tunnels, bridges, crossings, etc.,

where it is impracticable to place the lines at the side of the road.

On doulile track roads a single wire would be placed over each

track, and either of these would supply current to the cars on Iintli

tracks in case of emergency. The return circuit is tran.smittcd by

a copper wire which is placeu under the upper flange of one of the

rails on tlie inner side.

« » »

iVIanstield Railway, Light iV Power Co.

The Mansfield Railway, Light & Power Co.. of Mansfield, ().,

owns and operates the local electric light and street railway system,

and also the electric interurban to .Shelby and Shelby Junction,

about 12 miles distant. The street railway system comprises (j

miles and serves the principal streets of this enterprising little city.

Mansfield is the seat of Richmond Cmmty. and bcilh it and .Slu-lhy

are manufacturing centers.

Mansfield was founded in 1812 and has had a continuous growth.

It is served by the main lines of the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne &
Chicago, the Frie and the Baltimore & Ohio railroads, and also

the Toledo Walhoundiug branch of the Pemisylvania Lines. The
principal articles extensively manufactured are boilers, pumps, elec-

trical machinery and agricultural implements. The Ohio Brass Co.

is among the leading factories. The city has handsome residences,

substantial business blocks, 22 miles of paved streets, has good

sewerage and has a water supply. Shelby and Shelby Junction are

served by the Baltimore & Ohio and Big Four Railroads. They are

well laid out with paved streets, sewers, city water and electric

light. The principal industries are the manufacture of steel tubing,

iucaiulesccnt lamps, furniture, automobiles and stoves.

The total population now served by the railway is safely estiuialcd

at over 27,000. The present company is a consolidation of smaller

interests. Since the consolidation, Messrs. 11. M. Byllesby & Co.,

of Chicago, have been in charge of the properly as consulting and

managing engineers and extensive improvements were started as

soon as they had taken hold of the situation.

The rolling slock first received attention .ind tin new cars were

liurcbased. These have 28-ft. bodies with .s fl. plal forms on each

eiicl. measuring .18 fl. nvcr liUMipers. They are <loul)le vestibule:!.

(if Brill manufacture willi I'lill Inuk^. and eipiipped with four

No. 49 Westinghouse motors.

This new eciuipment has filled a lungfeh want and liu- ruad can

now take care of the traffic during the rush hours wilhoul <lilli-

culty. Besides these cars, the company operale^ 10 open simnuer cars

and h dosed single truck cars. The interurban cars inchnling that

used for express and freight car arc equipped with Christcusen air

brakes.

The tracks, wherever laid with mils of light section, are being

rebuilt with heavier rails. .So far the Park Ave. line has been relaid

with 70-lh. T rails laid on 6xKxHo-in. while oak lies spaced 2 fl.

from center to center. Tin- ballast used is crushed macadam of

which 8 in. has been placed under the tics. New .Atlas rail joinib

and Ohio Brass Co's. protected bonds have been used in connec-
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lion with this work. Besides this part of the system, several other

sections have been rebuilt in the same manner and further im-

provements will l>c made this summer. Amongst these figures

prominently the rebuilding and double tracking of Main St. over

The new management also intends to rebuild all crossings over

waterways on the Shelby intiTurban with substantial steel and con-

crete structures and to raise the grade of this division at various

points above high water mark. This interurban brings the city of

NEW PASSENGER C.\R.
COOLING TOWER AND NEW OIL AND MOTOR HOUSE.

INTERURBAN CAR.

which all the three city and interurban lines jointly run. and whicli

forms the main artery of travel in Mansfield.

By means of three diamond turnouts and well arranged

schedules the travel is handled over this stretch of track, but it

necessitates the periodical accumulation of cars at the transfer

point, which being located in the middle of an 8 per cent grade,

puts a very fluctuating demand on the power station. For this

reason the double tracking is considered the only way of remedying
this trouble.

FREIGHT AND EXPRESS CAR.
VIEW ON PARK AVE.

OLD CITY CAR.

.Mansfield in toucii with the main line of the Hig I'our at Shelby

and the company derives a very handsome income from the travel

between the two towns.

The power station contains at present three engines, one 20 x 36-

in. Allis-Corliss, one 16 and 36x42 tandem Cooper-Corliss and one

20 and 40 X 48 Bates cross compound corliss engine. The gen-

erator equipment consists of three 300-kw. 600-volt Card generators

and one loo-kw. Card railway booster, two 2S0-kw. Warren alter-

nators and one 22S-kw. Wcslinghousc 2-pliasc generator for the
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lighting load, and a separate machine for the company's 500-volt

power circuit.

The boiler plant, which is located on the west side of the engine

room on a B. & O. siding, contains one 500-h. p. and four 250-h. p.

Aultman-Taylor boilers. They are at present operated at a pressure

of 150 lb. per sq. in., and are, during the summer months, fired

with natural gas.

A Stilwell-Bierce surface condenser with 4.000 sq. ft. of surface

is installed. Condensing water is taken from a iioarhy creek a'.d

cooled with a Stilwell-Bierce cooling tower which has been

erected outside of the power station. Most of the piping had to lie

changed while the plant was kept in operation. It is the inten-

tion of the engineers to remodel the installation of the entire plant

and bring it to the highest .standard in engineering practice. The
company has recently secured the city lighting contract, for which

a scries arc system has been installed, and which will be put in

operation July 1st.

The directors of the company are: H. M. Byllesby. president;

.\rthur S. Huey, vice-president ; W. D. Breed, of Cincinnati, secre-

tary and treasurer, and Leopold and Rudolph KlcyboUe, of Cincin-

nati. F. \V. Rabcr is local general manager of the property, and

F.mil C. Braun, engineer in charge for II. M. Byllesby & Co.

The accompanying illustrations show the new equipment in com-

parison with the old, also one of the Shelby interurban cars, and

some views of the newly erected cooling house.

The Three. Phase Tramway from Schwyz to

Seewen.

BY E. GUARINI.

This recently constructed line is of special interest not only

because it is the second of the Swiss railways which is operated

directly by three-phase current without previous transformation

to continuous current, but also because of the numerous technical

problems hitherto unsolved which have here received a solution,

perhaps not final but certainly original and satisfactory. The line

is 1,87s km. long and there is a difference in level of the two ter-

minal stations of nj'^i m. The current is supplied from a hy-

draulic central station situated at Schwyz, which furnishes current

to a dozen neighboring IcKalities. This central station is equipped

with four electrical units comprising a Gir.ird turliim- witli a liori-

generates 40 amperes at 8,000 volts with a frequency of 40 periods

per second. They are of the revolving pole type with stationary

armature. The winding of the armature is designed so that the

triphase alternator can also operate as a monophase alternator at

full load. The monophase current is employed for lighting and the

triphase current for power. The peripheral speed of the 12-pole

rotating element is 40 m. per second.

The exciters are coupled directly to the generators. They ab-

sorb 2 per cent of the power of the turbines and furnish a maxi-

mum current of 200 amperes at 40 volts. The high tension current

is reduced to the working tension in a sub-station situated close

to the center of the line. This sub-station is divided into two

stories. The upper story is used for the introduction and wiring

of the high tension circuit and for the outgoing wires of the low

tension circuit. The lower story contains four alternating current

transformers of 20 kw. capacity. Their ratio of transformation is

from 7,600 to 550 volts. One of these transformers is held for a

reserve. The elevation of temperature for a continuous run does

not exceed 40° C. As the track is used for the return circuit one

phase of the secondary is connected to the rails. The overhead

trolley circuit consists of two copper wires insulated from each

other and generally suspended from flexible brackets. On curves

and crossings these lines are suspended from span wires by flexi-

ble attachments. The poles arc mostly of wood and are spaced

30 m. apart. An interesting novelty in the construction of the

overhead trolley wire is the arrangement for switching. Up to

the present time there has always been serious diflficuUy presented

in providing switching arrangements for an overhead two-pole

line. The new system consists practically of two single phase

overhead switches mounted side by side, carefully insulated from

each other.

For bonding, the surfaces of contact of the rail and of the

bonds were thoroughly cleaned and covered with a metallic paste

of good conductivity. By the tightening of the bolts a good me-

tallic union is obtained between the joints. From the many experi-

ments made with this system it appears to be at least equally as

good as bonds of copper wire. For making the two rails ,ict

.MOT'lIt CAH. HI'IIWVZ-SKKWKN ItY. i;n.Ni'i'i!(ji.i.iou.

zonul (haft, furnished by T. Bells & Co., coupled to an alternat-

ing three-phase generator built by Brown, Boveri & Co. The

turbines develop funo h. p. each at 400 r. p. m. The water power

is supplied from a branch of the Muola. where there is a fall of

70 m. with a delivery of j'/j cu. m. of water per second. The
Irital available power is 3flOO h. p.

The turbines are coupled directly to the alternators and the latter

equally as conductors lor tin- return circuit cross bonds have been

placed 60 m. apart, these bonds bein;; of copper wire 8 mm. di

ameler, boiled to the rail.

Each car is equipped with two triphase motors which (levelo|i

from 20 to 25 h. p. at 400 r. p. ni. with a current of 500 volts and

40 periods per second. The diameter of the bore of the 12 poles

is 452.5 mm. and that of the rotor 450 mm., giving an air gap of 2.5
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mm. The voltagr of llic stator is 500 and that of the roior no
volts. The total weight of each motor is 830 kg. The motors arc

constructed in such a manner that the motor cars can mount the

maximum grades at normal voltage without any increase in the

voltage of the current, while carrying a full complement of passen-

gers. Tests were made on a car which made a rim of 8.? km.

with alR>'.it J-J full lo.id to determine the rise in temperature of

the motors. The temperature at the interior of one motor was

I .\K Ki;SlST.\N('lJ.

4(<" and of the other 49°, the temperature of the atmosphere lieiiiK

22°. The diameter of the wheels is 800 mm.
For lighting each car is provided with a transformer which re-

duces the tension of the soo-volt current to 100 volts. The lamps

are in parallel. The starting resistances are placed under the car

and are operated from the controller by means of a chain gear.

There are two controllers on each car which resemble in exterior

appearance those of continuous current equipments. Fuses are

T m

1 l{.\.NSKonMlCIt SlH-ST.\Tli iN

placed so as to be easily accessible and there is a circuit breaker

mounted alongside of the controller.

The rolling stock comprises three motor cars of which, how-
ever, but one at a time is generally in service. The cars seat 16

passengers and there is standing room for 18. Their length over

all is 7.39 m The weight of the cars is 6.3 tons each, and that of

the electrical equipment 3.2 tons, giving a total weight of 9.5

tons. It has been found th.it in niaking the up-grade trip the

speed .is 16 km. and on the down-grade trip 17.5 km. per hour.

ChicuKo I'nion Traction.

May jXth Judge drosscup and Judge Jenkms, sitting in the United
States Circuit Court, rendered their ilecision as to the validity and
scope of the so-called <)9-year act. The following paragraph from
the court's opinion sunnnarizes the findings:

"To sum up our conclusiims in one paragraph, we hold, that

as .such ordinances as were passed by the city council prior to the

counting of the vole at the charter election in 1K75 |May 3, 1875),

and accejUeil and acted upon by the railw.ay companies, there exists.

I)etween the companies and the city, a contract relation, terminable

by neither party without the consent of the other, until the period

named in the legislative act expires, but that as to streets occupied

under ordinances passed after that date, the contract relation is Kj

be looked for solely in the ordinances themselves. Upon those

legal predicates, the status of th_e particular streets afTected is easily

ascertainable."

There is now in preparation the formal decree, which will specify

the various ordinances aflfected by the g<>-ycar act. As soon as

this is entered, the city will take an appeal to the United States

Supreme Court, and a hearing is expected at the October term.

The controversy between the Union Traction and the underlying

companies growing out of the application of revenue under the

modified leases, is before the court on petition. ,\ hearing will

be had June 27tli.

The United States Circuit Court of .Xppcals having ruled that

the injunction restraining stockholders from suing in the state

courts was erroneously issued, two cases have been brought in the

state courts. Of these, the Miller case is set for July 12th and the

Townsend case for June 27th.

Practically no progress has been made in the franchise negotia-

tions with the city.

The court has under advisement a petition for the purchase of

100 new cars by the North and West Chicago companies.

Incorporate for Last River (N. Y.) Tunnel.

S. Pearson & Son. Incorporated, of New York City, filed certifi-

cate of incorporation June i8th to build a tunnel between the

boroughs of Manhattan and Queens under the East River. The
capital is $1,003,000. and the directors are: E. W. Moir, London,

Eng. ; George W. Wyckersham. Henry W. Taft, John F. Charlton,

.Arthur C. Patterson. New York City. Mr. Moir subscribed for

q6o of the 10,000 shares.

Again, About the Big Bill.

"The conductor cannot rtasinab'.y be expected to carry with him

an excessive weight of small change. On the other hand we do not

expect passengers to be provided always with the exact change.

But we do expect that passengers will lender the conductor some-

thing smaller than a $s hill. How many $5 bills on one trip would

exhaust the change thai one conductor can carry, do you suppose?

Beside that he is too busy a man to make change in large amounts

and attend to the demands of his passengers. We ask that this ob-

servation be taken to heart in the kindly spirit it is intended."—Ex-

tract from Detroit United Weekly. Isuied by Detroit United Ry.

Chicago Elevated Traffic.

The South Side Elevated Railroad Co. re|)orted a daily average

traffic for May of 83.,?42. an increase of 458. or .51 per cent. The
daily average of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad Co.

for May was 114.372. an increase of 5,042, or 4.61 per cent. The
Northwestern Elevated Railroad Co's. daily average was 69,232, an

increase of 2,242, or 3.35 per cent. The daily average of the Chi-

cago & Oak Park Elevated Railroad Co. was 41.379 on the main

line, a decrease of 1.187. or 2.79 per cent; with transfers the daily

average was 42.833. a decrease of 1,183, or 2.68 per cent.

»»»
The Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co. has adopted a

sliding scale of wages for conductors and motormen which pro-

vides for an increase of from one to five cents per hour, according

to lensth of service.



Inspection and Care of Car Wheels.

BV R. B. STEARNS. SUPERINTENDENT. NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED R. R.. CHICAGO.

For nearly four years after the Northwestern Elevated was

opened the general policj' pursued regarding the care of wheels

was to operate them as long as possihlc before sending them to the

shop to have the tires turned down. The road was opened May 31,

1900. At this time the company had 154 cars with 628 pairs of

wheels. Later on, from time to time more cars were bought, in-

creasing the number of wheels to 876 pairs. Of these, up to March,

IQO4. only 91 pairs were sent to the shop to be turned.

Investigation of the shop records and e.xannnation of the wheels

thus turned down led to the conclusion that the policy of waiting

imtil the wheel had become so worn as to fail to pass inspection,

iK'forc sending it to the shop to be turned down was, in the end.

equals about 22,600 miles per eighth-inch wear on the tread, or

271,200 miles for the total life of the tire.

A pair of coach wheels put in service June i, 1900, and taken out

Feb. 19, 1904, after having made 105,600 miles, showed a reduction

in diameter of 11- 16 in. after the tire was turned to the proper

section. These wheels had z^A-'m. tire, so, assuming a no more

rapid wear, the total life of the tire would be 460,800 miles.

Until last year the Northwestern Elevated had no repair shops

of its own, the work being done in the shops of the Lake Street

Elevated, and the management was desirous of sending out as little

work as possible ; this was the reason for the practice before men-
tioned, of operating wheels as long as was practicable before having

NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED RAILROAD CO.

Running Record of Wheels and Axles In and Out of Service.

Car
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This is reproduced herewith as Fig. 2. These forms are printed

on yellow paper and made up in gummed pads of about 50 sheets

each. The foreman in charge of the shop turns in daily reports

showing just what wheels have been removed, and why. 1 he data

are at once copied into the running record book (Fig. i) and the

original report is then filed.

For keeping a record of the condition of the wheels and axles

before and after repairs are made, Form No. 31, reproduced here

.is Fig. 3, is used. This blank is 7^x4^8 in., and is printed on

that once in 60 days is sufficiently often for this inspection, and

that is the company's present practice.

The following is a copy of a bulletin which embodies the instruc-

tion ti) the mechanical department of the Northwestern Elevated

R. R. for the inspection and care of wheels:

The following general rules with special reference to instructions

to car inspectors in determining the actual conditions of the steel

tired motor and coach truck wheels must be rigidly followed. All

CONDITION OF WBBBLS
AND AXLES BEFORB
AND AFTER REPAIRS.

Northwestern Elevated Railroad.

Date.
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7. On combination motor-trailer cars the truck at the opposite end

of the car from the pump and at the same end as the triple valve

shall be known as the No. i truck.

The truck at the other end, or the same end of the car as the

pump, shall be known as the No. 2 truck.

8. The position of the a.\le and pair of wheels shall be deter-

mined as follows:

The No. I position shall be the forward or outside pair of

wheels and a.\le of No. I truck.

No. 2 position shall be the rear or inside pair of wheels and a.xle

of No. I truck.

No. 3 position shall be the rear or inside pair of wheels and nx.\e

of No. 2 truck.

No. 4 position shall be the forward or outside pair of wheels

and axle of No. 2 truck.

Every wheel must have its number cl"arly stamped on the out-

^•/j;:^"-rsrtr^y ^^
^J'^^^^z^^,

'1

4

9r'"' O '1

side of the tire between tlie limit 01 wear and tlie wheel center lit

and immediately below the maker's name and number.

Every axle must have the number clearly stamped on each end,

the number to be in line with the number of the wheel located on

the end of the axle between the axle center and llie number of the

wheel, the figure not to be inverted.

t=a %
J'r/iicr

-Aso"

The wheel number must be stamped in line and parallel with the

circumference.

On Fig. 5 are shown the important dimensions of the motor

wheels and axles when new. Fig. 6 shows important dimensions

of coach wheels and axles when new.

The distance l>etween backs of tires on all wheels fit for service

4 '•• SH in. and if this distance is less than 4 ft. 5^ in. or more
than 4 ft. iYi in. the pair of wheels and axles must not be allowed

to go into service.

Fig. 7 fhows standard tire for all wheels when new and also

gage to determine the thick flange and the application of the gage.

Any wheel flange found to measure more than i 7-16 in. at the

completion of the fillet arch should be removed.

Fig. 8 shows the standard tire for all wheels worn to the maxi-
mum limit of wear allowable which is Vi in. outside of groove cut

in the side of the tire. When the tire becomes worn to a thickness

of I in. from the center of the wheel fit to the steel tread it must
be removed and condemned.

Should a crack or seam be found in a tire, word must he sent

to the foreman's oflTice at once and the car taken out of service.

Fig. 9 shows a Northwestern Elevated Railroad standard gage

FIG.

to (letcrmino ll.it spots, worn (or thin) flanges, or iinllow treail,

and is used as shown in Fig. 10 to determine the length of a flat

spot which must not exceed i^ in. Fig. 11 shows the application

of the gage to delernn'nc worn and thin flanges. A straight flange

/ \

-/^^//VZ//y/////7-Of J4^£/7/?/f^

FIO. 8.
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of I in. or more is sufficient cansc t<i condemn a wlicvl, which must

be removcil. Fig. 12 shows ihc application of the gage to determine

a thin flange. When a flange of a wheel wears to i in. in thick-

ness it nnist l>e condemned and the wheel removed. Fig. 13 shows

the application of the gage to determine a hollow worn tread

:

'4 in. wear of a tread shonld be the limit of the tire and it must

then be turned if it exceeds this amount.

The dimensions of a motor journal are 4'4 in. diameter by 8 in.

long, not including the ii in. fdlel at the back.

Motor journals must not Ih: allowed to wear tapered, and when

record of all wheels and axles in and oni from ilai.i taken from

Forms 30 and 31.

the journal is worn to a diameter of ,m in. it should be removed

and a new a.xle applied.

The dimensions of a coach journal are .V4 i" diameter by 6 in.

long not including the •>i in. fillet at the back.

Coach journals must not be allowed to wear tapered and when a

journal is worn to a diameter of 2l4 in. it should be removed and a

new axle applied.

If a defect of any kind, wlictlur in running gear, braking ap-

paratus, outside car body or interior of car that would lie liable

njj^SL

.^TtfrnrmTTrhr,.

FIG. 10.

FIG. 12.

FIG. 11.

FIG. 13.

to cause a delay to traffic and possible injury to passengers or

employes exists the car must not be allowed to go into service.

Form 30 must be filled out properly and signed when wheels and

axles are removed or applied. This form must be turned in on the

same day.

Form 31 must be filled out properly and signed before and after

repairs on all wheels and axles. This form must be turned in on

the same day.

Form 32 must be used for the regular inspection of all cars and

all the space arranged on the form must be properly filled out from

actual measurements and data and properly signed.

The running record will be kept in a printed book showing the

The following data regarding the wear

tive efficiency of two kinds of coach brake

in thi« connection

:

of wheels

shoes will

UR.\KE siior-: n.\T.\.

Weight of coach shoe, av

Weight of scrap, av

Wear of shoe, av

Car-miles per shoe

Car-miles per lb. wear

Trailer car-miles per day

Weight coach shoes per day

Number of coach shoes per inonth.

TIRE WEAR.

\ shoe.

.955

0703

.0059

29,200

Car-miles (5 cars) i2.3"o

Tire wear per wheel per

shoe, in of/q

.'\v. tire wear per 1,000

car-miles, in 0054

.•\v. car-miles per year.... 29,200

.•\v. wear per tire per year,

inches 1577

.\v. life of tire for ^ in. loss

in diam., brake shoe wear

only, years 12.7

.•\v. life of tire for 3 in.

loss in diam., years... ig.o

.\v. car-mile for life of 3-in.

tire (brake-shoe wear

only ) 554.*'0 So**.'**'

-•-

723

1 1.6

"7-4

\ shoe.

22.2 lb.

94 lb.

12.8 lb

6.307

493

10.386

211 lb.

285

12,500

0703

.0056

29,200

•i7-'3

11.6

17.4

and the rcla-

be of interest

B shoe.

26.2 lb.

9.4 II'.

16.8 lb.

1 2,056

7"7

10.386

145 lb.

166

n shoe.

15.695 16,185

.0781 .1015

.0049 .0062

29,200 29,200

.1431 .1810

139 n-i

20.9 16.7

50H.0.H0 (.10.2.S0 487,640

(^are of Inti^rurban Cars.

1!Y II J. I.AKK. .\l.\STi;U .MKtH.\.NIC, MUNCIE.
FT. W.VY.VK R.MLW.W CO.

ll.\UTKllUD &

The care of cars used in intcrurban service is something that is

too often overlooked by electric railway managers. They quite

often think that a car should never get out of order. As I once

heard a general manager, who had formerly been a steam railroad

superintendent, say, "An engine "ill blow out a cylinder head or

burst a flue, bi't a car, that ought not to get out of order." In

speaking thus he overlooked the fact that an electric car was both

the locomotive and the coach, and should be treated as such. No
railroad manager would think of running an engine more than the

length of one division, about 150 miles, before it is sent into the

shop to be cleaned, oiled and given a general inspection, but on a

great many of our electric roads cars are run from 350 to 400 miles

every day in the month with but three or four hours' rest out of

each 24. What kind of care can be given a car that is in service

that length of time and is released only at night?

In the cool weather my cars are in service on alternate days,

making from 350 to 400 miles in 21 hours. In this way each car is

given a rest of 27 hours in 48, unless in case of emergency it has

to go out as an extra. This enables each car to be thoroughly

inspected, cleaned and oiled, each alternate d.ay.

During very hot weather I change the cars in the middle of the

day. that is. give each crew a fresh car. By this method the motors

have a better opportunity to cool and get better care than they

could possibly receive in three or four hours at night. I also find

that the motors give better results if the commutators are dressed

when the cars are not in service. Sanding the commutator while

the motor is working causes particles of sand and copper to pass

under the brush, roughening it, when it might otherwise have a

full, smooth surface. When we sand our commutator we always

raise the brushes and cut the motor out of circuit.

riic cars are thoroughly cleaned inside and out after each day's

run. I use compressed air for blowing out motors and compres-

sors, for cleaning the seat backs, cushions, and on all other parts

of the car where a pressure of air is required to start the dust.



The Why and How of Interurban Railways.'

BV CIV MORRISON WALKKK.

It should hardly be necessary at this late day to make any ex-

tended argument to prove the advantages and necessities of inter-

urban railways. The convenience of their frequent service and

its extreme cheapness have wrought such a change in farm life

that wlierever these interurban roads have been built there can

hardly be said to l>e any country at all. but that the whole region

has become transformed into a great though scattering city.

The farmer along the line of one of these roads enjoys at the

cost of 15 or XI minutes in time and a few cents in fare almost

every convenience of the dweller in the city. He can go to town

for business or pleasure at any hour of tht day. His crates of fruit.

barrels of vegetables and cans of milk arc picked up at his door

and landed in the city market within an hour or two of the time

that they are taken, fresh. It is easy for his wife to go to town

after her morning work is done and like the city housewife return

from her marketing and shopping in lime to get dinner, and it is

no more inconvenient for the farmer and his family to attend the

theatre or the opera than it is to any other dweller in the city's

suburbs.

In addition to this they place it within the power of the f^irmcr

to take advantage of every fluctuation in the price of his farm

products and to place those products in the market without delay

in time to dispose of them to the best advantage. To the city

dwellers these interurban roads make possible the dream of years

and they flee from the crowded cities to settle on two, three, or

five-acre tracts along the line of these roads, there to enjoy in the

midst of their gardens the pure air. the quiet and the ho:\IlIifu!

conditions of country life.

In thickly populated communities these interurban roads have

proved profitable investments to those who have Iniilt them while

they have increased enormously the value of and demand for the

lands through which they have run. As a rule all lands desirably

located and within reaching distance of these interurban lines

have doubled in value and increases from $50 to fioo per acre in

the selling price of farms along these lines is common even where

the distance from the city is so great as twenty miles.

But the places where these interurban roads have been profitable

have been those old established communities where the land for

miles around the central cities has been cut up into small parcels,

each with its substantial group of buildings, indicative of a dense

and well distributed population, and so able to furnish the traffic

necessary to make such an interurban railroad pay.

When interurban railways first began to be built, many such

opportunities and localities were found hut so rapid has been their

development that the ten short years that have elapsed since the

first interurban electric railway was built has sufficed to see almost

every such opportunity taken and the present tiiue finds almost

every community with population and traffic enough to support an

interurban railway already supplieil with such a service.

Reckless promoters and unthinking investors have built many
such lines in communities not yet sufficiently developed to support

them and now find that they have made an investment which not

only yields them no income but that the traffic in many instances

di>cs not yield enough to pay even operating expenses and they

are threatened with a loss of their principal.

The advantages of these interurban railways are, however, so

great and so apparent that a great many communities arc clamor-

ing for their construction through them and arc unable to under

stand why capital does not find their particular locality an attractive

place for invcilment by giving 'them the service of such a railway.

Such communities, however, usually recognize their need of

transportation facilities, particularly such as is furnished by these

interurlian railways. They know that much of the value of their

pre«ent pr'iduct is consumed by their present slow and ex|)ensive

methods of reaching the markets, that their farms remain large

because their products must be limited to those staples which can

be placed in market without detrri>iratioii and that the higher

valuci which come from intennive farnnng and the culling up of

O-prttgtiUil, 1104, br Gut M. Walkrr.

their hirgc farms into small tracts cannot be secured until their

lands can be made accessible and the products of this intensive

farming be made transferable to market at a cost that shall not

consume the value of the products in transportation. It is plain

lo be seen that intensive or higher farming and the cutting up of

large tracts ii\to small farms cannot come before the furnishing of

the kind of transportation facilities that makes these things possible.

The fact that the first interurban roads were built in good terri-

tory and consequently were profitable investments, created the im-

pression that these roads would prove good investments anywhere.

liiU the experience of ten years of extremely careless promotion and

construction has resulted in effectually effacing any such idea and

many roads which have found themselves built in a territory of

large farms and thin population have been forced to go into the

hands of receivers and he re-organized with great loss to the

original promoters and investors in them.

If therefore a group of property owners or a conuuunity desires

to secure, the service of an interurban railway and the attendant

benefits, conveniences and profit, they must pay whatever the cost

of that interurban railway service may be. If the ordinary traffic

and business of their community will not at ordinary or customary

rates support such an interurban railway they will find it impos-

sible to find capital or railroad builders willing to build an electric

railway through their community or to furnish them with the serv-

ice which they desire. It is therefore necessary for them, in order

to secure the building of a railway and the benefits of an inter-

urban car service to insure investors and railroad builders against

loss. They cannot expect capital to seek an investment by build-

ing an interurban railway through their community when it is

apparent that the population is too small and the possible traffic

too limited to support an interurban railway until the cnnununily

has been settled up, which must take several years.

As an investment such a proposition has no attraction whatever.

yet it is apparent that the community will be greatly benefited and

enriched by the construction of the railway in spite of the fact that

its use will be so limited as lo render it a failure as an investment.

In other, words the community will gain by the new investnient

even though the investor loses. The community caiuiot be opened

up before the building of the railway nor can it expect an inpour-

ing of new population and an increased demand for small tracts

of land for sunnner homes before the installation of iiUiTurli.iu

car service.

As an iiittrurli.iii railway in such a cominiiiiity \\ill nut pay as

an investment until the population has come in, it is impossible lo

interest cajjilal in the cniislruclion of such a railway unless pro-

vision is made to guarantee it against loss during (he period of

<leveIopment which must follow between the lime when it is built

through a new country and that lime when the coiuUry shall have

lucome occupied lo such an extent as to furnish a traffic which at

current rates will support the road and make it jiay a fit iiicomc

on the cost of its construction.

A community nnist pay the cost of its own development and if

it has reached Ihc position where an interurban car service is neces-

sary for its further development it must pay the cost of such a

service. If this service is such as lo require one thousand users

at the ordinary rate of fare lo make it pay, and the community has

at present only five hundred such users there is no possible way by

which the company furnishing such service can do .so at ordinary

rales except at a loss. The consequence is that if the community
of five hundred users are to have this service they nuist pay for it

the sum equal to the normal charge from one thousand users. This

would necessitate a charge equal to double the normal rale which

by making the fares high and the freight rates excessive would

defeat the very purpose which they have in view, njimely, lo iiuluce

emigration into their comnumity by finiii-hinK it uilli tr.iiisporta-

tion facilities at low cost.

To accomplish Iheir i)uri)ose then the rales inusl remain as low

as possible and not be above normal, so thai in order In pay the

cost of service and yet induce the building up of their community

by furnishing thai service at current rates, llie properly owners of
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a commiinity must in.ikc up the diffiTcncc between the actual cost

of the service and the current rate of charge for such service until

such time as the use of the service shall have re.iched normal pro-

portions in their commiuiity and the road shall have been pl.iccd

upon a paying basis. In this respect they have much to learn from

the development of steam railroads in the I'nited Stales.

In 1850 the whole railroad mileage of the United Slates was

about 9.100 miles, hardly a mile of which extended beyond the crest

of the Alleghany Mountains. In the valley between the mountains

and Ihe Mississippi River an already large population dependent

upon national roads and canals was struggling to secure better

transportation facilities for the increasing products of their farms

an<l their growing manufactures, and railroads were Iwing pro-

jected everywhere.

In the state of Ohio private rights of way were offered to the

railroad companies and cities and towns vied with each other in

their efforts to secure the construction of railroads to or through

them. The competition was fierce, bonds were voted, private sub-

scriptions raised, lands donated and terminal facilities granted in

order to secure the coveted railroad or to prevent some rival town

from securing it. The result was a construction of railroad mileage

far in excess of the actual needs of the state at the time, and in

instances, in places where there was little or no traffic to support a

railroad.

In some cases the donations and grants to the railroads enabled

them to run until their territory filled up with population and a

traffic was developed sufficient to support them, but in most in-

stances it was followed by the failure of the railroad companies,

a long period of receiverships and a reorganization which involved

in many cases a heavy loss to the original investors in the roads.

But although many of the roads failed to pay and involved their

builders in ruin, the state at large was enormously benefited by

iheir construction, and so many times repaid for the gifts and dona-

tions made to secure their construction. This is shown by the

following facts. In 1850 the state already had a population of

i.S8o,ooo, yet at that time its wealth only amounted to $500,000,000.

and the value of its manufactures was less than $63,000,000. With

the building of railroads the wealth of the state grew rapidly

and the value of its manufactures multiplied.

The following table shows this increase by decades:

Miles \'aUie of

Year. of Road. Population. Manufactures. Wealth.

1850 575 1,980.329 $62,692,279 $500,000,000

i860 3.946 2..W9.511 121.000.000 1,000,000,000

1870 3,538 3,665,260 269,000,000 2,000,000,000

1880 5,798 3,198,062 348,000,000 2,720,000,000

1890 7,980 3,672,316 500,000,000 4,000,000,000

igoo 8,768 4,157.545 605,763.566 5,800,000,000

From this it can be seen that by reason of the magnificent system

of railroads whose building was induced by gifts of right of way and

substantial subsidies and donations besides, that the wealth of the

state during this period grew enormously. In other words, while

the increase of population in the state from 1850 to 1900 amounted

to no per cent, the increase in the product of that population was

yoo per cent, while the increase in wealth was 1,160 per cent, or, in

other words, while in 1850 the average wealth of each individual

in Ohio was only $250, it had grown by 19CO to the sum of $1,400

per capita.

The same process was going on in the adjacent states of Indiana,

Michigan and Illinois with the resultant increase in wealth, manu-
facture and income. M the same time that this process of supply-

ing transportation facilities to the already populous central states

which was resulting in their enrichment, the government was under-

taking the problem of opening up its great national domain lying

west of the Mississippi which at that time, in 1850, held a total

population of only 1,481.000, or about that of the single state of

Kansas today. There were magnificent stretches of rich land, great

areas of fine forest and rich treasures of mineral wealth which were

valueless because of their inaccessibility. It was impossible to reach

them on account of the lack of transportation facilities and impos-

sible to take their products to market for lack of cheap transporta-

tion rates. Before the building of railroads it took six weeks for

a wagon train to travel from the Missouri River to Colorado and the

charge for hauling freight ranged from 15 to 25 cents per pound

according to season. The fare was $300 per passenger, with extra

charges for meals.

Under such conditions it was impossible to attract lalior or induce

emigration into this great public domain because the returns of lalmr

were dependent upon transportation facilities and rates, and in such

inaccessible places these returns were meagre and poor compared

to those obtained even under the most trying conditions where

transportation facilities were present.

It was difficult and expensive for the guvernment to police this

vast territory and private capital engaged in building railroads in

the states where there was already population and traffic was not

attracted to the public domain, rich and desirable though it was in

natural resources and advantages, because it held no population to

create business and traffic and railroad construction therein would

consequently not only Ix; unprofitable but be attended by actual and

severe loss, and because this public domain was the property of the

government in which private capital and the people generally had

no direct or personal interest. The result was that the govern-

ment, recognizing the fact that this great public domain must pay

for its own improvement and opening up, sought to interest private

capital by giving to it a large proportion of this public domain

in consideration of the construction by private capital of the rail-

roads necessary to open up this great territory.

In order to do this the government granted to railroad com-

panies about 200,000,000 acres of land, or almost one-sixth of the

entire public domain lying west of the Mississippi River. This

grant, however, of 200,000,600 acres was really a much larger pro-

portion of the desirable part of tl;c public domain, being really

one-fourth of all that it was possible to use after eliminating

desert spots and mountain tops. This enormous grant to secure

the construction of railroads was not, however, sufficient to secure

the speedy opening up of the public domain, so in addition to

these grants of land the government gave cash subsidies amount-

ing to approximately $100,000,000. The result has been that in

consideration of the grant of $100,000,003 in cash and 200,000,000

acres of land, the government has secured the construction in this

territory west of the Mississippi River of 98,000 miles of railroad,

or nearly one-half of the railroad mileage of the United Slates,

while the population of this same region has increased from 1,481,-

000 in 1850 to 22,500,000 in 1904.

The subsidies granted by the government, however, were not the

only grants made to secure the construction of these railroads.

The state of Missouri alone granted $25,000,000 in subsidies for

the building of railroads within its borders and the other grants

by states, counties, cities, towns and individuals to secure the

construction of railroads far exceeded even those granted by the

federal government itself.

With the increase of our transportation facilities, our commerce,

manufactures and wealth have grown steadily, as the following

table shows

:

Popu- Miles of Value of Internal

Year. lation. Road. Manufactures. Commerce. Wealth.

1850 . .23,191,876 9,021 $1,019,106,616 $2,000,000,000 $7,135,780,000

i860 ..31,443.321 30,626 1,885,861,676 3.500,000,000 16,159.616,068

1870 ..38,558,371 5^.922 4.232.325.442 6,250,000,000 30,068,518,507

1880 ..50,155,783 93,262 5,.l69,579,iyi 7,750.000,000 43,642,000,000

1S90 . .62,622,250 166,703 9.373,437,2.*<3 12,000,000,000 65,037,091,197

igoo ..76,903.387 193,345 I3.0I4.287,498 18,000,000,000 94,300,000,000

1903 . .81,000,000 203,131 14,288,935,072 21,000,000,000 100,000,000,000

From this it will be seen that in a little over 50 years since the

construction of railroad mileage under the inducement of public

and private grants and subsidies really began, and during whicl: •

period our railroad mileage has increased by reason of these sub-

sidies or grants from 9,000 miles to 203,000 miles> or more th.-.n

2,200 per cent, our manufactures increased from $1,019,106,616 to.

$14,288,935,072, or 1,400 per cent, our internal commerce grew from

$2,000,000,000 to $21,000,000,000, or an increase of 950 per cent,

and our wealth increased from $7,000,000,000 to over $100,000,000,-

000 or more than 1,400 per cent, and this, too, while the population

only increased about 240 per cent from 23,000,000 to 81,000.000.

If the government had received no return whatever from its

grants made to secure the construction of these railroads, it would

have been amply repaid by the enormous gr.owth in commerce,

manufactures and wealth just shown, but it has received directly
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much more than it ever paid for it as shown in the prosperity that

has come to the people by the construction of these railroads. The

public lands which it held and still holds have increased enormously

in value ; the $100,000,000 of cash bonus given to the railroads has

every dollar of it been repaid and the railroads whose construction

was induced by these grants or subsidies are now contributing to

the support of the government sums that approximate $50,000,000

a year, while the indirect returns resultant from the building up of

the country and the increased ta.xes and revenue from the increased

population are almost too great to be estimated.

We have reached the stage in our national life where further

development requires the construction of interurb.an electric rail-

ways to supplement the splendid service rendered by our steam rail-

roads. It is not economical for a locomotive built to haul a train

of cars to waste its power in moving a single car, while the system

of electric traction is arranged to move single cars whether pas-

senger or freight with the greatest economy and dispatch. It is

this which makes it possible for them to make the numerous stops

and furnish the frequent service which arc impossible to the steam

railroad and which indicate that the province of the inlerurban elec-

tric railway is to relieve the steam railroads from their local or

short haul passenger traffic and to gather at convenient transfer

points carload lots ol freight for their furtlicr iransporlation in

trains.

But while the character of the traffic of these two classes of roads

is different, the relative conditions of developing them are the same

and the process which secured for the country its splendid systems

of steam railroads must be pursued to secure the construction of

the interurban electric railways that are now necessary to supple-

ment the service of the steam roads and insure the continued

growth of our country in produce and wealth.

The idea seems to be widespread that electric lines arc cheaper

to build than steam railroads, but nothing could be farther from

the truth. The right of way, grading, tics and rails cost just as

much for one as for the other, but at this point of the investment a

steam railroad is ready to operate, while the electric line must

invest a sum half again greater than the cost of all this to erect

a pole line with overhead trolley and feed wires, while its power

houses are far more expensive than locomotives and every electric

car equipped with high power motors costs as much as an ordinary

locomotive. This greater original cost of an electric line over tlic

cost of a steam railroad is one of the things that makes it par-

ticularly necessary for the communities desiring them to con-

tribute to the cost of their construction.

In those localities where population and traffic are already suf-

ficient to support these interurban railways they have been built.

But those other localities without the necessary population and

traffic must, in order to secure the construction of these interurban

railways which are so necessary to their further development and

prosperity, do as the government did in the case of the steam rail-

roads; offer inducements to private capital to secure their con-

struction and these inducements ( r subsidies must be sufficient to

reduce the cost of the road to the investors furnishing the funds

to pay for its construction to a figure which the expected traffic

will carry or to insure the operation of the road without loss until

such time as it can build up a population and traffic sufficient to sup-

port it.

A subsidy is in fact nothing but an insurance to the capital

invested in an enterprise against loss by being so invested, given

by those who expect to receive the collateral benefits to be derived

from the investment. The purpose of those giving subsidies lx;ing

to secure for themselves the benefits of facilities the entire cost of

which they arc cither unable or unwilling to advance; their

proposition to the investor is that if he will make the investment

necessary to furnish them with the facilities which they desire,

they will insure the investor against loss, either by reducing the

cost of his investment to a figure upon which the net earnings of

the proposition will pay a reasonable return or by creating a fund

out of which to pay to the investor a reasonable interest on his

investment while the use of the facility is being developed to the

point where its net earnings will pay such interest on its cost.

The investors to whom they look to furnish them with the trans-

portation facilities which they desire, having no holdings in the

locality and so having no share in the collateral benefits to be

•eaired by the construction of the road, can only l)c interested in

the proposition of building it when their investment is reasonably

insured against loss of principal and the undue delay in income

returns. The community is forced to recognize the just necessity

of paying for its own development and enrichment and the people

desiring a service which on account of the small use which they

are able to make of it must be furnished at an abnormally large

cost, are under the necessity of paying the actual cost of the service

whatever it may be, and yet in order to create traffic and induce

emigration into their community they must see that the charge for

the service is normal or small.

The position of the property owners or communities offering

subsidies to secure such a service as that rendered by an inter-

urban electric railway is that they will be benefited by the service

and will profit by the construction of the road, even though the

road as an investment may be a failure, and the subsidy which they

offer is that proportion of the benefit which they expect to receive

in the better facilities given them for reaching their markets or of

their saving in the cost of reaching that market, and that part of

the increased value of their land resulting from its being made

more available and therefore being in better demand, which they

are willing to contribute in order to secure for themselves those

increased values and benefits. In other words, they are willing to

sliarc the prosperity and wealth that will come to them from the

building of such a road with those who will build it tor them.

This they can do in several ways, the easiest and most usual

method being the raising of a cash sum by popular subscription or

voluntary assessment in a community, the property owners all join-

ing to pay in proportion to their holdings to raise a sum to he given

to the builders of the proposed railway, which sum is approximately

large enough to reduce the cost of the road to .those building it to

a figure upon which the traffic of the community as it stands will

at the ordinary or nominal charge for transportation pay a reason-

able return upon the investment. It is usual, in such cases, to

deposit the sum so raised with a bank or trust company and provide

for its payment to the railroad company upon engineer's estimates

as the work progresses, in such proportions as the work done shall

bear to the estimated cost of the completed road.

When a community undertakes voluntarily to rai>e a subsidy by

popular subscription there arc usually some property owners who
refuse to subscribe thereto. The mutual jealousies between large

and small land holders make each afraid that he might give an

undue proportion of the sum necessary to secure the desired road,

though frequently there are those imbued with real public spirit

who are willing to give their proportion or more, regardless of

what their neighbors are willing to give. It is, however, plainly

unfair that such men should be compelled to pay to secure a service

which enures to the benefit of the entire community and that those

who are unwilling to contribute their share of this charge upon the

community should be permitted to escape paying any part of the

sum necessary to secure a service which they are only too willing

to enjoy and whose benefits they greedily appropriate to themselves.

It is eminently just and fair that such sums as m,iy he necessary

to secure such a service as an interurban railway, that benefits an

entire community and which adds to the value of all the communi-

ty's holdings proportionately, and which being built will in the

future contribute by its own taxes very largely to the support of

the public service of the community, should be raised by taxa-

tion in such a manner as to compel every one in the community

sharing in the benefits of such a road to pay their proportion of

the charge to secure the road. The laws generally provide fen' the

voting of bonds or the borrowing of money for such purposes and

wherever it is possible, particularly if any considerable niunbcr of

property owners should refuse to join in a voUmtary popular sub-

scription, this plan should he followed and the funds necessary to

secure such a benefit should be raised by general taxation upon :dl

property holdings in proportion to their value.

In many cninnumitics, however, the raising of cash subscriptions

is difficult and the property owners are anxious to substitute land

instead. The very first thing that a comnumity seeking the con-

struction of the inlerurban road should do is to secure the dona-

tion of a private right of way not less than sixty feet in width,

for while many of the earlier roads have been built on narrower

strips, the modern road built for fast service cannot be built upon

any narrower strip than that just mentioned. The ddunlion of

right of way to an electric railway is the very least thing that a com-
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ititmily or group of proiwrty owners can clu in •icciirc -new a piiliiic

licnclil, for it i« llic difticulty and txiwnsc of rondcnininK a way

tliruiiuli a lio>tili- territory that makes many sncli projects a failure

wlierc they niiulit have l>ecn successes had tliey lieen welcomed and

assisted.

In almost every community there is a riRht place and a wrong

place for the construction of such a road, and many properly

owners seriously eniharrass a proposition by attempting to make

their snl>scri|ilicm and offering dependent upon (he construction of

the road in some location other than that which is plainly the hest,

ignoring the fact that the greatest henefit lo themselves as well

as to the conununity is to he derived in having a road of good

alignment and grades built lo furnish the best possible service

rather than that the road slionhl by many curves and grades attempt

lo run past the door of every one who contributes to securing it.

In most cases the donation of lands in lieu of cash are acceptable,

hut a railroad cannot be built with land nor can interest coupons

lie redeemed with it, and while a railroad company may accept lands

in lieu of cash to insure itself against bankruptcy and loss, the

property owners must realize the fact that it will take a larger

^um measured in lands lo protect the railroad company from in-

solvency than it will in cash, as lands arc not a quick asset. In

other words, lands as a bonus lo a railroad are only worth what

can be borrowed upon them or what they will bring under the

hammer. If, however, the investors who build such a road V"^

financially able to carry the lands as an investment and furnish the

road with the cash funds which it needs to support it until the

traffic along it has been developed, they are enabled to secure a

larger profit from the construction of the road than they would if

they accepted a cash donation in the first place for the acceptance

of the land gives them a share in the collateral benefits that come

with the construction of the road, and they are so enabled to share

to a reasonable extent in the benefits secured by other property

owners.

The method of guaranteeing the interest on the bonds of a public

service company, as was done by the United Stales in guaranteeing

the bonds of several of the transcontinental roads, need not be dis-

cussed here for the reason that it is impossible for individuals to

furnish a satisfactory guaranty, and it is no longer practicable for

cities or states to do so, municipal corporations almost universally

preferring to pay a definite cash sum at once than to assume any

continuing obligation such as paying interest on an issue of bonds

for a long term of years. This method, however, still remains the

best method to be followed by governments and has just been

adopted by the Canadian govermnent in its effort to seciu-e the con-

struction of the Grand Trunk Pacific and is now being oflfercd

by our own government to secure the construction of railroads in

the Philippines.

.\nothcr method of .securing new investments for the public bene-

fit, but one usually used in addition to one of the methods already

described, is the relief of public service companies from certain

fixed cliargcs such as taxes and street and road improvements.

There is great wisdom in a community granting relief from sucli

charges to such a company for the reason that if they are charged

against the company furnishing the public service the company

must itself collect their equivalent from the community by adding

it on to the service charge plus a sum for the collection thereof.

It is useless for property owners to complain that they are un-

able to interest capital in the construction of an electric railway

through their particular community, for if their community was

sufficiently developed and already had population and traffic enough

to support such a road, capital ever seeking a profitable investment

would have found the spot and furnished the service desired, and

the fact that capital has not done so warrants the inference that

their conununity is not sufficiently developed and that such an in-

vestment would be of doubtful value and uncertain returns. If

they desire the service they can always get it by being willing to

pay for it, which is what they will have to do in any event, how-

ever much they may attempt to deceive themselves in the process,

and as they have to p.ay for it in the end they might as well pay

for it in the begimiing, and have the service early and secure ftir

themselves the benefits and profits of such a service.

The way is not difficult. .*\ line must be surveyed through their

conununity giving the best possible location for alignment and

grade so that the railway when built may be easily maintaiiucl

and furiush the best ]Kissible service at the lea-.! possdde cost.

They should donate the right of way, in doing which they are in

most cases fully protected by the laws of their state for the land

cannot he stolen or run away, and if nut used for railroad pur-

poses will within a few months or years revert to the original

donors. If the laws do not so provide, it is very easy to incorporate

in the deeds granting such free right of way a provision that

unless the right of way shall be used within a specified period

the title shall revert to the grantor.

If the donation of right of way is not sufficient to secure for lliem

the service which they desire they can raise an additional cash sum
either by popular subscription or by voting and sale of municipal

bonds and these cash sums they can expend in grading the right

of way which they have already donated. By doing the grading it

is in many cases possible for the property owners to contribute labor

anil teams in lieu of cash. In most cases the donation of a right

of way and of siuns sufficient to grade it reaily for the laying of ties

and rails will be sufficient to find investors ready lo raise the

balance necessary to complete the road, but should in any particular

case this prove insufficient the properly owners can continue their

payments for the service which they seek by making and laying the

ties upon the right of way as has been done in many cases.

Through all this process the property owners are in no danger

of losing anything that they have given or offered to give, to

secure the new service ; for the money expended for grading is

expended in their own community and it is impossible to remove

either the grade or the right of way from their midst. Every dol-

lar of work expended on or cash given to the new project adds

to the wealth of the community and hastens the day when it will

sccur» the benefits and profits of the new service.

It is no doubt difficult for some to understand how moneys gath-

ered by general donation or public subscription can be granted as

bounties to private enterprises in such a way as to produce a com-

pensatory return to the comnnmily or persons giving the bounty,

but regardless of theories the fact remains that by the niagnifi-ent

.system of grants both of lands and of cash, our government induced

the building of the greatest railway system that the world has ever

seen, and this great railroad mileage has opened up lands that

otherwise would have remained unopened for decades, covered them

nith a great population that is still growing, multiplied the value

of farm products many fold, added to the taxables of the country

property now paying annually in taxes sums far exceeding the

original subsidies granted and built up a manufacturing industry

so great that even the tremendous increase in population has been

unable to keep down wages which in the United States have

reached the highest standard of which there is any record in hisfory.

States, counties and cities have contributed to secure and pay

for these transportation facilities without which their agriculture

would wither and their manufactures perish. Distances are meas-

ured not in miles but in hours and minutes and almost every city

of our country has seen the development of suburbs miles distant

from the heart of the city while broad acres much nearer have

remained unoccupied because their owners would not contribute

to pay for a transportation service to them.

The same conditions are true of many rural communities which

have been standing still for years, making little or no growth and

progress. What they have kicked is that great vitalizer of every

comnuniity. better means and facilities for transportation and com-

munication. The age of interurban electric railways is at hand,

the service is theirs if they are but willing to pay for it and share

in the prosperity and wealth that is spreading all over our land.

The Milford, .\ttleboro & Woonsocket Railway Co., of Milford,

Mass., the Woonsocket Street Railw.iy Co., of Woonsocket, R. I.,

and the Columbia Street Railway Co., of Paseoag, R. I., all owned

by tlic same interests, have increased the wages of niotormcn and

conductors from 20 to 22'/. cents per hour.

It is atmonnced that the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., of

New York City, has bought control of the New York & Putnam

R. R. from the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co.,

and will install the third-rail system thereon. This adds .s8 miles

to the system, and when the electric system is installed trains will

be run from the Uatlery to Yonkers.
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Club Rooms for Topcka Ry. Employes.

At midnight Saturday, May i8tli, the new club rooms of the

Topeka Railway Benefit Association were dedicated, and the rooms

formally delivered to the trustees of the association by the officials

of the railway company. The new rooms occupy the entire second

floor of the new office building of the Topeka Railway Co., at the

corner of 12th and Jackson streets. The rooms were fitted up by

the company and presented to the men furnished complete and

irce from incumbrance. There are two apartments, the .smaller

being the bath room, which is equipped with two shower baths and

all modern appli.inces. The members pay 5 cents for the use of

the bath and employes who arc not members are charged 10 cents

for the privilege.

The rest of the second llonr has been thrown into a large recrea-

tion room and the furnishings include billiard and pool tables, card

and other game tables, reading table, chairs, couches and writing

desks. A portion of the room is reserved for a well-equipped

gymnasium and at one end are cigar and bootblack stands. The

charge for billiards and pool is 20 cents an hour for members and

40 cents for employes who are non-members. The expense of

each game is proportioned among the players, gambling in any

form not being allowed. Other privileges, such as cigars and

shines, are cheaper to members than to non-members. The ex-

pense of maintaining the rooms will be met by the receipts from the

privileges. If. however, there should be a deficiency, the company

will pay it. A feature of the rooms which the men appreciate are

50 steel lockers, the use of which is free, members paying 50 cents

for a key, the money to be refunded when the key is given up.

The rooms are in charge of Mr. M. X. Crandall, secretary of the

association.

The Topeka Railway Benefit .Association held its first meeting

five years ago in a car on a siding. Now it has a membership of

108 out of the 126 employes of the company and it is expected that

all the employes will become members before long. It costs noth-

ing to join. The company has endowed the association with $500,

and when that has been drawn upon the members are assessed

50 per cent of the amount withdrawn and the company contributes

50 per cent, also. The sick benefit is $7 per week and in case of

injury by accident the benefit is $10 per week.

The officers of the association are: President, C. V. Wolf; vice-

president, John Engle; secretary, M. N. Crandall; treasurer, How-
ard Patten. The trustees of the association are John Engle, L. E.

Myers, A. M. Patten, E. B. Snyder, J. H. Tinchcr, William Young,

H. \V. Naylor. A. G. Bennett and C. W. Hixon.

The idea of presenting the club rooms to the association was con-

ceived and its realization made possible by Mr. L. E. Myers, of

Giicago, who presided at the dedication of the rooms. The formal

presentation was made by Mr. B. E. Sunny, chairman of the execu-

tive committee of the company, and the rooms were accepted on

l)chalf i>f the association by Mr. E. B. Snyder. Visitors, who also

made addresses, included Governor Bailey, Congressman Charles

Curti'., Mayor Bergundthal, and mcTubcrs of the Topeka city

council.

The new office building in which the club rooms are situated has

just Iwen completed. It is built of concrete blocks, composed of

three parts sand and one part portland cement, and is 45 x 70 ft.,

and two stories high. In the facade is a concrete tablet which

hears the company's monogram. The first floor is occupied by the

offices, which include the president and directors' room ; offices of

the cashier, auditor and superintendent, and three toilets rooms for

ladies, men and shopmen. Entrance to the shopmen's toilet is

from the yard in the rear and a brick wall between it and the other

rrifmn prevents the occupants of the offices from being annoyed.

The supcrinlcndenl's office at the rear of the building commands a

view of the entire yard, so that the superintendent is cognizant of

everything that is going on within the inclosure.

The interior finish of the building is quartered oak, with hard-

wfxjfl flrytrs. All the electric wiring is placed in conduit. 'Ihe

plumbing is sanitary, and everything else is up-to-date. A branch

(elejihonc exchange connects with every desk and with every depart-

ment in all the buildings.

The other buildings located on Ihe company's land at 12th and

Jackvin St«. arc the car barn, 105 x 2t<o ft ; machine shop, ^jO x f.(0

ft ; carpenter and paint shop, fro ^ iV) ft.; cnKTgenry station, 20x40

11., and the boiler house. .Ml the buililings except llie machine

shop are new throughout and are just being completed. They are

all built of concrete blocks and have steel truss roofs and steel

rolling doors. The concrete for the buildings was made in molds

and is very strong. The machine shop is also used for special work,

the company making all work of that character which is used on

the system.

The company's property is located a short distance from the state

capitol, in the heart of the city, and presents a very attractive ap-

pearance. Since the reorganization a great deal of money has been

expended on rolling .stock, as well as buildings and reconstruction

work, and the officials feel that Topeka's street railway system is

second to none in the country.

New Publications.

BRIDGE AND SIRUCTURAL INDEX. By H. G, Tyrrell, C.

E., author of "Mill Building Construction", etc. This publication

contains condensed information relating to the principal bridges

and steel structures in Europe and .•\mcrica built in 15 years from

1885 to 1890. The descriptions are accompanied by outline sketches

giving the form and general dimensions of the structures. The book

includes draw-bridges, simple spans, viaducts, cantilevers, suspen-

sion bridges, steel and masonry arches and concrete steel construc-

tion. .Also data relating to train sheds, exhibition halls, office

buildings, warehouses, power houses, armories, mill buildings and

a great variety of other steel structures. Issued in blue-print form,

size 6x9 in., 4C0 pages. Price complete $50.00. For sale only by

the author, H. G. Tyrrell, chief engineer the Brackett Bridge Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

MILL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. By II. G. Tyrrell, chief

enginer of the Brackett Bridge Co. An idea of the character of

this work is best conveyed by the following brief summary of the

contents: Chapter i deals with "Loads", including roof, floor,

crane, snow and v.ind loads and miscellaneous loads, together with

a summary and methods of calculation. Chapter 2 treats of "Gen-

eral Design", including walls, trusses, rafters, unit stresses, lighting

and ventilating, etc. Chapter ,3 is devoted to "Design of Structural

Details" and covers comprehensively everything pertaining to struc-

tural work, including also asphalt and concrete floors, floors for

car sheds, slow-burning wood floors, roof coverings, comparative

cost of roofing, miscellaneous structural details and other considera-

tions. Cloth, 6x9 in., 42 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. For

sale by the Engineering News Publishing Co.. 220 Broadw.iy, N. Y.

A TREATISE ON FRICTION AND LOST WORK IN MA-
CHINERY AND MILL WORK. By Robert II. Thurston, M. A.,

LL. 1)., director of Sibley College, Cornell University. Seventh

edition, first thousand. It is announced in the preface that this

book contains the results of an attempt to exhibit the facts and

laws involved in the waste of energy by friction in machinery and

mill work, and the study of the methods and magnitudes of fric-

tion losses, it being the author's idea that the laws governing their

liroduction is, next to the theory of pure mechanism, the most

important study in relation to the transmission of energy by ma-

chinery. The investigations of the author revealed new facts and

established the impracticability of the usually received values of

the coefficients of friction to nnich of the most familiar work of

the engineer, and the author devised new apparatus and new meth-

ods of experiment, which led to the accumulation of a large mass

of new and practically applicable data, the most important of which

is published in this work. An attempt has been made to exhibit

as concisely as possible the principles involved in the transmission

of power an<l the performance of work, and in the waste of power

by friction. It has also been attempted to show what arc the

methtiils of reducing such wastes, how to determine I lie purity and

the intrinsic values of the imguents, and finally to ascertain how
anrl Id what extent variations of the nt.'igniludes of these wastes

arc produced by variations of the conditions affecting the machinery

exhibiting them. 8vo, -|- 4.30 pages, 77 figures. Cloth, $.l.oo. Pub-

lished by John Wiley & Sons, New York; London, rii.ipni.in &

Hall, Limited.
-»

The Tl. Wayne fi Wabash Valley Traction Co. !> lilliiiK up club

rooms for thi' employes in the new car barns being erected at

I.ogansport, Ind. An instruction car is to be equipped, also.
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THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION.

The Louisiana Purchase Exposition, which was formally opened

on .\pril 30lh, was not entirely complete on the opening day, but in

this respect it compared very favorably with other expositions of

•similar scope, and the lecord made by it is a particularly good one

in view of the physical magnitude of this undertaking, the area of

the ground and the area covered by buildings at the St. Louis Fair

liiilh being almost exactly twice the corresponding areas at the

largest of former expositions.

This number of the "Review" is devoted largely to those features of

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition which will be of most interest

to our readers. By far the greatest number of exhibits of street and

electric railway etiuipnunt and material is in the three palaces

—

Electricity, Transportation and Machinery—while a smaller number
will be found in the Varied Industries, Manufactures and Liberal .-Vrt

Buildings. Son;c interesting exhibits are also located in the foreign

buildings. The display of apparatus for the power house is largely

in the Machinery Building and its annex, known as the Steam, Gas

and Fuels Building, where engines, turbines and generators from the

principal makers are in operation supplying power for the Intramural

Railway and for general service and lighting.

.\ very striking feature of the St. Louis Fair, which distinguishes

it from former expositions, is that the exhibits represent present prac-

tice rather than novelties of doubtful value. Exhibitors have shown
ihcir standard products instead of presenting a costly exhibit piece

which, while of interest, is of but little use except for exposition

purposes.

It is perhaps disappointing that the Intiamural Railway could not

have exemplified some of the new traction systems involving the

use of alternating current. The choice of the overhead trolley for

operating this ro.id is, however, a distinct tribute to the reliability of

the trolley system, the necessity of handling traffic on the Fair

Grounds being a very important consideration.

Under the auspices of the committee having in charge electric rail-

way tests new systems of traction will be investigated and the pos-

sibilities of the most modern equipment determined, this being a most

iniporlaiit part of the Exposition's contribution to science.

There is much that might have been contained in this number of

the "Review" which is not mentioned because we have already pre-

fcnted it to our readers. Thus, a complete description of the Intra-

mural Railway, and a discussion of the controlling conditions and the

original plans were published in the "Review" for August, 1903,

while in this issue we give the drawings of the station plans as

adopted and the description of the equipment.

Aside from the Exposition and the exhibits we publish several ar-

ticles on the arrangements made by local traction companies for

handling the World's Fair traffic. In conneclion with the article on

the St. Louis Transit Cos. World's Fair plans reference should be

had to the plans of the terminals shown in the "Review" for May.
Chief among those upon whom has rested the burden of bringing

the exposition to successful completion are: David R. Francis,

president of the Exposition Company ; Frederick J. V. Skiff, di-

rector of exhibits; Isaac S. Taylor, director of works; Mark Ben-

nitt, chief of press and publicity. Those who have had charge of

mechanical and electrical matters in which electrical transportation

exhibitors are interested are: W. E. Goldsborough, chief of the

department of electricity; Thomas M. Moore, chief of the depart-

ment of machinery ; W. h. Smith, chief of the department of trans-

portation; Henry Rustin, chief electrical and mechanical engineer;

R. H. Phillips, chief civil engineer.

SPRINKLING STREETS AS A SOURCE OF REVENUE.

The experience of a number of electric railway companies indi-

cates that there is an opportunity for many roads to not only relieve

themselves of the cost of such sprinkling of their tracks as may
be required by municipal ordinances, but to turn this work into

a source of profit by taking the contract for sprinkling the entire

street, the company doing all this work instead of the track only.

The perfection of the pneumatic sprinklers which are now on the

market makes it possible to distribute water over the entire sur-

face of the street from a car operated over the street railway tracks.

\o argument is required to demonstrate the economy of such a

method over the only others available; that is, by means of carts

drawn by animal power or by the abutting property owners from
their lawn sprinklers.
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The compensation wliich the street railwaj- company can secure

lor street sprinkling is a variable quantity and probably no two
contracts for this work arc identical. One railway receives 75

cents per mile of street per day; another receives $1.00

per mile of street per day, and in a third city the city pays

the railway company |jii per mile per year for sprinkling the

streets from curb to curb on which the railway company operates

cars. .\t Xew Brighton, Staten Island, New York, the traction

company receives 60 cents per mile for each trip of the sprinkling

car. which should make the earnings from this source from $i.So

to $2.40 per mile of street per day during the dry season. In this

particular case the company has 60 miles of track and is able to

care for all by means of one 4,coo-gallon pneumatic sprinkler. It

is necessary, however, to operate this car almost continuously night

and day in the dry season.

The amount of water required depends upon the character of the

street, a depth of 1-64 in. being sufficient for a hard pavement,

while macadam would require two or three times as much. On
the basis of 1-64 in. in depth 1,000 gallons of water should cover

114CO sq. yd. on asphalt or hard brick pavement.

In the case of one company operating in a city where it was
required to sprinkle its track and the owners of abutting properly

were required to sprinkle the rest of the street, the railway com-

pany offered to do the whole of the sprinkling and charge abutting

owners only one-half what they had theretofore been paying. Even

at this price, the contract was found to be a profitable one for the

company.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUBSIDIES,

In this issue we publish an article by Mr. Guy Morrison Walker,

entitled "The Why and How of Interurban Railways," which is a

comprehensive review of the development of interurban electric

lines in this country, with an analysis of the conditions which make
for their success or failure, and a discussion of the obligations

which the communities benefited by the building of such lines owe

to the transportation companies. The author discusses the subject

in a straightforward maimer, presenting perlinent facts in a way

that can scarcely fail to be convincing.

Readers of the "Review" arc familiar with the effect of the inter-

urban electric railway in developing the territory through which

it runs. All recall the opposition on the part of the smaller towns

along proposed lines which had to be overcome. The fear was that

the larger towns would profit at the expense of the smaller ones

by reason of the interurban lines. This was perhaps a natural fear,

but those who expressed it overlooked the fact that what a given

town might lose in this way was sure to be more than replaced by

business from the rural district, which was created because of

the small town being made more accessible to the rural residents

than it was before. No extended argument should be necessary to

convince a man or a community of the advantages of improved

transportation facilities, but the other side of the question as to

who shall pay for these advantages is too often not considered at

all, or, if considered, is viewed from the wrong standpoint and a

policy adopted that is narrow and in the end must prove hurtful

to the community.

We have the established fact that improved transportation facili-

ties benefit a community and insure its ultimate development, in-

creasing the population of the territory and increasing the value

of property in that territory. Also, it is recognized that a district

without good means of transportation cannot in the beginning fur-

nish the business necessary to make a transportation companj
financially successful, and until the developments due to the railway

arc effected, the railway is a losing venture. Some one must suffer

the lots. Inasmuch as it is the inhabitants of the territory and

the owners of the property there, especially merchants and the

owners of real estate, who are benefited, it is they and not the

railroad company who should suffer the loss.

As Mr. Walker aptly says: "A subsidy is nothing but an insur-

ance to capital against loss in an investment, given by those who
expect to receive the collateral benefits to be derived from that

mvestment." There is no community in the country, outside of a

few of onr largest cities, but would gladly donate a site and a

cash bonus to secure the erection of a manufacturing plant, yet

when the same proposition is placed before it by a railroad com-
pany there ii loo ^ificii an outcry against the grasping corporation.

This difference in the attitude of the public towards enterprises of

these two classes is due in large measure to the campaign waged
by demagogues against the so-called public utilities. A railroad is

certain to be of more benefit to a community than the largest

manufacturing establishment, and is more deserving of a bonus.

By the proper presentation of the principles which underlie the

granting of a subsidy, much can be done to eliminate the opposition

towards such grants that now exist, and then there immediately
become possible developments that otherwise would have to wait

for a generation.

RULES FOR THE TRANSACTION OF CONVENTION BUSINESS,

One of the points in which many technical societies are particu-

larly weak is the method of handling business brought before their

annual conventions. This is, doubtless, due to the fact that meet-
ings are held at long intervals, in most cases but once a year, and
that the presiding officer is in general not well versed in parlia-

mentary law. In consequence, when a report is presented for con-
sideration, the discussion is extremely apt to be of a desultory

and irrelevant nature. The ideas presented by one speaker suggest
to the next one points which have no connection with the paper,

so that the time which the association has at its disposal is exhausted
before the subject before the meeting has received such considera-

tion as should be had before final action. Then, the most natural

course is to refer the matter again to the same committee or

another one, and it is thus allowed to drag from year to year,

unless the new committee, as is too often the case, allows the whole
thing to drop.

.\ great improvement could be effected by the adoption of a few
simple rules as to the manner in which the reports are presented

and then adhering to these during the convention. The American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association has

adopted the following rules for the consideration of reports, which
commend themselves: (i) Reading before the convention is by

title only, the papers having been published in advance, and the

presumption being, that all present are familiar with their contents.

(2) Each conclusion is read, discussed, and acted upon separately.

(3) Votes are taken on each item, clauses not objected to when
read being considered as voted upon and adopted.

.'Kfter the discussion is closed the action is one of the following:

(i) The report is received as information. (2) It is received as

a report of progress and referred back to the committee. (3) A
portion is adopted and the remainder referred back to the com-
mittee, (4) The whole is adopted as amended. (5) The whole is

adopted as submitted.

An adherence to rules such as these would conserve uiuch lime at

conventions and secure an expression of opinion on those matters

which are the most important, presumably, since they were as-

signed to the various committees. The record would be kept in

good order, so that the report of the proceedings when printed

would be far more readily available for reference than when
matter interesting of itself, but not relevant to the subject, is re-

ceived in discussion.

THE STATUS OF INTERURBAN ROADS IN HIGHWAYS.
The latest reported case afficling the rights of interurban electric

railways is one decided by the Supreme Court of Wisconsin in Feb-

ruary last. The earlier decisions of this court established the prin-

ciples in that state; first, that an electric street railway within a city

is not an additional burden on the fee for which abutting owners

arc entitled to compensation ; second, that an interurban railway on

the highway is an additional burden for which abutting land owners

are entitled to compensalion. Now the court goes a step further and

holds that the operation of an interurban car through a city over

the tracks of a local company is an additional burden.

Wisconsin was one of the first states in which the question of the

rights of interurban railways in country highways was passed upon,

the decision that such roads arc an additional burden on the fee hav-

ing been rendered in 1898. In this case the court assigned as the

reason for placing interurban lines on a less favorable footing than

street railways in cities, that the interurban cars carried many long

distance passengers who would otherwise have patronized steam

railways, saying: "The operation of this newly-developed street rail-

way (so-called) upon the country road is precisely opposite to the

operation of the urban railway upon the city street. It burdens the
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road HUh trattit- ihat would otherwise not Iw then.', instead of rc-

lievinK it liy tlic substitution of one vehicle for many."

There are two very weak points in this arKument ; lirst, it properly

involves a distinction lietwcen those electric interurban lines which

coin|)ele with steam railroads, and those electric lines that do not

so compete; second, the proportion of through iraftic does not war-

rant the classification of the interurban as a non-local transportation

line. Recent statistics on interurban railways, operaliuf; lines 50

miles or more in length, show that appni.nimately one-fourth of all

passengers pay only a 5-ccnt fare and that the average haul is from

10 to 15 miles, indicating that the interurban is eminently a local

convenience, although incidentally a lung distance line.

In Xew Jersey the courts have taken an entirely opposite view of

this question, .illhough four years ago (June lyoo) the New Jersey

courts said that the right to build an electric railway in the highways

outside of the corporate limits of cities and towns was unsettled: a

few months later (November, IQOO) it was held that a trolley road

on a country highway is not an additional servitude. The court

failed to perceive any difference between the easement that the public

has in the city streets and the one that it has in a country road and

was unable to find any lest for the distinction between these two

classes of highways. The question was asked. If the density of popu-

lation along the highway is to be the criterion, how closely must

the houses stand? And also, if the highways arc to be divided

according as they lie within or without the limits of a town it is

asked by the court. What is the substantial basis of difference? It

was further pointed out that to grant a right of damages to an

abutting owner in a rural community, when a year's Jime might see

this right taken away because neighbors had built in his vicinity or

because a town had extended its corporate limits is quite illogical

and absurd.

In Kentucky this question was raised by the .Ashland & Catletts-

burg road and in 1898 the Supreme Court of that state held that an

electric railway in a country highway was a proper use. although a

new and improved use. of the highway, identical in principle with the

corresponding use of city streets by street railways. This case was

even stronger because of the rails being laid wifh their tops two or

three inches above the surface of the highway and thus different in

construction of roadbed from what would be permitted in the city.

In 1901 it was decided in Louisiana that legislative authority for

an interurban railway in a highway is required and that even with

such authority abutting owners must be compensated for the servi-

tude imposed on their lands. In Massachusetts the legislature, by an

act passed in 1895, authorized the location of railways on and at the

side of a highway, and in 1903 the Supreme Court held that this act

imposed no additional burdens on abutting property. In Maine it

has been decided that the legislature has authority to enlarge the

easement which the public has in highways and may authorize inter-

urlian lines to be built in these roads. Virginia holds (1902) that leg-

islative authority is necessary for electric railways to occupy country

highways. Michigan has taken the position (1903) that abutting

owners are not entitled to compensation.

The Wisconsin decision that abutting owners are entitled to com-

pensation for the operation of interurban cars over the lines of urban

street railways is of peculiar interest to Indiana electric railways

as that point has been raised in two recent cases, one of which

i< now pending before the Indiana Supreme Court.

Canadian Notes.

Grand Trunk Ry. interests, by the purchase of 1,035 shares of

stock, have secured control of the Hamilton, Grimsby & Beamsville

Electric Ry., and thus practically have a monopoly of fruit shipping

in the Niagara peninsula. Messrs. Ramsay and Bauer, the largest

stockholders in the electric road, .sold the controlling interest, receiv-

ing therefor $J00 per share. The company recently increased its

capital from $200,000 to $300,000. A change has been made in the

directorate: Messrs. A. M. Myles, Homan Myles and Robert Ram-
say have retired and in their places are Messrs. J. W. Ncsbitt, K. C,

John G. GauUl and James Uickson, of the law firm of Nesbitt,

Gauld & Dickson, of Hamilton. Mr. C. J. Myles is still president

and Mr. W. J. Harris, vice-president, while Mr. Xesbitt has been

elected treasurer.

The South Western Traction Co. has elected officers as follows

:

President, F. G. Rumball, London : vice-president, Lieutenant-

Colonel McEwen, Byron : managing director, A. Welch. Tlie li;

rectors are T. II. Luscomlx;. Dr. A. Mackay, Captain Robson, H.

M. Rumball, Joseph llowlelt and William Defoe. The grading

between London and St. Thomas is well along and the rails have

been ordered. It is expected to reach St. Thomas by .August isl.

The company will adopt a different system from that in use in St.

Thomas and will not operate over the tracks of the St. Thomas
Street Ry.. as at first proposed.

As preliminary to acquiring the suburban lines the Toronto

Railway Co. has obtained |>crmission to invest in the stock of other

railways and a special meeting of the stockholders was called for

June 20th to ratify the ac<iuisition of the Toronto & Mimico Rail-

way Co., the Toronto & Scarboro Electric Railway. Light. Heat &
Power Co., Ltd., the Metropolitan Railway Co., the Schomberg &
.Aurora Railway Co., and the Toronto & York Radial Railway Co.

The Toronto Railway Co. is installing an additional unit which

will bring the total capacity of its power plant up to 10,000 h. p.,

and it will also install a 3.000-h. p. reserve storage battery. The
company has secured an additional joo h. p. from the old Metro-

politan power house at Eglington, a suburban line just acquired.

The city recently promulgated a new time-table which called for

the construction of 120 new cars by the company, it being stipulated

that the cars must be built in Toronto. The company complains

that it has not been given sufficient time to comply.

The Niagara, St. Catharines & Toronto Railway Co. has been

given permission to intersect the Grand Trunk Ry. at Staiiiford

and the company now has a direct line from Niagara Falls to

Port Dalhousic, and thence by its own steamers to Toronto. Dur-

ing the fruit season four trains are run daily.

The Montreal Street Railway Co. has been granted a 30-year

franchise in Westmount. The company has a 50-year franchise

in St. Cunegonde. which expires in 1942: a 50-year franchise in St.

Henri, expiring in 1942, and a franchise in Maisonneuve which

expires in 1925. The city franchise expires in 1922.

The Winnipeg Street Railway Co. is building a car shed to hold

14 cars, a car shop at Fort Rouge, an extension to its Main St.

shed, and three large buildings at the gas works. It will also erect

a shop building on Pembina St. All the company's cars are to be

built in Winnipeg hereafter. A new belt line will be opened on

the completion of the Main St. subway.

The British Columbia Electrical Railway Co's. new sub-station

at New Westminster will be 60 x 33 ft. It will have a concrete

foundation 9 ft. deep, resting on 128 piles, and above this a floor of

steel rails 2 ft. apart and a 6-in. layer of cement. The walls will

be brick and the roof asbestos.

The Toronto & Hamilton Railway Co. has applied for permission

to extend its line from Hamilton to a point on the international

boundary near Grand Island or Niagara Falls. Mr. Allan Royce,

Toronto, is the solicitor.

The Strathroy & Western Counties Electric Railway Co. has

been granted power to extend its line from St. Thomas to Port

Stanley.

Ten writs, each for $200. have been issued by the city of

Toronto against the Toronto Railway Co., for alleged non-fulfill-

ment of the contract in regard to Sunday service.

The Grand Valley Radial Co. has inaugurated a Sunday service

between Brantford and Paris. The Lord's Day .Alliance will seek

restrictive legislation.

The Canadian Traction & Power Co. has been incorporated to

build an electric railway froin Montreal to Ottawa and to acquire

and develop water powers. Incorporators: Hon. R. Dandurand,

Hon. W. .A. Weir, A. Brunei, J. P. Mullarkey and others, of Mont-

real.

Messrs. Greenshields. Greenshields. Henekler & Mitchell, of

Montreal, are solicitors for the Charlemagne Traction & Power

Co., which will construct an electric railway in Terrebomic. Mont-

calm, L'.Assomption and Berthicr counties.

•-»

MR. G. C. KUHLM.AN. president of the G. C. Kuhhnan Car Co..

of Colliuwood, O.. tendered his resignation as president of that

company. June i8th, to take effect immediately. He will take a

long-needed rest for several months, and will make an extended

trip with bis family, probably to the Pacific Coast. On his return

Mr. Kuhlman expects to enter upon a new business, the nature of

which he has not yet announced.



The 3Iissouri River Power Station of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company of Kansas City, Mo.

BT HOWARD PRESCOTT QUICK. DESIGNING AND MECHANICAL ENGINEER. WITH FORD, BACDN & DAVIS.

Power Situation in Kansas City.

The principal and most expensive piece of work which forms

part of the undertaking of Ford, Bacon & Davis, engineers, to

reconstruct the Kansas City street railway system, is the new Mis-

souri River Power Station, a plant of about 40,000 kw. ultimate

capacity. The present installation is to be 10,500 kw., of which a

portion has been in operation since February 6th of this year.

railway apparatus to care for the districts of which they form the

centers. The construction of these sub-stations is now in progress,

and some are equipped and operating with either permanent appa-

ratus or temporary expedients. There is also much temporary

auxiliary power generation and transmission carried on at the old

and new power, lighting and cable stations to care for the in-

creasing electric load, but as the new station is nearing

INTKHKIU < IK .MIHSIMKI 11IVK}{ I'llWI'lIt STATDN-KIH.S-r INIM- I.N ljri;ilAI'l".\.

This i» designed to provide current for both lighting and railway

Mrvice for the whole city for many years, but is principally for

railway service, as in conjunction with it is to be used the new

liRhling plant on the Kaw River, erected in 1902-3, by Ford, Bacon

& Davin, having a capacity of 4,500 kw. and an installation of

i/xn kw. These two plants and four or five sub-stations arc con-

nected by an underground conduit high tension system shown in

the diagram Fig. i. The voltage of these lines of transmission is

6/jOO, and this is carried entirely undergroinid in lead cables laid in

jVi-in. tile ducts cmljeddcd in concrete.

The luk-ttations will each be arranged with both lighting and

completion, Ihcy will soon be put out of use and midsummer or

early fall will sec the new suh-stalion system in conipk-tc working

order as now conteiuplalcd.

The two new generating stations will contiiuic tu lie suppUiiR'ntc-il

by the old Kaw River plant of 5,000 kw. capacity, wliicli will care

for the demand from Kansas City, Kan., and the West liottoms,

and by the old Blue River station of 650 kw. capacity, which will

care for the distant Independence City line, making a total of iD.i.SO

kw. present capacity.

This will be made more clear by staling that the needs (jf tin-

city were anticipated early by the companies which later combined
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Ihcir interests, both lighting and railway, and in the year igoi

engines and boilers of suflicient cap;icity were orden-d for both

purposes. Their delivery was planned for early in lyoj, but rc-

orgnni/.-ition and changing of engineers and delay in getting a site

postixmi-d this till late in 1002 or early in KJ03.

The problem presented to the new engineers was to design a

power plant for a future population of 500,000 people, and to furnish

all light and power for it, because of the ilesirability of the ultimate

.-ibandoimient of all existing plants and changing of all cable lines

to electric, as was to he required by an agreement between the

Metropolitan Street Railway Co. an<l the city. To therefore pro-

/%iMiir*'^*fW^ff<Hi4''SrjirroM
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the rest of the power is to he taken from 5,oco-kw. turbines, two
of which have Iwen ordered, and if turbines only are used here-

after, then it is doigned that six units .shall occupy the west half

of the station, the cast half being given over to the three engine

units, and considered fixed for the present, but to supply all these

turbines another Imiler house must be built to the south of the

station, as shown by I"ig, 2. This is so far in the future that it

is difTicult to predict what will be done or required. /\t any rate

the installation of the next three units will require the completion

of the north half of the boiler room with two tiers of boilers, stack,

conveyor, etc.

The Missouri River power station was located, as shown by the

plans r-'igs. 2 and y. between two railroads and about 1,000 ft. from

ihe river, thus insuring provision for coal and condensing water.

This was as near to the river as it could be located, for after a year's

endeavor no other site was

found suitable or available,

surprising as it may seem

in view of the extensive

river front, but this is ex-

plained by Ihe fact that the

steam railroads have all Ihe

available bottom land, and

one side of the Missouri

River is not accessible for

industries of any kind.

rf"MMa Ci rrfi-M^O

-ARRANGEMENT OF POWER PLANT AND
SUB-STATIONS.

vide for the growth of the city to a possible lo-mile

distance from the central source of power and for

lighting conveniences an alternating three-phase sys-

tem with sub-stations was adopted, with a pressure

of 6,600 volts and 25 cycles per second periodicity.

Heavy high-powered cars were deemed necessary for

the steep grades, and the use of electric light was
expected to increase very rapidly.

The completion of the new lighting plant at the

Kaw in the winter of 1902-3 provided assistance

sorely needed for both railway and lighting load

increase, and while it is considered a temporary
plant it is bound to be required for a number of

years and may always be retained in service with

addition to its equipment of another unit as space

exists therefor. The flood of May 30, igo3, over-

whelmed this plant as well as the main direct-cur-

rent railway plant on the opposite side of the river

and some smaller ones, but they were repaired and
put in service and are doing their usual work a1

the present time.

With the general situation thus explained we may
properly take up the main features of the plant.

Selection of Site and .\pparatus.

To make clear the general design it will he stated

again that the selection of a portion of the engines, generators, boil-

ers and stokers antedated some 12 or 15 months the selection of site

by the present conipany. In the meantime changes in management
took place and the steam turbine became a successful competitor

with the steam engine of the reciprocating type ordered, and its

possible future use made it prudent to design the system with this

in view. These considerations as to turbines formed the key of

the situation in regard to the general design and arrangement of the

station on the lot, and to some extent of the exterior and determined

especially the electrical controlling scheme.

The Missouri River plant has three 4,600-h. p. .Mlis-Chalmers verti-

cal cross compound condensing engines and 18 Babcock & Wilcox
578-h. p. double deck boilers with Green chain grates. This is only

a portion of the present boiler capacity of about 24,000 b. h. p. If

FIG. '-'-PLAN- OF MISSOCRI RIVKR ST.\TI()N.

The station site was a blufl, anil many old buildings, with earth

to a depth of from 25 to 50 ft., were removed, and the earth

deposited on the river bank hydraulically. .X city sewer formed a

convenient channel for this earth as it lay on the bed rock which

formed the basement level of the station. This rock was reached in

November. 1902. after two or three months' work, the starting of

plans dating from July, 1902.

The relative elevation of the river water levels, high and low,

and location of the building site, tracks, etc., are shown in Fig, 3,

and it will be seen that a plane 25 ft. below the lowest street level

was chosen as the basement floor level, for the location of pumps,
condensers and piping determined this elevation as the proper one
for the engine room basement and in the boiler room a greater

depth was not necessary, except for pumps and hot wells.
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General Design and Arrangement.

Much ol itie station detail had to be determined very e.Trly in a

general way, for the preliminary contract for the .structural steel

in bulk, entered into .ionic time previous to the starting of plans,

necessitated an early completion of the steel designs, and these

depended wholly on the mechanical re<|uiremcnts. This detailing

was all done in the special offices of Ford, Bacon & Davis at Kansas

City, established for the purpose. Some 3.500 tons of steel were

extreme variations in water levels which prevails licre, the lowest

level occurring in midwinter, and the highest in midsummer.

The work on this station was begun in the spring of 1903, and

after various delays the structure has emerged from the sand as

shown by the engraving Fig. 4, and is now in operation.

.'\s shown by Figs. 5 and 6, the station proper covers a space

266 ft. X 196 ft., and has a height of 125 ft. from basement to top

of roof. Near the center is ,t clilnitiey 265 ft. high aliovc basement,

•^vsSryrryc
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FIG. 3—CONDENSING \V.\TKR I'll'ING SYSTEM.

thus designed and prepared by ilu- Illinois Steel Co. at

South Chicago. Erection began in March, 1903, upon concrete

/oundalions prepared by the company's engineers, and a local con-

tractor, from rock taken from and crushed on the site, sand from

the Kaw and Missouri Rivers, and cement furnished by the Atlas

Portland Cement Co. of New York. Steel erection was completed

in two months and the erection of the superstructure walls pro-

ceeded immediately, the firm of Taylor & Winn of Kansas City,

having the masonry; the Weis Cornice Co. of Kansas City, cop-

per, sheet metal work and skylights ; the St. Louis Expanded
Metal Fireproofing Co., flooring, roofing and plastering; the F.

P. Smith Wire & Iron Works, Chicago, and the .American Bridge

Co., miscellaneous interior iron work, stairs, railings, parti-

tions and platforms; J. C. McFarland & Co., of Oiicago, galvanized

itaving a i6-fl. line, circular in shape, with four lino openings, A
fire-brick lining extends to a point above the upper Hue openi«g.

The general features of the chimney arc the octagonal common
brick base and the circular tapered shaft of radial brick, having a

bulging head with segmental ca.st iron cap and copper lightning rods.

There is also a 43-ft, extension of the liuilding foundation on the

east or Locust St, end of the building, designed in part for a future

condensing water pnmping chamber, but allowing for the installa-

tion of the coal handling plant over it. This consists of two branch

steam railroad coal tracks for cars of 50 tons' capacity ; two 100-ton

platform scales and coal tower where coal and ashes are to be inter-

changed between cars, conveyors, bins and crushers, as shown by

I'igs. 2 and 7.

The building iiropcr li.i^ a skeleton steel franii- winch carries the

I n .\ii' mil .si: .\.\ii i!i\i;ii

iron window frames, glazing ami openers, and .Mphons Cuslodi»

Chimney Construction Co., of Chicago, chinniey and lightning rods.

The problem of condensing water supply was a most difTicult

one, A separate pumping plant im the river bank (sec Fig, 3) was
finally decided upon, and plans were made to put in a cellular

concrete and steel structure with separate pumping and screen

chaml)crs, taking water from four intake pipes whose outer ends
would l»c s ft. IkIow the lowest water level, thus allowing for the

floors, coal ])ocki-ls, boilers, engine room crane and roof, lakes

the wind strains and slilTens the walls, which, being so stifTened,

are of medium thickness, although they are borne eiUirely by the

concrete foundation walls, Fig. 8.

The design of the exterior is on classic lln(^. but devoid of orna-

mentatir>n. It is massive in its proporlioll^. .nid the elevation is

uniform as to height and design llironghcjut, Tlie base lias a batter

on the outside and is heavy, with groups of two small, deep set, Hal-
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arclieil windows. Tliis liasc is capped liy a stonr belt and forms

a snpport for the pilasters which mark the main window spaces.

The pilasters arc joined by segmental arches over the l6-ft. and

14 (t. X 45 ft. recessed arched windows. Above these is the main
cornice of copper surmounted by the attic story with triple window
groups in lino with the main window's below. All lines extend

around the building. 'Iherc arc no temporary walls. The building

is faced with a brown face brick, which with the plain lines and

massive design gives the exterior a very satisfactory appearance.

The brick in the chimney is a somewhat lighter brown and unusually

uniform in color. .\n ornamental cut stone entrance on the west

end and special doorways on the east end of the base arc the only

breaks in the regularity of the lower windows.

Boiler Room.

The interior, sec Fig. 6, has the usual arrangement for stations

of this character containing vertical engine units of large size. A
party wall divides the two rooms, boiler and engine. The boiler

fiiunilations, the condensers, air jiunips and connections; at the

other end is space for turbines.

The first gallery on the north side contains bus bar and switch

compartments and the high tension cable ducts. On the east gallery

arc rooms for the operating forces. On the south gallery arc the

main exhaust pipes, and space for future bus bar compartments is

left on either side in the west half. At the main engine room floor

level the three engines occupy the east half of the room. They
are 37 ft. on centers, which spacing is the unit throughout the

building, for Ixith columns and machinery.

On the north side of the engines arc the oil switches ; on the east,

the chief engineer's and electrician's offices ; on the south are the

exciters, transformers, and exciter and battery switchboards. On
the main floor wings in the west half of the engine room arc spaces

for the future oil switches for turbine units.

The engine room has another gallery running around it, above

the main floor. The north portion of this gallery is occupied by

the main steam headers, valves and branch connections, and in the

'.il 'T l'i»Tif>ii6^ ^>K ro/^^T-W£lL
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room has a basement floor where are located lied pumps, tank

or heater pumps, hot well pit, sump pit, ash and coal machinery,

also a freight or coal elevator and space for economizers and flue

connections, if ever installed. The next two floors are boiler floors.

on the first of which arc also the auxiliary heaters. A passenger

elevator starts from this floor, and with a stairway reaches all

floors and the roof. At the cast end are located the firemen's

wash and locker rooms. Above the second floor are the two coal

storage bins of concrete and steel, from which chutes extend to

the coal receiving, weighing and distribvitiiiR apparatus. A monitor
with ventilators and windows, and a skylight illuminates the central

well between chimneys and coal bins which extends to the base-

ment, openings in each floor being provided for the purpose.

Engine Room.

The engine room basement is on a level with that of the boiler

room basement. On the north and south side under the galleries

are spaces for intake and discharge pipes, the south side only being

in use at present. At the east end are the storage battery, oil

and store rooms. In the center at one end are the three engine

center is the electrical controlling board on a balcony overlooking

the whole room and on a level with the upper engine platforms.

All the floor space excepting in the galleries is commanded by a

60-ton traveling crane running on a span of 70 ft., 5 in. which is

that of the interior gallery columns. This crane was built by
Pawling & Harnischfegcr, Milwaukee. Outside at the cast end 10-

ton auxiliary beain hoists enter both the engine and boiler room
walls for handling small machinery.

In the engine room, as in the boiler room, a stairway runs the

full height of the building, communicating with all levels. A sky-

light surmounts the engine room, being a special provision of value

if the second boiler room is ever added, when the south windows
would he closed up.

Engines.

The engine room contains three 4,600-h. p. Allis-Chalmers vertical

cross-compound condensing engines, having cylinders 46 in. and

04 in. X 60 in. and running at 75 r. p. m. The three engines will

use superheated steam, but have ordinary cylindrical corliss valves.

There are governors on both the high and low pressure cylinders
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and the usual devices for safety and control, the electric motor

speed control for sv-nchronizing being on the low pressure cylinder

and of the sliding motor type and the automatic stop valve on the

high pressure cylinder next to the starting valve. There is a 6-in.

V in The cylinders have copper expansion pipes on their dis-

tribution pipes. The valve casings are cast separately from the

• cylinder barrels. The exhaust pipe from the cylinder to condenser

is cast iron. Bridges or galleries connect all three engines at both
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l,y |,.T.i from tlir startinK valve I-. iIm- intermediate rcnivi:r |..r

(^iiural ii«c in starlinK or in rniniinK InKh pressure.

The »izc of the starling valve is 12 in, which i^ connected by a

Y to two lo-in. pi|)C5 from the main steam headers. Ihere is no sep-

arator or receiver al the high pressure cylinder. The mam exhaust is

levels. I'My-wliecN and Kiniralnrs :in' silii.iti-d bilween the two

bed plates. Ihe lly-wheels are of lli. biiill np type consisting "f

cast steel hubs with steel plale Ianiin:il(il rims altadied to each

side of the cast rim, which is a part of each arm, also of cast steel.

The engines were erected in the follnwing in.Min.T: First, llie
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bed plates »crc set. each siilc Iwing in halves .-iiifl each half faileiUMi

to the other hy forgnl liiik» >hriiiik into rccc.sse-i cast in thcin

The anchnr holts were then screwed up light, with the hed platen

well weilged and set to exact line and level The lower half of

the generator frame with armature coils was then set in place and

proceeded in the usual manner. In the mean lime the fly wheel

spokes with their segments were set up and the latter joined by

shrinking keys into slots. The erection of plates then proceeded.

Each plate segment of the rim being identical with the others and

the holes all lieing t)ored to template, the erection was a very simple

II'. . I ' '.\i. .\.M ' .\.-<ii i'(i\vi:k

the shall erection proceeded. By means of a branch track cxtciiil-

ing diagonally into the engine room, and by a 6o-ton crane, all

parts were handled with case direct from cars into place on the

foundations. The hollow forged shafts were shipped naked except
for the fly-wheel hubs, which were put in place at the factory. After

arrival they were jacked up at one side or put in place over the

bearings ; then the generator field hubs were pressed on and keyed.

These were followed by the crank disks, each of which was pressed

on by a force approximately joo tons created by a nut and sleeve

arrangement on a bolt extending through the hollow shaft, the nnt
being turned by a wrench, the end of which was hitched to the

FIO. 9-SECTI(1N OF PUMP IIOUSK.

main hoisting hook of the 6o-ton crane. The shaft being ready, it

was rolled or lowered into place in the bearings. The eccentrics

were then attached and the erection of the A frames and cylinders

matter. The outer and inner circumference of each plate was left

rough and extended beyond the face of the cast rim segments,

which were merely rough turned. The last layer of plates was

provideil with countersunk an<l counter t>ored holes, designed to

receive the expanded rivet heads. Bolts with nuts and washers

were used to erect the plates, and these were replaced by rivets

hydranlically driven, but to properly prepare the holes for rivets

it was necessary to ream out all holes with a special machine after

FIG. lO-PVMP ROOM

the plates were in place ; this was furnished for the purpose and
creeled in position to do this on the job. .\fter riveting all heads
were trimmed oflf by cutting tools held by the boring machinery,
while a motor spur geared to an inside gear attached to the wheel
arms turned the wheel on its shaft. The same cutting tools were
then used to face off both sides and perimeter of the rim until

its surface was true and smooth and presented a per-

fectly homogeneous appearance. The erection of the

revolving field rim and rim magnets and setting of the

armature coils attached to the upper half of frame was
carried on without any difficulty during the fly-wheel
erection, and the A frame and cylinder erection pro-

ceeded also while this was going on.

Exhaust and Condensing System.

riie engines exhaust into Wheeler surface condens-
ers of 5,000 h. p. capacity through Cochrane 48-in. cast

iron circular oil separators, a 34-in. x 48-in. tapered pipe being used
for this purpose between each separator and the 34-in. shut-oflP valve,
which cuts out the condenser line from the atmospheric line.
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The condensers have a single passage for condensing water. This

enters at one end at the bottom by a 20-in. pipe and passes through

1,680 copper tubes I'i in. in diameter, and out at the other end at,

the top through a 20-in. pipe. The latter pipe dips and rises in U

The atmospheric exhaust is through a 30-in. Blake globe type

automatic relief valve. Each valve has separate control by hydraulic

cylinder attached to it and connected to the city water system.

This is for the extreme positions of open and shut, the four-way

FIG. 12—SITB-ST.\TI().\. 15TH .\N1) WALNUT STS.

shape to the main overflow pipe, forming thereby a water seal

which, as soon as a continuous column of water is formed by the

action of the circulating pumps in filling pipes and condensers, then

acts as a siphon and cuts down the lift required to get water to

valve used being set at by-pass when the vacuum system is work-

ing so that the valve spindle is free to rise or fall. The 34-in. shut-

oft valve in the vacuum line is operated t)y direct-current, 220-volt

motor geared to the spindle. This insures quick shutting of a large

1;—
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the conrlcn«er outlet level. Both inlet and outlet pipes have valves

close to the condensers, and on the outlet is an air valve for break-

ing the liphon vacuum. The oil separators have Sorgc drainage

traps and tanks with chronometer steam valves.

valve in case of emergency to prevent .steam lilling condenser and

pipes under atmospheric pressure. All atmosplu-ric exhausts are

couneclrd to a 4K-in. steel riveted header lennin.ilint.; in one exhaust

head on the roof.
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Blakc vertical duplex bcini air pumps, size 14 x 38 x 31 in., lake
care of Ihc water of condensation. Tlie suction nozzle is several

feet bclowthe condenser outlet and the pump overflow is several

feet above Ihc floor, giving a sufficient head to carry the water o.'

i IG 11- IJUILKRS— l.l_)\VKR Fl.iJUl;.

i-iiiuli-iisation !))' gravity to the hot well in the boiler room base-

ment.

Pumping Station.

Circulating water for the condensers is pumpec' to the main
station from a pumping station at the river Ihrongh .i 48-in. cast-

iron bell and spigot pipe line, and the discharge is carried away
by a similar line emptying into a 6-ft. brick sewer

passing near the statimi.

.•\t the pumping station the main features are the

rectangular pump and screen wells and the motor
room above them in the superstructure. The whole

structure has a height of 63 ft. from bottom of wells

to roof and covers a space of 30 ft. by 54 ft. in

plan. The equipment consists of three 6,000-gallon

per minute and one .l.ooo-gallon per minute Morris

high lift centrifugal pumps with i8-in. and 12-in.

top suction pipes and 15-in. and lo-in. horizontal

discharge pipes expanding to 18 and 12 in., which
connect with the 48-in. pipe outside. The pump
guarantee is 70 per cent efficiency and the maxinuim
working head is 40 ft.

The pump suction pipes lead through the concrete

walls of the pump wells into screen wells divided

by screens on the opposite side of which 30-in. in-

take siphon pipes drop. The screens are made of

No. 6 galvanized iron wire with i-in. mesh set in

angle iron frames. These screens are 4x6 ft. in

size and set in pairs in the form of a double parti-

tion each side of a center post, which carries some
of the guides, and there are six tiers of these

screens, one above the other, each having handles

which can be engaged by a screen hook for lifting

or lowering. There are no screens on the ends of

the four siphons. These are inclined down stream,

and it is considered that the swift current at this

'point in the river, which is one of the narrowest

parts of its channel, will scour away any accumu-
lation of debris or mud at the end of the pipes,

that may float into the pipes will be taken care

screen wells. On the 30-in. siphon cll)ows just inside of the

screen chambers arc taps for vacuum pump connections. This
pump, a Hlakc <jx7-in. vertical duplex motor-driven geared machine,
is located on the main floor above the screen wells, and is con-

mitcil til all siphons and suctions. The siphons have a g.iu- valve

on the vertical pi|>e in each well, and this has a special self-oiling

set of bevel gears cumpletely encased in iron, for they will be

under water nmst of the lime, and it is important that the gearing

should always Ik' ready for service. These valves,

of course, serve the |)urposc of sealing one end of

each siphon when the vacuum pump is working, and

of keeping out the inflow in case a well is being

cleaned. I'nder these valves are extensions of the

^iphons for reaching the extreme low water stage of

ihe river, and these pipes go below the level of the

river ends, for there will be a difference in the eleva-

tion of Ihe water in the river and wells, due to Ihe

rlraft on the well supply and friction in Ihe pipes.

Ihe elevation of the bottom of the wells is — 11 ft..

;ind extreme low water may \x —6 ft., so that with

3 ft. under the pipes there may be only 2 ft. of water

alxjve their ends to draw on under extreme condi-

lion.s.

In the partitions between each pair of screen wells

and on the river side of screens arc 20-in. sluice

gates of the Coldwell-Wilcox pattern for use in es-

tablishing inter-connections between wells in case

of trouble with any siphon entering a well from

which the pumps are drawing their supply. On the

opposite side of the screens the siphon-shaped pump
suctions which lead through the walls into the top

of all pumps arc provided with foot valves to prevent

reversal of flow when pumps are suddenly stopped

at low water stages. They are provided with gate

valves and vacuum connections on the pump well

side. The suction elbows on Ihc pumps form a sup-

port for the thrust bearing of the shafts. The pull of the water

column on the suction side will relieve the pump shafts of any

friction on bearings while running, especially at high lifts.

The pump wells were made water tight by waterproofing the

walls, and thus the pumps can be got at easily for repairs. The
elevation of the center of pumps is zero or 11 ft. above the bottom

Small .stuflf

of ill the
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of screen wells. This is not so high but that the lift even at

extreme low water, —6 ft., is within the capabilities of such pumps,
and generally, except for two or three months, the water will

average as high as the pumps, while for a portion of the year

the water level will be way above the pumps, ft may even go as

high as the elevation of the condenser outlets at the main station,
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£or this was the flood elevation of May 31, 1903, and in this case

the pumps will simply have to work against the friction head due

to the length of pipe and passage through condensers in keeping up

a circulation. All pump discharge pipes have easy bends as Hiey

leave the pumps and at the tees on the main discharge. At the

top of each pipe near the tees are gate valves, which not only serve

the purpose of shutting off each pump from the main line, but

of holding the main supply pipe full or i)rimed during a complete

shut-down of the pumping station, or the cutting out of any pump

or other valve for repairs.

Midway up the pump chamlier is a platform with iron floor grat-

ings, and the beams of this floor carry also the iuternicdlate shaft

j.u/on

FIG. 1.>-DAMPKR MECHANISM iFLfE OI'KNING Cxi" ET.)

bearings which occur near the intermediate couplings. All pump

chamber partition walls have doorways at this level which allow

easy access for the operators without use of ladders. Just under

the main floor General Electric fle.vible shaft couplings are used,

supported by bearings both below and on the motor. At the top

of each motor frame are thrust bearings, which arc automatically

oiled from an oil pan on lower frame by centrifugal force. Ihe

motors are of the G. E. induction type K, three-phase, 25 cycle,

440 volts, and of two sizes, 125 a"d 75 kw., both running at .175

r p m. The motor feet and shoes under them are provided with

set screws to facilitate perfect alignment of motor and pump shafts,

both vertically and horizontally. The compensators and switches

are located at the west end of the station in a recess provided

therefor, under which is a wire connection chamber entirely sep-

arate from all water chambers. In thi-, the cable conduit runs

from the main station, carrying 440-volt transformed current from

the transformer on the main cngir.e room floor. Lighting is done

by the same circuit and voltage, and the heat from the motors

is sufficient for warming the station under ordinary conditions.

The main floor of the pumping station consists of steel beams with

concrete and expanded metal slabs. Cast iron plates cover the pump

and screen openings, and there are ladder openings with railings

in various places. All valves arc controlled from this floor .and

gages are used to give the height of the water in all wells, on both

sides of the screens.

Fig. 9 shows a section of the |>iiinp house and I'ig. 10 a view of

the motor room.

On the south side of the station is an extension combining an

entrance vestibule with two rooms, one for the operators' desk

and records, and the other for a lavatory and store room. A screen

cleaning balcony is provided on the river side at the main floor

level reached by a small door. At the cast end is a large machinery

door, through which all machinery is handled. The whole layout

is covered by a crane which was made by the Cleveland Crane &

Car Co. This crane is hand operated except for raising and lower-

ing its load. For this operation the trolley is equipped with an

induction motor r)f the O. E. type M, and is operated at 44° volts.

The controller an.l resistances are mounted on the trolley. It will

be uiiod for hoisling screens after the installation is complete and

the system running. Tlic building ilself is of brick, with concrete

roof, and metal lath an.l plaster iMrlilions are used in Ihe extensions.

It in iitiiatcd aU.iil inlhe center of a lot of 10,000 s(|. ft, occupying a

corner of the holding of the Union Depot Bridge & Terminal Kail-

way Co., and has about 100 ft. frontage on the river, which will be

riprapped to prevent injury from floods.

The station has telephonic ccnimunication with the main station

at the switchboard, where the pump motor transformer current is

handled. The operation of the whole pumping plant is as smooth

and noiseless as it is possible to make machinery run, and it requires

very little attention. It Is found that one 6,000-galIon pump will

supply ample water for two condensers and that throttling the

injection at the condensers to cut down the supply cuts down the

current required to operate the pump in the same ratio as the throt-

tling, although the pump maintains a constant speed.

The total maximum head pumped against will be 36 ft., but llie

normal head will be 26 ft. The friction in the long 48-in. intake,

etc., is offset by the siphon effect of the water from the condensers

-.0 the sewer. This will about balance when the full capacity of

the 4.S-in. pipe and station, which is 40,000 gallons per minute, is

reached.

Generators and Electrical .\pparatus.

The generators are of the General Electric type, three-phase,

25 cycle, 6.600 volt, with revolving fields. The rating is 3,000 kw.

normal load. There are two i2S-volt continuous current exciters,

driven by 200-h. p. induction motors from current furnished by

transformers having 6,600 volts on the primary and giving 350 on

the .secondary coils. A 78-cell storage battery of the Electric

Storage Battery Co's. type H having 60-kw. capacity, located in

the basement, will furnish current for excitation when the indiic-
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ti.m motors cannot be operated, also for lighting, switch np.ialiiig

and testing current when no other is available. It is kept floating

oil the line being cut in between the exciters and switchboard on

the positive and negative busses. The Ir.msformers for the exciters

as well as for the pumping slalioii mol.irs are of the General Elec-

tric self-cooled type, arraiige.l in .Uh;.. Tlu- i-',s-volt current is

used for the switchboard controlling devices and for oil switch

.•md battery ami cell switch motors, C<iiinecliiig all these auxiliary

and operating devices is an intricate .system of low voltage wiring
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laid in i-iii. .iii.l |i..-iii. iron |ii|>c ilm-ls which were cmbcililfii m
the concrete lloors and Knlleries when they were laiil. They run
lo cnrrent and potential Ir,insfnriner>, rheostats, motors, engine

ixnal ami control motors, exciter switchboard apparatus, oil

.-witches, etc. The controlling board is a coniliinalion of tabic and
vertical panels of hl.ick enameled slate and c<»itains all the signal

ing, switching and measuring instrnments rnpiired for the operation

and for station record. I he e.\citer gron|i is shown in the general

view of the engine room.

The oil switches are of the type II, of 300. J50, an<l 1.200 ampere
capacity, set on concrete barriers or cells and slate slabs. They are

arranged in a row on the north side of the engine room lloor and
will ultimately be grouped for each generator unit as follows: 1

generator switch, 5 feeder switches. 1 group switch, and 1 exciter

switch. The present arrangement is slightly diflferenl. Directly

under the switches are the concrete bus bar compartmeiils, one for

each phase, and the vertical barriers for disconnecting switches

and cable connections corresponding to the oil switch phase com-
partments above. Here also are potential and current trans

formers.

The main current passes from generator to gi'i'irator switch, then
to bus and from bus at different points to line switches, then from
line switches to onlgoiiig ducts through static dischargers, each phase
being separate an<l brought together only at the end bell with which
M-h feeder terminates in the station.

The bus bars have one sectionalizing swiuli separating them
into east and west buses. All feeder.s are in lead-covered cables

and are laid in the ducts one above the other along the wall back
of bus bars. .\ junction room or chamber is placed at a point in

the line where It became necessary to change from a vertical single

no. IS—CUAl. IMICK 1; I
.-^

width conduit to the square type of conduit which was used from
the station to the first street manhole and from there to the various

sub-stations.

In this connection reference may be m,ide to the plan showing
the conduit construction and to plans of two of the mo.st important

sub-stations, that at 15th and Walnut and at 12th and Cleveland,

which arc shown herewith, Figs. 12 and 13.

The inatter of electrical connections, apparatus and operation is

.1 -.ubject large enough for another article and would be more

appropriate when this jmrt of the construction, equipment and appa-

ratus is further advanced and has assumed its permanent form.

Boilers.

ThelMiilcr plant, -ee I-igs, 14 and 15. consists at present of eighteen

578-h p. Itahcock & Wilcox double deck superheating l)oilers with

Green chain grates 11 ft. 6 in wide. The boilers arc arranged

t
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scales are arranged to weigh the coal cars loaded before entering

the tower and cniptv after leaving. In the tower nnder each

track are hoppers so located that coal may be either bottoni-dumpcd

or side shoveled into them, and the two hoppers are connected

by a chute so designed that coal may stand in both to the full

height of the upper track from the bottom of the crusher under-

neath the lower one. thus allowing cars to be emptied in spite of

a temporary stoppage of the conveyor, or at least until the hoppers

are full. Vnder the lower hopper is a McCaslin single roll crusher

j«J<Ora
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driven by a 25-h. p. direct current motor with variable speed control.

This motor is of the enclosed type with blower and fresh air con-

nections and starting and .speed regulating rheostat. Passing

through the tower from bottom to top is a 24.x24-in. malleable iron

bucket McCaslin conveyor furnished by John A. Mead & Co. This

conveyor passes over the ash hopper and through the attic story

over the coal bunkers and down the w'est

end of the building to the basement, thence

along the latter to the tower. It is driven

by a 25-h. p. motor located at the top of

the tower, and its sheaves form the guide

for the conveyor at this corner.

The coal storage bunkers in the boiler

house are of concrete and steel construc-

tion, and two in number, extending nearly

the full width and length of the hou.sc.

One has about 7.C00 tons maximum ca-

pacity ; the other about 5.000 tons. They

arc so formed that there are no dead coal

spaces, all surfaces sloping to the spouts

at an angle of at least 40°. At the bottom

of the hoppers and in two rows with a

cricket between, are spouts, two to each

lx)iler, of cast iron with duplex valves at-

tached to every other one. The alternate

ones are connected direct with spouts to

the lower floor so that each floor has

access to the coal bunkers. Running on

tracks suspended from the floors and pass-

ing under all those spouts with valves at-

tached are one ton traveling weigh hoppers

with spouts, valves, and pendant scales of

the .\Icad & Howe type, each e(|uipped

with sprocket chain for running same to

any Ixiiler and distributing the coal the

whole length of each stoker hopper. These

traveling spouts permit easy access to boiler fronts and tubes.

Coal floor spf»uts are arranged so that in case of fire in the

main bunkers, coal may be discharged from any point and returned

to the conveyor below or be dumped on the floors. Until the boil-

ers in the other side of the house are installed temporary coal chutes

will lake the coal from the north side of the main bunkers and

deliver it to stokers on either floor. These spouts are of sleel with

valves and spoons, chains and counter weigbts.

The conveyor in the basement has a continuous trough so that

coal or ashes may lje discharged at any point without the inter-

mediate service of a filler or car. .Ml buckets are of the malleable

iron over-lapping MtCaslin type, and provisions are made for level-

ing oflF the contents of the buckets before ascent and for adjust-

ment of the chain by a tightener. The conveyor has a capacity

of 72 tons per hour, running at 40 ft. or 20 buckets a minute with

full buckets. There will be two conveyors for the completed boiler

house, in fact a double equipment entire will be required from
tower to basement. The conveyor has on the upper run two mov-
able trippers for dumping coal, one for each bin, and one for the

ash bin, the former running on a separate track and propelled by

sprocket chain. There- arc foot walks and ladders along the whole
length and both vertical runs are steel encased.

Under the stokers are steel ash and siftings hoppers, tlu' fornior

lined with fire brick, arranged to take all the ashes falling from the

grate at bridge wall as well as all the soot from the space between

the bridge wall and nnul-drum wall, where the inllux of air is pre-

vented by a swinging damper controlled from outside the setting.

The siftings hoppers are arranged to catch all the unburned fine

coal which drops through the chain grates in sucli quantities where
slack coal is burned that without such ,a device the labor of caring

for boilers is greatly increased. All hoppers are sealed from air

drafts by valves and back draft of air is kept from reaching the

ash pit and thence from going into furnace along face of bridge

wall and through the slot between grate and wall liy a drop damper
hung from the grate frame in such a position as lo force all air

up through the bed of coal.

Coal siftings from the upper boilers arc discharged into the lower

hoppers and fed direct into the lower stokers, and those from the

lower boilers chute directly to the conveyor.

All ashes fall direct to the conveyor through cast iron spouts

from the ash storage hoppers under each boiler, which latter have

a capacity sufficient for one-half day's run on the upper floor and

one day's on the lower. Ashes are not allowed to collect in the

spouts or to become wet. They are held back by cut-offs attached

to inspection lids near the mouth of each hopper, and these cut-

offs must be raised at each cleaning out time by manual effort at the

PIO. 21—PLAN (II- riiiNO.

lid, when .-ilsu the opcralur nui'^l assist ihe How of ashes by poking

if necessary, and when once in the cluitus. further progress is con-

trolled by the valve at the conveyor.

.Ml ashes are then delivered by the conveyor to the ash storage

lank ill Ihe top of Ihe tower, which has a capacity of ijo tons, and
is brick lined, having a coiiic.il hopper bolloin with a spoul and
valve allaclied, and suspended from which is a hinged swinging spout

in two seiiions, one for llie U|)per track, and oiif for Ihe lower

track, enabling the operator to lill cars on I'ilhcr Ir.ick or wagons
on the lower yard level.
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Boiler Feeding System.

Ai already nieiuloncd, the water of condensation is returned to

the hot well situated in the lioilcr room basement door. The loss

of water is made np hy a j-in. city water connection controlleil

liy a float operated valve. The heater pumps force this water to

two 5,ooo-h. p. "Star" vacuum heaters, where it is raised from a

temperature of llo° to about l6o° to 200°, depending on the work-
ing conditions of the plant. The main feed pumps take their

supply through a 12-in suction from the heaters, by-passed in the

line of which is a 6-in. Worthington hot water meter for testing.

These pumps arc two 1 j x 20 x 10 x 18-in. BUke steam feed pumps
with outside packed plunger and pot valves. They are duplex, com-
pound, non-condensing, each good for lo.coo li. h. p. against 2S0-lh.

pressure of feed with it<o-ll). steam and 100 to 125 degrees of super-

heal. They have Fisher pressure regulators and speed governors

with balanced valves, safety valves, force pump lubricators, and arc

whidly automatic in action under all loads. The healer pumps are

duplex piston brass fitted Blake pumps 8 x 14 x 16 in. in size.

The heaters have a vacuum line connection to the condensers, a

6-in. overflow valve, 18-in. exhau.st pipe with Webster oil separator

and drip, I'/j-in. regulator valve on the steam inlet controlled by

float lo-in. pump connection, .3-in. cicanout opening and drain.

They are guaranteed to heat 150,000 lb. of water per hour from
Q0° Fahr. to 210° and to return 14 per cent of exhaust steam and to

largely prevent scale in boilers by furnishing practically pure water.

They lake steam from all the auxiliary pnnips and engines including

air pumps.

The Webster feed water heater and separators, made by Warren
Webster & Co., wefe furnished by their agents, the .American

Engineering Specialty Co., of Chicago. The feed water heater is

of the vacuum type, of 5,000-h. p. capacity, specially arranged for

condensing plants equipped with Webster vacuum line attach-

ments for the removal of air. This insures the highest cfticicncy

FIG. 22—BUS B.\R ((l.M lA H I.M I :.\ 1 .~

in purification and temperature without back pressure on the

auxiliaries furnishing exlraust .steam for feed water duty. 'Ihc

separators for live steam and exhaust are of the usual Webster

type, equipped with the hook plate retaining surfaces insuring the

satisfactory removal of oil and moisture from the steam.

Tbc feed pump suction has a direct city water connection, and

there is also a connection with the condensing^ water supply for

emergencies.

A sump pump of the vertical steam bilge type 6x12X10 in.

automatically takes care of the station drain.ngc which comes from

every direction to a sump well in the ba.sement floor.

High Pressure Steam Piping.

The steam pressure carried is 185 lb. with 100° to 125" of super-

heat, this being the limit with the cylindrical corliss valves. There

are special Babcock & Wilcox superheaters consisting of a nest

FIG. 23-EXTERlOR OF STATION.

of U-shaped pipes between the boiler tubes and drum of each boiler,

arranged so that the coils may be duplicated when higher superheat

is required for turbine use. This will be done by inserting another

nest of tubes within the present one. Piping connections arc so

arranged that saturated or superheated steam may be taken direct

from each boiler. The superheater can be flooded at will from

without the boiler according to directions furnished with each,

and they arc drained to the main blow-off. On top of the boiler

drums arc two lo-in. main steam connections controlled by two

.^llglc check valves of the Schuttc type, one giving .steam direct from

llie drums through a .Vpipe header, one for each drum, the other

giving direct superheat connections. This is done by three s-in.

pipes passing from the steam space down through the drums into

Ihc superheater header, then through the coils and back to another

header which in turn connects by two 5-in. and two 4-in. pipes with

tlic main steam pipe. Both angle valves are at the ends of a header

wliich has a tee with a lo-in. Schutte automatic angle slop check

valve on it. From this valve Ihc lo-in. U pipe connections from

each two adjacent boilers run lo the 15-in. cross header which

conveys the steam from a group of four boilers (two not yet in-

stalled). This header enters the 20-in. main header in the engine

room gallery through a 15-in. valve and tee. The cross headers

fur the eight boilers directly over each other in one vertical group

arc on opposite sides of the line of building colunms between them
and enter the main headers, each connecting with a different one.

and the next adjacenl pair of cross headers alternate with the

former in their connections to the main header, so th.nt all possible

contingencies arc provided for.

The engine connections arc in duplicate, two lo-in. pipes being

run one to each main from a Y at or near the starting valve.

These pipes all have valves at the main header within each reach

of the operator standing on the gallery. The main headers are

likewise divided in the middle by 18-in. valves, and they are also

anchored near these valves to the gallery floor. They arc sup-

ported by cradles on I-beam stringers bolted to the floor. The
chairs in contact with the pipes have no valves. All high pressure

pipe is extra heavy lap-welded steel for 12 in. and below. Above
15 in. the pipe is |/<-in. and 18-in. pipe is ^-in. with heavy cast

iron fittings and screwed flanges.- .Ml joints are bolted ones.

Copper gaskets arc used on a raised face inside of the bolt circle,

cast or turned on both flanges of each joint. Low pressure pipe

is standard weight and brass pipe is seamless extra heavy, iron

pipe size. Riveted steel pipe is of mild steel with flanges riveted

on; galvanized iron pipe is standard weight. All high pressure
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fittings were tested to 250 lb working pressure, and were made of

cast iron because steel could not be secured within time to com-

plete the job. Low pressure cast iron fittings were made for 125 lb.

working pressure.

All fittings on live steam, high pressure water, exhaust steam.

and low pressure water systems are flanged.

Covering for high pressure steam pipes is Sj per cent magnesia

furnished by Keasby & Mattison, 2 in. thick, molded for small sizes,

and covered with canvas. Above ;o in., blocks are wired on and

covered with W in. of cement and 8-oz. duck, all bound in place

with brass bands. Flanges have removable forms. Covering is of

diflferent thickness for different systems. Besides these the auxiliary

steam, au.xiliarj- exhaust, gravity drips. Holly drips, feed water

heaters, boiler drums, smoke flues arc all covered, sized and painted.

the covering being i-in., il-S-in. and 2-in., according to location.

Miscellaneous Piping.

Ample provision has been made for expansion and valves arc

well distributed for all probable emergencies. All mains arc com-

pletely dripped. Those below the main pipe gallery on high pres-

sure work are taken care of by a Holly return drip system; those

above by gravity system. All low pressure drips run to the sump

of designing engineers, draftsmen and erection engineers upon whom

has devolved the management of the details of this great under-

taking for the past two years.

Fast Trip from Dayton to Columbus.

May 27th. two special cars ran over the .\ppleyard lines carrying

parties to the United Commercial Travelers Association Conven-

tion at Zanesvillc, O. One of the cars left from Dayton and the

other from Springfield, so as to reach Columbus at about the same

time. From Columbus both of the cars ran through to Zanesville.

The dist.ince from Dayton to Columbus is 77 miles and the car

making this trip covered the distance in two hours and eleven

minutes, ten minutes of which was consumed in stopping for

passengers, making the actual running time two hours and one

minute. Fhis running time included the necessary stops at railroad

crossings, slowing down for curves, etc., and the average rate of

speed outside of the cities was 46^ miles per hour. The Spring-

field car, which had a shorter run, made practically the same speed.

Mr. Theodore Stebbins, acting manager of these roads, states

that this is probably the best record run ever made in the state

24—SECTION SHOWING <<I.\I, IIANUI.INC INST.VLL.^TION.

pit. The boiler blow-off main is under the lower tier of boilers

and connections lead to both decks, those below alternating with

those above as to the side of boiler from which they emerge. Hlow-

offs from boilers are three in number, all provided with 2;/i-!n.

Babcock & Wilcox blow-off valves. These three pipes come to-

gether and a 3-in. Cadman blow-off valve controls the connections

to the main blow-off. All blow-offs enter a receiving tank from

which an overflow enters the sump pit.

.\ complete pressure oiling system is provided having two filters

with a filtering capacity of 600 or more gallons per day and a

storage capacity of 250 gallons each, also a soo-gallon tank for new

oil, and a pressure tank and two 4'A x 2^ x 4-h-i. oil pumps of the

duplex piston type; also one cylinder oil tank of 150 gallons. "All

connections are 2'/i-\n. brass. Pressure is furnished direct by two

4!^ X 2^ X 4-in. oil pumps to the cylinders and bearings, a different

oil and pump being used for each. There is a complete compressed-

air system, using VVestinghousc locomotive type compressor. This

is piped to coal lower and boilers and to generators with hose con-

nections.

City water is piped to heaters, hot well, feed pump, boilers,

engine room and boiler room plumbing, condensers, oil separators,

engine I)caring9, cross-head jackets, automatic relief valves and oil

filters. In the oil room is a distilling apparatus for the battery cells.

The whole design and equipment of this station and the solution

of its many difficult problems reflects great credit on the firm of

Ford, Bacon & Davi.s, Consulting Engineers, for the Metropolitan

Street Railway Co., and Kansas Cily Kleclric Light Co., on it»

engineer in charge, Mr. Charles N. Black, and on the efficient corps

of Ohio by trolley cars. The same average rate could not be main-

tained for the entire trip through to Zanesville for the rea.son

ihat the cars had to travel around the large loop in Columbus

ill order to pick up other delegates to the convention. The run

from Columbus to Zanesvillc, a distance of 68 miles, was made

in two hours and 12 mimitcs. Mr. E. B. Gunn is general super-

iiUciKk'iit of 1I1C .\ppleyard roads between Dayton ;nul Cohimliii--.

Bronx (N. Y.) Traction Co.

I lie l!nin.\ Tratlicjii Co., of New York City, was reciMitly incur

poralcd with a capital of $585,000, to consolidate the Suburban Trac-

tion Co., the Van Nest, West Farms & West Chester Traction Co.,

the Wakefield & West Chester Traction Co., the West Farms &

West Chester Traction Co., and the Williamsbridgc & West Ches-

ter Traction Co. These five companies held in all frnm ij to 20

miles of franchises, principally in the eastern section of the lironx,

Williamsbridge, West Chester and Union Park along Long Island

Sound, the franchises having been obtained before that .section of

the Bronx was annexed to New York City. About 10 years ago

the Union Railway Co. bought these franchises from the original'

owners; some of the lines had tracks and others had not, but it is

believed that they will be very valuable as the Bronx is developed,

so it was decided to combine the franchises and organize one com-

pany to handle them. Mr. Edward .^. Malur, president of the

Union Railway Co., is likewise president of llii- liriiiix Iraclion

Co.
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Oliiii Iiitcrurbun Railway Assuciati<in.

Till' lliird nici'tiiif! of the Ohio Intcrurban Railway .Associaliim

was held at llic Chittenden Hotel, Columbus, O., May 26, 1904.

The meeting was called to order at I -.30 p. m. by the president,

Mr. II. v. Clegg, and on motion the reading of the minutes of the

previous meeting was dispensed with. The first business before the

association was the report of the Transportaticm Cimuuillee on inter-

changeable milc.ige. This report, which was read by the secretary,

stated in substance that the committee, fnlluwing the instructions

given them at the Cleveland meeting, had forwarded typewritten

copies to 4J Ohio and 14 Indiana companies of the suggested

plans for the interchange of coupon tickets, requesting the com-

panies to forwar<I their votes in favor of either plan. The vote as

finally cast stood It in favor of the Dayton plan and 6 in favor of

the Cleveland plan. Continuing the effort to arrive at some con-

clusion, the committee forwardeil a circular to the various com-

|unies announcing the result of the vote and suggested that tbc

portion of the Cleveland plan referring to the companies giving a

bond be inserted in the Dayton plan. .As the responses to this

up to the date of the meeting had been very few the committee

suggested that representatives of the companies at the meeting

desiring to become parties to this agreement meet with the trans-

portation committee after the clo.sc of the meeting and take some

definite action disposing of the subject of interchangeable coupons.

The next business before the meeting w\as the report of the

Transportation Committee on arrangements for the operation of

one car over the lines of another company. The secretary read

the report of this Committee which first reviewed Mr. Sloat's

proposition, which in substance was as follows:

A scale of prices for the fares of individuals traveling in special

cars over tracks of a foreign company will be difficult to arrive at

because of the different equipments and weights of cars, seating

capacity, gear ratio and motor capacity, the argument being that

a heavy car with say -5-h. p. motors and high gear cost more to

operate than a smaller car with 35-h. p. motors at low speed. Mr.

Sloat's schedule of cost of operating various size luotors based on

tests produce figures ranging from 15 cents to 28 cents per car-

mile. An objectionable feature of the classification of motor

equipments would be that a road owning cars not equipped with

standard equipment and of the same seating capacity would be

just as much at sea as at present in making a rate over a foreign

line, not knowing at the time the rate was made what equipment

would be available on the day the car was required. The object

of arriving at a standard rate for the operating of one car over

the tracks of another company is to enable the company that desired

to operate the car to know exactly what it will cost on a mileage

basis. This would enable tbc company to make a rate for a parly

of people, as the foreign company wonld receive a fixed rate for

the operation of a car, whether the car contains 10 or 50 people.

It is the universal practice on steam roads to charge a certain rate

—say so cents per car mile—either for one or more large or small,

emigrant or Pullman, coaches in the train. For the interurban

companies that are so fortunate as to maintain rates of 2 cents

per car-mile for special or excursion business a charge of 30 cents

per car-mile for operation over a foreign road would not be

exorbitant : for the less fortunate companies whose passenger rate

is from I'/i '" '"/i cents per car-mile a rate of 30 cents would bar

them from ever routing a car oflf their own tracks. On a basis of

I cent per mile per capita, which is the basis most of us figure upon

when building on excursion business, a rate of 20 cents per car-

mile would be a minimum. The Committee also reconmiended

that the company owning the car shall not assume any responsibility

of equipment, employes or passengers while the car is on a foreign

line.

The next subject before the Association with the Executive Com-
mittee's report in reference to the Legislative Committee. The
question at issue was the method of payment of the necessary

expenses incurred by the Legislative Committee, and the president

read an extract from the constitution of the Association which stales

that all expenditures for special purposes shall be made only by

appropriations acted upon by the .\s.sociation at a regular meeting.

This clause robbed the Executive Committee of any power to handle

the matter of expenditures and all that it could do was to recom-

mend the imporlancc of this work. The Conuniltcc fell thai Ihe

Indiana roads which were represented in the AsstKiation certainly

ciiuld not be ex|>ected to bear any iwrt of the expense of Ohio

legislation and for this reason the Executive Committee reported

their full approval of the work of the Legislative Committee and

recommended that e.icb Ohio comp-iny identified with the .Associa-

tion bear its just proportion of the expense of such legislation,

according to whatever division of such exiwnsc might lie recom-

mended by the Legislative Committee. After some discussion of

the subject a motion embodying the recommendations of tbc Execu-

tive Committee was carried.

After the election of several new memlicrs the .Association took

up the discussion of the five subjects wbicb were mentioned in the

call for the meeting. The first of these was, "What arrangement

can be made for the operation of the cars of one company over the

tracks of another?" Mr. Merrill openeil the discussion by again

reviewing Mr. Sloat's proposition which in brief was that cars of a

different horse iKJwer be charged for at a different rate per mile,

ranging from 15 to 28 cents per car-mile. A .1oo-h. p. car at 2.1

cents per car-mile was given as an example of this plan. The
rrans|)ortation Committee, after luaking inquiries, believed that a

car mileage basis without considering the horse power would be a

belter plan and it recommended a rate of 20 cents per car-mifc.

Mr. Stebbins, of the .Appleyard system, Iwlievcd that there were a

good many conditions to be taken into consideration and that dif-

ferent prices would have to be established. He considered it worth

a great deal more to give cars terminal f.icilities in cities than it

is to run over interurban lines. Under these conditions he con-

sidered 20 cents per car-mile would be entirely insufficient as a

charge. Mr. Hicknell. of the Lake Shore Electric Ry.. stated that

his understanding was that the rate of 20 cents per car-mile was

established as being about the average rate. Twenty cents is ,ibout

what all the interurbans in the slate of Ohio earn per mile. Some
of the companies have recently come to the conclusion that in

placing an exorbitant charge upon the cars of another company

on their tracks they have been .standing in their own light. Some
of the lines connecting with bis system had an agreement whereby

they charged each other $1 per car-mile for the operation of cars

on each other's tracks. He believed that they were on the wrong

tr.ick there and that instead of encouraging business new to the

company they were driving it away by placing the rates too high.

He had recently made a suggestion to a connecting company that

they charge 30 cents a mile and he believed this to be more

equitable than 20 cents, for the reason that the companies get a

better rate for the operation of special cars than they do for regular

cars. Where a party wants to return over his line after the time

of shutting down the power house he adds $5 an hour for each

hour that the power house was required to run overtime to accom-

modate them. His understanding was that the crew from the line

where the business originated runs the car to its destination, a pilot

being provided, and the company upon whose track the car is is

responsible for the .iccidents.

Mr. Fravel. of the Dayton & Western. st.ited that his company
had spent consider,iblc money on two terminals and that he ex-

pected and invited all roads that had track connection with his to

run all the cars in there that they coulil. but in view of the fact

that his company had spent considerable money in arriving at tho.se

two points he did not expect foreign cars could reach these points

at what it cost his company to operate its own cars. The conditions

on which his company had always sent cars over other lines werr

on a basis of 40 per cent of the car earnings.

The next subject under discussion was. "What compensation

should interurban companies give the newspapers for advertising

privileges?" This discussion was opened by Mr. Anderson, of the

Dayton & Xenia, who stated that his company made a contract

with the newspapers at the beginning of the year for printing its

time cards at a stipulated price per inch of space. For this printing

the company agreed to furnish the newspapers a pass good for

one round trip over the road or any part of it each day of the

year in addition to such trip passes as the exigencies of their business

rendered necessary. The annual card pass is made out in the name
of one person and is not good for any other person unless accom-
panied by a letter signed by the owner of the pass, giving the name,
date and destination of the parly using the pass. With some of the

country newspapers the arrangemcnl is somewhat different. The
company agreed with them as to the monthly value of Ihe sp.icc
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its time card will occupy in their publications and on the first of cacli

month sends them as many trip jKisses from their place to Dayton and

retnrn as will amount at regular rates to the value of their adver-

tising space. These trip passes are good for any time during the

month and expire with the month. The most difficult part of

the problem, however, comes in the matter of carrying packages

of daily papers for all points along the line where boys are wait-

ing to distribute them. This necessarily takes the time and atten-

tion of either the motorman or conductor and the newspaper mana-

gers seem to think they have rendered a fair compensation for this

service by giving the motorman and conductor each a copy of tin-

paper and perhaps one or more copies to the office force. If an

agent fails to get his package of papers at the usual time the news-

paper managers make a great deal of complaint and blame the men

on the cars or the ticket agent for not seeing that the package was

put on the proper car. There are a number of considerations to take

into account in this matter. In the first place if the publishing of

a time card is a benefit to the railway company it should be paid

for at a fair value for the space occupied; in the .second place the

space occupied by the time card is not worth any more than it

would be for any other business and because it is paid for in trans-

portation the newspaper company should not expect to get its trans-

portation at a greatly reduced rate. If the distribution of papers

along the line and the consequent increase of subscribers is worth

anything to the publishers they should not complain when asked

to pay for such distribution. There is also the benefit that a trac-

tion cofnpany in the distribution of the daily papers from increased

traffic growing out of the advertising of various events occurring

in the city. There is also a benefit to the daily papers, not only in

the increased number of subscribers, but in the increased value of

the advertisements and consequent demands for space in their

issues.

In handling this business for papers that do not publish the com-

pany's time card a charge of V2 cent per poimd is made, no package

to be carried for less than 5 cents. This plan is very .satisfactory

with the papers that are sending large packages but cannot he very

well applied to a company sending a half a dozen or more small

packages of one cent papers.

After some further discussion of this matter .Mr. .Xiulerson moved
that the executive committee formulate a plan for handling this

business which would be recommended to the association at its next

meeting, the motion being seconded and carried.

The next subject for discussion was bow to arrange for the

transportation of track men who are hired for a few days and to

whom the company does not care to give badges. The discussion

was opened by Mr. Stehhins, who described the method in use on

his roads. Each head of a department is supplied at the beginning

of each week with trip passes which he issues to his employes. The

pass shows the points between which the employe is authorized to

ride and it is signed by the head of department and by the employe

and is good for the week for which it is issued only. .\l the begin-

ning of each week ordinarily 12 of these passes are issued to the

men. Mr. Slebbins thought these passes should be dated ahead so

they could be used only on the day or the followiug day to that

which they were dated. Mr. Rounds, of the Canton-.'Vkron line

supplies his foremen with badges which they carry all the time and

the extra men only travel with the foremen so that he vouches for

them personally. He does not have enough extra men to render

any other methods necessary. The men are required to start at

the round-house in the morning and they report back there in tin-

evening. Mr. Marrigan, of the Columbus, Newark & ZanesviUe,

issues passes to his track foremen good during the month, and they

arc held responsible for the return of the passes. The track men
arc given badges and the foremen arc held responsible for their

return. Every person riding on his road on passes except regular

employes is required to .sign a dead-head slip absolving the com-

pany from damages in case of accident. Mr. Bicknell pointeil onl

that according to a decision of the Sui)renie Court of the .State of

New York a passenger riding on free transportation could not col-

lect damages from the company on account of any injury which be

might receive, but it is difTerent in the case of an employe because

in this case the transportation given is not complimentary or free

but is an implied (>art of the remuneration for his services. Mr.

Anderwjn slated that his road required every man employed to

carry a coupon IkkiU and to give up a coupon every time he rode

on the cars. The employe signs a contract when he receives the

book, relieving the company from all damages. Mr. Carpenter of

the Western Ohio stated that his track men reported at the car

houses and worked their own way on hand cars. This he believed

was much better than allowing the men to crowd into the cars.

The next subject was "Benefit associations and the relation of

employers to employes." Mr. Spring of the Dayton, Covington &
Piqua, stated that a road formerly under his supervision had a

benefit association among the men. It contained 7S members which

included all the branches of the various departments of the road.

The association provided a sick benefit of $5 a week and the men
had meetings every month of a social and business nature which

tended to keep up good relationship and good feelings among them.

It overcame a great many differences that otherwise might have

arisen. Mr. Bicknell stated that in his experience associations for

the men had all been of very great advantage to them, the only

danger he saw in such associations was that often they go from

benevolent associations to union organizations, which many man-

agers had found unprofitable and undesirable. lUncMiKnt features

of the association arc certainly good and accr\ie tn the advantage of

the company for the reason that this relieves the nun from cmbai--

rassment and want and they are less liable to commence action

against the company, lie is al.so a firm believer in personal asso-

ciation of employer and employe and it has been his custom once a

month to meet with all the heads of departments and sub-heads as

well as others in less responsible positions. At such meetings a

half a day each month is spent in talking freely of the business of

all the departments and these meetings have proved very beneficial.

They arc held at different places along the line with the idea of

making superintendents of one section .somewhat familiar with the

surroundings of tlie other superintendents. Mr. Bicknell believes in

rather close association of managers of roads with all their men,

not only with the heads of departments. Mr. Clegg, of the Dayton

& Troy Ry., said that he had formerly made a distrilnition of Christ-

mas turkeys to his men but one year be had proposed to them

instead that if they would form a benefit association he would make

a contribution of considerable amount towards the necessary ex-

])cnses. The proposition was bulletined but llu- men never acted upon

it, which indicated that the idea was not a popular one with them.

This was explained partly by the fact that the road employs only

married men and the lienefit feature did not appeal to them because

they all have some savings laid away so Uu-y arc not dependent on

someone as soon as they quit work. .'\t ])resent Mr. Clegg is form-

ing what he calls the "Get Together Club" which is composed of

all the heads of departments of the road who will meet daily at

lunch, and the expense of the lunch will be borne entirely by the

company. It is believed that the advantage of having the men dis-

cuss matters pertaining to the operation of the road during this

noon hour will be well worth the expense to the company of pro-

viding their luncheon. Mr. Rounds said that he met the superin-

tendent and all of the men that are due at the car house at frequent

intervals and a free discussion of evi'rylhing coimected with the

operaliiin of llu- rn.ul is lii-lcl, i'lir nii'u l.ilked willmnl any fear of

gelling Iheniselvcs inlu tmulile and ni.niy of tlie innqiany's rule;

are discussed and explained. The men have no benefit association

.iltbougb there is a union organization among the men. The com-

pany, however, has never approached any serious trouble and be-

lieves that it has the good will of the employes.

The last subject for discussion was "The most ecnnoniical way "f

keeping cars clean." Mr. .Spring said Ihal on his rci:ul certain

prizes were offered, one of which was fur neatness and cleanliness

of the cars. Mr. Rounds st.ated that at his car house there were two

women employed to do the inside work on the cars and he found

that he could get nuich better results im the Hoors, windows and

cushions with women than with men; they are not apt to slight the

work and Ihey do not ask for so nnich money, ll lakes about half a

day to clean rme of the cars properly with two women working inside

and one man working nulside. The crew are nol re(|uired to sweep or

clean the cars during the trip but are instrucled to pick up papers

and other things that will not interfere with their work. The motor-

men wear a suit of overalls which they put on to gel under the cars

or do any dirty work. These overalls are wcuai also when the

molormen are operating the car as they have the vestibule lo lluni-

sclves and do not come into contact with the passengers. Mr. liar

rigail's experience in cleaning cars is that woni.-n arc- dci id. Iv be I
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tcr for inside work. lie hires them entirely (or the insiilc cIciniuK.

They get under the scats an.I into the corners and find dirt that the

men will never find. A man, however, is better (or ontside clean-

ing. At present his car barns at Newark have no light adcr the

power is shut down, but arrangements are being made to light the

barns, a(ter which the cleaning will he done at night. Mr. Kclsey,

of the Western Dhio company, cleans his cars by means o{ com-

pressed air. lie has a 7-h. p. compressor and 100 (I. tank in which

loo-lh. pressure is maintained. A man opens up the windows and

blows all the dust out as well as papers and cigar stubs and this

puts the car in g<x)d condition to mop. The dust can also be blown

out o( the curtains and out of plush seals and the compressed air is

also used in cleaning the motor equipments. Mr. Rounds also has

provided a portable arrangement for compressed air cleaning but

has found it impossible to use it in blowing out the plush cushions

in the car. It gets the dirt out of the cushions but it puts it all

over the car and if the car is in the house it puts it all over the

house. His plan is to take the cushions out of the cars and blow

the dust off out doors.

At the close of the discussion a vote of thanks was passed to

Mr. Slebbins. who offered free transportation for those wearing the

Association badges on the Columbus & Springfield line, the Central

Market line and the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana line.

The attendance at this meeting was evidence o( the rush of busi-

ness which the interurban railway men have at this period of the

year and indicated that during the summer season the members

would not be able to meet as frequently as heretofore. It was,

therefore, determined by the E.xccutive Committee that the next

meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway Association will be held

sonic time in October; in the meantime the Executive Committee will

meet monthly as heretofore.

*—¥

New Lines and lilxtensions Opened.

I'hc Illinois Central Traction Co, began operating on regular

schedule over its line between Springfield and Riverton, III., M.iy

->oth.

The Danville, Urbana & Champaign Railw.iy Co. opened its new

branch line from Homer to Ogden, III., May 25th.

The Lebanon & Franklin Traction Co's. line was opened to traffic

May 28th. This is an ii-mile line between the cities named.

Power is secured from the Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction

Co. Two cars are operated on a two-hour schedule, beginning at

7 a. m. The cars are 35 ft. combination cars, with passenger and

baggage compartments. There are two folding seats in the baggage

compartment for the accommodation of smokers. At the Lebanon

end the road connects with the Rapid Railway division of the

Interurban Railway & Terminal Co., of Cincinnati.

The Ocean Electric Railway Co., of Rockaway, N. Y., controlled

by the Long Island Railroad Co., opened its line between Rockaway

Park and .\rverne May 30th.

The Cedar Rapids, Iowa City & Southern Railway Co. has com-

pleted that section of its interurban line which lies within the city

limits of Cedar Rapids, and the initial trip over the line was made

on June 1st.

The Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co. ran a car from

Lebanon to Crawfordsville, Ind., June ist, but the overhead con-

struction was not completed to the terminus and the road was not

opened to traffic. It was expected, however, that cars would be

running regularly this summer.

The Springfield & St. Louis Electric R. R., which is that part of

the McKinley system between Springfield, III., and St. Louis, Mo.,

is completed south from Springfield as far as Auburn. III., and

regular traflFic was established June qth.

Tlie Springfield. Troy & Piqua Railway Co. formally opened its

line between Springfield and Christiansburg June 8th. It was the

first time a car ever entered Christiansburg and there was a cele-

bration.

New l^nKland Tr«>lley Information Bureau.

.•\ trial trip of the new Holland palace sleeping car "Frances"

was made between Indianapolis and La Fayette. Ind., May 29th,

and during the five-mile run from Zionsville to the Marion County

line a speed of 75 miles an hour was attained, which established

a new record. Several prominent electric railway men were on

the car.

There has Ikch established in Boston, Mass., a trolley informa-

tion bureau, the first institution of its kind in New England, where

informatiim of every description may \k obtained concerning trans-

l)ortation over the 3,500 miles of electric lines which are connected

with the city of Boston. The new bureau was opened at No. 365

Washington St. on June isih. The originator and proprietor of the

venture is Mr. Roln-rt H. Derrah, who has become known as an

expert in matters pertaining to trolley travel, lie announces that

it is the purpose to le.ach trolley touring in all its branches free to

all who apply at the bureau, either in person or by mail.

.Ml of the trolley roads in the eastern states and western New
England are embraced by the information bureau service, and if

it is desired to learn the easiest way to reach all points by trolley,

the rate of fare, running time and what may be seen en route Mr.

Derrah and his assistants will be pleased to furnish the information.

Trolley Excursion
FOR TWO DAYS,

.. Personally Conducted by ..

ROBERT H. DERRAH

BOSTON, -«oucH WORCESTER
tso SPRINGFIELD

TO THE SUMMIT OF

AND ALONG THE BEAUTIFUL

TO HISTORIC

MT. TOM
: BEAUTIFUL

CONNECTICUT VALLEY
TORIC

Deerfield and Greenfield

ITINERARY AND DESCRIPTION OF TRIP
MAY BE OBTAINED HERE

If iiKiniry is made by mail it will be necessary to enclose five cents

i;i postage stamps.

Mr. Derrah has been studying the trolley situation at close range

for a dozen years or more. He was the originator of the Boston-

New York trolley trip over which he personally conducted a parly

in special electric cars, and two years ago he made a trip from

Michigan to Boston for the purpose of studying the opportunities of-

fered by the different trolley lines for pleasure travel. His expe-

riences and deductions at the time were published in the "Review"
for October and November, 1902.

On Monday and Tuesday, June 6th and "tli last. Mr. Derrah per-

sonally conducted a trolley excursion from Boston to Springfield.

Mass.. Mt. Tom, Northampton, Deerfield and Greenfield, leaving

Boston over the Boston & Worcester Trolley Air Line and re-

maining in Springfield over night. The trip included a ride to the

summit of Mt. Tom on the incline railroad. The cost of the entire

trip, including transportation, meals and hotel accommodations, was
$9.00. The accompanying illustration shows a poster which was used

10 advertise the excursion.

The Montreal Street Railway Co. recently put in service 50 semi-

convertible cars with revolving individual seats similar to those

which have been used in Brooklyn, N. Y., for several years.

For the past six years the Chillicothc (O.) Electric R. R. has

employed eight women conductors. Recently they were discharged,

owing to their inability to properly switch the cars at the railroad

crossings.
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RUNNING PRESIDENT'S CAR AT HIGH SPEED AROUND
CURVE OR OVER ROAD WITHOUT DUE

CARE TO AVOID COLLISIONS.

Hennessy vs. St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. (Mo.), 73 S. W.
Rep. 162. Mar. 18. 1903.

Where the president of a street railway company knew that there

was another car still out on the road, which would come in at some

time that evening, the supreme court of Missouri, division No. i,

holds that it was negligence to run his private car at a high rate

of speed around a curve, where a coming car could not be seen, or

to run it out over that part of the road without taking proper pre-

cautions to prevent a collision with a car lie knew would come in

at some time in the evening.

INFERENCE AND DUTY AS TO LOOKING AND LISTEN-
ING—CROSSING IN FRONT OF APPROACHING CAR.

Kansas City-Leavenworth Railroad Co. vs. Gallagher (Kan.), 75

Pac. Rep., 469. Feb. 6, 1904

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the supreme court of

Kansas holds, a jury may infer from the universal instinct of self-

preservation that a person about to cross an electric street railway

(rack both looked and listened before venturing to do so. It is

the duty of a pedestrian upon a city street, who is about to cross

the track of an electric street railway company, to e.xercise his

faculties of sight and hearing, and in other respects to take ordi-

nary precautions to avoid collision with the cars. If he do look

and listen, he will be held to an apprehension of that which should

have been seen and heard, and, if he fail to look and listen, he

will be charged with the same liability in case of disaster as if he

had done so. But a traveler may cross an electric street railway

track in front of an approaching car which he plainly sees and

hears, and not be negligent. If, in view of his distance from the

car, the rate of speed of its approach, and all other circumstances

of the event, a reasonably prudent man would accept the hazard

and undertake to cross, a traveler may do so, and the propriety of

his conduct is ordinarily a question for the jury.

STREET RAILWAYS OPERATED IN MORE THAN ONE
COUNTY NOT TAXABLE AS "RAILROADS" SO OP-
ERATED—CLASSIFICATION OF INTERURUAN RAIL-
ROADS NOT DECIDED.

San Francisco & San Mateo Electric Railway Co. vs. Scott (Cal.),

75 Pac. Rep., 575. July i, 1903. Rehearing Feb. 15, 1904.

On rehearing, the supreme court of California holds that the pro-

vision of section 10, article 13, of the constitution of that state that

"the franchise, roadway, roadbed, rails and rolling stock of all

railroads operated in more than one county in this state, shall be

assessed by the slate board of equalization at their actual value,'

and the same shall be apportioned to the counties," etc., does not

apply to street railroads. Whether or not intcrurban railroads, when
operated in more than one county, are to be classed as street rail-

roads, or as ordinary railroads to be assessed by the state board

of eqiulization, and, if the latter, whether they may be attached

to a system of street railroads, and so make the entire mileage of

such system subject to assessment by the state board, or must, for

the purpose of such assessment, be limited exclusively to the part of

the system traversed by the cars of the intcrurban line, the court

says were questions which did not arise in this case and need not

be considered, the railroad in question not being one of this class.

DANGER FROM WORK CAR BEING ON TRACK AN
ASSUMED RISK.

Nelson vs. Oil City Street Railway Co. (Pa.), 56 Atl. Rep., 933,

Jan. 4, UJ04.

A motorman on a car running at tlic rate of 12 or 15 miles an

hour on a single track railway was fatally injured in a collision

with a work car which was standing or was nearly stationary at a

curve in the road. Various grounds of negligence were alleged,

but the supreme court of Pennsylvania says that the only one con-

tended for at the trial related to the manner in which the company
operated its work car. Since this car was used as necessity re-

quired, and often in sudden emergencies, it was evidently imprac-

ticable that its movements should be regulated by a fixed schedule.

There was no danger in its use that could not be avoided by the

exercise of reasonable care on the part of the deceased. More-

over, there was such an habitual use of the car that whatever

danger might result from its presence on the track was a risk of

the employment, open, manifest, and fully known to the deceased,

;inil assumed by him without objection. It follows that there was
no error in entering a nonsuit.

INTERURBAN C.\RS AN ADDITIONAL BURDEN ON CITY
STREETS.

Yrninkin vs. Milwaukee Light. Heat & Traction Co. (Wis.), yS

N. W. Rep., 215. Feb. 2, 1904.

The supreme court of Wisconsin points out that under its de-

cisions an electric street railway operating witliin a city is not an

additional burden upon the streets, whereas an intcrurban line is an

additional burden upon tlie highway, entitling the abutting land-own-

ers to compensation therefor, and it now holds that one connecting

one city with another and the latter city with a summer resort

six or seven miles beyond is not only to be treated as an additional

burden upon the highway between such points, but upon the streets

of the latter-mentioned city over which its intcrurban trains or

cars are run, or rather the running of the intcrurban trains and

cars over the street railway tracks in such city is an additional

burden upon (he lands of abutting lot owners.

RIGHT TO CONNECT BRANCH Wnil MAIN LINE OF
SYSTEM-AFTER TIME FOR COMPLETION OF ROAD
—CONTRACT TO RUN CARS "TO" VILLAGE MEANS
BEYOND BOUNDARY LINE.

Houghton County Street Railway Co. vs. Coniinon Council of

Village of Laurium (Mich.), 98 N. W. Rep., 393. Feb. 16, 1904.

The supreme court of Michigan says that the purpose of the

company was to construct a street railway running through and
accommodating all the centers of population within the county of

Houghton. The articles of incorporation were specific, and men-
tioned three lines as part of the system. The common council of

the village of Laurium knew the situation and the provisions of

the articles of incorporation, and clearly contracted with reference

thereto. That the parties contracted in reference to these lines was
apparent from the language of the franchise, by which, for the

accommodation of its own inhabitants and all travelers to and from
Laurium, the franchise required the company to run cars from any
terminus of the line or lines of its road without the limits of said

village at regular intervals lo said village, and without change or

transfer, and without any discrimination between said village of

Laurium and any other city or village. No such language would
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have been used if but one line had been contemplated. One of the

things which the company une(|iiivocally contracted to do was tu

connect all the lines of its road so that cars should run from any

terminus outside the village along its track or tracks within the

village without change or transfer. This was obviously for the

accommodation of the inhnhilants uf the village of Laurium and

travelers thereto. If the company contracted to do this, the com-

mon cohncil certainly contracted to give it the right to do it. No
place was ti.\ed for the union of the lines. It followed that the

parties contemplated and conlracteil for a union at a place con-

venient both to the company and to the inhabitants of Laurium and

those having occasion to travel over the road to Laurium. Again,

the court says that by the ordinance the company contracted to run

all its cars without change to the village uf Laurium. "To" means

within, not up to. It was not a compliance with the terms of the

contract for the company to construct its road up to the boundary

line of the village. It is therefore clear that the franchise granted

to the company the right to connect a second or branch line with

the main line at some convenient and proper place, and was not

limited to a connection outside the village of Laurium. Nor does

the court consider that the right to make the connection was for-

feited by a failure to construct the second or branch line before the

date it was required to have its railway within the village com

pleted and in full operation along the streets.

be precisely the same as if the two companies were running and

operating their cars over the same track. Yet the second grantee

would admittedly be without right to run its cars over the tracks

of the first grantee without its consent, or unless it should first

have oblaineil the right so to do by an authorized appropriation.

FIRST GR.\NTEE OF RIGHT TO CONSTRUCT ROAD MAY
ENJOIN INTERFERENCE WITH ITS ROAD BY A SEC-
OND GRAN TEE—LAYING SECOND TRACK WITH ONE
RAIL BETWEEN RAILS OF FIRST TRACK A TAKING
OF PROPERTY.

Hamilton, Glendalc & Cincinnati Traction Co. vs. Hamilton & Lin-

denwald Electric Transit Co. (Ohio), 69 N. E. Rep. 991. Jan.

ig, 1904.

When a cily council has, by ordinance, legally granted to one

street railway company the right to construct its railway and lay

its track on and over a particular part of a designated street within

said city, and such company has duly accepted said grant, and

entered upon and taken possession of the right of way so specifically

granted, the supreme court of Ohio holds that a subsequent grant

by said city council, or its successor in oflScc, the board of control.

of the same right of way, or a substantial part thereof, to another

street railway company, for like purposes, will not of itself confer

upon the second grantee the right to enter upon and take posses

sion of the route cr right of way so granted, where such entry

and possession by it will materially and injuriously interfere with,

interrupt, and abridge the first grantee's use and enjoyment of the

said right of way. And where said second grantee threatens and

is about to take possession of said route and right of way under

and by virtue of its said grant, without the consent and against the

will of said first grantee, and without having appropriated the right

so to do, it will be restrained from so doing by injunction.

In this case the first grantee constructed an electric street railway,

with a gage of 4 feet S'-^ inches, along the central portion of a

certain avenue. The second grantee was to construct its tracks

with a gage of 5 feet 2!/> inches along a portion, and as near the

center as practicable, of said avenue, the cast rail of its track to

be placed between the rails of the first grantee, 8 inches west of

the east rail, and the west rail to be placed 14 inches west of the

first grantee's west rail, the second grantee to make excavation

under the rails and between the ties of the first grantee's roadbed

for the purpose of constructing its road by putting its tics therein

and its rails thereon. The supreme court holds that this would

constitute and be a taking of the first grantee's property, within

the constitutional meaning of that term, and that the first grantee

was entitled to an injunction against the second grantee construct-

ing its road in the manner described, unless it acquired the right

by appropriation. It says that the interruption and injury tl1.1t

would necessarily result to the use of the first grantee's property

was at once manifest from the nature of the right claimed by the

second grantee, for it was not susceptible of doubt that the imposi-

tion of a portion of the second grantee's track upon the roadbed

and track of the first grantee would be productive of delay and

obstruction to the cars of the latter in the reasonable and necessary

operation of its road. Indeed, the obstruction and delay would

KKiin OF 1'ASSEN(;EK riding for THAT PURPOSE TO
RECOVER PENALTIES I-(JR REFUSALS TO GIVE
TRANSFERS—AVAILABILITY OF ANOTHER ROUTE
NO DEFENSJi-NOR DESIRE TO UNDUE CROWDING
OF STREET-CONSTRUCTION OF NEW YORK STAT-
UTE.

lopham vs. Intcrurban Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 86 N. Y.

Supp. 295. Jan. 19, 1904.

This action was brought to recover penalties, based upon repeated

refusals to furnish transfers. The appellate term of the supreme

court of New York says that the plainlifiF on each occasion was a

bona fide passenger, but, even if he had ridden for the very pur-

l><>se of obtaining a penalty, he was entitled to recover, if the defen-

dant was legally bound to transfer him. It also holds that the fact

that there was another route embraced within the defendant's sys-

tem, over which the plaintilT on each occasion might have traveled

for a single fare, could make no difference; and the fact that the

giving of transfers at the point in question might cause undue

crowding in the street and at the crossings was no excuse for not

giving them, unless sanctioned by legislative action.

Section 104 of the New York railroad law requires, under penalty,

contracting corporations to carry for one fare. It provides that

"every such corporation entering into such contract" shall carry for

one fare, and give transfers. "The provisions of this section shall

only apply to railroads wholly within the limits of any one incorpo-

rated city or village." The court holds that the true construction

of section 104 is that it applies to railroad corporations and all

other corporations within this state which, while formed under

some other than the railroad law, have the right to own or operate

a railroad within this state, and that it applies to leases as well

as traffic contracts, and that the duty of giving transfers for a

single fare shall apply only to such railroads as are wholly within

the limits of any incorporated city or village. That the legisla-

ture intended section 104 to apply to all street railroad corpora-

tions, without regard to the law under which they were incorpo-

rated, or the date of their incorporation, appears by the amendments

which were made to section 90 of the railroad by chapter 434, p. 908,

of the Laws of 1893, and by chapter 933, p. -91, of the Laws of 1895.

The concluding sentence of section 104 refers to railroads, and not

to corporations. It was added when the right to lease was extended

to every corporation owning a railroad within this state, to prevent

the right of transfer for a single fare from being fastened upon long

lines of country railroads.

FILED ROU TE AND MAP UNAFFECTED BY ORDINANCE
BEING HELD VOID—INSUFFICIENT MAP—EFFICACY
OF CONSENTS—DETERMINATION OF ROUTE.

Mercer County Traction Co. vs. United New Jersey Railroad &
Canal Co. (N. J. Ch.). 56 Atl. Rep. 897. Jan. 20, 1904.

A decree holding a township ordinance void because no legal

consents had been filed with the township clerk previous to the

passage of the ordinance giving consent to the construction of the

road on the route defined in the description and map filed, the

court of chancery of New Jersey holds, left the filed description

and map unaffected, with the power in the company to acquire new

consents and a fresh ordinance. But a statute requiring the filing

in the office of the secretary of state before (he beginning and con-

struction of an extension or new line of a description of its route.

together with a map exhibiting the same, with the courses and

distances thereon, the court holds was not satisfied by filing a map
upon which there were no written st.itcments of distances nor of

courses along the route designated thereon, although upon the

map there was a scale, by applying which to each of the several

courses the distance could be ascertained with sufficient certainty

to perhaps comply with the requisition of the statute. It says that

it is impossible to believe that the legislature intended that one

who inspected the map must be an engineer, or employ an engineer
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to work out tlic courses from such data. And not only does the

court hold that on account of such failure to state the courses was
the map filed, not in compliance with the statute, but that because

of this defect in filing the original description and route the petitioner

had the right to begin its proceedings do novo, or anew.

While the case of Currie v. Atlantic City, 66 N. J. Law, 671, 50

Atl. Rep. 504, decides that, when the governing body has once

acted upon the consents, the efficiency of the consents is spent,

nevertheless, until the corporation so acts, the court says that it

does not see why the authorization might not be as broad as any

other power of attorney. In the present instance the consents

were of the most general character, the only limitation contained

in them being that the road built by the petitioning company should

be constructed along the highway in front of conscntor's land. The
fact that the consents were given before the last description and

route were actually filed the court thinks of no importance, except,

perhaps, upon the point that the consents must be regarded as

referable to a description and route already on file. Of the efficacy

of consents given before the actual filing of a description and map
the court has no doubt. If the map previously filed was defective,

there arose no legal presumption that the consents were given in

reference to it. Nor, having regard to the situation and the general

language of the consents, in the court's judgment no inference of

facts arose that the consents were made in reference to the original

survey. In its judgment, the consents were a sufficient authorization

to the township committee to pass an ordinance giving permission

to the petitioner to construct and maintain a road upon any route

thereafter filed if the township committee in its judgment thought

it wise to do so. The consents endowed the township committee

with plenary power to pass an ordinance without conditions, or

with such conditions for the benefit of the public or protection of

the abutters as the mimicipal body thought fit.

RULE AS TO CARS NOT STOPPING WHEN LATE NOT
ADMISSIBLE IN EVIDENCE WHEN CONTRARY TO
ORDJNANCE—POWER TO MAKE RULES—RIGHT OF
INTENDING PASSENGER TO ACT ON APPEARANCES
—LENGTH OF TIME CARS TO BE HELD.

Maguirc v. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. .App.), 78 S. W. Rep. 8j8.

Dec. I, 1903. Rehearing denied Feb. 16, 1904.

The plaintiff was injured in attempting to board a car, which,

he alleged, had slowed down to a stopping point and was negli-

gently started again. The defendant offered to prove that it had

a rule as to cars stopping for passengers when the car was eight

minutes late. The court of appeals at St. Louis, Mo., holds that

there was no error in excluding this evidence. It says that section

1761, of city ordinance 19,919 of the city of St. Louis, regulating

the stopping of street cars to let passengers on and off, pleaded

by the plaintiff, and offered in evidence, makes no exception in

favor of a car that is eight minutes or any other number of minutes

behind its running time, but requires all cars operated in the streets

of the city of St. Louis for the purpose of carrying passengers to

make the stops that are required to afford an opportunity for passen-

gers to get on and off the cars, when to do so will not obstruct

ihe operation of the line. The street railroad companies were not

granted the use of the streets of the city solely for their own emolu-

ment and profit, hut primarily for the carriage of passengers upon

their cars. That they may make and enforce all needful rules and

regulations in respect to the conduct of their business, including

stops at street crossings, not inconsistent with the charter and ordi-

nances of the city, is manifest; but they have no power to hind

or affect the public by an unreasonable rule that is opposed to an

ordinance of the city, as was the one offered in evidence, and

excluded by the court.

Nor was the rule admissible for the purpose of showing or tend-

ing to show that the intention of the motorman in slowing down
his car was not to stop or slow down for the purpose of letting

the plaintiff hoard the car. The plaintiff could not be affected by

the rule, unless he had knowledge of it, nor was he bound by the

uncommunicalcd intentions of the molorman. He had a right to

act upon appearances, and to attempt to board the car, if he gave
the usual signal to the motorman to stop, and the motorman, in

apparent response to Ihe signal, slowed down the car to a speed so

slow that it was not negligence on the part of the plaintiff to

attempt to board it. .-Vgain. the court holds that if the plaintiff

did make a mistake in supposing the car had slowed down for the

purpose of receiving him as a passenger, according to the evidence

the mistake was induced by the conduct of the motorman in turning

off the power, twisting the brake, and slowing down the car at a

time and place and under circumstances that would induce any one

in the plaintiff's place to believe as the plaintiff believed—that is,

that the motorman intended to stop the car to let him and the

other eight or ten persons present and waiting for a car to get

aboard ; and the defendant, not the plaintiff, was responsible for

the consequences of the mistake, if the plaintiff himself was not

guilty of contributory negligence in atlcnipting to board the car

while in motion.

It is not the rule that the car must be held until a passenger

who has just boarded it can be seated. The rule is that the car

must be stopped for a reasonable time; that is, time sufficient for a

passenger to board the car.

VALIDITY OF ORDINANCE REQUIRING PASSENGERS TO
BE CARRIED TO DESTINATION ON A CAR'S ROUTE
WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS-DESTINATION OF CAR
INDICATED BY SIGN.

City of New York vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.),

86 N. Y. Supp., 673. Feb. 4, 1904.

The appellate term of the supreme court of New York holds

valid and reason.ible a city ordinance which, in substance, requires

street surface railroad companies to carry a passenger "to any regu-

lar stopping place desired by him upon such car's route" without

change of cans, except for transfer to a connecting line going in

another direction, or in case an accident renders compliance with

the ordinance impossible. In this case three passengers, on a car

bearing a "Columbus Avenue" sign, who desired to he carried,

respectively, to looth street, ()8th street, and 104th street and Co-

lumbus avenue, were told by the conductor, wlicn the car reached

Columbus avenue and 79th street, to get out and take the car ahead.

This they refused to do, and were taken back downtown, and after-

wards into the car barn, and forty minutes or so after that on to

their several destinations. The court holds the ordinance violated,

Columbus avenue beginning at sgth street, and the Columbus avenue

line of cars running ordinarily to lioth street. It thinks somewhat

overwrought in refinement the argument that there was no violation

of the ordinance, because it only required that the passenger he

carried to the destination named on the sign upon the front of the

car, which in this case was "Columbus Avenue"; that the words

"Columbus Avenue" did not indicate any particular point on that

avenue as the destination of the car; that that destination was not

a particular part of the avenue to be specified by the passenger,

but that the point at which the car first reached Columbus avenue

was the destination designated in the ordinance, and therefore the

passenger's destination. Effect, it says, must be given to that part

of the ordinance which requires the company to carry "every

passenger to any regular stopping place desired by him upon such

car's route." The desire of the passenger determines his destina-

tion, not the will of the railroad company.

PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL C.'\NNOT IN INTERESTS Oh" PUB-
LIC BY MANDAMUS COMPEL GIVING OF TRANS-
FERS—PROPER REMEDIES FOR REFUSAL TO GIVE
TRANSFERS—FORFEITURE OF CHARTER.

People ex rel. Leinuaier vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. (N. Y.),

69 N. E. Rep. 596. Jan. 29, 1904.

The court of appeals of New York says that the relator in this

case did not seem to have any grievance of his own, but, in behalf

of the public, applied for a peremptory writ of mandamus requiring

the defendant to do certain things which he claimei! it was by law

bound to do, namely, to carry any passenger for a single fare

between certain points, and, upon demand, and without extra charge,

to give the requisite transfers therefor. There may be some cases

where the peremptory writ of mandannis is given as a legal right,

but obviously in this case the nature of the relief sought was such,

and Ihe other legal remedies available to the relator were such,

that it would seem to be plain that mandannis was not the proper

remedy.
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In ihc first place, if it w.is true that the railroad coinp.nny was

violatinR the statute in refusing the transfers, then an action for

a penalty of $50 would lie in favor of any individual who had been

refused, and also an action to recover any damages which the indi-

vidual sustained in consequence of the illegal refusal. A vig-

orous application of the statutory right to recover penalties

has generally been found to be an adequate remedy for the

grievance complained of. But in addition to that the attor-

ney general is authorized to bring an action against a railroad

company to vacate its charter for any violation of law of which it is

guilty, and a refusal to obey a statute to give transfers in certain

cases would doubtless bring the defendant corporation within the

scope of that statute. Code Civ. Proc. sections 1785. 1798. Sections

157 and 162 of the railroad law prescribe remedies for a redress

of the grievance complained of that would seem to be ample. It

is there provided that the railroad commissioners shall have power

to investigate all complaints of any neglect of duty on the part of

railroad companies in the operation of their roads for the accom-

modation of the public, and to make report upon all complaints

of the public in regard to the violation of its charter obligations,

and it is provided that any decision or recommendation of the

board may be enforced by mandamus. Here the writ of mandamus
is expressly given as a remedy, but not in the first instance, and

only after investigation of the facts by the public authorities in

charge of the affairs of railroads. In the present case, the relator,

as has already been stated, showed no legal right in himself. So

far as the public was concerned, and so far as any individual might

acquire such a right, the law gives adequate legal remedies. In this

state of the case it was a matter of discretion with the supreme

court to withhold the writ.

Again, the court says that the proper function of the writ of

mandamus is to compel the doing of a specific thing, based upon a

legal right. It does not require much argument to show that the

writ of mandamus, was not, in this case, an appropriate remedy to

compel a general course of official conduct or a long series of

continuous acts, as it is impossible for the court to oversee the

performance of such duties. The relief which was sought to be

attained by this application affected a multitude of people who
might become passengers upon the railroad from time to time in

the future, and the act which the defendant was required to per-

form was to deliver to all these people transfer tickets entitling

them to ride upon its cars. It is difficult to see how a return to the

writ, if issued, could be enforced, or how the final judgment could

be executed, under section 2073 of the code.

VALIDITY AND CONSTRUCTION OF GENERAL FRAN-
CHISE PROVIDING FOR EXTENSIONS AS NEEDED-
PRELIMINARY NOTICE NOT REQUIRED FOR PER-
MISSION FOR EXTENSION INTO ANOTHER STREET
AS FOR NEW FRANCHISE — REQUIREMENTS OF
SMALL CITIES—COMPETITION NOT PREVENTED.

Thurston vs. Huston, Mayor, et al. (la.), 98 N. W. Rep. 637. Feb.

17, 1904.

A city ordinance of Cedar Rapids, accepted by the Cedar Rapids
& Marion City Railw.iy Co., contemplated a system of street rail-

ways for the accommodation of the city generally; that so much
of said system as was reasonably required for immediate needs
should be constructed without delay; and that e.Ntensions of these

lines into new neighborhoods, and upon other streets, should be

made from time to time in the future as the growth of said city

should demand, and the city council designate. The provision that

the company should, in its acceptance of the grant, designate the

streets to be occupied by its tracks, the supreme court of Iowa
says, had reference only to the minimum of mileage which was
exacted as the price or condition of the privilege granted. The
future growth of the system was provided for in the clause, "and
in such other streets and public places as said council may from
time to time designate."

The supreme court of Iowa sees no occasion to question the

grant on the ground of uncertainty. It says that if the construction

of an ordinary railway is contemplated between two designated

terminal stations, the route to be occupied may perhaps be desig-

nated with reasonable certainty in its charter, but a street railw.iy

system intended for the use and convenience of a growing city for

a long period of years presents a different problem. Of necessity,

it must be a growth-a development—and the direction or number

of the lines or tracks which will be required in the future cannot

be foretold with any precision. New streets will be opened, new
additions to the city will be laid out, and other changes not now
anticipated will take place. To meet these contingencies, the city

council, in granting a charter for a comprehensive street railway

system, must either in sweeping terms grant the right to occupy

all streets now or hereafter opened, or it must adopt some such

expedient as was made use of in this case, and provide for the

extension of lines from time to lime as the need therefor may arise,

and the city council direct. These provisions are not for the grant-

ing of new privileges or franchises, but for the reasonable regula-

tion and control of the company in the use of the franchise originally

granted. To adopt the other plan, and grant a franchise expressly

allowing the company to enter upon and occupy any or all streets,

without any power of veto or regulation by the city council, even

if of any validity, would be a most unwise and impolitic abandon-

ment of an important right. To say that it is not within the power

of a city to grant a franchise in general terms, as was here at-

tempted, and that every permission for the extension of the railway

into another street or alley is a new franchise, requiring preliminary

notice, and possible submission to the popular vote, as upon an

original grant, is to hamper the progress and usefulness of a public

utility by an unreasonable restriction, and tends to a multiplication

of petty franchises, from which a confusion of claims, with resultant

burdensome litigation, is sure to arise, to the detriment of public

interests. There is nothing, therefore, which is unreasonable or

against public policy in holding the city clothed with power to

grant a franchise in the terms here employed, nor does the court

find anything in the Iowa statutes which forbids it.

If, then, the supreme court goes on to say, as it must conclude,

the consent of the council for the extension of the company's track

into another avenue was not the granting of a new franchise, but

was simply an exercise of the reserved power to regulate the com-

pany's use of the city streets under the original grant, then the

provisions of sections 955, 956 of the code requiring preliminary

notice, were not applicable, that statute, by its express terms, being

made applicable only to the granting of an original franchise, or to

a renewal or extension of the period for which a grant has been

made, and not to mere extensions or enlargements of the facilities

which the franchise holder employs in exercising the power orig-

inally granted.

It is to be conceded that a franchise for a street railway may be
confined to any one or more streets or neighborhoods of a city,

and if the terms of the grant, when fairly construed, indicate that

such restriction or localized privilege was intended, then, of course,

any e.xtension of such railway into other streets or districts is sub-

ject to all the conditions pertaining to the grant of a new or inde-

pendent franchise. It is a matter of common observation, how-
ever, th.it, outside of the very large cities, street railw,iy franchises

confined to a few streets or districts of the municipal territory

are very rare ; and, while exclusive franchises, except for limited

periods, are not allowable, there can be found very few investors

disposed to undertake the construction and oper.ation of a street

railway system in our small cities, if the right to expand its lines

to accommodate the growth and expansion of the city is denied,

or if such successive extension of its track into another street

involves the procurement of a new and additional franchise. The
court feels quite certain that the practical construction which has

been given the law by the cities of Iowa is in accordance with these

views, and that to hold otherwise would result in disastrous con-

fusion.

Further, the court says that it may be that in a small city the

company first in possession of a general franchise, and with a

system already inaugurated, holds such a position of vantage that

under ordinary circumstances no competitor will care to enter into

a competition, even if another franchise be granted ; but competition

is excluded or prevented by the operation of natural laws, and not

by the terms of the statute or ordinance. While the court holds

that the defendant company has a right to enter upon all such

vtrocts as the council, in the reasonable exercise uf its di^creliiui.

may designate, this is not necessarily inconsistent with the existence

of another street railway system in the same city, operating under
another franchise embodying the same general terms and conditions.
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Financial.

The gross earnings of the Salem (O.) Electric Railway Co. for

April amounted to $9,297, an increase of $778 over tlic previous

year.

The gross earnings of the Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction

Co. for April amounted to $34,718; operating expenses, $25,943;

fi.\ed charges, $16,456; deficit, $",6Si. In April, 1903, the company
reported a surplus of $1,035. Floods affected the earnings this year.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co. paid $52

per share, or $1,664,000, for the stock of the Winchester Ave. Street

Railway Co., and $59 per share, or $8,700,075, for the stock of the

Fairhaven & Westville Railroad Co. The former company was
capitalized at $800,000 and the latter at $3,000,000.

A plan to reorganize the Lehigh Valley Traction Co. was agreed

upon at a meeting of the Philadelphia & Lehigh Valley Traction Co.

bondholders. It is proposed to merge all the main and branch

lines into one system, to create a new mortgage of $4,600,000, and

with this to liquidate the present blanket mortgage of $3,000,000 and

use the balance for improvements.

The gross earnings of the St. Louis Transit Co. for May amounted
to $837,872, as against $641,549 last year, a gain of $196,293. or over

28 per cent. The average daily receipts for the first month of the

World's Fair increased by $6,332, representing an increase of 126,640

revenue passengers. The average increase each month for the first

five months of this year exceeded $100,000.

The annual report of the Sao Paulo Tramway, Light & Power
Co., of Sao Paulo, Brazil, shows that the gross earnings for the

year ending Dec. 31, 1903, amounted to $1,303,175, an increase of

$179,890 over the previous year. After the payment of dividends

there was a surplus of $211,164. The expenditures for the year

amounted to $537,296, in which were included the construction of

an additional track, a duplicate pipe line, installation of a i,ooo-kw.

generator at Parnahyba, and the extension of the overhead light

and power systems.

INTERURBAN STREET RAILWAY CO.

The consolidated statement of earnings and expenses of the Intcr-

urban Street Railway Co. (now New York City Railway Co.) for

the year ending Dec. 31, 1903, including the Metropolitan and Third

Ave. systems, shows the gross earnings to have been $21,221,519;

operating expenses, $10,990,002; net earnings, $10,230,917; other in-

come, $1,373,793; fi.'^ed charges, $8,191,106; surplus for rental under

Metropolitan lease, $3,413,604, which, is equivalent to 6^ per cent

on Metropolitan stock. The assets amount to $26,728,004, including

$14,223,634 cost of road and equipment and stocks and bonds of

other companies, and profit and loss deficiency, $68,092. The capital

stock (common) is $7,921,200; stocks and notes due Metropolitan

Securities Co. under subscription, $10,754,800; rentals, $1,883,507.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Co. balance sheet as of Decem-
ber 31st shows: Franchises and property, $53,789,705; capital stock,

$5'i9974<»; bonds, $37,030,000; profit and loss surplus, $4,726,746.

EAST ST. LOUIS & SUBURBAN.

The East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. reported for ."Xpril

as follows:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $83,172 $98,425 $15,253

Operating expenses 40,754 50,960 10,206

Net earnings 42,418 47,465 5,047

ST. JOSEPH KY., LIGHT, HEAT & POWER CO.

The St. Joseph Railway, Light, Heat & Power Co. reported for

April as follows:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $.38,8K'j $45,956 $7,067

Operating expenses 22,083 28,r54 6,071

Net earnings 16,806 17,802 996

CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC R. R.

The earnings statement of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric

Railroad Co. for May is as follows

:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $20,042 $34,476 $14,434

Operating expenses 7,i57 13,773 6.617

Net earnings 12,886 20,703 7,817

For five months

:

Gross earnings $71,238 $122,412 $51,175

Operating expenses 32, 104 57,451 25,347

Net earnings 39,i34 64,962 25,828

TOLEDO RAILWAYS & LIGHT CO.

Following is the comparative statement of the Toledo Railways

& Light Co. for .^^pril

:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $127,563 $134,421 *$6,858

Operating expenses 69,710 77,391 7,68i

Net earnings 57,853 57,030 * 823

Fixed charges 40,360 41,969 1,609

Surplus 17,493 15,060 * 2,433

Operating ratio 5465 .5757 .0292

Decrease.

UNITED TRACTION CO.

Tlie United Traction Co., Albany, N. Y., reported for the

ending March 31st as follows:

1903. 1904. I

Gross earnings $376,91

1

$390,402

Expenses 252,870 284,478

Net earnings 124,041 105,924

Other income 2,592 2,374

Total income 126,633 108,298

Charges 72,651 76,147

Surplus 53,982 32.151

Decrease.

quarter

ncrease.

$13,491

31,608

*i8,ii7

* 218

*i8,335

3,496

*2i,83i

INTERNATIONAL TRACTION CO.

The comparative statement of the International Traction Co. sys-

tem, Buffalo, N. Y., for April follows

:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $295„332 $312,708 $17,376

Operating expenses (ex. ta.xes) . . . .. . 167,669 216.248 48,570

Net earnings 127,663 96,460 31,203

Fixed charges (int., taxes, etc.) 127,168 132,704 5,5.36

Net income 495 ^36,244 ^36,739

Net income July ist to date 136,237 56,498 ^79,739

Operating ratio (ex. taxes) 576 .701 .125

Decrease.

NEW YORK & LONG ISLAND 1 RACITON CO.

The New York & Long Island Traction Co., of Freeport, N. Y.,

reported for the quarter fueling March 31st as follows:

UX13. 11X14. Increase.

Gross earnings $6,6()9 $10,152 $3,483

Operating expenses 9,.586 13,265 3,679

Net deficit 2,917 3,113 196

Other income 163 163

Gross deficit 2,917 2,9SO 33

Fixed charges 130 443 313

Deficit 3,048 3,393 345

MUNCIE, HARTFORD & FT. WAYNE.
Tlic May statement of the Muncie, Hartford Si l'"t. Wayne Kail-

way Co., of Muncie, Ind., is as follows:

Earnings $iS.S05

Operating expenses 6,907

Net earnings 8,598

For five months

:

Earnings 64,613

Operating expenses 35.3to

Net earnings 29,302

Operating expenses include taxes, insurance and 2 per cent of

the gross receipts for an accident fiitnl
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NORTHERN TEXAS TRACTION CO.

Following is the comparative statement of the Northc

Traction Co. for May :

1903. IQ04

Gross earnings $38,378 $50,737

Operating expenses 23,983 25,116

Net earnings 15,296 25,620

Fixed charges 9,118 12,194

Surplus 6,178 13426

For five months

:

Gross earnings $166,050 $21 1,722

Operating expenses 93,137 121,945

Net earnings 72,914 89,777

Fixed charges 45.107 50,519

Surplus 27,809 39.258

rn Texas

Increase.

$12459

2.134

324

3.076

7.248

$45,672

28.808

16,863

5412

11449

NORTHERN OHIO TRACTION & LIGHT.

Following is the comparative statement of the Northern Ohio

Traction & Light Co. for April

:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings, railway $53,285 $54,664 $i,379

Gross earnings, light 8,371 8400 29

Total gross earnings 61.656 63.604 1.948

Operating expense, railway 31,882 33.995 2,113

Operating expense, light 3.325 3.509 184

Total operating expenses 3S.208 37.504 2,296

Net earnings 26449 25.560 * 889

Fixed charges 23.063 22,467 * 596

Surplus for stock 3,385 3,094 * 291

•Decrease.

DAYTON, SPRINGFIELD & URBANA.
The statement of the Daj-ton, Springfield & L'rbana Electric Rail-

way Co. for the year ending Dec. 31, 1903, is as follows:

Gross earnings $224,779

Operating expenses and taxes 121,509

Net earnings 103,270

Received from track rentals, net 9.500

Total net income 1 12,770

Bond interest 37.500

Surplus 75.270

The Urbana, Bellefontaine & Northern division was not opened

for through business until December, 1903, and its earnings are not

included. The interest requirements for the Urbana, Belle font.iinc

& Northern guaranteed issue are $25,000 per year.

LAKE SHORE ELECTRIC RY.

The comparative statement of the Lake Shore Electric

Co., Cleveland, O., for April follows:

1903. 1904.

Gross earnings $42,501 $46,705

Operating expenses 30,716 37,027

Net earnings il ,784 9,677

Interest 20.370 20,404

Deficit 8,586 10,727

For four months

:

Gross earnings $151,591 $157,606

Operating expenses 119,998 147,742

Net earnings 31,609 9.864

Interest 77,779 81,583

Deficit 46,169 71,719

Decrease.

Railway

[ncrease.

$4,203

6,311

* 2.107

33

2,114

$ 6,015

27,761

*2i,745

3,804

25,549

ELGIN. AURORA & SOUTHERN.
Following is the April statement of the Elgin, .^urora & South-

ern Traction Co.

:

1903. 1904. I

Gross receipts $33,295 $33425
Operating expenses 20,191 22,01

1

Net earnings 13.104 11414

Deductions 9,2i6 9,133

Net income 3.888 2,280

For 10 months

:

Gross receipts $35.V-74 $378,055 $24,781

ncrease.
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Other income 19.443 ",465 30.90S

Total income "63,55- 420.21S i,i83.7;o

Deductions 683,840 373,63' 1,057.47'

Reserve for depreciation 339,213 163.008 502.221

Proportion for C. C. T. Co. deficit. .. 132,685 74.930 207,624

Net deficit 392,188 igi.360 583.548

The statement of the Chicago Consolidated Traction Co. shows

that in the si.K months operating expenses were 87.8 per cent in

excess of the gross earnings. Only one previous statement of earn-

ings by this company has been made public, and that was for the

year ending Dee. 31, 1898. It compares with the report of the

receivers as follows

:

Six mos. to Year to

Feb. 29, '04. Dec. 31, 98.

Gross earnings $645,706 $1,026,780

Operating expenses 562.427 620,488

Net income 83,278 406,292

Other income 40,248

Total income '23,527 406,292

Deductions 33', '5' 33745*^

Deficit 207,624 * 68,834

Surplus. The Consolidated Traction Co. has notes payable out-

standing to the amount of $1,231,313.

< • »

End of Crawfordsville (Ind.) Litigation.

June 3rd Judge Baker, of the United States Circuit Court, over-

ruled the demurrer of the Consolidated Traction Co. to the Indian-

apolis & Northwestern Traction Co's. cross-complaint, and at the

same time sustained the demurrer of the Northwestern company to

the cross-complaint which had been filed by the city of Crawfords-

ville, Ind., this action of the court giving the Northwestern com-

pany legal right to use the streets of Crawfordsville. The case

has been in the courts for more than a year. The Northwestern

company was first granted a franchise and later the city rescinded

its action and granted a similar franchise to the Consolid.ited

company. The Northwestern company had laid its tracks when the

city secured an injunction. Upon appeal to the federal court the

city withdrew from the case, but Judge Baker ordered that it be

continued a party to the suit. The case was previously mentioned

in the "Review" for February, 1904.

The Strike at Houston, Tex.

June 2nd the employes of the Houston (Tex.) Electric Co. went

on strike, about 200 men being affected. The union claimed that

the company had violated a section of its agreement which pro-

vided that there should be no discrimination against the unfon.

This charge, which was denied, was provoked by the company

having discharged the president of the union for cause. The union

had been disgruntled since March 22nd, when the company dis-

charged 21 men, principally conductors, for alleged abuse of the

transfer system, and a board of arbitration had been trying to

adjust matters since that time. The first day of the strike the

company made no attempt to run cars, but it notified the men that

all those who failed to report for duty might consider themselves

discharged. The company secured plenty of men from outside

sources and began to operate on June 3rd. Mobs stoned the cars

and took the motormcn from the platforms without police inter-

ference. The next day the militia was called out and the cars run

under guard on three or four lines. The rioting continued and

June Sth, at the suggestion of the mayor, no cars were run. .Special

policemen were sworn in and the following day the cars were

operated with their assistance, instead of the militia. From that

time the rioting became less noticeable. June Sth the cars were

run in the evening for the first time and were freely patronized.

The company agreed to take back all of its old men whom it

deemed suitable, but would not agree to bind itself to a strict

recognition of the union.

The commencement exercises at the Worcester Polytechnic Insti-

tute were held during the week of June 5-9. The commencement

address was by Dr. Ira Remscn, president of Johns Hopkins Uni

vertity.

Personal.

MR. E. F. BRYANT has been appointed receiver of the Chicago

General Railway Co., succeeding Mr. E. F. Zimmer.

MR. H. W. M'KAY has resigned as superintendent of the Haver-

hill division of the Boston & Northern Street Railway Co.

MR. J. M. M'FARLAND has resigned as superintendent of the

Steubenville, Mingo & Ohio Valley Traction Co. and will reside in

Colorado.

ALBERT BOYNTON STORMS, A. M., D. D., was installed as

president of the Iowa State College of AgricuUure and Mechanic

Arts on June 6th.

MR. JOHN T. CONWAY has been appointed superintendent of

the Quincy Division of the Old Colony Street Ry., of which he was

formerly assistant superintendent.

MR. ROBERT M'F. DOBLE, of San Francisco, consulting and

supervising engineer, announces that he has become identified with

the Abner Doble Co., of the same city.

MR. C. V. MILLS has been appointed general superirt1;endent of

the Chester Traction Co., of Chester, Pa. He was formerly super-

intendent of the West Chester Traction Co.

MR. EVERETT M. WINSLOW, chief engineer of the Brockton

power station of the Old Colony Street Ry., has been appointed

chief engineer of the new Quincy Point station.

MK. JAMES HAMILTON, M. E., LL. B., has removed his

offices to Nos. 129-130 Loan & Trust Building, Washington, D. C.

He was formerly at No. 53 State St., Boston Mass.

PROF. W. F. M. GOSS, dean of the Schools of Engineering of

Purdue University, La Fayette, Ind., has received from the Uni-

versity of Illinois the degree of Doctor of Engineering.

MR. J. T. HAMBLETON has resigned as superintendent of the

Susquehanna Traction Co., of Lock Haven, Pa., to become superin-

tendent of the .Slate Belt Electric Traction Co., of Bethlehem, Pa.

MR. H. L, SMITH on June 15th resigned as superintendent of

the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Electric Railroad Co. He was

formerly superintendent of the Central Market Street Railway Co.

MR. H.^RRY E. REYNOLDS, formerly assistant general super-

intendent of the Old Colony Street Ry., has been apiwinled pur-

chasing agent for the Old Colony and the Boston it Northern com-

panies.

MR. M. E. M'CASKEY, formerly superintendent, has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Pennsylvania & Mahoning Valley

Railway Co., and he has also been elected second vice-president of

the company.

MR. JOHN POWERS has been appointed general superintendent

of the Sterling, Dixon & Eastern Eclectric Ry. Mr. Powers, who is

30 years old, entered street railway work 15 years ago, when he was

employed changing horses on the horse cars.

MR. B. E. SUNNY, president of the Civic Federation of Chicago,

is tlie author of "The Proposed Amendment to the Constitution of

the State of Illinois and a New Charter for Chicago," which hqs

been published in pamphlet form by the Federation.

MR. A. G. DAVIDS, who has been general superintendent of the

Auburn & Syracuse (N. Y.) Electric Railroad Co. for the past two

years, recently resigned to go with the Chester (Pa.) Traction Co.,

where he has charge of the Philadelphia division, with headquarters

at Penrose Ferry.

DR. JOHN MACFAYDEN has resigned as general superin-

tendent of the Chester (Pa.) Traction Co., and on June 6th he

was the recipient of a silver service given by the conductors and

inortornicn of the road. It is understood Ihal he will remain wilh

the company in another capacity.

MR. T. F. MANVILLE, president of the II. W. Johns-Manville

Co., New York City, accompanied by Mr. K. B. 1 latch, president of

of the Johns-Pratt Co., of Hartford, and Mr. J. W. Perry, manager

of the electrical department of the Johns-Manville company, sailed

for England April 26th and returned June lotli,

MR. W. K. PALMER, M. E., on June ist removed his ollices

from 402 Lyceum Building to 718 Dwight Building, Kansas City,

Mo., owing to the Lyceum Building having been discontinued as an

office building. In the new offices Mr. Palmer will have exceptional

facilities for the prompt pre|)aralion of plans, specifications, esti-

mates and rcj.orts, and fcr the proper su|)ervisii)n of engineering

construction.
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MR. E. M. M'HENRY has been chosen fourth vice-president of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co., a newly cre-

ated office the duties of which cover the construction, maintenance

and operation of the company's lines which are operated hy elec-

tricity, and which have recently been consolidated as the Consoli-

dated Railway Co. Mr. McHenry was formerly chief engineer for

the Canadian Pacific Ry., at Montreal, and previous to that was

associated with the Northern Pacific Ry.

^U<. JAMES W. LYONS, who has been associated with the

Allis-Qialmers Co. as engine salesman for many years, has been

appointed manager of rite ncw-

Jly-crcated
power department of

k the company, the appointment

I taking effect May i6th, with

m headquarters at Chicago. Mr.
•' Lyons has many business

I friends throughout the coun-
'

try who will be glad to learn

^^ of his well-deserved promo-

^^^^ tion. The newly-created power

^^^V department of the company,

^^Hr over which Mr. Lyons has as-

^^^ sumed control, wilt take care

of the sales of reciprocating

steam engines, steam turbines

J. w. i.vu.Ns. (including turbo-generators),

condensers, gas engines, pump-
ing, blowing and hoisting engines and air compressors.

MR. C. C. TYLER has resigned as superintendent of the works
of the Wcstinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., to become the

general superintendent of all the works of the Allis-Chalmers-Bul-

lock interests in the United States. Mr. Tyler entered upon his

new duties June 15th, his headquarters being at Milwaukee, Wis.

His record in the practical management of great machine shops is

one of the best in the country, and in the equipment of manufac-

tories, in the design and construction of machine tools, in the han-

dling of machinery and material and, in fact, in all that pertains to

the economy of machine shop administration, Mr. Tyler is recog-

nized as an expert.

MR. MASON D. PRATT, who for the past 13 years has been

connected with the Pennsylvania Steel Co., first as street railway

engineer and for the past two and one-half years as engineer in

charge of the construction of new shops for the frog and switch

department of this company, has resigned that position and will

conduct a general engineering business with headquarters at No. 18

Third St., Harrisburg, Pa., giving particular attention to electric

railways, power plants and water works. Mr. Pratt graduated from

Lehigh University in 1887, his first work after leaving college being

with the Phoenix Bridge Co., and later with the Johnson Co., now
the Lorain Steel Co.

MR. JOHN B. ALLAN, whose resignation as vice-president and

general manager of the Allis-Chalmers Co. was announced in the

"Review" for May, has been ap-

pointed western manager of the

Wcstinghouse Machine Co., with

headquarters at 171 LaSalle St.,

Chicago. Mr. Allan had been

prominently associated with the E.

P. Allis Co. and the Allis-Chal-

mers Co. for 24 years. He was

born in Davenport, la., in i860,

and received a common and high

school education in his native city,

followed by a course at the

Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

from which he was graduated in

1880 as a mechanical engineer. He
entered the service of the Edward
P. Allis Co. shortly after leaving

college and was successively em-

ployed as draughtsman, machinist and erecting superintendent. He
also had charge of making economy tests of engines and steam plants.

In January, 189s, the company opened an office in Chicago and Mr.

Allan was made manager, the engineering as well as the selling

departments coming under his supervision. Mr. Allan has a wide

J. B. ALLAN.

acquaintance and is popular in the field to which he has devoted

his main efforts. He is a member of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers and the Engineers' Club, of New York.

IHE Pn rSBURG RAILWAYS CO. has made the following

changes among the officials of the lrans|>ortation department : Mr.

J. S. Shedd, formerly assistant superintendent of transportation, to

he superintendent of the Birmingham division; Mr. Charles E.

Long, superintendent of overhead lines, to be superintendent of the

Second Ave. division; Mr. John B. Loftus, chief dispatcher of the

Monongahela division, to be assistant superintendent of the Second

Ave. division, in charge of the McKeesport sub-division ; Mr, J. M.
Loftus, superintendent of the Butler St. division, to be superin-

tendent of the Homewood division ; Mr. C. J. King, chief dispatcher

at East Liberty, to be superintendent of the Highland Park division;

Mr. W. J. Fleming, dispatcher on the Butler St. division, to be

superintendent of that division.

MR. GEORGE A. DAMON, managing engineer of the Arnold

Electric Power Station Co., of Chicago, was married on June 8th to

Miss Harriet Diller, of Chicago. The wedding, which was attended

only by relatives and a few intimate friends, took place at Lake

Bluff. Mr. and Mrs. Damon immediately started on an extended

tour throughout the west. Mr. Damon, who is an alumni of the

University of Michigan, has been associated with Mr. Bion J. Arnold

since the completion of his university work, and to the able assist-

ance he has given Mr. Arnold the success of the Arnold company

is in no small measure due. Besides his professional work, Mr.

Damon finds time for active work in various engineering and social

societies, of which he is a member.

MR. JACOB MELLINGER, superintendent of the York (Pa.)

Street Railway Co., and general superintendent of the York Trac-

tion Co., which controls all the lines running in and out of York,

was born June 30, 1862, in Lan-

caster County, a short distance

from Lancaster, Pa. He was ed-

ucated in the Lancaster schools

and for a short time engaged in

the milk business. When the

Lancaster street horse car com-

pany was organized in Novem-
ber, 1887, Mr. Mellinger became

a driver and later conductor, and

when the electric railway com-

pany was formed he became a

motorman, operating the first car

through the streets of Lancaster.

Two years later he was made
foreman of repairs at the car

barn and in August, 1892, he

went with the York Street Ry.,

to fill a similar position, which he held until April, 1895. In 1903

Mr. Mellinger was appointed to his present position.

MR. ARTHUR WEST, formerly engineer with the Allis-Chal-

mers Co., and whose resignation was announced in the "Review"
for May, has been appointed chief engineer of the Wcstinghouse
Machine Co., with headquarters at East Pittsburg, Pa. Mr. West
had been associated with the Allis-Chalmcrs Co. about 17 years,

and for several years he has had full charge of the entire pumping
station work. Mr. West was born at Milwaukee, Wis., in 1867,

and was educated in the Milwaukee public schools, supplemented

by a technical course at the University of Wisconsin, from which

he graduated in the class of 1887. This was followed by post-

graduate work at the University, and he entered the employment of

the Edward P. Allis Co. as a machinist. He has since filled the

positions of erecting engineer, assistant to shop superintendent,

assistant superintendent, private engineer for Edwin Reynolds in

his special work, general trouble engineer on all steam engine work,

salesman in the pump department, engineer of tests, manager of

pump department and, finally, assistant chief engineer. Mr. West
is a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and

the Engineers' Club, of New York. He recently started for Europe

to investigate the most recent practice of engine builders abroad.

J. MtLLINCER.

The Mississippi Valley Traction Co., of Moline, 111., opened

Campbell's Island, its new summer resort in the Mississippi River,

Sunday, May 22nd.



Some of the Exhibits at the St. Louis Exposition.

David R. Francis, president of the Louisiana Purchase Exposi-

tion, on Opening Day thus epitomized the Fair in his address

:

"So thoroughly does it represent the world's civilization that if

all man's other works were by some unspeakal.le catastrophe

blotted out the records here established by the assembled nations

would afford all necessary standards for the rclniilding of our

entire civilization."

To give a comprehensive idea in words of these "records of

civilization" here concentrated within the confines of this World's

Fair would be impossible. Even to do full justice to a single de-

partment, as the electric railway industry, would be out of the ques-

tion in the pages of any periodical. Sufficient it is to say that tlic

exhibits appertaining to the science of electric traction represent

in concrete form the development and progress made in all coun-

tries during the past decade.

A word as to the location of the exhibits in which the electric

railway visitor will take particular professional interest may be

in order.

With few exceptions these will all be found in three of the mam

buildings. Palace of Electricity. Palace of Transportation, and Ma-

chinery Hall. A scattering of exhibits allied in one way or another

to this industry have been located in the Palaces of Varied Indus-

tries. Manufacture and Liberal Arts, and one or two, such as the

display of German scientific instruments, will be found m F.duca-

tion Building. In addition there are a few outdoor exhibits that

will invite the attention of the street railway man, such as the

German railway exhibit near the German Building, the railway

test track at the side of Transportation Building, and the Mining

Gulch, where is located a working example of electric industrial

railway transportation for mining and other purposes.

The Palace of Electricity occupies a central position on the Ex-

position grounds. It is a fine exhibit structure, pentagonal in shape,

with a spacious court in the center. The exhibits within this

building cover all the modern applications of electricity and each

department of education, science and industry associated with elec-

tricity is represented in about equal measure. The application of

electricity to railways has been given the attention it deserves an.l

in both the northwest and southeast quarters of the building will

be found fine demonstrations of the most modern apparatus.

The Palace of Transportation is a great oblong building running

parallel with the Pike. This building is devoted to displays asso-

ciated with steam railroads, electric railways, marine work and

automobiles. In this buiUIing the Pennsylvania R. R. has installed

the most complete locomotive testing plant ever attempted and

locomotive testing will be carried on during the Fair by a joint

committee of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and

the American Railway Master Mechanics Association. The electric

railway interests are not classified by themselves but will be found

mixed in with steam railroad exhibits. The electric railway test

tracks will be found just outside this building.

Machinery Hall with its annex, the Steam, Gas, and Fuels Buil.l-

ing, is close to the two palaces previously mentioned. The western

half of Machinery Hall comprising a space about fjoo ft. long by

300 ft. wide contains the various power plants. Installed here are

engines and generators representing the best type of prime movers

from all the leading works of this country, England, France, and

Germany. Steam for the operation of these engines is generated

in the Steam, Gas and Fuels Building, a fireproof structure 3.1° ft.

long by 300 ft. wide situated about 100 ft. distant from the P.ilace

of Machinery. The pipe lines conveying the steam from the boilers

to the engines and returning the condensed water back to the

Imilcrs from the condensers fill a tunnel 7 "• '""^'l ='"<' ^ '<• "''^'^l'-

The eastern end of Machinery Hall is occupied by machine tools

and machinery and devices comprising all the accessories needed

in a complete power plant and machine shop.

The following are descriptions of exhibits made by some of the

leading manufacturers associated with the electric railway industry:

WESTIXGHOVSE COMPANIES' EXHIBITS

A notable feature of the Wcstinghousc exhibits is the main

service plant at the Exposition for which this company received the

general contract. The commanding size of the four large electrical

generating units, each of 2,000 kw. capacity, appeals to practically

all visitors to the Fair. These generators, which operate at a

"speed of SiVi revolutions per minute and deliver a 2S-cycle current

at 6,600 volts, are not at this day remarkable on account of their

size,' as the entrance to the service plant exhibit is through a large

35 ft. plaster ring in exact duplicate size of the stationary arma-

ture of the 5,ooo-kw. alternating current Westinghouse generators

built for the elevated and subway trains in New York City.

Generators of 10.000 kw. capacity are also being built by this com-

pany for the Ontario Power Co. It is interesting to note the

advantage in floor space economy of direct connected generators.

The space occupied by the smallest of the belt driven generating

units at the Chicago Exposition was about 65 x 27 ft. and the units

at St. Louis, which are almost three times as large, are direct

WKSTlNCilloUSlC-COKLISS ENGINES, EXPOSITION SKRVICK
PLANT.

driven and the space occupied by each over all, including the 36

and 75 X 54-in. Westinghouse Corliss vertical cross compound en-

gines, is only about 55x15 fl- and ,12;{. fi. in b.-ight, the llywheel

being 23 ft. in diameter.

The total space devoted to the service electric plant in Machinery

Hall with the exciter units, condensers, cooling towers, and 35"

panel switchboard is 26,260 sq. ft. The entire plant was designed

and equipped by Weslinghouse, Churcli, Kerr & Co., and all the

motive power apparatus was funiishod by Uu- Westinghouse Ma-

chine Co.

The various organizations under the title of the Westinghouse

C.mpanies represented at the St. Louis Fair are as follows:

Westinghouse Electric & Maniif:uliirinK Co.

Westinghouse Marhlne Co.
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Westingliousc Air Br.ikc Co.

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.

Westinghousc Brake Co., Ltd., London, Paris and Hanover.
British Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Westinghouse Automatic Air & Steam Coupler Co.

Westinghouse Traction Brake Co.

Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd.

Societe Anonyme Westinghouse, Havre, France.

Societe Anonyme Westinghouse, St. Petersburg, Russia.

Westinghousc Electricitats-Actiengesellschafl, Berlin.

Sawyer-Man Electric Co.

WESTl.NGHUUai'; Tl;..\.SSiVl;TAllUiN EXHiBll.

Union Switch & Signal Co.

American Brake Co.

Nernst Lamp Co.

Pittsburg Meter Co.

R. D. Nuttall Co.

Cooper-Hewitt Electric Co.

Bryant Electric Co.

Perkins Electrical Switch Manufacturing Co.

The Westinghouse exhibits and preparations for the reception

of visitors are on a complete scale. In Machinery Hall, in addition

to the electric service plant and the main exhibit of Westinghouse
gas engines, turbo-generators, rotaries, exciters and motors in

operation, is the Westinghouse Auditorium, which seats 350 persons,

and in which are displayed at regular hours biograph and muto-
scope pictures of scenes in the various Westinghouse works. The
Cooper-Hewitt lamps, which made possible the Westinghouse muto-
scope shop views, are shown in the booths in Machinery Hall and
in the Palace of Electricity. These lamps are designed for use in

general illumination, photography and photo engraving.

There are in all about 10,000 Nernst glowers in use in the Exposi-
tion buildings, of which 6,000 are in the Fine Arts Museum. The
Illinois State building is lighted by them, as well as several ex-

hibits of the National Cash Register Co., and the Westinghouse
Companies use 300 big street glowers in their exhibits. The Pitts-

burg Meter Co. has a separate booth on block 35 of Machinery Hall.

There are exhibited the Keystone water meter and parts, with

Westinghouse fish traps ; Westinghouse gas meters ; water meter
provers; and a Westinghouse proportional 12-in. gas meter, with a

capacity of 100,000 cu. ft. an hour.

Steam for the Westinghouse electric service plant is piped from
the boiler house known as the Steam and Fuels Building, in which
there has been installed a large battery of Babcock & Wilcox water-

tube boilers built into a single setting with a total capacity of 6400
h. p. The equipment here includes Roncy mechanical stokers at the

furnaces, operated by Westinghouse "Standard" steam engines, a

complete coal conveying system furnished by the Link Belt Engi-

neering Co., Cochrane feed-water heaters, Worthington steam
pumps, mechanical draft, condensers, cooling towers and other

apparatus found in a model station of the present day. Each of

the four chief generating units receive steam from a separate line

supplied by a separate battery, the entire plant thus consisting of

sections which may be operated independently or together.

The exhibits of this plant immediately west of the company's

headquarters is utilized to furnish power for various purposes and

includes a Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbine generating set of

400 kw. capacity, operating at a speed of 3,600 r. p. m., and deliver-

ing a three-phase, 6o-cycle current at a potential of 440 volts. This

unit is of a size that has met with most extended introduction by

reason of its applicability to power stations of moderate size,

although it is at the present time the smallest turbine unit built

by the Westinghouse Machine Co. A number of these units now
nearing completion in the company's shops arc of 7,500 h. p.

capacity.

In the Electricity Building the Westinghousc Electric & Manufac-

turing Co. occupies a space of over 10,000 sq. ft.

including 1,600 sq. ft. devoted to the display of elec-

tric trucks and locomotives built in conjunction

with the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Two locomo-

tives built for mine service are shown, one weighing

20,000 lb. and the other 30,000 lb. each equipped

with No. 79, 500-volt motors. The 20,000 lb. loco-

motive for switching is equipped with two No. 75

motors at 220 volts. In the regular electrical equip-

ment display arc a 400-kw. turbine type generator

;

typical generators for direct and alternating cur-

rents, for belt or direct connection; rotary convert-

ers; motor-generator sets; oil insulated and air blast

transformers; direct current and alternating current

railway motors and controllers; single and polyphase

induction motors of constant and variable speeds

;

direct current motors of many types, including mo-

tors for variable speed service from single and

double voltage circuits ; switchboard apparatus, am-

meters, voltmeters, wattmeters, synchroscopes, power

factor meters, circuit-breakers and switches, many

of them electrically operated; portable instruments; instruments of

precision
; potential regulators, and innumerable other forms of

auxiliary apparatus and instruments. The alternating current, se-

ries wound, single phase crane motors, similar in type and general

construction to the single phase railway motors exhibited in the

Transportation Building, and the new "Westinghouse unit switch

system of multiple control" are also to be seen in this section.

The combined exhibits of the various Westinghouse brake com-

panies extends a distance of 150 ft. along the aisle from the turn-

table in the Transportation Building. Included in this operating

exhibit is a display of the Westinghouse alternating current single

phase railway motors which have been recently introduced in rail-

way traction. The Westinghouse Air Brake Co's. exhibit shows

\VESTlKUH(.)liSK TUKBO-GENERATOR EXHIBIT.

a rack made up of apparatus constituting the equipment for a si.\

coach passenger train with engine and tender, all fitted throughout

with the high-speed brake and signal equipment. The engine and
tender are equipped also with the combination automatic and
straight air brake which is now largely used. A novel feature of

this exhibit is that all valves are placed in duplicate, one being
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sectioned so as to show the internal mechanism and connected to the

valve in use so that it moves as the regular valve is operated. The

Westinghouse friction draft gear is also shown in section with a

machine specially designed for testing it in operation. The straight

air brake rack shows the equipment now used in the straight air

outfit on electric cars that are operated by the company's standard

compressors. Both axle and motor driven compressors are shown

in section for inspection of their internal working power. One

of the sectional compressors is fitted to move with a regular com-

pressor in operation.

The Union Switch & Signal Go's, exhibit is a group of signals

full size and in working condition erected in Transportation Build-

ing. The company's most important exhibits at St. Louis, how-

ever, are the installations in actual service, including the West-

inghouse electro pneumatic interlocking system at the Union Sta-

tion, which controls all of the passenger yard movements and is the

largest interlocking apparatus ever built.

A guide pamphlet to the Westinghouse exhibits may be secured

at the headquarters and exhibits office, consisting of a neat folder

which includes maps of St. Louis and the Exposition and a list of

typical Westinghouse installations in St. Louis. The company's

headquarters in Machinery Hall is open for the reception of guests

from all over the world to all of whom a cordial welcome is ex-

tended.

INGERSOLL-SERGEANT AIR COMPRESSORS.

The Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., of New York, has a heavy-

duty air compressor in connection with the power plant of the

Tyrolean Alps, on the Pike. The company has no other regular

exhibit on the ground, but it calls attention to the 40 air-com-

pressing stations it has installed for the St. Louis Transit Co.,

and which supply air for the storage air-brake system used on all

the cars of the Transit system. These compressing plants have

been described in the "Street Railway Review."

BRILL CARS AND TRUCKS.

The exhibit of the J. G. Brill Co. occupies a space 300 ft. long

on aisle D of the Transportation Building, and consists in the main

of a suburban type of semi-convertible car, a double-truck con-

vertible car, and a 13-bench "Narragansett" car ; three sizes of the

high speed truck No. 27-E, and one size each of the single-truck

No. 21-E, the "Eureka" maximum traction, and the suburban truck

No. 27-G. An exceedingly attractive office is in a section of a car

finished in solid mahogany, with windows of the semi-convertible

style.

The semi-convertible car is 30 ft. 8 in. long over the end panels,

in. long and upholstered in figured plush. These are of the walk-

over back type with the exception of stationary-back seats at either

end accommodating three passengers. The interior is finished in

vermilion wood richly inlaid. The car is mounted on Brill No.

27-G-E-i trucks. Attention is particularly directed to the curved

glass windows between the double corner posts which enable the

conductor to watch from any point of the car passengers mounting

or dismounting the steps.

The convertible car is 25 ft. 9 in. over the end panels, and has 4

ft. SJ-; in. platforms ; width over sills, 7 ft. 6J4 in., and over posts at

J. G. BRll.i. cu.

belt, 8 ft. I iu. It is vcstibulcd at both ends. Tlie double sash

windows and flexible metal-sheet panels are arranged to be raised

into roof pockets, and the sashes in the vestibules have pockets in

the wainscoting. Instead of grab-handles on the side posts, brackets

which enclose the space between the back of the seats and the posts

are conveniently arranged for that purpose. Entrance guards slide

upon the inside of the posts, and when not in use are held under the

curtain guards by gravity catches. The interior is finished in ma-

hogany of natural color inlaid with holly and ebony. The car is

mounted on Brill "Eureka" maximum traction trucks.

The "Narragansett" car is 36 ft. 85^ in. long over the crown

pieces. This type of long open car is arranged with double-steps and

yet keeps within the width of the standard single-step double-truck

car. The upper steps are upon the middle web of Z-bar sills. It is

specially adapted for summer excursion service, as ingress and egress

itfl \ 1—1!^r ^r
ijn II ] 11
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.ind matured in.iiiy i>f the most iniportaiil types ami fcititrci of elec-

tric cars and trucks.

.\moiig the |).itaited specialties of Brill mak.- with which these

cars are equippeil arc aiiRlc-iroii bumpers, radial draw-bars, ratchet

brake-handles, "Dcdcnda" gongs, conductors' gongs, folding gale--,

round-corner seat-end panels, track scrajwrs, and "Dumpit" sand

boxes.

All the trucks shown have side frames solid forged in :i -inglv

piece—a method of construction peculiar to the builder.

< I »

HURr MANUFACTURING CO.

Although the Burt Manufacturing Co.. of .\kron. O., has no

regular exhibit at the Fair, the "Cross" oil fdters. made by this

company, are iu evidence in a number of places at the Exposition.

The main service power plant is equipped with a large No. 3 "Cross"

oil filter, and visitors to the Fair interested in the mechanical feat-

ures of this apparatus will have an opportunity of seeing this fdter

in practical operation. Besides the one just mentioned, other

"Cross" oil filters have been ordered for exhibitors' purposes by the

C. II. Bradley Co., of Pittsburg, the Buckeye Engine Co., of Salem,

O.. and the Dc Laval Steam Turbine Co., of Trenton, N. J., and

will be found at the booths of the several companies.

THE HALE & KILBURN MANUFACTURING CO

The Hale & Kilburn exhibit occupies a prominent location at the

head of two of the main aisles near the eastern entrance of Trans-

portation Building. The company's space has been laid out with a

THE Il.M.E & KILBURN M.WUFACTURING CO.

definite color .scheme and the booth is one of the most artistic at

the Exposition.

The floor space is well filled with car scats illustrating all the

various types made by the Hale & Kilburn company. About 20

distinct types are shown and these are exhibited in rattan, plush

and imitation leather in different patterns, so that the exhibit as

a whole represents all the latest ideas in .scats and coverings.

In addition to .seats for steam railroads the following are shown

for electric railways:

No. 3 stationary scat in rattan, for cross seat in car always run-

ning head-on.

No. 8o>i seat with spring edge cushion. Upholstered in carpet.

This is a popular seat and is used on many large systems. The

supporting frame is under the seat, so that greater cushion length

is secured. The cushion tilts but dres not slide.

No. 80I4 scat in rattan.

No. 8oj4 seat in quartered oak, slot cushion.

No. 84 seat in rattan. This is a modification of the 8054, l>y

which the back recedes at bottom edge, giving greater width of

cushion in front of the back.

No. 84 seat in plush of standard gold shade.

No. 88 se.at with wall casting. The cushion slides forward, giv-

ing more seat room, but otherwise like No. 8o54. with spring edge

cushion.

No. go-\ scat with pedestal base. Has metal rails. Is simple

in construction and operation.

Seats Nos. w-B. 90-C, gg-lt, qg-K .lud 99-I"". which arc modifica-

tions of the 99 seat.

No. 199 seat, which has new steel pedestal and aisle plate at both

ends.

At the back of the booth is a handsome screen illustrating the

fine cabinet work turned out by this company. On top of the screen

are two seats of the reversible back type, and these arc automatic-

ally operated at intervals by a small electric motor.

JONES STOKERS.

The Under-Feed Stoker Co. of America, whose headquarters are

at Giicago. is not making a set display within the Fair grounds.

However, the company is well represented by very practical ex-

hibits in several large power houses in and near St. Louis. The
Union Electric Light & Power Co's. Biddic St. station will l>e

equipped entire with Jones stokers. The first plans of the plant

called for the installation of twenty-six 6oo-h. p. internally fired boil-

ers with three Jones stokers per boiler, or a total of 78 stokers.

The installation of boilers .and stokers is now in progress, although

the building is in somewhat of an incomplete condition as regards

interior fillings. A short time ago the Under-Feed company re-

ceived an order for six more stokers to go into this plant and to

equip 1,000 h. p. additional (two units), which will make, when in-

stalled complete, 84 stokers in this plant, probably the largest in-

ternally fired plant in the world. In the Imperial station of this

same company, at loth and St. Charles Sts.. there are 19 Jones stok-

ers in operation under Heine boilers. This constituted a second

order from the company, making a total of 20,040 h. p.

The St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. has given five distinct

orders for Jones stokers, covering equipment aggregating 8,500 h. p.,

all Heine Ixiilers, type \V. T. The greater portion of these stokers

are installed and in operation and a rush installation is in progress

fur the balance. The latest order called for si.\ stokers, which.

taken with those that have gone in the past, will make, when in-

stallation is finished, an unbroken line of 45 stokers in this com-

pany's one boiler room.

TIIF. AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE AT THE EXPOSITION.

.^mcrican engineers who visit the Exposition will have an oppor-

liuiity of studying the much-talked-about Diesel engme in operation

under severe service conditions. The American Diesel Engine Co.,

whose headquarters are at No. 11 Broadway, New York City, has

taken the contract for supplying pr.ictically all of the power required

.It the establishment of the German Tyrolean Alps, located at the

head of the Pike on the Fair Grounds. This attraction includes the

finest restaurant on the grounds, a large open-air garden, electric

fountain, and various side attractions. The power plant is located

in one corner of the Alps enclosure.

The generating units include three 225-h. p. Diesel engines each

I if which drives a i6o-kw. Bullock generator.

These engines burn crude oil and the builders guarantee one

brake horse power with 6 lb. of crude oil. or i kilowatt hour at the

switchboard with .85 lb. of crude oil.

Briefly, the operation of the Diesel engine is as follows: The
engine is started by compressed air, which is stored in the starting

reservoir under a prcss\ire of about 55 atmospheres or 800 lb. per

square inch by an air pump during the previous run of the engine.

.\fter speed has been reached the operation is as follows: First

stroke takes in air alone at atmosjheric pressure and temperature.

Second stroke compresses this air to a high pressure with a rise

In temperature of about 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Third stroke is

the working stroke, during the first part of which the combustion

of the fuel is carried on at constant pressure for a period which

is determined by the amount of oil sprayed in, which is controlled

by the governor. The second part of this stroke is approximately

an adiabatic expansion. Fourth stroke exhausts the gases.

A cordial welcome is extended to all engineers to visit this power

plant, where all questions as to the cost, economy and engineering

details of the Diesel engine will be answered by Mr. J. Edward
Mcgson, the engineer in charge.
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THE GEXERAL ELECTRIC EXHIBIT.

The great diversity of electrical application at the World's Fair

is exemplified by the exhibit of the General Electric Co., not only

in its large booth in the Electricity Building, but in the large num-

ber of applications of its apparatus to various purposes throughout

the Exposition grounds. One of the most interesting features of

this exhibit is the Curtis steam turbine, which is of 3.000 h. p.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

capacity, direct connected to a three-phase, 6,600-volt, 25-cycle

generator. This is the first of these units to be built with the con

denser in the base of the machine. Two of the four generators in

the Exposition company's power plant were furnished by the Gen-

eral Electric Co. These give 6,600 volts, 25 cycles, at 83^^; r. p. m.,

and are of 2,000 kw. capacity. This company also furnished the

entire car equipment for the Intramural Railway, consisting of 57

four-motor equipments. Of these equipments St use G. E. No. 70

motors with the Sprague-Gcneral Electric multiple unit control, and

six of the cars are equipped with G. E. No. 67 motors with K-6

controllers.

The incandescent lamps used by the Exposition were all furnished

by the (ieneral Electric Co. and represent the largest incandescent

lamp order ever placed. The number of lamps furnished exceeds

500,000, and of these over 80,000 arc colored lamps for use about

the Cascades. For lighting the outlying parts of the grounds, the

exterior of the buildings and the Pike, the G. E. series alternatiuR

street system is used. This installation incUules l8oo lamps 01

^V, ampere capacity. The searchlights used by the Exposition com-

pany were also supplied by the General Electric Co. One search-

light, built for the Lewis Publishing Co.. is the most powerful om-

ever built. It throws a beam 80 in. in diameter.

General Electric transformers of the oil cooled and water and

air cooled tv|>es are used in all of the sub-stations of the different

exhibit buildings, including Festival Hall. Fine Arts Building, and

the Cascades. The power house for lighting the .^dnllnlstratlon

Building is aUo equipped with this company's apparatus. The elcc

trie fountain in the Tyrolean Alps is .,perated by this company'^

induction motors, and the Scenic Railway in the .Mps is equipped

with G. E. No. 54 motors. Altogether, the General IClectric Co.

has furnished over 11,000 h. p. in generating apparatus at the Expo-

sition, and more than 4>.ooo h. p. of all other apparatus.

In the Electricity Building the company occupies the largest space

used by any individual company, and it presents a most attractive

appearance, for the reason that practically everything shown here

is in operation. The railway exhibit is a reproduction of the equip-

ment furnished for the cars of the Inlerborough Rapid Transit Co.

This consists of the floor framing of a car suspendc<l 9 f- above

the exhibit flwr. with all of the electrical and air brake equipments

mounted on its under side, ihc wiring is of fireproof construction.

the .lame as used by the Inlerborr.iigh company. At one end of

thii framing ii installed a typical rat., in which are foun<l Ihc master

controller and other parts of the equipment, and under the opposite

end of the platform is shown a Hedley truck with two G. E. No. 09

motors of 200 h. p., the truck being so supported that it may be

operated. Various types of controllers are shown and the G. E.

No. 70 motor used on the Intranuiral road is also exhibited. One

of the company's air compressors is used to supply air for cleaning

.about the exhibit.

The conspicuous feature of this exhibit is a model of a 10,000-

h. p. Niagara Falls generator, similar to those furnished for tlie

new Canadian Falls power house. This exhibit com-

prises a stationary armature, the interior of which

is utilized as a picture gallery, in which are shown

photographs of Niagara Falls and drawings of

various electrical works in that neighborhood.

Other features of the exhibit are a 60,000-volt oil

break switch in operation; a 14,000-lb. mining loco-

motive with the new cable reel attachment; small

motors applied to over 20 different kinds of ma-

chines; switches and switchboard devices; wires,

cables and wiring devices; the largest transformer

at the Exposition, having a capacity of over 2,.?oo

kw. ; air blast transformers; type H, oil-cooled

transformers and voltage regulators of differ'ent

Ivpcs.

The company is exhibiting for the first time ils

new mercury vapor arc lamp, used for photograph-

ing and other purposes, for which this quality of

light is desirable. It also shows the ncw_ "ortlio-

crome" lamp, which is the mercury arc lamp adapted

for general illumination and having none of the de-

fects" due to the color of the naked mercury vapor

lamp. The luminous arc lamp, developed by Prof.

Steinmetz, is exhibited; also a complete line of the

companv's meridian lamps. A novel feature is the mercury arc

rectifier' which is shown in operation on a single phase alternating

current' charging the batteries of an aiUo,nol,ile which may be

operated.
.

The company has established attractive reception quarters in tlie

Electricity Building, consisting of a handsome white booth decorated

with green and gold, containing artistically furnished reception

rooms This booth is surmounted by a dome, on top of which is

a cluster of mercury vapor arc lamps, which add materially to the

decorative scheme of the exhibit. One of the reception rooms is

devoted especially to the British Thomson-Houston Co,, thl^ room

being furnished in Old English style.

.STANDARD STEEL WHEELS.

Managers of interurban and suburban electric railways will be

particularly interests in the steel tired wheels and solid rolled

steel wheels eNliibiled bv the Standanl Steel Works, of Philadel-

phia.

STANDARD STiOIOL WOUKH.

The comparative advantages of steel tired wheels and chilled

wheels are mailers now causing considerable discussion, and this

company will be gla.l to furnish to anyone interested full informa-

tion concerning the life and cost of the steel wheels it is making

for heavy electric railway service.
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STOMBAUGH GUY ANCHORS.

A small, but very interesting, display in Section 8 of the Elec-

tricity Building is that of W. N. Matthews & Brother, FuUerton

Bldg., St. Louis, who exhibit different styles and sizes of the

Stombaugh guy anchor. This device, although not appreciated by

the pole-using public when first placed on the market, has now
become standard with many of the largest railway companies in the

country. When this device was first presented to Messrs. Matthews

they were equally as doubtful of its merit before taking hold of it

as nearly every one else, and, to satisfy themselves, had Prof.

R. C. Carpenter, of Cornell University, make some 70 odd tests

of the different size anchors to determine their holding power.

These tests arc very interesting and arc covered in a report of

considerable length, from which the following is an extract;

"During the past few months the writer had an opportunity of

investigating the holding power of a simple anchor, the results of

which are believed to be of considerable general interest, as this

anchor can be placed in the ground without any digging and will

hold an enormous strain.

"The anchors to which I refer are termed after the inventor,

the Stombaugh Guy Anchor. They arc made of various sizes, and

STDMBAUGHGtfY ANCHORS'
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W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO.

consist in each case of one full helix or screw thread of cast iron,

which is attached either to a long iron bar or to a guy wire as

desired. In general the anchors are quickly and readily inserted in

the ground. Before making the tests the writer considerably un-

derrated the holding power of these anchors, and was much aston-

ished to find the magnitude of the resistance which they offered.

"During the tests, a slight movement of the anchor was always

obtained before the ma.ximum resistance was reached. After a

movement which varied from yi in. to 2 in. the resistance fell

off very rapidly. The holding power in clay was essentially greater

than that in sand when the averages of all cases are considered,

the resistance being from 15 to 20 per cent greater, but the range

of testing could not, on account of conditions, be extended so far.

"By comparison of the various results it was found that the

resistance of the anchors in sandy ground can be expressed very

closely by the formula R = 100 D H', in which R is the resistance

offered by the anchor, in pounds; D is the diameter of the hefix

of the anchor, in inches; H is the depth of the helix, in feet, from
the surface. The resistance for clay ground would probably be

20 per cent more.

"As an example: A lo-in. anchor should have a holding power,

in sandy ground, when 3 ft. deep of 100x10x9= 9,000 lb. This

was less than was found with an anchor of this size. In a similar

way, the 12-in. anchor, 4 ft. in the ground, should have a holding

power equal to 100x12x16=19,200 lb. In an actual test the

anchor in this condition resisted i8k(00 lb. This was about the

only case found when the holding power of the anchor was less

than would be given by the formula. For these reasons the for-

mula is believed to be a safe one, especially when it is considered

that the resisting power of the anchors will be increased after they

have remained sufficiently long for the ground to consolidate.

"Taking all in all, the test gave some valuable data as to the

holding of ground anchors, and indicated that great resistance can

\x secured by the use of simple helix form of anchors."

This formula, compiled by Professor Carpenter from tests made

four years ago, has been proved correct by actual practice in the

last four years' service.

A feature of the anchor which should specially interest railway

companies in large cities is the fact that they can be bored into

the ground under sidewalks, fences, barns and in lawns and places

where property owners will not allow digging and where it would

necessitate expensive work in digging up and replacing streets and

sidewalks. An instance of this kmd is illustrated by a photo-

graph in the display of Mtssrs. W. N. Matthews & Brother, show-

ing one of the 8-in. anchors bored under a sidewalk on the Unfon

Ave. line of the St. Louis Transit Co. In this case a saving of

about $25 in the cost of the anchorage was secured as there was

no expense for digging up the granitoid pavement and replacing it.

In the accompanying illustration the 8, 10 and 12-in. anchors arc

shown on the left side, while the 3^, 5 and 6-in. rod anchors are

on the right. The wrenches for their installation arc in the back-

ground and the rodless anchors arc shown on the shelf.

EXHIBIT OF ST. LOUIS CAR CO.

One of the most interesting exhibits at the great St. Louis Fair

is that of the St. Louis Car Co.

This exhibit shows the evolution of travel from the early days

down to the present time. Beginning with an old 'bus, which saw

service in the early Go's, every style of conveyance is shown winding

up with the handsome private coach the St. Louis Car Co. has

constructed for Mr. John I. Beggs, of Milwaukee.

Following the 'bus come an old and new horse car ; then the

first cable car, put in service on the Clay Street Line, San Fran-

cisco. This is followed by the first electric car built by the com-

pany for Topeka, in 1887. Next in line is the company's car for

export, of which over five hundred have been built for Argentine.

Two double-deckers are also shown, one representing the London

type and the other the style used in Dublin, Ireland. Among the

modern cars are the St. Louis Transit Co., Northwestern Elevated,

New York Underground, Oakland Transit, Pacific Electric and the

Beggs parlor cars.

There is also a display of the company's trucks, including the

following: No. 23-B heavy interurban, Hedley motor, interurban

and elevated No. 50, elevated, and No. 47, short wheel base city

truck.

In addition to these bronze trimmings of every description, as

turned out in the brass foundry, are shown to good advantage.

Seats, arc headlights and arc lamps for interior lighting are also

to be found among the exhibit.

This exhibit is a credit to the St. Louis Car Co., and will prove

both interesting and instructive to people in general and to street

railway men in particular.

HEYWOOD BROTHERS & WAKEFIELD CO.

The Heywood Brothers & Wakefield Co., of Wakefield, Mass.,

has an exhibit in connection with that of the Consolidated Car
Heating Co., and shows two very fine Wheeler seats, upholstered

in leather, with bronzed back bands and mahogany arm rests. These
seats are of the Wheeler slideover type, with pedestal bases and
automatic adjustable foot rests, and represent the finest thing

which it is possible to produce in the reversible car seat line. They
are of the size and construction adapted to use in interurban cars

or narrow gage railway coaches. The seats were lent to the Con-
.solidated Car Heating Co. to be shown in connection with its heat-

ers, an arrangement that is mutually advantageous, as these two
important parts of the equipment can be seen together.
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NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.

The National Electric Co., successor to the Christensen Engi-

neering Co., has a very complete and interesting exhibit located in

the Electricity Building. The exhibit covers 2,500 sq. ft. and occu-

pies almost the entire space in block No. 6.

The e.xhibit includes a Christensen motor-driven air brake equip-

ment in operation; also an equipment in process of construction.

There is also an instruction equipment, which is a duplicate of the

30° on a continuous run at full load, and 40" on a continuous run

of 45 per cent overload.
. « >» •

FOR AUTOMATICALLY STOPPING ENGINES.

The Consolidated Engine Stop Co., of New York City, is making

a demonstration at block 36, Machinery Hall, of its device for

stopping steam engines in cases of emergency. This device has

been described in previous issues of the "Street Railway Review.

AlK BRAKK EXHIBIT uK NATIONAL ELIiCTI

school equipments used by the large street railways for the instruc-

tion of their motormen.

All cars of the Intramural Railway operating through the Exposi-

tion grounds are equipped with the Christensen air brakes, and

visitors can observe the operation of the brake in actual service

when riding on these cars. In addition to the air-brake exhibit, a

number of direct and alternating current generators are shown at

the space. The generating plant at Machinery Hall includes a

1,500-kw. National alternator, which supplies a portion of the elec-

tric current for lighting and power purposes. This alternator is

direct connected to a 2,soo-h. p. Hamilton-Corliss vertical cross-

compound engine. The rate of output is 1,500 kw., 25 cycles, 6,600

volts, running at 83 r. p. m., and the power generated will be used

for various Exposition purposes.

Like all of this company's standard alternators, this machine is

of the revolving field type, with the armature stationary and -easily

accessible. The difficulty of properly insulating the armature coils

is eliminated, as the windings are not subject to any mechanical

strains. The revolving fields of large diameter give additional fly-

wheel effect to the engine.

The field is made up of cast steel in halves, which are bolted and

secured together by shrunk links. The rim of the wheel is in

channel cross section, to which the cast steel pole pieces are bolted.

Uminated pole shoes arc secured to the ends of the pole pieces

and serve to hold the field coils in position.

The frame is a circular cast iron housing, into which laminated

punchings with inwardly projecting teeth are assembled, for the

reception of the armature windings. The frame is divided hori-

zontally, the halves being firmly bolted and keyed together. Large

open spaces are provided in the sides of the frames, allowing a free

passage of air from the ventilating ducts in the core.

The armature core is built of laminated soft steel, annealed and

japanned before being assembled, and ventilating space blocks arc

inserted at suitable intervals. Cast iron collector rings and carbon

brushes arc used, allowing the machine to be operated with a mini

mum amount of attention and at the same time providing for a

heavy temporary overload. The net weight of this alternator is

155,000 lb. The efficiency between one-half load and one-quarter

overload ranges from 94.75 per cent to 955 per cent.

The rise in temperature in armature and magnets will not exceed

It consists of a small motor connected with the steam valve of the

engine by means of a belt or chain so that the valve can be instantly

closed by starting the small motor, which can be done by pressing a

push button located at any convenient point. The device also in-

cludes an automatic mechanism for closing the steam valve of the

engine after a predetermined speed has been reached.

-•-•

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS.

The elcclrical cxliiliit of the Baldwin Locomotive Works is made

in connection with tlic Westiiighouse exhibit in the Electricity

BALDWIN LOOIMOTIVW WUUK.S.

Building, where a space of 1,600 sq. ft. is devoted to Ihe display

of electric trucks built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works and

equipped with Westinghousc electrical machinery. This Khibit
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mcliules Iwo locomotives built for mine service, one of which

weighs 20,000 lb. .iiicl the other 30,000 lb., e.nch of which i» eiiiiippeil

with WcstiiiKhoiisc No. 79, soo-volt niotor;,. There is also ;i

jo,ooo-lb. locomotive for switching, which is e(|iiii>pct] with two

No. 75 motors at 220 volts.

«>

—

AI.I.ISCHAI.MERS-BULLOCK.

The .Mlis-Chalmers Co. is making three distinct groiijis of ex-

hibits at the exposition. One of these is located in the I'alace of

Mines and NtctalUirgy, .ind comprises a line of mining machinery

including ore crushers, separators, driers, etc. .\noiher is made

through the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co. in the I'alace of

Electricity. This exhibit comprises a general line of electrical ma-

chinery including electric railway apparatus, motors, controllers,

transformers, rotary converters, etc., and is fully described else-

where in this issue.

The third and by far the largest e.xhibit is in the c.-nter of Ma-

chinery Hall. The main feature of this is a 5.000-h. p. generating

unit consisting of an .Mlis-Chalmers combined vertical tnd hori-

zontal C. D. D. condensing engine direct connected to a Bullock

ALI.IS-CH.\LMERS-BULLOCK EXHIBIT.

electric generator. This unit supplies current for 120,000 incan-

descent electric lamps used for the decorative lighting of all the

principal Exposition buildings, the Cascades and lagoons, and the

grounds. The engine is the largest of its type ever Imilt and is

capable of developing 8,000 h. p.

Owing to its unusual size, the detailed dimensions are of interest.

Some of these are as follows: Height above floor, 39 ft. 2 in.; di-

ameter of fly-wheel, 25 ft.; weight of fly-wheel, 300,000 lb.; di-

ameter of shaft (hollow forged), 37 in.; weight of shaft, 61,000 lb ;

weight of crank, 32,000 lb. The revolving parts together weigh

514,400 lb.

The high pressure cylinder is 44 in. in diameter, the low pressure

cylinder is 94 in. in diameter, and the stroke is 60 in. The exhaust

pipe is 36 in. in diameter. The steam pressure is 150 lb.

The low pressure cylinder is vertical with side pipe construction.

The valves are in the heads, and arc double ported, the heads being

single ported. The high pressure cylinder is horizontal, the valves

being in the cylinder, and valves and cylinder are double ported.

The slide has a foot under it which rests on a heavy foundation

plate. The slide is bolted at the front or crank cud to the bed plate

.ind low pressure frame and the foot is bolted tn the foundation

plate.

The foundation plate is 23 ft. 3\i in. long. 3 ft. iVi in. wide and

12 in. deep, extending from under the bed plate (to which it is

fastened) to the end of foundation, supiwrting high pressure slide

and cylinder and the brackets for high pressure carrier arms and

regulator.

The main Iwariugs are 34 x (o in.. H & S type.

The outer bearings are 32 x 48 in., B & S type.

The valve gears of both cylinders are designed for long range

cul-ofi under control of the regulator. The steam valves of the high

pressure and low pressure cylinders are driven from one eccentric

and the exhaust valves of both cylinders arc driven from one eccen-

tric.

The regulator is the .Mlis-Chalmers extra heavy weighled type,

controlling both high and low pressure cylinders, c(|uippeil with an

electric synchronizer, hand synchronizer, hand lever for adjusting

cut-oflT in low pressure cylinder and bell rider safety stop.

The I?ullock generator is rated at 3,500 kw., and generates 6,600

volt, 25-cycle. three-phase current; the speed is 75 r. p. m. The

unit carries the full lighting load of 3,500 kw. The method of han-

dling this load, turning on the lights etc., will be found descrilied

elsewhere in this issue imder the hciding of "Power at the Fair."

The .Mlis-Chalmers Co. has reserved a wide space on Imth sides

of the big unit and lure will be found rocking chairs, tables, writ-

ing material, free messenger service, a matron who
will look after the convenience of lady visitors, and

a clerk who will care for all mail and telegrams

sent in the company's care. In other words the

company will exhibit a large hospitality as well

as a large engine. .Ml interested visitors arc cor-

dially invited to make this space their headquarters

for mail, telegrams, appointments and general con-

venience.

.Arrangements have been made for adding to the

exhibit a working e.xhibit of the Escher-Wyss turbo-

centrifugal high pressure pump, the rights for the

manufacture and control of which have been ac-

quired recently by the .Mlis-Chalmers Co. This

pump is practically in principle a steam turbine re-

versed in action, taking water in at what would be

(lie exhaust end of the steam turbine and gradually

accelerating its movements as the water passes

through the various sets of fixed and movable vanes

until it acquires exceedingly high velocity, the

water passing out at what would be the inlet end of

the steam turbine but which is the outlet end of tlu-

punip.

.At all the exhibits of the company a conspicuous

feature will be the new Allis-Chalmers trademark,

a design that cleverly eiuphasizes the fact that the

.Mlis-Chalmers is a power in dealing with all forms

of application of the four great powers, steam, gas,

water and electricity. The familiar Bullock shield

is also used to good effect in the exhibits.

The company is also planning to have in operation a new i.ooo-kw.

turbine-driven generator operating in connection with a Rateau type

steam turbine. This unit has been built to operate in parallel with

llic large 3,500-kw. .Mlis-Chalmers-Rullock unit at 6,600 volts, 25

cycle, three phase.

Machinery Mall, unlike the other buildings at the Exposition, is not

closed in the evening. It is open until 11 p. m. and visitors will

therefore have an opportunity to see this large unit at work on the

heavy lighting load. « »

THE PANT.\SOTE CO.

The display of Pantasotc is located in the Palace of Varied

Industries. The company has classified its goods in three sections

:

One shows the application of Pantasotc to water-proof clothing,

sporting goods, etc. ; the second is devoted to furniture upholstered

in Pantasotc and designed to illustrate the beautiful effects pro-

duced by the use of this material in house furnishings.

In the third section the application of Pantasotc to car curtains

and seats is brought to the attention of visitors by showing a sec-

tion of a Brill semi-convertible car fitted with Pantasotc curtains

and car seats and chairs covered with Pantasotc leather.

The company is distributing literature calling attention to the

good qualities of the Pantasotc fabric and incidentally giving some

good advice to young married people.
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BULLOCK ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO U. S. ELECTRIC SIGNAL.

The Bullock company lias space, 100 x 54 ft., in block .No. 15,

Electricity Building. In the center is an ornamental pavilion which

is neatly decorated and furnished and on the interior walls of which

are hanging framed photographs of interesting Bullock apparatus.

Among the special exhibits is a complete multiple voltage outfit, con-

sisting of various machine tools driven by Bullock motors controlled

by special multiple voltage controllers and a balancer. This outfit

shows the practical workings of the Bullock patented multiple volt-

age system, which provides a most successful means for controlling

the speed of motors driving machinery requiring variable speeds.

BULLOCK ELECTRIC M.\NLI-.\rTrRING CO.

.\ complete line of "Type N" motors, which arc specially adapted

for direct connection to machine tools, are also shown; also a

complete line of "Type B" motors, which are small motors used for

driving all sorts of machinery.

The company also has a number of alternators, ranging in capac-

ity from about 50 kw. to 350 kw., some of which are shown in

course of construction, illustra'ing the methods adopted by this

company.

Of special interest to electric railway men will be found a com-

plete railway sub-station in operation, comprising a 500-kw. rotary,

transformer and switchboard. The sub-station is designed to re-

ceive 6,600-volt, 25-cycle. ihrec-phase current, and changes this tn

550-600 volt direct current for railway purposes.

There will also lie found here a 200-kw. motor-generator set for

changing 60-cycle, 2,200-volt current to direct current suitable for

railway purposes.

The Bullock company is also showing a complete car equipment,

consisting of four so-h. p. Bullock motors, mounted on a truck, with

controllers and wiring complete—thus calling special attention to

the fact that the company is prepared to supply every requirement

for modern electric railway equipments.

/Vnother feature is a turbo-generator set, consisting of a 200-kw.

S7S-volt generator, direct connected to a Dc Laval sleam turbine.

The entire Bullock exhibit in Elcclricily Building is arranged as

a model test floor, necessary instruments, switchboards, and lest

lablci being provi.led. The Bullock company will also have a com-

pletely equipiK-rl car >,n the eleclric railway tesling tracks, near

Tran»iKirtalion Building.

Bullock apparatus will also U- found in conneclinn willi the Allis

Chalmers-Bullock exhibits in the Mines Building, and in Machinery

Hall, at de8cril)cd ehcwhcrc in this issue.

The exhibit of the United States Electric Signal Co., located in

the northeast corner of the Palace of Electricity, was complete

and in working order on the opening day. The company shows a

complete working block of its automatic electric signals as used on

single track electric railways.

The company has recently placed 011 the nuirkcl an improved form

of signal box in which especial attention has been given to insula-

tion and the prevention of short circuits. The box is almost com-

pletely lined with fibre.

The fuses are mounted on porcelain separated by partitions of

the same material. Porcelain resistance tubes are used in place of

enameled iron plates. In this new type of box all of the mechanism

is placed on one piece of slate under the dome and can easily be

removed in its entirety without disconnecting any wires or taking

the signal box from the pole. The semaphore disks have been

enlarged and as in the former type arc removable from the box.

The new trolley switcli shown is of an entirely new type, de-

pending for its operation upon the lifting of the trolley wire by

the trolley wheel as a car passes. On this switch there is nothing

whatever for the trolley wheel to come in contact with so the ob-

jections which many engineers have had to placing a moving "flop-

pcr" in the trolley circuit arc fully overcome, while at the same

lime the speed of the cars is not limited in operating the switch.

ST. LOUIS CAR WHEELS.

'i he St. Louis Car Wheel Co., of St. Louis, has a l.irge exhiliit of

wheels, showing wheels loose on stands in upright position, and

wheels on axles, which embrace all styles of chilled cast

iron wheels used for steam railroad service, as well as the

St. Louis Car Wheel Go's, improved sptike "Twentieth Cen-

tury" street car wheel. None of the wheels have been

polished or painted in any manner, the intention being to show

them in their original state after coming from the foundry. Each

wheel being vertical and supported in a manner to afford easy

access for careful examination, will give opportunity for those

most interested to examine the chill and quality of the metal, as

well as the mechanical form of the designs. Tlie street car wheels on

axles arc shown in two forms of equipment. Those for intcrurban

electric railroading weigh 550 lb. each and were designed especially

for such service on the lines of the MBlwaukee Electric Railway &

Light Co. The lighter weight wheels arc such as are furnished for

city street car service. A double-jilate car wheel is also shown

with a section cut out to show the doptli and quality of the chill,

and to give means of making a miiuile inspection of the quality

HT. LOUIS I'.Mi VVIIKEl. CO,

of the iron. The display is a joint exhibit n( the St. Louis Car

Wheel Co., St. Louis; the Decatur Car Wheel & Manufacturing Co.,

liirmingham, Ala., and the Atlanta Car VVh. .1 H; Manufacturing Co.,

Atlanta, (ia. The exhibit is locain! in I i,insp,,rl;.li..ii Building,

aisle C. post 17.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC EXHIBIT.

The space of the Western Electric Co. is block No. 17, located near

the southwestern corner of the Electricity Building. This space

contains 5.764 sq. ft., having a frontage on the main aisle of 88 ft.

and a depth of 65 ft. Immediately adjoining on the south is the

space of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

In the center of the Western Electric Co's. space a motor gen-

erator equipment has been installed, consisting of two L-S, loo-kw.

frames, the motor side taking current at 500 volts and the generator

side delivering current at 220 volts. This unit operates in con-

junction with a is-kw. compensator, permitting the use of iio-volt

current.

The center space also contains two switchboards, one for con-

trolling the operation of the apparatus receiving current from the

motor generator. This board contains all the necessary switches,

circuit breakers, ammeters, etc. The other board is for display

purposes only and on it is located a line of knife switches, circuit

breakers, voltmeter switches and kindred apparatus.

In the extreme northeast corner of the space a small machine shop

has been installed where are exhibited in actual operation some

of the modern machine tools driven by Western Electric motors

on the three-wire multi-voltage system. There is also shown

High tension insulators, fro'3 the K. E. Thomas & Sons Co., of

East Liveriwol, O.

Insulating material, from the Eleclrose Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Among other specialties will be noticed fenders from the Hip-

wood-Barrett Car & Wheel Fender Co., automatic lime switches

from Ballou-Hutchins Electric Co.; "Sunbeam" incandescent lamps;

and small batteries from Gladstone Battery Co.

CENTRAL UNION BRASS CO.

WESTEHX ELEC'liaiJ CO.

in this space a line of new emery grinding machines brought out

by the Western Electric Co. West of the machine shop are ex-

hibited a few of the company's type "L" direct-connected and belt-

driven generators; also a number of Cornish "Cycle" engines direct

connected to Western Electric generators, these sets being for marine

use especially. In the northwest corner of the space is shown a

line of power motors arranged in the form of a pyramid, the smallest

ones at the top.

In the southwest corner of the space is shown a series alternating

arc light equipment, consisting of a full line of transformers, regu-

lators and switchboards. Opposite this, in the e.xtreme southeast

corner, are exhibited ornamental arc lamps from which are sus-

pended the various types of arc lamps made by the company. In

this corner are also a number of sewing m.ichinc motors in actual

operation. Fan motors and ceiling fans have been distributed

throughout the space, suspended from overhead.

A number of display boards containing supplies made by various

leading supply houses, for which the Western Electric Co. is agent,

are also shown. These include the following;

A large board of fuses, and one of boxes, as made by the D. & W.
Fuse Co., of Providence, R. I.

Brass sockets, cluster balls and other electric fixtures from The
Dale Co., of New York.

Metal shades, street hood reflectors, mirror reflectors, etc., from

the Tea Tray Co., of Newark, N. J.

Special porcelain insulators, brackets and cleats, from the Fletcher

Manufacturing Co., of Dayton, O.

If it is made of brass or iron the Central Union Brass Co. has

it or can make it. This company, whose foundries and shops occupy

nearly a city block at iith and Mullanphy Sts., St. Louis, has one

of the largest and best equipped brass and iron foundries in the

middle West, and is making a specialty of electric and steam rail-

way supplies. Its line includes about everything in the way of

brass or iron castings, but its particular forte is car trimmings.

For over 23 years it has been supplying car trimmings to the lead-

ing car building companies and electric railway companies who
build their own cars, and in this time, as can be imagined, the

company has accumulated a rare stock of patterns and is therefore

prepared to turn out trimmings of any conceivable style.

In recent years the company has broadened its scope and now
handles a full line of supplies which include motor

bearings, journal bearings, mica and mica bond,

commutator bars, line material and insulating mate-

rial. Its stock of overhead material for city and

interurban electric railways is particularly complete

and includes several specialties of new design. The
Central Union Brass Co. supplied a large part of

the line material for the Intramural Ry. at the St.

Louis Exposition. It has also filled several large

orders for brass and iron castings of special designs

for the St. Louis Exposition Co., including the com-

plicated brass parts for the new coin-in-the-slot

turnstiles used at the various Exposition entrances,

by which a 50-cent piece is deposited directly in the

turnstile, thus doing away with the sale of admis-

sion tickets. When the coin is dropped into this

machine, the turnstile is automatically released to

admit the visitor, and at the same time an electrical

attachment records the coin and also gives visible

indication of the record in the oflicc of the depart-

ment of admissions.

The Central Union Brass Co. was established in

1881 by Mr. George Kingsland. The officers now
are: President, George Kingsland; vice-president,

Abe Cook ; secretary, F. L. Bouquet. Mr. Cook

was formerly secretary of the Laclede Car Co. and is therefore

thoroughly familiar with the requirements of car builders in the car

trimmings line.

The company is now bringmg out a 1,000-page catalog which is

said to be the most complete catalog ever published on car trim-

mings and railway supplies. The company will be glad to send

this catalog to any electric or steam railway man upon application

to the Central Union Brass Co., nth and Mullanphy Sts., St.

Louis, Mo.

Among the many specialties of the Central Union Brass Co. may
be mentioned the ratchet brake handle, which is particularly recom-

mended on account of its few parts and general simplicity. This

brake handle is made of bronze metal, highly polished, and has

but six different parts. All parts are accurately fitted to standard

gages and consequently are thoroughly interchangeable. It can

be adjusted to, or removed from, the brake shaft with facility.

The handle is furnished complete with steel stub end ready for

welding to the brake shaft.

CAMP CONDUITS.

The II. B. Camp Co., of New York and Chicago, maker of vitri-

fied clay conduits for electric wires, is located in the court of Elec-

tricity Building where is shown a section of a complete installation

of underground conduit system, built under the H. B, Camp patents.

The exhibit will be found interesting to all engineers who have to

do with underground wiring of any kind.
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CROCKER-WHEELER APPARATUS IN THE INTRAMURAL
POWER PLANT

All of the power for operating the Intranniral Ry. is supplied

from seven units located in Machinery Hall and having a combined

CROCKER-WHEELER GENERATOR. MURRAY IRON W(
ENGINE.

generating capacity of 3,500 kw. The electrical generating equip-

ment was all furnished by the Crocker-Wheeler Co., of Ampere,

N. J., each unit being a standard Crocker-Wheeler railway type

generator direct connected to the prime mover.

There is one unit of 900 kw. capacity, running at 100 r. p. m.

and driven by a Buckeye cross-compound steam engine. A Coo-

kn. generator running at 85 r. p. m. is driven by a Lane & Bodley

horizontal cross-compound 20 and 40 .\ 54-in. engine. Three units

are of 500 kw. capacity each, one with a speed of 100 r. p. m. is

driven by a 26 x 48-in. single cylinder rolling-mill type of

Corliss engine, manufactured by, the Murray Iron Works, the other

two being driven by Brown-Corliss vertical cross-compound engines

at a speed of 135 r. p. m. The si.xth unit is of 400 kw. capacity,

runs at 150 r. p. m. and is driven by a Harrisburg horizontal tan-

dem compound 15 and 40;/ x 26-in. engine. The last generating

unit in the series is driven by a Doble water wheel made by the

Abner Doble Co. of San Francisco, the water pressure being fur-

nished by a Jeansvillc Iron Works pump. The unit is of 100 kw.

capacity and runs at 700 r. p. m.

It will be noticed that the six steam driven units include a

variety of types of engines; two are of horizontal cross-compound

form, two vertical cross-compounds, one horizontal tandem com-

pound, and another of large single cylinder. The design of the

Crocker-Wheeler generators adapts them equally well to these

widely varying types of engines.

With the exception of the differences in size and in details of

proportion, the several generators are the same. The cast-iron

magnet frame is of the internally flanged type, which gives a

maximum magnetic reluctance and a maximum strength. The field

coils arc made up in three or four sections which arc "mummified,"

that is, individually wrapped, taped and insulated, and separated

from one another by small wooden blocks to improve the heat

radiating qualities. To allow the removal or replacing of the coils

the pole shoes are detachable. The armature is of the iron clad

type, consisting of a toothed core of laminated mild steel in the

slots of which windings are protected by wooden wedges fitting in

notches near the tips of the teeth. Very careful attention is given

to the insulation, the formed conductors being bound and varnished

and the slots lined with heavy insulation.

The commutators arc constructed of high grade drawn copper

with ample surfaces to carry current without undue heating and

to give a targe radiating capacity. Each brush rigging consists of

a rocker-ring held by brackets bolted to the field frame, which in

turn supports brush-holder arms with independent brushes on each.

The brush-holders arc of the parallel movement type characteristic

of the Crocker-Wheeler apparatus. On each one four sets of

laminated copper strips carry the current and control the move-

ment of the brush from or towards the commutator, always main-

taining the same angle with its surface. This causes the brushes to

wear away evenly, and as they become shorter allows them to be

extended and clamped in a new position without altering the

surface of contact. The brush pressure is regulated by a helical

spring which does not carry current and hence is

less inclined to heat and vary its tension. When de-

sired, the brushes may be lifted from the commuta-

tor and held away from it by a half turn of the ad-

justing screw. This is a feature that is especially

useful when it is expedient to test individual brush

resistances, or certain w indings for grounds. To com-

pensate for any inequalities among the magnetic cir-

cuits or to secure the position of sparkless commuta-

tion the brush-holder arms may be shifted inde-

pendently. When the various circuits are in equilib-

rium, the entire rocker ring may be revolved, by the

hand wheel, sufficiently to give a further adjustment.

The use of both steam and water as prime movers

of these generators of virtually uniform type estab-

lishes a valuable comparison between the two

methods.

Besides the generators which the Crockcr-Whceler

Co., of Ampere, N. ]., has in the Intranniral Power

Plant at the World's Fair, the model printing office

in the Administration Building is equipped with

Crocker-Wheeler motors, and a large number of this

company's motors arc also in operation in the

exliihits of machine tools.

ATLAS RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

The space reserved by the Atlas Railway Supply Co. contains a

full line of samples, consisting of "compromise" or "step joints,"

for steam and street railways; insulated joints; straight joints for

T and girder rails; chairs; Iiracos and tic plates. Also Atlas primer

ATI.AS RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

aii<l .'Xtlas surfacer for use on cars and engines of both steam and

street railways.

The company is located in aisle C, post -'8, I raiisiiorlation Build-

ing, and is represented at dilTerent times by different inemhers of

the company.

K. W. BLISS CO., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

This company's exiiibit in Machinery Hall is devoted chielly to

metal working machines. In connection with these, however, it

has a line of gears and pinions which will be of interest to electric

railway men.
-»

STOW FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO.

The Stow Flexible Shaft Co. has a working exhibit in lilock 28,

aisle F, Electricity Building, showing the a|iplii-.ilioii of cleclric

control to flexible shaft driving.
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WHEEL GRINDING BR.\KE SHOES.

Thf Wlii-cl Triiiiig Brake Shoe Co., of Dclri>il, Mich., iiitikcr of

the well-kniiwii wheel Kriiiding br.ikc .shoe, ha* an altr,nctive e.xhiliit

at space 117. Electricity RtiiUIiiiK, in conjunction with the Wcsco

Supply exhibit, the company shows shoes of various sizes, and

designs adapted for different uses. Sonic are designed for remov-

ing llats from chilled iron wheels of electric cars, some are for

dressing down flattened wheels of locomotive driver wheels, and

others are especially designed for dressing down tread worn or

grooved tires of locomotive drivers.

The company reports that husincss is steadily increasing in tin-

electric field, and a large trade is being secured among the steam

trade. The exhibit is in charge of a representative, who will be

pleased to greet old friends of the brake shoe, and to explain its

merits to those who are not familiar with it.

»

»

WESTERN WHEELED SCR.M'EK CO.

The Western Wheeled Scraper Co., of .\urora, HI., has two large

exhibits, one in Lilwral Arts Building and one in Transportation

Building. The space in Liberal .Xrts Building is devoted to working

models of road graders, wlicel scrapers, wagon loatiers, dump wag-

ons, and, in fact, a full line of machinery, vehicles and apparatus for

handling earth and dirt under all conditions of road buililing, ex-

WKSTKHN WHl-.Kl.Kl' .^. U-\il.K LM.

cavating work, trenching, electric and steam railroad roadbed

work, etc.

In Transportation Building is a still larger exhibit of various

kinds of dump cars and wagons which this company makes fqr

earth-handling purposes, but especially for track and roadbed work.

The accompanying illustration shows a ten-yard center dump car

made by this company. The doors are hung by angle iron hinges

and arc operated by means of two chains fastened to each door.

These chains pass through sheaves at the side of the car and are

wound around a roller at the end of the car. The doors are oper-

ated by means of a worm gearing in connection with the clutch.

By throwing the clutch the doors drop and the load is discharged

iunnediatcly. When the load is to be distributed while the car is

in motion the width of the opening may be regulated by the worm

gear and the load discharged at any rate desired. The trucks arc

of standard freight-car pattern, and wheels of any desired tread

and flange can be furnished. These cars are specially adapted for

ballasting purposes or for filling in trestles, hauling cinders, coal,

gravel, crushed stone, etc.

THE PHOTOSCOPE CO.

Headquarters for the "Photoscope" are in Liberal .Arts Building,

where machines are shown in operation to demonstrate their work-

ings. As readers of the "Review" know, the "Photoscope" is a

nickcl-in-the-slot machine that automatically takes photographs as

fast as persons can get into position in front of it, and delivers a

perfect photo, neatly framed and finished, in less than a minute.

The "Photoscope" works continuously, the developing and printing

going on within the machine while it keeps on taking new pictures

This is believed to be one of the biggest money-m.nking nickel-in-

the-slot machines ever built, and should prove a valuable attraction

for electric railway parks.

.\t the iKK.th of the Photoscope Co., in Liberal Arts Building,

one of the machines is anchored in a glass case, with all the mech-

anism exposed to view, so that the workings may be understood

readily.

The company also has joo machines distributed around the

grounds, where they will Ik- operated for profit.

The company's permanent head<iuarlers are at I3<i<> Broadway,

New York City.

ELECI RIC STORAGE BAT lERlES.

Ihe Eieciric Storage Battery Co. has built in the Palace of

Electricity a "model battery house and regulating railway battery."

The battery is complete in every detail and is shown operating on

variable loads in connection with special booster and switchl)oard.

The load is an artificial one, secured by means of a bank of lamps

and the starting up of a loo-kw. Ijooster, giving a sudden throw

varying from 150 to 300 amperes, the fluctuations all fnlling on the

battery, thus giving con<litions similar 10 actual railw.iy operation.

The switchlxjanl shown in the company's space consists of the fol-

lowing standard switchboard panels

;

Panels controlling operation of model battery and booster.

Battery and booster panels for regulating railway power house

load.

Battery and iMJoster panels for regulating combined lighting and

power load.

Standard railway feeder panels.

Edison 3-wirc panel for three buses. This panel

controls the operation of three end-cell switches,

which are shown in actual operation. These switches

are motor driven and electrically indicated.

The loo-kw. railway booster is shown in opera-

lion under conditions similar to those encountered

in regular railway work.

Of different types of "Chloride .Accumulators"

there arc shown three type H-16 cells for central sta-

tion service with discharge capacity of 4.800 amperes

for one hour. .\lso six type G-77 "Chloride .Ac-

cumulators" with capacity of 3,000 amperes for one

hour. Of this latter type 584 cells have recently

been installed on the system of the St. Louis Transit

Co. i'here are also exhibited single cells of various

types as manufactured by the Electric Storage Battery Co., in-

cluding automobile cells of the "Exide'' type. A panel board of

cell parts illustrate in detail the plates and construction of various

types of exide and chloride cells.

The most conspicuous feature of this company's exhibit is a huge

map of the United States, measuring 30 by 45 ft., showing by means

of colored jewels the location of various railway Edison and isolated

battery plants installed by the Electric Storage Battery Co.

•-
.AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE & EOLNURV CO.

A comprehensive collection of steel castings is displayed by the

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co., of Mahwah, N. J., in aisle

E, post 54, the samples having been selected with a view of indi-

cating the wide variety and high standard of castings turned out

by this company. Realizing the different conditions under which

steel castings are used making varying degrees of hardness neces-

sary if best results are to l>e secured, this company divides its

output into three classes, as follows

:

Dynamo Steel, in which the carbon and manganese are brought

to the lowest point possible. The uniformity of its composition

renders this grade of steel unsurpassed for dynamo and motor field

frames, pole-pieces, etc.

Machinery Steel, which is soft and easily machined, though tough

and strong, suitable for parts of locomotives, cars, mining ma-

chinery, stump machinery, automobiles; also gears, pinions, sprock-

ets, levers, links, cams, flanges, grease-cups, etc.

High Carbon Steel, castings being made from this grade of steel

being readily tempered in oil or water. Used in such castings as

wrenches, hammers, picks, plow-points, die-blocks, etc.

The American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co. is showing in' this

same connection a large variety of the brake shoes which it makes

for steam and electric railway service.
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STEPHENSON EXPOSITION CAR OF 1904.

The John Stephenson Co., Elizabeth, N. J., is exhibiting on one

of the main aisles of the Transportation Building a high-speed car

of the interurban character. There has been no attempt made af

fancy work or elaborate finish in the construction of this car, and

only standard woods and plain bronze trimmings have been used.

The object of the construction has been to produce a car capable

of running at the highest rate of speed with entire safety for

express or regular service.

The general dimensions of the bo<ly are as follows : The length

and from the car. The body is divided into three compartments,

smoker, passenger and private. The smoking compartment is fin-

ished in cherry and has leather upholstered vis-a-vis seats. The
passenger compartment is finished in quartered oak and has the

usual rattan upholstered slide-over seats. The private compartment

is finished in mahogany and is equipped with six plush-covered

revolving chairs. The total seating capacity of the car is 52.

.\s the car is for high-speed interurban service where extra long

runs are to be made, with only infrequent stops, the company has

designed a special form of truck for high-speed work. These

trucks have six wliecls each, or u wheels to the car. which tlie

JOHN STEPHENSON CO.

over corner posts, 46 ft. : the length of the bumpers, 57 ft. ; total

length, 61 ft. 6 in. ; width over sheathing, 8 ft. 9 in. ; height from

tx)ttom of sill to top of roof, 9 ft. 8 in. The framing is very rigid

and is exceptionally well braced and trussed to withstand the

severe strains experienced in high-speed service.

The floor framing consists of .six sills, the four center sills being

6-in. I beams with wood fillers extending the whole length of the

car. The side sills are double and made of yellow pine, with steel

plate between them. The cross bars are of malleable iron, each

carrying two tie rods, and are so arranged that electric or air brake

apparatus may be readily suspended therefrom. On top of these

bars are laid li-in. transitc boards. The floor is laid on top of this

and securely fastened to side and center sill fillers. All the wood

fillers are covered with transitc boards, reducing the possibility

of burning to a minimum and producing a frame that will not be

•lisagreeably resonant. The bottom frame is equipped with built-in

double bt'Ktcrs baviuir steel routers, nil parts lieing machine fitte'!.

company believes are absolutely necessary for very high speed,

for the reason that with a six-wheel truck defects in the road bed

will not be noticed, whereas a four-wheel truck will register them.

These trucks are built heavier than the ordinary six-wheel railway

trucks on account of the weight of the motors they carry. The side

frames are made of I beams with solid steel fillers, all of which are

milled and machine fitted. The wheels are 36 in. in diameter with

steel tires and M. C. B. standard treads and flanges. The flanges are

(imittcd on the center wheels so as to enable the trucks to take

60 ft. curves. The axles are 6j^ in. in diameter with journals

S'Axg in. All of the castings on these trucks are either malleable

iron or steel, the only gray iron being the brake shoes. The truck

bolster is of special construction and is exceptionally rigid. The

weight of the trucks is 19,000 lli. ami tlie lntal weight of the car

is ,59 tons.

IlHINEBOILERS.

The main working exhibit of the Heine Safety Boiler Co., of St.

I.Duis, is in the Steam, Gas and Fuels Building, and consists of eight

400-h. p. boilers of the single shell type, set in four batteries of two

boilers each. These boilers are provided with Green traveling chain

grates and induced draft apparatus. In addition to these boilers the

company has two 210-I1. p. boilers of the single shell type in the

fuel testing plant of the United States Geological Survey, located in

the outside Mining F.xhibit.

Three Heine 250-h. p. boilers of the double shell type are used to

operate the Ferris wheel and are located in the power house which

supplies power for that attraction.

Besides these operative exhibits the company has in the north-

west corner of Machinery Building a still exhibit, wherein are

exhibited typical parts of boilers illustrating constructive features

;

also numerous samples of tested material illustrating the quality

of the materials used. A portion of this space is fitted up as an

office and is provided with comfortable furniture and current tech-

nical periodicals, of all r.f which visiting engineers are cordi.-illy

invited lo make use.

JOll.V STKI'IIE.VSO.N CO. I'.KIIJl.KIIK.M STFFL.

Care has been taken to make the bolsters perfectly rigid. The king

pin is 3 in. in diameter and the center plate exceptionally heavy.

The total weight of the bottom frame is 20,ocx) lb.

The vestibules or platforms accommodate one or two operators

and are not designed to carry passengers. The vestibules taper

towards the end* of the car so as to present the least resistance to

the air when traveling at high speed ; although the vestibules are

rather small, there is sufficient room for the motorman to operate

his car and at the same lime allow free passage for passengers to

The llctblclH-ui Steel Co., of South liellilchcm, I'a., has a "proc-

ess" exhibit in Palace of Mines and Metallurgy. The equipment,

methods and processes in the manufacture of iron and steel in

ingots, billets, bars and plates arc represented by working models,

drawings and photographs. The products in commercial form are

also shown in still exhibits, and these include typical oulpvMs of

the Bethlehem iron and steel foundries.

Of special interest is a large hollow forged sleel shaft made
after this company's well-known processes.
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THE MINIATURE RAILWAY AT THE FAIR. GALENA OILS.

Of all the many attractions on the Pike, none are more popular

or well patronized than the Cagncy miniature railways, which have

been installed along several sections of the Pike and in other parts

of the grounds by the Miniature Railroad Co., of 407 Broadway,
New York City.

This outfit of miniature steam locomotives and cars is the largest

and most complete display of these little midgets ever shown at

any exposition, and although entered as one of the money-making
attractions of the fair, they in themselves constitute an exceedingly

interesting and noteworthy exhibit of accuracy and perfectness in

mechanical design and construction. The little locomotives

—

although the top of the smokestack rises no higher than a man's

knee—are just as complete in every detail as the "Twcniicth Cen-

tury" Baldwin locomotive shown at the head of the finest Pullman
train in the world in the nearby Palace of Transportation. As
examples of energy-capacity confined within very narrow limits,

ihcse miniature locomotives arc none the less remarkable. Less

than 5 ft. long and 2 ft. from rail to top of smokestack, each loco-

motive is capable of exerting ii'/j h. p. continuously, and will haul

The Galena-Signal Oil Co., of Franklin, Pa., is keeping open

house in its booth near the main eastern entrance to Transportation

Building. The booth has been richly fitted up as a reception and

reading room and a royal welcome awaits every steam and street

railway man, or anyone interested in the subject of lubrication.

The management of the Galena-Signal Oil Co. has made a thor-

ough study of the problem of railw.iy lubrication, from a scientific

as well as from a practical standpoint and at the present time is

supplying under contract g7'/i per cent of the total steam railroad

mileage of the United States and Canada.

In view of the fact that the mileage of thq street railways, trolley

lines and inlerurban railways of the country is constantly increas-

ing, and that much iif the equipment of these roads is very similar

in size, weight and service to that of steam railroads, and con-

.ilantly approaching closer to the standard of the latter, the Galena-

Signal Oil Co. has decided to enter into contracts with electric rail-

way companies similar to those for some time in use with steam

railroads for furnishing lubricating oils. The Galena-Signal Oil Co.

has therefore established and efficiently organized a street railway

.m.MAl I Hh, H.w

24 adults or 36 children in a train of three cars, at a speed of six to

eight miles and hour. The locomotives use steam which is kept

at 100 lb. pressure, and burn real coal, which is carried in a minia-

ture tender behind the miniature engine.

The Miniature Railroad Co. has 24 complete trains on the Fair

Grounds, and has built about 8 miles of miniature track. Each train

consists of a locomotive and three cars, capable of carrying 24

adults or 36 children. The tracks arc built of T-rail weighing 12

lb. to the yard and laid on miniature wooden ties. Three miles of

the track is 15-in. gage, and 5 miles is 22-in. gage. The locomotives

for the smaller gage are rated at 8K' b- P- each, and those for the

22-in. gage at I2j4 h. p.

Visitors to the fair who arc interested in parks or pleasure resorts

of .any kind, and who are looking for practical ideas in the line

of profitable attractions, will do well to watch this little railway

outfit on any pleasant afternoon. Judging from the demands for

tickets over this unique and novel "route" the miniature steam rail-

road train presents a good example of "much in little"—much

energy in little space, and also "much" receipts in little lime.

*-•

WESTON INSTRUMENTS.

The display of the Weston Electrical Instrument Co. is housed

in an artistically decorated booth in the Palace of Electricity, and

consists of cases containing samples of the many varieties of elec-

trical measuring instruments made by this company. The standard

portable instruments include direct reading voltmeters, millivolt-

meters, vollammeters, ammeters, milammeters, ohmmeters, ground

detectors, and circuit testers for all kinds and conditions of work.

On the walls of the booth arc shown a full line of station instru-

ments including Weston station instruments. Van Vleck edgewise

system, made by the Weston Electrical Instrument Co.

trolley and interurban railway department, and will give the same

careful attention to the lubrication of the equipment of this class

of consumers as has been for a long time given to that of the

steam railroads. The Galena-Signal Oil Co. has no doubt that it

will be able to accomplish for its new patrons the same gratifying

results which it has for so many years uniformly brought about

under similar physical conditions.

The Galena-Signal Oil Co. is now prepared to enter into contracts

with any electric railway companies to supply all the lubricating

oils needed for power houses, repair shops, and rolling stock, fur-

nishing under written guarantee the best quality of oils that it is

possible to manufacture for this special kind of use. It will also,

if desired, send its mechanical experts to confer with the heads of

the mechanical departments of electric railways and to supervise

the use of its oils in order to bring about the most efficient service

at the lowest possible cost. If the management of any street rail-

way or electric transportation line desires to receive a proposition

or to take up the question of lubricating its equipment and power

plants a communication addressed to the home office of the Galena-

Signal Oil Company, of Franklin, Pa., will receive prompt considera-

tion.

MICA INSULATOR CO., NEW YORK CITY.

This company's well-known mica specialty, which is sold under

the name of "Micanite," has been made a part of the exhibit of

the state of North Carolina in the Palace of Mines and Metallurgy.

The display has been arranged with the idea of bringing out

prominently the extent to which mica enters into the science of elec-

trical insulation and the display forcibly impresses the observer

with the fact that mica has come to be almost as essential to the

electrical industry as copper. The samples of "Micanite" placed on

view cover all forms of the company's manufacture.
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CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC HEATERS. BUDA FOUNDRY & MANUFACTURING CO.. CHICAGO.

The Consolidated Car Heating Co., of Albany, N. Y., has in-

stalled a very complete and attractive exhibit in the Transportation

Building. The electric heating display is claimed to be by far

the largest similar exhibit at the Fair, and includes a large number

of the standard and special types of electric car heaters, which this

company has developed. Among others may be mentioned samples

of the special designs furnished for the entire equipment of the

Manhattan Elevated Railway Co. and the Interborough Rapid

Transit Co. of New York.

Several styles of cross seat heaters are shown, the heating ele-

ments being identical, but the cases being so constructed as to be

directly attached to any of the various cross seats now on the market.

A panel carrying a large variety of switches for car heating service

is displayed and shows the various designs which have been devel-

oped and are now manufactured by the Consolidated Car Heat-

ing Co.

Another division of the exhibit shows a complete line of steam

car heating apparatus, with full-size models of various styles of

equipments, having the special devices in sections so that they

may be examined readily.

The company also exhibits a complete equipment of the McElroy

automatic axle lighting system in operation. The conditions of

actual service in regard to change of speed, etc., are reproduced

as far as possible, and the operation of the system shows the excel-

lent results which have been achieved by several years of tests of

equipments in operation on the road.

The Consolidated company's representatives will be pleased to

meet their many friends during the Fair and to have them avail

themselves of any comfort which their booth may afford.

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

This company has space in Electricity Building and is showing its

regular stock of lamp clusters, sub-bases, etc., for electric car light-

ing, illustrating different modes of distributing light by flat shades

and independent shades. Benjamin clusters are used in the cars of

the St. Louis Transit Co., Interborough Rapid Transit Co., of New
York City, Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., the electric roads at Los

Angeles, Cal., the Boston Elevated, and other important electric rail-

way systems throughout the country.

The lamp clusters, as made by this company, have no sockets to

break down, and no soldered connections, there being nothing to get

out of order, and at the same time they cost less than the old-

fashioned styles of lamp clusters. The Benjamin Electric Manu-

facturing Co. has offices in Chicago and New York.

PAWLING & HARNISCHFEGER CRANE.

A four-motor, 30-ton electric crane furnished by Pawling &
Harnischfcgcr spans one of the great bays of Electricity Building.

The crancway has a span of 57 ft. 5I/2 in. A 20-h. p., 220-volt

motor gives a horizontal speed of 250 ft. per minute, and an 8-h. p.

motor gives a trolley transverse speed of 150 ft.

The main hoist is equipped with a 30-h. p. motor, having a speed

of 23 ft., and the auxiliary hoist with a is-h. p. motor, and has a

travel of from 30 to 90 ft. per minute. The company also has cranes

in Machinery Mall.

TROY LAUNDRY MACHINERY CO.

This company makes laundry machinery of all kinds, and also

makes machines for cleaning oil and grease from cotton waste.

The company has laundry machines working in the American Inn

on the Fair grounds, and in the Indian Building. Mr. E. R. Bar-

rett, representative for the company, spends considerable of his

time in St. Louis, and will be glad to meet anyone interested in

laundry machinery, or cotton waste cleaning machinery.

PAIGE IRON WORKS, CHICAGO.

This company is making a fine showing of frogs and switches

(or steam and electric railways in connection with the Buda Foun-

dry & Manufacturing Co. in Transportation Building.

The exhibit of the Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Co. is located

in the Transportation Building, directly opposite the historical ex-

hibit of the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. The company is showing sev-

eral of its standard devices together with the various new features

added during the last few months, the principal lines being as fol-

lows: Improved pressed steel wheel hand car; various sizes and

BUDA FOUNDRY & MACHINE WORKS.-P.\IGK IRON WORKS.

styles of pressed steel wheels; Buda oscillating cattle guard; safety

pneumatic crossing gates; rail benders; a large variety of track

drills; track jacks; gages, levels and general track tools and ma-

terial.

ELLIOT FROG & SWITCH CO.

This company has on view in aisle C, post 11, Transportation

Building, special switch and frog material of entirely new design,

which includes the following pieces

:

Three-throw switch with Ha.'ty stand; "Eureka" spring rail frog,

anchor block pattern; switch stand, with semaphore target; split

switch, wedge adjustable pattern ; "Eureka" spring frog, plate pat-

tern ; high main line ladder stand; swing rail frog for yards; auto-

matic parallel target ground throw; various attachments for

KM.IOTT KH(l(J & KWri'c'll CO.

switches; high main line switch stand; "Eureka" spring frog, anchor

block pattern; threc-lhrow stand for slip switch crossings and

ihree-throw split switches; stiff frng, bolted pallc-rn, solid wcliU-d

filling; and stiff frog, steel clamp pattern.

The plant of the Elliot Frog & Switch Co. is in Fast St. Louis,

111., just over the river from St. Louis, Mb.

The American Monorail Co., Baltimore, Md., has a car equi|)|jiil

for its monorail system of electric traction on outside space east of

Transportation Building near the electric railway lest (rack.
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McGUlRE-CUMMlNGS MANUFACTURING CO.

The cxhiliil o( the McGuire-Cuinniings ManufactiiriiiK Co. is lo-

cated in the Transportation Building and is quite extensive, con-

sisting o( one each of the following pieces of apparatus:

No. 35 double truck for extra heavy duty and high speed

service. This truck is proiK-rly called by the company its "Klcciric

Locomotive Truck." The principal features are a solid steel frame

supported at cich journal box by four coil springs and an M. C. B
swinging bolster.

No. 39A high speed intcrurban truck. This also has a solid steel

frame and swinging holster. Although the wheel l>asc is shorl,

the brakes in this design are inside hung.

"Solid Steel Columbian" truck, which is the well known single

truck built by this company and of which over 7,000 are now in

use under cars in city service.

The "Royal Flush" fcmler, which is the type adopted by the

Chicago Union Traction Co. to meet the requirements of the Chi-

cago fender ordinance, and has been widely used on other roads

also.

The McGuire "Heavy" snow sweeper. This machine is designated

"heavy" because of the ease with which it disposes of heavy snow

falls. As shown in the accompanying illustration, this is equipped

with brooms at each end which cover a space 18 in. greater than

water under air pressure, where it is always ready for service.

The motor compressors are automatically regulated and may be set

to any designed reservoir pressure up to yo lb. per siguare inch.

Another convenient use for apparatus of this kind is in car-clean-

ing, a small hose being attached lo the air reservoir on the sprinkler

and a natteneil nozzle provided.

KF.LLOGG TELEPIIONFS.

McGUIRE-CUMMINGS .MA.NlFAi 'TL HI.Ni

the width of the track, and also with steel wings for icvelling tlic

snow outside of the sweep of the brooms. The brooms used arc

set at an angle of 45° with the track and lift the snow to one side.

The high rotary speed attained anr' air currents thus produced

permit the brooms to be carried high and yet to thoroughly clean

the rail, a point which saves wear on the brooms and enables drifts

to be cut through rapidly.

Four thousand gallon double trnck piievunatic sprinkling car.

This car has a steel tank with an air reservoir, motor-compressor,

four adjustable sprinkling heads, track nozzles, fire extinguishing

appliances and hose for car cleaning. This sprinkler is a most

cfTective piece of apparatus and is particularly advantageous where

street railway companies can make arrangements with the municipal-

ity or property owners for sprinkling the entire street instead of

confining their sprinkler service to the tracks only. A number

of roads have provided this equipment and taken contracts for

street sprinkling and received from this an income which shows

substantial profit.

Champion switch stand, one of the well-known specialties of the

company.

The McGuire-Cummings "Clinch" grain door, a steam railroad

specialty.

.\ point in connection with its pneumatic sprinklers to which

the company directs special attention is that the sprinkler is avail-

able for (ire protection at car barns. An outlet for the attachment

of a fire hose is provided on the sprinkling car. and when not in

service the sprinkler can be kept in the barn with a full load of

The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., of Chicago, has installed

in Klectricity Building a complete operating telephone central sta-

liim for the Kinloch Telephone Co., the independent telephone sys-

tem of St. Louis. In connection with this central station the Kel-

logg company is showing a full line of its telephone instruments

and supplies, including the types suitable for telephone systems in

connection with electric railway operation.

For the adaptation of the telephone to railway dispatching, etc.,

the Kellogg harmonic four-party system is especially recommended,

as it gives a method of selective calling that lends itself readily to

the requirements arising in electric railway dispatching and oper-

ating. In this system advantage is taken of the fact that every

reed has a natural period or rate of vibration and can be made to

lake up this vibration by applying to it a succession of compara-

tively small impulses of force oc-

curring in the same period as that

of the reed. The same amount of

energy applied at a rate differing

materially from the period of the

reed will not cause it to take up

its full swing. It remained then

to design a ringer having a reed

or armature which would be acted

upon by electromagnetic impulses

due to ringing current passing

through tlie ringer coils an<l

thereby made to take up its full

swing when the impulses were of a

frequency corresponding to the

natural period of vibration of the

armature. Four different reeds

were designed and given different

rates of vibration by putting at

their ends metal balls of different

sizes which were to serve also as

tappers, striking the gong direct.

A ringing machine was provided

ri. giving ringing current of four dif-

ferent fri(|uencies; also a suitable

ringing key for throwing any one of the four frequencies out on the

line. The four instruments were bridged across the line each with

a condenser in series. Then when current of a given frequency is im-
pressed on the line the armature having the proper period of vibra-

tion takes up its swing, striking its tapper against the gong, while

the reeds at the other three stations will not be affected.

This is the .system installed on the Intranniral Ry. for general

operating purposes.

I'llH CURTAIN SUPPLY CO.. CHICAGO.

This company has no exhibit of its own at the St. Louis Fair. It

has, however, supplied curtains and fixtures for a large number of

cars that are being used for exhibit purposes; in fact, almost all

the electric cars in Transportation Building have the Curtain Supply

fixtures. This gives excellent opportunity, therefore, for examining

the various types of curtain fixtures for different styles of cars.

The fixtures of this company also form part of the equipment of

all the Intramural Railway cars, as built for the World's Fair by the

St. Louis Car Co.

The Curtain Supply Co. states that it is prepared to furnish on

short notice curtains and curtain fixtures of any required style and

type for all kinds and descriptions of city, suburban, and interurban

cars, and that it is now selling its specialties in some form or other

to practically every electric railway company and car builder in this

country.
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HOLOPHANE GLASS. M.-\LTBY LUMBF.R CO.

An artistic booth in block 25. aisles F, G and Y, Electricity

Building, gives a practical conception of the soft and even lighting

effects produced by the use of Holopliane glass globes and re-

flectors. Holophane glass is a special glass that diffuses the light,

and when applied to incandescent lamps gives an effect entirely

different from any other form of globe on the market. Holo-

phane glass globes are coming into extensive use for electric car

interior lighting.

This company will have no booth of its own at the Fair, but it

has furnished a large number of photographs to the Michigan

Commission on Forest Products. These show the handling of the

cedar pole and tie business in the woods and at the concentrating

yards, something which very few cedar companies are able to

exhibit.

EDISON'S HISTORICAL EXHIBIT.

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER.

The Internationa! Register Co., of Chicago, has its exhibits in

Transportation Building, aisle C. post 30. It is showing the standard

THE INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.

International single R-7 and standard double R-5 registers which

record s-cent fares and transfers separately on the same register,

illustrating the way cars may be equipped with either a rod or cord

ringing device. The company also shows the New Haven fare

registers square and round, single, double and triple; also two

large boards of bronze fittings for rod and cord fixtures and a

case of employes' badges and conductors' punches.

Under the auspices of the Associated Edison Illuminating Cos.

there are bdng shown in the Palace of Electricity a collection of

models, photographs and drawings representing the work of Thomas

A. Edison in the field of electrical research. Of primary interest

is the original electric locomotive and car built by

Edison, and first operated at Menlo Park, N. J.,

May 13, 1880. Diagrams on the side of the loco-

motive show the electrical connections for this fore-

runner of the modern electric railway motor car.

The initial arrangement comprised ping resistance

boxes in series with the armature for controlling

the power and speed of the motor, but this arrange-

ment was shortly replaced by a series coil wound

upon the lower leg of tire magnet or top of the

shunt field magnet winding, the controlling and re-

versing switch being in the armature circuit.

There is also shown the first Edison "Jumbo"

^tcaiu dynamo—the prototype of all direct con-

nected steam driven electric generators. The first

JumI)o" was exhibited at Paris in October, 1881.

IWcnty-fonr others were commercially installed in

London, New York. Milan and Santiago.

The collection of Edisonia also includes photo-

graphs of Edison's home, his laboratory, his early

factory, the first electric locomotive and cars, the

iir,st photograph ever taken by electric lamps, and

interior views of early Edison electric lighting sta-

tions. A stand of photographs contributed by the

Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Brooklyn, one of the largest

electric lighting and power companies in the world, illustrates

features of this company's equipment and indicates some interesting

phases of its business. The collection iiu-ludes some views of Coney

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.

This company in conjunction with the McRoy Clay Works has

an exhibit in Section J immediately adjoining the northwest entrance

of the Electricity Building. The exhibit shows a cross-section of

an actual conduit consisting of 72 ducts with a manhole at either

end, one manhole being complete with a cover, the other being

open. A trench 7 ft. deep and 5 '<• wide extends the entire length

of this conduit, enabling close inspection of the method of laying

conduits, including the wrapping, concrete base and top, and the

general construction of the manholes, showing hangers, pipes to

poles, etc. At one end in the manhole is shown a capstan rigged

up for drawing in cables and connected to a cable which is mounted

on a reel at the other manhole; the cable being drawn through the

ducts and part of the ducts being split so as to show the method

of fastening cables to rope, etc. From the manholes, cables go to

distributing poles, showing the method of distribution to aerial

cables for telephone, electric light and street railway work with

various terminals used to protect the ends of the cable in such work.

The McRoy Clay Works shows piles of clay as it is dug from the

ground and the various processes through which the material goes

to produce the finished duct. The Standard Underground Cable Co.

ihown samples in handsome cases of all the various cables and ap-

pliances made by it. An examination of this system will show, in

very complete detail, the method of installing conduits and drawing

cables into completed conduit*.

EDISON |.:i,KI"rRlC LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR, IS80.

Island, .spc.i.illy Liimii P.-iiI< al nielli, sliowiiin llui artistic character

ot Ibe lavish ilhimiiiatinii Mipplinl In this f;mi..ns resort by the

UiiMiklyn Ivlison Co.

Ill connection with the lidisoii disiilay is a lolkclloii of drawings

illustrating features of the Commonwealth I'Mison Station at Chi-

cago, whiih contains several 5(Xxi Kw. turbo alUnialors.
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THE CRANE CO., CHICAGO.

The Crane Co. is making two larRC exhibits at the Exposition.

One of these, at the west end o( aisle H, Transportation Building,

is made up exchisively of valves and fittings for steam locomotives

The company's main exhibit, however, is in block 26, Machinery

Hall. This display is made up of articles selected from the 10,000

or more distinct articles which the Crane Co. makes for steam, gas,

and water engineering work. These include : Brass, iron and ferro-

steel valves and cocks; cast iron, malleable iron and ferro-steel

fittings ; pipe bends and special flanged connections for all pur-

poses and pressures; pop safety valves for stationary, locomotive

and marine boilers, and water relief valves for nil pressures.

The samples of pipe bends which arc worked into the artistic

CRANE CO.

design of the booth illustrate forcibly the difficult work that the

company is prepared to undertake in this line. The bends include

20 and 24-in. pipe bent to a lO-ft. radius without signs of wrinkling

or injury to the surface of the pipe. The valves and 6ttings are

shown for medium, heavy, and extra heavy pressures.

The Crane Co. has a 30-in. atmospheric relief valve and a 24-in.

motor operated valve on the big Allis-Chalmcrs unit in Machinery

Hall which supplies the power for the decorative lighting of the

Exposition grounds.
*-—

WESCO SUPPLY CO., ST. LOUIS.

The Wcsco Supply Co., in addition to a regular line of electrical

apparatus and supplies used by all electric railway companies, has a

railway department within its space, which is located in block 8,

Electricity Building. This department contains exhibits of special

railway stulT made by houses for which the VVesco Supply Co. is

agent. These include the following:

Electric Railway Equipment Co., iron lighting and trolley poles,

from which arc suspended Adams-Bagnall arc lamps; these poles

and lamps making a very attractive railing around the space.

Locke Insulator Manufacturing Co. of Victor, N. Y., samples of

porcelain and glass insulators. These are displayed in various

sizes from the smallest to insulators capable of withstanding 120,-

000 volts and over, indicating that the Locke company is prepared

to make insulators for every condition of high tension transmission

work that it is possible to conceive.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Co., of New York, full line of "No-

ark" fuses, blocks, and fuse-boxes.

Globe Electric Manufacturing Co., of Cleveland, O., arc head-

lights for city, suburban, and interurban electric railways. The

Globe arc headlight is a complete automatic self-adjusting focusablc

arc headlight designed to burn with a clear, steady light on rail-

way circuits and is adjustable to from 2 to s amperes. The rheo-

stat is of small size, 6 in. round and 10 in. long. The headlights

are fitted either with multiplex or with parabolic reflectors.

Marshall-Sanders Co., Boston, incandescent lighting sockets,

switches, cut-outs, etc.

Diamond Meter Co., Peoria, HI., recording wattmeters.

Wheel Truing Itrakc >hoe Co, iHirou, Midi, grinding brake

shoes for truing car wheels.

Triumph Electric Co., Cincinnati, O., motors and apparatus for

electrically driven direct connected machine tools.

W. N. Matthews & Bro., St. Louis, Stombaugh guy anchors.

Peerless lamps.

WESCO SUPPLY CO.

.Mr. Charles Scudder, jr., manager of the Wesco Street Railway

and Mining Department, will devote considerable of his time to

interested electric railway men who visit St. Louis, and Mr. L.

Milton Zapp will be in direct charge of the exhibit.

WHARTON EXHIBIT.

Wm. Wharton, jr., & Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., has a display

of switches and frogs on aisle C, Transportation Building. The
samples shown include: Cast welded "Combination Rails," for unit-

ing track laid with diflferent sections of rails by casting steel around

the joint; frog and mate of solid manganese steel casting for T-rail

track on electric railways; improved tongue switch, manganese steel

center construction, with Dunham spring throw attachment, for elec-

tric railways ; tongue switch, mate and frog, unbroken main line

construction for electric railways; worn out frog, demonstrating that

manganese steel will outlast adjoining rails, the specimen exhibited

having had 1,600,000 electric cars pass over it, the rails being com-

pletely worn out while the manganese steel center is still in fair

condition, .^t the back of the space are shown specimens of special

\VM. WHARTON. JK. & CO., INC.

work for street railways, these including street railway crossing

with manganese steel center construction; crossing of street rail-

way over steam railroad; curved T-rail cast solidly of manganese

steel; crossing of three-rail type, street railway over steam railroad.

Samples of manganese steel arc displayed bent into various forms
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showing its great toughness combined with its extreme hardness.

Photographs of Wharton special work adorn the exhibit and a map
of the United States indicates some of the many places where Whar-
ton work is used.

The exhibit is in charge of Mr. .Vrthur S. Partridge, who will

be pleased to receive callers or answer communications addressed to

him at his office, 421 Olive St., St. Louis.

GEST SUBWAY WORK.

BROWN-CORLISS ENGINES.

The Brown-Corliss Engine Co., of Corliss, Wis., has supplied

the engines for two of the generating units for the Intramural Ry.

plant in Machinerv- Hall. These are two 750-h. p. vertical cross-

RROWN-roRI.lSS ENGINE CO.

compound Brown-Corliss engines, 18 and 36 in. by 36 in., direct

connected to Crocker-Wheeler generators. The engines are of the

company's standard type for railway work, with double eccentrics

and guaranteed to work with continuous cut-off as late as 15-16 of

the stroke. The units operate at 138 r. p. m., steam being supplied

to the engines at about 150 h. p. Steam is taken from tlie Exposi-

tion boiler plant in the Steam, Gas and Fuels Building.

The Brown-Corliss Engine Co. is making a specialty of engines

for electric railway work and is prepared to build heavy duty and

girder frame corliss engines in all sizes for this particular service.

WYCKOFF PIPE & CREOSOTING CO., OF ST.AMFOKD
CONN.

A demonstration of the decay-resisting properties of timber

treated with the WyckofT process of crcsoting is made in the court

of Electricity Building. This company is dealer in creosoted wood,

conduits for underground wires and cables, cross-arms, poles, tics,

paving blocks, etc. The process used is the dead oil or coal tar

process, and to show the efficacy of the treatment samples of

wooden conduit for underground wires are exhibited that have

been buried in ground in Philadelphia for 15 years. The conduit

shows no signs of decay.

Samples of electric railway cross-tics arc shown treated by the

Wyckoff preserving process and for which it is claimed that they

will not rot in any soil.

•-•-•

WHEELER CONDENSERS.

The Wheeler Condenser & Engineering Co., of New York, fur-

nished a surface condenser of the Admiralty type with pump com-

plete for a portion of the Intrammal Ry. power plant in Machinery

Hall. 'I his condenser also takes care of the exhaust steam from

a Greenwald 6oo-h. p. cross-compound engine, which is direct con-

nected to a 400-kw., 2SO-volt direct-current generator.

G. M. Gest, of New York and Cincinnati, expert subway contractor,

is showing a sample section of subway construction in the court of

Electricity Building. The section shows a manhole, method of

bringing conduits into the manhole and method of supporting cables

around the walls.

—•-
CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINTS.

The Continuous Rail Joint Co. of .Xmcrica, whose headquarters

are at Newark, N. J., is making a more elaborate display of its

products than it has at any previous exposition or convention. The
company's space is near the center of Transporta-

tion Building and here are shown samples of "Con-

tinuous" joints as applied to a wide variety of rail

sections, including T-rails from 30 lb. up to 100 lb.,

and girder sections from s^ '" 'o 9 in. in height.

A portion of the exhibit that will be of particular

interest to practical track engineers is a collection

of samples demonstrating how every type of accepted

rail bond on the market can be applied with the

"Continuous" joint. Among these is a sample illus-

trating an entirely new form of bonding that has

just been placed on the market by this company

for use with its joints. With this form of bonding

a strip of copper 1-16 in. thick and i in. wide is

placed on each side of the rail between the flange

and the base of the fish plate and running the entire

length of the plate. The under side of each (ish

plate is milled out to receive the copper plate, and

by special machinery the bearing surfaces, both on

the fish plates and on the rail flange, are planed to

a bright surface in order to give good electrical

contact.

Another new specialty is a cross-insulated joint

for use wherever an insulated rail joint is required,

in this a sheet of fiber is placed under the rail flange

and extends the full length of the fish plates. For

insulating the sides of the rail a sheet of fiber is in-

serted between the rail and one of the plates for half the length of

the plate, or up to the end of one rail, and is then continued 011 Ihc

opposite side of the rail from the end of the second rail to the

end of the fish plate. The insulation between the ends of the two

rails known as the end post is also of fiber. It will be noted that by

placing the insulating material for half the length of the joint on

CONTINUOUS RAir. .1 AMERICA.

opposite sides that an actual metal bearing is secured equivalent to

one-half the length of the joint, thus not only economizing in insu-

lating material, but also securing greater mechanical strength.

The Continuous Rail Joint Co. is also exhibiting for I he first time

samples of products from its English factory.

Another novelty is a sample of rail recently developed by this
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company for the New York Central, illustrating a method whereby,

by adding a lip or tram to existing T rail, all the advantage^ of a

grooved girder rail can be secured. This is designed for use where

steam r.nilroad companies or intcrurban electric railway companies

are required to lay girder rails in city streets.

*'*
.AMERICAN FROG & SWITCH CO.

This company's space occupies i.ooo sq. ft., located between posts

13 and 14, in aisle C, Transportation Building.

Here there arc on exhibit three different styles of the company's

split switches, from a light rail switch up to the latest design of a

ing chair. These trains form a very attractive exhibit and are

constantly crowded with sight-seers, and the Scarritt car seats

form not the least interesting feature of the furnishing and the

attractiveness of the interiors of these famous trains.

.\n attendant invites all visitors to the Scarritt Car Seat Works,

which arc located at No, 1800 N. Main, St. Louis. They are also

cordially invited to visit the offices of the company, southeast cor-

ner Broadway and Locu.st Sts., St. Louis.

A railroad man prominent in Pennsylvania railroad affairs, after

a visit to these works, remarked: "I would count on your scats

every time. You are not fixed for turning out bad work." This

well characterized the product of the factory, the company's motto

SECTION SHOWING Cl'FF AND HOLD
ING DOWN ARM

SECTION OF SI'KING AND HOl'SINO.
SIDE VIEW OF ANTI-CREEPER.

SPRING SWITCH. AMERICAN FROG & SWITCH CO.

rc-enforccd split switch with adjustable head bars. .Mso two dif-

ferent styles of spring frogs, one known as the "Dcs. l" standard

and the other the "Des. 18" hinged wing rail frog. The com-

pany also shows three rigid frogs and six diflfercnt types of switch

stands, from the plain ground throw to the high ladder stand with

connecting rods. All of this material is of that class which this

company has been furnishing to interurban and suburban electric

railways throughout the country.

SCARRITT CAR SEAT WORKS.

One of the most interesting features of the World's Fair is the

Transportation Palace. Fronting the central doorway on the east,

will be found the exhibit of the Scarritt Car Seat Works showing

the various patterns of car seats for street, intramural and steam

coaches as well as for railroad stations. The accompanying cut

SCARRITT CAR SEAT WORKS.

shows the exhibit pavilion. Immediately in the rear of this pavilion

is the Pullman Exposition train. The Scarritt car seats are used

in this train and form a part of the Pullman exhibit. Probably

the Scarritt car seats are shown to better advantage in this

train than in the Scarritt pavilion. Alongside of the Pullman

train is found the exhibition train of the Missouri Pacific

Railroad. Two coaches arc equipped with the Scarritt high

back car seat and the chair car with the Scarritt twin reclin-

being "Good Work." The factory is modern, equipped with every

improved machine and process, and none but expert labor is em-

ployed in each department. The works have set as their aim, the

highest standard of excellence and the Scarritt Car Seats are sold

and stand solely on their merits.

We learn from the officers of the company that there are over

20,000 Scarritt car seats in use on the electric cars in St. Louis

and its suburbs, and visitors to the Fair will appreciate their com-

fort of riding in the St. Louis street cars.

GOULD STORAGE BATTERY CO.

The Gould Storage Battery Co. has space in Electricity Building,

Section 16, where it is showing various adaptations of storage Bat-

teries to engineering work.

The central feature of the exhibit is a battery of 60 Gould

accumulators of the type known as "O" No. 515. This will be

shown doing work under conditions that will demonstrate the wide

range of its applications in both central station and electric railway

work. By means of an induction motor coupled to a double gen-

erator or rotary converter in connection with a booster set various

conditions can lie artificially produced. For instance, by using the

induction motor to drive the generator as a direct-current generator,

charging the batteries in connection with the booster set will he

represented a direct-current power house operating with a regulat-

ing battery in connection with a booster; also when the induction

motor is disconnected to operate the rotary representing an ordi

nary rotary sub-station in connection with battery and booster.

Other combinations are created to demonstrate the possibilities in

close regulation of which the battery is capable under the most

severe conditions. A unipolar generator and two "U" type cells

having from 3,000 to 5,000 ampere capacity are also installed to

work in connection with the battery and motor-generator set for

the same purpose.

.\ group of four cells are shown, one of them being the large cell,

exhibited at the Pan-American Exposition and which has a dis-

charge capacity of 27,000 ampere hours at a 2.000-amperc discharge

rate.

Clonbrock steam boilers form part of the equipment in the Steam,

Gas and Fuels Building.

Warren steam pumps as made by the Warren Steam Pump Co.,

of Warren, Mass., form part of the exhibitors' power plant in

Steam, Gas and Fuels Building.
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BUCKEYE ENGINE CO.. SALEM. O.

The exhibit of this company consists of a 1,500-h. p. cross com-

pound engine directly connected to a 950-kw. Crocker-Wheeler gen-

erator. This engine has 26'<-in. high pressure cylinder. 50-in. low

BUCKEYE ENGINES. INTRAMURAL RAILWAY POWER PL.\NT.

pressure cylinder and 48-in. stroke and operates at 100 r. p. m. It

is of Ihe heavy duty type, such as the company builds in large

powers, for electric railway service. It is located at block 45. Palace

of Machinery, near the main entrance to building. This engine is

part of the power plant for operating the Intramural Railway and is

the largest of the units for this Intramural plant.

AULTM.AN & TAYLOR MACHINERY CO.

The exhibit of the Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co. comprises

ao "Cahall" horizontal water-tube boilers and three "Cahall" verti-

cal boilers, all of which are equipped with the company's chain grate

stokers. Of the 20 horizontal tubular boilers eight are 508 h. p.

is equipped with an independent induced draft apparatus and the

coal is fed to the stoker hoppers from storage tanks by the con-

veyor system.

The three vertical "Cahall" boilers are of 250 h. p. each, and are

also equipped with the company's chain grate stoker. Each of these

boilers has an independent stack and is operated

with natural draft. The entire boiler exhibit com-

prises a total capacity of 10,038 h. p., and all of the

boilers are in operation and are developing about

12.000 boiler horse power. This plant is said to be

the largest boiler exhibit ever made, and it consti-

tutes about 60 per cent of the entire exhibitors'

boiler plant at the Exposition. The high-pressure

boilers are used for operating the steam turbines

located in the Machinery Building. All these boil-

ers and stokers are located in the central portion

of the Steam, Gas and Fuels Building, which is

directly west of the Machinery Building,

In addition to the working exhibit the .\ultman &
Taylor Machinery Co. has a large still exhibit situated

in block 53, in the northwest corner of the Ma-

chinery Building. This exhibit consists of one 125-

h. p. horizontal water-tube boiler equipped with the

company's superheater and chain grate stoker, and

the boiler is bricked up on one side only, leaving

the other side exposed so that the entire system

can be examined. There is also one cross drum

type horizontal water-tube boiler of loo-b. p. ca-

pacity, and also one loo-h. p. "Cahall" vertical water-

tube boiler, the two latter being bricked up in the manner just

described, so that the interior can be easily examined,

being bricked up in the manner just described, .so that the interior

can be easily examined.

This exhibit is an attractive one, as it permits of a thorough

study of the different types and the travel of the gases can he

easily followed. In addition these tuU-size boilers, all of the differ-

ent parts are shown separately. The company has a pleasant office

fitted up on this space, and cordially invites the trade generally to

make use of the facilities of this office while visiting the Fair.

WILSON ROLLING DOORS AND SHUTTERS.

The Jas. G. Wilson Manufacturing Co., of New York City,

maker of fireproof doors and shutters, has an exhibit in Trans-

portation Building that will appeal to those engaged in building

or using car houses, freight sheds, storage buildings, round houses,

etc.

On its space on aisle F.. post 50, the company has installed sev-

mi

JAS.Q.WlLsbNMFGCO

"CAHALL" BOILERS,

capacity, built to carry 250 lb. steam pressure ; four are 508 h. p.

capacity, built for 175 lb. steam pressure, and eight of 400 h. p.

capacity carry 175 lb. of steam. Each of these groups of boilers

WILSON Rdl.r.lNfi DOORS.

eral types of steel and wooden doors and shutters for all sorts of

conditions. The samples include: Corrugated, double-edge, self-

coiling steel shutter; sliding swing door; "Inlerlonping" corru-

gated rolling steel shutter, and "Salamander" fireproof rolling

shutter.
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EDWARDS WINDOW FIX I URK.S.

Visitors who are intercstrd in the subject of improved car win-

dow fixtures will have an opportunity of seeing the latest products

of the O. M. Edwards Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., as this company's

window fixtures were selected for the handsome Missouri Pacific

train exhibit on one of the tracks in the Palace of Transportation.

The ease with which these windows can be raised and lowered is in

marked contrast to the old-fashioned way of "calling the guard and

everybody lift" when a window was to be raised.

The O. M. Edwards Co. makes a complete line of car window
and curtain fixtures for city and intcrurban electric railway cars.

heating for steam railroad trains, and of the Edison storage bat-

tery for train lighting which system it controls for this applica-

tion. The company's representatives on the grounds will be pleased

to receive its many friends and patrons, both in the steam and in

the electric railway fields.

THE RAILWAY APPLIANCES CO.

WALWORTH MANUFACTURING CO., BOSTON.

The Walworth exhibit is in block 27, Machinery Hall, where the

company has a full line of its gate valves and numerous other

specialties. The attention of electric railway engineers is par-

ticularly directed to this company's work for high pressure plants.

Of prominent interest is the "Walnianco" pipe joint which is a

llanged-over joint made without threads or rivets and guaranteed

to he .ibsolutely tight under 250 lb. working steam pressure.

The Railway Appliances Co., of Chicago, successors to the Q. & C.

Co., has space in aisle E, post 49, Transportation Building. The
company is showing "Stanwood" treads for locomotives in the

exhibit of the American Locomotive Works on the Vandalia Line

engine No. 200. The company's vestibule diaphragms arc shown on

the cars of the Missouri Pacific R. R., in connection with the exhibit

of the American Car & Foundry Co.

The representative of the Railway Appliances Co., in St. Louis,

is the Adreon Co., Security Building.

THE WEBER RAILWAY JOINT MANUFACTURING CO.

WAI.-WoH-ril .MA.\TK.\CTriil.\'i; I'D.

The Walworth plant is especially fitted for doing heavy pipe

bending work in all sizes from 2^4 in. to 24 in., and the company

has supplied many prominent steam plants with heavy pipe bends,

the best steam engineering practice now calling for long bends

in place of elbows in piping design as the bends reduce friction.

eliminate joints and better provide for expansion and contraction.

The company's products include all designs of valves for steam

power work, long sweep flanged and screwed fittings, engine and

boiler trimmings and an unusually complete line of tools for steam

engineering construction and repair work.

The company is also showing a track drill for drilling holes in

rails which has the commendable feature that it does not require

to be disconnected from the rail in order to permit a car to pass

over the point on which the men are working.

•-.-»

CHRISTENSEN AIR COMPRESSORS.

One of the most attractive and interesting exhibits in the Trans-

portation Building is that of the Weber Railway Joint Manufacturing

Co. This company is showing various styles of

joints manufactured by it, and also some very inter-

esting pictures showing their joints in track. Among
the samples of joints shown arc step joints joining

lOO-lb. A. S. C. E. and various smaller sections of

rail, as used by the Pennsylvania R. R.. also step

joints joining 80-lb. and 70-lb. rails, of the style used

by the Chicago & Alton R. R., and the standard

insulated joint of this company, which is used in

connection with electric track circuit. Of the dif-

ferent styles of standard joints shown, probably the

most interesting is that which is a sample of the

ones now being placed in the subway of the Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Co., of New York City.

These joints are 24 in. long, fitting loo-lb. A. S.

C. E. rail, and are laid on all of the express tracks

in the subway tunnel.

In addition to the views on different railroads

where Weber joints arc being used in track, the company also

shows some very interesting prints giving details of the joints, and

a large si/c picture of the medal awarded it for first premiums at

the Paris Exposition.

The exhibit of the company, while not as large as some others,

is very attractive, and will undoubtedly be a meeting place of a large

number 01 railroad officials who visit the Exposition.

STANDARD BRAKE SHOE CO.

M\ those interested in the subject of compressed air for com-

mercial purposes will have an opportunity of examining the construc-

tion, and viewing the practical working of the air compressors made

by N. A. Christensen, of Chicago. This house has furnished com-

pressors for use in connection with several cxliibits on the Fair

grounds, namely, those of the Standard Railway Equipment Co.,

of St. Louis ; the Pneumatic Signal Co., of Chicago, and the Weber
Gas & Gasoline Engine Co.. of Kansas City.

GOLD CAR HEATERS.

The Standard Brake Shoe Co., with offices in the Railway Ex-

change Bldg., Chicago, is now placing on the market a line of

iteel back brake shoes. For steam roads, it makes steel back car and

driver shoes of special mixture, plain or with insets as desired,

and with or without reinforced lugs. For electric and street rail-

ways the steel back designs have reinforced lugs, with insets, plain

or filled bearing face, as desired. In the filled shoe the pocket is

corrugated besides having ordinary draft, thus ensuring the filling

being securely held.

The company's manufacturing plant is equipped with the most

improved machinery. The two cupolas have independent Sturtevant

fans driven by electric motors ; motor-driven cranes serve the shops

;

in the filling room is a 2S-ton hydraulic press for filling composition

shoes; and throughout the plant the same completeness is found.

The oflRcers of the company are : President, C. M. Hewitt, Chi-

cago; vice-president and secretary, William Boydston, Chicago; su-

perintendent and treasurer, C. T. Wright, Aurora. 111.

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., of New York, whose

exhibits are always of interest to electric railway men, is making

a fine display of panel and cross-seat electric heaters in Trans-

portation Building, aisle E, post 61. The heaters are in practical

application and are shown in connection with the company's latest

regulating switches.

The Gold company is also making a display of its systems of

WEINLAND TUBE CLEANERS.

The Lagunda Manufacturing Co, of Springfield. Ohio, has an

exhibit in the Steam. Fuel and Gas Building, where has been placed

an installation of Wcinland boiler tube cleaners which will afford

an excellent opportunity for engineers to examine these devices and

also to see them in operation on the boilers.
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RODGER BALLAST CARS.

Constructing engineers will find dump and ballast cars of the

Rodger Ballast Car Co., Chicago, in Transportation Building. The
tj-pes shoHTi are as follows

:

Hart convertible ballast car, class C. S. ; length 36 ft. ; capacity

80,000 lb. ; weight 37,300 lb.

Hart convertible ballast car, class F. H. ; length 34 ft. ; width 9

ft. 8 in. ; height 2 ft. 3J4 in. ; weight 30,400 lb. ; capacity 60,000 lb.

;

working limit, 66,000 lb.

Hart convertible ballast car, class C. S. ; length 39 ft. ; weight

48,200 lb. ; capacity 100,000 lb.

DEARBORN DRUG AND CHEMICAL WORKS.

This company a.s an exhibit supplied its feed-water treatment for

about 4,000 h. p. of the .\ultman & Taylor boilers, .^fter analyzing

the water the company made the vegetable treatment to suit the

conditions as found by the analyses. The treatment will keep the

boilers free from scale, prevent pitting, corrosion, priming, or

foaming. The compound is fed from the dissolving tank through

a sight-feed lubricator to the suction pipe of pumps supplying the

boiler. Feeding in this manner insures the feed pipes and con-

nections from scaling or pitting, so they are taken care of as well

as boilers.

»—9'

The National Car Wheel Co. has an e.xhibit of car wheels in

Transportation Building.

Stewart-Hartshorn Co., of East Newark, N. J., shows window

shade rollers in Palace of Varied Industries.

L. C. Chase & Co., of Boston, Mass., have a beautiful display of

mohair plush in Department of Manufactures.

The Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co., of Boston, Mass., has a

line of its steam appliances on view in block 27, aisle 5. Machinery

Hall.

The Alberger Condenser Co., of New York, provided the baro-

metric condenser for the 3,500-h. p. Allis-Chalmers-BuUock generating

unit in Machinery Hall.

A complete system of signals for steam and electric railways

has been installed on the electric railway test track by the Pneu-

matic Signal Co., of New York.

The fireproof filing cases, safes, office fixtures and appliances

made by the Art Metal Construction Co., of Jamestown, N. Y., are

shown in Palace of Varied Industries.

A full line of the well-known recording instruments for elec-

tricity made by the Bristol Co., of Watcrbury, Conn., will be found

in block 36, aisles G and E, Electricity Building.

Steam and oil separators as made by the Direct Separator Co.,

of Syracuse, N. Y., arc working in the power plant in Machinery

Hall. The company's headquarters are in block 52, aisle 11.

The three massive motor-operated pumps that deliver the 90,000

gallons of water per minute flowing over the splendid central Cas-

cades were furnished by Henry R. Worthinglon, Inc., of New York

City.

The Pennsylvania Steel Co. announces that it has not made a

special exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition, but that it has the

finest exhibit it has ever made at the new Terminal Station at St.

Louis.

Heaters and steam and oil separators have been supplied by the

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, of Philadelphia, for the Exhibitors'

Power Plant in Machinery Hall and in the .Steam, Gas and Fuels

Building.

In the court of Electricity Building can be seen a model indus-

trial railway installed by the C. W. Hunt Co., of West New Brigh-

ton, New York. On this is operated a Hunt storage battery electric

locomotive.

Engineers interested in track work will find a switch and frog

of novel construction on aisle C of Transportation Building. This

is a design recently developed by the Conghlin-Sanford Switch Co.,

of New York.

A method of constructing concrete steel railway ties reinforced

with old, worn out steel rails is the invention of Mr. C. Buhrcr,

of Sandusky. O. Sample ties will be found on aisle C, post 6,

Transportation Building.

The Power Specialty Co., of New York City, furnished the large

fans used in connection with the cooling towers put in by Westing-

house, Church, Kerr & Co., as part of the Westinghouse working

exhibit in Machinery Hall.

The Babcock & Wilcox Co., of New York City, states that it has

not made an entry of Babcock & Wilcox boilers as an exhibit at

the exposition, but B. & W. boilers are in use in connection with

the Westinghouse exhibit of working units.

The Ajax Metal Co., of Philadelphia, has an artistic booth in

Tran.sportation Building, aisle E, post 50, where will be found

samples of the Ajax trolley wheels and bushings, for which the

company's motto is, "They stand at the head."

The Electrical Controller & Supply Co., of Cleveland, has an

interesting exhibit in Section 5 of the Electricity Building. Mr.

John McGeorge, of McGeorge & Sons, engineers. Citizens Build-

ing, Cleveland, is vice-president of this company.

W. E. Baker & Co., of New York, were engineers for the Scioto

Valley Traction Co., one of whose cars is shown in Transportation

Building in connection with exhibit of American Car & Foundry

Co. This is one of the finest examples of the car builder's art at

the fair.

The W. T. Van Dorn Co., Chicago, has a very practical demon-

stration of the merits of the Van Dorn automatic couplings. All

the cars of the Intramural Ry. arc fitted with these devices, and

they arc put to severe test, as the cars are run in two and three-car

trains with heavy loads, and there are numerous sharp curves and

severe grades.

Julius Bordollo, Kings Bridge, New York City, announces that

William Johnson & Sons, Ltd., of Leeds, Eng., have a complete

briquette plant in full operation at the St. Louis exposition. This

system is designed to eliminate the waste of bituminous and lignite

coal as now used. The fine particles ordinarily wasted are formed

into briquettes weighing from i to 25 lb. each, making a fuel that

is clean, easily handled and can be economically burned.

The Railway Steel-Spring Co. is represented by an exhihil in

connection with the Rogers Locomotive Works in Transportation

Building. This company's steel tired wheels are now used on

many leading city and interurban electric railways and it is said

of them that they will run longer, are more durable and more
economical than cast iron wheels. The company also makes

elliptical and helical springs for all railway purposes.

The Lagonda Manufacturing Co., of Springfield, O., has a space

15x20 ft. directly in front of the boiler equipment in the Steam,

Fuels and Gas Building at the World's Fair. Here are displayed

the entire line of tube cleaners and steam specialties made by the

company. A representative is in charge of the exhibit and he will

be pleased to show the various machines to all persons interested.

Steam users are invited to make this exhibit headquarters aiul arc

promised an attractive sonvenir.

The De Laval Steam Turbine Co. has a building in the Mining

Gulch in connection with the "Outside" Mines and Metallurgy

Exhibit in which arc installed high and low pressure centrifugal

pumps direct connected to De Laval steam turbines and electric

motors. Besides this there is a 300-h. p. steam turbine dynamo

and a 12-h. p. electric-motor pump shown in coiuiccliipu with llii;
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Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co. exhibit and a steam turbine

blower in connection with the Western Gas & Construction Co's.

exhibit in the Manufactures Building.

J. G. White & Co., who are engaged in building a street railway

system for Manila, P. I., will have a nunihcr of very interesting

photographs, t.ikcn in connection with their work in our far eastern

possessions, which will be shown in the Philippine Island exhibit

at the World's Fair. There has been considerable discussion re-

garding the ability of the native Filipino in connection with work
of this character, and the exhibit which White & Co. will make
will be of great general interest, especi.illy as their experience with

native work in the Islands has been far more satisfactory than

they had been led to believe by others who had similar work in

hand there.

The Truth About the Ij^orut Menu.

Our readers will recall the conflicting reports regarding the gas-

tronomic tastes of the native representatives at the World's Fair

AFTER THE DANCE.

of our Philippine possessions. The reports conccniiiig the demand

for dogs for supplying the tabic of the Igorot delegation were

PREI'AKI.NU THE FEAST.

The fact of the matter is that dog meat is one of the staple arti-

cles of diet, and thanks to the courtesy and enterprise of Mr. J. V.

E. Titus, president of the Garton-Daniels Co., Keokuk, Iowa, we
are enabled to present the accompanying illustration showing the

preliminary steps fn the preparation of this viand.

On the occasion of Mr. Titus' visit to the Igorot village on the

morning of June 8th he witnessed the killing of a dog for food,

which is a somewhat ceremonious function, and secured a snap

shot of the scene. After a dance led by the chief, which lasted

perhaps half an hour and was accompanied by singing and music

on native instruments, the intended victim, who had been led

through the dance at the end of his tether, was thrown high into

the air and on descending was caught by two of the chiefs and

his throat cut. .^fter bleeding, the head was removed and the

carcass, undrawn, put into a pot of boiling water, which had been

prepared in the meantime.

Mr. Titus states that he did not remain to watch the completion

of the cooking operation or to share in the repast.

Formation of the Exposition Electrical Club.

At a meeting held in Electricity Building, at the St. Louis Expo-
sition on Tuesday, June 21 st, details were completed for the organ-

ization of "The Exposition Electricity Club." According to the

constitution adopted, the objects of the club arc purely social, for

the mutual benefit of its members and the promotion of pleasant

relations between them. .Active membership is open to exhibitors

and representatives of exhibitors in Palace of Electricity, repre-

sentatives of the Electricity Exhibit Deparlmenl. representatives of

the Electrical Bureau of the Department of Works, representatives

of the technical press, and all representatives at the Exposition asso-

ciated with the electrical industry. Honorary members will be

elected from time to time by the Executive Committee. The initia-

tion fee to the club was made $i.oo, and regular dues will be $i.oo,

payable the first of each month.

It is the plan to hold regular meetings every Tuesday at s

o'clock in the afternoon. Professor Goldsborough, Chief of the

Department of Electricity, has placed at the disposal of the club

a large room in the north balcony of Palace of Electricity, which

will be fitted up as a permanent club room. It is proposed to

make the meetings social gatherings, at which the electrical men
at the exposition can become better acquainted and discuss matters

of mutual interest. It is planned to invite men prominent in the

electrical field to give informal talks from time to time, and all

electrical men who may be visiting the fair will be made welcome.

The officers elected for the term of the Exposition are as follows:

President, Frank II. Gale, General Electric Co.; first vice-president,

W. K. Dunlop, Weslinghouse Companies ; second vice-president, H.

W. Pope ; .American Telephone & Telegraph Co. ; third vice-presi-

dent, J. W. Dunfield, Allis-Chalmers-Bullock Interests; secretary,

J. S. Hamlin, National Electric Co. ; treasurer, F. V. L. Turner.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. Executive Committee, the of-

ficers and the following: W. A. Layman. Wagner Electric Co.;

Kdw. Dixon. British Electrical Section; Cloyd Marshall. Depart-

ment of Electricity; C. B. Fairchild, jr., "Street Railway Review";

O. A. Mygatt, Holophane Glass Co.

The club starts with a membership of nearly one hundred, which

will probably be increased to twice or three limes that number.

ti ^ s I i i I a ;):

lUIli

strenuously denied, the management of this exhibit doubtless hav-

ing to defer to the sentiment created by the Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to .\nima!s.

uii'iyliaimisiit!?
v. &. \V. I'USES IN liXlllBlT UF WESTEItN ELECTKIC CU.



New Cars for Schenectady Railway.

BANKAT. MASTER MECHANIC. SCHENECTADY RAILWAY CO.

The Schenectady Railway Co., of Schenectady, N. V.. has recently

received from the hiiildcrs. J. M. Jones' Sons, of Watervliet, six

cars which were constructed after general plans prepared hy the

Schenectady Ry. and comprise a nimiher of very interesting feat-

ures. These cars will be u.sed on the Ballston line. The general

dimensions of the cars are: Length over body, 41 ft.; length over

all. 51 ft.; width over all, 8 ft. 9 in.; height from rail to top of

and 2 longitudinal seats, and the smoking compartment 6 eross and

J longitudinal seats. The scats were furnished by the Hale &

Kilb\irn Manufacturing Co., and have spring cushions in both seat

and back. The backs arc high, with head roll, and arm rests are

provided at the aisle ends. The covering for the seats in the

regular compartment is "Epingle," an imported covering of hand-

some design, which is used extensively on English railways, this

trolley board, 13 ft. ; from bottom of main sill to top of trolley

board, 9 ft. 8 in.

The side sills are 7-in. I-beams sandwiched between two pieces

of Georgia pine. Besides these main sills there are four inter-

mediate longitudinal sills. The cross framing is all of white oak.

Tlie bottom frame is drawn together by J^-in. tie rods, the side

sills being counter-bored to receive the bolt heads and nuts.

The platforms arc carried on four Yi x 6-in. iron knees, which arc

extended to the bolster and are bolted through the side and inter-

mediate sills. The corners at the end are reinforced with Yi x6-in.

INTKHIOK OF SCHENECTADY I'AH.

angles bolted through and through. The idea in this arrange-

ment is that in the event of a heavy collision the platform would

be gradually driven back, but the corner irons would prevent the

car from lieing telescoped; thus the jar would be somewhat cnsli

ioned.

The general outline of the car windows and <loors is semi-

elliptical, continuing around the car. The paneling over the side

windows is of colonial design.

The interior is divided into two compartments, the so-called

regular, and the smoking compartment. The regular has 12 cross

ADY KAII.WAY CO.

being its first appearance on American electric railways. The

smoker seats have for covering dark leather. The ceiling is the

full Empire design and painted a light green with no decoration,

the effect of the molding arrangement being more pleasing. Con-

tinuous bronze parcel racks extend throughout car on both sides,

the graceful lines of same harmonizing with the concave surface

to which they are attached. Coat and hat hooks form a pleasing

combination with the racks, as also do the register fixtures, bell rope

bangers, ventilator openers, etc.

The interior finish is of solid mahogany throughout, inlaid with

marquetry work, the moldings being plain with rounded edges, the

idea being to prevent dust accumulating in the depressed surfaces.

Four clusters of four lamps each furnish the light for the regular

compartment, and one five-light cluster furnishes the light for the

smoking compartment. Each cluster is incased in a 12-in. hemi-

TRUCK KOR SCHICNECTAIJY CAR.

spherical "Holophane" globe with cisl-brnnze casings, tthicli are

hinged. The side curtains are of pantasolc with double face,

mounted on spring rollers and having pinch handles. The car is

heated by the Peter Smith hot water system, the pipes extending

along the sides of the car, and the heater being placed in one end

of the smoker. The platforms arc arranged on one side of center,

with partition work which encloses the motorman and forms a cab.

The cab in smoker end contains a slate panel, on which arc placed

all switches and fuses; this is enclosed with a transitc lined casing,

thus making it fireproof. Transite is one of the new products

of the H. W. Johns-Manville Co. and is being very extensively

used in car wiring work.

The step openings in the vestibules arc closed with O. M. Ed-
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wards platfuriii tr.ip doors; this device was illustrated in the

"Review" for I'diriiary, page 135.

The cNlerior i)( the car is painted in the railway company's stand-

ard colors, the body being maroon with black and nickel striping.

is connected with the spring roller sash balance by two chains

arranged to draw at an angle and not overlap in winding and
unwinding upon the roller. These chains are attached to the sash

by means of a rock shaft having the two ends extending at an

/—iir^^i^
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as desired without removing the roller from the brackets or disturb-

ing the finish. This is accomplished by inserting a socket wrench

through an opening provided in the finish and engaging with the

end of the worm projecting from the bracket. The roller brackets

have extending flanges designed to receive the sash when raised

to its limit, and the sash is provided with rubber buffers placed

to strike against the bracket flange.

In this design of window it is intended that the roller shall be

adjusted to balance the sash. At each of the two sides of the

top of the sash. Weather stripping is provided at both the top

and bottom edges of the sash, applied in a manner which will

maintain a tight joint at these two points, which is not aflfected by

a change of camber in the car, a sliglit tilting of the sash in the

frame, or a warping of the rails of the sash.

In operating the sash the bevel bolts are withdrawn, when the

sash is readily raised or lowered by hand, the pressure of tlie roller

bearing always remaining against the sash.

The drop sash in the niotorman's window in the cab is fitted

r-1—rtt-

™-b^o-- 'o^ 6;,
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DETAILS OF TRUCK FOR SCHENECTADY CAR.

window a metal bar is applied to the stop casings having a bearing

surface at an angle to the inside surface of the sash. At each

of the two bottom corners of the sash a lock is placed having a

beveled bolt operated by a pivoted lever or finger latch, the bevel

l)olt being normally held by a spring against the bevel surface of

the bar upon the stop casing, thereby wedging the sash firmly

against the outside stops at the bottom of the window with a

yielding pressure which is self-adjusting to varying conditions, such

as shrinking or swelling of the wood, and always maintaining a

tight joint at this point, excluding dust and cinders from the car,

with the Edwards No. 8 design, in which the balance roller is placed

below the sash.

The car bodies are mounted on double trucks built by the Ameri-

can Locomotive Co. at its Schenectady works. These trucks, shown

in the accompanying engraving, have a wheel base of 6 ft. 6 in.

;

the wheels arc steel tired, 34 in. in diameter, and were furnished

by the Taylor Iron & Steel Co., High Bridge, Pa.

The principal features of the truck will be apparent upon an

inspection of the drawing, but several deserve especial mcnlion.

The three-pin suspension for the spring plank, which is new for

DIAORA.M nr i!i!.\Ki-: itii;<;iNr; for scmenkc'i'ahv oar.

and preventing any rattling or play to the sash. The stop bars

have recesses near the bottom ends designed to receive the bevel

bolts and to lock the sash when in a closed position. The length

of the stop bars is determined by the raise of the sash and the

corresponding travel of the lock bolt with which they engage.

At each of the two sides of the window a roller bearing is applierl

to the stop casings a distance above the slop bars, arranged to

bear against the two top corners of the sash when the sash is in

a closed position, holding it securely against the outside stops at

the top of the window with a yielding pressure which is self-

adjusting to varying conditions, and maintaining a tight joint at the

electric truck work, was adopted with ihc idea id iiiakiiig llie oar

ride steadier and preventing flange wear caused by Ihe swnigniK

motion of the car.

The style of bolster is also new for this work, being made up

of a steel plate Hanged into a lidUKli and conmilrd al llic lop

by a channel.

Thrust bearings are provided at the ends of the bolster to take

the thrust due to driving in the center pin. The thrust bearing

is a part of the side bearing casting and extends above the center

pin in such a way that the thrust duo to driving is taken off the

bolster.
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Ihc circle levers arc pul close to tlie center pin, so that the rods

IcailiiiK to them can always remain central with the car liody when
the truck is on a sharp curve. There is a radius bar (or taking

the side pull of the circle, so that all wear due to side strain is

taken up on pins. Moving the circle in close to the center pin alsn

permits braking from both ends of the truck, which is ilesirable in

order to get the three-brake systems patented liy the .Xmi-rican

Locomotive Co. and shown in the diagram. This brake rigging

gives additional safety, as there are three independent systems,

any of which can be operated if any one, or even two, be disabled.

The electrical cnuipmonl is the General Electric type "M" control,

with four G. E. Ob motors, each having a rated capacity of 125 h. p.

and geared for 70 miles per hour. The motors are oil lubricate<l

by means of wool waste, which is packed in the oil well cast in the

frame heads.

The master controllers have "dead man's" handles, and a rileasc

of the emergency button also applies the air brakes.

The minor electrical apparatus includes: 2 M. D. lightning arrest-

ers, 2 kicking coils, i complete set of S. P. R. rheostats, 2 control

circuit T-124 rheostats, 2 control cut-out switches, 2 coimcction

boxes for iron pipe, 2 control circuit switches, 6 control circuit fuse

blocks.

.Ml cables arc protected in iron pipes, making them water and

fireproof. The bottom of car is covered with !»-in. transite board,

so in case of short circuit there will be no danger from fire.

Besides the apparatus mentioned, these cars have registers made
by the Recording Faro Register Co., of New Haven, Conn.; "Provi-

dence" fenders and Wilson trolley catchers.

Accidents.

May 2ist a Calumet Electric Street Railway Co. car was struck

by an Illinois Central R. R. suburban express train at the 73rd St.

crossing. Chicago, and three persons were injured, one very se-

verely. The electric car was badly damaged.

May 22nd cast and west-bound cars of the Indiana Union Trac-

tion Co. collided near Daleville, Ind., and several of the passengers

were slightly injured. One car was torn from the trucks and over-

turned. The other car was derailed and slightly damaged.

May 22nd a Walpole car and an East Dcdham St. car of the

Boston Elevated Railway Co"s. system collided at Roslindale, Mass.,

and II persons were injured. The accident was apparently caused

by a misplaced switch.

May 28th a Mt. Lebanon car of the Pittsburg & Charlcroi Ry.

left the track while descending a hill near West Liberty, Pa., and

overturned. A woman was killed and seven other passengers were

injured.

May 30th two double-truck cars on the Tamaqua & Lansford

Street Railway Co's. line collided near Nesquehoning, Pa., and one

passenger was fatally injured, while five others were seriously hurt

June 2nd a Camden & Trenton Railway Co. car jumped the track

and rolled down an embankment between the two cities and 12

persons were injured. A broken flange was said to have caused

the accident.

June 2nd a Rockford (111.) & Intcrurban Railway Co. car "ran

away", jumped the track and overturned, damaging the car con-

siderably. There were no passengers, the runaway starting from
the car barn.

June sth two Ithaca (N. Y.) Street Railway Co. cars collided on

Stewart Ave., that city, and four persons were injured. The cars

were wrecked.

June 6th an East Cass St. car of the Chicago & Joliet Electric

Railway Co. was struck by a freight train on the Elgin, Jofiet &
Eastern R. R.. in Joliet, and five persons were injured, including

the motorman.

June pth 27 persons were injured in an accident on the Mason
City & Clear Lake Railway Co's. line as they were returning from

the state G. A. R. encampment at Mason City, la. A trailer jumped
the track and overturned.

Stop Luck for Car Doors.

The device here described was designed by Mr. R. B. Stearns,

superintendent of the Northwestern Elevated R. R., Chicago, to

obviate a peculiar class of accidents, which, while at first thought

miiy appear trivial, yet in fact often are serious to the injured

party and costly to the railway company. A car d<K)r, if properly

nuumte<l. slides with such ease that it is thrown open or shut when
the car passes a curve at more than a moderate speed. With

crowded cars and fairly high speeds unwary passengers will be

caught with their hands on the door jamb and crushed fingers

result. On the Northwestern Elevated in 1902 no less than 39

claims for damages were filed because of personal injuries received

in this manner, and the need for overcoming the trouble and the

fact that no stop or safely device for sliding doors was on the

market, led Mr. Stearns to work out a means of his own. The
diHir may be stoppeil in an intermeiliate pnsitinn when it is desirable

to have it partly open for ventilation.

The device is as follows: In the forward eilge of the door is

cut a mortise, in which is a vertical rod, and a spring which tends

to force the rod down. At the top the rod is connected with the

door handle by means of suitable dogs, so that turning the handle

in either direction lifts the rod. The threshold of the door has

holes into which the locking rod is forced by the spring. On the

STOP LOCK FOR C.\R DOORS.

Xorthwestern cars three holes are provided in the threshold, one to

receive the lock rod when the door is open, one to receive the rod

in the closed position and one five inches from the closed position.

This last hole catches the door as it slides shut in case of its

having been left partly open, and unsecured by the stop, and it is

this that is the safety stop. The style of lock is such that by

turning the key the door can be locked in any of the positions

mentioned, or the stop rod may be lifted and locked in that position.

The cars of the Northwestern Elevated were equipped with this

device in the spring of 1903 and during that year only one crushed-

hand accident claim was presented, as against 39 the previous year.

The Stearns stop-lock has also been used on the new cars built

recently for the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Ry.. is to be adopted

as standard on the Metropolitan Elevated of Chicago, and is being

considered by a large number of other roads.

.\fter this stop-lock had been tested thoroughly in service it was

patented and is now being placed on the market by the Wallace

Supply Co., No. 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

This door stop is shown at the World's Fair on one of the cars

built for the Northwestern Elevated R. R. and exhibited by the St.

Louis Car Co.

The president and faculty of .'Vrmour Institute of Technology, of

Chicago, tendered a reception to the students of the .Vmerican

School of Correspondence on the evening of June 17th. Senator

Jonathan P. Dollivcr, of Iowa, delivered an address.

Robbers wrecked a safe in the Clifton Heights (Pa.) barn of

the Delaware County & Philadelphia Electric Railway Co. early on

the morning of May 31st and secured about $150. A second safe

which contained the receipts of the day before withstood an attempt

to blow it open.
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Rapid Growth of a Railway Supply House.

On May ist, last. Porter & Berg, Incorporated, moved into its

new offices and salesrooms on the second floor of the Plymoyth

Building. 303-305 Dearborn St., Chicago. The remarkable growth

of the business, especially during the year just passed, made it

necessary to secure larger and more commodious quarters than

those formerly nccupied at 30<) Dearborn St.. where the cniilpniiy

Mr. Porter became a partner in the business in May, 1S99, but

has been active in the electrical field since 1890, when he was in

the erecting department of the Edison General Electric Co. Later

he was in the sales department of the Electrical Supply Co., of

Chicago, and in 1893 became manager of a central lighting station

in Chicago.

Mr. Berg was formerly manager of the railway department of the

Electrical Supply Co,. Cliic.igo. and in i8g6 boc.Tme associated with

SHOW ROOM. INSULATOR DISPLAY. READING ROOM.

has been located since it succeeded to the business of McGill, Porter

& Berg five years ago.

At the new location, in addition to the large and well-equipped

suite of offices, there has been established a sample room which is

one of the most complete of its kind in the country. And, further.

a large private office has been fitted up for the exclusive use of

customers and street railway men, where all will be cordially wel-

comed, and which will aflFord a convenient place to meet for con-

sultation, or to attend to correspondence and other business and

personal details without interruption.

As an instance of this company's rapid growth, it is of interest

to note that during the past year its already spacious warehouse

facilities at 47 Plymouth Place, Chicago, in the Windsor & Ken-

field Building, have been more than doubled to meet the increasing

demands upon it. The company carries a large and complete stock

at all times, enabling shipments to be made very promptly. An-

other evidence of substantial growth is the fact that the number

OFFICE OF I'OKTKR * HERO. LNC.

of employes cngaced in the diflfcrcnt deparlmcnis of the company

has been increased fourfold during the past year.

The memlx-rs of the company arc very popular and have a wide

acquainlanrc in the electric railway field, where they have estab-

lished an enviable reputation for enterprise, integrity and courtesy.

The officers of Porter 81 Berg, Incorporated, are: President and

treasurer, J. W. Porter; vice-president, Edward R. Mason; secre-

tary. Max A. Berg.

the Ohio Brass Co., of Mansfield, O., of which company he was

assistant secretary when he resigned some years later to enter the

supply business as a member of the firm of McGill, Porter & Berg.

Mr. Mason has had eleven years' experience in the electric rail-

way supply business. He was associated with his father, W. R.

Mason, until the Spanish-American war, when he joined the United

Stales Navy. Upon his return home at the close of the war, he

took a position with McGill & Pomeroy. When the present com-

pany was organized he became its vice-president. He is al the

head of the traveling stafT and lias a large number of customers and

friends tliroughout the central West.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co. has com-

pleted plans for its electric branch between Fall River, Mass., and

Newport, R. 1., the line to be in operation next winter.

It is announced th;il ihe New York CcnUal & lludsou River

Railroad Co. will reduce its rate of fare wherever its lines are

priralleled liy ilectric roads.

Michigan Klectric Railway Map.

We reproduce this month a new map showing llic electric railway

lines in operation, under construction and proposed in Michigan,

this map being another of the series which is being compiled by

I lie Arnold Electric Power Station Co., of Chicago. The upper

peninsula is not shown, as there is very little in the way of new

hues being projected in that part of the state. Of the proposed

lines shown the longest is that extending up state from Grand Rap-

ids to Alpena, and south from Grand Rapids to South Hend, Ind,

This road will pass through about 200 miles of Michigan farm

lands. The first section to he built will be that lielween Grand

Rapids and West Branch. The Benton Harbor & Dowagiac Ry.

is that projected by Mr. J. G. McMichael, president of the Atlas

Kailway Supply Co., of Chicago. The motive power has not been

fully decided upon, it being reported that the company may u.se

gasoline motor cars.

The Grand Rapids & Ionia Railway Co. and the louia & Owosso

Railway Co. were incorporated by the same interests and Mr. E. H.

Hopkins, of New York, is president. It is expected to begin con-

^lruction on the former in July and on the latter by September 1st.

The Farnham third-rail system will be used. The same interests

recently formed the Jackson & Lansing Railway Co., also. 'I lie

Jackson & Ft. Wayne luterurban Railway Co., as stated in the

"Review" for April, will build the section between Ft. Wayne and

Waterloo, Ind., this season. The Grand Rapids & Saginaw com-

pany was promoted by Mr. Marcus Pollasky, of Detroit, and the

St. Louis Construction Co. has been organized to build the line
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Tower Cars of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad.

The Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co. recently built in its 52d St.

shops two tower cars for the use of the line department, one of

which is illustrated herewith. Both of these cars are similar in all

respects, and we are indebted to Mr. R. C. Taylor, mechanical en-

gineer of the company, for the following description. These cars

resemble in most features the box cars commonly used on electric

railways. The bodies are 25 ft. .\ 7 ft. 9 in. and are heavily framed

of wood with Howe trusses built into the sides, and

two heavy truss rods are placed beneath the siMs and

hooked over the steel bolster plates. The side and upper

framing of these cars is particularly heavy and stiflf.

The platforms are 4 ft. long and the angle buffer^,

inside-hung side and end doors, 4 ft. and 2 ft. 6 in

wide, small side windows and other details arc of ordi-

nary construction and do not call for special comment.

The roof construction, however, is novel. Upon

5 X 2'/:i-in. carlines spaced 21 in. apart are first laid a

diagonal layer of ^-in. tongued and grooved boards.

Upon these in a bed of tar, 'g in- thick, are laid ^-in.

tongued and grooved boards at right angles to the first

layer. The rise of the roof is only two inches and the

construction described extends over the platform, be-

ing supported there by heavy pipe stanchions, thus

forming a large working platform which is very strong and not

liable to leak or deflect as an ordinary car roof will if walked upon.

The trucks are placed at i8-lt. centers and are old trail trucks from
elevated cars strengthened and adapted for motor service.

The tower is placed with its center 6 ft. from the center of the

car and 3 ft. from one bolster. There are four posts resting on sills

placed on top of the flooring, anchored to joists spanning the plate

rails. These are diagonally braced lengthwise of the car and each

post carries a vertical channel about 5x3 in., built up of 3 x 3 x J^
angles, in which the tower legs move. These legs are 4 x 4 in. and

form a square about 4 ft. 6 in. and are braced strongly together in a

longitudinal direction, but the pairs of legs are not connected at the

bottom and have no bracing in a transverse plane. This gives a per-

fectly free passage through the car regardless of the position of the

two crank handles applied to the end of a shaft extending clear

across the car. Two pinions on this shaft drive, through trains of

gearing placed on the tower posts, shafts on which the hoisting

chains wind. Each chain, after passing over a sheave near the roof,

is attached to the cross piece at the bottom of the tower leg and a

pawl working on a ratclict wheel keyed to the first shaft holds the

tower in its raised position. To lower the tower the pawl is dis-

engaged by a handle on each side of the car and the cranks are al-

lowed to revolve freely, no brake having been found necessary. The

\\I:K <'.\R. liHOdKI.YN HEIGHTS RAILROAD CO.

lower has a vertical travel of 4 ft. 9 in., so that the floor of the

platform is at a height of 16 ft. above the track level when it is in

its highest position. The clearance height above the rail when the

tower is lowered is 12 ft. 3 in.

The working platform is 12 ft. 7 in. long .x 4 ft. 6 in. wide, and

when swung out extends 10 ft. 3 in. from the center line of track.

Its construction is light and strong, consisting of three 4-in. x ij^-in.

longitudinal pieces with cross pieces of the same size at the ends

and a J^-in. truss rod on each side resting on a 12-in. king-

post. Railings 2 ft. high, hinged to fold down when not in use, are

provided on the sides. Eight small rollers on the bottom of the

platform run on a fifth wheel of 2V2 x J/j-in. steel on top of the tower

and take the weight, while a center pin prevents lateral displace-

ment and a stout clamp on a timber placed transversely on top of the
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The W. K. (iartim (^o., LhicuKo.

I he (li'VcloprHiit nt liii- l)iisiiie.<s o{ the W. R. Garton Co., Chi-

c.igo, has Iwcn almost phenomenal and the brief resume of the bc-

ginning, pnigress and present condition of the company given

herewith points to tht substantial achievement which has been

wrought by energy and perseverance. W. R. Garton began busi-

ness alone as manufacturers' agent l"eh. i. iKijS, with headciuar-

tcrs in the Ashland RIock, Chicago. May ist of the same year a

partnership was entered into bclwccn Mr. Garton and R. P. Lee,

and, having secured many important agencies, 'hey removed to

the Manhattan Building, No. ji$ Dearborn St. The business grew

so rapiilly that May i, 1901, larger quarters being necessary, they

removed to Nos. 118-132 West Jackson Boulevard, in the center

of the "Vleclricrd district," where the company is at present located.

.^l that time the company had approximately 2,000 sq. ft. of stock-

room space and large general and private offices. Within the past

year and a half, however, this space has been added to until the

stock rooms cover an area of about 5.000 ft., and although the office

area has been greatly increased, the company is now adding to it

The special feature of the W. R. Garton Go's, business—electric

^treet railway and mining supplies—has shown a wonderful increase

from the start, each year's returns being mdfc than too per cent

OFFICE OP W. R. GARTON CO.

greater than those of the previous year. At first the company acted

uS manufacturers' agent only, but as the trade developed it was
found necessary to carry a stock and handle many articles in addi-

tion to the earlier lines, and in a short time it was deemed advisa-

ble to manufacture certain articles which were not produced by the

manufacturers the company represented. Within the past few years

the company has developed many specialties of its own and is con-

stantly bringing out new lines.

The W. R. Garton Co. represents a very large number of the best

known manufacturers in the country. Some of these agencies it

has had several years, and it has conducted the business in a man-
ner which is very pleasing to the companies. Ihe principal manu-
facturers which it represents are the following:

The Electric Railway Equipment Co., of Cincinanti, O., manu-
facturer of overhead material, brackets, tubular poles and a full

line of general and railway construction materials.

The Massachusetts Chemical Co.. of Boston. Mass., ".'Xrmalac.

"

"Enamelac," and a full line of friction and rnbbcr tapes and other

insulating compounds, varnishes and kindred products.

The Eureka Tempered Copper Works, of North East, Pa., all

kinds of brass and copper products, including drop forged, tem-

pered copper and assembled commutator bars, motor bearings, trol-

ley wheels, etc. A unique form of rail bond is one of the products

nf the Eureka company, which the G.arton company is beginning

to furnish. These bonds are placed in the rails by means of com-
pressors furnished by the company, the bonds being both of the

libbon and str.-.nded wire type. The company also makes solder

bonds.

The Van Dorn & Dutton Co., of Cleveland. O . gears and pinions,

track scrapers, armature lifts, etc.

The Van DornElliott Co.. of Cleveland, O., armature and field

coils and kindred products. This company also repairs and re-

winds armatures and fields.

C. S. Knowles, of Boston .Mass . glass and porcelain nisulaiors,

high-tension transmission insulator* lieing a specially

The Lea Electric Manufacturing Co . the Norlhill arc lamp.

The Irolley Supply Co, of Canton, O., Knutson trolley retriever.

The Condit Electrical Manufacturing Co., of Boston. Mass.. Elden

circuit breaker.

There are also carried in stork large quantities of the Garton

SlIlI'lMNi; ItiiiP.M. w CARTON r

'inluning arresters. Specialties of this company include the follow-

ing articles: The "America" incandescent lamp; "Columbia" fric-

tion tape and "Velva Para" rubber tape, both the company's own
products; a complete slock of trolley poles, wheels, harps, etc.;

all kinds of insulating material, and also a full line of special import

armature twines and banding wires of bronze and steel ; another

very recent product of this company is its ".Adamantine" trolley

bushing, which is being sold in very large quantities ; the company is

supplying the trade with the best brands of bearing metals for re-

babbitting motor bearings, the metal being fully guaranteed; for

railroad construction work the company carries a full line of tools;

also motor and generator carbon brushes, car signs, arc and incan-

descent headlights, track drills, all kinds of silk, linen and cotton

tape, cotton hose, car gongs, brake handles, trolley bases, car jacks,

car fixtures, sockets, shades, rubber covered wirt, car cables, switch-

board cables, etc. The company has recently arranged for a full

STOCK RtlO.M

line of trolley pole paint, also. The \\ . R. Garton Co. also con-

trols the entire output of the Brubaker knife switch.

It is obvious that careful nirtnagement is necessary in connection

with a business of the magnitude of that herewith outlined and

the system of the Garton establishment is all that could be desired.

Everything is handled with such precision that orders are very

promptly shipped and mistakes are rare. To prompt shipments, in

fact, is attributed in a large measure the success which has attended

the company's efforts to serve the railway fraternity.
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Steam Turbines.

The present interest in the development of the steam turbine is

evidenced by the fact that four papers deahng with this type of

prime mover were read before the Cliicago meeting of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers early in June, and a report on tlie

same subject was submitted to the National Electric Light Asso-

ciation at the Boston convention on May 25th. The papers read

before the Chicago meeting were as follows ; "Some Theoretical

and Practical Considerations in Steam Turbine Work," by Francis

Hodgkinson; "The De Laval Steam Turbine," by E. S. Lea; "The

Steam Turbine in Modern Engineering," by W. L. R. Emmet;

"Different Applications of Steam Turbines," by Prof. A. Rateau.

Mr. Hodgkinson defined the ideal turbine element as a steam

nozzle directing a tangential jet of fluid upon a bucket wheel ul

the Pclton type, this type or bucket being selected because it is

capable of giving a complete reversal to the jet so' that the spent

fluid may issue from the jet without any velocity. After briefly

reviewing the various types of turbines on the market the author

dwelt particularly on the Parsons type of parallel flow turbine, the

general features of which were described and illustrated in the

"Review" for Feb. 15. 1901, p. 9S, and in the "Daily Review" Oct.

II, 1902, p. 723.

An important feature of tlie parallel flow turbine is that the

entire annulus between the rotor and slator is filled with working

steam. This permits the use of large axial clearances between

moving and stationary blades without loss of efficiency. In practice

this is never less than % in. and in large blades it is as much as

I in.

In any type of turbine it is necessary to provide glands at the

ends of the castings to prevent the escape of steam or the influx

of air into the turbine at the point of entrance of the shaft. Air

leakage is particularly detrimental in maintaining a high vacuum.

In the later type of Westinghouse-Parsons turbines an arrange-

ment of water sealed glands has been introduced which require

no lubrication and which make it impossible for any oil to escape

from the bearings into the steam spaces. The regulation of these

turbines is effected by means of a poppet valve which is operated

by the governor. This valve is continually opening anil closing

at constant intervals, the periods of which arc proportional to the

speed of the turbine. At light loads the valve opens for a very

short period and remains closed during tlie greater part of the

interval. At full load when continuous full pressure is obtained

in the high pressure end of the turbine the valve does not reach

its seat at all but merely vibrates without sensibly reducing the

steam pressure. On cverloads an auxiliary valve opens and admits

steam as required to a later stage in the turbine where the work-

ing steam areas are greater, thus increasing the power of tlie tur-

bine. With this form of governor the speed regulation may be

kept within 2 per cent between friction load and full load. Full

loads or overloads may be thrown entirely on or off without causing

more disturbance than a momentary surge of speed of four or five

per cent. No advantage has been observed due to the use of n

rehcatcr with these turbines.

In the course of regular operation of power stations it is not

unusual that wet steam comes over from the boilers and in several

instances slugs of water coming over from the boilers have been

known to bring the turbine almost to a stand-still, but without any

ultimate damage resulting. When the water passes over to the

condenser the turbine again regains its speed. The effect on the

economy of entrained moisture in the steam has been found to

increase the steam consumption to an amount about twice the per-

centage of moisture in the steam, that is, 2 per cent of moisture

will decrease the economy about 4 per cent. For the lubrication

of these machines a small pump driven from a worm gear upon the

shaft circulates oil through a closed system including the pump,

oil cooler, bearings and reservoir. It has been found that these tur-

bines ordinarily consume alx>ut 14 gallon of high grade engine oil

per kilowatt capacity per year, or a 400-kw. turbine will average

about 100 gallons of oil per year.

The author then gave the results of a large number of tests

showing the results of operation of turbines of all sizes and under

various conditions of operation. These results were platted in a

number of curves. A number of points in regard tn lurhine power

plant design were also considered. With steam turbines praclic.ilij

no foundations are necessary, merely something to hold the dead

weight of the machine. Foundation bolts are never used, except

on shipboard, and the operation of the machines on light flooring

is entirely satisfactory thus permitting them to be placed on upper

floors of buildings and locating the condensing plant immediately

below the turbine. The author believes that the surface condensers

will be more frequently used in connection with turbines than any

otlier type if only on account of the advantage of absolutely clean

feed water. In the case of a 5,500-kw. turbine with a maximuni

overload capacity of 13.000 h. p. the floor space occupied, including

the generator, is 47 ft. 3 in. by 16 ft. On this basis we have over

17 h. p. to a square foot including the generator. The speed is 750

r. p. in. There are at present in operation and in the course ol

erection in this country, 43 turbines of the Westinghouse-Parsons

type with a total capacity of approximately 27,000 kw. and there

are under construction at the company's shops a number of machines

up to a maximum capacity of 5,500 kw. aggregating 69,400 kw.

The output of another builder has reached a total of m turbines

aggregating 96.400 kw., showing that the position of the steam

turbine for general power work is permanently established.

Tlie paper by Mr. Lea on the Dc Laval steam turbine described

the fundamental principles of this type as well as a number of

details of construction. The author states that contrary to popular

lieliefs there are no reasons either theoretical or practical to prevent

the building of a safe turbine wheel with a peripheral velocity as

high as 2,100 ft. per second. Only reasons of economy have put a

limit to it. In the turbines that have been built the actual peripheral

velocity varies between 1,400 ft. per second in the larger sizes and

about 500 ft. per second in the smaller sizes. The diameters of the

turbine wheels are such in relation to the given peripheral velocities

that the speeds run from 10,600 r. p. m. for the largest size to 30,000

r. p. m. for the smallest size. These speeds are reduced approxi-

mately 10 to I by helical gearing, giving driving shaft speeds of 900

to 3,000 r. p. m. A single gear wheel is provided in the smaller

types and in the larger sizes they are double, the latter arrange-

ment permitting the gear pressure on one side of the pinion to

balance the pressure on the other side thus eliminating the pressure

in the pinion bearings. In spite of speed regulating mechanisms

and safety stops any kind of motor may race owing to possible de-

rangement, and it is therefore necessary to provide against serious

damage under these conditions. This is accomplished in the De
Laval turbine by reducing the thickness of the wheel close to the

periphery which decreases the strength at this point. At normal

speed the factor of safety at this point of the wheel is about 5,

consequently the wheel will burst here at about double its normal

speed so that the rim holding the buckets will break into small

pieces, which are unable to do any damage to the wheel case. This

lias been proved by exhaustive tests, and it has been found that

turbine wheels without this decrease in section when speeded up

to the bursting point would break off in such large .-.ccno.... 1.....

they have been driven through an experimental cast steel wheel

case with walls 2 in. thick.

The speed regulation of the De Laval turbines consists of a coiii-

nion centrifugal governor actuating a throttle valve in the steam

supply line. With this the pressure can be closely controlled but

not entirely shut off. In condensing turbines, however, operating at

a very high vacuum, even if the steam is throttled considerably

below the atmospheric pressure the remaining pressure may be

sulhcient at no load to increase the speed above normal. To pre-

vent this speed increase (here is a small valve which is directly

actuated by the governor only after the valve in the steam line has

been shut off. This valve either admits air into the wheel case or

into (he exhaust line of the turbine. This air more or less shuts

off commuiiicalinn between the wheel case and the condenser and

cheeks the expansion of the steam in the nozzles, and altogclher

with the steam throttle valve holds the speed within normal liniils.

For the high speed bearings ring oilers have not been found satis-

factory and wick lubrication has proved the most reliable. The
author slated that in addition to the heating of bearings which was

occasionally due lo faulty workmanship but more often to failure

in properly lending lo the oiling devices there liad been more nr

less trouble with the buckets. .Sometimes one or more buckets

had broken and rome out of Ihc lurliiiif wlu-cl willinut rlnini! nuv
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turtluT ilnmagc. The cause of the lirrakiiig nl Imckcts h not

accurately known. I he buckets are also subject tu more or less

wear, due to the action of the steam. In some cases the buckets

have worn out in a year and in other cases the wear has been

very slight even after four or live years. In tests made on a tur-

bine of too h. p. where the buckets had lieen worn away alwut I-I(>

in. the steam consumption was almnt 5 per cent higher than with

new buckets. The wheels are designed, however, so that the inser-

tion of a new set of buckets can Ik- easily made at small cost. The

most common field of usefulness of the l)e Laval steam turbine has

lieen with direct connected electrical units, and they are also par-

ticularly suitable in connection with centrifugal pumps, as well

as with blowers for all jiressiires al>ovc 4 in. of water. The paper

concluded with a report of a nimibcr of tests of steam turbines of

various sizes.

j.S cycle generator at a speed of 750 r. p. m. At full load this

macliine consumeil 15.j lb. of steam per kw. h.

Mr. Emmet's paper dealt piincipally with the Curtis turbine, the

design of which involved a moderate number of simple parts run-

ning at moderate spceil. The first of these machines was buill

with a horizontal sliait and twi> stages, with groups of wheels with

separate castings. The success of this machine led to the under-

taking of the work on a larger scale and a number of improvements

in the design were adopted. The later machines are built with

vertical shafts; the total weight of the revolving part is taken by a

step l>earing at the foot of the shaft, the shaft being steadied and

aligned by three bearings, one at the top of the generator, another

near the finit of the shaft and a third between the generator and

turbine. Some of the ailvanlages of the vertical shaft type arc as

follows

:

The relative positions of revolving and stationary parts arc

definitely fixed by the set bearings.

The stationary part is symmetrical, easily machined and free from

distortions by heat.

The shaft bearings arc relieved from all strain and friction is

practically eliminated.

The shaft is free from deflection and can be made of any size

without reference to lx"arings which can be placed where con-

venient and operated with desirable surface speeds.

A very short shaft may be used and consetiuently the longitudinal

spacing of moving and stationary parts is very little afTected by

temperature differences.

The turbine structure affords support and foundation for the

generator.

The cost of foundations is small .'uid much lloor space is saved.

Failure of lubrication cannot injure the shaft or other expensive

parts.

.\ new feature of the design is the arrangement of valves. The

turbine is governed by the successive opening of steam operated

valves, which are independent of each other and which are all

controlled by the centrifugal governor. With this arrangemeul

the speed control is not dependent upon the successful operation of

all of the valves and in the event of trouble with one valve the

governor automatically opens another to take its place.

The step bearing consists of two cast iron blocks, one carried by

the end of the shaft and the other held firmly in a horizontal posi-

tion and arranged to be adjusted up or down by a powerful screw.

1 be lower block is recessed to about half its diameter and into this

recess oil is forced with sufficient pressure to balance the weight

of the whole revolving clement. In some cases the step bearings

have been operated with water instead of oil, in which case no

packing is necessary, the water being allowed to pass into the base.

In some of the latest designs water will be used exclusively and

the lower surface of the step bearing made of wood. On the

newer <lesigns a powerful brake bearing is supplied on the lower

surface of the chilled iron ring, carried by the lower wheel. This

brake can be operated from the outside and can take the whole

weight of the revolving part in case the step bearing support should

fail. The brake shoes are set about .01 in. below the brake ring.

Another intportant function of this brake is to stop the machine

when desired. One of the 5.000-kw. vertical shaft machines will

run for four or five hours after the steam has been shut off unless

load is put upon it or a brake is applied.

Mr. Emmet's paper concluded with data on a test of the first

of the new machines which has but recently been completed. The
capacity of this machine is 2.000-kw. and it operates a 6,600-volt,

The iiajier by I'rof. Kaleau opened with a brief comparison of

the different types of steam turbines which have Ik-cu developed,

after which the Kateau turbine was descrilied in some detail.

This turbine is of the multi-cellular type consisting of a certain

numlK-r of elements, c.nch element comprising one distributor and

one moving wheel. I he expansion of the steam is fully carried

out in the distributor and the steam therefore acts by its velocity

and not by its pressure. /\n interesting characteristic of this type

is the possibility which it allows of leaving very considerable play

lietween the fixed parts and the moving part> and this greatly

facilitates construction and obviates the chances of dangerous fric-

tion. Besides this the wheels revolve in a chamber where the

pressure is imiform and there is therefore no longitudinal thrust

upon the moving parts. .-Mso in this type the steam may l>e di-

rected up-m a limited portion of the circumference only. The mov-

ing wheels are formed of disks of sheet steel and upon the pe-

riphery of these disks are riveted vanes of cylindrical form. A
steel band riveted to the periphery maintains the correct spacing

of these vanes and gives rigidity to the conslruelion. These mov-

ing wheels turn between circular diaphragms provided with dis-

tributing vanes, which enter circumferentially into grooves formed

in the interior of the turbine case. Between two adjoining dia-

|)hragms there is therefore produced a cell, or very flat chamber

in which the moving wheel revolves. The shaft passes through the

diaphragms in collars of anti-friction metal. In the first dia-

phragm which the steam passes through the distributing vanes

arc placed only on a part of the circumference. Partial injection

of the steam is therefore obtained and thus the velocity of the

steam is better utilized. Moreover, to produce the same effect

the useful part of each distributor is set with an angtdar advance

on the preceding section, so that the steam leaving one moving

wheel enters the following distributor and never encounters solid

wall, which would produce a loss of kinetic energy. For the last

wheel the distributing vanes must be set upon the whole circum-

ference of the diaphragm and owing to the expansion of the

steam, the radius must he increased. The bearings of these tur-

bines are external and by means of a special system of spring

packing they arc kept perfectly tight so that no oil is carried by

the exhaust steam to the condenser. The speed of rotation is con-

trolled by a centrifugal governor which controls the pressure of

steam entering the turbine.

In the case of installations where exhaust steam must be used it

is often desirable to supply the turbine temporarily with steam at

high pressure when the primary machine is stopped or is furnish-

ing less steam than is necessary for the turbines. For such pur-

poses the author has designed a turbine of the mixed type which

can be supplied either simultaneously or .separately by steam at

high pressure and by steam at low pressure without any lowering

of the efficiency of the machine. This turbine is constructed in

two parts, one for high pressure steam and one for low pressure

steam. The steam at high pressure having done work in the first

portion will pass to the second portion which may be fed cither by

steam coming from the accunuilator or by the exhaust from the

first portion. The admission of high pressure steam to the first

|)ortion is obtained automatically by means of a special regulator

which allows steam from the boilers to pass through the first por-

tion as soon as the pressure in the accuundator falls below a

given value.

.•\fter giving some calculations on the eftieiency of turbines Prof.

Kateau described a numlK'r of plants in which these turbines have

been used in connection with direct and alternating current gen-

erators, torpedo boats and other vessels and pumps of different

kinds besides fans and blowers. He considers one of the most in-

teresting and promising applications of steam turbines is the em-

ployment of steam at low pressure, particularly exhaust steam

coming from engines working intcrniitiently. The author has

given special attention to this problem and has obtained satisfac-

tory results by means of his regenerative accumulator of steam

combined with low pressure turbines coupled directly to dyna-

mos, centrifugal pumps, fans, etc. The regenerative accumulator

is intended to regulate the intermittent flow of steam liefore it

passes to the turbine and it consists essentially of a vessel contain-
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ing solid and liquid materials which play Ihe part of a ny-whccl

for heat. The steam collects and is condensed as it arrives in

large quantities in the apparatus and is again vaporized during the

time when the exhaust of the principal engine diminishes or ceases.

This method was applied for the first time al Bruay. where it has

worked most satisfactorily since August. 1902.

The report of the committee on steam turbines made to the Na-

tional Electric Light .\ssociation at Boston. May 25th, is signed

by \V. C. L. Elgin, F. Sargent and A. C. Dunham. After re-

viewing the different styles of turbines on the market the report

states as follows in regard to the subject of wearing of buckets:

Your committee has endeavored to obtain information regard

ing the wearing of the buckets. It is acknowledged by the inaiui-

facturers that the buckets do wear. We have been, however, un-

able to find any case in which the wear of the buckets is a serious

matter. It would appear that the excessive wear is due to two

causes: first, defective metal, and second, to moisture in the steam.

We do not believe, however, that tlie wearing of the buckets will

be a serious item of cost of maintenance and the buckets can be

renewed in all the types of turbines.

All of the manufacturers of turbines advocate tin- use of the

highest superheat of steam, the. reason being the apparent greater

economy of the turbine. The objections to using highly super-

heated steam are the difficulties of operating superheaters for high

superheat and the additional expense involved in the cost of in-

stalling and operating the plant. It would appear from our in-

vestigations that the gain in superheat in turbines is almost

parallel with that of a steam engine, and there is a very decided

advantage in using superheat even as low as 60°; from 60° to 150°

can usually be obtained without separate supcrbeater.s. This ni-

sures dry steam in the turbine and obviates the ciittins; i)f llie

buckets due to moisture.

Generators for turbines have been specially designed by the large

manufacturing companies. In certain size units the economical

speed of the turbine imposed conditions which were very severe

and apparently at variance with an efficient generator. Types of

.

generators designed lor reciprocating engines arc not suitable for

this purpose. The difficulties which had to be overcome in the

design of a turbine generator were: First, mechanical stresses

set up by the high speed of the revolving parts. Second, provid-

ing suitable space for the conductors and the insulation and pre-

venting their movement or rubbing against each other. Third,

the ventilation of the machine. The conditions change so mate-

rially with the various sizes of units that a number of different

designs have been tried. The problem apparently was simpler

in the design of the alternating current generator than in the

direct current generator as the field could be made the revolving

clement. The principal difficulty in the design of direct current

generators was the inherent structural weakness of the commutator

when operating at high -peed. The Westinghouse company has de-

veloped a revolving field type of alternating current generator of

unique mechanical construction which very satisfactorily fulfills

the requirements of Parsons turbines. It has also developed a

direct current generator for the smaller sizes, the commutator

used being grooved in order that a greater surface may be ob-

tained with a minimum length of bar. One of these machines with

the grooved commutator was in operation when your connnittce

visited Pittsburg, there being no sparking of the brushes, and the

commutator was in excellent condition and apparently the machine

was giving very satisfactory results.

The General Electric Co. has constructed a revolving field type

of alternating current generator of good mechanical construction.

The generator problem of Curtis turbines is simplified on account

of the slower speeds of the turbine. In the direct curreiu generator

the same difficulty is present in Ihe connnutator aiul the company

has designed a commutator with an insulated wire binding around

the center of the bars. It would appear that there is <lifficidty in

obuining direct current generators except in the smaller sizes

to operate on lower voltages than 220 volts on account of the diffi-

culty of commutation of a greater output of current with a reduc-

tion in voltage with the small practical length of bar. For 500

volH and over the commutator construction lan be made satis-

factory.

The advantages uf Inrliiiies were summed \ii' in the coninutlcc

report as follows

;

Higher efficiency.

Lower first cost.

Minimum amount of laboi.

Lower depreciation and niaintonance.

Small amount of oil required.

Freedom from vibration.

Lower cost of buildings and foundations.

Uniform rotation, which is especially de.^irabk• Un- .iperatnig al-

ternating current generators in parallel.

Ihe machine can be started as quickly as a reciprocating engine.

Can be governed as closely as the steam engine.

Full load can be thrown on or off instantaneously without in any

way endangering the turbine.

Condensed steam is free from oil so that the water can be re-

turned to the boilers, this being especially valuable where bail

feed water is used.

Simplicity of packing.

Small number of bearings.

.Ml parts can be made to gage.

Minimum amount of fittings and easy to renew the parts.

Operates eciually well condensing or non-condensing.

Freedom from break-downs owing to water in the steam.

Relatively small size of all parts, insuring more perfect material.

High economies at light load.

Good regulation of generators.

The depreciation of the turbine has not so far been fully deter-

mined; we feel confident, however, it will he less than that of the

reciprocating engine. Those who have had the turbine in use for

some time strongly endorse its operation and efficiency and the

interruptions which they state they have had were due to me-

chanical defects which were easily remedied. The time given for

erecting turbines in sizes varying from 400 to 1,500 kw, is from

two to four weeks, depending upon the facilities for handling the

heavy parts in each case during erection,

111 regard to the operation of the step bearings of the Curtis

turbine there has been no objection from the users and we have

been unable to locate a ca.se in which it has given trouble. We
did not receive any unfavorable replies from the users regarding the

operation nf the tnrliine or any of its parts.

New Power Plant for Everett Ry.

The Eveiell (Wash.) Railway & Electric Co. is building a power

plant to generate more than 15,000 h. p. at Lake Isabel, on the

Great Northern Ry.. ,^5 miles east of Everett. The plant will be

unique in that it will have the greatest head of water used for like

purpose in the United States. A special steel pipe .52 in. in diam-

eter, and decreasing to 22 in. near the nozzle, will be used, and the

intake will be 30 ft. below the surface of the lake. The pipe will

be carried 12.000 ft., the fall in that distance being 2,500 ft. The

diameter of the nozzle will be H >" ''"'if I''-'"' w'" ™s' $600,000

and will furnish power for the street railways and factories of

Everett. In Switzerland there is a plant with a 3,700-ft, head of

water and in Caliluniia there is one of 1,900 ft.

, « »

Through Service Between Cleveland and lirie.

On Mtiy 241I1. preliininary to the discussion uf a plan fur estab-

lishing a through trolley service between Cleveland, ()., and Erie,

Pa., Messrs, H, A, Everett and Charles W, Wason, of the Cleve-

land, Painesville & Eastern Railroad Co., and Messrs. Thomas

McGovern and W. F. Stanley, of the Pennsylvania & Ohio Railway

Co., accompanied by other prominent electric railway men, made a

tour of inspection in Mr. Everett's private car "Josephine," Mr,

C. E. Flynn. vice-president of the Conneaut & Eric Traction Co.,

assumed charge of the parly during the trip over that company's

system. It is thought that the plan will be consummated early this

summer, and ncNl year it is expected to operate thrnugli to Buffalo,

N. Y,
-••

The Uocktoid & l'"rerport lOcclrir Railway (>^, has eslablishr.l

a new park known as borcst Park, three miles from Freeport, III,
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Hoovcii.Owens.Runtschlcr Vertical KiiKinc

The accoiiipaiiying illustration is a view of a new design of

vertical engine built by tlic Hoovcn-Owens-Rcntscbler Co., of

Ifamilton, O. The engine illustrated is shown at tbc World's Fair,

being .-i part of the Exhibitors' Power INant, located in M.ichincry

Hall This unit has cylinilers 34 and 68 x 54 in. and is direct con-

nected to a National Electric generator of 1,500 kw. capacity. The

company will build these engines in sizes from 16 and 32 x 36 in

to 48 and <X> X (10 in. cylinder dinien.sions for all medium speeds

and any desired steam pressure.

The principal features of the design are thus described in tliu

company's recently published catalog:

The cylinders arc made of close-grained charcoal iron, as hard

as is practical to machine them. The exhaust chambers are scp-

The pistons are cored and made as light as is consistent with

safety. They have a follower ring and one sectional ring, which

is pressed out by spiral springs held in place by T-headed brass

bolts. The pistons are forced on a taper and locked with a jam
nut and keeper.

The crosshead is of steel, with cast iron slippers lined with the

phosphor babbitt, peened in, bored anil scraped to fit. Each slipper

has a wedge adjustment, which is entirely independent, hence the

position of the slipper is not changed by its movement. The slippers

arc fastened to the crosshead by means of several steel bolts, thus

relieving the wedge bolts of any extra strain, and are so arranged

that they may be easily removed. The piston rods are fastened

to the crosshead by thread, jam nut and keeper, The connecting

rod is of the solid end pattern ; the boxes are of bronze.

The valve gear differs somewhat from the company's regular

HOOVEN-OWENS-RENTSCHLER VERTICAL ENGINE.

arated from the cylinder walls by an air space, and the arrangement

is such that there is a 2-in. space between tlic cylinder walls and

lagging for non-conducting covering; the lagging is of sheet steel.

The valves are located in the barrels to avoid the inconvenience

of having to disconnect the valve gear when the heads arc removed.

The valves arc placed in such a manner, however, as to make the

clearance about the same as if they were placed in the heads by

bringing the exhaust valves partly within the cylinder walls, although

at no time do the valves enter the space swept by the piston, while

the piston is allowed to sweep past the ports. On the steam valve

side the ports are so arranged that the incoming steam strikes the

piston squarely on the end, thus preventing any side shock or

pound common to the vertical type of engine. Both steam and

exhaust valves are double ported and have a very short travel, and

are cored and made as light as possible.

type. The steam and exhaust valves are actuated by separate eccen-

trics, direct, without wrist plates. The necessary motion is ob-

tained by the use of levers and links on each bonnet separately,

thus greatly reducing the strains. The dash pots, which are hung
from the bonnets and are close to the cylinder, make a very com-

pact and self-contained arrangement, and arc of the company's new
noiseless pattern, with the weights of the moving parts greatly

decreased, being adapted for much higher speeds than usual. Both

steam and exhaust cam rods have efficient unhooking devices, so

that the valve gear can be worked by hand to facilitate starting and

warming up.

The dash pot levers are placed on the valve stems within the

opening of the bonnet, hence are well supported on both sides to

reduce wear. The releasing gear hooks and latch block trip plates

have eight reversible wearing edges. The links have bronze con-
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ncctions with key adjustments. The weight of all reciprocating

parts has been carefully proportioned so as to make the forces on

the pins as uniform as possible.

The bed plate is of the box section type, deep, massive and

strongly webbed, with liberal bearing surface on the foimdation.

tt is cast in one piece and is carried around the crank at full height,

forming a deep crank pit to retain oil. The main bearing portion is

bored and faced to receive the bottom bo.x, which is of shell type,

so arranged that it can be removed by raising the shaft enough to

remove the weight from the box. The box is designed for water

circulation.

The wheel is made in eight segments, a section of the rim and

one arm to each segment. These segments are carefully planed

and fitted at the joints and are bolted to the hub with turned steel

bolts, holes being reamed for a driving fit. The rim is clamped

together with steel arrow-headed links which are shrunk in place.

The hub is in two separate disks forced upon the shaft, and the

disks are drilled, reamed and bolted to the arms with turned steel

bolts.

The "A" frame is cast in two pieces, strongly webbed, and is

planed and fitted together and bolted with reamed fitting turned

steel bolts. Its lower portion is of the bo.x or rectangular section,

which gradually changes to a circular section as it reaches the top,

which gives very pleasing as well as very strong lines. The open-

ings on the sides are especially designed to receive oil shields which

entirely enclose this part of the engine.

The guide barrel is circular in form, slightly flattened on the

sides where the openings come, which are also designed for perfect

fitting oil shields and doors. This portion of the frame is also

strongly webbed. The guides are separated from the walls of

the barrel by an air space, and are bored from a common center.

The barrel is faced at both ends at the same setting, to insure

perfect alignment.

The governor is of the company's regular higli-spced, center-

weighted, flyball type, with motor and micrometer attachment for

changing speed from the switchboard to regulate for throwing

the generator in parallel. The governor is placed on the first gallery

platform and is easily accessible. Both cylinders are under control

of the governor. The range of cut-off is from o to tliree-(|uartcr

stroke.

The main bearings are lubricated by a continuous stream of oil.

which is furnished by an oil pump driven from the eccentric. The

oil is pumped from a tank beneath the floor to two receivers which

arc located over each main bearing cap. From here it flows by

gravity to all parts of the journal. The bottom box of the journal

is cored out and arranged for water circulation, The eccentrics,

crosshead slippers, crosshead and crank pins are oiled from a

gravity feed system by multiple sight-feed tanks located on the

upper part of the engine. The crosshead slippers have, wipers on

the bottom end, which dip into reservoirs at the bottom end of

stroke, insuring perfect lubrication of the guides. All the valve

gears, rocker arms, etc., are lubricated by grease cups. The engine

is thoroughly furnished with oil guards and shields to prevent oil

from being thrown on the floor. The eccentrics are entirely en-

closed to prevent oil creeping along the shaft and coming in contact

with the wheel and generator.

The arrangement of stairways, galleries and platforms is such

as to make all parts of the engine accessible, and it is nicely set off

with brass hand railing and polished stanchions.

The engine herewith described weighs 120,000 lb.; speed, 8.3 r. p.

m. ; main bearings, 25 in. diameter by 42 in. long; shaft in wheel

and generator, 30 in. diameter; crank pin, 11 in. diameter by 11 in.

long; wheel, 22 ft. diameter.

Sturtevant Improved Ilund Hluvvers.

The B. F. Sturtevant Co., of Boston, Mass., has for a number of

years made hand blowers which have been used in connection with

forges as substitutes for the bellows. A short time ago the com-

pany brought out a new design of hand blower which is designated

as style B, to distinguish it from the old blower which was known
as ityle A. These blowers arc not only adapted to forge blowing,

but Ihey can readily be applied as portable ventilating apparatus.

They are simple in design, strong, compact and easy and economi-

cal in operation.

The blower is adjustable on the shaft and thus its outlet may be

set to discharge in any direction, and it may be connected with the

forge tuyere by means of galvanized iron piping. The blower is

of cast iron, has a steel shaft running in babbitted boxes and a

fan wheel of galvanized steel solidly riveted to a composition hub

with extending arms. The frame is so arranged that the slackness

of the belt driving the blower may be taken up; there are holes

in the feet so the blower may be secured to the floor.

These hand blowers are made in two sizes. Style B-i is 18 in.

long and 48 in. high; the driving wheel is 24 in. in diameter, the

blower outlet is i'/i in. in diameter and the outfit weighs 135 lb.

Style B-2 has a 24-in. driving wheel, the blower outlet is 4-)4 in.

in diameter, and the complete outfit weighs 155 lb.

»—¥

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Go's. Crane Car.

We illustrate herewith a gondola construction, or crane car used

by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co., and which was built by the

Middletown Car Works, Inc., of Middletown, Pa. It was designed

by the railway company and is intended especially to handle rails,

although it is suitable for handling any material. The car is about

38 ft. long and its extreme width is 8 ft. At each end is a cab 4 ft.

in depth, the top of the roof being n ft. 11 in. above the rail.

.Attached to each of the four inside corners of the cab, overhang-

ing the car floor, is a steel swinging crane. The framing of the

cab is well braced. The corner posts which directly support the

PHILADELPHIA CRANE CAR.

cranes arc of 6 x 6 x ^-in. angle iron and the back wall of the cab

is strengthened by two diagonal braces of 4 x 4 x f^-in. angle iron,

fastened at the center by a J^-in. iron plate. The side posts of the

cab are of 4 x 4 x fii-in. angle iron, and these are attached to the

corner posts which support the cranes by two diagonal braces above

each cab door, the braces being of 214 x 4-in. angle iron. The end

posts are of 3 x 3 x ^^-in. angle iron.

There are six longitudinal sills in the floor framing, the side

sills being lo-in. I-beams, 35 ft. long, reinforced on the inside by

pine sills. The flooring of the car is of 2-in. plank and the floor

frame is strengthened by l-in. iron rods running from end to end,

while the two under trusses are of i}4-in. iron rods. The sides of

the car are composed of six dump doors, 18 in, high, hinged, and held

upright by bolts which drop into sockets at the bottom, with the

exception of the end doors, which are bolted at the side. The doors

facilitate the handling of dumpable material and increase the ca-

pacity of the car over that of an ordinary flat car. The side doors

are of 2-in. plank. All the iron work is securely bolted and riveted

and the simplicity of construction, as well as the strength of the car

and its utility, is apparent. It will be seen that there is a door at

each side of the cab and handles and steps are provided. There

are three windows in each cab, also.

The government has appropriated $100,000 for cxperimentiiiR

with carrying the mails imderground in Chicago in the tunnels of

the Illinois Tunnel Co's. system, which was described in the "Re-

view" for April. As quickly as possible the portion of the tunnel

lying between the La Salic St. and Union stations will be equipped

with suitable cars, and it is thought that by the middle of July the

experiment may be begun.
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Electric Locomotive for Nov Yi)rk Central.

I'hc acconipaiiyini; illti^trations show a general and ditaikd view

of the new electric locomotives which are being built for the New
York Central & lliulsoii Rivir Railroad Co. Tliesc differ radically

in Ihcir electrical feature- from any electric locomotive heretofore

built, and they are being made jointly by the General Electric Co.

i..ri\ inm iiiiiniu -. ;iii.i, with one hour lay-over, be able lo keep u|>

this service continuously. This last schedule is the equivalent of

the ivesenl timing of the Empire Slate Express, though the latter

has a somewhat lighter irain.

The new locomotive will lie J7 ft. in length over all and will

have four pairs of motor wheels and two pairs of pony truck wheels.

I nc diameter of the driving wheels is 44 in, and the driving axles

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR NliW YORK CENTK.M..

and the American Locomotive Co. The motors are bipolar and arc

gearless. the magnetic circuit, the field windings and the poles be-

ing part of the locomotive frame and spring supported. The pole

pieces arc laminated and are vertically tangential lo the armature,

thus permittting the vertical movement of the locomotive frame and

attached poles without affecting the armature air gap. The com-

bined weight of the armature, a.xics and wheels is less than that of

the rotating parts of many steam locomotives, and there is, of course,

.; oerfect balance due to the absence of reciprocating parts. These

.T.achincs w-ere designed in accordance to specifications prepared by

the Electric Traction Commission of the railroad, consisting of

Messrs. W. J. Wilgus. John F. Ueems. B. J. Arnold, Erank J.

Sprague and George Gibbs. The secretary lo the commission is Mr
Edwin B. Katte. electrical engineer of the railroad company.

The specifications for these locomotives stipulated that they should

lie capable of niakini; t«" regular successive trips of one hour each

are S'i in. in diameter. Its total weight will Ik proximately 190,000

lb. The frame is of cast steel, the side and end frames being bolted

at machine surfaces and stiffened by cast sleel cross transoms. The

journal bo.xes and axles have sufficient lateral play to pass easily

over curves of 230 ft. radius. The superstructure is designed to of-

fer a small resistance to the wind and the cab affords a clear view

(if the track, i'he superstructure is entirely of sheet steel with angle

iron frames.

The motor cc|uipincnl consists of four 600-volt direct current

gearless motors, each of 550 h. p. capacity, making the normal rating

of the locomotive 2.200 h. p. The maximum rating will be about

2.800 h. p.. or 50 per cent more than that of the largest steam pas-

senger locomotive in service. The armature will be mounted on a

quill directly on the axle and is of the iron-clad type with series

drum winding. The commutator will also be supported on the quill.

The brush holders are of cast bronze and will be mounted on in-

sulateil supports attached to the spring saddle over the journal. The

magnetic circuit will be nnde through the side and end framing

of the machine instead of through the usual box casting. The

Sprague-General Electric multiple unit control system will be used,

provided with a check on the rate of acceleration which the engi-

neer cannot exceed. The locomotive will also lie provided with the

usual .iccessorics, including electric air compressor, whistles and a

lienn, electro-pneumatic sandcr and electric headlights. The cab will

be heated bv electric heaters.

Tics for Electric Lines.

iil'Sl'ENSlON OF .MOTOR 0.\ TliUCK.

between Grand Central Station and Croton with a total train weight

of 550 tons, a single stop in each direction and a lay-over not lo

exceed twenty minutes. In addition to this it was provided that a

similar schedule should be maintained with somewhat lighter trains

making more frequent stops. Finally, it was provided that with a

total train weight of 435 tons, the electric locomotive should be

aU' to run from Grand Central Station to Croton without stop in

.\ considerable number of electric railways make use of a cedar

lie that is a trifle smaller in dimensions than the standard specified

un steam railroads. The quality is the same as the larger tie, but

the smaller size and lighter weight enable the cedar dealer to

deliver such tics at a greater distance from the purchasing points

and at a reasonable price. When installed where the traffic condi-

tions permit the use of a slightly smaller tic it has given satisfac-

tion. The Maltby Lumber Co., of Bay City. Mich., has its smaller

ties for electric railways in stock at its various yards and presents

them as reliable in all respects, this material having an established

record for 13 to 18 years' service in the track.

The Shamokin & Edgewood Electric Railway Co., of Shamokin,

Pa., has increased the wages of motormen and conductors from

14 to IS cents per hour.
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The Comfort Passenger Car.

The views presented herewith illustrate the "Comfort" iiassenger

car, suitable for all seasons, which has been designed by Herman
Romiindcr. of Milwaukee, Wis. In this type of car is presented

a construction that in one car body incets all the requirements of

traction companies for a convertible car, and one that can be

clianged from an open or sunniier car to a closed or winter car

in from two to five miiuites, and while in motion, it being as well

I

•^*/^^^^^.,s..
'V

wni

ROMUNDKR ('( )N VKRTIBI.K CAR

a semi-convertible and a closed car. One of the illustratii)iis shows

the sides with diagonal bracing, which is used for permanently

closed cars. This bracing is omitted in cars of the convertible type.

The characteristic features of construction of the "Comfort"

passenger car are side sections consisting of two parts, a large

curved window and a flexible panel utidenicalb it, nrnvahlc between

thus provided between the veneer plates serves to keep out cold,

wet and draft ; the panel is of the usual thickness, yet light in

weight; owing to the reversed grain of the adjoining veneer layers

in the veneer plates it has great strength, durability and lateral

stiflfness, and at the same time is sufficiently clastic and flexible

so that it may be easily raised and lowered in the lower straight

and upper curved grooves of the side posts. .\t its upper end the

flexible panel is provided with :i regular window sill which serves

as an arm rest.

When the windows and flexible p.anels are closed

down the car is perfectly tight on all sides. Any or

all the windows may be raised without disturbing the

flexible panels, it thus becoming an ordinary closed car

with open windows. When the flexible panels are

raised into the roof the car becomes an open car.

The roof is con.structed of the same materials as the

flexible panels, is lighter in weight than the usual roof

construction, and is .strong and durable and impervious

to moisture and atmospheric influences.

Anolbcr striking feature of this car is the system of

- • ventilation, whereby the monitor roof is done away

j^0- w'ith, thus making the car six inches higher than the

ordinary car. It is also three inches lower outside.

The ventilation is accomplished by means of an air

space formed between the overhanging outer roof, sup-

ported by the curved rafters and side posts and the

inner veneered ceiling. Perforated curved metal sheets

or screens placed between the side posts above the

window- line admit the outside air to this air space,

after which it enters the interior of the car through

openings in the ceiling, which when required can be

closed partly or entirely by panel sashes. By reason of this arrange-

ment the outside air on entering the air space must rise up to these

openings in the car ceiling, and through same into the interior of

the car, and, consequently, it is tempered somewhat in cold weather

before reaching the interior of the car. A maximum of veiUilation

is afforded and all ini|n\rilies, dust, soot and cinders are deposited

FRAMING OK H< i.MI '.VI ilOU i-l.<iSIOIi I Alt.

vertical side posts or ribs, tie post,, being made of a I -shaped steel

rib covered with wood containing the necessary grooves in which

the side sections slide. Ihese p<jsts are reversible and interchange-

able, and the car, owing to the steel frame constrnclion, can (here-

fore be made of any desired width.

The lower part of these side posts up to the line of the windows
is straight, the upper portion being bent in the arc of a circle to

accommodate the curved windows, both open and closed. .SuflTicieul

floor area is obtained for scats and aisles, as well as abundaru

space in the upper part of the car.

The . large windows arc of one sheet of curved glass held in steel

frames which provide an absolutely rigid curved window sash. This
type of window makes it an ideal observation car.

ITic flexible panels below the windows arc composed of two
plates of veneered wood, each consisting of three layers of veneer

with reversed grain and united by a waterproof gluing composition,

both plates being held together by lateral slats. The air space

during till- upward coiir-,e of the .or and only pure ;im- can eiiler

the car.

« »
Mil- conductors and nioinriiieii ol the Iri City Railway Co., of

Davenport, la., have just completed the erection of a club bouse

on Vandruflf Islaiul in Uock River, immediately south of lilack

I lawk Watch Towel-, to be used by them and their families as a

|)leasnre resort. The fishing is cxcepti<iually goo<l at that point,

rile employes formed a dub fr^r the purjiose,

III l.os Angeles June 71I1 Judge Clian.bers overrulerl the demurrer

III the case of the Pacific IClectric Railway Co., charged with vio

lating a city ordinance by failing to sprinkle the streets occupied

by its tracks. The defeiidanl claimed that the facts set forth in

the complaint tlid not ciiiisiitute a public olTeiise. but the court

ruled otherwise. A iilc-i of nnl guilty was nilcrc-d by the (oiiipnn>
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lli^h-Tcnsion Line .Material. (^ranc I'atcnt Pup Safety Naive.

The accompuiij'iiig illtistratiuiis sliuw ty|H.'S uf new high-tension

line ni.itcrial recently pnl upon the m.irket hy the Elmer P. Morris

Co. The gre.it dilliculty, if not impossibility, of securing a compo-

sition which will withstanil the disintegrating cfTects of the alter-

nating current led to adoption in the material illustrated nf a design

MORRIS LINE INSULATOR.

permitting the use of porcelain insulators throughout. There has

been kept in view the object of making the size as small as possible

consistent with strength and durability. Porcelain spools are used,

thoroughly protected from the weather, and these give an additional

insulating efTect to the hanger.

The company guarantees these insulators as safe for a working

pressure of 8,500 volts for the single type of straight line work, and

the method of enclosing the porcelain insulators in the arms gives

additional safety, as this construction will withstand the ordinary

hard usage in service. These goods are of special interest at the

MORRIS PULL-OFF INSULATOR.

present time, owing to the introduction of alternating current street

car motors and a consequent demand for insulating material capable

of withstanding high voltage alternating currents.

Durability of Graphite Paint.

The recent fire in Baltimore afforded an excellent opportunity in

the case of the Union Trust Building to test in actual practice the

paint employed to protect steel in buildings. This building was

erected in 1897-98, and although it was exposed to most severe

heat during the fire, the steel framework was preserved intact. Much
of the terra cotta fell away leaving the frame exposed, and where

it was so exposed it was noted that there were practically no signs

of rust, and the paint was as efTective and glossy as when applied

six years ago. It was painted with what is known as "No. 30 Su-

perior Graphite" paint, which was manufactured by the Detroit

Graphite Manufacturing Co.. Detroit, Mich. The steel work of the

building in question was painted once in the shop and twice after

erection.

To meet a cunsunlly incica^ui^ ucuiaud lor Ciane patent pop

safety valves the Crane Co., of Chicago, has uicrcased the capacity

ul the departments cnipluyed in manufacturing these goods. Ihc

cunstructiun of tlic5e valves embodies a sclt-adjusting feature which

autuiiuitically regulates the pop of the valve and maintains the least

waste of steam between the opening and closing points, tlicrc being

no iicce:>sity ot readjusting to regulate the pop on changes in the

set pressure.

This IS accomplished by ineaiis of a seli-adjusling auxiliary valve

and spring, which are entirely independent of the main valve and

spring. Ihe steam in the pop chamber liiids a passage through

holes or ports into an annular space provided in the auxiliary valve

or disk, and by reason of the light auxiliary spring this pressure

lifts the auxiliary valve and allows the steam in the pop chamber

to gradually escape, thus permitting a greater range 111 setting pres-

sures with the least waste of steam and at the same time supplying

a cushion or balancing medium, thereby preventing shattering or

hammering, and affording the easiest po:>sible action in closing.

This feature, it i:> pointed out, is embodied in no other make of

valve, and unlike other pop valves, in cliangmg set pressures within

reasonable limits of the spring capacity, all that is necessary is to

turn the screw pressure plug uu the lop of the valve.

The Crane encased spring valves are constructed with a casing

or chamber enclosing both springs, protecting them against the action

of the steam. 1 his form of valve is particularly useful and even

necessary where a number of valves may be connected to one main

exhaust or discharge pipe. The Crane pop valves have bevel seats

made of composition, or with solid nickel bushing, as required, ihe

cum lever is capable ul lifting the valve off its seat one-eighth the

diameter of the valve opening, whether or not there is pressure on

the boiler. The cam lever may also be thrown over tar enough to

lock the valve open.

The cap is made with handles or cross bars and fastened to the

stem by a key pin, the stem being securely attached to the main

or wing valve, and having a square section operating in a square

socket, or recess, it affords a means of turning the valve on its

seat, thereby removing any incrustation or saline matter that may

accumulate. A self-adjusting pop regulator automatically controls

and maintains a minimum waste of steam between the opening

and closing points. 1 he enclosed springs are made of the best steel

and with self-adjusting spring disks. The valves can be taken

apart without removal from tlie boiler and without disturbing the

outlet pipe. All parts have been carefully designed and strongly

proportioned, and properly adjusted and fitted with correspondingly

strong springs are suitable for pressures up to 250 lb. Special

valves for higher pressures are made to order. The valves are

furnished locked up to prevent tampering with them.

Evaporative Test ou the Green Economizer.

An evaporative test of the builcrs iii the station of the Old Colony

Street Railway Co., at Newport, R. I., with the Green economizer

first in service and then off, was recently made by Mr. George U.

Barrus, from whose report the following statements arc taken.

This steam plant consists of four 350-h. p. water-tube boilers made

by the Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co. and three soo-kw. Curtis

steam turbines. The economizer has 384 tubes and is placed in the

rear of the main flue, the dampers being so arranged as to deflect

the gases from the boilers, either through the economizer or direct

to the chimney as may be desired. The area of heating surface of

the economizer is about 4,608 sq. ft. and the scrapers are operated

by a 2-h. p. electric motor. The tubes were cleaned both inside

and outside a short time previous to the lest. The tests were made

under the working conditions of the plant and covered a period of

24 hours. The results of the tests, showing the saving of fuel due

to Ihe use of the economizer, and reduced to the same quantity of

water evaporated and to the same initial temperature entering the

economizer, are as follows:

Weight of dry coal consumed in 24 hours with economizer on,

30,709 lb. ; weight of dry coal consumed in 24 hours with economizer

off, 3S,o6o lb. ; saving due to economizer for 24 hours' run when

evaporating 302,212 lb. of water from 103°, 4.351 lb.; percentage

of saving due to economizer, 12.4.
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Box Ball a Fine Park Attraction. Saving Cylinder Oil.

We present herewith an illustration of a box ball alley which is

strongly recommeniJed to street railways especially as a park attrac-

tion. Box ball is a novel game which was invented in 1902. It

is similar to ten pins, but has distinctive features which cause it to

be regarded as one of the most popular and fascinating forms of

entertainment and exercise. It comprises an alley, five pins and

the balls with which to play. The alley is regularly 30 ft. long and

3 ft. wide over all, but it can be furnished in any desired length.

The rolling surface at the front end is 12 in. high from the floor,

elevating to 16 in. at the rear. The alley is solidly built and will

not easily get out of repair. It is beautifully finished and very at-

tractive.

The bed is made of strips, % x i54 i"-. glued and nailed, and

worked to a true surface. It is secured to heavy battens running

crosswise, which makes it very rigid. The bed is completely cov-

ered by a composition of cork and rubber 5/16 in. thick and this,

together with the manner of construction, greatly eliminates the

noise and the balls roll more perfectly than on a wood surface.

This covering is very durable, but it can be renewed at any time at

a cost of about 30 cents per square foot, including the cost of

putting it on.

Box ball contains many of the desirable features of bowling and

it can be installed at about one-third the cost of a good bowling

alley. It is portable and can be transferred from place to place

BOX BALL ALLEY.

without injury, hence it is suggested that after operating the alley

in the street railway park during the summer it can be removed

to a business room and operated through the winter, and in this

way it will earn money all the year.

One of the obvious advantages of the box ball alley lies in the

fact that it can be operated without the expense of a helper to set

up pins and return the balls. The name "box ball" was suggested

by the use of a box device containing muffler curtains which noise-

lessly receives the balls and returns them to the player by gravita-

tion through a chute placed under the bed of the alley. This method

saves much time, as well as expense.

The earning capacity of the alley at 5 cents per player for a 10-

frame game is $1.40 an hour, which is equal to almost three times

the earning capacity of a single bowling alley.

Box ball is in use in many Y. M. C. A. rooms, clubs, hotels, health

resorts, etc. The game produces the requisite amount of physical

exercise without causing undue fatigue, the balls weighing but 2%
lb. apiece. Ladies and children find it a game which they can play

easily.

Box ball alleys are made by the American Box Ball Co., 1140

Shelby St., Indianapolis, Ind., and the company states that it can

ship any reasonable order the day it is received. The alley can b.-

placed in operation by a workman of ordinary ability inside of four

hours.

« I »

Satisfactory Emergency Brake Tests.

A short time ago the Emergency Car Brake Co., of Cumberland,

Nfd., which manufactures the Fresh emergency brake, installed its

brakes on cars of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co. for

trial at La Fayette and Wabash, Ind. At both places there are heavy

grades at railroad crossings and there had been considerable dif-

ficully in holding cars on these grades. It is staled that with the

emergency brake the cars were under complete control under the

most difficult conditions of track and the tests were eminently satis-

factory to the railway company. The Emergency Car Brake Co.

is criuipping a 40-ton, 60-ff. inlcrurban car at Canton, O., for the

Canlon-Akron Ry.. for a 60-days' test.

The accompanying illustration shows the Burt Manufacturing

Co's. style B oil filter which is designed to take the condensation

from the oil separators and e.xhaust heads, automatically separate

the oil from the water and purify the oil at the same time, the

pure oil going into the pure oil reservoir and the water running

from the drip into the sewer.

The oil and water are poured in the top of the filter and then

pass into chamber B through the layer of waste which collects

all the heavier impurities of the oil; from thence through the per-

forated bottom of chamber B in the direction shown by the arrows

into tube C, and from here to filter plate D, where the increased

weight of the water has a tendency to keep the oil back in tube C.

The pressure of oil in chamber B forces it down and spreads it

out over plate D in a very thin film, which constantly changes sur-

AUTOMATIC
WATER

SEPARATIMG
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STYLE B OIL FILTER—BURT MANUFACTURING CO.

face and grows thinner as it travels from the center to the cir-

cumference of the plate, thus exposing every particle of waste oil

to the action of the water. It then flows upon plates D' and D",

going through the same process in each case. When the oil leaves

the filter plate D" it is in a finely divided state of separation and

thoroughly mixed with water, which washes it out and from which

it separates by gravity all the remaining impurities which settle in

chamber E and which can be removed by opening the gate valve

at the bottom of the filter, which action drains off all the water

and dirt. From plate D" the oil filters through the stratum of filter-

ing material F and from there it rises to the pure oil chamber

and flows to the oil rescrvoii.

The water is automatically loparated after it passes down the

tube C and reaches the bollom i.iatc, as the oil being lighter than

water rises when it reaches the bottom of the filter, and the surplus

water passes into the tube, which leads to the automatic water sep-

arating device. Before the introduction of the style B oil filter all

cylinder oil went to waste.

This filter is made in sizes of from .^ to 500 gallons daily capacity.

It is in use by the National Cash Register Co., the U. S. Steel Cor-

poration. Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Allegheny County Light Co.,

Edison Electric Light Co., and at many other large plants. Burt

Manufacturing Co. filters have been adopted by nine foreign gov-

ernments. The company's works are at Akron, O.

June 2lst highwaymen '.lint and robbed (lie condiirtcir mid niMieil

two passengers on a United K.iilw.iys car near P.alliiiKire.
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The M. P. Lightning Arrester.

The VVcslingliousc Electric & Mamiiactiiring Co. li.is i)laccd ii|miii

the market a new lightning arrester which will be known as the

"M. P." lightning arrester. This device is the result of experi-

ments conducted by Mr. P. H. Thonias, extending over several years,

both in the laboratory and under service conditions.

Two general principles underlie the successful operation of this

arrester: i. There is a minimum voltage, below which an arc

cannot be maintained across an air gap, no matter how small that

gap may be. 2. Under proper conditions a static discharge will

distribute itself over a great number of parallel paths, so that the

amount passing over any one path will be very small, producing

practically no heating or disintegrating effect.

The arrester takes its name, "M. P." (multi-path), from this sec-

ond principle.

The arrester consists essentially of a specially prepared block of

carbon, in which the area offered for discharges is very great as

compared to the length of path through which the discharges pass.

In this block there arc a great number of separate coriducting paths,

and the discharge passing through the block divides, and takes simul-

taneously many different ones. Each of these paths is broken up by

a large number of minute air gaps, so that the voltage across each

gap is very small and the line voltage cannot maintain an arc

across them. The arrester is non-arcing, since the line current does

not follow the static discharge.

In series with the carbon is a small air gap rigidly maintained

between two metal surfaces. This air gap keeps the arrester in-

sulated from the line, except at the instant of a discharge. The
active parts of the arrester are enclosed in a cast-iron box which is

filled with a waterproof compound.

The arrester may be used either indoors or outside, and m,iy be

located in practically any position desired. The weight is small and

it has no moving parts.

The advantiiges claimed for this device arc summed up as follows:

It has low resistance to static discharges, is non-arcing, has no mov-

ing parts and is of fireproof construction ; it is of light weight, is

of neat appearance, is easily installed and is simple and compact.

Autooiutic Gate for Railway Cars.

A device recently invented by Mr. Urban .\. Walter, of Toledo,

O., consists of an automatic gate for street, interurban and ele-

vated railway cars. The chief features of this gate, for which

patents have been applied, are arrangements whereby the gate un-

locks and opens automatically when the car comes to a stop and

whereby it closes and locks automatically and simultaneously with

the starting of the car. In a general way it may be stated that the

invention consists of the combination of a platform gate with a

power device for opening and closing, and an automatic device which

actuates the power device when the car comes to a stop and when
it starts. The automatic device consists of a suitable frame con-

taining the necessary gearing, one end of the frame being pivotally

connected to the truck frame and the other end containing a wheel

which runs on top of one of the track rails. The wheel is held into

a contact with the rail by means of a spring between the truck

frame and a lug on the casting. This wheel, running on the track,

actuates by means of a train of gearing a flat disk wheel, on one

side of which is mounted a pair of fly ball governors. The motion

of these governors makes and breaks an electric circuit which op-

erates the gates. When the car is moving and the governors are

thrown open to their widest position the circuit for the gate is

opened, but when the car stops the governor closes and completes

the circuit, which is grounded to the rail through a p.iir of mag-
nets.

The gates are built of pipe and are hinged so as to fold up in a

vertical plane when opened. In opening the horizontal bars of

the gate describe a quarter circle and a chain running over a quad-

rant of a circle fastened on the end of one of the bars is held at its

other end by the tension of a spring, which nearly balances the

weight of the gate in opening and closing. The lower end of the

rod, which is a continuation of the chain, passes through the spring

and carries on its lower end an armature, beneath which, at a short

distance, is located a horse-shoe magnet. The current for operat-

ing this is closed and broken by the automatic device previously

described. When the car comes to a standstill the motion of the

governor grounds the circuit through the magnet to the rail and

the pull of the magnet, in addition to that of the spring, draws down
the chain and lifts the gate open. On the other hand, when the

car starts and the motion of the governor breaks this circuit, the

magnet releases the armature and the gale falls into its closed

position.

-•-•

Wabash R. R. World's Fair Terminal.

The Wabash K. R's. World's Fair terminal, which we illustrate

herewith, is located directly in front of the main entrance to the

Fair. In the arrangement of the tracks due provision has been

made for handling the local, the through and the excursion busi-

ness on rapid schedules, each independently of the others, and

every precaution is observed for safety. The St. Louis Transit

Go's, terminal loop is located north of all the Wabash tracks and

street car passengers reach the main entrance to the Fair on a

broad plaza passing under the Wabash tracks, thus avoiding grade

crossing dangers.

The two tracks nearest Lindell Ave. are used for the shuttle or

local trains, which run between the Union Station and the Fair

grounds. These tracks lead into the through main tracks just

WABASH TERMINAL BUILDI.XG. ST. LOUIS.

west of Union Ave., and tlie main tracks have automatic electric

block signals every i,20o ft. from Page Ave. to the Union Station.

The cars for this shuttle train service, which was inaugurated

.'\pril 30th. were especially constructed by the .American Car &
Foundry Co. They are 50 ft. long inside, 8 ft. 9 in. wide and 8

ft. 954 in. high. They have steel undcrfranus and below the

floor line are of standard freight car construction. The seats are

arranged across the car, giving a seating capacity for 92 passen-

gers, the entire capacity of each car being 120 persons. The doors

are on the sides and run on rails outside the car and those on

one side are opened simultaneously by a rod and lever at one end

of the car. The trains comprise 8 and 10 cars and it is possible

to handle about 25,003 passengers an hour with these trains.

The shuttle trains can be unloaded very quickly, as they have

no steps, the floor of the cars being on a level with the platforms

alongside the tracks. Passengers are unloaded on the platforms

outside of the two tracks, and are loaded from a platform between

the tracks, the entrance to this center platform being between

turnstiles, where passengers are required to depo: it their ticket? be-

fore being admitted.

The tracks immediately north of the shuttle train tracks are

used for storing shuttle trains during the dull hours of the day

and also for storing special trains and private cars. The five

main or through tracks are used for the through and excursion

trains. There are platforms between these tracks and passengers

do not have to cross the tracks, but descend from the platform
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by a short flight of stairs to the subway under the tracks at De
Baliviere Ave. The arrangement is such that local trains may be

run over the through tracks to Page .\ve. and thence by the Ter-

minal belt road and a large number of passengers per hour ,can

be handled that way. E.xcursion trains from the East are run via

the Merchants Bridge and the Terminal belt to Page Ave., and

thence to the Fair grounds, and also via the Eads Bridge and

Mill Creek Valley road.

Immediately south of the main tracks and fronting on the plaza

is the Wabash terminal station, also illustrated herewith, the

structure costing $50,000. It is a commodious depot, consisting

of a waiting room 100 ft. square, with an information bureau in

the center, and all the usual toilet rooms, ticket offices, parcel and

baggage rooms and an express office. On the north side of the

station and adjoining the main waiting room are four classifica-

tion compartments which comprise a unique feature. For instance,

at a certain hour there will be scheduled a westbound through or

excursion train. A sign is displayed over the entrance to one of

these compartments indicating the track from which the train

will depart, and passengers holding tickets for that train are ad-

THE ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO., Chi-

cago, has issued Bulletin No. 8, "The Omaha Shops of the Union

Pacific Railroad," and Bulletin No. 9, "The Baring Cross Shops of

the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern Railway."

THE CROCKER-WHEELER CO., Ampere, N. J., has issued

Bulletin No. 45, "The Government Printing Office ; the Electrical

Equipment of the Largest Printing Office in the World," being an

abstract from a series of articles by T. C. Martin, editor of the

Electrical World and Engineer.

THE PROUTY-PIERCE LOCOMOTIVE MANUFACTUR-
ING CO., 665 Adams St.. Kansas City, Kan., has issued a 12-page

catalog, 6x9 in., illustrated, treating of passenger gasoline loco-

motives, gasoline combination interurban cars, gasoline locomotives

and mine and yard locomotives. This company makes gasoline

locomotives exclusively.

THE H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., 100 William St., New
York, has issued a little folder, entitled "The 'Log' of the 'Polaris,'"

which contains a fac simile letter from Mr. Alfred S. Franklin, of

New York, in which that gentleman states that the company's

"Mobilene" sheet packing which he used on his launch "Polaris"

WABASH TERMINALS AT WORLD'S FAIR.

mittcd to that compartment, no other persons being allowed to

enter. When the train is announced the gate from that compart-

ment is opened and passengers proceed to the platform and thence

to their train. By this means all crowding is avoided and pas-

sengers cannot board the wrong train.

Advertisinfj; Literature.

THE SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., New York City, has issued

Bulletin No. 219 (superseding No. 206), on "Round Type Motors,

Direct Current."

THE JEFFREY MANUFACTURING CO., of Columbus, O.,

has issued Bulletin No. 8 on "Electric Locomotives for Gathering

Purposes." By C. E. Waxbom.
THE BULLOCK ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., Cin-

cinnati, C, has issued Bulletin No. 1,026 (superseding Nos. 1,012

and 1,013), "Multipolar Motors and Generators, Type H and HI
(Belted)."

THE R. D. NUTTALL CO., Pittsburg, Pa., has issued a list of

hobs, any of which it is prepared to employ (without extra charge)

in the manufacture of worm gears when the specifications permit.

The list contains only hobs in stock, but the company states that

it > in a position to manufacture any hob called for in specifications

a whole season gave perfect satisfaction, whereas all other packings

which he had used failed.

THE GOHEEN MANUFACTURING CO., of Canton, O., is

mailing a card advertising "Galvanum" which is manufactured ex-

clusively by this company for the protection of galvanized iron

work. "Galvanum" is used by the United States government and

the post card in question is ilhistrateil by views showing the power

house and machine shops at the navy yard at New Orleans, La.,

upon which "Galvanum" has been used.

THE CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATING CO., Albany, N. Y.,

lias issued Catalog No. 7, treating of hot water heaters for electric

railway cars. The catalog describes and illustrates fully the "Con-

solidated" heater No. 198 and its parts. This heater was designed

to meet the demand of interurban railroads desiring a compact,

economical and cfTicient hot water heater.

THE MAYER & ENGLUND CO., of Philadelphia, in the Key-

stone Traveller for May announces that the entire system of the

Trenton (N. J.) Street Railway Co. has been equipped with "Phil-

adelphia" fenders and that they are a little different from the reg-

ular "Philadelphia" fenders, in respect that they are equipped with

flexible steel wire nets inste.id of rope nets.

THE STANDARD VITRIFIKD CONDUIT CO., 39-41 Cort-

landt St., New York, B. S. Barnard, manager, has issued a four-

page folder illustrating the compatiy's products, which include
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single and multiple duct conduits and the Manhattan third-rail in-

sulator. On the cover of the folder is an illustration showing

Standard conduit in process of installation at the power house of

the Niagara Falls Power Co.

THE VVESTINGHOUSE COMPANIES' Map of St. Louis

and the 1904 World's Fair Grounds is the title of a folder which

was recently issued, indicating points of interest in the city of St.

Louis and pointing out some Westinghouse features of the Louis-

iana Purchase Exposition, enumerating the principal Westinghouse

exhibits, together with their locations, etc. The folder contains

two colored maps, one of the city itself and the other showing

the World's Fair grounds, each map being accompanied by a handy

index. Some typical Westinghouse installations in St. Louis arc

given, also.

THE GREEN ENGINEERING CO., of Chicago, has recently

published its Catalog "D," descriptive of the Green traveling link

grates, and illustrating a number of the important installations re-

cently made by it. These amount in the aggregate to over a half

million horse power. The company has patented a flat igniting

"arch," which is made up of blocks suspended from cast iron bars,

which are in turn fastened to channels extending transversely across

the gate. The bars arc spaced parallel and the blocks are so shaped

as to slip in between them, grooves in the sides of the blocks en-

gaging the lower flanges on the iron bars. This gives a perfectly

flat igniting arch and insures uniform combustion. In this catalog

arc also given tables showing the analysis of Ohio coals by conn-

ties and seams, arid of Illinois and Pennsylvania coals by counties.

These tables will be found most convenient and valuable for refer-

ence.

THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.,

has issued the eighth edition (revised) of its publication entitled

"Graphite as a Lubricant Scientifically and Practically Considered;

Notes Upon Its Manifold Usefulness as an Accessory for Engi-

neers." It contains 52 pages, 5^4x8 in., and is nicely printed. It is

illustrated. The chapters treat of the following subjects: Fric-

tion and Lubrication ; Graphite ; Scientific Opinions and Tests

;

Practical Experience with Dixon's Graphite; Ways of Feeding

Graphite; The Sphere of a Graphite Bearing Metal; Dixon's Pure

Flake Graphite. The company has incorporated a new feature in

its monthly paper called Graphite, it being a London page whereon

will appear items of interest relating to the Dixon business in

England. Two pamphlets just issued by the company treat of

"Dixon's Ticonderoga Graphite Grease" and "Dixon's Graphite

Cup Greases."

THE INDIANAPOLIS SWITCH & FROG CO., of Springfield,

O., has issued through its mine track department a booklet treating

of light rail frogs and switches and stands for mines, quarries, in-

dustrials and miniature railway tracks. It is illustrated with half-

tone views showing combined switch and frog for short radius

turnouts, single tie-bar split switch, two tie-bar split switch, bolted

and filled frogs, riveted plate frog, plain ground throw stand, and

spring ground throw stand for use in connection with split switches

where a spring is required. The company has also issued a four-

page folder illustrating general track work and announcing that

folder and catalog will be sent upon request. Other matter issued

by the company includes a circular illustrating and describing the

"Little Giant" switch stand, for which it is claimed that it excels in

durability, utility and economy, it being practically a universal stand

which can be used for all purposes.

THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING
CO. has issued an attractive publication of 44 pages, entitled "Works
of Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. ; Their Industrial

and Sociological Aspect." It is illustrated with 62 camera pictures,

and is handsomely bound in heavy paper covers highly illumined

in colors and bronze. The pages are ornamented very artistically,

also. The text includes a brief history of the plant, which was

organized in 1886 with 200 workmen and now has 9,000 employes

at the main works at East Pittsburg, with 3,000 additional employes

at branch factories. There are also sketches of some of the largest

electrical installations which have been made by the company, in-

cluding those of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York

;

Louisiana Purchase E.xposition ; South Side Elevated Railroad Co.,

Chicago, and installations at Niagara Falls. The views show vari-

ous interesting features of the great plant, such as interior and

exterior views, work in process or completed and installed, views

iif the Electric Club, of the billiard room and bowling alleys,

olTices and a group picture of the engineering apprentices. Two
very interesting views show the army of employes arriving at and

leaving the works morning and night. There is also a map show-

ing the location of the Westinghouse interests and how they arc

reached by steam and trolley lines.

THE JONES UNDER-FEED STOKER CO. OF AMERICA,
Mlarquette Building, Chicago, in the Publicity Magazine for May
published the results of comparative tests between hand stoking

and firing by means of a Jones stoker at the plant of the Williams

Brothers Co., Detroit, Mich., using a return tubular boiler, 60x16,

80 h. p. The tests covered 8 hours in each instance and for hand

firing lump coal was used, while Sandy Creek and washed pea coal

were employed with the stoker. The gain in evaporation by use of

the Jones stoker was 28.2 per cent and the saving in coal amounted

to 22 per cent. The Publicity Magazine for June might be desig-

nated a smoke abatement number, as it contains a number of illus-

trations of the abatement of smoke by the installation of Jones

stokers. This company has just received a fifth order from the St.

Louis & Suburban Railway Co. for six stokers which will make a

total of 45 Jones stokers in that plant.

THE CLIMAX STOCK GUARD CO., of Canton, O., with gen-

eral sales offices at Chicago, has issued an eight-page booklet treat-

ing of the well and favorably known "Climax" stock guard, which

is an effective, durable and economical surface stock guard for use

on steam and electric lines. Some of the lines upon which the

"Climax" guard is used include the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Rail-

way Co. ; Canton-New Philadelphia Electric Railway Co. ; Chicago

& South Shore Electric Railway Co. ; Chicago & Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railway Co. ; Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co.

;

Cleveland, Painesville & Ashtabula Railway Co. ; Cleveland &
Southwestern Traction Co. ; Columbus, Delaware & Marion Rail-

way Co. ; Dayton & Western Traction Co. ; Dcs Moines Inter-

Urban Railway Co.; Illinois Valley Traction Co.; Indianapolis &
Plainfield Electric Railway Co.; Marcellus (N. Y.) Electric Rail-

road Co. ; Mobile Light & Railway Co. ; Utica & Mohawk Valley

Railway Co., and a number of other well-known electric railway

systems.

THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT DRILL CO., 26 Cortlandt St.,

New York, has just issued Compressor Catalog No. 35. While this

catalog is really only the "advance sheets" of a larger and more

complete catalog (No. 36), which will appear later in the summer,

it is complete in itself. It marks a departure from the usual form

and is more like a portfolio of pictures of standard types and

prominent installations. In it facts are briefly stated ; there are

pertinent captions for the illustrations and brief foot notes to the

tables describing the standard types of compressors, but lengthy

descriptions have been avoided. For the first time in any Ingersoll-

Sergeant publication a picture of the new works at Phillipsburg,

M. J., is shown. This plant is the largest of its kind anywhere.

\nothcr interesting illustration shows the largest corliss air com-

pressor in the world, operated by the Homestake Mining Co., at

Lead, S. D. There arc also illustrations of electric-driven air com-

pressors, 40 of which have just been installed by the St. Louis

Transit Co. for a new system of storage air brakes.

In the city of Mexico, by order of the governor of the federal

district, signs have been placed upon all saloons forbidding the

entrance therein of minors and street railway employes.

The Boston & Worcester Street Railway Co. recently made a

successful trial of operating a two-car train from Worcester to

Brooklinc, Mass., using the multiple unit control system.

The Parkcrsburg, Marietta & Interurban Railway Co. is extending

its present power station at Parkcrsburg, W. Va., with Westing-

house-Parsons steam turbines. A 400-kw. unit will be installed for

the present, which will operate on 150 lb. steam and 28-in. vacuum.

Steam will be furnished by water-tube boilers without superheater.

The generator will furnish 2-phasc, 60-cycle current at 2,200 volts

to a single-phase distribution system supplying current for local

lighting. The turbine unit will operate in parallel with the present

equipment of the plant, which consists of Westinghouse compound
engine generating outfits of the belted type.
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New Power Installation of the Twin City Rapid Transit Co.

The extensive addition which the Twin City Rapid Transit Co.,

of Minneapolis and St. Paul, has found it necessary to make to its

power equipment is an index of the success which has attended the

operation of tliis company. The management of an urban trans-

portation company always has difficulty in deciding where to draw

the line between the conservatism that shall properly guard the

City system for over 25 years, and Mr. Hield, the general manager,

for 17 years.

Prior to 1898 the power for the Twin City Rapid Transit system

was supplied from three steam stations, aggregating 10,500 h. p.

in capacity, two located in Minneapolis and one in St. Paul. Jan.

I, 1898, the St. Anthony Falls Water Power Co. put in partial

ENGINE A.Nn GENERATOR ROOM, NEW I'UWKR STATION. TWIN CITY K.\PID TRANSIT CO.

interests of stockholders, and the optimism sure to be engendered

by a study of street railways in America. Those to whom the

success of the Twin City company is due have always taken a

broad view of conditions, and the courage with which they have

acted on their convictions has excited the admiration of all con-

nected with the industry.

The Twin City Rapid Transit Co. Is one of the few of the larger

systems in this country in which there has not been a change in

management in recent years; Mr. Lowry, the president, and Mr.

Goodrich, the vice-president, have been connected with the Twin

operation the water power plant built to supply current to the

railway, and a few weeks later seven 700-kw. generators were in

service. This water power plant, which was described in the "Re-

view" for February, 1899, was designed for ten 700-kw. generators,

and the intention was to abandon regular use of the two steam

plants in Minneapolis. One of the steam plants was dismantled and

the other held as a reserve.

The rapid growth of the company's business, largely due to the

numerous extensions and inlcrurban lines which have been built

during the past two years, led llif company to plan the erection of a
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new steam power stalion, which was begun in 1902 and is now ap-

proaching completion.

In this wurk an attempt has been made to plan for the future,

and the design contemplates an ultimate rated capacity of 35,000

kw., or a maximum output of say 50,000 kw. The station as built is

just half of the ultimate size, and of the live 3,soo-kw. units now

provided for. only three are to be installed at present. That is,

the present rated ciipacity is 30 per cent of the ultimate, or

10,500 kw.

The new slaliiin lies on the north bank of the Mississippi River,

ju.st east of the loth Ave. bridge in Minneapolis, and is within

300 ft. of the water power plant. The building is of light red brick

and is 155 ft. 11 in. wide by 255 ft 2 in. long, the present cast wall

being 6 ft. beyond what will be the center of the building when ex-

tended in accordance with th< ultimate plan. At the northeast

corner arc the coal receiving hopper and ash hopper in a rectangular

addition to the main building, measuring 20 x 40 ft. The coal track

for serving the station is along the north side of the building; this

track is level for 500 ft., and then connects with the Great Northern

R. R. by an easy grade.

The engines ami generators ocLupy the south portion pi the

building, a room 67 ft. wide, extending the full length of the build-

ing and 56 ft, high from the door to the bottom chords of the roof

trusses. The floor of the basement is 20 ft. below the engine room

floor.

The boiler room is 83 ft. wide and is symmetrical about on east

and west line through the center, and with the exception of the

cross-conveyor of the coal and ash handling system is also .sym-

metrical about a north and south line through the center of the

stacks. The basement floor level under this portion of the building

is 10 ft. higher than that under the engine room, and the boiler

room floor is 4 ft. higher than that of the engine room.

The site on which the station wgs erected is underlaid

with sand rock, constituting an excellent foundation, and

in fact the foundations of the building are merely concrete blocks

or benches laid on the rock to give level surfaces on which to lay

the walls or support the iron structure. Near the river shore the

underlying rock was covered with loose drift and debris, which

required a deep excavation for the foundation of the south wall of

the building. To ensure a supply of condensing water at all times

it was desirable for the intake from the river to be at a level below

that of the water even were the pool above the dam to be drained,

and by placmg the intake at the south side of the building and

making the building wall form one side of the tunnel, this object

was attained at a minimum cost for excavation, and suitable founda-

tions secured.

The walls of the building have to support little except their own

weight, as the boilers, the coal bunkers, the crane ways and every-

thing involving heavy stresses are all carried on the steel frame of

the building.

The arrangement of the apparatus is apparent from the general

plan, longitudinal and transverse sections shown in accompanying

engravings. Two Custodis stacks 16 ft. inside diameter at the top

and 162 ft. high, set on foundations extending 63 ft. above the boiler

room floor giving 225 ft. above floor, are on a north and south cen-

ter line. On each side of each stack is space for six boilers, an ar-

rangement permitting of short and direct smoke flues from linilers

to stacks.

Above the boilers are the coal bunkers, which have an aggregate

capacity of 2,800 tons.

The two bunkers are continuous from end to end of the building,

and are built of concrete reinforced with steel I-beams.

The sloping portion of the wall next the boilers is similarly

reinforced. All of the beams in the bunker walls are framed into

the steel building structure, with girders placed to take the thrusts

due to the coal pressure on each wall, and transmit them to the
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deep cross girders supporting the bunkers. This construction obvi-

ates the need of tic rods through the bunkers, whicli always give

trouble because of their short life, and the obstruction offered to

free flow of the coal. Over each boiler is a steel hopper, these

hoppers forming, with the iloping wall, the bottom of the bunker.

By placing the coal bunkers back over the boilers as far as the

flues permit, and dividing the capacity between two bunkers, space

is gained for a wide light shaft. This shaft has a skylight in the

roof and ample light is afforded. This arrangement was designed

by Mr. Sargent to get ample light into the boiler room and is a

radical change from the usual scheme of overhead bunkers, which

shut off all light from the firing room.

The cross section also shows the location of the ash hopper, coal

crushing machinery, and the conveyor lines.

Of the 24 boilers provided for in the portion of the building now
built only 18 have been installed, these being sufficient for the present

requirements of the company. .A.11 the boilers were built by the

ranged to run over the coal bunkers above the boilers and under the

ash pits beneath the boilers, and a cross-conveyor at the east end of

the boiler room.

The coal is received in hoppers located to take the coal as dumped

from cars on the railroad track, and from the receiving hoppers it

Is delivered to the crushers. From the crusher the coal is received

liy the cross conveyor, which passes over the lower linos of the two

Kmgitudinal conveyors, and into either of which it can deliver. The
longitudinal conveyors elevate the coal and deliver it to the bunkers.

.\shes are taken from the pits under the boilers by the longitudinal

conveyors and by them delivered to the upper line of the cross

conveyor, which runs under the upper lines of the longitudinal

systems, the cross conveyor carrying ashes to the hopper over the

coal car track.

The conveyors are of the McCaslin continuous overlapping grav-

ity bucket type, each line of conveyors running in a single plane.

The lower horizontal runs under the ash pits are provided with

TROSS SBTIllN—NEW I'OWKR STATION OF TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT CO.

Babcock & Wilcox Co. and are of the all-steel construction, de-

signed for 200 lb. working pressure. Superheaters designed to super-

heat the steam 120° F. above the temperature due its pressure at

the point of leaving the boiler are installed within the boiler set-

tings. Each boiler has three 36-in, drums, 23 ft. 3 in. long, set over

21 sections of 13 tubes, the tubes being 4 in. x 18 ft. The space

occupied by each battery is 23 ft. 5 in, x 31 ft. and 20 ft. 4 in. high

to the flange of the steam opening. The boilers have 5,500 sq. ft,

of water healing surface, the nominal rating being 550 h. p., but

they will furnish continuously 825 boiler horse power. All of the

boilers are equipped with Roncy automatic stokers, installed by

Westinghousc, Church. Kerr & Co., and driven by Westinghousc

engines, one engine being installed for each battery in accordance

with the specifications of the consulting engineers. The active grate

surface in each stoker is no ft., making the ratio of grate surface

to healing surface i to 50 on water healing surface.

The coal crushing and conveying plant was installed by the J. A.

Mead Co, There arc two longitudinal boiler room conveyors ar-

continuous iron shields over the edges of the buckets and wheels,

so that ashes may be received at any point without getting ashes

or dust on the wheels.

The coal is crusheil to pass a l!.:i-in. screen, the crusher and

entire conveying system having a capacity of 75 tons of lump coal

per hour. The conveying plant is all driven by soo-volt motors.

As is apparent from the general sections, the smoke flues extend

either side of the slacks, each flue serving six boilers; these flues

are of steel plate, reinforced with T shapes, and lined tliroughont

with fire brick ; at the stacks the flues are 8 ft. 3 in, wide

by 15 ft. 9 in. high. For control of the draft a damper is

placed in the uptake from each boiler. Each flue is also provided

with a damper at the entrance to the stack, giving opportunity to

isolate the flues and the corres|)onding boilers for repairs, or when

not needed for power.

The damper is built of steel and is quite heavy, and to enable it

to be handled easily the damper is mounted to turn about a vertical

axis through its center of gravity and supported at the bottom in
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a roller step bearing. The damper, which is shown in detail in the

drawing, has for its axis a 15-in. I-1>cani, to which arc riveted sheets

of 3-16-in. steel plate. Rigidity is given by 2-in. angles placed as

indicated.

The scheme of high-pressure steam piping is shown in one of the

accompanying engravings. The main header is of i6-in. wrought

iron pipe with welded steel flanges and semi-steel fittings, and is

PLAN OF STATION SITE.

carried on the wall behind the south boilers at 12 ft. 6 in. above the

boiler room floor (16 ft. 6 in. above engine room floor).. At the cen-

ter of each battery of boilers a 12-in. steel pipe bent to 8 ft. radius

is taken off, and on the other end of this is a short section of 12-in.

pipe, into which are connected --in. leads from the two boilers of the

south batter>'. These connections arc curved to a radius of 3 ft. 3

in. Beyond this point a lo-in. pipe is carried across the boiler room

and into this connect the two --in. leads from the north battery of

boilers.

S/rc'f'/OA''s-£l'

DETAIL OF DAMPER IN MAIN FLtlE.

GENERAL PLAN OF MAIN STATION.
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The south stack divides the main header into two sections, which

are connected by a 14-in. pipe carried through the engine-room

basement.

The leads to the engines are 14 in. in diameter and (excepting

the one for the engine opposite the stack) are carried down to thb

boiler-room basement, and thence through the wall (with a bend of

6 ft. radius) to connect with i6-in. "Straight Line" separators, made

by the Direct Separator Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., into which the

high-pressure piping drains. In each case the separator is set at

the edge of the engine foundation, and supported on helical springs

to take up expansion of piping and vibration. From the top of

the separator a 14-in. pipe leads to the high-pressure cylinder,

following the general contour of the engine frame. The steam

being superheated, there is no water discharged from the separator

about 26 ft. and this flywheel has the equivalent mass of 308,000

lb., acting at the radius of gyration of 12.2 ft. The an-

gular variation under normal conditions is guaranteed not to ex-

ceed .09°. The variation of speed under sudden change of load

is within the limits of 73 and 76 r. p. m. The flywheel is of the

laminated type, the rim consisting of segments of !^-in. steel plate

about 3 ft. long. These are assembled in sets of four, so that the

cross section of the rim shows at least three solid plates out of

every four. Cover plates are placed on the outside of the thin seg-

ments, the whole being held together by ij^-in. bolts, with the ends

riveted. The laminated segments are dovetailed on both concave

and convex edges ; the dovetails on the inner edge engage over

corresponding projections on the spoke castings, while those in the

outer edge serve to hold the field pole pieces. This construction

'-•"i"',""' •

HIGH PRESSURE STEAM PIPING.

except when starting the engine ; Bundy traps are provided to drain

the separators.

The valves throughout are of the Crane make, all high-pressure

valves in pipes above 8 in. in diameter having by-pass.

For the steam-driven exciter unit a 4-in. lead is taken from the

main header. In this is a 4-in. ".Straight Line" separator.

There are now installed three main generator units, each con-

sisting of an Allis-Corliss vertical cross-compound condensing en-

gine direct connected to a G. E. 3,500-kw. three-phase flywheel type

alternator. Current is generated at 34 2-3 cycles, this periodicity

being chosen to permit the operation of the plant in multiple with

the company's water power plant. It will be remembered that the

water power plant was designed in 1897, and at that time 25 cycles

had not become so widely accepted as standard for railway work.

There was, consequently, at that time no reason for not adopting

34 2-3, for which the hydraulic apparatus was more readily adapted.

The engines arc designed for a maximum capacity of 9,000 h. p. each.

The diameter of the revolving field which acts as the flywheel is

insures .safety in operation, and the design is economical inasmuch

as it is cheaper to punch the plates than to machine a casting.

The shaft is hollow forged, oil tempered steel, made by the Beth-

lehem Iron Works, and has main journals 30x60 in. The lower

shells for the journal boxes arc spherical and are fitted accurately

to corresponding recesses in the bed plate, giving the ball and socket

hearing. All of the engines have automatic stop and hutierfly valves,

controlled by separate governors.

The cylinders are 46 and 94 in. in diameter, respectively, and the

stroke 60 in. The valves are placed in the cylinder heads, the

steam and exhaust valves being driven from separate eccentrics.

A horizontal receiver without heating coils is placed between the

two cylinders. The cylinder, reservoir and piping are all covered

with Johns-Manville asbestos fireproof felt, over which is placed

planished iron.

The station is equipped with double pressure-oiling systems. All

the crank pit pockets, bearings, pump drip pans, etc., drain to two

size A Turner oil fillers, which arc mounted in the basement above
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EXTERIOR UF PuWER STATION.

and the steam cylinders 18 in. in diameter by 24 in. stroke. The

piping is arranged so that the pumps may exhaust into the engine re-

ceivers when so desired. The injection pipes connecting the con-

densers with the intake are made very short and direct, by reason

of the location of the condensers with respect to the tminel, and the

opportunity for leaks correspondingly reduced.

The feed-water piping system is such that either hot or cold

water can be supplied to the boilers, the arrangement being as fol-

lows: The 14-in. suction pipe from the intake tunnel supplies

the service pump. From the service pump is an lo-in. discharge

til the feed-water heater. From the heater a lo-in. pipe leads to

the basement and extends under the two pairs of

twin feed pumps. From the lo-in. hot water main

a 6-in. riser goes to each pair of pumps. A second

8-in. main is carried from the service pump to the

feed pumps, and thence continues to the heater,

forming a loop with the regular heater supply and

providing two paths to the heater. This second

8-in. main has numerous outlets for service purposes,

in the basement and into the boiler room, and

branches are run to each condenser to supply forced

injection for priming.

Each feed pump has two discharge passages, one

for use when supplying the cold water and the other

for use when supplying the hot water boiler-feed

mains. These feed mains are each 5 in. in diameter

MUil are carried along the basement suspended in the

same vertical plane just below the main floor beams,

and run in front of the boilers. One pair of pumps

has capacity to feed all the boilers; each pair is

i-onnccted to the feed mains for one side of the boiler

room, but in the center the two feed lines are tied

together with cross connections, so that any of the

piunps may supply water for any of the boilers.

From the feed mains 2,'/3-iu, branches are taken for

ihc boilers, one branch rising each side of each bat-

tery. From the cold water feed main are also taken

I'/i-'t"- branches for supplying water to operate

boiler-tube cleaners, and to wash the boilers. As

one pair of feed pumps can supply the hot feed to the boilers, cold

water under pressure may always be available for auxiliary pur-

poses.

The feed pumps are the "Atlantic" type of twin, vertical, double-

acting boiler feeders, made by Dean Bros., of Indianapolis, with

steam cylinders 14 x 24 in. and water cylinders 10 x 24 in. Each

pump, when' operating with steam at 140 lb. pressure and at a

speed of 40 strokes per minute, has a capacity of 325 gallons per

minute against 180 lb. boiler pressure. The pumps are fitted with

brass removable liners; the valves are in nests and are conveniently

removable with the scats when necessary. The service pumps, two

ixlLKK KIX;.M Of .SEW POWER STATION—TWIN (IIV HAI'IIl TKA.NSIT 10.
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in number, are of the Dean Bros, horizontal duplex type, t2 and

16 X 18 in. In size, and when supplied with steam at 1 10 lb. pressure,

operating at 45 strokes per minute, will deliver 1,400 gallons o{

water per minute against a pressure of 40 lb. per sq. in

The feed-w.Ttcr heater is of the open type, made by the Stilwell-

Biercc & Sniith-Vaile Co., and is 11 fl. 6 in. x 6 ft. 7 in. x 16 ft. 4 in.

high and is set on a platform 10 ft. 3 in. above the boiler room floor.

A 14-in. steam inlet and 8-in. outlet are provided, 'file exhaust from

outlets are placed at each generator, one at each exciter unit and

three on each switchboard gallery.

The station is served by a 40-ton electric traveling hoist, fur-

nished by the Whiting Foundry & Equipment Co., and the work
of installing machinery was further facilitated by laying a railroad

track into the building, enabling loaded cars to be run under the

crane.

The water power station is to be operated whenever water is

i ;[Ei.[3m:z!XD.._ix]a,_ DDD odd , [3qq m.!i
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GENERAL PLAN OF SUB-STATION IN MINNEAPOLIS.

all the auxiliary apparatus in the station -5 led normally to the

heater which has a capacity for heating 350,000 lb. of water per hour

from 60 to 210 degrees F.

For transmitting orders between the engines and switchboard

signal boxes are placed one at the throttle of each engine, and one on

the switchboard gallery, thus making a pair of boxes for each gen-

erating unit. The signal box, .shown in front elevation in the en-

graving, is 12 in. high, 8^^ in. wide and s in. deep, made of brass,

and supported on a pipe standard which serves as 3 conduit for the

available, but the distribution will be made from the new station.

With this in view, the new electrical power equipment includes

three banks of transformers, each consisting of three 5so-kw. trans-

formers to raise the voltage of the water-driven generators from

3,450 to 13,200 volts, the potential at which the main units in the

new station deliver current. These transformers, along with two

4S-in. Buffalo fan blowers driven by lo-h. p. 500-volt direct-current

motors, are located in the water power station
; 500-volt motors

for blowers were adopted in this station because current at this

3'ST/i^a^M£> 3£-*v£-/?^/^^
tV'T^9%3 '^-fw^eu Tecs

CROSS-SECTION THROUGH BATTERY ROOM IN SUB-STATION.

connecting cables. The box is divided into two equal compartments,

one containing the lamps and the other the push switches controll-

ing them. The six signs are painted on the back of frosted glass,

and behind each is a pair of candelabra i2S-volt lamps mounted in

miniature receptacles ; the receptacles arc mounted on a fiber base,

the two lamps of each pair being in multiple so that one burned-out

lamp will not prevent the indication.

The station is provided with a complete system of compressed air

piping designed for an operating pressure of 40 lb. per sq. in., but

tight for 80 lb. pressure. The tank for this is 24 in. x 6 ft. Two air

voltage is always available, while in order to obtain lower voltage

alternating-current, step-down transformers would have to be in-

stalled.

The leads from the water power station to the main station are

triple-conductor, paper-insulated, lead-covered cables, three in ni;m-

ber, one going to each of the three sections into which the main

station high-tension bus bars are divided.

The control switchboard for the main station is of blue Ver-

mont marble and is located at the west end of the engine and gener-

ator room, where there are two galleries. On the upper gallery
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provision is made for 10 alternating-current generator panels (3

now installed), 2 panels to control the a. c. side of motor-driven

exciter sets (i now installedt, 3 panels to control incoming lines

EXTERIOR VIEW MINNEArOLIS SUB-STATION.

from the water power plant, i bus sectional panel, 9 outgoing line

panels (6 now installed), and 3 panels to control direct-current side

of exciter sets.

On the lower gallery are the offices, and when the station is

completed there will be installed here the bus bars, oil switches

and switchboard panels for 12 additional feeder lines, making a

total of 21 outgoing feeders, for which provision has been made.

The bus bars are of copper, '4 x 2 in., and are mounted in com-

partments 23^ X 12^ in.

The bus bars are divided into three sections. Between adjacent

sections are oil switches, with disconnecting knife switches on each

The oil switches for the generator circuits extend in a line across

the building; behind and parallel to these is the bus-bar structure;

lu-hind this and parallel to it is the second row of oil switches for

the feeder lines. .All the oil switches arc furnished

with specially designed Kinnear rolling doors. This

apparatus is located on the gallery behind the switch-

hoard.

Connections between gejierators and the oil

switches are made by 2SO,ooo-c. m., three-conductor,

paper-insulated, lead-covered cables, which are run

in 4-in. pipe suspended from the basement ceiling.

The cables were furnished by the General Electric

Co. .M the generator leads arc carried through 6-in.

wrought iron pipes embedded In the engine founda-

tion, these pipes being bent to bring the leads cable

from the floor level to the lower side of the arma-

ture in an easy curve. The field leads at the gen-

erators are similarly protected by 2-in. wrought iron

pipe.

Tile exciter units are under the switchboard gal-

lery. There are now installed one steam-driven set

consisting of a so-kw., 125-volt generator and a

II X ii-in. simple engine operating at 280 r. p. m.,

and one motor-driven set, consisting of a 200-kw.,

125-volt generator and a 440-volt three-phase induc-

tion motor operating at 520 r. p. m.

The positive bus liar for the field circuits is placed under the

engine-room fioor.

There are no transformers in the main steam station, excepting

for the exciter motors, the generators delivering current at 13,200

volts, which is also the potential for the distribution system. Of

the six feeder lines now installed, two go to the sub-station in

Minneapolis, two to the sub-station in St. Paul, and two supply

the Stillwater line, going to what is known as the Wildwood station.

Outgoing current is carried by triple conductor cables laid in

liinnels or in conduits wherever the lines are williin llie oily limits;

side, so that the oil switches can be isolated when desired. Discon-

necting switches arc also placed between the bus bars and oil

switches on the generator leads, and between the bus bars and oil

switches on the feeder lines. Also in each branch of each feeder

circuit, between the oil switch and the triple conductor cable, is a

disconnecting switch; each of the sutic dischargers for the feeders

is similarly provided with a disconnecting switch so that it can be

isolated for repairs when necessary.

iil IS StIH-STATTON.

outside of the city limits to Wildwoud they are carried on poles.

These cables were furnished by llu- National Conduit & Cable Co.

The two new sub-stations, which have been built, one at Hennepin

.\vc. and nth St. in Minneapolis, and the other at Wabasha and

College Aves. in St. Paul, arc almost exactly similar in design and

are for an ultimate rated capacity of 9,000 kw. each in rotary con-

verters. The buildings arc according to architectural plans of Mr.

Charles F. Ferrin, of (lie Twin City company, the clc.-n ical work.
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floor framing, bus-bar and battery room being designed by Sargent

& Lundy. The lower part of the structure is stone, and above

this the walls are of light buff speckled pressed brick; the roof is of

concrete. Inside the wsUs are of pressed brick, with a wainscoting

of white enamel brick. The rotary converter room is floored with

white tile.

fhe ground dimensions of the sub-station are 148 ft. long by

80 ft. wide. At one side is the rotary converter room, 41 ft. wide

inside; below this is a basement, with part partitioned off for an

air-pressure and high-tension chamber. The other section of the

building, 33 ft. wide, excepting the basement, which is the battery

room, is occupied by offices, which are arranged on three floors.

The third office floor also extends over the rotary converter room.

The oflices at both sub-stations include rooms for the use of Mr.

Lowr>-. Mr. Goodrich and Mr. Hield, as well as for the local oper-

ating staff and heads of departments.

The general arrangement of the apparatus in the sub-stations is

apparent from the drawing, but there are several features to which

especial attention should be directed.

The storage battery room is thoroughly ventilated by means of

a system of underground ducts which is of admirable as well as

novel design. The battery room is 34 f' "ide by 145 ft. long and

contains 288 cells with type H plates, made by the Electric Storage

Battery Co., of Philadelphia. The capacity of the battery is 1,000

kw. for one hour, and the tanks are of a size to permit addition of

plates to give 1,500 kw. total capacity. The tanks are arranged in

four rows. The floor is laid with vitrified bricks, and underneath

are three lines of 9-in. standard sewer pipe, one in the center of the

room and one at each side wall. These extend the entire length

of the building anH at intervals of 17 ft., 3-in. branches are brought

up through the floor, terminating in 3-in. standard cast iron soil

pipe return bends. The bends are supported on concrete blocks so

that the opening into the room is directed downwards and is 4 m.

above the floor.

The 9-in. longitudinal mains are connected by a 15-in. cross-main

carried to the fan room. Ventilation is secured by admitting air

from the pressure chamber through the pipes into the battery

room. Flues for exit of air arc placed at the ceiling.

The sub-stations are each designed for six 1,500-kw. rotary con-

verters; but one-half of this number is now installed. These are

General Electric machines, with 16 poles, and operate at 260 r. p. m.

;

they are designed to operate in multiple on both a. c. and d. c. sides,

taking 342-3 cycle, three-phase current at 430 volts and delivering

direct current at 600 volts.

As the machines will carry a 50 per cent overload for two hours.

the maximum output with the present equipment is 6,750 kw. for

two hours, or with the battery 7.75° l^w. for one hour.

The rotaries are arranged along the outer wall of the station, .^t

one end of the building is the booster for regulating the battery.

This is a differential wound machine, built by the Western Electric

Co., Chicago. At the opposite end of the room arc two G. E.

motor-generator units—7S-h. p. 6oo-volt motor and 45-kw. no-volt

generator—which are for lighting the sub-station and oflSces; one

machine will carry this load, and normally only one is operated.

Each sub-station has nine S50-kw. single-phase air-blast step-down

transformers for reducing the incoming current from 12,500 volts

to 430 volts for the rotaries. The transformers are ranged opposite

the rotaries, with reactance coils in front of each group and the

corresponding oil switches between the transformers and the wall.

The bus-bar structure is located in the air-pressure chamber

under the transformers. The bus bars are divided into two sections

by air-brake switches, each section (when the complete etinipnient

is installed) having two feeder lines and three rotaries.

The two sub-stations, as already stated, arc of similar capacity,

and the principal differences between them lie in the relative ar-

rangement of the transformers, oil switches and high-tension bus

bars. The sub-station plan we show is that for the Minneapolis

sution; the drawings showing the bus-bar construction arc for the

St. Paul sub-sution, as this is considered the better design of the

two. The relative arrangement of the high-tension apparatus in

the two stations will be apparent from these drawings.

All lines enter and leave the station underground. The path of

the incoming current is first through oil switches to the bus-bars

in the lojcment, thence from the busbar through oil switches to

the transformers. From the low-tension side of the transformers

the cables to the rotary converters are carried through electrolysis-

proof conduits in the floor.

The positive and negative direct-current buses are separated as

far as possible, one being on each wall. The positive terminal

blocks for the rotaries arc not placed on the machines, but have

been mounted on the wall with the positive leads, an arrangement

which is an additional protection against a breakdown between the

positive lead and the frame of the machine.

All of the converters will have alternating-current starting switches

mounted on top of the reactance coils, and, while the rotaries may

be started from either side, they will in normal operation be started

by alternating current only.

The sub-station switchboard for incoming lines, rotary converters

and booster is on the main floor. The board for the direct-current

feeders is in a gallery, the feeders being hidden from view in the

wall, which is of channel iron construction.

The cooling for sub-station transformers is effected by two 70-in.

Buffalo fans driven at 525 r. p. m. by 75-h. p. 350-volt induction

motors.

The rotary converter room is served by a 20-ton motor hoist

hand travel Whiting crane.

Messrs. Sargent & I.undy, of Chicago, were the engineers for

the new power station, and the entire electrical equipment of the

sub-stations and the high-tension distribution system. All of the

contracts for the work were let on their specifications and draw-

ings. The design and arrangement of the main station were pre-

pared by the engineers, and the architectural and structural steel

drawings by Messrs. E. C. and R. M. Shankland, of Chicago. The

architectural work on the sub-stations and the general design, aside

from the electrical equipment, were by Mr. C. F. Ferrin. of the Twin

City company.

The construction and installation were carried out under the

superintendence of the mechanical and electrical departments of the

Twin City company, which are in charge of Mr. E. H. Scofield.

electrical engineer, and Mr. D. W. Dozier, chief engineer of power

stations.

For data and illustrations we wish to make special acknowledg-

ment to Mr. Scofield. to Mr. W. S. Monroe and Mr. F. Wood-

mansee. of Sargent & I.undy. and to Westinghousc, Church. Kerr

SrCo.

A Novel Condensing Plant.

In a paper presented befcre the Association of Municipal and

County Engineers at the Northern District meeting, held at New-

castle, Eng., Mr. A. E. Le Rossignol, general manager and engineer

of the Newcastle Corporation Tramways, briefly described that sys-

tem. One point in connection with its stations which he mentions

is interesting, showing a novel method of overcoming unfavorable

conditions as to water supply.

All of the circulating water for the surface condensers of the

engines has to be pumped up a quarter of a mile and 90 ft. high

from the river. As this would involve a big loss in the ordinary

way, the water after passing through the surface condensers is

carried back in another pipe to the pumping station, where the

centrifugal pumps arc situated, driven by electric motors, and

passes through turbines on the same shaft as the motors, thus

helping to drive the pumps and returning about 50 per cent of the

power to the motor. By this means the cost of power for pumping

purposes is reduced by about half from what it would otherwise

be. A special high lift centrifugal pump is used, the largest set

being capable of delivering 3,000 gallons per minute to a height of

100 ft.

*—•

ll has been rumored more or less persistently that negotiations

are pending for a consolidation of all the urban railway lines of

New York City.

The Allis-Chaliners Co. has issued a cordial invitation to the

trade for visitors to the World's Fair to use as their headquarters

the facilities which the company has provided at its power exhibit

in the Machinery Building. Besides being a comfortable place to

rest there arc writing tables and stationery, attendants who will

receive and forward mail and telegrams, and who will check par

eels and wraps and provide ice water, all free of charge.
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The Klectric Tramways of Ncuchatel.

BY L. RAMAKERS.

The electric railways of Ncuchatel and its suburbs, the construc-

tion of which has been finished but a few months, have a total length

of 26.309 km. The curnnt fur the entire system is supplied from

!he continuous current central station of the city of Ncuchatel. The
line is partly double and partly single track and the radius of the

shortest curve is 27.5 m. All the switches have a radius of 50 m.

The grades are rather severe and in some places reach 8.6 per cent

for lengths of from 80 to 100 to.

Part of the track is laid with Demerbc rails which are generally

laid directly on the gro.uid with wooden supports under each joint.

There are, however, some places where the substructure is made of

concrete. Groove rails are used on another part of the line and

these are laid on metal ties. The rest of the track which comprises

the greater part of the line is of T-rails laid on iron tics. The gage

is I m. except in the curves having a radius of less than 100 m. On
these curves the gage is widened by 6 mm. In order to secure draiii-

.-.ge holes are lx>rcd through the rails at certain points and under

these holes are receptacles for water connected to each other by

pipes.

The tension of the line is 580 volts and llic maxinuiin fall of jxi-

tcntial is 5 per cent. The conductors are copper wires of g mm. in

diameter and a trolley wire is supported on steel span wires with

double insulation ; thcs-j arc 6 mm. in diameter. These span wires

arc carried between the poles and also between rosettes placed on the

walls of buildings. There are in use wooden poles, iron pipe poles

and lattice iron poles. These are set in the ground in a mass of

concrete 2 in. deep. The wooden poles are used only outside <if

the city and there are 450 of them in use. The brackets of the wooden

poles are made of gas pipe of 48 mm. in diameter. In the city there

are 150 poles provided with brackets. The length of the iron pipe

poles varies from 9 to 10 in. and there are 40 lattice poles 10 m. in

length erected in the city. The line is divided into sections each of

which is separated by a section insulator rnd each section is provided

with a lightning arrester. On the interurban part of the line

I r rooo ^

. . /IM ,
.

CROSS SECTIONS OF SUBSTRUCTURE.

the return circuit is carried by the rails which are provided with

special joints and by a special conductor. These joints have two cop-

per wires riveted to the rails and the return conductor is formed of

a bare copper wire 8 mm. in diameter, which is laid under ground.

This runs the entire length of the line and is connected to the rails

at every joint by means of the two wires mentioned. On part of

the line the joints are provided with bonds which are soldered to the

ends of the rails, these bonds consisting, of two wires 5 mm. in di-

ameter. Foi a distance of 500 ni. these two bond wires are con-

nected to a I. inductor of 8 mm. in diameter and this conductor is

riveted to tlic rail.

The distribution on this part of the line is on the three- wire sys-

tem ; two of the three conductors are overhead wires and the track

VIEW OF TRAMWAY LINE I.V NELXHATEL.

circuit constitutes the 'liird conductor. There is a difference of po-

tential of 580 volts lietv.een each overhead wire and the track and

1,160 volts Detween the two overhead wires. This system was

adopted with the object of reducing the section of the feeders be-

tween the track and the central station and for avoiding the use of

a special return conductor. By this method only the difference in

current carried by the two overhead wires is returned to the central

station.

Part of tho motor cars have a length between the axles of 1,800

mm. and a total length of 8,500 mm. They provide for 18 seated and

16 standing passengers. They are equipped with eight brake shoes.

The cars which operate on the part of the line having heavy grades

have a special system of brakes. On each of the two platforms of

these cars is found a lever which operates steel shoes provided with

points. On each side of the line alongside of the rails are laid

wooden girders. The points on the shoes are forced into these

girders by means of which an almost instantaneous stopping of the

car may be obtained. It is only in case of great emergencies that

these brakes are used. The cars have a double suspension and are

carried on helical as well as elliptical springs. The motor trucks

are of rolled steel sections. The equipment further comprises a num-

ber of motor cars with two axle bogie trucks and enclosed platforms.

The distance between the axles of the bogies is 1,400 mm. and the

distance between the trucks is 6,500 mm., measured axle to axle. The

wheels are provided with Vander Zypen tires and have a diameter

of 800 mm. The equipment of the latter cars comprises electric

brakes with eight shoes acting against all of the wheels and also air

brakes which operate on the trail cars. There is seating space for

28 passengers in the interior of the car, 12 standing places in front

and 16 in the rear. Very large double doors are used on these cars

and there are four sanders on each car. The total length of these

cars is 12.54 meters and they weigh 15 tons each. All of the ordi-

nary cars are provided with two motors with a normal capacity of

18 h. p., capable of developing a maximum of 25 h. p. The ratio of
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reduction of the gearing is 1 to 4-5- The armatures have 29 slots

each containing 12 turns of wire and the field coils are wound with

120 turns arranged in eight layers. The controllers are of the series

parellel type and provided with additiopal resistances for briking.

For starting and at low speeds the motors are connected in series

and for a high speed they are coupled in parallel. The electrical

INTFJIli-iK ur DOUBLE TRUCK CAR.

equipment comprises further two automatic circuit breakers, two

switches, a lightning arrester, a trolley, electric heaters placed under

the seats, each of which consumes 600 watts, and the necessary lamps

for lighting. The lamps are six in number and are wired in series.

Two of these serve for signal lamps, two light the platforms and

the other two the interior of the car.

The double truck cars also use two motors each. At 635 r. p. m.

VIEW ALONG THE LINE.

they develop 40 h. p. The gearing has a ratio of reduction of i to

4. These motors are of the Oerlikon tramway type and have a

jointed frame of cast steel. The lower pan opens downwards, so as

to provide for taking out the armature without dismounting the

motor from the truck. A covered opening is provided in the upper

part of the motor casing to permit inspection and manipulation of

the commutator. A second opening in the lower part is left to facili-

tate the cleaning. The bearings are provided with rings and the

bearing shells aie of the best quality of white metal. They are of a

large size, so that the journal pressure and the friction are reduced

to a minimum. The design of the motor casing and the tightness of

the joints are such that tlie moisture and oil from the journals can-

not appreciably penetrate to the winding.

The coil of the armature has a diameter of 390 mm. and is 150

mm. long. Each of the 37 slots contains 18 wires, each wound with

three layers of silk and protected with shellac. There arc four field

spools in series, each composed of 112 coils. The commutator

is of large dimensions to provide ample cooling surface. The

current is collected by carbon brushes which are held on the com-

iiuitator by strong springs. These can carry an overload of 100 per

cent without dangerous sparking and at normal load there is no

sparking. The insulation of all parts of the motor was tested by an

alternating current of 3.000 volts. The two controllers of each car

are of the series parallel type and have seven running points and

five braking points. They are provided with magnetic blow-out coils.

The rest of the electrical equipment comprises two resistances, two

automatic circuit breakers which can be operated by hand, two

switches with magnetic blow-out, a lightning arrester and two trol-

leys. The electric lighting of these cars is obtained by means of two

independent circuits, one having six and the other seven lamps in se-

ries. The heating is by Ineans of two electric heaters consuming

2,000 watts. The entire installation was furnished by the Oerlikon

Works.

The International Electrical Congress.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers, which in connec-

tion with the Institution of Electrical Engineers of Great Britain will

hold a joint meeting in St. Louis at the time of the International

Electrical Congress meeting, has issued a circular describing the

general arrangements made for that meeting, also the accommoda-

tions to be had at St. Louis as well as the plan of a circular tour for

the reception and entertainment of visiting electrical engineers at the

Congress. The Congress will convene at .St. Louis on Monday, Sep-

tember I2th, and will continue its sessions up till Friday of that

week. The annual convention of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers will be formally opened at Festival Hall in the exposi-

tion grounds on Wednesday, of that week.

A general invitation has been extended to European electrical

engineering societies to join in a circular tour visiting the important

cities and industrial centers of the United States. A preliminary

lour has been arranged for the visiting members of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers when they arrive at the wharf at Boston.

The local reception committee in Boston has arranged to take the

visiting engineers to the power house in Boston, to the Massaclin-

setls Institute of Technology and to Harvard University, where a re-

ception will be held on Saturday, September 3rd. They will then

go to Providence by train, where they will take the steamer for

New York, arriving Sunday, September 4th. The itinerary of the

circular tour proper includes visits to Schenectady, September 6th;

Montreal, September 7tli and 8th; Niagara Falls, September 9th;

Chicago, September loth ; St. Louis, September nth to 17th; Pitls-

liurg, September i8lh and igtli ; Washington, September 20th; Phila-

delphia, September 21st. Full details in regard to this tour can be

cbtained by addressing Mr. Ralph W. Pope, secretary, American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, 95 Liberty St., New York City.

Through Traffic from Jackson to Detroit.

An agreement was signed July ist whereby the Detroit, Ypsilanti,

Ann Arbor & Jackson, the Jackson city line and the lines to Wnlf

Lake and Grass Lake will be operated as one system. Negotiations

to this end have been under consideration a long time by Messrs.

Coler & Co., owners of the Jackson Consolidated Traction Co.. and

Messrs. Hawks and Angus, owners of the other properties. Under

the agreement neither company loses its corporate identity but the

joint operation of the lines will enable the companies to effect a

number of economics and it also harmonizes their interests so that

the agitation for an opposition road between Jackson and Detroit

will be effectually ended.

The Chattanooga Electric Railway Co. now operates with power

from its steam turbine plant and has abandoned its old power house.
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Indcrwriters' Kulcs f«)r Car Wirinjj and Equip-
incnt of Cars.

These rules for car wiring were forniiilated by a conference com-

mittee consisting of a comniiltec appointed by the American Street

Railway Association and a snb-conunittic from the Underwriters'

National Electric Association.

The rules arc laid down as embodying the principal precautions

necessary in safeguarding street railway cars from the tire hazard of

their own electrical appliances. It is not expected that old equip-

ments will be rapidly brought up to this standard, but it should be

required that all new equipments and repairs to old equipments

closely follow the rules.

a. Protection of Car Body, etc.

1. Under side of car bodies to be protected by approved fire-re-

sisting insulating material, not less than i-8 in. in thickness, or by

sheet iron or steel, not less than .04 in. m thickness, as specified in

Sections 2, 3 and 4. This protection to be provided over all elec-

trical apparatus, such as motors with a capacity of over 75 h. p.

each, resistances, contactors, lightning arresters, air brake motors,

etc., and also where wires are run, except that protection may be

omitted over wires designed to carry 25 amperes or less if they arc

encased in metal conduit.

2. At motors of over 75 h. p. each, fire-resisting material or

sheet iron or steel to extend not less than 8 in. beyond all edges of

openings in motors, and not less than 6 in. beyond motor leads on

all sides.

3. Over resistances, contactors and lightning arresters, and other

electrical apparatus, excepting when amply protected by their cas-

ing, fire-resisting material or sheet iron or steel to extend not less

than 8 in. beyond all edges of the devices.

4. Over conductors, not encased in conduit, and conductors in

conduit when designed to carry over 25 amperes, unless the con-

duit is so supported as to give not less than 1-2 in. clear air space

between the conduit and the car, fire-resisting material or sheet

iron or steel to extend at least 6 in. beyond conductors on either side.

Note.—The fire-resisting insulating material or sheet iron or steel

may be omitted over cables made up of flameproof braided outer
covering when surrounded by '/i in. flameproof covering, as called
for by Section i, 4.

5. In all cases fireproof material or sheet iron or steel to have

joints well fitted, to be securely fastened to the sills, floor tim-

bers and cross braces, and to have the whole surface treated with

a waterproof paint.

6. Cut-out and switch cabinets to be substantially made of hard

wood. The entire inside of cabinet to be lined with not less than

1-8 in. fire-resisting insulating material which shall be securely

fastened to the woodwork, and after the fire-resisting material is in

place the inside of the cabinet shall be treated with a waterproof

•'""*•
1). Wires, Cables, etc.

1. All conductors to be stranded, the allowable carrying capacity

being determined by Table A of Rule No. 16, except that motor,

trolley and resistance leads shall not be less than No. 7 B. & S.

gage, heater circuits not less than No. 12 B. & S. gage, and light-

ing and other auxiliary circuits not less than No. 14 B. & S. gage.

The current used in determining the size of motor, trolley and

resistance leads shall be a per cent of the full load current, based

on one hour's run of the motor, as given by the following table

;

Motor Trolley Resistance

Size each motor. leads. leads.

,

leads.

75 h. p. or less 50 per cent 40 per cent 15 per cent

Over 75 h. p. 45 per cent 35 per cent 15 per cent

Note.—Fixture wire complying with Rule No. 46 will be permitted
for wiring approved clusters.

2. To have an insulation and braid as called for by Rule No. 41

for wires carrying currents of the same potential.

3. When run in metal conduit, to be protected by an additional

braid as called for by Rule No. 47.

Note.—Where conductors are laid in conduit, not being drawn
through, the additional braid will not be required.

4. When not in conduit, in approved molding, or when not in

cables surrounded by 1-8 in. flameproof covering, to be protected by

an additional flameproof braid, at least 1-32 in. in thickness, the

outside being saturated with a preservative flameproof compound.

Note.—This rule will Ijc interpreted to include the leads from the
moton.

5. Must be so spliced or joined as to be both mechanically and

electrically secure without sold<.'r The joints must then be soldered

and covered with an insulation equal t<> that on the conductors

Note.—This rule will not \te construed, to apply to connection of

leads to motors, plows, or third rail shoe«

6. All connections of cables to cut-outs, switches and fittings,

except those to controller connection boards, when designed to carry

over 25 amperes, must be provided with lugs or terminals soldered

10 the cable, and securely fastened to the device by bolts, screws, or

by clamping; or, the end of the cable, after the insulation is re-

moved, ihall be dipped in solder and Ije fastened into the device by

at least two set screws having check nuts.

All connections for conductors to fittings, etc., designed to carry

less than 25 amperes, must be provided wilh turncd-up lugs that

will grip the conductor between the screw and the lug, the screws

being provided with flat washers; or by block terminals having two

set screws, and the end of the conductors must be dipped in solder.

Soldering, in addition to the connection of the binding screws, is

strongly recommended, and will be insisted on when above re-

quirements are not complied with.

Note.—This rule will not be construed to apply to circuits where
the maximum potential is not over 25 volts and current does not

exceed 5 amperes.

c. Cut-outs, Circuit Breakers and Switches.

1. All cut-outs and switches having exposed live metal parts to

be located in cabinets. Cut-outs and switches, not in iron boxes or

in cabinets, shall be mounted on not less than 1-4 in. fire-resisting

insulating material, which shall project at least 1-2 in. beyond all

sides of the cut-out or switch.

2. Cut-outs to be of the approved cartridge or approved blow-out

type.

3. All switches controlling circuits of over 5 ampere capacity shall

he of approved single pole, quick break, or approved magnetic blow-

out type.

Switches controlling circuits of 5 ampere or less capacity may be

of the approved single pole, double break, snap type.

4. Circuit breakers to be of approved type.

5. Circuits must not be fused above their safe carrying capacity.

6. A cut-out must be placed as near as possible to the current

collector, so that the opening of the fuse in this cut-out will cut

off all current from the car.

Note.—When cars are operated by metallic return circuits, with
circuit breakers connected to both sides of the circuit, no fuses in

addition to the circuit breakers will be required.

d. Conduit.

Note.—When from the nature of the case, or on account of the
size of the conductors, the ordinary pipe rnd junction box construc-
tion is not permissible, a special form of conduit system may be
used, provided the general requirements as given below are com-
plied with.

1. Metal conduits, outlet and junction boxes to be constructed in

accordance with Rule No. 49, except that conduit for lighting cir-

cuits need not be over 5-16 in. internal diameter and 1-2 in. external

diameter, and for heating and air motor circuits need not be over

3-8 in. internal diameter and 9-16 in. external diameter, and all con-

duits where exposed to dampness must be water tight.

2. Must be continuous between and be firmly secured into all out-

let or junction boxes and fittings, making a thorough mechanical and

electrical connection between same.

3. Metal conduits, where they enter all outlet or junction boxes

and fittings, must be provided with approved bushings fitted so as

to protect cables from abrasion.

4. Except as noted in Section i. 2, must have the metal of the

conduit permanently and effectively grounded.

5. Junction and outlet boxes must be installed in such a manner

as to be accessible.

6. All conduits, outlets, or junction boxes and fittings to be firmly

and substantially fastened to the framework of the car.

e. Molding.

I. To consist of a backing and a capping and to be constructed

of fire-resisting insulating material, except where circuits which

they are designed to support are nominally not exposed to moisture,

<hey may be constructed of hard wood.
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2. When constructed of fire-resisting insulating material, the

backing shall be not less than 1-4 in. in thickness anil be of a width

sufficient to e.\tend not less than : in. beyond conductors at sides.

The capping, to be not less than 1-8 in. in thickness, shall cover

and extend at least 3-4 in. beyond conductors on cither side.

The joints in the molding shall be mitred to fit close, the whole

material being firmly secured in place by screws or nails, and treated

on the inside and outside with a waterproof paint.

Note.—When fire-resisting molding is used over surfaces already

protected by 'g in. fire-resisting insulating material, no backing will

be required.

3. Woode:i moldings must be so constructed as to thoroughly

encase the wire and provide a thickness of not less than 3-8 in. at

the sides and back of the conductors, the capping being not less

than 3-16 in. in thickness. Must have both outside and inside two

coats of waterproof paint.

The backing and the capping shall be secured in place by screws.

f. Lighting and Lighting Circuits.

1. Outlets to be provided with either single lamps of not over

32 candle power, the lamps being supported in approved porcelain

receptacles, or with approved clusters.

2. Circuits to be run in approved metal conduit, or approved

molding.

3. When metal conduit is used, except for sign lights, all outlets

to be provided with approved outlet boxes.

4. -At outlet boxes, except where approved clusters are used,

porcelain receptacles to be fastened to the inside of the box, and

the metal cover to have an insulating bushing around opening for

the lamp.

When approved clusters are used, the cluster shall be thoroughly

insulated from the metal conduit, being mounted on blocks of hard

wood or fire-resisting insulating material.

5. Where conductors are run in molding the porcelain receptacles

or cluster to be mounted on blocks of hard wood or of fireproof

insulating material.

g. Healers and Heating Circuits.

1. Heaters to be of approved type.

2. Panel heaters to be so constructed and located that when

heaters are in place all current carrying parts will be at least 4 inches

from all woodwork.

Heaters for cross seats to be so located that current carrying

parts will be at least 6 inches below under side of seat, unless under

side of seat is protected by not less than 1-4 in. fire-resisting insulat-

ing material, or .04 in. sheet metal with i in. air space over same,

when the distance may be reduced to 3 in.

3. Circuits to be run in approved metal conduit, in approved

molding, or if the location of conductors is such as will permit an

air space of not less than 2 in. on all sides except from the surface

wired over, they may he supported on porcelain knobs or cleats,

provided the knobs or cleats are mounted on not less than 1-4 in.

fire-resisting insulating material extending at least 3 in. beyond con-

ductors at either side, the supports raising the conductors not less

than 1-2 in. from the surface wired over, and being not over 12

in. apart.

h. Air Pump Motor and Circuits.

1. Circuits to be run in approved metal conduit or in approved

molding, except that when run below the Hoor of the car they may he

supported on porcelain knobs or cleats, provided the supports raise

the conductor at least 1-2 in. from the surface wired over and are

not over 12 in. apart.

2. Automatic control to Ik enclosed in an approved metal box.

Air pump and motor, when enclosed, to be in approved metal box or

a wooden \k>x lined with metal of not less than 1-32 in. in thickness.

When conductors are run in metal conduit the boxes surround-

:ng automatic control and air pump and motor may serve as outlet

boxes.

i. Main Motor Circuits and Devices.

1, Conductors connecting between trolley stand and main cut-

out or circuit breakers in hood, to enter car through apprpved

bushinifs, or to be protected where wires enter car to prevent ingress

of moisture.

2. Conductors connecting Ijctwecn third rail shoes on same truck,

to be supported in an approved firc-rcsisling insulating molding, or

in approved iron conduit supported by soft rubber or other approved

insulated cleats.

3. Conductors on the under side of the car, except as noted in

No. 4, to be supported in accordance with one of the following

:

a. To be run in approved metal conduit, junction boxes being pro-

vided where branches in conduit are made, and outlet boxes where

conductors leave conduit.

b. To be run in approved fire resisting insuleiting molding.

c. To be supported by insulating cleats, the supports being not over

12 in. apart.

4. Conductors, with llameproof braided outer covering, connecting

between controllers at either end of car, or, controllers and contactors

may be run as a cable, provided the cable where exposed to the

weather is encased in a canvas hose or canvas tape, thoroughly taped

or sewed at ends and where taps from the cable are ni.-ide, and the

liose or tape enters the controllers.

Conductors with or witliout llameproof braided outer covering

connecting between controllers at either end of the car, or, control-

lers and contactors may be run as a cable, provided the cable

throughout its entire length is surrounded by 1-8 in. flameproof

covering, thoroughly taped or sewed at ends, or where taps from

cable are made, and the flameproof covering enters the controllers.

Cables, where run below floor of car, may be supported by ap-

l>roved insulating straps or cleats. Where run above floor of car,

to be in a metal conduit or wooden box painted on the inside with

not less than two coats of flameproof paint, and where this box

is so placed tliat it is exposed to water, as by washing of the car

floor, attention should be given to making the box reasonably water-

proof.

Canvas hose or tape, or flameproof material surrounding cables

after conductors are in same, to have not less than two coats of

waterproof insulating material.

5. Motors to be so drilled thai, on double truck cars, connecting

cables can leave motor on side nearest to king bolt.

6. Resistances to be so located that there will be at least 6 in. air

space between resistances proper and fire-resisting material of the car.

To be mounted on iron supports, being insulated by non-combustible

bushings or washers, or. the iron supports shall have at least 2 in.

of insulating surface between them and metal work of car; or, the

resistances may be mounted on hard wood bars, supported by iron

stirrups, which shall have not less than 2 in. of insulating surface

between foot of resistance and metal stirrup, the entire surface of

the bar being covered with at least 1-8 in. fire-resisting insulating

material.

The insulation of the conductor, tor about 6 inches from terminal

of the resistance, should be replaced, if .-my insulation is necessary,

by a porcelain bushing or asbestos sleeve.

7. Controllers to be raised above platform of car by a not less

than I in. hard wood block, the block being fitted and painted to

prevent moi^tu^e working in between it and the platform.

j. Lightning-Arresters.

1. io be preferably located to protect all auxiliary circuits in

addition to inain motor circuits.

2. The ground conductor shall be not less than No. 6 B. & S.

g;<ge, run with as few kinks and bends as possible, and he securely

grounded.

k. General Rules.

1. When passing through floors, conductors or cables must be

protected by approved insulating bushings, which shall fit the con-

ductor or cable as closely as possible.

2. Molding should never be concealed except where readily ac-

cessible. Conductors should never be tacked into molding.

3. Short bends in conductors should be avoided where possible.

4. Sharp edges in conduit or in molding nnist be smoothed to

prevent injury to conductors.
. 4 »»

Geneva Traction Co.

The Geneva (Ind.) Traction Co., which was recently incorporated

to build .'in interurban line between Geneva, Ind., and Celina, O.,

has completed its survey. The route passes through the center of

the Indiana oil fields and a thickly populated and prosperous coun-

try, with no cast and west steam or electric line within 15 miles.

Mr. W. Osgood Orton, of .South Hind, Iiul.. is the general man-

ager of the company.
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Whitman KIcctric Kailwuj' and Power Co.

The W'liilnian lilectric Railway & Power Co., capital $500,000,

witli hcadijuartcrs at Colfax, Wash., has been incorporated to build

and operate an electric and steam railroad from Col (ax through

Albion to Palouse City, 24 miles, connecting with the Northern

Pacific Ry. and the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co. ; also from
Palouse City into Idaho and up the Palouse River towards Prince-

ton, Idaho, tapping a heavily timbered and hay raising country, and
furnishing supplies to the mining region above, a further distance

of IS miles or more as the traflic demands. It is also planned to

build a spur from the main line at the junction of Four Mile creek

to a point near Viola, Idaho. The length of this spur will be about

12 miles, and it will serve a fine wheat, hay and garden-truck grow-
ing country, and tap an inexhaustible supply of cordwood. The
population to be served by this road is about 15,000. The line does

not parallel any other steam or electric road. The surveys have been

completed and part of the franchises secured. The officers arc

:

President, I. B. Harris ; vice-president, S. D. Lommasson ; treas-

urer, John Hart; secretary, Charles F. Stuart, Colfax.

The Cost of Band Concerts.

The park department of the Pittsburg Railways Co. uses band con-

certs as leading attractions at its three pleasure parks, giving after-

noon and evening concerts during the entire park season. It has

always engaged members of the local musicians' union, and up to

the present season the relations between the union and the company
have been very satisfactory. It is the practice of the company to en-

gage about 20 men for each band luring the first months of the

park season, and 25 or more during the heiglit of the summer busi-

ness, with never less than 28 men for the Sunday concerts. However,
at the opening of the present season, the musicians' union adopted a

resolution, stipulating that the railway company must employ not less

than 28 men for each iiand at every concert. This the company
could not sec its way to do, and therefore began engaging non-union
bands for its parks. As a result, from 60 to 75 members of the

local union have lost the chance to make $5.00 per day for eight

weeks.

Recently tlic union has come to recognize the unfairness of its

demand, and has withdrawn the stipulation as to the number of men
that shall constitute a band, and its members are again playing at

the parks.

We arc indebted to Mr. '.'\. S. McSwigan, superintendent of parks

for the Pittsburg Railways Co., for the following schedule, covering

the employment of musicians at park concerts as agreed upon by

the musicians' union and the railway company.

The price paid per man for park concerts is as follows:

Single concerts, week-day afternoons or Sunday afternoons, $3.00.

Single concerts, week-day evenings or Sunday evenings, $4.00.

Any afternoon and evening, same day, same place, $5.00.

If a man is shifted from one park to another in the same day, the

concerts are to be considered as separate tngagcments.

Where the men arc engaged by the week, the rates are to be as fol-

lows :

Six evenings, without Sunday, $18.00.

Six evenings and Sunday afternoon and evening, $22.00.

Si.x afternoons and evenings without Sunday, $25.00.

Seven afternoons and evenings, $28.00.

Seven evenings, $20.00.

If engaged for the season, the rates per man shall be as follows, it

being stipulated that a season shall be not less than ten consecutive

weeks and not less than six days to the week

:

Six evenings, without Sunday, $16.00.

Six evenings and Sunday evening, $20.00.

Six afternoons and evenings, $25.00.

Seven evenings, $18.00.

No concert shall exceed two hours without intermission or two

and one-half hours without one-half hour intermission. Unless oth-

erwise provided for, time of sessions for miscellaneous park engage-

ments shall not exceed three hours with one-half hour intermission.

All single park engagements contracted for shall be paid for in full

whether the engagement is played or not on the date contracted for.

Where bands play on car immediately before or after the concert,

they shall receive $1.00 per hour per man extra. A band playing on

car used only to advertise a concert or other affair shall receive

Sj.oo per man for not over three hours.

Pianists, if engaged to play without band in parks, shall receive

for Sunday only or any other single day, $7.00; more than one and

Itss than six consecutive days, per day, $5.00; six consecutive days

(a week), $25.00; seven consecutive days (a week), $30.00.

The agreement provides that not over two sessions shall \x held

per day, and all expenses and transportation of musicians are to be

paid by the company.

The rates for holidays are somewhat higher. On July 4th, for

concerts in parks not to exceed eight hours' actual time, $8.00 per

man per <hy is to be paid. On Decoration Day for concerts in parks,

smgle afternoon, three hours, $4.00 per man; evenings, three hours,

$5.00; afternoon and evening, each concert not over three hours, $8.00.

Other holidays, $1.00 extra per man.

Mr. McSwigan states that band concerts are fairly popular with

the public at Pittsburg, although people like new and startling at-

tractions, and some novel vaudeville piece will draw a much larger

crowd than a good band concert. But he believes that afternoon and

evening band concerts are desirable as regular and permanent attrac-

tions at any pleasure park. The public responds in large crowds to

some particularly famous band, such as Sousa's, but the better known
bands cost so much that it is not practicable to engage them fre-

quently.

The Privileses of a Patron.

Blatant horn-blowing, wc concede, is a futile way to prove one's

worth. It is bad form and worse judgment. It requires neither

argument nor horn-blowing to show the influence upon the economic

and industrial life of a community of such a great enterprise as

the Detroit United Railway. We simply point it out. That service

which is used by every member of a community and consequently

is the center of universal attention is exposed always to the on-

slaught of him who seeks to make a noise among his fellow-men.

We say such is inevitable. So is mosquito-time. But the thoughtful

citizen looks deeper and his hysterics are not easily evoked.

Last week we attempted to show in what manner your nickel-

fare buys bread and clothes and shelter for upwards of 4,000 fami-

lies in this community. Now it is our aim to show the influence

of the Detroit United Railway upon the business activities and

manufactures of Detroit. Of many local firms tht Detroit United

Railway is the largest customer. 1 his company's orders, in many
instances, insure these firms a stable and unvarying market that

brings them their working expenses. That means much. Wherever

possible the Detroit United Railway insists upon taking the products

of home industry. That means hundreds of thousands a year. Coal,

for instance, bought in Detroit is alone r.n enormous item. In the

power houses 380 tons of slack are burned daily. For heating and

power about 147,000 tons of expensive fuel are bought annually by

the Detroit United Railway. There are a thou.sand other items,

such as printing, stationery, etc. One might ask what your theaters

and hotels and department stores would do without the best means

of transportation. Also, one might ask what the merchants and

business men of Detroit would do without this one great unfailing

demand for their wares. The people's benefits are to be considered

before the theories of your "public champion."—From Detroit United

Weekly.

Canton-Akron Ry. Time-Tahle.

The summer time-table- of the system which comprises the Can-

ton-Akron Railway Co., the Canton-New Philadelphia Railway Co.,

and the Tuscarawas Traction Co., which are called the "Scenic Lines,"

is a very attractive folder in which Meyer's Lake and Springfield

Lake and wood, the principal resorts of the system, are described

and illustrated with half-tone views. The steam line connections

are printed in connection with the time-table, information is given

as to special cars, rales, etc., and there is a map showing the electric

lines, as well as the steam lines, which connect therewith, both in

operation and under construction. The folder was issued under

the direction of the general manager, Mr. George W. Rounds.

The Auburn & Syracuse Railroad Co. has opened a new park on

the shore of Owasco Lake, 2}4 miles from Auburn.
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Massachusetts Railway Legislation.

While the street railway committee ot the Massachusetts legis-

lature of 1904 had the usual amount of petitions to consider those

did not materialize in any great number of acts. There were as

usual a number of cases where promoters who had secured char-

ters in years past asked for extensions, but there were only three

instances which received the favorable consideration of the House
of Representatives. These were the Hartford & Worcester, the

Lowell & Fitchburg. and the Danvers & Georgetown roads.

As the Commonwealth of Massachusetts has for several years

been engaged in constructing what in course of time will be through

lines of highways radiating from Boston, the legislature this year

amended the law relative to claims for damages against street

railway companies. Previously, if these injuries were caused by

a defective highway the parties sued the city or town within whose
limits the accident happened, and the city or town could recover

from the street railway company if the company was liable. If

the accident had happened on a section of the .so-called state high-

way the state could not have recovered. The new law places the

state in the same position as the city and town.

In financial affairs connected with street railways the largest

privilege allowed was that to the Massachusetts Electric Com-
panies, which is made up of the Old Colony Street Railway Co.

and the Boston & Northern Street Railway Co. Each in turn is

composed of a number of companies mostly acquired by lease. Tlie

legislature passed two bills allowing the Boston & Northern and

the Old Colony companies to issue coupon and registered bonds for

50 years at a rate of interest not exceeding 4 per cent, and having

as security a first mortgage upon the company's property and fran-

chises. The restriction of the legislation is that all outstanding

bonds of the minor companies shall be refunded by these new
issues. The supervision of the issuance of these bonds and the

fixing of the amounts allowed at diflfercnt times is placed in the

hands of the railroad commissioners. Already the commissioners

have allowed the Boston & Northern to issue bonds amounting to

$9,660,000, and the Old Colony to the amoimt of $6,600,000. As the

mortgages and bonds of the minor companies outstanding were

nearly all bearing interest at 5 per cent, the refunding process will

save the companies i per cent on their bonded indebtedness.

In the matter of transfer tickets the legislature has declared its

position. A new act provides that street railway companies shall

cause to be printed on each transfer ticket issued the conditions

upon which such tickets may be used. A penalty of a fine of $50,

or 30 days' imprisonment, is provided for whoever attempts to

wrongfully use such a ticket.

The spending of public money to promote a street railway has

been sanctioned in but one instance this season. The Plymouth,

Carver & Warcham road, which has had a paper existence for some

time, last year secured the passage of a bill authorizing the town

of Plymouth to purchase stock to the amount of $15,000. Tills

year the amount was raised to $30,cco.

A two or three years' effort to compel street railway companies

to establish waiting rooms on the order of local authorities has

culminated this year in an act which puts the street railways under

the same law as applies to steam roads in this matter. The local

authorities, or in fact a number of citizens, can petition the rail-

road commissioners, stating that suitable accommodations are not

provided, and ask for improvements. The board can, after a hear-

ing and investigation, order the street railway company to do

what it thinks is proper. This is a compromise measure, as the

promoters of this legislation have been very persistent that the

matter should be left entirely in the hands of the local board of

aldermen or selectmen.

The legislature has passed an act attempting to protect firms

which sell street railway construction supplies and builders. .Such

a firm, having a charge against a contractor acting for a street

railway company, now has right of action against such company
to recover such debt. The claim for the debt must be filed within

.30 days after the completion of the work with the city or town
clerk. In a case for material furnished it is necessary for the

supplying firm to file with the city or town clerk a written notice

of its intention to claim such right, and an action must be begun

within 60 days of the date the material v/As furnished.

In one case special authority has been granted to the town of

Boxford to allow it to lay out a special town way for an electric

line. The selectmen are given authority to locate a street railway

on its own highway and to require the road to pay for the same
"such amounts and in such manner as the railroad commissioners
shall determine," or the selectmen can lease the location to the

railroad company. The understanding during the pendance of this

legislation was that the railway in question is to recompense the

town for the actual expense incurred in the new railway.

The placing of explosives on the tracks of street railway com-
panies IS one of the minor matters that has received legislative

attention this year. There are a number of cases where cars have
been derailed by such explosives, and while in the main no direct

injury has been caused, it has resulted in panics and passengers

have been hurt in the rush to get out of the car. The new act

provides a sentence in the state prison for not more than 10 years,

in jail for not more than 5 years, or a fine of not more than $500,

for whoever "wilfully, intentionally and without right, throws
into, against or upon, or puts, places or explodes or causes to be

exploded in, upon or.ncnr :i dwellini; licnise, .shop, building, street

railway, street railway car or vessel, gun powder or other explo-

sive, or bombshell, torpedo or other instrument filled or loaded

with an explosive with inilawful intcnlinn to injure or destroy such

property."

The common carrier law in regard to freight lias been amended
this year so as to provide that interested parties need only secure

a favorable action of local authorities to compel roads to do this

kind of business. Under the law of last year they had to petition

•he railroad commissioners also. It is but a small difference, how-
ever, as an appeal to the railroad commissioners by a company is

left open under the new act.

The legislature has authorized a raihv.iy company (Haverhill

& Boxford) to build a bridge across the MV'rrimac River for the

purpose of getting into the city of Haverhill. As a public foot-

walk is to he provided the company has the right of eminent domain
to take such land as may he necessary for the approaches to the

bridge.

The company which made the greatest unsuccessful fight was
the Western Massachusetts Street Railway Co., which wanted to

build a section of road which would complete a line from Pitts-

lield to Springfield, and which in connection with existing roads

would make possible a trolley trip the entire width of the state.

It was a settled question that to build this road the charter would
have to contain special privileges on account of the hilly country

through which it would run, in order to interest sufficient capital.

The bill passed the committee successfully, hut it was feared tliat

the con.solidation features, in the hands of capable financiers, might

make possible the consolidation of all the street railways in the

state into one company.

The Boston & Northern and the Old Colony companies asked
the legislature to allow them to increase their facilities for supply-

ing power to their different lines. These companies are establish-

ing power stations of large capacity and wish to radiate feed lines

from them to different parts of their roads. They sought author-

ity to issue bonds to cover the expense of this work, but had coupled
with it a provision to allow them to take by right of eminent domain
land on which to erect their poles and string their wires. The
matter went through to the governor in this form, but he refu.sed

to sign it until it was amended, striking out this eminent domain
feature. The companies can now erilcr upon land for the purpose
of surveying without being guilty of trespass, but must come to a

satisfactory agrecminl with llu' (iwiu-rs of real estate before locat-

ing wires.

c;hicaso Jilcvated Traffic.

The daily Jiverage of passengers carricil by Ihc Metropolitan West
Side Elevated Railroad Co, in June was 110,92.?, a decrease of 6go,

or 0.62 per cent; the daily average t)f the South Side Elevated

Railroad Co. was 81,405, a decrease of ,3.8(10, or 4.5.? per cent; the

daily average of the Northwestern Elevated Railroad Co, was 68,222,

an increase of 1,651. or 2,48 per cent; the daily average of the Chi-

cage & Oak Park Elevated Railroad Co, was (main line) 41.220,

a decrease of 942, or 2.2.1 per cent, and with transfers the daily

average was 4.1.856, a decrease of r.nri). or .>.2; (ler cent. Com-
parisons arc with June, iqo.v
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THE CONVENTION SOUVENIR "REVIEW."

Tlic rcgiil.ir Septcmlicr 20lh iiuinhcr of the "Kcvicw" will be iiiailc

tlic Si. l^iiiis Convciilioii Souvenir; the pajwr will be mailed well in

iidvancc of the cunvenliuii so as to reach (lclr)f'>l<^^ before they leave

f<ir Si. I-niiis. All those who are familiar with the former Souve-

nir issues of the "Review " know what to expect from us on such

occasions, as our special ntimbors are concetled lo l>e in every way

the linest publications of their kinil. We are not given lo boasting

alKiiit uhal we intend to do, but ni this instance feel justified in

promising a mlire inlrresting convention luimber llian ever before.

THE "DAILY REVIEW."

The "Daily Street Railway Review" will be published at St. Louis,

Uctobcr nth, I2th, 13th and 14th, covering the work of the three

railway associations and the other matters of interest in connection

with the conventions. This year the "Daily" has a wider field than

at former conventions, as the crowded condition of hotels and the

widely scattered exhibits .it the Fair make it pr.iclically impossible

to have common meeting places such as the headquarters hotel and

the exhibit hall have been in former years, and the "Daily Review-

will constitute the common bond. It is not necessary to say a great

deal aliout the scope and importance of the "Daily Review," as a

paper that lias appeared regularly for five years, and each issue of

which contains nearly one luindrcd pages may be presumed to speak

for itself.

There is one matter, however, in connection with the "Daily" lo

which special attention is directed. While the "Daily Review" is a

distinct publication with a subscription list entirely separate from

our monthly paper, it is in its nature supplementary to the latter,

and in order to have the contents of the "Daily" conveniently

accessible these papers should be bound with the 12 numbers of the

monthly "Street Railway Review." For this reason the page num-

bers of the "Daily" are made consecutive with those of the next pre-

ceding monthly.

The four numbers of the "Daily Review" contain in the aggre-

gate about twice the number of reading pages that appear in the

"Review" each month. To have your files for the year complete,

save the "Dailies" for binding.

THE NAME OF THE A. S. R. A.

.\\. the Saratoga convention a resolution that the name "American

Street Railway Association" be changed lo ".Vmerican Electric Rail-

way Association" was unanimously carried, but it was thought thai,

while all the delegates present at that meeting favored such a change.

the change of name was not a matter which should be so hastily

acted upon, and accordingly the resolution was reconsidered and this

(lucstion referred to the executive committee for this year with in-

structions to report at the next convention. Ihe new name pro-

posed is one that is in every way appropriate and far more descrip-

tive of the scope of the association than is the present one. The

"Review" has advocated this change in name for several years and

earnestly hopes that favorable action will be recommended and the

action ratifieil bv the association.

RECENT MASSACHUSETTS LEGISLATION.

Xotliing furnislu'^ a more striking demonstration of the extent

to which "street railways" have in recent years outgrown their old

limits, than the amount of new legislation that is found necessary

in order to make the old laws fit new conditions as aflfecting electric

railways. The new laws for the most part confer new rights or

confirm claims that under existing precedents might be of doubtful

validity ; there are, however, some new duties imposed, and in

some instances there are now imposed as duties the very things

that were once refused as favors.

.•\t the last session of the Massachusetts Legislature laws were

passed to protect electric railways against the wrongful use of

transfer tickets, to punish persons placing explosives on street

railway tracks, and in a number of instances granting, by special

act, a limited right of eminent domain. As new burdens on the

railways may be classed an amendment of the common carrier law

so that local authorities may require the street railways to handle

freight, a law giving the railroad commission power to require,

on petition of local authorities, street railways to establish and

maintain waiting stations, and a lien law for the protection of

contractors supplying electric railways.
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ADVERTISE.

\Vc have at various times commented upon what .ippcared to he

the lack of enterprise and good judgment on the part of electric

railway companies in failing to properly advertise their lines. This

applies particularly to interurban companies who have lines that

can conveniently be used for more orless extended pleasure trips.

Some companies carry time cards in the daily papers, but the num-
ber doing this is much smaller than it should be. Other companies

advertise by means of posters, but it would seem that these effective

modes of telling the public what the railway comp;iny has to offer

are practiced in the smaller towns where the benefit to be derived

is less than it would be were the population to be reached greater.

Companies operating parks appear to be the ones most keenly alive

to the benefits of advertising, having learned by association with

amusement enterprises.

Interurban lines having friendly relations with connecting steam

railroads are running excursions and of course advertising them,

but little has been done towards making the public familiar with

the opporlunilies for trips of considerable length over connecting

electric roads.

The best example of systematic advertising to secure excursion

traffic is that done in New England. The electric lines connecting

with the city of Boston aggregate 3.500 miles in length and natur-

ally in the territory covered special advantages are offered for

picnics of clubs and societies and for excursions. The excursion

business in Xew England has been greatly increased through the

work of Mr. R. H. Derrah, who has been interested in it for several

years. This season in particular an active advertising campaign

has been carried on. Placards suitable for display at news stands

and shop windows have been distributed by the thousands, and fold-

ers and circular letters by the hundreds of thousands, with most

satisfactory results.

OUESrJON BOXES" AND "WRINKLES."

Every man engaged in business is from time to lime confronted

with troublesome questions on which he would be glad to consult

with others similarly situated were there at hand a convenient

medium for reaching those who had already met and perhaps satis-

factorily solved the same difficulties. If the point of doubt is one

affecting some general scheme to which it is desirable that all in

the same business should conform, the need for consultation is of

course greater. In many instances there e.xist reasons why the

matter .should be treated as confidential, at least as regards the

identity of the inquirer and the particidar applicatifui of the ques-

tion.

With the idea of making their respective bodies more useful to

members by affording opportunity for interchanging information

in the form of answers to definite questions, both the .Street Rail-

way Accountants' .Association and the .American Railway .Mechanical

and Electrical Association have decided to institute a "Question

Box" to be handled by the secretary. At present, we understand,

it is only contemplated to have the Question Box a feature of the

convention program. Tfie questions after being received by the

secretary will be printed, omitting name and address of the in-

quirers, and then submitted to the entire membership for answers.

Both questions and answers will be printed and constitute a con

vention report, in which doubtless many points will be found for

further discussion. If the Question Box proves to be a success

arrangements will doubtless be made to have the exchange of qucs

lions and answers continued throughout the year.

The reason why Question Boxes conducted by the Associations

should be of more value to the members than were a similar inter-

change of information attempted through some other medium are

first, the feeling of loyalty to the association which will prompt

nicml>crs to render assistance, and second, the fact that the questions

although anonymously presented to members, have Ihe indorsement

of the association as a guarantee of good faith.

There i« always ilanger thai consideraiilc rubbish will find its way
into the Question Box; but even this feature has it- good side, be-

cause if a man in good failh asks what his colleagues may pro|)erly

consider foolish questions, his need f'»r information is all Ihc

(Creater.

The Question Box takes care of one branch of lh<- inlcrchange of

information between individuals. The question is. so to speak, a

shot in the air, with the hope that the missile will find for a target

someone who has the information at hand for an answer, and also

sufficient interest in the subject to take the trouble to reply. An-
other way of exchanging information is to make the answer a shot

in the air ; that is, for those who have followed some practice or

developed some device, that has proved especially convenient, and
which it is believed is not generally used, to submit a statement tn

a general clearing house, with the idea that in this way a con-

siderable number can profit by it. This is covered in the National

I'^lcctric Light Association by the "Wrinkle" department. At the last

Convention of this Association, Mr. Charles H. Williams, who is

the editor of "Wrinkles," submitlcd a pamphlet of over one hundred

pages of short contributions of interest to members. In this issue

we -have rcprinlcd several of the "Wrinkles," whicli are equally

applicable to the railway field, and from these it is apparent that the

department is a valuable one to the practical men.

A judicious combination of "Question Boxes" and "Wrinkles"

might yield better results than cither alone; the questions would
help in suggesling subjects for ftrinklcs, and the author of a

wrinkle need not let modesty prevent him from siibmilting it be-

cause no one bad llinught to ask the proper queslion.

I.VSTRUMENTS AND CAR TESTS.

llic choice of instruments in an engineering test is one of the

most important features of the experimental prohicui. Without tlic

use of apparatus suited to the particular work in liand, there is

always a chance that the most ingenious arrangement of instru-

ments and wiring, plus painstaking observations, will be unable to

secure the results required by operating men.

It is one thing to make tests in a laboratory and quite another to

put questions to nature on the platform of a swiftly moving car,

surrounded by the complex traffic of a city street. Room is at a

premium in the motorman's vestibule and rugged simplicjty of ap-

paratus the prime requisite of service tests. Elaborate arrange-

ments of instruments and wiring arc often installed for experimental

W'Ork on cars, and not seldom does the complication of the equip-

ment defeat its own ends and cause tlic manager to abandon the

whole affair in disgust.

An instance of misuse of facilities for obtaining a very simple

physical quantity—kilowatt-hour per car mile—occurred a few days

ago on a road which prides itself upon its progressiveness. The
problem in hand was the determination of the relative power con-

sumption of two cars fitted with different gear ratios in actual .ser-

vice. .An ammeter and a voltmeter were installed upon a temporary

switchboard panel in the vestibule of one of the cars, and a round

trip of about 10 miles made over a certain route directly in front of

the other car. Two men stationed in the vestibule took readings

from both instruments every half minute, and a second round trip

with the other car completed the test. The results are not yet in

hand, but it is difficult to sec how acciuMte deductions of the rela-

tive power consumption of the two differently geared cars can be

made from 30-second readings taken in this way. Voltage and current

readings were not the quantities desired in this case; Iiut watt-hour

consumption—a figure obviously available by the use of a single

recording wattmeter which could have been far more accurately and

easily obtained if the company had possessed such an instrument or

even borrowed it from the electric light company supplying the city

with current. One man's time would have been saved for other

work and readings easily taken at any desired point on the system,

while the comparison could scarcely liave been more simply ob-

tained tlian by putting the wattmeter upon fir.st one car and then

the other, using the same motorman in each case. It has often been

pointed out that a difference of 20 per cent in power consumption

will frequently occur between different motormen on the same car

and in the test under consideration this precaution was not taken.

The voltmeter and ammeter are, of course, most useful in many
kinds of car tests, and serve their purpose well on roads which
cannot afford the expense of the elaborate apparatus now on the

market for determining the speed, time, current, voltage, power aiul

distance quantities which make up any given cycle of car and train

movement. It is scarcely necessary to point out that lo-second

readings arc the limit of even commercial accuracy in modern rapid

transit measurements and that $ or even 2-second readings are far

more satisfactory, even at the cost of the ob.servers' bodily comfort.

When the expense of paying a dozen or so of observers in a large

scries of tests is taken into .nccouni, the cost of a complete testing

set with recording apparatus, does not appear so high, after all.
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Tlu- ti-sl iii;nli' in actn.ii MTvici- is always more salisiaclory ihnn

one coikIucU-iI in the car house, for the roii(litii>ns of practical daily

operation arc those which the e(|iiipiiient most face. I'hus, it is

lielter to make resistance tests while the motors and rheostats are

still warm: at any rate with a current which is capalile of heating

them as nearly up to service conditions as possible, rather than with

an olimmetcr or other instrument usinn an insiKullicant current

in its operation. It is hard to simplify Ohm's law lieyond the need

of a cimnnercial anmieter and voltmeter.

It is alw.iys a good sign when a road hegins to spend time and

money upon tests, for it means that an nitinialuni has lieen declared

against many small losses and wastes which are decidedly worth

saving. Hut it is a mistake to attack these physical proMcms in any
half-hearted way, and unless the instruments anil methods arc

adapted to each particular problem, far-reaching decisions will often

be baseit upon untnistworlhy figures.

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONGRESS.

In accordance with plans annoimced nearly two years ago, the

International IClectrical Congress will convene at St. L<iuis

on Monday, September ijth, and be in session until .Septem-

ber 17th. The work of the congress will be divided into eight sec-

tions, each of which has its separate cliairmnn and secretary. Sec-

tion "I'"", which is to cover the subject of "Electric Transportation",

will be presided over by Dr. Louis Duncan, of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, and have for its secretary Mr. .^. H. .Arm-

strong, of Schenectady, N. V. Seven of the associations, including

the .American Institute of Electrical linginecrs, the .American Elec-

trochemical Society and the National Electric Light .Association,

arc coiiperating in the holding of the congress, and it is a matter

of regret that the American Street Railway .Association should not

have been represented in this work.

« « »

Montreal Benefit Association.

The Montreal Street Railway Mutual Benefit Association held

its annual meeting June 20, 1904, at which the first annual report

was submitted by the president of the association. Mr. W. G. Ross,

managing director of the Montreal Street Railway Co. The associ-

ation was formed Oct. i, 1903, and at the end of the fiscal period,

.Apr. 30. if)P4. had a balance of $5,800.48, after paying all licncfir

Kacc Trains at Seattle.

The accompanying illustration shows one of the race track trains

operated between Seattle and the Race Tr.ack, which is located at

the "Meadows," 6 miles from the city, on the line of the Puget

Sound Electric Railway Co. The Ptigd Sound Electric Ry. is

pr.-ictically double track for all of the distance between Seattle and
the Meadows, but for two seasons past it has been found rather ex-

pensive, as well as unsatisfactory, to handle the trafiic to and from
the races, which are held during June and July, with the ordinary

double truck passenger cars. The principal objection was that the

number of accidents was increased because of the large number of

separate cars operated, and the management has found it almost

impossible to obtain men who will keep the cars the proper and
safe distance apart.

This season the problem has been solved in a most satisfactory

ntanner by using the ordinary Hat car. fitted with temporary lop ,nnd

seals, as shown in the engraving.

The company is now able with two trains of this type, making a

half hour service between .Seattle and the Race Tr.ick, and two to

four ordinary double truck passenger cars running in between to

pick up the stragglers, to handle the crowds in a manner satisfac-

tory to all concerned.

As soon as the season is over the tops will be reinoved from the

cars and stored one upon top of another in a car house used for

summer cars, where they will be ready for use ne.\t season. The
railing around the cars will also be taken olT and the motors and

flat cars will again be ready for the freight service. The motor i"v

one of the center cab type freight motors used in the freight service

between Seattle and Tacoma, and has four 125-h.i). G. E. No. 66

motors, geared for about 30 miles per hour.

The trailer cars are arranged with two seats lengthwise of the

car down the center and a seat lengthwise of the car on each side.

There arc two openings for entrance and exit, placed at diagonally

opposite corners of the car.

On busy d.-iys the trains consist of one motor and five trailer cars.

During the middle of the week when the crowds arc smaller the

traffic can be handled with one train, consisting of a motor and

eight trailer cars.

Mr. W. S. Dimniock. manager of the Puget Sound Electric Ry.,

to whom we are indebted for the photograph and data on the race

track trains, states that while these cars are quite as safe as any

4-
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claims and expenses. During the seven months of its operation

the association has paid out $3,049.95 in sickness and injury benefit

claims. The Montreal Street Railway Co. made a. Christmas gift

of $3,oco to the association, this contribution being in addition to

that provided for in the by-laws of the association. This makes

the total received from the company $9,513.40. I'he membership of

the association has increased steadily and now numbers 1,152.

Mr. W. G. Ross succeeded to the presidency of the association

when Mr. !•'. I.. Wanklyn resigned as vice-president and general

manager of the Montreal Street Ry.

The association dues are $1 to join and 50 cents per month

thereafter. This secures : Sick benefit of 60 cents per day after

the first six days for 90 days, and 30 cents per day for the next 90

days; free medical attendance; free medicine; 20 per cent discount

on medicines recpiired by the family of a member; life insurance

policy of $500; $50 towards cost of funeral expenses, and a super-

annuation pension.

-•-•

MR. THOM.AS F.ARMER h:'.5 resigned as snperintend-nt of tiie

C. G. Kuhlman Car Co., CoUingwood, Ohio.

other, they are not quite so convenient as those with cross seats

and an entrance opposite each scat, but that the do-jgn adopted best

suits the local conditions.

Each train has one motorman and one condiiclor. who operate

the train ; there is, besides, a guard for each car, who superintends

the loading and unloading and collects the fares. The cars are

equipped with the ordinary fare registers.

IVirt.ible steps are carried on the small bumper platform at the

end of the cars and the moment the car stops the guard hooks the

stop into a heavy iron fastening opposite the entrance, making an

easy mode of ingress and egress.

The Eastern Wisconsin Radway & Light Co. uses an attractive

hanger. 18 x 18 in., to advertise its service between Oshkosh and

I'"ond du Lac, Wis. In large letters at the top of the card is the

injunction; "T.ikc the Yellow Car," and in the center is a cut

showing a pedestrian taking literal advant.age of the injunction by

carrying a yellow interurban car under his arm. .A time-table and

general information are given, the lettering being in colors. The
top and bottom edges of the hanger are protected by brass strips.



British Columbia Electric Railway.

The electric railways of the three cities of Vancouver, New
Westminster and Victoria. British Cohimbia, arc operated by the

British Columbia Electric Railway Co., Limited, which was organ-

ized in April, 1897, and is the successor of the Consolidated Rail-

way & Light Co. In 1889 there were three companies in this

territory, the Vancouver Electric Railway & Light Co. and the

Victoria Electric Railway & Light Co., operating in the two cities

named, and the Westminster & Vancouver Tramway Co., which is

claimed to have been the first interurban electric railway. In 1894

the Vancouver company and the interurban were merged into the

Consolidated Railway & Light Co. May l, 1896, this company

acquired the Victoria property and arrangements were made for

extensive improvements, but all of these plans were frustrated

by the appalling accident of May 26, 1896, when a car on the Vic-

toria line fell through a high bridge and 56 persons on board were

killed or drowned. .A. receivership for the company followed, as

its financial hackers were not willing to furnish funds with the

probability of their being diverted to the payment of damage claims

instead of paying for betterments. The litigation following resulted,

however, in holding the municipality, which owned the defective

bridge, and not the railway company liable for negligence; the case

was carried to the Privy Council of Great Britain.

The British Columbia Electric Railway Co., Ltd, is organized

under the Imperial Companies Acts, and has authorized share capi-

tal as follows : £200,000 in 5 per cent cumulative perpetual prefer-

ence shares; £200,000 in 5 per cent non-cumulative preferred ordi-

nary stock, ranking in any one year for additional dividend rat-

ably with the deferred ordinary stock after the latter has received

a dividend of 7 per cent; £210,000 in deferred ordinary stock;

£40,000 in ordinary shares. Of the authorized share capital there

has been issued and fully paid up £75,000 in cumulative perpetual

preference shares and all of the preferred and deferred ordinary

slock, making a total of £485,000. There were outstanding at the

close of the last fiscal year, ending June ,10, 1903. 4'/^ per cent

debenture bonds amounting to £420.200.

Beginning in 1898 the company paid 4 per cent per annum on Ihc

ordinary stock until 1902-3. when the dividend rale was increased

to 5 per cent.

The reser\e accounts carried by this company arc three in num-

ber—reserve fund, capital amortization fund, and renewals main-

III- R.MI.W.W AMI friWKH LINKS.

Depreciation charges, written uff annually, arc as follows:

Electrical machinery 5 per cent.

Steam and water machinery 5

Rolling stock 3'/^ " "

Track 2 "

Poles 10 " •'

Lines 3

Buildings i

Office furnilurc and fi,xtures 5

In 1902 the company instituted a plan whereby the employes

,nuUl .-^liare in the profits, all employes sharing equally in one-

Icnancc fund. The credit to capital aniurlizatioii for the last fiscal

year was in round numbers It.fxX). Bonds amomiling to £2,400 were

called and redeemed. These Iwo items amount to 45-100 per cent

of the total capital, slock and Imnds.

I'OWKR ST.\TION ON HUUU.SKII INl.KT.

third of the profits available for dividends after stockholders had

received 4 per cent. The details of this plan are thus described

by the general manager, Mr. J. P.unl/en. in :i letter In the dep.Trt-

ment of labor of Canada :

"The profit-sharing idea is, of course, not a new one. It has

been tried many times before, sometimes successfully, sometimes

otherwise. But I am not aware that it has so far been attempted

by a street railway company, although this particidar class of busi-

ness appears to offer a specially attractive field for its adoption. The

men in charge of a street car are to a great extent left to their own

devices. To supervise their work continually is an impossibility,

and even to inspect and check it occasionally requires a distasteful

.system of espionage. Still, on the spirit in which the men carry

out their work hinges the success of the company very largely. I

am not sanguine enough to imagine that participation in profits

will immediately change a careless man to a watchful one, and a

lazy fellow to a hustler, but I do believe thai, given a fair chance

to prove what it an»ounts to, the system will gradually create a

partnership feeling in the employes that will evenlu.illy make llieui

take the same interest in ihc company's welfare as they would in their

own business, for the sim|)le reason that, having the proof in their

])ockets, they camnil help realizing th.it the cninpany's welfare is

their business.

".Xtlempts are being made by parties who ilo not believe in good

relations between employes and employers to belitlle the profit-

sharing idea by e.illiiig it wages sharing, and claiming that it is

only granted by employers to get better work out of the men. C'er-

laiiily, the system is based on Ihe assnmplinti that better and niore

careful work will be done, and that it will result in benefit to tin-

employer. But if it does, it also benefits the employe, ;mcl that

is exactly where its strength lies, ll is a system of nmlual beiielil.

the only fair method of cunperalinii. Under the arrangemeni with

our employes we pay lliem luiinn wages for skilli-il labor, and best

local wages for unskilleil labor. If, in :iddii:oii to getting best

local wages for llieir work, our men receive a substantial eash bomis,
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it can hardly be denied that they are better off than those who
receive no such bonus. And if they have really done belter work
than some others—with no longer working hours— is that some-

thing to reproach them for? Docs it not add to the self-respect

of any decent man to feel that he is doing his duly well, and that

he is paid not only for the quantity of his work, but also for its

quality?

"Shortly, our arrangement is as follows: After the ordinary

shareholders have received a 4 per cent dividend the balance of

profits available for dividends yearly will be divided as

follows: Two-thirds to the shareholders, one-third to

the employes. Every employe who has worked regu-

larly for the company during the twelve months ending

June 30 e,uh year will participate in llic division, and
their proportion of the profits will Iw divided equally

among them.

"Our arrangcniciU bciuR yet in its infancy, it is, of

course, impossible to prophesy whether or not it will

turn out a success. It is an experiment, heartily .ip

proved by our tjirectors, and, I think, also by most of

the men. If It is allowed to pursue its even course for

three years I will venture to predict it a long and pros-

perous life.

"The principal cause of friction between employer

•ind employe today Is undoubtedly lack of mutual un-

tlorstanding and consideration. With proper under-

standing must come proper consideration. The employe
must understand that capital Is entitled to fair interest,

and the employer must recognize that when he has had
that fair interest he owes to the producers to give them
a fair share in the success largely due to their efforts."

This letter was written shortly after the plan was put

in effect; after a year's trial Mr. Buntzen was well sat-

isfied with the results, and a similar satisfaction seems to exist among
the employes.

For the year ending June 30, 1903, the bonus was $25 per capita,

the total translated into English units being ii.494 i6s. lid.

For three years or more the British Columbia Electric Railway
Co. has had in view operating by water power within the present

year, the development of a plant at Trout Lake having been under
consideration since 1900. This work is being done by the Van-
couver Power Co.. a corporation which is controlled by the same
interests as the British Columbia Electric Ry. The work was com-
menced early in the summer of 1903 and has been pushed as rapidly

as practicable, the first 3,000-h. p. unit being put In service Dec. r;.

1903.

The sources of water supply are two deep glacial lakes known as

Coquitlam Lake and Trout Lake. Trout Lake lies about 15 miles

east and a little north of the city of Vancouver and has an area

of 460 acres, being princlp.illy of value as a reservoir. Coquitlam

Lake is a long and narrow body of water some 2,300 acres in area

and lies at an elevation of 32 ft. above that of Trout Lake. The
south end of Coquitlam Lake Is 2^2 miles east of the north end of

Trout Lake, from which it is separated by rugged mountains.

Coquitlam Lake has a water shed .<ufficiently large to make it a

reliable source for supplying a 30,000-h. p. plant, for which capacity

the hydraulic portion of the installation has been designed. The
first machinery installed, however, will be of 12,000 h. p. capacity

only.

Trout Lake lies quite near the north arm of the large inlet, so

that a penstock can be carried from the dam on the outlet of the

lake to the power house, which Is just above high tide level. .A

tunnel 13.000 ft. long Is being cut to join the two lakes. For con-

trolling the water level at Coquitlam a timber dam was erected at

the outlet, which fixed the level at 12 ft. above the former low water

level. This dam is a rock filled timber crib, a type which has proved

to be very successful In controlling mountain streams.

The tunnel joining the two lakes is 9 ft. high by 9 ft. wide, with

rounded corners, and is driven from both ends by drills operated

by compressed air.

A concrete dam 364 ft. long and 54 ft. high, built across the

outlet, controls the level in Trout Lake. In this dam arrangements

are made for ten 54-in. openings for pipe lines which supply water

to 3,ooo-h. p. units. The pipes from the power house to the dam,
of which only three are now installed, are 1,800 ft. long and are

48 in. in diameter at the upper end, 44 in. In the middle section and

42 in. at the power station. The effective head at the power house

is 39S ft.

The main generating units each comprise a 1,500-kw. Westing-

house engine type, rotating fiehl generator and a pair of Pelton

impulse wheels designed to give a maximum of 1,500 h. p. each at

200 r. p. m., with the effective head mentioned of 395 ft. The
generators' give 2,200-volt, three-phase current, at 60 cycles. Each
water wheel has a single combination deflecting and needle regu-

lating nozzle, fitted wi!h a high-pressure ball joint, which is leather
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packed and rocks on forged steel trunnion bolts. The deflecting

portion of the nozzle Is counter-balanced by hydraulic pressure.

There are two 80-kw. exciters mounted with their respective

wheels on a common bed plate, and with a 120-h. p. induction njotor

between the two exciters. Clutch connections are provided, so that

the exciters may be driven by the water wheels or by the motor at

will, riic e.xciters operate at 580 r. p. m.

The switchboard has nine panels, one for the induction motor,

one for the exciters, three panels lor control of the main units

and three for the control of three sets of S50-kw. air-cooled trans-

formers with their motor blower sets, which are 20-h. p. motors

driving iio-in. Slurtevant fans. The transformers, are located in

a separate building just back of the main power house.

There are two sub-stations, one at Burnaby. a station on the

CONCRETE n.\M COMl'I.ETED.

Vancouver-Westminster interurban line near Westminster, and the

other In Vancouver. From the power house on the Inlet two parallel

transmission lines are carried along the route indicated in the

accompanying map to a point on the south shore of the inlet directly

north of Burnaby. Thence one line continues west direct to Van-
couver, and the other south to Burnaby, and thence to Vancouver

along the right of way of the interurban.
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As stated, the first unit was put into service December 17, 1903,

supplying current for the incandescent lighting service of the British

Columbia Electric Co. at Vancouver. In March of this year the

sub-station at Burnaby began operating, supplying current for the

intcrurban railway line. A second 3,000-h. p. unit was ready for

operating in May. Foundations have been completed for two more

units, which will be installed at intervals of about five months.

The tunnel joining the two lakes

is completed for 8,000 ft. out of its

total length of 13.000. The perma-

nent sub-station at Vancouver is

expected to be ready for service

by July 1st.

The route of the transmission

lines is 16 miles in length and

crosses a navigable arm of the in-

let overhead. The span here is

2,750 ft. and on the south side

there are required two steel towers

135 ft. high. On the north side

the ground is sufficiently high to

permit the use of poles for sup-

porting these spans. The conduc-

tnrs are 12 in number for four

three-phase circuits and are g-ifi

in. galvanized plow steel cables

with wire centers. At their low-

est points the cables are 130 ft.

above the navigable water in the

narrows. The rest of the transmission line is of No. 2 copper. The
generating potential at the power house is 2,300 volts, 60 cycle, and

the potential for transmission is 23,000 volts.

The details of pole construction and of the malleable iron insu-

lator pin used in this work are shown in the accompanying line

drawing.

The Vancouver Power Go's, installation has been under the direc-

tion of Mr. Wynn Meredith, consulting engineer of the Engineering

Offices (now Cory, Meredith and Allen, of San Francisco), assisted

by Messrs. Hermon and Burwell, civil engineers, of Vancouver.

Mr. R. H. Sperling, chief engineer of the British Columbia Electric

Railway Co., supervised the work on behalf of his company.

The track mileage of the British Columbia company comprises 13

miles in Victoria and 35 miles in Vancouver and New VVcstniinstcr.

The interurban line is 12 miles long and an hourly service is main-

tained.

In Victoria 13 cars arc operated regularly and 5 extra ones put

in service at 5 o'clock.

2- 5-
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Ill ii.ivcil siri-i'ls concrcit Ixaiii conslriiction is used for llic Iracks,

the iH-nins liciiig 24 in. wiilc and 14 in. deep. The rails fnr new

w..rk arc of 7-in. T-seclmn imbedded in the lieanis 2 in. The
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oiimpany pays for paving the extra cost involved by ilieir special

track consirnction.

The gross earnings for the last fiseal year were as follows:

Railway—\'anconver $158,083

Westminster II9.3>8

X'icloria 113.842

Lighting—Vancouver 189,237

Victoria '. ' 9-2.402

Total earnings

Expenses

.$672,8«2

• 448,535

Xct earnings • $224,347

.\lioiit two-thirds of the passenger receipts are tickets, of which

there arc several kinds; 6 for 25 cents or 25 for one dollar, ordinary

tickets; 8 for 25 cents, tickets good between 6 and 9 a. m. and

between 4:30 and 7 p. ni. ; 8 for 20 cents, school tickets. The single

fare is 5 cents on city line-, nml .^= cents from \'aiu-muir to West-

B. Q. Electric Railway Co., Ltd.
Running: Orders.

Conductor

Motorman

Leave Vancouver at M.

Cros.s Cars at Park Drive

Cross Cars at Central Park

and report for orders. Be CautiOUS, Run nO ChaDCeS.

Cross Cars at Burnaby.

Received.

DUpAtcher.

I>ISP.\TCHF.R S (JRDER ll..\.N"K.

minster on the internrban. with limited round trip tickets at 60

cents ; Snndays 50 cents.

.\s the internrban power house is remote from schools and mar-

kets, the company, in order to enconragc employes to live near

their w..rk .uid where real estate is low eiiongh lu enable thcni lo

own houses, provides free school tickets for children of employes,

and also issues passes for their families good for two round trips

per week.

Medical alleiidancc is provided for employes under an arrange

inent by which married men pay one dollar and single men fifty

cents per month, which fees are deducted from their pay.

The chairman of the lioard of directors of the company is R. M.

lloriie- Payne, of Loinlon ; the secretary is Prancis Hope, with oflices

at 28 Bishopgate Street Within, London.

The officers and operating staff in Canada are: J. Huntzen, gen-

eral manager, Vancouver; R. II. Sperling, chief engineer and gen-

eral superintendent, Vancouver; W. P. Gitchcll, comptroller, Van-

couver; W. \'. Hunt, assistant superintendent, Vancouver; A. T.

Goward, local manager, Victoria; P. R. Clover, local manager. West-

minster; \V. Hiizlilt, purchasing agent, Vancouver; J. Rannie,

traffic superintendent, Vancouver; H. Gibson, traffic superintendent,

Victoria; G. M. Tripp, superintendent, Victoria; J. H. Hughes,

master mechanic, Vancouver; George J. O'Loane, chief engineer,

Vancouver; W. Woodroofe, chief engineer, Vancouver.

Consolidated Railway Co. of New Haven.

The Consolidated Railway Co. was recently incorporated by the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co., to control under

the charter of the old Worcester & Connecticut Eastern Railway Co.

all the trolley lines which the New Haven company now owns
or may hereafter acquire. Since the organization of the new com-

pany the New York, New Haven & Hartford has taken over the

Mcriden (Conn.) Electric Railroad Co., and the Worcester (Miiss.)

& Southbridgc Street Railway Co., including the latter's subsidiary

lines, the Worcester, Rochdale & Charlton Depot Street Railway

Co. and the Southbridge & Slurbridge Street Railway Co. These

have been duly transferred to the Consolidated company. Officers

of the Consolidated Railway Co. have been elected as follows

:

President, Charles S. Mellen ; first vice-president, E. H. McHenry

;

second vice-president, H. M. Kochcrsperger ; secretary, J. G. Parker;

treasurer, A. S. May; assistant treasurer, T. p. Paradise. Mr.

Mcllenry is in iijimediate charge of all the electric lines of the

company.

Cars on the New Williamsburg Bridge.

To provide for the operation of cars over the new Williamsburg

Hridge, New York, a contract has been entered into between Bridge

Commissioner Pest and the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co., the

Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Co., the New York City Rail-

way Co., and the recently incorporated Bridge Operating Co. The
last named company is to provide cars for the local bridge service,

as distinct from the through service to be provided by the other

companies. In general the contract is similar to the existing con-

tract for operation on the Brooklyn Bridge. Local bridge pas-

sengers will pay a fare of three cents. The contract provides,

however, that the New York and Brooklyn companies must carry

tlimugh passengers across the bridge without charging an extra

fare.

rile north pair of tracks will be equipped for use by the undcr-

Krouiul trolley system, so as to permit the operation of through

cars across the bridge to the Brooklyn terminal by the Metropolitan

system. The south pair of tracks will be equipped with the over-

head system, so as lo permit the Brooklyn cars to cross to the

Manhattan terminal. It is expected to have the latter tracks ready

lor service on or before July 15th.

I'hc trolley tracks, terminals and equipments are to be constructed

liy and remain the property of the city and the companies arc to

pay a rental of $10,000 per annum, in addition to a toll of 5 cents

for each car per round trip. The term of the contract is 10 years

from Sept. i, 1904, but it may be extciuled under certain condi-

tions.

The .Aurora-Southwest Traction Co. is to he incorporated to

build an electric line from MarionvilU- to Peirce City, Mo.. 25 miles,

passing through .'\urora, Verona, .Spring Park and Monellc. The
company will also furnish light, heat and power. John A. Williams,

of .Xnror.T. Mo., is the promoter.



The Marienfelde-Zossen High Speed Trials.

BV DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ.

Alllunigli there arc nimbcrloss tramways aiul siilnirlian railways

111 all parts of the world opcraiing by electricity the steam locomo-

tive is still practically imrivalled in the field of long distance rail-

roading. In spite of the still further possibilities of the steam loco-

motive, which up to the present time has been able to meet all re-

quirements of modern trallic, eneipcers have gradually become aware
of the practical limits which oppose its development. It seems evi-

dent that on account of the heavy weight of this type of engine that

speeds of say 95 miles per hour are all that can possibly be boind

for from the steam locomotive.

.\part from the special advantages inherent in electric service the

thence to Mariiufelde /iissen. The line was constructed after the

model of the (iross-l.iclUerfelde experimental track and the same

arrangement of the conductors and eolleeturs as well as the same

kind of current was used.

The Marienfeldc-Zpssen military line Ia 2,\ km. long and seemed

specially available, as it contains no curves of less than 2,000 m.

radius and the short gradients being not more than i in j.coo. The

permanent way, however, was similar to that of the older types of

Prussian railways, consisting of light rails, 67 lb. per yard, placed

partly on wooden sleepers and partly on short iron sleepers. The
roadbed was built mainly of inferior mnlerial. Allbougb it was

VIEW (IF ALI.GEMEINE El.EKTKICITAETS CEStl.l Sfll AhT (AH TAKEN IMM EDIATKI-V AFTFK TIIF KFciKIl lilN.

pnjlilcm of high speed electric traction appeals to the mind of every-

one interested in the progress of modern life. Four years ago two

• if the most prominent exponents of electrical engineering, Mr.

Kalhenau and Mr. Schwicger, happened to meet on a journey to

Milan in a sleeping car, and their exchange of views on this subject

resulted in a conibin.ilion of the two big electrical concerns of

Germany, the Siemens & Ilalske Co. and the Allgemeine Klektrici-

lacts (jescllachafi, with a view of studying the (jueslion of high speed

in electric r.iilways. The Ma^icnfeldc-Z(>^scn military railway, near

llerlin, was lent for the purpose and some of the leading (ierman

liaiiking firms as well as the authorities concerned gave their sup-

port to the new undertaking. The Siemens & Ilalske Co. under-

Inok the construction of the line Hiipplying the electric power and the

Allgemeine KIcklricitaets Cjesellschaft supplied the power from its

Otierschunwcidc electricity workfi and OTiistriicted a feeder line

reasonably antieiii.-iled ai the (juls-.-t lluil llie existing periiKinciil way

would not be sufficiently strong for speeds as high as I'oo l<ni. per

hour, it was decided to begin the trials without any rebuilding nf ihe

track apart from some immaterial improvement. .Mt'i the iiiiin

ber of ties had been somewhat increased and the roadbed teinfmced

with considerable amounts of broken stone, the track wilhslnml the

strain involved by speeds up to i.?o km. (80.8 miles) per hinir per

feclly well. .Serious trouble, however, was experienced in eimnee-

lion with Ihe experiments made in the fall of iijoi, where maxi

mum speeds of 140 to I'lO Km. per hour were iiblaiiieil, .iiiil .i Ihor

cugh rebuilding of the track was elTectcd diiriiii^ Ihe siiiiiiner of

|(>oj. The new rails weigh about 841'j lb pir yard ami .iie i_'

imters long, laid with iS tir lies per r.iil. I hue ueic i.i.iHX) eitbie

meters of broken basail used for the niiMllml, mul abonl 18 kilo-

meters of the track were (illrd with i.;ii;iril r.iils. siieb as are used in
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connection with ordinary railway bridges, etc. These guard rails are

lOaccd IS mm. from thi.' main mil and arc fixed on cast iron beds

screwed to each tie. This arrangement, in addition to preventing

derailments, imparts nnusiial strength to the whole of the roadbed

Overhead Line.

The arrangement of the overhead line is shown in the accompany-

ing illustration, the center of the pole being about 2'4 m. distant

from the middle of the track. The three horizontal wires which

conduct the three-phase current are about i m. apart. The whole

of the line is divided into sections of about i km., each of which

is provided in the middle with a device for compensating losses in

pressure. The neutral point of the system is connected to the earth

and to the rail. The suspension point of the wires moves aside some-

what as the collector presses against the horizontal wire, thus mak-

ing a satisfactory and simultaneous contact between the three hori-

zontal wires and the contact arcs. This is procured by having the

single parts on the outrigger intciuled lor carrying the insulator

connected by joints. The horizontal wires have a double insulation

liitween them and the cnrth. each insulation separately being capable

01 withstanding the whcle of the maximum pressure of 20,000 volts,

which was the voltage used durintj the experiments. The wires

SIEMENS S JIALSKE C.\R, SllOWINC COLLECTORS.

have cross sections of 100 sq. mm. each and the tension between

each two wires varied between 10,000 and 12,000 volts. Hard drawn

copper wire with a breaking strength of 38 kg. per sq. mm. and a

conductivity of over 97 per cent of pure copper was used. Lightning

arresters were also provided as well as safety devices in case of a

break, by means of which the wire is automatically grounded.

Collectors.

The collectors were built after the model developed by the Sie-

mens & Halske Co. on its Grosse Lichterfelde experimental track.

They are nearly identical on both sides and differ only in detail.

On the Siemens & Halske car the collectors are mounted on two

masts supported at either end of the car which revolve around a ver-

tical axis. These masts consist of two Mannesmann tubes about 200

:nm. in diameter inserted one into the other. By means of a crank

acting on double toothed gearing any desired rotation of the masts

may be effected from the motorman's cab. Sliding rings are at-

tached to an insulated tube, and contact springs with hard rubber

insulators are screwed on a special flat iron frame, these being fixed

to the three sliding rings. Into the insulating tubes and partly into

the lower part of the collector the upper tube is slipped so as to be

readily dismounted after loosening a few screws. This tube car-

ries at distances of i ni. each, three rotating axles for the contact

bows. The wind pressure against the bow on one side of the rota-

ting axle is balanced by means of a vane attached to the other side

of the axle.

The Allgemeinc Elcktricitaets Gescllschaft car is likewise fitted

with two groups of two collectors each, one for each phase which,

however, instead of being placed on one common mast are arranged

one behind the other as shown in the illustration. Both arrange-

ments have given entire satisfaction and it was found im|>ossible

to decide which was the more available. Sparking between the

overhead wires and the collector bows as occasionally noted in con-

nection with the earlier experiments was later prevented by some

slight improvements in the construction of the collectors. One of

the most difficult problems, namely the tran.^mission of large amounts

of energy from a stationary conductor to a train running at enor-

mous speeds, has thus been satisfactorily solved.

Motor Cars.

The two motor cars used in these trials were constructed by

Messrs. van der Zy^ien & Charlier, Cologne—Dcutz, designed to

accommodate the electrical apparatus supplied by the two companies.

These cars are intended for aljout 50 passengers and are 21 and 22

meters in length respectively, their dimensions and equipments cor-

responding with the technical regulations of the Association of Ger-

man Railway Administrations. The body of the car rests by means

of two center bolts on two trucks without any special springs. In

ndililion there are on the frames of these trucks four steps limiting

the lattcral oscillation of the body by taking part of the weight of

the car. The lateral oscillations of the body were only observed at

lower speeds up to 100 km. per hour, whereas, at higher speeds the

motion of the car was perfectly steady, much more so than in ordi-

nary high speed trains. Each of the trucks was fitted with three

axles, the outer one carrying the motor and the other two serving

as running axles. The wheel base was at first 3.8 meters, but this

was increased to five meters at the time of the recent successful

trials. The distance between the centers of the two trucks is 13.3

and 14.3 III. respectively on the different cars, and the diameter of

ihe wheels is 1.25 m. I'wo springs are used in connection with the

journal boxes, one plate spring 1.3 meters long above each box,

these plate springs being in turn supported at their ends by spiral

springs, the tension of which is regulated by means of screws. As
the trucks used in the earlier exjieriments registered every irregu-

larity of the track, the distance between the wheels, as above stated.

was increased to five meters and the bearing spring placed so as to

be visible and connected to one another by compensating levers. The
center bolts which were formerly rigidly fixed to the lower frame

were, during the recent reconstruction provided with lateral pegs

fitted with springs so as to prevent any transmission of the oscillation

(f the body to the frame.

Electrical Connections.

The Allgemeinc Elcktricitaets Gescllschaft car has armored ca-

bles which lead the current from the two groups of collectors to the

main switch in the machine compartment and thence the current is

led by separate conductors to the transformers. The main cut-out

switch is operated only after the completion of the run or as an

emergency switch in case of trouble during the run. From the trans-

formers the low tension conductors lead through the main con-

trollers to the motors. The main controller is also placed in the

machine compartment of the car and is easily actuated from each

motorman's cab by means of a steering wheel connected by gearing

to a shaft traversing the whole length of the car. This controller

directs the working current to the motors and through the resist-

ances, permits reverse running and also provides for the breaking

of the car by means of reverse current. In addition to this there is

a small controller in the motorman's cab which supplies low ten-

sion current from the transformer to the motor operating the air

compressor for the compressed air brakes.

The connections in the Siemens & Halske car are somewhat differ-

ent. The high tension current is first conveyed to one of the two

main switches for forward and backward running, which are con-

trolled from the motorman's cab, and thence to the two large trans-

formers, from which the working current is again conveyed through

individual switches towards the motor; and the resistances. From
tile main conductors on the roof of the car branches are led to a

small transformer placed above the motormen's cab from which the

I'lotor for the air pumr.-; is operated. Two cranks are provided in

the cab for actuating the reversing switch and the motive switch re-

spectively, the working resistances being controlled by the motor-
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men tlirough a special controlling wheel citlier with or without the

agency of compressed air. The equipments of both of these cars

have proved very satisfactory and effective and have afforded full

piotection against accidents.

Transformers.

In the transformers of the Siemens & Halske car the iron sheets

are placed vertically on their edges and distributed in groups between

which is a space for the passage of air. The secondary coil is well

insulated from the iron cores and the primary winding is placed

above it. In the ventilating channel of the iron cores there are

protective boxes carried out to the front face of the casings and

expanded into the latter so as to facilitate the drawing in of the

air.

The transformers in the .\llgemeine Elektricitaets Gesellschaft

car are designed after the patents of this company with three parallel

iron cores the axes of which run longitudinally.

Each core has a longitudinal slot through which, as well as be-

tween the rectangular cores in the round coil, an air current is al-

lowed to pass. The transformers in both cars have given entire

satisfaction, the strong air current proving particularly effective and

preventing any considerable heating effects.

Motors.

The motors of the Allgemeinc Elektricitaets Gesellschaft car

have a capacity of 250 h. p. each and the exciting current has a ten-

sion of 435 volts. The motor cases arc fixed on an iron frame

supported on both sides of the truck by plate springs, each of whicli

is fixed on the main bearing spring of the car. The motor casings

have a hollow axle slipped over the car axle on which the arma-

ture of the motor is built. The motor is coupled to the wheels of

the corresponding axle by means of double arms attached on both

ends of the hollow axle and touching the sliding pieces placed on

the wheels. The weight of the motor instead of resting immedi-

ately on the axles of the car is thus supported by bearing springs

on the axle boxes of the truck.

The motors built by the Siemens & Halske Co. are six-pole ma-

chines of 250 h. p. each, the current being conveyed to the rotor at

a tension of 1,150 volts by means of three sliding rings. The press-

ure of the secondary circuit at rest and at starting is 650 volts. The

rotor is provided with closed direct-current bar windings and the

stator has rotary current bar windings. The rotor with its box

is pressed solidly on the axle of the car. The stationary part of

the motor is enclosed by a double cast iron casing and rests without

any intermediate springs on the car axle bearing. The diameter

of the rotor is 780 mm. and the external diameter of the motor 1,050

mm.
Both the direct mounting of the motors on the axles and the

suspension by springs on the truck have proved very satisfactory

in connection with the experiments so far made. In general the

spring suspension seems to be preferable to the rigid suspension.

Exciters and Resistances.

The exciters and resistances necessary in starting and controlling

the speed show some essential differences in the two cars. In order

to avoid any abrupt variations in the speed and excessive sparking

the resistances must be switched out of the circuit quite gradually.

In the Allgemeine Elektricitaets Gesellschaft car liquid resistances

are used constructed as follows :

The terminal plates of the open circuits are placed in two reser-

voirs in the central machine compartment of the car. Alongside of

the reservoir is an electrically driven centrifugal pump which con-

veys into the upper reservoir a soda solution carried in a box below

the car. The higher the liquid in the reservoir the smaller will he

the resistance between the electrodes. The height of the liquid is

regulated from the motorman's cab by means of a valve. The

pumps worked continuously during the run, the liquid circulating

in a conduit in which it is cooled. This resistance has the advantage

of dispensing with the contacts and cable joints necessary with

metallic resistances.

In the Siemens & Halske car there are metallic resistances formed

of "Kruppinc" bands 45 x 2 mm. in section. These bands are

placed in groups in flat boxes fitted outside of the body of the car

below the windows. There arc in all 29 steps, four of which are

used in starting and 25 for increasing and regulating the speed of

the motors. Below the resistance boxes there .in- rollers placed

longitudinally which bear bronze contact pieces. The corresponding

contacts are attached to two steel tubes placed one beside the other

and insulated from them. In order to avoid disturbances that would

attend abrupt increase in connecting the current the single contacts

are inserted successively and not simultaneously. The rollers are

actuated through a longitudinal spindle traversing the whole length

of the car and is rotated from the motorman's cab by means of

conical toothed gearing. To facilitate the handling of this device

compressed air is used, which assists the motorman in starting, and

whicli automatically turns the controller to its zero position if the

current has to be switched off. By means of a special gearing the

controller may also be operated without the aid of compressed air.

The Trials.

In the trials made in the fall of 1901 speeds as high as 150 km.

and in one case as high as 160 km. per hour were obtained. As,

however, considerable oscillation and shocks were experienced even

at 140 km. per hour no further increase of speed was deemed

advisable at that time, and the remainder of the year was used in

taking measurements and making records of the consumption of

electrical energy. The acceleration at starting varied considerably.

In order to obtain speeds of 100 km. starting distances of 2,000 to

3,200 m. with starting times ranging between 138 and 220 seconds

were necessary, these figures cunesponding to acceU'rations as

MOTORMAN S CAB—A. E. G. CAR.

high as .13 to .2 m. per second. This by no means represents an

upper limit as the power required for this acceleration was only

from 700 to 1,000 h. p., whereas the motors are capable of supplying

about 3,000 h. p. for short intervals. In regard to the braking of the

cars, both cars may be stopped either by means of Westinghouse

brakes or by using reversed current. In addition to this the Allgemeinc

Elektricitaets Gesellschaft car is fitted with an electric brake. The

Westinghouse and electric brakes may be operated from each motor-

man's cab simultaneously, though the brake equipments are inde-

pendent for each of the trucks. With an air pressure of six atmos-

pheres in the braking cylinders, two of which are placed on each

truck, the pressure on each of the 24 brake shoes, which are

arranged on both sides of the wheels is about 6,000 kg., the brake

shoes thus receiving a total pressure of 144,000 kg., or 156 per cent

of the weight of the car. In connection with the numerous brak-

ing experiments carried out accurate observations were made of the

air pressure in the conduits and brake cylinders, and the time and

distance in which the braking took place was also ascertained. On
the basis of the braking curves obtained from these experiments

the braking coefficient may be calculated from the equation

fD -I-
W

-f gMa = p (M + R)

Where f - the coefficient of friction,

D = total pressure on the brake shoes,

M = the mass of the car,

R = equivalent mass of the rotating parts,

W — the air and proper resistance of the car,

a = the gradiiMit of the track,

p j= retardation in meters per second.
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'I'lic liillnvMiiB liRiirfs arc giMii in tlic report of tlic cxpcrimciit

(v = velocity in kiloiiu-ters per hour) :

for V zr ao, p = 1.7 and f — 0.17

for V t= 60, p = 0.7s and f = 0.064

(or v = 100, p = o.6 and £= 0.042

1 ill- hrakiiin experiments made liy means of reverse current on tin-

AllKenu'ine KIrktricitaets Cieselscliaft car did not Rive in the hcgin-

iiinK very satisfactory results. As, however, reverse current is

likely to act lietter in the case of liigiicr speeds, the reiiort of the

recent experiments will nndouhtedly Rive more satisfactory t'lRiires.

This method of lirakinR, however, is only intended for emergency

use.

In regard to the resistances of the cars the mean value of 3.6 kg.

per ton as obtained for a speed of about 1 (o km. per hour is mate

rially below the figures calculated from the usual resistance formuhe.

Extensive experiments were made to determine the consumption

of energy both at the generators, where records were taken at

intervals of 10 seconds, .and on the cars where the readings were

taken at intervals of from 15 to 30 seconds. In starling the cars

with .accelerations ranging between o.i and 0.2 m. per second the con-

.sumption of energy in the car at the collectors ranged between 400

kw. (S44 h. p.) and 740 kw. (i.ooo h. p.). In the case of pro-

longed runs, however, the consumption of energy varied bit wren

SHOWINO TKVCK OF SIEMENS ,\ HAI.SKE C.\«.

148 kw. corresponding to a speed of 90 km. and 520 kw. corresponding

to a speed of 140 km. It may be stated in this connection that

2.300 kw. (2,600 li. p.) were required to obtain the ma.xinium speeds

of upwards of 200 km. recently attained.

The resistance of the air was carefully studied in these experi-

ments and recent trials gave values as high as 210 kg. per s(iuare

meter for the air pressure.

After the trials were made in igor a thorough rebuilding of the

track was found necessary. This work occupied part of the year

1902. the remainder of which was taken up in the continuation of

experiments on the consumption of energy, etc., for speeds up to

130 km. The results of the improvement in the track were found

to be most satisfactory and even surprising; the track not only

easily withstood the strain to which it was put by trials at constantly

increasing speeds, but the cars ran so smoothly as to make the

.shocks of the rail joints nearly unnoticeablc.

The Siemens & Ilalskc car was first given a chance to show its

possibilities. .After reaching speeds as high as 189 km. per hour

in the previous experiments it was anticipated that a maximum
speed of 200 km. would be finally reached, and this was actually the

case on October 6lh last, the event being watched by a large number

of people. The distance between Marienfeldc and Zossen was re-

peatedly traversed inside of 18 minutes each way. including starting

and stopping. A maximum speed of 201 km. (126 miles) per hour

was attained on one section of the road .ibout 5 km. in length. .\

mean speed of 175 km. per hour would en.ible the journey between

Berlin and Cologne (577 km.) to be complete in about 3I4 hours,

whereas the fastest present trains require fully 9 hours. This speed,

which aroused a great deal of comment in the engineering world.

was exceeded on Octoljer 23, at which time a speed of 307 km.

per hour was attaineil without any disturbing factors Ixring noticed.

The /MIgcmeine Klektricitacts Gesellschaft car was also included

in the experiments during October. Moderate speeds were at first
_

made, which, however, were rapidly increased so that eventually

this car on October 28th slightly exceeded the former record, reach-

ing the enormous speed of 210 km, per hour. .-Kt these high speeds

both cars ran so steadily that all those present were highly gratified.

Krom a car runniuR at such an exceedingly high s|K-ed neigld)oring

objects disappear from view almost instantly. .'Mlbough the motor-

man can distinguish obstacles on the track, his doing so would be

of little use, as the distance passed in bringing the car to a stop

from the time of applying the brakes is 2 km. Those watching the

car could just distinguish the presence of men in if. before they

were able to recognize them, however, the car had disappeared from

view. Although the track is very straight, there elapsed at most I'/i

minutes between the first appearance of the car and its disappear-

ance on the horizon.

It is thought probable that under existing conditions speeds as

high as 230 to 240 km. per hour may Ik' reached without difficulty,

but proof of this is still forthcoming. The German railway authori-

ties commenced a short time ago a series of trials with steam loco-

motives, the results of which are likely to be interesting in com-

parison with the performances of the electric cars. Speeds as high

as 138 km. per hour were readily attained during the latter experi-

ment. It is not unlikely that after the successful results of the above

trials some railway will be equipped according to the plans adopted

on the military railw.ay. so as to allow of these experiments being

continued on a larger scale.

In concluding I wish to express my thanks to the manager of the

Studiengesellschaft. Regierungsbaumeisler nenninghofT, as well as

to Dr. Handiurgcr and Dr. Reichel. chief engineers of the two elec-

tric companies, for kindly supplying the data given in this article

and the illustrations here reproduced.

« »

Internationnl Tramway I'nioii.

In order to acconunndate the large number of meinbers of the

Union Internationale de Tramways et de Chemins dc fcr d'interet

local who desire to attend the St. Louis exposition the date of

the 13th general assembly, which will be held .at Vienna, and which

had been fixed for Sept. 12 to 15. 1904. has been changed to Sept.

jlh to 8th. The program for the meeting of the association includes

papers and reports on sixteen subjects, which are as follows:

Correct Principles for Establishing Renewal Funds, M. Hazel-

mann. Aix-la-Chapellc.

Control of Transfers.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Systems of Brakes

for Electric Railways. Ilerr Scholtes.

Means of Protection .\gainst the Fall of Telephone and Other

Wires .Across the Trolley Wire, M. Pettit. Brussels.

Advant.iges and Disadvantages of Trailer Cars in City Service.

M. Pavie, Paris.

Possible Economics in the Use of Current for F'leclric Cars, Herr

Klitzing. Magdebourg.

.Advantages and Disadvantages of Electric and .Steam Traction

for Interurban Lines. Herr Luithlen. Vienna.

Kind and Potential of Current for Interurban Electric Traction,

Herr Pforr, Berlin.

Roadbed for Interurban Lines Operated by Steam. M. de Burlet,

Brussels.

Tramway Legislation of the Different Countries of Europe, M. R.

II. Scotter, London.

Accounting System and Monthly Report for Electric Tramways.

Control of Electric Installations and the Maintenance of Over-

head Work, M. Pcdriali, Brus.sels.

The Use of Auto Cars on Interurban Lines. Herr ZilTer. Vienna.

Rules for Tests for the Acceptance of Tramway Motors.

(ierman Legislation in Ivivor of Workingmcn and Its Effect on

Tramways. Together with a Comparison of Assurance Re(iuircments

in DitTerent luiropcan Countries. The paper includes accident

insurance, sick benefit insurance superannuation and age pensions.

Means for Preventing the Inllucnce of Tramw-ay Circuits Upon
Measuring Instrtnncnts of Physical and Electrotechnical Institutions,

Herr Bjorkegren, Berlin.



J. Clifton Robinson's Testimony Before the Royal Commis-
sion on London Traffic.

Tlic evidence given by Mr. J. Clifton Robinson before the Royal

Commission which is now investigating the snhject of traffic in

London, with especial reference to the betterment of existing con-

ditions, will be of general interest, as Mr. Robinson has had an

experience which particularly qualifies him to judge of this subject.

Mr. Robinson is managing director and engineer of the London
United Electric Tramways, director and engineer of the

Bristol Electric Tramways, and of the Imperial Tramways Co.,

Limited (Middlesborough, Thornaby and Stockton Electric Tram-
ways), and also a director of the Metropolitan District and the

Corris Railways. He has been closely identified with the develop-

ment of tramways in this coimtry since their introduction at Birken-

head in i860, and has also had much experience in tlie United States

and on the Continent.

Mr. Robinson was heard by the Commission June 3. 1904. .\u

abstract of bis testimony is as follows:

The London United Electric irannvays Co. was formed in 1894

to acquire and reorganize the old West Metropolitan horse tram-

ways, which had fallen into a condition of decrepitude. The first

section of the electrified system was brought into operation at

Easter, IQOI. With the considerable extensions since carried out

the company were now working 36 route miles of tramway, while

38 additional miles had been authorized, and 5 further miles passed

by Committee of the Commons in the present session. In igoo the

passengers carried on the 9 miles of horse tramway then existing

numbered 8 millions. In 1903 the total number carried on the in-

creased mileage was 45 millions. In the same period the number
of workmen's cars run daily had increased from 3 to 30. Passengers

by these particular cars could travel, on an average, 5 miles for

one penny, and in some instances they could go 7 miles for one

penny. The total number of persons conveyed at workmen's fares

in 1900, under horse traction, was 142.000. In 1903, under electric

traction, it was 2,562,000. The receipts of the company were £59.000

in 1900, and £278.000 in 1903, an advance of over 450 per cent. lu

the last 5 years the population in the districts concerned had in-

creased from 424,000 to 534,000, and small and convenient house

property is rapidly taking the place of bare and unprofitable tracts

of land, .^s evidence of this improved order of things, he pointed

out that his company carried 20,000 people (18 per cent of the day's

traffic) from the suburbs to the various railway termini for I.ondiiu,

every morning liefore 10 o'clock.

Speaking generally, however, the witness considered that, owing

to the methods of procedure and the restrictions imposed, tramway

development had been seriously checked and hampered in Great

Britain, as compared with the United States, where a fair chance

was ofTcred to private enterprise and the electric tramway system

had undergone a remarkable expansion. One could, for instance,

make the journey of 262 miles from New York to Boston by various

continuous lines of tramway (except for a few miles, where the

railway would have to !«; taken); and froin Boston one could pro-

ceed by "trolley" another 76 miles to Newport, returning thence to

New 'York by steamer.

The "purchase clause" of the Tramways .Act of 1870 had been a

serious obstacle in the way of the proper development of tramways
in Great Britain. He recommended that, in any future re-arrangc-

mcnt of the position, the term of years allowed should bear some
relation to the capital outlay.

Looked at dispassionately, he considered that the Act of 1870

nc%er had in its purview the working of tramways by any local

authority at all. It was inconceivable that it was ever contem-

plated that a local authority should be able to acquire, in |M-rpelnity,

under such confiscatory conditions as those known as "scrap-iron"

tcrm« of purchase, and then proceed to work the lines, lie sup-

ported this view by reading an extract from the speech delivered

liy Mr. Shaw Lefevre in introducing the Bill of 1870. Mr. Shaw
Lefcvrc- said, among other things: "Now, although the Bill would

give the power to local authorities to construct tramways—but not,

of course, to work them—yet he believed that, as a general rule,

they might look forward to the tramways being constructed rather

by companies than by municipal authorities. ... He did not

think that profit should be made by local authorities out of tram-

ways at the expense of the general public, for whose use they were
intended, and more good was to be arrived at by lowering fares

than by reducing local rates." The witness further related in detail

the history of the tramways of Huddcrsfield (the first town in this

country to operate its own lines) in order to show that it was the

result of accident rather than of design that the precedent was
established in this country for the entrance of a local authority upon
a field of commercial enterprise which had previously been left in

the hands of private companies.

Then, again, one of the greatest stumbling blocks in the way of

tramway promotion lay in Standing Order 22, which required the

assent of two-thirds of the local authorities before a scheme coultl

be submitted to Parliament at all. A tramway promoter ought to

be able to bring his proposals either before Parliament or before
some such new tribunal as might be set up, so that they could be
judged on their merits. He had no doubt it was with the best of

intentions that the power of veto was originally conceded; but in a

quarter of a century many changes had taken place in the position

both of local authorities and of tramway locomotion, and ho snw
no reason why rules, regulations, or even Standing Orders tlial

had become out of date, should not be scrap-heaped in a similar

manner as mechanical appliances that had become obsolete. Since

1870 local authorities had developed into rival promoters and com-
petitors of tramways, and it was now obviously to their advantage
to throw impediments in the way of private enterprise. That they

should, as interested parties, be able to decide a case for them-
.selves, and block the way to an appeal to Imperial Parliament, was
opposed to all considerations of equity. The Hoard nf 'Irade had
introduced a Bill which would repeal the rights of veto possessed

by local authorities in regard to electric lighting. With this prece-

dent before them he urged that the Commission shnnld reecminieucl

to Parliament the abolition of the like power to vetn ni respect to

tramway promotion.

Dealing with the demands sometimes made by local authorities
as conditional to their assent to tramway schemes, he said that
from first to last he had had to negotiate with some 30 public
bodies within the sphere of operations of the L.tiidun ruliecl I rani

ways, and the exactions made upon the company in respect of their

Bills in the year 1898, 1900, 1901, ujoj and ii;o3, f(ir street widen
ings and improvement.s—being "the price of loc:d authorities' as-

sents"—represented an outlay of £745,500, apart from the capilaliza

tion of numerous way-leaves, wliieh amounted to a further £241,000.

This was equivalent to over £2O,0<x) per mile of tramway, irrespect-

ive of construction and equi|)ment. On the bill Ihey brought for-

ward at the beginning of the present session—but which they
dropped owing to the extortionate prices placed by the local authori-

ties on their assents—the company were asked to carry out public

improvements costing £642,6,30. in addition lo certain widening
works, involving :ni expenditure of £217,932, to which, perforce,

they had to .igree; the total being £860,562. In Brentford, the re-

quirements of the Urban District Council represetilcd an outlay

at the rale of £6o8,o(x> per mile in respect to the 6 furlongs of

new tramway which alone fell within that district under the new
bill. Allogllier, the proposed new tramways which the I.i.ihImm

United had had to abandon, owing to the action nf varimis lueal

authorities, represented a total uf :d>nnl («> roiiu- miles. These
important tramway extensions had not, however, been cheeked
solely by the desire of local bodies to gel as much out of the com
pany as they could. The altitude consistently adopted towards
them by the London County Council and the Middlesex County
Council seemed to have been inspired by a wish to jealously prevenl
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tlic company from laying their lines at all, so that those bodies

miKht slnngtlion Ihcir own position as tramway authorities.

The London County CoHncil,.as stated in evidence by Mr. W. II

Dickinson, liad laid down a rnic, in regard to street widening*

carried out for tramway construction, that one-third of the cost

should be paid by the Council, one-third by the Tramways Depart-

ment, and one-third by the local authority. Thus, the witness con-

tinued, the policy of the London County Council, as a tramway

promoter, had been to ensure the throwing on the local rates of

two-thirds of the cost of such widenings, whereas the policy of

local authorities not themselves promoters of tramways had been

to throw the entire burden on the tramway company. It was con-

ceivable that the course thus taken by the London County Council

had been dictated not alone by a sense of justice as regarded the

local character of the improvements, but also by a desire to keep

the cost of construction of their tramways as low as possible, so

that belter results could be subsequently shown from the operation.

Rut if it were right that two-thirds of the cost of such improve-

ments should be thrown on the rates when the tramways were

made by a local authority, it was surely unfair that the entire

cost should fall on the shareholders when the scheme was that of

a private company. It was true that his own company had flour-

ished, notwithstanding the demands of which he had spoken. En-

terprises of that class were under the concentrated control of men

of great practical experience, who, in spite of all difficulties, suc-

ceeded in showing good results—better results, indeed, than were

attained by certain local authorities, even with all the advantages

which they enjoyed. Rut if the cost of construction bad not been

swollen so greatly by the exactions of local authorities, his company

would have been able to carry passengers either at lower fares or

longer distances for the same amount. In the long run, therefore,

it was the public who suffered.

The witness favored the appointment of an impartial tribunal

which would deal with all questions affecting London traffic, sitting

all the year round, according to requirements, and not simply

during the session of Parliament. Such a body could, at least, do

much of the routine or technical work now left to be dealt with in

the double inquiry before Committees of the two Houses, questions

concerning public necessity being left to a Joint Committee. He

would urge, with the greatest possible emphasis, cither that inquiry

before such a tribunal should take the place of the veto at present

possessed under Standing Order 22, or, alternatively, that Parlia-

ment should, if Standing Order 22 were not absolutely repealed,

delegate the enforcement of a modified Standing Order to the Com-

mittee dealing with any particular Bill. He demurred emphatically

to the claim of the London County Council that it should be made

a law unto itself, and excluded in any way from the authority of

the new tribunal. As regarded the control of London traffic, the

witness said he would not approve of the proposed tribunal being

expressly instructed not to sanction tramways in the heart of Lon-

don. The objections arising in this respect were mainly due to

the fact that, under existing conditions, "dead ends" constituted

tramway termini, and thus naturally caused blocks. As regarded

the proposal of Mr. Dickinson that the new authority should have

power to regulate through fares, etc., on tube and other railways

in London, the witness detailed some of the increased facilities

which would be offered to the public on the completion of the

combination of "trams, tubes and trains" to be formed by the Lon-

don United Electric Tramways, the Metropolitan District Railway,

now being electrified, and the various new tube railways in course

of construction which would form part of the combmed scheme.

He agreed with Mr. Edgar Harper that to get people out of con-

gested districts there was "no measure so effective as cheap fares,"

coupled with quick and frequent transit.

He further suggested that it would be a very great advantage

to the public if the representatives of different tramway interests

had powers given to them, where physical junctions existed, to

run over one another's lines (as was already done in the case of

many of our railways), so as to avoid a change of cars.

The (irowth of uii Llcctric U;iil\\ay. II.

BY L. £. COUIJJ.

Power Requirements.

With our approximate schedule decided upon, we may now

proceed with the determination of the amount of power which will

be required from the generating and distributing stations. The

procedure at this point can best be illustrated by the following

argument, which will show in a simple way the method of deter-

mining what capacity the power stations must have. The argu-

ment as here shown was used in the preliminary determinations

of a single track trolley road in the practically level country of

western Illinois, the road having a branch at nearly the central

point of the main line.

Argument.

Weight of cars, 32 tons.

Equipment, four so-called 7S-h P motors with multiple unit con-

trol.

.Schedule speed, 30 miles per hour with stops averaging every

three miles.

.\veragc voltage at the car, 550 volts.

.\verage kilowatts per car, allowing 80 watts per ton mile, equals

80x30x32-76.8 kw. per car.

Number of cars running, 8.

Number of sub-stations, 4.

Cars per sub-station, 7-4= 1.7S for sub-stations Nos. i. 2 and 4.

Sub-station No. 3, i -f 1.75 = 2.75.

Sub-station is located at the junction of the main and branch

lines, the schedule calling for a shuttle car on the branch line.

Loss in trolley, trolley feeders and track return will average

10 per cent of power delivered to motors.

Then 76.8x0.10= 7.68 + 76.8 = 84.48 kw. required at the sub-

stations per car.

Then 84.48 X' 1.75= 147-84 kw. required at each of sub-stations

Nos. I, 2 and 4.

And 84.48X275 = 232.32 kw. required at sub-station No. 3.

On this road storage batteries are to, be placed at each sub-

station and so designed that they will care for the load between

the average and maximum points, hence the< rotaries will be de-

signed for the average load, this load consisting of the power used

by the cars and an allowance for heating, lighting, etc.

Then rotaries in sub-stations Nos. i, 2 and 4, equal 200 kw.

.\nd rotary in sub-station No. 3 equals 275 kw.

.'\s above, the average load at the cars for the eight car schedule

is 614 kilowatts, and the losses between the generating station and

the cars must be added to the average load to obtain the total

amount of power necessary. Then taking

Loss in control and feeder, to per cent

Rotaries, 5 per cent

Step down transformers, 3 per cent

High tension line, 2.5 per cent

Step up transformers, 3 per cent

Total loss from generator to cars, 21.6 per cent.

Say, in round numbers, 25 per cent.

Then the average load at the power house for 8 cars is

614.4 X .25 = 153.6 -f 614.4 = 768.0 kw. required for the average

load at the power house. To care for this and any extra loads

TABLE I.

The Toronto (Can.) Railway Co. recently increased the wages of

its motormen and conductors ij/j cents per hour and the men will

now receive from 20 to 22^4 cents per hour. This action averts a

long-threatened strike that would have involved 1,150 employes.

The new agreement covers a period of three years.

DiSTANCS BBTWEBW STOPS.
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such as lighting, heating, and machine shop tools, use two 500-kw.

units. With these units should be installed a third unit of like

capacity as an assurance for continued operation in case of break-

downs in the generating machinery or storage batteries, or for nse

in case of overloads.

With the average interurban, to the generator capacity which

the average operation load calls for must be added 50 per cent

extra capacity for overloads caused by extra traffic.

In concluding the subject of preliminary determinations of the

amount of power required the accompanying lahle i is given to

show the relation between watt hours per ton-mile for different

schedule speeds. This table may be found on page 50 of "Electric

Railway Economics," by W. C. Gotshall.

Along with the other calculations for the railway distribution

system, come those for power and lighting.

Today there are indeed very few interurban railways which have

been in operation for three years or more, which if they had been

planned so that an electric lighting and power business could

have been economically added as demanded, and the demand for the

sale of this commodity is always gaged as in other commercial

lines—^by the amount of hustling done (or business—but that would
have by now been enjoying safe profits from its sale. The doing

of a lighting business from a railway power station is made com-
mercially possible by use of a storage battery, and a motor generator

set, the motor generator set consisting of n synchronous nioldr

way once having been purchased is railway property, and the

renewal of franchises and permits is thus done away with. A
private right of way allows for the hauling of any class of busi-

ness desirable. It insures against removal at a comparatively small

additional fixed charge. On a strip of land 40 ft. or 60 ft. wide, a

single track emhanknient may be given a much more advan-

tageous grade, and many unnecessary curves eliminated which

could not possibly be escaped if the track were located in the

center or at one side of the country highway. It is needless to

elaborate upon the advantages of low percentage of grade, and

small amount of curvature. Where any competition is present,

speed is one of the requisites for meeting such competition. A
private right of way from the latter argument alone is indis-

pensable. From an operating standpoint, the expense of handling

traffic will be less for a railway on a private right of way. The
maintenance cost for track, bridges, drainage and retiewals will be

lessened. Steam road standards for all special work and grading

can be adopted. T rails will then be used, and when placed upon
an embankment with the track given drainage and good ballast, the

trouble from dirt on the rail is very much less, and therefore the

power required to handle a given amount of business is greatly

lessened. Schedule speeds may be very greatly increased where
cars run in an enclosure well fenced, with very few crossings or

possible opportunities for pedestrians or teams to come in contact

with cars. Increasing the schedule speed will decrease the largest

FIG. 3.

direct connected to a generator capable of supplying alternating

current at 2,000 volts, and 60 cycles. If the motor is designed with

both commutator and slip rings, it may be conveniently operated

upon the three-phase alternating current, and during that time

in the night when the power house is not operating the generator

can be driven by the motor, then using direct current from the

storage battery. Thus current can be supplied for lighting pur-

poses throughout the entire 24 hours of the day. Power for motors

can be separately supplied either with alternating current or when

distance will allow from the direct current feeders.

Very few electric railways have as yet taken hold of the busi-

ness to be derived from an electric lighting and power system.

This is undoubtedly due in the largest measure to the unsuitability

of the original design of their plants, as well as the unfamiliarity

of railway managers with the lighting business, and the compara-

tively small returns when compared with railway earnings.

These returns, however, are nearly all profits, and such a series

of additional revenues should not be neglected.

Right of Way.

If our electric railway in question extends through a farming

district or in fact any district except one in which the land has

an excessive value, a private right of way will be one of its most

valuable features. Such a right of way adds very little to the

fixed charges against the net earning of our railroad, and these

small charges are in fact the only arguments possible against the

use of a private right of way. Its advantages are many. The

increased cost and small fixed charges are offset by the fact that

no franchise need be sought for from the local authorities, and

in the beginning much time in this way be saved. The right of

factor in operating expense, namely, trainmen's wages per car

mile or per car hour. Accident expense and the legal expense

connected with them will be greatly obviated.

In locating the private right of way there are many factors to

be taken into consideration. As mentioned earlier in the article,

the railroad must seek the traffic, and not wait for the traffic

to seek the railroad. With this in view, there are many cases where

it will be policy to keep our right of way in the neighborhood of

a well traversed highway, and thus be able to serve a country popu-

lation directly at their doors. As to just how far from the high-

way such an interurban track can be located and still hold the

local traffic, immediate conditions must decide. In a fairly level

country, a very good grade and alignment, for any but high speed

propositions, can usually he obtained on a right of way, located

parallel with and adjacent to a public highway, by purchasing

extra land for curves and heavy grades. Some engineers have put

forth claims for a right of way paralleling a highway but at a

distance from two to four hundred feet. The writer does not

agree with them in this idea for several reasons. In the location

of the right of way practically the same grades and alignment can

be obtained by keeping the track adjacent to the existing highway

as in attempting to keep it at a distance of say 300 feet away.

The farmers over whose land the railway is to pass object much

more strongly to having a line of tracks cut them off from their

barns, fields and pastures, to and from which they must be con-

tinually passing during the day, than in being cut off from the

public highway. The average farmer uses his barn yard lane gate

five times as much as his public highway gale. The taking of a

right of way 300 feet distant from the highway would cut into

the most valuable part of the farm, and thus the first cost be
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ttrcilly incrc-i.ti-d over lliat for a strip parallel witli llic highway,

the latter occiipyiiiB a portion of the fami the loss of which in

no way ilain:i({e> the remainder. When closely fenced the clement

of ilaiiKer i> no way different except that the fewer ninnher of

crossinKS on the railway adjacent to a highway wonid favor it

greatly, usnally one or two gates being all that arc in nsc from

the highway lo any farm, while otherwise a crossing must be

placed in every field bisected. Another factor is accessibility, the

track which is nearer to the highway U'ing more easily reached

from lionscs on cither side of the highw.iy, and by passengers

..r freight which may be bronght to it on intersecting highways.

Il will become a qiiesiion worthy of nuich -study and careful engi-

neering judgment as to whether it will be more advantageous to

locate a right of way parallel with a highway or not, but if the

paralleling of the highway is decided upon, many reasons indicate

that the right of way should be adjacent to one side of the high-

way c.tcept in exceptional cases, as above cited, for the reducing

of grades and curvature. High speed between any two points

will, of course, necessitate the adoption of the most direct route

grades and alignment will permit. The fact that internrban road,s

are still dependent upon local traffic in a great measure for their

success .should be continually borne in mind during the location

period.

If the third rail is to be used for the power distribution system,

a right of way agent should be employed who is acquainted with

third rail operation. Many times a right if way agent, having had

no tliird-rail experience and not understanding the value of an

extra foot of rail at a crossing just long enough not to be spanned

by one car. will forfeit rights that otherwise would allow the rail

to be lengthened, in order to hasten his contract signings. Such

a procvetling will he sadly regretted by the management at a later

date.

For single track roads llie right of way should not be less than

.(0 feet, and a width of (« feet can very often be purchased in

rnral districts for practically no greater expense than a narrow one,

the usual amount of compensation for land and damages being

fixed arbitrarily and independent of the acreage taken.

The final decision having been arrived at concerning the location

of the right of way, next comes the plotting of a map or series

of maps showing the right of w-ay from one terminus to another.

Such right ;>f way maps must be absolutely correct and show all

details and measurements. In fact, the engineer must be able to

testify under oath as to their correctness. Fig. 3 shows a special

right of way map of a portion of an intcrurban railway. It was

here necessary to take part of the existing highway by furnishing a

new one as shown. A book form will be found very convenient

for filing these maps if properly indexed, and the drawings so ar-

ranged that one will pasi continuously from one terminus to an-

other by turning one leaf after the other. These maps are best

made to a scale of about 400 feet to the inch. In addition to the

reference data they should show the transit line, and dilTercnl

reference points, together with the right of way fences and angles

of intersection of the center line of right of way with all other

intersecting center lines. From these maps will be written the

right of way descriptions for the deeds. These descriptions should

not be filed until the construction is well along on the right of way.

otherwise much inconvenience may be incurred by a slight change

in the location.

For an interesting and instructive article on right of way records

sec "The Right of Way Map," by John B. Warren. C. E., published

in the "Street Railway Review," Feb. 20, 1903, page 67.

Location Survey.

The location survey is made by a transit and level party very

similar to that used in the preliminary work. With the line as

based on the preliminary survey, and as corrected by the later office

work, the transit party will now proceed with the final staking of

ihe center line upon which the track is to be built. This work will

be done with a transit, and all details and measurements must be

.tccurate, no guess work or rude approximations are lo be tolerated.

.Ml transit points will be made as secure and as permanent as pos-

sible. Station stakes will be set every too feet apart on tangents,

and 50 feet apart on curves. The more important ones, such as

points of curve and points of intersection, will he guarded by other

transit points set in safe positions near by, their distances and

directions from the main point being recorded. Station stakes

shoidil be neatly made of sawei lumber and planed faces so that

they will easily take markings.

By this time the right of wa;. will have been cleared and long

sights for tangent work will 1.-: permissible. Tangents must be

absolutely straight lines. If po lible, tangents should lie run by

method of foresight, il being prelfrable lo thus keep Ihe instrument

always pointed at some object o;i the horizon rather than prolong-

ing by a line of back sights. If a tangent is produced from point

lo point by back sights, the fori; sight observations should be re-

peated in each case with the instrument reversed, thus eliminat-

ing any accidental error or incorrectness of adjustment. In passing

obstacles Ihe location line should be prolongeil by two independent

methods serving lo check each other.

A level party follows the transit party in location work, the

same as on the preliminary work. 'Ihe levelcr selects permanent

bench marks at close intervals, sjy every 1,500 feel, along the work,

taking care that these are placi d in localities which will not be

disturbed during the construction period. A bench should lie placed

at every waterway, lo be used later for foundation work.

The rod is read and recorded for every station and at all points

on the center line where the slope changes, so that there will be

shown on the profile a correct surface line. On turning points

and iK'nch marks the rod should be read to thousandths of a foot, but

only to tenths of a foot elsewhere. Level notes for turning points

are kept by both the instrument man and the rod man, anri at the

close of each day notes are chei ked, compared and the profile ob-

tained is plotted.

.'\s previously mentioned, the fixing of the gra<le lines upon the

profile should be done by the (iigineer in charge of the location

parly because the controlling fea ures of this most important opera-

_/^O^TUM_ _\

lion are best understood by him. The maxinuun gradients and rale

of curvature generally will have been determined at Ihe office

(hiring the .study of Ihe preliminary data, but each detail as to

these items will be left at the discretion of the locating engineer.

The fundamental ide;i in placing grade lines is the attempting to

equalize the cut and fill while sect ring the best possible grade and

alignment. There will occur many instances in which one of these

items can economically be in excess of the other. The embank-

ment will be in excess in flat or wooded country in order to keep

the road-bed well drained, or in approaching a stream where it is

necessary lo raise the grade to the level of a bridge, or in a rocky

district it may be found cheaper lo borrow dirt and thus make an

embankment in order to do away with an expensive rock cut. The

possibility of the road being bloiked by snow drifts or land slides,

must he kept in mind when placing grade lines.

For a single track interurhar road having a narrow right of

way, say 40 feet in width, and desiring to plan for double track,

yet to build only one track, which track would have its center say

15 feet from the right of way fi n;c lines, the author has used the

following method to advantage fur setting location stakes. For this

work the transit line is run abo.it one foot distant from the fence

line on the side towards the ce ] er of the right of way. Stakes

approximately two feet long ar J two inches square were set at

each station. Upon the rear sit c of each stake was marked the

station number. Such stakes can now be used as a basis for all

other construction lines parallel with them, the offset distances

being easily laid off with a tape. A sketch is made and given to

each foreman, this sketch showing a cross section of the entire

right of way with Ihe distances from the reference stakes to the

two fence lines, and the track center pole line, etc., clearly .shown.

When the location levels are run, the elevation of the top of these

Slakes is taken along with that of Ihe track center profile, and in

computing the cut and fill measuronienls for the track center

profile Ihe engineer will also compute and record on the same page

in his note book, the difference in elevation between the top of the

reference stake and Ihe finished sub-grade, this difference being
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New Publications.

MANUAL FOR ENGINEERS. Compiled by Charles E. Ferris,

B. S.. professor of Mechanicil Engineering, University of Tennes-

see. 240 pages, including 85 pages of advertisements, flexible leather

covers, gilt edges, vest pocket size. This is the fourth edition of a

very handy little book of t.ibles and other data for engineers ami

business men. It is conveniently indexed. Published by the Uiii

versity of Tennessee, Knoxville. Price, postpaid, 50 cents.

FACTS ABOUT RAILROAD BONDED INDEBTEDNESS.
This is what is known as Poor's Ready Reference Bond List, and

is published as a supplement (January, 1904) to Poor's Manual

of Railroads. It contains all important facts required by investors,

bond experts, bankers and others relative to the bonded indebted-

ness, interest charges, etc., of the leading railroad systems of the

United States. It contains an index to all bonds listed in the com-

pilation. Pamphlet form, 94 pages, 6x9 in. Published by Poor's

Railroad Manual Co., 68 William St., New York.

THE ENGINEERING PRESS MONTHLY INDEX REVIEW,
formerly the "Index of the Technical Press," is printed in three

separate editions each month—English, French and German. The

first number in its new form is the .\pril issue, which is also the

first number of the fourth volume. Besides brief reviews of recent

papers and articles of note, the index contains about 2,000 index

notes, or records, of the world's engineering literature for the

preceding 30 days. The references are classified under the differ-

ent headings usually employed by engineers, so that it is exceedingly

convenient. Published by the Technical Press Association, 20 Rue

de la Chancellerie, Brussels. Price one shilling.

CLARKSON BULLETIN, FEBRUARY, 1904. VOL. i, NO. i.

Issued quarterly by the Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial School of

Technology, Potsdam, N. Y. The contents of this number are as

follows : "The Success of the Educated Man ', Founder's Day Ad-

dress, 1903. By Frederic A. C. Perrine, D. Sc. ; "The Thomas S.

Clarkson Memorial School of Technology, Its Foundation, Charter

and Dedication"; "Technological and Technical Education", Ab-

stract of Dedicatory Address, 1896. By Francis A. Walker, Ph. D.

;

"Work of the Clarkson School of Technology, Its Object, Equip-

ment, Methods of Instruction, Location"; "Fourth- .\nnual Com-

mencement, Degrees Conferred and Certificates Awarded, June 19,

1903". The Qarkson Bulletin will be mailed upon application to

the Director, Clarkson School of Technology, Potsdam, N. Y.

READY REFERENCE TABLES. By Carl Ilering, M. K.,

past president American Institute of Electrical Engineers and presi-

dent Engineers' Club of Philadelphia. This is a handy publication

of conversion tables, pocket size, 196 pages, including a compre-

hensive alphabetical index, gilt edges, bound in leather. It is the

first of several volumes in preparation by the author which are

intended to contain collections of data conveniently arranged for

ready reference. In this first volume all the various measures used

in practice, more especially by engineers and physicists, are given

with their values in terms of as many of the others as they are

likely to be converted into in practice; the reciprocals of these are

also given, and they are stated in such a form that errors due to

dividing instead of multiplying arc avoided. It has been the inten-

tion to include every unit or measure used in practice, besides

many that are now obsolete. The more usual foreign units or

measures have been added, also. Published by John Wiley & Sons,

New York, Price $2.50.

MODERN ELECTRICITY. By James Henry, M. E., and

Karel J. Hora, M. Sc. This book, which is designated as "a prac-

tical working encyclopedia and a manual of theories, principles ami

applications," has been prepared with great care and is, in reality a

practical encyclopedia of all that the electrical engineer, artisan,

apprentice or student may desire to know regarding electricity and

its applications. Without sacrificing clearness or accuracy the in-

formation has been simplified, so that the beginner can acquire an

excellent knowledge of the fundamental principles and uses of

electricity. Many devices, machines and apparatus are described

and illustrated, and in addition there are numerous tables which

are of practical value. Certain chapters are devoted to pra*tical

methods and estimates for the construction of electric railways,

the estimates being taken from actual practice, and there are spe-

cial drawings illustrating construction of plants, stations and method

of wiring. I he volume contains 355 pages, over 150 illustrations,

and exhaustive cross index and appendix. Published by Laird &

Lee, Chicago. Cloth, $1.00; leather, $1.50.

AMERICAN SlRl'ET RAILWAY INVESTMEN IS. This is

the nth annual volume of the Street Railway Journal's "Red

Book" which is published for the use of bankers, brokers, capital-

ists, investors and .street railway companies. This year's issue is

larger than ever before and contains reports of numerous companies

which hitherto failed to furnish financial statements. Several new

features have been added to this year's volume, among them the

location of power stations and repair shops, parks and pleasure

resorts and more complete descriptions of the funded debt of dif-

ferent properties than heretofore. The volume also contains a

large number of maps of the principal street railway systems in the

country, many of them in two or more colors; also maps showing

the interurban railways in New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

The reports in the "Red Book" are arranged by states and cities

with a complete alphabetical index to the companies. The date of

information is stated definitely at the end of each report. Pub-

lished by the McGraw Publishing Co., New York. Price $5.00.

STEAM BOILERS, THEIR THEORY AND DESIGN. By

H. de B. Parsons, M. E., professor of Steam Engineering, Rensse-

laer Polytechnic Institute; 375 pages, including alphabetical index.

Cloth boards, illustrated. In the preface it is stated that this book

comprises a scries of lectures delivered to the senior class of the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y., rewritten and divided

into chapters. The only originality claimed for the work is the

effort to cover such points as in practical office work may be found

to be perplexing. There are 16 chapters and an appendix which

treats of superheated .steam. The subjects into which the work is

classified include combustion, furnace temperature and efficiency of

boiler, chimney draft, boiler fittings, mechanical stokers, artificial

draft, incrustation, corrosion, smoke prevention, etc. The subject

matter is presented in a simple, easy-to-be-understood style and the

work should prove of value to the engineering profession, and

especially to students. Prominent authorities are quoted and a

number of useful tables are given. 1 The illustrations show the best

and most modern practice. Published by Longmans, Green & Co.,

9X-3 Fifth Ave., New York City.

GENERAL INDEX TO THE STREET RAILWAY JOUR-
NAL BY SUBJECTS AND AUTHORS. October, 1884, to De-

cember, 1903, including Vols. I to XXII. As stated in the intro-

ductory note, this Index covers the articles in the American Edi-

tion of the Street Railway Journal for the period stated, and does

not apply to the International Edition. No attempt has been made

to preserve the original captions of the articles, and except in. the

authors' index subjects and not titles have been indexed. In long

articles, where different topics have been treated at length, sepa-

rate entries of the different topics have been made as far as possi-

ble. In addition, all articles susceptible of geographical designation

have been indexed under the name of the city or country to which

the subject has pertained. In the case of nearly all the cities the

nvticlcs are indexed independently of the names of the street rail-

way companies, except where they refer to corporate events. Owing

to the size of the Index certain of the early articles on horse trac-

tion have been omitted and there has been .some condensation as

regards description of apparatus for cable traction. 162 pages, cloth

board covers. Published by the McGraw Publishing Co., 114 Lib-

erty St., New York. Price $5.00.

THE THEORY OF THE LEAD ACCUMUL.VfOR (.STOR-

AGE BATTERY). By Dr. Friedrich Dolezalek. Translated from

the German with the sanction of the author by Carl L. von Ende,

Ph. D. (Goettingcn), instructor in chemistry, State University of

Iowa. First edition, first thousand. Cloth, 221 pages, exclusive

of index. Illustrated by diagrams. The author states that this

work is a first, if somewhat imperfect, attempt to treat the reactions

in the lead accumulator from the standpoint of the new theories

of physical chemistry, and it shows that the newer theories have

found a more exact application in the case of the lead accumulator

than in probably any other instance, and have been of a fruitfulness

unprecedented. Perhaps the character of the work could be shown

in no better way than by naming the titles of the chapters, as fol-

lows; Chemical Theory of Origin of Current; Thcrmodynamical

Theory of Origin of Current; Osmotic Theory of Origin of Cur-

rent; Varialion of Electromotive Force with Acid Concentration;

Variation of Electrode Potential with Acid Concentration; Tem-
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pcraturc Coefficient; Influence of External Pressure; Behavior

During Charging .ind Discharging; Reversibility; Changes in the

Open Cell; Internal Resistance; Capacity; Degree of Kfficicncy

and Working Efficiency ; Changes in the Cell During Formation

;

Methods of Measurement ; Tabic of Density and Percentage

Strength of Mixtures of Sulphuric Acid and Water. This work
looks to be of scientific and practical importance. Published by

John Wiley & Sons, New York. Price $2.50.

»V TROLLEY THROUGH WESTERN NEW ENGLAND-
BOSTON. SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK. Connecticut Valley

Edition. Compil<?d by Robert H. Dcrrah, Hoston, Mass. This is

an attractively and instructively compiled hook containing 105 pages

exclusive of the index and paper covers, artistically illustrated. It

comprises descriptive matter relative to trolley trips over trunk

and branch lines, or side trips, the main line trips being grouped

under the headings, Boston to Worcester, Springfield to Greenfield,

Springfield to New York City, and Boston to Fitchbnrg and Be-

yond. The side trips treated of include the following: Springfield

and About There; South Framingham to Milford, Hopkintcm, West-

boro, Marlboro and Hudson; Marlboro to Westboro; Worcester to

the surrounding towns and villages ; Palmer to Monson, South

Monson, Bondsvillc, Thorndike and Three Rivers ; Holyoke to

WcstficId and through the Turkey Pass to Amherst ; Northampton

til .\inhcrst and Iladlcy; llartfonl and side trips; Southinglon to

Meriden, Yalesville and Wallingford ; New Haven, with local lines

running to Branford, and East and West Rocks. Mr. Derrah may
be called the pioneer publisher of street railway guides. He has

been connected with the street railway business for the past 14

years, and published the first map ever issued showing the existing

and projected .street railway lines in any state in the Union; he

originated the first trolley trip from Boston to New York ; he has

compiled and published Derrah's Official Street Railway Guide foi

Eastern New England for eight years, and in many other ways

has built up a reputation as a responsible publisher of street rail-

way literature. The price of this latest publication is 10 cents.

Nashville Notes.

As the reconstruction work of the Nashville Railw.iy, for which

funds were provided and plans made at the time of organization,

July I, 190.1, when completed, left several very important lines un-

touched, the directors of. the company at a recent meeting made
arrangements to negotiate a loan of $250,000 for one year from the

Guarantee Trust Co. of New York, for which the company hypothe-

cated $350,000 face value of its treasury bonds. It is believed that

this will provide a sufficient fund with which to entirely complete

the system at Nashville.

Having finished reconstruction of the Buena \'ista line in North

Nashville, the company is now at work on an extension of this

line % mile on Buchanan St., making the new terminus at Buchanan

and Salem Sts. This extension will be completed within a few

weeks, and will give street car facilities to a well populated sub-

urban section, and will also go within about two blocks of Temple

Cemetery, to the northwest of the city.

Rebuilding of the Fairfield line in South Nashville has also been

in progress for some time, and the improvements to be made on

this line will soon be comidctcd. .'\s soon as the work on the lines

now being improved is finished, other lines will be taken up and

pushed as rapidly as possible. Among the more important lines

reinaining to he constructed are the Cherry and College in South

.Vashville. the Meridian and Lischey in Northeast Nashville, the

Belmont line in Southwest Nashville, and the JefTerson Street line

in Northwest Nashville. Work has already commenced at this

writing on the Meridian and Lischey line, and the Belmont and

Cherry and College lines will follow in the order named. Work on

the company's overhead system has been begun and is being ener-

getically pushed forward, the Glendalc Park line now receiving atten-

tion.

As a result of the building of the new power hcui^e, the company
is enabled to make faster schedules on all the rebuilt lines. The
lime for the roiinil trip to Glendalc Park from the transfer station

is now one hour, whereas heretofore it was seventy minutes, but

the cars seldom made the seventy-niinutc schedule on account of lack

of power, while they now make the 6o-niiiiutc schedule without

difficulty. The turbine ordered the first of the year has arrived and is

tieing installed, the completion of which will greatly ^trenglllen the

alreaily fine plant.

I he company keeps an accurate account at its general offices of

the amount of business on each line, and just as soon as the number
of passengers justifies, an increase in cars is made. .\n important

change in this respect has just been made on the Woodland lines;

heretofore there have been two ears to Tenth St., and in the future

these cars will go to the ends of the lines, one going out the Gallatin

Road and the oilier out Woodland St. There will be six cars on

the line, making a scven-inimitc headway to Tenth St. and fourteen

minutes on each line beyond Tenth St., the time being ten and

twenty minutes before this change went into effect. ,\ftcr an investi-

gation of the amount of business done, it was found that it was

sufficient for an increase of cars, and this progressive spirit of the

company in the matter of providing accommodations for its passen-

gers will l)e carried out on all lines.

On June 14th, I5lh and :6th the Nashville Railway & Light Co.

easily surpassed all former records in the numlwr of passengers

handled, the occasion being the reunion of the United Confederate

X'eterans in Nashville. Passengers were handled as follows: JuAc
I4tli, 148,000; June 15th, 175,000; June l6lh, 1.48,000, of which num-
bers approximately one-third were transfers made in the Transfer

Station. The highest number of passengers ever before carried in

one day by the company was 127,000. Despite the fact that so many
of the passengers were country people, unused to city ways and

unaccustomed to riding on electric car.s, the crowds were handled

most satisfactorily and with no serious accident. It is estimated

that between fifty and sixty thousand visitors were in Nashville the

tlirec days of the reunion.

Recently the company began the publication of a little four-page

leaflet, entitled the "Nashville Railway & Light Company W'eekly.

"

.\n edition of 10,000 copies is got out each week, the leatlels being

placed in small receptacles in the cars. The first page is given to

an editorial on subjects of interest connected with the business of

the company; the second page contains an advertisement setting

fortli the lieauties and attractions of Glcndale Park; the Lighting

Department covers the third page with an advertisement of electric

lights and electric fans, while the fourth page is known as the

"Joke" page. The paper is read with much interest by the passen-

gers, and it not only promotes the street car riding habit, but brings

the public in closer touch with the company. The scheme is copied

from the Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Co., of Birmingham,

.\la., which has l»;en getting out such a publication for nearly two

years. The Knoxville Traction Co., of Knoxville, Tenn., controlled

by the same interests as is the Nashville system, gets out a similar

publication weekly, known as the "Trolley," which is being very

favorably received.

The Chattanooga Electric Railway Co. has completed and put in

operation its new line to Rossville, Ga. This is in the direction of

Chickamauga Park, where the United States Government maintains

:i large army post, and about half way to the park. The Rapid

Transit Co., of Chattanooga, already has a line from Chattanooga

through Rossville to Chickamauga, but there is such intense rivalry

between the two companies that it is thought that it will be only a

matter of time until the Chattanooga IClectric pushes forward its

Rossville line to Chickamauga Park.

M. C. B. Drop Testing Machine.

.\ recent paper contributed to the .\merican Society for Testing

Malcrials by Prof. W. F. M. Goss, of Purdue University, describes

the Master Car Builders' drop testing machine which has been in-

stalled in the railroad laboratory of the L'niversity, at La Fayette.

Ind. This machine was specially designed for testing axles, couplers,

and all railroad equipment for which there are recognized specifica-

tions for testing under the drop. Large wheels cannot be tested

with a blow' delivered on the hub. as the distance between the hous-

ings of the machine is only 27!/' in.

Besides this machine the Master Car Builders' Association has

installed in the Purdue laboratory its brake shoe testing machine

and an air brake rack.

The University is well equipped to make commercial tests for

railroads not having their own laboratories.

The La Fayeiu- 1 hid 1 Ky. has adopted block signals.



Recent Street Railway Decisions.

EDITED BV J. L. ROSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

[The decisions which have been reported in the Legal Department of the "Street Railway Review" since ISOj have been published separately by the Windsor A
Ken field Publishing^ Co. under the title " Street Railway Law,'" four volunn-s of which have been printed. Vol. I covers the period from Januarv. lS'M,lo January, 1S'»7-

Vol. II from January. IS-'T, t»> July. IS-W; V<.1. Ill from July. IS-i'J, t*. April. I'JOl: Vol. IV fnnn April. I'Hll. i.. April, V*OX Vol. V is now in pn-ss. Price: Roun.l in

shet."p: four vulumes.jlO.tX'; single volume, $3.00. Bound in bnckrjni : four volumes, J<>.>li; siu-fle \ olume. f^ iW.
I

LABORER RIDIKG HOME ON WORK CAR AND EM-
PLOYES IN CHARGE OF CARS ARE FELLOW-
SERVANTS.

Inilianapolis & Greenfield Rapid I raiisit Co. vs. Foreman (Iiid.),

69 N. E. Rep., 669. Jan. 29, 1904.

Where a common laborer upon the company's tracks was riding

home in a work car, after a day's work, and was injured while the

car was standing on a switch by a passenger car colliding with it,

the supreme court of Indiana holds that the persons in charge of

said cars were, regardless of the names or titles by which they

were designated, fellow servants of the laborer, and, if he was
injured by their negligence, the company was not liable therefor.

DUTY TO EMPLOYE OF CONTRACTOR FOR PAINTING
POLES.

Kennealy vs. Westchester Electric Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 83

N. Y. Supp. 823. July 24, 1903.

While in the employ of a contractor who had entered into a con-

tract with the railway company to paint the supporting poles of its

trolley system, the plaintiff was severely injured by his arm coming

in contact with a feed wire while he was engaged in sandpapering

one of the poles preparatory to painting the same. The measure of

the obligation of the railway company to a workman under these

circumstances, the second appellate division of the supreme court

of New York holds, was to use reasonable care for his protection

against injury.

CITY CAN ENFORCE AGAINST LESSEE LIABILITY OF
LESSOR TO PAY FEE FOR EACH CAR RUN.

Mayor, etc., of Jersey City vs. Consolidated Traction Co. (N. J.

Sup.), 5- Atl. Rep. 446. Feb. 29, 1904.

The supreme court of New Jersey holds that, by force of the

statutes approved March 14, 189.1. which authorize one street rail-

way company to lease its property .and franchises to another, and

the lease made by the Jersey City & Rergcn Railroad Company to

the Consolidated Traction Company, in which the lessee assumed

all the burdens and liabilities of the lessor, Jersey City can enforce

against the lessee the liability of the lessor to pay the city a fee for

each car run on the railroad.

THINGS ABOUT SAFETY APPLIANCES NOT MATTERS
OF COMMON KNOWLEDGE—BURDEN OF PROOF AS
TO ABSENCE OF FENDER CONSTITUI'ING NEGLI-
GENCE.

Carney vs. Concord Street Railway (N. H.), .S7 .'\ll. Rep. 218.

Dec. 31, 1903.

The character, mode of operation, utility, and extent of use of

safety appliances and fenders for street cars operated by electric

((owcr, the supreme court of New Hampshire says, are not matters

of common knowledge. It cannot be presumed that the jury had

knowledge of these matters. The burden was upon the plaintiff

to prove that the absence of a fender constituted negligence. This

burden was not sustained by simply proving that the car had no

fender. It was necessary to prove further that ordinary care re-

quired that there should be a fender. This would involve, among
other things, a description of the apparatus, the way in which it

operates, the result of its operation, etc. Even if expert testi-

mony were neccsnary (which is doubtful), that circumstance does

not avoid the necessity of proof.

ACCEPTANCE OF LOCATION DOES NOT YALIDAI'IC
ILLEGALLY IMPOSED CONDITIONS AS TO FARE.

Kecfe vs. Lexington & Boston Street Railway Co. (Mass.), 70 N. E.

Rep. 37. Feb. 26, 1904.

The acceptance by the company of the locations granted by cer-

tain towns, the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts holds, did

not make valid conditions as to fare which the towns could not

legally impose, but which conditions as to fares that might be

charged for the transportation of passengers wiithin the limits of

their respective towns they prescribed in granting the locations.

Nor did the acceptance of the locations make a contract as to fares

between the corporation and the selectmen or the town. The com-
pany might, therefore, at least prescribe for its passengers the

payment of any fare which was reasonable.

DliTY OF SELECTING CARS TO BE USED—STARTER
AND CAR REPAIRER NOT FELLOW SERVANTS.

Quinn vs. Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 86 N. Y.

Supp. 883. Mar. 4, 1904.

It is the duty of the master, tlic second appellate division of the

supreme court of New York holds, to furnish cars which arc in

proper condition, not alone for the passengers, but for their em-
ployes. This necessarily involves the duty of selecting the cars

to be used, and whoever makes this selection is performing a duty

which belongs to the master, and this duty cauTiot be delegated in

such a manner as to relieve the master from rcsiionsibilily for

negligence in the discharge of this duty.

A starter and a car repairer arc not fellow servants, within tlic

rule which exempts llic master from liability for the negligence of

co-servants.

RISK OF USING SINGLE TRACK WITHOUT SIGNALS
ASSUMED BY CONDUCTOR.

'Simmons vs. Southern Traction Co. (Pa.), 57 Atl. Rep. 45. Jan. 4,

1904.

While an extra car or tripper on which llic plaintiff was con-

ductor was on a single track, in the evening, the trolley slipped

from the feed wire, the car stopped, and its lights were extinguislicd

Moreover, an arc street light near the place happened not he he

burning. The plaintiff got down on the track in order to replace

the trolley, and while standing back of his car he was struck

and injured by the car that followed it. He had been in llie

employ of the company, miming extra cars on this part of the

road, for 27 days. The supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that

whatever danger there was in the use of the single track without

signals was obvious, and as fully known to the plaintiff before as

after the nccidenl, and llic risk was voluntarily assumeil by liini.

AFTER BEING RKbUSED TUANSFKK I'lCKICI- REMAIN-
ING ON CAR UN ITL I'l' REACHES IvN'D OV \.\NK AND
STARTS BACK.

Iloelljes vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. ( N. Y. Snp. ), 87 N. Y
Supp. 133. Mar. 11, 1904.

A passenger on a car going westerly asked for and was refu.scd a

transfer. The appellate term of the supreme court of New York
says that if he desired to stand upon his rights he should have

left the car and sought the remedy the law vouchsafes for such a

wrong, in the definite and requisite penalty it fixes for such a

transgression. In doing what ihc record showed he did, ridijig to
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the end of the westerly route, he wn^ wnhin his rJKhls, and to thai

extent they conM not be gainsaid. In remaining alK>ard the ear

when it started easterly on. its return trip, he was exercising a

privilege no one could deny; but when a fare was demanded of

him, and he refused to p-iy, he was transgressing, and he invited

the personal encounter which resulted in his forcible expulsion,

and the company was not liable for what followed ; the complaint

should be dismissed.

I.IARIl.lTY FOR INJURY TO LIVI- STOCK—DUTY OF
MOTORMAN.

.\nniston Fleclric & Gas Co. vs. Hewitt (.Ma.). .t6 So. Rep. 30.

Feb. 4, 1904,

The law is well settled, the supreme court of Alabama says, that

railroad companies that knowingly run their trains under condi-

tions rendering it impracticable for those in charge to prevent

injuring stock straying on their tracks, are accountable for the loss

when injury results. This principle applies, when needful for the

protection of life and property, to a railroad on which electricity is

used as the moving power, as well as to one operated by steam.

The law enjoined on the motorman operating defendant's car, the

duty to keep a lookout for live stock, and not to run his car at such

a rate of speed that he could not stop it within the distance he could

see the plaintiff's cow. The only qualification of this rule is, that

where—such duties being observed by the engineer or motorman

—the animal comes suddenly upon the track, so close to the engine

that the engineer cannot stop in time to prevent running over it, in

which case its destruction cannot be ascribed to defendant's negli-

gence.

COMPANY OPUGATED TO PAY ANNUAL FEE FOR
EACH CAR RUN—CONSENT MUST FALL ON ANNUL-
MENT OF CONDITION INSEPARABLY CONNECTED
WITH IT.

Mayor, etc., of Jersey City vs. Jersey City & Bergen Railroad Co.

(N. J. Sup.), 57 Atl. Rep. 445. Feb. 29, 1904.

The provision in the charter of the company, a private act

approved March 15, 1859, by which the company was empowered

to construct and operate a street railroad in Jersey City, provided

that in constructing the railroad the company first obtained the

consent of the city council ; the ordinance of the council giving such

consent on condition that the company should pay an annual fee for

each car run on the railroad ; the acceptance of the ordinance by

the company, and the construction of the railroad in pursuance of

the consent ; and the supplement to the company's charter approved

March 17, i860, declaring that, in constructing and maintaining its

railroad in Jersey City, the company should be subject to the con-

ditions imposed in the ordinance—the supreme court of New Jer-

sey holds placed upon the company a legal obligation to pay the

stated fee. It says that if the right of the city to impose such a

condition was to be denied, the ordinance should not have been

accepted, but should have been attacked directly, for, if the council

had not that right, the consent which was given on this condition,

and was inseparably connected with it, must fall on its annulment.

FAILURE TO GIVE TRANSFERS ON ACCOUNT OF CON-
DUCTOR BEING OUT OF THEM—RIGHTS OF SKY-
LARKING BOYS AS PASSENGERS.

Rosenberg vs. Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 86

N. Y. Supp. 871. Mar. 4, 1904.

This action was to recover a penalty upon the refusal of the

defendant to furnish a passenger with a transfer ticket. The sec-

ond appellate division of the supreme court of New York says

that it cannot, it thinks, be said that, as matter of law, the com-

pany was absolved, even if it were true that the conductor at that

time did not have the usual transfer ticket. The purpose of the

statute is to assure the passenger a continuous ride. As between

the passenger and the company, it was the fault of the company

if the conductor did not have the usual transfer ticket, inasmuch

as the company was bound, under the statute, to furnish them. In

such an emergency, if it existed, no good reason appeared why the

conductor could not have furnished a slip, as requested, for use on

the approaching car (to which a transfer was wanted), with an
oral explanation, to its conductor, or could not, perhaps, have ex-

plained the situation to that conductor regardless uf any slip. In

any event, it would lie going loo far to hold the company excused
upon the bare plea that its agent did not have the tickets which, by
the statute, it is required to furnish. It is, of course, immaterial,

so far as this action is concerned, that the lads (the plaintiff and
others) indulged in skylarking on the car. Nevertheless they re-

mained passengers entitled to the rights assured them by statute.

RICH IS OF VEHICLES AT STREET CROSSINGS-RIGHTS
BETWEEN FIRE ENGINE OR TRUCK AND TROLLEY
CARS—LOCAL CUSTOM MUST BE PLEADED TO AD-
MIT EVIDENCE OF IT.

Knox vs. North Jersey Street Railway Co. (N. J. Sup), 57 .^ll.

Rep. 423. Mar. 1, 1904.

The rule of the road with relation to vehicles approaching a

street crossing, the supreme court of New Jersey says, is that the

first to reach the crossing, traveling at a reasonable rate of speed,

has the right to pass over first. This rule is a part of the common
law of the state, and applies to vehicles of every character. It may
he conceded that the importance of having a fire engine or truck

reach its destination as speedily as possible makes it advis.ible that

it should be given superior right in the public streets, and that

trolley cars and other vehicles should be required to yield it the

right of way at street crossings. Such a right may be granted by

legislative enactment, and, to some extent at least, by municipal

regulation. It may also, perhaps (although this the court docs not

decide), grow out of a custom existing in the particular locality

where it is sought to be exercised. It is not within the power of

the courts to confer it by judicial decision. Whether such a right

may grow out of a particular custom was a question which was

sought to be raised by the plaintiff at the trial of this case, but the

judge refused to permit it to be done. In order to entitle him to

prove that a hook and ladder truck had the right of way over the

crossing by reason of a local custom, notwithstanding that the trolley

car reached it fir.st, the plaintiff was bound to aver in his declaration

the existence of such a custom, and that the collision occurred by

reason of the failure of the defendant's motorman to observe it, so

that the defendant might be apprised of his claim in that regard, and

be prepared to controvert it .it the trial. No such custom having

been pleaded, the trial court properly excluded evidence of its

existence.

CLASSIFICATION OF POWER HOUSE FOR TAXATION
UNDER STATUTE.

City of Philadelphia vs. Electric Traction Co. (Pa), 57 .Atl. Rep.

354. Feb. 29, 1904.

The supreme court of Pennsylvania says that an act of 1858 pro-

vides that "the offices, depots, car houses, and other real property

of railway corporations situate in said city, the superstructure of the

road and water stations alone excepted, are and hereafter shall be

subject to taxation by ordinances for city purposes." Should a

power house for the manufacture of electricity, owned and used by

a traction motor company engaged in the operation of street rail-

ways, be placed in the class of property taxable, or in the class

exempted? A distinction had been made by this court between the

class of property that was a constituent part of a corporate fran-

chise, and essential to the performance of its duties to the public,

and that which was only advantageous and convenient, but not

necessary to the exercise of its franchise. The act of 1858 was

written in the light of these decisions, and it followed them
;
pre-

serving the distinction that had been made, but drawing the lines

more closely against exemption. Up to this time the offices, depots,

car houses, the superstructures of the road, and water stations of a

railroad, had all been exempt. The act drew the line at a different

place, and exempted only the last two, which were clearly essentials,

and formed part of the road itself. There can be no doubt as to

the class to which the power house of an electric motor company

belongs. As a means of furnishing motive power, it is as essential

to the company as is a water station to a railroad company. It

does not take the place of anything before taxable, but is a sub-

stitute for that which was before expressly exempted, and it comes
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within the stringent rule of necessity established by the act of i8

in exempting the roadway and means of supplying power.

LIABILITY FOR ARREST AND FALSE IMPRISONMENT
BY EMPLOYE ACTING AS A RAILROAD POLICE
OFFICER.

Cordner vs. Boston & Maine Railroad (N. H.), 5; .^tl. Rep. 234.

Feb. 2, 1904.

The mere fact that one who arrested the plaintiff was the de-

fendants' servant (his particular employment being that of con-

ductor upon the defendants' street railway), the supreme court of

New Hampshire holds, was not sufficient to make the defendants

answerable therefor. It says that they were not liable unless they

directed him to make the arrest, or unless in so doing he was
engaged in their business, and acting within the scope of his em-

ployment as their servant, or unless they had ratified his act. It

could not be assumed that, by his employment as conductor, it was

understood that he should arrest a suspected person in behalf of his

employers, when he was not on duty, was not subject to their

orders, and the arrest was not made upon view of the offense,

but some time after its commission, who the offender was being

matter of suspicion merely, and it being for a loss of money which

would fall upon him (the conductor) alone. Moreover, assuming

that his being sworn as a police officer, under an arrangement made
for the purpose by the assistant superintendent, and being fur-

nished with a badge of office, constituted him an officer de facto

(in fact), although an attempt to have him regularly appointed a

railroad police officer had failed, or, if it did not constitute him an

officer de facto, assuming that the defendant were estopped to deny

that he was such officer, and was appointed upon their petition,

how did the fact affect the scope of his service for the defendants?

Manifestly, it could not modify or enlarge the ordinary service of

the employe, beyond the inclusion within the service of a perform-

ance of the duties imposed by law upon railroad police officers;

and it is doubtful if it would have effect even to that extent. And
even if he must be regarded as a railroad police officer, so far as

the defendants were concerned, his arrest of the plaintiff under the

circumstances stated was an act that was outside the duties of the

office.

REASONABLENESS OF RULE REQUIRING PRODUCTION
OF TRANSFER—CONDUCTOR HAS NO RIGHT TO
WAIVE OR DISREGARD RULE—VERBAL TRANSFER
FROM ONE CONDUCTOR TO ANOTHER INSUFFI-
CIENT—FAILURE TO PRODUCE TRANSFER EVASION
OF FARE WITHIN STATUTE.

Crowley vs. Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway Co. (Mass.),

70 N. E. Rep. s6. Mar. 2, 1904.

The plaintiff lived on Water street, and got onto a Main street

car to go to his home ; changing cars at a place called "Depot

.Square." He offered a $20 bill in payment of his fare. The con-

ductor was unable to change it, hut told him that he would change it

when he got to Depot Square, and did, taking out the fare. The
Water street car was waiting, and the conductor of that car shouted

to the plaintiff to "hurry up." The plaintiff turned to the conductor

of the Main street car, and asked for a transfer, but the con-

ductor said, "Never mind your transfer," and shouted to the con-

ductor of the Water street car, who was about 20 feet away, to

pass the plaintiff; that he was all riRht, and had paid his fare, and

he (the conductor) had no time to give him a transfer.

The supreme judicial court of Massachusetts holds that the rule

that a passenger changing from one line to the other should produce

a transfer, or pay his fare on the line to which he changed, was a

reasonable rule. The conductor had no right to waive or disre-

gard it, and the plaintiff not having paid his fare on the Water
street line, or produced a transfer from the Main street line, the

conductor of the Water street car was acting within his rights, and

in the performance of his duty, in attempting to eject the plaintiff

from the car, and was not guilty of an assault in taking hold of

the plaintiff's arm for that purpose. It was immaterial whether the

conductor of the Water street car heard what was .said to him by

the conductor of the Main street car or not. If he did hear it, it

wai laid to him by a conductor whose right to disregard the rules

was, 10 far as appeared, no greater than his own ; and it gave the

conductor of the Water street car no right to carry the plaintiff

without the production of a transfer, or tlie payment, in default

thereof, of a fare.

Furthermore, the plaintiff knew th:it the rules of the road required

the production of a transfer or the payment of a fare, and it was

an evasion of fare, within the meaning of the statute, to ride without

producing a transfer, or paying the fare rci|nired in default thereof.

CONSENT OF BISHOP NOT HOLDING LEGAL TITLE IN-

VALID—VALIDITY OF CONSENT OF BENEFICIARY
UNDER A TRUST AND RIGHT TO REFUSE SECOND
HEARING TO OBJECTORS TO CONSENTS LEFT IN
DOUBT.

Shepard vs. Mayor, etc., of City of East Orange (N. J.), 57 All.

Rep. 441. Feb. 29, 1904.

L'pon the application of a trolley .onipany to the city of East

Orange for permission to construct, maintain, and operate a street

railway on Central avenue in said city, various consents of the

owners of property abutting on the avenue were duly presented to

the city authorities, pursuant to the provisions of the street rail-

road act of April 26, 1896. One of the consents was given by John

J. O'Connor, bishop of Newark, as owner, or representing the

ownership of the Cemetery of the Holy Sepulchre, which had a

frontage of 969 feet upon the avenue. If that consent was invalid,

there were not consents of the owners of a sufficient number of lineal

feet of frontage to give jurisdiction to the city to grant such per-

mission. The cemetery land had been conveyed in 1865 to Bishop

Bailey, Roman Catholic bishop of the diocese of Newark, by a deed

conveying title in fee simple, with no express declaration of trust,

and thereafter it had been conveyed by various conveyances of like

character until one was made to Winand Michael Wigger, bishop

of that diocese. By his will it was devised to three prelates of

that church as joint tenants, and the title thereto was in them at

the time of Bishop O'Connor's consent.

Assuming (without deciding) that the evidence was competent

to establish and did establish that this land thus conveyed to the

ecclesiastical authorities of that church was held upon a trust for

the Roman Catholics of the diocese, the court of errors and appeals

of New Jersey holds that, at the time of the execution of the

consent, Bishop O'Connor, having acquired no legal title to the land,

was not a "trustee holding the legal title," nor was he the owner

of the land as cestui que trust (the beneficiary under a trust) or

otherwise, within the provisions of the act in question, and so his

consent was invalid.

Whether a cestui que trust, in possession of land the legal title to

which is in a trustee, can give a valid consent under the act, the

court leaves as an unsettled question. Likewise, whether municipal

authorities may refuse to hear persons desiring to object to the

sufficiency of such consents to justify action after all the consents

are presented because such persons have been previously heard in

opposition to the action, is left a doubtful point.

NO LIABILITY FOR INJURY BY EMPTY REEL LEFT BV
SIDE OF ROAD AND ROLLED DOWN THE STREET BY
BOYS.

Glassey vs. Worcester Consolidated Street R.iilway Co. (Mass.),

70 N. E. Rep. 199. Mar. 31, 1904.

A large reel which had had feed wire upon it, and which had

been left lying on its side either just outside of the limits of the

highway or within the limits of the highway, though outside of the

traveled portion thereof, was rolled down the street by .some boys,

and struck a carriage, injuring a woman who was in the carriage.

Then, there was introduced in evidence a by-law of the town for-

bidding persons to leave obstructions of any kind in the highway

without a written license from the road commissioners or other

board having charge of the streets, and it was contended that, if the

reel was left within the location of the highway, when forbidden

by the by-law, that of itself constituted such negligence as rendered

the street railway company liable. But, assuming that the reel was
left within the limits of the highway, the supreme judicial court of

Massachusetts thinks that the most that could he said of this con-

tention, was that the leaving of the reel within the limits of the

highway was evidence of negligence, not that in and of itself it ten-
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dcrcd tlic company lialilc, ur should Iw lield, as matter of law, to

have contributed directly to the accident.

The question was whether, in lenviuK the reel lying on its side

in the grass, near the road, the company ought reasonably to have an-

ticipated that children passing along the street on their way to school

or for other -purposes, would take it from the place where it had

hecn left, and engage in rolling it up and down the street, and that

travelers on the highway would thereby be injured. The question

was not whether a high degree of caution ought to have led the

company to anticipate that such a thing might possibly occur, but

whether it ought reasonably to have been expected to happen in the

ordinary course of events. In the former case the company would

not be liable, and in the latter it might he held liable, notwithstand-

ing an active human agency had intervened between the original

wrongful act and the injury. But assuming that the reel was left

in the highway, and that that was some evidence of negligence, the

court thinks that such negligence was the remote, and not the direct

and proximate, cause of the woman's injury.

In other words, in order to render the company liable, it must
appear not only that it should have been anticipated that, in the

ordinary course of events, school children would lake the reel from
the position where it had been securely left, outside the traveled

part of the road, but that they would set it in motion on the highway
under such circumsances that it was liable to injure a traveler

thereon. It seems to the court that, conceding that there was
evidence of negligence on the part of the company in leaving the

reel where its servants did, they could not be required to anticipate

that this would happen in the ordinary course of events, and there-

fore that such negligence was too remote.

DUTY TO PREVENT CHILDREN GOING INTO PLACES
OF DANGER ON CARS—LIABILH Y FOR INJURY TO
BOY PERMITTED TO RIDE ON FRONT PLATFORM
JUMPING OFF MOVING CAR—NO CONTRIBUTORY
NEGLIGENCE—ORDINANCE PROHIBITING JUMPING
OFF MOVING CARS NOT ADMISSIBLE IN EVIDENCE.

Denison & Sherman Railway Co. vs. Carter (Tex. Civ. App.), 79

S. W. Rep. 320. Feb. 6, 1904. Rehearing denied Mar. 5, 1904.

There was testimony in this case that some boys got on a car

with the permission of the motorman, who also acted as conductor,

and were permitted to ride for having turned the trolley pole. One
of them, a boy to years and i month old, who got on the front

platform, was injured in jumping off while the car was in motion.

The court of civil appeals of Texas says that the company owed the

hoy, a child of tender years and immature judgment, the duty to

exercise ordinary care to prevent him from going into a place of

danger upon its car. The verdict included a finding that the boy,

by reason of his age and want of intelligence, was not capable of

appreciating the danger of riding upon the front platform, and that

the motorman permitted him to ride thereon, and that this was a

dangerous place for a child of his age to ride, and thus aflforded

the opportunity for the latters subsequent act; and that the act of

the child in jumping from the front platform was such as the

motorman might and could have anticipated. These facts being

established, the company must be held liable for the injuries result-

ing to the boy therefrom.

Again, the court says that it was the act of the motorman in per-

mitting the boy to get upon and ride on the front platform, a place

of danger, concurring with the act of the boy in jumping therefrom

wliile the car was in motion, that caused the injury. The boy, by

reason of his age and consequent lack of discretion to appreciate

the danger, could not be held guilty of contributory negligence in

jimiping from the car. The act of the motorman in permitting the

boy to get on the car and ride in a place of danger induced or

afforded the opportunity for the subsequent act of the boy to jump
from the moving car, and must be held the proximate cause of the

injury. The jury found that the hoy, by reason of his age, did

not possess sufficient intelligence and discretion to appreciate the

danger of jtmiping from the front platform while the car was in

motion, and that the motorman was guilty of negligence in per-

mitting him to get upon the car and ride in a place of danger. These

issues being established, the voluntary act of the boy in leaving the

car was not an intervening cause.

With reference to the contention that a person who is injured by

jumping from a moving street car in violaliun '>f a valid ordinance

of the city is guilty of such contributory negligi-ncc as will preclude

his recovery for any injury caused thereby, the court says that

it may be staled, generally, that the mere fact that the plaintiff at

the time of the injury is engaged in the commission of an unlawful

act is not sufficient to relieve the author of the wrong of liability

in damages therefor. In this case it was not shown that the boy

was capable of forming a criminal intent. It was shown that he

was of such tender years and so lacking in discretion that he did not

realize the danger of dismounting from a moving car. There was

no error in excluding from evidence an ordinance making it a mis-

demeanor to jump off a moving street car. Clearly the evidence had

no application to the facts as presented in this case.

POWER HOUSE MACHINERY TAXABLE AS REAL ES-

TATE UNDER ORDINANCE PROVIDING FOR PER-
CENT.^GE PAYMENTS AND TAX ON LANDS AND
BUILDINGS ONLY.

Detroit United Railway vs. Board of State Tax Commissioners

(Mich.), 98 N. W. Rep. 997. Mar 23, 1904.

The ordinance under which the railway is operating provides for

the payment to the city of Detroit of a percentage upon its gross

earnings and also for the payment to the city of "such taxes for

municipal purposes as have been up to this date and shall be here-

after levied or assessed upon the lots and parcels of land and build-

ings thereon which arc the property of the said railway," the above

mentioned percentage payments and tax on lands to be paid by the

railway and received by the city in lieu of and in discharge of all

taxes, license fees and charges of any kind against the property,

capital stock, rights and franchises of the company. The general

•tax law in force when the ordinance was adopted, and in force now,

provides that, "for the purpose of taxation, real property shall in-

clude all lands within the state and all buildings and fixtures thereon

and appurtenances thereto, except in cases otherwise expressly

provided by law."

It was insisted that an increase in the assessed valuation of the

real estate of the railway objected to was brought about by adding

thereto machinery which was personal property, and not properly

taxable as real estate. It was contended that the boilers used in

the generation of steam, the engines used to drive the dynamos, the

dynamos used to generate electricity, the batteries used for storing

it, the boosters, the switchboards, and other machinery, were none

of them real estate. But, without going into details, the supreme

court of Michigan says it is satisfied that, as to the most of this

machinery, it was properly assessable as real estate.

At the time the ordinance was granted, the court says, the motive

power employed for running the cars was horses. The fixtures

attached to the barns and other buildings owned by the company

would be of little value. There is nothing in the ordinance, when
viewed in the light of the surrounding circumstances which existed

when it was passed, indicating the city and the company expected

that fixtures attached to the buildings owned by the company would

be exempt from taxation. Again, it was suggested that, when this

machinery was put in, it was expected that in time it would be sup-

planted by improved machinery, and provisions were made to make it

practicable to remove it, and for that reason it was not to be re-

garded as real estate. But the court does not see how this differed

in principle from the expectation that any manufacturer has to

replace his machinery when it has outworn its usefulness, either

because it is worn out, or because of improvements made, making

new machinery indispensable if he is to compete with manufacturers

who do use the improved machinery.

J. P. Hornaday & Co., No. 1108 Traction Building, Cincinnati,

Ohio, have as fiscal agents agreed to underwrite one-half of the

securities of the Shreveport & Northeastern Ry. extending from

Shrcveport through Minden, connecting with the Louisiana North-

western Ry. and several other railway systems in western Louisiana.

Construction work will proceed as soon as preliminary arrangements

are completed. The road will be, as now laid out. 42 miles in length,

and will have first class equipment and terminal facilities at Shreve-

port. The road traverses a splendid territory, and will originate

a large amourvt of freight.
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Financial.

1 he U'nitfd I ractioii Co., of Albany. N. Y., reported a surplus

for the quarter vndiug June 30, 1904, of $114,166, an increase of

?75,639.

The Steubenvillc (O.) Traction & Light Co. reported gross' rail-

way earnings for the year ending April 30, 1904, of $79,997, an

increase of $7,360.

The Cedar Rapids & Marion City Railway Co., of Cedar Rapids,

la., reported for 1903 as follows: Gross earnings, $33,265; oper-

ating expenses, $17,302; net earnings, $15,962.

The Intcrurban Railway Co., Des Moines, la., reported gross

earnings for 1903 of $08,539; operating expenses, $35,361; net

earnings, $33,278.

The gross earnings of the Mason City & Clear Lake Traction

Co., Mason City, la., for 1903 amounted to $44,996; operating ex-

penses, $30,528; net earnings, $10,468.

The Waterloo (la.) & Cedar Falls Rapid Transit Co's. gross

receipts for 1903 amounted to $85,545; operating expenses, $49,430;

net earnings, $36,114.

'Ihe gross earnings of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co., of

Cleveland. O., for May amounted to $53,800; operating expenses,

$34,723: net earnings, $19,077. This is a gain of 20 per cent over

.April and a slight gain over May, 1903.

The Cleveland, Paincsville & Eastern Railroad Co. reported gross

earnings for May of $[9,052; operating expenses, $10,597; "ct

earnings, $8,455; fixed charges, $6,738; surplus, $1,716.

The New York & Long Island Traction Co. reported for May as

follows: Gross earnings, $6,784; operating expenses, $4,308; net

earnings, $2476.

The gross earnings of the Cleveland & Southwestern Traction

Co. for the period from January ist to July ist amounted to $204.-

753, as compared with $196,846 for the corresponding period last

year. In June, 1904, the gross passenger receipts amounled to $44,-

132, an increase of $3,.500 over June, 1903.

The Miincie, Hartford & Fort Wayne Railway Co. reported gross

earnings for May of $i5..=;o5, an increase of nearly $5,000; operating

expenses, $6,907; net earnings, $8,598. January ist to June Ist:

Gross earnings, $64,813; operating expeiises, $35,310; net earuings.

$29,302.

OAKLAND TRANSIT CO.

Following is the comparative .statement of the Oakland (Cal.)

Transit Co. for May

:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $105,370 $113,897 $8.52?

Operating expenses 49.5.W 5i,420 3,881

Net earnings ' 55.84' 60,477 4.6.36

CHICAGO ELECTRIC TRACITOX CO.

The comparative statement of the Chicago Electric Traction Co.

fur the quarter ending March 31st follows:

1903. i9"4 Decrease.

Gross earnings $22,.S6l $21,741 $ 820

Operating expense^ 24,816 23,077 1,739

Deficit 2,254 t,3.35 919

LO.NlK).\ STREET RAILWAY CO.

The comparative statement uf llic London (Ont.) Street Railway

Co, for May is as follows

:

i'>03

Gross earnings ... . $1.5,144

Operating expense- 9.243

Net earnings 3.9<"

Fixed charges ifljo

Surplus 1.971 2,371 400

.NORIllERX OHIO TRACITON & LKiUC.

riu' conipnr:itiM- sliiu-uieiu of the Norllieni Ohio rr.iction &

I.iglU Co. for May lulknvs:

1903. 1004.. Increase.

Gross receipts $74.25^"* $74,017 $ 659

Operating expenses 40,231 .W.6i4 * 617

Net earnings .14.027 35-303 1.27*'

Fi.vcd charges 22,427 22,467 40

Net income 11,600 12,836 1.236

•Decrease.

TOLKDO RAILW.A.YS & LKillT CO.

Following is the comparative statement for May of the receipts

and operating expenses of the Toledo (O.) Railways & Light Co.:

11^3. 1904. Increase

Receipts $1.15.416 $142,581 $7,165

Operating expenses "0.726 "8.864 8,138

Net earnings 64,690 63,717 * 973

Deductions 40,837 41.863 1,026

Net income 23,853 21,854 *i,999

Operating ratio i^^i -5531 -0308

Decrease.

INTERNATION.AL TRACTION CO. SYSTEM.

Following is the comparative statement of the International Trac-

tion Co.. Buflfalo, N. Y., for May:
1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $.127,126 $335.6oi $8,565

Operating expenses (ex. taxes) 174.4.=;8 207,325 32,867

Net earnings 152.660 I28,.l66 *24..503

Fixed charges (int., taxes, etc.) Ui.fnjB 132.532 835

Net income 20.971 **4,i67 *25,138

Net income July 1st to date i57.2o8 52,331 *I04,877

Operating ratio (ex. ta.\es) 542 .625 .083

Decrease. **Dcficit.

AUIiURN & SYRACUSE ELECTRIC R. R.

Ihc Aulniru & Syracuse ( N. Y.) Electric Railroad Co, rciiorlcd,

for the quarter ending Mar. 31. 1904, as follows:

Increase.

Gross earnings $37,905 $14,640

Operating expenses .34,204 19.813

Net earnings .3.701 *5,'73

Other income 455 292

Tofal income 4.'56 *4.88i

Fixed charges 15.082 5,855

Deficit 10.926 10,7.16

Decrease.

CHICAGO UNION TRACTION CO.

The income accounts of the West and North Chicago systems

of the Union Traction Co. fcir May follow:

West North

Chicago, Chicago.

Gross earnings $481,486 $274,707

Operating expenses .144,244 199,177

Net earnings 137.241 75,530

Other income 4.448 1,551

Total income 141,689 77.o8i

Tax, interest, rent ii5,i,s8 (11,007

Surplus 26,531 10,074

Consolidated Traction deticil 16,567 9,420

Depreciation 57.057 28,470

Deficit 47.093 21,816

Opiraliug ratio 7>9l 7.132

1904.
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Net iMniiiigs 192.87J ij,4Ij6

Cliargi-s and prcf. ili\ <jo.27y I'.ysi

Surplus iuj,504 515

I'rum January IM

:

Gross earnings $i,(i89,i.-i $1 18.JI2

UpcratiiiK expenses Kij,2j6 58,609

Net earnings K76.885 59,60.1

Charges anil pref. div ^ 448,049 56,121

Surplus . . 428,8.16 .V482

NUKIIIEKN TEX.\S TR>\CT10N CO.
I'ullowing is the comparative statement of the Northern Texas

Traction Co. for May

:

i<<o.v

Gro.is earnings $,)8.J78

Gross expenses 1 ^2,982

Net earnings ? 5,296

Fi.xed charges : g,ii8

Net profit ,.. 6,178

For five months

:

Gross earnings $106,050

Dperating expenses 93.1 J7

Not earnings 72,914

Fixed charges 45,107

Net profit 27,807

i>i04.
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\V. H. WHITESIDF

• Personal.

UK. SCJ1UVLL.K SKAAIS WHEELER, president of Crocker-

Wheeler Co., sailed July 13th with Mrs. Wheeler, on the White
Star liner '"Baltic."

MR. POWELL EV.ANS was recently elected president of the

Schuylkill Traction Co., Girardsville, Pa., to succeed Mr. Clarke

Merchant, deceased.

MR. A. H. H.\YW.\RD, until recently general manager of the

Lehigh Valley Traction Co., .-^Uentown, Pa., has been appointed

superintendent of the City Railway Co., Dayton, O.

MR. WALTER H. WHITESIDE has been appointed general

manager of sales for all departments of the Allis-Chalmers Co., in-

cludi- . ' " " ': Flectric Manufacturing Co. Mr. Whiteside has

recently been manager of the de-

tail and supply department of the

Westinghouse company and at tlic

same time manager of the Sawyer-

Man Electric Co., of New York.

His first business connection was

with the Hercules Powder Co. in

1881, when he introduced this

company's high explosives into

the Lake Superior and other min-

mg districts. Four years later he

became associated with the Cleve-

land Electrical Manufacturing

Co., where he remained nearly 12

years, being for the greater part

of this time manager of the com-

pany's Chicago office. In 1896

Mr. Whiteside was appointed

manager of engine sales for the Gates Iron Works, of Chicago, and

in 1898 he became manager of the Washington office of the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. In that position his engi-

neering work in the installation of electric power in the dry-docks

of the navy department was widely recognized, and to him was

largely due the credit for effecting the change in the standard from

80 to 125 volts in the electric lighting and power installations on

the vessels of the United States Navy. Mr. Whiteside will enter

upon his new duties about the middle of July, and takes willi him

the best wishes of a wide circle of business acquaintances.

THE GALVESTON CITY RAILWAY CO. recently changed

hands and the following new officers have been elected : President,

B. Adoue; vice-president, J. 11. Langbehn
;
general manager, H. S.

Cooper.

• MR. C. X. DUFFY, secretar>' of the Chicago City Railway Co.,

was on Wednesday, July 6th, married to Miss Clara Cunningham.

Mr. and Mrs. Duffy will be at home after September ist at the Hotel

Del Prado, Chicago.

MR. U. M. L.^TllROP has been appointed superintendent of the

Colorado Springs & Intcrurban Railway Co., vice Mr. D. L. Macaf-

frec, resigned. Mr. Lathrop had acted as assistant superintendent

of the company for some time.

MR. GEORGE A. YUILLE, of the Chicago Engineering & Con-

structing Co., has been retained to advise the city of Chicago as

to a universal system of street car transfers that will serve as a

basis for the city in its franchise negotiations with the street rail-

way companies.

MR. FR.-\NK G. BOLLES, who was for many years associated

with the Bullock Electric Co., and recently connected with Cassicr's

Magazine, has opened an office at 26 Cortlandt St., New York City,

where he will conduct an export business, giving especial attention

to electrical and steam machinery.

PROF. GARDNER .S. WILLIAMS, M. Am, Soc. C. E., and pro-,

(cssor of experimental hydraulics in charge of the hydraulic labo-

ratory of Cornell University, has been appointed to the chair m
ICnginecring at the University of Michigan, made vacant last fall

by the death of Prof. Charles E. Greene.

MR. A. L. WATERBURY, who was at one time first vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the Citizens Telephone Co., of Hous-

ton, Tex., has l>cen appointed general manager of the sales depart-

ment of the American Conduit Co. Mr. Waterbury will have his

headquarters at the Chicago office of this company, No. 1005-6 Man-

hattan Building.

MR. D. L. MAC.^FFREE resigned July ist as superintendent

of the Colorado Springs & Interurban Railway Co. Prior to 1901,

when he became general superintendent of the Colorado Springs

street car system, he was connected with the Denver Tramway Co.

several years in the operating department.

MR. U. H. L.WENUERG has been appointed general manager

of the Toledo & Indiana Railway Co., vice Mr. H. C. Warren,

resigned. Mr. Lavenberg was for two years chief dispatcher of the

Toledo, Fremont & Norwalk Railroad Co., and for the past two

years has been superintendent of the Dallas division of the Northern

Ic.xas Traction Co.

MR. JOSEPH M'M1LL.\N has been appointed traffic manager

of the Pacific Electric Railway Co. and the Los Angeles Intcrurban

Railway Co. He was formerly passenger agent for the Southern

Pacific railroad in Te.\as, with headquarters at San Antonio. He
was connected with the Southern Pacific 20 years, and has been with

the Pacific Electric Ry. since April, 1903.

MR. LOUIS TERVEN, E. E., has been appointed chief elec-

trician of the Ncrnst Lamp Co., Pittsburg, Pa. Mr. Terven was

for some time electrician of the United Stales Navy Yard, Port

Royal, S. C, which position he resigned to enter the experimental

laboratory of the Nernst Lamp Co. Later he was given charge of

the chemical engineering department of this company.

MM. TvOHLER AND A. ZIFFER have been unanimously elected

vice-presidents of the International Tramway Union, to succeed M.

Rohl, deceased. Both of these gentlemen have been prominently

identified with the work of the International Union, and their promi-

nence in the electric railway fields of their respective countries makes

their selection as officers of the association highly acceptable to the

membership.

MR. A. M. MATTICE, chief engineer of the Allis-Chalmers Co.,

has returned from his European tour of inspection and taken up the

duties of his position in Milwaukee. While in Europe Mr. Mattice

visited the hydraulic machinery works of Escher Wyss & Co.,

of Zurich, and arranged important aetails concerning the manu-

facture in the United Slates of their lines of product. He also

inspected the Nurnbcrg gas engine works, at Nurnberg, and, at

the well-known engincciiiig establishmeiit of Willans & Robinson,

at Rugby, England, he paid particular attention lo the products and

methods of manufacture of tlie Steam Turbine Advisory Syndicate,

of which organization Allis-Chalmers Co. is the American member.

Mr. Mattice had several important consultations in London with Mr.

Yarrow, the famous torpedo boat builder, on the subject of turbines

for marine purposes, and while on the Continent he made, in the

Allis-Chalmers interest, a series of exhaustive tests of the Zoelly

steam turbine, of which so much has recently been heard. The

results of Mr. Mattice's European visit of inspection will be awaited

with a good deal of interest by American engineers.

MR. H. S. COOPER, who was recently appointed general man-

ager of the Galveston City Railway Co., has enjoyed a long and

successful career as a street railway man and has held many posi-

tions of trust. He will be agreeably remembered by readers of

the "Review" as a contributor of numerous able, practical articles

on street railway economics. He is particularly well qualified for

the position which he now holds, and Galveston is to be considered

fortiuiate in having Mr. Cooper to manage her street railway

system. Mr. Cooper was born in Isle of Wight. England, in 1856.

In this country his first business connection was with a mercan-

tile house in Philadelphia, and in 1876 he became a manufacturer

of agricultural machinery in the South. This brought him in

touch with the electrical industry, and having .shown a special fit

ness for reorganization and placing unstable properties on a pay-

ing basis, he was reqviested lo take charge as general manager <if

the Schenectady (N. Y.) properties of the Electrical Development

Co., for which a receiver had been appointed. Under Mr. Cooper's

management the prtjpcrties were made to pay handsomely and he

Tiext rehabilitated the property of the Ithaca (N. Y.) Railw.ay Co.,

with equal success. Mr. Cooper has lately been connected with the

general engineering business conducted by the Development Co., o'

New York.

Ihe name of the Evansville & Princeton (Ind.) Traction Co. has

been changed to the Evansville, Princeton & liiclianapolis Traction

Co. Extensions will l>c built to New H.irniony, Petersburg, Hazle-

lon and Vinccnncs.
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Tower Wagon for IIuddcrsKeld.

riic ;itcoiiiii:injiiig ilhislralioii sIiovsm a iimiur-drivcii towiT

wagon rccfiitly sii|iplicd to the liuddcrstield Corporation Tram-

ways, which was bnilt by J. K. McCardcll & Co., of Trenton, N. J.

The frame on which the siiirerMriiciiirc, tower, etc., arc built is

made of channel steel and monntcd on artillery wheels. The

wagon is capable of running at a speed of u miles per hour on a

level with a load of ijj tons, and from 5 to 7 miles per hour on a

gradient of i in 12 with the same load. The engine, which is a

20-I1. p. petrol motor, is mounted on the steel underfraniiiig. The

superstructure consists of a telescopic tower capable of l)cing

raised to a height of 12 ft. 6 in. above the steel framing. It is in

two sections, the upper one sliding inside the lower. It is con-

structed of ash, reinforced by iron knees and tie rods. The lower

section is braced by four iron guys at the corners, which are fitted

with turn-buckles to take up the slack. The movable upper sec-

tion is similar to the lower, but somewhat lighter and is raised and

lowercil within the lower part by means of a steel cable running

over a winding drum. The drum is geared so that the tower is

easily raised and lowered by one man by means of a crank. In

lowering the tower it runs down by its own weight and is con-

trolled by means of a hand brake on a drum. The upper platform

revolves through a complete circle, permitting work to be done on

the overhead wire- wilhnut impeding the car traffic. This pl.it-

HUDDESSFIEI.I) TOWER WAGON.

form may be fixed in any desired position, and will carry two men
at its outer end without undue deflection. The driver's seat accom-

modates three men and there are seats for four men behind and

room for two more standing. The seats also serve the purpose

of lockers for tools and supplies.

The total weight of the machine is 4,900 lb. without tools or pas-

sengers, and the McCardell company is sending a great many of

these wagons abroad, both with and without runniijg gears.

New Lines and Extensions Opened.

June 2ist that part of the I'ort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Trac-

tion Go's, system which is located in Lima. O.. was opened f^

traffic.

June 20lh, the first car was run over the Delaware & Magnetic

Springs Railway Go's, system, this being the first electric line to

open in Union County, Ohio.

Ihe Central Pennsylvania Traction Co. opened its new Lingles-

lown line June 21st, with an excursion from Harrisburg to Lingles-

town and a banquet at the latter place.

The Media extension of the Media, Middlelown, Ashton & Ches-

ter Electric Railway Co. was opened July 4th.

Ihe new ISallslon line of the Schenectady Railway Co. was opened

to traffic June 27th.

The Indiana|iolis & Northwestern Traction Co. operated its first

cars into Crawfordsville July ist.

The Central Passenger Railway Co., of Atlantic City, N. J.,

operated its first car over its short line to the beach July 4th.

Regular service was inaugurated on the Green Bay Traction

Co's. system, from (jrecn May to iJe Pere, Wis., July 3d.

The Sheffield Co. opened the electric line which connects Shef-

field, l'"lorence and Tuscumbria, Ala., last month. This is tlic first

electric road in Colburt County.

By the completion of a bridge across the Iowa River at Iowa

City, the Cedar Rapids & Iowa City Railway & Light Co. was

en.tbled to open its interurban line June 28th.

Accidents.

June 23d a Lima (O.) Electric Railway & Light Co. car was

struck by a Western Ohio Railway Co. car at Lima, causing the

death of a child passauger and, it was thought, the probably fatal

injury of three other persons. Several other passengers were less

seriously hurt.

June 24th 13 persons were injured, three very .seriously, in an

accident at 13th St. and Columbia Ave., Philadelphia, caused by

collision between a Willow Grove car and a city open car.

July 1st a collision occurred between a local car and an inter-

urban car on the Jackson & Battle Creek Traction Co's. line at the

Bear Creek crossing, I'/i miles west of Marshall, Mich. Nine per-

sons were injured, including the president of the road. Gen. C. M.

Spitzer, of Toledo.

July 6th there was a collision between cars of the Brighton

Heights line of the Richmond Light & Railroad Co., Statcn Island,

N. Y., and eight persons were seriously injured.

July 8tli an open switch at Hunter's, on the Dayton & Western

Traction Co's. line caused a head-on collision between a passenger

car and a freight car. It was thought that the motorman of the

freight car was fatally injured. Three of the passengers were

seriously hurt.

Brooklyn Road Terminates Lease.

June 30tli, the end of the fiscal year, the lease of the Nassau

Electric Railroad Co. to the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co. was
terminated. The lease of the Nassau lines to the Brooklyn Heights

company was made April i, 1900, for 999 years. A clause made
the lease terminable at any time at the option of either company, and

it is inferred that the action was taken with the intention of evad-

ing the effects of a recent decision of the .Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court, which declared that a railroad company must give

a continuous passage over its lines and leased lines for a s-cent

fare. Recently, there has been a great deal of trouble over the

charging of to cents to ride to Coney Island, and there were hun-

dreds of suits filed because the company refused to give transfers

from Brooklyn Heights cars to Nassau line cars.

The White Knob Copper Co.. of Mackay. Idaho, operates an

electric raihvay in connection with its mines, having seven miles

of road, two electric locomotives and 40 ore cars. The difference

in level in the seven miles is 2.100 ft., an average of 6 per cent.

Eighty tons of ore are handled by each train. The electric railway

department is in charge of Mr. E. E. Slaughter, manager.

The touring car service of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co.,

which is under the management of Mr. J. W. Butler, was opened

for the season on July ist. The company is distributing advertis-

ing blotters calling attention to its two-hour trolley trips in tour-

ing cars, which make five trips daily in charge of a competent guide,

who calls out the points of interest en route. These cars leave the

Public Square daily every two heurs from 8 a. m to 4 p. m., and the

fare for the round trip is 25 cents.
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Wrinkles.*

CIRCLE DIAGRAMS FOR KEEPING TRACK OF THE ECO-
NOMICAL WORKING OF MEN AND APPARATUS.

By R. GRIEVES, COLUMBUS, O.

Valuable inlormation for a station manager to have dearly in

mind is the arrangement of the different shifts of men in relation

to the time of operating different machines and different kinds of

number of machines, engines, boilers or generators under consid-

eration, each man or each machine to be considered being given

one circle. From the common center radial lines are drawn, 24

in number, representing 24 hours of the day. When several differ-

ent classes of employes are to be considered, or when different kinds

of apparatus or the time of operating different kinds of apparatus

are to be shown on one diagram, different kinds of lines are made

use of to distinguish one from the other.

Referring to accompanying chart A, the solid lines represent fire-

men, and the broken lines represent the time of working of the

AM 6

eRM.

I 12
firemen Midniqht
Cn<)ir«r*

CinKT A—FiRtMiN .\M> Encixeers

apparatus, and it is only after a careful analysis that it will be

possible for a manager to know accurately whether or not he is

getting the maximum efficiency out of his employes by having their

hours of working so arranged that each man is worked to his best

ability at all times.

In order that such information may be clearly presented, circle

diagrams may be constructed, which will be found to give a com-

Noon

A.M.6 6pn

12
Midnijht

Chaut B-F.noimm

prehentivc, graphical statement of the actual conditions that exist.

In preparing such diagrams, faint concentric circles arc drawn, the

number of such circles depending upon the number of men or the

Noon li tSNoon

As Boilers Run Midni^hc
42 Mrs. *8 Hrs. ore utetj

on Chore

Chart D— Roilkrs

different engineers. For instance, starting at i o'clock in the morn-

ing, it will be seen that one fireman is on duty from 1 a. m. until

II a. m. At 8 a. m. another fireman starts to work, and is on duty

until 6 p. m. Another fireman starts working at 3 o'clock in the

afternoon, and ends his shift at i o'clock in the morning, while

one coal passer, whose labor is charged to the boiler room as a

generating cost, starts to work at 7 o'clock in the morning and

works until 6 at night. In the same manner, we have one engineer

coming on duty at 2 o'clock p. m, and working until midnight.

6f)M.

•Edited l>y Chnrleii H. Williams and road bnforc llio Bomon Con-

vention of the National Blcctrle Light AHUoclatlon, May M-27, 1W4.

A.C.

D.C. Midnight

4 DC. Arcs

Chart C

Another works from 4 p. in. until 4 a. in., while a third works

from 4 a. m. until 4 p. m.

Referring next lo chart H, the time of opcraliun o( different

engines in use is shown. In the station under consideration, the

engines (four in number) arc numbered consecutively from the

center of the circle out. No. i engine starts at S :30 a, m. and runs
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continuously until 1 o'clock the following morning ; No. 2 runs

from 12 :45 .1. ni. until ^ 130 a. ni. ; No. 3 from 5 p. ni. to 12 midnight

;

N'u. 4 from 6:4s a. m. until 4 p. m.

Referring to chart C, wc find the time of operating the indi-

vidual generators; the solid lines representing alternating-current

inachinc!<, the dotted lines the 500-voll direct-current machines and

the d:i>h-.ind-dot lines representing direct-current arc machines.

Referring to chart 1). the time of operation of the three lH>iler'.

is shown,

- With the four charts licforc him, the station manager can sec

at a glance for any hour in the day the number of men who are on

duly at the plant, also the number of boilers, engines or generators

that are operating, and unless a careful analysis has been made of

the work that is required of the different men, it will very fre-

quently be shown that much greater responsibility and much more

work is thrown upon one shift than upon another.

Of course, it is necessary in making the comparisons between

the shifts to consider the output of the station at the hour under

consideration, as well as the other work, such as cleaning and

repairing, that is required of station men operating a small plant.

This scheme also lends itself as a ready argument against increased

help, which is sometimes unreasonably asked for, as it will show

quite fo[cibly the duties required of the individual workman.

TRUING ENGINE PINS.

BY .\. GARTLEY, HONOLULU, H. I.

In operating an engine the crank pins, cross-head pins and tlic

pins in the valve gear have a tendency to wear flat, even with the

Lap for Tri i.ng E.ngine Pins

best of care, and the difficulty of having a quietly running engine

with cool pins can frequently be traced to this cause. Some engi-

neers file their pins and smooth them up, but this requires a very

skilled man and is a long and tedious operation. Re-turning the

pins in place is difficult and has the disadvant.igc of materially

reducing the size of the pin, as the tool must go under the hard skin

to make a perfect cut.

Wc have adopted the practice of lapping pins that have become

() in. long the lap should be 2 in. wide, and should be allowed to

move from end to end of the pin. It is made narrow to avoid

requiring too much power lu work It. In operating the lap the

lead is well supplied with emery and oil, clam|>ed on the pin and

rotated back and forth, at the same time being moved across the

pin at each rotation, as holding continuously in one place has a

tendnicy to make the pin wiry. We have lapped a 7-in. pin, II in.

long, that was 1-32 in. out of round, fitted the brasses, and been

running again in eight hours. '1 his on a very hard nickel-steel pin.

We believe this is as quick as the work could be done with a

machine, and there was nnich less reduction in size than would have

been possible had the pin been turned, filed or chipped. During the

process, of course, the oil holes are carefully stopped and the emery

carefully wiped off. We have found absolutely no bail effects in

running after the use of emery powder.

SIGNAL DEVICE FOR CIRCUIT-BREAKERS OF SWITCH-
BOARDS.

BY (;. WILBUR HUDLEY, LOUISVILLE, KV.

It has been found desirable that circuit-breakers on switchboards

and elsewhere have some means of indicating promptly the instant

that breaker "opens," in order that the attendant in charge may
be notified and give same prompt attention. This is usually done by

connection with a bell circuit.

A very reliable and tru.stwortliy method has been found to be to

make use of the current of the same circuit in which the circuit-

breaker is installed for a signal-lamp and bell circuit. The neces-

sary number of lamps are connected in series across the bus-bar

circuit from which the current passing through the circuit-breaker

is supplied. The current to operate a bell circuit is supplied from

a shunt around one of the lamps in the signal circuit, or in shunt

around a resistance placed in series with lamps of the signal circuit.

The bell circuit is then wired in such manner that the opening of

the circuit will close the signal circuit, and the bell will continue

to ring until the circuit-breaker is closed again. The use of dynamo
current in this manner can always be relied upon, and it eliminates

unreliability and the troubles usually experienced where batteries

are employed.

New Cars for iMetropolitan Elevated, Chicago.

Up until the present the two railway companies operating over

the inner track of the elevated loop in Chicago have had different

systems of electrical control. The Metropolitan, the first of the ele-

vated roads to be operated electrically, has had but a single motor

car in each train. The South Side elevated, when it changed its

motive power from steam to electricity, adopted the Sprague multi-

ple unit control. The acceleration curves of these two systems arc

flattened. The process is simple, quick, and leaves a smooth and

perfect pin.

The lap is of lead or of cast-iron faced with lead and is made
in halves with liners, similar to an eccentric strap. The faces of

the two halves should be fitted together nicely and the lap be bored

to the size of the pin to be lapped, with the liners slotted so as to

facilitate their removal without taking out the bolts. For a pin

very different, the Metropolitan trains accelerating more slowly

to a higher maximum speed, while the South .Side trains accelerate

rapidly to a lower maximum speed and can coast for a consider-

able distance before the brakes are applied. The consequence of

alternating trains with these different methods of control is an

interference resulting in a loss of time in making the loop circuit

that is quite a serious matter. The time occupied in passing
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around the loop is about 14 minutes and a minute saved in this

part of the trip means an increase of 7 per cent in the capacity

of the road.

In order to save time on the loop and also to increase the aver-

age speed over the whole line, the Metropolitan company decided

to adopt the Westingliouse electro-pneumatic system of multiple

control. Inasmuch as it is necessary to overhaul and re-equip

about 350 cars, it was decided to make such changes as would

eliminate all danger from fires due to motor circuits or other

electrical causes. In the old equipment this will be done by cover-

ing the entire bottom of the car with steel plate \s in. in thickness

FIG. 2.

and placing above this a !4-in. layer of asbestos. Si.xty-eight new

motor cars have been ordered by the company and in these the

same precaution will be taken, the steel plate, however, being part

of the underframe. During the current month an experimental

five-car train, having first and last cars equipped with motors, has

been operated. This combination of cars, however, may not be

adhered to, as the system permits of any combination of motor cars

and trailers that may be desired.

The Westinghouse electro-pneumatic control is of the automatic

type, that is to say, it is so arranged that the rate of acceleration

may be pre-determined and the controlling devices set

rate, with the result that the motorman cannot

change the predetermined rate of acceleration. The

operating devices of this system, which arc actu-

ated by means of compresed air from the air brake

system, operate the main switches in the motor cir-

cuit. The valves of the operating devices arc pro-

vided with electro-magnets having a low tension

circuit, 14 volts, obtained from storage batteries,

which is entirely distinct from the motor circuit.

The only high tension circuit, 600 volts, brought

above the car floor arc those for the lights and heat-

ers. All the motor circuits except 14-volt control

wiring are located beneath the steel covered under-

frame, which eflfcctually obviates danger of fire from

this source. The controlling devices are provided

with interlocking switches, which arc coimccted with

the magnet valves, so that the closing of one switch

energizes the magnet of the next succeeding one

A limit switch is provided which cuts resistance out

of the circuit at such a rate as to give uniform accel-

erating current, and this limit switch prevents the

motorman from throwing on the power in excess of

the prc-dctermincd rate regardless of the speed with* which he I urns

his controller handle.

The new cars, which we have previously incnlioiu-d, are ncnv

l)cing built by the Jewett Car Co., of Newark, <)., and the American

Car & Foundry Co , after the designs of the Metropolitan company.

The accompanying illuslrations, for which we are indebted to Mr.

II. M. BrinckerhofT, general manager of the Metropolitan Elevated,

and to the Jewell Car Co., show .some of the details of the body

and under framing.

Fig. I is a side elevation of the car with part of the sliealliing

removed, giving a view of the body fraining. The general di-

mensions of the car are; Length over corner posts, 39 ft.; dis-

tance between centers of bolsters, 33 ft. 7 in.; length over buffers,

47 ft. 3}i in.; length over drawbars, 47 ft. lO'/t in.; wheel base of

motor trucks, 6 ft. 6 in.; wheel base of trailer trucks, 5 ft. 6 in.;

width over corner posts, 8 ft. 7 in.

Fig. 2 shows a partial plan of this car which differs consider-

ably from the conventional design. The usual number of cross

seats are in the center of the car, and the rest of the seats arc

longitudinal. There are no doors at the ends of the seats, leaving

the vestibule open into the body of the car and the arrangement

of the vestibules, as will be seen, is entirely novel.

In the center of the vestibule is a swinging door, which

permits passage from car to car, and on either side

of the vestibules are sliding doors which are oper-

ated by means of compressed air. This is an en-

tirely new departure, for while cars have been built

with devices to close the doors by compressed air,

we believe these to be the first in which the doors

will be both opened and closed by compressed air.

On one side of the vestibule is shown the arrange-

ment for motormau's cab. Two doors arc arranged

to swing inward and when they meet they form a

partition, located as shown by the dotted lines. When

used as a motor car this compartment serves for

the motorman, and when used as a trailer these

doors swing entirely out of the way, giving unim-

peded access to the side of the vestibule. It is

expected that this design of vestibule will be found

entirely practicable and will greatly facilitate the

loading and unloading of passengers. The curtains

are of pantasote mounted on Hartshorn spring roll-

ers and are equipped with Forsyth pinch handle

fixtures. The drawbars are of the Van Dorn automatic type. The

interior finish of the cars is of mahogany, ornamented with holly

and rosewood inlay. The scats arc of the -Hale & Kilburn type of

fireproof construction.

Fig. 3 shows a half plan and elevation of the under framing,

which is entirely of steel. The side sills, which arc continuous

through the car body, are of plate girder construction, riveted, and,

as shown on the plan, the entire surface of the underframe is

covered with plates of 3-16-in. steel. The construction is stiffened

by means of angle irons 2x2 in., which are riveted lengthways

for this across the steel plates, and the space between the flooring and the

^^t^m v^̂ ^^mM^^

FIG. 3.

steel plates is filled willi niinei.il wonl. This is sliiiwu in the sec-

tion taken through ihe bolster in Fig. 3. In addition to being fire-

proof, so far as danger from the high tension ciixuils is con-

cerned, this un<lerfr:uin' is helii'vei! tn ni,il<c tlic cir aUsiihitely

safe in case of a collisioii.

The cars built by the Jewett cmupaiiy will have hut water heaters,

the order for these having been divided between the Peter Smith

Heater Co., of Detroit, and I'orler & Herg, Chicago, agents for the

Franklin Railway Supi)ly Co., maker of the "Western" car heater.

The other cars will have Hold electric Iieaters,
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Topcka Kuilway tmploycs' Club Kouins.

In the June issue o( the "Review" was published an account of

llic dedication on May 38th of the new club rooms of the Topeka

1

nil i

wm \

*M
OFFICE DLILllINC, TOrEKA R.MLW.W Hi

Railway Benefit Association, together with a general description

of the new office building of the Topcka Railway Co., in which

the new club rooms are located.

SHOWER li.MIIS, TU1'EK.\ R.MLW.W CLUIi.

In this issue of the "Review" we reproduce views showing the

exterior of the building, as well as the club's recreation and read-

ing room, the billiard room and the shower bath and lavatory

.npartment, which are located on the second floor of the building.

As 5tntofl in the "Review" last month, the building '- 'r'' "f

UIk^
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Chicago Traction Question.

But litilc [irogrcss has bcoii made during the past month in reach-

ing a settlement of the traction question in Chicago. The United

States Circuit Court has not yet entered its decree in pursuance of

its decision as to the validity and scope of the 99-year act and the

drafting of this order, which will define just what streets are

alTected, will doubtless be a subject for argument between nttorncys

representing the companies and the city.

In the meantime, a suggestion has been made lliat a practicable

basis for agreement might be reached by averaging unexpired terms

of the various grants. To reach an equitable basis according to

this plan would require the determination of the relative values of

a mile of trunk line and a mile of feeder line, and also a very nice

determination as to the extent to which the feeder lines and trunk

lines each affect the value of the other. The field for argument

here is very broad and there appears to be but very little chance

of an agreement along these lines being reached at all soon. The
city has ordered the companies to remove tracks in certain streets,

but this demand has been answered by calling the attention of the

city to an ordinance, hitherto overlooked by it, which extends the

rights of the companies in the streets in question until icx)".

-•-•

A New High T-Rail Section.

.\t the annual meeting of the .-\merican Street Railway Asssociation

held at Detroit in October, 1902, the Committee on Standards, con-

sisting of N. H. Heft, general manager Electric Division, N. Y..

N. H. & H. R. R. ; John I. Bcggs, president Milwaukee Electric

Ry. & Light Co. ; E. G. Connette, vice-president Syracuse Rapid

Transit Co.; E. A. Newman, general manager Portland (Me.) Rail

NEW 95-U)., 7-I.V. T-R.\ll. ( II.M.K SIZK).

road Co., and R. T. Lafiin, general manager Worcester (Mass.)

Consolidated Street Railway Co., made a report recommending the

T-scction as the most desirable and practicable rail for all purposes

and advising its use wherever the consent of the municipality can

be obtained; also that an earnest and persistent effort should be

made on the part of all electric railways to obtain such consent.

The committee further recommended that the Association adopt as

standard, a T-rail with a width of head not less than 3 in., in order

that interurban c.ir wheels having 3-in. treads can be operated with-

out interfering with the iiavcmcnts, the height of the rails to be

governed by the character of the pavement required by the muni-

cipalities.

The cxperienro r.f fli< MIIw.hiUc- Flcrnir R.iilway St IJght C( .

with the use of a high T-rail, covering a period of eight or ten years,

has been so satisfactory that Mr. Beggs was very enthusiastic in

making these recommendations. The change for his company will

be merely from a T-section 6-in. high having a head 2 5-16 in. wide

to the section recommended. He has persistently followed up the

idea of adopting such a section but met with considerable difficulty

in inducing the rail mills to prepare rolls for same. He has, how-
ever, finally succeeded in doing so and has placed an order, through

D. J. Evans, 1564 Monadnock Bklg., Chicago, for 6,000 tons of rails

of the section illustrated herewith. This rail will weigh 95 lb. per

yard and is to be furnished in lengths of 60 ft. It will be noticed

that the splice bars provide ample space for the protected type of

rail bonds, which is very essential, and also have an imusual amount
of canibre to prevent buckling, an objection met with in the old

fnrnt of straiglU or channel splice bars.

MR. G. OTTO ELTERICIl, representing Lonas, Clendcnin &
McCord, 42 Broadway, New York, sailed July i6th on the .American

Liner Philadelphia for Paris, Berlin and London, to close negotia-

tions now pending for the financing of two large steam and one

electric railroads, which his firm has taken contracts to finance and
build. He will be joined later by Mr. F. E. Lonas, and while

abroad they will make permanent connections for the disposition

of the securities of such roads as they may hcrc.iflcr take up and

construct.

Steam Turbine Tests.

The Westinghouse Machine Co., of East Pittsburg, is making a

practice of publisliing in fac simile reports of important certified

tests of steam turbines for the convenience of interested parties, and

up to the present time over 1,000 of these tests have been made on

various sizes of steam turbines. The results are all worked out and

recorded in special files kept for the purpose, so that the company has

an exact record of the performance of every machine that leaves the

works. We are in receipt of one of tliese fac simile reports of a

brake test on a 400-kw. Westinghousc-Parsons steam turbine made
by Dean & Maine, consulting engineers, of Boston.

A large number of tests were made on this machine and the re-

sults under different conditions are tabulated. The conditions in-

clude steam with approximately 100° F. superheat, 180° F. super-

heat, dry steam and low vacuum, tests at different load, etc. The
thermal eflSciency of the machine under dififerent conditions varied

from 17% per cent lo i^Yz per cent.

Rodger Car for Interurban Railway.

We illustrate herewith the latest type car, designed especially for

interurban construction and maintenance work by the Rodger Ballast

Car Co., and exhibited on Aisle H in the Transportation Building at

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. The four views herewith shown
illustrate this car as follows:

First, a top view, as a center-dump Rodger ballast car, designed

for distributing ballast in the center of (he track according to the

Rodger method, dispensing entirely with shoveling;

Second, a side view of the car, arranged as a center-dump;

Third, a top view of the car, with the sides folded down alongside

of the car and the convertible floor doors folded down flush with

the floor of the car, making an ordinary flat car for construction

purposes. As clearly shown in this view, there are no obstructions

on the floor of the car and it can be used for any purpose what

ever that an ordinary flat car can be used

;

Fourth, a side view of the car as a flat car, showing clearly the

stake pockets as applied to an ordinary flat car, making this cai

available for hauling lumlier. timber or any other ordinary freight.

The particular demand which gave rise to the design of this car

originated with the interurban roads, which arc doing construction

work requiring cars for hauling rails, ties, bridge material, etc., used

in track laying. The great advantage this type of car offers for inter-

urban construction is that but one type of car is necessary to haul

the entire construction material and build the track and the car

can then be converted into a center-dump ballast car of the most

economical type and ballast the same track.

After this is done, this car is available as a center dnin|i rai for
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li.indliiiK coil, which i\!>c of Ihc car h.is Iwin ihoroiighly ilciiioii-

>tralv(l at the St. Loiiis World's Fair, where 150 Kmluer convertible

i>alla:>l cars are haulini; all the coal used by the Kxposiiion cnni-

pany. These coal cars carry 110,000 lb. of coal and dump the

cOiibit one of the convertible cars class c s, 30 ft. long, also a class

C S car 41 ft. long, with steel tniderfrunie, both of which arc more

particnlarly designed (or steam railway work.

The Rodger compaiu' is giving out a small pamphlet at Ihc ex-

SIUE VIEW (IF KOUGER U.M.L.\ST CAR AS FLAT CAR.

TOP VIEW AS F1..\T < AK. Tor VIEW AS CENTER DUMP CAR.

SIBE VIEW OF RODGER BALLAST CAR AS CENTER Dl'.MP CAR.

load automatically, with absolutely no !-liovcling or use of push

poles. This type of car will serve all of the freight purposes, with

the exception of such as icqnire box cars.

In addition to this car the Rodger Ballast Car Co. shows in its

Libit which describes these cars and gives information regarding the

operation of them. Copies of this pamphlet may be had by address-

ing the company at its office in the Railway Exchange BIdg., Chi-

cago.
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Automobile- Railway Accidents.

On the last Sunday in Jiuie there occurred in or near Chicago

three accidents which again emphasized the facts that grade cross-

ings are danger spots and that automohiles are frequently driven

in a very reckless manner. The most serious of the three accidents

referred to was the collision between a train on the Aurora, Elgin

& Chicago Electric Railway and an automobile, the two occupants

of the latter losing their lives by reason of injuries sustained in

the collision or because of the explosion of the gasoline tank of the

automobile. In the second case two automobiles running at high

speed struck a car of the Chicago City Railway as it was crossing

Michigan .^ve., and injured two passengers on the car. The third

collision was between a steam railroad train and an automobile, at

a grade crossing.

Tn)lley Harp Decision.

The Star Brass Works of Kalamazoo, Mich., on July 6th. received

notice from the clerk of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Sixth Judicial Circuit, advising that the suit of the Star

Brass Works against the General Electric Co. had been decided in

favor of the Star Brass Works. This litigation was in regard to

the Kalamazoo trolley harp, which was alleged to infringe patents

owned by the General Electric Co. Last fall a temporary injunc-

tion was refused in this case, but in February, 1904, the General

Electric Co. secured a permanent injunction, restraining the Star

Brass Works from making and selling the Kalamazoo harp. The

case was appealed to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

and on July 6th it was reversed and the hill dismissed, the court

THE KAI.A.MAZ(>I) TRnl.l.KV HARl'.

holding that there was no infringcTnent against the General Kli!ctric

patents.

The fight in this matter was on the location of the contact spring.

The General Electric patents cover an inside spring, while in the

Kalamazoo harp the contact spring is placed on the outside, as

shown in the accompanying illustration. An especially strong claim

for this design is that the inside springs wear very rapidly from

their contact with the wheel while the outside springs do not have

to be renewed. In the Kalamazoo harp the spring does not touch

a rotating part, but makes contact with lugs on a heavy copper

washer which is mounted on the axle of the wheel, the lugs men-

tioned projecting through the sides of the harp and preventing the

washer from rotating while leaving il free to move laterally and

take up the lateral play of the wheel. The raised edge on the outer

surfaces of the harp project beyond the spring and efTcclually pro-

tect the latter from mechanical injury.

Westinf4house No. KM Railway Motor.

The No. 101 Westinghousc railway motor, which has recently

been put upon the market, embodies the latest improvements in

street railway motor construction.

Under ordinary conditions a double equipment of these motors

is suitable for single truck cars weighing from 16,000 to 18,000 lb.

without equipment or load, or for double truck cars of about the

same weight. The quadrtiplc equipment will operate a double truck

car weighing about 30,000 lb. This motor has a nominal rating of

40 h.p. for one hour, when operating at 500 vT)lts. The character-

istic curves, however, indicate more exactly the performance of

the motor under different conditions of load and speed and from

these curves the applicability of the motor for any particula''

service may be delcrniincd. The motor has a continuous capacity

of 35 amperes at 300 volts, or ,?3 amperes at 400 volts. At either

of these loads, according to a shop run of 24 hours, the rise of

temperature of the windings did not exceed 75° C. When under

a running car the temperature should not exceed 55° C. on account

of the better ventilation.

The frame consists of two steel castings, divided along a hori-

zontal plane and held together by bolts. The lower field may be

opened down with or without the armature. The closed frame is

approximately cylindrical in shape, and its general appearance is

shown in the accompanying illustration. An opening over the

commutator is closed by a dust-proof lid, and handholes, with

2S SO 7S /OC /2S

( I1A1<,\( ItKISTIC Cl'KVES UK No. lOI MmUH.

water-tight covers, are located at convenient points. The field con-

tains 4 poles of laminated steel bolted to the frame and projecting

inward at angles of 45° with the horizontal. The pole pieces are

built of soft steel punchings riveted together between end plates of

wrought iron. The holding bolts pass through the frame from the

outside and terminate in heavy rivets, leaving the pole faces with

smooth unbroken surfaces.

The coils are wound with copper strap insulated with asbestos

and mica and protected by heavy wrappings of tape. The arma-

ture coil consists of punchings of soft steel built up on a cast iron

spider, the latter being pressed on the motor shaft and keyed in

place. The comnnitator is also mounted on this spider, so the

shaft may be removed without disturbing any other part. The

armature coils are machine wound, embedded in rectangular slots

in the core and held in place by retaining wedges of hard fibre.

There are no band wires over the core and the retaining wedges

slide in grooves in the armature teeth and may be easily withdrawn

when it is necessary to replace a coil. The complete .[inialure is

14 inches in diameter.

The brush holders and leads are supported by two cast brass

arms, secured to the upper frame in such a manner as to permit

of radial adjustment to compensate for wear of the commutator.

The holders are of the sliding type with shunts. The armature

bearings are solid cast iron shells lined with babbit and the bearing

housings are securely held between the upper and lower motor

frames and retained in place by finished flanges on the inner ends

which fit finished surfaces on the frames. Screw taps are pro-

vided, so that the housings may be bolted to cither frame, and

I-bolts may be inserted in these taps for lifting the armnturc and
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bearings toijclhcr, without danger tu coinnuilator or windings.

The method of Uibrication is similar to that used in car journal

boxes. The axle bearings consist of cast iron shells, divided hori-

zontally and lined with babbit. These are 8 in. long and may be

made for any diameter not exceeding 5 in. Lubrication is ob-

tained by the use of oil and waste, as in the armature bearings

GENERAL VIEW OF NO. lOI MOTOR.

I'he weight nf the motor complete with gear and gear case is

2,64s lb. The armature complete with comnuitator and shaft weighs

593 lb. ^^
Mileage and Service of Steel Tired Wheels.

BY KNOX TAYI.0R.

The question of mileage of the steel-tired wheel under street cars

has been taken up systcinalically by managers in only a few cases

and unfortunately those who have so considered it have stopped

short of a practical application of any favorable conclusions that they

may have reached.

Data are confusedly meagre, and the regrettable part is that even

on those roads where steel-tired wheels are being used few records

of the mileage or service are being kept, so that when they are worn

out the management will have only an indefinite idea as to the actual

service performed. This much can be said, however, and that is

that wherever steel-tired wheels are at work their service is re-

ported to be satisfactory and this, being interpreted, may be made
to mean that the wear of the wheels is to that of a cast iron wheel in-

versely in proportion to the price.

In considering the probabilities in any case, a safe basis of cal-

culation is usually to take past performances along lines as nearly

parallel as possible. In this instance we hrivc the wheel action under

the cars of steam lines. Here, of course, there is a wide variation;

wheels under the cars of through express trains will give a higher

mileage than those under local or accommodation trains, where the

brake action plays an important part in wheel wear. We may, never-

theless, take 50,000 miles as an average for cast iron wheels under

passenger cars, and 250.000 as an average for steel-tired wheels. As

a matter of fact the ratio that has been found to exist, in the case

of one line, has been as i to 4.7. Unfortunately, again, little is

known as to the actual mileage of cast iron wheels in street car

.service, but from the best information available it is probable that

jo,oco miles is not far from the true average. If this is multiplied

l>y 4.5 we have the probable mileage of 135.000 for a steel-tired

wheel. There are indications, however, that the life will be much
greater than this. Wheels have been running that, with a wear of

% in., indicate a mileage of 240,000. In the case of some fused steel-

tired wheels made by the Taylor Iron & Steel Co., of High Bridge,

N. J., the rate of wear for each turning has been in some cases over

50,000 miles. Allowing J4 in, for each turning, and seven quarters on

a side, or i % in. altogether, if all of this thickness went into wear

would be a total mileage of 350,000. In practice it is found that

there is more or less flanging which is corrected by turning off some

of the thread. Allowing two or three quarters for this, we have

left a mileage of 225,000 to 250,000 miles. It is believed that this is

well within hounds, but even at 180,000 luiles the ratio of steel-

tired to cast iron wheels would be as 6 to i.

If a car makes too miles a day, the life of such a wheel under a

street car would be nearly five years. The price that

could be paid for the wheel in comparison with a cast

iron wheel at $6.00 would be $36.00. Against the steel-

tired 'wheel there is chargeable, in addition, the com-

pound interest for four years and if this and the turn-

ings are allowed to stand against and balance the

charges for several renewals properly made against the

cast-iron wheel, it is certainly no injustice to the latter.

If these figures are granted as being approximately cor-

rect, it follows that whatever savings may be made in

the price of the steel-tired wheel, below $36.00, repre-

sents a direct saving in wheel costs, and this divided by

five would represent the probable annual saving.

In addition to the direct .saving in cost, there is the

ailded item of greater safety in operation. It has been

shown beyond all doubt that, in the case of high ca-

pacity freight cars, the use of the steel-tired wheel has

done away with all of the troubles with chipped and

cracked flanges. This is one of the greatest evils of

street car wheel wear with which the managers have to

contend, and one which does not permit the full normal

life to be obtained with the cast-iron wheel.

Finally, as to safety, most urban street roads have

branches running to resorts out of town, that cannot be

strictly classified as interurban lines, and yet where

high speeds are maintained, that is to say, speeds of from twenty

to twenty-five miles an hour, it is in such places where the greatest

danger lies from a flange that has been chipped or cracked by the

service to which it has been exposed in the city street, and where

a derailment is apt to be the cause of a disaster. It would seem,

then, that from the motives, both of a saving in cost of operation

and the insurance of reduced liability to accident, the use of the

steel-tired wheel in city service should be seriously considered.

Solid Forged Steel Trucks.
i

The accompanying illustrations show two new types of trucks

which were recently designed by Mr. W. G. Price, and constructed

by the Standard Steel Car Co., of Pittsburg, Pa. One view shows

the long wheel base or suburban truck now in use on the Youngs-

town & Sharon Railway. The wheel base of this truck is 6 ft. 4 in.

It has 33-in. wheels, and it carries the car high enough so the wheels

can swivel underneath the car sills. The novel features are the forming

of a side frame of one piece of open-hearth steel, so as to provide out-

side pedestals but no inside pedestals; the bolting of the equalizer bars

directly to the journal boxes, so that inside pedestals are not re-

quired ; the supporting of the brake shoes and motor suspensions

directly from the equalizer bars, so that they have no connection

with the truck frame ; the arrangement of the brake evcner and

release springs, so as to give clearance to the car body truss rods

in curves, and the new type bolster spring.

The other view shows the short wheel base type of truck in

service on the Worcester & Connecticut Eastern Railroad. The
wheel base of this truck is 4 ft. 3 in., and it has 30-in. wheels. This

truck has the same type of frame as the long wheel base truck.

There are no inside pedestals; the equalizer bars are bolted directly

to the journal boxes ; the brake shoe's arc hung from brackets,

which are bolted to the equalizer bars, so they have no connection

with the truck frame.

Another new feature in each of these trucks is the machine finishing

of the journal boxes inside to one exact width and the finishing

of the journal bearings to a width 1-32 in. less than the boxes. As
the boxes are rigidly connected by the equalizer bars, the maximum
movement of the axles away from or towards each other is thus

reduced to 1-16 in. The idea of this is to give advantage in the

adjustment of the brake shoes. As the wheels cannot be pushed

towards the brake shoe by the power of the motors more than 1-32

in., the shoes can be given a very close adjustment, and as the

wheels cannot give way to the brake shoe pressure, the efficiency
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of the brakes is much increased and the amount of air or muscle

power required to operate iheni is much reduced. Although the

journal bearings are such a close fit to the boxes, there is ample

provision for rotation of the bearings in the horizontal plane and

they do not run hot. The supporting of the brake shoes from the

SUBURBAN TRUCK, LONG WHEEL B.\SE.

equalizer bars gives the shoes a fi.xed height on the wheels, which

also permits of a close adjustment, and it eliminates from the truck

frame and car body the noise and vibration due to the application

of the brakes. The supporting of the motors from the equalizer

bars permits the use of springs for the heaviest motors, which are

usually supported by a lug, resting directly upon

the transom, and also eliminates from the truck

frame and car body the jar and vibration due to

the operation of the motors. The use of equal-

izer bars in a short wheel base truck, suitable for

city service where the car bodies are carried low,

is a novel feature. The truck frame is carried on

the springs, which are located between the equal-

izer bars and close to the journal boxes. The

bolster spring in this truck is a double elliptic,

34 in. long, with four leaves which are 4 in", wide.

This arrangement of springs gives a very easy

riding truck and one which does not oscillate on

a rough track at the highest speed at which it has

been tested, which was from 35 to 40 miles per

hour. The elliptic spring in the long wheel base

truck is a new form designed to go in the space

allowed in such trucks, which is usually small

owing to the room required by the motors

and the limitations of the wheel base. Narrow springs with a large

enough number of leaves in order to carry the load are hard riding,

owing to the damping effect of too many leaves. This spring is

a double elliptic, 37 in. long, with 6 leaves each 3H in. wide. In

order to reduce the damping effect the leaves were divided so as to

WOK . IT WHEEL BASE TRUCKS.

form two independent springs, each with three leaves, one spring

of three leaves being outside of the other, but both being secured

by the same bands. The riding effect of this spring is the same

as if it were a quadruple elliptic 37 in. long with three leaves each

3'/5 in. wide, which would be a very easy riding spring, similar to

what is u«ed in steam railroad practice, but which could not be

used in electric trucks, owing to the limited space. The equalizer

bars are rigidly connected across the truck, so that they cannot

be tilted by the pull of the brake hangers. In both trucks the

bolsters arc carried on swinging hangers, and there are no spring

buffers at the ends of the bolsters. The ease with which these car

bodies swing around the curves at high speeds is

considered to indicate that the bolster buffer

springs are at least unnecessary.

The side frames are protected from wear be-

tween the journal box jaws by a covering of steel

plate, having a U-shaped section. This plate car-

ries a bolt at the lower end, which acts as a stop

to the upward movement of the frame. When de-

signing these trucks the use of both bolts and riv-

ets for connecting the parts of the frame were

considered, and it was decided that hydraulic

driven rivets were preferable. It is intended to

use four of these rivets at each corner of the

truck to connect the side frame with the end

frame. The king bolt screws into a nut in tlie

bolster so that the car body can not tip off of the

trucks. The center plates are lubricated with

oil, and the car body center plate is cast hollow

so as to hold a surplus erf oil. The truck frames

are completed and made perfectly square and true before being

placed on the wheels. The experience with these trucks has demon-

strated that the use of inside pedestals is entirely unnecessary, and

by omitting them it is possible to form a superior side frame of one

piece of rolled steel without welds, which is lighter and much safer

FORCED STEEL TRUCK, SHORT WHEEL BASE.

than any other form of construction. By tieing together the journal

boxes by the equalizer bars the boxes are prevented from being

forced against the outside pedestals by the application of the brakes,

and much wear of the boxes and pedestals and resultant lost motion

is thus obviated. The trucks are made light for the required strength

and have no castings under tensile stress. All castings except the

wheels and brake shoes are of malleable iron. The brake shoes are

carried at the M. C. B. standard height and the hanger bolts and all

other bolts in the brake rigging are held by strong springs so that

they cannot rattle, which greatly reduces the amount of wear upon

them and the shoes do not chatter. This construction is designed to

provide nothing on the trucks that can ever rattle.

On the Youngstown & Sharon Railway trucks a brake shoe slack

adjuster has been tested which aulomatically adjusts the shoes

to within 1-16 in. of the wheel. With this device the amount of

air required for braking is reduced probably as much as three- fourths

and the efficiency for emergency stops greatly increased.

The new features in the truck and brake enable this slack adjuster

10 be used which can not be used in other designs of trucks.

July 17th a special car was run from Erie, Pa., to Cleveland, O.,

and return, the excursion being conducted by Messrs. A. C. Derry

and Elliott G. Getty. There were 50 participants.

The fifth annual commencement of the Thomas S. Clarkson Me-

morial School of Technology, Potsdam, N. Y., was held June 17th.

The address was delivered by Mr. Francis Newton Thorpe, Ph. D.
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The Klukc Siftnal.

1 he Itlakc signal, wliicli )s illuslralcil hrrcwitli, is disiKiiod to be

operated l>y the dispatcher of a railway, enabling him to call any-

one of the creu'Si on the line to a telephone at -any desired point and

at that point only. The signal is not an automatic signal and is not

designed to cover the field of automatic block signals. It is designed

for use in connection with a telephone system and gives the dis-

patcher the same command of car crews that the steam road dis-

patcher has by the use of telegraph lines and operators at certain

intervals. This system has In'cn in use on the Boston & Worcester

Street Ry. since November, IQO.1, where it has operated successfully

during a winter of exceptional severity

The method of operation of the signal is as follows: .Xt all im-

portant operating points or turnouts a Klake signal is installed and

all telephone and signal stations arc furnished with au autographic

register making triplicate copies. If the dispatcher wishes to com-

municate with a car crew approaching a certain station he uses a

toothed disk numbered to correspond with the station where he

wishes to set a signal. This is slipped on a constant speed motor

driven shaft located directly at hand. The revolution of the disk

throws the 4-foot semaphore to a "stop" position at the desired

station and also illuminates a red lens for a night signal. When
the car arrives at this station the conductor unlocks the telephone

booth and writes- down the dispatcher's orders on the autographic

m..\KE SICN.\LS IN "STOP AND "cl.E.XK ruSlTlONS.

register and then repeats them back to the dispatcher. One copy

of the order is held by the conductor, the second is handed to the

molornian, while the third copy is wound on a roll within the

register. The conductor then pulls a cord which sets the semaphore

at "clear". One of the illustrations shows the semaphore set at

"clear" and the other at the "slop" position.

The principle of the signal depends on the fact that the time of

vibration of a pendulum of a certain length is always the same

and that the time of vibration is a function of the length of the

pendulum. Each signal bo.\ contains an electro-magnet and a pendu-

lum. The electro-magnets are all in series on one wire, preferably

with a ground return. The pendulums for each signal are of differ-

ent lengths and receive impulses from the electro-magnets whicli

may be cnergi/cd at various intervals to correspond with the peri-

odicity of their respective pendulums. The toothed wheels used by

the dispatcher make and break contacts at intervals corresponding

with the periods of the respective pendulums. The rotation of the

disk sets up impulses at certain intervals in all of the electro-magnets,

but these impulses are only cumulative in increasing the arc of

vibration of that pendulum whose period is synchronous with

the impulses. In from 10 to 20 seconds, depending on the length of

the pendulum, it swings through a sufficient arc to trip the lock

holding the semaphore, which at once falls to a "stop" position.

When the semaphore reaches the hori;rontal position it automatically

closes a lamp switch which illuminates the lens for use at night.

Each signal is equipped with two lamps, so that if one is burned

out the other is automatically connecle<l to a periodically interrupted

circuit and gives a flashing danger signal. The semaphore when in

a horizontal position also closes the circuit which gives a magnetic

sounder signal to the dispatcher notifying him that the signal is set.

A one-sixth h. p. motor is sufficient for revolving the disks in the

dispatcher's office, and constant speed of the shaft under varying

voltages is obtained by the use of a governor The use of a master

pendulum in the dispatcher's office instead of a motor is recom-

mended, as it removes the necessity of using current to operate the

motor and is besides absolutely positive in action.

The Development of the Brake Shoe.

The .American Brake Shoe & foundry Co. is distributing an inter-

esting pamphlet at its exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi-

tion entitled "The Development of the Brake Shoe.' Various stages

in the development from the lime -ii the wooden brake shoe up to the

modern shoe of today are described in this pamphlet. Previous to

1850 wooden brake blocks were in general use; from 1850 to i860

cast iron and wrought iron shoes were used in connection with

wooden brake heads, and it was not until a'uout 1870 that metal shoes

.-.nd brake heads were in general use The shoes are divided into

two general sections, namely, unflanged and flanged shoes.

Under the first section are described the plain cast iron shoe, the

Congdon shoe of unciiillcd cast iron and inserts of wrought iron,

the Lappin brake shoo of chilled cast iron, the Corning brake shoe

of chilled iron cast about an insert of soft iron in the wearing plates

and the 'Diamond S" brake shoe made by casting the body metal

about a bundle of expanded sheet steel ; the Streator brake shoe,

having a body of soft iron surrounding a spiral insert of chilled iron

and the U shoe consisting of a lx)dy of hard iron having tapered ends

extending beyond the ordinary length, the extensions being heavily

chilled.

The group just mentioned having hard bodies with inserts were

.slnictnrally weak and liable to be broken, and for this reason a sec-

ond group succeeded them which were reinforced with the object of

strengthening the insert shoes. Six style; of reinforced shoes are

described and illustralcd many of which are standard on various

roads today.

W'itli the introduction of steel tires on railroad equipment the use

'if a Hanged shoe bec.ime advantageous oir .iccount of its action in

wearing down the wheel plate. In the development of the flanged

brake shoe similar changes have occurred in the line of developing

a wearing face to secure durability as in previous unflanged shoes.

riie history of this development is shown in a group of five shoes

with inserts of various kinds. The last group which are of the most

recent introduction show three types of reinforced flanged shoes

combining the best features of the preceding types. The pamphlet

is handsomely illustrated, the text being printed in red and the il-

lustrations reproduced in green.

First Electric Line in North Dakota.

The Fargo & Moorhead Street Railway Co.. which is building a

line from Fargo, N. D., to Moorhead. Minn.. 12 miles, plans to

begin to operate in .\ugust. The road has been constructed by

Mr. Thomas F. Deegan, of Philadelphia, who built 150 miles of

the lines in that city, and also the Doylestown & Willow- Grove line.

Associated with Mr. Deegan in the North Dakota project are

Messrs. Frank Lamed, H. C. Sickler and Christian Walters, of

Wilkesbarre, Pa. The new road is the first electric line in North

Dakota. The ties used in its construction came from Spokane, the

wooden poles from Idaho, iron poles for the towers from Pittsburg,

and the cars irom Niles, O.

The New Bedford & Onset Street Ry. has decided to increase the

fare from New Bedford to Onset from 25 to 35 cents, an excursion

ticket for a round trip being still sold for 50 cents. The reason for

!he increase is said to be that the volume of business is not as great

as was anticipated.
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The Berger Multiplex System.

The accompanying ilhislrations show ilie "Multiplex" method of

fireproofing buildings throngh the employment of specially formed

sheet steel, combined with concrete. "Multiplex" plate is made only

by the Berger Manufacturing Co.. of Canton. O., and the process is

patented. It is produced by mechanically forming sheet steel so

that it acquires additional strength and resistant qualities. It has

.MtLTIl'LK.X .\S IStU IN ROOFS .\Nn FUIOKIXC.

been successfully applied for strong, light flooring, as. well as roof-

ing, in power houses, elevators, mills, factories, etc., and as llooring

for roadways of britlges where great strength combined with light

construction is required.

"Mi:ltiplex" plate has been strongly endorsed by architects, build-

ers and contractors all over the country, it being claimed that il

exhibits the maximum rcali/alion of strength at the minimum ex-

pense of weight, lal)or and safely, and il has always proven emi-

nently satisfactory wherever used.

For several years the Iterger company has furnished this special

plate to the construction trade, especially to those engaged in

power-bouse and similar work. Where absolute protection and fire-

proofing of buildings, and strong though light construction, is neces,

sary, "Multiplex" plate is believed to be the most practicable material

to be obtained.

The Berger company has issued a handsomely illustrated cata-

log describing the manner of using this plate, and a copy of the

catalog will be sent to those interested.

Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Co.

We illustrate bcrewilb the exhibit .it the St. I.onis World's Fair

of the Benjamin F.lectric Manufacturing Co.. of Chicago and New

^'ork. The company's exhibit space is located in Section 25, Pal-

r.ce of Electricity, facing southeast, and consists of a display hoard

on the rear wall, showing the elements of the company's wireless

clusters and electrical specialties as they appear in different stages

of assembling; also the completed articles with a variety of fin-

liXHimT OF 1)1;N.I.\MI.\ ELEITKIC .\I.\NrFAlTll<lN(i Id. AT WOKLD S FAIH.

ishes. .'\ small display board is also provided showing clusters used

in street car work.

Innnediately above this display hoard is a window n-llcctor in

which arc placed two of the company's No. 4 twin sockets, thus

forming a four-light reflector, and still higher is a sign with the

initials, "li. E. M. Co.," made up of the company's No. 6 porcelain

receptacles mounted on a polished brass plate.

From the ceiling are siis|)ended a variety of clusters with dilTerent

makes of shades for both indoor and outdoor lighting. In the cen-

ter of the booth, dependent from the ceiling, is a jo-liglil cluster

with a large mirror rellectnr, suitable for lighting large balls,

ibnrches ami iiublic buildings. At one side of the booth is a brass

rail 011 which are supported a number of clusler fixtures with a

variety of finishes. From the center of I lie arch is suspended a

style K cluster with pagoda shades, and on each side of the arch

is a No. 19 two-light bracket with individual shades.

In front of the booth at each side of the entrance are brass stand-

ards having at their upper ends ll-light spherical dusters with

individual shades attached.

The exhibit is under the imnicdi.ilc- supervision of Mr, I, G. Kal-

loch, who is assisted by Mr. G. V Unckncr.
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Jacks for Electric Railway I'sc.

The acconipnnyiiig engravings show tlic Utitla ratchet jacks, Noj.

1 and 2, made by the Bnda Foundry & Manufacturing Co. 'Hic No.

2 ratchet jack is (he most popular and useful size for electric and

traction lines. This jack can al-so bo used as a car jack in emergency

Anict Trolley Catcher,

NU. I k.mlhlt j.xck.

cases, where it is necessary to lift cars quickly and gradually. Witli

this jack the load is moved up or down one-half a notch each stroke,

on the upward and downward motion of the lever (the action being

reversed by simply turning thumb nut, shown on the side, half

around), while the No. i ratchet is a trip jack and lifts on both the

up and down stroke. Both of these jacks have a capacity of ten

tons.

In addition to the ratchet jacks, the Buda Foundry & Manufac-

turing Co. makes two sizes of friction jacks, the No. i having a

NO. 2 R.MCHET JACK.

capacity of five tons, weighs 62 pounds and is intended for surfacing

and general track repairs, while the No. 2 has a capacity for ten

tons, weighs 85 pounds and is intended for heavy ballasting, switch

and crossing work and heavy yard work. One of the advantages

of the friction jack is that it permits a load to be stopped at any

desired height, while with the ratchet jack the load has to be raised

or lowered until the clutch catches.

The accompanying illustration shows a new trolley catcher in-

vented by E. H. Aniet. on which a patent is pending. The object

i^f this device, as of all trolley catchers, is to furnish a means of

[ircvcnting the trolley pole from springing up when the trolley leaves

tiic trolley wire, and to do it. quickly enough to prevent the pole

from damaging the overhead work.

The illustration shows an ordinary

.Irum for taking up the slack uf the

cord and this drum acts like a self-

rolling window shade pole, keeping

a slight tension on the cord at all

times. The locking device is the

main feature of this invention.

It will be seen that the cord passes

over a small grooved idler which re-

volves on a bearing mounted on one

end of the pawl or dog, and the

other end of the pawl is free to en-

gage with the teeth of the ratchet

on the winding drum. As long as

the trolley wheel remains on the wire

the cord passes smoothly back and

forth from the winding drum and

the spring attached to the pawl

prevents it from engaging with the ratchet. When the trolley

wheel leaves the wire the sudden upward pull on the idler end of

the pawl throws the free end of the pawl into the ratchet and this

locks the drum. It will be seen that it is not necessary that the

drum should move at all to lock the catcher.

AMET TROLI.EY CATCHER.

Smith Friction Track Drill,

The Walworth Manufacturing Co., of Boston, is pulling on the

market a track drill known as Smith's perfected friction drill, which

is shown in the accompanying illustration. By means of this device

a rail can be drilled with equal facility whether it is fastened to the

lies or detached. The drill is held by means of two bars which

hook under the base of the rails and which are firmly connected to the

rails by an adjustable clamp. These side bars are made with cor-

rugations that mesh with corresponding grooves on the under side

of the back bar, the three bars being held firmly together by adjust-

able clamps. The side bars can be placed further apart or nearer

together so as not to interfere with the railroad ties. Tlie drill stock

TRACK BRILI.

lias an adjustable extension handle giving a leverage to suit the

operator.

.•\s the rails to be drilled vary in height a number of grooves are

made on the rack rest which slides both ways on the rear bar of the

frame. The conical end of ihe feed screw fits into a groove corre-

sponding to the height of the rail to be drilled, thus holding the rail

in a horizontal position. This also saves unnecessary waste of time

in centering the drill. The device is very flexible as it can be used

.it a frog, switch or anywhere where two or more rails come close

together, as ihe bars can be caught on either rail and the back bar

can be adjusted to any direction, and so that either long or short

drills can be used.
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Crockcr-Wheeler and Brown. Boveri Alliance.

The Crocker-Wheeler Co. has completed arrangements with

Messrs. Brown, Boveri & Cie, of Baden, Switzerland, under which

it has secured their alternating current designs, patents and rights

to manufacture in America. The Crocker-Wheeler Co. has also re-

tained Brown, Boveri & Cie as consulting engineers. The Crocker-

Wheeler Co. will put on the market in America alternating current

generators, transformers and accessories of the most perfect design

and construction that it is possible to secure, adapting these designs

to meet the requirements of American practice.

This move on the part of the Crocker-Wheeler Co. is one that is

destined to result in the great extension of its business and further-

more the plan is to be commended from an economic standpoint and

it gives opportunity for the application in this country of the inven-

tions of these prominent European engineers without duplicating

work of involving costly and harassing patent litigation.

Traffic Ticket System.

Many railroads operating in suburban districts of cities and those

operating between various cities operate cars over the tracks of other

independent city line companies under a traffic agreement, whereby

the suburban or interurban companies pay the city lines for the use

of the tracks. This compensation is based on the amount of traffic,

and the usual method employed for checking this is for the con-

ductor of the suburban or interurban car to count the passengers

and then register the number counted upon the ordinary counting

D. & T., PEOPLES RY. CO.

luued Returned

700
10-S)-<k)-0-100«0

—WiiT
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Tw«) Interesting Storage Battery Installations

in Maine.

BANGOR. ORONO & OLDIOU N SIREET RY.

riic HniiK'ir. Orono & (JIdtowii Sirci-I R.iilw.iy Co.. owrnril :in<l

i>I)cr.itcil liy the Piil)lic Works Co.. B.iiigiir. Maine, cxtcmls aboiil

4 or 15 miles out of Bangor. It is siipplicil with power at the

Mangor end front the Veazie power station, which is alKint live miles

oiit of Bangor anil which furnishes all the light anJ power for the

city, and from the other end hy a small water power plant at Mil-

ford, just across the river from the end of the line at Oldlown

This plant is equipped with two D-62 generators, driven hy two

turhincs. and an 88-kw. regulating storage hattery. recently in-

stalled, consisting of 264 cells with "Chloride .•\ccutnulator" type F-9

plates in F-13 glass jars, having a capacity of 160 ampere in regu-

lating work.

Before the installation of the battery the road was divided by a

section insulator at Orono to prevent overloading the small plant,

hut it was impossible to obtain satisfactory service or to maintain

1 he battery is separated from the power station by the Penobscoi

kivcr. which is about 1.500 ft. wide at this point, and the station is

connected with it and with the line and track by copper cables

spanning the river. Although no regulating booster is used with

the battery, it was not found necessary to modify the compounding

of the generators in any way, as the drop in the cables and the

natural tendency of the water wheels to change in speed with

change in load furnishes suflicient voltage variation at the battery

terminals to insure its taking its proportion of the load.

An experiment was recently made looking to the supply of power

at the battery terminals by l)00Sting from the Veazie power sta-

tion instead of from Milford. As Veazie is a water power station,

the energy wasted in boosting entails practically no cost and the

shutting down of the Milford station effects a considerable saving

in labor, and under certain circumstances may save a charge for

water power which is now rented.

THE PORTLAND RAII.WAV.

The Yarmouth Branch of the Portland Ry. ofTcrs a problem in

transmission, which has been very interestingly solved by the in-

ssa.

the cars on time, owing to the poor voltage regiihuiim al tile bu*

bars, due to the effect of the rapid and violent fluctuations of load,

which caused the speed of the water wheels to undergo a wide

variation. The extreme variations of bus bar voltage touched 700

and ,150 volts, because of the inability of the governor to open the

gates of the turbines quickly enough to meet the needs of a sudden

heavy load or to close them again instantly when that load was

suddenly removed. Thus the voltage at a car when climbing

,\cademy Hill, about half a mile from the power station, would be

down to 250 or 300 volts on the steepest part. Fig. i gives read-

ings of load and bus bar voltage before and after the installation of

the battery. Unfortunately, as it was not possible to take simul-

taneous readings of station load and battery discharge, the com-

parison of these readings docs not do full justice to the station, be-

cause the loads in January were heavier than those in September.

stallation of two storage batteries, one at Underwood Park, about

five miles out of Portland, and one at the end of the line, in the

Yarmouth carbarn.

The Portland and Yarmouth line, which connects Portland with

Yarmouth, 13 miles away, forming a link in the chain of ro.ids

between Portland and Lcwiston, was built and operated originally

as an independent road, having a steam driven power station lo-

cated a short distance beyond Underwood. The Portland Ry. ac-

quired the road with the intention of reducing the expense of

operation as much as possible, and to do this it was necessary

to shut down the Underwood power station and operate the whole

road from the Portland power station.

The winter service consists of five regular cars and one express

car, with one or two extras morning and evening between Port-

land and Underwood. In snnmier, in nddilion to ihc five through
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cars, three are operated between Portland and Underwood, and

usually five extras for a couple of hours in the afternoon and

evening for the benefit of the crowds going to and from the the-

ater and amusement grounds at Underwood. On holidays, the

regular service con,sists of 16 cars, and 22 or more for two periods

of two hours, to acconunodate the crowds to and from the park.

The profile of the entire line is extremely uneven, but especially

so beyond Underwood. The distance covered by the line is too

great to permit of operating it with copper alone, and at first it

was operated with a series booster, which entailed practically no

extra expense for first cost, as the two loo-kw. machines of the

old power station were utilized, one as a motor to drive the other,

which was rewound as a series booster. The combination was lo-

cated in the Portland station and operated in connection with two

0000 wires running to the end of the line and making their first

connection with the trolley just beyond an insulating joint placed

at Underwood. The section up to Underwood was fed with a

500,000-c. m. feeder directly from Portland, and the section beyond

entirely through the booster.

The results, however, were not satisfactory. The loads in the

booster section fluctuated very violently, being made sharp and

heavy by a number of very steep grades. Near the end of the line

there is a grade, part of which is 14 per cent, and which averages 10

i^S» • ^ "'T""' ——

per cent. The voltage at this point under ordinary conditions was

habitually 200 volts or lower with the car climbing the hill, although

the average voltage was about 450, and 700 volts would be observed

when the car reached the top of the hill and shut off power.

On holidays, of course, the results were extremely unsatisfac-

tory on the road, and even with moderate holiday loads, such as

Sundays, the cars were habitually 30 minutes to 45 minutes behind

their schedule. The booster itself was subject to short, but heavy

overloads, which produced serious sparking and made it neces-

sary to turn down the commutator frequently. The booster was also

found to be sluggish, and though it should have supplied approxi-

mately one volt per ampere, the voltage at its terminals was often

50 to 100 volts low when the load lasted but a short time and corre-

spondingly high when the load suddenly fell away, thus causing

the high readings noted al)Ovc, which brought up the average volt-

age, it is true, but were of no value in propelling the cars.

It was decided to add to the equipment a battery of 250 cells, G-17

in 0-17 tanks, at Underwood Park, floating at 520 volts and having

a capacity of 640 amperes in regulating work, also a battery of 224

cells, r-9 in F-I.1 glass jars, at Yarmouth, with a capacity of 160

amperes in regulating work at 465 volts. These batteries are of

the "Chloride Accumulator" type, furnished by the RIectric Storage

nattery Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.

The whole line is now operated as a unit, anrl the booster was

rewound a< a shunt machine and now operates under a steady load

of approximately 25 kw. instead of as formerly under a load aver-

aging about that amount, but fluctuating from to 100 kw., or even

higher on holidays. The combined storage capacity of the two

batteries when fully charged is sufficient to care for five cars for

eight hours, and is siiflicient to permit of operating all the extras

on the heaviest days without loss of time and without extra drain

on the power station. The readings in Fig. 2 were taken at the

battery house at the end of the line, and show very clearly the ef-

fect of the battery in maintaining the voltage near the average,

preventing the excessively low readings encountered when a car

is climbing the nearby hill. In snow storms also the batteries

have been found of great use in maintaining the service.

Shanahan Trolley Catcher and Retriever.

The Shanaliau Trolley Specialty Co., of I.iltlc Falls. N. Y., has

placed on the market the Shanahan automatic trolley catcher and

retriever, for which it is claimed that it has been thoroughly tried

and tested and has never been found wanting, but invariably docs

the work for which it has been designed, regardless of speed, rain,

snow or ice. It works entirely automatically, and the instant the

trolley leaves the wire, from any cause whatever, it will pull it

down from 2 to 6 ft., as may be desired, and hold it there until

released. Replacing tlie trolley and resetting the retriever are

accomplished easily and quickly. The motive power of the retriever

is a large spring, and this can be adjusted to any tension desired,

to correspond with the tension of the trolley pole.

Only one catcher and retriever is required for each car. Two
bases are furnished with each retriever, and these are attached to

the ends of the car, and by the use of a small locking lever the

device can be changed from one end of the car to the other very

readily without the use of tools. So convinced is the maker that

the Shanahan retriever will do all that is claimed for it, that the

company guarantees every retriever and all parts of the same for

one year. The company further agrees to send one or more to

SIl.\N.\n.\.N IKt.l.l.KV tATCHER.

any railway company on trial, nnd in fact it eanicslly requests tliis

privilege.

The device is the invention of Mr. Thomas B. Shanahan, of

Gloversville, N. Y., president of the company, who, for the past ten

years, has been master mechanic in the electrical department of the

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville Railroad Co. In this position the

necessity for a mechanism that would automatically control the

trolley pole became very apparent to Mr. Shanahan, and having, by

actual, practical experience, a thorough knowledge on the subject

of trolley catchers and retrievers, he was able to originate and

produce a device that would fill all the requirements.

The other officers of the company arc: John N. Shanahan, vice-

president, general superintendent of the I'onda, Jnhuslown & Glo-

versville Railroad Co.; Homer P. Snyder, Ireasnrcr and manager,

presideiu, treasurer and manager of the Homer 1'. Snyder Maim

facturing Co., of I.itlle Falls, N. Y. ; secretary, ICdward S. Van

Valkenburg, assistant manager and secretary of llie Homer P. .Sny-

der Manufacturing Co.
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To Kcinovc Sleet and Ice from Third Kail.

UY WILUAM CRUNOW, JR., IlRIPGEroRT, CONN.

The accompanying illustralions make clear the third-rail electric

heating system which has been devised by the writer for removing,

and even preventing, accnmulations of sleet and ice upon the third

rail. The method is readily applicable to the style of third rail now

in use and the temperature of the rail can be quickly raised a number

of degrees above the surrounding atmosphere with an economical

use of current.

As will be seen by referring to the illustration a steel heating

wire extends along the length of the rail, from which it is insulated

by porcelain bushings. The wire is held in position close under

the rail head by wood strips which also extend along both sides

of the rail, enclosing it. One end of the heating wire is directly

connected to the third rail, while the other end is connected to the

ground by a switch provided will) a magnetic blow-out, and which

may be operated electrically from any point to open and close the

heating circuit. The heating wire is also provided at intervals

with tubular telescoping joints which permit of its expansion and

contraction when heating and cooling. The wood strips serve to

shield the rail from wind effects and also to maintain the raised tem-

perature of the rail for a greater length of time.

This system of heating the third rail was put to test on different

days in February and March, 1904, in the yards of the Connecticut

Railway & Lighting Co., at Bridgeport. One heating wire was

mounted on a 70-lb. T-rail, 30 ft. long, in the manner described. The

wire was connected in series with a water barrel rheostat, the

amount of current consumed by the rheostat and wire being equiva-

lent to the amount of current that would be consumed by a similar

wire one-half mile long heating one-half mile of third rail. This

experimental rail was out doors, where it was exposed to weather

conditions similar to an installed third rail, the temperature of the

air ranging from 15° to 31° F. At times water was poured over

the rail the night before, to produce a thick coating of ice. The

writer was assisted in making the tests by Mr. W. T. Oviatt, elec-

trical superintendent, and Mr. R. B. Davis, also an engineer, both

employed by the railway company.

The averages taken from all the tests give: Temperature of the

loosen from the rail, so it could be brushed off, and at the end of

13 or 15 minutes the ice would disappear. Even thick slabs of loose

ice placed upon the rail would quickly melt away.

It is assumed that by employing two heater wires, one each side

under the rail head, requiring twice the amount of current, like

results could be obtained in half the time. During the tests it was

noticed that after the current was cut off from the heating wire the

temperature of the rail continued to rise, after which it was very

slow in dropping to its original condition, and this was attributed to

the protection afforded by the wood strips.

For obtaining correct rail temperature readings, the thermometer

\fQoa WeJge
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CROSS SECTION OF THIRD RAIL.

bulb was inserted in a hole drilled in the rail head, the hole being

filled with mercury to aflford good metallic conduction to the bulb.

A test tube was then slipped over the thermometer to shield it from

the air.

With this system it is proposed to heat half-mile and single-mile

lengths of third rail with a continuous heating wire of correspond-

ing unit length and resistance, whereby the temperature of the wire

may be maintained between 450° to 500° with an approximate energy

consumption of 45 kw. to 90 kw., respectively, and which at two

cents per kilowatt hour for, say, 15 minutes, will represent an ap-

proximate cost of 23 cents for the removal of ice from one-half mile

of third rail, and 46 cents for one mile. Greater unit lengths of

heating wire than one mile are not recommended, the size of the wire

T«fc. insulatars

Third RaiJ
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air, 23° F. ; current consumed, 90 amperes at 500 volts pressure

;

time wherein ice was melted, 12 to 15 minutes; rise in temperature

of rail above 32° F., 2° to 19°. At the time of the tests, when the

temperature of the air was 15° F., the temperature of the rail was

in IS minutes raised to 34° F., or 2° above freezing, at which point

melting occurred. This condition, however, is not a natural one and

would not occur in practice, but it served to demonstrate the ef-

ficiency of the system and to what extent the temperature of the

rail can be raised within a stated time.

Again, when the temperature of the air was 31° F., the temperature

of the rail was raised in 12 minutes to 50° F.. or 18° above freezing.

The temperature of the one heating wire used in the tests was about

475° F., according to calculation, consuming an electrical energy

of 45,000 watts. It was noticed that almost regularly within eight

minutes after the heater circuit was closed the ice would crack and

that can be insulated and enclosed under the rail head reaching its

maximum for that length.

The system may be applied to any T-rail section without re-

quiring the drilling of holes in the third rail ; the rail joints now

used can be replaced by a special form having a channel for the

reception of the heating wire. The heat radiating from the wire

is not likely to discolor or char the wooden strips, but in practice

the grooves can be lined with asbestos cement, if desired.

<-*

Mr. H. M. Littell, general manager of the Rapid Transit Co. oJ

Chattanooga, recently issued to the employes of the company a cir-

cular letter of commendation for services well rendered during what

is known in Chattanooga as Spring Festival week. The letter stat-

ed that considering the amount of traffic handled the manager never

saw a road conducted more smoothly.
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Long Scale Portable Instruments.

The Westingliouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. has recently de-

signed some portable instruments, including voltmeters, ammeters,

and single phase and polyphase wattmeters. The chief feature aimed

at in the design of these instruments is the long scale, by means
of which accurate readings may be taken through the whole range

of the instrument. The voltmeter is zero reading and each in-

strument is made in two capacities which in connection .with its

long open scale enables readings to be taken over a wide range

with great accuracy. It is astatic and therefore unaffected by ex-

ternal fields. The regular instrument is made in capacities up to

600 volts, but for higher ranges it may be used with a multiplier.

The ammeter is similar in appearance to the voltmeter and is fur-

nished with coils wound in two sections. These may be connected

eitlier in series or parallel, greatly increasing the range of the in-

strument. The ammeter is for use on alternating current circuits

only, but is accurate over a long range of frequencies.

The wattmeters arc also provided with coils wound in sections

giving each instrument four ranges in capacity, and the scales arc

uniformly divided from zero to maximum, so that readings may be

taken with equal accuracy on any part of the scale. This instru-

ment consists of two single phase mechanisms connected on a

single shaft and indicating on a single dial. It may be used for

either two-phase or three-phase circuits and will indicate correctly

the total energ>' of a circuit, irrespective of power factor or any

unbalancing of the different phases. The mahogany carrying cases

for these instruments are highly polished and the general finish and

appearance of the different instruments arc uniform. Covers are

made removable for convenience in use.

Motor Driven Tool (Irinders.

The accompanying illustration shows a motor-driven tool grinder

which is one of the products of the Western Electric Co., designed

for general service, for grinding castings and for miscellaneous

work. The motors are for direct current only, wound for voltages

WF.5TEJIN EI.EITRK MirTdK fJKIVEN TIKM. (;rINI)ER.

of no, 220 or soo volts; thsy are sliunl wound, to insure a prac-

tically constant speed under varying load and the horse power is

ample for the service required.

All the motor parts arc completely incased, but the commutator

and brushes arc eanily acces.»iblc by the removal of dusl-light

rovers on the bearing bracket. The armature is mountctl directly

on tlie grinder shaft, which is of the best quality of steel, of large

diameter, and especially designed for severe service. The bearings

are self-aligning, dust-proof and self-oiling. The larger sizes are

provided with oil gages.

Attention is called to the mabsivo construction of the special

bearing brackets, the successful operation of the grinding machine

depending upon the rigidity of these parts. Each machine is

equipped with starter, switch and fuses, and all motor parts are

made in quantities to gage, so they may be interchanged. These
grinding machines are made in four sizes, designated as 6-in., 12-in.,

i8-in. and 24-in., and they develop y^ h. p., 2 h. p., 3 h. p. and 5

h. p., respectively.

The 6-in. size is a combination emery wheel and disk grinder,

having on one end a 7-in. disk for grinding flat surfaces of small

parts, and intended to carry at tlie other end a 6-in. emery wheel.

No speed controller is needed with this machine, as speed changes

are not so essential. A hood which in no way interferes with the

operator protects the starting equipment from falling particles of

emery.

With the :2-in. size detachable wheel guards or protection hoods
are provided and are so designed that exhaust pipes can be read-

ily connected, to draw off the dust, if desired. In the i8-in. and
24-in. machines the automatic release starting box is mounted inside

of the base of the machine, where it is fully protected from dust

and rough usage. The speed variations of these machines is ob-

tained by turning a handle of a controller which is installed in the

base. The speed of the 6-in. machine at 500 volts is 3,200 r. p. m.

;

at no and 220 volts it is 2,600 r. p. m. The speed of the 12-in.

grinder is from 1,750 to" 2,700; the i8-in., 1,100 to 1,700, and the

24-in., from 900 to 1,400 r. p. m.

Advertising Literature.

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, Philadelphia, has

issued its Record of Recent Construction No. 47.

THE ARMOUR INSITTUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, Chicago,

111., has issued the year book for 1904-05. It shows the total number
of students to be 1,403.

THE WHEEL TRUING BRAKE SHOE CO., Detroit, Mich.,

is mailing to the trade an illustrated folder treating of the com-
pany's well-known product.

THE BUCKEYE ENGINE CO., Salem, O., has issued a very

:ittractivc catalog of 125 pages illustrating and describing the famed
I'.uckeye engines, which are built by this company.

THE NATIONAL ELEC TRIG CO., Milwaukee, Wis., has issued

Bulletin No. 350, treating of stationary and portable motor-driven

air compressors for continuous and intermittent service.

WARREN WEBSTER & CO., Camden.'N. J., have issued a bul-

k-tin, being part i appendix i of the general catalog, illustrating and
describing the Webster "Star- Vacuum" feed water heater and puri-

fier.

THE THOMAS S. CLARKSON MEMORIAL SCHOOL OF
TECHNOLOGY, Potsdam, N. Y., has issued an attractive pamphlet

album conlaiiiinj; 11 f\ill-pni;i- half-tone views pertaining to the in-

^tilution.

THE GOIIIOEN MANUFACTURING CO., Canton, O., is send-

ing out to the trade printed directions for applying oxidized carbon

_):ement, which is manufactured i-.\oliisivcly by this company for use

in iron and steel work.

THE MAYI':R & liNGLUND CO., of Philadelpliia, has a good
many snappy, interesting things to say in the latest issue of the

"Keystone Traveler" ancnl the iiroclucis for which Ihc company is

so widely and favorably reputed.

THE BULLOCK ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., Cin-

cinnati, O., has issued Bulletin No. i.oj8 (superseding No. i,oog A),
"Multiple Voltage—The Bullock System of Control for Variable

Speed Electric Motors (Patented)."

THE J. G. BRILL CO., Philadelphia, has issued a new catalog

treating of the Brill retriever bell, a conductors' hell the clapper

of which retrieves the cord and drops back instantly after every

pull. It is said to work perfectly through two cars and will retrieve

200 ft. of cord.

THE CROCKER-WIIEELKR CO., Ampere, N. J., has just issued

I'lullelin No. 47, "The Power of the Intramural", containing a m:ip

in color of llic Louisiana I'^xposilinn, Tlic company is uslnn lliis
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biilletiii 10 :iilvi-rii~i u- i.niuiiial txliili.i at St I.oiii-., coinprisiiig

seven railway tyiH' ({cncrators.

THE II. W. JOIINS-M\N'VILLE CO.. 100 William Si.. New

York, has just i>siiuil a neat and cuniplele calaloK covering mica

plate, clolli, segments, rings and mica in the various forms required

liy the electrical industry ; also "X'ulcaliesum", "Transitc", "I-'leclrn-

bcstos" and "Niagrile". .-K copy will lie -.ent uixin request

Till-: STEWART II.XKISIIORN CO.. E-ist Newark. N. J .
in

the June nimilier of the Hartshorn Roller, maintains llie high

si.nndard of reading mailer ami illustrations which has marked this

-pulilicatitm from the lieginning. ll is one of the hree/iest papers

issued by a manufacturing company. It is similar in style and text

lo "Life."

THE NORITIEKN IWCIITC RV. h;is issued a .-.i-paKe illns-

iratcd fidder describing the Yellowstone National Park, pointing

out the best way to get there, and presenting excursion itineraries

and side trips. The folder iucUides also comprehensive railroad and

lojiograpbical maps and time-tables. The illustrations are colored

half-tones.

HIE ELECTRIC STOR.\GE H.ATI ERY CO.. of Philadelphia,

has issued Hullctin No. 83, treating of " The Operation of 'Chloride

.\ccumidators' in Connection with the Exciter Circuits of Large

.Mternating Current tieneraling Stations." .Mso Bnllctiii No. 84,

"The Installation of "Chloride .Nccumulators" in Residential Light-

ing and Power Plants."

ITIE OHIO BR.-\SS CO.. Mansfield. O.. has issued an eight-

page illustrated booklet entitled "Connectors for Motor Leads," and

treating of the Swain. "Pinlock" and two-way connectors, manu-

f.-,ctured by the company. .\lso an illustrated folder entitled "The

Problem Solved—How to Stop a Car at Night", treating of the

Haycox electric car signal.

THE PHILIP CAREY MANl'FAC lURING CO., Lockland.

Station R. Cincinnati. O., has issued a 46-pagc pamphlet, illustrated.

treating of Carey's magnesia coverings for steam pipes and Imilers.

The product is thoroughly described from the ground up. and the

catalog contains besides price lists a long list of users. The views

show buildings and installations where the company'* coverings

have been applied.

THE INGERSOLL-SERGEANT DRILL CO.. 26 Cortlandt St.,

New York City, has just issued a new edition of its pneumatic tool

catalog No. 5, which shows the Haeseler air hammers and drills,

including the latest improvements, and also shows a number of

other labor-saving tools operated by compressed air. This catalog

first made its appearance at the conventions recently held at Sara-

toga, where the company had an important exhibit. Especial atten-

tion is called to the cover of the catalog, which is unusually at-

tractive.

THE A. H. ANDREWS CO.. 174-176 Wabash Ave., Chicago, has

issued a very unique folder to advertise its products, such as metal

furniture, office furniture, opera chairs, church and school fur-

niture and supplies, etc. The folder is vest-pocket size and con-

tains a number of memoranda pages for jotting down things to

be remembered. The contents of llic folder embrace the company's

products as shown at the World's Eair at St. Louis .-ind on the

front cover is the caption, "tiood Things at the Exposition ; Look

Within."

THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J., has

issued a 26-page pamphlet entitled "Oil vs. Grease Lubrication," and

pointing out the special advantages of Di.xon's graphite greases. Also

a 16-page pamphlet on "Slipping Belts," containing "some observa-

tions on leather belting—the causes of its slipping and the conditions

which justify the use of a bell dressing." The company is also

mailing a card treating of flake graphite for the lubrication of air

compressors. "Graphite" for July contains several very interesting

and instructive articles bearing on the company's products.

THE UNDER-FEED STOKER CO. OF AMERICA. Marquette

Building. Chicago, in the Publicity Magazine for July, published

the results of recent boiler trials at the 74th St. and East River

station of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New Y'ork. The

firing was by means of a Jones under-feed mechanical stoker under a

Babcock & Wilcox 600-h.p. water-tube boiler. There were three

trials, the first two of 12 hours' duration each and the third of 8

hours, using Somerset coal. In the first trial the rate of efficiency

attained was 76 per cent ; in the second, 70.07 and in the third 74..19

per 'nt.

HIE ELMER I' .MORRIS CO, <«( 15 Cortlandt .St., New York,

has a new catalog, known as "General Catalog No. 6," which deals

with wrought iron and steel tubular jioles and pole brackets for

electric railways, electric lighting, telegraph and telephone service,

rile catalog contains tables and a nuinhcr of drawings which will

lie of consiilerabic service to any one who desires to select the best

form of pole for any particular service. Poles constitute hut one

line of the many specialties handled by the Elmer P. Morris Co.

The company also makes a complete line of railway brackets, over-

head line material and general railway supplies. It also makes a

special business of acting as contiileMlial purchasing agent for for-

eign firms and corporations, and at present is purchasing for some

of tile largest corp<jrations in the world. Its experience in this and

railway work extends over a period of 25 years. The company

transacts the purchasing business in a confidential way. and acts the

same in its line as a banker in his.

ITIE C. & G. COOPER CO.. of Mt. Vernon, O., recently issued

series of photogravures showing several diHercnt tyjies of the

Cooper-Corliss engine. The views include 2,soo-li. p. cross com-

pound condensing engines. 1.200-h. p. cross compound direct con-

nected engines, cross compound condensing Corliss engines direct

connected to railway generators, standard girder frame engine,

tandem compound corliss engine, heavy-duty corliss engine. 2.50D-h. p.

complete steam plant iiislalled and equipped by the C. & G. Cooper

Co., heavy duly engine direct conn.-cled lo electric generator, 4,coo-h

p. twin tandem compound ci'ndeusiug corliss engine, five cross com-

pound condensing corliss engine direct connected lo electric railway

generators, eight tandem compound corliss engines in railway service,

high pressure side of cross compound condensing engine, and cross

compound condensing corliss engine direct connected to a three-phase

alternating current generator. There are also included in the series

two large views, the largest showing a 1,200-h. p. cross compound

condensing corliss engine which the company recently installed in

the power house of the National Cash Register Co., Dayton, O.

The other illustrates the interior of the power house of the .'\urora,

Elgin & Chicago Railway Co., Batavia, 111., and shows three 2.500-

b. p. cross conipouiul condensing corliss engines operating alternating

current generators in parallel.

THE GENERAL la.ECTRIC CO.. Schenectady. N. Y.. has is-

sued the following publications : Bulletin No. 4.374. "Cable Testing

Current Transformers." Bulletin No. 4.375 (supersedes No. 4.247').

"Sewing Machine Motors." Bulletin No. 4.378. "Pocket Instrumenis

for Direct or ,\lternating Currents." Flyer No. 2.128. "I-Tush Wall

Receptacle." Flyer No. 2.129. "Switchboard Receptacles." Flyer

No. 2,130, "Quick Break Punched Clip Switches for 500 Volt Serv-

ice." Flyer No. 2,131 (supersedes No. 2.101). "Fuse Wire." Flyer

No. 2.132 (supersedes No. 2.090). "Pendant Switches." Price List

No. 5.123 (supersedes No. 5,ui). "Snap. Pendant and Punched

Clip Switches." Price List No. 5.124 (supersedes No. 5.109), "Type

H Oil. Transformers." Price List No. 5,125 (supersedes No. S,iio).

"Type HB Oil Transformers." Price List No. 5.126 (supersedes

No. 5.118). "Thomson Recording Wattmeters." Catalog No. 1.123.

"General Electric Fan Motors." Catalog No. 1,046. "Lightning Ar-

resters." Folder No. 3.244. "Multiplex Lightning .Arresters." Pub-

lication No. 9.131. "The Curtis Steam Turbine." Bulletin No. 4.377

(supersedes No. 4.281), "The Sprague-General Electric Type M
Control System." Bulletin No. 4,379, "Thomson High Torque In-

duction Meter." Price List No. 5,122 (supersedes No. 5.112), "Meri-

dian Lamps." Price List No. 5,127 (supersedes No. 5,101), "Light-

ning -Arresters." Price List No. 5,128 (supersedes all previous is-

sues). "Edison Street Series Incandescent Lamps." Price List No.

5.129 (supersedes No. 5.108). "Fan Motors." Price List No. 5,130,

"Principal Repair Parts of Form 4, 220-Volt Direct Current Mul-

tiple Enclosed -Arc Lamp." Flyer No. 2.126 (supersedes No. 2,122).

'Pniicbed Clip Spring Switches with Edison Fuse Plugs for 125

and 250-Volt Service." I^'lyer No. 2.133. ".'Mternating Current Buz-

zer." Publication No. 9.132 (supersedes No. 0.114). "Some Facts

Regarding Type H Transformers."

Trade Notes.

THE CR0CKER-W1I1:KLER CO.. 01 Ampere. N. J., announces

tb.at it has retained the engineering firm of Dodge & Day, of Phila-

delphia, for the purpose of giving to its clients expert advice upon

the latest ideas and results in shop practice, in addition to the pure
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engineering advice on the design and installation of electrical appa-

ratus.

THE PECK1I.\.\I MANl'l-ACTURING CO.. of New York, has

appointed the Eccles & Smith Co., of gi Fremont St.. San Fran-

cisco, and 418 New York Block. Seattle, its agent on the Pacific

coast.

THE R.\IL\\ AY APPLIANCES CO., Old Colony Building.

Chicago, has Iwen appointed c.xclnsive agent for the United States

for the railway trade of the Olds Motor Works, Detroit and Lan-

sing. Mich.

THE DE LAVAL STEAM TURBLXE CO. made a test at its

works at Irenton, N. J.. July i6th, of a 150-h, p. Dc Laval .steam

turbine direct connected to a Sirocco turbine, giving a pressure of

21 in. of water.

THE HEIL RAIL JOLNT WELDING CO., of Milwaukee, Wis.,

is now engaged in cast welding the tracks of the Cincinnati Traction

Co. .\ large force of men is at work, and the general manager, Mr.

Heil, is in Cincinnati giving it his personal attention.

THE FARR & BAYLIES CO. announces that July ist this con-

cern was consolidated with Stromhcrg, .\llen & Co., and the com-

bined business will hereafter be conducted under the name of Strom-

berg. .Allen & Co., with offices at 302,104 South Clark St., Chicago.

THE EMPLOYES OF THE BERliER MANLT.ACTURING
CO., of Canton, O.. in connection with the employes of the Stark

Rolling Mill Co., held their annual picnic at Silver Lake July i6th.

.\ fine program of games was enjoyed and a dinner was served.

THE (iREEN FUEL ECONO.MIZER CO.. Matteawan, N. Y..

has sold a large economizer to the Welleslcy (Mass.) College, to

be used in heating the water for domestic purposes and also the

feed water for the lioilers. The order was placed through llie

company's Boston office, 1053 Exchange Building.

THE B. F. STUR l"E\'.\Nr CO. announces the removal of its

entire plant from Jamaica Plain (Boston). Mass., to its new works

at Hyde Park, Mass., where it occupies nine acres of floor space

equipped with all the modern appliances for the manufacture of

blowers, engines, motors, economizers, forges, steam heating, venti-

lating and drying apparatus, etc.

THE PNEUMATIC TOOL DEPARTMEN T of the IngersoU-

.Scrgeant Drill Co. has issued an attractive pamphlet containing a

full description and excellent illustrations of the construction of the

Haescler '.•\xial Valve" hammers. Interesting reference is also

made as to scope of a recent decision of the Supreme Court bearing

on patented features of pneumatic hammer handles.

THE BROWN CORLISS ENGINE CO. stockholders, at a recent

meeting, voted on a proposition to increase the working capital $150.-

000. This will put the company in spendid financial shape and will

enable it to carry on some of the largest work on the market. The

Brown Corliss company builds an up-to-date engine and has one of

the most modern shops in the country at Corliss, Wis

THE D. & W. FUSE CO., of Providence, R. I., has secured a

large contract for cut-outs and fuses for the Manhattan Elevated

division of the Intertjorough Rapid Transit Co. The fuses have

l>een delivered and are in service, four fuse boxes lx;ing on each

car. The D. 8: W. fuse was chosen for this work after very careful

investigation and tests which involved opening dead-short circuits.

THE IIEYWOOD BROTHERS &• WAKEFIELD CO., Wake-

field, Mass., advises us that it is making seals for five cars for the

.Seattle Electric Co. They arc the company's No. 54 Wheeler seats,

upholstered in rattan, with adjustable foot rest and pedestal base.

The company is to also furnish seals for eight cars for the Iowa

& Indiana Railway Co., these seats to be upholstered in Chase

leather.

THE VILTER .MANUFACTURING CO., of Milwaukee, Wis..

builder!) «j refrigerating and ice-making machinery, corliss engines,

brewers' and Imttlers' machinery, etc.. has recently closed a large

number of contracts as follows: 'Twenty-three refrigerating ma-

rhines, from 9 to ,)oo tons' capacity ; eight corliss engines in si^.cs

from isx.yi-in. cylinders to 22 x 42-in. cylinders; 22 ammonia piping

and ammonia condenser plants.

THE CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE CO.. LIMITED, of

Hamilton, Onl., recently closed a contract to furnish the Shawin-

igan Water & Power Co.. Shawinigan Falls, P. Q., with a 6,600-kw..

two-phase, 2.200-volt, 3,'ioo alternations. 180 r, |>. m. rotating field

alternator, for direct connection with water wheel. 'Two 2.200-kw.

oil insulated water cooled transformers, 2,200-volt primary, 50,000-

volt secondary, are included in this contract.

THE BROWNLEE LUMBER CO., now of Ch.ittanooga, Tcnu..

in order to facilitate the handling of its eastern business, has

erected a factory for the manufacture of cross arms at Chattanooga,

and on account of the central location has removed its office to

that city, where all correspondence should be addressed. The com-
pany will continue to operate its factory at Meridian, Miss., and
also its warehouse at Cairo, 111.

KNOX, GEORGE & CO., engineers, of New Orleans, La., advise

us that the Banner Lumber Co., of Kentwood, La., has retained them

as consulting and locating engineers in making survey and report

on 31 miles of road in operation and also on a proposed extension,

covering in all about 250 miles. They have also been retained by

the city of Opelousas, La., to make a full investigation of the water

works and electric light plant with a view to installing some new
apparatus and overhauling the present systems.

THE NEW YORK LEAGUE OF HE.VT AND' COLD INSU-
L.\TION, representing the steam pipe and boiler covering industry,

held its first animal dinner in the Hotel Manhattan, New York,

recently, and the enjoyable occasion was rendered more felicitous

by the presentation of a beautiful silver loving service to '['.
'T.

Lyman, chairman of the executive couunittee, and manager of the

a.sbestos department of the II W Jobns-Manville Co. 'The set

comprised a loving cup 18 in. Iiigh and a dozen cups.

HAROLD P. BROWN. 120 Liberty St., New York City, has

received the following letter from the assistant general manager
and engineer of the San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose Ry. : "Re-

garding tests of your solid copper bonds as applied on our Key
Route system, beg leave to state as follows : Using 70-lb. A. S. C. E.

section rail double bonded with No. 0000 bonds, moving 300-ton

trains of eight cars each, speed 40 miles per hour, wc find bonds

show practically the same conductivity as the unbroken rail. They
are working very satisfactorily." .

THE LAGONDA MANUFACTURING CO., of Springfield, O.,

calls the special atlentiou of steam u.sers and engineers interested

in boiler cleaning to an address on "Mechanical Methods of Clean-

ing Boilers,", which was delivered before the Keystone .Association,

N. A. S., at one of its recent meetings at Pittsburg, by Robert Greg-

ory. Mr. Gregory is himself a practical engineer of many
years' experience and the article referred to covers the matter of

boiler cleaning very thoroughly. It is published in neat form, and

Mr. Gregory will be glad to furnish a copy to anyone interested,

who will drop him a card at 112 Wood St., Pittsburg.

THE II. W. JOHNS-M.ANVILLE CO., of New York, has re-

cently placed a new lining for refrigerator car insulation on the

market, known as the "Arctic" brand of Keystone hair insulator.

Its distinctive characteristic is that while it possesses the insulating

properties of hair felt it combines the papers used in connection

therewith, so that instead of involving three operations the ".\rctic"

can be applied in one. It consists of regular felting hair fastened

to and enclosed by two layers of water proof paper. It is furnished

in lengths sufficient to reach around a car and wide enough to

extend from the sill to the roof plates, thus doing away with joints.

For floors and roofs it is furnished to fit the nailing strips and car-

lines respectively. It is made from .^s in. to ^ in. thick. The

company will be glad to furnish samples and data of tests iipoii

request.

THE ELECTRIC STOKAGIC BATTERY CO., nl I'biladelpbia,

has recently closed contracts for installations of "Chloride Accnnui

lators" for the following railways: With Westinghonse, Churcli.

Kerr & Co., engineers for the Long Island Railroad Co., Ilannnil.

1.. I.; Portsmouth, Dover & York St. Ry. Co., Dover, N. H.; Cali-

fornia Gas & Electric Corporation for the Petaknna & Santa Rosa
I'^lectric Ry. of California ; Toledo Railways & Light Co., 'Toledo, O.

;

the City Railway & Light Co., Dayton, O. Contracts have also

been closed for lighting and power service with the Mutual Life

Insurance Co., New York City ; Central Oil & Gas Slove Co., Gard-

ner, Mass., and residence plants for Mrs. A. N. Kcndle, Lamoille,

HI., Mrs. C. E. Bales, Dalton, Mass. Westinghonse, Church, Kerr

& Co. have ordered over 2,000 cells of "Chloride Acciunulalnrs"

for use in train lighting on the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad Co., and over ftoo cells have been ordered for the Atchi-

son, Topeka, Santa Fe Railway Co. for signal service. Increases

have been made in the plaids of the Lancaster Traction Co., Lan-
caster, O. : the Danville Street Railway St Light Co., Georgetown,

III., and RoHiestcr Railway .V l.igbl Cm., Rochester, N. Y.
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News Notes.

INSULATING

NEW I.VCOUroUATlONS.
•LA 8AI,I.E, ILL.-IIMnols Valley Riillway Co.; capital. JIOO.OOO; to

Inilia un electric line from Jollct through Morrla. Mnmelllcn. Ottawa,
rilcu, Lji 8uI1« and Lutld to Prlncelun. IncorporntorH: H. E. Chub-
l.uck, V. J. Duncan, A. F. Schoch, C. E. Hook. Ottawa; F. W,
\'cdur<l, Ln Snlle. Thl)« Is stated tu be n reorKanlzutlon of the Illl-

iiols Valley Traction Co., mentioned In the •Bulletin" for Feb. 11, 19W.

•WINONA UAKE. IND.—Winona Interurban Railway .Co.; capllnl.
I1",OOU; to connect Warsaw, Ooahen and Wabash. Directors: J. M.
Studebaker, South Bend; H. J. Heinz, Pittsburg; E. F. Yamolle. Ft.
Wayne; J. V. Beyer. Warsaw; K. L. Marshall, New York; 8. C.
I tickey. Indlana|>ulls; Thomas Kane, ChlcaKo.

OMAHA, .VEB.-Omaha & Nebraska Central Ky.; capital, Jl,!iOO,-

'"'; to build an t-lectrlc railway from Omaha to HastlnKs. Incorpo-
rators; Chark'M J. Ih'lm, Anthony Texter, Charles H. Deeter. Frank
Ib'lm, Anthony G. Buski. t;hlcai$o. E. C. I'age, omahu. Is attornev

•IIATTLE CREEK, MICH.—Battle Creek & Grand Rnplds Inland
l..ikes Traction Co.; capital, Jo2,00U. Incorporators; Alfred E.
I'auk'n, of Battle Creek, and others.

•TOLEDO, O.-Tokdo & Point Place Electric Railway Co., mcn-
(iijned In the •liulletln' for June 29, 19(H: capital, 130,000. Incorpo-
rators: John A. Dunn, William R. Leilet, August Lang, William C.
tiertz. Christian K. Yesllnn.
•WINCHESTER, VA.—The Winchester & Washington Electric Ry.

has applied for a charter to build between the cities named. Presi-
dent, N. H. Hansbrough, president of the Shenandoah Valley Na

ALONG THE MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

THE STANDARD FOR 18 YEARS

ENDORSED BY EXPERT
ELECTRICIANS

It Is always flexible

[ It is always strongly adhesive
— It is water- and acid-proof

„ It does not vulcanize

It does not dry out

It is easily applied

Positiiely the Most Durable On the Market
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STANDARD PAINT COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO

IOC William Street I88-90 Madison Street

HAMBERG PARIS LONDON
Dovenhof93 20 Rue St. Georges 59 City Road, EC.

.Maine's rapid growth as a summer resort—perhaps summer home
is ilic better term—affords the most satisfactory illustration of the

evolution of the vacation idea. Most clearly it is a case of the se-

lection of the fittest—the fittest place for rest, the recreation, the

temporary change of locality, which custom more and more vigor-

ously enforces with the high sanction of common sense, aided,

.ibctted and interestingly encouraged by increased facilities for lux-

urious travel, facilities which have kept ahead of popular demand

rather than followed meekly at its heels. A definite statement of

the magnitude of summer travel to Maine is found in the compila-

tion of figures from the business done by the Maine Central Rail-

road, whose lines of steel connect every section of the state and

lead to a greater galaxy of summer resorts than is the portion of

.111V other railroad in .\merica.—New York Herald.
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Notes on Street Railway Systems of Buenos Aires.

BY CflLLEMO A. PUENTE, MEMBER NATIONAL COMMISSION OF ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION.

In order to give a correct idea of the development of the street

railway systems of Buenos Aires, a brief description of which was

published in the "Review" for June, 1904, page 355, I have prepared

the statistics furnished in the following tables. The figures quoted

are those of the Municipal Bureau and are therefore official. These

tables have been extracted from a report of this bureau for the

year 1903 and give briefly both the earnings and operating statistics

of the several traction companies in Buenos Aires operating both

electric and horse traction.

In making comparisons of the earnings of the different com-

meet the requirements of a large brewery in bringing its products

to Buenos Aires. The brewery company considered it would be

advantageous to build its own means of transportation for the rea-

son that it could handle its products much cheaper than by forward-

ing them over the steam railroads on account of the high transpor-

tation charges. This line will also operate a regular passenger

service.

The projected construction of an underground electric railroad

from the central plaza to the several railway terminals within the

city has long been discussed and a concession for this road has

INTERIOR OF POWER STATION OF THE AI-l.CEMElNE ELEKTUICITACTS (.KSEILSc IIAIT, i IF lUIliNnS AlKKS

panics it should be remembered that the figures given are in dollars

of the national currency of the Argentine Republic, one dollar being

equal to 42.72 cents American money.

At the present time the total length of the electric lines may be

considered as al>out 28 kilometers more than given in the table, this

being the length of the lines of the Metropolitan system which has

recently Iwcn converted to electric traction. There is also an inter-

urban line 25 kilometers long connecting the town of Quilmes with

Buenos Aires, which is just liting put into operation, the preliminary

trial trips having recently been made. This interurban line is

worthy of notice as the principal reason for its being built was to

l)fcn granted hut owing to its having been uiulcrtaUcn by parties

whose financial standing was not of the highest they were unable

to raise the necessary capital and in consequence Buenos Aires is

still waiting for its tube railway. According to latest advices, how-

ever, these financial difficulties have been overcome and there is

every hope that the construction of this road will be commenced

shortly. The possibilities of the Argentine Republic and the city

of Buenos Aires especially, as a field for investment in street rail-

way enterprises, cannot be overestimated.

In Buenos Aires the existing surface lines arc inadequate to

handle the present traflic in the central part of the city and the
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within a distance tliat for the present wonUl render its ntilization

commercially practicable. The .MIgemeine Klektricitaets Gesell-

schaft of Berlin, Germany, operates in Buenos .Vires nnder the name

of Compania .Memana Transatlantica de Electricidad and this com-

pany has an entire monopoly of the supply of electric current for

lighting, power and traction with one exception, that being the

Tlic |K)\vcr stations of tlic German company, as it is generally

called, are four in number, two of which furnish direct current

and two three-phase current. Tbese stations have at present a

combined capacity of 16.050 h. p. and to this figure there is being

added 3,000 h. p. direct current and 3.000 h. p. alternating current,

for which the machinery is now being erected. There is also an-

rOWER IIOISE OF THE .\1.I.(;E.\IEINE Er.EKTRUIT.VETS C.ESELLSCHAFT OF BUENOS .MKES.

Capital Electric Iramway Co. and its extensions. The latter com-

pany possesses a modern power house designed and erected under

the supervision of .Xmerican engineers and it is equipped with

boilers, engines and electrical machinery of American manufacture.

This |H)wer station is situated at the extreme eastern end of the

company's lines and it is equipped with vertical high speed con-

other power house in the city owned by tlie .^nglo Argenline 'I ram-

way Co., but which is operated by the German company, and this

brings the total capacity controlled by the latter company up to

32,050 h. p.

These powder stations are not advantageously situated wilb re-

gard to the lines to which they sui>ply power, as their localicms were

3H
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The equipment of this room consists of horizontal cross compound

condensing corliss engines direct connected to revolving field

alternators. The cxcilcr sets are independently driven vertical high

speed compound condensing engines direct connected to multipolar

generalori!. In addition to the steam-driven exciter sets a motor

generator, shown herewith, is used to operate the overhead travel-

ing crane and it can also be used in case of emergency for the field

excitation of the alternators. The switch board is provided with the

usual measuring, controlling and synchronizing instruments as well

as switching apparatus and a view of the arrangement of cables in

the rear of the switch board is shown in one of the accompanying

illustrations.

The boilers are of the water tube type and operate at a pressure

of zoo lb. These supply the engines through sets of pressure reduc-

ing valves, which allow of great flexibility in the steam pressure for

carrying extra loads.

In all of the power stations the different nationalities of the

manufacturers of machinery is very striking. For example, in thi-

station illustrated we find the steam engines arc of American make,

the dynamos German, the boilers French, and the condensers Amer-

ican. From this station current is distributed through underground

cables to step-down transformer and rotary converter sub-stations.

The current from these sub-stations operates the lines of the Buenos

Aires Electric Tramway Co. Tlie voltage of the high tension trans-

mission lines is 6,000. The different stations of the German com-

pany arc all connected so that each power house may assist the

others.

The first power house built by the German company is a steel

frame structure filled in with expanded metal and cement. Its

capacity is 7,000 h. p., which is generated by horizontal triple ex-

CABLES AT BACK OF HIGH TENSION SWITCHBOARD.

pansion cross compound condensing engines with Sulzer valves.

These arc direct connected to multipolar generators. In this sta-

tion we again see the cosmopolitan feature of the manufacture of

the machinery, the engines being Italian, the dynamos German and

the boilers English.

The largest power station in the city is that of the Anglo Argen-

tine Tramway Co., which has been rented to the German com-

pany. The latter company operates this station and the tramway

company, which owns the station, buys its power at a fixed rate

per kilowatt. This station is very similar to the direct current sta-

tion of the German company, and may be taken as the latest model

of continental practice. During the year 1903 the different power

stations in the city of Buenos Aires generated 20,049,638 kw. for

electric traction purposes.

There are at least six cities in the Argentine Republic that are

CONDENSING I'l.ANT, SHOWING WHEELER CONDENSER.

ready for electric street car service, and, in fact, in some of them

preliminary steps have already been taken for the establishment

of city and interurba'n lines. I am convinced that before five years

have passed electricity will be doing for Argentine what it has done

for its elder sister, the United States of America, to which we come

for methods and aids to develop our ideas and resources. Much

has already been done, but it can only be considered as the first

step. Our desire is that eventually in every city and town of the

Republic the traveler, upon alighting from our modcrnly equipped

and managed railroads, shall find electric street car systems ready

to transport him quickly and inexpensively to the doors of the

merchants to whom he comes to transact business and by whom
he is always welcome.

• « »

Car Repairs on Metropolitan Elevated.

On the Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago, all cars arc expected to

run for fourteen months without a general overhauling. After this

interval the cars are taken into the shops, varnished, floors painted,

trucks painted, etc. While the car bodies are in the paint shop

being cleaned and repainted, the trucks are taken down to the truck

shop and given a thorough overhauling, the brake rigging being ad-

justed, journal bo.Ncs and brasses refitted, and in the case of motor

trucks, the electrical equipment thoroughly gone over and put in

good repair. In case the wheels show the effect of wear, they are

turned to standard M. C. B. gage.

Motor cars make about 4,000 miles per month and trailer cars

about 2,600 miles per month, all cars which are motor cars being in

constant service while the number of trailers varies from one to

four per train ; for 16 hours of the day two-car trains are operated,

and during the other eight hours, the number of cars per train is'

three, four, or five, according to the traflic to be handled. On those

branches of the line which have a loop at the terminus, the cars

are turned end for end once every ten days in order to eliminate the

uneven wear of wheels, which might result from moving constantly

in the same direction over a closed track. On the lines where

fhcre is no loop at either terminus, the cars do not need to be turned

as the reversal of direction is effected at the end of each complete

round trip.

Mr. A. E. Stillwell, president of the Kansas City & Orient Ry.,

who has recently made a trip of inspection of the line, reports that

the construction work is progressing rapidly and that he expects

to have the line to Wichita completed within a very short time.
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The (irowth of an Klcctric Railway—III.

EY L. E. COLLU.

No rule can be laid down for specifying the correct weight of

rail. The electric railway service has shown itself to be much less

severe upon rails than its competitor, the steam road. This is prni-

cipally due to two reasons. First, lesser weight per a.xle, electric

cars scarcely ever carrying over 12 tons per a.xle, while steam en-

gines often have a weight of 40 tons, plus the added effect due

to the inertia of their reciprocating parts. Second, flexibility, the

trucks of electric cars being four-wheeled and pivoted, while steam

locomotives often have six and eight rigidly fastened drive wheels,

the latter being very severe upon curves. The above comparisons

show that other conditions, as ballast, ties, etc., being equal, a

lighter rail may be used in electric service, and still maintain the

same high standards of alignment and surface as the steam tracks.

The writer believes a 65-lb. or "o-lb. A. S. C. E. section of rail is

sufficiently heavy to meet all requirements for any electric inter-

urban service, and that many roads now using So-lb. steel would

have found it better economy had they used -o-lb. instead, then

spent the difference in the cost between 70-lb. and 80-Ib. steel for

bettering the quality of their ties and increasing the amount of

ballast. In electric construction 60-ft. rail lengths in place of 30-ft.

lengths are now much used, thus doing away with the cost of one-

half of the joints and one-half of the bonding. These advantages

from an operation standpoint are obvious.

The present general use of patented rail joints such as the Weber,

Continuous or Atlas, is very widespread. This seems to be a suf-

ficient recommendation for their claimed qualities. The most ad-

vantageous detail to be looked for when selecting a joint is its

ability to prevent sagging and a permanent bend in rail ends. Care

must be taken that the section of the rail and joint are so designed

as to leave ample room for the bond wires.

When the rails have been spiked and the track thrown into rough

line the ballast will next be unloaded, the track raised to surface,

the ties tamped, then given its true lining. The duties of ballast

are to furnish the tics, and thus the rails, with a solid, uniform

bearing, thus distributing the load upon the roadbed, holding tl)e

ties in position and furnishing the track with good drainage. Clean

broken stone or washed gravel do these duties best.

Bonding should not be done until the track has been raised,

otherwise the racking of the rails in surfacing and lining might tend

to weaken the contact. The number of designs of bonds upon the

market is large, each maker claiming special advantages for his

peculiar type. Two general designs arc mainly prevalent, namely.

those having compressed and those having soldered terminals. Gen-

eral practice seems to favor the bond made by fusing a terminal

on the ends of a number of flexible strips or wites of copper. These

terminals are expanded by hydraulic or screw pressure into holes

punched or drilled through the web of the rail, between the joint

bolt holes. Care should be taken that both the holes and the bond

terminals arc bright and dry at the time of compression. Two

bonds, placed on opposite sides of the rail, should, for safety's sake,

be used at each joint. It is customary to install No. 0000 cross

bonds at intervals of about 1,000 ft. and at each end of special

work. The last-mentioned cross bonds should be joined by a

copper cable of cross section equal to the conductivity of the track,

thus shunting the special work and insuring as high conductivity as

any in remaining portion of track.

.^s earlier mentioned, one of the advantages of a private right of

way is the permissibility of using standard steam railway special

work. This advantage should not be neglected, because present

intcrurban practice seems to favor standard M. C. B. flanges, thus

necessitating plenty of room in the frog throat and switch. At

sharp curves, where the line of sight ahead of the motorman is

obstructed, it would seem wise to double track the curves. Such

a feature may be used as a possible passing point and thus serve

a double purpose. The element of safety alone will warrant the

extra cost, however.

All bridges and all curves with radii of 500 ft. or less should

be guarded with extra rails.

Distributing System.

The correct design of a distributing system for an electric railway

is a difTicult problem, due to the distance encountered and the

changing of the load both in the amount and the position.

An electric railway distributing system may be easily divided into

three prominent parts, the feeders, the working conductors and the

return circuit. We have discussed the bonding of the joints for

the path of the return current through the track rails, and next

in order will come the feeders, which supply power to the working

conductors.

On short city lines it is economically efficient to use direct-

current generating apparatus and maintain an approximately equal

pressure throughout the working conductor by the use of large

feeders tapped in at appropriate intervals. While this method is

satisfactory at close distances to the generating station, at

greater distances it becomes prohibitive, due to the excessive cost

for heavy feeder system and the resistance losses connected there-

with. The possible voltage which can commercially be generated

by direct-current apparatus is limited to a pressure of about 600

volts. This, therefore, limits the radius over which a direct-current

feeder system can reach, hence on longer lines other methods must

be resorted to.

With a trolley line say 16 or 18 miles in length, having a power

station at one end, the booster system may fill the much-needed

want. In this system a separate feeder is installed from the power

house to the point of feeding the working conductor. The average

load required at the feeding-in point is determined as accurately

as possible, and the size of the boosting feeder calculated, which

will give approximately from two to three hundred volts drop, for

the entire distance between the generating station and this feeding-

in point. A booster which is essentially a direct-current generator

wound to furnish the desired average current at a voltage equal

to the drop in the booster feeder is installed in the generating sta-

tion. Current is taken from the main bus bar at generator voltage,

and led through the booster, where there is superimposed upon the

bus bar voltage the voltage of the booster, this being an amount

equal to that which will be lost in transmission over the booster

feeder from the generating station to the feeding point. The con-

stant losses in such a system are quite large, but when balanced

against the cost of sub-station attendance or the excessive first cost

and maintenance of very large positive feeders, the booster system

shows itself able in many instances to fill a much-needed want.

When feeding distances exceed the limits in which the above

methods are applicable, the alternating-current system of distrib-

uting best fills the place. In this .system there are installed in the

power house generators which will furnish three-phase alternating

current at pressures in the neighborhood of 2,000 volts. This pres-

sure is raised by means of step-up transformers to as high as

40,000 volts, at which potential it is transmitted along the line with

a very small loss, and then lowered at properly located sub-stations

to a pressure of about 350 volts, and converted by means of rnotor

generator sets or rotary converters into direct current at about

fioo volts pressure, in which form the power is fed to the working

conductor.

At the present dale several systems using alternating-current

motors on the cars, and thus doing away with the rotary converter

in the sub-stations and the added cost of sub-station attendance,

have been devised and a few brought to such perfection that they

are now placed on the market by prominent electric mai\ufacturing

concerns. Heretofore the alternating-current motors which could

successfully be used on railway systems have been of multiphase

type. This, of course, necessitated the use of a complicated working

conductor system consisting of two or three overhead trolleys.

Lately, however, much interest has been shown and admirable prog-

ress been made with the single-phase systems. The car motors for

such service arc quite similar in design, efficiency and weight, to the

present 600-volt, direct-current apparatus. The advantages of such

a system, which has only one overhead conductor, of small cross

section carrying a high voltage, together with the great reduction

in the first cost of construction, as well as the sub-station labor

cost in operation, are obvious, and .seem to insure for it a bright

future.

Upon the stability of the pole line between the power house and

the sub-stations depends the continuity of service. With the growth

of alternating-current distribution systems, many of the character-

istics of the city lighting system pole lines were clung to with

much tenacity, but practice in the last few years has stepped for-

ward until now an alternating-current, high-tension railway feeder

pole line can be distinguished from any other line of wires nearly

as far as it can be seen. Such systems arc designed for a loss
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between the extreme limits of transmission not greater than s per

cent of the generated power. Even with this small percentage of

loss as compared with direct-current feeders, a seemingly small

wire can be used. Wires as small as No. 4 and No. 6 B and S gage

can, when properly strung, be used with safety.

hi very few instances would it be prolit.ibic to string more than

one high-tension circuit upon the same line of poles. However,

many lines have been built with two circuits of three wires each,

upon the same poles and cross arms, the idea of this being that in

case of accident to one circuit, current might l>e shut off from

that circuit, and the other circuit used while rc|>airing the first

Such an idea is, in the writer's estimation, a great niisLikc, because

adding a second circuit to a pole only complicates the system, and

no man should be sent to repair a circuit on one side of a pole

with a second circuit on a pole alive at a pressure of from 10,000

to 30.000 volts, and if there is hut a single circuit, then, with storage

batteries placed in sub-stations, cars may be kept running for an

hour during line troubles, which interval, with cars in operation,

is ample time for a lineman to mend any ordinary bnak which has

occurred in the single circuit at the top of the pole. With only a

single circuit on a pole a much greater distance between wires can

be obtained, and corresponding liability for short circuit obviated.

High-tension poles carrying single circuit of No. 2, No. 4 or No. 6

copper or aluminum wire may be safely set at 125 to 140 ft. apart,

although on systems using trolley bracket construction this dis-

tance will necessarily be cut down, owing to such a great length

of trolley span not being mechanically strong.

On lines operating at a pressure of 20,000 to 30,000 volts, care

must be used in the choice of insulators. The porcelain insulator

for such voltage seems to be most widely used, but the fact that

many lines are now operating at pressures as high as 40.000 volts,

with wires tied to glass insulators, seems to leave the decision as

to the relative merits of the two to qualifications other than that

of insulation resistance. The writer has noticed the fact that in

all high-tension distributing systems, after a time of two or three

years has elapsed, all iron work on the pole tops seems to have

been affected by small leakage currents. He therefore recommends

a pole top construction with as small an amount of metal work

as mechanical strength will allow. High-tension lines arc usually

transposed by revolving the triangle of wires through 120 de.grccs.

This may best be done in two pole lengths by changing the relative

position of (he cross arms, on the pole between the two spans.

Double poles should be set at all angles, and the entire line should

be well head-guyid and anchored throughout. .'\t sub-stations and

other points where the line is dead ended, arrangements should

be made so that the direct strain will be taken up by several insu-

lators, thus doing away with the liability for grounding in case of

accident to one insulator.

From the high-tension feeders alternating current, as above

staled, is taken into the sub-station through a .system of lightning

protection and stepped down by means of transformers to a pres-

sure at which it can be .safely and economically used in a rotary

converter or motor generator set. The rotary converter is essen-

tially an alternating-current motor with a comniutating device upon

the same shaft, and its operation is in no way different from that

of a synchronous motor and a direct-current generator.

Earlier in this article, the use of the storage battery was in gen-

eral recommended. Such batteries are installed in rotary converter

sub-stations, or at some center of distribution where they nlay be

better fed by a separate booster feeder, as was e.xplained earlier,

or they m&y be simply floated upon this line.

The storage battery owes its usefulness to the fact of its being

a reservoir for potential energy, and thus energy which is exerted

upon it through the battery terminals at one time, will remain
unspent, awaiting another time when its usefulness will be of more
value, so a battery may be a load at one instant or a feeder at

another. Thus we see that a battery becomes of value when the

load upon the line fluctuates excessively, when at some time during
the day there comes on the line a peak load, which peak is high

above the average load and perhaps above the present generator

capacity, or when it is desirable to shut down the generating station

for a short period during the day and still furnish current.

The arguments against a battery installation are not many. Chief

among these has been the time-rooted idea that the depreciation

of a battery was high. This is, as a matter of fact, an exploded idea.

it having been evidenced in actual practice that the. maintenance

ciist of batteries is not greater than Ihe depreciatinn that would

lie charged against generating apparatus. Uut when we note that by

Ihe use of a battery i>n a railway we cut down the necessary gener-

ating capacity by one-fourth to one-third, the sub-stalion capacity

by i>ne-lialf to two-thirds, and furnish the car motors with prac-

tically a constant voltage, besides improving Ihe load factor of the

system, and the efficiency of the apparatus, we sec that we have

lessened the depreciation charges of the above-named items, all of

which can Ik credited toward lowering Ihe depreciation charge of

the battery.

If a battery is planned for in the original design of a railway

its cost will approximalely equal the amount nf generating, Irans-

mission and distribuling m.ichiiu-ry which it supplants.

The advantages to be gained by the use <if a battery other than

the possibility of doing a lighting business from a railway sub-sta-

tion, as spoken of earlier, are quite numerous. The power station
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for light, if such business is sought, should be located in the

same room with the railway converting apparatus, so that one man
living in the sub-station building will be able to care for the appara-

tus in all its details. B)' means of such arrangement the so-called

bugbear of excessive sub-station attendance for direct-current rail-

way distribution may be divided proportionately among four ac-

counts, lighting, railway power, freight traffic and transportation.

Working Conductors.

On leaving the sub-station the current next passes to the work-

ing conductor. In direct-current systems today, two general kinds

of working conductors are in use. These are the well-known trol-

ley, and its rival, the third rail. In the argument as to which will

be used on any proposed road the main determining factor is the

amount of probable traffic. For roads upon public highways, trol-

ley construction is, of course, essential. Where the business to be

handled is of such an amount that an inexcessive cross section of

feeders will economically distribute the current to the working

conductor, and the unit loads come within the limits of the capa-

bilities of the common trolley wheel for collecting current, overhead

construction will imdoubtedly be chosen, but on the other hand

if traffic is of such a nature that heavy loads will be handled, and

the motors on our cars be called upon for work which will necessi-

tate the collecting at starting of current to the amount of 600 to

1,200 amperes, the small conducting surface of the trolley wheel

becomes inadequate. Such an amount of current in attempting to

pass one or even two swiftly moving trolley wheels will cause

severe arcing, and will greatly lessen the life of both the wheels

t.
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and the wire, and if the proposed schedule call for high speed, then

the trolley wheel can not be made to confine itself to the wire

"

readily without entailing a high maintenance cost for keeping the

overhead work in careful alignment. Under the last-named condi-

tions the third-rail method of current collection has shown itself

to do the work satisfactorily. Its greatest opposition—namely, fhat

of danger to the public—has been shown to be visionary by the

•luccessful operation of several such roads through the densely

populated suburbs of different large cities. With the advent of

the single-phase system operating with high voltages on a small

trolley wire, the third rail has indeed found a worthy rival.

So much has been written of late concerning both third-rail and

trolley construction that a discussion here of the relative merits

of the two seems unnecessary. Fig. 7 shows a typical view of the

embankment, track work and pole line construction of an electric

railway on which the working conductor consists of two copper

trolley wires.

Fig. 8 is a similar view of a road using third rail.

In estimating the comparative cost of construction of the two

systems, it will be found that for equal current carrying capacity

the third-rail construction is approximately $1,000 per mile cheaper.

In comparing a standard combined a. c. and d. c. distribution sys-

tem, having rotary converter suli-statiniis and direct-current feeders,

rnul working conductors, witli a puvtly a. c. single-phase system

n -4-ir
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FIG. 8.

having only transforming apparatus in the sub-stations and using

a high voltage on the working conductor, a saving in the entire

electrical power system of nearly $2,000 per mile in favor of the

latter system is found. This fact, together with the greatly lessened

cost of operation, indicates a bright future for the single-phase

system.

Power House.

The factors affecting the proposed power-house site are the cost

of fuel delivered, the quality and quantity of water for boiler and

condensing purposes, the location of the electrical center of the

system, and the cost of land for the site. Scarcely any proposition

will have a location which will answer all these requirements, and

as the power house is the heart of any railway, hence we see the

need of much careful calculating as to which one of the permissible

sites meets the requirements best. In regard to the placing of the

power house as near as possible to the center of electrical distribu-

tion, the kind of distribution system to be used, a. c. or d. c, will

decide largely what weight this factor will have, the a. c. distribu-

tion system, of course, allowing a nuich larger radius of location

from the center than does the d. c. U possible tlic location should

be such tlial the repair shops and general offices of the road may

be located very close to the power station. This will not only

greatly lessen the cost for repairs and heating in both, but will

place all similar work where it can be more easily overseen by one

man. Both in design and construction should the future needs

be kept clearly in mind, .uid nunn and allowances I)e made for

extensions in all directions. If llu- standard a. c. and d. c. distribu-

tion system is to be used, the future possibility of using at some

later date a. c. apparatus alone, should be cared for. It is not

within the compass of this article to describe the details of a railway

power station, but one remark is applicable to them all, and that

is to ever bear in mind the true purpose for which the station is

intended, namely, to furnish current at a low cost and with abso-

lutely no interruptions. No money should be spent on fancy works

which will be pleasing to the eye alone. The station building should

he arranged for simplicity. The essential towards this end is that

tile generated energy should not "dotdile its tracks," but the fuel

tie delivered into the building on one side, pass to the lioiler, the

steam from the boiler pass on in the same direction lo the engines,

the current from the generators pass on in a like direction through

the transformers and switchboard, then <>nl "f the Iniildiiig nn the

opposite side from which the fuel entered.

A rough method has been given for dctermiuiug the amount of

power necessary to propel the cars. These data should now be

refined and a very close approximation reached, as to the amount

of current which it will he necessary for the generating .station

to furnish. In doing this, typical run sheets will need to be used,

these sheets taking intr) account the characteristics of the equip-

ment and the proposed service over the now determined grades

and curves of the line. In this way the average load is found.

With no batteries at the sub-stations an extra capacity of from

SO lo 60 per cent must be added to the average load, and the fixed

losses from generator to motor in determining the loial capacity of

the station.
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The capacity of the engines must be enough greater than that of

the generators to allow for the losses in the engines themselves;

usually about lo per cent is the factor used.

The relative merits of steam turbine and engine arc being widely

discussed at the present time, so no space will be used here, further

than to say that the turbine from a great many reasons seems to

have a decided advantage for electrical power work,' the only

unknown factor at the present time being the comparative cost for

repairs.

Tlv: steam connections between engines and boilers must permit

of the supplying of any engine with steam from any group of

boilers, this being a large factor toward the assurance of continued

operation in lime of trouble to boiler, engines or generators. The

boiler and grates should be designed for the special kind of fuel

with which they are to be fired; they must have capacity for easy

and rapid cleaning, and must, for railroad service, be of a quick

steaming type. Coal and ash handling machinery will greatly add

to the economy of the boiler room. Again let me say that in power

station design simplicity, economy and reliability should be the

aims.

We now come to the selection of the equipment and rolling stock

for our proposed road. From the schedules which have been de-

vised and found to suit the probable traffic of the road, we know

the schedule speeds in miles per hour at which our cars must travel.

The only accurate method of deciding upon the size and qualities

of the proposed electrical equipment is by means of a set of "speed-

time curves". From these we obtain the square root of the mean

square current per motor, and also the maximum current which

will be used. After a careful study we will find these quantities

and endeavor to pick out such motors as will most nearly approxi-

mate the theoretical conditions. This procedure will undoubtedly

be called "fancy work" by the "practical" railway men, but never-

theless had such a study been made on many of the existing propo-

sitions of any size, the expenditure of thousands of dollars would

have been forestalled, and equal, if not better, results obtained.

The arguments as shown on page 470 of the "Review" for July

should prove a valuable check on the above work.

If our traffic calls for comparatively high speeds, or the sand-

wiching of cars to form a limited and local schedule then some

multiple unit system of train control will be necessary. Thcorctic.nlly

such control should feed automatically, and thus always start the

car with the same rate of acceleration. The traffic condition-; will

decide the size and style of cars to be used. The car being the

part of the railway with which the passenger comes most closely

in contact, his wishes here should be carefully observed. Comfort

and good appearance should be much in evidence and will be n

large factor towards the earning power of the road.

(To be continued.)

Some Methods of Enforcing Discipline.*

On most of our railroads today the division superintendent is

charged with the responsibility of conducting investigations and

applying discipline; in this he is assisted by the trainmaster. "Blue

Monday" or "Court Day" is looked upon by the average employe

with fear and trembling. He fears the result if he tells the truth,

and he trembles, fearing that he may be found out if he does not

tell the truth, so he approaches the superintendent with the- full

determination of consoling his feelings by telling as little as pos-

sible, and accepting the consequences. It has been the observation

of the writer that it is at this point where the average disciplinarian

fails; not because he is not conscientious in his efforts to do justice,

not because he lacks the courage of his convictions, but rather be-

cause the truth is withheld, and he must render his decision upon

circumstantial evidence.

On other important railroads a board of inquiry is appointed to

conduct investigations and apply discipline. This board usually

consists of one officer from each department. It is thought that

under this plan more facts are gleaned, and under the intelligent

questioning of the examining board the employe is made to feel

that if he tells the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth,

he will receive justice. This system also has some objectionable

features, the most notable being the disposition on the part of heads

of departments to "saddle it onto the other fellow," and many a

"Blue Monday" has been enlivened by a struggle between representa-

tives of the transjiorlation, mechanical and maintenance depart-

ments. However, the result is usually satisfactory to all concerned,

and the employe generally accepts the decision of a board of inquiry

with Iwtter grace than lie would that rendered by any single indi-

vidual, and there is also less liability of the case being appealed to

n higher official.

All investigations, whether conducted by individual or board,

should be fair and impartial, the decision reached should be based

upon the evidence produced, and the sentence imposed without fear

or favor, always, however, tempering justice with mercy. It is at

this point that Mr. Geo. R. Brown, until recently general superin-

tendent Fall Brook Railway, comes to our rescue with bis plan of

"Discipline of Railway Employes without Suspension," which is the

first and only radical departure from the old-time methods.

The latest statistics I have been able to get show that the Brown

system has been tried on some of our leading railways, representing

about 50,000 miles of road. The opinions expressed by those in

position to know arc varied, and whilst agreeing with Mr. Brown

in principle, some differ in opinion as to the methods enployed and

results obtained.

I am of the opinion that a most thorough education on the part

of employes as to the principle involved is absolutely necessary

before the Brown system could be effectually introduced, and to

properly educate on these lines railway companies should have the

training of their subjects from the day they enter railway service.

On roads that select their employes from the farm hands and coun-

try boys living along their lines, the matter of education is com-

paratively easy, and any form of discipline, properly understood,

could be intelligently enforced. On roads that are compelled to

select their employes from those who have seen service on, or have

been dismissed from other railways, and who arc also compelled to

reinforce their numbers from the floating element of railroad men,

many of whom place but little estimate on the value of their posi-

tions, the question of education is far more serious, and experience

has convinced mc that in dealing with this latter class, the manager

who insists upon his men being given a fair and impartial trial, and

then imposes discipline by actual suspension or dismissal, obtains

the best results.

The greatest care should be exercised by the official charged

with the duty of conducting investigations. He should be a man of

wide experience in railway service, one tireless in his efforts to se-

cure all the facts in the case, willing to go over the ground per-

sonally, if necessary, so as to "put himself in the other man's place,"

and if, perchance, he should discover that the one under suspicion

has performed his duty to the best of his ability and understanding,

he should not hesitate to overlook the offense, but first have a

"heart to heart" talk with his man alone in his office, pointing out

to him the effect of the accident on the reputation of his company,

and on his own reputation as a railway official. On the other hand,

if. after a careful personal investigation it is found that the one

being investigated has misrepresented his case, made false state-

ments, or withheld facts, he should be punished by actual suspension,

or, if the circumstances warrant such a course, be dismissed. If

extreme penalty is imposed it should be final.

Hotel Rates in St. Louis.

•From an address before the Railway Club of Pittsburg, by J. B.
yohe. general superintendent, Pittsburg & Lake B>le R. R.

.\s many of the delegates to the St. Louis street railway"conven-

tions will undoubtedly take their families with them on this occa-

sion to visit the World's Fair, they will be interested to know that

good accommodations are to be had at reasonable prices without

going to the high-priced hotels down town. The Fielding hotel, on

Belmont boulevard, corner of Clara Ave., will book rooms for

October at $3 per day per room, without bath, to be occupied by

two people, and $5 with bath. A good cafe is run in connection

with this hotel. On Von Versen Ave., between Nos. 5600 and

5800, there are a great many houses in which rooms can be rented.

This is a fine street with nice private houses, and the location is

within four or five blocks of the entrance to the Fair. Those going

without accommodations secured in advance can secure rooms in

this neighborhood on a few minutes' notice. The rates are from

$2 to $3 per day for two people and there is a good cafe near by.



The Attractions of the Brockton & Plymouth Street Ry.

The Brockton & Plymouth Street Ry., running from Brockton,

Mass., to beyond Plymouth, Mass., receives a considerable portion

of its income from that class of riders who may be classified as

"seekers after pleasure."

In its location the road is peculiarly favored, as it passes through

the "Pl>Tnouth country"—a country world-renowned because of

its associations with the incidents connected with the birth of the

nation. Brockton, the northerly terminus of the liiv to Plymoutli,

has direct connection by trolley and steam road with Boston, and

with all the cities and towns of importance in southeastern Massa-

At Kingston the line passes many interesting landmaiks, includ-

ing the house of Major John Bradford.

The cars ne.\t enter the picturesque old town of Plymouth, where

almost every other house perpetuates some name prominent on the

Mayflower roll, and where even the old elms remind of treaties

signed and compacts sealed, every one of which comprises a chap-

ter in the early history of the American people. Of chief interest

in the town are the "Faith Monument," erected to the memory of

the Pilgrims by "a grateful people in remembrance of their labors,

sacrifice ami sufferings for the cause of civil and religious liberty;"

BROCKTON & PLYMOUTH RV.

chusetts. Cars of the Brockton & Plymouth Street Ry. leave Brock-

ton on a half-hourly schedule during the summer months and make

the run to Plymouth Center in two hours.

Leaving Brockton the line passes through South Hanson and

Plymouth Woods to Silver Lake, the largest area of water in

southeastern Massachusetts, and said to have been first explored

by the captain of the Mayflower. The next place passed is Dux-

bury. This place was settled in 1630-1632 by men of honor and

distinction in the civil and religious history of the Pilgrims, and

was called Duxbury, after Duxbury Hall, the seat of the Standish

family in England, for Miles Standish settled here, as did John

Pilgrim Hall, containing a choice collection of many and divers

objects connected with or related more or less intimately to the

history of the town, conspicuous among them being the pewter

plate, iron pot and old sword of Miles Standish ; residence of Gov-

ernor Bradford, who was 31 times chosen governor of the col-

ony, and Burial Hill, another of the old hurying-grounds. But

chief of all attractions is old "Plymouth Rock" itself—a great,

smoothly-worn boulder, bearing simply the carved figures "1620"—

which lies under a granite canopy close to the spot where the May-

flower company first set foot on the mainland. In the hay off Ply-

mouth is Clark's Island, where the Pilgrims first touched and where

.MUl I II Ku

Aldcn, his rival. Here is the place where Miles Standish lived

and died, and here is the little burying-grDund, recently discov-

ered beneath a tangled waste of weeds, where are the graves of

Miles Standish, Elder Brewster, John and Priscilla Alden, and

many another of the sturdy Pilgrim settlers. Near the grave of

Captain Standish stands the Standish monument and the ruins of

the Standish homestead.

The next place of importance is Kingston, so named at the sug-

gcslion of Lieutenant Governor Dunimcr, on the 28lh of May, 1717,

that being the birthday of his majesty, King George the First.

they held their first religious service in the new cnunlry WUnc

going ashore on the mainland.

In addition to these historic attractions, which of course are

MOW mostly sought for by tourists and travelers, the Brockton &

Plymouth Street Railway Co. has established for the benefit of

the resident population a beautiful park resort, about half-way be-

tween Brockton and Plymouth. This is known as Mayflower Grove

and is a typical New England family park. Nature li.is greatly

favored this grove, and it was selected by the company as it borders

one of the most beautiful lakes in Massachusetts and is surround-
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I'd willi Ki.'iiit piiivs. It I|.1> In'cii lai<l mit with wixMlril i>al)i<^ .iikI

vi»y iiudks and fiirnislird with many attractinn^. iiicliidiiiK :i rnstic

i>|icn-nir theater, a n-siaiiraiil fully r(|tii|i|>i-i| uIutv nii'alr< arc-

served at all hoiir^, fish diniier> and Innches lieiuK the s|H'cial fea-

ture; bath houses, lauudies, caiiues and rouluials fur rental, nierry-

go-ruund, dance hall, and swings fur yuuiiK and old, and spacious

ant evening in any Imnie within the territory, "What shall wc do

this evening?" the answer is always forllu-oining, "Let's take a ride

on the llrocklon & I'lyinouth."

One of the most effective means of secMring piililicily is the illus-

trated folder, .Mr. Iteinis uses a ^-page folder of convenient size

for the pocket. In the preparation of the reading matter and illus-

I AKK A.M) 1H>AT LANDING, MAVFIXIWEJI (iKOVE.

picnic grounds with tiihlcs free to all. Everything i^ ki-pl in up-lo-

date order and the grounds arc well policed.

Recognizing the fact that the mere existence of these many his-

toric, natural and artificial attractions along the line is not suf-

ficient to guarantee travel. Mr. .Xnlhony J. Remis. manager of the

Brockton & Plymouth Street KaiKv.iv Co.. lias succeeded. Iiy clever

irations he takes full advantage of the material offered by the ex-

ceptional historic interest of the Pilgrim country, and the folder

sets forth in clear and concise language all that may he seen and

done along the line. Care is taken, however, to exclude "extrav-

agant" statements about the country which caiuiot Iw corroborated

hv actual visits, because there is little gained in promising the

RESTAIRANT. IIANClNi; PAVILION.

advertising, in so forcibly impressing the public with the possibilities

for enjoyment and recreation afforded by the company's line, that

the receipts have grown steadily and the traflfic often taxes to

the utmost the carrying capacity of the road. Mr. Bcmis has

gone on the principle th.nt there is no value in bavine the greatest

public more than it actually receives. The folder contains a map
of the road and is distributed wherever prolwble tourists can be

reached. Tbc usual edition is lo.ooo.

A 30-iii. window poster in colors is also used with excellent re-

sults. It iiorlrays a girl with a car under her arm. The poster

HATH HOL'SE.

thing in the world if you do not let the public know about it, and

induce it to take what you have to offer. He therefore uses every

available means for keeping his road and its attractions in the mind

of the public. So thorough have been the advertising methods

used that it is said, whenever the question is astfed on any pleas-

is placed in store windows all along tbc route, the usual arrange-

ment being to give two complimentary street car and park tick-

ets in return for the privilege of showing the poster. These

tickets must be renewed each week, this feature having been adopt-

ed to prevent the selling of the tickets or their use by anyone except
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the owners ot the windows. The posters are also placed in all tlic

open cars, one at each end, where passengers cannot (ail to see

then), .\boiit jo.ooo posters have heen distrihnted this sunnncr.

The company uses the daily and weekly newspapers freely, tak-

ing sufficient advertising space in all of them to' insure not only a

good presentation of the advertising matter, Ini also to secure UK-

good will of the editors and insure proper attention in the read-

ing columns.

.\t the theater in Mayflower Grove the company is now giving

.\nkTH EXTKAMF. TU CKKVK.

light operas and minstrel entertainments. -Mr. Henns believes that

the public is tiring of vaudeville and .is demanding a higher form

of amusement than the ordinary run of vaudeville attractions.

Stock companies in opera have taken very well this season. The

current attractions at the theater arc advertised by hand-bills hung

in the cars, and by poster announcements on the front dashes, as

well as in the newspapers.

llliTKI I'll I,KIM. I'l \ MmI III \l \--

Thc Brockton & Plymoulh road serves the Hotel Pilgrim, situat-

ed on the bluflfs above Plymoulh Hay. This is one of the leading

(caside hotels of southern Massachusetts. .\s the electric cars

afford the easiest way of reaching fhis hotel the road derives a con-

siderable revenue from this source. The Motel Pilgrim is modern

in every respect, and its bed-rooms, halls, public rooms, sun-parlors

and broad piaz/as command wonderful views of the sea and moun-

tains. The hotel is equipped with bowling alleys, tennis courts,

golf links, and has facilities for driving in the pine forests, bath-

ing, sailing, rowing, and fishing in the bay and nunierons adjacent

ponds.

Recently the lawn of the hotel has been iilili/ed for giving out-

door performances of .Shakespeare by "The W.iodland Players."

The seats were placed on the grass at the back of the hotel, anrl

the trees and sea furiiied llie iKUiual liackgnnuul for the stage.

Seats were sold for 50 cents an<l $1. Special novelties of this kiml

are always good drawing cards.

The Brockton & Plymoiuli Siivot Ry. is owned by Sl.uu- &• Web-

ster, of Boston.
*—¥

Power Plant of the Interborough Rapid Transit

Co., New York.

The opening of the new Rapid Transit Subway road, which we

understand is to take place during November, will at the same

time be accompanied by the operation of the new liUerlxiroiigb

Rapid Transit Co. power station, which was built for the purpose

of furnishing the necessary power for the road. While this plant

is by no means completed, at the present time, nor will it be when

the road is opened for service, it may be of interest to note the

progress of its construction, and to point out some of the most in-

teresting features that appeal to the visitor entering the power sta-

tion, which is probably the largest pl.ant of its kind in the world.

The plant is located between s.Sth and sgth Sts. and i ith and 12th

Aves., within a few hundred feet of the Hudson River, and the

present building is designed to accommodate 72 boilers and 12 power

units, aggregating 140,000 horse-power. The present equipment will

consist of 60 boilers and 9 engine units, and one turbine unit, four

i,25C-kw. turbines occupying the space of one engine unit and being

considered as a single power unit, making a total of ten power units

in all. Upon entering the boiler room, which is about 700 ft. long,

the visitor is at once impressed with the generously wide 20-ft.

aisle between the boiler front, the boilers being arranged in two

parallel rows on either side of the room. The boilers are of the

Rabcock & Wilcox type, and are set in batteries of two each, a

space of 5 ft. being left between batteries. Each boiler consists of

three 42-in. drums, 23 ft. 3 in. long, and 294 4-in. tubes placed 21

high and 14 wide, the tubes being iR ft. long and the boilers being

built to carry a pressure of from 17.1 t" ^n" "' 'I'lie boilers are

rated at about 600 h. p. each, or about 2 li. p. per tube. The absence

of mechanical stokers is especially noticeable, as one usually expects

to find such features in a plant of this size; but in this case there

are only a few of the boilers so equipped, the majority of them

being arranged for hand firing. Running in front of the boilers

and above the fire doors is a gallery about 4'/. ft. wide and 8 ft.

above the floor, the g.illeries of the two rows being connected at

frequent intervals by cross galleries, which .are provided with steps

to the boiler i^ooni floor. The object of these galleries is, of course,

In facilitate the work of the water tender and allow for easy inspec-

liun of the gage glasses. A gallery is also built above the tops of

tlu' boilers, the galleries on the same side of the room being inter-

i-oniiected between the boilers. The boilers are operated with forced

draft furnished by means of Sturtevaiit engine-driven blowers, which

are located in the basement, under the boiler room, and which fur-

nish air under the grates. In the basement there are also four tr.acks,

f(.r the ash cars, two tr,acks for each row of boilers, and throughout

llu- whole length of the basement are water storage tanks, which

have a capacity of about 500 cu. ft. each and which are filled from

the city water supply. Kacli boiler is connected by two vertical

steel flues, which connect on the floor above with a horizontal flue,

so arranged with by-passes that the gases may be diverted through

an economizer, should one be installed in the future, or may be

allowed to enter at once into an intake leading to the stack. The

layout provides for two economizers for each three batteries, and

a separate stack is built for each group of six batteries. The .stacks

rest on six structural steel columns, the base of the stack being

about 6s ft. above the boiler room floor, and the stacks themselves

arc 160 ft. high. Between the stacks are built the coal bunkers,

of which there are seven, having a capacity of about 2,000 tons

each. The co.al for the plant is unloaded at a tower on the 58th St.

pier and delivered to a Robins belt conveyor, by which it is carried

to the power plant in a linmel under the street. At the power house

an inclined belt conveyor carries the coal to the bunkers and dis-

tributes it. For feeding the boilers there arc two arrangements,

one by means of which the coal is first delivered to the economizer

floor above the boiler room, and here carried by means ot a trough

conveyor to pipes which deposit it in front of the boilers. By the

second arrangement the coal is delivered directly from the bunkers

through 14-in. pipes in front of the boiler, the i.| in. pipe braiicliiiig

into two lo-in. pipes above the boiler drums.
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The engine room, as indeed the entire plant, is divided into six

sections, of wliich four sections arc to Ic equipped with two vertical-

horizontal twin compound engines built l>y the Allis-Clialmers Co.

and having a normal output of 7,500 h. p. These engines arc of the

same type as those installed in the Manhattan plant, excepting that

in lliesc latter engines the high pressure cylinders are e(|uippc<l with

poppet valv«. A fifth section is to be equipped with one engine

unit, as described, and in place of the other engine will be installed

four 1.250-kw. steam turbines. These turbines arc of the Westing-

liousc- Parsons type, and the results of tests recently made on these

machines have been published both in the technical papers and by

the Westinghouse Machine Co. The last, or sixth, section has no
equipment in place at present. At this time six of the engine units

and three of the turbines are in place. In the turbine section are

also two exciter engines of 400 h. p. each, direct connected to d. c.

generators, and in addition to these there are also three motor-

driven exciter sets of about the same capacity. The main engines

are equipped with Albergcr barometric condensers, which arc

mounted on a steel framework in front of the engine and close to

the 30-in. exhaust from the low pressure cylinder. The condenser

sets—there being two condensers to each unit—;are connected by an

equalizing pipe and to a dry-air pump which furnishes a vacuum.

The circulating water is obtained through an intake tunnel, which

is built underground on 58th St. and draws the water from the

river. There arc one circulating pump and one dry vacuum pump
provided for each engine. The conocnsers are provided with a

relief valve, which is arranged to open in case of trouble with' the

condensing system, and allow the steam to exhaust freely to the

atmosphere through a 40-in. free exhaust pipe which leads up

through the roof of the building, and which is provided with an

8-ft. head. One 40-in. free exhaust pipe serves for two units, each

unit being connected to the river by two 30-in. pipes which are run

around the found.itions. The discharge from the condensers is

carried through a tail pipe to two reinforced concrete pits in front

of the engine foundation in the basement, and from here the water

runs through ducts to a discharge tunnel which is built above the

intake tunnel on 58th St. and which runs to the river. Each section

of the plant, consisting of two units, is fed by six batteries of

boilers, there being two main steam headers for each section, one

header for each unit. Each main header is fed by six boilers, which

connect to the header by 9-in. pipes. The header, which is 18 in. in

diameter, branches into two 14-in. pipes, which drop in large radius

bends through the floor and enter a receiver located at the base

of the engine foundation. From this point the steam enters through

a 14-in. pipe to the throttle valve and thence to the engine cylinder,

the steam connection being at the bottom of the cylinder, and the

pipe rising from the receiver. A by-pass system is arranged in

the 17-in. header before it branches into the two 14-in. engine pipes.

The by-pass terminates in a vertical header, to which are also con-

nected three lines of pipe which run throughout the whole length

of the building and which are connected to similar vertical headers

at each unit. These lines are provided in order to insure as far

as possible the continuous operation of the plant, and in case of

accident to the steam header of any set of boilers the header may
be cut out and the engine, which would otherwise be incapacitated,

fed by steam from some other battery of boilers. The steam would
be obtained by a proper manipulation of the valves at the connec-

tions of the vertical headers.

These auxiliary headers, being of considerable length and subject

to the effects of temperature changes, are run throughout their

length in the form of sweep reverse curves, while the vertical head-

ers are firmly anchored by straps to the columns. In order to local-

ize the piping, as far as possible, it is run in a special compartment
between the boiler and engine rooms, and the valve stems are ex-

tended through the engine room wall from this compartment, and
are operated from a gallery about 14 ft. above the engine room
floor.

The boiler feed pumps furnish the water to the heaters, which arc

located in the pipe compartment, the piping arrangement being such

that the feed wafer may be delivered to the boilers after passing

through the heaters, or may be passed through both the heaters and
economizers, should the latter be installed, or may be fed directly

to the boilers without passing through cither heater or economizers.

There arc one heater and one boiler feed pump provided for each

unit, or for each six boilers. .Ml the pumps arc located in the lower

part of the pipe compartment, and, with the exception of the dry-air

pumps, are placed on raised foundalioi\s, so that the cylinders all

extend alrave the level of the engine room floor, the pumps being

all stcatn driven. The turbines are provided with surface con-

densers and have their own dry vacuum pumps.

'Hie electrical equipment of the plant, with the exception of the

generators, is located in an area about 20 ft. wide on the north side

iif the engine room, and runs throughout the entire length of the

building. The oil switches and bus bars are located in brick com-

IKirtmcnls both below and above the engine room floor level. The
switches arc operated by electric motors, located above the com-

partments, and the entire electrical system controlled from a switch-

ing room about 30 ft. above the level of the engine room floor. The
generators are s,ooo-kw. machines, which run at a speed of 75 r. p.

m., furnishing three-phase current at 11,000 volts and 25 cycles per

second. They are of Westinghouse make, are of the revolving field

fly-whcci type and have 46 poles.

The engine room is spanned by two traveling cranes, one of 60

and one of 20 tons' capacity, the 60-ton crane having two trolleys.

The room is amply lighted, due to the skylights in the roof and

large windows at the sides, and Ncrnst lamps arc in place for fur-

nishing artificial light. The building is of structural steel construc-

tion, the walls being of brick and faced with granite and terra cotta.

The style of architecture is that of the Italian Renaissance.

The design and construction of the plant has been in the hands

of Mr. John Van Vlcck, and Mr. J. E. Thomas is the supervising

engineer.

Transit Tidings.

"Transit Tidings" is the title of a new street railway publication,

si.x numbers of which have already appeared. The paper is pub-

lished by the United Railroads of San Francisco and its object is

set forth in the introduction appearing in the first issue, which is

quoted as follows

:

"This modest publication is intended as a vehicle by which to

convey to our patrons and to the public generally useful items of

information concerning our street railway service.

"To the stranger such a publication should prove something of

a convenience, for it will be a guide to points of interest, and will

besides be a directory of current and special attractions.

"The Tidings is, in a sense, a railway folder, and yet its contents

will cover a much broader field than a mere time-table announce-

ment.

"The idea of issuing such a publication is not original with this

company. In "Detroit and other eastern cities the railroads have

stood sponsor for similiar prints, where their usefulness has been

proved.

"The United Railroads desires the good-will of the people of San

Francisco. We arc operating a system of street railroads in one

of the best cities in the Union, and we want our system to be one

of the best. Back in the early eighties the San Francisco street

railway system was without a peer or rival anywhere in the world.

While New York in 1880, '81 and '82 was depending for its sur-

face transportation on the horse car and omnibus, San Francisco

possessed a magnificent cable system that was at once the pride

of the citizen and the admiration of every traveler. In some east-

ern cities cable roads supplanted the horse car, but with few ex-

ceptions these roads have been changed to electric power. The
hills of San Francisco will always make the cable a necessity here,

and hence changes in that respect have been somewhat slow."

The first number was issued .^pril i, 1904, as "Trolley Tidings,"

the second number .April 15th and since May ist, when the name
was changed to "Transit Tidings," it has appeared monthly.

Chicago Elevated Traffic,

The daily averages of traffic on four Chicago elevated roads for

July, as compared with the daily averages for July, 1903, follow:

South Side Elevated Railroad Co., 6i),899, a decrease of 6,327, or

8.31 per cent. ; Metropolitan West Side Railroad Co., 102,142, an

increase of 85, or 0.08 per cent. ; Northwestern Elevated Railroad

Co., 60,816, an increase of 1,423, or 2.4 per cent. ; Chicago & Oak
Park Elevated Railroad Co., 38.668, a decrease of 517, or 1.32 per

cent. The decrease on the South Side line is due to the absence of

racing at Washington Park.
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The College Man in Business.

BV I'ROFESSOR HENRY H. NORRIS, CORNELL UNIVERSITV, AND SUPERIN-

TENOENT ELECTRIC RAILWAY TEST COMMISSION, ST. LOUIS

PURCHASE EXrOSITION.

During the past few weeks the technical schools of the country

have been delivering to numerous young men certain pieces of

parchment which certify that a given course of study has been
followed and that the examinations held therein have been success-

fully passed. These young men will apply for positions with busi-

ness concerns which will, as a rule, give them opportunity to show
what they can do, and it is important for the young men, as well

as for the emplojers, to consider the relation between the work
done in college and the duties which must be performed in active

life.

There has been in the past some misapprehension in the minds
of the young men, and of the employers also, as to the purpose of

the college training. Frequently both classes have expected too

much from tlie four years' work in school, and they have in many
cases expected the wrong kind of product. The schools also have
not fully understood their duty and have tried to do work which
they were neither required nor qualified to do. Fortunately, this

state of affairs is rapidly disappearing, and employer, employe and
school are coming to understand one another.

The reasons for the present improved status of the graduates

of engineering schools in the business world are worthy of careful

attention. The most important of these is that by virtue of the

mental discipline and training which the schools have given, tech-

nical men by sheer force of ability have secured leading places in

many important industries. They fill very largely those positions

which require the faculty of grasping the elements of new prob-

lems and of facing, without fear, large propositions. Entirely aside

from the technical part of their equipment, important as that is,

stands the ability to meet men and command respect for their own
opinions and conclusions.

It is interesting to note that the attitude of the graduate himself

toward his business associates is different from what it was some

years ago. In many cases he aroused resentment by an unnecessary

and unwarranted display of knowledge. Naturally the men who
had achieved success by hard knocks were not in a state of mind

to receive condescension from a young man just out of school and

with no practical experience. The trouble in this case was due to

the fact that the young man, knowing that he had worked diligently

for his information, considered that this equipped him for immedi-

ate contact with important practical problems, whereas he really

had one of his most important lessons yet to learn. This last lesson

was to acquire the ability to adapt what he knew to the conditions

under which he was to work. The young man was not seriously

at fault, as has been proved by the experience of many employers

who draw largely upon college men for their assistants. These

gentlemen find that after a year or more of contact with real prob-

lems the college man learns to adapt himself to his surroundings

and in the long run surpasses those of his colleagues who lack

special college training. The sooner a young man fresh from school

realizes that he must begin at the bottom of the business ladder

and climb for himself, the more rapid will he his ascent and the

more useful will he be to his employer. The fact that the young

men are improving in this respect is shown by a recent experience

o( the chief engineer of a large engineering firm. This gentleman,

after interviewing a large number of young men just about to

graduate from a well-known technical school, was surprised and

delighted to note what he termed "the uniform modesty" of the

young men whom he interviewed. He found that these young men
realized that they must make their own places in the business

world, and that all they asked was an opportunity to develop along

lines which were congenial to them. They were willing to do any

and all kinds of work that gave promise of room for development.

The greatest change which has come about in the past few years

is in the relation between the technical school and the employer

of its graduates. The men who teach in these schools are evidently

making a careful study of the conditions in which the young men

will find themselves after graduation. This study has required time,

because the data used as a basis must come from the experiences

of the graduates who have been in business for years. The teachers

themselves are also getting out into business from time to time in

order that they may learn by actual contact with commercial prob-

lems the real state of affairs. They have learned, among other

things, that the purely technical part of the college training must

be reduced to such a point that the actual manual work will serve

to illustrate the theoretical principles, and no more. In other words,

the technical school is not a trade school, but a college, and its

main function is educational—that is, to furnish mental training,

with just enough illustration to make the work interesting and
practical.

The training must be practical in its aim, for mental discipline

which does not make a man more useful has no place in a technical

school. It may be said, therefore, that one of the most important

functions of the technical school is to teach a student to use intelli-

gently, in tlic solution of practical problems, that knowledge which
he either already has or may readily obtain.

The employer, on his part, has an important share in the normal
development of a young man in business. He should realize tliat

the finished product of the technical school is his raw material.

His own welfare depends upon the character of the men wliom he

selects to be his liclpcrs and every advance made by those under him
enhances his own success. Hence, employers are studying more and
more to learn the most efficient ways in which to continue and
complete the work of the technical school. The most tangible

evidence of this is the prevalence of apprenticeship courses among
all of the leading electrical companies. In these courses the young
men are given every opportunity to learn how and why certain

methods are employed and certain results obtained. The time profit-

ably occupied in this manner may amount to two years or more,
such time being considered by the students as a continuation of

their college courses and by the companies as a necessary introduc-

tion to the work which is to follow. The apprenticeship period
also allows the student an opportunity to test his fitness for the
work to which he is inclined and at the same lime enables the

companies to select such men for specific duties as have shown
themselves capable and worthy. The fact that eniployers appreciate
the importance of the selection of their raw material is indicated

by the manner in which they now go about such selection. Their
ablest engineers take days of valuable lime to visit the schools in

person and interview individually the promising young men.
The kind of men needed in the commercial world comprises not

necessarily those who know the most, but those who know best

how to analyze into their essential elements the complicated prob-
lems of business life. They may know much or little, providing
that they possess no more knowledge than they can apply. This
idea was recently brought out clearly by a well-known business
man in a discussion based upon the fact that in certain vocations
men were apt, if not very careful, to lose their usefulness while
still in the prime of life. The reason alleged for this was that they
accumulate more knowledge than they can profitably use, and as a

consequence what should be a help to them becomes a hindrance.
It is the function of a technical school to prevent this very thing
by inculcating in its students the habit of promptly applying what
they know and knowing only what they can apply. At the same lime
the student must loam of the sources of all useful knowledge so
that if he needs information outside of his own store, he can readily

find it. This sort of man will always be in demand, whellicr college
bred or not, and the work that he does nuist of necessity be marked
by integrity because it consists of well-lestcd principles logically

applied.

New Haven Road Buys More Trolleys.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co., through
its subsidiary company, the Consolidated Railways Co., has pur-
chased the New London Street Railway Co., the Norwich Street

Railway Co. and the Montville Street Railway Co. Messrs. Tucker,
Anthony & Co., of Boston, constructed and fin.nnccd these roads and
have always managed them.

The strike on the lines of the Rloomington & Normal Railway
Electric & Heating Co., which has been in progress since January
1st, has been called off. The strikers lost the fight, which was for

an advance in wages, recognition of the union and easy runs for the

older men in service.
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Development of Throunh IJusine^s on New
Jcisey " Klectrics."

.•\ii olticial i>f iIk- I'ublic Service Cor|Kiratinii of .\\w Jersey, in

conversation with a representative of llie "Street Railway Re-

view," recently called attention to the reniarkahle tlevelopmeni

that has been Roiiig on in New Jersey during the past two years

in the estalilishnient of Ihn.ngh electric railway routes from the

large centers of population near New York, such as Jersey City

and Newark, to all the principal cities in New Jersey, including

I'aterson, Passaic, Elizabeth, Plainlield, New Urnnswick, and Tren-

ton. It is pointed out that this growth of through routes by

electric railway is following along exactly similar lines as the

development of steam railroading. .\t first, journeys of any con-

siderable length by steam railroads were made only by frequent

changes from one train to another with all the attending incon-

veniences, including uncertain connections. Now it is possible to

go from almost any railroad center, as Chicago, for instance, to

practically every important pi>int in ilie I'niliil Slates without

change of cars.

So it is in electric railway work. In New Jersey, for instance,

five years ago it was impossible to make an unbroken trip by

trolley of more than 8 or lO miles at the most. Now there are

over a dozen through routes averaging between 40 and 70 miles in

length.

To prove that these through routes are popular and profitable

the success of the New York-Trenton through line may be cited

as a single example. The company began this service by running -

through cars every two hours between Jersey City and Trenton,

connecting at the latter point by boat and rail for Philadelphia.

These cars run without change through Newark, Elizabeth, West-

field, Plainlield, Uunellen, Bound Brook, New Brunswick, and

over the Trenton & New Brunswick "Fast Line" to Trenton. The

traffic over this line has become so heavy that beginning the first

of August the company has put on an hourly service of through

cars between Jersey City and Trenton from 6 o'clock in the morn-

ing to 7 o'clock at night. TJic distance by trolley to Trenton is

70 miles and the trip is made in five hours.

The Public Service Corporation has recently issued a 30-in.

folder showing on one side a map in colors indicating all the

suburban and intcrurban lines of the company. On the reverse

side is a dcscriptioii^ of the country traversed, with schedules and

rates of fare. From the introduction to this circular we print the

following relative to the Public Service System:

"The Public Service Trolley System embraces all of the traction

lines in Northern and Central New Jersey, with two exceptions.

It is the greatest interurban system in the world under one man-

agement. Over a million people live in the territory reached by the

lines of the Public Service. In addition to the interurban lines

that stretch from Fort Lee and Patcrson on the north, to New-

Brunswick, Somerville and the Amboys on the west and south, the

Public Service operates the local lines in Newark. Pater.>;on, Passaic.

Jersey City, Hoboken, Elizabeth, plainfield, and New Brunswick.

Recently the Camden, Gloucester and Woodbury and the Camden

and Suburban Railways were acquired. These lines run out of

Camden.
"Unbounded opportunities are offered the seeker after rest and

recreation in the territory reached by the Public Service system.

One can leave the skyscrapers and marts of commerce and industry

in Manhattan, and, within an hour, be secluded in a primeval

wilderness on the banks of the Hudson. In a little longer time

the Orange Mountains can be reached, with their ever cooling

breezes and wonderful views.

"There are rides in nnxlern trolley cars, past spots famed in his-

tory and story ;
places that teem with deeds of valor, where our

forefathers fought for independence; rides along the historic Hud-

son on top of the Palisades; rides over the meadows and along

beautiful rivers; rides to mountain tops; rides to the seashore and

rides through pleasant farming country and beautiful villages and

towns."
-•-•

A handsome itinerary of the trolley trips inaugurated by the Bos-

ton & Northern Street Railway Co. and the Old Colony Street Rail-

way Co., of Boston, Mass.. which are described on page 536 of this

issue, has been published and may be obtained at Derrah's Trolley

Information Bureau, 365 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
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The Accountants' Question Box.

Mr. W. B. Brockway, secretary of the Street Railway .\ccoimt-

ants' Association, issued under date of July 2S, 1904, Circular No. 28,

transmitting to the membership the questions receiv<;d in response

to Circular No. r; issued May joih. The recent circular is as

follows

:

"Since its virganization. this association has endeavored to make
no move nor establish any customs except those that would be

for the benefit of the association as a whole. Therefore, the pres-

ent effort toward enlarging the opportunity of the members to ask

questions and to obtain answers to them is based primarily upon

that endeavor.

"In accordance with the Circular No. 27, issued May 20, 1904,

giving the opportunity to ask questions, those printed herewith

have been received. They are now sent to all the members for

their replies. Each member is expected to answer as many of the

questions as he can, the idea being to make the replies as compre-

hensive and valuable as possible.

"Each member is requested to give his answer in the form of ;:

letter, and to identify the reply to a question by quoting the num-
ber printed opposite the questions herein. The letter should be

addressed to the Secretary. It is proposed to jiublish the name of

the company making reply, but this will be withheld upon request.

"Attention is drawn to the fact that replies must be returned

l)efore Septemlwr 1st, 1904. This is imperative to the success of

the plan.

'

QUESTIONS.

1. Is it proper to register transfers? And what amount of

checking is necessary to insure their proper use? No doubt tl'.e

subject is old, but we want the latest light upon it.

2. In a city of 27,000 people, where car tickets are sold six for

25 cents, what percentage of the total receipts should be cash ?

J. To what extent does your company issue advertising mileage

in subsidizing newspapers, after paying cash for authorized inser-

tions?

4. Please explain a system which could be made standard, as to

the manner of getting the correct and actual monthly optraling

expenses, to be shown on its monthly report.

Is it not the practice of some street railways to arrive at their

operating expenses by classifying the liills according to the standard

classification, charging them direct to the operating and construc-

tion accounts, and using the totals of the operating account col-

umns in compiling the operating expenses for the month, withoui

considering inventories, shop clerks' or store-keepers' reports?

5. What are your average per cents of cost for maintenance of

accounts Nos. 6 and 7 for nine months ending June 30, 1904?

6. How can the ticket accounts he arranged to show each day

the exact amount of the different kinds of tickets in the hands

of the public not yet used?

7. Is it always fair to consider new paving as a construclinn

charge? It brings additional expense for niaintenaiue. Docs it

add to the earning capacity or value of the road?

8. When bills are approved and passed for payment by voucher.

what records can be kept which will make it convenient for the

accounting department to find out quickly if the bill is a duplicate

of another bill which has been passed and paid?

9. What method is used in issuing transfers to conductors?

10. Do members generally use a work order system for their

expense and construction accounts? We have started this in one

department and I have a few questions to ask before ailopting in

other department-^.

11. Is it customary to use lolal mileage (1. c, work car, special

car and snow plow added lo regular passenger car mileage) in

figuring income per car mile and expense per ear mile?

\2. Is it of sufficient benefit as a record to pay for the extra

work necessary to keep a separate ledger account willi regular

vouchers ?

13. In the case of a company reconstructing tracks during opera-

tion, and using motor cars for hauling material, is it not proper t<i

charge reconstruction with the current consumed and credit power

house expenses?

14. Should the projirrly of a street railway company— its tracks,

for instance—stand on its books forever at its original cost? Or
<houM the account representing its cost be reduced from year to

year, or month lo month, by reason of wear?

15. Should accruals of reiilal under a lease be treated as a lia-

bility of the lessee and appear on a balance sheet as a liability prior

to the date such payment is due?

16. What should bo the dividing line between "niaiiUenance"

and "betterments ?"

17. When a piece of track, or a car. is renewed, should the cost

of the old track or car be charged to expense, or against income?
Would it not be better to make such a charge from month to

month, or year to year, estimating the amount from the time the

company begins to use the track or car, so as to liave it off the

books when it is worn out?

18. What is the best method of VDUiputiug the ciTcct upon net

earnings, of an increase in free transfer privileges?

19. If land or other property of a street railway company in-

creases in value, should the appreciation he shown on the books?
20. Should dividends be charged against the net income for the

year and the balance of net income be transferred to surplus or

should the net income he added to surplus and the dividends

charged against the total?

21. What is the usual percentage of passes, and of transfers,

to total passengers—or to total cash fares?

Ours arc: To total passengers, passes 0.77 per cent, transfers

0.79 per cent; to cash fares, passes 0.829 per oenl. transfers 0.844

per cent.

22. Is there any way whereby a correct balance sheet can be

prepared, showing receipts and expenses incident to operating a

pleasure park? 'Many managers when asked if it pays to operate

a pleasure park iu connection with an electric railway line reply

"Yes." .As a matter of fact, few of them know surely whether it

does or not. Please give your experience in handling this mat-
ter. Do you attempt to arrive definitely at the increased receipts

and expenses properly attributable to the park?

23. In your daily, weekly and monthly reports, to what extent

do you make statement of weather conditions? Of special events,

as fairs, fete days, parades, special picnics, excursions, etc., which
would make sudden changes in receipts or expenses?

The School of Instruction.*

The steam railroads have for many years realized the importance
of arranging classes of in.struction on the air brake for their train-

men and employes coming in contact with its use or maintenance.

Almost every steam railroad has its own instruction car, fitted up
with apparatus and piping representing a complete train, which trav-

els from point to point on the system giving demonstrations of the

use and availability of the brake under all conditions.

Many traction systems have a school of instruction for their

motormen, where a dummy truck is set up, having upon it a motor,

or motors, controller, and the various electrical devices for getting

the car into motion. But very seldom do these dummy trucks

ever have any braking apparatus outside of the ordinary hand brake.

In this way the instruction is only half done. The car is in inoliou.

but how about stopping it? Is it not just as important a part of

the motorman's duties to know how to stop a car as to start it? In

fact, it is more so, for in case of emergency, when the lives of many
per.sons may be in danger, the vital que«tiou is to stop the car and
not to start il. Those moments when the motorman must act most
quickly, unerringly, and even instinctively, are when he is called upon
lo use the brake to its full efficiency. He iiuisl, therefore, know-

just what that efficiency is and how lo obtain il, and for Ihat reason
it is indispensable that he should be ihcircHigbly acquainted with its

iletails and the purposes nf ihriii

.Anollu-r ixiinl which iracli.m hj.hI iiKinagers ^liuulil readily appre-

ciate is that the braking etpiipmenl, although not .so expensive as

the electrical equipmcul. slill ripresenls an outlay of capital for

machinery, which shnnld !« ni.iinl.iiiu'd just as carefully and jusi

as thoroughly as any of ibc re-,1 nf the mechanical equipment of

the road. No mechanism of any value can last long if in the h.-inds

of some one wIk) knows liltle or nothing about it, whereas the

small cost of an iiislruclion oulfit is scarcely noticeable in compari-
son with the depreciation in Ihe value of the brake apparatus when
used withoui such instruction.

•Reprinted from iidviince mIipcIh cir lopyrlKliliil luoiiphhl lM.suirl liy

WintlnKhoiide Trnellon Ttrnkc Cci.
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Also, (lie type of man who today fills the position of molorman
is of a far more roving disposition than his confrere on the steam

railroads. lie is not nearly so likely to stay in one place for any

length of time, and consequently the need of training and schooling

new men is, at the present time, practically a constant one.

By a school of instruction we do not mean an arrangement where

some one may stand before a class and talk on the use of the

apparatus; we mean to imply that such a class should have before

it an actual working model which will duplicate as nearly as possi-

ble the car itself, and which will be supplied with a full set of

apparatus to be operated under as nearly the same conditions of

actual practice as it is possible to make it. Also, that instruction

on the brake should be given regularly by some one who is thor-

oughly acquainted with the construction and operation of that appa-

ratus, and who can give ocular demonstration of its use and how
to handle and take care of it.

This course of instruction should include the necessity of each

man being placed upon the dummy and made to operate it under

<.)ue.stion B<».\ of the Mechanical and i:ieetiieal

Assuciutiun.

Length ol Slop

DIACR\\I SHOWING PROPER ANf> IMPROPER 1,'SE

OF AIR IN MAKING A STOP

various supposed conditions as given by the instructor. This should

1)C done till he has shown himself thoroughly familiar with the

apparatus, and competent to handle it alone.

Besides the mere mechanical operation of the brakes, instructions

regarding the handling of them should be given. For example: it

is a common thing for a motornian, in making a stop, to let into

the cylinder about s lb. first, then afterwards at frequent inter-

vals 5 lb. more, till, when the car comes to a standstill, there is a

large pressure in the cylinder. Invariably during such a stop the

passengers get a decided shaking up. It becomes the duty of the

instructor, therefore, to show that, as the speed decreases, the cylin-

der pressure necessary to obtain a certain braking power becomes
less also; consequently the above mentioned proceeding is exactly

wrong. The diagram will make this more clear. The dotted line

represents the results due to a serial application as above described

;

beginning with a small pressure and ending with a large one in

the cylinder, the decreasing velocity will follow approximately the

dotted curve. If, however, this pressure were made to follow the

full line, giving a high initial pressure and gradually reducing it

as the speed decreased, the stop would follow closely the full curve

and be much smoother and quicker, and, as shown, a considerable

gain in the length of stop would result.

Such points as this, and many others, can most readily be brought

home to the motorman, by a well-equipped and carefully carried-on

School of Instruction, and wc most urgently recommend that one

be instituted wherever possible. Its cost of installation and main-

tenance is practically negligible and trifling, and will be many times

made up in the better maintenance of the brake equipment which is

sure to result.

Robbers entered the office of the Wheeling & Elm Grove Railway

Co., at Wheeling, W. Va., August 2nd, pried open the cash box and

got away with about $300.

Indications are that there will be a new trolley line in operation

between Hartford and Middletown, Conn., in a short time. This

will connect with the Hartford Street Railway Co. and the Middle-

town Street Railway Co. lines and will open up a very large terri-

tory of no small commercial value.

Mr. S. W. Mower, secretary of the American Railway Mechanical
and Electrical Association, has issued the following circular to the

members, concerning the question box:
"The accompanying questions have been received in answer to

the circular concerning our question box, issued July 12th.

"They are now submitted to the members, with the request that

each one will reply to those in which he is especially interested, indi-

cating the questions referred to by their numbers in this circular.

"All answers should be in the hands of the secretary by Septem-
ber 1st.

"Unless instructed to the contrary, the names of those making
replies will be published."

1. What is a "frequency changer," and how used?

2. Of what use is a "power factor" on a circuit?

3. What is a reasonable life for brooms on snow sweepers?

4. What is the best material for a gear case, cast iron, steel or

wood ?

5. Is there any way of telling when a car axle is crystallized and
unsafe?

6. What is the best method of preventing car circuit breakers

getting out of adjustment?

7. Can satisfactory results be obtained by using a twenty-five cycle

machine for lighting purposes?

8. Which is the best material for car axles, common steel, cold

rolled steel or forged iron?

9. What is the best water and heat-proof insulation and paint to

use in winding field coils?

10. What results have you obtained with asbestos covered wire

for winding fields? Have you had any trouble from moisture?

11. Which is the better pinion for length of service, for noiseless

running, and for wear on the gear,—machine cut or hot pressed?

12. What head-linings for cars, other than veneered, are on the

market, particularly something in which glue is not used, and which

are both water and fire proof?

13. Some roads have motor inspectors out on the street, under the

mechanical department. Does the benefit derived warrant the ex-

pense incurred, and in what way?

14. Which is preferable for lubricating motor bearings, oil or

grease? How do they compare for cost? How can oil be sub-

stituted for grease in the standard grease boxes of the Westinghouse

I2.\, G. E. 67, and G. E. 800 motors?

15. What are the relative costs of journal lubrication with regular

grease, the Gelena system, and the automatic oil lubricator?

16. What arc the comparative merits of steel tired and cast iron

wheels for intcrurban, suburban, and ordinary city service?

17. Is it economical to grind cast iron chilled car wheels with an

emery grinder before they are put under a car? By so doing, is their

life lengthened or shortened?

18. What has been your experience with rolled steel wheels, as

regards wear, after they have been turned down once? Can you

explain why the flange on one wheel should wear to a square

shoulder, while that on the other end of the axle retains its shape?

19. What is the exact mode of procedure in winding "fire proof

fields that are to be filled with whiting, shellac, or other fire resist-

ing insulations?

20. When babbitt metal is run into an armature shell, in cooling

it contracts and pulls away from the shell. By what means could the

babbitt lining be made to fit the shell tight?

21. Armature bearing shells become loose in the motor frame.

How can this be corrected in old motors, and could not street rail-

way motors be so designed as to prevent it, or to take up the wear?

22. How can flashing or burning be prevented with the K-12 con-

troller on cars equipped with 4 G. E. 1,000 motors, 22-62 gearing,

600 volts on the line and a fast schedule; or any equipment where

a heavy fast schedule has to be maintained ?

23. What is the best method of testing an armature after re-

winding? In using the Conant instrument for testing motor fields,

widely different readings are often obtained when a certain coil is

tested in the motor, then removed and tested separately. How can

such errors be avoided, and by what method can weak fields be posi-

tively located?
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Guv Morrison Walker. Nashville Notes.

The article on "The Why and How of Interurban Railways" has

attracted so much attention that we are sure our readers will be

interested in a short sketch of the author. Mr. Guy Morrison

Walker, who is recognized as one of the best electric traction ex-

perts, is also a widely known authority on financial matters. Mr.

Walker was born in January, 1870, at Fort Wa>-ne, Ind. He is a

graduate of De Pauw University, at Greencastle, Ind., and of the

law school, and was awarded de-

grees of A. M. and LL. B. He
has been admitted to the bar in

Indiana, New York, Michigan,

I'ennessee and Arkansas. Mr.

Walker has traveled extensively in

iliis country and abroad, and for

10 years he resided in China, in

consequence of which he is ad-

iniiteil authority on all questions

pertaining to that country. He
edited all the matter relating to

China in Leslie's Weekly during

tlic Chinese-Japanese war, and he

was called in consultation by Pres-

ident McKinlcy during the period

i; .\i « M Kn<. ^^ trouble between the Powers in

the Chinese Empire. During the

winter of 1900-01 he delivered a course of lectures on "China and

the Chinese" before the New York Board of Education, and a

pamphlet on "China," which he prepared for the "Four Track News

'

was so well received that it reached a circulation of more than

100,000 copies. Mr. Walker's name- is familiar to the readers of

the "Review" from the fact that during the past three years he has

contributed valuable electric railway articles to this magazine, the

more important ones being "The Inlcrurban Railway as an Invest-

ment," which was published in the "Review" for September, 1901,

and "The Why and How of Interurban Railways," which appeared

in the June, 1904, issue. Mr. Walker has published a number of

pamphlets pertaining to financial and transportation matters which

have been accorded merited commendation, one, on "Interurban

Railways," having a circulation of 100,000 copies, and another, on

"Railroads and Wages," having a circulation exceeding 200,000

copies and running through several editions. Other articles by Mr.

Walker which have been widely read include those on "Municipal

Bonds," "What Shall We Buy?" and a study on trust companies,

which he also read before the Tennessee Bankers' Association. He
has also 'written treatises on insecure foreign loans which have been

floated in this country, quasi-public corporation securities, and sim-

ilar topics. Mr. Walker is not a theoretician, merely, but has been

actively engaged in large practical undertakings. He participated

in the organization of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co. ; nego-

tiated the purchase of the Maumee Valley and Waterville Southern

railways by the Toledo Railways & Light Co.. and sold the Detroit

& Toledo Shore Line Railroad Co. to the Grand Trunk and the

Toledo, St. Louis & Western roads. \s counsel for the Everett-

Moore syndicate his services were complimented in the highest

terms. In 1894 Mr. Walker was interested in the organization of

the Terrc Haute Trust Co., the first trust company in Indiana, out-

side of Indianapolis, and in 1898 he organized the Security Trust

Co., of Toledo, O. Afterward he located in New York City, where

he has established an enviable record as adjuster of damage claims.

In Mr. Walker, the transportation interests of the country, both

steam and electric, have one of their ablest advocates and sturdiest

defenders.

« »»

A trackless trolley line is being installed

the first road of the kind in New England.

:it Hull, Mass. This is

Two Scioto Valley Traction Co. cars, July 26th, made the run

from Columbus to I^ncastcr, O., 51 miles, in 51 minutes.

The Naslivillc Railway & Light Co. has placed an order willi

the Carnegie Steel Co., and is now beginning to receive -00 tons

of 70-lb., 60-ft A. S. C. E. steel rails, to be used during the re-

mainder of this year in the work of reconstruction already mapped

out.

The laying of rails on the Bucna Vista line and its extension has

been fully completed, and only the ballasting of part of the line

remains to be done to entirely finish this route and bring it up to

the standard set by the Company.

.\n important extension of >he Nashville Railway & Light Go's,

lines in the neighborhood of Vanderbilt University will be made

as soon as practicable after obtaining the necessary franchise from

the Davidson County Court, application for which is now pending.

Good progress is being made in the reballasting and placing of

new ties on the Glendalc line, enlarging the radii of curves to

better accommodate the large new double truck cars now operated

over this route, and replacing old trolley and feed wire poles with

larger ones to carry the heavier feeder-wire that will soon be put

up on this line. This track was reconstructed about three years

ago with heavy rails, only needing the work above outlined to put

it in the best of condition.

In the power plant of the Nashville Railway & Light Co. good

headway is being made in the installation of the 1,500-kw. turbo-

generator, but before it can be completed it will be well loaded,

so great has been the demand on the company for electric lights,

electric fans and electric signs, as well as power, and to provide

for future business an order has been placed with the General

Electric Company for an additional 3,000-kw. turbo-generator. The

business has grown far beyond the company's anticipations, but it

is believed that with the 3,000-kw. machine it can certainly satis-

factorily care for all the business offered, .^n order has also been

enlered with the Babcock & Wilcox Co. for a new battery of steel

header boilers, 450 h. p. each, for early delivery.

So far along has the work of installing the machinery progresse:!

at its new power plant that the company has now abandoned the

machinery at the old power plant, has sold the site and buildings

and is now negotiating for the sale of the old machinery therein,

such as engines, generators, alternators, exciters, switchboards, con-

densers, heaters, one battery of boilers, stacks, cranes, pumps, piping,

belting, etc.

To take care of increased traflic, an order has been placed with

the J. G. Brill Co. for twelve vestibuled Brill patented semi-con-

vertible closed motor cars, 34 ft. long over all, with G. E. No. 67

motors, mounted on Brill trucks. Each side of each car will he

provided with six Hale & Kilburn seats, No. 99 B walkover pattern,

34 in. long, with reversible backs. These cars are practically dupli-

cates of an order filled by the Brill company last spring for the

Nashville company.

The extension recently built by the Chattanooga Electric Railway

Co. to Rossville, Ga., is now being operated by that company in

competition with the Rapid Transit company's line to the same

point on its way to Chickamauga National Park. Nothing further

has recently developed- as to the Chattanooga Electric pushing this

new line on to Chickamauga Park in order to further compete with

the Rapid Transit, but it is believed that this will ultimately be

done unless the two interests consolidate, of whieh lliere now seems

to be little or no talk.

The Chattanooga Waft Co., which has received a iliarlcr to

build an aerial tramway from Broad St. in Chattanooga to the tup

nf Cameron Hill in Boynton Park, with a capital stock of $20,000,

has applied to the City Park Commission for the privilege of build-

ing a terminal in the park, aud it is probable that this permission

will be granted. It is proposed by the company to carry passengers

in a very novel manner by means of an aerial cableway, about three-

fourths of a mile, in one minute. The company will also ask the

City Council for a franchise to build the line over certain of the

city's streets.
^ ^ ^

The Bu(T.ilo, Gardcuville & Ehcnezer Ry. .ui.l the I'.nfTalo, Ham

burg & Aurora Ry. are to be consolidated.

Two Houston TPex.) Electric Co. cars were dynamited July 24th,

and eight persons were injured. These explosions make seven which

have wrecked cars in Houston since the inauguration of the street

car strike about three months ago.

A scbocil fur the iii.,liuilion of motormcn and guards of llu- Inler-

borough Rapid Transit Co. has been r.|ieii<d in the Manhalfan I'.lc

vatcd yards in New York City.
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LOCATION OF THE THIRD BAIL.

There arc now some 30 or more companies operating electric

systems in which current is transmitted to the car through a third

r.iil, but there is no uniformity in the practice as regards the loca-

tion of the conductor rail with reference to the track rail. The ele-

vated railroads in this country place the center of the conductor

rail alxnit 20 in. (from 19' j in. to 22I4 in.) from the gage line of

the nearer track rail, and the surface of the conductor rail from

5!4 to ^\'l in. above the surface of the coirtact rail. On interurban

roads these dimensions arc aliout 30 in. from the gage line to the

center of the conductor rail and from 5% to ^\/l in. for the vertical

distance between the tops of the two rails; the Alliany & Hudson

R. R. is an exception, as it places the conductor rail 27 in. away in-

stead of 20 in., ai'id makes the height 6 in. alK>vc the track rail.

The dimensions .idopted for the new work of the Baltimroc &
Ohio electric track arc 30 in. and y/2 in. rcsiwclively. The New
York Central, for the electric tracks for its New York terminus

has the dimensions 27 in. and iVi in. respectively. In the New
York Rapid Transit sulrnuy they are 26 in. and 4 in. The New
York, New Haven & Hartford, the Central London Ry. and the

Liverpool Overhead Ry. place the conductor rail in the center with

the surface I'-S in. above the top of the track rail.

The requiremcnls in locating the conductor rail at a higher ele-

vation than the track rail arc principally two; a rail should be high

enough so that at crossovers and turnouts the shoe which takes

the current will not strike the track rails and second, the conductor

rail should be sufficiently high above the ties to permit of satisfac-

tory insulation. Opinion will, of course, vary as to the type of in-

sulator that can be used to advantage.

Inasmuch as with the adoption of electricity for motive power

on steam railroads and the further extension of existing electric

interurban lines, the time will eventually come when it will be

desirable to interchange electric cars to a considerable extent the

position of the third rail should be standardized. The present is

the proper time to bridge the difference between 20 in. and 27 in.

and between 6'j in. and 3'j in. which dimensions now characterize

interurban and main line electric third rail practice. Negotiating

for a common standard is suitable work for the A. S. R. .\. to

take up with one of the steam railroad associations.

A GOOD EXAMPLE OF RAILWAY ADVERTISING.

The United Railroads of San Francisco lias followed the exam-

ple of a considerable number of other railway companies and un-

dertaken the publication of a monthly paper, which serves as a con-

venient and efficient medium for direct intercourse with the com-

pany's patrons and the public in general. Experience has demon-

strated that such an investment in the nature of advertising is a

paying one, and it gives the company opportunity to place before

the public facts which are not generally known and which cannot

hut have an important effect of modifying public opinion, aside from

tlie benefit which the company derives from the publication as an ad-

vertising medium. In the "Transit Tidings," which is the name giv-

en to the San Francisco paper, wc notice a very effective method of

calling attention to the opportunity for pleasure riding which the

system affords. In the first number of the paper a prize of a book

of one hundred tickets was offered for the most interesting ride

which a stranger could take over the lines of the company for an

expenditure of 15 or 20 cents. A similar prize was also offered

for the best name for the paper itself, as the name first chosen

—

"Trolley Tidings"—was not regarded as suitable for the paper,

which also covered the cable lines of the system. No fewer than

1063 suggestions were made regarding the new name and seven

prizes were awarded, although only one was promised, and the

n.ame was changed to "Transit Tidings" with the third issue of the

paper. The competition for the best 15 and 20-cent rides was fol-

lowed with similar offers for the best lo-cent rides and brought

out many suggestions, some of which were really remarkable in

the number of points of interest that can be covered. The latest

request is for a short rhyme of four or eight lines for each of the

rules which the company would like to have observed on its cars

Mark Twain's famous "Punch in the presence of the passcnjarc" is

suggested as a model.

The four rules referred to are worth quoting: i. Ask for a

transfer when you pay your fare. 2. Do not block the rear plat-
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form or the tear doorway. 3. Do not board or leave a car while

it is in motion. 4. Do not quarrel with the conductor or motor-

man.

.\nothcr instructive prize offer was made to school children, who

were asked to compute how many passengers the company must

carry in order to meet operating expenses and taxes, the neces-

sary data being given. It is apparent that these prize competitions

must be very effective as a means of making the public appreciate

how mucli the company is offering in exchange for 5-ccnt fares

and what its burdens are in the way of wages, taxes, etc. The

answers received always being well up in the hundreds, and as each

contestant has his circle of friends to whom he tells what he is

doing, it means that several thousand people are learning something

about the United Railroads, which it is of advantage to the com-

pany to have known. "Transit Tidings," as it is being conducted,

is one of the most efficient means of advertising street railways

that we have ever seen.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN GERMANY.

Vn aimtlKT page will be found a letter from the United States

Consul General at Berlin, in which are discussed the costs and

profits of electric railways in Germany. This report is based upon

the financial statements and reports of the German railways, which

are under the supervision of the public authorities to a very con-

siderable extent. The conclusion that should be drawn from elec-

tric traction operation in Germany is practically the same as is

found in this country, where we have at hand reports showing

similiar data. The result shown is that while the electric street

railway serves the public infinitely better than ^ny other system of

local transportation, the investments in electric lines are, in most

cases, less lucrative to stockholders than were those in horse rail-

ways. In .\merica one reason for the very heavy capital expendi-

ture in connection with electric railways has been that the com-

panies had to indulge in considerable experimentation and buy

apparatus, which was not only very costly to install but quickly

became obsolete. In Germany this has also been the case, except

that much of the experimentation was forced upon the com-

panies by municipal authorities and not undertaken voluntarily for

the benefit of the public. The most striking example of the im-

position of impractical conditions was in requiring storage batter-

ies to be used in the down town districts, these batteries being

carried on the car and charged from the overhead trolley line on

the outlying portion of the system. In another respect German

municipalities have made the financial success of the electric rail-

way difficult, requiring very low fares and heavy expenditures in

paving, with limitations on the rate of fare that may be charged.

At the close of 1902, of t'le 1.906 miles of electric street railway

in Germany, 346 miles, or 18 per cent, were under municipal

ownership, and of these latter, 65 miles were leased to and oper-

ated by private companies. The four longest lines under municipal

ownership arc those in Frankfort, Diiesseldorf, Munich and Cologne.

none of which has over forty miles of track in operation. Re-

garding the municipally operated railways, it is- said that the fares

charged arc higher than those charged on similar lines operated by

individuals or companies. The result is stated to be "that experi-

ence has not increased public sentiment in Germany in favor of

municipal management of street railways." Several cities that

have built their own lines arc now considering the plan of leasing

them to private companies for operation.

HOW SHOULD DEPRECIATATION BE ENTERED ON THE BOOKS.

(Jne of the questions submitted for the .Street Railway ,\ccoinU-

ants' question box is whether the property of the street railway

company—its tracks, for instance—should stand on the books for-

ever at the original cost or whether the account representing the

cost should be reduced from year to year, or from month to month,

to make allowance for wear or other depreciation.

As the question stands, "Shall the account representing cost of

property be reduced from lime to lime to take care of deprecia-

tion?" there can be only one answer. Yes, if by account is meant

the figures which represent Ihc net cost of the property on the

balance sheet. If by the question it is meant lo ask whelhcr the

track account, for instance, shall be reduced from time to time.

there may be two answers and our own opinion is that Ihc correct

one Is No.

Depreciation is a fact and has to be taken care of at one time

or another. Many companies are in financial trouble today that

would not exist had the fact of depreciation been recognized and

properly provided for. There are two ways to provide for depre-

ciation. One is to reduce the asset from time to time to correspond

with the decreased value resulting from depreciation ; the other is

to enter the amount in a separate account, known perhaps as

"Depreciation Reserve," which will show as a liability on the bal-

ance sheet.

An account representing an investment can never be satisfactorily

closed until the investment is disposed of by sale or otherwise,

and then the accountant can tell readily the debit or credit that

must be made to profit and loss. U a generator, for instance, cost-

ing $10,000, is .sold for $5,000 after ten years of service, the depre-

ciation is definitely known to have been 5 per cent per annum,

but as very few of the property accounts of an electric railway may
be treated in such a summary fashion, the next best thing to do is

to estimate what the depreciation should be, and by properly pro-

viding for this in the accounts prevent the management and stock-

holders from deceiving themselves as to the true state of affairs.

Experience will in each case provide some measure as to what

is a proper allowance to make for depreciation. Thus, the British

Columbia Electric Railway Co. considers that 5 per cent per an-

num is sufficient to allow for depreciation on its electrical,- steam

and hydraulic ntachinery, 314 per cent for rolling stock, 2 per cent

for track, 10 per cent for poles, 3 per cent for overhead lines, etc.

Assuming that these figures be accepted, and it is granted that

allow^ance should be made for this depreciation in the accounts,

the next question is what is the best way of doing this. One
scheme is at the end of each year, taking the pole account as an

example, to debit it with 10 per cent of the then footing. Vari-

ous additions will naturally be made during the succeeding year,

and at the end of twelve months inore, 10 per cent of the then

existing footing is debited. If it is desired to have the monthly

reports show how depreciation has been cared for, the debit of

ten-twelfths of i per cent could be made each month instead of a

single entry at the end of the year. This method is open to two

serious objections. The manager thinks that he is taking care of

the depreciation by deducting 10 per cent per annum; in point of

fact, he is not. If the 10 per cent is written off at the end of the

year only, the first year 10 per cent is allowed for depreciation,

the second year 10 per cent is allowed on the addition made dur-

in;,' the second year, but only 10 per cent of (ico per cent minus 10

per cent) or 9 per cent is allowed as the second year's depreciation

nn the older material. Similarly the third year the old material

received an allowance of only 10 per cent of 90 per cent of 90

per cent of the total or 8.1 per cent. As there is no uniformity

in the additions which have been made to the account because of

installation of new poles from time to time, one can never tell

just what the additional allowance of depreciation is. If it is in-

tended lo allow 10 per cent for deprccialiiin, at the end of 10 years

all of the material 10 years old should have disappeared from the

accounts.

The method described for writing off depreciation does not

give this result, as after 10 years there will still remain 34.86 per

cent of the amount uncared for; that is the average depreciation

was only 6'/^ per cent per annum. If the deduction be made hy

entering a credit each month of 10-12 of i per cent of the niniillily

footings, at the end of ten years there would be 3C.63 per cent

of the ten-years old material yet uncared for; that is, the actual

depreciation allowed is 6 1-3 per cent per annum. If it he con-

tended that the figure given of 6'/i or 6 1-3 per cent pi-r .ununu,

which results from applying the 10 per cent rule in the fashion

described, is in fact sufficient allowance for depreciation, the answer

is that the depreciation allowed should he defined as O'/j or 6 1-3

per cent instead of 10 per cent and then the deduction made in a

manner to show results that are not misleading.

Assmning 10 per cent as the proper allowance for the deprecia-

tion of poles, the better method would he to open a new account

to be known, s.ay, as "Pole neprecialion Reserve," and then each

year credit this account with 10 per cent of the fooling of the pole

account or each nionlh credit it with 10-12 of i per cent of the

monthly footings of the pole account ; llicn at any time the differ-

ence betweeji the "Pole Accoimt" and the "Pole Depreciation Re-

serve Account" will show the value given In the poles as a corpo-

rate asset.
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Aside from the fact that in practice llic latter method gives

accurate results anil enables one to determine exactly just what

allowances have lieen made for depreciation, which may lie con-

sidered a pr.ictical advantage only, there is considerahic to be said

in its favor from a theoretical stnnd|K>inl. No matter how care-

fully the figures used may have been ilcrived, the fact remains

that an allowance for depreciation is more or less guesswork It

is intended to he the average for the life of the material hut the

losses of one year are seldom identical with those of another. A
car, for instance, that should run for twenty years under ordinary

circumstances may be wrecked on its first trip. On the other

hand, there is never any question as to what the investment has

been. Therefore, when the .ncconntaut writes off depreciation,

tthicii he believes to be a sufficient allowance under average condi-

tions, the entry should be made in such a way that no confusion

will arise, and so that the assumed ilcpreciation may he easily

separated from the actual inveslnicni. In other words, the prop-

erty account should show what has been invested. That is an

actuality and should remain such and not be confounded with

estimates when the latter can be quite as easily kept separate.

THE COLLEGE MAN IN BUSINESS.

J he article with this title by I'rof. Henry 11. Norris, Cornell

LJnivetsity, which appears on another page, will be found of special

interest as one of the most recent statements of the relations which

exist between employer, employe and the engineering colleges. While

Prof. Norris' article has a somewhat broader title, it deals more

particularly with the engineering graduate rather than the college

man in general. At the present lime the young man who does

not definitely know just what his life work will be cannot do better

than to pursue a course in engineering, and an employer looking for

men to learn his business cannot do better than to pick engineering

graduates. This condition results from the development which has

made the present a mechanical or engineering age. Engineering

enters much more into general business than formerly, and the

systematizing of business has led to a new school of salesmen, so

that the connncrcial field offers many opportunities for technical

men. Where formerly salesmen were employed because they were

'good fellows ", regardless of whether they could discuss the merits

of the goods they were handling in other than a parrot-like fashion,

today men who understand the business are educated as salesmen

;

that is, they are chosen for other qualifications and educated as

salesmen, and not employed because they have reputations as sales-

men regardless of other qualifications.

Professor Norris comments upon the changed attitude which the

employer of today has towards the man just out of college, and

also upon a corresponding change in the attitude of the young

graduate towards the world in general. To what extent the change

on the one hand has resulted from the change on the other, or to

just what extent the material development of the country has af-

fected both, is difficult to say. The teaching bodies in the technical

schools have for some years been making a careful study of the

conditions which the graduate has to meet. These conditions, espe-

cially in the railroad field, are severe, and in some instances un-

reasonable. The leading railroads of the country have in the last

lo or 15 years been putting in their shops a limited niiinhcr of

young men, college graduates, who are known as special apprentices.

These men, or boys, start in shops and are paid, possibly 50 cents

per day, a rate of compensation which is very slowly increased

during the two or three or four years of the apprenticeship. The
idea is that by getting practical experience these men will, after a

few years, be fitted to take responsible positions in the engineering

department of the road, and this is in fact the case ; however,

there is reason for complaint as to the way the employing company
treats its special apprentices. Too often they arc kept at work on

one machine when the idea of their employment was to give them

experience as rapidly as possible and not attempt to make them
machinists, profitable for the company as such. In other instances

after a few months in the shop the young man is taken out and put

in the drafting room on some special work or given some other job

calling for a high degree of intelligence, but without increasing the

compens.ition. The apprentices which have been put on such special

work as a rule acquit themselves in an entirely satisfactory manner,

and the employing company secures services that otherwise would
have to he paid for at the rates charged by successful practicing

engineers.

Such a situation is by no means fair to the apprentice, and the

practice must result in making it difficult or even impossible to

secure the class of men desired. In f.ict, one of our largest rail-

roads a few years ago asked the head of an engineering college,

which had already sent it a number of special apprentices, for a list

of the best ten men m the class of that year. The best ten men.

however, had already been picked out by mamifacluring concerns

who knew the advantages of getting good material, and the railroad

in question then called for a list of the ten second liest men. The
head of the school pointed out the humiliating position the railroad

was taking in admilling that second-rate men were good enough

for it, and accepting them instead of making conditions that would

attract the class of men it really wanted and needed. The colleges

formerly made a similar mistake in requiring tfio much manual

work; the tendency now is, as pointed out by Professor Norris, to

make this purely illustrative.

The apprenticeship system as applied, even in the manufacturing

companies where the conditions on the whole are probably more

satisfactory from a pecuniary standpoint, are not all that could be

desired, as only a man who has an income other than his wages

can afford to go through the two or three years at meager pay be-

fore he reaches a position in which he is self-supporting.

At this time only a small minority of those identified with the

operation of electric railways are engineering graduates, but the

proportion is increasing each year, though perhaps not as rapidly as

it should. There are fewer opportunities for apprentices than with

steam railroads, and most of the college men who enter electric

railway work come from the engineering forces of the manufac-

turing companies. The demand for men with engineering training

is increasing in this field as it is all the time becoming more diffi-

cult to secure the required knowledge by means of the old method

of growing up in the business.

New Lines and Extensions Opened.

The New York County Traction Co. opened its new line from

York to York Haven, Pa., August ist. It is 10 miles long. Later

it will be extended to New Cumberland and Bridgeport, where it

will connect with the Harrisburg street railway. It runs through

several large towns and is expected to draw traffic away from the

Northern Central Ry.

July 24th the Atlantic Shore Line Railway Co., of Biddeford, Me.,

opened its new line from Kennebunkport to Biddeford, 10 miles.

July 25th the Scioto Valley Traction Co. opened through traffic

between Columbus and Lancaster, O.

July 28th the East Shore & Suburban Street Car Co., whose line

forms the connecting link between the old and new towns of Rich-

mond, Cal., opened its system with a celebration. Mr. W. S.

Rheem, superintendent of the Standard Oil Works, at Richmond, is

general manager of the road.

August 7th the Indiana Northern Traction Co. operated its first

cars over its new line between Marion and Wabash.

August 8th the initial trip over the line of the Hudson River

Traction Co. from Hackensack to North Arlington was made. Here

the line connects with the tracks of the Public Service system,

thereby affording through service to Paterson, Passaic and Newark.

The York Haven line of the York County Traction Co. was

formally opened to traffic on the afternoon of August 6th. The event

was celebrated by the officials going over the line with a large num-
ber of guests. The new line parallels the Northern Central R. R.

and is about eight miles long.

The Roanoke Railway & Electric Co., of Roanoke, Va., has pub-

lished a number of attractive leaflets to advertise the various

branches of its business. These sheets are 6x9 in., a size conven-

ient for carrying in receptacles in the cars and arc large enough to

permit of illustrations that are attractive lo the public they are de-

signed to reach. Each sheet calls attention to some special thing.

No. I illustrates the application of electric motors 10 driving coffee

and spice mills, meat grinders and such apparatus as lends itself

to window display; No. 2 is for office lighting; No. 3 deals with

electricity in the home for heaters, fans, laundry irons, etc.; No. 4

is a power circular and No. 5 advertises the express line between

Roanoke and Salem.



The Springfield, Troy & Piqua Railway Co.

Describing the Line, Power House and Suh-Station Equipments and Rolling Stock of the Most

Recently Completed Ohio Interurban.

The Springfield, Troy & Piqua Ry., which was formally opened

to traffic on June 8th, is an overhead trolley system at present

running between Springfield and Troy, O., a distance of about 29

miles. The route of this road is given on the accompanying map,

from which it will be seen that only part of its ultimate length is

yet constructed. As shown by the map, a second division of the

road running between Christiansburg and Piqua remains to be

built and the construction of this part of the line is to he com-

as it does not closely parallel any existing steam or electric rail-

road. In addition to the passenger business the company has also

prepared to carry on a freight and express business and arrange-

ments are pending for the establi.shment of a double daily mail

service to all villages along the line.

The Springfield terminus of the road is at one side of the Public

Square in that city, whicli is tlie general terminus of all the elec-

tric lines entering Springfield. At this point connections are made

VIEW IN E.S<;iNE ROOM, SI'RINGFIEI.I), TKOV & I'KJt'A KY.—SIlOWINIi 0)()I'1-.T(-(()K1.1SS EN<;INKS.

mcnced at once. The road runs through a beautiful section of

farming country and touches a number of prosperous villages en

route. The total [lopulation tributary to the road is 71,321, of

which 63,100 is the population of the cities and towns and 8,221

the rural population. This gives a gross popidation of 1,981 per

mile of road.

Among the principal cities and towns through which the road

paste* is Springfield, with a population of 45,000; Lawrenccville,

200; North Hampton, 400; IJialton, 100; Christiansburg, 800; Cass-

town, 400; Troy, 6,500. This road, unlike many of the Ohio inter-

tirbans, ha» an entire monopoly of the territory which it serves.

with the Springfield & Xeni.i, tlic Daylim, Spiingliild & Urbana.

the Columbus, London & Springfield and the cars of the Spring-

field city system. The cars of the Appleyard system uporatc

around a loop in the Public Sipiare while those of the Springfield,

Troy & Pi(|ua and the .'ipringlicld & Xenia .system have a stub end

terminal which extends to the loop but is not connected with if.

riie road crosses two valleys, one of which is the Mad River Val-

ley just outside of Springfield, and the other the Miami Valley

just before reaching Troy. This necessitated grades of consid-

erable extent at these points, the maximum grade being 2.rt per

cent for a distance of 8,000 ft., which occurs just outside of the
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cily i)f Springfield. Widiiii tlic cily and on tup i>f the tabic land

which lies Iwtween these two valleys, the conntry is almost aliso-

lutely level and as all of the cnrvcs on the road arc of very lontf

radins except in the city streets no difficulty will lie fonnd in

operating the cars M as high a rale of speed as may he desired.

The road has iK-on Iniilt on private right of way Ihrcmghotil ex-

iir deter local traffic, while at the same time this location leaves the

road in a far ln-ller position to undertake high speed through

traffic than though the highways had lieen more closely followed.

.•\t one point in the city of Springfield a consideralilc portion of

the sidewalk was cut ofl by agreement of the local authorities in

order to secure an. easy curve and at another point just on the

SIllK EI.EV.XTIOX OF I'OW Kk HOl'SK.

cepting within the cities and towns and the private right of way

varies considerably in width, the mininumi width being 35 ft. and

the maximum width 175 ft. Wliile the road follows the highways

at a number of places this location has not been generally adhered

to, as in other places the road runs at some distance to the rear

of the houses along the highways and for a considerable distance

outskirts of the city where the car barn and freight bouse are

located, as shown in the accompanying illustration, the company

purchased a right of way through one of the city blocks in order

to eliminate two sharp curves which would have otherwise been

unavoidable. There are two railroad surface crossings on the road,

one being with the Erie Railroad in Springfield which is pro-

ri,.\N OK POWER IIOl'SE, SPKINCFIELD, TK0I ,-< llol A KV.

it is located about midway between two parallel highways. This

departure from the common practice of following the highways

was made largely with a view to eliminating sharp curves or grades

which would interfere with high speed service, and the manage-

ment of the road believes that the short distance between the

neighboring houses and the railway would not be objectionable

tccled by an interlockcr, and the other being with the Cincinnati.

Hamilton & I).iyton at Troy, at which point a Porter derailer is

installed. The line consists chiefly of long tangents, one of which,

near Thackery, is five miles in length and there is another four

miles long. The portion of the road which remains to be built

extends from Christiansburg north to Lena and thence- west to
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Piqua. The line between Lena and Piqua passes through the towns

of Conover, Fletcher and Jordans and is parallel to the Pan Handle
line, but distant a half mile from it, bringing the road in closer

connection with the towns just mentioned which are at some dis-

tance away from the steam road.

In the paved streets of the city of Springfield the track is laid

with 6-in. T-rail made hv the Lorain Steel Co., which also fur-

niilcs. These liigli tension lines are carried on Locke No. 103

insulators. These are two-piece double petticoat porcelain in-

sulators of new design and are unusually large. The petticoat

which is 7 in. in diameter is made in the .shape of an exact half

sphere and these are mounted on iiJ'S .x i;/2-in. locust pins. There

are two cross arms at the top of the poles on which the high ten-

sion wires are carried and these cross arms instead of having the

usual iron braces have braces of hard wood 20 in. long, which are

M.\P OF SPRINKFIFJ.ll, TR(,V \ VUJV .\ KV. ;! LINK I.\ SI'UlM.l-li;Lll.

nished all of the special track work in which hardened steel centers

are used. Outside of the city limits the road is built of 60-lb.

and 70-lb. Carnegie rails of the standard A. S. C. E. section. The

rails are laid on white oak ties 6x8 in. x8 ft. in dimensions, which

rest on 9 in. of gravel ballast. Six-bolt fish plates arc used on the

greater part of the line and a few Weber joints are also in use.

The rails are bonded partly with Edison-Brown plastic bonds, these

being used within the cities and towns and the remainder of the

track is bonded with type G all-wire bonds made by the Ohio

Brass Co.

The overhead work is entirely of side-bracket construction out-

side of the cities where some span work is to be found, but the

bolted to the poles and secured to the cross arms by lag screws.

The use of wooden instead of iron braces was adopted with a

view to having practically no metal on the pole which could pos-

sibly occasion short circuits or reduce the insulation of the high

tension system. A short cross arm is used lower down on llie

pole which carries the telephone lines used for dispatching.

Power House.

The power house of the Springfield, Troy & Piqua Ry. is located

just outside of tile city limits of Springfield and is a handsome

VIEW I.N IBjlLtJI KlXlil, .MIOWI.SC, tXTE.NDKU FLKNAC K.S. SUI)-S[.\TION V.NU UV (iKNERATUR RllOM.

pole line on this road is of considerable heavier construction than

is usually found. The poles are of juni|)er and arc ,15 ft. long with

a minimum diameter at the top of 8 in. The overhead work is of

the Ohio Brass Co's. make and a double No. 0000 trr)lley extends

the whole length of the road. The line is single track throughout

with turnouts. The [xjwer house is just outside of the city limits

of Springfield and from here three No, 4 high tension lines run

al.,iiv tl"' r..:(rl lo llii> r':iv^l.,«ii -,111. ^I.ilioii. :i di^t.'inri' of 2J'/)

liuildiiig of red pressed brick ornanienlcd with gray slime trimniinns

and having a red tile roof. The Imildiug was designed by Sainviel

ilannaford & Sons, architects, of Cinciiniati, and while no special

atlenipl at ornanienlation has been made the building presents a

very neat and pleasing exterior. .'\ general view of the building

reproduced from a iiliolograpli is -.liowii Iierewilh and also line

drawings of the phiii .nid ili v.ilioii. It is practically fireproof, no

wood being used in il r lonslriiclion except in (he roof, doors
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.-111(1 wiiiiIku fr.iiius. ll> area over all is 77 fi. 10 in. x 14K ft j in

and il i<< divided nito 3 boiler rouni willi ci>al linnkcrs, engine .-ind

generator rcwni. transformer room anil engineers' office. The base-

ment extends inicler the transformer room and engine room and

tlic lH>iler room lloor is 6 ft. Iiekm- the tlofir of ilic engine room.

The gallery also extends across one end of tlie boiler riKim and

upon this are located the feed water heater .vid ptnnps. The lloor

of the engine room Is constrncted with steel I-beams Ix-twcen which

is laid slab concrete reinforced with expanded metal. The roof

has steel trusses and purlins with 4 x 10-in. yellow pine rafters

spaced on 4 ft. centers and with Ij^-ln. beaded yellow pine sheath-

ing. The coal bunker which is shown in the righlhand end of the

plan drawing is 20 ft. x 75 ft 9 in. in area and in the general view is

the engine room lloor and by means of this arrangement no steam

piping whatever is visible in the engine room. As will l>e seen

from the illustration of the lK)iler r<K)m the lioilcrs arc supplied

with extended furnace combustion chambers, designed to procure

more perfect combustion of the gases in the rear of the furnace

uiuler the Ixiilcr tubes and reducing the smoke to a minimum. The

Hue is carried over the rear of the Ixjilers thrmigh the side wall

of the building to an isolated Custodis stack in which Ihc flue

opening is 25 ft. alxjve the level of the boiler rix>m floor. The

water for |)owcr and con<lenser pur|Hises is obtained from the Mad
River, which is about ijoo ft. away from the |K>wer house. In

order to utilize this water supply a pipe line was built between

the river and the station, which leads into a well rto ft. deep aiul

GENER.VL VIEW OF POWER HOUSE, SPRINGFIELD, TKOV «. PIOIA RV.

that part of the building on which the trestle and track are shown
This track is a branch from the company's line which leads with

a 2-per-cent grade to the top of the coal bunkers and the coal cars

are run on top of the bunkers and dumped directly into them,

thereby avoiding the breaking up of carload lots as well as any

carting. The doors to these bunkers open directly in front of the

boiler furnaces so that coal is shoveled directly from the bunker

into the furnaces. The boiler room is 46 ft. x 75 ft. 9 in. in area

and contains four 300-h. p. Babcock & Wilcox Imilers in batteries

of two each. The rear walls of these boilers are built 7 ft. from the

brick partition wall which separates the Ijoiler from the engine

room and the steam pipes from the boilers are led back to the

header which runs along the wall in this space at the rear of the

boilers. This header is located low enough down on the wall so

that the branch pipes to the engines are carried out underneath

14 ft. in diameter, and from this well all the water supply for the

station is obtained. On a platform at one side of the boiler room
are located two boiler feed pumps, two hot well pumps and one

Stilwell-Bierce fire pump. The latter has a capacity of 750 gallons

per minute and is connected with a stand-pipe system which sup-

plies water pressure for the building. This arrangement was
adopted for the purpose of keeping the lire pump in constant opera-

tion, so that in case of emergency it would be sure to be in operat-

ing condition. The cylinder dimensions of the pump arc 16 x 9 x

12 in. and it is supplied with a Davis regulating valve which main-

tains a pr.-ictically constant pressure on the stand-pipe system by

operating the pump either faster or slower, according to the amount
of water used. .\11 of the steam piping is covered with Kcasby 8[

Mattison broken joint pipe covering.

The engine ajid generator room occupies the entire width of the
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building aiul is 66 ft. 5 in. in length. Its equipment comprises two

cross compound corliss engines, built by The C. & G. Cooper Co.,

and having cylinder dimensions of 22 and 44 by 42 in. These en-

gines are rated at 850-h. p. capacity each and are direct connected

to two General Electric 600-kw. alternators. These are three-phase

room, which forms an extension of the generator room, and be-

neath this extension is an air chamber wliich furnishes the neces-

sary air pressure for cooling tlie transformers. This air chamber

is built of brick and contains the high tension wires which are

mounted on porcelain insulators held in place by iron brackets

built into the wall. The entire engine room is spanned by a travel-

ing crane built by the Case ManufacturiTig Co., of Columbus, O.

.At one side of the transformer room there is an engineer's office

1 1' J ft. square, provided with a toilet room. The oiling of the

PL.\:< OF SrB-ST.\TION.
SECTION (IF SL'U-ST.VTIUN ON B. 11.

machines running at 94 r. p. ni. and generate current at 370 volts.

There are two exciters for the alternators which are of yjYzAs.v).

capacity, both of which are driven by General Electric vertical

marine type engines. The management of the company favors the

use of steam driven auxiliaries for the reason that they involve

less complications in the wiring of the power house, are less liable

to derangement in case of trouble with the electrical machinery,

and further, for the reason that the exciters may be utilized for

providing lighting for the building at times when the rest of tlie

station is shut down. The exciters are six-pole machines running

machinery is accomplished by a gravity system consisting of an

elevated tank from which the oil is piped to the various bearings.

From these it is piped to the basement under the engine room,

where it passes through a "Cross" oil filter and from this it is

lifted by means of a small steam pump to the overhead tank. The

pressure for the air chamber is maintained by two so-in. Buflfalo

fans located in i>iie corner of the engine room. Each of these

fans is direct driven by a three-phase General Electric induction

motor.

Among the power house auxiliaries may be mentioned the

Hoppes feed water heater and i,ooo-h. p. live steam feed water

purifier, Holly drip return system, a 1,200-h. p. exhaust steam

heater and a Worthington elevated cone condenser located outside

THACKERV SUB-STATION. I'AK llAKN ANll l-UKK.!!! MIUISK.

al 305 f- I'
"' "'"• •'•'*•• ="' ""'I'"' of 280-ampcrcs at 125 volts.

The engine room contains a sub-station equipment consisting of

two rotary converters, each of 300-kw. capacity, and a low tension

switchboard. Part of the current from the generators is led di-

rectly to Ihce converters and the rest is led to six air blast trans-

formers, each having a capacity of 180 kw,, which step up the cur-

rent from 370 volts to 26,400 volts, which is the voltage useil on the

high tension lines. 'I'hcsc transformers arc situated in a separate

of the building above the eaves of the boiler house ronf. \ use-

ful auxiliary is a shower bath which has been provided for the

use of the engineers and firemen. It is localeil in one corner of the

boiler room.

In addition to the sub slalion .-..nlMiiH-.l in the power litnisc, iherc

are two others, one of which is localeil at Tliackery near Ihe center

of the present line, anil the other at Casstown, a short distance

from Troy. The general exterior view of llie Thackery sub-sla-
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tioii is sliown in imc of llic accompanying tngraxniK- .mo .01..1I1. i

illustration shows a plan and elevation which applies to both snh-

stalions, in which the equipment is i<lentical. The high tension

wires arc taken from the line to three insulators nionnleil on an

iron bracket near the roof of the sub-station. From these in-

sulators the wires hend upward passing into the buililiuK through

the Iwittun of a box-like projection built above the insulators.

This arrangement, as can be seen in one of the <icconipanying

illustrations, is very cflfectivc in preventing rain or moisture from

dripping along the wires inside of tin- building. Inside of the sub-

.oe finished in cJicrry rubbed down to a dead finish. The bot-

tom framing is especially strong and substantial, the outside sills

being <loublc with a steel plate sandwiched tKtween them, and the

center and intermediate sills arc similarly constructed. It will

l>e seen from the illustration that the sides and windows arc built

on lines similar to the latest Pullman type of coaches. The scats

of the passenger compartment are of the Male & Kilburn "walk-

over" type, upholstered in I'.intasole in imitation of leather. The
vestibules are arranged so that the s|Kice on one side of the center

door is utilized as a motorman's cab and covers are provided for

ST.\NI1.\K11 l'.\SSENCER C.\R, SPRINGFIELD, TROY & IMQI'.V KV.

Station the high pressure wires arc carried on porcelain insulators

attached to the rear wall and the lightning arresters arc located

high upon this wall and are reached by means of an iron gallery

and ladder. There are two step-down transformers located in

each of the sub-stations and space is provided for a third one

should it be found necessary. The locations of the rotary con-

verters and switchboard are shown in the plan view of the sub-

station and it will be noticed that conduits are provided under-

neath the floor of the building for carryiitfe the wires and cables,

so that only the high tension wires arc in sight.

The car barn and freight house, which arc not yet entirely com-

pleted, are shown in an accompanying illustration. The car barn,

which is the further building shown, is 180 ft. long and 42 ft.

wide. It contains 3 tracks which run the whole length of the

building and the tracks are laid on a i-per cent grade, so that in

case of fire cars could be quickly run out of the building, even

if no current was available. Both of these buildings are of brick

laid on stone foundations and have slate roofs. All of the doors

and shutters are of the Kinnear steel rolling type. The tr,ick on

the righthand side of the car house is provided with a pit 16 ft.

wide, which extends about It ft. outside of cars standing on this

track. This pit really constitutes a kind of basement and was

designed so that men need not work under the cars to any extent.

After the motors, armatures or wheels are removed from the car,

it will be necessary only to move them a few feet to one side

where a man can work on them as comfortably as upon the upper

floor. At one side of the car barn is the stock room, 30 x 20 ft.

in area, which has a basement on the level of the pit floor, so that

supplies and repair parts are readily accessible to the workmen.
The small room in the annex of the car barn is 14 x 20 ft. in size

and will be used as the dispatcher's office and motormcn's and con-

ductors' room, and is fitted with a lavatory and shnwer bath.

The building in the foreground of this illustration is the freight

house. This is 32 x 60 ft, in size and is of the same construction as

the car barns, A track will run through the center of this house,

so that the freight cars can be loaded or unloaded from either side.

A telephone system has been installed along the line, which will

be used for dispatching the cars. The telephones were made by

the Hipwcll Manufacturing Co. of Allegheny, Pa.

The rolling stock at present comprises four 50-ft. combination

passenger and baggage cars and one express car. One of the

passenger cars is shown in the accompanying illustration. These
cars were built by the John Stephenson Co.. of Elizabeth, N. J., and

contain passenger, smoker, baggage and toilet compartments. They

the platform steps. Hoth platforms are etjuippcd with controllers

and the doors which form the motorman's cab can be folded back

so as to enclose the controller and brake valve in a very small

space and leave an ample passage for the passengers through this

side of the platform. The cars are mounted on M. C. B. type of

high speed trucks and are equipped with four G. K. No. 57 motors

with type M. control. Westinghouse straight air brakes are used

and the cars are equipped with "Eclipse" fenders at each end,

G. E. arc headlights and hot water heaters. A rack is provided in

the center of each vestibule which contains several tables, which

are attached between the seats, similar to the tables used on Pull-

man sleepers, and which may be used for card-playing, etc., when
the cars are chartered by private parties. The main compartment

of the car scats 38 passengers and the smoking compartment 16

passengers. The express car has the same motor equipment as the

passenger cars.

There are two parks along the line of the Springfield, Troy &
Piqua Railway which will undoubtedly give rise to considerable

pleasure traffic during the summer season. One of these is Snyder

Park, which is situated one mile from Springfield and which is

controlled by the city. The other park is a base ball park, which is

controlled by the railway company, and this is located six miles

out from Springfield. As there is no other railway connection to

this pirk, the company will enjoy a monopoly of the traffic to the

base ball park.

The same interests which own the Springfield, Troy & Piqua

Railway control the Springfield & Xenia line and it is expected

that traffic arrangements will be made with the Dayton & Xenia

road so that through passenger, freight and express business can

lie operated between Payton, Xenia. Springfield, Troy and Piqua.

where connections are made with the Western Ohio Railway run-

ning to Lima. Its extensive connections with other trolley roads

leading to all of the populous centers of Western Ohio will un-

doubtedly enable this company to build up a lucrative freight and

express business within a short time, especially as this line runs

through a number of small towns hitherto entirely without rail-

road connections and all of which are fully alive to the advan-

tages which the new line will oflfer to them.

The road has been conservatively financed and is owned by a

.small number of local stockholders. It was built entirely by

stockholders and no bonds whatever have been issued. The officers

of the company are: John L. Bushnell, president; Fred J. Green,

vice-president and general man.ager, and 11. C. Dimond, secretary

and treasurer.



Cross-Tie Forms and Rail Fastenings, with Special Reference

to Treated Timbers.

An interesting treatise on this subject by Herman \'on Schrenk,

of the Bureau of Forestry, has recently been issued as Bulletin No,

50 by the United States Department of Agriculture, and the follow-

ing abstract of this bulletin contains a number of suggestions which

are worthy of the attention of street railway men. The wasteful

methods employed in cutting ties in the past have called forth many
protests and suggestions as to how this work might be checked.

but in spite of the general urging to economy and the general

acceptance of the fact that limlwr has become scarcer and more

expensive from year to year very little progress seems to have been

made towards solving even partially the question as to what is to ho

done to secure ties in the future. The rapid introduction of treated

timbers is the first step in this direction. The advisability of using

treated woods is no longer an open question ; their use is a matter

of necessity. The author, however, firmly believes that unless the

problems of tie forms and rail fastenings are considered many if

not all users of chemically treated ties will be di.sappointed. Ties

made of red oak and the soft pines will not last, using that term

in its broadest sense, unless they are cared for in other ways beside

chemical treatment. The chemical treatment of timber is no longer

an experiment : timber can be prevented from decaying, and there

should 1)€ no hesitation in adopting the use of Ireated timbers on

most railroads.

Tic Forms.

With the introduction of treated ties new dcvelopmenls in tie

making have taken place. Treated ties allow the use of sap wood,

sawed dead timber and of sawed ties. Consequently, tie forms

which were impracticable under old methods are now possible. The

ties in use in this country are practically all rectangular in cross

section, but they vary considerably in dimensions. Each road has

its own standards, and hardly two agree. The classification of

lies into first, second third class has little significance, because a

first-class tie on one road may be a second-class tie on another.

The author suggests that they be classified by letters A, B. C, etc.,

each letter standing for a particular size. Such a classification

was, in fact, adopted by the .'\merican Kugineering & MainlciKinoe

of Way Association at its Chicago meeting, Mar. 16, 1004.

Most lie specifications now exclude dead limber, but there is

absolutely no reason why dead timber which is sound should not

Ixr used for ties, especially when they are to be treated, i est lii^

of dead limber which were treated with zinc chloride and placed in

the track in 1902 show absolutely no sign of decay, while untreated

lien of live hemlock, beech, tamarack, etc., in the same region

partially, and in some cases wholly, decayed in 12 months. It can,

therefore, safely Ik asserted that a tie made out of souni! dead

wood is a good tie, especially when treated.

In regard lo decreasing the number of ties per mile of track, it

is agreed that the numlxrr of ties per rail length could possibly be

reduced, »o far as the safely of the bearing of the rail on the lie is

concerned, by using a stifTer rail, but such a reduclion would mean

less licaring surface on the ballast, and this is evidently undesir:ible.

The author then devotes considerable space lo the discussion of the

bhapc of lies (wssiblc to cut from logs f.f certain dimensions, and

suggests as a desirable form of tie llie section shown in. the lower

part of Fig. i. It is possible to cut more ties of this fonn from

logs of a certain size, and a fewer number of such ties would give

the same bearing surface on the ballast, although the bearing centers

on top of the ties would be decreased. By utilizing this form of tie

it will be possible to make a good many more ties than are made
out of the same amount of timber under the present specifications.

This form of tic lias been in use on European railways for many
years. A sununary of the conclusions of the author is gi\'eu in the

following generalizations

:

1. It is not desirable to continue the present method of classifying

lies as first-class, second-class, etc., and culls. Instead, an alternative

classification is proposed which substitutes a division into grades

A, n, C, etc., each standing for a definite size. Such a classification

will throw out the cull ties entirely.

2. It is not desirable to decrease tlie nunilier of ties of the present

breadth now laid per rail, for the reason that even with an in-

creased stiffness of rail a reduction in the bearing surface on the

ballast is not warranted in view of the fact that a larger wearing

surface on the l)allast is continually being sought for. In this

connection it must be remembered that close spacing of ties will

not be possible, since a certain minimum space must be maintained

lo permit proper track work. Increasing the breadth of the tie will

necessarily mean a reduction in number per rail length.

.i. Triangular tics are not desirable and ought not to be useil

because they give less bearing surface on the ballast rallicr than

more.

4. Assuming lliat lie plates are to be used on treated limbers

of inferior grade, it is a waste of timber lo re(|iiiie an Sin. tup

bearing surface. It is, therefore, proposed that the present require-

ment be modified so as to admit timber having a niininiuin of 6-iii.

top bearing surface. At the same time it is proposed that the

bearing surface on the ballast be increased above 9 in. to such an

extent as may prove advantageous, depending upon the class of

timber from which the ties are made. This would make a half-

round tie of the following dimensions : Top bearing surface, mini-

nuun breadth, 6 in.; bearing surface on the ballast, 10 to 12 in.;

thickness, 7 in. ; length, 8 ft. or more.

5. The half-round lie is advantageous frcjiii a niechanical stand-

point because it gives a greater bearing surface per mile

and a correspondingly more stable track when spaceil

at approximately the same distance now used with

7 X Q-in. ties.

6. I
111' li.ilf-ri)iind lie is j^ond for Ihe liniibeniu'ii

because in numerous instances il will nialse Iwo lies

where it would have been possible to make only one

of the rectangular form.

7. The half-round tie is good for the forest because

it will encourage the cutting of large trees and the

saving of small ones, and further, will pre\'enl tlu- wasU-

due to leaving many tops in the woods.

H. Taking all these mailers inlo consideration, il

would appear that the half-round tie is worthy of trial. l{xperi-

menls are now under way to test the practicability of sawing a

large number of these ties. These experiments are being niarle in

co-operation with the New York Central & Hudson Kiver in llu-

.\dirondacks with beech and birch, with the .Santa Fe in Texas an<l

.Arizona with various pines, and wilh ihe .Si. Louis & .San Francisco

in Missouri and Arkansas ami the Northern I'acific Ky. in Monl.an.i

ami Washington with red fir and lodgepole pine.

Kail I'aslenings.

Treated lies re(|uire prtiteetion against wear, and the rapid inlro-

dnclion of chemically treated soft limbers for ties has raised certain

new questions of track construction and maintenance. 'The deleriora-

lion of ties is due lo two causes—wear because of mechanical abra-

sion, and decay. Hy ireatmcnl decay oidy is arrested. Wear due
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to abrasion is a wry .serious defect, but in view of Ibe fact tbat

railroads nowadays must take wbat tiinlH-r tbey can get, not wbat

they want, it is strongly urged that possible cbanges be made in

those mechanical arrangements which cause wear. 'I'he subject of

track fastenings is, therefore, discussed at considerable length bo-

cause it is lielieved by the author that only with very much modified

systems of fa^^tcning can tics of most of the softer woods Ik: made

^ 1
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mon spike is pulled oiit from ]i to yi in., wliile the screw spike is

not perceptibly started. The screw spikes manufactured in France

and Belgium now cost about $4.45 per 100 kg. (220.46 lb.) Each

spike weighs about 18 oz. It is expected that these screw spikes

will cost about 4 to 4V< cents in the United States.

Conclusions as to Screw Spikes.

1. The type of screw spike which it is believed in the light of

European experience will give the best service is that sliown in Fig.

4. This screw combines the advantages of case of making, cheapness

and longer service than the other types of screws and, moreover,

wears out the thread of the wood less than closer wound screws.

Tests with this screw are now under way on several roads in the

United States.

2. It is suggested that these screw spikes be placed in two ways

—four screws per tie and six screws per tie—according to the Euro-

pean model,

3. .\s the screw spike forms one of tlie supposed modifications of

the present method of fastening it is desirable that the screws be

tested on a broad base rail without any plate, also with steel and

with wooden plates.

4. In buymg screw spikes only such as sliow a sufficient strength

of head should be accepted. Most screws hitherto used have not

had strength enough to stand the vertical blow upon the head.

I I

4^-

ilC=^

i-i V

When the track is laid the shim is placed in position and screw

epikes are screwed into the tie. Their pressure holds the plate

firmly between the base of the rail and the tie. When the shim is

worn out a new one is substituted by giving the screw spike one

or two upward turns. A new plate is then shoved in endwise and

the screw is fastened. The length of life of the wooden shim is

from ij-j to 2 years and they cost approximately $2 per i.ooo. They

are made of any hard wood and cnwsotcd.

The theory upon which the wooden tie plate is used is that there

is a possibility of movement between the rail and the plate, also

between the plate and the lie. Where a wooden plate is used it

adheres so closely to the tie that when the rail moves across the

tie the wooden plate and wooden tie act together even though the

tie plate is not anchored to the tie. This means that any wear

would probably be at the expense of the plate instead of the tie.

Arrangements are now being made for testing these wooden tie

plates in a number of stretches of track in this country.

Dowels.

One of the greatest difficulties with soft timbers lies in the fact

that the wood around the spikes wears out with considerable rapidity

after the new tie has been put in service. A dowel has recently

been invented hy a French engineer which has already shown re-

markable results in the way of preventing wear aroimd the spikes.

This dowel is illustrated in Fig. 7 and consists of a cylindrical piece

of wood formed into a screw with a ver> wide thread. .A.t the upper

end the dowel is somewhat larger than the lower so that when it is

screwed into place the water cannot enter between the dowel and.

the tie. A hole is bored in the center to admit either a screw spike

or an ordinary spike. The dowels arc made out of well seasoned

beech or birch heavily creosoted, and are put in cither by hand or

FIG. 6—ITAUA.S RAILWAYS. FIG. ,S.

5. Recent tests show that the ratio of the holding power of the

screw spike compared with the common spike ranges from 1.87 to i

for white oak to 4.63 to i for long leaf pine.

The result of lateral impacts shows that under the action of a side

blow such as comes on a rail a common spike is pulled out from

!4 to '/2 in., while the screw spike is not perceptibly started.

Tie Plates.

The reasons for using tie plates are to distribute the load from

the rails to the tic and prevent the mechanical abrasion of the tie

50 far as possible. The experience of the last 30 years has shown

that by using a rail with a broad flat base the cutting into the tie

could t)C largely stopped in the case of hard wood timbers except

where there is a severe strain as on curves. On the softer woods,

however, it is still necessary to use tie plates to prevent wear. The

experience on several railroads goes to show that a broad, flat tie

plate of sufficient thickness to prevent buckling is the most satis-

factory. It should also b« free from any projection so that it

will damage the tic as little as possible. The general tendency has

recently been towards liie adoption of rigidly flat plates with firm

fastenings.

Wooden Plates.

Some of the European roads are using a novel form of tie plate

with great success. This tie plate consists of creosoted wood alxiut

% in. thick, 8 in. long and of the exact width of the base of the

rail under which llicy arc to Itc used, ihc lies arc adzed in the

treating plant so that a place is left for this flat wooden shim.

by special tools when large numbers of them are used. Fig. 8

shows a tie fitted with dowels for both common and screw spikes.

The best proof of the high estimation in which European engineers

hold the dowel is the great extent to which they are being adoptid.

The Prussian State Ry. this year provided 350,000 old lies with dow-

els, and the Paris-Lyons-Mediterrancaii Ry. of France has for sev-

eral years been putting dowels in its ties. Some of the Spanish

roads have been putting in from 250,000 to 300,000 dowels annually,

and on the part of the MaricnfclJe-Zossen line where the high speed

experiments were carried on all the ties were provided with dowels.

The increased strength of the track given thcreliy is lestifa-d to hy

the authorities in charge of the track con?lruclioii.

There can be no question but thai the nUroduction of the dowel

is one to be welcomed by all engineers, as it greatly increases the

holding power of both ordinary and screw spikes. It is believed that

the great problem of how to make a spike hold in soft wood lies

as well as it would in an oak tie may at least be parlially solved

by the use of this device. If it turns out that it is possible to make

a soft wood serve the same purpose as white oak or long leaf pine

an important step in the \ililizalion of our forest resources will have

been made.

The York (I'.iJ Street Railway Co. has inlrndiucd an einlil

minute schedule on its busiest lines by running lliniugh cars and

doing away with transferring passengers in the ceiitir nf lln- i>ily.

Heretofore it required 20 lo 25 minuhs lo ni.ike a coniplele transit

over these lines, whereas it can now be dune in S niiniUi-;



Modern Machine Tools.

One iif tile mil-it e>sviiti:il ri'ijiiirimcnts of street ruiUvay practice

is an up-to-date machine shop cqnipped with niuilern tools, in

which convenience, efficiency an<l ilnrahihty comhine to turn out

the best work in the shortest lime. KealizinK that a large nunilicr

of railw.iy shops arc not so eipiipped, lint that man.iKcrs arc con-

stantly reaching out for something lictler in the line of shop ac-

coutrement, the "Review" recently sent a reipiest to the leading

manufacturers of machine tiKils for tlescriptions and illustrations

of the latest pattern machine tools on the market, with the idea

in view of furnishing helplul suggestions to electric railway man
agers and master mechanics who seek to ohtain the most desiraliK

features of the hest modern practice. .'X few of these tools are de-

scrihed here and others will he shown in succeeding numbers of

tile "Re\ievv."

nil-; n.AKNKS l'I'Ru.iii dum.i.

A USEl-LL MLJ-Kl.E OR OVEN FURNACli:.

.'V convenient heating furnace for use in the electric railway ma-

chine shop is shown herewith, it being designated as tht No. i

mufPe or oveii furnace which is m->.d-.' by the Chicago Flexible Shaft

MIFFLF. OR OVEN FIRNAIE.

Co., of Chicago, III. Tools of all kinds—taps, dies, reamers, mill-

ing cutters, springs, etc.,—can be heated to excellent advantage with

this furnace and the cost of operating on ordinary city gas is stated

not to exceed 8 or 9 cents per hour when used continuously.

This furnace is mounted on a hollow base which encloses an air

reservoir and has a blower directly attached. It is fitted with a

muffle, 454x8x1314 in., and the burners are so arranged that the

flame is projected from either side along the bottom. The flame

of one burner passes the flame from the other in an opposite direc-

tion and rising to the top on the sides it reverberates from the top

lining down, completely enveloping the muffle. 'Hiis arrangement
also allows the substitution of a (ire clay slab for the nuiffle, when
required, transforming the furnace to an oven furnace, the .size of the

oven being 6 x () x 14 in.

The mixture of gas and air can be so regulated that a per-

fectly non-oxidizing atmosphere can be maintained, and by reason

of direct heating a quicker heat can be accomplished. For case

hardening small work in iron boxes it is also well adapted. The
shelf at the front can be tilted up and made to serve as a door. The
linings are extra heavy and the controlling valves are placed to

secure the greatest convenience to the operator. The size of floor

space occupied by this furnace is 13 x 13 in.

The 2(>-m. suing drill which is illustrated herewith is manu-
factured by the VV. !•". & John Barnes Co., of RiKkford, III. This

drill is adapted for a wide range of work and is well fitted for street

IIARNES rOSITIVK .SKI.F-FEEDF.R.

railway repair service. It is equipped with sliding head, is back

geared and has a positive self feed and automatic stop, with a quick

return lever for the spindle. It also has the plain lever and com-

bined lever and wheel feed.

I'he positive self fec<l gives eight changes of feed wdiicli adapt

tile drill for reamer work, drilling in steel or boring in casting iron.

IIAUNKS Jfl-l.N. >\\ I.M; liKll.l..

It is claimed that this positive feed will increase the capacity of the

drill from 15 to 25 per cent. There are no belts to slip, or to throw

oflf or on, all changes being made by the simple movement of a lever.

A feed index plate is provided so that the operator may tell at a
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glance the feed being used. The feeds per revoUition of spindle

range from .006 to .C64 in. The feature of a hand lever feed on a

sliding drill head is new.

The height of this drill is 7 ft. and the greatest distance frpm

spindle to base. 53 in., the minimum being 21 in. The greatest dis-

tance from spindle to table is 39 in. Other dimensions are as fol-

lows: Diameter of column, 7 in.; diameter of spindle, i 11-16 in.;

width of column face, 6 in. ; travel of sliding head, Ji in. ; travel

of spindle, 11 in. ; diameter of table, 22 in. ; diameter of large pulley

on cone, 10 In. ; diameter of small pulley on cone. 4 in. ; face of pul-

leys, 3 in.; tight and loose pulleys, 10x3 in.; diameter of crown

gear, 7^ in.; diameter of bevel pinion, 3^ in.; face of tooth, i.>4 in.;

ratio of back gearing, 5'j to i; rci|uired floor space. 61x21 in.;

weight, 1400 lb.

THE WMERICAN" ENGIXK I.ATII1-:

I he accompanying illustration shows the 20-in. ".American" en-

gine lathe made by the .\mcrican Tool Works Co., of Cincinnati, O.,

a tool that is especially rcconmiended for use in street railway shops

for turning up axles, and, being rapid and easy to operate, it is

of panicular fitness f ir work of this character.

The carriage is very heavy, especially in the bridge, due to the

drop-V bed, and has long continuous bearing on the ways. The

carriage is gibbed to the bed its entire length. The leadscrew is on

the inside of the bed and imparts motion to the carriage directly

under the cutting tool. This construction obviates all tendency to

twist. The half-nuts are operated by a lever at the front of the

carriage. The apron is tongued and grooved to the carriage. All

gears arc coarse pitch and wide face. Both longitudinal and cross

feeds are reversed from the front of the apron, and not at the

headstock, as on most lathes.

The compound rest is fitted with the taper gibs in such manner

that no amount of strain will disturb thcni. The swivel is gradu-

ated, and the top slide and cross feed screws have micrometer dials.

."Vn automatic stop, engaging at the proper time with the drop plate,

throws the rack pinion out of nicsh. stoppinsj tlie motion of tlic

carriage.

Tire Heater.

.\ tire heater recently made for use in tile shops of the .Southern

Kailwav Co. at Mancliestcr, Va., is described as follows in the Rail-

.\MEK1CAN ENGINE I..\TME.

.\ feature of the ".American" lathe to which especial attention is

called is a rapid change gear mechanism which provides a range of

44 changes for feeding and screw cutting, each instantly and easily

available while the machine is in full operation without the removal

of a single gear. Simple but complete index plates show clearly

how to obtain any desired thread or feed, and the operation is so

simple and prjsitivc that any unskilled apprentice can be trusted to

handle the lathe. Ihc range of threads is from 2 to 32 per inch,

including wY, pipe thread, and of feeds 8.8 to 140. Steel gears arc

us«d wherever necessary, the cone of the gears being all steel.

The bed is of deep section, of the company's patented drop-V

pattern, which gives 2 in. additional swing, and has cross l«)x gird-

ers at short intervals its entire length, this construction insuring

exceptional rigidity. The headstock is firmly bolted to the bed and

is very heavy. The spindle is of high carbon special steel, accurately

ground, and has a large hole its entire length. Hearings are of the

l)e»l quality phosphor bronze, with improved f)iliiig facilities, and

with mcan« for any necessary adjustment. The lailstock is of the

off-Kci type, strongly proportioned, and is provided with sctovcr for

turning tapers The lailstock spindle is graduated.

road Gazette, from which llu- ;iiHiiiii|]anyinK illiislr.'itions .ur niiru-

duced

:

The heater consists of a wheel of g;isoline burners at the end of

pipes, each of which is furnished with a slip joint. 'l"hc tire is sus-

pended from a crane and the burners adjusted so that they stand

about an inch fnmi it. A gasoline tank with a compressed air pipe

leading thereto completes the ei|uipnient. The healer is shown in

Fig. I and the tank in Fig. 4. The former is attached to a bracket

supported on a small platform carried by three wheels. The weight

at the back marked A is to counterbalance the overhang of the

burner. The burner is shown in Fig. 3. .\ piece of brass pipe H
is screwed into the center casting, shown in detail in Fig. 2, and

this pipe is provided with a packing box and collar for a thumb

screw to hold the telescope pi|)e, which is also brass. Beyond the

telescope pipe the connection is J^-in gas pipe ending in a gooseneck

and a piece of I '/{-'"• if"" [''PCi with six holes y^i in. in diameter

drilled in it to form a Hunsen burner. The gasoline tank is J4-in.

steel, 24 in. inside diameler and .36 in. long over all. It is filled

through a funnel opening al the top. When in operation, com

pressed air is admitted through the pipe A ami regulated by the
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pressure Kagc. Tlic air passes ilnwn tlirotigli llic pipe H in llic inti-

rlnr nf tlu* tank to a point near thi- bottom and then hiiliblcs up

In doing so it tu-i-imn-s rlinrerd v\ilh gas^dinr :onl is^uf. ;is .in iii-

llainmnhlc ga^

;\S01.INK TIKE I1E.\TER FIG. .V—IIETAIL or UIKNER.

New Departure in Handling Excursion
Business.

^-/^MMs nus

FIG. 4.—GASOLINE TANK FOR TIKE HEATEK.

Gen. F. F. Myles, of New Orleans, La., has purchased for the

Hayoii 'lechc Electric Co. the rights of way for an electric road

extending from New Iberia, La., to Berwick, 55J4 niile.s. There is

a population of over 60,000 contiguous to the line.

The Hoston & Northern Street Railway Co. and the

Old Colony Street Railway Co., of Boston, Mass., have

adopted a new plan for handling e.xcursion parties this

summer. These companies have arranged to conduct

a series of special car excursions to the principal sea-

shore resorts and places of historic interest around Bos-

ton, the trips to be run only in pleasant weather.

Guides will meet the excursionists and conduct them

til the objective points when desired and meals and

other accommodations will be provided upon request.

It is expected that this plan will obviate changing cars

on long-distance trips and will insure to every passen-

ger a seat.

.\s the companies are only experimenting, in order

to ascertain whether the increased facilities will be

appreciated, it is decided to run weekly trips only, for

the present, the first run by the specials being made

.August 2nd. While some of the trips are within a

radius of 25 miles of Boston, others are planned to

run around Cape .\m\, and through to Newport, R. I.,

the latter city Iwing 80 miles from Boston. In all

cases the special will be run through without change.

These trips are under the personal supervision of Mr.

R. 11. Derrah, the trolley expert, who has for many
years made a study of pleasure riding on electric cars,

and who has .so far conducted all the long special car trips in the

country. The tickets used for these excursions are similar to

those used by the steam roads, not only taking care of transporta-

tion, but meals, hotel accommodations, carriage rides and guides.
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Costs, and Profits of Electric Railways in

Germany.*

Tlic enforced publication of corporate finances and the exhaustive

methods by which municipal accounts are kept and made public in

Germany have enabled the Association of Electrical Engineers to

collect and formulate some highly interesting statistics on the finan-

cial results which have followed the change from horse to electrical

traction in street railways in this country. Although this trans-

formation began later here than in Belgium and the United States,

it was made with such promptness and energy that within a period

of four or five years the horse car practically disappeared from

Germany and was replaced by electrical tramway systems, which

traverse all the cities and larger towns and connect each of them

with practically every village and hamlet in a large and constantly

extending radius. These systems have now been in operation long

enough to supply some definite data as to the profits of such enter-

prises under existing conditions in Germany, which, measured by

average street railway dividends and the market values of their

shares, have been in general somewhat disappointing. The net

fact, which has been known to investors for some time, and which

these newly formulated .statistics confirm and explain, is that elec-

tric street car lines, while serving the public infinitely better than

any other method of city and suburban transportation yet devised,

have proved in many if not most cases less lucrative to shareholders

than the horse-car lines which they replaced. There are several

tangible reasons for thi.s, some of which are more or less peculiar

to Germany. Among these may be cited the fact that most Ger-

man municipalities refused at the outset to permit overhead con-

ductors to be used in important or centrally located streets, and

the companies were therefore forced to use a costly type of car

which would take its current in the suburban streets from an over-

head wire carrying a voltage sufficient to charge at the same time

storage batteries of sufficient capacity to run the car through the

central districts where the trolley wire was forbidden. These

storage batteries were heavy and expensive, they deteriorated

steadily and were difficult to keep in order, and when the snow

and ice of winter encumbered the tracks they failed so utterly in

Berlin. Hanover, and other cities that thousands of cars equipped

with them had to be thrown out and their storage batteries re-

moved. It was only at this heavy cost that the overhead trolley

wire secured admission to the central districts of several German
cities, and there are even yet in Berlin and elsewhere long

stretches on important avenues where it is tabooed and under-

ground conductors are insisted upon as indispensable.

A second important f.act in this connection is that German

municipalities arc very exacting with tramway companies in respect

to rates of fare, paving, and all the other specifications of their

franchises. Every step in the process of construction is subject

to the inspection and control of the city engineers. Most fran-

chises involve the responsibility of the company of laying and

keeping in repair the pavement on all space between the two outer

rails, a breadth, in case of double tracks, of 12 to 15 ft. or more,

and where, as in Berlin, the pavement is asphalt laid on deep

foundations of rubble and cement, this becomes a heavy item in

the cost of construction and maintenance, for no skill and experi-

ence seem able to avert the necessity of frequent upheavals for

purposes of repair, in which asphalt and cement have to be cut

out with cold chisels driven by sledges, a slow and toilsome opera-

tion.

Moreover, there arc very few municipalities in Germany where

electric current can be generated by any other or cheaper power

than that of steam or gas engines, and no form of steam fuel is

really cheap in this country. Although a very few of the largest

central stations produce electric power as low as I'/i cents per

kilowatt-hour, in most others the cost averages from 2j<j to 3^
cents, and in certain small stations as high as 10 cents per kilo-

watt-hour. Estimated by the ordinary German standard, the power

consumption per car varies with grade, curves, and other condi-

tions from 450 to 700 watl-hours per car-kilometer, equal fin case

of the latter figure) to 1,170 watt-hours per car-mile.

Einally, the outlay for track renewal and repair turns out here,

a» elsewhere, to I>c unexpectedly heavy. In the days of horse cars

•Kt-IKirl lit rnllfil fi(at<'i< friniiul-iliTMriii MiiMoii, ilirlln, fJiTmuny,

It, I' H l»'riarlm<-nt ',f Commcrn- iinil I.Jil>nr.

a well-laid track in a city nf from 150,000 to 200,000 iuhabitauts

would last from a dozen to fifteen years. Now, with the far

heavier and more frc<iuent cars, the rails, especially at curves, wear

in much less than half that period until the wheel tlanges are found

running on the bottom of the groove, so that the track has to be

taken up and renewed, .\nother cause of frequent and expensive

repairs lay in the fact that the surface resistance of the copper

bonds with which the rail ends were united increased rapidly un-

der certain conditions, until their use was largely superseded by the

better system of weliling the rail joints by means of electrical heat

or thermite.

Still another increased item of expense has been th.it of labor.

The motormen are naturally employes of a higher grade than

horse-car drivers, and being well organized, they have been able

to compel increased wages and to shorten working hours until the

net labor cost per car-kilometer is more than 50 per cent greater

than in former years.

To all this is to be added the fact that the rates of fare in most

if not all German cities are rigidly restricted by the authority

granting the concession. In Berlin, for instance, street railway

fares anywhere within city limits are restricted to 10 pfcnnigc

(2.38 cents), and for the same sum the passenger may liilc on

some of the suburban lines any distance up to 7 kilometers (4,34

miles). From the latest published statistics it appears that the

average .street railway fares paid in 1 1 principal German cities

during the year 1903 varied from 2.2 cents each at Frankfort to

2.72 cents at Hamburg, the mean average for Berlin and its

suburbs being 2.35 cents, or less than half the u.sual 5-ccnt fare

that prevails generally in the United States. To complete the

restrictions under which street railways operate in this country,

most of their charters contain clauses providing that from a pre-

scribed date. the company shall pay to the municipality a portion

of its surplus after disbursing a stipulated percentage as divi-

dends. A typical contract of this kind .stipulates that beginning

with 1903 the company shall pay to the city 35 per cent of its sur-

plus remaining after a 6'/2 per cent dividend has been paid to

.stockholders, and 50 per cent of the surplus after an 8 per cent

dividend. Many charters further provide that after being oper-

ated by the companies for a specified term of years (he whole

installation, tracks, power plant, and equipmeiu. --liall reverl in fee

simple to the municipality which has granted to the corporation

for a term of years the use of its streets.

The total length of German street railways at the close of 1002

was i,c)06 miles, of which 346 miles, or about 18 per cent, were

under municipal ownership. Of the latter, 65 miles were leased to

individuals, leaving 281 miles of lines operated directly by the

numicipalities. The four longest municipal lines are at Frankfort,

26Vi miles; Diisseldorf, 25 miles; Mimich, 29 miles, and Cologne,

40 miles. It does not appear that fares over these lines are lower,

but, on the contrary, that they are rather higher than those charged

on similar lines worked by individuals or corporations. In Nurem-

berg, for example, the principal street railway charged, under pri-

vate management, a uniform to-pfennig (2.38-cent) rate, until the

city, in order to complete a zone system, took over the private line

and thereupon increased the rate of fare. On the whole, it can

not be said that experience has increased public sentiment in Ger-

many in favor of municipal management of street railways, and

several cities—among which is Barmen— wliieli Imill lluir own

lines, are now considering the plan of leasing them lo |iri\:ile ei>ni

panics.

By far the largest and most inqmrlanl CDriioration nf (liis kind

in fJermany is the Great Berlin Street Railway Co., whieli, with

its various branches, operates 200 miles of track, nf whieli 144

miles arc owned and the remainder are controlled by the company.

On its own lines the "Grossc Berliner" ran last year 40,400,000

car-miles and carried 29.S,ooo,ooo passengers, whose fares aggre-

gated $7,025,000. The total capital of the company is 100,082,400

marks ($23,819,(111); its shares are today worth 184, and its yA
per cent bonds are quoted at ()940. This, however, is the status

of an exceptionally powerful ami ably managed company in a large,

level city, and is quite above the average financial condition of

street railway companies elsewhere in (iennany, most of which

have to be salisfieil with 4 and 5 per cent net earnings on llieir

slock.

The Berlin company is at present in liligalion with llie eilv

over a question which, as it involves the important point wliellier
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a municipality may Kraut franchises (i> new ccmiiKinivs on streets

already occupied by anutlier lessee, has a certain |K.-rtinent interc-l

in this connection. About two years ago there was opened for

traffic the so-called Elevated and Underground Railway, a double-

track electric line of the most perfect con>tr\iction and appoint-

ment, with two arms or branches running from a central station

to points in the eastern and western parts of the city. Trains of

three cars run over these branches at intervals of three to five

minutes and at such speed as to traverse a distance of 2]/] miles

ill about ten minutes. The line is very popular and carries an ini-

nicnsc and steadily growing traflic, which naturally trenches nmre
or less upon the business of the surface lines which belong to the

"Grossc Berliner." In order to reach a still more central and
crowded portion of the city the new company asks authority to

extend its subterranean main stem from the present terminus at

the Pots<Iam Railway station northeastward to a point beyond the

river. To this the Great Berlin company objects, and the munici-

pality has applied to the courts to confirm its authority to disre-

gard the protest and grant the franchise for what would be an im-
portant public improvement.

The one all-controlling f.ict which has enabled street railways in

Berlin and other German cities to make head against the exacting
requirements of municipalities and the enormous cost of conver-
sion from horse to electric traction, with the increased outlay for

labor, workmen's insurance, paving, and other expenditures, has
liecn the phenomenal increase in business, particularly in the sub-

urban traffic in all the larger towns, which has come with the

increased speed, the greater frequency of service, the better ventila-

tion, space, and comfort of electrii cars. Whole suburbs have
been built up within a few years by the influence of a single well-

managed tramway line, which carries a legion of men and women
to and from their daily toil in the city more quickly and cheaply
than the horse car could transport tlicni half the same distance.

.And although the electric street railways of Germany under the
conditions above described are but moderately remunerative to

>hareholders, they hold a high place among the potent iiilluences

of modern civilization.

The reas<jn of this is that the oil tends lo climb the high side

;

It will, therefore, stay in the bearing, where it will do some good.

Wrinkles.*

.\ SCHEME TO PREVENT THE OIL FROM BEING
THROWN FROM A DYNAMO BEARING

IlY C. C. KNODE, LONG BRANCH. N. J.

We have had some trouble with one of our machines throwing

oil up on the commutator. We maintained the oil level in the bear-

ings as low as we dared, but some of the oil would come out. .Xs

Fig. I

li<;.

you are aware, there is a groove cut into the shaft, which is sup-

posed to keep the oil from running out along the shaft. These
grooves are cut into the shaft in the manner shown in Fig. i. I

beveled off the side next to the commutator as per Fig. 2, and have

had no more trouble with oil.

RUNNING ALTERNATORS IN PARALLEL.

DY A. GAKTI.EY, IIONOIXIAr, H. I.

We are operating two 300-kw., two-phase, 2,000-volt alternators,

direct connected to vertical cross-coni|)Ound marine engines, running

189 r. p. m. The alternators are on the ends of an extended shaft,

and each engine is fitted with a i.^.ooo-lb. flywheel between the

alternator and the engine. The cranks arc not at right angles nor

opposite, but the high-pressure crank leads the low-pressure crank

150°. This crank angle was adopted to give uniformity of rotation

during each revolution. We found that notwithstanding this pre-

caution, the heavy flywheel and high speed, there would, under

certain conditions, Ik- some variations in speed during each revolu-

tion. The machines would run in parallel sometimes without any

Diagram Showing Connections

surging ; at other times the surging would be quite pronounced.

The engines are exact duplicates, and we found that when the

alternators were thrown in parallel with the cranks of the two

engines at the same point of the stroke we would have no difficulty.

Sino: demonstrating this fact we have constantly run our engines

under these conditions. To accomplish this we placed on each

engine shaft a small wooden disk. A small contact, grounded through

the shaft, was placed on this disk in a certain position relative to

the crank pin. A «niall brush, insulated from the ground, was

placed in contact with this disk and two brushes placed in series

with a battery and bell. .As the contacts on the two engines passed

into these brushes the circuit was established and the bell was rung.

If the alternators arc in synchronism at the same time the switch

is closed the engines will then run together for a week at a time,

each taking its proportion of the load without surging or disturbance

on the electrical end.

A ll()Mi:-MADE TRAVELING CRANE.

IIV II. C. ABAMS, MADISON, WI.S.

•Ediloil by Charlos H. Williams and read before the Boston Pon-
venllon of the Natloaal Electric IJBht Association, May 24-27, 1!H4.

.A great many oi the smaller and older stations are not fortunate

enough to have a traveling crane in the plant and have to resort

lo all kinds of make-shifts in order to do heavy lifting, which is

bound to occur along with repair work. A cheap and quite satis-

factory arrangement can be made use of as follows

:

Out of 8 X lo-in. pine timbers make two A-frames which fit snugly

into an extra heavy 12-in. I-beam, as shown in the accompanying

fkctcli.

The strain at the beam is mostly one of compression along the

length of the beam. Bolts are passed through Ixith timbers above

and below the I-beam, and substantial cross pieces are fasteneti

diagonally across the two legs to add stilTness. A heavy timber Is
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notched out near each oml, to kcip tlic legs from ypreaJing. aiul

liolts are run through the ends of the bottom beam to prevent any

tendency of shearing of the end pieces.

.\ carriage made of four wheels with faces beveled off to fit the

flange of the I-beam distributes the weight to be carried over the

face of the flanges.

The hook block, which is below the I-beam, has two sliflf cast-iron

plates running up to carrj* the pins on which the wheels revolve.

Cut Iron ri>ta

tor'uUitl CArrutf*

Df.TAirs ov TkAv^Lt^^. Crask

A heavy chain block, fastened into the hook, completes the ar-

rangement, which is of sufficient capacity to pick np any weiKlu

that the average station is called upon to handle.

The crane can be set up easily by four men in half a day, and

when not in use can be readily taken apart and stored away.

.\ 20-ft., i2-in. I-beam weighing 40 lb. per foot costs $J4. and the

carriage can be built at any machine shop for $30. while a five-ton

hoist of 12 ft. lift will cost f85.

With this arrangement a piece of apparatus can be picked up and

moved along the length of the I-beam 15 to 18 ft. in a very short

time.

SVVnCIIBO.XRD LOCATED TO KACII.ITATE CAREFUL
WATCHING WHERE ONE MAN OI'ICKATE.S

THE PLANT.

itv w. A. THOMAS, abin<;don, ii.i..

Our plant lK:ing small, one ni:in fi.'cs the boilers and looks after

machinery, too, for the most of the lime. Not owning a voltage

regulator, and our switchboard not being as conveniently located

as wc could wish, we moved our voltmeter and rheostat into the

Ujjler room, where the engineer can have them right at his elbow

all of the time, and we find (hat it enables him to keep the voltage

almost exactly uniform.

A FEEO-WATER HEATER ON A GAS-ENGINE EXHAUST.

IIV r. \l. mCHARDS, MADtSON, WIS.

Aliout 40 per cent of all the heat of the gas that goes into a gas

engine in lost in the sensible heal of the exhaust gases. If any

use can t>c found for hot water around the plant, this heat can be

recovered to a very large extent.

The cfKiling water passes around the cylinders in the water j;icket,

and then generally goes to waste. .\t the gas-engine plant at Madi-

son, Wis., this water is led through a Wainwright feed-water hc.iter

after it leaves the jackets, and there takes up additional heat from

the exhaust gases that pass on the inside of brass tubes, while tlic

jacket water passes on the outside. By this scheme, the feed water,

which enters the jackets at 40° F. and leaves them at 100° F. enters

the feed-water heater at 100° and leaves it at 210° F, The pump

that supplies the cooling water to the engine jackets forces this

water on through the feed-water heater over to the boilers at the

gas works, where it reduces the steam fuel expense 12 per cent on

a plant with a make of about ioo,cco,cco cu. ft. of mixed gas per

\ car.

AN ELECTRIC SIRKN USED IN ri..\CE OF A lELEl'llONE
GONG.

HY I'. C. PRCl'T, MEMI'IMS. TKNN.

I take pleasure in inclosing herewith a wrinkle that we have had

in use in our station for several years ; it has been quite a curiosity

to people from other places who have visited us from time to time.

You. no doubt, have experienced trouble in having telephone calls

answered promptly by llie operators in your central station. To
overcome this Ironlile we made and put in several years ago what

we call an electric siren. This piece of apparatus is nithing more

Fic-,. I

C« I • Wou nd

Mr,, a

Dl'lAM.S IH- M,\(-M''ni" Snil'.N

I

:->>-—=1

nor less than a horn, operated on an alleinaling current of elec-

tricity. Wc have made out the working drawings so that should

any one Ik- disposed to manuf;icline one it can be very easily done

at an expense of five or six dollars, and the result will he that

from the lime it is installed there will be no further excuse for
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Recent Street Railway Decisions.

EDITED BY J. L. KOSENBERGER, ATTORNEY AT LAW, CHICAGO.

(The decisions which have been reported in the Le^al Department of the "Street Railway Review" since 1803 have been published separately bv the Windsor A
Kenfield Pablishin|>- Co. ander the title " Street Railway Law," four volnraes of whii-h have bi-en printed. Vol. I covers the period from January, IS'M, to January, IS*)?;

Vol. 11 from Januar?-, 1S"»7. to Julv, 18*1; Vol. Ill from July. 1S>'1. to April. l'>01 ; Vol. IV fr«im Aorl, I'Hll. to / - • •-" " • " - ^ ^^ .._... ..

she^-p: four volumes, $10.00; single volume, $3.00. Bound in buckr . m: four volumes, $6.5j; single \olume, ji iK).]

I April, I'>03. Vol. V is now in press. X*rice: Hound in

CONDUCTOR ON ONE CAR AND MOTORMAX ON-

OTHER ARE FELLOW-SERVANTS.
AN-

Stocks vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. .\pp.), 79 S. \V. Rep. 1176.

Mar. 15, 1904.

A conductor on one trolley car and a motorniaii operating an-

other, the St. Louis court of appeals holds, are fellow-servants, so

that the companj- employing them is not responsible for an injury

to the conductor due to the negligence of the niotorman.

RIGHT OF EMPLOYE TO ASSUME
STRUCTION OF ROAD.

SAFETY OF CON-

Hoffmeier vs. Kansas City, Leavenworth Railroad Co. (Kan.), 75

Pac. Rep. 1 1 17. Mar. 12, 1904.

The plaintiff, a conductor on an electric street car which was

without an aisle or other passageway lengthwise through it, and

who was obliged to perform his duties from a footboard running

the length of the car on its outside, was -struck by a pole on a

trestle and knocked from the car. The supreme court of Kansas

says that, upon entering the defendant's service, he accepted no

risk from its negligence. He had a right to assume that the com-

pany had not set him to toil in the midst of danger. He had a

right to assume the road was built with ordinary care and consider-

ation for the safety of the men who were to operate it, and he was

not obliged to make any independent investigation for hazards re-

sulting from the disregard of such care. Without actual knowledge

of his peril, or a patency so ample as to preclude ignorance, he

assumed no risk in continuing to work under the conditions sur-

rounding him.

INJURY TO PASSENGER ON OPEN CAR BY SLAB PRO-

JECTING FROM WAGON—PRESUMPTION AND EVI-

DENCE OF NEGLIGENCE—CARE REQUIRED OF PAS-

SENGER IN CAR.

Jones vs. United Railways & Electric Co. of Baltimore (Md.), 57

Atl. Rep. 620. Mar. 22, 1904.

A passenger sitting on one of the rear seats of an open car, with

his elbow on a brass railing between the posts, but entirely within

the car, had the upper part of his arm, near the shoulder, struck

and injured by a marble slab which projected from a passing

wagon that collided with the car. Under these circumstances, the

court of appeals of Maryland holds, the occurrence of the accident

by which the passenger was injured raised the presumption of negli-

gence on the part of the company, and the burden was cast upon

the latter to show that the injury did not result from its negli-

gence, or that the passenger was himself guilty of negligence

directly contributing to its occurrence. A passenger traveling in a

street car is not Ixjund, as is a person approaching a dangerous

crossing, to keep all of his senses alert, and be constantly on the

lookout for danger. He has, while exercising ordinary care and

prudence on his own part, a right to presume that the railway

company in whose care he is traveling will discharge its duty

towards him as its passenger and exercise that high degree of care

for his protection which the law retjuires of it. It might be that,

with all of the facts of the case before them, a jury would come

to the conclusion that this passenger was guilty of such contributory

negligence as to deprive him of the right of recovery, but, in the

court's opinion, that fact did not appear from the uncontradicted

evidence then in the case. The mere belief expressed by one witness

that any one in the car could have heard the noise of the collision

before the stone projecting from the cuUitling wagon reached the

.seat in which this passenger sat might not, in the opinion of the

jury, be sufficient to destroy the latter's testimony that he neither

saw nor heard it before he was struck.

CONDUCTOR ON ONE TRAIN AND GRIPMAN ON NEXT
ARE FELLOW-SERVANTS.

Chicago City Railway Co. vs. Leach (111.), 70 N. E. Kcp. 222. Feb.

17, 1904. Rehearing denied Apr. 6, 1904.

In this case a conductor engaged in taking up the slack between

his car and the grip car to whicli it was attached, while they were

standing still, was injured by the alleged negligence of the gripman

of the ne.\t train running same into the one stopped. The supreme

court of Illinois says that the undisputed evidence was that the

conductor and said gripman were in the same general service and

the .same general line of employment, and that it was the duty of

the employes on one train to run it in such a manner as not to

injure those on the train next preceding, and that the duties of

employes on such trains were such as to bring them into habitual

association, with power and opportunity to influence each other by

advice and caution. They were, in the strictest sense, engaged

in the same character of service, in which they were brought into

such relations to each other as to depend upon each other for

their safety, and with power to observe the manner in which each

discharged his duty, and to influence each other by caution, advice,

and example. There was no undisputed fact to be subniilled to

the jury, and the facts proved by the conductor or admitted linmght

him and the gripman of the other train within tlie legal dcfinitinn

of fellow-servants.

STARTING CAR WHILE PASSENGER IS STILL ON RUN-
NING BOARD—CONDUCTOR BOUND TO TAKE NO-
TICE OF DISTANCE BETWEEN PILLAR IN STREET
AND CAR AND SIZE OF PASSENGER-NOT REQUIRED
TO ANTICIPATE UNUSUAL MOVEMENTS.

Canavan vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 87 N. Y.

Snpp. 491. Mar. 24, 1904.

'The plaintiff, who had just gi>l iiiii>n tlie running licmnl of a

street car that remained stationary lung enough to enable liini to

safely do that, was injured by colliding with an upright pillar of

an elevated railway. It did not appear how far the elevated railway

pillars were from the side of the car, but it did appear that the

plaintiff was a very large and stout man. The appellate term of

the supreme court of New York thinks that the conductor was

bound to take notice of the distance between the pillars and lin-

ear, and of the plaintiff's size, and to exercise reasonable judgment

in determining whether, taking these two factors into consideration,

it was safe to start the car past a pillar before the plaintiff had

entered the car; but it is not prepared to hold that it was neces-

sarily negligent to start a car before every pas.scngcr had passed

from the running board into the car. It says that it was referred

to no case in which it has been held that the mere fact that a

passenger was on the ruiniing board of an open car when the car

was started constituted negligence. Doubtless, under certain cir-

cumstances, it might be negligence, and one of those cases probably

would he presented if the passenger was so large that there was

not room enough for his body bclwcen the car and an elevated

railway pillar. That, however, was not this case, as what caused

the accident, as the plaintiff himself testified, was that he swung

back just as he reached the pillar. It may be that he found this
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movement convenient in order to swing himself more easily up into

the car, lint the court clues not think that the ilefendant was bound

to anticipate and guard against such a contingency ns this. It says

that it is not the result of common experience that people in step-

ping upwards swing their bodies backwards. The defendant had

given the plaintiff time to get safely upon the car, in a position

where he could ride safely unless he did some act (as he did do)

not to he expeclcil or foreseen. It was Uiit negligent not to foresee

it or guard against it.

DUTY OI" MOTORMAN TO II.WF. RIo.XUl) luU ^i.\I"KTY

OF p.\ssi:n(;krs on pl.mi'orm .and to krf.ak
FORCK OF BRAKK-IIANDLF RKVOI.UTIONS - DL' IY
OI" TASSFXtiF-R lO KFKP OLT OF WAY OF BRAKF
IIANDLK.

Hrewer vs. St. Louis Transit Co. ( Mn. .\pp.), 79 S. \V. Rep.

lOJi. Mar. 15, ig04. Rehearing denieil Mar. 2g, if/J-J.

The St. Louis court of appeals thinks that an instruction given

a jury was open to criticism, which ignored the duty of a motor-

man to pay attention and have some regard for the safety of passen-

gers on his platform. It says that if, as the evidence tended to

show, the platform was in a crowded condition, then the motorman
should have anticipated the probability of some one being within

the radius of the brake handle, and should have broken the force

of its revolutions, as the evidence tended to show he could have

done. But the plaintiflf's own evidence showed that he was in the

right-hand corner of the platform. The measurements of the plat-

form showed that he had ample room to keep out of the way of

the brake handle. He knew the handle was there, knew a signal

had been given for the car to start, and knew the brake handle

would immediately begin to revolve, yet he placed his arm within

its radius. It was his duty under the circumstances to have kept

out of the way of the brake handle, which the evidence clearly

showed he could have done had he exercised any care whatever for

his own safety. He was in the situation of having negligently

placed his arm in a place of known danger, and for this reason was

not entitled to recover for his injury.

INCREDIBLE EVIDENCE AS TO ACTIONS OF ELECTRIC-
ITY FOR JURY RATHER THAN COURT—SO QUES-
TION OF REALITY OF ALLEGED INJURY FROM
SHOCK FROM GUY WIRE BROKEN OFF FROM TROL-
LEY WIRE FOR JURY.

Walters vs. Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway Co. (N. Y.), 70 N. E.

Rep. 98. Mar. 15, 1904.

A guy or stay wire broke near the point where it was con-

nected with the main trolley wire. The plaintifT testified that he

was at that moment riding on a bicycle through the street, under-

neath the wire, and that it fell upon him, coiled around his body, and

connnunicated what he called a shock of electricity to him, which

affected his heart and nervous system. His testimony was in many
respects corroborated by other witnesses, and the proof tended to

show that he was subjected to considerable physical sutTering in

consequence of the accident. But he was nonsuited, and the judg-

ment of nonsuit was affirmed at the appellate division of the su-

preme court of New York, on the sole ground that the facts to

which he and his witnesses testified at the trial were utterly incred-

ible, and in fact scientifically and physically impossible. The court

of appeals of New York holds that this was error ; that the credi-

bility and the weight to be given to his testimony should have been

determined by the jury.

The court of appeals says that it has frequently had occasion, in

cases of accidents upon electric railways, to try and fathom some

of the unaccountable freaks of electricity. It knows that there are

many things concerning its action that are imperfectly understood.

What it docs or may do under a given state of circumstances is

perhaps not yet accurately known. It may be that the plaintiff's

claim that he felt a shock of electricity when the wire coiled around

his body was purely imaginary; but, if he told the truth as to

what followed, and the effect that the accident had upon him, there

could be no donbt that in some way and from some cause he

sustained bodily injuries. What the extent of these injuries was,

and whether they were real, or in some degree feigned, was a

question for the jury. H his testimony as to the circumstances at-

tending the injury was incredible and impossible, it was as easy to

expose the falsity and to demonstrate the truth before the jury as

it was before the court.

If this court is to lie consistent with the position taken in the case

of Williams vs. Del , I. & W. R. Co., 155 N. Y. 158, 49 N. E. O7J,

anri in many other cases of like character, it cannot hold, as matter

of law, that there was no proof in this case to sustain the plaintilT's

cause of action. It often happens that science and common knowl-

edge may be invoked for the purposes of denion--trating that a

particular statement in regard to some particular accident must be

absolutely false. In such cases the question is for the court. But

in cases of d<nibt the court thinks it is wiser and better to remit

such controversies to the proper tribunal for settling facts and ascer-

taining where the truth lies, rather than that it assume the power

to determine the facts. This is an old rule, and, while like all

other rules, it may work hardship or injustice in a particular case,

it is wiser to adhere to it.

INJURY TO INFANTILE TRESSPASSER GETTING ON
RI:AR STEP OUrSIDE OF CLOSED GATE—LIMIT TO
DUTY OF COMPANY—DUTY OF CONDUCTOR-INAD-
MISSIBLE EVIDENCE AS TO NEIGHBORHOOD.

Monehan vs. South Covington & Cinciiuiati Street Railway Co.

(Ky.), 78 S. W. Rep. 1106. Mar. 3, 1904.

.\t an intersection of streets, where an electric car had stopped

for the purpose of receiving and discharging passengers, the plaiiuifT,

iH'tween six and seven years old, and a companion of al)out the

same age, got upon the lower step of the side of the rear platform

which was not being used for the purpose of taking on or letting

off passengers, where there was a small, movable, iron wicket gate

which was closed, and, taking hold of the iron gate with their hands,

stood on the step until the car started. The car soon attained a

rapid rate of speed, and the plaintiff was jolted off and injured.

The court of appeals of Kentucky affirms a judgment on a peremp-

tory instruction to the jury, after the close of the plaintiff's testi-

mony, to find for the company.

The court says that the question involved was whether or not,

under the plaintiff's own testimony, the company owed him any duty

other than to avoid injuring him, if that could have been done, by

the exercise of ordinary care, after his danger w^as discovered. It

also says that the crucial question of this case was whether or not

the company owed the plaintiff any active duty in order to discover

his peril. It says that it nas not pretended that he was a passenger

upon the car, nor could it be denied that he was a trespasser.

Neither did the evidence show that the conductor saw him. The

question of the plaintiff's infancy, the court says, was innnaterial,

until it had been established that the company owed him an active

duty, as opposed to the passive duty of not injuring him after his

peril was discovered. He was a mere trespasser upon the rear

.steps of the car. and those in charge of it did not owe him any duty

of discovering his peril. Nor does the court think that there was

any error in excluding proffered testimony that the intersection of

streets referred to was in a thickly settled portion of the city, that

many children congregated thereabouts, and therefore they had often

trespassed upon the company's cars, with the knowledge of the

employes in charge thereof.

Finally, the court says that the company, although it was a com-

mon carrier of passengers, owed the infant plaintiff no different

duty than was owed him by the owner of any other vehicle plying

the streets of the city. As he had a right, in conuiion with the

general public, to use the public highways, the company, in com-

mon with all other owners of vehicles, owed him the active duty of

exercising ordinary diligence not to run over him ; but neither it

nor they were under any duty of anticipating his trespassing on the

rear end of the vehicles while they were being driven or propelled

along the streets. Suppose a private carriage is being driven along

the street ; must the driver maintain a lookout to .see that small

boys are not stealing a ride by climbing up in the rear of the

vehicle, and thereby placing themselves in positions of danger?

Surely not, and yet it will be difficult to draw a distinction between

the case at bar and that supposed. The fact that there was a

conductor on the car would not alter the case. The conductor's

duty is primarily to attend to his passengers, not to look out for

trespassers; and, while the presence of the conductor would ncccs-
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sarily increase the chances of the actual discovery ot the infantile

trespasser, it wonld not add the duty of an active vigilance to make
the discovery of his presence and danger.

in broad daylight, with everything open to view, the passenger, even

though a woman, may be allowed 10 judge for herself the distance

she can safely step.

INJURY TO P.\SSENGER .VTTEMPTING TO .\LIGH I

FROM C.\R STOPPED TOO SOON WHERE IT IS A
LO.N'G STEP TO SL'RF.\CE OF STREET—DUTY OF
P.\SSE.\GER TO OBSERVE CONDITIOXS—GETTING
OFF ON CH.MNED SIDE OF OPEN C.\R SUGGESTED—
CONDUCTOR NOT REQUIRED TO BE SUPERL.ATIVE-
LY COURTEOUS OR TO SUPERVISE E\ERV MOTION
OF PASSENGER.

Scanlon vs. Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. (Pa.l, 5; .\tl. Rep.

521. Feb. 2g. 1904.

A passenger upon an open car wishing to get off at a certain

street told the conductor so while yet some distance from the street.

Whether or not lie heard was not shown. But he evidently saw

her signal, and shortly afterwards the car was brought to a stand-

still, though at a considerable distance from the street. When
the car stopped the passenger stood up and looked at the con-

ductor, and he looked at her. Neither of them spoke, but the

passenger testified that she thought she ought to get off, because

the conductor seemed to be waiting for her to do so, although she

knew the car had not yet reached her street. She then stepped

down on the running board, and attempted to step off backwards

from there to the ground. The track was laid at that point near

the side of the road, which sloped considerable towards the gutter.

She found the distance too great for her to touch the ground com-

fortably with her foot immediately under the running board, and,

whether from confusion or inability to control herself, the result

was that she fell. The supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that

a verdict should have been directed for the company.

The car, the court says, was running upon the public higluvay,

over which it must be remembered the company has no control

In laying its tracks it must conform to the established grade.

It can neither construct nor alter any of the places at which passen-

gers are to step on or off its cars. It is obliged to place its tracks

and run its cars where the public authorities direct. The contour

of the surf.ice of the street and the sides and gutters are all fi.\ed

by the municipal authorities. Passengers leaving the cars must

step upon the surface of the street in the condition in which it is

placed by the city, which fixes and maintains the grades. Obvi-

ously, the rules which might well and reasonably apply to steam

railroads owning their own right of way, and having complete con-

trol of the approaches thereto, cannot reasonably be applied to

street railways, which have not the right of eminent domain, and

are only allowed the use of the public highways in cummon with

other vehicles.

It may be that in this case the conductor misunderstood the signal

of the passenger, and stopped the car sooner than she wished ; but,

if so, she had only to signify that fact, and retain her seat, and

\x carried to the desired spot. She was under no compulsion,

nor did she receive even a suggestion from the conductor, as to

where she should get off. That was a matter solely for herself.

But the slopping of the car had nothing whatever to do with the

cause of the accident. That resulted entirely from the manner in

which she left the car. The fact that the street sloped off at the

side upon a descending grade to the gutter necessitated a very

long step for any passenger attempting to get off in that vicinity.

But this fact was perfectly obvious to her, if she used her eyes,

which she was certainly bound to do. The situation was entirely

open to her view, and, if she had apprehended any danger what-

ever from the attempt to step down upon that side, and felt the

necessity of leaving the car at that point, it would have been an

easy matter for her to step to the other side of the car, and retpiest

the conductor to remove the chain, or pass out tindrrncatli il I'ri-

sumably she saw exactly where she was to step.

It is true that the highest courtesy upon the part of the con-

ductor would have impelled him to step off the car and assist a

lady to alight who desired to leave the car at a point which in-

volved the taking of an unusually long step, but the court caimot

say that he was under any legal obligation to do so. It knows of

no rule which rcf|uires the conductor of a street car to supervise

every motion of a passenger stepping from a stationary car to the

ground. It thinks he may assinne that under such circumstances,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY IN STREET AN ADDED BURDEN-
CONSENTS CANNOT BE WITHDRAWN AFTER CON-
STRUCTION OF ROAD—RECEIVER CANNOT ABAN-
DON RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER CONSENT.S—CON-
SENT OF COUNCIL TO ABANDONMENT OF STREET-
CONSENTS CONFER A PROPEH^TY RIGHT—PUBLIC
ONLY CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF FORFEITURES—
INEFFECTIVELY ATTEMPTING TO OBTAIN CON-
SENTS TO RECONS'TRUCTION — SECURING AP-
PROVAL OF COURT.

Paige vs. Schenectady Railway Co. ( N. Y.), 70 N. E. Rep. 213.

Mar. 15, 1904.

The court of appeals of New York says that altlunigh its decision

In the case of Peck vs. Schenectady Ry. Co., 170 N. Y, 298, 63 N. E.

357, IV Street Railway Law, 20.;, where it held that the use of a

city street for the purposes of a street surface railroad operated hy

electric power imposes an added burden upon the property rights

of the owners of the fee of the street, is in conflict with the rule

adopted in most other jurisdictions, yet, as that case was most

carefully and thoroughly examined and considered, and the conclu-

sion reached that this court should adhere to its former decision

upon the subject, that decision must now be regarded as final and

conclusive—not to be overruled or avoided, even by indirection.

The consents in this case were in writing, under seal, acknowl-

edged by the parties, and, the court says, were valid grants of the

right to build and operate the Schenectady Street Railway over the

street in question. Having been once given, and the railway having

been constructed, they could not be withdrawn. But the abutting

landowners contended that the rights acquired under their consents

were abandoned by the act of the receiver in a mortgage foreclosure

suit, and by the action of the conunon council of the city in con-

senting to the abandonment of the railway upon a portion of the

street, including that in front of their premises. 'The receiver, how-

ever, was appointed to manage and operate the railway and prop-

erty belonging to the Schenectady Street Railway Company, to pre-

serve and protect it in proper condition and repair, and to protect

the title and possession thereof, and the business of the same.

Under this limited authority the court can discover no principle upon

which the receiver had a right to abandon any of the property be-

longing to such railway company without the consent of the com-

pany, of its sliiekholders, and the consent of the legislature of the

state.

Nor was the common council clothed with any authority to com-

pel or to authorize an abandonment of any portion of such street

railway. While its consent might possibly waive any right the

city possessed to enforce, or compel the enforcement of, a contin-

ue'd operation of the road, still it certainly could not, hy any action

upon its part, deprive the railway company of its rights, or affect

the rights of the stockholders or the rights of the state and general

inihlic to require the company to continue the maintenance and

operation of its road as originally constructed. These consents

vested ill the original railway company the right to maintain its

rnad on the street in front of the plaintiff's premises, and, having

been once given, and the road constructed, they could not be with-

drawn at the will of the owner, where, as in this case, there was

no contract with the company to tlut effect, no consent hy the state

or general public, or by the stockholders of the company, and no

consideration therefor. U'nder the original consents, the railway

company obtained a property right to construct and operate its

road, which could not be destroyed by the action of the receiver or

of the comiium council, or hy the consent of a portion of the own-
ers of the land abutting on the street, or by all. Nor dl<l the re-

moval of the tracks by the receiver determine or forfeit the franchise

of the original company over the street, so as to prevent the de-

fendant, who ha<l succeeded to its rights, from relaying Its tracks

thereon. Such abandonment only operated as a cause tif fdrfeiliue,

of which the public alone could take advantage.

The plaintiffs also Sfnight lo have their cousetil-. iuiil ineffective

upon the ground that the defendant subsecinenlly alleinpted to

obtain the consent of the pro|)erty owners to a reconstruction of

its road on this street, and, having failed, had secured llic npprov.il
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of that route hy the appellate division of the supreme court. But

the court of appc.ils holds that the f-ict that the defeiulaut, from

abundant caution, acquired the approval of the court to run it*

road over thai portion of the street, in no w.ny forfeited or im-

paired its rights acquired under the original cunscnts of the plaintiffs.

That proceeding, it says, was, |>crhaps, unnecessary, but it was at

most by way of further assurance, and not destructive of the rights

already acquired. These consents being in the nature of convey-

ances of easements in the street, the right thereby acquired was

not destroyed by reason of the proceeding which was taken to obtain

the approval of the appellate division.

INJl RY TO I'KRSON ATTEMPTING TO BO.\RD CAR AT
SWITCH 1!Y I'ULI.ING LOOSK OK H AN DKAIL- TOL-

ERATING HOARDING OF CARS ANVWTIKKi: NOT AN
INVnAlTOX — DCTY TO ONE ATIKMI'ITNG TO
BOARD CAR AT UNUSUAL I'LACE-WTIKN ONE BE-

COMES A PASSENGER-PRESUMPTION FROM PULL-
ING LOOSE OF IIANDRAII.—DUTY TO HAVE HAND-
RAIL SOUND AND SECURE.

McCarty vs. St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. (Mo. .Xpp.), 80

S. W. Rep. 7. Mar. 29, 1904.

liic plaintiflf was injured in attempting to board a car where it

was stopped just before reaching a crossing for the throwing of a

switch. He said that he had got one foot on the first step of the

rear platform, and had his other foot raised above the second step,

when the car started, and destroyed his balance, and he grabbed a

handrail, which gave way in his struggles to maintain his position

on the step, throwing him on the street. There was no testimony

that either the motorman or the conductor saw him before or at

the time he attempted to get aboard, or knew he desired or was

trying to become a passenger, the conductor at the time being at

the center of the car, inside. The only testimony as to its being

usual to receive passengers there was the plaintiffs own, and it

went no further than the statement that he had previously seen

men and women board cars where he did.

The St. Louis court of appeals says that people occasionally get

on street cars anywhere along a street, when they happen to stop,

or even while they are running; but proof of that fact would not

establish a custom to receive passengers everywhere, and bind car-

men to be always alert. If there was a usage to take passengers

at the switch, the carmen would have been bound to watch and

be as careful about starting there as at far crossings—the common

and appropriate localities for taking passage— for then, persons

would have a right to board cars, and the operatives good reason

to expect them to do so. But that people had theretofore got on

cars at the switch did not make out a custom, in the absence of

evidence as to how many had done so, and for how long. The

court is willing to notice, as a well-known fact, that companies

tolerate persons getting on street cars wherever they stop, or, as

said, when they are in motion, but it is unwilling to notice, as of

common knowledge, that the public is invited to do so. The fact,

it thinks, is quite the other way.

A person becomes a passenger on a street car by contract, express

or implied. He may become one in attempting to get on a car at a

place provided for that purpose, and where people are expected to

take passage, though his attempt fails. But a man does not be-

come a passenger by making such an attempt at a place where he

is not expected, and when the carmen are ignorant of his presence.

The case diflfered from that of a man who, by license of a defendant,

was in a place so usually occupied by persons that the defendant

was under the duty of looking out for his welfare. As the proof

stood, this company was no more bound to be on the lookout for

passengers where the accident occurred, than at any point the car

might stop because of some impediment. So the court concludes

that the carmen were not remiss in failing to notice the position of

the plaintiff before they started, and that it was right to confine

the jury's attention to the issue of whether they knew he was at-

tempting to get aboard at that time.

The handrail pulled away from the car when the plaintiff clutched

it to keep him from falling from the step, and the inference vv-as

fair that otherwise he would have maintained his position; and, if

he would, the loosening of the handrail was the proximate cause

of the injury. That it gave away while thus used was sufficient

evidence of negligence on the part of the company to shift, the

burden of proof to it, as the party in possession of whatever evi-

dence there was to exonerate it from blame. In the ordinary course

of operating street cars, and traveling on them, such attachments

do not break loose. They are grabbed as aids to boarding cars by

many persons every day, with perfect and merited confidence in

their security. The handrail, as well as the rest of the car, was in

the control and under the management and care of the company.

That an accident so contrary to conunon experience occurred 1k-

speaks carelessness in the parly using the appliance, and makes a

prima facie case for the injured individual.

The plaintiff was not a passenger ; but, as regards the use of

the handrail at an unusual place, his status was intermediate be-

tween that of a bare licensee and a passenger—a status that has

no distinctive legal appellation, so far as the court knows. He
was not exactly an invited licensee, but perhaps might be called

appropriately a probable licensee, for he, like every one else, was

expected to use the handrail as an aid to mounting to the platform

and maintaining a position on it. The duty owed by the defendant

to him was like that owed by railway companies to persons who
walk on depot platforms or get on cars, not with the intention of

becoming passengers, nor as mere idlers or intruders, but to assist

friends who are taking passage, or on some other privileged mission.

The defendant was under an obligation to the plaintiff, as to the

public generally, to have the handrail sound and secure, if that

could be done by ordinary care. In providing the handrail the

company tacitly agreed with any one who had occasion to use it,

in a lawful attempt to take passage on the car, to be careful that

it was safe. The tearing loose of the attachment was evidence

going to prove non-performance of the duly growing out of that

implied promise.

Illinois Tunnell Co.'s Power Plant.

The Illinois Tunnel Co. has purchased from the Chicago Dock

Co. about 265,000 sq. ft. of land, fronting on Taylor St., Stewart

Ave. and the south branch of the Chicago River. The price paid

was $2,500,000. The tunnel company will immediately begin the

construction of a power plant, warehouses and other improvements

for the carrying out of its plan for storing and delivering freight by

means of the 20-odd miles of tunnels which it has under the streets

of Chicago and which were described, together with the purpose of

the company, in the "Review" for .April, 1904. The building plans

arc not yet complete.

*-^^ •

Allis-Chalmers Co. Gets Large Contract.

The .\llis-Chalmcrs Co. recently secured the contract for nearly

100,000 h. p. of equipment to cost upwards of $2,000,000. It is one

of the largest contracts of the kind ever placed in this country, and

calls for six turbines of 5,500 kw. (8,250 h. p.) capacity, each to be

direct connected to 25 cycle, 750 r. p. m., three-phase alternating

generators of similar size. The generators will be wound to give

either 6,600 or 11,000 volts. One of the turbo-generator sets will be

installed in the large power station which the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Co. is to build at Kent and Division Aves., Brooklyn, N. Y.

This plant will have an ultimate capacity of almost 100,000 h. p.,

and eventually 12 turbo-generators will be installed there.

Rhud^ Island Co. Benefit Association.

The Mutual Aid Association of the employes of the Rhode Island

Co., organized in November, 1901, at the same time that the pension

fund was established, shows expenditures for the year 1903 of $30,-

961.52, the balance in bank Dec. 31st, 1903, being $366.48, about $170

less than at the beginning of the year. Of the expenditures $12,833.33

was for death claims and $18,128.19 for disability benefits, the latter

being disbursed in no less than 1,653 checks. The receipts for the

year 1903 were about equally divided between the dues received from

members and contributions from the company, each of these items

being in excess of $15,000. Since the organization of the association

the death claims paid have aggregated $19,333-33 and disability bene-

fits $31,112.
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Financial.

The Long Island Electric Railway Co., of Jamaica, L. I., reported

for the quarter ending June 30, 1904, as follows: Gross earnings,

$35,291, an increase of $4,881; net earnings, $12,359, increase $2,038;

other income. $313. an increase of $25; surplus after charges, $3,475,

an increase of ^i,S8i.

The Lancaster County Railway & Light Co. reported net earnings

of its various holdings and leased lines for the year ending July i,

1904, as $124,316; receipts from loans and other sources, $23,926;

total income, $148,242. The general expenses for salaries of officers

and clerics, office rents, etc., were $10,768; interest on funded and

floating debt. $54,229; taxes, $1,087; total expenses. $66,583; net

income. $81,259. The Lancaster County Railway & Light Co. does

not operate, but owns the stixk of the Conestoga Traction Co., Edi-

son Electric Illuminating Co.. Lancaster Gas Light & Fuel Co., and

the Columbia Electric Light & Power Co.

The Lehigh Valley Traction Co. reported for June as follows

:

Cash on hand June l, 1904, $50,092; passenger receipts, $46,749;

sale of junk, power, etc., $1,488; other income, $381; total, $98,712.

Disbursements—Maintenance and operation, $45,204; Bethlehem &
Nazareth Passenger Railway Co. rental, $3,750; Macunzie extension

rental, $1,500; real estate used in operation, $1,860; Philad-^lphia &
Lehigh Valley Traction Co., $849; Whitehall Street Railway Co.,

$267; interest and discount, $305; Eastern Delaware Bridge Co.,

rental. $403; taxes, $76; total, $54,216; cash balance June 30th,

$44496-

St. Louis Transit Co. gross earnings for July broke all records

in the history of that company, being $9&4,644.20, as against $639,705

in July, 1903, an increase of $344,939.50, or nearly 50 per cent.

Passenger receipts of the Cleveland & Southeastern Traction Co.

for July were in the neighborhood of $50,000, against $43,000 for

last year, a gain of $7,000 for the period.

The Lake Shore Electric Railway Co. gross passenger receipts

for the month of July were $71,130, against $64,608 for July, 1903,

an increase of $6,521.

The Georgia Railway & Electric Co., of Atlanta, Ga., report gross

earnings for the year ended June 30, 1904, of $1,971,981 ; net earn-

ings of $383,970.

Earnings of the Detroit United Ry. for the last 10 days of July

were $141431.49, an increase of $7,946.12 over same jjeriod last year.

For the entire month the earnings were $483,108.38, a decrease of

$906.10.

The Tcrre Haute Electric Co. report for the month of June gross

earnings $47,654, an increase of $9,169 over same month of previous

year, and for the fiscal year ended June 30, gross earnings $526,292,

an increase of $115,947 over previous year.

The Seattle Electric Co. gross earnings for the month of June,

1904, arc $i9M95i *n increase over June, 1903, of $15,892. For the

fiscal year ended June 30th, $2,229,880, an increase oi $210,973 over

the previous year.

THE NEW YORK & QUEENS COUNTY RAILWAY CO.

The following earnings are reported by the New York & Queens

County Railway Co. for the quarter ending June 30, 1904, as com-

pared with the same period in 1903:

1904. 1903

Gross $195.2.33 $169,764

Net 99.575 79,264

Other income 2..S06 3.210

Surplus after charges 53,'26 35.9"

STATEN ISLAND RAPID TRANSIT.

Reports ihow the earnings of the Statcn Island Midland Railroad

Co. to 1)C as follows

:

1904- 1903-

Gross . . . . f $167,070 . $176,628

Net 83,128 54,670

Other income 10,428 11,728

Surplus after charges 46,624 14.327

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA TRACTION CO.

The first annual report of the president of the Central Pennsyl-

vania Traction Co., of Harrisburg, Pa., rendered at the annual meet-

ing held July 26, showed the gross receipts for the year to have

been $522,022; operating expenses, $277,998; net earnings, $244,024.

The total number of passengers carried was 12,606,637, !• g<i'" '^^

909.782. The total number of miles run was 1,921,961, a decrease

of 423 miles from last year. This decrease was due to paving and

repairs, and consequent cessation of travel w^bilc the work was in

progress. The company plans to construct a line from its terminal

at Paxtang tn Ihinunelstdwn, six miles.

NORTHERN OHIO TR.VC'TION & I.HiHT.

The comparative statement for June of the Nnrllicrn Ohio Trac-

tion & Light Co. follows:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross receipts $77,971 $80,504 $2,533

Operating expenses 43,736 43.274 '462

Net earnings 34.234 37.23° 2,996

Bond interest, etc 23,2.59 23,167 ''92

Net income '0.975 14.064 3.0S9

'Decrease.

I'OLEDO RAILWAYS & LIGHT CO.

Following is the comparative statement of the Toledo Railways

& Light Co. for June

;

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross receipts $141,545 $148,636 $7,091

Operating expenses 71,806 76,942 5,136

Net earnings 69,739 71.694 i,955

Deductions . 4t,t35 41.643 508

Net income 28,603 30.051 1,448

Operating ratio 5073 .5177 .0104

CINCINNATI, DAYTON & TOLEDO.
Following is the comparative statement of earnings of the Cin-

cinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co. for the 12 montlis eiuliiig

May 31st:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $489,493 $502,990 $13,497

Operating expenses 271.812 301,788 29,976

Net earnings 217,681 201,203 *l6,478

Deductions from income 193,673 195,181 1,508

Net income 24,008 6,022 * 17,986

'Decrease. Operating expenses include an accident appropriation

equal to 2 per cent of gross receipts.

PHILADELPHIA CO.

Following is the statement of the Philadelphia Co. and allilialed

corporations for the six months ending J\uie 30, 1904:

(jross earnings from operations '.
, . $7,928,594

Expenses and taxes 4,566,228

Net earnings from operations 3.362,366

Miscellaneous income 224,894

Total earnings and income 3,587,260

Total fixed charges 2,048,359

Total income 1,538,902

Accrued div. Phila. pref 143,614

Net income—surplus 1,395,288

Available for Phila. Co. . ., l,,392,842

All items representing trans.-ictions between llie cnnip.-niies have

been eliminated in this report.

TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT CO.

The Twin City Rapid Transit Co. reported ft)r June as follows:

1903, 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $347,745 $370.'40 $22,395

Expenses and taxes 168,745 173.6.38 4,893
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HROOKLV.N IIKUjIII.S K R. .WO CONSTITl'KN I COM-
I'.W'IKS.

The general balance sheet of the Hmuklyn Heights Railroad Co.,

as of June 30, 1904, shows total assets of $jo.34i,50i, an increase

of $7,134,944 over 1903. The assets include: Cr)st of road and

e(|uipnient, $470,740. an increase of $5,651 ; stocks and IkmkIs. $2,09j,-

000. an incre.Tse o( $j.04J,QOO; additions, helternients and kaseil

lines. $io,J55,yj.', a decrease of $305,827; open accounts, $2,371, iX.),

an increase of $T,46j,7y6; prepaid taxes. $168,127; <^ash on hand,

$304,898. an increase of $ii2.co8; hills receivable. $3,660,763. The
lialiililies inclnde : Capital stock, connnon. $2CO.oco; taxes accrued.

$1,217,267, an increase of $270,057; funded debt, $250,000; loans and

hills payahle. $2,985,000. an increase of $2,240,003; iiuerest due and

accrued, $193,406, an increase of $190,281 ; rentals due, $572,481, a

decrease of $522,314; accounts to adjust Brooklyn Rapid Transit

equity in construction, $8,225,489; open accouius. $819,534. a decrease

of $292,755; certificates of indelitedncss, $2,859,438; Brooklyn Rapid

Transit loans. $2,042,000; profit and loss, surplus, $896,905, an in-

crease of $338,199.

The Coney Island & Gravcsend Railway Co. rep;irts for the

(piartcr ended June 30th a'^ fcillow-^:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $8,054 $9,779 $1,725

Operating expenses .: 7.249 8.803 1.554

Net earnings 805 976 171

Other income loi *ioi

Total income . .< 906 976 70

Fixed charges 98 246 148

Surplus 808 7.10 *78

Surplus for year 3.556 4.162 606

The general balance sheet shows : Cash on hand. $7.979 ; profit

and loss surplus. $11,699.

The Brooklyn, Queens County & .Suburban Railroad Co. reports

for the t|uartcr ended June 30tb

:

1903. '904 Increase.

Gross earnings $229,840 $284,073 $54,233

Operating expenses 114.477 151.999 37.5-^

Net earnings Ii5..i63 132.074 16.71

1

Other income • 6.29S 831 *5.467

Total income 121.661 132,905 11.244

Fixed charges 99.5.^5 102.121 2.596

Sni plus 22,136 30.784 8,648

Surplus for year 48.422 43.830 *4.9S2

'Decrease.

The general balance sheet shows

:

Cash on hand, $20,392 ;
profit

and loss surplus, $118,654.

CIIIC.'\CO & MILWAIKKF. HLF.CTRIC R.MI.RO.AD CO.

The July and fiscal year earnings of the Chicago & Milwaukee
Electric Railroad Co. arc reported as follows:

Gross

earnings.

July. 1904 $52,227.94

July. 1903 29.52<).43

Increase 22.698.51

Jan. to July, inclusive, 1904... 215.478.12

Jan. to July, inclusive, 1903... 123.24g.93

liicre:ise 92,228.19

Operating.

expenses.

$18,508.04

8.522.87

9.985.17

91,095 "7

48.369.64

42.725-53

Net

earnings.

$.13-7 19.90

21,006.56

12.713.M

124.382.95

74.880.29

49,502.66

ICLGIN, .•\L"ROR.\ & SOUTHERN TR.\CTION CO.

The Elgin, .\urora & Southern Traction Co. reports for June
and for twelve months as follows:

For the month ending June 30

:

1904-

Gross .^. . $.W.943 90

Operating 22,036.90

Net 17,90700

Deductions •9,451.04

Surplus 8455.9^1

Twelve months ending June .TO;

1904.

Gross $456,099 80

Operating .' 274,79^)68

Net i8i,.i03 12

Deductions 1 10,676.32

Surplus 70,626.80

1903

$42,.54S 17

22,817.82

19.72735

9-452.13

10,275.02

1903.

$4.W.966.7i

250,7o(). 18

184.260.53

110,068 14

74.192.39

NORTHERN TEX.\S TR.^CTION CO.

The Northern Texas Traction Co. report of earning

month of July is as follows:

1903. 1904.

Gross earnings . $42,548,41 $52,281.05

Operating expenses 20,543.20 27,551.03

Net earnings 22,005.21 24.730.02

Fixed charges 9.018.33 10,209.43

Net profit 12,986.88 14,520.59

h'or the seven months ending July 31st

:

1903. 1904.

Gross earnings $249,487.61 $311,216.78

Operating expenses 132,97275 175.525.41

Net earnings 116.51486 i.?5.f'9i.37

Fixed charges 63.143.33 70.756.85

Net profit 53.37153 64,934.52

i for the

Increase,

$9,732.64

7.007.83

2.724.81

1,191.10

1.53371

Increase.

$61,729.17

42.552.66

19.176.51

7.61352

11,562.99

.VL'ROR.A. ELGIN & CHICAGO RAILWAY CO.

The Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co. reports for June and

for the first twelve months in which the line has been in complete

operation, as follows:

June, 1904.

Gross earnings $44.1 1793
Operating cxpen.ses 26.338..T6

Net earnings 17.779-57

i2mos. ending

June 30, 1904.

$427,5.10.26

240,271.24

187,259.02

HOUGHTON COUNTY STREET RAILWAY CO.

Reports from the Houghton County Street Railway Co. for the

month of June arc as follows:

1904. 1903.

Gross earnings $16,936 $16,417

Net earnings 6,694 6,850

Surplus 3.313 3,921

Tor the fiscal year ended June 30th :

1904. 1903-

Gross earnings 189.037 182.577

Net earnings 57,688 61.373

Surplus 20.378 28,173

CHICAGO UNION TRACTION CO.

Tlie receivers of the Chicago Union Traction Co. recently filed

with the court the report of earnings of the company for the year

ending June 30, 1904, compared with 1902 and 1903, as follows

:

Earnings, etc. Increases Year

Year Ending June 30, 1904.

Ending June Over Over

30. 1904. 1903. 1902.

Passenger $8.55^.533 $230,684 $755.4.=;8

Other 33.934 2,480 g.890

Gross 8,590,467 233.164 765.348

Expenses

:

Maint. way 609,600 240.765 335,024

Maint. equip 741.252 216.741 242,204

Transportation 3.718.746 402.515 924.747

General 1.0.19.618 1192.985 .56.521

Total 6.109,216 767,036 1,5.18.496

Net earnings 2481,251 b.5,?3.872 h773,i48

Other income 137,018 116,154 19.668

Total income 2,618,270 1)540,026 1)753,480
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Charges

:

Rental a i ,K43,078 h i .038.4;,? h i .04 1 .00

1

Other 509.8OJ 1)131. !37 bjJ4.;9()

Total 2j5J,88i bi.i(x).6io 1.J66.397

Surplus 265.389 (129.584 512.917

Statistics

:

Car miles 33.275.2SS 1.890.744 2.543.237

Passengers

—

Revenue 171,832.673 4.804,244 15,695,775

Free 9+4,923 S4.936 i3.i47.S

Transfer 108,204,739 24,525,8<)4 43,889,018

Total 280,082,335 29,4 1 5,034 59,7 18.268

Percent transfer 62.63 >2.79 21.65

Per car mile

—

Car earnings 25.82c liSic .36c

Operating expenses 18.360 i-.u*-" 3-49C

Net 7.46c I12.15C 1'3 i,?c

Per Rev. Passenger

—

Car earnings 500c 0.00c b.oic

Operating e.xpcnses 3o''c .36c .63c

Net 1 .44c t).36c I).64C

" Contains no charge for dividends accrued on outstanding West
and North Chicago stock for the period suhsc<iuent to September 1,

IQ03, when the modified leases were adopted, except that part of the

payments of October 15 and November 15 that applies to the period

after Septemlwr i.

'' Decrease.

The receiver .states that during the pa.st two years all earnings

have gone back into the system; that over $500,000 more was spent

in 1904 on way and equipment than in 1902; that .service has been

increased by 2.500.000 miles; that I'/z times the niinilier of transfers

were issued in 1904 than in 1902; that $500,000 mure was paid to

labor, and that power was added at a cost of $300,000. The net

earnings in 1904 were stated to be equal to the not in 1902.-
Canadian Notes.

.\rrangements have been made with the Grand Irinik Ky. by which

the Toronto & Hamilton Railway Co. will give the ToroiUo &
Hamilton running rights over its tracks from Burlington to Stoney

Creek, where the company's tracks will begin again. The company

has yet to secure an entrance into Hamilton.

City Engineer Rust, of Toronto, .suggests that two main avenues

too feet in width, be laid out, providing for a double line of street

car tracks, one commencing at Queen street and University avenue

and running northwesterly to the intersection of Royce avenue and

Dundas street, which would be about 3'-^ miles in length ; the other

commencing at the intersection of Church and yuecn streets and run-

ning in a northeasterly direction to Danfnrlh avenue and Hroad-

view avenue, which would he about il^ miles in length. Mr. Rust

reports that there are over 32,000 miles of electric wires in the city,

which, especially in the business sections, should be i)laccd under-

ground.

The application of the ruronln & .Vlimico Kailw.iy Ci>. fur per-

mission to cross the (irand Trunk Ry, tracks at .Siiniiysiile at the

western limit of Toronto is meeting with much opposition. City

Engineer Rust suggests an overhead bridge. The government engi-

neer reports the place too dangerous to allow of a diamond cross-

ing. The Grand Trunk Ry. states that it is willing to construct a

subway from the llumhcr, a mile west of the disputed crossing,

to DuflFcr street, a mile east of it. which would do away with cross-

ing on the level, but nothing definite has been agreed upon, mean-

while the street railway have extended their tracks to within a few-

yards of the (irand Trunk Ry. tracks.

1 he projHisal to connect .Areola, K. C, with the Canadian Pacific

line on the north and the Kstevan and Soo lines to the south by an

electric line is l)eing discussed by prominent business men of Moosa-

min. Areola and .Mameda. The intention is to construct a line to

carrry freight as well as passengers. Provision would also be made
for the lighting and supplying of power in the towns adjacent t(j the

line as well as the installing of telephone systems.

The Hamilton, Crimsby and Kiirliiigton Ry., who wishes to extend

its line to .St. Catharines, has offered the City Council there $25,000

towards the construction of a high level bri<lge.

The Niagara, Quccnslon & St. Catharines Electric Ry., with cap-

ital of $250,000. and power to issue hoiuls to llie extent of $30,000

a mile, hopes to start work this year on the construction of a belt

line railway from St. Catharines, Out., through Niagara-on-the-Lake

and Queenston. back to St. Catharines. J. N. McKendry, F. Denton.

H. L. Dunn, A. D. Crooks, Toronto; E. J. Mclntyre, Niagara, Out.;

R. G. Code, E. F. Burritt, Ottawa, the provisional directors, are at

present carrying on all negotiations. W. H. Middlcmist,

A. M. I. C. E., is chief engineer. It is understood that Pittsburg

capitalists are back of the enterprise. The road is to he 21 miles

in length.

In the action recently taken hy the city of llaniilton against the

street railway company to recover $3..?oo and interest on a percentage

of fares collected from passengers im the Jockey Club section n{ the

line outside the city boundary, a vcnlicl was ojvcn in favor of tliu

city.

The 'J'oronlo & Hamilton l'".lectric Ry. intends constructing a loop

line, that will carry frci.ylu and passengers, from iltn'liniilon lU-afli

to Hamilton.

.•\ by-law has been passed by the London City Council providing

for a number of small extensions during the current year, provided

the necessary rails can he obtained, in all two miles of track.

The cable has been laid across the suspension bridge at St. Johns.

N. B., and work completed on the construction of the St. Johns
Street Railway Co's. line to Hay Shore Park and cars are now run-

ning. Seven double-truck combination cars have been added to

the rolling stock and a new car house is being built.

The Toronto Railway Co. is building 15 double Iruck motor ear>,

30 single truck motor cars and 35 single truck trailers, all of the

convertible type, in its shops. The company will probably Iniild 30

more motor cars this year.

J. H. .Armstrong, St. Catharines, Out., is chief engineer of the St.

Catharines, Pelham & Wclland Electric Ry., seeking power for an

extension of its line from the present terminus of the Toronto.

Hamilton & Burlington Ry. in rdham township to Duinillc. .\d-

drcss J. W. Holmes, of Dimin illc. lor information,

Messrs. McPhcrson and Saiulison, of Winnipeg, are solicitors for

a company seeking a charter for the construction of an electric

road from Lac du Bonnett to Winnipeg, in coivieclimi with the

development of water power on the Winnipeg river.

Work on the Winnipeg. Selkirk & Lake Winnipeg Ry. is com-

pleted and ready for the rolling stock. The line will be operated by

steam until electric connections can be made.

At the reipicst of the City Council, the W'imiipin I'leelric Sireel

Railway Co. has decided to extend its line along Logan avenue to

McPhillips avenue. The city will rcpave the street to Mcl'liillips

avenue to allow the company to lay tracks.

The Pcterboro Radial Railway Co. has been granlcil permission

to cross the CSrand 'Trunk and Canadian Pacific Railway tracks at

Pcterboro, the railway company to contribute 25 per cent of the cost.

.•Kdvertiscmcnts are out for tenders on eight sections of 10 niiles

each, between Guelph and Goderich on the (iuelph and (ioderieli

Railway Co's. line. Information furnished at the engineer's offices

of the company in (iuelph and tioderich.

'The .Amherstburg 'Town Council ha\e granted llu- Sandwich.

Windsor & .'Vmherstburg Ry. a bonus of $(1,000.

'The London, Aylmer Hi North Shore T'.leclric Kailw.-iy Co. has

raised the capital to finish the road whiih will 1r- .)5 mlK-. long, with

power station and repair, shop at ."Xyluur. Oiil, K. .M, l.ntoii, Will

dinton Building, (irand Rapids, Mich., is president

The provisional directors of the Brantford Si ilamilloii T;ioclrii'

Railway Co., which has been granted power to build a line from

Brantford to Hamilton, is connected with the Von ICcha Co., which

controls the Brantford Street Ry., the Woodstock, 'Thames Valley

and Ingersoll Ky. and the (irand Valley Ry. C. P. Uaikes, Canadian

representative of Harper Brothers & Co.. of London, ICng., recently

went over the proposed route, and it is niulerstood will rejiort

favorably to his firm.

Superintendent l.eonaril .and .'^i-cret.iry t'has. I Irinkwalir. of tlir

Canadian Paeilie Ry.. ;ire negoliating for the piircli,'ise of the Ber-

lin. Waterloo, Welland and Lake Huron Hy,

'The contract for building a new car barn .il Hingliamplon, N, Y..

for the BiiiKhainplou Railway Co, h;is been ;iw.ardi'd Ir) M.ison I,

Ford. It will be constructed of brick aurl llie ollices of the com-

pany will also be located therein.
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Personal.

MK CILXRI-ES RKMELIUS lias been nppointcd master nicchaiiic

of llu' Itriioklyn lloiKlits Kapirl Transit C<>.

MR. I'". S. S-Xdn. for the past two years auditor of the Union

Traction Co., of Indiana, lias tendered liis resignation.

MR. J. H. ROGERS lias heen appointed superintendent of the rail-

way deparlnienl of the Winona (Minn.) Railway & Li((lu Co.

MK. IS.\.\C .X SMITH, formerly chief engineer of the Southern

Illinois Klectric Railway Co., has heen appointed general manager
of that company.

MR. R. W. CiR.W has hecii appointed general manager of the St.

Louis, St. Charles & Western Railroad Co., succeeding Mr. J. D.

Houseman, resigned.

MR. I. II. SHI:RW0()D has heen appointed manager of the

People's Light & Railway Co., of Streator, 111., to succeed Mr.

George J. A. Paul, resigned.

MR. W. K. R.VNKIN has been appointed assistant siiperiiUendenl

of the Chester Traction Co., of Chester, Pa. He will be in charge

of the car barn, succeeding Mr. Thomas Gibson, resigned.

MR. T. H. I30VD, for several years superintendent of the car

shop and paint .shop of the Kno.\villc Traction Co., has been pro-

moted to the position of master mechanic of that company.

MR. .•XRTHL'R J. WILSON has resigned his position as master

mechanic of the Brooklyn Heights

Railroad Co. Mr. Wilson has

heen connected with the operating

department of the Hrooklyii roads

for over fourteen years and for

several years past has been in

charge of the three large repair

shops of the surface and elevated

divisions and the 15 division shops.

Mr. Wilson's resignation was

caused by ill health and it be-

came necessary for him to take

a nuicli needed rest. He was very

popular with all of the men on the

road and at the time of his resig-

nation he was presented by the

employes with a set of engrossed

resolutions telling of the good

work he did in the operating department. They also presented him

with a handsome cut glass service.

MR. E. B. GUNN has resigned his position as general superin-

tendent of the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Railway Co.

and has been succeeded in that position by Mr. A. H. Hayward.

MR. J. A. BARRY, who recently resigned as general manager of

the New Jersey & Pennsylvania Traction Co., was presented by the

employes of his road with a handsome Masonic emblem in the form

of a watch charm.

MR. GEORGE H. lUNKLEY on August 6lh resigned as manager

of the Railway Department of Kohlcr Bros., Chicago, and will form

a partnership with A. N. Hadley, of tlic lladley-Dcrrick Co., Talbot

Bldg., Indianapolis. Ind.

MR. ELLIS BARTHOLOMEW has resigned as president of the

Toledo, Columbus, Springfield & Cincinnati Railway Co. and is suc-

ceeded by Mr. E. C. Shiness, a member of the board of directors.

The vacancy on the board of directors has been filled by Mr. A.

Bcesch, of Toledo.

MR. JOSEPH FORSTOV'E has been appointed superintendent

of the Galcsburg (III.) Electric Motor & Power Co., vice Mr. H. E.

Davisson, resigned. Mr. Forslovc has for 10 years 4)ccn connected

with the Quincy (III.) Horse Railway & Carrying Co., as cashier,

assistant superintendent and manager.

MR. ROSCOE CORNELL has been appointed manager of the

branch office which the Allis-Gialmers Co. has just opened in E!

Paso, Texas. Mr. Cornell goes to the Allis-Chalmers Co. from the

Mine & Smelter Supply Co. of Denver. He is a graduate of the

Michigan College of Mines, and is well known as a mining and

mechanical engineer.

MR. JOHN MELLOR has been ai)pointcd superintendent of the

mechanical department of the Worcester & Connecticut Eastern

Railway Co. and the Worcester & Southbridge division of the Con-

solidated Railways Co., both of which are owned by the New York,

A. J. WILSON.

New Haven & llarlfoni Railroad Co. Mr. Mcllor's headquarters

will be at Dayville, Conn.

MR. WILLIAM WAMPLER has been appointed general sales

agent of the Pcckham Manufacturing Co.. with headquarters at 26

Cortlandl St., New York City. Mr. Wamplcr enjoys a wide ac-

quaintance in the electric railway industry, and his many friends will

be glad to know of bis advancement to the position of general sales

agent for the Peckham company.

MR. J. D. HOU.SEM.\N has resigned as general manager of the

St. Louis, St. Charles & Western Railroad Co., to become general

manager of the Suburban Telephone Co., with headquarters at Clay-

ton, Mo. Mr. I^ouscman has been with the St. Louis, St. Charles

& Western since it was opened in lH<jo, and during that time be has

not had occasion to discharge a single employe, and only four of

the regular men have resigned. The wages of the men have been

increased 20 per cent without solicitation, and it is a noteworthy

fact that during this period the company has not been called upon to

pay out but $250 for damages, and there arc at present no damage

suits against the company.

Accidents.

July iglli a Rapid Ry. car of the Interurban Railway & Terminal

Co., of Cincinnati, O., ran away on a steep grade, jumped the track

at a switch at the bottom of the bill and overturned. 'The motorman

was seriously, if not fatally, injured.

July 25th two persons were killed and several injured in a col-

lision bet\V(?tn a Big Four passenger train and an Indiana|>olis Street

Railway Co. car at Indianapolis, Ind.

July 24th a Verango Power & Traction Co. car at Oil City, Pa.,

ran away on a steep grade and one passenger was killed and several

hurt by jumping from the car.

July 28th a Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co. car collided

with a chemical engine of the fire department and seven passengers

were injured, some seriously.

July 30th four passengers were fatally hurt and nine others injured

in a collision on the Rochester, Charlotte & Manitou Railway Go's.

line near Rochester, N. Y.

July 31st nearly 50 passengers were injured, 12 seriously, in a

head-on collision between two cars of the Union Railway Co., near

234th St., New York.

July 31st 23 persons were injured in a trolley car collision on the

Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Railroad Go's, line near Notting-

ham, O.

July 31st, in a collision between a Chicago City Railway Co's.

Ashland Ave. car and a Chicago Jun.ction Ry. freight train, eight

persons were hurt, one probably fatally.

July 30th a Macon (Ga.) Railway & Light Co. car jumped the

track at a curve and collided with a telegraph pole 40 ft. away. The
conductor and motorman were seriously hurt.

.\ugust 1st two Boston & Worcester Street Railway Co. cars col-

lided on a single track at White's Corner, near Worcester, Mass.,

and 14 persons were badly injured. The motorman of one of the

cars died from his injuries.

August 1st a car of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. caught

fire from a live wire falling across the roof and in the panic that

followed seven persons were injured. The car was almost totally

destroyed.

August 2d two trolley cars on the Boston & Worcester railway

collided at a point three miles from Westboro, Mass. One person

was killed and fourteen injured. Both cars were badly damaged

by the impact.

.\ugust 6th an Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe passenger train

crashed into a trolley car at the Belt line crossing, Kansas City,

Mo., killing one and injuring nine persons.

August 7th a Wallace street and a Halsled street car of the Chi-

cago City Railway Co. collided in the Clark street subway, the

Halsted street car crashing into the rear of the other just as it was

starting out of the subway. Fourteen persons were injured.

The Manchester Traction Co. dam at Garvin's Falls, N. H., has

been completed and the company's power plant at that point put

in operation. Now that the new plant is in operation, the generators

at the Brook street station, which have been operated by steam, will

be put out of commission.
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Question Box of the New York State Street

Railway Association.

At the 22d convention of the Street Railway Association of the

State of New York, to be held at Utica, Sept. 12-13, 1904, a question

box is to be introduced, which, it is hoped, will prove an important

element in the success of the meeting. The following preliminary

questions have been submitted to the membership of the association

by Mr. W. M. Probasco, editor of the question box, who requests

that they be not answered merely by "yes" or "no", but that reasons

for the answers be given and illustrations furnished wherever possi-

ble from actual practice. It is proposed to print the questions and

answers received up to within a short time before the meeting.

CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT.
Power Station Construction.

1. What is the life of a good storage battery when well taken

care of? Is a floating battery preferable to a booster installed in

station? How much attention docs a battery require?

2. Is tlie specific heat of superheated steam constant, and if not,

what law will give the specific heat of superheated steam at various

temperatures and pressures?

3. One company has in its power house one 8oo-kw., 550-volt,

direct current generator with compound fields. In the armature there

are 800 coils and 800 commutator bars, 12 poles and 12 brush holders.

Would like to know the proper connections to make to balance

the magnetic circuits of this machine and size of wire necessary.

Track Construction.

4. What type of rail has given the best satisfaction for city

service in unimproved streets, and what troubles, if any, have been

met with in the 9-in. girder rail?

5. Cannot a limited number of standard rail heads be adopted

for paved streets?

6. What rights has a railroad company in arranging drainage for

its tracks? Where the company pays for paving between tracks

and for a certain distance on each side, can it claim any jurisdiction

in arranging grades for drainage?

7. Which is the better material for paving—Medina sandstone or

granite block?

8. What type of rail joint has proven best in paved streets ?

9. What is the best method for detecting broken bonds? Is the

electrical drilling machine practicable?

10. What is the best type of bond—the compressed head or the

pin head?

Overhead Line Construction.

11. What wood is best adapted to stand the elements; and what

paint ; how many coats, and how often should same be painted ?

12. Which is the best hanger—the mechanical or soldered clip?

13. What is the best method of spacing d. c. lightning arresters

along the line?
|

. t
.'

14. How many lightning arresters to the mile in the best practice?

Should more arresters be used in suburban than city lines?

15. Has it been observed that the presence of a high vollagc

transmission line, running along the same right of way with the

trolley, has a tendency to relieve the d. c. line from some of the

lightning disturbances to which it would normally be subject?

16. Information is requested with regard to the use of aluminum

for a. c. high tension lines and for d. c. trolley feeders; also for

use bare in underground conduit as an auxiliary to the rail return.

17. What are the most efficient methods of jointing the main con-

ductors and of attaching trolley taps to the main feeders?

(8. What arc the principal advantages and the disadvantages in

the general use of aluminum for such purposes?

19. What is the maximum distance direct current can be advan-

tageously transmitted for the operation of interurban cars?

Selection of Rolling Stock.

20. Have the semi-convertible cars givcji as good satisfaction

for summer service as the open cars, and to what extent have double

truck cars replaced single truck for strictly city service?

21. Has any practical type of power brake been developed to

take the place of air brakes?

23. What is the difference in current consumption of two- and

four-motor equipments?

23. What is the best method of determining the life of motor

parts?

24. What type of snow plow has given the best satisfaction for

city streets?

25. Are electric heaters economical ? What other system is more

efficient and convenient?

26. Have any experiments been made, or has any one had experi-

ence with hot water heaters, and if so, what has been the difference

in expense between them and electric heaters?

27. Viewed from the standpoint of maintenance, which is prefer-

able, the split or solid gears?

Block Signal System.

28. Which is the more reliable, automatic signals or those manipu-

lated by hand?

29. Is there a satisfactory automatic block signal system used

that will take care of any number of cars passing through the same

block?

30. Are telephonic train orders satisfactory?

OPERATION.
Accident Department.

31. Where and when should derailing switches be used, excluding

steam railroad crossings?

32. Give experience with accidents with derailing switches.

33. Have you used the premium system with your employes for

avoiding accidents; if so, what percentage have the accidents been

reduced ?

34. Has not the practice of giving premiums to conductors and

motormen for avoiding accidents made them careless in reporting

slight accidents?

35. What is the host method of training employes to avoid acci-

dents?

Car Houses.

36. What is the best design for a car house?

Employes.

37. What has been the benefit, if any, of forming an association

among employes?

38. Can associations of employes be made sufficiently attractive

to take the place of union organizations? Can a successful benefit

fund be established by contributions from employes alone without

assistance from the company? If so, would not such a fund be

more appreciated by the ^iien than one on which they had received

assistance? Would not a written examination at the end of each

year of all conductors and motormen employed during the year,

somewhat in the nature of the competitive civil service examination,

be the best method of determining seniority?

39. What is the best method of disciplining employes?

40. Give experience of the merit system in connection with disci-

pline of employes.

41. Does the merit system entail extra office expense, and to

what extent has it helped discipline?

42. Do all roads subject their Intending employes to a physical

examination?

43. What benefit or check has resulted In the securing of bonds

from employes?

44. Should conductors furnish bonds, and if so, who should pay

the premium?

Fares on Inlernrban Railways.

45. What is the best metlioil of collecting and ac-couiiting Inter-

urban fares?

46. Arc there any data available to show the percentage of tickets

used to tickets sold, and what Is a fair per cent of shrinkage?

Parks and Pleasure Resorts.

47. Is It better to operate all attractions at parks or to induce

outsiders to put them in on a percentage basis? Are any pleasure

parks self-sustaining, or can they be made so?

48. What is the most effective method of advertising, for the

least expense?

Repair .Shops.

49. What Is the proper lest lo ^Ive eciuipmcnt before leaving the

shop for service?

50. What is the best method of keeping shop record of cost of

maintenance; bodies, trucks and motors?

51. Considerable trouble has been experienced with broken car

axles from crystallization, especially during cold weather. The
axles break either at the end of the key way or at the shoulder next

to the journal bearing. We would like to know the cause; also, if
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salt water getting into a small check will catisc it to spread or

deepen. From the appearances o( some of the breaks, those are the

indications. Also would like to know which grade of steel is con-

sidered best for car axles.

Si. Which is productive of the best results—pit work, or over-

hauling from above?

53. Is it best to overhaul equipment by mileage?

Snow Removal.

54. What amount of snow can the city authorities demand re-

moved ?

SS- What is the best form of organization of snow fighting

forces ?

Traffic Development.

56. Has it proven beneficial, in moderate sized cities, to largely

increase the number of cars during rush hours, over the ordinary

times of day?

57. What has been found to be the best method of a<lvertising

to develop traflic?

58. What has been the experience with the use of trailers as

regards accidents, and have they proved more satisfactory than the

use of larger cars with no trailers?

59. Docs not the use of trailers increase the number of derail-

ments?

60. Should the e.xtra list be a revolving one? (i. c., after an

e.\tra has had work, should he go to the bottom of the list and work

up again?)

Wheels—Chilled Iron, Steel Tired, Fused Wheels and Solid Steel.

61. Would not the trouble, which was experienced by many roads

during the past winter, of motors dragging on the ice, be eliminated

by the use of 36-in. wheels?

62. What are the relative merits of steel and cast iron wheels?

63. How does the life of cast iron wheels compare with steel-

tired, fused and solid steel wheels? Is not the cost of maintenance

per mile in favor of the cast iron wheel ?

64. Is not a 550-lb. double plate cast iron wheel as safe to run

under our modern interurban cars as the steel-tired wheels now
being used?

65. What is the principal cause of wheels being flatted on air-

brake interurban cars?

66. What are the causes, all of them, of flat wheels?

67. What weight and model of chilled car wheels, 33 in. in diam-

eter, are proper and safe for an 8-ton single truck electric car for

city service, and the probable life of the same?

Illinois Electric Railway Map.

We publish herewith the fifth of our series of state maps showing

the present development of electric railways in the state of Illinois.

These maps have been compiled by the Arnold Electric Power Sta-

tion Co. and the present map has been corrected to .\ugust 12th, and

is undoubtedly the most complete electric railway map of Illinois

ever published.

The following list contains 96 electric railroads under construction

and in operation in the state of Illinois.

Alton, Granite & St. Louis Traction Co.

American Central Traction Co.

Aurora, De Kalb & Rockford Electric Traction Co.

Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co.

Blooniington & Normal Railway, Electric & Heating Co.

Bloomington, Joliet & Pontiac Electric Railway Co.

Blue Island, Riverdale & Hammond Railway Co.

Cairo Electric & Traction Co.

Calumet Electric Street Railway Co.

Carbondale & Cartcrville Electric Railroad Co.

Central Railway Co.

Central Illinois Traction Co.

Central Traction Co.

Centralia & Central City Street Railway Co.

Charleston, Champaign & Northern Interurban Railway Co.

Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway Co.

Chicago & Milwaukee Electric R. R.

Chicago & Oak Park Elevated Railroad Co.

Chicago City Railway Co.

Chicago Consolidated Traction Co.

Chicago Electric Traction Co.

Chicago General Railway Co.

I.

2.

3-

4-

S-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

II.

12.

13-

14.

IS-

16.

«7-

18.

19-

20.

21.

22.

23-

24-

25-

26.

27-

aS.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33-

34-

35-

36.

37-

38.

39-

40.

41.

42.

43-

44-

45-

46.

47-

48.

49-

SO.

51-

S2.

53-

54-

55-

S6.

57-

S8.

59-

60.

61.

C2.

63.

64.

6S-

66.

67-

68.

69.

70.

/I-

72.

73-

74-

75-

76.

77.

78.

79-

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

8S-

86.

87.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93-

94.

95-

96.

Chicago, Harvard & Geneva Lake Railway Co.

Chicago Union Traction Co.

Coal Belt Traction Co.

Danville, Urbana & Champaign Railway Co.

Decatur Railway & Light Co.

Decatur, Springfield & St. Louis Railway Co. (Part of Illi-

nois Central Traction Co.)

Decatur, Tuscola & Champaign Interurban Railway Co.

De Kalb & Sycamore Electric Co.

Dixon, Rock Falls & Southwestern Electric Railway Co.

Eastern Illinois Traction Co.

East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co.

Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction Co.

Freeport-Dixon Electric Railway Co.

Fulton County Electric Railroad Co.

Galesburg & Kewanec Electric Ry.

Galesburg Electric Motor & Power Co.

Galesburg, Monmouth & Ruck Island Railway Co.

Hillsboro Electric Railroad Co.

Illinois & Kentucky Railroad Co.

Illinois & Rock River Railway Co.

Illinois Central 'fraction Co.

Illinois Valley Traction Co.

Interstate Electric Railway Co.

Interstate Railway, Light & Power Co.

Jacksonville Railway Co.

Jacksonville & Springfield Traction Co.

Jacksonville Traction Co.

Joliet & Northwestern Railway Co.

Joliet, Plainfield & -Aurora Railroad Co.

Kankakee Electric Railway Co.

Kankakee Interurban Riverview Railway Co.

Keokuk & Western Illinois Railway Co.

Kewanee, Cambridge & Gencseo Railway Co.

Kcwanee Short Line Electric Railway Co.

Lincoln Electric Railroad Co.

Macomb & Western Illinois Railway Co.

Mechanicsburg & Buffalo Railway Co. (Horse.)

Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway Co.

Mississippi Valley Traction Co.

Morrison & Denrock Electric Railway Co.

Murphysboro Street Railway Co.

Northern Electric Railway Co.

Northern Illinois Electric Railway Co.

Northern Illinois Light & Traction Co.

North Kankakee Electric Light & Railway Co.

Northwestern Elevated Railroad Co.

Peoples Light & Railway Co.

Peoples Traction Co.

Peoria & Pekin Terminal Ry.

Peoria & Prospect Heights Railway Co.

Quincy & Western Illinois Railway Co.

Quincy Horse Railway & Carrying Co. (Horse.)

Rockford & Freeport Electric Railway Co.

Rockford & Interurban Railway Co.

Rockford, Beloit & Janesville Railroad Co.

Rock River Traction Co.

St. Louis & Springfield Railway Co. (Part of Illinois Central

Traction Co.)

St. Louis, Vandalia & Eastern Electric Railway Co.

South Chicago City Railway Co.

Southern Illinois Electric Railway Co.

South Side Elevated Railroad Co.

South Side Suburban Railroad Co.

Springfield & Northern Railway Co.

Springfield & Southwestern Railway Co.

Springfield Consolidated Railway Co.

Springfield, Lincoln, Bloomington, Pekin & Peoria Electric

Railway Co.

Springfield, Mowcaqua, Sullivan & Mattoon Railroad Co.

Springfield, Petersburg & Beardstown Interurban Railway Co.

Springfield Railway & Light Co.

Sterling, Dixon & Eastern Electric Ry.

Suburban Railroad Co.

Tri City Railway Co.

Waukegan, Fox Lake & Western Railway Co.

Western Illinois Traction Co.
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West Hudun. Ind., f«ir the IfJOS Cunvunti<in.

The American Street Railway Association has already received an

invitation from the West Baden Springs Hotel, of West Baden.

Ind., to hold the igo5 convention at West Baden, and accordingly

our readers will be interested in knowing about the accommodations
which the hotel can offer as a meeting place.

The three principal things which have to lie considered in choos-

conventions. It should be mentioned, however, that the Springs are

not only a delightful summer resort, but arc kept open the entire

year.

HOIKL ACCOMMODATIONS.
The new West Baden Springs Hotel was built in igoi and 1902,

replacing a frame building which was destroyed by fire June 4, igot.

In planning the new structure. Colonel Sinclair determined to build

n hotel that should be absolutely fire-proof. The structure is of

EXTERIOR OF WEST B.\DEN SPRINGS HOTEL.

ing a meeting place for the electric railway associations arc the

hotel accommodations, a hall that will be suitable for exhibit.'!, and

the transportation facilities. In all these particulars it would be

difficult to find a place which surpasses thq West Baden Springs

Hotel.

The Springs arc situated in a beautiful vallo' in Orange County,

Ind., and are readily accessible from the principal railroad centers

of the country, being reached by the Monon from Chicago and

Louisville; by the Baltimore & Ohio Soutlnvcslern and the Momm

brick and concrete on a foundation of .solid rock, and no wood,

excepting the doors and window casings, enters into the con-

struction.

The hotel building proper covers nearly five acres, and is octagonal

in shape, surrounding a circular court 200 ft. in diameter. The
building is si.x stories high and contains 708 guest rooms, all of

which have telephone connections and basins with hot and cold

water. All of the rooms excepting 30 are provided with toilets,

and 150 of them have batli tub* in addition. The central court.

l.RAND .\TRILM, 200 FT. IX DIAMETER—THE EXHIBIT IIALI,.

from Cincinnati and St. Louis, and by the C, H. & D., Big Four
and Pennsylvania, in connection with the Monon, from Indianapolis.

The first mention of the Springs is made in the memoirs of Gen.

George Rogers Clark concerning the Kaskaskia and Vincennes ex-

pedition in the latter part of the eighteenth century, and since 1840

they have been a celebrated health resort. While through the

efforts of the present proprietor, Hon. Lee W. Sinclair, who has

had control of this property since 1888, West Baden Springs have

become one of the best-known spas in the country, this feature of

the Springs is of minor importance in connection with the railway

which is known as the "Grand Atrium", is covered by a dome

which is 135 ft. high at the center. Some idea of the magnitude

of this dome may be had when it is said that it is larger than that

of the Capitol at Washington. In addition to the guest rooms,

which easily provide accommodations for fourteen hundred people,

there are in the building 31 suites of parlors varying in dimensions

from 15 by 50 ft. to half that area; a ball room 80.x 90 ft., and six

private dining rooms for the use of guests, besides the main dining

room, which is 80 x 90 ft. The office rotunda is too ft. in diameter

and has opening from it commodious reading and writing rooms.
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Connected with the hotel by arcades are a number of annexes,

in which arc comprised one of the largest bath houses in the world,

a g>Tnnasium, an opera house, and a Casino with bowling alleys,

billiard and pool tables and opportunities for indulging in games

of chance not to be equaled outside of Monte Carlo. Near the

Casino is a covered oval, two story, bicycle track, the inner field

being available for base ball, foot ball or tennis. The bath house

comprises 40 suites of rooms, a dressing room and bath room in

each suite; in the lower part of this building is a .swimming pool

120 by 32 ft. in area, with a depth of water ranging from 4 to 10 ft.

An idea of the completeness of this hotel is given by the statement

that, located on the ground floor and opening into the Grand

.\triuni. arc the West Baden National Bank, a dnig store, a fur-

nishing goods store, a barber shop and a <lepot for oriental goods.

of. the associations, and these, as well as the Atrium, are offered to

the Association free of cost.

TRANSPORTATION.

West Baden is reached by tlic Monon Route, which has, by

means of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton, Big Four, and Pennjiylvania lines, direct connections

with Chicago, Louisville, Cincinnati, St. Louis and Indianapolis. A
spur from the Monon runs direct to the entrance of the hotel on one

side, and on the other is the track of the French Lick & West

Baden R. R., the electric railway connecting West Baden with

French Lick, one mile distant. These railroads offer the best of

facilities for reaching the exhibit hall with a minimum amount of

trucking, and also afford desirable space for the display of cars,

1;.\T1I K^.lo.^I^ .\.\l) N.\T.\ToklL" .\I.

The rates vary from $3 to $5 per day, American plan. The $5

rate is for the inost desirable rooms, those having bath tubs. When
$5 rooms are occupied by two persons the rate is I4 each per day.

It should be mentioned that every room in the house fronts upon

the exterior of the building or upon the interior court. The latter

rooms are in every respect as desirable as the others, perfect venti-

lation making choice a matter of indifference.

Besides the West Baden Springs Hotel there are a number of

other hotels in West Baden, which in the aggregate can accommo-

date 1.000 persons.

HALL FOR EXHIBITS.
.•\t no former convention of the .\ssocia(ions has there been avail-

able a hall for exhibits that can be favorably compared, in point of

available area of floor space or in architectural appearance, with

the "Grand Atrium." The base of the glass dome covering this is

80 ft. above the floor, resting upon 24 columns spaced at equal inter-

vals about the circular inner wall of the building. From face to

face of the liases of these columns the diameter of the Atrium is

200 ft. The bases of these arc about C ft. wide and project 4 ft.

from the wall, so that the floor area is further increased by 20

spaces each 4 x 20 ft. Absolutely all of this floor space, excepting

a circle at the center 20 ft. in diameter, which is occupied by a

fountain, is entirely free from obstructions of any kind, and avail-

able for exhibits. Excluding the fountain, the floor space available

is 32,938 sq. ft. The flo<jr of the Atrium is cement concrete laid

on solid rock, so that the question of sufficiently strong foundation

for heavy exhibits does not enter. TWo entrances into the Atrium

from the exterior may be used. The only limitation imposed upon

the size of exhibits shown in the Atrium is that they must pass

through the entrances, which arc rectangular and 17 ft. 4 in. wide

by 10 ft. 5 in. high in the clear.

The West Baden Springs Hotel has offered to place the "Grand

Atrium" at the disposal of the American Street Railway Associa-

tion for its exhibit hall, and to furnish i2S-volt electric current for

operating exhibits which it is desirable to show in motion.

The ball room and the 31 parlors, mentioned before, offer every

accommodation that could be desired for meeting places for all three

snow plows and sweepers, and other track exhibits that it may not

be deemed desirable to take into the building.

No comparison can be made with the exhibit halls and accommo-

dations that have been available at former conventions, as the West

Baden Springs Hotel has so many points of superiority as to be in

a class by itself.

Waste of Power Because of Truck Equipments.

BY W. C. PRICE.

It is probable that llnre are many electric railway companies in

this country Ihat waste from 15 to 25 per cent of the power received

at the trolley wheels by using a defective car-truck equipment. This

is a very broad statement and it will doubtless surprise many to learn

that there is any rea.son for making it. But it is probable that all

electric railways are wasting a large ainonnl of power by using

(Iefccti\'e car-truck equipment.

Most of the motor trucks in general use are in the design of the

pedestals, bearings and brakes practically the same as the horse-car

trucks which preceded them. In fact, most of the motor trucks

today are an evolution from the horse-car truck with no improve-

ment upon the horse-car journal box and pedestal. The steam rail-

road passenger equalizer bar truck and the diamond freight truck

arrived at much greater perfection before most of us were born,,

as their journal boxes were rigidly connected. While some design-

ers attempted to build motor-trucks in the early days of electric

traction with the journal boxes rigidly connected, they were not

adopted.

When the motors arc placed on the car trucks, the forces acting

were reversed and instead of the truck wheels being hauled by the

car, they were caused to push the car. The truck became a locomo-

tive and the design of the truck should have been changed, so as to

be similar in some respects to the frame and running gear of the

locomotive. In the locomotive there is practically no lost motion

in the journal bearings and pedestals; the axles, and the wheels

they carry, arc a fixed disl.nncc apart. That type of single and
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double motor-trucks in use today, which have developed from the

horse-car truck, have journal boxes which do not fit closely in the

pedestals, and usually have as much as from 'A in. to '/i in. side

play, and, owing to the wear of parts, this play or lost motion is

becoming greater every month. The journal bo.xcs are castings

which are not machined cither inside or outside. Their width on the

inside and outside varies, owing to the degree of skill of different

molders. as miich as !-4 in. Journal hearings arc usually designed to

he 'i in. narrower than the inside width of the rough Ikjxcs, but

there is frequently as much as ^ in. side play between the journal

bearing and the inside of the journal box, and this added to the

side play between the journal box and the pedestals makes a total

of from '
l to 's in. The journal bearing is usually well greased on

the top and it slides sidewisc in one direction when the brakes are

.ipplied and slides back to the other side of the box when the motor

pushes it in the other direction and the journal boxes move back

and forth between the pedestals from the same cause. The applica-

tion of the brakes, if inside brake-shoes are used, forces the wheels

away from each other to the furthest limit of movement of the

journal bearings in the boxes, and of journal boxes in the pedestals

and when the car comes to a stop the wheels are apt to be found

in this spread apart position. The car is then in the car house, when
the wheels are thus spread apart, that the brakcnian adjusts the

shoes, and if he listens to the motonnan he will adjust them to

come at least within 1-16 in. of the wheels.

When the car goes out on the road one motor in each truck is

pushing the rear pair of wheels towards the front pair, and we have

seen that there is usually a chance for as much as "4 in. to 7-1 in.

movement in that direction. But the shoes have been set to within

1-16 in. of the wheels when the wheels were spread apart by a

previous application of the brakes, so that the total play of the

shoes is 1-16 in. plus 1-16 in., or % in. When the wheels have

moved this H in. they are then in contact with the shoes and cannot

go any further and we then know that the car is being propelled

by the motors pushing the wheels against the brake shoes, which is

about the most efficient arrangement for wasting power in propelling

the car one can imagine. There is also a loss in the wear of shoes

and wheels and a large motor loss owing to motors becoming over-

heated, so as to ruin the insulation, causing short circuits and mak-

ing necessary the frequent rewinding of armatures and field coils.

Motors which were designed to have ample power to propel heavy

cars up long grades have for this reason had to he replaced by

heavier motors.

Many of the trucks used under single truck cars, which were

constructed a few years ago, are particularly good examples of

trucks designed to waste power. It was thought, when these trucks

were designed, that the truck would go around a curve easier

if the journal box had a large amount of play in the pedestals, and

for this reason the side play between the box and the pedestals

was made as much as Jij in. in some instances. The only possible

advantage the writer can see in this form of construction would

be to allow for the truck frame being constructed out of square,

or for the axles being out of parallel, or the wheels out of line,

from the journal boxes being thicker on one side than on the other,

which is almost invariably the case when the boxes are not m.ichined

inside. It has been the practice to assemble truck frames directly

upon the wheels and axles and to square them by bringing the

wheels in line to a straight edge, but, owing to the variation in

chilled iron wheels, trucks assembled in this way are seldom per-

fectly square. Truck frames should be assembled separately and

made perfectly square before placing on the axles.

To eliminate this loss of power with the single and double trucks

now in use, which have the journal boxes loose in the pedestals

and which are not rigidly connected by equalizer bars, is very

difficult. When constructing new trucks of these types the journal

bo.\es could be machined inside and outside to exact widths and

the pedestal jaws and journal bearings could also be machined to

one exact width, so as to reduce the lost motion to small amounts.

The lost motion could be reduced in this w.iy to 1-32 in. between

the journal bearing and the box and to probably 1-16 in. between

the box and pedestals. If we were then to adjust the brake shoes

to within 1-16 in. of the wheel, we would have 1-64 in. clearance

between the wheels and the shoes when the car was climbing 3

grade, which is too close an adjustment. The shoes with this con-

struction would have to be adjusted not nearer than % in. from

the wheel. Owing to the rapid wear which takes place in such

trucks on the journal boxes and pedestals, due to the friction be-

tween these parts when they arc forced together by the application

of the brakes, this condition becomes rapidly worse and the shoes

must be adjusted farther and farther away from the wheels.

The only remedy which the writer can think of, is the adoption

of the M. C. B. type of equalizer bar truck. Where single car

trucks are used, the journal boxes should be rigidly connected by

a bar, and, if this were done, the saving of power in each truck

would probably be equal to the cost of a new truck every year or

two. By connecting the journal boxes rigidly by a bar, the appli-

cation of the brake shoes cannot force the boxes against the pedes-

tals, and so most of the wear of the boxes and pedestals is avoided.

The journal boxes can be machine-finished inside to one exact

width and the journal bearings can be machine-finished to an exact

width not over 1-32 in. less than the boxes. As there is no sliding

of these surfaces of contact on the side of the journal bearing

against the box, only pressure, they do not wear. We can then

adjust our shoes to 1-16 in. from the wheels and have a clearance

of 3-64 in. when the truck is climbing a grade, and this condition

will be permanent, as there is no wear of parts to make it grow

worse.

Fireproof Protection for Cars.

The new underwriters' rules for car wiring and equipment of cars

formulated by a joint committee from the American Street Railway

Association and the Underwriters' National Electric Association re-

quire that in order to meet the approval of the fire underwriters and

receive the benefit of lowest insurance rates, the underside of car

bodies must be protected by approved fire resisting insulating mate-

rial not less than % in. in thickness. Foreseeing that the rapid de-

velopments in heavy electric railway service would soon make neces-

sary a more thorough fireproof type of car construction, the H. W.

Johns-Manville Co., of New York, about a year ago brought out a

new composition of fireproofiing matcri^il which is known as Tran-

site. Transite is an asbestos lumber, designed to be used as a

sheathing board under the car body for the purpose of protecting

FORMS OF ELECTROBESTOS.

the car body from any flame or fire that might possibly be caused

under the car through electrical or any other means. Transite is

furnished in thicknesses ranging from ^ to ^ in., and is furnished

in sheets 40 x 40 in. standard sizes, and in special sizes 40 in. wide

up to 5 ft. long. Transite is unique in that it can be worked like

lumber, that is, it can be sawed, chiseled or nailed and can be painted

or decorated as may be required.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Co. has also brought out a material,

known as "Electrobestos," which is made in the form of conduits

to receive all forms of electrical wires and cables used in the wiring

of cars, including the motor leeds and connections, air brake com-

pressor connections and for interior and headlight wiring. Tltis ma-

terial is similar to Transite in that it can be worked with ordinary

tools just the same as lumber. Both these materials possess consid-

erable tensile strength, and combine a high degree of electrical

insulating quality as well as fire resisting properties.

Electrobestos is furnished in straight section, "T's" and elbows to

suit the wiring conditions of all types of cars.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Co. has furnished these fircproofing
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materials for cars used on the Manhattan Elevated, the Rapid Tran-

sit Subway, the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, the Schenectady Railway

and numerous interurban electric railway systems throughout the

country. The materials conform in every way to the rcquirenicnle

of the national board of fire underwriters, and furnishes an abso-

lute and reasonably inexpensive means of affording full protection to

electric railway cars against injury or destruction by any fire that

may start beneath the car flooring or at any point along the wiring

circuits.

As will be seen from the illustration, Electrobestos is not made up

of separate conduits necessarily, but consists of a number of corru-

gations, thus enclosing each wire or cable in a separate channel.

The parts forming the two sides of these channels arc united by an

insulating compound known as Electrobestos scaling cement. Great

care is now being exercised in the electrical insulation of car cir-

cuits and even electric lighting rosettes are being constructed of

Electrobestos.

width of car over posts being 7 ft. 10 in. Single seats are used at

the corners of the convertible side and longitudinal double seats at

the opposite side. The total seating capacity of the car is 38. In-

stead of using grab-handles on the posts of the convertible side,

Novel Type of Car for Montreal.

The Montreal Street Railway Co. has lately placed on its lines

a novel type of car, designed and built by the J. G. Brill Co. The
car is a combination of the patented convertible and semi-convertible

system of the builders. As will be seen in the illustration, the

entrances are all on one side, because the Montreal system is pro-

vided with loops at the terminals, so that the cars run in but one

direction. The chief advantage of this arrangement is the preven-

tion of passengers entering or leaving at the wrong side of the car,

doing away with the necessity of a running board on that side,

and increasing the transverse seating space. Having one side solidly

Mi|imnt.Bi

Ui FOR .\!UNTKE.\1.—OPEN SIDE.

paneled also keeps passengers from entering or leaving the car on
the wrong side. By staggering the posts, the seats on the semi-

convertible side abut against the side lining between the posts,

thereby adding about 3% inches to the transverse seating space.

By operating this type of car, the expense of keeping a set of

summer cars, which in many cities can only be used

a few months of the year, is avoided, and at the same
time provision is made for the comfort of passengers

because of the ability to change the car in a few

minutes from closed to open or vice versa. Rapid

changes of temperature during spring and fall and

cool rainy weather in summer are therefore met.

The window system of both sides of the car is

identical. The lower sashes have trunnions at the

corners, which move in all-metal runways, one to

each post, and on being raised this sash carries the

upper sash with it into pockets in the side roofs.

On the right side of the car, in addition to the sashes

sliding into the roof pockets, flexible metal panels arc

arranged to slide into the same pockets, so that in a

few minutes this side of the car may be made entirely

open. A running board of the usual type is fur-

nished, which with the platform steps gives entrance at any point

along the side.

The window sills for the semi-convcrtiblc side are provided with

arm rests of the builders' type as the top of the sills are 24^ in.

from the floor—too low to be reached by the elbows of adult pas-

sengers. The scats are 34 in. long, and the afslc 20j^ in. wide, the

I;KII I. CAR FiiR MONTREAL—INTERIOR.

the brackets which close the space bc-twccn the scat l)ack and the

posts are formed to serve that purpose.

The sides of the vestibule opposite the entrance are furnished

with extra large windows, both sashes of which drop into pockets

in the wainscoting. The three sashes in the end of the vestibule

are composed of single lights, and also have pockets

into which they may be dropped. Curtains at the

convertible side may be drawn completely to the

floor, so that in case of a light shower which prom-

ises to be of short duration, ample protection is fur-

nished without drawing down the panels and sashes.

The interior is handsomely finished in cherry with

ceilings of decorated birch. "Dumpit" sand boxes,

angle-iron bumpers, "Dedcnda" gongs, radial draw

bars, ratchet brake handles, round corner scat end

panels and other of the builder's specialties are in-

cUuIed in the furnishing of the car, which is mounted

on Brill No. 27-G trucks.

The construction of the car is very substantial, in-

cluding double corner posts at each side, 3^ in.

thick. The side posts of the convertible side are

3}i in. thick, and on the scnii-convcrtible side 3^4 '"• T'le sweep

of the posts is 154 '"• Sill plates 8 x % in. are used on the outside

of the side sills. The size of the side sills is 4^ x 7 in., and of the

end sills, SJ4 x 7 in. The length over the end panels is 28 ft. 4 in.

and over the vestibules, 38 ft. 4 in. The width over the sills and

BRII.L CAR F(JR MONTREAL—CLOSED SIDE.

the panels is 7 ft. 7'/^ in., and over the posts at belt, 7 ft. 10 in.

The J. G. Brill Company is building a car for Cleveland similar to

the one described, but with a center vestibule. It is believed that

the type formed by the combination of these systems will be accepted

as one most suitable for cities where the cars may be run in one

direction.
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New Type of Elevated Car.

Tilt Hiislun nicv.itcd Railway Co. is about receiving 34 adjitioiial

clevali'd cars wiiicli have been designed with certain changes in-

tended to overcome some of the difficulties which arc

experienced with the present type of car. The pres-

ent cars, except as to a door midway of the side, are

of the s<vcallcd Manhattan type, with open end plat-

forms enclosed hy gates of the "swing back" type,

conlrolleil by levers operated by the brakeman stand-

ing on the ends of both platforms.

During the hours of heaviest traffic the opening

and closing of these gales is ,-iccomplished only after

much pushing and discomfort on the part of passen-

gers and delay to the train at the station. Such

delays seriously impair the capacity of the road, as

they reduce the number of trains which it is possible

to operate in a given period. Still further, the end

doors of the cars constitute a restricted point which

impedes the easy ingress and egress of passengers.

The new cars have therefore been constructed

without any platforms, the space occupied by the end

platform being taken into the car and the access pro-

vided by sliding doors instead of gates. In order to

remove all risks of passing from one car to another

an end door has been provided solely for the use of

the brakeman.

The method of operating the new end side door

consists of an air cylinder, the piston of which is

attached to the door, and a spring latch that holds

the door in place. To open the door the brakeman

steps on the f(X)t lever which unlocks the spring

latch. Then by operating the air valve he rclca.ses

the air from the back of the cylinder and admits

it at the front, forcing the door open. The valve is

held in this position for a moment, where it is placed

in mid position which lets the air exhaust from the

cylinder into the atmosphere.

In closing the door the shock is taken up by »

rubber cushion at the back of the door. A weather-

proof fit is made between the door and the frame by

means of an elastic striker composed of a pneumatic cushion

I 11-16 in. in diameter which is interposed between the do-ir

plished by removing the present end door, thereby making enough

space for two rows of passengers to enter the body of the car with-

out any danger of crushing.

A number of other advantages are gained by the doing away with

BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY CAR WITHOUT PLATFORM.

the present platform, among them being an increase in the interior

carrying capacity of the car, greater comfort for the motorman by

being less exposed to the weather, and the brakeman

can make his station announcements without leaving

his place instead of being obliged to cross both plat-

forms.

Conductivity of Third Rails.

-Ait CYUINOET ELASTIC 5TRVMH

PLAN OF VESTIBLLE.

and the post. Ihe striker being flexible prevents injury to passen-

gers from getting their hands or limbs caught in the door when it is

being closed, and also permits the easy removal of any clothing that

should happen to be caught in this manner.

An increase in speed in handling the passengers will be accom-

The World's Fair Street Railway Commission,

which is making e.xhaustive electrical tests at the

Bullock Electric Mfg. Co's. exhibit at Section No. 15,

Palace of Electricity, under the direction of Profs.

Norris of Cornell, Swenson of Wisconsin, and Plum

of Perdue, obtained some interesting results last week

while testing the temperature co-efficients of steel

rails.

These tests are made by taking the resistance of

the rail at a normal temperature, then passing a large

enough current through the rail to raise its tempera-

ture through a range of 30° C. and at various stages

of heat making other tests. The results so far have

been rather surprising. There seems to be but little

difference in the resistances at the various tempera-

tures. It has been suggested that this may be due to

the presence at the same time of iron and carbon in

the steel, the one losing in conductivity while the

other gains with the rise of temperature. So far the

drop in voltage has been found to be much smaller

with direct than with alternating current and that it varies much

with the variations of current density and saturation. The relation-

ship has not been established. Tests for this purpose will now be

made with constant wave forms, those heretofore used having varied

some in this respect.
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Handsome Car for Advertising Purposes.

The St. Louis Car Co. lias built a handsome private car. called

the "Mabel", fOr the Lewis Publishing Co. Its principal dimensions

arc as follows : Length over all, 45 ft. ; length over vestibule, 4,1 ft.

8 in.; width over sills, 8 ft. 3 in.; width over sheathing, 8 ft. 4 in.;

l'kiV.\Ti; l.\K .\i.\i:ki. .

height from under sill to top of roof, 9 ft. .1 in. ; height from rail

to top of roof, 12 ft. 4 in. The car is divided into two compartments.

a parlor and a buffet and smoker. The compartments are separated

by a vestibule, which is also the entrance, in the center of the car.

The parlor compartment is very handsome; in the center is a carved

settee tastefully upholstered in light yellow fabrics, to match llu-

ceiling, curtains, portieres and carpet, and a liandsonic desk is

placed near the vestibule entrance.

The buffet compartment contains a sink, a coniliination table and

l.STKKKlK. I'KIV.\TF. CAK .M.VllKI. .

refrigerator, and a china, glass and linen locker. The toilet room

has a washstand and locker. Entrance to the toilet r<K)m is from

the center vestibule only. The ceiling in the buffet is pea green,

with the portieres and carpet to match. The chairs are cane. In

the center of each compartment is an arc light, and there is also

an arc light in the vestibule. In Ixitli compartments, along each side

of the deck sill, is a string of electric bulbs.

The interior finish of the car is of the fnie-st .African mahogany,

inlaid with marquetry. The roof is of Empire type, with opalescent

glass ventilator lights of colonial pattern. The upper sash are also

of colonial pattern, bevel plate, with a center jiicce designed in art

glass. They arc stationary. The lower .sash have plate glass and

drop into pockets covered by (laps. Both compartments arc the

same size

—

it) ft. 8;i in. long \i\ 7 ft. 7 in. wide. The vestibule is

2 ft. 8 in.

The car is mounted on St. Louis Car Co. short wheel base trucks

No. 47, and is equipped with air and emergency hand brakes. The

arc lights are also of the St. Louis Car Co. make.

In response to an inquiry as to the reason for investing in the

private car "Mabel", the Lewis Publishing Co. writes

lis as follows

:

"This year we are entertaining the advertisers of

the world aiul the advertising agents of the world.

Over a thousand of them arc coming to St. Louis as

our guests, and as our plant, which is the finest pub-

lishing plant in the world, is outside of the city

limits, it would be neces.sary to divide them up into

small parties and drag them out there in hacks. .As

il is, with this private car. one end of which is a

lieautiful ladies' parlor, and the other end a gentle-

men's smoking room, we can get on board 30 or 40

people and divide our party up in the right way .so

that everybody is congenial and can get at them heart

to heart under the most favorable conditions while

en route to the plant and througli the country on a

iH'.uUitul trnlley riiie.

"The impression obtained by this beautiful car

traveling over the streets of St. Louis is one of the

best advertisements that we could possibly have, and

we are in the advertising business and have space for

sale, .-\nything that tends to turn the lime light on

us adds til the value of this space. This car has

probably created more talk and is more indelibly

impressed in the minds of thousands of people than

twenty times the amount of money spent in any other kind of adver-

tising, under the present conditions, could .secure. People are in

St. Louis from all over the world, and the effect of this car running

on the streets and of the search-light thrown upon the city from the

top of our building at night enables us to divide the honors with the

World's Fair itself."

Coal Testing and Timber Preserving Plants at

the World's Fair.

Two iiUeresling exhibits have recently been completed at the

World's Fair in St. Louis. These are the enal testing plant of the

L'nited States Geological Survey and the liiiilier preserving plant of

tlie liureau of Forestry.

The work of the coal testing pl.uil will be the dcterminalinn of

.the respective fuel values of every grade of coal which may be sub-

mitted. A 250 h. p. horizontal Allis-Chalmers engine in this plant

supplies power for the various mechanical operations to which the

coal will be subjected and will also serve to measure the values of

the various coals. The samples of coal wiJ! be analyzed, burnt

under boilers under various conditions, coked and used for gas

producing. Their value for gas production will be tested by a gas

engine.

The timber preserving plant is under the direction of. Dr. H.

Van Schrenk and its work will be to test all the methods offered for

preserving railroad ties. For this purpo.se the .Mlis-Chalmers Co.

has lent a tic-treating retort and two tanks for the preservative

solution. The tie preserving system consists in placing the ties in

the retort where all of the water and sap were dried out by heat, after

which the greater part of the air in the retort is exhausted. Then

while the pores of the wood are all open and practically free from

vapor or air the preservative mixture is led into the retort froju the

tanks and under the inllnence of the vacuum is carried into the pores

of the timber. Each batch of ties thus treated is to be put into regular

service in some railroad track and a record kept of each tie until it is

worn out. *
There has been organized recently the Evaiisville, Princeton &

Indianapidis Traction Co., which expects to build from rrinceton,

Ind., to New Harmony, anil from Prineclon In M.irtinsville.

Those interested
'

in the Evansville, Princeton & lndiana|iolis

company are practically the same .'is llmsc- eontrolling the

Evansville & Princeton Traction Co. The lieadrpi.-irlers of the two

companies will be at Priiieelnn. Mr. W. P. l.arcey is gener.il 111:111

agcr.
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Weston Employes' (Muh.

"Social Economics of the Weston Electrical Instrument Co." is

llie title of a very interesting pamliplet prepared for the Louisiana

I'nrcliase Exposition at the request of the Bureau of Statistics of

Labor and Industries of the State of New Jersey. Convinced of

the fact that the great struKglc hctwcen capital and labor is ap-

proaching a crisis and that more harmonious relations and com-
munity of interest must he established to avert the same, the

Weston Electrical Instrument Co. is working towards a peaceful

and satisfactory solution of the problem. With this end in \iev,;

the company reserved the most desirable portion of the premises

and several commodious halls of its present plant for the Weston
I'lmployes". Club of Newark, N. J., and on May 22, 190,3, the entire

club outfit, consisting of recreation room, library, dining room,

kitchen, gymnasium, etc., was transferred to the employes.

The plant is very pleasantly located in the southwestern part of

the city. The buildings arc of plain, unorn.imented brick, spacious,

airy and neat. The lavatories and toilets are well lighted and

ventilated and the plumbing of the best quality. In the main fac-

tory nothing has been left undone to perfect sanitation, ventilation

and arrangement of safety appliances, making the surnnuKJings both

healthful and cheerful. The club rooms comprise a dining hall for

the employes, one for the heads of the departments, and another

for the directors o^ the company, library, cosy corner, kitchen,

recreation hall, natatorium, bicycle depot and hospital. Lunch is

cither table d'hote or a la carte and the prices are exceedingly low.

the service comparing favorably with that of first-class hotels and

restaurants. The library is just east of the main retaurant, and the

company has provided many standard reference works, together with

periodicals of a scientific nature. In addition to this, the library

has been made a branch of the Newark Public Library and books

are distributed therefrom inidcr the same conditions as ,at the public

library. The recreation hall is 182 x 26 ft. and is furnished with

piano, pool and billiard tables and various games.

The club is conducted along the same lines as all well-ordered

social clubs, and has been successful both socially and financially.

The company exercises no control over the club, but after creating

the club plant and fully equipping it, it turned the same over to

the emploj'es, on whom the responsibility of organization and ad-

ministration has rested and to whom is due the credit of the success

and welfare that the organization is now enjoying.

-•-•

Sturtevant Standard and Pony Economizers.

Herewith arc illustrated two economizers, manufactured by the

B. F. Sturtevant Co., Hyde Park, Mass. These devices have an

economizer is installed in conjunction with boilers of almost any

capacity, but is more practical for boiler capacities of 350 h. p. and

over. The pony economizer was designed to give the smaller power

plants the same proportional saving effected with the larger type.

It is substantially the same as the standard, excepting that the

whole apparatus is built on a smaller scale. The pony type is more

commonly used with plants of from 50 to 500 h. p. capacity.

The Sturtevant economizers arc flue feed-water heaters, although

they are often not used for that purpose, but for supplying hot wa-

ter for other uses. The advantages claimed for these economizers

arc, briefly: A large quantity of hot water is always available; a

saving of from 10 to 30 per cent is cflFccted in the fuel ; boiler capac-

m
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lief valves which may be set at the desired steam pressure and with

blow-oflt valves.

The ease and simplicity of removing a damaged pipe and replac-

ing it by a new one is a marked advantage of the Sturtevant econ-

omizer. The whole operation requires only an hour's time. All

joints being taper metal to metal, excepting one gasket joint, repair-

ing may be readily accomplished without the use of packing, cement

or rusting. The top and bottom headers can be readily removed

and duplicates replaced without disturbing the other headers, sec-

tions or side walls. There are no branch.pipes to take off or re-

place if a cap, pipe or section is to be repaired. All water surfaces

are readily accessible ; the caps are the only parts to be removed

when cleaning water surfaces of the economizer.

The cleaning mechanism oi the Sturtevant economizer consists

of a patent interchangeable bevel edge triple staggered scraper with

lifter rods and guides operated by an improved pulley motion and

positive reversing wheel. The cast iron scraper bars with tapered

slots which receive the tapered lugs on the scrapers cause the scrap-

ers to scrape pipes on the upward movement and clear them on the

downward movement. The scrapers, scraper bars and guards are

easily removed and replaced if necessary.

Cast iron soot-pit doors are provided as a means of cleaning out

the soot chamber. Before leaving the works each economizer is

tested by hydraulic pressure to 350 lb. per sq. in., and when erected

to 250 lb. pressure.

A New Track Sander.

We illustrate herewith a new track sander for electric cars which

has been invented by Mr. Henry Fresh and patented by the Emer-

gency Car Brake Co., of Cumberland, Md. This sander consists of

a waterproof hopper built on the truck, an agitator to loosen the

.sand, a double-port valve to ensure the flow of sand, and a shoe to

deposit the sand on the rail without loss.

The hopper is a steel casting, in one piece, the top or dome and

the bottom bowl being fitted with a lap-flange union, machined and

provided with rubber gaskets, bolted firmly together. The opening

in the dome, for filling, is fitted with a cap in the same manner.

locking itself over the rim on the collar by giving the cap one-half

turn with a wrench and drawing tlie cap liglit, making the hopper

water-tight. The hopper is porcelain lined throughout, giving for the

interior a dry and smooth surface and preventing damp sand and cor-

rosion.

The valves are provided with two ports, and in case one of the

ports should become choked the other will pass sufficient sand. The
lower disk is placed in the lower pot of the hopper, and the other

is rigidly attached to the agitator bar connecting with the operating

bar. The disks operate one over the other. When the sand is needed

the ports are brought over each other by the upper disk making one-

putting the sand where it is needed at all times, whether on a curve

or straight track. The shoe is a steel casting and the sand is con-

veyed from the hopper to the shoe through a two-inch hose. The

shoe has a 6-in. base on the rail, with an opening in the bottom,

two inches wide from front to tip, forming a channel to distribute

sand so it will not roll off the sides of the rail. The shoe is provided

with an inside flange to guide through curves, and projections to

attach t6 the adjusting and hanger bars, the latter connecting the

shoes to the operating bar with lugs and jaws, the shoes being raised

and lowered as the sander is applied or the sander closed.

This sander is operated by one lever at one movement. Tlic

operating bar is connected to the lever by drawbars running back

to the king bolt and then to the operating bar, being connected near

the center to allow the truck to swing on curves. The lever is of

a double type ; by taking hold of the front part, pulling hack pulls

the catch out of the base. The lever operates freely witliout catch-

ing, and when put back holds itself securely.

The hopper can be attached to the dilTerent styles of trucks by

slightly altering the attachments. Each hopper has a capacity of

more than 1,200 cubic inches, and by reason of the economical dis-

tribution this is equivalent to double the amount of ordinary sanders.

I he opening for filling is on the inside of the hopper near the center

of the truck, 16 in. from the wheels, which serves to protect it from

mud, snow and water from the wheels. All the valves and oper-

ating parts are enclosed to insure the operation of the sander in

the worst weather, and e\ery part and bushing is made tight with

gaskets or bushings.

Supplyinen's Association.

:\{ the meeting i>f tlie Manufacturers' Conuniltce i>l the .\nieiican

Street Railway .Association, held in New \'ork, July Jist, a num-

ber of connnitices were appointed to look after the details of the St.

Louis conventiou. These are as follows

:

Reception—George J. Kobusch.St. Louis, cliainiian. with power

to appoint the other uicmbers of his coniniittcc, luunhcr ncii lim-

ited.

Printing—Fred. S. Kenfield and James II. McGraw.

Badges—W. B. Albright, E. H. Baker .nnd D. M. Brady.

Permanent Organization—John .\. I'.iill, J. K I.ovcjoy and R. W.

Meade.

Besides these a committee consisting of W. J. Cooke, George J.

Kobusch and Arthur llartwell was appointed to confer with the

executive connnittec of the American Street Railway

.Association as to the extent tn which the annual

banquet be placed under the juiiMliction nf the

Manufacturers' Association.

The dues for membership for the current > car wore

placed at $30. There are no exhibits and this fee

does not include the use of any space for exhiliil

purposes. The sum of $500 was appropriated for

ii^e iif the badge connniltee.

Richard W. Meade was chosen secretary of the

Manufacturers' Committee. The secretary's office is

:ii (iji l!rr)adway, New York.

New Orleans Notes.

KKESII TKACK SA.NI>EK.

half revolution, and when closed it is turned back, making a tight

valve, preventing the loss of sand and also preventing water from

entering at the bottom. The upper disk has a porcelain surface on top.

The agitator is provided with six teeth or cutlers, which loosen

the sand that may become compact from the vibration of the truck.

The gear wheels arc located in the dome, where they are kept free

from sand, as well as mud or snow. The shaft of the gear wheels

is connected to the operating bar by a sleeve coupling.

The shoe for distributing sand on the rail embodies an econom-

ical feature to which attention is called. It makes a positive sander,

The New Orleans Railways Co. is niaUiuH iircp

aralions for the erection of a $1,250,000 railway, light

and [jower plant, which was projected hy the corpo-

ration .some months ago and described in detail in

the "Review" for Dec. 20, lyoj. VN'nik tm liiis

project has been commenced. The completed plant

will consist of two generating divisions, one for rail

way purposes only, and the other for commercial electric light-

ing and for the running of sid)-stations. Both engine divisions

will be run by one boiler plant comprising sixteen batteries of

two boilers each. The building for the railway division was

completed last autumn and now has three new engines in

operation. Half of the new boiler plant will he erected behind

the new engine division; the old power house will then be torn

down and the remaining boilers and the new engine division erected.

Although it has not been definitely decided, in all probability steam

turbines \vill be erected in the new division. The three units in
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the completed division arc direct connected to 36 and 8ox6o-in.
vcrlical, cross-coinpuiind Chambers engines. The projected new
generating division will be capable of developing JO.oco kw. capacity

for lighting and cunnnercial pnrposes.

In pnrsnancc with the law enacted by the last session of the

Louisiana (jeneral Assembly, the New Orleans Railw.ays Co. is

fitting its cars with vestibnies, the work involving, according to

the indilished si.nenicnt of the (iresident, an e.xpendiliire of abont

$100 per car for about 700 cars. The coni|>aiiy has built a numtior

of cars with vestibules having windows which can be lowered into

the frame. There is now being agitated a movement for the installa-

liiMi of the "bicycle seat" for niotornien. This, however, is only

obligatory in one cily. while the vestibule law applies to all cars in

the state.

The prospect of the Gulf Coast Klectric Railway Co. line con-

necting the larger cities of the Gulf on the Mississippi and Louisiana

shore is growing more tangible, and the Coast Electric Railway Co.

has been organized with capital stock of |ioo.ooo. W. R. I'cnny

was elected president ; O. S. Williams, superintendent of construc-

tion and secretary; Col. VV. VV. Mungertord, manager and chief

engineer. The directors, besides those named, are .V. I), llormanson

and Capt. S. P. Moorman.
A charter has been granted to the (ireenvillc & Leland Electric

Railroad Co. This company was organized at Greenville. Miss., to

build an electric line from Greenville to Leland. a distance of about

tifteen miles, with a number of small towns on the route.

The New Orleans Railways Co. is considering the sale of a num-
ber of its old cars and the purchase of new and larger cars to

replace them. The old cars are cliietly single truck vehicles, while

(he new e(|uipnient is to be of large size, double truck cars, some
of which will be fitted with two trolley poles. The new cars will

not be purchased until arrangements are made for the disposition

of the old cars, which are still in good condition.

Jail Sentence for Dishonest Conductor,

George B. Ray, alias Ford M. Kinney, alias Philips, alias John
Purdy, was arrested June 22nd last at Eort Lee, N. J., charged by

the New Jersey & Hudson River Railway & Ferry Co. with em-
bezzlement. He was tried July 20th and 21st and was found guilty,

as charged, and was sentenced July 25th to four months' imprison-

ment in the Hackensack, N. J., jail. This was the prisoner's first

conviction. He was arrested four years ago, charged with grand
larceny in Pine Island, N. V., but was not prosecuted. Ray. or

Purdy. as he was known at Hackensack. collected more fares than

he turned in. His arrest and subsequent conviction were brought

about through the Drummond's Detective Agency, of New 'i'ork

City, which is doing a great deal of satisfactory work in this con-

nection. ^ ^ ^

Chicago Franchises.

The local transportation committee of the Chicago City Council

has completed the draft of a proposed franchise for the Chicago

City Railway Co. The report enumerates fifteen advantages which
will be secured to the city. Inasmuch as this ordinance will not

be presented to the council until after the summer vacation and as

the ordinance, if passed, would have to be accepted by the railway

company, it is scarcely worth while to enter into an extended dis-

cussion of its provisions at this time. The principal features, how-
ever, are: The surrender of the g9-year claim of the company in

consideration of an extension for all lines of 13 years, at the end
of which time the city shall have an option to purchase without

paying for any of its claims under former grants. Second, 5 per

cent of the gross receipts is to go to the city during the period of

reconstruction of the lines and 10 per cent of the gross receipts for

the remainder of the term. Third, provision for universal transfer

with other companies operating in the city, and joint use of tracks.

This ordinance if passed, and accepted by the company, would
deliver the latter, boimd and gagged, into the hands of the city, and
having in mind the attitude the city has heretofore held towards
the street railways, and elevated roads as well, one can form a fair

idea of the treatment that would be .accorded in the future.

A New Draft Gage.

The importance of being able to tell at a glance the chimney
ilrafi is fully recognized by the operating engineer. The necessity

of kni>wing the pressures maintained, where tpiantities of air arc

moved, is becoming more apparent to ventilating engineers. In

testing gas engines for their thermal efficiency, the pressure of the

gas as well as the barometer readings nuist be accurately re-

corded if correct results are

desired.

For such purposes, an or-

dinary U shaped glass tube has

been used and the difference

of the level of the licpiid in the

two legs taken as the pressure.

Aside from the fact that one

can seldom read closer than 'A

in. on account of the menisci

vaiying with the direction of

movement of the litpiid and

that one must take two read-

ings and add or subtract to

get the correct result, and that

the tid)e is fragile and often

gels broken, the device gives

good results.

In order to read closer than

li in. a glass tube has been

used in an inclined position,

giving 10 in. travel for I in.

rise. This makes the readings

finer, but limits the range for

practical purposes, as 3 tube

showing a difference of pres-

sure of 6 in. would be 5 ft.

long.

The necessity of accurate

determinations and the desira-

bility of a strong, port-

able, direct-reading, orna-

mented, unbreakable draft gage or manometer, which can be mounted
on a gage board and which can be read to one hundredth of an

inch and of a capacity of 6 in. pressure or vacuum, led to the in-

vention of the instrument herewith illustrated. It consists of a

nickel plated brass cylinder, closed at both ends, encircled with a

spiral groove in which is wound a transparent lle.xible celluloid

tube, the bottom end of which is cemented in and communicates

with, the interior of the brass chamber.

An extension of its lower head passes through the bracket, which

supports the gage, yet allows it to be revolved at will, around its

vertical axis. The whole device is mounted on a finished board

or can be attached to a gage board if desired.

.•\ small hose cock, to which a rubber tube can be attached, ad-

mits pressure through the top head of cylinder. Distilled water,

usually colored, is put in the cylinder through this cock until the

zero mark is reached on the scale.

Pressure will cause the level of the li(p\id to ascend in the tube

and for every inch of vertical rise it will travel around the cylinder,

a distance of about o in., which is divided into too equal parts. The

angle of the tube is such that the plane of the miniscus is radial,

making close reading possible. The cylinder can be rotated so that

ihc level of the liquid comes on the front side.

Rarefaction causes the liquid to descend, and by adjusting the

cock any degree of steadiness of the level in the tube may be ob-

tained. The upper end of the tube is closed with a screwed brass

plug and the inlet cock is shut when the gage is carried alwut,

maintaining tlie liquid in place without danger of spilling. As the

tube is tough and elastic, it is not liable to be broken. The whole

device is .3 in. diameter by about 12 in. long and weighs about

3 lb.

This instrument was invented by Mr. C. E. Sargent, of Chicago,

and is made by Schaeffer & Rudenberg.

SARGENT nk.VFT C.VGE.

The Montreal Street Railway Co. has erected a number of pre-

tentious waiting rooms in different parts of Montreal.

The first parlor car service to be inaugurated on an electric rail-

way will be operated between Columbus and Zanesville, Ohio,
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Third-Kail System of the Scioto Valley Traction Co.,

Columbus, Ohio.

The Scioto Valley Traclion Co., of Columbus. Ohio, ha^ the dis-

tinction of being the first company in that state lo introduce the

third-rail system of current distribution, a fact that is rather sur-

prising when it is considered that Ohio was for several years llu-

scene of greatest activity in electric interurban railway buikliiig.

There are in connection with the construction, equipment and opera-

enterprise to inchulc electric railways from Columbus to Laiicaslcr.

from Circlevillc to Washington Court House and from Circleville

lo Lancaster, in addition to the Columbus and Chillicothe line at

first contemplated. .\t the time of the organization the Everett-

Moore syndicate, of Cleveland, subscribed for a large majority of

the stock. .'\s a result of the (inancial difficulties, which in ig02

KN(;i.NE .\M) (itNERAlOK KOO.M, njWKK l'l,.\ N T OF THE SlIIITCJ VAI.I.EV TII.MTION CO.

linn of this line a niimlier of very interesting fealure^, aside from

riiosc which mark it as an example of good electric railway con-

struction. The two divisions now connecting Columbus with Circle-

villc and Ijncastcr conslilnte one of the comparatively few high

<pcc(l electric roads.

The company was incorporated Sept. X, iSi/j, with a capital of

$ioo/no, the original plan la-ing lo build an inlerurban line from

the cily limits of Coliimliiis lo (liillicothe. In Uecember, n/xi, the

capital was increased lo $1,000,000. and Jan. 7, i</)i, the company

amended its articles of incoriKiralion, enlarging Ihc scope of tliv

required the I^verell-Moore syndicate to wilhdraw from a luun-

ber of its electric railway interests, the Sciolo Valley umlerlaking

was assumed by Columbus and Cinciiuiali capitalists. ICdwin R.

Sharp being made treasurer of the new ".Scioto Valley ixml." a^

the interests carrying nul llu- coii'-lnn-linTi of Ibe line are kiinvvu

locally.

Of the lines provided for in the articles of iucorpuralion. only

the two more iiuporl.iul li.ive been buill. lluise couuecliug I,;iueasler

and Circleville with Culuinbus. The line lo I.aucasler was fn'sl

opened for traffic July J.', ii;04, and the line to Circleville Aug. i,
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1904. From the ctiitcr of Columbus to the south limits of the city

Ihc Scioto V'.illoy i-rmipany mnkt-s ii^c of the Central Market Strict

Railway Co's. line and of the intcrurhnn limp used hy the other

iiiternrhan companies cntirinK Colinnluis. The lo<ip which is in the

liusiness center of Colimilius couiprises .5S8 miles of track and the

city line from the loop to the cnr|Kiratc line on Parsons .\ve. is

j.488 miles. Froiu the corporation line the Scioto Valley company

laid a donhle track on Parsons .-Xve.. for a distance of 1..100 ft., this

highway being occupied under a 25-ycar grant from the county com-

missioners. From this point south to Obctz Junction, which is 3.66

terminal points as the steam roads, giving patrons a more frequnt

service at a lower rate. The rates on the Hocking Valley between

Lancaster and Colimihus arc 05 cents one way and $1.75 for the

round trip as against <>o cents and $1 respectively, on the Scioto

Valley. t)n the Norfolk &• Western the rales between Circlcvillc

and Columbus are 95 cents one way and $1.75 for the rouiui trip,

as against 55 cents and $1. respeclivcly, on the Scioto Valley.

Of the towns served by the Scioto Valley line, Columbus is the

capital of the state and the seat of the Ohio State University and an

important manufacturing city. Circleville, Chillicothe and Lancaster

liVERHE.MJ CKOSSIM, « 1 1 ] 1 lluikl.M. \-\lAH\. SHOWING .\PPKOACHES.

miles from the city limits, a double track line is constructed on a

private right of way. .Vt Olielz Junction the two divisions diverge,

one running south to Circleville. a distance of 19.74 miles from

Obelz Junction or 27.35 miles from the center of Columbus. The
second division runs from Obetz Junction southeast to the city limits

of Lancaster, the business district of Lancaster being reached over

the line of the city company, i mile of track being used by the in-

terurban cars. The distance from Obctz Junction to the city limits

of Lancaster is 22.64 miles and the total distance from the center of

Columbus to the center of Lancaster is 31.34 miles. All of the

Lancaster division from a point 1.300 ft. south of the city limits of

Columbus, except through the village of Grovcport. is constructed

over a private right of way, all of which is owned in fee except 3 2-3

miles along the Ohio & Erie Canal which is held under lease from

the State Hoard of Public Works, .\djoining this leased portion of

the right of way the company has purchased property varying from

10 ft. to 50 ft. in width so that the right of way may be widened

if it is found desirable to do so. On the Circleville division a pri-

vate right of way was secured to within 500 ft. of the corporation

line of Circleville. all being owned by the company in fee. It

should also be mentioned that on the Lancaster division the com-

pany owns in fee the right of way through the villages of Canal

Winchester and Carroll.

The company contemplates extending the Circlcvillc division to

Chillicothe, which will constitute an addition of 21.3 miles of track.

The right of way from Circlcvillc to Kingston has been purcha.scd

and the survey for this route from Kingston to Chillicothe is now in

progress.

The territory served by the Scioto Valley company is in a very

great measure tributary to the city of Columbus, which is its whole-

sale and retail center. From Lancaster. Circleville and also Chilli-

cothe it is necessary to pass through Columbus in order to reach the

larger cities of the state, excej)t that Chillicothe has a through road

to Cincinnati. This condition assures the Scioto Valley Traction

Co. a large traffic. The company is in competition with the Hock-

ing Valley on one division and Norfolk & Western on the other.

From Circleville to Columbus the electric route is nearly four miles

shorter than that by steam and between Lancaster and Columbus

the distance by the two routes is practically the same, distances on

the steam lines being measured from railroad station lo railroad sta-

tion, which in all cases arc from 8 to 15 minntes' walk from the

business districts. Operating with a speeil of 30 miles per hour

between terminals the electric line can make the same lime between

are all county seats and manufacturing centers of considerable im-

portance. On the Lancasti-r line is located the Methodist .\ssembly

and Camping grounds, an im|)ortanl factor in increasing summer

traffic. The population of the several municipalilics serve<l by the

lines now operating is given in the following table, which also in-

cludes similar data for the route of extension between Circleville and

Chillicothe:

1900 Census.
Columbus, population williiu i-lly llmlt.s 125,S60

Lancaster Division.

Lancaster S.WIl

Greenfield Townshl]) 2.455

Bloom Township 2.eno

Part of Pleasant, Berne and Hocking 3.75«

Part of Violet 1,500

Madison 4.535
23.S3I

Circleville Division.

Circleville 6.991

Circlrvlllc Township SiO
Washington Tttwnshlp 1.405

Part of Wavne and Jackson 1,500

Walnut 1,945

Harrison 2.590

Madison 1.090

Part of Scioto 700

Hamilton 1.860

Part of Marlon 3.000
21.751

Chillicothe Division.

Chillicothe 12.976

Scioto Township 2.455

Springfield Township 1.S46

Part of Franklin. Twin. Huntington and Union 4.000

Green 2.204

Part of Colcrain 500

Pickaway 1.696

Part of Salt Creek 600
25.775

Track Construction.

In order to permit a high speed schedule, grades have been re-

duced wherever it was possible to do so and outside of the city

curves of long radius have been adopted. Except within the limits

of municipal corporations, and for short distances near Coluinbus

and Lancaster the maximum grade is i per cent. In Circleville the

grade is for 200 ft. between two and three per cent. In Lockbourne

and Groveport there are short distances in which the grade is 2

per cent, and near Columbus and Lancaster grades of ij4 per cent

for a few hundred feet arc necessary. Eighty per cent of the Cir-

cleville division is constructed on tangents and of the curves, four-

tifths have radii of 1,910 ft. or more, being curves of 3° or less. On
the Lancaster division, two-thirds of the line is on tangents and

seven-tenths of the curves have the minimum radius of 1,910 ft.
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The track is of standard construction with ;o-lb T-rails in 33-ft

lengths, laid on oak or chestnut ties 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft., spaced 2 ft.

between centers. The entire line is ballasted with 14 in. of gravel.

Ballast was distributed automatically by the use of the Rodger con-

vertible ballast and construction cars, the gravel being dropped into

obtain between the Hocking N'alloy :uul tlic Norfolk & Western

railroads, which are paralleled by the two divisions of the Scioto

Valley company, enabled the latter to make satisfactory arrange-

ments for eliminating grade crossings with these lines. The electric

line is carried over the four tracks of the Hocking Valley on a

(JENEIi.M. VIEW OK I'OWEK I'L.XXT .\N1I COAL H.\NnLING .M>I'.\1<.\TU:

the track while the train was in motion, and distributed over the ties

by a car attached to the end of the train, thus saving two handlings

as compared with the usual method of throwing it off cars, and then

shoveling back into the track. The time and expense saved by this

method are a very important item.

The third rail is of loo-lb. section supported on vitrified clay insu-

plate girder steel bridge with stone abutments, the apprnnclies to

which are 4,000 ft. and 3,000 ft. respectively. The cost of this cross-

ing was divided between the two companies, the Scioto Valley com-

pany furnishing the right of way and making the fill and the steam

railroad doing the masonry work and erecting tlie bridge. Near

Reese's station on the Lancaster division is an under-crossing with

INTERIOR or SUB-STATION—SrKTO V.M.I.KV TI(A( TIMN (11.

lalor* with the center line at a distance of 27 in. from the gage lin<-

of the track rail with the top surface 6 in. above the top of the track

rail.

None of the croMitig* with steam railroads, except one which is

in the city of Coliinil.u , arc .it grade. The friendly relations which

Ihe Norfolk Si Western, llic 1 Imkiiig Valley is also crossed on this

division by an under-crossing at Carroll. On the Circleville di-

vision :iii under-crossing with the Norfolk Ik Western is made at

Kitls. .All bridges ami culverts, except two briilges cpver (he Ohio

& Erie Canal, are of stone and iron.
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The track rails arc bonded with twn Mayer & Knghiiul G-yV
protected bonds at each joint, and cross IkmkIs of No. 0000 section

are placed at frequent intervals. The conductor rails are bomleil

with two G-O and two L-.l IkjikIs. givinn an aKKreKale cross-section

of 1.500.000 cm. The lionds were fnrnished by the .Mayer «: Kng-
liind Co., and the insidators by the Standard Nilrilieil Conduit Co..

of New York. At street crossings and other |>iiint» where it is

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ _!_
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The boiler feed pumps are Iwo 7 x 10 in. triiilex pumps made by ilie

Goulds Manufacturing Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y., and driven by

20-h. p., 1:0- volt direct current Westinghouse motors. Each pump
is of sufficient capacity to supply the boilers when iwci i.ooo-kw.

units are operated.

The water supply is taken from Hig Walnut Creek and as it was
unfit for boiler feed purposes without purification a water softening

plant has been installed by the New York Continental Jewel Kiltra-

tion Co. This plant has a capacity of 4,000 gallons of water per

hour. The condensing system was installed by the .\lberger Con-
densing Co., and consists of one baroinetric tube condenser, two dry

vacuum pumps and two centrifugal pumps for supplying circulating

water. Hoth the vacuum pumps and the circulating pumps are steam

driven, the latter being direct connected to llarrislnivg simple cn-

chinery is seen from the eiigraviusj showing the exterior of the power

house; this view also shows the filtration plant in the liackgrouml.

The output from the main generators is delivered to six 370-kvv.

Bullock oil-cooled transformers. These raise the potential to 27,000

volts. The connections from the transformers to the bus bars are

through Ci. E. type H oil switches, with knife switches for isolating

the oil switches when it becomes necessary to make repairs on them.

The bus bar structure occupies the basement at the cast side of

the building, the transformers and oil switches beins located on the

main floor directly above, with the switchboard for the direct cinrciu

feeders and the control panels for llie lii.nb tension switches in the

gallery above the transfornurs.

The bus bars are No. 00 wire, mounted on G. K. glass i.isnlators,

the structure being of the st:indard type, with brick walls and con-

CK.SKK.M. VIF.W OF ENGINE AND f.ENEK.STIJR RIlo.M FKO.M WEST ENII, SHIJWIXC; S\\ IK Uiai.Mdl IN l^.M.I.EUV.

gines. One of these is sufficient to supply the condenser when oper-

ated at full capacity. The great variation in the water level of the

creek, which amounts to 19 ft., made it necessary to sink a well

in the basement of the power plant and coimect it with the creek by

an intake which should be under water at all limes The circulat-

ing pumps take suction from this well.

The iKjilcr feed is heated in a VVainright feed water heater, man-
ufactured hy the Taunton Locomotive Works. This healer receives

the exhaust from the exciter and pumping engines. The coal hand-

ling apparatus was installed by the Jeffrey .Manufacturing Co.. of

Columbus, O.. and consists of a clam shell grab bucket of ij/l tons

capacity, operated by electricity and traveling upon an overhead

track. Uy means of ibis bucket coal can be imloaded from cars of

the grindola type and carried over to the bunker in the station or

to a slnrage pile The general design of the coal tonveying ma

Crete slabs separating the different phases. I lie Ims Ihhn .ire rb

vided into four sections by knife swilclies so Ihiil .iny porlioii may
be isolated when making repairs. The high leiivinn p.inels now in-

stalled, are as follows, beginning al the smith end: Tun ;;ener;ilor

|ianels, one spare feeder panel, the lirsl rotary p.iiiel fm- ihe iimin

station sub-station, one feeder |i.inel tor the Ashe\ille Mili slalion.

one feeder i)aiiel for su|)plyiiig the Caii.il Winchester .ind Hooker
sub-stations, the second |i:inel for ihe seeoiiil rotary e.iinerin in Ihe

main station sub-station.

The arrangemeni of high lension Ims b;irs. oil swilclies and Iraiis-

forniers is shown by half-lone engravings of Ihe interior of the

station and by plan drawing showing Ihe liori/onlal cross-section.

The station is eipiipped with a very eoinplele gravity oiling sys-

tem, the oil being reliinied to a filler in the basenienl. The oil is

clarified fir-l by passa;;e Ihroiigli filler b:igs about j in. in ili:iiiieler
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I>j- 5 in. deep, made of caninn flannel, and llicn hy passing through

a separating tank with baffle plates arranged as shown in one of the

accompanying illustrations.

The sub-station e<|nipnu-nl for the main power plant consists of

two 400-kw. Bullock rotary converters operating at 500 r.p.m., and

construction and are 40x(» ft. in ground dimensions by 30 ft. in

height. The general design of these buildings is admirable in that

they are substantially conslructeil with no attempt at useless 01

namentation.

The present equipment of each of these three stations consists of

SECTION THROlCIl nolI.ER HOl'SE AND lO.M. STORAGE.

delivering current at 600 volts. The alternating current for the main

station sub-station is not taken direct from the generator but is

stepped down through three 150-kw. Wagner transformers from the

high potential bus bars. .At all of the sub-stalions the rotaries are

started from the alternating current side, there being connections to

the transformers to give half the working potential for starting.

a 400-k\v. Bullock rotary converter, furnishing direct current at (100

volts and three 150-kw., 25-cycle Wagner oil cooled transformers

for stepping down the three-phase current from 27,000 volts to ,175

volts. The oil switches for controlling the high tension current are

placed in compartments at the side of the building with bus bars sup-

portefl o\i-rlu-:i(l ne.'tr the ceiling. Knife swildies are provided

ctt

OIL FILTERING PLANT.

The three substations located at .Ashcville, Canal Winchester and

Hooker are all similar, being designed to receive two 400-kw. rotary

converters, only one being installed in each st.ation at this time.

The sub-station buildings, like the power station, are of fireproof

to isolate the oil switches and also the static interrupters, ready

access to these switches being had by means of a gallery over the oil

switches. The bus bars and high tension leads are supported on

insulators mounted on iron pins which are carried on pipe brackets.
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Electric Line Construction.

The high tension line from the power station to the sub-stations

is substantially built. The poles are 40 ft. long with tops 7 in. in

diameter, and are spaced 100 ft. apart. Two cross-arms are mounted

on each pole, the top cross arm being 4^^x5^Sx70 in. long designed

for two pins and insulators. The lower cross arm is 4^^<x5^<.\ioo in.

long and has space for four pins and insulators.

This allows two three phase lines of three wires each

to be installed: only one line is now installed. The

insulators arc Locke No. 307 of brown porcelain.

supported on locust pins 1 1 in. long. The pins and

insulators were supplied by the Ohio Brass Co., and

the conductors by the Pittsburg Reduction Co. Each

conductor is of aluminum equivalent to a No. 2 B. &
S. copper wire, and is of seven strands. The three

phase conductors are arranged in the form of an

equilateral triangle 30 in. on a side.

One line extends from the power station along the

Lancaster division to the sulistalion at Canal Win-

chester and at Hooker. The other Hue extends along

the Circlcville division to the sub-station at .'\she-

ville. Each of these lines can be duplicated when

it is fcund desirable.

Car Equipment.

The rolling stock comprises 1 1 passenger cars,

all of which are provided with smoking compart-

ments, and two freight motor cars. These were

built by the .American Car & Foundry Co., and measure

60 ft. over bumpers and 8 ft. 6 in. wide over all. This car is con-

siderably longer than the interurban car generally used, giving

greater sealing capacity and also a car that can he operated at high

speeds more satisfactorily than can shorter cars. The weight empty

is 42 tons each. The equipment consists of four G. E. No. 66 motors

on each car with the type M multiple unit control. The trucks_ are

the Brill No. 27 E-2 type with .?6-in. steel tired wheels, made by the

Standard Steel Works, and 6!j-in. axles. All of the cars are fitted

with Wcstinghousc combiiiatiou straight air and automatic air brake

equipments and with hand brakes. The brakes were furnished by

the Wotinghouse Trac'ion Brake Co. and the air compressors by

the National Electric Co. Van Dorn couplers are used. The seats

SECTION SHOWING DI'S BARS ANII TKANSFORMKKS IN MAIN STATION

accommodate 72 passengers and are of the Hale Si Kilbiirn walkover

lype. The Connolidaled Car Heating Go's, eleclric healers ami

(Jhmer 12-liank fare registers arc in all the passenger cars.

For con>truclion work the company has eight Kfjdger center and

tide dump ballast cars and one tr.-ick plow, or rlistributing car. The

ballast car embodies practically three cars in one, as it can he quickly

converted into a side-dump construction car, a ceuter-dunip hopper

ballast car or into a Hat-bottom gondola for general freight or coal

service.

Car Dispatching.

The train dispaleliiug system adopted by the Scioto Valley Trac-

TKAIN ON SCIOTO VALLEY LINE.

tion Co. is the steam railroad standard, u.sing telephone instead

of telegraph for transmitting orders. Ml train orders are written

on the standard forms No. 19 or 31 X. No. 19, which is the order

enlarging rights given by the time-table, requires no signature ex-

cept that of the operator, while form 31 X, which restricts rights

RbDCEK UALLAST CAR.

.yiven by the linie-lalile, nuist be signed by the conductor of ,tll

trains affected by it. I'uless the train orders are written by the man

receiving them, as at telephone booth, for example, they must be

released by a clearance card which is made at the lime the order is

delivered. When the order is transmitted by telephone and the con-

ductor is himself taking it down, there is, of course, no reason for a

clearance card.

The follov.'ing rules have been adopted for Ibe hiring nf em-

ployes for the train service :

A molorman must have had experience in working under the

standard rules governing the oijcration of steam railroads and must

pass the prescribed examinalioTL

Men who have had no experience will be hired as eoiulucturs

Init after four mouths' service they nuist pass satisfactorily the

uiotormen"s examination.

The examination which the mi>toruicn must pass before entering

the service and all eonduetiirs after four months, comprises the fol-

Irpwing (piestious

:

t^tlKSTIONS KflK KXAMINA'I'IUN I .\ TUANSI'l llflWTK IN HULI'IS.

How arc extra triiltLs ilrHlnniiferl','

Whieli IH Hupcrliir. riKlit or cIiimh?

Wliiil Is u Iriiln cif superior rlRhlV
What In 11 train iif HUiicror claHS?
llciw wnulil you proceed on the roa<l on a rri;iilar- Ir.-iiii wIk

ehauKed?
When can a new train on a new time tali

HpondInK number on the proeedlnK time tabi
Where do Ir.'ilnH take their date?
Mow are hIkiimIh to be llMed anil what 1.1 reiiulred of yon?
Whi-re Hhould thom- kIvIok HlKhalu loeale theliiHelveH?

ir In doill.l aM lo Ihe oieaoInK of a Hllilial. what would von do?
In harklni; 111.- Iralii wlial would ,voii do on Ihe illsaiipeiuaTiee If.. in

vli'W .11' Mil- Iralinn.-n or lamp liv wlil.li MlKOiilH .ir.' Klv.'nV
Whiil Ih Ihe in.anInK of Ihe .xpl.iHlon ..f ..n. I.n-pedo?

What IH Ihc' neatiiiiK of thi' .'xploMlon .jf two torpedoes uol more
llinn two hiindrr-.l feel apitrl?
When Hhould headllKhtt) be eunecaied?

. whl.h lia

run?

I titne

.-..I- re-
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of Car No. for Monlfi of 100

= :f.Ts ^-,;tHrs
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served that the conductor's cash rectiptM from Itckcl^ an- delcniiiiicd

from the goiiiR tickets only, whereas the carninRs from tickets are

computed by means of the arithmometer from all of the tickels.

both going and returning, collected on tli.it trip.

The report of tickets sold and the earnings from tickets luuiiiK

lieen determined, the tickets are next distributed in cases which con-

sist of too compartments arranged in to tiers of lo compartments

each. Across the top of the bo.\ and down the left-hand side arc the

numbers i to lo inclusive, the numbers across the top giving the

number of hundreds or fractions thereof comprised in the ticket

number, while the number of the rows at the left-linnd side indicate

the number of thousands, or fractions thereof in the ticket. Thus,

all tickets from 3100 to 3199 inclusive would be placed in the third

compartment from the left in the second row from the top, these

m Scioto y«ll«jJrictjon Co. ti"^ x

StibK

;
Tki Sclolo ValHiTficmiCo.T'icJET

I Stub ptss"'u» C

tUH TM>» tTU*
AND pauiT TO

AUDITO*

NOTE

XAOT AMOUNT
PAID av PASa-
NAIR TO

INDICATID V|

PUNCH OPOON'
OUCTOR.

HALf it FARE

COIUMBIU



The Fayet-Chamonix-Martigni Electric Ry
BY ENRICO BICNAMI.

This new road which may tor brevity be called the Cbamonix rail-

way, from the name of the city to which the immortal melodies

of Donizzetti have given especial renown, is now approaching tb;

completion of its connection to another electric railway from Mar-
tigni to Cuatelard, in Switzerland. This new road will especially

interest the Alpine climbers of the world for the reason that Cha-

monix is not only one of the most picturesque localities of the

Aips but is also one of the most important excursion centers. It

is from Chamonix that travelers generally start for the ascent of

ni. long, and the viaduct of St. Marie, which lias a central span oi

25 meters at which point it is 50 m. high and seven spans of 13 m..

two of which are built on a curve of 200 m. radius. The line has

four stations which are at Cheddes, Servoz, Houches and Bossons.

The current for the operation of the road is continuous and is gen-

erated in two power bouses. One of these is at Servoz, from

which one end of the line is fed, and this station utilizes water

power from the Arve, where a head of 40 111. is available and the

;inioiiiit of water varies from 12 cu. m. in the summer time to 6 cu. 111,

VIADUCT SAINTK MAIIII. UN CIIAMuNIX RAILWAY.

Mont IJIanc and the .\iguillcs Rouges, some of which have never

l-een ascended in spite of the many attempts of the inu.st imrepid

.Mpine climbers, while others are only accessible at the cost of

great cfTorts and of great danger.

The road is 36 km. long, of which 10 km. have been in operation

for about a year and 9 km. more will be completed next year, which

will connect Chamonix with Argcntiere. The work on the road-

way has bc»n in hand since last .September and the construction nf

the bridges, stations and power honscs is well advanced. The route

of the last 9 km. 1)ctween Argcntiere and the Swiss frontier has

httn finally surveyed. The route of the line already in operation

follows the valley of the Arve and various crossings of this river

have necessitated the erection of seven large bridges, five of which

are metal bridges of 25 to 45 m. span and one masonry bridge 25

in the winter. The other station is at Clievaiils, which also util-

izes water power from the Arve River, the available supply vary-

ing from nj<2 en. 111. in Mimiiier to 5 or '1 en. ni. in wiiiln. uiuler

a head of 94 ni.

The e(|uipnient of both .systems comprises four continuous cur-

rent generators of 200 kw. capacity, each coupled by means of elas

tic cliitcbcs to horizontal shaft turbines, and two exciter sets nf

.|0 kw. capacity, each driven by turbines of the same type. Three

generator and one exciter in reserve. The roadbed is laid with

generator .'iiul one e.scilcr in reserve. Tlie road bed is I.iid with

T-rails, u 111. in U-iikiIi. .iiiil weighing .1.(2 kg. per m. The gage

is I m. anil llie current is delivered lo the rar motors by nieaii>

of a third rail.

In order to :ivoid accidents due lo Ilie locttinn nf ihc ibirrl r:ii'
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VILU.XCE UK PR.\Z D EN H.\UT AND VIEW OF THE ACUILLES VERTES ON CHAMONI.\ RAILWAY.
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=o near the ground, under a tension of from 500 to 550 volts, the

third rail is protected in front of all the stations and for a length

of 10 ni. on each ?ide of grade cro-sings by a wooden covering. The

insulation of the third rail is obtained by means of wooden blocks

treated with paraflfine, which are mounted on the ends of two con-

secutive ties. The rolling stock was built by the Socicte

cut cars are mounted on the ^anic kind of trucks, tlu- kiUcr nciuy

composed of a frame mounted on two axles witli a track brake

and equipped with an electric motor on each axle. The apparatus

ir.r collecting current is of fini.shed cast steel and these are ar-

ranged so that they can follow or leave the third rail without

shock. The third rail is curved down slightly at each inlcrnipliou.

ARR.\NT,F.MEXT OF TUlKh K.ML.

\ouve11e des Etablissments dc ITlornic et de la Riiire, of Lyons,

and the electrical equipment was installed by the Societe d'Electricitc

.\lioth of Miinchenstein-Bale. The rolling stock comprises 80 mo-

tor cars and a number of lighter trail cars. .Ml the motor cats

can be either operated singly or m trains, and cars are controlled

by a single operator m either case. In order to attain this result

A special and very ingenious controller was devised by M. Auvert,

so that the shoe enters or leaves it on an indnu-cl plane. The ar-

rangement of the motors oflfered great difficullios but the solution

adopted gave unexpectedly good results. The motors are placed

nt right angles to the axles and transmit the motion through a bev-

eled pinion, which is geared to the axles through an elastic pinion

wliich contains in it< lower part a lubricant for the purpose of avoid-

ing the wear on the lectb. riic motors are of (lie four -pole lyi>e

VIEW OF STATION, SIIOWI.NI. I'K1.TK< il-.li mlKH RAW..

which operates mom satisfactorily. Tlic 80 motor car? may be

classified as follows: Sixteen electric locomotives; .^6 first anri

vfonil class pas«cii-<er cars, which diflfcr only in their interior ar-

rniiKement, and z« express and freight cars, some of which are

covered and weigh 20 tons wilboul load, dump cars weighing tg'/j

I'ins, flat cars weighing iS'/j Ions, unloaded. .Ml of lliese differ-

.villi two conse(|nent poles and llie polepicces of Ibe frame arc ot

mild sleel and constitute a light case of Iwo parts, which are bolle<l

10 each f>ther by hori/oiilal jolnl. Ibis frame complelely envelops

ihe commulator brushes, the armalure and the Held windings. All

arc wound on metal spools, each section being separately insulated.

These spools are easily replaced and the winding is of copper strip
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I mm. Ituck. I he armature is in scrirs with iIr- fields anil lias .i

toothed ii>ri-. I he winding comprises iij mIcrchanKcahle sections

:\nd llif collector is made of 113 sections of pure copper. The

Irushcs arc arranged in snch a way that they can l>e inspected

with the greatest facility hy means of two openings made for this

P'lrpose in the npper shell of the motor. It may also he added thai

ihc pressure of the hrnshes is maintained ahsoliitcly invarialile

hy a special device and there is no visihle sparking on the com-

\nulator whether the current is zero or 200 amperes, even when a

quick reversal of the armature is made. This condition is taken

advantage of in liraking by means of short circuiting the motors,

which results in a very positive and striking hraking tfTcct. The

two motors being always coupled in parallel it is only necessary to

reverse the direction of the current m the armatures to obtain a

very quick stop, even on heavy grades, and this is accnniplishcd with

the greatest security. In fact, the wheels always contiiuie to turn

at a very small velocity and never skid, which is an excellent condi

tion for avoiding the loss of adhesion which ordinarily occurs from

rapid hraking. The ciTcct of braking in this manner is equally good

whether there is current on the line or not.

As has liccn already mentioned, all the cars of a train arc con-

trolled simultaneously by the motorman of the forward car or

locomotive by means of compressed air motors. These have the ad-

vantage of making the regulation as simple as possible. The con-

troller is extremely simple, comprising only five forward and five

reverse positions and only permits of coupling the motors in par-

allel. Thv first four speeds in both dircclions are obtained by

interpolating suitable resistance in the motor circuit and tlic fifth

speed is obtained by .shunting the field. This controller is designed

for a cylindrical commutator and is provided with a junction box

so that in case of trouble with one motor it can be put out of cir-

cuit. When the cars are operated singly the controller is manipu-

lated by hand by means of a removable handle. This handle is

taken off under the usual operating conditions, that is to say, when

the cars are coupled into trains. Each car is equipped with one

of these controllers.

The flat cars are provided with a special controller for operating

the cars in the car house. The controller resistances arc of two

types, both of which are composed of a continuous ribbon of

nickelinc. The two types differ principally in size. To protect the

motors and all the electrical apparatus in the cars there has been

installed on each car near the controller an automatic cut out with

a magnetic blow out, and this is placed so as to be easily accessible.

The lighting of each motor car consists of two parallel groups of

five lamps in scries; the signal lights consist of oil lamps, tn order

to avoid the variations in the lamps due to the inevitable changes

of voltage according to the profile of the road, each motor car is

provided with a special arrangement for automatically regulating

the voltage of the lighting circuit. This apparatus is patented by

the Societc .Mioth in France and Germany. The lamps are chosen

so that they burn at a normal candle power at the lowest voltage

which could occur normally, then as the voltage of the line in-

creases an automatic device inserts resistances which are again cut

out of the circuit as the voltage drops. This regulator is absolutely

insensible to shocks of the car for the reason that the movable

r.art is always in equilibrium. This is considered a great advance

in the art of car lighting as it overcomes a difliculty which always

exists in this branch of Ilgbtmg.

The heating of the cars is secured by means of electric radiators

which are operated by means of a switch giving three degrees of

heat. It may he added that the third position of the switch is never

used as the first two positions are always sufficient, even when the

weather is most rigorous.

The principal station on the line between Chamonix and .\rgen-

liere will be at the latter place, which contains a number of splen-

did hotels and which has also given its name to one of the most

beautiful and important glaciers of Mt. Blanc. At .^rgentiere may
be seen one of the most marvelous panoramas, an idea of which

can be obtained from one of the accompanying illustrations. The
station at Praz d'en Haut will be the most important on the line

between .'\rgentiere and Martigni This little village is surmounlcii

by the Aiguilles Vertcs and the Dome du Dru. A view of this

beautiful panorama is also shown in one of the .accompanying illus-

trations.

The Small Koad and the ManaKcr.

Il\ I.. .M. l.E\'INSo.\. MAN.\0I:M SHREVEI-Om TRAtTIOJ* CO.. ANli IIK.III ANIi

I'AKK TK.\<TION CO., SllKEVEIlllIT, LA.

The advent of the street railway in cities of 20,000 population and

less, with a service justifying from 6 to 12 cars only, and with a

Ijublic demand and franchise requirement of short headway, reg-

ularity of service and freedom from interruption of every char-

acter, has created in the Street Railway industry a field difficult to

fill.

With limited revenues, the directors cannot afford the salary list

attending the creation of such offices as Chief Engineer, Gaini

.\gent. Purchasing Agent, Master Mechanic, Superintendents, .\dvcr-

tising .-Xgcnt, etc., rendering it necessary, from point of economy,

to combine as far as possible the executives of all of these essential

departments in one man—the Manager. To him falls the task of

instructing student motormcn and conductors, explaining the power

plant to the new engineer, helping the lineman in stormy weather,

surfacing and lining track and laying pavement when the track

foreman is sick, entertaining the committee who wants the dona-

tion of a day's receipts, asking and persuading the city authorities

for permission to make some improvement for the railway and the

city, watching out for and attempting to prevent hostile legislation,

etc.

The manager of a small road who expects to show to his president

an operating statement having the right proportifm of expenses to

receipts, without doing si at the expense of the physical condition

of the property in his charge, must have his business well in hand ai

.ill times and under all conditions.

The absence of this man. in many instances under the writer's

observation, has called for the receiver, and has yielded many oppor-

tunities to shrewd speculators for profitable returns on short term

investments. A capable manager is but a short time resurrecting

a property whose weakness in receipts, and strength in disbursements,

is apparent to the casual observer.

A century of experience will avail but little to the man who lacks

the qualities of quickly discovering what is necessary to secure for

his company every dollar received on his cars, and to curtail ex-

penses in every way consistent with the efficiency of employes and

with good service.

His cars must be kept up physically and cleanly. No motorman

should have grounds in testifying in a damage suit that controller or

brake was defective. Smooth track with spiral curves, automatic

switches, steel bridges, guard rails, etc.. and a margin of safety in

running time, coupled with regularity, and polite conductors, go to

make the anticipated dividend.

For these results we must look tn the manager and his ideas.

The latter arc of course cxpecte<l to fill in a measure the same
plural role as their superior.

For instance, the cashier and lioi>kkeeper nuist know how to oper-

ate a car and do so on evenings and Sunday afternoons, besides col-

lecting bills for motor service, looking after incoming freight sup-

plies, etc., and the other work more in line with his principal duties.

The engineer mu?t help the barn men in forging and carpenter

work, run a lathe and drill press, and do the babbitting for cars,

engines and generators.

The barn man, like a cashier, runs a car evenings and Sundays,

winds armatures, paints, and helps the lineman.

The lineman, during the summer, is busy starting electric fans,

cutting them out. soliciting motor business, and runs an extra car

to base ball games or the theater. In the winter, he is placed regu-

larly on a car.

The track foreman, during the rainy and cold season, is also used

on a car.

By these means the organization is kept intact, a repetition of

voluminous instruction is avoided, and the business conducted with

the least possible expense. In times of construction, or reconstruc-

tion, of course extra help is necessary.

The Lima (O.) Electric Railway & Light Co. has a very interesting

exhibit at the .Mien County Fair, which includes electrical devices

that may be used for heating flatirons. operating sewing machines,

cooking with a chafing dish, or for making tea.



Some Operating Features of the Electric Railway System
Controlled by the Public Service Corporation

of New Jersey.

BY A. H. STANLEY, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT.

The property of the Public Service Corporation comprises 550
miles of overhead trolley system, in the state of New Jersey, ex-

tending from the Hudson River on the east to the Orange Moun-
tains on the west, and from Paterson on the north, south to South

Amboy and New Brunswick. The system comprises city, suburban

and interurban lines, and included within the property arc two

wagon lifts for elevating wagons from the Hudson River shore to

the top of the hill which skirts the Hudson River north from Jer-

sey City. The company also owns and operate* a plank toll road

and a line of ferries connecting the state of Xew Jersey at Bayonue.

with Staten Island, N. V., at Port Richmond.

The territory covered by the company's property is appro.ximale-

ly 50 miles long by 20 miles wide. In this territory the lines operate

through about 75 different municipalities, ranging frnm a city of

and tile possibility of miming cars from iliffercnt points in New
Jersey to different points in New \ork City is receiving serious

consideration. The question of higli speed lines, connecting some of

the larger municipalities, across tlic meadows lying between New-
ark and Jersey City, is also being given considerable thought. The
possible use of the Morris & Essex Canal, now almost abandoned

as a waterway, offers splendid opportunity for a three-track high

speed line through part of the territory.

The length of the lines and the excessive grades have necessitated

on the majority of the lines the use of four-motor cars, which are

equipped with Brill 27-G trucks and four Westinghouse No. 68

motors. The length of the car body is 28 ft.. 8 in., with 6-ft. plat-

forms divided into two sections by a rail, .^t the present time all

of the cars are bnilt to run in either directioTi. in connection with the

IIORSE-SIIOE INCLINE AT llll.l.SlDE AVK., MIIIIOKEN.

260,000 inhabitants to boroughs of approximately 600 inhabitants.

the boundary lines in a great many instances being purely imaginary

and having no physical distinction, in many instances well popu-

lated streets being the dividing line between two large cities. Very

few of the lines serve one municipality alone, some of them run-

ning through as many as 10 municipalities, without reference to the

Jersey City-Trenton through line which runs through 15 munici-

palities, all of which have their own peculiar conditions affecting

the rates of fare, necessitating the overlapping of fares on the en-

tire length of the line.

Practically the entire territory is of a very hilly nature, wilb

many narrow anil congested streets and highways, especially in

the towns along the Hudson River with its vast steam railroad and

ferry terminals to and from New York City, with all the attendant

heavy truckage and cartage. The natural trend of traffic is toward

New York City in the morning, and from there in the evening, ne-

cessitating the merging of a great many lines at the ferry terminals

at Jersey City, Hoboken and Wtehawken. and at the steam rail-

road stations in Newark. It i« estimated that about 300,000 people

cross the Hudson River daily.

The Hackensack and Passaic Rivers run directly through the

territory from Jersey City to Paterson, necessitating the use of

draw bridges on all lines crossing the rivers, the service on which

is subject to numerous interuptions, due to heavy river traffic.

The tunnel which is about completed connecting Jersey City and

Hoboken with New York City will greatly relieve the congestion,

use of crossovers located at different points on the lines. Lon|)s

and Ys at the terminals, and coinicclions at intersecting lines, are

being gradually put in, with a view to operating all of the cars in

one direction, thus doing away with the necessity for controllers,

brakes, etc. on the rear platform, leaving a clear space for passen-

gers. This also permits of having the registers at one cud of the

car, where they can be seen plainly by both passengers and inspectors.

.After a careful investigation and thorough study of the ques-

tion, it has been decided that a 28- ft. car body is the longest that is

desirable for city service. A car of any greater length offers too

many opportunities for passengers to ride free, and makes it impos-

sible for a conductor to get all of the fares. As compared with a

longer body it reduces the dead weight to he pulled over the roads

during the greater niuuber of the hours the car is in service when
the riding is light. We are of the opinion that there is a limit to

the length of headway under which cars on any particular line

should be run ; longer cars on long headway do not give so good

service as shorter cars on shorter headway.

On all cars operating on the city lines having only cash fares or

transfers, two registers are used, one on which cash fares only are

registered, and the other, tickets and transfers. On all the other

lines having in excess of two classes of fares, the Ohmer fare reg-

ister is used, in connection with identification checks to aid the con-

ductor in knowing how far the passenger is culitlcd to ride.

Additional car houses are gradually being constructed, with a

view to operating each line fmm its own car lioiise, located at the
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tfrniinal>, (iflfcriiiR heller facililics for llic inspection of cars each

Irip and nvoichiiK ihc congcslion of men of (lifTcrcnl hnrs at one

point, which increases opportnnily for exchanges of transfers, etc.

Tlie car honses arc not hnill with a view 10 covering all fif Ihc

WAGON LIFT AT HOBOKEN—PUBUC .SERVICE CORPORATION.

cars in service. l)Ut witli the intention of having tlie operating cars

oulside, and having only the pits, washrooms and sliops niukr

cover; of course with hnildings for the conihictors and motornien,

with the necessary hickcr rooms, cUih rooms, etc.. and offices for the

clerks and division snperintendent. For the cars lying idle in the

off season, .storage sheds very close to the main .«hops are being

e'rected. The storage shed is of mill construction, with three tracks

TOI.I. GATE. FAIRVIEW, N. T.

to llie hay, separated hy heavy hrick walls, ami tar and gravel roof.

The outer hays arc ventilated with windows, ami the inner hays with

roof ventilators. Minor repairs to the car; arc made at the shops at

the different car honses. and the cars arc pnt ihrongh llic main

.shops each year.

The majority of the double truck cars are equipped with stored

air hrakes. carrying a pressure of 275 to 325 Ih. and arc charged

at their respective car houses, consuming almut 45 seconds in the

operation. The air hrake compressors and compressing stations

have been installed hy the National lilectric Co. Five compressing

stations and 276 ears will he ei|uipped this fall.

A nev^• transfer system now going into effect will provide for in-

dividual transfers for each conductor, with distinctive colors for

each line. The transfers will contain the hadge mnnher of the con-

ductor to lie used hy him exclusively.

.^ special feature is made of the use of special cars for parties,

etc. lllnminated cars have Iwen provided, and we have inider con-

struction now a private car, containing a huffet, sideboards, etc.

The rates are reasonable and a large business is being developed.

.•\ general system of parks covering the entire territory is under

consideration, on lines similar to that of Proctor's circuit, whereby

cntertainmenls of a high class can be moved to different parts of

the territory during the season. We believe that it is preferable

that these parks he conducted by outside amusement companies

rather than by the company itself.

The Icngih of some of the lines and the congestion of Ihe traffic

at certain hours has encouraged the thoughl of the use of trailers,

and plans are being gradually worked out now with a view to <lc-

vcloping a special type of car for trailer service on the lines where

llic grades are not excessive.

The Electric Railway Properties Operated by

the Public Service (Corporation

of New Jersey.

The Public Service Corporation of New Jersey was incorporated

in May, iQO.v for the purpose of controlling and operating nearly

all the electric traction systems in northern New- Jersey. In addi-

tion to its large electric railway holdings, the Corporation con-

trols the gas and electric lighting intercsis of the greater part of

the State of New Jersey.

The Corporation controls the North Jersey Street Railway Co..

the Jersey City, Hoboken & Palerson Street Railway Co. Orange

& Passaic Valley Railway Co., the Elizabeth, Plainfield &
Central Jersey Railway Co., Elizabeth & Raritan River Street

Railway Co., and the United Electric Co. of New Jersey. It

leases the property of the South Orange & Maplcwood Traction

Co. and various gas and electric lighting companies which were

previously operating independently. The Corporation also con-

trols certain electric railway, gas and lighting properties in Cam-

den, Trenton and the southern portion of New Jersey, but these

properties are operated under distinct managements and are not

included with the systems of northern New Jersey.

The electric railway lines in the northern part of New Jersey

which are operated under the control of the Public Service Corpo-

ration, comprise about 550 miles of electric railway track The lines

have been built at different periods by the underlying comiwnies

and present a wide variation in track and overhead ciinstrnction.

A large portion of the track is laid with 7-in. Trilby girder rails

.111 stone ballast, and filled between the ties and paved to the top

of the rail. This is the practice now followed by the Corporation

in new work in cities and towns. .Ml new work in city and village

streets will be cast welded, the ciim|)any owning its own casl welding

outfit.

The Corporation owns approximately 1,700 cars.

The main repair shops are located on the Plank Road, near New-
ark, and these were very fully described in the "Street Railway

Review" for .April, 1902.

For operating purposes, the electric railway system is divided into

four districts.

District No. 1 covers the territory in Hudson and Bergen Coun-

ties, comprising about 1.12 miles. Included in this district is the

Bergen Turnpike line, which is a toll road upon which tolls are still

collected. Other property controlled by the District Superintend-

ent's office of District No. i is the Jersey City Wagon Elevator, the

People's Elevator at Wcebawkcn and the port Ricbinond & Picr-

gen Point Ferry Co.

There are .situated in District No. i six ferry terminals from

which operate 11 ferry lines, to and from New York City. These

ferries carry an enormous number of people to and from New York
during the morning anil evening hours, and it is estimated that 300,-
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000 people living in New Jersey do business in New York City

daily. Some idea of the traffic concentrated at tlic ferry terminals

on the Jersey side may be had from the following statistics: .Vt

the Pennsylvania Ferry terminal in Jersey City during the commis-

sion hours, an average 01 105 electric cars arc moved per hour, ;ind

the average number of passengers handled at this terminal during

the rush hours is 6.500 per hour. During the non-commission hours,

the average froiu this terminal is 72 cars per hour and 2.S00 pas-

sengers per hour. .\t the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western R. R.

treme southerly end of Hudson County. Boats from Bcrscn Toint

operate to Port Richmond. Staten Island. State of New York,

through the Kill \'on Kull. which is a body of water 1.600 ft. wide.

During the non-commission hours, the schedule is three boats per

hour; during the commission hours, si.x boats per hour. The aver-

age number of passengers carried, during tlie commission hours is

1,500, during the non-commission hours 500 per hour. This ferry is

an outlet for the people in Hudson County to Midland and .South

Ucach, wliich are across, du the opposite side of Staten Island, and

MAI' OF THE KAIl.WAV SVSTE.M ol- TlIK iMIll.li SKKVICE ((IHI'I.KATION (IF NKW JKKSKV.

terminal at Holioken during the commission hours, the average

cars per hour are 115 and the average passengers carried per hour

7,000; during the non-commission hours at this pohit the average

number of cars (ht hour is 64 and the average mnnlicr of passen-

gers carried 2,800.

During commission hours the average innnber of cars o|K?rating

from all the ferry terminals in District No. i is .^.v; cars per hour,

aii<l the average inimber of passengers carried is 20,550 per hour;

during the non-connnis>ion hours at these terminals the average is

All cars per hour, carrying an average of 7,7.50 passengers per hour.

The I'orl Kiclimoiid & Picrgen Point Ferry is located at the ex-

are accessible liy ibe lines nf the Sliitcn Island Rapid I riuisil Co.

The Corporation has two boats in service, the "1!. .\1. Slianlcy" and

Ihc "Public Service." The "H. M, Slianlcy" is 140 fl. long and 50

ft, beam. The "Public Service" is 146 ft. long and 50 fl. beam.

The elevator of Ihc People's Elevating Co. is located in Wec-
bawkcn, Hudson County. This elevator, whose lift is 300 ft. long,

is cut in Ibrongli rock, on Ihc side of the Palisades, and is con-

si rncled of timbers S x 12, with sicel lies. The cages or cars arc

constructed of slc<'l, Tlie loiuiage jier car is 80 tons a lift. The

counter balance construction consists of one pull cable and two

safety cables, allached to one car, opcrateil on a drum, which is ro-
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OiKani/ation of Construction Dcpaitnicnt,
Public Service (Corporation

of New Jersey.

iii'iiil .-^ii|>< luuciiihiil. A. II. Stuuloy.
U>-ul l':.slat*' Invt'SllKiilur, W. J. Kiiiiihl>>.

Siipvrlntcndelit of CoiiMtnii'tlon. K. A. I*nfk<
AMttlHtiint KliKinf'T. i*. A. Clfrkln.

'

I':?iKltKM'rlnK Corps.
UraftHmcn and Clerkw.
Track Koromon.

Trarkmon nrul LaboriT**.
KnKliii-*-r, D. K. CarviT.
Air Brake loHpector. W. P. WIswnll

Mcch.-inlcs And I^aborom.
Ai*MlHt;int Knglneer. Mnrtln 8clircll»<'r.

KnKlnerrlnK Corps,
HnlUIInK Foremen.

Foremen Carpenters nncJ I'ainters.
Mrchanles nn«l Laliorers.

hief

Ortiani/.ation of Operating Department. Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey.

(ieiieral Superintendent.
Traffic Superintendent.

Schedule Maker. Clerks.
Superintendent of Employment.

InvestlKators. Clerks.
Superintendent of TrucklnK.

Stablemen.
Superintendent District No. 1.

Division Superintendents.
Assistant DIv. Supt. Clerks. Carliousc Men.

Superintendent of Ferries.
Pilots. En*r!neers. Firemen. Watchmen, etc.

Engineers Wagon Elevators.
Collectors. A\'alchm*n.

Superintendent Toll Hoadb.
Toll Gate K<-epers.

Clerks. Special Officer, Telei)hone Operator,
Superintendent District No, 2,

Clerks.
Division Superintendents.

Assistant DIv. Supt. Clerks. Carhouse Men.
Superintendent District No. S.

Clerks.
Division Superintendents.

Assistant DIv. Supt. Clerks. Carhousc Men.
.Superintendent District No 4.

Clerks.
Division Superinten<lents.

Assistant DIv. Supt. Clerks. Carhonse Men.
<*hlef Engineer.

General Muster Mechanic.
General Repair Shop. Paint Shop. Storekeeper.

Superintendent Rolling Equipment Disl. N<i. I.

Depot Repair Shops.
Superintendent Rolling Equipment Dlst. Nos. :! and 3.

Depot Repair Shops.
Superintendent Rolling Equipment Dlst. No. 4.

Depot Repair Shops.
Superintendent of Lines Dlst. Nos. 1 and 2.

Emergency and Maintenance Crows, Bonders.
Superintendent lif Lines Dlst. Nos, 1 and 3,

Emergency and Maintenance Crews, Bonders,
Superintendent lif Lines Dlst. No. 4

Emergency and Maintenance Crews. Bonders.
Headmaster Dlst. No. 1.

Trackmen and Clerks.
Uoadmasler Dlst. No. 2.

Trackmen and Clerks.
Roadmaster Dlst. Nos, 1 and 3,

Trackmen and Clerks,
Roadmaster Dlst. No. 4.

Trackmen and Clerks,
.\sslstant Engineei,

Draftsmen. Accountant. Stenographer. Office
Force.

Officers, Operating Department.

Organization Chart—Operating Department Street Railway Dcpt.
Public Service Corp'n of N<'W Jersey,

General Superintendent. A. U. Stanley,
Superintendent of Employment, Albert Eastman,
Superintendent of Trucking, Hugh Brooks.
Superintendent District No. 1. N. W. Rolen.

Division Superintendents District No. 1; W. F. Kevoire,
West Hoboken; A. .1, Bliss. Hohoken; Daniel Realty,
Montgomerv St,. Jersey CItv; E. L. Williams. Greenville,

Superintendent District No. 2. A. W. Pratt.
Division Superintendents District No. 2: C. W. Roe.
Broad St. and Miller St.; C. H. Coe. Rosevllle. South
Orange and Maplewood; Geo. Duck. South Orange; J, J,

Gpttlngs. Plank Road, Sprlnglleld .\ve, ; P. McDermott.
Harrison: A. M. Stewart. Montclalr. Orange and Passaic
Valley.

Superintendent District No. 3. T. W. McAndrews.
Superintendent District No, 4. F. H. Brown.

Division Superintendents District No. 4; R. Elck. Eliza-
beth; T. J. McGulre. Westlleld and Plalntleld.

Chief Engineer. D, F, Carver.
General Master Mechanic. P. J. Connors. Superintend-
ents Rolling Equipment. Districts Nos. 1. 2. 3 and 4:

T. S. Adams, J. M. Yount. G, C, Killeen, Superintend-
ents of Lines. Districts Nos, 1, 2. 3 and 4: C. S. Dunn.
W. S, Jackson. E, J, Belcher,
Roadmasters Districts Nos, 1. 2. 3 and 4: .1. W. Leahy.
W. Parkin. W. M. Bayles. H. L. Freeman
Assistant Engineer. C. M. Breder.

laltd by two iso-h. p. Wcstingliousc motors, .iiiil one SO h p. motor

which works the hydraulic piiiiip for brake usage, or lo bring

Ihc car in the pocket without causing a jar.

The Jersey City Wagon Klcvalor is in Jersey City. It is con-

slriicted of 8x12 limlicrs and steel tics. Cars are constructed of

yellow pine, with steel lie rods It has one safety and one pull

cable, and is operated by four W. V. 50 motors. The hydraidic

pnmp used at this elevator is cnnlrollcd by one W. I', 50 motor,

'ITic car will accoininodate three wagons i.r trucks. These ele-

vators arc in operation frfini a, m. to 7:30 p. in. week days but arc

not operated on Sundays. The elevators are a great convenience

10 the trucking people, as the roads lea<liiiK to the lop of the

Palisades are very steep. Rate of fare, light wagon or truck 10

cents, loaded truck 15 cents, excursion ticket 25 cents. Special

rales for machinery.

The Bergen Turnpike Toll Road is located in Hcrgeu County.

This road was organized in 1853. with four toll gates. At present

only three gates arc opcr.ttcd, one at Fairvicw', one at Lillle Ferry

and one at the town line of llackcnsack. The road terminates at

Main street, Hackcnsack. It is macadamized and 60 ft. wide. The
Rergen Turnpike electric line, which operates over this road, is of

single track construction, with turnouts. The turnouts are gov-

erned by the Jackson electric signals.

District No. 2 comprises about 180 miles and includes the terri-

tory in and around the city of Newark. Most of the lines in this

district run through thickly populated streets, many of which are

narrow and congested. All of the cars of this district and many
from the other districts pass through the business center of the city

nf Newark at Bro.id and Market streets, this corner being a com-

ninn transfer point.

Ilislrict No. 3 includes the territory in and around the city of

Paterson and the lines include city and suburban service. The

mileage in this district is about 75 miles.

District No. 4 comprises about 144 tnilcs nf track and the lines

arc nearly all fast suburban and inlernrban lines, serving a fann-

ing district. A through electric service is given from Jersey City

to Trenton.

The officers of the Public .Service Corporation are as follows

;

President, Thomas N. McCartcr; assistant to president, Col. Edwin

W, Hine; secretary, F, W, Evans; treasurer, J, P, Dusenberry

;

comptroller, P, S, Young; claim agent, John P. Feeney; genera!

auditor, M. R. Boylan ; general superintendent railway department,

."Mbert H, Stanley; chief engineer, D, F, Carver; purchasing agent,

T. .v. Pearson.

Power Facilities of the Public Service Corpo-
ration.

At the present time power for operating the extensive street

railway system of the Public Service Corporation is generated in

twelve diflferent stations, all of which have been taken over with

the acquisition of the underlying properties. Most of them are

combined railway and lighting plants, and although they were

built to serve the best interests of the independent companies by

which they were erected, they do not meet all the requirements in

design and location of the united system. For the most part, these

stations contain direct current apparatus for railway purposes,

although during the past few months alternating current in some

cases has been applied to electric railway operation through the

medium of sub-stations. .\n entire new scheme of power genera-

tion and distribution for the entire system is now being worked out

by the company's engineers.

The following is a brief summary of the present power situation.

In the near future, however, many changes will uiidoubtedly be

made in the atrangement

:

The load in Essex County is carried by Coal St. station on the

Passaic River, Newark, This station has a capacity of .S.800 kw

in direct-current and Q.ooo kw. in alternating-current apparatus.

The Secaucus power station has a capacity of 1,125 !<«' 'i direct-

current apparatus and 3,150 kw. in alternating-current. This sta-

tion is at present carrying the sub-station loads at Pass:iic. llackcn-

sack. New Durham and Palisade Ave.

Hie Hoboken power station contains 2,400 kw. in dircctcurrent

apparatus.
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The power station at Orange has a capacity of 450 kw. in direct-

current apparatus.

There are two sinall generating stations in Jersey City, one at

Grand St. with 2,350 kw. direct -current capacity and one at Pali-

sade Ave. with 1.500 kw. direct-current capacity.

The district around Paterson is fed from the I'aiorson station,

which has a capacity of 2,000 kw. direct current. Tlicre is also a

small station at Passaic of 500 kw. capacity. Near this station is

.T sub-station fed from the Secaucus plant. The capacity of the

I'aterson station will be added to as the load in that district requires.

The suburban territory embraced in District No. 4 is served by
the Elizabeth station with 1.225 kw. capacity; the Cranford station

with 1,600 kw. capacity: the Plainfield station with one machine of

225 kw. capacity; the Milltown station with 1,100 kw. capacity.

There is also a power house at Mctuchen which sends alternating

current to a small sub-station near l?ouiid Hrook.

The new power house scheme now in course of development for

the Public Service system includes as its central feature the con-

struction of a main power house on the Jersey Meadows, near the

llackensack River, west of Jersey City. The design of this station

calls for vertical steam turbine units of the Curtis type. The sta-

tion will furnish power for both railway and lighting and will pro-

vide for the growth of business in both Essex and Hudson Coun-
ties for the next two years. It will also make it possible, if de-

sirable, to close down several of the present small generating sta-

tions. Current will be generated as 60 and 25-cycle, 13,000-volt.

three-phase, and will be distributed by conduits to sub-stations in

Jersey City and Hoboken, and by trunk tie-lines across the meadows
to the Newark power station on Passaic River, through which it

will be fed to the sub-stations in Essex County. The turbine units

for railway purposes will be 5,000 kw. capacity each, and for lighting

,vooo kw. each.

For the coming year, or until this new central station (which

will be known as the Marion station) can produce current, the Coal

St. station in Newark will feed across the '.raiistnission tic-line over

the meadows to sub-stations in Jersey City at Palisade .\ve. and at

the "Junction." The former sub-station is already in operation and

the latter will be built early in the spring of 1905.

The power department of the Public Service Corporation is an

organization distinct from the railway, the railway department Ink-

ing current from the power house switchboards by meter.

The general manager of the power department is Mr. .S. Far-

rand. Mr. J. P. Whittlesey is chief engineer ; Mr. K. IT. Stevens is

Car House Practice Followed by the Public
Service Corporation.

I'he Tiew car house at Pater.son is notable, inasmuch as it is one

of the newest and the largest operating barns owned by the Public

Service Corporation. The building was designed and partly con-

structed by the old company, but was completed and equipped after

the new or.ganizalion came into control.

The structure is of brick, covering an area of (ioo x too ft., with a

capacity of 115 43-ft. cars. There is a clear hei.ght under the trusses

of 17 ft. The slate roof is one-fifth pitch with steel trusses of the

Fink pattern, placed on i6-ft. lo-in. centers.

.'\long the entire length and at the ridge there is a galvanized

iron and skylight glass louvre.

Seven tracks run the entire length of tlie building, while llie two

east tracks begin 270 ft. from the front to make room for the

office, shops, etc., which arc 18 ft. wide and extend two stories in

height, each story having 12 ft. of head room. The first floor of

the latter area, beginning at tlie front, is subdivided into super-

intendent's office, 33 ft. long
; private lavatory, 7 ft. 6 in. ; men's

toilet, 13 ft. 8 in.; starter's and receiver's office, 50 ft.; repair shop,

104 ft., and sand room, 15 ft. The upper floor consists of a club

room, 124 ft. long and an extra room 104 ft. The basement under

offices has a boiler room 50 ft. long, a storeroom 15 ft., and an extra

room 12 ft.

The men's club room is furnished with pooltable. sliuffleboard and

various other games, also writing tables, books and current litera-

ture. The Corporation employs a secretary to look after this apart-

ment. There arc 250 expanded metal lockers for the employes, these

having solid steel backs and sides with J^-in. mesh doors and are

6 ft. higii. 12 in. wide and 18 in. deep.

All the heavy tool equipment of the Paterson shops is direct-

connected to motors for driving.

On account of the extensive area of this car liouse the fire risk

is of the gravest importance, and the Corporation has taken special

precautions. However, the apparatus here installed to a consider-

able extent follows the standard adopted, and represents the .system

carried out by the Corporalinn and as recently installed at n num-

ber of other car houses.

Ml the trolley wire is carried on barn hangers in wooden

trciuglis bolted fast to the bottom of the trusses, so that the danger

of short circuits and grounds on the iron work is entirely eliminated.

The lighting consists of a complete installation of arc and incan-

INTERIOR PATERSON C.^R HOI'SE. PUBLIC SERVK E <(iUl'nK.\T]oN,

general superintendent in charge of operation of plants; Mr. P. C.

Oscanyan is a«sistant to the general manager and superintendent of

construction.

The Pittsburg, McKeesport & Conncllsville Railway Co.. on Sep-

tember 2I8t, purchased the Pittsburg, McKeesport & Greensbing

company's system, paying therefor in the neighborhood of $2,000,000.

This give* the former company the large't rural system in Pennsyl-

vania. When completed the line will be nearly 70 miles long.

descent low voltage .illernaling-currenl illuminating systems. The

light for the barn pro|ier is obtained from 12 M:inli.illan enclosed

arc lamps, with wire netting around the gloI)es,

The current that drives the motors of the direct-connected ma-

chine tools is also taken from the city's power circuit, and all wiring

is carefully done in iron pipe conduits.

The offices, shop and pits are wired in conduits for incanilescent

lights and very carefully installed in reference to insulation.

Ordinary methods of lighting pits generally involve a great deal
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of Iroiihlc. particularly wluTc extension lamps arc liroiiglit into

play. The wires are conlinually genins short -circiiited or Kroundcd

by being .scuffed or broken as the car repair proceeds. Ilic Pater-

son barn has fonr pits, 100 ft. ImiK. that are very satisfactorily con-

duit wired for stationary incandescent lamps with nielal reflectors.

Each pit has ij lights with six on each side, the spacing staggered.

PATERSON CAR HOUSE. EXTERIOR.

The lamp receptacle is placed on the side of a tie. directly under tlic

rail and facing the longitndinal direction of the [,it. Lamps arc

exceedingly well protected in this position, and sufficient light is

obtained for workmen to readily examine or re])air any part of the

running gear of cars.

Besides the ordinary water connection, there is an independent

6-in. water main, run from the 12-in. main in the street through the

entire length of the ham. From the 6-in. main connections are

taken for seven fire hydrants. Four are placed close along the east

wall and three along the west wall. There is in the street a main

gate valve and also an extra gate installed with each fire hydrant,

so that any hydrant may he out of service for repairing without

interfering with the operation of the remaining ones. The fire

hydrant adopted as standard is the 4-in. solid stream, frost proof

Corey, each equipped with a 14-in. hand wheel permanently fast-

ORANCE CAR HOl'SE.

ened so that the valve m.-iy be opened at any moment. an<l also

too ft. of 2V^-in. ruhher-lincd hose couplings, fitted with lligby

threads, and lO-in. by I'.rin. brass hosepipe. Hose is attached tn

every hydrant anil storeil on hose racks pl.-iced on the wall, ilu-

racks consist of three pieces of white pine, 2 in. by rt ft. by 5 ft.

with pegs, I'A in. in diameter, placed 8 ft. apart. This type of rack

has proved very serviceable for quick access and easy inspection nf

hose. Spanner wrenches arc also provided with each rack.

Twenty "Underwriters'" lire extinguishers are distributed through-

out the building. These are placed on neatly constructed wooden

shelves where they may Iw readily handled and are plainly visible.

A 50-gallon "I'mlerwriters" chemical engine with hose and noz-

zle is also provided in the starter's and receiver's rooms, ready for

emergency service.

Sixteen sets of lire pails are placed in standard racks and fastened

to the walls about the barn. Kach set has two roimd bottom lo-(|t,

fire buckets, one pail being filled with brine and the other pail with

sand.

One of the most important and reliable appliances on the property

is the auxiliary tire alarm system. This was installed and is main-

tained by the .\ew York & New Jrrsey Fire .Marm Co. There are

seven fire alarm boxes, distributed around the building, and they

are connected to a main alarm box on the front of the building,

and which are in turn wired up to the city's fire alarm circuit. In

case of fire, an alarm may be immediately turned in from any part

of the barn. In a test, a fire company reported on the grounds in

three minutes after an auxiliary fire alarm box had been pulled.

Two electric bells are situated in the superintendent's i>flice, one

ringing in case any of the alarm boxes are pulled and the other

^ounding should any part of the auxiliary system get out of working

order.

From - p. m. lo 7 a. m. a walchniau's clock system is in eflfect.

The Neumau's watchman's clock is the adopted standard, and there

are 16 stations around the property where the watchman reports

every hour.

.Vnother unique and useful idea is carried out in the installation

of red incandescent lamps placed over all fire extinguishers, and

blue lamps over fire alarm boxes in the barn, which are kept burn-

ing during the night so that these appliances may be readily located.

Every day there arc stored upwards of too cars in the Paterson

car barn from 12 p. m. to 5 a. m.. and the property has now been

in service for over a year.

.\s already mentioned, the Paterson barn was only furnished and

equipped by the Public Service Corporation, and although it repre-

sents the new organization's ideas and system as to the protective

appliances, equipment, etc., it does not represent the principle that is

now carried out as to shelter for operating cars. No more covered

car barns will be erected for operating purposes, but cars are to be

kept in open yards over night. Buildings will be erected for storage

barns, offices, men's quarters and repair shops.

In all cases of permanent buildings, heavy mill construction will

be strictly adhered to, as this is considered by far the best from the

operator's point of view in case of fire.

For the important repairs, the cars are taken from all parts of

the system to the Corporation's shops at West Moboken or at the

Plank Road shops. Newark. .Ml minor repairs are taken care of at

the auxiliary repair shops such as the one at Paterson.

Eureka Automatic Signals at Utica.

Mr. Edward Hammett of the Eureka .'\utomatic Electric Signal

Co., of Lausford, Pa., made an interesting exhibit at the New York

State Convention of a complete working block, representing the

block signal system of the company. Several new features were

shown, and the exhibit attracted considerable attention from the

delegates in attendance. .Mr. llammetl states that the signal is now

being used on the Utica & Mohawk Valley Ry. and the Schenectady

Ry.. as well as on numerous other electric roads in different parts

of the couTUry.

BY TROLLEY I'llROUGH E.ASTERN AND WESTERN
NEW ENGL.\Nn. Compiled by Robert II. Uerrah. Boston, Mass.

This is the library edition of Mr. Derrah's New England trolley

guides, which were originally pnlilished separately, but in this edi-

tion have been combined. The work comprises 259 pages, exclusive

of the indexes. It is bound in cloth boards and is voluminously

illustrated with half-tone views and maps. It is unqucslion.ably

the most complete and the most attractive publication of the kind,

containing as it docs everything concerning New England trolley

roads and trolley lri|is Ibat the exciu'sionist can possibly desire

to know. •»>«

The Cleveland Electric Ry. uses the Goldscbniidt "Thermit" weld-

ing process.



All Interesting Draw Bridge Built Mostly of Wood in

Forty Working Days.

nv MARTIN SCHREIBER, ASSISTANT ENGINEER. riBLU' SERVU E CORIMRATION III- NEW JERSEY,

Oil the While Line of the Piihlic Serviee Corporation, between

Patersoii and Ilohokcn, N. J., there is an interesliiig piece of eii!.'i-

neeriiig work in the way of a teni|wrary ijraw-l)ri(lgc, hnilt over the

Passaic River, at Passaic, The Passaic River is navigable at this

point, ami it is necessary to maintain a <lraw-bridgc to accommodate

the iHi.its plying np and down the river. Until the severe tlood of

October, UfO,^. the tmcks crossed over the County bridge. After this

bridge was taken away by the high water, throiigb traffic was dis-

continned, the passengers being compelled to transfer to cars on the

opposite sides of the river. The people were taken over the stream

in a steam launch, but later made use of a temporarv bridge erected

by the county, and put in service the early part of the following

.April.

The transferring of passengers proved to be very unsatisfactory,

Fig. I gives a general idea of the draw a^ it appe.irs when clti-nl,

or in its normal position. The while sign linanl mtii in the |iicliirr

is on the county's temporary wooden bridge, which i> more clearly

shown in Fig. 2, showing the draw open. Referring to the photo-

graphs, the trestle work on the left or west of the draw, consists

of pile bents placeil on 15-ft, centers. ]{ach henl lias four spnui'

piles driven to solid fooling, and covered with ij-in, by 12-in. by

9-ft. caps, fa'-tcMicil willi '.s x -'4-in. dock spikes, Kvery bent is

cross-braced with two 3 x u-in, planks run in opposite directions and

on opposite sides of the piles. The bracing is made fast with J4-'"-

bolts to all the piles that it crosses, .Mternate bents have two pairs

of 4xi2-in. longitudinal X braces on opposite sides and bolted to

piles and caps. Notched over the caps arc provided two pairs of

8 X i6-in. stringer timbers with 2-in, separators, joints being broken

m,. I—DRAW IIRIDGE—CLOSED,

especially so during the winter months, and the dissatisfaction soon

began to show itself by a very material decrease in the receipts of

the line. A new draw-bridge was contemplated by the county

authorities, but it was clear that at least two years would pass before

the new draw could lie put into service, and that a great deal of

money would he loit by impairing traffic for so long a time. So the

officials of the Public Service Corporation decided to build a tem-

fKirary trolley bridge of its own, that would .iccommodatc a single

track, and on private right of way.

After serious delays in securing jiermits, franchises, etc., for a

proposed bridge on the 'otith side of the county's temporary bridge,

work was commenced on .May 4, 11/J4, and through traflic was

rciiumed between Palerson and Hobokeii on June J.^, iy04, A lift-

liriftgc with 40 ft, clear opening, of steel plate girders, wooden hoist-

inK frame and 2tto lineal feet of pile trestle approaches, was put

into working service in 30 days, in fact, it requireil only 40 actual

working days. The total ccst of sled, trestle, track, overhead

work, anil everything to complete the bridge, was very nearly $12,000.

on alternate bents. The stringers are also fastened to the caps

with % X 24-in, dock spikes. The ties are O-in. by S-iii, by 8-ft. on

18-in. centers, dapped, and each spiked to stringer willi two .^li x iJ-iii,

spikes. Guard logs (1 x 8-in. are run along and iiolcheil over every lie.

P'K- ^ gives a transverse view of trestle on the wesl vide of llie dr.nv

opening.

The trestle work on the east side of diaw-opeiiiiig is similar to thai

on the west, except that the bents that support the hoisting frame,

which is the upright stniclure shown in photographs, consist of

nine piles each, as shown in b'ig, 4, Ihe abiiliiienis for plate girders

consist of 27 piles each, or three rows of 9 piles on 2-ft, centers.

Over the piles are s])iked three 12-in. by 12-in, by 24-ft, caps, and

then over the caps are two tiers of solid flooring of I J x IJ-in, so

that the liiiislied abiitiiieiils are (1 ft, wide and 24 ft, long, l'"ig, .S

is si<le elevation of almliiicnls,

/\t first it was iiilemleil to constnul the eiilin- li.-i>.i-iile s|i,iii of

steel, hill not a slriictiiral shop could !»• foiiinl ih.il vmimM inomise

a delivery of the eiilire job in less lli.iii llirci- ni'iiillis, So jl was
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decidcil tu tiiiiUI the girders citit of stock steel, and cuiistnict ilu-

truss work nut of wood and iron rods. On May l8th all of ilic btrnts

were capped and work was inina-diately begun to erect the lioistini;

frame, which is (io ft. high and 61 ft. long. Most of the frame-

work was done un the ground, so that as much of the labor as pos

sible could be avoided after the trusses were got into the air. Very

nearly all of the limber used was 8 x l2-in. slicks, except those useil

I'he longitudinal plate girders, 4K ft. ' in. long and j ft. deep,

arc on 6-ft. centers, anil weigh, complete with end girders and dead

load of ties, rails, etc, 2i>.ioo lb. Each counter-weight is a special

casting 4 ft. 6 in. by 23 in., weighing, stripped, 10,000 lb., and has

additional weights so that it may be increased to 11,680 lb. It was

found that 10,300 Ih. very nearly balanced the bridge when it was in

any position. Flexible plow steel ^v"'. cables are fastened to end of

-l>K.\« IIUIDUE Dl'EN.

on the curve, which were 4 x 16 cut down to 4X 12 to get the n-

quired parabolic sweep. The entire framework consists of two

pairs of 8xi2-in. twin trusses on 15-ft. 6-in. centers, each pair of

trusses lO-yg in. apart. In constructing the curves or runs, short

lengths of timber were taken advantage of to get the required

curvature. Bolting the 4x 12-in. pieces together and breaking joints

made up the 8 x 12-in. finished run. In fastening the 4 x 12-in.

pieces together, two rows of bolts were used, one r.long each edge

on 2-in. centers and staggered.

All the truss members were mortised and tenoiicil, using a 4 x 6-in.

tenon and l^-in. oak pins. .\ny member subject to tensile strain

was paralleled with l-in. wrought iron rods. The erection of the

high framing over the water was greatly facilitated by making use

of a pile driver and its rigging. All lumber used throughout the

bridge and run over cast-iron sheaves on top of the Irame to the

counter-weights. The lower cables seen in the illustration are ^^-in.

flexible plow steel hauling lines, snubbed to the top of the frame and

run over single blocks, fastened to the end of bridge, thence back

over a snatch block in top of the truss, and down to drums of the

hoisting engine in the operator's house.

The hoisting engine is of the I.idgerwood Manufacturing Cos.

make with two 24-in. drums, fitted with friction hand lever and fric-

tion foot lever brakes, and is directly connected to a series motor.

The foot lever brakes were connected so that both drums could be

operated simultaneously in the process of lowering the bridge. The

hoisting engine was one found in stock without the motor attach-

FIC. 3—BENTS I, 2. 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8. KIC. 4— llENTS 15. 16,

INK

17, 18, .SUPPORTINC, H0I.ST-

FR.VME.

FlC. 5—BENTS (J. 10, II,—.ABUTMENT.

work was Southern long leaf yellow pini-. iliere being 20.000 ft.

board measure in the hoisting frame alone.

Fig. 5 shows the draw 1 1 days before the entire bridge was in

service. The four curves or runs, two on each side of the hoisting

frame, were re-enforced by spiking along their top surface four

J4-i'i. 6o-lb. T-rails. The T-rails also formed guides for the counter-

weights.

merit. .\n old street-car motor was placed and connected to the

hoist at the company's repair shops. The first time the bridge was

raised the hauling line on one side became slack through failure of

a temporary snatch block to operate perfectly However, the bridge

was so evenly balanced by the countcr-weiglus that there was no
difficulty met with in raising or lowering with a single drum and

single line.
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Several schemes wcri- propo.^od for a suitable and efficient trolley

wire. One that would be satisfactory when the bridge was down,

and also be out of the way when the girders were raised. It was
finally decided to use a small steel truss, hinged on lo the woo^
frame similar in principle to the arrangement nf the girders. Two
rollers were placed on the ties at the e.xtreme ends of the bridge, so

that when it ascended the trolley truss would easily roll over the

end. Fig. i shows the normal position of trolley, and Fig. 2 its

location when the bridge is raising to accommodate a boat plying the

Notes on the Work of the Electric Railway
Test Commission.

:>ov if'roCffCi/fraae.,€Ke^

IMlL__ffl
FIG. 6—WIRING ni.\GR.\M. SHOWING DR.\W RAISED.

river. The trolley truss is 51 ft. 6 in. long and 18 in. square, niaili-

up of four 2 X 2 .\ ,'4-in. angles, laced with .J^.xiVi-in. straps, dm-

end is rigidly fastened into an open cross girder that hinges in the

wooden frame. .V pine hoard is l)olted all along the bottom of the

lattice truss and to this are fastened barn hangers that support a No.

00 trolley wire. Both ends of the trolley wire terminate in bridge

pans. The bridge pan on the east end of trolley truss matches with

a stationary pan fastened to a cross piece between the upright tim-

Ikt.s, of the gallows frame, and the bridge pan on the west end of

trolley truss likewise matches with a stationary pan. titled lo the lat-

tice truss support. The movable trolley wire is fed from ihc west

end by means of a contact spring, while the connection on the cast

end of truss is accomplished -^inipU' by nieaus (»f a flexible wire.

SOO-O'roC/nCvirSJfrArt^

\ Mm—m
FIG. 7—WIRING DIAGRAM, SHOWING UR.VW CLOSED.

A double throw-switch in the operator's house is so arrnugcd lli.il in

order to put the motor into service the trolley wire on lattice truss

is not only dead, but all the trolley between the nearest circuit

breakers. 'I'he accompanying wiring diagrams. Figs. 6 and 7, clearly

define the method of feeding.

This temporary trolley bridge has now been in operation for two

months and has never held a single car through any fault in con-

struction or failure to operate satisfactorily. Experience has proved

it lo l)e a very desirable design on account of its great rapidity of

operation. 'Ihc importance of the latter is particularly evident when

it often requires 40 minutes 10 open and close the temporary county

bridKC as compared with four minutes to open and close the lift-

draw.
«»

(Concessions for Car (Company Employes.

On St. Louis Pay at the World's Fair the St. Louis Car Co., to

render the occasion more enjoyable lo its employes, gave each a

white silk badge, suitably inscribed, which entitled the wearer and

one other person to admission for half price, during certain hour.s,

lo the following Pike attractions: Fair Japan, Cununing's Wild

We«l, r'ari«, fjerman Tyrolean Alps. .\sia. Creation, Siberia.

BV WIl.I. S1'.\U)ING.

A very complete series 01 tests of the economy of various liraKini;

systems has just been conchuled on the cars of the .St. Louis Transit

Co. This company employs a storage air system with Ingersoll-

Sergeant air compressing stations and Westinghouse storage air

apparatus. There are several compressing stations in different pails

of the city and large storage reservoirs are carried on each car.

The first work undertaken was a series of economy tests on one of

the compressing stations located at the entrance of Tower Grove

Park. This station furnished the air supply for the Complon Heights

and Park Ave. line cars, which have terminals at this station. The

equipment of the station consists of two IngersolI-Serge:uit com

pound air compressors connected by chain drives to two Westing-

house soo-volt motors. The cylinders of these machines are 14; j

and dVi in. by 12 in. stroke. The pressure carried is 300 lb. per

sq. in. The air is compressed in storage tanks on the cars. A

TESTING TK \H< XKMi Tl!.\ NSl'l KTATlo.N 111.' 11.111 Nci.

water circulating system is provided for regulating the air ami city

water may be used direct without the radiator. The tests occupied

24 hours and several auxiliary runs were made, one being with the

use of cily water for cooling. Readings were taken of the temper

atures, pressures and electrical quantilies al each start and slop

of the compressor, one machine being usetl. When llie car wa^

charged the compressor was stopped and the amuuiil of air supply

was measured by the temperature and pressure reading before

and after charging. \ careful record was kepi of the air consump-

tion of each car.

Practically all of the motonneu, when they bad a full lank of air

under 2H0 lb. pressure used a great deal more air than they did after

the air was drawn down during one or two Irips. On the first trip

llie pressure was reduced about 80 lb. and on the second trip there

was less reduction although the same drop in pressure would mean
less actual air used. .V few of the men operated very regularly and

drew their air pressure down about 40 lb. each round trip of about

10 miles. It appears that considerable reduction in air consumplioii

might be brought about by making the molonnen innrc f.uuiliar willi

the operalion of the braking apparalus.

These tests were followed by tests tm .1 ear using the Westing-

house system and also on one equipped with Chrislcnsen apparatus.

Several seats were partitioned off in the cars and inslnnncuts were

mounted on small benches. Careful records were kejil of the air

consumption and the method of stopping in ,-uldlliou to the air

brake tests proper. A record was made r)f amperes consumed by

means of an .Armstrong ammeter and Ihe speed was recorded by

means of a Hoyer speed recorder and also a magneto tachometer.

The ammeter readings showed some interesting variations between

the runs of the ililTerent motormcn. With poor niotonnen the accel-

eration was entirely too fast for the comfort of passengers and ihi'

ammeter showed practically an instantaneous risr of curreul and
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llic air cuiiMiiiiptioii was also excessive. With Rood iiuitDnia'ii .i

smooth aci-i-leraticin was secured and the amnieter showed a curve

closely apprnaching the ideal ciirrcut curve for acceleration, 'llie

niaxinuun current was also much smaller.

Tcsis iif the Hunt sturaKc lialtery locomotive in the court of the

I'alace of Klectricity have i)een completed. These tests consist of

runs with difTcrent loads and speeds, and determinations of the

total tractive effort with different amounts of current and with

different connections of two molurs. In the last test the loco-

motive pulled against an 8-in. Stromhaugh guy anc'nor sunk 5'A ft.

in the ground. The pulls were registered by means of an air

ilynamomeler ilesigned hy one of the ohscrvers. This dynamometer
consisted of an air lirake cylinder tilled with oil with its pi-Ion con-

nected to the draw har liy a suitahle lever. The pressure was regis-

tered liy means of a pressure gage attached to the cyliniler and the

latter was moimted on a swivel to permit of its being used on sharp

curves. The tests were made on tangents aiid curves uf 12 ft. radius.

.'\nother interesting series of tests just concluded consists of the

determination of losses in rail return with alternating current.

These tests were conducted in the liullock exhibit in the Palace of

Electricity, the operating exhibit in this space being placed at the

disposal of the commission. 'The tests were made with current

varying from 2$ to 600 amperes and from to to 60 cycles on 60-lb.

and 80-H). rails of the A. S. C. E. section; also on bar steel in various

shapes and on gas pipe. The latter tests were made for the purpo>e

of securing data f.ir the purpose of separating the various kiiuls

of losses occurring in the rails. The tests were conducted on a

single length of rail and on account of the low voltage readings it

was found necessary to use the three volt meter method of measur-

ing power, and pressure transformers to step up the pressure for the

instrument readings. A duplex cable has been run from the Bullock

exhibit to the test tracks outside of the building and other cxpcri

menis are to be carried on upon these tracks. .

Dining Car on Aurora, Elgin & Chicago.

The .'\urora, Elgin & Chicago Ry. recently introduced an innova-

tion in street railway service in the shape uf a buffet dining car

which is believed to be the first attempt to feed passengers on an

electric railway. The trial trip of this car was made on the evening

of .\ugust 30th, on which occasion Mr. E. C. Eaber. general man-

ager; Mr. Leon T. Keinhard. traffic Tnana.ijer. and Mr. Charles

Jones, chief engineer of the company, entertained a large party of

newspaper representatives. The run from I'iflli .\ve.. Chicago, to

.Vurora was made in one hour and from Wluaton to I'I'jin in j.|

Bl'PFET CAR, .VLROR.V. ELGIN & I IlIlAOo RV.

minutes. A speed of to miles an hour was attained a number of

limes during the trip, but tiie car rode as steady as a I'ullnian car

and even the roughest pari of the roadbed <lid not cause water to

^pill from the glasses.

The car weighs 42 tons complete and is mounted on Peckham
trucks with extra heavy springs. It is equipped with four iJ5-h.p.

(i. E. No. fi6 motors geared for 70 miles an hour. The body is

S.S ft. long and is divided into two compartments which are sepa-

rated by a pantry which is fi ft. in length. The main compartment

occupies about three-fourths of the car and lx>th compartments are

tilted up in a similar niaiincr. The l>ody was built l)y the Niles Car

Co. and its interior is finished in weathered oak in verdigris green

with cream colored ceiling. The general appearance of lioth ex-

terior and interior is shown in the accompanying illustration. The
tables arc of the type used in ordinary Pullman cars and I here are

no stationary seats, all of the chairs being of wicker with cushioned

INTERIOR OF IllFFET CAR.

seats. When all the tables are in place 38 people may be served at

one time.

The company is putting this car in service as an experiment and

tile extent to which this service may be increased depends upon the

patronage which it receives. .\t first it will be chartered by private

parties and will afterwards be put into regular service if there ap-

pears to be a demand for it. It is arranged so that it may be used

either as a dining car or parlor car, or one end can be u.scd as a

parlor car and the other end as a dining car.

Accidents.

Auj-'ii-t 15th two cars of the Mobile Light & Railway Co., Mobile,

.\ia., collided and several persons were injured, the motorman prob-

ably fatally.

.\ugust 17th in a rear-end collision at Jersey City, N. J., 15 persons

were injured. Hoth cars were badly wrecked.

.•\ugust 17th a brake chain on a trolley car of the Camden &
Trenton Railway Co's. line parted near Delair, N. J., and the car

was overturned; 1 man was killed and 9 persons injured.

-Vugust I7tli a Colorado Ave, car of the Chicago Union Traction

Co. struck a train on the Chicago Great Western R. R. ; five per-

sons were killed and several injured.

.\ugust i8th at Peabody, Mass., five persons were injured, one

probably fatally, in a head-on collision between two trolley cars on

the Hoston & Northern Street Railway Cos. Wakefield branch.

.•\ugust 22nd in a rear-end collision between cars of the Crevc

Cocur division of the St. Louis Transit Co., 19 persons were in-

jured.

.\ngu~t 241I1. between .v) and 40 persons were injured in a head-

on collision on the Rocliester & Eastern Rapid railway. The accident

was due to the overlooking of orders.

.August 28th, 21 persons were injured in street car accidents in

St. Louis; in ore case a Jefferson .Vve. car left the track on .account

of a misplaced switch and in another an Olive .St. car and suburban

car collided.

.\ugust 26th, two Public Service Corporation trolley cars col-

lided in Passaic. N. J., and some 20 persons were injured.

September ftth eight per.sons were injured in a collision between

two trains on the Lake Street Elevated railroad, Chicago, caused by

a misplaced switch.

September ist at lUitler, Pa., a runaway car on the Hutler Pas-

senger Ry. crashed into another car at the foot of an incline and

tifteeu persons are reported injured.

Septemlier .^d a Wabash passenger train struck a suburban trolley

car at the Sarah .St. crossing, .St. Louis, and 7 persons were killed .mil

19 injured.



Some New Ideas in the Pleasure Resort Business.

BV RICHARD KANN, VICE-1'RF.SIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER THE WHITE CITY. NEW HAVEN. CONN.

About twenty-five years ago a man in Boston conceived the idea

of building an amusement device at the end of the street-car line.

He believed that if the attraction were free the street-car company
would be willing to pay him a percentage of the increase in receipts

resulting from the free attraction at the end of the line. The idea

was tested and found to be profitable to the promoter and the

street-car company. From that time until now, the idea has been

gradually developed, although it has not by any means been com-
pletely worked out.

From Boston the man with the idea went to other cities and for

some years had no competition of any sort. Later the free amuse-

In Pittsburg, Philadelphia and other cities the street railway

companies have assumed direct management of the pleasure resorts,

depending more largely upon their increased trolley business than

upon the earning capacity of the parks themselves for financial

returns. In San Francisco the stockholders and directors in the

street car companies are also stockholders in the amusement re-

sorts, which is also the case in many of the larger cities. But n

majority of cities are without a resort of sufficient size to be self-

supporting unless helped by an arrangement with the railway

company.

New Haven. Conn., is the first city in the Unilcil States lo sup-

Mi w OF THE WHITE CITY FROM THE TOI' OF THE CHUTES.

mcnt idea gradually sheered away until amusement managers built

summer reviris wherever ihe transportation facilities were suf-

ficient to carry paying crowds to their resorts during the hot

weather, and expected nothing from the trolley companies except

front lioard advertising and competent service. The success of this

kind of summer amusement business lias also been demonstrated in

Boston, where Kcvcre Beach, 4,000 ft. long, supports eighteen inde-

I>endent amusement games. Nanlaskct has a fairly good assortment

of amusement devices, and Point of Pines sup|x>rls a summer
theater and a few minor attractions. All of these arc owned and

controlled by individuals who are not interested in the transporta-

tion companies which run to the resorts.

|)orl the iiewesl idea in regard to sunuuer aniusenicnt resorts and

one which has never before been successfully operated. Tliere is

near New Haven a resort called .Savin Rock which lias a shore

front, a summer theater, a number of small bnotlis containing pic-

lure galleries, shooting galleries and fortune tellers. The trolley

company gives balloon ascensions at interv.Tis, band concerts, and

from time to time aerial acts In attract crowils to .Savin Kock.

This season a corporation beaded by New York ainiisemenl

men was formed and a complete sunnner anuisenieiit resort was

built upon four acres of ground adjaceiU to .S.ivin Rock Grove

l'"ifteen amusement devices were installed, imluiling Shoot tin-

Chutes, .Scenic Railway, Circle .Swing, Miniature Railway. Langli
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iiig Gallery, Dnni-init Pavilion, Fairy Tliealcr, KIcctric Tower anil

.n number of sninlirr devices foniid in the avrr.ige summer resort,

rile site was eiiilcised liy a high fence and concrete walks were laid

riie linildings erected were all of the same style of ornamental

arthileclnre, painleil with while enamel, and I3,ooo incandescent

lights were nsed for illnminaling purposes. When the res.Tt was

oiH'ned the trolley business from New Haven proper was not only

increased, hnt an enormous patronage from nearhy towns which

hail populations aggregating ()00,ooo resulted.

Ily placing this park under a single management the great ele-

ment of danger ever present in sninmer amusement resorts was
eliminated. By installing several free attractions and giving open-

air aerial acts, the owners of the park, which is known as The

White City, were able to charge an admission fee of to cents. A
police force was installed with positive instructions to eject dis-

opening of the first season has liecn, that wherever promiscuons

management has prevailed, the second year's business has fallen

ofT greatly and the third year the better class of patron.agc has

l>een entirely lost. Therefore it seems extremely probable that in

the future corporation management will prevail and more expen-

sive and more complete resorts will be built.

Many failures in places of this kind have resulted through the

inability of those concerned to select the most profitable amuse-

ment devices. In this connection there are three principles that

should invariably 1* observed. Fir.st, the element of speed ; sec-

ond, the degree of safety, and third, the earning capacity .as com-

pared to the cost of construction and operation. The element of

novelty, as is generally liclieved, is of very little consequence. The
Merry-go-Round is one of the best examples of this fact. It has

been in existence for .io years and its earning capacity is as great

.\RTIFU1.\L I..\KK M THE U llllE tlTV LSEU Fi K .SIU.DT THE CIIVTES .\XF OTliU. IK .\TTR.\CTIoNS

orderly and disreputable persons of both sc.xcs. This resulted in

obtaining almost instantly a reputation in decided contrast to most
summer amusemcut parks, and in drawing a class of patronage

which had never before been possible in that neighborhood. This

feature of the summer amusement business is one that needs more
careful consideration than perhaps any other.

In amusement parks wiiho\it an enclosure, in which individual

owners build devices of one description or another, the clement of

unfairness is apt to enter iiUo their business transactions. A ma-
jority of the men who enter into the snnnncr anuiscmcnt business

in a small way. and move from one park to another, or from one
fair or carnival to another, as the case may be. arc too often

unscrupulous in their dealings. They do not hesitate to "short

change" their patrons, or to oper.ile games of chance in a manner
which is disgusting to the public. And the history of summer
amusement resorts has shown that no matter how favorable the

this season as ever. This is because it is an anuisemeiil that .ap-

peals to children, and there will always be children. The first

Merry-go-Round cost approximately $50. One was built last sea-

son at a cost of $150,000.

A. properly constructed Scenic Railway, which would cost not

less than $iS.ooo, has the next longest lease of life. The clement

of speed is accountable for the large patronage it always secures

when properly located. It is an absolnlely safe ride and it appeals

to people of all ages.

The life of a Shoot the Chutes, on the other hand, is approxi-

mately three years. It is usually a short ride, a .very fast one. and

perfectly safe. A Scenic Railway, running four trains, with

a capacity of 16 people to a train, should make a round trip in two
minutes and five seconds. This gives it an earning capacity of

approximately $1,400 per day. .\ Shoot the Chutes costs $15,000.

and working ten boats should earn $900 on crowded days.
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The Old Mill, an amusement device which lias become quite

popular in the last four years, provides a ride in boats through

a sinuous canal, along the sides of which scenic effects of many
different sorts arc built, some of them showing plantation scenes

with darkies singing, and others, arctic effects with glistening pin-

nacles of ice. The large mill wheel keeps the water at an eleva-

tion which allows the boat.s, containing six or eight people, to

make the trip in three minutes. Hiis device costs from $10,000

to ?i6.ooo. according to the length of the canal and the outside

apiwarance of the building, and will easily earn $1,000 per day.

I'hc. Great Coal Mine, which, instead of canals, has tracks

through papier machc tunnels and stopes, painted and decorated

to represent the interior of a coal mine, and containing many wax
figures of miners and mules, has an earning capacity of $1,600

per day. Its cars, containing 12 people, are carried by cables up

two inclines and make the return trip on a gravity run. The first

coal mine built in this country, at a cost of $12,000, made a net

profit of $22,600.

A device new with last season is the Circle Swing, an apparatus

consisting of a steel tower about 60 ft. in height, from which, on

cross-arms, are suspended wicker-work cars seating from eight to

twelve people. The cross-arms at the top of the tower are so

arranged that they revolve horizontally on a center shaft operated

by a motor, the cars being free to swing outward by centrifugal

force as the speed increases. When taking in passengers the cars

almost touch the ground at the base of the tower, and as the speed

increases they swing outward until they attain a height of approxi-

mately 16 ft. above the ground and a corresponding distance from

the starting point. Six cars are used, with a capacity of from

lour to twelve persons each, the trip requiring approximately five

minutes. This device is absolutely safe and depends largely upon

the element of speed for its patronage.

It would seem that with the tremendous earning capacity of

successful devices, so well known, that each season would bring

forth a number of new things, .\musement managers realize that

the inventive minds of a great many people are at work upon

these effects, but the dearth of really good ideas is remarkable.

Those who spend their time in working out ideas for summer
amusement resorts appear to strive for the element of novelty.

which is not essential, and to overlook the cost of construction and

the earning capacity. The Loop-the-Loop may be mentioned as a

fair example of this phase of the question. Many "Loops" were

built, but few arc still running. It contained the element of speed

without that of absolute safety, with a limited earning capacity.

It was an extreme novelty, but it was not a repeater. A person

who took one ride seldom took another.

The attractions which have been described may be designated

as the outdoor features. The indoor features should also form a

large percentage of the attractions of a complete resort. This, be-

cause the sun does not always shine, and it is not always hot. The

old familiar vaudeville bill in the summer theater is still holding

forth in many parts, but as a strong drawing card it is beginning

to decrease gradually. The little opera company has proved to

l>e a bad investment and the ordinary band of 15 or 17 pieces fails

to draw very largely. There are, to replace these, attractions like

the Johnstown l-'lood, a luechanically operated scenic effect show-

ing the flood in miniature exactly as it occurred, which lias provctl

to l)c very successful. This production is shown on a stage and

consists of sections of steel scenery ranging in height from 2 ft.

to 10 ft., according to the perspective. I'ut in arrangement of new

electrical cloud and rain effects, together with some almost marvel

ous sky lighting apparatus it is possible to produce a reproduction

of the flood so vivid and so realistic that the performance has

proved to be a very strong repeater. The Galveston Flood and

the Fall of Pompeii, both of which arc developments of this idea,

have also proved to l>e tremendous money-makers. The entire

production is operated by one man located in a switch room, so

that from 10 to 20 performances may be given daily at very little

expcn»c, aside from the cost of light and power. Other mechanical

device?, like a Trip to the Moon and the .Submarine Hoat, have

never yet been known as lo.«ing ventures. But productions of this

sort are only profitable where a considerable portion of the attend-

ance is largely transient. It is necessary, in resorts where local

patronage is largely depended upon, to change the bill frequently,

which i> not |vissibte with any of the allraciions of a mechanical

nature.

Good music by an orchestra or band with a national reputation

always draws, a fact which is demonstrated in one of the large

cities, in which a trolley company expends about $42,000 each sum

mer for music alone.

Under the bead of free attractions also must come sometliin.n

that appeals to children. Last year the most -successful of these

was an apparatus known as the Down and Out, consisting of a

large cylinder containing a spiral slide made of polished bamboo,

from which there was scarcely any friction and no slivers. It

was a laughter-provoking device and one which invariably made a

crowd good-natured, in whicli condition a crowd is always ready

to spend money. This season the Cliilkoot Pass produces the same

effect, except that those who slide may be seen by the crowd,

which was not possible with the spiral slide, except at the point

where they slide out upon the pad through an opening at the bot-

tom. The Cliilkoot Pass has an incline of about 50 degrees. It

is made of maple, set with the grain running towards the bottom

to prevent slivers ; it is 30 ft. wide and 50 ft. in length, .^t irregular

iiUei-Nals along llic surface of the slide polished maple lunups arc

Till-; ciiii.KcoT r.\ss at the white city.

set. riie small bumps are .] ft. and llic laiKe ones (1 ft. in iliamcler

at the base. They resemble slices out from the surface of a pol-

ished maple ball about 10 ft. in diaiiuiir. Ihey serve to. change

the direction of those who slide and li. k'^'' llieni a series of quick

humps which lands them at the hotlom on a pad in a more or less

reckless and esiiled cniulilinn. Tlie Cliilkoot Pass, as built at The

VVliile City, has ij lnnnps, whicli cost .$460 to build. The balance

of the incline anil the frame work cost approximately ,$400 more.

Willi a careful selcclion of the amiisemeiit devices mentioned, and

will] a pr(jportioiiate population to draw from, amusement resorts

of this character make a tremendous profit upon investmeul. Tlu'ie

are very few complete resorts now in the country, and lliiir ic-

ceipls have shown a profit of from 80 to 100 per cent per annum
on the investment. (Jn the other hand, those resorts which consist

of a number of amusement devices owned by separate individuals

and not under single mauagenient deteriorate from year to year,

and it may he safely predicted lli:it within the next few years every

large trolley company will arrange to have along its lines, a

ccjiiiplcte resort operated by a single individual nr corporation.-
The Illinois Tunnel Co., Chicago, has leased for 'I'l years fnim the

N'orlhwesieni University a tract of iiR,ooo s(|, fi, mi ilu- soiitli

branch of the Chicago River as a site for one of Ilu- imwir houses

irf ilic riniipany.



Hydraulics in Connection with Electric Railway Work.

IIV B. E. MUKHDW, MANACER ul'KKATINi; D£i'AKTMENT, HUDSON RIVEK WATEK IMWER fli., l.ltNS KAI I s, N. Y.

'I'lic (lucstion of hydraulics in connection with tlic electric railway

is one that has received considcrahle thmiKht and attention, espe-

cially during the past ten years, when such wonderful strides have

been made in long distance power transmission systems. Previous

to that time, most of the trolley roads that were in operation were

supplied with power generated hy their own steam plants; except in

rare cases where water power was available. Hut with the develop-

ment of the power transmission business, water power companies

found a new market for their supply and trolley companies were

cpiick to realize the many advantages that water power possessed over

steam power. The principal advantages of water power for this

work are as follows:

1. A great saving in the cost of power.

2. Steady and reliable service and immunity from long interrup-

tions or shutdowns.

3. It allows for the practical distribution of high voltage current

to several sub-stations along the line for use on interurban work,

superseding the plan of generating power at several independent

steam plants.

It is quite unnecessary to go into details on the subject of the sav-

ing in the cost of water power as compared with steam power as

these costs are already well known to be greatly in favor of the

water power.

In order to maintain the second advantage, i. e., steady and reliable

service, special consideration must be given to the installation of

the apparatus, as in designing a hydraulic plant intended to furnish

power for electric traction purposes one of the most important mat-

ters to be considered, next to the question of continuous service, is

that of regulation. It cannot be expected that the railway company

will operate satisfactorily and high speed interurban schedules be

maintained unless a steady and reliable source of energy is sup-

plied at all times; especially so when a large number of trolley lines

parallel steam roads and so much attention is being paid by financial

interests to the comparison between steam and electricity that too

much attention cannot be given this important point. It is prac-

tically impossible to take care of the voltage regulation by the

hydraulic governors alone as a number of important points have to

be considered.

Under regulation the first point to receive attention is tlie regula-

tion of the generators and transformers in the power station ; second,

is the line loss (a variable quantity depending on current delivered)

which is always variable in street railway work; third, the regulation

of the rotary converters and stepdown transformers used in con-

nection with them ; fourth, the direct current feeder losses. To take

care of these it is necessary to have, in addition to hydraulic gov-

ernors at the generating end of the line, a voltage regulator with a

compounding device installed at the receiving station.

Hydraulic governors should be so designed and adjusted that the

speed variation shoidd not be more than 5 per cent when a part or

the whole load is suddenly thrown off, and racing at no load should

be entirely eliminated. If this latter defect is present, time is lost in

restoring current to the system in case of an interruption ; especially

if the generators should drop out of phase. It is also a difficult mat-

ter to phase in rotary apparatus on the system if the frequency is

unsteady. Governors can be adjusted too sensitively and can be

made to operate on the slightest change of load, but the result of an

adjustment of this kind is an increase in the maintenance cost of

gears and water wheel parts such as are necessary to move the gates

as they are working continuously. The speed variation limit given

would seem perfectly satisfactory for any first class system.

In discussing a plant for this class of work, it is not deemed

necessary by the writer to treat on the subject of the type of water

wheel that should be used or the location of it, as this is always gov-

erned entirely by local conditions. It might !>e well, however, to say

that the racks in front of the water wheels should have a gradual

slope instead of being set perpendicular, as this will assist materially

in cleaning them and removing ice and debris.

The racks platform should be enclosed by a house built down to

the water's edge and should be heated during the winter months, as

by doing this a consi<lerable saving is made in the cost of Labor, one

man being able to do nmre work when he is protected from the in-

clemency of the weather than four men could if they were not.

Head gates for shutting off the water from the water wheels

should be provided so that regular inspection can be made of the

wheels from time to time, and necessary adjustments made that will

not only lengthen the life but also increase the efficiency of the

wheel.

If intake tubes are used from the head r.acc to the water wheels,

relief valves or stand pipes are necessary to relieve strains on the

penstock and it seems a good idea to adjust the governors so that

they will not close the gates entirely, but will close them to say

I-IO opening, thereby assisting materially in cutting down the strain

on the penstocks to a minimum, as with a trolley load the variations

have been as much as too per cent. It is, therefore, necessary to cut

down water hammer effect to a minimum as when a large body of

water is checked instantly, the strains to which the penstock is

subjected can be readily imagined.

Generators and high tension transformers of any standard make

have been so simplilied that scarcely any trouble need be expected

from this source, although extra coils for both should be carried in

stock and facilities provided for repairs. On potentials over 25,000

volts, from experience, it would seem that the oil cooled transformer

has some advantages over the air blast type, and special precautions

should be taken in the transformer room to separate the trans-

formers so that in case of fire or a short circuit, the trouble can be

confined to one transformer and the necessary apparatus should be at

hand to extinguish any fires.

Switchboards for this work should have the simplest and fewest

number of switches and measuring instruments, installed at the

generating station, and all metering should be done on the low ten-

sion side. The idea of installing all sorts of special meters and

having the operators read them at short intervals does not mean

much in the way of records and if the operator is giving more of

his time than is necessary to his lueters and switchboard readings,

he is neglecting more important matters in connection with the

operation of the plant. Recording instruments should be used where

it is possible to do so, and while as a record they are not always ac-

curate, they accomplish a great deal of good a? a check on the oper-

ator and if a sub-station attendant should complain of anything out

of the ordinary, il is easier to locate the trouble by use of the re-

cording instruments than in any other way.

Too much attention cannot be paid to the arrangeiuent of the high

tension wires entering or leaving the power stations, and more

delays and shutdowns have liecn caused in power stations by faults

in this arrangement than hy all other troubles combined. In leav-

ing the station, the wires should be far enough apart so that in

case an arc is established there will be no danger of the arc whipping

up through the second circuit and interrupting the entire plant. Cir-

cuits .should also be separated .so that repair work or changes can be

made on any one circuit while the others are energized or in use.

This same point applies to sub-stations and luany interesting and

instructive papers have been written on this subject.

In liandling the current at the receiving end of a long distance

high transmission system, several points must be taken into con-

sideration.

The use of synchronous apparatus makes it essential that the fre-

quency be kept as nearly uniform as possible, therefore the question

of a storage battery at the receiving end. is one that should receive

special attention. The battery should be of such capacity that, in

case of an interruption to service on the high tension line, it can

take care of the more important lines on the trolley system for a few

hours. In cities, where trolley lines cross steam roads at grade, it

is an excellent idea to section the trolley line and have that section of

line directly over the crossing fed directly from a storage battery
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floating on the system. Where there are from eiglit to ten tracks

at the crossing a motorman might be obliged to slop his car on the

third or fourth track in order to save the life of some pedestrian

and if the power on the high tension system should be sudtienly

interrupted, and no storage batteries were on the system, the trolley

car would be left on the railway crossing exposed to the danger of

a collision with e.xprcss trains, whereas if a storage battery were

in use, as indicated, an accident of this kind could be avoided. In

some instances the steam roads enter and cross city streets at sharp

curves and air brakes could not prevent an accident in case the

trolley were stalled.

The storage battery could also assist in taking c.ire of the peak

loads. In some railway plants it is claimed to be good policy and

cheaper to use steam power to assist the water power on peak loads

(when storage batteries are not installed) but in case of an interrup-

tion at the hydraulic plant or on the transmission line, from ten to

fifteen minutes would be required to start the steam plants and a

total interruption would occur, unless the engine were running at

the time the trouble occurred. With a storage battery, in a case of

this kind, no time would be lost and a t<ital interruption would be

avoided.

The rotary converter itself, by means of its series or shunt field,

can be adjusted to compensate for line losses by varying its power

factor and in well designed machines no hunting is noticeable with

a leading current as high as 5 per cent and where a number of sub-

stations are on the same high tension line, the fields on the rotaries

in one sub-station can be adjusted to compensate for losses in lines

that feed other stations. It must be borne in mind, however, that

where storage batteries are used and where one sub-station is run

to feed other stations from the storage batteries, or in other words.

when the rotaries arc running inverted, the series field on the rotary

should be cut out of circuit, as it will receive its current in the

opposite direction and will have a tendency to demagnetize the field

;

it will practically have the same effect as a shunt motor running with-

out a field. Speed limiting devices to operate the circuit breakers on

the direct current side are extremely important and should be in-

stalled in every case.

The most important part of the hydro-electric transmission

equipment is the pole line. The success of any power transmission

system is in a multiplicity of circuits, and, if possible, separate pole

lines over separate routes from generating station to sub-stations.

This, of course, is not always possible and where two circuits arc

run on one pole line, in case the pole is struck by lightning and con-

sumed, both circuits arc interrupted and as a result a serious delay

occurs, whereas if the two circuits were on .'ieparate and di.stinct jmIc

lints the possibility or danger of a total interruption is rather remote.

However, when two circuits are run on the same poles, it is good

practice to run them in multiple as it cuts down the line loss and

where time limit relays are installed on generator switches and

instantaneous rehays on the lines, in the event of trouble on the lines,

the line that is in trouble will open while the other will not be inter-

rupted. .\ sudden short circuit on one line might cause the voltage

to drop on the system enough to throw the rotaries out of step and in

this case a complete interruption would occur. When one stops to

think that the generators, transformers and water wheels, also the

receiving aparatus are carefully housed, while the transmission line

is exposed at all times to wind, rain, sleet and snow and a variation in

temperature at times from 30 degrees below zero to 90 degrees above,

the strains to which the best constructed lines are subjected are ap-

parent. The cross arms should be carefully inspected before paint-

ing. The pole specifications should be rigid and e.xacting and all

IhjIcs that are below standard should Ik- rejected, as one poor pole

in 25,000 may cause a total interruption to the service. The ques-

tion of suitable insulators is one that shnidd receive special con-

sideration and all of them should be examined and carefully tested

l)cfore leaving the premises of the manufacturer and should be again

examined and tested before they are installed on the transmission

line.

Where the service is interrupted on a trcilley system at fr((|iieiil

intervals, the public soon begins to lose confidence and years of

good work may be injured by some slight mishap on the pole line

that could have been avoided if more care had been taken in the

construction of same. If trouble f<rurs in the central station or iub-

<lalion, available help i<t always at hand to remedy the ilefcci, while

on a pole line, a repair or emergency man may have to ride or walk

ten miles to discover the trouble and then take some little time to

make repairs.

In securing rights of way for a high tension line, consideration

should be given to nearby trees and a clause inserted in the agree-

ment giving the power company the right to trim trees from time

to time, or from year to year, as some trees, such as the willow.

grow very fast. The original right of way may have been obtained

from one who has since sold out, and if the right to trim trees is not

stipulated in the contract the new owners will make demands that

will increase to a certain extent the maintenance charges on lines.

-Ml telegraph and telephone lines should run under high tension

lines as there is little danger, with size of wire and methods of

construction used on high tension lines, of the wires breaking and

dropping into the telephone or telegraph circuits. All high tension

lines, where crossing other wires, should be protected by suitable

nets underneath. This should also apply to railroad and other im-

portant crossings. The nets should be of such construction that it

will be impossible for a large quantity of snow to settle on them,

as if this were to happen and the snow were followed by a rain

and then the entire mass frozen, a high wind upon the extra large

surface exposed might cause swaying and break the poles or wires

at the place the nets are used.

Special precaution should be taken in guying [Xiles and high ten-

sion lines should be spaced so that there will be little or no danger

of twigs or limbs blowing across the wires. It is considered good

economy to make cross arms longer and exceed if possible the stand-

ard recommendations on distance between wires.

The private telephone is a necessary adjunct to both trolley and

high tension systems, as it enables the operators on the cars or in the

stations to always keep in touch with the chief operator and in case

of line trouble on either high tension or direct current sides of the

system, to make repairs and notify chief operator so that current can

be restored without delay. On the high tension system where the

private telephone runs on the same poles with the transmission line,

the telephone leads should be brought down at regular intervals so

that line inspection can be simplified and the patrolman can com-

municate with headquarters and in case of an accident he can be lo-

cated and started on repair work. The telephone line should be

transposed frequently so as to prevent induction and the instruments

should be specially insulated so that in case of a ground on the line

the person using the telephone could not be injured.

Where it is possible horseback patrol seems to give the licst satis-

faction, although in some cases walking is necessary.

A very serious problem in connection with any high tension dis-

tribution is that of lightning. The various arresters on the market

are fairly efficient and do good work on comparatively low tension,

but when the [Kitential of the line exceeds 15,000 or 20,000 volts they

do not work as well as on lower voltages, either presenting too great

obstacle in the path of the lightning discharge or too little resistance

to the working voltage. When a heavy discharge occurs, even if no

damage is done to the apparatus, it tends to put a momentary short

circuit on the line, opening the high tension breakers and interrupt-

ing the .systeiTi. If the resistance of the arresters is sufficiently high

to prevent enough current following the discharge to open the

breakers it is apt to impede the passage of the discharge to such an

extent as to cause it to damage the arresters or ground through some

of the other apparatus.

It is possible that a trolley wire running parallel with a high ten-

sion line would afford some protection to the latter as the trollej

supports would afford an easier path to ground than the high insula-

tion of the transmission line. Also, along this same line, a wire

run along on the pole tops or on the ends of the cross arms and

grounded at short intervals should afford protection from lightning.

While it may not always save apparatus in stations, it certainly pro-

tects the poles and the arresters on the end of the lines are expected

to protect the apparatus, and should also take care of excessive rises

in voltage due to resonance or other causes.

The future will certainly see remarkable advances along these

lines and the [lossibilities of the repulsion motor for railway work

will certainly open new fields for the engineer. Although it is ililTi

cult to predict with any degree of accuracy what the future holds in

store for us it seems fair to assume that it will not be many years

Ix-fore the steam locomotive, that has ilone such excellent work, will

be replaced by electricity, that wonderful agency that has wrought

such changes in a few years.
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Llcctric Kuilwuy Liubility Insurance.

IIY UK. II. B. KOlKWKll. M.X.VMiEK R.Ml.WAY .\UJI'STIN<; lllKflAf. lUiSTON,

MASS.

Vprin llic orn.Tii/alion of any new corporation, one of tlic first

qncstions discussed by the board of directors is thai of insnrancc.

and it is customary to delegate this matter of insurance to one of

the officers of the company whose duty it is to sec that policies are

promptly placed with responsible companies covering the risk of

both fire and accident.

In their early history, street railways were no exception to this

custom and it was considered quite a "inalter of course" to carry

both fire and liability insurance. Today, so far as I know, there

is not a reputable company, either foreign or doineslic, that will issue

a policy of liability insurance to a street railway company to cover

the passenger and public hazard. There must be some excellent

reason on the part of the casualty companies for refusing to .ncccpt

Ibis class of insurance. It cannot be that they have business enough

without it. They arc scouring the couiUry with their army of agents

looking for business. On account of the large premiums, and cor-

resiHindingly large commissions, trcmeiulous pressure is being

brought to bear by the agents, and yet all the companies uniformly

decline to accept this class of business, even though ofTcred at rates

that would seem almost prohibitory to the insured.

Within the last five years, at least two casualty companies making

a specially of .street railway insurance have failed. They were stock

companies, incorporated with abundant capital, and in each instance

they assign as a reason for their failure, the street railway business.

The mutual companies have entered the field, some organized exclu-

sively for insuring street railways, and yet, in a few years, they have

all met with disaster—not from any lack of business, for the street

railways have been more than anxious to insure and have been

ready to pay almost any rate. What is the reason for the continued

failure of this class of insnrancc, while other lines, seemingly more

hazardous, are carried with apparent success? The answer to this

((Uestion at first advanced by the casualty companies was that there

had not been sul>icieut experience to arrive at a proper rate or to

fix the limit of liability, but that objection can hardiv obtain at the

present time, for it has been at least fifteen years since insurance

of this character was first written, and thousands of policies have

been issued at rates varying all the way from one-quarter of one

per cent to ten per cent of the gross receipts. Is there not some

practical solution of this important financial proposition?

The mutual companies have come nearer to luakinn; :i success of

this work than the stock companies. They have been carefully and

ecououiically managed : the claims have been promptly and wisely

adjusted; the extreme hazard on account i>f great I'isastcrs has

been jjrolecti'd by limiting the extent of liability ; the rates have

been reasonable and at the same time adequate; but llie weak point

has been, in every instance, the short term for which the policies

have been written and the freedom alloweil the railway companies

in the matter of cancellation.

The history of these mutual companies has been briefly as follows

:

They start out with a few companies, say ten, and gradually grow
to fifty or sixty, with annual premiums aggregating Jioo.oco; every-

thing runs smoothly for a year or two and then there is a head-on

collision in which a large number of persons are badly hurt and

some killed ; perhaps a succession of two or three such accidents

occurs within a year, and now mark the result.

The companies that have not had any bad accidents, anticipating

disaster, begin to "duck" and send in their requests for cancella-

tion ; the premiums cease—in some instances have to be returned to

the insured—and the insurance company goes to the wall, not

l»cause of accidents, but because its income is suddenly cut ofT and

the numbers dwindle below the safety point; whereas, if the insur-

ance company were given an opportunity to recover itself by the

constantly recurring premiums, the law of average would soon assert

itself as in other lines of insurance and the business would again

resume itsnornial condition.

.\s a remedy for these existing conditions, 1 have the following

plan of insurance to suggest for the consideration of street railw.iy

men

:

Incorporate a company upon a plan similar to that adopted by

the New England Fire Mutuals, the sole business of which shall be

the insurance of street railways against damages arising from acci-

dents. Do not issue policies mitil at least fifty carefidly selected

roads have been sccurcil; establish a rate of ten per cent of the

gross receipts, half of which shall be placed in a reserve fund and

so invested that the profits .shall revert to the companies insureil,

in the form of quarterly dividends. Make the term of insurance

five years and withdraw from the conipanies insured the privilege

of cancellation. Keep the reserve fund absolutely intact. If the

active fund, out of which arc paid the claims and expenses, becomes

dangerously depleted, issue a small assessment of a quarter to one-

half of one per cent to make up the deficiency, and in successful

years issue at staled periods small cash dividends so as to preserve

an equitable average, and I am fidly convinced, from a careful study

of this question extending over many years, that street railways can

be safely and profitably insured at a rate that will average from year

to year not less than three, and not more than five, per cent.

A company organized on such lines, with a fixed and substantial

surplus, would strongly appeal to the smaller street railways that

cannot well afford to maintain a thoroughly wcll-cuipped claim de-

partment (and none other is of any use) and supply a much needed

adjunct to the successful management of electric railways throughout

the country.

Limited Service on the Indianapoli.s & North-
uesterii.

The Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co. on June 1st estab-

lished a limited service reducing the time between La Fayette and

Indianapolis, 69 miles, to two hours and thirty minutes. The regular

schedule is three hours and fifteen minutes. Of the distance, 69

miles, 6J'2 arc within the city limits where high speed is not practica-

ble. The maximum speed made by special cars is about 62 miles per

hour.

Four trains arc operated each way per day between La Fayette

and Indi.inapolis and between Crawfordsvillc and Indianapolis. The
limited cars leave Indianapolis for La Fayette at 8:10 and II :io a. m.

and 2:10 and 5:10 p. m. Returning they leave La Fayette at 8:00

and II :oo a. m. and 2 :oo and 5 :oo p. m. The limited cars for Craw-

fordsvillc leave Indianapolis at 8:45 and 11:45 s- "! 3"d 2:45 and

4:40 p. m., the leaving time from Crawfordsvillc being 8:05 and

11:05 a. m. and 2:05 and 5:05 p. m. The excess fare charged on

limited cars is 20 cents from La Fayette to Indianapolis, 15 cents

from Frankfort. 10 cents from Lebanon and 5 cents from Zionsville,

these being the only stops made for passengers. The single one-way

fare on the Northwestern line is based on the rate of I'/j cents per

mile. Round trip tickets are sold at the rate of I'A cents per mile,

and the rate of the mileage books is I'/i cents per mile. Tiie general

manager of the company. Mr. C. C. Rcj-nolds, is very much grati-

fied with the result of the special limited service, these cars being

verf popular with those having to make the through trip.

Free Newspaper Delivery.

The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co., for the acconnnodaliou

of persons living near its line, and also as a courtesy to the news-

papers, has undertaken the free carriage of newspapers on its cars.

The papers must be properly wrapped and the package bear one

of the company's free delivery stamps. The stamp is one inch

square, gunnned on the back and has printed on it in red the words

"Free Delivery" and the company's trade mark. At the present

time the number of newspapers thus carried is not so great as to

cause inconvenience. Should the demand for this service increase,

however, it will be necessary to make a charge for it commensurate

with the service.

Penn.sylvania Meeting Postponed.

We are advised by the secretary of the Pennsylvania Street Rail-

w.iy Association that the 1904 meeting of that association has been

postponed until the regular meeting time in September, 1905. This

seems to meet with the approval of all the members, inasmuch as

so many of those interested are planning to visit St. Louis this fall.
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Distinctive Devices for Elec-

tric Railways.

.\ number of electric railway companies have followed the e.xaiiiplu

of the leading .steam railroads in adopting distinctive designs or

trade marks for use in advertising literature, on letter heads and

for marking cars and other property of the company. The advan-

tage of using such a device, especially if there can be incorporated

with it a short name as a substitute for the longer corporate title

of the company, is quite as great for an electric railway as for any

other transportation company.

The tendency is to shorten the name by wliich a road is to be

known to the public, and there are today thousands of persons

who patronize railroads a great deal and know them by the short

tiames but who have only vague ideas as to the complete titles.

Travelers who are familiar with the "Monon" and the "Big Four"

would probably have difficulty in giving the full names of these

companies, and especially in saying whether they are railways or

railroads. Other roads have adopted a part of the corporate title-

by which they preferred to be known. The New York Central, the

I.ake Shore, the Santa Fe, the Rock Island, the St. Paul, the North-

western, and the Burlington are examples of these familiar to every-

one.

We illustrate herewith a number i]f ihc devices which liave been

adopted by prominent electric railway companies. That of ihe

Detroit United Ry. was chosen as being the best design submitted

in a prize competition instituted something more than a year ago.

This device is used in various sizes for prominently marking the

advertising literature of tlie company, for its letter heads, business

cards of employes and in marking property of various kinds.

The Eastern Ohio Traction Co., whose road is otherwise kmnvn

as the "Maple Leaf Route," has a maple leaf bearing the letters

"E. O. T." on a background of dark blue as its distinctive mark.

The Grand Rapids, GraTid Haven & Muskegon has for its trade

mark a perspective view of the front of one of its cars with the

initials (J. R., G. H. & M. enclosed in an ellipse bounded by three

lines to represent the track and conduct .ir rails, with ties radially

sp.-ieeil. This device is shown in red on the biur Ik'.hIs nf iln

C'lmpany.

The Evansville & Princeton Traction Co., of Prineelon, Ind., has

recently adopted a design very similar to that of the Grand Rapid .

Grand Haven & Muskegon road. 'The difference is that the oai

occupies the dexter instead of the sinister side of tlie esculchenn .im'

the border shows but two rails, this being an overhead Inillev line

The color as used on stationery is red.

The Ft. Wayne S: Southwestern Tiactimi ('n.. which paralleK (be

old Wabash & Erie Canal, has adopted Ihe name "( ;jial Ki)Ulr."

displayed on a scroll which also bears (he nmnnyrani 'if ihc eoiii

pany. An objection to this design is the fact that llie uiommr ,ji

although artistic, is not legible and is difficult to read for one who
tlocs not know that the "Canal Route" is the Ft. Wayne & .South-

western Traction Co.

'The .\urora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co. has a device which is

very appropriate, consisting as it does of a winged wheel, aptl;-

\ :

i
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conveying llii; i(K;i of liiyli >iicc(l on wheels, displaycil in ;i cirrlf.

together with the initials of the company and an ornanienlfd scro'l.

On the letter licaii'. this device is printed to show white letters on

n hackgrotnid of hght green.

The Intcr-Urhan Railway Co., of Des Moines, la., has ".he letters

"1 U" displayed as a monogram in white on a circle of lihic, the

letters "RY CO" being added in smaller size.

The Mahoning \'a!ley Railway Co. was among the first to adopt

a trade mark. This consists of the letters "M V" in while on a hlack

sipiare, the square enclosed in a circle which is cross lined diagonally

towns on its line. The heart is in red with the words "Hartford

Route" in while Iletwecn these words the heart is crossed hy a

scroll in gold, bearing the initials of the company in black letters.

It may be remarked that in this device colors have been so chosen

as not to violate the fundamental rule of Knglish heraldry that color

shall not he charged u|>on color, nor metal upon metal.

The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co. has adopted for its

device the letters C and I interlaced on a square, which is placed

upon a circle. The shading used indicates the color of the circle

and the letter I to he blue and lliaf of the letter C to be bl.ick ; the

I.KA.MI K.MlllS. I.K.VM) ll.WLN &

MUSKEGON RV.

I.MlI.VX.M'lLlS & C1N1.1.NNATI

TRAITION CO.

from llie lefl li>[j to rifilit lioitoni. This design lias been .ibandonecl.

the old .Mahoning X'allcy having been merged in the Pennsylvania

& Mahoning Valley Kv.

The Boston Elevated Railway Co. uses on its letter heads the

corporate seal, bearing the company's name and the date of incor-

poration.

One of the happiest designs is that adopted by tlic San Francisco.

Oakland & San Jose Railway Co., otherwise known as the "Key

Route." This company serves Oakland, Piedmont and Berkley with

a double track line extending down to the bay and over a long pier

to the ferry slip. The appropriateness of this design is apparent

upon reference to the illustration, the ferry terminal building lending

itself readily to the outline of the key wards.

The trade mark of the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey

consists of a black triangle having a white border and bearing the

word "Public" in white letters, placed partly over and partly under

a circle, which is red in color, with the word "Service" across the

lower part in black letters. In the reproduction of the design red is

indicated by a vertical shading and black is shown solid.

The Lackawanna & W'yominj; N'alley R. R. has as its device three

sSyVaLS
O/f/TA/GS /Vi/zP/Rrr S/p^/A/f

TITK PRINXIPAI. TINCTURES UPEIl I\ HF.RAI.DRV.

(The met.lls arc gold and silver, represented b.v .vellow and white;
tlie colors are seven In number; there are various other furs be-

sides the ermine shown.)

T-rails with the bottom llanges placed together in the form of a

triangle, encircled by a laurel wreath and bearnig the words "Laurel

Line" and the initials "L. & W. V." This device is used in various

colors, among which are red and green. The three rails for a third-

rail line is very appropriate.

The Mil ford & Uxbridge Street Railway Co. owns and operates

the Milford. Holliston & Framingliam Street Ry. and has for its

trade mark a map of the system displayed in a triangle the vertices

of which are Worcester, Boston and Providence, and has for its

motto the words, ".Across the Triangle."

The Muncie. Hartford & Ft. Wayne Railway Co. marks its cars,

the buttons on uniforms, stationary and advertising literature with

a device which is a pun upon the name Hartford City, one of the

^^^ir

%i^^

square is white. This device was designed by Mr. .\. .N. .\nderson,

general superintendent of the company, wdio was general manager of

the .Mahoning \alley Railway Co., when the device for that company

was adopted. The Indianapcdis & Cincinnati Traction Co. puts

this device on all of its titne tables and stationery, and also on the

newspaper free delivery stamps which it uses. When with the

.Mahoning Valley Railway Co., Mr. Anderson used lapel buttons

bearing the company's trade mark in lieu of service stripes. Em-
ployes who had been three years in the service of the company were

entitled to wear a silver button with the device in black enamel.

Men who had been in service five years were entitled to wear a gold

bnlton on which the device was shown in green enamel.

The Peoria & Pekin Terminal Ry. connects the cities of Peoria

and Pekin, II!., and the company on its letter beads uses the dia-

gram which we reproduce, showing the steam railroads which the

electric line connects, illustrating in a graphic manner the impor-

tance of the system as a terminal coimection.

While doubtless it is the configuration rather than the coloring

which is intended to be distinctive in the design of the railroad

trade marks, it is very easy to have the design indicate the coloring

desired even when printed in black and white; all that is necessary

is to have due regard to the conventions of heraldry. According to

these conventions the various colors are indicated by lines and dots

as in the accompanying diagram. Comparing this diagram with the

descriptions already given of the various devices mentioned it is

seen that the Mahoning \'allcy trade mark consists of white letters

on a black square superimposed on a green circle.

The device of the Inlcr-Urban Railway Co., of Des Moines, which

we have reproduced as white on bl.tck, by making the background

shaded with horizoinal lines instead of solid, could have been made
to indicate the color as well as the outline. Similarly the back-

ground of the .Aurora, Elgin S: Giicjgo device should be shaded

with lines in the same direction as that of the Mahoning Valley Trac-

tion Co., and it would then indicate a green color. The shading on

the Boston Elevated Ry. seal indicates a blue background.

Since the use of distinctive devices such as those that have been

described is constantly becoming more widespread, it is well worth

while to pay some attention to the recognized rules according to

wliich they should be employed. Not to follow the rules of heraldry

in such matters is simply to refuse to admit the alphabet of the

language that is being used, and the suggestion is made to our

readers that when designing emblems for their respective com-
panies reference should be had to some work on heraldry ; failing

that inspection of the illustrations in any of the standard diction-

aries will show how to make a design reproduced in black and white

as significant aj if it were done in colors.

To continue the simile, when writing the words should be spelled

correctly. Such an error in spelling, so to speak, is made in some
applications of the trade mark of the Santa Fe system, which is a

blue cross on a white circle that is inscribed in a blue square.

The cross bears the words "Santa Fe," which in Spanish mean
"Holy Faith," the combination beii'.g an admirable one. Whether
the color is part of the trade mark, the color blue is so much u.sed

in the company's literature tliat if it is not it might well be con-
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sidered part of the device. The same conliguration is used on the

baggage checks but the heraldic conventions have not been followed,

so that instead of a blue cross on a white circle the design is so

shaded as to indicate the cross in red on a white circle, with the

upper left and lower right hand corners of the square green ami

the other two corners purple.

Some of the most striking examples of ignorance or carelessness

in such matters are to be found in attempts to portray the arms

of the United States. The arms of the United States were adopted

by the Congress. June 20, 1782, as the device for the obverse of th"

Great Seal, .^t the first session of Congress after the adoption 0;

the federal constitution the seal used by the United States in Con-

gress assembled was adopted by a law passed Sept. 13. 1789. as the

seal of the United States. Being thus determined by law it might

be expected that the device would be sufficiently well known to

insure it being depicted correctly when used on official documents

or in Government buildings. .\n official publication of the State

Department entitled "'ITie Seal of the United States" and issued in

1892 gives a complete history of the seal and national arms, so

there would seem to be little excuse for blunders in representing

the device properly. Yet mistakes are numerous.

In the rotunda of the Congressional Library at Washington

there are a number of stained glass windows in the design of

which it was intended to show the national and state seals. The

description in the handbook describing the building is as follows :

'.^t the top, in the middle of each window is the great seal of the

United States, surmounted by the American eagle. To the right

and left are the seals of the states, three on each side, or six in

each window, etc."

The device meant to represent the seal of the United States in

these windows is a hybrid design incorrect in nearly every particular.

and represents nothing. In it is shown a shield with seven red ami

six white vertical stripes in the lower part and a blue field with 13

white stars in the upper part. (In technical language the upper

part of the shield is charged with mullets instead of stars ; a star in

heraldry has six points unless a greater number of points be named.)

.\Ik)vc the shield is an eagle with the arrows in one talon and tin-

olive branch in the other, the olive branch being on the sinister side

(the right hand side as one faces the design).

Now, in the great seal, the olive branch is in the dexter talon cif

the eagle and the arrows in the sinister. The shield is borne on the

breast of the eagle, and it has seven white and six red stripes (not

seven red and si.x white) in the lower portion, and the upper portion

or chief is solid blue. The 13 "mullets" are placed above the eagle's

head on a background of blue sky, and not on the shield. Com-
parison of these descriptions will show how accuracy was sacrificed

to art, so-called.

The device on the reverse of a twenty-dollar gold piece is that of

the great seal ; on most of the U. S. silver coins a similar device is

used, the stars being placed differently, however, because of the small

space available for a sky and glory.

Some years ago the War and Navy Departments of the L'niieil

States issued orders altering the regulations defining the Presi-

dent's flag, and providing that the President's flag should be blue

and bear the national arms in the center. As the press reports of

that time are recalled, the War Department and Navy Department

did not agree as to what constituted the national arms, the matter

finally being referred to the State Department. The present army

regulations provide that the President's flag shall bear the national

arms as determined by the State Department. The date of this

order was 1903 and in the absence of information to the contrary

it is fair to presume that the Hags as now used conform to the Ijiw

defining the national arms.

The device on the President's flag as now used by tlie navy is

correctly reproduced iii every particular.

In the "Standard Dictionary," printed in i8gg, the President's

flag is shown with 13 five-pointed stars on the chief of the escutcheon

ami 13 five-pointed stars arranged in an arc over the eagle's head.

This indicates that the flag used at that date was incorrect in tliese

particulars or carelessness on the part of the experts who compiled

the dictionary.

.\ similar blunder is seen in the widely circulated lithograph

reproducing the proclamation of the President inviting other nations

to take part in the Louisiana Purchase E.xposition, where the artist,

with more zeal than knowledge, shows the great seal in colors, with

jtars mi-splaced and stripes transposed, a mistake which is all the

more apparent because of the single color reproduction of the im-

pression of the great seal on the proclamation itself.

.-\nother instance of ignoring heraldic conventions is to be seen in

recent numbers of the "Century Magazine," where in the engraved

headpiece for the article on "The Youth of Washington" the Wash-

ington arms are shown in wliite and vellow instead of white and

red, as they should be.

Besides accuracy in drafting another point to be observed is that

a design that is pleasing to the eye is not ahvays appropriate. It may
be recalled that in 1893, the time of the Columbian Exposition, one

of the Chicago newspapers offered a prize for the best design for a

flag emblematic of the city, and that chosen showed an inverted Y,

in white on a background of terra colta. This device was widely

used on flags and shields at the time of the Fair, although it is

believed that it was never officially adopted by the city. Undoubt-

edly the inverted Y was intended to represent the Chicago River,

dividing the city into three parts, but unfortunately the Y is the

shape of the scarf, known as a pall, which forms part of the vesture

of a Roman Catholic prelate and in heraldry appears only in

ecclesia.stical arms. Doubtless the impropriety of the city of Chi-

cago using such a distinctively ecclesiastical device is the reason for

its being little used at the present time.

The Telephone in Street Railway Work at Pittsburg.

The entire electric railway system of Pittsburg and Allegheny

County, comprising 450 miles of track, is operated by the Pittsburg

Railways Co. This company is a subsidiary corporation of the

Philadelphia Co., which, in addition to its street railway interests,

controls nearly all of the natural gas, illuminating gas and electric

lighting business in Pittsburg, Alleghany and surrounding territory.

The executive departments of all these four interests center in one

large office building located in the downtown district of Pittsburg.

It will be understof)d therefore that these are conditions presenting

an excellent field for the use of the telephone, not only for expediting

the work of each of the four branches of the Philadelphia Go's, in-

terests, but also as a means of uniting all the intricate subdivisions

of the company's properties at the general offices in Pittsburg.

The management of the Philadelphia Co. has not been slow to

recognize the possibilities of the tclphonc in this direction, and, by

a comprehensive and skillful arrangement of private telephone

line«, r|uick and satisfactory communication has been made possible

throughout the entire organization, and between any department of

the Philadelphia Go's, properties and any point reached by the local

and long distance lines of the P.ell telephone.

The Philadelphia Co. operates its own telephone exchange, whirli

is located in its new oflice building at the corner of Sixth .\ve. and

Garland .Mley, Pittsburg, and at this point center all the telephone

lines from the long natural gas mains, illuminating gas plants, elec-

tric lighting plants and pole lines, and the various car houses, car

barns and sub-stations of the electric railway system. This exchange

is connected by 16 trunk lines with the central exchange of the local

Bell company in Pittsburg, thus giving ample means of communicat-

ing with all outside local and long distance points. Two of these

trunk lines arc what are known as emergency lines and are used

only for matters requiring the utmost haste, .so that important busi-

ness can always be handled no ni;ittcr what the rush rif business

may be on the other lines.

The Philadelphia Go's, exchange is provided with a board of

special design, receiving both common battery and magneto tele-

phone lines, the common battery panels being at the ends with llie

magneto position in the center for long distance work.

f)ne portion of the board is devoted exclusively to electric rail-

way business. On the electric railway system alone there arc over

225 miles of telephone lines and there are over 205 telphones in

use for handling electric railway calls. These telephones are located

in waiting rooms, at drug stores, at all car houses and depots, at
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all power lion>c> ami sub-staliuiis. nii<l at oilier points on the line

where they are deemed necessary.

An iinporl.int lunrlion served liy llie telephnne system is the

reportinK aii<l repairing nf hreak-dnwiis ami other Irimlilcs. To

this em! all the emplnyes of the I'hiladelphia Co. work in nnison,

even thonuli the matter may he nut of their own ;leparlments; for

instance, the patrolmen who patrol the extensive natural Ras lines

nre also, on the lookout for lircaks in the electric railway trans-

itu.e .1M K .xNii i'i.r<; FUR ihjkt.miie STKEm Rvn.w.w set.

mission lines, and, as soon as damage is noticed, tlicy report llio

matter by telephone to the proper official. The electric railway

emergency stations arc all connected hy direct wire to the private

exchange, and their movements are directed by an official at the

switchboard. .Ml alarms of fire within the territory covered by the

company's property are reported at tlic tcKplione oxclinnae Mt tlu-

llir Philadelphia Co. has an arrangement with the Ucll Telephone

Co. whereby conductors and niotormen can use the automatic pay

station system by giving their badge number anti hy so doing they

obtain direct connection with the PhiLidelphia Co. exchange and

re|)ort any breakage, accident, or delay tn the proper authority.

It retpiires five telephone girls and one man at the private ex-

change to care for the regular daily business, and a suitable force

is kept at the board all night. The exchange and the entire tele-

phone system are under the charge of Mr. J. \V. Hoden, superin-

tendent of telephones, who has been with the company for 19 years.

To meet the special requirements nf electric r.'ulway ser\ ice. there

/'O/'r. ^1: rcvJio/tCo/ro

C/Wt/^if

//V£3t^Cr/o^ Co/L

wiri.m; ui.\(;r.\m—EVRHiii.E street car set for Pittsburg

R.MLWAYS CO.

has recently been developed for the Philadelphia Co. an entirely new
type of portable telephone set which is now carried on all cars that

make suburban or interurban runs. This instrument has been devel-

oped by the local Rcll company of Pittsburg, which is known as

the Central District & Printing Telegraph Co., and is made by

the Western Electric Co. of Chicago.

The portable instrument is designed for use in connection with

pole jacks which are located on the electric railway poles at fre-

quent intervals. I'he apparatus is contained in a llat suit-case shaped

Iiox. iS;< in. liiKh. !i'.. in. wide and 5 in. deep, the entire set weigh-

I'OHTAIIIE street K.MI.W.W TEI.EI'IKINE SET-- IMTTSIll'Ul. KAn.WAVS 1 O.

same time as the alarms are rung in the city fire .stations. The

operator in charge transmits orders to the nearest emergency crew

if it appears that the company's property is liable to be aflfected in

any way by the fire. The city telephone exchange has instructions

that when the Philadelphia Co. exchange is called and the word

"emergency" is ailded .ill interfering connections are to be broken

instantly, and thus the cumpany can act promptly in case of tire or

accidents.

ing about 25 lb. In the lower part of the box is a hinged tray in

which is carried the condiination transmitter and receiver, which

is of the "knock-about" type, ihe upper part of the box contains

the generator batteries, coils and protector, and has a cover which

is held in place hy screws. \ plug and a cord are used for making

the connections between the box an<l the pole jacks.

The batteries used are the regulation "Blue Bell" dry batteries.

The characteristic feature of the set is the precaution taken to
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protect the user of the telephone against shock from lightning or

from high tension cnrrent wires that might by some chance conic

in contact with the telephone line.

Then the set has a higft current protector of the air gap type

consisting of two small pieces of carbon, separated by a thin sheet

of mica, there being in addition in each set of carbons a small piece

of fnsible metal. When the high current jiniips the air gap this

The set contains a heavy 5-magnct generator for calling central

which is provided with a folding type of crank handle, while a

suitable ringer is inserted inside of tlie .set should it be found neces-

sary for the dispatcher or central office to call the portable set.

The plug by which connection is made with the pole jack is 10 in.

long and is solidly made nf brass, all insulating material being

Iniilt-up mica, llie rc.Tson for making the plug so large is to give

a/f>/VI/'OiSSC//PS ?

^CO/?yVO/^Oi. /s

St: j^yrrssiy/fG.

"/rT-^^i/ypG.
SI /^Olv£-/? >STy77-/£?^

l/£-A'0/v//r

DI.\GR.\M SHOWI.NC U)C.\T[ON OF i£l.i;iMlclNE.S—rmSlirKC. KAII.W.WS CO.

metal fu>es and makes a permanent ground, thus preventing damage

to the bo.\ or the person. There are two sets of these carbons in

each lx>.\.

The connection between the ground plate of the protector is made

by the third wire of the extension cord of the plug, which when
inserted in the pole jack makes cont.ict with the permanent ground

on the pole jack. As an additional precaution the telephone circuit

within the portable bo.x is not in metallic contact with the line cir-

cuit, as a repeating coil is inserted, thus tending to separate the

wiring inside the box and the line wires. This is an additional

protection to the party operating the set should the line wires

t)ecomc crosseil in any manner with the transmission line.

room for two 500-volt Noark fuses, one of which is placed in scries

witli each line wire. The plug is enclosed in heavy 6ber tubing.

The pole-jack consists of a cast iron canopy, which is fastened to

the pole at a convenient height for a man to reach. The opening

to the canopy is of course toward the ground in order to prevent

moisture from entering. The line wires enter the canopy through

the hollow bracket, and pass to the upper part of the canopy, where

they make the necessary connections. The flaring sides of the

canopy jack serve as an additional precaution against short circuit-

ing in the same way as do the iielticimts of a petticoat insulator.

The jack has a ronir)\alile cap :il the top lo give access to the emi-

nectious.

Advertising in tlic Street Railway Business.

nv .\NTlloNV J. IIEMIS, M.SN.VGFJI, BKOCKTON & PLYMOUTH STKEliT K.\M.WAV CO., I'l.VMOUTII, MASS.

One of the important problems before a street railway manager

today is the question of how to advertise a road and park to the

best advantage.

The first year that a park is opened to the public is usually the

l)anncr year. It is new and people who have been accustomed to

going to one place season after season take to the new resort, espe-

cially if they find a change of program each week for 12 or more
weeks, and enough of interest and newness to occupy the lime even-

ings and Sundays.

The trolley ride to the park each year, being the same, becomes

tiresome to the present nneasy generation, and unless the weather be

extremely warm, the ride is not taken as frequently as if the attrac-

tions along the route were changed to a certain e.\tent. These

changes, then, must take place in the park itself, and the public

must be informed of the fact.

There is a park in the vicinity of Boston which was installed in

f'>oi, witli a rustic theater having a seating capacity of 1,000, a dance

hall acrfimmodaliiig .so cmples, a merry-go round, restaurant and

hotel, row boats, canoes, naphtha launches, bath houses, together

with variotii places of amusement. It occupic<i about seven acres

with tall pine trees, and is located on the shore of a beautiful lake.

It is certainly an ideal spot for pleasure seekers, but this beautiful

surrounding does not appeal to the public enough, so that without

special attractions they would cease to give their patronage.

The opening year the business was very good and it was con-

sidered a success.

In igo2 very little change was made in the grounds and attrac-

tions. Advertising on bill boards was done with three and eight-

sheet posters in the towns in which the road operated, together

with small advertisements in the difFereul papers twice a week. Con-

siderable of the interest created the first season still continued, but

the attendance was not as large as the previous year, the weather

conditions being practically the same for both years.

With the season of 190.? some new attractions were added, but

vaudeville was the oidy allraclion given in the theater. The adver-

tising was increased by more news items in the various papers, as

10 the ni.inner of shows, conmients on the players, and the attcnd-

ance ill llir llicalcr. l'"lyers were placed in the cars each week,

giving the name of the atlraelinii and list of the players. Dasher

signs were used on each end o( the cars, which proved successful.
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Ncally printed iiiul well nrraiiKcd folders, which described the

.ittraclions aloiis thi- rmiU' thrntiKh one of the prettiest woodland
and lake regions in eastern Massaeluisells, were issned. They were

snpplie<l with half-tone cuts of the points of historical interest in

the tiiwns tlirongh which the road passed. There was an excel-

lent map y/iXb',2 in., in colors, in the middle of the folder, which

well fitteil lo the pocket. An attractive timetable was printed on

the Ij.ick of the folder, preceded by several artistic illn.stralions of

the park. These folders cost y/j cents each, and were distribuleil

in high schools, lodge rooms, hotels, restaurants, and various public

pLices within a radius of $0 miles. To show that such booklets

were in great demand, the company received over Joo applications

for these from different parts of the state, and during the summer
it was noticed that many people coming over the road had these

l>ooklets. This manner of advertising was considered by the com-

pany as being profitable. The weather was not as favorable for park
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business as it had been for the last two years, but in view of this

the receipts were about the same.

We turn now to the year 1904, which shows us that in N'ew Eng-

land the receipts of nearly every road, from park attendance, is

considerably less than previous years. Why this is so no one is able

to explain. This is not the case with the road and park in question.

.\nd why? Because advertising has made it what it is today.

The seating capacity of the theater has been increased to 2.000

and it has been able to more than pay for its operation, including

the cost of each troupe, which has a week's stand at an expense of

$300 to $400. The boats, canoes and launches, with the receipts from

the concessioners on the grounds, pay the entire running expenses

of the park, and for the first time in its existence it has been a

decided success. There is a reason for this— it is advertising in the

proper way.

This year the company issued an elaborate poster 21 x 29 in., in

four colors, showing a lady fashionably dressed carrying a miniature

open car, filled with people, under her arm. In the background is

a view of the lake and park. On the lower left hand side is a de-

scription of the various attractions. The posters cost 25 cents each

to print, and 1.000 were issued. One would think it extravagant to

put so much money into advertising of this kind. The poster was

made so cl.aborate that it would enable the company to place it for

the season in the windows of the best stores in the various towns and

cities within two hours' ride of the park. In order that the com-

pany might be sure that the posters would remain during the season,

it issued two complimentary tickets each week over the road includ-

ing reserved seats in the theater to each store that would place the

piister in a position satisfactory to the company. These tickets were

dated so that they were good for the week issued and void after 6

p. m. on Wednesdays and Saturd.ays, as on these days the attendance

is so large that the company can not take care of free riders. By

placing the posters in the windows, the bill board advertising, which

had amounted lo $225 the previous year, was dropped entirely, and it

has been found that aside frdin the work the posters have done, per-

sons holding complimentary poster tickets mkc their friends, which

means they must pay their way the entire distance, the fare being 15

cents from each end of the route to the park, admission lo the

theater being 5. 10 and 15 cents.

These complimentary tickets are distributed each week by mail,

and occasionally they are delivered in person. In this way the com-

pany is able to see that all posters arc in place.

Dasher signs are used extensively on both ends of the cars. They

measure 18 x 24 in., and are pasted on galvanized sheet iron, which

is hung on the dasher. The cost of the paper is $1.25 |K-r hundred

sheets, the color being changed each week, together with the name of

the performance.

The company has discontinued vaudeville altogether and now
gives opera, musical and farce comedies, minstrels, and colored

comedians.

Flyers, s'/i x gyi in., arc placed in the cars each week, on different

colored paper, giving the name and nature of the performance,

with statement of band concerts Sunday afternoon and evening,

introducing between selections of the band special Sunday acts by

the troupe. In addition to this, the names of the different attractions

and leaving time of last car in either direction on the different

nights, was found to be what the public demanded. The flyers cost

56 cents per hundred, and 5.000 were placed in the cars each week,

there being none left by .Saturday night.

Special excursions are run once a month for children uniler 15

years of age, who by paying ID cents are entitled to a ride to and

from any point on the line, together with reserved seat in the

theater and a ride on the merry-go-round. In most every case the

parents do not wish the children to go alone, and in view of the low

rates, they would accompany them and pay regular fare.

Balloon ascensions, with a parachute leap, have been added as a

special feature on days when the business is lightest, and this has

proved a success.

Here, then, is a road which has demonstrated satisfactorily to

itself that advertising in the proper manner is profitable.

Italian Engineers Visit Ampere, N. J.

The Crocker-Wheeler Co.. of .Ampere. N. J., entertained 45 distin-

guished electrical engineers and professors at its plant on .August

31st. The guests w^ere members of the Associazione Elettrotecnica

Italiana, who are visiting the United States to attend the various

electrical conventions to be held this month. .Vmong those pres-

ent were the president of the .\ssocia7.ione Elettrotecnica Italiana.

Prof. Moise Ascoli. of the University of Rome; Prof. G. Fano, of

the University of Turin ; Prof. L. Lombardi, of the University of

Naples ; Prof. F. Lori, of the University of Padua, and Prof. M.

.Ancona, of the University of Milan. A luncheon was served, after

which the visitors inspected the Crocker-Wheeler plant. A souvenir

of the occasion was given to each guest, in the form of a photo-

graph of a page from a note book of one of the engineers, giving a

few facts concerning the plant and his impressions of it.

The lieadquavters of the iiuerurbans of Cleveland, Ohio, was re-

cently moved from the west entrance of the Williamson Building to

a room on the south side of the square west of Ontario. All of the

intcrurbans are now running around the southwest corner of the

square, with the exception of the Northern Ohio Traction & Light

Co. cars.



Mill Construction Car House and Office at Bristol.

The Bristol & Plainville Tramway Co., which, in addition to light-

ing and power business, operates about 13 miles of single track elec-

tric railway in the vicinity of Bristol. Conn., is building a new car

house and office building which are interesting inasmuch as the prin-

ciples of slow burning mill construction have been applied througli-

The rectangular building, comprising the car house, is divided into

two sections by a u in. brick wall down the center. The outside

walls are of brick, resting on stone foundations.

Each of the two sections of the house contain four tracks, running

the full length of the buililing, one section being dcsi.gned for an

SECTION THROVt^n lAK HOUSE.

out. Tlie possibilities and advantages of applying mill construction

principles to electric railway car houses were pointed out in an article,

contributed by Mr. J. O. De Wolf of W. B. Smith-Whaley & Co..

published in the ".Street Railway Review" for .\ug 20, igo.^ The
principles as outlined in that ariicic wilh the exception of niimir

operating barn and the other for combined storage and repair work.

The operating side has a cement-concrele floor and will bo used

chiefly for storing cars over night and for inspection and light repair

work. The other section will he used for storage. Two
iif the tracks in llic opcTaling section arc pit tracks, the rails

I'LAN Of liIHeE Illll.rilNG, IIHIMOI. .I I'LAIKVILJ.E IKAMVVAV CO,

details have been f</llowcd in the construction of the Ilrisiol car

house.

The new structure is a single sinry rectangular ijuMiling, 94 ft. wide

and 140 ft. deep. The office building adjoins the main car house and

i< 4.S fl. wide by <}4 (I. 8 in. <leep

resting upnn 8 x 8 in. longitudinal stringers, earrieil upon

X X 8-in. prists, which in turn rest upon stone piers. I'".acli pair

of the supporting posts are braceil wilh Jx6-in. stuff. I he pits are

cotitlTUirxis under two sets of tracks, the |iit llooring being concrete,

tills arrangement giving plenty of light and room for working under
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llic cars. :\ lim- nl >ti-ain lic.nling pipes nins hclweeii llic l«o pit

tracks iiiiilcr the lloor. ami it is liolicvcd this arraiiKcnuiit will give

lictler results than if the steam piping; was placeil at the sides of

the pits. The ronf is of .l-iii. planking with gravel covering and has

ARRANGEMENT (IF I'lTS.

a pitch of '/i in. in one foot from the outside walls to the center

brick partition. In the operating section, the roof planking rests on
8 .\ i2-in. timbers, supported down the center of the section on 8x8-
in. square wooden posts. In the other section, the roof timbers arc

lO.x 12 in. and are carried by a center line of lo.\io-in. posts. In

SECTION tiiroi(;h office iirrriuNi

each case, the center line of posts rests on cast iron base plates,

carried on stone piers. The ends of the roof timbers along the cen-

tral line of posts rest on cast iron cap plates, and the ends of the

timbers are held together over the tops of the posts by iron straps.

There arc no holding-down bolt.s or retaining bolts, the structure

livinK held in place chiefly by its own weight. The outer ends of

each set nf roof timU-rs are carried by the brick walls, the ends

resting in sm-kels cut into the walls. These ends of the roof timbers

arc held in place by iron anchors and eyes in the manner indicated

UET.Ml. IF POSTS. FLOOR .\.\U W.M.I. .\T I>. l.R.

on the drawings, the lower end of the anchoring bolts engaging iron

clips which project out from the faces of the walls. In the operating

department a single line of skylights is provided over the pits. The
skylights arc of metal and arc protected by wire glass.

All the special work in the entrance tracks is located in the yard

at tile front of the building. .\l the front of the bnllding. there are

PET.Ml. OF B.VSE OF DOOR.

12 sliding doors, 2 on each line of tracks. The doors are of wood
and slide on a trolley form of banger, traveling on a track over

the entrance to the building. The bottoms of the doors arc guided

by angle irons which are secured to the concrete flooring with ex-

pansion bolts, the angles of course being cut away at each rail

crossing.

The cnnsiruclion of the car house was somewhat complie.-ited by
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tlic presence of a flowing stream which passed diagonally across the

car house property. As this stream furnished water power for cer-

tain factories below the property, it became necessary to alter its

course without destroying any of its fall. The difiioulty was finallx

overcome by excavating a new channel for the stream underneath

one section of the building. The roof of this channel is a steel and

concrete arch upon which rest the posts supporting the roof of

storage side of car house, and which also supports two of the tracks.

The office building is also of slow burning mill construction with

brick walls and wooden roof and supp^^rtinj^ timbers. As will be

seen from the plan of the building, this structure contains the ma-

chine shop anil oil house as well as conductors' and motoriuen's room,

store room and general offices.

The new buildings were designed and constructed under the super-

vision of Mr. G. E. Cockings, manager of the Bristol & Plainville

Tramway Co. Tlie designing engineer was Mr. .\. W. Sperry of

N"ew Haven ami the architects were Brown & Von Bcrcn of New
Haven.

A Policy That Failed.

BY OBSERVER.

rile fitctor essential to the success of an electric railroad is good

management along pr.ictical lines. The manager or directing head

should have knowledge in detail of operation, of motive power and

rolling stock, as well as be thoroughly familiar with the financial

end, when he is called on to operate the .system without departments

or responsible heads. Where the system is of such yize that the

general manager cannot handle it in detail and without appointing

res|Kmsiblc heads of the various departments, confidence must e.vist

between the heads of departments and the manager to insure suc-

cess. The successful operation of each department nuist necessarily

add to the degree of success achieved in the management of the

system, and failure in a part will retard the smooth working of the

whole. Each man should be adapted to his line and he should

be given credit and opportunity to make his department a success.

There are several reasons why a department or branch of the

system may fail. Incompetency of the heads of departments,

restricted supplies and renewals and a restricted pay roll, along wiih

the fact that the manager is not acquainted in detail with the various

needs of the department and feels, in his fear from want of knowl

edge, that he cannot sanction all the supplies or take suggestions

from the head of the department, whose e.spericncc may have been

much greater along that particular line, but thinks that in order to

make an impression things must be carried out as he helieves best,

regardless of the head of the department. This policy at once

creates a want of confidence and, continued, will create a listlessncss

or "I dont care" policy in any department.

A very bad thing, and one which demoralizes a dei)arlnienl, is for

the manager to issue orders directly to the working force, regardless

of the head of the department, or take into his confidence a work-

man on matters that he should lay before his immediate subordinate.

.\n experimental policy is often fatal to results and carries with

it victims whose knowledge and experience taught them llie enforce-

ment would be fatal. A manager imist study the conditions existing

in the community in which he may l>e placed regarding wages and

lalmr. While in some districts the pay to labor of all classes may
be a minimum, the same policy applied in another zone may be

disastrous.

A large electric system being consolidated under one management,

and which adopted the three-phase system of transmission with

machinery of the latest design, appointed a manager whose experi-

ence had been with direct-current systems, less in mileage and terri-

tory. The power house contained five compound engines and gen-

erators with five independent condensers in the basetnent. An engi-

neer was appointed to have charge of 73 miles of transmission lines,

sub-stations and power houses, steam and electrical, who was directly

respf)nsihle to the manager. There was no automatic oiling system

for any of the tmils in the power plant. The policy of the manager

wa» that of minimum pay in every department.

As a rule in starting new systems having sub-stations, green

operators must \k procured and instructed in the operation of the

station. This is no mean task, especially when the man to be

instructed has not the first idea of what he is about lo do. The

conditions which govern the procuring of sub-station (.iperalnrs iirc

the location and pay. On the system imder consideration tin-

operators were such as could be procured in the vicinity. The pay

as set by the management was to be $25 per month, the operatoi

to run the station 24 hours a day (a single operator per station),

with work plenty and farmers paying good wages, The proposition

that presented itself to the engineer was hard. The, men approached

on the subject of position simply resented the idea at the wages

mentioned. The plea set forth was that they could get more money

driving carls or with pick and shovel. When one was procured

he would stay until the novelty wore ofT, then he became sick or

someone in the family died. At the .same time the engineer carried

the responsibility of continued operation and all repairs or difficul-

ties, and had no one to rely on but himself because the new men

were powerless to assist, .\fter a time an operator would become

independent because he knew that the wages paid were small and

it was a hard matter to procure others at the same figure, and each

new operator meant that the ground must be gone over again, with

added responsibility on the engineer in charge; no appeal to llio

manager could increase the pay.

Under such condition it was a hard matter lo procure extra men
in case of sickness of a regular operator, especially when sub-

stations were in the country. With operators having no knowledge

of the machinery in their control except how to start and stop, if

anything occurred it necessarily meant a close-down of that par-

ticular sub-station until the engineer could reach there and adjust

the difficulty. Time and instruction made some changes, but the

intellect procured was on a par with the pay.

Seventy-five miles of transmission line was palrnlled by one man.

w-ho was expected to be on duty 24 hours a day. Twenty miles of

line had to be inspected on foot; the rest was along the line of

road and could he seen from the b.ick of car. The pay for the

service was .set at $jo per nuinth. I he man was supposed to be a

practical lineman. After accepting the position the route was cov-

ered for a few days until the novelty wore ofif, then it was found

that that portion which had to be inspected on foot was omitted

with a false report by the inspector for this portion of line ; the

consequence was, a dismissal. The plea was that the wages were

not sufficient for the duty to be performed. The case was laid

before the manager with an appeal for an increase of pay without

effect. Another man was procured at same figure, witli the same

results as the fir.st. The third man, who was a practic'il lineman,

was secured at $35 per month. All went well until he was caughl

stealing wire and neglecting to inspect the line properly. His excu.se

for stealing was that the company considered him to be on duly

continuously and at the same time did not pay enough for a man
lo live decently, and as he had no other chance to make any ninncy

above his wage it compelled him to steal or cpiil bis job; also, lliat

linemen on the d, c, side of the system were receiving pay at the

rate of $55 to px> per month. In the meantime trouble on the line

was occurring due to the improper care of the inspection and a

"don't care whether I do or not" disposition to do any work, as

he felt that at that figure it was a li,-uil mailer in procure anyone

else to do the work.

The engineer was informed thai in operating the power plan!

the force in the engine room, which contained five cross-compmuul

engines and generators with five independent condensers in the

basement, all engines hand oiled, one engineer and one oiler per

shift of 12 hours were all the men to be allowed. The oiler was lo

be a license<l engineer, and the engineer lo be a machinist and

expected to do all repairing; the engineer's pay to be $75 per month

and that of the oiler-engineer to be $45, The night engineer was lo

receive $45, and the night oiler, $37.50, The oiler was lo keep the

machinery and engine room clean after the operating force was

organized in llie engine room. The fire room force was to consist

of two firemen lo seven waler tube hand fired boilers, and the heaters

and pumps were under their care. All coal had lo be hauled to fire

room, and by orders this must be done by one man, who must

weigh all coal on his shift on a wheelbarrow run on a scale, wheel

out his ashes and help clean fires, and if he had any spare lime,

unload coal from cars. 'The consumption of coal on each shift

.imouiUeil lo about 24 tons. 'The firemen were lo receive ^1.75 per

12-lioiir day; coal passer lo receive $1,50 per day. With the condi-

tions laid down the best laleiu in the engiiu' room was prnrurerl thai

the wages would allow.
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The head engineer was a good man as a machinist and sicani

engineer, but not experienced in handling electrical machinery. I he

iilhcr engineer anil oilers ranged acconlingly. After a short time

tlierc was dissati»fncti(in ihie U* the duties involved and the small

pay in proportion to existing wages at other places. Consei|iicntly

it handicapped the engineer in charge, as it was impossible to get

other qualil'ic<l engineers to .accept the position.

A plea for a higher salary so as to get experienced men was

simply ignored ami pronounced impossililc. The iniport.iiKc of

continuous operation and the loss incurred hy stoppage of machinery

was pointed out, hut with no results. The plant nuist be operated

on that basis and with men that could be procured at the figures

named.

.'\s an illustration of the result, in the absence of the engineer in

charge of the department who was attending to duties at a distant

point of the system the rotary nearest the power plant reversed

ihc three direct-current generators at one time. The operating

engineer, at $45 per month, shut down and tied up that portion of

the system until the arrival of the engineer in charge from the

other end of the system to reverse the generators and put them on

the line. In the face of the trouble occurring, as it will occur with

ihc best of equipment, there could be no change made. .\n order

for one engineer to operate the shift was enforced until the state

inspector stepped in and expressed his views on the matter, when
an additional licei\^cd oiler was hired.

It being the desire of the engineer in charge to have daily records

of the station output, an order was given, to be passed on by the

manager, to have a form printed, as it was evident that a time

was coming when such records would be in demand for financial

purposes. Five months after the order was submitted to the man-

ager it lay on his desk under consideration. The expected demand
came, and there was no official record of the power station.

One peculiar feature of this manager's policy was that heads of

departments should be kept apart and not associ.itc or express their

views on matters relating to their departments, this beini; considered

detrimental to discipline. A system of spying was in vogue and

the head of a department was liable any time to receive notice

of matters so trivial that it seemed that a practical manager could

not have entertained the report at all.

.\n incident occurred where a knowledge of the matter cited

wouhl have saved a great deal of worry. One of the condensers

lost its vacuum while a director of the company was in the power
station, .^s is usual with compound engines, the valves began to

rattle, and this makes quite a noise. The director threw up his

hands in terror and exclaimed that the engines were in a horrible

shape and going to pieces, and passed out of the power station be-

fore the vacuum was restored. The next day the engineer received

a letter from the general manager's office stating: "Dear Sir: 1

am informed by expert authority that the engines in the power
station are not being properly taken care of, and that this matter

must have your immediate attention, as the property intrusted to

your care is of immense value. Respectfully submitted, ."

A merit system was in vogue on this railroad in which a record

was kept of the head of each department. Ten demerits for censure

was the limit and depreciated the man's al>ility in the eyes of the

manager, regardless of conditions causing the demerit. In reviewing

this matter it will l>c seen that with the conditions as stated the

effort of a head of a department to niake a success was almost useless

and an impossibility. A manager should be of such a calibre as to

know when the various departments are showing results, and should

have a knowledge of detail, or else have confidence in the experieiKc

and ability of his subordinates, and should adopt a policy that will

permit of practical operation and lake into consideration the human
side of the question also. While this policy was being tried the

service was not as perfect as desired, the public's patience was
sorely tried and the stockholders lost money without doubt. Under
new management and a broader gaged policy things changed, service

became better, due to increased wages, better intellect and an in-

creased working force.

Klectric and Traction Mutiiul Insurance.

The Lake Shore Electric Railway Co. has just put into service

the first of its new palace trolley cars, which are Pullman models.

The interior has a full empire ceiling, with burlap covering, the

upholstering is in brown and the metal work polished brass. The

car will be heated hy hot water and will seat about (ro persons.

On August isl, an organization committee, comprising Horace E.

.\ndrews, president of the ClevcIan<I Electric Railway Co., the Utica

& Mohawk Valley Railw.iy Co., and Ihc Syracuse Rapid Transit

Co.; Henry A. Everett, president of the Northern Ohio Traction &
Light Co. and chairman of the Detroit United Ry. ; Luther .Allen,

president of the Toledo & Western Railway Co. ; F. F. Pomeroy,

president, and A. E. Akins, vice-president of Ihc Cleveland & South-

western Traction Co. ; Warren Bicknell, president, and F. W. Coen,

secretary of the L.ike Shore F.lectric Railway Co. ; II. J. Davies,

secretary of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co.; George L. Bishop,

president of the liastern Ohio Traction Co. and Northern Texas

Traction Co.; Chas. W. Mason, president of the Oeveland. Paines-

ville & Eastern Railroad Co.; and Henry \. Staats, an underwriter

of acknowle<lgc<l experience and ability, undertook the promotion

and organization of mutual insurance for electric railway and lighting

companies, and on August l6th the Electric Mutual Insurance Co.

and the Traction Mutual Insurance Co. were incorporated under the

f.ictory nmtual law of Ohio.

The prime object in the formation and organization of these com-

panies is the combination of street, suburban and interurban railway

and electric light and power companies in what may be called an

agency under the name and title of Insurance Companies whose

officers may devote their whole time to the study of the best methods

of protecting their property against loss by fire and of reducing

insurance to actual cost. The business of the Electric Mutual

Insur.ance Co. is to be restricted to the insurance of electric light

.uul electric power stations and their equipments, and that of the

Tr.action Mutual Insurance Co. to the insurance of car houses, cars,

motors, shops and other properly owned or controlled hy persons

operating street, suburban and interurban railways. The advantages

to be derived from an insurance organization of this kind are: The
insurers arc simply insuring risks of their own class; all commis-

sions are done away with ; the business of two companies being trans-

acted from one office, the expense will be minimized, and by having

two companies, each risk is confined to and must pay for losses

occurring in its special class.

This plan of insurance is not new, but has been thoroughly tried

and has proved most successful. It is the factory mutual plan and

was introduced some years ago, the first Factory Mutual Co. being

incorporated in 1835. I' 's now in existence and on July ist paid

dividends of 90 per cent from the basis rates charged. There are

35 f.'iclory mutual companies now in successful operation, and it will

be interesting to note that there has never been a failure of a factory

nmtual company, no assessment has ever been made and they have

.ilways l)een able to declare dividends. 'ITie success of these com-

panies is attributed to their strict adherence to well established prin-

ciples of underwriting, embracing careful selection, thorough pro-

teclion, and intelligent inspection of all properties insured. 'There

is. therefore, no reason why these electric and traction mutual insur-

ance companies cannot, under this plan of insurance, produce similar

results. The companies are organized under the Factory Mutual

L:uv of Ohio, which is a copy of the laws under which the factory

nuituals of New England were incorporated.

The management of the companies will be under a hoard of direc-

tors of not fewer than 5 nor more than 21, chosen from the mem-
bers and elected by the members of the companies. The moneys of

the companies will be placed in depositories as designated by the

lioard of directors. .\11 business of the companies will be transacted

directly by its members and no commissions will be paid for obtain-

ing business. Executive officers and employes of the companies will

be paid salaries commensurate only with the duties they have to per-

form. Under this system of insurance companies will employ their

own men, who receive instructions from their own executive officers.

Proper inspection, adequate protection, and prompt and intelligent

adjustment of losses can thus be secured. All policies will be written

for a period of one year subject to cancellation at any lime for cause

by either the member or the company.

With the organization committee enumerated heartily indorsing

tTTis form of insurance and giving their most liberal patronage and

earnest efforts to its organization and operation and with the co-oper-

ation of other electric and traction companies, there is no doubt but

that the success of the Electric Mutual Insurance Co. and the Trac-

tion Mutual Insurance Co. will be most eminent.
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Convention Programs.

American Railway Mechuuicul and KIcctrical

Association.

;uul evening coiicerls at points to be announced in ttic official pro-

yrani to lie distrihntetl at St. Louis,

Street Railway Accountants' Association.

MONDAY, OCT. 10, 1904, 10 a. 111.

Second Floor of the Transportation Building. World's Fair GrmnuU.

Opening .•\ddre.ss. John I. Bcggs.

President's .\ddress.

Report of the E.xecutive Cominittco.

Report of the Secretary- Treasurer.

Reading of Communications.

New Business.

" Ihe Ideal Shop," by W. D. Wright. Superintendent of Kquipnieut,

The Rhode Island Co., Providence, R. I

Monday Afternoon. .' p. ni.

"Wheel Matters." by J. Millar, Superintendent of Rolling Stock.

International Railway Co., Buflfalo, N. V.

Question Box.

TUESD.\'\'. OCT. 10. igo4, 9:30 a. 111

"Maintenance and Inspection of Electrical Equipment," by John

I.indall. General Foreman of Shops, Elevated Division, Boston Ele-

vated Railway Co.

Question Bo.x,

Tuesday .\ftcrnoon. J p. m.

Special and Untinished Business.

Election of Officers.

FRIDAY, OCT. 14, IQ04, 9:30 a. m.

Joint Meeting with the Street Railway .-Xccountants' .Association

for the discussion of reports on "Shop Records and .\ccounts," pre-

pared by H. H. .\dams. Superintendent of Shops, The United Rail-

ways & Electric Co.. Baltimore, and H. E. Farrington, Master Me-

chanic of the Boston & Northern Street Railway Co.. Chelsea, Mass..

on behalf of the Mechanical and Electrical .Association, and by H. M.

Pease of the International Railway Co.. Buffalo, and W. G. McDole.

of the Cleveland Electric Railway C<i.. for the .Xccountauts' .Associa-

tion.

< • »

American Street Railway Association.

TUESDA'Y, Oct. 11, 1904, 10 a. m.

Meeting of Executive Cominittee at Southern Hotel

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 12, 1904. 10 a. ui.

Address of Welcome, Hon. D. R. Francis.

Welcome to .St. Louis. Hon. Rolla Wells.

.\ddress. Prof. W. E. Gol.lsliorough.

President's Address.

Report of F-.xecutivc Committee.

Report of Secretary and Treasurer.

Presentation of Papers.

Discussion.

.Appointment of Coimnillee to Nominate Officers and Select Next

Pl.-icc of Meeting.

THCRSDAV. f)ct. i.i. i>w. i<> ;> '"•

Discussion Continued.

Repair! s of Committees.

Re|)ort of Nominating Committee.

Election of Officers.

The papers to be presented before the Association are as follows

:

"Steam Turbines." K. I.. Rice. General Electric Co.; J. R. Bibhins.

Westinghouse M.icbine Co.

"Keciprocating Engines." by a represeulalive of Allis-CbalnuTs Co
"(ias Engines."

"'Transfers, Their I'ses and .\buses." I.. Jewell. Chicago City Ry.

"Signals."

The meetings of the .\. S. R. .\. will Im' held in the ball on the

'•ccond f1r>or of the 'Trans|Kirtation Building.

Until We(hie'-da> morning delegates will register at the Soutliern

Hotel; Ixginiiing Wednesday morning they will register at the ball

The MaMuf,'ictiirers' Committee has engaged a band to give concerts

at Ihc hall iH-fore the opening of each session and to give afternoon

THURSDAY, OCT. 13, 1904.

hi parlor of the Inside Inn, World's Fair Grounds, ,? p. m. sharp.

.Annual .Address of the President. F. K. Smith. Chicago, 111.

.\nnual Report of tlic E.xccutive Committee.

.\inuial Report of the Secretary-Treasurer.

Report of the Committee to Make New Collections nf Blanks and

Forms. Elmer M. White, Hartford, Conn.

.Appointment of Convention Committee on Nominations.

.Appointment of Convention Committee on Resolutions.

FRIDAY. nC r. 14, up4.

In Festival Hall, World's l'"air Grounds. 9:30 a. m. sharp.

Joint meeting with the .American Railway Mechanical and Elec-

trical Association, to discuss "Shop Reports and Records," a report

made by a joint committee, composed of Messrs. H. H. Adams, of

Baltimore, and H. IC. Farrington, of Chelsea, Mass., representing

the Mechanical and Electrical .As.sociation, and Messrs. H. M.

Pease, of Buffalo, and W. G. McDole, of Cleveland, representing the

.Accountants' Association.

SA'TURDAY. OCT. 15. 1904.

In Festival Hall, World's T'air Gronds, 9:30 a. m. sharp.

.Annual Report of Connnittec on a Standard System of .Account-

ing for Electric Railways. C. N. Duflfy, Chairman. Chicago.

Reading and Discussion of Questions and .Answers. This includes

those published and others presented.

Report of Convention Conuniltee on Nominations.

Report of Convention Committee on Resolutions.

Election and Installation of Officers.

.Adjournment.

Manufacturers' Committee of the American Street Rail-

way Association.

Daniel M. Brady, Chairman, iiresident l!ia<ly Brass Co.

John A. Brill, vice-president J. G. Brill Co.

Calvert Townley, Westinghouse Electric & .Manufacturing Co.

William B. Albright, director Sherwin-Williams Co.

b'red S. Kenfield. president ".Street Railway Review."

George J. Kobusch. president St. Louis Car Co,

J, R, Lovejoy, manager railway department General Electric Co,

James H, McGraw, president Street Railway Journal,

W, J, Cooke, vice-presi<lent McGuire-Cuimnings Manufacturing Co,

.Scott H. Blewctt, general agent American Car & Foundry Co.

The meeting to effect a permanent organization has not yet been

announced, but prohalilN- it will be held Monday. Oclolier lotb, in

the forenoon.

I.eliigh 'Valley Traction Co.

The plan of reorganization of the Lehigh Valley 'Traction Co,

-ystcm, including the Philadelphia & Lehigh Valley 'Traction Co,,

the .Allentowti & Slalington Street Railway Co., and the Coplay,

Egypt & Ironton .Street Railway Co., h.is been mailed to the holders

of bonds, stocks and claims against the companies named, which

holders may become parties to the plan of reorganization and ob-

tain the benefits thereof by depositing their bonds, stocks, etc., with

the depositary of the reorganization committee. .A new company is

to be formed and will issue stocks and bonds as follow's

:

'Three million dollars common slock and $5,000,000 five per cent

preferred stock cumulative after five years. First mortgage bonds

aggregating $5,000,000 will be issued and cotisolidated mortgage

bonds aggregating $7,500,(xx). .A |iorliou of each issue will bcir four

per cent interest and a portion five per cent inleresl.

'The slock of llir new erinipauy is lo In- vrsteil Inr ,1 iiiiiod cil

three years in seven voting trustees. George 11 Frazu r, Ivdward

B. Smith, William I' llarrity. and .Arlhur E. Newbold of I'liiladel-

phia; Tom L. Johnscm, of Cleveland, Ohio; and Harry C. 'Tretler

and George O. Albright, of .Allentown, Pa.
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REORGANIZATION OF THE ASSOCIATIONS.

It will !)c recalled that early in the |>rc>ent year llicrc was con-

^idcrahle discussion as to the advisability of rcorganiriiiK the Amer-
ican Street Railway .-Nssocialion wilh a view to having a single

association incltidc the .Xccoiintants' and the Mechanical and Klcc-

trical associations, now organized, and further elaborate the scheme

of organization by having a section of the association corresponding

to each of the principal departments in an electric railway organiza-

liiin, each of these sections being administered by a vice-president and

a secretary. The opinion expressed by the "Review" in this matter

was that it would lie tu the disadvantage rather than the advantage

of all concerned were it attempted to destroy the independence of

the two allied associations, the .Accountants' and the Mechanical

and Electrical, and that if such a scheme were considered it would

lie better to experiment with the departments not already having

well established associations of their own ; thus, for the .American

Street Railway .Association to establish sections for the considera-

tion of matters affecting, say, the Claim Uepartment and the Mainte-

nance of Way Department.

Inasmuch us the Mechanical and Electrical association is already

covering two departments, the power house, and rolling stock and

shops, cither of which might provide material for separate asso-

ciations, it was also suggested that here was a good opportunity

for determining the practicability of an association working in

sections by organizing the proposed Maintenance of Way .Association

as a branch of the .Mechanical ami Electrical association.

It is gratifying to know that the e.vecutivc committee of the Me-
cliaiiical and Electrical association has considered this scheme fa-

vorably and that there are now before the membership of that asso-

ciation proixjscd amendments to its constitution and by-laws with

a view to taking prompt action, should the maintenance of way men
determine not to organize a separate association.

The embarrassment whicli would result from the indefinite multi-

lilication of electric railway associations which will at all limes

Iciok largely to the members of the .American Street Railway .Asso-

ciation for encouragement and financial support is apparent, espe-

cially in view of the variations in the organization of electric rail-

ways which bring about overlapping of departments. It is our

belief that the happiest solution would be not to organize any new-

separate associations before giving the present plan of the Mechan-

ical and Electrical association to reorganize with three departments

a trial. This position is not taken with any thought of discriminat-

ing against the claims of the civil engineering department for sepa-

rate recognition, but because it offers a means of providing an asso-

ciation to consider maintenance of way matters without encountering

what really are serious difficulties.

SUPPLYMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

.A> a result of the meeting at Saratoga of the exhibitors attending

the convention last year, an association of manufacturers and supply-

men interested in the street railway field has been formed, with a

numbership of 10 representatives of leading houses and this year this

association, or as it is called, the Manufacturers' Committee of the

.\. S. R. A., will have charge of the entertaining during the electric

railway conventions at St. I.onis in October. .After consultation with

the executive coiniuittcc of the -A. S. R. .A. it was decided to place

the matter of badges and registration in charge of the Manufacturers'

Coniniittee. The latter will furnish the badges and altend to the

registration of all except delegates to the several associations, who
will register with their respective secretaries as heretofore. The
badges are to be issued to those supplymen only who represent mem-
bers of the Manufacturers' .Association.

Plans for elaborate entertainment nf the delegates to the three

conventions have been made and there is every reason to believe

that the Manufacturers' Association will be a success in every respect.

One very important matter in connection with this first convention

after the organization of the new association is that of its permanent

organization. We believe that, following the precedent set by the

Supplymen's .Association in connection with llie railroad meetings,

the meeting <if the members for llu- election nl nflicers ;ind the adop-

tion of a permanent organization will be held the first day of the

convention week, that i>, on Monday. I Klober loih. Il iv veiy iin-

portaiit that this meeting be attended by all the concerns who are

members or contenipiate licconiing such, and for the success of the
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association every street railway supply house should have a properly

accredited representative in St. Louis in time to attend this meeting.

At this writing the date has not been definitely decided, but undoubt-

edly by the time this is in the hands of our readers, the program of

the committee will have been published containing this announcement,

or a call for the meeting issued in some other form. The impor-

tant thing is to arrange for representation at this meeting.

RULES FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF EMPLOYES.

In 1901 a committee of four was appointed to provide a set of rules

for the government of employes. The report was submitted at the

190^ ctnivention. hut was not adopted, the connnittcc being con-

tinued for another year. \t the igoj convention the con\mittce

submitted a more comprehensive report, which was approved by the

association and its adoption recommended to the member companies.

Of these rules adopted by the association, roughly speaking.

three- fourths relate to the operation of street cars proper, and these

rules are as complete and satisfactory as could well be expected of

any compilation intended for general application. In nearly every

city there are, of course, special conditions peculiar to the locality

which will require that additions be made to the more generally

applicable rules. The other fourth of the rules are those "to be ob-

served by crews of interurban cars." This section of the rules is

very incomplete in that, relying upon it alone, an interurban motor-

man could answer only about one-half of the questions for an exami-

nation based on the standard steam railroad rules. Inasmuch as

the conditions of operation in so far as safety of trains is concerned

are practically identical on high speed electric interurban lines and

on the steam roads, the plan followed by some of the interurban

companies of adopting the standard steam railroad rules, with such

changes in definitions as are necessary because of motor cars being

used instead of locomotives, is in every way commendable. The

Scioto Valley Traction Co. requires that all men entering its service

as molormen must have had experience in operating under the

standard steam railroad rules and the men wlm enter the service

as conductors arc required within a short time (four months) tn

pass the same examination that is recpiired of the motormcn. Ref

erence to this examination, which is priiued on another page, will be

found of interest, especially when compared with the interurban

rules adopted by the A. S. R. A.

The principal respects in which the intcrurlian iiile hook is inade-

quate or incomplete may be briefly indicated.

The rules on visible signals arc badly arranged in that rerl and

white are the only color signals included under tliis head, while the

use of the green flag or lantern to indicate more than one section of

a train, quite as imiKirtant on electric roads as elsewhere, is pro-

vided for under the head of audible signals. .\lso the interurban rules

make no mention of fusees.

The section on audible signals is incomplete in tli.il nn ^i:.;n^ll for

flagman to go back to protect train when stopped is defined, nor arc

any instructions concerning the use of torpedoes given.

In the interurban rules the important section on movement of

trains is included under the heading "Use of .Signals." and is only

(lartially covered there, no rule being given to cover the time of

arrival and departure at stations, clearance when meeting opposing

trains, identification of trains at meeting points, assuming schedule of

train overtaken, flagging to next station, or the use of train register

and bulletins. .Another serious defect is the substitution of a dis-

tance interval instead of a time interval between trains proceeding

in the same direction, as with a schedule requiring a ma.simum speed

of 50 miles or over, the one mile interval recommended is manifestly

inadequate to enable a flagman to protect his train by going back.

Nothing is contained in the interurban rules to cover the movement

of trains by train orders.

A standard code of rules has also been adopted by the Street Rail-

way Association of the State of New York ; as rearranged anil r^--

numliered by the rides committee, Se|ilember, ifX'4. this code has

tieen published in iKxik form by that association. The inlernrban

rules to lie used in ronneclion with the standard code are a great

improvement over the old rules and show some very eflicieni work

on the part of the rule committee. However, there are three points

which do not scciri to have U'en fully covered : There is no pro-

viMOti for the handling of trains by train orders; in protecling a train,

ihi- iii>.ini(-ti(,n 1^) -T rondnrlor Ui g/i back a "sufficient distance" is

not definite enough ; and in the spacing of trains, one mile apart

when running at speed is not suflicient. .-Klso, there is no provision

for the use of fusees and torpedoes, appliances which are in use on

all steam roads and whicli have been used by a number of the inter-

urban lines.

Standard forms of train orders have been found a necessity by

the steam railroads of the country, and a great many of the larger

interurban lines have adopted the standard forms of train orders as

used on the steam lines. A "suflicient distance" for a conductor t<i

io back 1(1 flag a following train or car should not be left to the

judgment of the employe. It is dangerous to run cars only one mile

apart at the high speeds at which interurban cars are run. For in-

stance, train No. 1 1 meets with a slight accident while runnin.!; at a

speed of 30 miles an hour and the train is stopped ; the second sec-

tion of train No. 11 is only one mile behind it; it would be impossi-

ble for the conductor to get back a sufficient distance to flag tlie

second section ; the result is too well known, and the experience o(

steam roads has taught them that, unless block signals are used,

five minutes apart is as close as safety will permit, and in a great

many instances roads have found that ten minutes is as close as

trains can be run with safety. This is a point that cannot be given

too much consideration in tlie operation of interurban cars at high

speed.

The Ohio Imerurban Railway .\ssociation, which now has a mem-

bership of 132 companies, for the most part roads in Ohio, Pennsyl

vania and Indiana, has a committee at work formulating rules ti.

govern the ojjcration of interurban railways and general instruction

to all employes, and copies of the draft of the proposed rules are

now in the hands of the members of the association. The rules as

submitted by this committee as a whole are very good. The group-

ing of the rules under the different heads, such as definitions, use of

signals, train signals, whistle signals, movement of trains, etc., is

exceptionally good and is quite an improvement imr tlu- others

mentioned.

.\bont the only unfavoralile criticisms to lie UKule cm these rules

are, as in the case of the other association's rules, the distance which

a flagman must go back to protect his train, the method or manner

of protecting his train as regards the use of fusees and torpedoes,

and the distance or time between trains running in the same direc-

tion. 'Trains moving in the .same direction at high speed should

keep at Icnsi 5 and possibly 10 minutes apart, and the "sufficient"

distance for a flagman to go back to prutect his train is '
i
mile on

straight track and Vi mile on curves.

In view of the very considerable number of members of the A. S.

R. .\. which are operating high speed interurban lines, it would

seem very desirable that the a.ssociation take up the matter of for-

mulating standard rules for the government of employes on inter

urban roads and thus complete its work on this subject. In doing

this the rules conunittce of the .\. S. R. ,\. could with advantage act

jointly with conunitlees of the New 'I'ork State and the Ohio Inter-

urban associations.

VALUE AND COST OF PENSIONS.

'There are four street railw.'iy conii)anies in the llniled .Stales which

have adopted the policy of providing pensions for supcrannnaled

employes. These are the Rhode Island Co., of Providence, Ihe Met-

ropolitan Street Railway Co., of New York City, the Boston Klevaled

Railway Co. and the Denver City Tramway Co., which put pension

orders into effect in November, k/ji, July, 190J, January, igoj, and

June, igO.'5, respectively. 'This action being in the nature of an ex-

periment, and while the management in each case announced its in-

tention to nnkc very liberal provisions for employes, the orders

slated that should experience indicate that the pension scheme as

outlined wnuld prove loo great a burden the company reserved Ihe

right to raleably reduce the amount of pensions paid.

In this nuMiliri nf Ihe "Review." we reprint a discussion of Ihe

"Value and (tivi nf Service Pensions," which is Ihe second of a

series of arlicles by Mr. Miles M. Dawson, published in the Rail-

way Age. The figures given by Mr. Dawson should lie cif especial

inleresi In nur readers, as al Ihe present lime there are very few

d.ita availabli' frnm Ihe experience of -leclric railway companies a^;

lo Ihe cost of pensions.

Mr. Dawson's coinpul.-itions slmw lli.il rniisidrriuK "iily iinplnyes

who enter tile service at Ihe age of jo years .mil continue uiilil Ihe

age of ri^, ai:d then receive pensions, amounting lo one per cent of
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llic a>craKc salnrio tliiriiiK the liTiii i.f ciiipImmuviiI (or i-acli year

ijf service, the cliarKe lor |)ensioii> i> ei|uivalenl Ici an incrca>e in the

pay roll i>f all employes entering the service at the aKe of ao, inclml

iiig those who ihe lieforc reachiii); the pciiiiioii age, of only i.4() jKr

cent. Considering only tliosc employes who live to secure the ail

vantages of the pensions, the pension chargi is ctpiivalent to an in

crease on the pay roll of j.Oj per cent l-'roni these figures it is (piile

apparent that if the pension charge he considered as an addition

to the pay roll of all employes entering at the age of 20, including

not only those who die hut those whi> leave the service of their own
accord or are discharged, will amount to much less than 1 per cent.

For other classes of employes entering the service at a more a<l-

vanced age, the pension charge aniainils to a greater proportion ol

the pay roll for the men of that class, being 4.63 per cent for the

men entering at 50. Taking an average of all ages, it is prohahle

that the pension charge would not exceed l per cent of the total

pay roll.

The Khode Islaii<l company, which hases its ma.\imuin pension on

-> per cent of the annual w.iges for each year of service and estab-

lishes the pension age at 70. would therefore prohahly have a pension

charge ei|nivalent to not more than 2 per cent of the total pay roll.

The Metropolitan Street Railway Co., of New York, which has a

less liberal provision, the ina\imnni pension being 40 per cent of the

annual wages to men who have been in service 35 years or more,

will proh.ibly find the pension charge not to exceed I per cent of the

total pay roll

(hie of the special advantages in providing |iensions fur employes

is that while the cost to the employer is small, under the conditions

cited by Mr. Dawson, being from 1.46 per cent to 4.63 per cent, the

benefit to the employe is very much greater, being for the corrc

-ponding conditions, from 9.1 1 per cent to 18.37 pf cent. By this is

meant that to insure an income equivalent to that of a pension the

employe would have to save a larger portion of bis wages than it

costs the company to provide the pension. .Ml things considered.

Mr. Dawson states that every dollar of what is really increase of

wages of each employe, which the enipioyer gives in this way, is

fully equal to ten dollars applied by a prudent and faitlil'ul employe

to the same end.

.\s stated, the data available from experience of street railway

companies are very meager. Inquiry was made recently of the four

companies mentioned as having establisheil pensioiii for superan-

nuated employes in order to ascertain the financial burden so far im-

posed. The substance of the replies from three of tluni are as

follows

:

The Denver City I ramway Co. advises that up to July 22, 1904.

none of its men had l>ecn placed upon the pension roll but that it is

expected that some names will be entered in the near future.

The Boston Elevated Railway Co., in January, 1903. announced

that in case of a blue-uniformed employe who, in the judgment of tlie

management, was not able to perform any duty in the service of the

company and who had been employed for 25 years, or who having

been employed for a period of 15 years, had reached the age of 60

years, the company would contribute to the support of such employe

a sum not exceeding $25 per month during the rest of his lifetime.

Since this policy went into effect the .-illowance has been granted to

24 persons, two of whom have since died. In most cases the full

amount of $25 per month was grantcil. I'hc annual expenditure

based on the number of persons now receiving allowances is $5,400

The Boston IClevated Railway Co. in many cases also provides liglu

work for aged or infirm employes, the idea being to encourage the

men to remain self-supporting for as long a time as possible. Inn

if they are deemed unable to do work to the value of $25 per month

the pension allowance is usually granted.

Mr. Robert I. Todd, general manager of the Rhode Island Co..

advises us that at the present time there are on the pension roll of

the Rhode Island company .seven beneficiaries, the average pension

for each being $344.09, a total annual charge of $2,408.63. Thi-

company's pension scheme has been effective since Noveinbcr. ig;)!.

and is according to the order issued at that lime which was pub-

lished in the "Review" for January, 1902

ELECTRIC RAILWAY INSURANCE.

I he question of insurance has been a rather serious one for

several years and a very considerable number of street railway

companies contend that the rates demanded by the underwriters

(or risks of this class arc higher than they should be. Some com

jianies have attacked the problem by carrying their own insuranci.

that is, by establishing a fund into which arc paid amounts equiva-

lent to insurance premiums with the idea that this will constitute

a reserve to meet tire losses. Others are directing their attention

to mutual insurance, believing that by increasing the number of

companies and the amount of property involved they can with greater

safety carry their own risks. The latest development in this direc-

tion is the organixatioii of two mutual companies to carry respect-

ively railway risks and power station risks. Ihe general scheme

of organization of these companies is given on page Ooo.

Closely allied with the matter of lire insurance is that of casually

insurance, except that while insurance companies are glad to gel

street railway lire risks, at a price, they are not willing to accept

street railw.-iy casualty risks at all. The article by Dr. H. B. Rock-

well, on page 590, is an interesting discussion of casualty insurance

problem and will perhaps lead to important results in this line.

The matter of lire insurance of iwwer stations can undoubtedly

be handled more economically by mutual companies, although in well

designed modern plants the rtre risk is extremely small and we be-

lieve is accepted by the old line companies at very low rates. In

the best stations there is practically nothing inflammable except

the wood in the window casings and the doors. The fl(K>rs and

walls arc of brick or concrete, the roofs arc also of concrete sup-

ported on steel girders and, in fact, the contents of such stations is

equally as nonintiammable as the building itself so that if the

building were isolated little risk would be incurred in leaving it un-

insured. These consideratiins apply only to the very best designeil

structures, but many of the older power plants which were built be-

fore much experience had been gained in this line of insurance

present considerable fire risk.

In the case of buildings for the storage of cars the risk must al-

ways be higher than in the case of power houses as the contents

of the building are very liable to damage by (ire no matter how nearly

tireproof the structure may be. In the case of these buildings, how-

e\ er, the risk may be decidedly reduced by erecting a sufficient number

of fire walls between different tracks so that but few cars are

stored in any one section and a lire in one section cannot be com-

municated to any of the others. The risk is also decreased in well-

designed car houses by laying the indoor tracks on a grade of

about I per cent so that in case of fires even if the current is cut

ofT from the overhead wires, the cars may be run down the grade

and out of the building by simply releasing the brakes. There is

no doubt, however, but that this class of buildings can also be

most economically insured in a well organized mutual company, as

the absence of all commissions and of a large number of high

salaried officials would alone have considerable effect on the amount

of the premiums.

If the mutual companies are found to Ije advantageous in the case

of lire insurance they are certainly indispensable in the case of

casualty insurance as the latter class of risks are absolutely re-

fused by insurance companies. There is undoubtedly a broad field

for a mutual company in connection with street railway accidents

as there could be a large amount of fraudulent and excessive dam

ages saved by a company organized to handle this class of work.

This class of ri.sks has always heretofore proved unfortunate to

the ccmipanies that have undertaken them and it is evident that

such insurance should not be undertaken until a sufficiently large

number of conqianies have joined in the movement so that the ag-

gregate premiimis arc ample to take care of any contingencies.

One point brought out in Dr. Rockwell's article is worthy of careful

consideration, that is, the term of insurance should be for a fair

length of time, say live years, and the companies should not have

the privilege of canceling their insurance. The bi'siness would

be carried on somewhat after the manner of the claim departments

of the large street railway systems and the saving in fraudulent

claims would undoubtedly amount to a large figure. Such insur-

ance shoidd really appeal to the smaller rather than to the larger

companies as the former are not in a position to maintain a well

organized claim department. If the large street railway companies

find it profitable to maintain a large and well organized claim

department, a combination of companies would undoubtedly find it

still more profitable to centralize the work of the individual claim

departments in a well-organized and economically managed inutnal

casualty insurance company.



The Stone & Webster Properties on Puget Sound. -III.

The Puyalliip River Water Power Development Near Tacoma, Wash.

Tlic cilk's of Seattle and Tacoma. Wash., aiui their .suburlian towns

have in five years increased in population from 130.000 to upwards

of 225,000; the growth of manufacturing industries and construction

of street and interurban electric railways lias kept pace with the

increase of population, and to supply the consequent demand for

electric power an unusually large generating plant of the most

modern type has been constructed on the Puyallup River,

General Plan of Development.

rhe Puget Sound Power Co., the owner of the plant, was organ-

ized in the year 1902, for the purpose of developing water power

for use by the Stone & Webster properties in Seattle and Taconi;!.

Before beginning the construction of the plant a careful investiga-

tion was made of the variations in the flow of the several rivers

in western Washington and the other features which would affect

the reliability nf the service obtainable from each, anrl a general plan

nicrcial operation delivering powt-r to .Seattle and Tacoma on .^pril

14, 1904, less than fourteen mmths after work was commenced

;

the plant was put into complete operation for its initial installation

of 20.000 li.p. on July J.^. 1904.

Source of Supply.

The Puyallup River has its >ourco in the glaciers oi Moinit

Rainier, the highest mountain in the United States and one of the

great mountain peaks of the world, covering 200 square miles and

rising 14,500 ft. above the waters of Puget Sound. That part of the

mountain higher than 5,000 ft. above sea level is covered with snow

and ice, and the precipitation resulting from the moisture-laden air

of the Puget Sound region coming in contact' with the glacial cold

of the mountain sides is estimated to average 140 in. per annum.

The fields of ice and snow which result from this precipitation are

constantly moving ilown the mountain sides to the valleys about its

WEiT VIEW OK I'OWEK I'LA.NT I'l.GET SUUNU TOWER CO.

—

FOUR GENER.MoRS IS ol>EI!ATIo.\.

was then adopted for ihe development of this power on the Puyallup

River with an initial installation of 20,000-h.p., the plans being made

and the greater portion of the work carried out on the basis of

continuing the initial installation to an ultimate development of

40,000 h.p.

The design consists of diverting the Puyallup River just below

the junction with the Mowich and carrying the water by means of

a flume ten miles to a reservoir locatcil on a high plateau, and thence

discharging by means of steel pipes against wheels in the power

house under a head of 872 ft.f the water wheels so driven to be di-

rect connected to electric generators and the electric current so pro-

iluced to be transmitted at a pressure of 55,000 volts 48 miles to

Seattle and 32 miles to Tacoma.

,MI water rights and Ihe necessary land abutting on the river from

the point of diversion to point of return were secured, also all land

necessary for flume and other structures, and actual work of devel-

opment was commenced Mar, ist, 1903, To facilitate construction

a spur track 2>/j miles long was built from the Kapowsin Station of

the Tacoma Eastern R. R, to a new station at Electron and continued

a mile farther to the jKjwcr house sitf Prom Electron a standard

gage cable incline was built to lift to an elevation of 950 ft. to the

reservoir site atiovc the power house, and a wagon road to the head

works. The first generator unit of j.oro-b p. was put into corn-

base in the form of slowly moving glaciers of many square miles in

extent, which fill the valleys to the depth of hundreds of feel, am!

are constantly being added to from above nnd melting away below.

These great masses of ice increase in size and depth each winter

and decrease by molting under Ihc heat of summer, and the hottest

.ind driest days of suinnuT produce Ihe greatest rate of melting. 1 he

Puyallup and Mowich Rivers drain a frni-sbaped section of the nioini

tain and five of the glaciers described, and Ihence flow llirough

mountain ranges which add greatly to their volnnic, e:\cli for a

distance of about 12 miles from the glaciers, and then join, the com-

bined rivers being then known as the Puyallup. The water shed of

these rivers incluiles a rough and heavily timbered country not cov-

ered with ice or snow and below the very high mountain range. The

streams of this lower timbered cmintry arc fed by the copious rains

of the Puget .Sound country which occur during the fall, winter and

spring months concurrently with cool weather. During such cool

weather the rain and the runoff in this timbered section is heavy

and at the same time snow and ice accumulate on the nioimlnin and

Ihe run-off from it is comparatively small. When the warm weather

comes Ihe rain and the run-off from the timbererl section is at a mini

mum and the melting of the snow and ice on the niinnilain and the

run-off from the same is al a maximum. This balance, or alleralion

of the heavy runoff from the timbereil and ice serlioiis. results in a
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remarkably tmiforiii llow in the river at the point from which the

water is taken for power purposes and makes the operating condi-

tions in using this water ideal.

Although the dam and intake arc located within 10 miles of the

nearest glacier the elevation at this point of diversion is only about

Much of the power is distributed as alternating current; two-phase

for power and single phase for lighting, but there is also connected

lo.ooo-kw. of converting capacity for producing direct current,

-',coo kw. of which is used for liglit and stationary motor supply.

Tlic bulk of the converting machinery (7,,?oo kw.') being of the

MT. RAINIER FROM FLUME Ni;.\R SPn.I.UAV—THE RESERVE SUPPLY.

1,700 ft. above sea level and the climate at this elevation is so uni-

formly mild and the water flows so rapidly that no ice comes down
the river nor is formed either in the flume or reservoir.

Utilization of Current.

The power is used for all branches of service—light, power and

railway. It supplies the electric railway systems in Seattle and

Tacoma aggregating 168 miles of trolley road, the inulliplc unit.

synchronous type, it is not necessary for the water power plant to

generate or transmit idle currents.

• The distribution of the current to Ihc various localities and the

transformation and conversion for various uses takes place at II

sub-statious containing 26,000 kw. of transformer capacity. Six of

tliesc arc designed for transforming the 55,000-volt current to lower

voltage and eight contain machinery converting to direct current for

railwav use.

INTAKE ANIl l>AM, I.OOKINi; EAST.

third rail line between Seattle and Tacoma, twn cable roads, mic

in Seattle iiikI one in Tacoma, furnishes power for nnineroiis far

lories, totjellier willi the nliops r.f the Northern Pacific Ky., and llic-

new plimpinK plant of the city of 'laconia, and supplies Ibe greater

l>onion of commercial anil residence llgliling anil street lighting in

Seattle and in the towns between Seattle aii<l Tacoma

n.irn .ind hilaUi
.

.\l a piijlil riMe hall Mule lieliu\ llli' eunlluillie uf llie l'iiyallii|>

and .\liiwieh Kivers ami .iIimuI 1,7<hi ft. above sea level, is located

the dam ,'iud intake of the I'ligel Smniil I'ower Co. Here the water

necess,iry for the opeiation of its pl.iul is <liverted by a low, solidly

constructed ilain, through a tnasoury iut,iki' tn a lliuiie which is con-
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structc.l on the southwest side of llic river (or a distance o( ten

miles. 'I'he dam or omvcrtinR weir i- joo fi long and 5 ft. hi^h and

covers the lied of the river lonKitndinally for a ilistance of do ft .

exclusive of the dov»n-slream apron. It is huilt ilown lo an im-

pervions hottom of clay hardpan ami i« made tiRhl l.y three rows of

Iriple Inp sheet piling set into hardpan liollcini .ind bedded in ron

Klume.

From head works to reservoir, a distance of alxmi ten mile«, the

water is carried in a flnmc which as now constriictcrl is 8 ft wide

and s ft liixh in<ide measnrements. but is framed for the addition

of plank lo make it R ft. hittb The flume is supported i>n a low

trestle work which follows the contour of the land, this trestle work

FLU.ME LINE TllKULClI KuC Iv CANVUN OF ri"\ .\Ll.ll'.

Crete; it is faced with 6 x 12-in. timber covered at tlie crest with

'/i-in. boiler plates. While the whole dam is a spillway, there is

a lower spillway 30 ft. wide to localize scour at the intake end. The
intake is set at right angles to the dam and is constructed of concrete

masonry. It is 62 ft. wide at the river bank and is protected by a

screen grating made of iron bars '4 in. x 4 in. x 6 ft . spaced 2f/S in.

KKSERVOIR nUHlNO loNSTRHTION, SHOWING TOdl. .\RRAN(;EMENT FOR

OPF.R.\TINr, WITHOI'T FILLING RESERV<im.

rr*»\ision i'^ also made for the insertion of Hash lioards in grooves in

•ileel frames in such manner as to regulate ur entirely shut o(T tin

intake al a point between the river and the grating. .^ radial gali-

of unique design is also installed at the iunction of the masonry
intake and the Hume for the purpose of i|uickl.v controlling tlic

amount of water delivered to the flume.

WAGON KiiAli TO HE.MHJl- AUTEKS.

is the same construction, and of equal strength to that usually used

for railroads, and in fact during the construction heavy work trains

were operated over its entire length. The flume proper is con-

structed of surfaced planks 2;4->n. '" thickness and 12 in. wide.

and the frames which surround it are placed 4 ft. between centers

;

the flume is built on a uniform grade of 7^ ft. to the mile. Sand

boxes and automatic spillways are provided at various points along

the flume and a number of gates are also provided for emer-

gency use, while a light railroad track for hand cars of standard gage

is laid along the top of the Hume to facilitate inspection an<l repairs.

All danger timber along the line of the flume is being removed

and the Hume trestle is built on rock or hardpan foundation which

protects it against trouble from slides. In constructing this flume

the usual plan of buildin.y curves as a series of tangents was not

followed, the bends in the Hume are made with true curves prcsciU-

Ing a uniform and ^nloo^ll interior surface and thu'^ facilitating the

llovv of water.

Reservoir.

riie Hume di^cl.arges its water into a reservoir located on a high

plateau, nearly <;co ft. above the power house. This reservoir serves

as a relay to maintain the plant in contiinions operation, in case

of interruption of water supply, and also serves the very usefid pur-

pose of supplying water for temporary overloads in excess of di-^-

•-hargc CTpicil\ of flume, or in other words, for equalizing the daily

fluctuations of load. The location of the reservoir is particularly

well adapted for the purpose, the material excavated from the higher

side of the site was used to form the embanknieut on the lower side

of the reservoir. This material is a glacial boulder till of clayey

consistency wdiich required blasting before it could be handled with

steam shovel ; it puddled well and forme<l a waler-li.rht fill which srl

hard in embankment almost like concrete.

The flume enters one end of the reservoir and, when the latter is

drained, discharges into a Concrete basin in front of the forebay.

This arrangement permits the emptying of the reservoir for inspec-

tion or cleaning without interrupting the delivery of water to the
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fowcr house, ami distributes the water quietly in ilu- iienstock?

without danger of carrying air into the pipes.

The lorebay is of concrete and is constructed inside of the res-

ervoir, being divided into coinpartnients forming separate gate

chambers for the main penstocks. Each compartment is provided'

with iron racks or screens with stop boards to permit inspection or

repairs without emptying the reservoir. The gates are arranged for

connecting an electric motor drive to lie controlled froui the power

house.

The depth of water in the reservoir is at all times shown :ii the

power house switchlmard by a Dibble automatic electrical indicating

and recording water gage fitte.l with low water al;irm. This gage

is operated by three wires running from a llivit-actuated Dililile

transmitter loc.ileil in the reservoir.

I'en^tncks.

The pcnst<Kks. one for the two exciters, one for each of the four

generating units now installed, and one for each of the rcmainiu"

lour units lo he installed later, are carried through the reservoir

embankment in the form of concrete protected wood strive piiiei.

joining the steel pipes just outside the reservoir enibankuunt. Df

the eight main pipes for the complete plant four, together with the

exciter pipe, are now continued about i.~oo ft. down an incline of

about 30 degrees to the power house on the river bank below. Kacli

main pipe is of riveted steel 48 in. in diameter and !4 i"- thick at

the upper end. tapering to 36 in. in diameter and J^ in. thick at the

lower end. and was furnished by the Risdon Iron & Locomotive

Works. The penstocks are anchored by massive concrete abittnicnts

and all surface water is carefully drained away, and as a further

security the pipes are protected with backfilling of earth on which is

planted quick growing vegetation.

Power Mouse.

The power house is built in the hank of tlie river on a fotnidation

of piling and rock ; it is of massive concrete, brick and steel con-

struction ; the building for eight units will be about ico x 266 ft.

divided longitudinally into two parts, a generator house and a trans-

Water Wheels.

Kach "unit" consists of two oxerhunsi Pelton water wheels, 10 ft.

6 in. in diameter, mounted on each end of the shall of each five

thousand horsepower two-bearing generator; the nozzles are of the

needle type arranged for automatic deflection by Lombard "Type L"

governor for speed control, the operation of the needles being only

former and twitching house. The generating units are arranged

parallel to and along the riverside of the buildini;. the penstocks

lieing hrouglit lo (hem under the main floor from the rear. The

transformers are groupcrl in iMilateil rooms of concrete in the base-

ment of the switch house; the switching apparatus .mil wiring h<in;<

in compartments overhead.

l.N'l LINE l.MILli K.MLWAV— ,M .\ X 1 M T .\I (;k.\llK (iS I'KK 1 ENT.

for economical ,i(ljnstinent of tlie discliarge (o the load of ilu- ma-

chine; each nozzle is also provided with a motor operated gate

valve for cutting off the water snjjply. The wheels have a maximum
capacity of 7,5CO h.p. for each unit.

The wheels are arranged to he started and stopped ami adjusted

for speed from the main operating switchboard at one end of the

generator room; motor driven pumps provide oil supply for ordi-

nary lubrication, pressure oil for forced Inlirieation in starling, and

circulating water for cooling hearings.

The rotors and wheels of each unit are hydraulically forced onto

a J4-in. hollow nickel steel fluid compressed shaft. Tlie spray from

the vvlieel discharges collecting in the water wheel housing eiilei s (hi'-

hollow shaft and ai'tuinatieally serves to cool the bearings. ,\t Ihe

date of their in>.liill.ition these were Ihe lar.aesl impulse wheel unit'-

in the wr>rl(I.

l''lectrie;d iMinipmeiit.

There are four fieneral Electric revolving field generators of .l..;cci

kw. capacity each, with an overload capacity of 2S V^'' "'"' for two

hours, wound for three-phase current at -'.,1oo volts and a freiiiuney

of fio cycles per second.

Two i.io-kw. ij.^-voll 600 r.p.m. shunt wound exciters are provided,

each direct eoiiuecled lo an overhung Pellon water wheel and to a

->,o8o-volt 2C0-h,p. three-phase induction motor. The wheels dri\

ing exciters are no! provided with aulomalic governors, and the

direct connected induction motors serve this purpose, operating

either as motors en' generators according as they run below or above

synchronous speed. The motors also afford a relay «ource of power

for excitation in ease of failure of an exciter-water-wdiee! or its

water snpjily. I'.aeli exciter is capable of exciting six generators

under all conditions.

There are three banks of iransformers inslallerl .ii llie power

station, each bank consisting of three 2,.?.?.?-kw. w.iter coole<l, oil

insulated, (ieneral b'lectric Iransformers with -le, per cent oierlnad

capacity for two hours. F.ach hank has a capacity eipiivalenl lo two

generators, the third bank being '[lare, so that the failure of even a

complete bank would not diminisli ihe capacity of ihe station. The

transformers are coimecleil dell;i (ju both Ihe high and low tension
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sides and the arrangement of the windings is sucli that with 2.300

volts on the low tension side, high tension voltages of 27,500, 45,000,

and 55,000 may lie derived. These transformers have been operated

at 55,000 volts from the beginning.

Water for cooling is derived from a spring above the power house,

supplemented by connection with the reservoir. The transformers

are piped si) that the oil can be removed from the case into large

storage tanks, and an emergency blow-off valve is arranged to dis-

charge the oil ipiickly into the river.

Before tilling these transformers with oil they are dried out at

.1 temperature of 80° C under a vacuum of j6 in. for 10 hours

No oil was used that did not stand a potential lest of 40,1x10 voll^

between Jj-in. flat electrodes pl.iced 2-10 in. apart, \fter tilling and

allowing the oil to tlmrouglily settle, samples of oil from biillom and
top of each transformer were subjected to this potential lest and
no transformer wa^ ]iul into service before the oil passed this test

sali-faclorily.

Electrical .Arrangement.

For connecting each generator and transformer bank to the low-

tension bus bars, and e.ich transformer bank and transmission line

to the high tension bus bars, a full complemenl of renuiU' control.

motor-operated oil switches is provided.

There arc two sets of 2,300-voll bus bars, designated as the main
and auxiliary busses. The main bus is for regular operation while

tile auxiliary bus is for emergency operation, and for relaying the

iiKiin bus ill case of repairs in the latter. Both sets of bus bars arc

under emergency conditions. .Ml ordinary switchmg is done by

means of the oil switches which simultaneously open and close the

three legs of the three phase circuit. In addition to the single |iole

double throw switches mounted on the operating panels, for opening

and closing these switches, when cutting in or out a generator or

transformer bank, there is for each oil switch a clock type lime limit

relay actuated by secondary current from current transformers in

circuit with that switch, these relays operating the motor connected

»?ti"f--?-Vr^*X»*Jlit?^ e<''i •<

CROSS SECTION I.clOKINi; F.AST, SHOWING CIRCl'ITS NOS. I AND 4.

Circuit No. 1—Krum Generator to Uow Tension Bu.*! Bars A-B.
Circuit No. 4—From High Tension Bus Bars C-D to Line.
Main I,ow-Tetisi(in liii.s lii tise. .Auxiliary Bus Uiscnnnected.

identical and any generator and .my Iraiisfornier bank can be con-

nected to either set.

Between each generator and each set of 2.300-voll bus bars there

are two sets of disconnecting switches and a triple pole General

Electric "Type H" 1,200-anipere, motor-operated oil switch, a set of

disconnecting switches being on cither side of the oil switch. Be-

tween each set of bus bars and each transformer bank there are two
sets of disconnecting switches and a "Type H" J.ooo-amperc molor-

operated oil switch, the arrangement being similar to that of the

generator switches. The purpose of the disconnecting switches is

to remove the potential from the oil switches that inspection of

or repair to the oil switches may be safely made. The disconnecting

switches are not to be operated when carrying current except

to the oil switch in case of an overload or .short circuit lasting the

period for which the relay is set. These relays can be set for over-

load periods of 4 seconds down to a small fraction of a second, il

thus being possible to automatically localize short circuits on the

system, and in apparatus, without completely shutting down the

system. The electrical arrangement of the motors driving the ex-

citers is the same as that of the generators.

There is one set of high tension bus bars, divided into three sec-

tions by sectionalizing switches, each transformer bank being con-

nected to a corresponding section, and one line to each of the end

sections.

Between the high tension bus and each bank of transformer?

there are two sets of disconnecting switches and one triple pole
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General Electric 60.000-volt, 400-anipere, motor-operated oil switch,

a set of disconnecting switches being on either side of the oil

switch. There are two ontgoing high tension lines and each line

is controlled as just described for the transformer banks. All tlue

high tension oil switches possess the automatic features as described

for the low tension oil switches.

Lightning arresters without reactance coils are provided for each

outgoing line.

Static dischargers are provided for the low tension side of each

transformer bank. These static dischargers consist of three 2,500-

volt S. P. lightning arresters connected in star, the neutral point

grounded. They limit the potential of the low tension w'inding to

J.500 volts above ground, and would come into action in case of

grounding of one side of the transmission line or transformers.

The control of all the oil switches is from operating panels

erected on a gallery in the east end of the generator room, at an

elevation of 14 ft. above the generator room floor. The arrangement

of panels from left to right is: Exciter panels, generator end; e.K-

citer panels, motor end ; generator panels ; totaling panel ;
generator

panels ; transformer control panels ; high tension line panels.

The generator and exciter field rheostats are hung below the gal-

lery and are operated from pedestals by means of shafting and

bevel gearing, the contact plates being on the rheostat boxes.

lery. a water wheel may be started or stopped, a generator brought

up to voltage, synchronized with other generators on either bus,

a transformer bank cut in on either bus and a transmission line con-

nected in circuit without the presence of a person in the room where

r/rrff rcooff

1

CROSS SECTION LOOKING EAST, SHOWING CIRCUITS NOS. 2 AND 3.

Circuit No. S—From I.ow Tension Bufl Bars A-B to TransformerH.

Circuit No. 3—From Transformers to High Tension Bus Bars C-D.

Main I.,ow Tension Bus In Tsc. Auxiliary Bus I)l»<oni»<t(cl.

The highest alternating current potential on the swilclihoard

panels is 115 volts derived from potential transformers and the

highest direct current potential is 125 volts derived from the ex-

citers.

Each generator panel contains three ammeters, one voltmeter, a

(Kjlyphasc indicating wattmeter, a polyphase intrograting wattmeter,

and a field ammeter,

I-lach outgoing line panel contains three ammeters, and Ihc total-

ing panel contains a power f.ictor indicator, a frequency indicator,

a cnrve drawing voltmeler and three curve drawing ainnielers. The

curve drawing instruments belong to a type lately developed by the

General Kleclric Co., giving a record of 3 in, long per hour,

TTic control of the plant is completely from the ?wilchboard gal-

tlie actual swilcliiug is clour, llii- linlilinn of a red lamp uiilicaliun

llie closing of a swilcli and a gn-i'ii l.iinp (lie iipeiiiMn of a -iwitcli.

Switch House Arrangeiuent.

Two of llie illustrations show sections through the generator room

and switch hou.se. The transformer rooms arc at the same level as

the generator room but isolated from the latter by rolling steel

doors. On floor No. 2 are the low tension disconnecting switches,

Ihc generator and transformer cables going to the sets of discon-

necting switches installed between the oil switches and the bus,

being on the outer walls and immediately below the bus bar compart-

ments which are above on floor No. 3. In the center of floor No. 3

are the low Icnsion oil switches corrcspniiding lo a Ki'ucralrjr or
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aiicl top >lalis .iiicl (Iciors. Kacli polv of n switch is si-par;itcil from

the othiT |K>lcs by hrick harriers.

The Name (fei'eral scheme is iiseil f ir hnth the low iiiiil hinli tension

ihsconnecting sttilclies anil oil switches, except that only one set of

high tension hiis hars is at present installeil, provision heing ma<le

for the later installation of the seconil set. The high tension dis-

connecting switches anil cnrrenl transformers are on tloor No. 5,

while the ImkIi tensioi: oil switches are on floor No 6. Ahove floor

SWITCH IIOl'EE.

."th Flijiii — 11. T. Uns Har iit Lift—Tninsfoi mers at RlRht.
4tli I''lo(ir Inslrumt-nt Transfiirint-r.'*— It. T. UtHconiu-elinK Switclifs.

.id Kloor—2,3110-volt Uns Bur—l>,30(l-volt Oil Switeh.s.
Und Floor—Dtseonneetng Switches.

transformer hank heing arranged hack to hack and facing their cor-

responding set of bus hars. The bus hars are of the laminated type

con.sisting of Hat copper hars with expansion joints and supported on

marble .slabs set on edge which in turn rest on concrete slabs form-

ing harriers between adjacent bus bars. The compartments formed
by the concrete slabs are to he covered by insulated fireproof doors.

The oil switches are installed in hrick cells with soapstone bottom

INTERIOR OF POWER HOl'SE. Jl'NF. 8, ig04.

No. 6 are the two outgoing high tension line towers, in the north

end of which are the high tension lightning arresters, each pole heing

separated from its adjacent pole by brick barriers extending the

full length of the arrester. The lines emerge from the wire tower

centrally through an extra heavy ,10-in. sewer tile covered by a glass

plate.

Transmission Line.

From the power house two parallel transmission lines run a dis-

tance of 2i miles to Bluflfs. a station on the line of the I'uget Sound

Electric Ry., g miles from Tacoma and J5 miles from Seattle. l-"rom

Kluffs one line runs for a great part parallel to the transmission

line of the F'uget Sound Electric Ry. to Seattle and one to Tacoma,

also parallel to the transmission line of the I'uget .Sound Elec-

tric Ry.

The transmission line of the Puget Sound I-"lectric Ry. is at pres-

ent operating at 27.000 volts but the line is designed for operating

at double this potential, so that when this line is changed over to

a 55,000-volt basis there will be two complete and independent pole

lines from the power house to Seattle and Tacoma. .Xt HlulTs there

are erected junction pole switches by which the two transmission

lines may be cut through independently, one to Seattle and one to

Tacoma, or both lilies put in multiple, or any .section isolated without

interfering with the operation of the other sections.

From the power house to BlufTs a private right of way has been

secured, the two pole lines being from 50 to 80 ft. apart. When
passing through wooded sections all dangerous timber has been

cleared well back on the land adjacent to the right of way on both

sides, so as to completely protect the transmission line.

The minimuin length of poles used was 45 ft. with a minimum
top diameter of 10^ in. The standard spacing is 125 ft. on straight

line and 90 to too ft. on curves.

The main cross arm is 5 in. x 7 in. x 7 ft. 4 in. Washington tir,

boiled in raw linseed oil, giving it a iimch longer life than an un-

treated arm. This arm is bolted to the pole by two galvanized iron

bolts and braced by a combination wood and galvanized iron brace.

.At the top of the pole is an arm 5 in. x 7 in. x 18 in. supported by an

angle iron frame bolted to the pole by two galvanized iron holts.
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The main arm supports two insulators and the top arm one in-

sulator giving an equilateral triangular spacing of 72 in. between

wires.

The pins on one line from the power house to BlulTs and frora

Hluffs to Seattle and Tacoma are galvanized malleable iron, cast

hollow and circular in cross-section and having a shank diameter of

2' • in. The pins on the other line are of the same general exterior

form and dimensions but turned from eucalyptus wood and treated

with linseed oil. The iron pins and eucalyptus pins arc entirely in-

terchangeable in all parts of the construction.

The insulators are of dark brown glazed porcelain, a small portion

Iwing furnished hy the Locke Manufacturing Co. and the greater

ponion by R. Thomas & Sons. East Liverpool. O. The insulators

are a special design adopted after tests on a number of sam-

ples of varying design. The insulator consists of a broad umbrella

shaped top 14 in. in diameter and three inner shells cemented to-

gether and to the iron pins by neat portland cement. They weigh

about 22 lb. and stand a potential of go.ooo to 100,000 volts before

arcing over under an artificial rain test. The separate parts of

the insulators were given a dry potential test at the factory before

shipment, and after assembly in Tacoma and before shipping out

on the line they were again tested to a potential corresponding to

the dry arcing over voltage. So far the behavior of these in-

sulators under the weather conditions that have existed since the

plant was put into operation and under a line potential of 55,000

volts, has been entirely satisfactory.

The line wire on both lines from the power house to HlulTs and

from Bluffs to Seattle is ig-strand No. 0000 semi-bard drawn copper

cable, and from Bluffs to Tacoma is solid Xo. o semi-hard drawn cop-

per wire.

The wires are transpo.sed, making a third of a turn about every

four miles.

The telephone line is supported on cross arms 7 ft. below the

main arm and consists of two No. to hard drawn copper wires,

transposed every tenth pole, the glass insulators being double

petticoat deep groove on locust pins. The operation of the tele-

phone line with this construction has been entirely satisfactory. The

company also has an independent telephone line leased from the

Sunset Telephone Co. and constructed over another route.

Sumner and Puyallup.

Eighteen miles from the power house and along the transuiission

of three miles, for supplying the city of Tuyallup with oinrcnt for

lighting and power, taking the place of the steam plain at presiiit in

operation.

Massachusetts St. Suli-Slatiou.

The receiving station in Seattle is built on Massachusetts St. near

the southerly city limits. Here the high tension current is stepped

WIHE TOWF.KS— HU;H TENSION LINES I.E.\VlN<i I'OWEK HOUSE.

down to 2,.50O volts for local di>trilinlii)n to the stations of the

Seattle Electric Ry. Co.

Control is provided for the two incoming high tension lines hy

means of high tension motor-operated oil switches, and for two

4,000-kw. banks of transformers and for ihrce oulgoiuK j.,?oo-volt

feeders. The control of tlie transformers consJNis of a motor-oper-

ated 60,000-volt 400-ampere oil switch nil tile high tension side of

each bank of transformers and a niolDi- ii|ieraleil 2,5oo-voll 4-pole

oil switcli cm llie low-tension ^ide of each li.ink. Tlu- control of llie

I
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two each, transforming from 50.000 volts three pha-c to 2.300 vohs

two phase. The arrangement of the winding is snch that 50,000.

jo.ooo and 25.«x) volts can Iw nsed on the high tension side, anil

low tension voltages of i.t.Soo. 6.900 and 2,300 volts may be ob-

tained. The two transformers constituting a bank .••re connected T

biit using the full winding in the teaser transformer rather than 87

SHOWING CURVE CONSTRUCTION—NEAR SEATTLE.

per cent as in the usual Scott thrce-phase-two-pliase connection.

This produces only i.ggo volts on the low tension side of the teaser

transformer with 2,300 volts on the main transformer, and in order

to boost this to normal a 200-k\v. transformer called a compensator
having the full ampere capacity, in the boosting coil, of the 2,000 kw.

transformer and ratio of transformation of 1,990 to 310. is installed.

This makes it possible to admit all 87 per cent taps on the high

tension winding of which there would be a numbc:, for the three

primary voltages above stated, and simplifies the transformer con-

struction.

.\ll the transformers, including the compensritnrs. are water cookd,
the water for cooling being primarily derived from the city service.

but recooled by a cooling tower to effect ccunomy by'the reuse of

water.

There arc in additinn lo this apparatus two 500-kw. transforuiers

in this station with a ratio of transformation of 25.000 to 2.200 volts

installed for comiection to (he transmission line of the Puget Sound
FLlcclric Ry.

For measuring the input of power into the j.j:)0-volt busses a

graphic recording voltmeter, ammeter and wattmeter are provided in

addition to the integrating wattmeter.

Lightning arresters identical with those at the power house are

provided for each of the incoming lines. Marble barriers between
adjacent poles of the arresters are installed to prevent the travel-

ling of an arc from one leg to another.

Four-pole static dischargers are installed on the low tension

side of each transformer bank, their purpose being the same as those

at the power house.

For controlling the voltage of the 2,.?oo-volt outgoing feeders

there is installed in each feeder a motor-operated induction regulator

each of a capacity of 340 kw. These regulators boost or lower
equally each leg of each phase.

Seattle Electric Go's. Distribution.

The power is transmitted at 2,200 volts, two phase, from Massa-
chusetts St. sub-station to Post St. station and from there also at

2,200 volts two phase, to James St. station and Fremont sub-station.

Post. St. station contains nine 500-kw. rotary converters each witli

two 300-kw. transformers, five giving 500-volt current for railway

and four 250-volt current for lighting, also six 50-kw. tub trans-

formers for .street lighting. This station is a steam relay station

and contains two 2.500-kw. overload capacity, 60 cycle, 2,200-volt, two

phase, alternators, each driven by a vertical compound engine, also

a i.ooo-kw. lighting and a 500-kw. railway battery. The station

contains the general switchboard for controlling the whole distribu-

tion in Seattle.

James St. station contains two .300-kw. induction motor gener-

ator sets giving 500-volt railway current. It is al.so a steam relay

station with three iso-kw. railway generators driven by a double

Corliss engine. When operated on a water power basis the railway

generators are used as motors to operate the Jame.i St. cable road.

Fremont sub-station contains two 300-kw. motor generator sets,

one induction and one synchronous, the motor end of each being

2,200-volt, two phase and the generator end 500-voli direct current.

There is also installed a 300-kw. railway battery.

The .Seattle F.lectric Co. has in additinn to these, two ^tcam relay

Stations not used as sub-stations. These are equipped with direct

current m.ichinery for railway anil light and have a combined ca-

pacity of 1,500-kw.

Tacoma Sub-Station.

The receiving station in Tacoma is a new brick building, built

as an addition to the steam station of the Tacoma Railway & Power
Co. Control for two incoming high tension lines is provided as

described for Massachusetts St. snb-station. One 4.000-kw. 50.000

to 2.,300 volts transformer bank is installed with automatic oil switch

control on high and low tension sides.

There are also installed two 500-kw. step-up transformers, trans-

forming from 2.300 volts two-phase to 13.800 volts three-phase for

supplying power to Fern Hill snb-station. the Northern Pacific Rail-

way Co's. shops and other local consumption not within the range

of economical distribution at 2,300 volts. Automatic control of tliis

bank is provided on the low tension side only by means of a "Type

llli;il TENSION WIKINi; ANh niSro.NNEI TIMi SWIItHI

SETTS ST. SUB-STATION. SEATTLE.

H" 4-poIc motor-operated oil switch. Spare transformers for each

of these banks arc provided.

For receiving power from the 25.000-volt transmission line of the

Puget Sound Electric Ry. four aoo-kw. oil cooled transformers,

wound for 25,000 to 50,000 volts, stepping down (rpm 25,000 to 2,300

volts, are installed,
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The high tension oil switches are installed on a steel concrete

gallery 20 ft. above the transformer room floor, the two line oil

switches on a gallery at right angles to the length of the bnilding

and the transformer switch on a gallery parallel to the length .ind
,

along the north wall of the building. Directly under the transformer

oil switch are the transformers themselves. On the opposite side of

the room and parallel to its length and four feet above the floor arc

the transformer 2.300-volt oil switches.

One 400-kw. induction regulator similar to those installed in

Massachusetts St. sub-station, controls the potential of the supply

bus, being installed between the transformer bus and the supply

bus. Apparatus for cooling the transformer circulating water is

being installed somewhat similar to that at Massachusetts St. sub-

station.

The 2jcio-volt power is used for lighting and power service in tlio

city of Pacoma partly, and partly converted into 600-volt dirccl

current for railway and commercial motor service. This conversion

is eflFectcd by two 500-kw. induction motor-generator sets, by one

850-kw. synchronous motor set and by 8oo-k\v. in belted machines

driven by a i,ooo-kw. synchronous motor. Either this synchronous

motor or the l,ooo-kw. motor driving the 850-kw. direct current

generator can be driven by the steam engines which drive onto a lino

shaft in which these motors are set. being connected at either end by

jaw clutches, thus furnishing a supplementary source of supply anil

reserve for any of the alternating current distribution, and for the

induction motor generator sets supplying current for the railway.

.\ loo-h. p. induction motor furnishes power for driving a cable road

accommodating the hill district of the city.

The Tacoma Railway & Power Co. operates about S4 miles (if

track in the city of Tacoma and between Tacoma and the ncigblmr-

ing towns of Pnyallup. Spanaway and Steilacoom. and also fur-

nishes power for the operation of the trains of the I'ugct Sound

Electric Ry. within the Tacoma city limits.

.\t the Fern Hill junction of the Puyallup and Spanaway lines i-.

a sleam station of 500 kw. capacity. There is being installed in

this station a 500-kw. synchronous motor generator set, supplied

from the sub-station above described by a 13,800-volt transmission

line. This same transmission line supplies current for the operation

of motors and lights at the shops of the Northern Pacific Ry. at

South Tacoma and for the operation of the inductioi'. motors driving

air compressors working a Pohle air lift system pumping walcr for

the Tacoma city water supply, near South Tacoma, and for operating

a large number of other stationary motors used by various manu-

facturing concerns.

System of Puget Sound Electric Railway.

The Puget Sound Electric Ry. operates an interurban third rail

system between Seattle and Tacoma traversing the White River

Valley, a distance of .^6 miles, and also a branch line reaching the

town of Ronton. The third rail is supplied with 600-volt direct cur-

rent through three sub-stations located at Georgetown, Kent and

Milton.

Each sub-station contains a bank of transformers stepping down

from 25,000 volts three-phase to 2,300 volts two-phase; also a 300-kw.

ii\duction motor generator set ; and a storage battery having a rating

of 384 kw. on the hour basis. Oil switch control is provided on bnlli

the high and low tension sides.

From Kent sub-station is operated the city lighting systems nf

Kent and Auburn, a transformer, separate from those feeding the

motor generator set, being provided for supplying this 2,300 volt

'.ervicc.

These sub-statious are supplied from the 25.000-voll transmission

line, previously mentioned, this line having the 25,oon-volt trans-

former relay at both the Seattle and Tacoma ends. When this line

is operated at 50,000 volts, transformers for this voltage will be

installed in all the sub-stations.

Auxili.iry and Relay Apparatus.

The electrical development has been designed primarily to insure

uniform and nuiutcrrupted service. Continuity of service has been

insured by the greatest solidity of construction in every part; by

duplicate busses and switches at the power house, duplicate trans-

mission lines and spare transformers at each end of transmission line

so that all repairs can be made witliout discontinuing service and by

having in all the electrical inachiiKTV an nverlnad capacity of fmni

-5 per cent to 50 per cent.

In addition to this there are in reserve in Seattle and Tacoma

six steam plants of 10,000 kw. aggregate capacity and six storage

batteries of 2,700 kw. aggregate capacity, all electrically intercon-

nected with each other and with the water power plant, and ready

fur supplenionlary and relay service.

How Can the Claim Department Co-operate with the Oper-

ating Department in the Prevention of Accidents.

BV K. H. JOIINSCN. ( I.AIM AGENT, CONNECTICUT R.MLW.W .V LIGHTING CO.

.A slalcmeut of ihc aggregate sums expended by the electric rail-

ways of this country, in the adjusting or defending of claims and

suits for damages arising from accidents during the past few years,

would, indeed, make a very interesting article. But with what

m6nilely greater interest would be received f.acts showing what

proportion of this vast sum would have been saved to the companies

interested, had sufficient measures been taken to have avoided many

of these accidents.

Never has the old axiom of "an ounce of preveiuion is worth a

P'lund of cure" applied more forcibly than does it to the qucslion of

accidents.

Between the Claim Department and the Trans|iortalion or Oper-

ating Department of the average electric railway company of the

present day there rarely exists thai spirit of mutual co-operation so

vitally essential to this very qucslion of the prevention of accidents.

Just what causes may l» responsible for this absence of concerted

action oflentimcs depends upon local conditions. But, in a majority

of cases it is due, I believe, to a lack of proper appreciation of the

duties and of the possibilities of the work, on the part of the Claim

Department.

To better illustrate my point: The Transportation Department

of the modern railway company finds a broader field for work than

in being content to calmly await such patronage as chance or cir-

cumstances may throw ils way. By various methods this department

keeps the many advantages of the road before the public, and in

creasH traffic is the natural and logical result of its enterprise.

Why. tlu-n, sluinbl llu- Claim 1 )cpMrlnnnl nf lli.il saiiu- railway

ciDiipniy In- ciintcnl to devote all its efforts toward the successful

defense or adjustment of the results of accidents already on hand,

and, beyond an occasional letter to the general manager or super-

intendent, regarding some particular accident, do little or nothing

toward entering upon the vast possibilities in the work of preventing

accidents. But, you say, we do attempt to prevent accidents ; we

make a practice of reprimanding and of dismissing employes for

various infractions of the rules governing accidents, etc. Very true,

but is not that merely "locking the door after the horse has been

stolen"? Woulil it not have been more advantageous, from the com-

pany's standpoint, to have done something toward preventing that

.icciilent ?

.Some months ago, at my suggestion, llio Cnnnecticut Railway &

Lighting Co. inaugurated a series of experiments to determine

wlu-lher it were not possible to materially decrease the frequency

with which certain classes of accidents occurred, as well as to im-

prove the general handling of accidents by employes. The work

was assigned to the department to which it properly belonged, the

Claim rJepartmenl. l''roni the beginning there appeared to be but

one solution of the problem— to give to the men proper instruction

in this important branch of their work. Accordingly we started

in on a campaign of education covering the prevention and proper

handling of the more common classes of accidents, among the em-

ployes of the system throughout the stale of Connecticut.

Among other things, we learned that it was the custorp on th«
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v.irii>ii% (livi>ii)ii> Id place a new eiiiiilnji- on the prul>aliun.iry list

for .-i certain lennlli of lime. In other words, he put in a certain

nmnlier of <l;iys, niuler competent instruction. learninK the operation

and coiislruction of his car. as well as the various routes, si)(nals,

fares, tickets, etc. .\t the expiration of ten, twelve or fourteen

days, if he had shown the adaptability, he was adjudKed com|>etent

to hecome a full-Hedged conductor or motorman. Last of all came
his instructions reKarding .tccideiils. consisting of such hurried direc-

tions as could he given him hy a liusy superintendent upon whom
had devolved the duties shirked by the Claim Department. Is it

to be wondered at, then, in view of the necessarily limited instruc-

tions given the employe in this way, that lie should oftentimes fall

.in easy victim of the shrewd games of "sharks" and "fakers"? That

entanglements in some of our most serious c,".ses. due apptrently to

stupidity on the part of an employe, are in reality but our just

deserts in failing to provide that employe with proper instructions

for such an emergency.

We began our campaign, first of all. by rewriting and revising

our rule book. The rules were brought right up to date, dead wood
was discarded, and the rules were coucheil in language that was
short, sharp and to the point. Next, we took the entire system, a

division at a time, and personally met all the employes of that

division, in classes ranging from twenty to fifty. Kor one hour

and a half wc talked accidents, straight from the shoulder. Kvcry

effort was made to make the talks interesting to the men. The
importance of the prevention and of the proper handling of acci-

dents was brought home to them as never before. The men were

encouraged to ask questions freely, and part of each session was
devoted to an informal discussion of points brought up by them.

The zeal and enthusiasm wuh which the men entered into the

project v^as far beyond our fondest expectations. They were as

eager to receive the information as were we to impart it. But. if

we were surprised at the manner in which the men received the

idea, we were, indeed, astonished at the manner in which they put

it into effect. .Vn immediate and permanent decrease was shown
in certain classes of accidents. .\ decided improvemeiU in the mak-
ing out of accident reports was at once noticeable. .V former annoy-

ance, the failure of crews to report accidents, has been reduced to

a minimum, now averaging scarcely one a month. .And the average

number of witnesses secured, per accident, always one of our chief

concerns, has increased from .io to 45 per cent.

Having aroused the interest of the men, we are now at work
devising methods by which we intend to keep alive that interest.

and are at present experimenting with one which gives every indi-

cation of accomplisl-.ing that purpose. In ^eeking to prevent acci-

dents, bear in mind that prevention and education are synonymous
terms.

Value and Cost of Service Pensions.

(One (•! a .stries of articles on thi.s sulijii t liy Mr. .Mili s .\l l>aw.snn.

pulillshed In the Railway Age for Se|)t. 2. ISM.]

The form which service pensions iiMially take, is that of an in-

come for the lifetime of the employe beyond a certain age, the

amount of the income being a percentage of the wages last re-

ceived, of the average wages throughout the last five or ten years,

or the average wages throughout the cnipli>yment. The wages last

received might be much greater than the average, because of pro-

motions, and might also be lower because of failing capacity. Even
when the pension is a percentage of the average wages throughout

the employment, this is not equivalent for all purposes to a per-

centage of the wages, being what m.atbematicians call "constant."

i. e.. the same from beginning of the employment until the end.

There are many perplexing actuarial questions which arise from the

variations, and .some of these must be considered when we look

into pension funds; but the problems relating to service pensions

may be solved approximately without regard lo these refinements.

These problems may be stated as follows

:

1. To find the average value of the pension to the recipient at

the time when the pension begins. In other words, the fair value

of the final donation to the employe at the close of his service.

2. To find the value to the recipient, measured by the propor-

tion of his wages which he would have been required to save and

invest in order to accunudate. by the time he reaches the pension

age, a sum equal to the then value of his pension. In other words,

the value of his pension, considered as a percentage addition to his

wages throughout the term of his employment.

.?. To find the value of the pension, considered as a percentage

addition lo the wages of those em|di>yes only, who, entering at the

•.ame age. either continue in the employment luuil they reach the

pension age. or die before reaching that age. In other wurds, the

value of the pension, consi<lere<l as an increase of wages of faith-

ful aiul persistent employes only.

4. To find the value of the pension, considered as a percentage

addition to the wages of all employes who enter the employment,

whether surviving and continuing to the pension age r>r dying,

retiring from the service or being discharged before attaining that

age. In other words, the value of the pension, considered as an

addition to the entire payroll.

For simplicity let us assume tliat the pension is to be i per cent

of the average salary paid during the employment, for each year of

service ; and let us further assume for this purpose that the salaries

,
paid have been precisely ecjuivalent to a salary fixed at the amount
of the average salary.

First, considering peu^ions to begin at age of sixty-five, we finil,

for each $100 average monthly salary, the pension is:

Kuipliiynient beginning at age jo—45 per cent of $ioa $45
Employment beginning at age ,^0—35 per cent of $100 .15

Emi)loynKnt begiiniing at age 40—25 per cent of $100 25

Employment beginning at age 50— 15 per cent of $100 15

Valued at the time of its commencement, taking interest at 4

per cent and mortality as |)er the British government annuity expe-

rience, these pensions arc worth :

KmployuR lit beginning at age 20 $3^.".^

Hiiiployineiit beginning at age 30 286.70

l^iiiployment beginning at age 40 '94 .?r

ICmployment beginning at age 50 IJ2.91

These values are the fair average values of the pensions at the

iiioment they are entered upon ; but they are considerably less than

il would cost a man, aged sixty-five, to purchase annuities for the>e

amounts from insurance companies, for the reason that they do not

count upon 4 per cent interest in fixing their rates, but on ^ per

cent. Moreover, if one were to attempt to provide these incomes,

certain to be paid for life, it would be necessary to invest principal

sums sufiicient to produce such an amount of interest, unless life

annuities are bought. To earn these sums in interest at 4 per cent

per annum, it would be necessary to invest the following respective

sums

:

EniployiiHiit liegiiining at age JO $1,125

Eniployiiicut begiiiuiiig at age 30 875

EniployiiKiit beginning at ,ige 40 625

Employment beginning at age 50 .175

In other words, the actual cash value, at the retirement age, of

the benefits given would range from $122.91 for each $100 of salary

for employes who commence at fifty to $368.73 for those who com-
menced at twenty: but the pensions would do as much to assure

an income for the life of the retired employe as would a sum of

from $375 to $1,125.

Second, considered purely as an addition to the wages of the

employe who receives the pension, we find that if one dollar were

set aside each ycir to accumulate to the value of the pension, by age

sixty-five, the amount of the accumulation would be about as fol-

lows :

Employment beginning at age 20 $123.45

Employment beginning at age 30 75.13

Employment beginning at age 40 42.48

Employment beginning at age 50 20.42

To accumulate amouiils equal to the value of the pensions, there-

fore, would require the following percentages of each $100 yearly

salary

:

Employment beginning at age 20 2.68 per cent

Employment beginning at age 30 3.82 per cent

Employment beginning at age 40 4.58 per cent

Employment beginning at age 50 6.02 per cent

rile employe, however, could not actually purchase an income for

Hie at its actual net value: and, unless he were to buy a life annuity,
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which is not probable, lie would need to accuiiiiilatc capital to yield

interest equal to this inamie. This would require setting aside the

following percentage of the salaries

:

Employment beginning at age JO 9.1 1 per cent-

Employment beginning at age 30 1 t.C.i per cent

Employnnent beginning at age 40 14.71 per cent

Employment beginning at age 50 18.3/ per cent

By means of an addition to the salaries of these employes only,

then, who survive and continue in the employment until the pension

age is reached, of only from J.68 per cent to 6.0J per cent there is

conferred upon every such employe a bcnetit which, so tar as assur-

ing his support is concerned, is equal to his saving from three times

to four times as much each year out of his salary.

Third, it is almost equally instructive to consider what is the cost

to the employer as an addition to the wages of those employes only

who either survive and continue in the employment, until tliey reach

the retirement age, or die in the service before that time ; because

the employer's purpose is to reward fuitlitui and contiiuunis service,

and no more can be asked of any man Ibaii that he be "faitlifnl

unto death. " If this reward could be given each year in increased

wages, he would no more regret the payment of it to employes who
died in the harness than to those who lived and served to si.xty-tive.

Therefore, it is not improper to aflirm, that as a reward for fidelity.

the pension should be considered to arise from additions to the

wages of all faithful employes, though accruing only to the survivors

of them.

Assuming mortality before the pension attaches, according to the

.\merican Experience Table and assuming 4 per cent interest, the

pensions named are equivalent to jjercentage additions to the wages

of all faithful employes, whether attaining the pension age or sooner

dying, as follows

:

Employment beginning at age JO 1 .46 per cent

Employment beginning at age 30 J.36 per cent

Employment beginning at age 40 .i.u per cent

Employment beginning at age 50 4.63 per cent

To recapitulate then, the employer will by what is equivalent to

a percentage increase of the wages of all employes, beginning at

age twenty, who survive or die in the service, of 1.46 per cent, give

an old age income, which the employe could secure, by the means

usually adopted by men, only by saving 9.11 per cent of his income;

for various lieginning ages the comparison stands as follows:

Cost to Henefit

employer. to employe.

Age 20 I 4G per cent 'j. 1 1 per cent

.\ge JO 2.36 per cent 1 1.65 per cent

.\ge 40 3-12 per cent 14.71 per cent

.Age 50 4.63 per cent 18 37 per cent

The value of the benefits, therefore, under existing conditions

ranges from four times to more than six times the cost.

Eourth, there is another view of the cost which in practice has

perhaps more significance to the employer than even the foregoing,

and that is : To what percentage addition to the entire payroll is

it equivalent? This involves calculations based upon rates of with-

drawals and dismissals from the service, and these rates would

differ so widely in different employments that it would be useless

to undertake to estimate this cost. It is, however, a matter of com-

mon observation that in most employments, withdrawals and dis-

missals greatly outnumber the deaths. Since the percentage of in-

crease of the pensioner's own salary was, beginning at the age of

20, 2.63, while the percentage of increase of salaries of all faithful

employes from that age (including all who died) was 1.46, it is

clear that the cost, as a percentage of increase of the entire payroll,

would lie for that age much less than 1 per cent. In many employ-

ments, no douiil, the average for all ago would not exceed 1 per

cent. In other words, the pension wouhl not he more iliaii e(|tiiva-

Icnl to an incrca.se of the payroll by 1 per cent.

The last paragraph has reference not to the percentage of in-

crease of the payroll because of pensions paid in the current year,

but merely to what pcrccn^age of increase of all the salaries to

employes of the resjicctive current ages, the |)eusions to the survivors

is c<|nivalent. The other percentage can be H|)proximated with rca-

•unalile accuracy in a particular case, sometimes; but as it involves

questions as to increase or decrease of the payroll, etc., it cannot

here Ik- attempted.

It must be manifest from these considerations that by what is

equivalent to a very small increase in the wages an employer can,

by a reward of merit system, provide for faithful employes a liveli-

hood in old age which few of them would or indeed could provide

for themselves and vvliich involves an enormously heavier annual

burden upon those who do succeed in making the provision. It is

not too much to say that every dollar of what is really increase of

wages of each employe, which the employer gives in this way, is

fully equal to $10 applied by. a prudent and faithful employe to the

same end.

It will have been observed that even the moderate and altogether

insufficient pension of 15 per cent of the salary, for employes begin-

ning at the age of 50, costs a nuich larger percentage than the 45

per cent pension for employes beginning at 20. This indicates what

a lodestone to hold employes in the service the system can be made,

especially when the percentage for each year's service is increased

when the service is very long. Thus suppose the pensions were 2

per cent for each year of service from 36 years to 45, iVj per cent

for 16 to 35 and 1 per cent for up to 15: the cost for the younger

commencing ages would still be much less than for the older, though

the pension would be so much larger.

Thomas Farmer, Inspecting Engineer.

Mr. Ihomas l-"aniicr, who fur the past year has been superintend-

ent of the C!. C. Kuhlniaii Car Co., has resigned his position and

opened an office in ihe Electric Hldg., Cleveland. It is his inten-

tion to make a specially of inspecting cars in the process of con-

struction at different car building plants anil, if desired, to furnish

specifications from which cars arc to be built. This is a branch nf

THOM.\S F.VRMKH.

engineering that li;is never been specialized before .-'ud Mr. l-'arnu-r

is especially filled to perforin this work as previous lo his connec-

tion with the Kuhlman company he was superintendent of motive

power and car shops of the Detroit United Ry. for nine years and

has therefore had a wide experience both in car building and in the

practical operation of rolling stock.

Mr. Farmer has already been retained by several large railroads

which have abandoned their old method of inspection in favor of the

melhod he presents. A feature of Mr. l-'arnier's method will be a

daily report to Ihe purchaser as to the progress of his work.

Mr. I''arnier was the founder of the .'\merican Railway Mechanical

& Electrical .'\ssocialioii and was its first president, lie is also a

member of the .'\merican Society of Mechanical engilKer^ :uul llie

Detroit l-Migineering Society.

-»-
Vine of ihc ji cleclric railway conip;inics in M:iine iiave for-

warded Ibeir annual reports to the railroad commissioners for the

year ending June 30. 1004. The combined reports slipw a decrease

in net earnings of $7,Wi7. .Ml bill one of the roads report a surplus,

however. .\s a result of accidents two persons were killed and four

injured iluring the year. The loss in earnings was due lo decrease

in the number of passengers carrieil.



The Street Railways of St. Louis/

A Kricf History of the l)c\ clopnicnt of I'rhan Transportation in St. Louis Data on the St. I.oiiis

Transit Co. and the St. Louis A: Suburhan Kailway Co.

The history of uriKiii transportatiun in St, Louis nitiy lie con-

\riiiciitly divided into four periods: That of the omnibus, 1843 to

1859; that of the horse car, 1859 to 1885; that of reconstruction.

iS«5 to 1894; that of electricity, 1894 to the present.

Although an omnibus was put in service in 1838 by a Mr. Wclcli-

CT (at least as early as March 30th of that year), the venture was

not a success and the first omnibus line to be pcrniancntly estab-

lished was that of Capt. Calvin Case and Krastus Wells, started

Nov. 2, 1843. .At first there was one bus, driven by Mr. Wells,

running on Broadway, between 3rd and Washington Sts. and the

(). K. Coffee House at 2nd and Montgomery Sts. The fare of

"one bit" was considered by the Missouri Republican in 1843 to be

a verv reasonable one for the distance. Later this was reduced

three Siegers brothers and by Mr. Sutter. In July, 1R48, Case &
Wells sold their business to O'HIenis & Mathews anil 18 months

later repurchased a half interest, the new firm being known as Case

S[ Co. July, 1850, Case & Co. owned all the bus lines in the city

except that on Seventh St., which was operated by Mr. Case's

brother, Luther. Dec. 15, 1855, the firm was dissolved by reason

of the death of Calvin Case, who was a victim of the Gasconade

disaster, and the various interests divided the several lines among
them.

Wcismann. Scheclc & Co. and Sclicclc & llacknian, rival firms,

later consolidated as Schcelc, Ilackman & r'ath, Oernion & Co..

!". & W. Meyer (Geo. S. ), Case & King, and John Kainpcter were

other omnibus operators.

MURRAY lARI ETON,

Prej^idont St. I.nuis Transit Co.

ruhert m I ii.i.ucii,

Vlro-Proshlent and General Man.'igor St. Louis Transit Co.

to a "picayune" 'ir half-bit (tili cents) ; afterwards 5 cents became

the standard fare.

The Missouri Republican in 1858 pulilisbcd a review of the om-

nibus business, from which we gather that a vehicle cost from

$650 for eastern built buses to $725 for the home-made article;

that horses cost from $80 to $125 and even $150 per head; that

the use of the fare box invented by J. B. Slawson, of New Or-

leans, and sold for $25 each, enabled owners to pay drivers $16 to

$20 per month and board, instead of only $12 per month and board,

the wages on less progressive lines; that the license fee was $30

per year, and the net earnings $2 per day.

The second bus line was started in 1844 by a Mr. Kunz ; the third

by John C. Vogel in 1845 or 1846. Other lines were operated by

•Th'. data prior to 1898 are very largely taken from a compilation
made by Mr. Richard McCulloch, Rnd used by courtesy of the St,

Louis Transit Co.

In 1S58 there were owned by the St. Louis lines 145 nnuiibi (to

use the plural preferred by t;cneial Scott) ; 87 of these were run

regularly; there were 681 horses and 2r8 men in the service; the

average income was placed at $8 per bus per day ; the total pas-

sengers were 13.920 per day; the traffic on fair Sunday; was C;i:-

mated at 15,000 persons.

In 1858 there were 11 regular omnibus lines as follows: Broadway,

from 3rd to Bremen (now Salisbury) ; Broadway from Bremen to

BissclTs Ferry ; Market, from Main to i8th ; Franklin Ave., from 4th

to 27th; Second St., from Market to Arsenal (now Arsenal St.);

Olive, from 4th to i8th ; Seventh, from 3rd and Lucas Ave. to

aliout -th and Geycr Ave. ; Broadway, north to the Rolling mill at

Bissell's Ferry; Chouteau Ave., from 4th and Market to La Fayette

Park; 17th St., from 4th and Morgan to Reservoir Garden at St.

Louis .\\'C. ; .Arsenal St. to Carondelet.

A single repair shop at Broadway and Montgomery was used

by all lines.
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HORSE CARS.

From 1850 to i860 the city grew so rapidly that the omiiihus lines

could not properly care for the traffic, and Jan. 3, 1859. a meeting

of citizens was held at which resolutions favoring the establish-

ment of a horse railway were passed. Feb. 7. 1856. an ordinance

l-.ad been passed granting the Laclede Railroad Co. a franchise for

p. double track north and south line through the city, hut this road

was never built.

In 1859 several companies were granted franchises : St. Louis

R. R., Mar. 10; Citizens Ry., May 6; Missouri R. R., May 6; Peo-

ple's Ry.. June 22 ; Gravois Ry.. Dec. 6 ; Union Ry., Dec. 20. The

Missouri Railroad Co. was the first to operate cars, its line being

opened on Olivtf St.. between 4th and 17th, July 4, 1859; the St.

Louis, the Citizens and the Peoples companies began operating the

same year.

While the Civil War gave a severe check to street railway en-

terprise in St. Louis, by 1870 the settled territory within the city

had been well covered with street car lines.

C.^BLE ROADS.

rhe cable, successfully installed in San Francisco in 1873 and

in Chicago in 1882. was first installed by the St. Louis Cable &
Western Ry. In 1884 a company, with Indianapolis capital, was

chartered to build a cable road from 6th and Locust Sts. to Van-

deventer and Morgan, connecting with a narrow-gage steam line

through Normandy to Florissant, and the road was opened to

traffic in 1886. The line was poorly constructed and had too

many sharp curves for successful cable operation. Double-deck

cars, much patroni/ed by pleasure riders, were used on this line.

The Citizens company reconstructed one of its lines and opened

for traffic with cable power Nov. 23, 1887. Jan. 22, 1888, the horse

cars were again put on, but after overhauling the cable construc-

tion, the cables were again .started May i, t888.

The Missouri R. R. opened its first cable line, from 4th to

Sarah St., on Olive, .Apr. I, 1888. and to Forest Park June i, 1889.

The Peoples Ry. converted its line to cable in 1889 and began op-

erating .Apr. I, 1890.

The St. Louis R. R. changed 'ts Rroadway line in 1S90 and al

that time it was the longest cable road yet built. It was opened for

traffic February, 1891.

ELECTRIC R.MLW.WS.

The first electric car to be operated in St. Louis was nn the Lin-

dell Ry. in 1887; the power was a storage battery furnished by the

Jnlien Co., of New York. The experiment was unsuccessful and

after a short time was discontini.ed.

In 1888 the Short Electric Railway Co. installed an experimental

electric line on So. Broadway for the St. Louis R. R. This was
unsuccessful and the St. Louis R. R. wns rebuilt for cable opera-

lion in 1890.

.Apr. 4, iS8q. the city authorized the Lindell Ry. and the Lhiinii

Depot R. R. to install the overhead trolley on portions of their

respective roads. .Apr. 4. i8go, permission was given to equip tin

entire systems electrically. The Union Depot R. R. first operated

electric cars in March, 1890, and the Lindell Ry, in September, 1890.

The start having been made in electric construction progress was

very rapid. The Mound City Ry., the Market St. and Laclede Ave.

divisions of the Missouri R, R., and the South .St. Louis Ry., began

electrical operations the winter of 1890-91 ; the Bellefonlaine Ry. in

.April. 1892; the Cass Avenue. Northern Central and the Union

roads in the summer of 1893. and the Baden & .St. Louis road in

June, 1894.

The original cable road was converted for electricity in 1891 and

al the same time the name was changed to the St. Louis & Suburban

Ry. This company built an electric power station at De Hodia-

mont and made several important extensions.

The last horse car line to Ix; reconstructed was the Jefferson Ave.

line, which began operation as an electric line Jan. I, 1896, marking

the end of the reconstruction period.

TORNADO OF 1896,

May 27, 1896, aixjut s 'y> P- fi- St. Louis was struck by a par-

ticularly severe tornado, which inflicted severe damage upon the

»lrcct railways operating in the southern part of the city. The

power house of ihe Union Depot R. R. was wrecked by the brick

stack falling into the engine room; the Park and St. .Ange .Ave

station of the Peoples Ry. was wrecked by the front wall being

blown in and falling on the machinery ; two iron smoke stacks at the

Lindell power house No. i were blown down. On other roads

many trolley and feeder wires were blown down. The only roads

not stopped by the storm were the Bellefoiitaine, the Mound City

and the Olive St. line of the Missouri R. R. The suspensions were

about as follows: Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds, two hours; South

Broadway line, five hours; St. Louis & Suburban, five hours because

of loss of two smoke stacks at power house; Southwestern, five

days; Peoples Ry., three days; Market St. and Laclede Ave. lines

of Missouri R. R.. three days. The Union Depot R. R. got some

of its lines in operation after five days, but required several weeks

for complete repairs; the i6o-ft. brick stack was rebuilt in 13 days,

a remarkably short time.

STRIKES.

The first general street railway strike in St. Louis was in April,

1881, and on .April J4th, 25th, 26th and 27th the principal lines were

not able to operate cars. .A second, and perhaps the greatest strike

in the history of .street railways, was in 1885 ; all cars were turned

in on the afternoon of October 6th, the day of the Veiled Prophet's

Parade. Nearly all the roads contrived to keep a few cars run-

ning, but for two weeks following October 8th, when rioting de-

veloped, all cars carried police otTiccrs on board. A third strike

which tied up all the cars in the city, was called May 8, 1900, the

primary cause being the refusal of a union gripman to break in a

non-union man. .After 56 days, during which much rioting oc-

curred, an agreement was reached and the men went back to

work July 2nd. On July gth, however, the strike was renewed and

several weeks more elapsed before the cars were nnining uiidei

normal conditions.

TRACK CONSTRUCTION.

The first track in St. Louis was laid with wrought iron flat tram

rails, with the wagon tram out. The wheel flanges were on the

outside also. Operation for a few months showed that it was

impossible to keep cars on the track, and the rails were taken

up and again laid with the wagon tread facing in, and the wheels

aiso reversed, which remedied the trouble. The difficulty lay with

the wheels rather than the rails, as the St. Louis R. K. on Broadway,

which placed the wagon tread of the rails out but the wlieel flanges

inside operated successfully for years without changing its rails.

As an explanation of the 4 ft. 10 in. gage of St. Louis street

railways it has been suggested that the track as first laid was 4 ft.

S'/^ in., but that the rails had spread to an average of 4 ft. 10 in.

by the time the necessity for adopting a uniform gage arose. An-

other and more reasonable explanation is that the odd gage was

deliberately adopted in order to impose a physical obstacle should

steam lines attempt to operate over the horse tracks. The 4 ft. 10 in.

gage was made standard for the .street railways of St. Louis by

act of the Missouri Legislature Jan. 16, i860. By city ordiitance

Mar. 22, 1884, the section of head was defined, and the rail rcquM-cd

to be laid with tl)c lower flange on the inside.

The first Bessemer steel rails (45 lb. per yil. ) were laid by the

Bellefonlaine Ry. in 1878. In 1885 the South St. Louis R. R. put

down some .S2-lb. Johnson girder rails, which afterwards became

the standard section adopted by all the St. Louis companies.

The first f)0-ft. rails were put down by the Citizens company in

1895, when it converted its cable line to electricity; these rails were

of girder section 7-in. deep and weighed 85 lb. per yard. In 1886

and 1887 a great deal of 4!,4-in. girder rails, 52 !> (13 lb-, was laid

by the Citizens and Missouri roads for cable track.

In 1890, when the Peoples and St. Louis roads were recon

siructed, the rail used was a 78-lb. 6-in. girder, and this was stand

ard for several year.=.

Electric welding was tried in 1893 by the Baden & St. Louis com-

pany, and 2,200 joints were electrically welded. In the fall of 1893

the St. Louis R. R. put in 800 cast-welded joints, the first ever

made commercially.

ROLLING .STOCK.

The earlier cars in St. Louis were built by John Slipheu.son, J. M.

Jones, of Troy; Rrownell & Wright, of St. Louis; the St. Louis Car

Co. and the Laclede Car Co. These cars were for the most part

bodies 14 ft. or 16 ft. long and were double endcrs; but a later

car very popular with the management was the "bobtail," a i<?-ft. QV
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ij-U l)ody with a driver's platform on one end and a rear sicp on the

nllicr. The iHiliiail rc(|nircd no conductor and was drawn l>y one

liorsc or two small nniles.

In 1874. Ilie Norlliweslern St. l.oni> R. R. ( later the Mound City

Ky.) ojK'rattd a donhle-deck car.

In 18(14 -.team dnniniies were put n) -ervi.e hy the hair (jronnds

ky., hut these were so disconcertini; to horses that Iheir use was

lirohiliiled hy the cily.

The tirst cahle rollinK slock ci>niprised open grip cars with seven

seats on each side, drawing clo.sed cars. In 1896 the Missouri coni-

JAMES .VOKINS,
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St. I^uls Transit Co.

pany lionght new equipment, with grip cars having cross seats of

cane and the sides protected hy wire netting.

The early electric cars in St. Louis had hodies 16 ft. in length and

were operated through douhle reduction motors made hy the

Thomson-Houston Co. In i8c)j the Hellefontaine company put 011

cars with 20-ft. hodies.

The St. Lonis & Suhurhan lost its original car cf|iiipmcnt hy tire

in 1891. and when getting new cars chose 28-ft. hodies mounted on

douhle trucks, the forerunner of the present sulmrlian staiulard

car, which has also heen widely used on city lines.

In 1892 the Lindcll Ry. spliced some of its short car Undies, leav-

ing a vestihule in the center.

St. Louis Transit Co.

In iSyg all the street railways of St. Louis except the St. Louis

& Suhurhan were consolidated as the L'nited Railways Co., and

Sept. I, 1899, passed under the management of the St. Louis Transit

Co., as the operating company. .At that time there were several

groups of companies, the roads in each of which were untler single

ownership if not in fact consolidated. The relations of these groups,

and sonic interesting data as to the separate companies are shown in

the follow ing statement

:

N-.\TIONAI. RAILWAY CO. LINES.
St. Louis Railroad Co.; orsanlzcd Feb. 1. 1.S59; I'apitiil. $;; iii.iiild. Fr;oi-

cliise (jranti'd Mar. 1". 1S59. to Hudson E. Bridgr. 1). .\. Jan-
uary. John How. Christian Crone. Aifxandi-r Pfti-i-sou. RohiTl
A. Rami's. Jami'S li. Lucas, .\ntnini- Wiseman, William M.
McPherson. Frederick Meyer and (JforKe R, Tavlor. Cars
llrst ran .\ugu.st. l.sSil. Presidents in oriler of lime: D. H.
Armstrong. U. A. January. It. K. BridKe. William Tccumsch
Sherman. D. H, .\rmstronK. If. K. Briiisi-, J. O. F. Farrar.
James H. Blood. Benjamin Farrar. John F. Madison. H. .\.

Harnos. Christian Peper. Purchased In 1.S.S.S by a Chicago syn-
dieato. and C. B. Holmes chosen presidfiil; he was succeeded
by D. (i. Hamilton. Converted to cable INIl.

Budi'H &• St. Louis Railway Co.; chartered Mar. 14. 1S70; capital,
tlKMKKi, President. Dr. GeorKe S. Case, Sold to St. Louis Rail-
road Co. In 1S02. Converted for eleetrieity In 1S94.

Southwestern Railway Co. Franchise granted .-Xpr. 1. 1893, for a
line to make running arrangements with other roads. Line
on Chlppt-wa St. built in ISIH and other tracks leased. Cars
operatvd in August. 1895. Company controlled by St. Louis
Railroad Co.

Citizens Railway Co.; organized Apr. 21;. 1859. Capital. $3l«i.lKio,

Franehlsf granted May 6. ls.i9. to Henry T. Blew, B. Gralz
Brown. Jamt'S B, ICads. George S. Case. John Doyle, Cnry
Gratz. William J. King and B. Criekiird. Road rei-onstrueted
for eahh- In l.s.s7. and eli-etrie operation b»'glm Jan. 1. 1.S95.

Presldrnts: H. Gratz Brown. James B. Fads. A. B. Kaston.
Julius S. Walsh. I'urehased iti I.S.SJ1 by Chicago syndicate and
C. B. Holmes chosen president; lie was succeeded by D. G.
Hamilton.

C'lss Avi'tiue ^r Fair Groimds Railway Co. I-^ranebise gr.anted Jan.
1, 1874, Road liegtm operating June 25. 1S75, In IS-SS the prop-
erty was purchased hy the Chicago syndicate and C. B.
Holmes elected pri-sldent; lie was sueeeedi'd Ijv D. G. Hamilton.

Union Railway Co. Franchise grauted Dec. 21). 1859. Road built
in l.su",. extended to Fair eirounds in 1875. Presidents: B. Gratz
Brown, John Brown, Julius Walsh. Purchased by the Chicago

Hyndleate In 18M4, and t*. B. Holmes choHen preslilent. Pro|H'rty
tninsferred 10 Chhh Avenue & Fair QrounflH Railway CN>. Apr.
11. IKr.v Roiid was eonstrueted as an electric llni* iind iM-gan
operating August. Istl3.

Norlhern Cintral Railway Co. Franchlne granted May 14. 1884. Uoiiil
built In 188.', HMil openeil .March. 188«, Purehaseil by the Chicago
Hyndleate In iwoi. i'r<»perty transferred to Cass Avenue He Fair
(rounds Railwn\' Co, Apr, II. 18112, Began operating by electric
power July. I8H1

Southern Fleetrle Itallwuy Co,—t^arondelet Railway Co,; organized
1874. l-'^rancldse gnnUi'd July 2. 1874. (o btilld a railway to
Carondelct. beglnidng at Chippewa St. and Cartnnlelet road,
Incorpttrators: John ti, K<-lly, Fred L, tlarcshe. M, J. Bren-
intn. Michael Hannuel, o. .\l. Deioi. I'eter Murray, Bartholo-
mi-w (iulon A, McHose, William L, Swing. Jr.. R. R, Soulh-
ward and J. R. MeDonough. Roa<l llrst operated May art, 1X75.

By ordinance of July 13. lK7t;. the rlghtlt of this road were
transferred to tht

—

South St. Louis Railway Co. July II. 1884. the name of this
company was ehanged to-

South, -rn Railway Co, July 21. UIM. (he name was again
eitHiigcfl to-

Southern Klectric Railway Co. I'lMsldeiila: I, C. TiTry. Pierre
Chouteau. Thomas Plcic. William c, Lange. T, J. Menary,
}:. R, Coleman. W, L, JohiiHop. Claude Kllpatrlek, Ac-
i|Ulreil by the Chicago s,vndleal*-,

JelTirson ,\\-enue Railway Co. Franchise granled Feb, tj. 1882; be-
gan operation Sept, 22, 18X2; electric cars operated Jan. I, 18911.

Presidents: Jonn M. Gllkeson. p, C, Mallltt, Robert McCulloch.
RAILWAY LINKS.

caiilial. tiVMi.mi. Cars
s llrst operate, I Septem-
Jiihn U. Maxim. Robert

Sdwards Whlt-

LlNllFLL
Llnilell Railway t.'o, ; organized Jan, 211, l,^r.l

llrst operated. Mar, 15, I8t>7; electric car!-

ber, 18911, Presidents; Dwlght l)urk<
MeCulloeb, J. R, Llghtner. George I). Capen

aker. Tills company operate<l:
Taylor Avenue Ry,. built In 189:!;

Compton Heights. I'nion Depot & Merchants Terminal Ry,,
built In 1892;

Clayton & Forest Park Ry.. purchased In 1895;
Midland Ry,. purchased In 1897,

MISSOCRl RAILROAD CO.
.MLssiuirl Railroad Co.; organized .May 10. 1859: capital. jaoO.ODU.

Franchise granted to William M, Morrl.son, Marshall Brother-
ton. Dr. William N'anzandt, James II. Parker. .V. W, llenrv and
Erastus Wells, Converted to cable In 18,87 and 1,S81. Market
St. line eonnected for electric operatioti in 1891. Presidents:

Erastus Widls. P. Choteau .Malllt. Edwards Whitaki r,

ITNION DEPOT OR SCILLI.N" LINES.
Union Depot Railroad Co.—Gravols Railroad Co.; organized 18.59.

Franchise granted to John T. Douglas. James I-'. Small. Samtlel
D. Warren. John G. Prather. Dr. M. McDonnel and William
D'Oensh. Road built In 18tt2 and soon sold under foreclosure
to Green Erskine and Thatcher S. Johnson, who sold It In

1870 to the Union Depot Railroad Co. This company aci|uireil:
Bellefontainc Rv.; Incorporated Feb. 8, I81M; sold in 1S7G, again

in 189i>. and iinally to the Union Depot R, R. in 1>9:1.

Northwn-stern St. Louis Railway Co. Franchise granted Jimc
30. 1874. Road built In 1874. By ordinance of July 13. 187ti.

property was sold to the

—

Mound City Street Railway Co. Motive power ehanged to
eleetricUy in IS9ii. Apr. 17. 1S94. property was authorized
transferred to Union Depot Railroad Co. Presidents:
William F. Wernse, John Seullln,

Grand .\venue R.\-,, built In 1S95,

Presidents of Union Depot R. R,: C. C, Rainwater. John
Scullin.

OTHER LINES,
Peoples Railway Co. Franchise granted Jinie 22, 1859. Began opera-

tion in 1.S59"; reconstructed for cable and began operation April,
lS'9a. Charles Green ;ippolntcd receiver In 1897,

FOURTH STREET & ARSENAL RAILWAY CO.
Tower Grove & LaFavette Railroad Co. Franchise granted Mar.

211, ISIW. I'nder ordinance of Apr. 15. 18,88. the property was
transferred to the

—

Fourth Strict & .\rscnal Railway Co. Presidents: S. W. Drcy-
er. J. H. laghtner. J. H. Britton. J. T. Llonberger, D. E.
Walsh, Julius S, Walsh. Charles Green. Francis X, Green.

The first president of the consolidated company was Edwards

Whitakcr. who had been president of the Lindcll and the Missouri

companies. Mr. Whitakcr was succeeded hy Murray Carlcton,

fi >rmcrly vice-president.

The officers and heads of departments of the St, Louis Transit Co.

arc: President, Murray Carlcton; vice-president and general man-

ager, Robert McCulloch: secretary and treasurer, James Adkins;

auditor, Frank R, Henry ; assistant general manager. Richard Mc-

Culloch; master mechanic, M. O'Hrien; chief engineer of track,

C, -A. Moreno; assistant superintendent of power, Edward Smith;

chief electrician. Lawrence Cr'ecelius,

The company now operates J45 miles of track, measured as single

irack. The earnings of the St. Louis Transit Co, fur the eight

niiinlh^ of the current vear were:

.\lonlhs 1004.

January $557.88i.i5

February 555,"-''*..sO

March 6,18.070.00

.\pril 702.856,1)5

May 829.559,80

June 9I6..122.05

July 976,008,70

,\ugust 1,006,570.85

Total $6,182,998.60

Percentage
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St. Louis & Suburban Ry.

The St. Louis & Suburhan Railway Cn. lias the distinction of

K-ing the successor to the first company in St. Louis that operate:!

its line by other than animal power. The beginning of the system

was in the Central Railway Co., organized in July. 1872. to build

a road live miles long, extending from a point icxj ft. north of Olive

St. at Grand Ave. In August of the same year the name was

changed to the St. Louis & Florissant Railroad Co.. and the line

built so far as Kienlan .\ve. .\ year later it was extended 15 miles tu

St. Ferdinand (now Florissant). This road was a narrow gage

line and was operated by steam power initil 1882. when it was

sold to the St. Louis, Creve Coeur & St. Charles Railroad Co.. which

company operated the line till 1884. when it was sold to the S'..

Louis. Cable & Western Railway Co. This company had a franchise

for a cable road and in March. 1886, the cable line was put in

operation. As stated in connection with the etirly history of Si.

Louis street railways, this line wa.s not well designed nor well

built and tie ojeration of cable cars was irregular.

The St. Louis. Cable & Western property was :icc|iiircd by the

St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. Feb. 6. 1891. and the road con-

verted and put in operation as an electric line January. iS')2. Since

then the St. Louis & .Subnriian has included in its system the Brent-

Two 32 X 6c-in. simple Hamilton-Corliss engines direct comiccted

to 800-kw. direct current generators, operating at 80 r. p. m.

One 31 X 72-in. engine of the same type and make, running at

68 r. p. m. and belted to two 300-kw. direct current generators.

One ,p X 48-in. simple Allis-Cbalmers engine direct conneclod to

an 800-kw. direct current generator.

Two ,?o and 50 by 60-in. compound .Mlis-Cbalmers engines, oper-

ating al 75 r. p. m.. direct comiecied to 1.200-kw., (i.()00-volt. 25-cyclc

alternators.

One ,^0 and ;(> by Oo-in. Fultnn Iron Works engine direct con-

nected to an alternator of the same size.

The entire station is operated non-condensing.

The alternating current is distributed to two sub-stations at 6.600

volts, and there converted to 550-volt direct current. One sub-

station is at i(nb St. and has three 6co-kw. rotary converters; ibe

other is :il P.renlwood with two 600-kw. converters.

H\U two type'- of cars arc n^cil. all of the .St. Louis Car Co.

niakc. and n-.ounted on St. Louis Car Co. No. 47 double trucks,

known as the large ar.d small cars, [lie large cars are 46 ft. 8 in.

long. ft. 2 in. wide ,'ind weigh 4S.000 !li., and are equipped with

foi-.r (i. K. Xo. '17 r,r foi:r Wesiinghonsc No. 41) motors per car.

rile siiKill cars are 38 ft. long, ft. 1',? in. wide ami weiuli .u.ooo
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wood, Clayton & St. Louis Railroad Co.. the St. Louis & Kirkwood

Railroad Co. and the St. Louis & Mcremac River Railroad Co.

The St. Louis & Kirkwood Railway Co. built its line in 1895-6

from Forest Park to Meremac Highlands; it was reorganized as

the St. L. & K. Railroad Co. and was acquired by the .St. Louis

& Suburban Ry. in 1897.

The Manc'.iester Road Electric Railway Co. received a franchise

Dec. Ji. 1892. for Manchester Road, and Dec. 28, 1895, for Sarah .St.

to connect with the St. Louis & Suburban, and built in 1896; it

extended to Kirkwood in 1897. The property was acquired in 1896

by the St. Louis & Meremac River Railroad Co.

The original company of the Suburban system owned its right of

way and operated under a steam railroad charter, and now for the

most part cars are operated over private right of way. There is but

one line to the business portion of the city and all other 'iranches

connect with this at various junctions west of Vandeventer Ave.

I he company operates 95 miles, measured as single track; of this

48^ miles i.s on private right of way.

The original track on the cable line was laid with 65-II). j-in

girder rail, and on the narrow-gage line the rails were of T-scction,

.15 lb. and 40 lb. per yd. On rebuilding in 1891, 5-in. girders of

the calilc track were east welded, and wooilen ties with rail-chairs

luaced tictwcen the yokes.

Within the last two years all tracks in city streets laid with 5-in.

raiU have been reconstructed with 9-in. .Some of the 6-in. girder

rails have also lieen replaced and on the private right of way

within the city 80-lb. T-rails have lieen substituted for lighter sec-

tions; in the country 60-lb. I'-rails arc used except on one division

'>f ten miles, where the old .15-lb. rails arc in service.

The power plant at which all current for the railway is gen-

erated is at Dcllodiamoni on the Wabash Railroad. This station

generates lioth direct and altcrnnling current. The e(|uiptnent c<mi

priMTs

:

lb., and are equipped with four G. F. No. 57 or two Weslinghousc

No. 49 motors per car. The large cars seat 52 and the small cars

seat 40 passengers each.

During the year ending Dec. ,ii, 1903. the gross earnings from

operation were f96.?.8of).96 ; the number of passengers carried. 19,

9,?i,i78; number of car-miles run, 5.515.5,^1.

The officers and heads of departmenls of the cniupany are;

President, Julius S. Walsh; isl vice-president, llreckenridge Jones;

2nd vice-president, Julius S. Walsh, jr.; secretary and treasurer,

K. P. Sommcrs; general manager, John Malioney; master mechanic

and superintendent of power, John A. Krcis, Jr.; engineer of main-

tenance of way, J. \. Johnson: superintendent of lines. Nathaniel

Smith.

Schenectady Railway Benefit Association.

A little over a year ago a meeting of the employes of the Schenec-

tady Railway Co. in forming an organization was called. The meet-

ing was addressed by Hinsdale Parsons, president of the company,

who stated the company would proviile club rooms and furnish them

for the employes and also ilonate $1,000 towards the benetil fimil,

and an org.inizalion was formed shortly afterwards with ;i member-
shi|) of ,\o. rile presrni iiu-mbersbip is nearly .400 ami is sleailily

increasing.

The company added a second story to the car barns and on Oct. 1.

tgo.?, the club was opened. .'\ large reading room, supplied with all

the latest pa|)ers, magazines, etc. ;i liitwling alley and a liilli.'irfl i'o<.iii

are provideil for ihe amusement of the men. There is also a locker

room, bath room, and two small rooms used for smoking. The
largest room is used during the winter for a series of lectures on

technical subjects pertaining to operating motor cars, etc. The dues

of the assocT.'ition are 50 cents :i month.



Notes on the Power Stations of the St. Louis Transit Co.

HY RU IIAKU Md'lXUCII, ASSISTANT GENEKAL MANAGEK.

The Si. Ix)iiis Transit Co. now lias four Kcnrraling stations, at

three o( which the onlpiil is entirely direct current and ;il one of

which the oul|iiil is partially direct and partially altcrnuling currenl.

at a potential of 6.600 volts, J5 cycles. These stations are known re-

spectively as the Cass Ave. Station, the Central Station, the Union

Depot Station and the Northern Station.

The Central Station is located at Park and V'andeventer Aves.,

and was huilt l>y the I.indell Ky. in 1804. The eiiuipment originally

installed comprised \Vestinghoiise soo-kw, generators helled to

Porter .Mien engines, and a Stirling hoilcr equipment with llawley

down draft furnaces. In kkk) and itioi lhi> si.itioii was almost com-

noons the current is boosted up to i.joo or 1,400 volts in order to

get a potential of 500 volts on one of the outlying lines.

rile Cass Avenue station is located at Prairie Ave. and North

Market St. and now contains three 800-kw. generators driven l)>

simple non-condensing Allis engines and one joo-kw. (j. E. gen-

erator direct connected to an engine of similar make and type. The

engine last mentioned is interesting in that it has valve gear of the

Corliss type and operates at 150 r. p. m., and has worked satisfac-

torily ever since it was installed. The hoilcr equipment comprises

16 fire tube boilers of 200 h. p. each. These are all equipped with

llawley down draft furnaces. This station is interesting in that

CENTR.\L POWER STATION

pletely rebuilt, practically the only part of the equipment remaining

unchanged being the Stirling boilers. A new boiler room was added
in which were erected O'Brien water tube boilers equipped with

Green chain grate furnaces, and new engines and generators were

also installed. The new equipment for this station comprises four

2,250-kw. and two 1,500-kw. Wcstinghouse generators direct con-

nected to cross compound condensing engines built by the Fulton

Iron Works. As at the other direct current stations of this company,

the potential at which current is generated is normally 550 volts,

being increased to 600 volts on the peaks of the load. When this

station was remodeled Worthington elevated jet condensers were

installed and also Worthington cooling towers, the entire station now
being operated condensing.

Three of the Porter-Allen engines originally installed in the plant

have been direct connected to the generators and these are so ar-

ranged that they may he used as boosters by placing them in series

with the bus bars. It is at this station that on pleasant Sunday after-

it was built just as it now stands in 1893 and was the first power

plant in which direct connected generator units were used in rail-

way service. Before starting this station there were grave doubts

as to the practicability of the design and for some time it was re-

garded as one of the great curiosities in the traction field.

The Union Depot station is at Jefferson and Geyer Aves., and

occupies the site of the first electric railway power house in St.

Louis. The station was built in i.Sgo. the original equipment con-

sisting of a large number of D-6j generators belted to Hamilton-

Corliss simple non-condensing engines. The boilers installed were

the Heine water tube.

This station has had many vicissitudes. In May, 1896, the tornado

which did so much damage in St. Louis blew down the largest

brick stack, wrecking about one-half of the engine room, killing;

the chief engineer and several other men. The station was rebuilt

and the reconstruction of the stack was one of the interesting en-

gineering feats, it having been put in anew in the extraordinarily
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short time of 13 days. In December, 1003, one of the most severe

boiler explosions that ever occurred resulted in the <lestruction of

seven boilers of this plant and the wrecking of almost exactly the

same portion of tlic engine room which had siilTerevI because of the

storm seven years before, the break in the exterior wall being almost

exactly along the line of the former break.

During the last live years the D-62 machines, constituting the

first equipment, have been removed and replaced by direct connected

units, some of these latter being first installed in this plant and others

being removed from the Southern electric power plant formerly

operated at Broadway and Osage St., and installed here.

The present equipment of the Union Depot sLilion consists of one

800-kw. G. 1£. generator direct connected to an .Mlis engine; one

500-kw. Westingliou.se generator belted to a Hamilton-Corliss en-

gine; one 1,500-kw. G. E. generator direct coimected to twin Allis

engines; two 400-kw. G. E. generators, each direct connected to

a Porter-.Mlen engine; one 1,050-kw. G. E. generator direct connected

to an .Mlis engine and one 8oo-kw. G. E. generator direct connected

to a Rankin-Fritch engine. .Ml of the engines are simple non-con-

densing. In addition to the generator equipment enumerated, there

tlensing water being cooled by means of four Barnard cooling

towers located on the roof of the building. This plant was de-

signed by W. D. Boyce & Co., of .St. Louis, and put in operation in

1901, and was ilUistraled ami iK-sorititd in the "Review" for Novem-

ber of that year.

The Transit company now has two r( tary converter substations.

One of these, known as the Delmar substation, is located at Delmar

and DeBaliviere Aves. This station uses the entire alternating cur-

rent output of the Northern power station, which is some six miles

ilislaut. The current is transmitted at 6,600 volts over two 3-phase

overhead lines, each constructed of three No. 0000 copper wires. At

the Delmar station are installed four 6ao-kw. G. E. rotary con-

verters with the necessary step-down transformers. There has also

been placed here one i,ooo-kw. rotary converter for use temporarily

during the Fair. Current for this la.st machine is supplied from

the Tenth and St. Charles Sts. station of the Union Electric Light

& Power Co. The Delmar station is near the Fair Grounds and has

to supply the feeders for the western portion of all the Transit

company World's Fair lines on the north side of the grounds.

The Central substation is at 1711 Locust St., which is in the

ST. LOl'IS TUNSIT CO.

is at this station one 600-kw. Western Electric booster driven by

twin Allis engines. This booster is of unusually large capacity,

ifioo amperes at 200 volts.

For boilers, there are two soo-h.p. Heine, four 250-h.p. Babcock

& Wilcox, two 250-h.p. (J'Brien water tube aiul four 250-h.p. Heine

ixjilers, all hand fired, and four 250-li.p. Heine boilers with Hawley

down draft furnaces.

The Northern station is at Broadway and Salisbury St., and here

are generated both direct and alternating current. The direct cur-

rent equipment consists of two 2,2S0-kw. G. E. generators direct

connected to 3(1 and 70 by Oo-in. cross-compound, Fulton Iron Works
engines, operated at 75 r. p. m. The alternating current units arc

two 1,200-kw., 6,600-volt, 25 cycle, 3-phasc G. F. machines, each

direct connected to a 28 and 56 by Oo-in. cross compound condensing

Fulton Iron Works engine, operated at 7S r. p. m. In the boiler

pjimi arc sixteen 4or> h p. O'Brien water tube boilers equipped with

Green chain Kratcs Wheeler surface condensers are used, the con-

heart of the business district and is connected with the new station

which the Union Electric Light & Power Co. is now building at the

foot of Ashley St., by four No. 0000 copper 3-phase transmission

circuits. These cables are all laid underground in tile ducts, the

transmission distance being about four tniles.

It was intended In have this sub.station in full npcralion by June

I. i<)04, thus relieving tile Central station of the down-town load,

but by reason of the Union company's inability to furnish current

from its Ashley St. station, only a portion of the substation has

been operated, current for this being obtained from other .sources.

'Ilie e(|uipment consists of seven i.ooo-kw. G. E. rotary converters

with necessary transformers for stepping the alternating current

down from 6,600 volts to 375 volts. There is also at this station a

storage battery of 3,000-kw.li., installed by the Electrical .Storage

Hatlery Co. Ibis has done heroic work ever since it was put in

place. For regiilaling the cliargi' :iiiil discliarK'' nf lln- li.illi)>, llu-ir

arc two 2SO-kw. Ci. K. boosters.
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Tlie plans fif tlic St l.fiiiis Trniisii Co. for l.'iking care of ilic

World's I'air Iratfic were tmsri] on tlu- a^^llln|llion tliat llic I'liion

I'^li-clric LiRlit & I'owiT Co. would {iiniish il willi j,«w kw. for J4

HU llAKII M CCI.I.MII,

AssiRtnnt QdiPial Mutimbct. Si. I.oiil.s Tr.in.sli Cii.

lioiirs pur da.v hi'giniiiiiR willi May 1st, with 4.000 kw. after Jimc i^t.

and 9.000 kw. after July isl. Owing to the fact that the Light &
Power company's plant is not completed this could not be done

l>ut the lighting company has been able to furnish sufficient current

for the operation of the i.ooo-kw. rotary at the Delmar station, liul

this supply comes from another plant of the Light &• Power company
by means of an inverted converter, that is, direct current generated

at the lighting plant is supplied to a rotary and the converted current

transmitted to the Delmar station, where it is reconverted fnr supply

to the trollcv feeders.

EXTKRIOK ( ENTK.M. Sl'll-STATION—ST. LOIMS TB.\NSIT (0.

(Irave (loid)ts were entertained by the rranagement of the St. Ijinis

Transit Co. as to il> ability to properly care for the World's Fair

traffic under the conditions mentioned and when it was dcmons:rated

that the lighting company could not deliver current, arrangements

were made for getting current from the Louisiana Purchase p.\-

position Co. for use during the hours of ma.ximum loads, rortn-

nately there were several luiflergronnd transmission circuits, each

INTERHiR CENTR.M. SUB-STATION—ST. LOUIS TR.\NSIT 10.
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with wire of No. 0000 wpiw. connecting the Fair grounds witli the

new Ashley St. plant of the Union Electric Light & Power Co.,

and not yet in use. The use of one of these was secured and con-

nection with the high potential underground feeders made at the

.\sliley St. plant and also connection made at the World's Fair

grounds with the c.xhihitors' switchhimrd in Machinery Hall ; thus

it is possible to operate two i.ooo-kw, rotary converters al the

Central substation with current either from the 5,000-h.p. .\llis-

Chalmers unit or the 2.000-kw. Curtis turbine unit. The transmission

line is a round-alKiut one. being alxiut ten miles in length.

The plan of the Transit company for the future when the alter-

nating current for the full operation of the Ceiurr.l sub-station is

secured, contemplates the construction of several additional sub-

stations. One of these will probably be built at Broadway and Osage

St. at the South Broadway car house, which is near the old Southern

Electric plant, and another will be installed in the Cass .Xveuue

power station. When these two substations are in operation it is

hoped that the company will be able to discontinue the operation of

the Cnion Depot and Cass Avenue power bouses, leaving only the

Central and the Northern stations as generating plaitts. Both of

these have modern equipments of boilers and coal liaiulling appa-

ratus, large direct connected generation and condensing plants.

play of cxhiliits. .\s described in the "Review" for .\ii;^u»t, ilu-

court of the West Baden Springs Hotel, which is Unowii as the

"Grand .Atrium," is a circular court 200 ft. in diameter, covered

by a glass dome, the base of which is So ft. alxive the lloor. F.xcbul-

ing a small fountain, the floor space available is .^2,9,^8 .sii. ft., .uul

is absolutely unobstructed. The floor of the ".\trium" is cement cmi-

crelc laid on solid rock, so that the foundation is sufficiently strong

for heavy exhibits. The ".Vtvium" has been placed at the disposal

of tile a.s.sociation for its exhibit ball, and uj-volt electric ciUTent

is available for operating exhibits which it is desirable to show

in motion.

.\side from the Casino where the tioddess of Chance is domiciled,

there are in the innuediate vicinity numerous national attractions

otTering opportunity for excursions, .\mong these may he mentioned

Bnerks Observatory, Cross' Mannnoth Cave, Dillon Cave, Rise of

Lost River, Paoli Mineral Springs, the celebrated .\rcber Cave,

Flat Lick Springs and Six Mile Circle, easily accessible by drives

over pike roads, the livery service anil facilities being of the high-

est order.

St. Louis Day Traffic.

West Baden, Ind., as a Convention Place.

Thursday. September 151I1, was St. Lonis D:i

b'air. when all the business bouses of the city

mure than 400.000 persons visited the Exposition

The West Baden Springs Hotel, of West Baden, liul., which has

now an invitation before the American Street Railway .Association to

hold its igo5 convention at the Springs, has only this year entered the

convention field. The campaign undertaken, however, has met with

success and the advantages offered by the hotel as a meeting place

already have been demonstrated in a number of instances, and

several association meetings are scheduled for the coming year.

The principal associations that have held conventions at West Baden

this year are the National Molding Mamifacturers of the United

States, which met there in May last : the Commercial Law League

of .\merica, with 500 persons in .attendance, which met in July, igo.?

;

the "Indians," who held their sixth ammal "pow-wow " and tonrna-

mcnt in .\ugust. and the $K)o.ocxi Club <>i the New York Life hi-

SIJITII TF.RR.M E—WKST II.VIIKN SI'Kl.SliS HOTEL.

lurance Co. with a membership oi $cx). which held a three day-'

meeting beginning Sept. 20th.

For 1905 the associations which have decided to hold their con-

ventions at West ISadeii and the estimated attendance as based on

the records of former meetings, are

;

Indiana State Medical .\ssociatioii, Ooo jKople ; the Travelers'

rpileclive .\ssrKiation, Jtoo people; the National .Sssoeialion of

Water Works of .America. 4.^0 |H:o|>le ; and the .American .Association

of Nurserymen, 500 people.

While none of those associations ha* so large an .iltendaiice al

meetings a» Ihc .A. S. K. ,A., the hotel can aciominoilate 1,400 persons

in a mo^l satisfactory manner, the building being strictly modern

in all appoinlments

I'lKi much cannot be said as lo the cxcellcnl facilities for the dis-

at the World's

were closed and

It was expected

tliat the electric railway facilities would be severely taxed to handle

the traffic, but such precautions bad been taken by both the Transit

and Suburban companies that the service was more than eiiual to the

requirements. Captain McCnIloch, vice-president and general man-

ager of the Transit company, issued a special notice to conductors

and niotnrnien. calling upon each to exercise extreme care and

watchfulness, especially at intersection and junction points. No
accident worthy of mention occurred during the day or evening.

The St. Louis Transit Co. operated i.ioo cars on St. Louis Day

and carried i. 151.7X5 passengers, of whom 788.5,56 were revenue

passengers and ,5(i.i.J4() were transfer passengers. The cash receipts

for the day amcninled to $.18,478 IJ. 'I'lie Siil)iirlian carried 141.601

passengers.

.According to estimates, h'air visitors were taken away from the

grounds by the Transit and Suburban com-

panies on the night of St. Louis Day at the

rate of about i.coo per minute, and this was

diiiu- withcnil accident, crowding or confu-

-mn. The lie,i\iest travel to the I'air was

from lu 11 .1. m. and from nnon in ,i ;,Ki

p. ni. The rush from the gruuiuls set in

about () p. Ill, 'I be gates at the Pike en-

iraiue could not accommodate tile rush in

llie forenoon, so part of the cars were niii

ilireel to tile .Administration P>nil(liii.e. .At

niglit frmii 10 In 13 Iraiisii e.-irs were

loaded at cine liuu- at the main eiitraiiee and

dispatelieil luidei sliorl headway. Captain

.McCullocli personally snpcriiilended the

loading of the Transit ears, and (ieneral

.''nperiiiteiideiU iMalii'iiry had charge of Ilu

Suburban ears.

Ill aildilinii In extra ears and inetbods for

haiidliiig llieiii, special switchmen and

watchmen were stationed al congested in-

tersecting points ill the city and at curves,

iiiid a force nf iiuii from the nu'cli;iiiical de-

p.utmeiit was in readiness to respond In eiiiergeiicy calls.

Ineidenlally, it may be mentioned that there were special ;illr,uiiiiiis

at the b'air on St. Louis Day, which ineluded military .mil dIIhi

parades, picnics, celebrations and ceremonies hv secret .iiid "llur

societies.

Lansing and Suburban Bond Issue.

The Lansing (Midi.) & Suliinbaii Tr.-ictinii Cn.. wliieli w.is iiii-or-

p..r.ited ill .\larcli. |i/).l, to lake river the Liiising City T'ledric Rail-

way Co. and the Lansing, St. Johns & St. L.iiiis Railway Co.. has

authorized a bond issue of $750,000 to lake up the Imiids of the iiii

derlying companies and to iirovide for further exleiisioii

troit Trtisl Co. is trustee under the mortgage.

The



McKinlc\> Syndicate Properties of (Central Illinois.— I.

Incliuliiiu City aiul Siihiirliaii Lines, ^^ liich Will Eventually Reach from l)an\illc to St. Louis.

While llic clfvi-lopmciil i>f clcclric intcriirhaiis in tlio state nf Illi-

iiuis lias licoii coiisidcralily slower lliaii in several of ttic nciglilior-

ing states, a large aninnnt of work in this direction has l>cen car-

ried on during the last three years hy syndicates of which Mr.

\V. U. McKinley. of Chantpaign, is at the head, and the roads either

purchased or huilt, together with those which are under construction

or arc projected by the same interests will, within the next two

years, increase the interurhan railway nuicagc in the state of Illi-

nois hy several hundred miles. In addition to the central Illinois

properties, which we shall describe In detail, the interests with whom
Mr. McKinley is associated control electric railway properties in

rt. Wayne, Ind., and northern Illinois, including the Illinois Valley

Railway Co., running from Marseilles through Ottawa to Ulica, La

Salic, Peru, Spring Valley to Ladd, which line will soon be ex-

tended west to Princeton; also the local street railways in La Salle

and Peru, the Galesburg Railway & Light Co., and the local railway

properties in Galesburg. besides the Clalesburg. Monmouth & Rock

Island interurhan, now under construclion. and the Quincy Ilorsc

M.M' <1F n.l.I.VolS (KSTR.\r. TKACTH N SYSTKM.

Railway & Carrying Co. The managenieiu of the properties in

northern Illinois, however, is entirely distinct from that of the

properties in the central part of the state. The latter properties

include the Illinois Traction Co.. the Illinois Centra! Traction Co.

and the St. Louis & Springfield Railway Co. The Illinois Traction

Co. has been in complete operation for nearly a year and the Illi-

nois Central Traction Co. and the St. Louis & Springfield Railway

Co. have been in partial operation since June and are now ncaring

completion.

In acquiring and constructing these various properties the opera-

tions of the McKinley syndicate have been quite different to those

of most of the other electric railway syndicates in the country. In-

stead of building interurhan lines exclusively, the McKinley syndi-

cate has acquired a number of city railway systems in the towns

through which its interurhan lines are being extended and in sev-

eral cases it has combined with llic railway system the electric

lighting, the gas lighting, electric power and steam healing systems

of these cities. This control of the public utilities in several cities

is not only a valuable one in point of earning capacity, but it also

largely reduces the operating expenses and to soinc extent consider-

ably modifies the engineering designs of the different plant'. As an

example of this, simple engines using relati\ely large quantities of

steam are run non-condensing in the plants from which the steam

heating is supplied and in this way the exhaust steam yiebl- consid-

er.ible revenue through several months of the year.

These railways also extend through a continnons line of coal

fields from which the power houses obtain their coal supply at a far

lower figure than is available to the average interurban line.

The Illinois Traction System.

Ihe Illinois Tr.iction .System includes the local street railway

systems at Oanvillc, Champaign. I'rbana and Decalnr. including the

gas and electric lighting aiul steam heating in those cities and 56

miles of interurban railway extending from Danville to Champaign

and with branches from Danville to Georgetown and Catlin. and

from Ogden to Homer. The location of these lines is shown in the

.icconipanying map.

The I'rbana & Cliam|)aign Street Railway Co. was organized in

1859 and in the same year received a iwrpelnal charter

from the legislature. The road which first extended

from the railroad depot in Champaign to the court

house in Urbana. was built in 1X62. and it is interesting

to note that the rails for this road were imported from

Kngland at a cost of $1.15 per ton. These rails were

still in Ihe track in 1890. when the line was converted

to elcclricily. and arc still in good condition. In 189J

additional franchises were obtained in Champaign and

Urbana and the road was entirely rebuilt and new mile-

age added, making the total length of track g miles.

The gas and electric light companies which were pre-

viously in operation were merged with the street tail-

way in Champaign in 189.^ .\n electric light plant was started by

Mr. McKinley in 1886 at Champaign and in 1890 he purchased the

railway property, which he held for two years, and then sold to

other interests, by whom the present power house was built in 189,;.

This property was iKUight hack again by Mr. McKinley and the

following year a steam heating plant was added to the business.

In March. 19OJ. the entire business of the company in Champaign
was merged with similar properties in Danville and the Decatur

properties were merged in January. 1904. with the other properties

of the syndicate. The Decatur gas and electric light properties

were bought hy the syndicate in the fall of 1899. and this was fol-

lowed by the purchase of the street railw.ny properties in Decatur

in July. 1903. The Danville railway system was started in i88j

as a horse car system under the name of the Citizens Street Ry.

and was changed to an electric railway in igci, the name of the

company being changed to the Danville Street Railway & Light Co.

This properly was bought by ihe McKinley syndicate in July. 1900.

and in the summer of 1901 the interurban line from Danville to

Westville was huilt. In the following summer the Westville line

was extended to Georgetown and a branch was built to Catlin. In

1902 the Danville city lines were extended to Roselawn and in the

fall of the same year 12 miles of interurban line were built from

Champaign east to St. Joseph. The Danville, Urbana & Champaign

line was completed in 1903 and in 1904 the branch from Ogden south

to I lonier was built.

City .Systems—Danville.

Danville and its suburbs contain a population of 35.000 inhabi-

tants. The street railway lines in the city of Dan\ille coN'cr nine

miles of streets, of which about five miles are double track in Ihe

central part of the city, making in all about 14 miles of single

track in oi)eralion. Tbcse lines ;ire di\ided into se\'en routes, or

divisions, o\er which the cars operate under either 10 or jo-tuituite

headway, so that in the central part of the city where the lines are

double track the cars are passing every three or four miiuites.
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Herctolore tlic common transfer point has been at one of the com-

pany's car Irarns on North Wrmilion St., bnt within a short lime

ihe transfer point is to be changed to the Pnblic S<|i\are. where the

general offices of the company are located. A connnodious biiildinpr

has recently Iwen acquired for a waiting room and general offices

of the company, on one side of the public square, and this building

is to be remodeled as soon as possession can be obtained, the lower

floor being retained for a large waiting room and the upper floors

being used for the offices of the street railway as well as the electric

lighting, gas and steam heating departments of the company.

Twelve cars are in daily service on the regular schedule and the

company owns 15 closed and 13 open cars, which gives a large

reserve equipment for special occasions. Ihe city cars start at

6 a. m. and run until 11 p. m., except on Saturdays, when they run

until midnight. The company has two car barns in use. one of

which is, as previously stated, to be abandoned and the other is a

barn used merely for storage purposes, which is located on the

Soldiers' Home line. .A large plat of ground has been purchased

alongside of the company's gas plant which is but a short distance

from the public square and the jwwer house, and a large new car

lam is to be erected upon this site. The power house supplies cur-

rent for the cily railway system and part of the current for the

Danville & Champaign interurlian and will be described in connection

with the latter.

Considerable pleasure traffic has been created on ilie city lines

by means of a park established by the company this year, known

as Wayside Park, and the outdoor concerts given at the Soldiers'

Home. The government maintains an excellent band, which gives

outdoor concerts throughout the sunnner on Sunday afternoons and

two evenings each week. The grounds being free to the public,

causes the concerts to be largely patronized by the residents of

Danville and on Sunday afternoons the company finds it necessary

to run trains of two and three cars to accommodate Ihe traffic to this

lioinl.

Wayside f^ark. which has just completed its first season, is situated

on the Georgetown line. This park was started in a small way

as an experiment and has proved so successful during its first sea-

son that its area and the scope of its entertaininents will lie con

sidcrably enlarged in the near future. A small tract of land, about

two acres, was fenced in and a building formerly used as a car

barn was altered into a summer theater. The admission to the

park was made free to patrons of the street car line and admission

to Ihe gallery of the theater is also free. The seats on the main

floor of the theater arc reserved at 10 cents each and entertainnK•nl^

of various kinds have been given nightly during the season.

The concessions for the theater and refreshment stand have been

leased to a theatrical manager who furnishes all the attractions and

docs the advertising for a certain percentage of the receipts from

the park traffic; the railway company merely maintains and polices

the grounds. The management of the theater at this park has a cir-

cuit of about a dozen railway parks and maintains a number of

theatrical companies which it moves around the circuit from week to

week, so that fresh attractions are offered at the park each week

The attendance this sunnner has run from 600 to 1,000 people per

night, which ha* taxed the seating capacity of the ilualir in its

utmost.

Champaign and Urbana.

The street railway systems of Champaign and Urbana may be

considered as a single system as the two cities are built up to each

other, the dividing line between ihem being a city street. The street

railway in these cities consists of nine miles of track built of Shang-

hai rails in the paved streets and 6o-lb. T-rails in the suiiurlis. I he

schedules are arranged to give a lo-minute service in the Imsines-

fiortions of the cily and a 20-minule service on Ihe outlying branches.

The company owns 14 motor and 13 trailer cars ami there are

open and 12 closed car bodies which arc changed on the trucks

according to ihc season. The power house and car barns for this

syMcm, as well as the inlerurban system, are located on Trcnionl

St. at Ihc end of one of ihc cily divisions. The car barns are well

equipped with machinery and paint shops in which all the repairs

of Ihc company's rolling slock are tna<lc excepting the foundry

work. 'Ihe power house of this system will Iw described in con-

nection with Ihc inlerurban line.

The University of Illinois is located in I'rbana. on the ilividiiig

line iK'lwccn Ihc two cities, and Ihe road enjoys a large patronage

from the university students. The County Fair Ground is located

on the company's lines which gives rise to considerable extra traffic

at certain seasons. The company has also established a park known

as West End Park, in which are located a theater, a casino and re-

freshment biM)th and other minor attractions. The theater is operated

by the same lessee who operates the theater in Danville and a similar

class of theatricals is given. The company's experience in the opera-

tion of West End Park has extended over a number of years and

the park has been operated at different times directly by the com-

pany and by lessees. The experience of the company has been that

it is much more profitable to lease the theater and other conces-

sions than it is to operate them itself. It has been found that the

details of hiring performers, attending to the advertising, etc., in-

volve a large amount of work for the railway manager, and the

failure of many of the performers at different times to fnllill their

engagements has caused an endless amount of trouble. It was also

found that the same class of performers could, as a rule, be engaged

for considerably less money by a regular theatrical manager, who

could move ihcm from place to place and give them steady uork

throughout the sunnner sea-on. than they could be hired for by the

street railway management for an engagement of one or two weeks.

These considerations convinced the management that it is far more

profitable to give the use of the theater and a percentage of ilie

street car receipts to a theatrical manager than it is to operate the

amusement features itself. The park is well patronized and 5 trains

of three or foiu" cars are usually necessary to acciunnvxlalc the

traffic.

Decatur.

The Decatur street railway lines arc the most recently accpiircd

city system of the McKinlcy syndicate, and comprise 13'/jl miles of

road, most all of which is single track. The public square in this

city lies about in the center of the business district ami all the lines

radiate out to different sections of the city from this central point.

There is a loop around the public square over which all the city

cars pass and in the center of this loop is located a waiting room

and transfer station which constitutes the main transfer point be-

tween all the city lines. The company operates 17 closed cars, lln-ee

open motor cars and nine trailer cars, and its rolling slock also in-

cludes one McGuire sweeper, one work car and one flat rar. The

majority of the cars are equipped with Cleneral Electric No. 'u

niutors and there are also .some Westinghousc ec|uipmen|s. I'lu-

street railway was formerly owned by separate interests from tin-

gas and electric light companies, and was operate<l from a separate

power house, but since the consolidation of all of these interests the

old street railway power house has been dismanllcil and ]i.iwer for

the electric lighting and electric railway is generated in one station

which is now being re-equipped. This station, which was formerly

the electric light plant, is situated on Ihe outskirts of the city alnng-

.side the tracks of the Wabash ami C. II. & D. railroads. Iliis

location offers exceptional facilities f.>r i.btaining the coal supply

for the station.

The boiler room is adjacent to the siding and contains two ,^50-

h, p. new Stirling boilers which have just been erected, two .^so-h. p.

old boilers of the same make and two 125-h. p. horizontal tubular

boilers. All of these boilers are hand fired. The engine room

equipment, part of which is now being newly installed, cotUains two

simple Hales engines with .'O x 40 in. cylinders and one J4 x 48 in.

and one 20 x 42 in. simple engines of the Si. I.ouis corliss type. I he

railway is operated by two 200-kw. General Electric, 550-voll geiur-

ators, one of which is belled to one of the Hates engines and llie

other to the 20x42 in. St. l^uis corliss engine. In addition lo ilu

railway apparalus. the station contains three 150-kw. (ieneral lUc:-

Iric, 2,300-voU allernators and one ().S-light l'"t. \^'ayne series arc

machine, and two go-kw., S50-volt generators are a'.ioul I" In- ni

stalled for reserve power for the railway system, Ilie oMip.uiy

has two car barns situated on East North St. on opposite siiKs of tin-

street, one of which is used merely for storage purposes and Ilie nilier

is kept as a general repair shop. The latter includes an ((iiiipiiHiil of

lathes, drills and other macliinc I'lnls necessary for iii.iUiiig all

repairs to the company's car-,, willi siilficient facilili.- for practically

rebuilding Ihe oM cars.

There is a city park on one divisinn of Ihe company's liius wliieh

gives rise lo considerable pleasure traffic in the summer and on

certain evenings during the smnnier Ihe cily gives band eoncerls al

the pnlilie s(piare which alw.ays call niil ,1 lar^;i- .illciid.-uice. Tin-
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Iransfcr >l.ili(iii, wliii'li i^ in tlic cciiIit uf tliv piililic si|iinri', is siir-

iiiiiiiiilt'd l>>' till' l>an<l siaiiil and on tliv cwniiifis wlicn omciTls an-

Kivrn tliv (uililic si|iiari- is oflcii so crowilcci with iH'opk' that there

is harely s(iai'<' for llie company's cars to o|H'ralc anmnil 111'- loo|).

The Interiirlian Lines.

The route of the internrhnn lines lietween Danville anil I'^ist

St. I.ouis, inclnilinK those which are in operation and those nnder

consiriiclion. is siiown in the accninpanyinK niap. The line between

Danville and ChanipaiKn, known as the Danville, I'rhana &• Chani-

l)aign Ry.. parallels the Big Four route between these lennini and is

,U l-i miles long. From Ogden to Ilonier there is a short liranch

si.\ miles in Irnglli and from Danville tun branch lines are run, one

12 miles long, passing through VV'eslvillc to (ieorgctown, and the

Dther (t miles in length rnnning southwest frimi Danville to Catlin.

These roads are single track with turnouts and are laid with 70-lb.

T-rails and ballasted with gravel. Outside the city limits the curves

are slight and can be operated over at high speeds. The grades are

very slight e.\cepl at two points. One of these jjoiuls is at the cross-

ing of a stream where the grades are ,Vi and 4 per cent on ihc

approaches and the other is near the city of Danville, wluTe there

is a short 7 per cent grade. The overhead work on this line is

princiiKiIly span work. The high tension lines and a continuous

No. occo ilirect current feeder are run on one line of poles and two

sets of telephone wires are run on the opposite poles. The trolley

wire consists of hard drawn copper of Figure 8 section and the con-

tinuous feeder is tapped into this trolley line at intervals of about

1.000 ft. In a<ldition to this there are two short direct current

feeders, one extending about 5 miles out from Danville and llu-

other a similar <listancc out from Champaign.

There are eight cars in regidar service on the Champaign-Danville

line and three extras. One car is operated as a shuttle car on the

Ogden-Homer branch, which makes connections with all of the cars

on the main line. There are also seven cars in operation on the

(ieorgelown and Catlin division, giving a half-hourly service on the

former division and an hourly service on the latter. On the Dan-
ville and Champaign division there is an hourly service each way.

Ihc first car leaving Danville and Champaign at 5:15 a. ni. The
last car arrives at Danville and Champaign at iJ:,?o a. m., although

when there arc theatrical or other performances at either Danville

or Champaign the last car waits until the end of the performance.

In addition to the local trains there are six limited trains daily

from Champaign to Danville and six limited trains from Danville

to Champaign. These trains make only six or seven stops between

the termini and an extra fare of five cents is charged on these trains

between any two towns. The local trains make the run between

Danville and Champaign in one hour and 45 minutes, and the lim-

ited trains in an hour and twenty-five minutes under the present

schedule.

There is but one sub-station on the line, this being situated near

I'ithian, which is about midway between Danville and Champaign.

There arc also two storage batteries Hoaling on the line, one of

which is situated in St. Joseph and the other at Georgetown. The
sub-station contains three i lO-kw. Stanley oil-cooled transformers

stepping down from 15,000 to .170 volts, a 300-kw. Stanley rotary

converter and a two-panel switchboard. The arrangements for sup-

plying power to this line are rather unusual. Part of the current is

supplied from the Danville end of the line and part from the .station

at Champaign. In Champaign there is a double current generator

giving alternating current on one side and direct current on the

other, and the alternating current is stepped up to 15,000 volts, at

which pressure it is carried to the sub-station at Fithian. The

direct current end of the machine supplies 6oo-volt current to the

Champaign end of the line and the sub-station rotary converter sup-

plies direct current to the middle portion of the system, .^t Dan-
ville there is a rotary converter of 300-kw. capacity which is driven

by means of a pulley on an extended shaft by a corliss engine. This

is used in cither or both of two ways. The direct current from the

rotary is led directly to the direct current feeders and the alternat-

ing current is stepped up to 15,000 volts by means of three Stanley

transformers and this current fed into the high tension lines. The
high tension lines pass through the I'"ithian sub-station and may be

connected through direct from one end of the road to the other, or

the section either side of the sub-station may be cut out. The
Fithian sub-station may, therefore, either be supplied through the

high tension lines from the double current generator at Champaign

or from the engine-driven rotary at Danville, or from both, running

ill parallel, and the ends of the road nearest these cities may also

be supplied wilh direct cnrreni from the same two machines. In

using the rotary converter in this way it has been f^iund practicable

to generate 50 per cent of its rated capacity as direct current and 50

|)er cent as alternating current, or if used exclusively for gencraling

alternating or ilirect cnrreni Xo per cent of its rated capacity may be

generated.

The power lioiise in Danville is an old sirnclure conlaiiiing gen-

erating machimry for the local and inlerurban lines and the electric

lighting. The building is about to be reconstructed by removing the

present roof, erecting rows of steel columns set 011 concrete piers

and Iniilding a new cinder anil gravel roof v\liich will be J7 ft. high

in the clear. 'The lK)iler room cimtains nine Ixtilers, aggregating

.?,6oo-li. p., of which i,Sooh. p. are Stirling boilers, Hoo-h. p. fiary boil-

ers, made by the Oil City Hoiler Works and i,ooo-li. p. Abendroth

& koot boilers .-Ml of the boilers are e<piipped with (Ireen Fngi-

neering Co. chain grate stokers and provided with ash shoots, by

means of which the ashes are discharged into cars. The generating

units in this station used in connection with the railway 'ines con-

sist of a 1,000 h. p. llamilloii-Corliss engine to which are e(|uip|x.'d

a 300-kw. General Electric direct current generator and a .^oo-kw,

Stanley rotary transformer, one Russell tandem compound engine

belted to a loo-kw. direct current generator and two to-kw. nuilti-

polar Thom.son-Ilouslon generators which are held in reserve.

.\t a short distance from this station is located the company's

piiiicipal repair shop, paint and carpenter shop and freight house.

.\11 of the inlerurban cars are housed and repaired at this place.

The power house at Champaign, like that at Danville, contains a

rather varied assorlmenl of machinery, which has been installed from

time to time to keep pace with the growth of the business. 'The

boiler room contains two _%x> h. ]>. Stirling boilers, one J75 h. p. and

two 250 h. p. liabcock & Wilcox boilers and one 275 h. p. .\ultnian

& Taylor boiler. The draft is obtained by means of two stacks, one

of brick i.?7 ft. high and the other of steel 150 ft. high.

The fuel used in this power house is known as duff coal, which

is really fine coal dust which does not contain even the smallest

Uniips. It is obtained by passing ordinary screenings through a

very fine screen, and the use of this coal requires an unusually large

grate area and a very strong draft. When burned on the grate this

coal fuses into large cakes which, after being broken up, makes a

very intense fire and burns with a very small percentage of ash.

The engine room contains a r.ooo h. p. Russell engine 30x30 in.,

direct connected to a 500-kw. General F.lectric double current gen-

erator, giving 6co volts direct current on one side and 370 volts

alternaling current on the other side. 'This alternating current is

stepped up by tiansformers to 15.000 volts for use on high tension

lines. 'There is also one Rankin & Fritsch 225-h. p. corliss engine

belted to a 150-kw. direct current generator and a Porter and .Mlec

200-h. p. engine belted to a iJO-kw., 6oo-volt, 4-pole Westinghouse

generator. These units are all used in connection with the railway

systems. The station al.so contains three 50-liglit Western ILleclric

arc machines belted to a Russell engine, an iSo-kw. Westinghouse

1,100-volt alternator belted to an 85-h. p. Clyde engine, a 300-I1. p.

Ideal engine belted to a i50-k\v. Ft. Wayne, 1,100-volt alternator and

a 50-light direct current arc machine. During th.? day when the

lighting load is very light it is carried by a motor-generator set

operated from the direct current railw.iy circuit. This coiLsists of a

fioo-volt motor of 100 amperes capacity belted to a 45-kw., 1,100-

volt Westinghouse generator. The water supply for this station is

secured from two wells 175 ft. deep by means of two pumps made
by the Cook Well Co., of St. Louis.

The cleaning of the machinery in this station is done entirely by

compressed air, for which purpose an air tank is installed which is

supplied by a motor-driven air compressor. 'The e<|uipnient of the

power houses both at Danville and Champaign is run entirely non-

condensing, due partly to the fact that the )>resent pl.nit was made up
of comparatively small units which have been added from time to

time and partly to the fact that in both pl.aces the exhaust steam

is used for the city steam heating system and in this way brings in

considerable revenue during part of the year when ?team heating is

required. 'The greater part of the interurban system has been in

opration but a comparatively short time, and the power plant has

been arranged in the most readily available way withou: making
very radical changes in existing stations. As soon as time permits,
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nnicli of ilic present station equipment will he replaced by one or

more large size direct connected units and the plants will he modern-

ized in engineering details. I'he compan_v has qnite extensive

car i)arns and repair shops in Ciiampaign, adjacent to (he power

house. There are a woodworking shop, machine shop, hlacksmith

shop, and winding room which are eqnipiK-d to take care of all the

repairs required for the cil.v cars excepting the foundry work.

The company has two private telephone lines connecting all tlu-

INrKKlKU.VN C.\R. ILLINOIS I ENTK.VL TK.\llhi.S ^^^l^..\l.

poiins on the interurban .systems just described, one of which is

used for general business purposes and the other exclusively for

the dispatcher, whose office is located at Danville, within a few doors

of the public square. The method of dispatching is similar to that

employe<l on most interurban railways, the car crew" reporting their

arrival al each meeting |)oinl. The motornian and conductor of ihe

car taking the siding at the meeting point make their report to the

dispatcher and also report the number of the train which they have

met. Some changes in the dispatching system arc to be inaugurated

by .\lr. iloagland, the general superintendent at Danville. Two tele-

phones are lo be installed in each car, one at cither end, which will

be readily accessible to both the motornian and conductor of the

car at the same time. The jack boxes are to be installed on the

posts between the tracks at the sidings so as to be accessible from

the car and on taking the sidin,g the car will stop o|i|i(isiti- ime of

these lM)xes and the lead to the telephone plugged

into it. The dispatcher's orders will be taken down
by the motornian and repeated back by the conductor,

each at his own telephone, which it is iK-lieved will

save considerable time and at the same time secure

greater accuracy by having both of the crew talk to

the dispatcher separately.

Express and l-'reiglit.

The company is developing an express and freight

business and has three cars in regular service. The

express car leaves Danville at 1 1 o'clock each morn-

ing and collects and delivers express matter at all

points, reaching Champaign at 2 o'clock in the after

-

iKHm ; then leaves Champaign at 2 ..\o p. m. and

makes the trip back lo Danville, arriving there al

5:40 p, ni. Express cars arc also operated on the

Georgetown division, upon which an exceptionally

goixl express business has developed.

With the exception of the coal carrying trade

which has Iwen undertaken on these lines all other

shipmeiils go as express matter and where they are

small enough arc carried in the baggage and smok
ing compartments of the regular cars. Express

agcnl« arc established at all the principal points and

packages are also received by conductors of cars at

any point and are delivered to the agent nearest

their destination, but no delivery system beyond Ihe agent's head-

quarters is undertaken. Packages will be pnl otT Ihe cars at

crosn roads, or any point desirerl, but Ihe company assumes no re-

sponsibility for Ihe goods llius delivered. Kverylhiug, however, as

far as p<issilile, i» being done lo accommodate shippers on these lines,

and the n»e of the company's business telephone is always <i(>en lo Ihe

shipiicrs desiring lo order grHids by Ibis means, which will be for-

warded by electric express.

.\s we have previously stated, these lines are in the heart of a coal

mining region and recently the same interests which control the elec-

tric lines have organized a coal company with the object of hauling

coal in c:ir-loa<l lots and delivering it at all [Kiiuts reached by the

intcrurbaus. To handle '.his trade the company has built in its own

shops six coal cars and has bought six others. These cars arc to be

luuiled by an electric locomotive which is also being built in the

Danville sluips. The locomotive will be of ,iOO-h. p. capacity, each

of the four axles being eiiiiippcd with a -,s-li. V-

lieneral Electric motor.

Ihe type of cars used on the interurban lines are

51 -fi. combination passenger, smoker and baggage

cars, built by the .American Car Co. rhe interior

finish is inlaid mahogany and the main compartment

contains 22 cross seats, 1 1 on each side, capable of

seating 44 passengers. The cars switch around Ys

at both ends of the line so that the same end of the

car always runs forward. For this reason the seats

are mil niaile with reversible backs. They are of

the Hale & Killnini type and are leather covered

••nid the backs are high, affording a head rest, mak-

ing them much more comfortable than the ordinary

low back seat. The smoking and baggage com-

partment is arranged in a somewhat unusual man-

ner. The motorman's compartment is in the left-

hand corner of the smoking room and forms a room by itself uilli

doors on cillier side, one leading into the sniokiiig room and the

other (Hitside of the car. Opposite the motorman's compartment

is a longitudinal seat seating five passengers and three upholstered

wici.er chairs are placed in the baggage room, making a seating ca-

pacity for eight people. Two sliding side doors are placed in the

sides of the smoking compartment for loading and unloading ex

press packages. The cars are equipped with four (lencral Electric

No. 7.! motors and type M control. They have Westinghouse air

brakes and are heated by Western Car Heating Co. hot water

Iicalers. Each car is lighted by .?o incandescent lamps and carries

a Wageiihalls arc head light. The latter have been wired up with

two resistances in parallel instead of using a siiigle one as is cus-

tomary, and while this arrangement uses nearly double the amount

of ctirreut it results in an uiuisiially |)owerful light.

/* cfi^^et o^

Cara^f "•y^Kmf^^^

Cat a^r/t a/Ki' jlt^KTfr.'i^iV

Car S^r/T air^ ^fn'jiBr^mJ^

S^V-.'-^FJ^*

l-'fv^'^*****/*

IlMfiHAM f !• (K»;\M/.\TH)N. ILLINOIS ( KNTKAL TR.MTK.N SYSTFM.

l-'iii:iiu-i;il,

TIk" IlliiKiis 'I'r.'K'tinii Cd, is ilniiiK .'in cxfi'lloiit hiisincss on all of

it'i strt'ct ami iiUcnirhan liiu--. and has a uKuiopoIy of llu' gatf.

I'U'ftrio \\v,\\\ and stt-ani lu-atinK l)Usinu''S in llu* cities in which it

(f|K'ralrs, The follciwin(jt fahlcs cover the properties in Decatur.

I)an\ilie. Chanipaif^n and .S^> miles (if intenirhan liiuv :nid show the

comparalive st.ilemeiit of earnings and expenses fur the iitonlli of
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July fi>r the last five years ami also (cir the veveii iiioiitlis eiuliiig

July 31 for the same period.

iycx»

Month

l<X).».

-f July.

19OJ.

Total gross

earnings . .$8.?.0O3.8.l $67,404.64 $51,1.1041

ICxpenses .. . 45.8o8.,ii 40,^32.50 27,481.62

Net over ex-

penses and

OOl.

$.l8,8.Wi2

20.r)Ko.58

goo.

$.12k4.WS"

-'-,468..il

taxes .ir"<)55-" 27.2fo.14 2.1.657.70 I7,849.i4 y,f)64-'^'

Si'\en months ending Jnly .11.

I'olal Rro-s earn-

iuRs

ICxpeiises

Net over expenses

and taxes

$.s.?8.7-!l

.T4..ii.)

"OO.i.

-'57.76.1

1002. igoi 1000.

$.\2g.o(it> $--5o,.i7j $210.0.15

i7<>.077 144.6.S4 1 48.02

1

152.080 105,718 71.014'0.58.?

The organization of the officers and operating forces is somewhat

complex and is hest shown hy the accompanying diagram. Mr.

\V. H. McKinley is president and general manager of the whole sys-

tem and Mr, L. H. Fisher is manager of all the properties in Dan-

ville. Champaign and Decatur, including the interurhan systems. In

each of the cities there is a general superintendent in charge of all

the departments who reports directly to Mr. l^'isher, and there are

also superintendents of most of the departments who report to the

general superintendent. While the line of authority is generally

direct from the superintendent to the general superintendent, the

manager and the general manager, there are a few exceptions to this

that will he noted hy reference to the diagram. Mr. B. R. Stephens

as private secretary to Mr. McKinley, reports primarily to him and

to the manager only as auditor and traffic manager of the D., U.

& C Ry. Mr. Connor, as superintendent of the D., U. & C. Ry..

reports to Mr. Stephens, traffic manager, on snhjects pertaining to

the movement of freight, express and special cars. Sub-station

employes report to Mr. Hoagland. general superintendent of the

Danville Street Railway & Light Co., except the .ittendant at the

.St. Joseph storage battery, who reports to Mr. I'epper. geneial super-

intendent of the Urbana & Champaign Railway. Gas & Electric Co.

The chief engineer of the Champaign power house reports to Mr.

Hoagland only on matters pertaining to the high tension system of

the D., V. & C. Ry. The trouble man and the foreman of overhead

work report to Mr. Ilo.ngland. but are subject to call by Mr. Connor

in case of trouble on the lines under his charge. 1 he local auditor

Storanc Air Hiakcs on Sy.stciii of I'uhlic Scrv.
ice (lorpoi-jition of New .Icrsey.

The management of the i'ublic Service Corporation has decided

to make extensive use of the storage air brake system on its cars.

.\t present 276 of its double trnck cars are being ecjuipped with

sli>rage air brakes. For charging these e(|iii|>ments with air, six

stationary molor-driven compressing plants are to be hjcatcd at

convenient points on those lines over which the storage air brake

cars are to lie operated. Two of these compressing plants are com-

pleteil, one at the Monldair car hou^e and !\"- :il ili.- S..nili ( Irange

car house. Other plants will be located at Greenville, Harrison,

.Maplewood and the sixth at some point not yet decided upcMi.

.\ll of these compressing plants together with all the brake e<|uip-

ments on the cars have been furnished and installed by the National

F.lectric Co., of New ^'ork and Milwaukee.

The system involves the application to each car of two storage

tanks, each 18 in. x 78 in., which are designed to receive the air

from the stationary compressing stations at about .100 lb. pressure.

I'rnm the car storage tanks the air passes to an auxiliary service

reservoir through a reducing valve for obtaining the working pres-

sure of 50 lb. From the service reservoir, the air passes at the low

pressure direct to the brake cylinder. .*\side from the addition of

the storage taid<s and reducing valve, the brake etpiipment on each

car is of the stan<lard Christenscn .strai.ght air type.

/'Sena nei^ 0»t^

.

r.K.VKK F.Oflr.ME.NT OX Pl'nUC SERVICE (ORI'ORATION CARS.

in Danville and Mr. Cnmior report to either the manager or the

general superinteiwlent. as may he desirable. With these exceptions

all the employes report along the lines indicate<l.

(To be continued.)

The operation of through cars from Uniontown. Pa., to Greens-

burg, Pa., via Connellsville. Scottdale and Youngwood. was begun

September 6lh, the distance being ,38 miles, the running time 2 hr.

25 min.. giving hourly service. Between Scottdale and Uniontown.

a distance of 20 miles, thirty minute service is being maintained.

Cars arc operated by the Pittsburg. McKcesport & Connellsville

Railway Co. over the tracks of that company from Uniontown to

Hunker, a distance of 29 miles, at which piint they pass on to the

tracks of the Pitt.sburg, McKeesport & Green.sburg road, the cars

remaining in charge of the Pittsburg. McKeesport & Connellsville

crews through to the terminal.

ICach compressing plant t'>r furnishing compressed air at joo lb.

consists of two belt driven air compressors, each having a capacity

of 100 cu. ft. of free air per minute. Each compressor is driven by

a railway type motor, taking trolley current through a regulation

car controller. In conjunction with the two belt driven compressors,

there are three cooling storage tanks at each plant, each tank being

18 ft. long X ,? ft. in diameter. The tanks are set on end and are

connected in series, this arrangement providing for cooling the air

and also for reducing condensation to the minimum. The air passes

from these storage tanks to the street boxes through a ,vin. pipe line.

The street boxes are provided with flexible hose for filling the stor-

age reservoirs on the cars. When a car is charging at the street

boxes, the high pressure air passes through a check valve in the

charging line and thence through a ground stop cock to the storage

reservoir.

The Montclair compressing plant will for the present supply ,iir
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to alioiit 26 double truck cars, while that at South Oraugc will >crvc

ahout 38 cars. In considering the size of the storage tanks which

were to be used upon the cars for carrying the high pressure com-

pressed air supply, Mr. I). F. Carver, chief engineer of the street

railway departmenl, made a number of tests to determine the amount

of air used by an ordinary car in ordinary service. It was fomul

that the maximum number of brake applications for a fvill round

trip would never e.xcced 300 and that the number for maximum
service would be aliout 280. This number is far in excess of the

average number. It was determined that the average consumption

of compressed air per 40-lb. application would be but slightly over

I cu. ft., and an average was assumed of 1.2 cu. ft. per application.

It will thus be understood that the total maximum consumption

of air, assuming 280 applications using 1.2 cu. ft. each will be .\H>

cu. ft. of free air to be supplied from the storage tanks. The com-

bined volume of the two storage tanks per car is 21.95 cu. ft., giving

at 300 lb. pressure a total capacity of 439 cu. ft. of free air. But

as the air passes from the storage tanks into the auxiliary or service

reservoir at 300 lb. down to 50 lb., there is available in the storage

tanks for braking purposes an amount of air corresponding to that

volume at 250 lb. pressure or 368 cu. ft. of free air, which is suf-

ficient for the total of 280 applications. The storage tanks under the

cars have a factor of safety of approximately six. The piping and

fittings are extra heavy for high pressure.

The National Electric Co. has also equipped 150 cars of the

Public Service Corporation with standard Christensen independent

motor driven straight air brake equipments.

The W. S. Jackson Automatic Block Signal
System.

The signal system herewith <lescribed was designed by Mr. W.
S. Jackson, who is connected with the Jersey City, Ilohokcn &
Paterson Street Railway Co., one of the roads now controlled by

The Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. He claims to have

a simple as well as an efficient block signal system that will meet all

the rc<piirements of electric railway service.

The system described is designed to be operated on roads using

single track and turn-outs, but with slight modifications of the wiring

plan, it may also be used on double track roads.

.\t each end of a piece of single track, there arc placed on a pole

supiMirting the span wire, two machines, enclosed in wooden boxes.

KED .SKM.^rlloKK .\.N[l SW IT< II IIIIN.

one oprratinK a red semaphore and red lights, and ll'e other operat-

iiiK a K''c<^'< ^cmaphorc and green light'-.

Tbr m>ichinc i< made up of two eleelrii'magiiets conneclcil together

by a plunger, a< «hown in the acoitupanying cut. To this plunger

)•, fa^teue>I a ram, at the emU >if which are fa>itened pieces of fibre

insulati</n, which tnlcr '" *'"' receile from the switch points. The

electrii-magnels are moniiled, in a hori/onlal position, on a wuoileu

bench, umlei" which art- fastcnetl switches, which are openeil and

closed by the action uf the magnets on the plunger an<l cam. Tlie

semaphores are operated by means of the plun;4er ami c.im. The

red and green machines arc similar in construction, ihc only dilTer-

cnce being that the red machine has two more swilclics than llii:

green machine.

In the wirin.n plan, a^ >lii>wn hercwilh. the signals are in the n»>r-

^%>jiJi})i ^^a^^Mit . m

^x_
wiKiNi; iii.\iai.\M.

nial ur "no signal" position, that is, the seniai)hures arc in iiiclitied

positions, and the lamps are out. Now let us suppose a car to enter

the block, coming from turn-out No. 1, and going to turn-out No. 2.

The trolley wheel makes contact with a contact device, which is

placed just outside of the turn-out as shown in <hc wiring plan,

thus sending a current through line wire h, ; this ciirreiu eiurgizcs

magnet Ai, causing it to draw the plunger in, and means of the

cam, raising the semaphore to the horizontal or danger position.

.\fter the current has passed through magnet .A, it passes through

sw-itch No. I to the ground, through wire Gi. Now the switches No.
I and No. 2 are opened, and switches Nos. 3, 4, and 5 are closed,

and current coming from feed wire F, passes partly through switch

No. 5, and so ihrnugli the lights to the gromnl. and p.irlly through

(a<i;KN sK.MAi'iii KK .\Nii sH ir( M HON.

switch .No. 4, and over the line wire c lo magnet .A.., energizing it,

thus causing it to bring ihe semajihore into a horizontal pr>sition,

opening switch No. fi and closing switches Nos. 7 anil S, which allows

current to pass through swilch No. S and so ihruugh the lights lo the

ground.

The rc'l semaphore, now al danger, slops il»e car which is, let us
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sii|ipii«f. ,ilii>ut III niirr Mrx-k from liirn-oiil Nu. j. and llu- green

svniaphori' caiill<>n» llii- car uliich is closely l>cliin<l ilint car thai linn

jnsi eiili'ri-il llu- lilix-k.

Now wlii-n llir car in llic Muck has reached ihc nlher em! it again

makes C'Hitact »ilh uverliead cuiUact device and can»es current I"

pass llirungh line wire h,; this current divides itself, as will he seen,

part iif il Roing to magnet Ki, causing the plunger ind cam tn cnme

hack to the normal position, and pari of il going to magnet Ki, caus-

ing the plunger and cam of Ihe green machine to come hack to the

normal jMisiilon. The switches Nos. 3, 4 and 5 of the red machine

are now opened, as well as switches No. 7 an<l S on ihc green

machine: Ihe light circnils are not cut and the lights are out. For

a car going from turn-out No. 2 to lurn-out No. 1, ihe action is

precisely the same. Il will he noticed that the red machine is

operated first, and ihal Ihe operation of the green machine is de-

pendent upon the operation of the red machine, thus assuring Ihe

Krupp Specialties in America.

riiomas I'rosscr & Son. nf 15 Gold St., New York City, are the

.\iiierican representatives of I'ried. Krupp & Co., of Germany. They

are making a specially of Krupji steel tired wheels with any style

of lire fastening and with steel casting, wrnughi iron or ca-1-iron

centers, either plate or spoke type; or siecl casthig wheels (plale

or spoke type) with lire and center cast in one piece.

Thomas Prosser & Son also handle Krnpp resislance wire for

electrical purposes, as well as rheostats, arc lamps, heating apparatus,

electric headlights, etc. This wire possesses a specific resistance

oidy about 10 |ier cent lower than mercury. Krupp resistance ma-

terial can lie loaded permanently np to a temperature of 112 degrees

l'"ahrenlieit. without undergoing any aller.ilion of structure.

This firm is also prepared to take orders for Krnpp shafts and

other forgings up lo 70 Ions for power house engines, etc.

^

IIEVIIE FOR OI'KNlSli .\.N1> lUiSINi; SWITrHE.s.

molorman that he has signalled the car approaching fmni llio

opposite direction to stop.

In this system the signals are always at danger, for should the

trolley wheel pass over the contact, and the green semaphore fail

to go up. this would show that the red semaphore at the oilier end

of Ihc block had failed to operate, and therefore that the signals

were out of order. In this system the lights are entirely inde-

pendent of the semaphores, and should the lamps not burn for

some reason or other, this would not interfere in any way with the

operation of the semaphores.

The designer has also perfected a three and four-wire plan for

coimecting the signals, not shown here, by means of which if two

Van Dorn Heavy Draw Bars and (^uupiinKs.

l-'or Ihc use of heavy electric cars operating at high .speeds the

\V. r. \'an Dorn Co. has designed a specially heavy draw l>ar and

coupling which arc shown in Ihe accompanying illustration. This

company has made a special study of the reipiiremenis of electric

railway couplings and draft gearing for the |iast ten years and most

of the important electric roads in this country have Injen equipped

with the Van Dorn couplings. The company, therefore, feels it is in

a position to furnish couplings to meet any condition on any class

of railways.

There are perhaps but few men in the railway field who appre-

ciate how much heavier couplings should Ixr constructed for electric

railways than for steam railroads. The reason for this is that a

very much higher acceleration of ihc electric cars makes the de-

mands on the couplings almost twice as severe as they would be

with the same weight of car on steam roads. Managers of dilTerent

roads have frequently stated that Ihey wanted couplings of light

capacity as their service would be comparatively easy on cars

e(|uippcd with multiple unit system, but the Van Dorn company

has found by experience that the heaviest type is none too strong

for this service. Il is therefore reconnncndcd that managers of

electric railways or elevated railroads who wish to order couplings

for their cars write direct to the company, giving full information

as to the weight of the cars, length of body and the curvatures of

the road, so that the maker can reconnnend a type of coupling that

will be ade(|uate for the purposes. .Ml couplings built by the Van

Dorn company are machine fitted and no couplings of any class arc

-^/Tfc /m /^ ,
.-?»_

f...i (....f n.«M,.^

twJ,.,-Jii»» .«,!.-,
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ears approaching from oppnsite direclions should strike the over-

head contacts sinndtaneously but one car could operate the signals,

thus insuring that car the right of way.

This system of signals has been in successful operation for the

past two years on the Ik-rgen Turnpike Road, running from Hobo-

ken lo Hackensack ; also for the past year, on the Orange and

I'assaic Valley Road, which runs throngh Orange, Hast Orange,

and Bloomfield; also for the past year on the Valley Road of the

North Jersey system which runs from Monlclair to Monlclair

Heights.

supplied in which the play exceeds 1-16 in. when the couplings are

new. This makes a very compact train, and when coupled np as

closely and rigidly as possible there is a very material increase in the

life of the cars.

I be .Mli.iny & Syracuse F.leclric Railway Co. has acli.iiteil, in ad-

dition to counnutnlion tickets which are sold between all regular

stations, a money ticket book, which is practically a mileage book,

containing joo 5-cent coupons, at $8 per book, a discount of >o per

tent from the regular rate of fare.



Proceedings of the Twenty-Second Annual Meeting, Street

Railway Association of the State of New York.

The IQQ4 met-ling of tin- Street Railway Association of the State

of New York was held in L'tica Septciiiher 13th and 14th. Tlic

reputation of the New York State Association for bnsiness-like con-

ventions was well snsiained and the l"tica niceiing will go on the

records as one of the most successfnl. as well as one of the most

enjoyable conventions in the liistory of the association. Approxi-

mately 250 nieml)er> and gnests were in attendance. The supply-

men's exhibit was interesting. The large attendance of ladies added

10 the snccess of the meeting and made it a memoralile one from a

social stand|xiint. The cntertainnienl featnres provided hy the ladies

of L'lica and by the L'tica & Mohawk X'alley Railway Co. were per-

fect in every detail. Mr. .-Vllen and his associates made ideal hosts.

President Connettc left nothing to he desired as a presiding officer.

Mr. Cole, the genial secretary of the association, deserves a great

deal of credit for the success of the meeting.

The sessions of the association were held in the New Century

Cltib Auditorium.

President E. G. Connettc. of Syracuse, called the first session to

order at 10:45 Tuesday morning. The convention was welcomed to

l'tica hy the mayor. Hon. Charles A. Talcotl. who in his address

spoke of the great influence which the electric railway has had on our

national growth and commercial greatness, and expressed the belief

that in the true record of the progress and enlightenment of the

Twentieth century the lalx)rs of the Xew \'ork St.'ite .\ssociation

would have a conspicuous place.

The report of the executive committee was then read and approved.

The committee recommended, in view of the increasing number of

delegates and guests attending the annual conventions tif the asso-

ciation, that in the future some prominent hotel resort be selected

as the meeting place, where better hotel conveniences and greater

accommodations for the sup|)lynien's exhibit could be. had.

The report of the secretary and treasurer was then presented ami

approved. The report shows an increase in membership and a sat

isfaclory financial condition.

The president's annual address which followed was an able pre-

sentation of electric railway development in tlie state of New York

President (^onnette'.s Addres.s.

We meet in annual session in the city of L'lica for the first time

since the organization of the Association ; it is a propitious time

for the Association to meet in the beautiful and historic Mohawk
Valley, because the construction and operation of the l'tica & .VIn

hawk Valley Railway is an exhibit of the best methods in the build-

ing and operation of interurban railroads. Within two years the

villages and cities from Rome to Little Kails have been linked to-

gether, so that they are now almost a continuous population. The

high speed and frequent service which is now enjoyetj by these

people is certainly a great contrast to the transportation facilities

enjoyed by their forefathers.

A little over one hundred years ago the Mohawk River supplied

the only means of transportation for the few people who lived in

the hamlet of Old Fort Schuyler. Small boats—similar to canal

scows—propelled by hand were used for the carrying of passengers

and freight.

In iHii stage boats were run between l'tica and .Schenectady for

the accommodation of passengers, svhich left L'lica twice a week at

5 a. m., and arrived in Schenectady the following morning in lime

for breakfast. Almut this time a highway was built, so that stage

lines were being operated from Ulica to Albany, in Jaiuiary. 181 1.

Parker Howe advertised that the mail stage now leaves H,iggs, Utica,

every morning at four o'clock; passengers will breakfast at May-

nard's, Herkimer, dine at Josiah Shcphard's, Pjicsline, and sup at

rho«. Powell's Tontine CoflFee Mouse, .Schenectady,

In l«20 a large part of the fCrie Canal was open for freight and

pasicngers, and the Krie Canal .N'avigati'in Co. adverli-ed. Ihal they

^ail^d every ,\fonday and Thursday morning from l'tica al ij o'clock

and arrived al Canastola at 7 p. m.

In 1836 the l'tica & Schenectady Railroad was opene:! for trallic.

anil the newspapers throughout the state announced the opening with

a granil flourish, and boasted that the couipany had six locomotives.

50 cars and 50 emigrant wagons, and that each car would carry ->4

passengers.

These antitiue methods of trans[iort:Ui(Mi compared with facilities

for handling passengers and freight, as provided by the only four

track steam railroad in the world, and by an electric service second

to none, shows indeeti a r;ipid evidntioii in the (U-\*el'ipnKnt of tr;tn^

])ortation facilities.

Within the past three years new life was infuse;l into ilie oM
l'tica & Belt Line company, out of w-bicli grew the l'lica & .Mohawk

Valley Railway Co., running from Little Falls to Rome, and whioli

now operates cars at a speed which almost equals the fast trains of

the steam roads. This road has been substantially constructed and

it is worth the while of the members of this .Association, while in

l'tica, to ride over its lines and observe the substantial roadbed and

bridges of modern, up-to-date construction.

While the year past has not witnessed such prosperity as the pre-

ceding year or two, still the gross earnings of the street railroads of

this state for the last fiscal year show a healthy increase over the

previous fiscal year. The increase in the operative mileage of street

surface railroads during the past year was iii.o, by far the greater

portion of which increase is interurban mileage.

The building of electric roads through hitherto luiexplored terri-

tory, connecting villages and hamlets with the centers of commerce

and industry and ])ro\iding quick and frequent transportation for

passengers and produce, establishes the electric railroad as a great

missionary function in converting the isolated and antiquated meth-

ods of living and doing business into the up-to-date and progressive

ideas of living. The disposition of persons or municipalities to

retard the building and growth of electric roads by opposition, im-

posing serious restrictions and impracticable or burdensome con-

ditions, resulting in the abandoiiinenl of the project, is a menace to

the general public go(»d and deprives that i)articnlar coinnnnn'ty of

valuable and substantial benefits.

.\ccording to the last annual report of the Board 01 Radroad Com-
missioners, the casualties on street surface railroads are less than

they were during the preceding fiscal year, which is encouraging,

and shows that the roads are being operated with more care and

improved methods. Defects in melliod'. of train dispatching on

electric railroads has resulted in more serious ;icci>lents during the

last year than from any other cause. Head-on collisions have oc-

curred on two roads using the most approved systems of train dis-

|)atching. A more perfect method of operating cars by train signals

should be devised, if i)ossihle, to prevent collisions, or some other

means adopted by which such accidents can be avoided

The increase in the freight and express business on eleclrii- rail-

ro.'ifls during the p;ist five years is shown by the (ollowing l;iblf :

iHyy 1 J0,i;40 tons

igoo i.=i,?,,!4.1 Ions

IQOI . . .287,31

1

tons

igo2 ,394.641 tons

100.3 5!f).470 tons

This indicates that the package or parcel business is increasing

rapidly, bid there is yet a large field for devclopnieiil in this line.

The running of express service on electric roads ere.lies a con.

vcnicnce which can scarcely he appreciated until it has been iriiil

it cimnects the jobbing house in the city with the hamlet and villa.ye

stores, so that the latter can replenish their stocks of goods from time

to time with promptness and with inncli less expense than under llu-

old methods, and furnishes the farmer a quick and easy in iikel Ini

his produce: the future of this class of business and the ad\ :iiila;;es

to the public thereby can scarcely he estimated

Interesting papers have been prepared and will be read before this

convention upon the subject of freight and exiness business on elec-
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trie roa(l>, and I Irusl llial ilic convi-mion will Rivt particular alti-ii-

liun to thi- as one of the livcst snlijccls in lie ilevclopcd by the

street and intcrtirban roads.

TluTc was no leRislation enacted <liirinK the |>a\l year which

adversely affected the street railway interests of this .late; while

there was sonic legislation which more or less henetited some of the

roads.

We note wilh especial interest the development of electricity as a

motive power to supplant Ihc use of steam locomotives, a^ illnstrated

hy the recent arrangements of the New York Central railroad to

install an electrical system for the movement of all its trains on the

Ilndson Division as far as Croton—.V4.4J miles, and on the Harlem
Division as far as White Plains—34.J7 miles. The local service will

he lian<IU'd hy trains of from four to six cars; e.nch car will proh-

ahly he e(|iiippeil with two motors of ahont JOO h. p.. while the large

trains will he hanilled hy electric locomotives Thirty electric lr)CO-

motives have heen ordered which will weigh ahont i/) ions e.-ich, and

will lie ecpiipped with four gearless motors of ahout 550 h. p. each,

giving a total of j.joo h. p. per locomotive. Kacli of these locomo-

tives operating on a (ioo-volt circuit can haul a 300-ton train at a

spec<l of ho miles per hour. The locomotives will he equipped with

multiple unit type of controller so that two or more locomotives can

he couiiled together for the handliu)^ of the heaviest trains.

The (lower station to handle this iiuniense plant will contain eight

steam tnrhines with generator of 5,000-kw. capacity each, installed

in two stations—one at Yonkers and the other at Port Morris.

The development hy the electrical coinpanies of the compensated

alternating current railway motor is a long step forward, as the

advantages of this system are the lesser cost of conversion and dis-

tributing and reduced operating expenses in sub-stations, its appli-

cation is especially desirable where the density of traffic is low—that

is, where a more or less infrequent service is maintained over rea-

sonable distances, or where a more frequent or heavy service is

maintained over distances greater than are now customary in direct

current work. It is also iiarticularly applicable where trains are

run in snch large numbers that the current drawn from the line at

a given point is very large and would necessitate converter sub-

.stalions at frequent intervals if direct current was used. Where
large loads are concentrated at a few points on the line as against

the load uniformly distributed over the \\'hole sy.stem, or where the

cost of motor car equipment is small compared with the cost of

transmitting anil distributing, the alternating system is most suit-

able.

These motors have a decided advantage from the fact lluii they can

be used either with alternating or direct current.

Special arrangements have been made for a car equipped with this

type of motors to run between L'tica and Rome during this con-

vention. The car will be run between L'tica and Oriskany with

direct current and between Oriskany and Rome with alternating

current at 2,200 volts ; a special line having been erected for the

purpose for the benefit of persons attending this convention. .An-

nouncements will be made as to the hours that this car will be run.

As a matter of statistics, it is doubtless interesting to know that

the average number of persons employed on all street surface rail-

roads during the past fiscal year was 30,028, and that the amount

paid out in salaries and wages during that time was $17,841,895.49.

It is not only interesting from a statistical standpoint, but it gives

an idea of the large number of men and the immense amount which

is paid out in wages, which should in itself accentuate the impor-

tance of the State .Association in representing an industry of such

large proportions.

The committee appointed at the last meeting of the .\-'St)ciation

at the instance of the State Hoard of Railroad Commissioners, to

act jointly with the .\merican Institute of Klectrical Engineers and

the National Board of Underwriters for the purpose of making high

voltage tests, to determine the danger of transmission lines under

present methods of construction, have performed their duty in a zeal-

ous and connnendabic manner. I especially call the attention of the

association to their report, which will be submitted at this meeting.

The Standard Rules Committee have done excellent work in con-

nection with their duties. Their report has been printed in pamphlet

form, showing the rules as now recommended, together with reports

of the minutes of the committee showing why certain changes have

been made. The work on the system of interurban rules has not

reached a point yet which is entirely satisfactory to the members of

the Rules Committee, but they have incorporated in their report cer-

tain recomniendntiniis in regard to interurban rules. This com-

mittee should be continued in oriler that the work of standardization

may he perfected, especially so far as iiiternrbaii rules are con-

cerned, and I would suggest that this committee especially consider

the question of train dispatching.

Ilie cordial relations existing between employes and the street

railroad companies of the state is a pleasing condition, and is doubt-

less due to the up-to-date meihoils in the management and control

of inen. No concern which employs men can reach the niaxiimim of

success and attain tlie best results without a thorough co-operation

of its employes. .Ml men are human and the position they occupy

in life should not affect their self-respect. 'The golden rule applied

to the management of employes is one which will always bring

good result-.

There is a common interest among the street railroads which can

only be fostered and protected by united action. 'This association

was organized for the pur|iose of attaining the end suggested ; that

is, to provide the avenue for unifying the work, ami caring for and

looking after the interests of the street railroad companies of this

state, and every street railr<iad company in the state should, there-

fore, become a member. Nearly all of them are, but there are ycl

a few roads which have, for some reason, never joined the associa-

tion, .and I. therefore, respectfully suggest that every effort be made
to have every street railroad company in the state becfiine a mem-
ber of this association. It is not only bcnelieial from the standpoint

of looking after the common interests of its members, but the annual

meetings are becoming more and more popular and interesting. The

papers submitted and the subjects discussed are of snch a nature as

will harmonize the ideas of management and develop up-to-date

plans for the proper operation of the different departments. A
"Question Box" has been introduced as a new feature of the program

at this meeting and an interested discussion of the various topics

contained therein is desired.

One of the pleasant features of our annual meeting is to meet the

supplymen and greet them in a social way. and the large number

which are in attendance at this meeting is a reassurance of their

unflagging interest in and good will for this association.

In closing 1 do not forget to express my hearty thanks and appre-

ciation for the loyal and active support of the executive committee,

and for the live and active interest of the members and friends of

the association, and especially the street railway press in the effort

to make this meeting an interesting and pleasant occasion.

The association has shown its usefulness and importance in the

past several years, and its importance .and usefulness can yet be in-

creased and broadened and I, therefore, bespeak for the association

the same hearty support and co-operation of its members, officials

and executive conmtittee as has been contributed during my incumb-

ency as president of the association.

.After the routine preliminary business had been disposed of. the

meeting proceeded to the reading and discussion of papers.

The first paper presented was, "Power Production .and Distribution

on the Metropolitan Street Railway System," prepared by Mr. M. G.

Starrett, chief engineer of the New York City Railway Co. In the

absence of Mr. Starrett. tlie paper was read by Mr. W. R. Reed, of

the same company.

The president asked Mr. C K. Roclil. of the Brooklyn Heights

Railway Co., to lead the discussion.

Mr. Rochl said in part

:

"The Metropolitan company marked a new era wlien it started

in with a large alternating current st.ation and distributing by high

tension feeders to .sub-stations. We in Brooklyn have not quite as

large a plant as the Metropolitan system, hut we will approach

it gradually. In four years we have doubled our power output,

and if the plan of our operating department this winter is carried

out. we will have trebled it ; in other words, we will have it devel-

oped 300 per cent over what it was four years ago. Brooklyn began

in the early days with electric traction, and we have, therefore, a

number of small direct current stations. Four years ago we started

a 32.000-h. p. combined alternatiug and direct current power sta-

tion. This station is now in operation and has been for ahout six

months, .and we are able to get some results from it. Since that

time, last summer, we started with a new station, entirely alternating

current. This station when completed will be .ibout 100,000 h. p.

This. I think, is one of the largest stations yet planned. Like the
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Metropolitan, wc have the 6.600-volt three-phase ahernating current,

with six siib-st.itions. We have storage batteries in twn of thcni.

These batteries were fallen heir to, and we tUil not feel ilisposcd to
'

throw them ont, and so we are still using them. We are not, how-'

ever, using storage batteries in any of our new sub-siatioiis. .\ care-

ful study of the Brtwiklyn situation shows that wc cannot build the

same kind of sub-stations that the Metropolitan .system <lid. I think

it has sub-stations of io,coo kw. in rotary capacity. Our largest

station is 6.000 kw. : most of them are 5,000 kw. Our standard

unit is i,ooo-kw. rotary. Where the territory requires beyond 5,000

kw. we tind it is cheaper to revise the boundaries of the sub-station

district and build another sub-station, finding that it is cheaper than

the expense of maintaining one station with longer low tension

feeders.

"In our new plan for our new power station wc liavc (iccidod to

change to 11,000 volts We tind that wc will make a saving of about

S.1oo,ooo in our high tension feeilers alone after changing our present

alternators from 6.600 to 11,000 volts. We propose to re-wind them

so that they can he operated either at 6.600 volts, or 11.000 on the

-tar connection with neutral grounding.

"Our high tension feeders are not insulated as heavily as on the

Metropolitan. Whereas it uses 7-32 in. paper insulation around e.icli

conductor, we use 11-64 around rach conductor. We have also

adopted as a standard feeder J50,ooo ciu. That is uniform throngli-

out : we carry about J,50O kw. per feeder.

" I'o go l>ack to the size of the sub-stations. We have now six

sub-stations, and wc are plamiing 10 have fourteen.

"I was very much interested in the statement of Mr. .Starrctt that

they were able to save $1,650,000 in their alternating current dis-

tribution as compared with a number of direct current stations.

I'hat figure compares very closely with our own estimate that we

made four years ago on our Hr(K>klyn station. We found that wt-

were able to save al)out a million and a half dollars by using alter-

nating current distribution with sub-stations as compared with direct

current. Our station, as compared with the Metropolitan station.

has smaller tmils. We have 4,000-h. p. engines and 2.700-kw. gener-

ators as against the .i,500-kw. generators in the Metropolitan system.

"Our cost of coal is .somewhat less. I note that Mr. Starnti

slates that 67 per cent represents the coal cost. Ours is 65. rh:U

is explained by the fact that we use a very low grade of hard coal

—

Xo. 3 buckwheat—paying about $1 45 a ton for it. On the otlier

hand, our labor cost is somewhat higher. Wc have ^4 per cent as

against ig for the Metrojjolitan. This is probably due to the fact

that wc have entirely hand-fire<l boilers, it being impossible to burn

so low a grade of coal with the automatic stoker.

"HavinglKith direct current stations and alternating current dis-

tribution, wc have an opportunity to compare the old method with

the new. It is cheaper for us to generate the alternating current

and scn<l it out over high tension feeders and distribute it from the

rotary sub-stations than it is to generate the current at our direct

current stations.

"That reminds me of an article which I read in the ".Stieei Rail-

way Review," or rather an editorial. (|Ucstioning the advisability of

using the alternating current, and citing the case of the Boston

Elevated. There, I think, the lowest cost of the direct current sys-

tem is seven-tenths of one cciU per kw. hour. Wc arc able to beat

that at our sub-stations thus far, so that I think that the Boston

Elevated can probably beat its figure by going into the alternating

current distribution."

Mr. II. H Vreeland, of New York, spoke a few words on the im-

portance of the younger men in the electric railway business keep-

ing abreast of the limes in view of the marked changes during the

past few yearn in methods of generating and rlislributing power.

Mr W. Caryl Ely, of KulTalo, s|H)ke along the same lin;. and re-

lated the following incident illustrating the rapidity of advancement

in this department

:

"At Niagara Ealls, when the plans were being matureil for power-

house No. I of the .Niagara Falls Power Co., Mr. (Jeorge Westing-

house, of I'itlsbiirg, visited the Ealls and talked with the people

who were promoting that power enterprise, and suggesterl thai it

wa« a great mistake to think of ilisiriliiiting that power by mean-

of electricity. Thid wa« in about iH<xi lie suggested as the result

of their ex|Krriciice that compressed air be cousideied for the purp'ise

'if dittribulinn. In 1R95, or alKint that lime, in five or six years after

Mr Weslinghouse made that siatemeni, the first current was turiU'd

out of the powerbousc. and the 5.000-b. p. generators that turned

out the alternating current were manufactured by the Westing-

bouse compau}'."

In reply to a cpicsiion liy Mr. b'ly, .\lr, X'rcclanil stated tluit Iho

distance between the sub-stations of the Metropolitan at uyth St.

and 146th St. was sometbiug less than a mile. Mr. Ely then asked

Mr. \rceland if experience in Ncsv York City had demonstrated

it to he more economical to maintain two sub-stations at distances

of less than two miles apart than it would be to consolidate those two

sub-stations into one, of course leaving out of the calculation the

(juestion of cost of real estate and nihcr indirect considerations.

Mr. Vreeland replied that the two sub-stations nuMUioued were

placed where they were for local reasons. There is a very heavy

grade both ways on .'Xmstcrdam .\ve. from 128th St. and very heavy

service— llie line being one of tlic heaviest on the system, and curs un

holidays and ,Sundays are run on about jo-sccond intervals. ;\ very

long hill runs nearly two-thirds of the distance to the next power

station. It is more economical to distribute from this point. Prob-

ably had the present company had the arrangement originally of

the old distribution, there might have been .some changes When
the Metropolitan company built the g6th St. station its operation

was confined entirely to Manhattan Island and the lower sections.

The Third .Kvemie Railroad, to which the Metropolitan succeeded,

bad its station ami sub-stations under contract and partially con-

structed when the Metropolitan took the road, and it was more a

(|uestion of getting them completed aiul in operation at as early a

il.ay as possible, as the Third .Vvenue road did not have sufficient

power for its operation, so that less consideration was given lo these

points. But in direct answer to the question, it would have been

ilone in thai way, owing to the pccidiar conditions.

Mr. McNamara. of .Mbauy. called attention to the importiuu point

that Mr. Slarrett in his paper advocated storage batteries in connec-

tion with sub-stations, while Mr. Roeiil, of Brooklyn, stated that in

•lew work the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. would not install batteries.

I he gentleman wanted to know why storage batteries would not

be used in Brooklyn.

Mr. Rochl : "It wcuilcl lake a very large battery to smooth out the

lluctuatinns in ihe luail of an elevated railroad—an excessively large

,\n<\ excessively expensive storage battery. It will do it. as we know

it does it in the Metropolitan; lint we clo not lind il to be satis-

factory with an elevated road."

Mr. X'reeland. in further explanation of the u-e of storage l:alleries

in .\ew ^'ork, said: "The chief thing thai led lis to consider (he

-lorage battery in connection with our sub-stations was the enm'-

mous loads that we carry, and a dro|) in onr voltage slows down

our speed. We have to keep up to the inaxinunn on our speed to

conform to any schedule at all. The loss in time on our schedule

is a \ery serious matter with us. and c'uises a congestion of cars in

many localities. We found that we must keep a voltage of 550 lo

meet that condition, and that was one reason why we went so largely

into the storage battery (piestioii ,\nd another reason was that our

service is very heavy iS hours a day on ipur princijial lines. We
have a pccidiar condition in New X'orU with the theater seclicui and

llie dub .section. Take first the theaters from J,\d St. to 4(>th St.

on and adjacent to Broadw.o, uilli llie new llie;ilerv . Ilu'v li.uc,

seating capacity for 68.OCO people, .iiid ihi- eiowil is llnowii oiil 011

Broadway at night insitle of 10 iniinUes. Taking this in eoiiiieelion

with the club service our tralVie i- exireniely heavy at Mich lime.

and in order to do the work we had lo h.ue the relief of a storage

battery. We have in many of our stations, on some of llie east

side lines, carried our load on the ballery from 1 o'clock to
1
o'clock

in the morning, and shut down the power station completely lo do

necessary repair work, and this was another factor in favor of batter-

ies. Those were the jirincipal reasons; bill, as 1 s.iy. an imporlaiu

one and a very important one, was thai llie drop in voltage afTected

our service in tlu' cenlr.'il liiu's .'ind all of onr more iiiiporl.-inl heavy

lines."

Mr. T. \\. Milieu, of BufT:ilo, explained llie use of storage bat-

teries in Bnlfalo as follows: "We are rallier dissimilar in condi-

lions from almost any other system, in Ihal we ii.se a very large pro-

portion of power generated at Niag.-ira I'alls. It is supplied to us

24 hours in the day .165 days in Ihe year, We buy it by the total

amount ami as we have only abmil a ,?.) per cent load factor, we pur-

chase H.ooo h. p. from the l'"alls; a |)orlioii of the lime we only use

perhaps j.ooo I1. p. and have (i.oiki for six hours mil of the .'4 going
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to wasic-, r.\cei)l so imicli as we arc able lo milizc in llu- storage- Iml-

tcrics. DiiriiiK the period when wc are using in llie neiglilKirho >.l

of 2.000 li. p. for a length of time perhaps covering an hour anil

a half or two hours, we are ahle to take off seven or possihlv eight

ihons.ind horse power. So that wo arc utilizing something which

would otherwise go to waste. Then we find, I<h>, that onr storage

hattery cases up onr machines and relieves them of the great strain

of the tliictuating load. Wc have comliined sonic of our suh-stations.

One of our reasons for that is that hy that means we arc able to cen-

tralize our storage battery nearer the center of llic load, which

enables ns to use it to nuich better advantage."

The next paper was "Maintenance of Rlectric Cars and Their

I'lpiipmcnt," by Mr. II. .\. lienedicl. of the I'niled I faction Co., of

\lb:ni>'. which was read bv the autln)r.

.Maintenance of Electric Cars and Their
I'qnipnient.*

nv It. .\. IIKNKDUT, M.\STF.R MECHANIC, VNITF.I) TR.VCTION CO.. AT.D.XNV.

The street railway company of to-day. operating in each of .iiir

large cities, is formed, in many cases, by the combination of a

mnnbcr of railway companies each operating over individual lines

with their special type of car. In the operation of -ucli a combina-

tion a mnnbcr of problems prescTit themselves:

( 1 ) The adoption of st.indard types of car bodies.

(2) Slandardizaticn of trucks and electric eiiuipment.

(3) Reconstruction of car houses and repair shops,

(4) ICquipment of repair shops.

<S) Organization of maintenance department.

In the adoption of standard types of car bodies many local condi-

tions are to be considered and only in a general way can cert;iin

characteristics be decided upon. If the car is for city service on
short lines, requiring many stops with fast time, the 20-ft. box car

mounted on single truck for winter service and the lo-bench open
car mounted on single truck for sunmier service, have a number of

points in their favor. If it is city service on lines of ten miles

or more, the light double truck box car 28 to 30 ft. long for winter

service and the 1,5-hench open car for summer service, present a

number of points in favor of their adoption. For inlcrurban service,

the high speed double truck box car is the only type that may well

be considered, although there is a tendency at the preseiU time to

enlarge upon this type of car and copy steam railways as to size,

weight and general outline of car. giving the intcrurban car the

appearance of the steam "Pullman" coach. If this type of car is to

be adoi)ted for use upon private right of way. the experience of steam
roads should be given consideration.

If, however, the intcrurban car is lo be operated not only upon
private right of way but through city streets, it is the writer's opinion

that the intcrurban car should not exceed 50 ft. in length and should

in appearance resemble the city service car.

The standardization of trucks and electrical equipment is deter-

mined largely by local conditions and the type of car body. If for

city service under a twenty-foot body the single truck with 7 ft.

6 in. or 8 in. wheel base with tw-o 40-h. p. motors should give good
service. If for city service on long lines, under 28 or .w-ft. car

bodies, the double truck with 4 ft. 6 in. wheel base and four

motor equipment will give satisfactory service. The trucks for intcr-

urban cars have been developed upon steam railroad principles and
the standard adopted should follow closely those trucks developed by

high speed steam roads.

Upon the adoption of a standard type of car and the rearrange-

ment of the various lines to meet the conditions caused by consoli-

dation and the demands of the public, it becomes neccs.sary to rear-

range buildings for the storage of such cars and arrange the

proper facilities for inspection and repairs. The remodeled horse-

car barn which has answered the purpose of storing cars since the

introduction of electricity is no longer satisfactory.

In the erection of a car-house the following general points are

considered

:

(!) The five risk

Abstract.

(2) l-'acilities for ins|H-cliun, cleaning and making light repairs.

(3) Heating and lighting of car-house.

The insurance companies have given the subject of fire risks on

electric cars and car-bouses consi<leralile study and the Board of

L'ndcrwrilers have adopleil standard rules for their protection in the

construction of car-houses. The writer is of the opinion that im-

provements can be made in the construction of fireproof car-houses

It has been found that concrete is one of the best fireproof mate-

rials, and also a p*H)r conductor of heat; it therefore becomes one of

the best materials for the construction of car-houses. By the use

of concrete, reinforced with steel l)ars for the roof and wall con-

struction, and introducing a four-inch partition wall Ix'tween each

track, one practically has as many fireproof car-houses all con-

tained in one building as there are tracks. For inspection, each

track shoulil have a pit between the rails, four feet deep, extending

from rail to rail.

Uepair Shop.

The general repair shop shinild be centrally located with reference

to car-houses, where all general repairs can be done economically

and ([uickly. The general repair shop of an electric road for both

city and intcrurban service should consist of a paint shop, car-

penter shop, machine shop, electric repair shop, blacksmith shop and

truck shop.

Floor space, light and beat are the most important factors in ibe

paint shop. The tracks should be so arranged as to give ready access

to cars '(> that any car can be removed without the necessity of

moving but one or two other cars. Light obtained by skylights in

the roof gives satisfactory distribution of light. Steam is the most

economical and satisfactory form of heat for the paint shop. The

carpenter shop under the same roof as the paint shop, with the

same general design as to trackage, light and heat has proven

very satisfactory. The machine shop, electric repair shop, black-

smith shop and truck shop can be under the same roof and ar-

ranged to meet the local conditions. They should all be upon one

floor and lighted by means of skylights as well as side windows.

.Storehouse.

.Ml supplies required in the operation of the railway system

should be stored in a building located convenient to the repair shop

and should be a building de\'oted entirely to the storage of supplies

and separate from the other buildings.

Tbc equipment of repair shops depends largely upon local condi-

tions. The truck shop in general should be equipped with over-

head traveling cranes which span at least two tracks. The floor

level between tl'.c tracks should be depressed twelve inches .and the

floor between the rails of each track should be 4 feet 6 ijicbes lower

than the tread of the rail, with a light narrow gage track in the

bottom of the pit so formed for the use of a hydraulic jack.

The electric repair shop should l>e equipped with forms for making

armature and field coils, and arrangements made for their proper

insulation ; also armature banding machine with other labor-saving

de\'ices depending upon the type of electric equipment to be main-

tained.

The machine shop should be equipped with lathes, drill presses,

a milling macliinc, a thirty-six inch boring machine, hydraulic wheel

press, emery wheel and grindstone and such other special devices

as the local conditions may demand. In the organization of a

department of maintenance tbc personality of the organization should

be of a high order.

Particular attention should be given to the inspection of cars.

.•Ks much depends upon, not only the system of inspection, but the

care with which cars are inspected. All c.irs should be thoroughly

inspected at least once every twenty-four hours and records should

be kept of such inspection, not only for the benefit of the master me-

chanic and foreman, but these records will be found valuable in dam-

age suits. The great part of the inspection of cars must necessarily

Ik' done at night, but repair work at night should be avoided as much
as possible. Night work is generally found to be expensive an<l un-

satisfactory.

Well designed electric equipment having been installed to meet

tile local conditions, the wearing parts of such an equipment w-hich

need the most attention are the motor armature bearings, wdiich

being babbit lined, lubricated by either oil or grease (preferably oil),

need close attention from the motor inspector. The quality of b.abbit

required depends largely upon the conditions of operation.
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Mr. R. E. Danforth. of Rochester, pointed out that methods differ

somewhat in the frequency with which cars are lirought into the

shop and overhauled. The practice in some cities is to overhaul

cars according to the calendar, that is. every three to six months.

In other cities it is according to the mileage made hy the cars, the

number of miles to be made by the car being determined by ilu-

e<|uipment and the character of the service. The speaker \v:is of

the belief that the latter method is the more economical generally.

as the old type of motors require careful overhauling after ten in

fifteen thousand miles, while modern motors may possibly run

twenty-live thousand miles. The practice followed in Rochester

has been along the latter line. The cars are generally overhauled.

trucks, motors, and bodies, on that basis, depending on the equip-

ment, which brings the cars into the shop on an average of ever\

four months. On the third visit of the cars to the shop the bodie^^

are revarnished. In the daily inspection the work is only carried

so far as is necessary to keep the car in good operating condition in

respect to trucks, controllers, wheels, commutators, brushes, etc.,

including the inspection of the lubrication.

Mr. Benedict, in reply to a question concerning his CNperience

with the use of oil for lubricating motors, stated that he has found

hearings do not heat so rapidly with oil as with grease. On the

larger and newer types of motors, where the design will permit of

having packe<l boxes, the advantages of oil can not be questioned.

I"or the use of oil It has become necessary to design a box which will

go inside the grease box, and by means of some method feed the

oil to the journal. The difficulty cnnies in regulating the llnw of the

oil.

Mr. Mitten spoke as follows: "1 have made some study recently

of the methods adopted hy different railway companies in their

care and maintenance of cars, and I have found in two of the larger

cities quite a change being made. In fact, they arc advocating doing

away entirely with car storage or car housing, so known, and letting

their cars stand out at night, and making their inspection at the

ends of the line during the day instead of that inspection being

done at night, as by many it is done now and was formerly done by

us all. While at the first glance this seems to \>e a questionable

proceeding, as I have looked into the work of the companies who
cither did their inspection at night or thought they did, I have fonml

that because of car-houses originally built for horse-cars being used.

in which the pit capacity was inadequate, the inspection was such

that it did not recommend itself to me at all.

"The railways that I speak of placed their car inspectors in the

morning at the ends of each line, and they inspected the cars as they

passed. L'sually they lake the car to the end of the line and let it

stand the interval between cars,—that is. the headway of five minutes

or ten minutes, as the case may be. They would hold each car

there for inspection as to trolley, controller and such matters as were

supposed to require it, and 'et the crew take the following car

;

using the house capacity for the washing and general inspection of

the cars, which they attempt to do, as I gather, about once a week.

"We had some experience last winter in attempting to house some

of our cars out of doors, with not very good results, in that we

found that the working part* would slifTen up and the grease would

freeze and we would have rather had work on our first two or three

trips in the morning, particularly after heavy miow falls; and ^nr

car roofs would become covered with snow and the windows wouM
be obscured. What I am trying to get at particularly is, however.

whether we do get proper inspection it night ; whether we ;lo not in

many cases run our cars until something breaks or the armature

gets down on the poles, or something of that kind. It seemed to

me that the daily inspection at the ends of the lines, unless the car-

house facilities were of the liest, could be done better than to at-

tempt to do it in the car-house such as I have seen in many cities

built for horse-cars. The cars arc crowded in, and there are no

facilities for getting under the cars. Now compare the inspection

imder those conditions with that at the end of the line, where the

crew bringing Ihc car into the end of the line can readily tell the

repair crew of any particular trouble that they arc having with the

car. It seems to mc that it is well worth consiilcration as to

whether that i<i not a betler method, considering our car-houses,

than file one which is in general use."

.Mr. ICIy, s|H-akliiK on thi-. subject, referred to the argumeni soiui'

timet advanced In fasor of "housing cars out of doors." that llw

•team roads keep their cars out doors either all or a larger porliou

of the time. 1 lie distinction that sug.nested ilselt was that the

electric car is not only a passenger coach, but it corresponds also

to the locomotive of the steam lailroad, and steam roads always

provide storage for their locomotives. It wotdd appear to be in the

interest of economy to give electric cars the same care.

Mr. \V. \V. Cole, of Klmira. then spoke as follows

:

"I have some figures that 1 have been collecting thai may be of

considerable interest on this point. Our man at the switch-board

keeps a chart of the car operation each day which shows the coal

consumption per kilowatt and also the temperature and the mileage.

It is of considerable interest to know that the curve of coal consump-

tion follows the temperature very nnich closer than il does the

mileage. We had one car barn located near our power station and

we heated the barn from our station. This arrangement was aban-

doned, and early in the winter the switch-board man began to com-

plain that the cars startmg out of his house for some reason used

an excessive amount of power. Tests were made, and il was found

that a car 38 ft. long, equipped with two ,15-h. p. or two 50-I1. 11.

motors would average a consumption of current of about i()0 to 171

amperes, but the same car starting out of the car barn in the morn-

ing with the journals all freely luliricated would consume from 50 to

bo amperes; so that suburban cars starting from this place would

use about three times as much current as they did ordinarily. 1

think when yon look at the figures, and consider that running the

cars represents only about seven and n half per cent of the original

energy of the coal pile, while in using the coal to heal the barns

directly you are getting practically all the energy out of il, that it is

very much cheaper to heat the car barn and star! the cars out warm

in the winter months."

Mr. Benedict expressed himself in favor of liuiUling car houses

with pits in all tracks, as this plan gives the men better opportunity

to thoroughly inspect the under portions of the car. The tracks in

the car house should also be laid farther apart than has been the

general practice so as to enable the men to get around the cars

easily and make proper inspection.

In reply to a question by Mr. .\llen as to whether il was prefer-

able to inspect cars on the mileage basis or on the time basis. Mr.

I'.enedict said: "1 prefer the time method— that is. noi in months

hut in days. 1 believe that a car tliat goes out anil runs fur iS

hours should he thoroughly inspected. The car shcndd be run in

and should be inspected by the motor inspector; the conlroller shnuld

lie inspected by the controller inspector; the .same with the trolley,

the circuit breaker, and, in fact, all of the working parts of the car

should be thoroughly inspected before the car goes out the next day.

"In reference to bringing the cars in and overhauling them every

four or five months, our experience has been with Hat wheels that

we have to bring the car in to change the wheels oftener than every

four to five months. .\ncl when you have to change the wlicels in

a car that is tlie time Ici put the truck in perfect shape before it goes

underneath the car again. It ma\ be llial a truck will go out to-day

ill perfect eoiidilion and come in to-night with Hat wheels. When
tliose wheels are taken out, if there is anything about that car which

should be repaired it should be done then, so that you will know
that the car is in perfect condition. I think it has been considered

that a man who was gelling 15 cents an hour (practically the com-

pensation paid conductors and inotormen ) was compelenl lo inspect

ears. I believe tiiat a man who is an inspector ^honld In- a-, well

paid as any man in the maintenance department."

Mr. Rockwell, of Syracuse, did not think the mere taking out or

examination of portions of the car was good inspection. Continu-

ing the discussion, Mr. Rockwell said: "In operating a car there

are two important things: One is to make the ear go and the other

is In be able to slop it. Therefore, the iiintdi- ;iiul llie brakes are

the vital parts of a ear. There are \ery few ollur things in connec-

tion with a car that would seem lo me likely In lc:iil In the c.nisiiig

of an accident or hampering the road liy st.illiiig llie cars in any

way. I believe that the niily w;iy that ynu c;iii npi-r.ale ;i rnad llial

is carrying a great many penple willi frequent service,— llial is, a

minute or a minute and a half headway, where by the stalling of a

ear the whole line wnuld be seriniisly li;iiiipered, is lo so inspecl ihe

ears thai there is iin ipieslinn when lliey go fiiit nf llir b.ini liiat

Ihey will eoiiH' baik in (iropcr eondilinii. Iianing possible accidents

nr collisions. The only way to dn thai is In have ;i sysleiiialic way

nf insptcling ynur cars. In .,idiT In dn lliat llic iimlnis li.-ive gnl In
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Ikt taken down, ilic oipinr tln>t iuul the carlion dust >«ci)t out. the

cuninuilatorH thorunghly i-xaniined ami all pnl Itack in placr. That

shnnid nnqnestionahly he dour on the niilca|{r hasis; day.s and

niiinlhs have nothing to do with it. It fn-qurnlly dc|>i.-nds on the

hii.sinrs> done, whether the car is in use ur not. When I was run

ning a certain road operating 88 car« nn a minnic headway, I c>.

lalili>hed a system of inspecting a car every time it ran ,?.ooo miles.

.\ow that mileage will he considered by many managers not snffi-

cieiu perhaps. A car may he aide to go five, ten, or twenty tlionsaiul

miles, lint in my estimation it is hcst to say from three to si.x. Kvery

time a car made ,1,000 miles I brought that car to the harn and had

it entirely overhauled from .'K to Z, the same as if it had hecn in a

smash-np. leaving nothing iintonched. Understand that is in addi-

tion to the ordinary 24-honr inspection of controllers and snch things

as that. The ,?,ooo-inile inspection refers more particularly to the

motors and brakes. In that case the result was that we ran the road

for over three years without having a car stalled on the line from

any motor <lcfect. I don't think yon can do it in any other way
than a systematic way of that kind. If yon keep track of your mile-

age you know just what condition your car is in.

"One word I would like lo say in regard to storing cars I tliiiik

the oidy excuse for not housing cars is that you haven't got the

price—and that is inexcusable. My experience is that the extra

cost of painting cars alone would pay the interest on four times the

price of a car barn."

.\ member asked Mr. Rockwell what iierceiitage of his cars were

in the house for such overhauling as he described.

.\Ir. Rockwell replied; "It takes two men one day to a car. It

depends entirely upon the cars in operation. Out of 88 cars we
would average for daily use from 40 to 45 cars; sometimes we
would, perhaps, ease up on that a little, and frequently we would

have the whole 88 cars in service. We would have rush hours in

the morning and at night and run out the entire car e<niipment for

possibly two hours, and then after that it would drop down to ;iboul

Iwii-ihirds. Hut it would take two men a day to iirojierly inspect a

car."

President Connette then announced the appointment of the Nomi-
nating Committee to nominate officers for next year. He named as

members of this committee Mr. Vrceland. of New York; Mr. Ely,

of liulTalo; Mr. Rogers, of Binghamton ; Mr. Shannahan, of Glov-

ersville. and Mr. Clarke, of Syracuse.

The convention then took a recess until > o'clock in the afternoon.

TUESD.AiY .\FTERNOON SK.SSION.

Inmiediately on reconvening, the convention proceeded to take up

the report of the Standard Rules Committee. The report of this

conmiittcc has been printed in pamphlet form and is available to all

members. Mr. Mitten, chairman of the committee, read the report.

In further explanation Mr. Mitten stated that the main point which

the committee has tried to cover has been to so arrange the rules

under the different headings as to permit of changes being made by

a continued Rules Committee as it might find necessary. Under the

old arrangement of the rules, where the numlwrs ran consecutively

from one to the last luimbcr. and different headings were inserted,

it was absolutely impossible to insert rules pertaining to any of those

headings without disturbing the arrangement of the nmnbering. Hnt

with this wide scope given as between the nundiering of the threi-

sections there is abundance of room left for the addition of rules

required by various systems without in any way interfering with

those rules which have been made standard.

The report of the committee was adopted by unanimous vote.

.•\ rising vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Barnes, of the New
York Board of Railroad Commissioners, for the svork he has done
in assisting the Rules Committee in getting up a standard code of

rules.

.\ vote of thanks was tendcre<l the Rules Committee and the com-

mittee was continued for another jear to give especial attention to

the subject of rules for inlerurban roads.

The next order of business was the reading of a paper, "I'Veight

and Express Business on Street Railroads." prepared by Mr. C. R.

\'an Etten. general freight agent of the Brooklyn Rapi<I Transit Co.

which, in his absence, was read by the secretary.

The president slated that two other papers had been contributed

on this subject, and these were read before discussion ensued. Mr.

Clark, of Syracuse. rea<l the j.aper on "The Question of Freight"

prepared by Mr. L. W. Sewell. lonsulting engineer of the Oneonta.

Cooperstowfi & Richfield Springs Railroad Co

The next paper was "\ Method of Handling Interurban Express

.Matter' by Mr, (ieorge Dunford. general express agent of the Utica

& .Mohawk \alley Railway Co.. read by the author.

Mr. Sanderson, of New York, opened the discussion and gave a

long review of the experience in handling express matter on the

Metropolitan system in New York. Mr. Heelw. of Syracuse, spoke

on the legal as|)ect of the express questicm and pointed out the

necessity for protecting the interests of the members of the associa-

tion in this respect.

Mr. Robinson, of New York, pointed out the necessity for pre-

paring more carefully the language used on express receipts, bills of

lading, etc., in order to aflFord l>etter legal protection in case of loss

of goods by fire or other causes. It was not until after some actions

went to the Court of .Appeals that attention was given to the con-

struction of those papers. The Court of .-Xppeals has enunciated the

doctrine that a man may contract against his own negligence, but if

he attempts to make such a contr.tct he must specify the cause

which he intends to guard against, and that any loose forms of ex-

pression will not protect him in cases where negligence has been

proved, fbe United States courts, on the other hand, say that, al-

thougli a man may make snch a contract, it is against public policy

and it will not be enforced. I'he large express companies shipping

10 other states have, therefore, left out the limitations in their bills

of lading as a rule, omitting any slqiulalion against negligence. The
(|uestion as it involves the street railroad companies of this .state is

not affected by the doctrine of the United Slates Supreme Court,

but it W(uild seem that ihe decision of the Court of .Appeals should

be carefully regarded in the preparation of these receipts.

.\fter some further remarks by Mr. McNamara and others in

reference to the legal side of the express business, the meeting took

up the report of the Committee on High Tension Tests. The report

was read by Mr. Storrer, the chairman.

The report was adopted.

I'resident Connette announced that immediately upon the ad-

journment of the session special c.trs would be in waiting to convey

I'lose who desired to sec the tests made to the Erankfort sub-station

of the Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway Co. \ large party after-

ward took advantage of this opportunity and witnessed the methods

u.sed by the committee for making the tests.

The convention then adjourned until Wednesday morning. Imme-
diately after adjournment those in attendance at the convention were

photographed in a group in front of Masonic Temple.

WEUNESI).\Y MORNING SESSION.

The convention assembled promptly, with President Connette in

the chair.

The secretary, in the absence of the author, read the paper. "Block

Signalling of Electric Railway with Track Circuit Control." pre-

pared by Mr. J. B. Struble. of the I'nion Switch & Signal Co.

Block Si^nalin!* of Electric Raihvay with
Track Circuit Control.

IIV I. 11. STKrin.K. THE fNION SWITCH & SIGN.M. fO.

The system of protecting railway traffic by means of -signals auto-

matically controlled by track circuits has been in operation on steam

roads a number of years, but only recently has the demand been felt

for a like means for protecting electric traffic.

.As applied on steam roads, the track circuit consists in insulating

the tracks so as to form sections or blocks. Across the rails at

one end of the section are connected the terminals of a few cells of

gravity battery, and across the rails at the other end are connected

the terminals of the relay.

A track circuit so equipped is not applicable to a road using direct

current electric propulsion, provided the rails serve as return con-

ductors for the motor current, because of the influence which the

return current would have upon the track relay, which in turn con-

trols the circuit governing the position of the signal. To overcome

this difficulty it is necessary to employ a current for the track circuit

which has such characteristic difference from that of direct current
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as will operate selectively upon the track relay. Alternating current

accomplishes this liecause of its ability to induce a current in another

circuit brought within its magnetic tield. a property not possessed by

direct current.

The track relay is, therefore, of the induction type and responds-

to alternating current and not to direct current. An e.\cess of direct

current cannot cause a wrong operation of the signal other than to

cause it to indicate danger, for if a fuse or other protective device

fails to open the circuit, the relay coils would be destroyed, resulting

in the signal indicating danger. With this relay there is no such

thing as residual niaguetisiu : in this respect differing from the

direct current relay.

Two main feed wires bearing alternating current at. say. 60 cycles

and 2.000 volts. e.\tend the length of the .system, anil across these

are connected the primaries of the track circuit transformers, the

secondary leads of which are connected through low ohmic resistance.

across the rails at the exit end of each track circuit. .Across the

rails at the entering end are coimectcd the terminals of the induction

relay. We now have a circuit consisting of the secondary of the

transformer, the rails and the coils of the track relay.

Through the track rails of this circuit passes simultaneously two

kinds of current, alternating, induced by the primary of the tran^

former, and direct, the return from the car motors.

Since direct current tends to make ineffective the alternating

current, an impe<Iance coil is connected across the relay terminals.

or the track rails ; this has low ohmic resistance, but high inductive

resistance or impedance to the pas.sage of alternating current, and

.serves to shunt the direct current from, while compelling the alter-

nating current 10 pass through, the relay.

In one arrangement of the track circuit it is necessary in iiiscn

insolations in but one of the rails at the en<l of each section, the

other rail remaining continuous and serving as a returit conductor nf

the motor current.

.\nother arrangement is that of continuing llie um' nf Imlh rail>

in their original capacity, while at the same lime ser\ing the purpose

of block rails for the operation of signals. This is done i>y api)Iy-

ing insulations in one or both rails at the terminals of block sec-

tions and connecting around these insulations by inductive boniK.

These iKmds are simply impedance coils of very low ohmic resist-

ance, permitting the return direct current to pass through them Init

impending the passage of alternating current.

The track circuit, whether operated by direct or alternating cur-

rent, and whether applied to steam or electric roads, has no relation

to the type of signal which it governs. Signals are of many designs

and arc actuated manually or by power in a niuuber nf different

forms, but the functional relation of the track circuit to all of tluni

is the same, i. c. the signal is caused to indicate danger as jnng as

the track section which it governs is occupied by a pair of wheels.

There are. however, usually certain conditions associated with track

circuits which make signals of a certain type preferable

Thus the alternating current track circuit, which applies almost

exclusively to electric roads, is as.sociated with electric power which

is at all points available for the operation of purely electric signals.

Such signals are of various types, but the simplest in foriu is that

of the direct acting solenoid. This prefer.alily uses for its opera-

lion the direct current of the propulsion system. .Another form is

that of the motor geared, using storage batteries which arc charged

through resistance from the trolley or third rail.

Should trains other than electric traverse the system at times

when the power is shut down, these batteries serve to keep the

signals alive and operative. Then again a signal driven by inductinu

motor, drawing power from the alternating mains which supply the

track circuits, has advantages, one of which is that of making the

ngnal .lystcm self-contained and independent of other departments

of the road.

The important matter of lighting the signals at night is a valu-

able incidental feature to the alternating current track system.

For this purpose the track transformers are supplied with two sec-

ondary coils, thus securing any desired voltage for the lights.

Way italions may lie lighted from the signal mains, thus secur

ing the advantage of high voltage transmission. Usually the size

of the niaiil'- need not be increased because of this additional duty,

lH-cau«e at high voltage a wire of sunicieni mechanical slrength li.is

a larger section than that required for supplying current to the signal

>y»tem.

The tirst signal installation in service, using alternating current,

is that on the North Shore Railroad in California. This was in-

stalled by the Union Switch & Signal Company alxjut one year ago.

and has given the liest of satisfaction. The same company is now
installing a similar and very extensive system in the subway of the

Interborough Rapid Transit Company in New York City.

In developing this system great care has been used to exclude any

apparatus or feature nf design, the failure nf which might resnll in

a clear signal indicatinn.

This is not a new principle in signaling apparatus, but it is of

such vital importance, and is. moreover, so fre<iuently lost sight of.

that it will bear repetition.

.\ny failure of the apparatus or nf the aoti\e forces cniplnycil,

uuist restill. ilue m the force of gravity, in the display of a dau3;er

signal.

Mr. Harnes. of the New York Board of Railroad Commissioners,

was asked to open the discussion, lie emphasied the fact that what-

ever he might say on this subject was .said strictly as expressing his

own individual ideas and not in his capacity as representative of the

Railroad Commission. He then went on to say. in part:

" riu' question nf controlling the movement of trains is one of

\ il.il importance not only to the electric railroads nf this country,

lint to the steam railroads. The system nf handling train nrders in

use at the present time is one which has resulted frmn the best

efforts of the most practical steam railroad men nf this cnmitry.

That it has its defects no nne will dispute. Before coming to this

convention I investigated an accident on a steam railroad where

twn trains came together head-on. In the pocket of the dead engi-

neer of one of the trains tlie order was found, tlie disobedience of

which residtcd in the collision. In my mind that man was guilty

nf no greater breach of memory lh:ni the man who at night brings

home the letter which his wife gave him in the morning to mail.

The results were more serious, on accoimt of the responsibilities

which a certain method of handling trains placed nn him. If llu-

train dispatching system is itself defecti\'e. where are we In Innk for

more perfect control of the inii\enient nf trains? Only to snnie

means nf block signals. I will, for one. underlaUe at some fultu'e

time tn prep.'ire a jiaper ttw this subject,"

There lieiug no further discussion, the chair aimonnced that Mr.

W. B. Poller, of the General Electric Co.. would address the con-

vention on the subject of the new a. c.-d. c. motor. Mr. Potter spoke

at length on the different features of the new motor chielly in the

line covered by the iinhlislu'd (k-scriptinns t>i the luninr und its

methods of applicatinn.

The president then annomiced tli.il. owing In the lack nf linu',

only one of the three remaining loiUribnted papers would be read

and discussed. One of the latter was entitled "The Minimum Popu-

lation Necessary to Make Internrban Roads Pay." This was chielly

a statistical paper prepared by Mr, II. M, I'.i'ardsley. .auditnr nf ilie

I'^lmira Water. I-ight and Railroad Cn,, wlm has been cnllecling \aln

able data for a year or more from roads all the way frnm .S.iu

h'rancisco to New York from which to compile this table, .\nother

paper was "The Relation of the Technical School to the Business

and Profession of Electric Railways" by Professor Norris, of Cor-

nell University.

The next and last paper was then taken up. This was "Relative

liconomy in the Operation of Long -and Shoil Cars" by Mr. W. J.

Davis, jr.. nf the deneral l^lectric Co.

Relative Economy in the Operation of l-onf;

and Short (^ars.

BY W. J. DAVIS, JK.

In cities of the first and second classes the headway between cars

nn the principal lines is as short as safe operation will permil, and

011 many of the less important lines is snch llial no stimulation in

travel will result from further decre.ise. In sueli cases il is nli\ iniisly

necessary in order to handle the trallic to use long, heavy cars hav-

ing the greatest sealing capacity alloweil by clearance diagnims .-iiid

niher Ineal cnndilions. Nol only .iii' the gross receipts increased

Ihereby, but the expense of nperalion is materially less on account

of the reduced cost of traiispnrtatinii wages per passenger carried.
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In cilic-. i>f till" third class, liowcrver. the <|ii<rMii)n hcconics more

complicad'il .iiul iliRictill of solution In the first place the Ire-

unency of >ervice nui>.t he rcgnlaleil with reference to secnrniK

niaxiniiiin p^ilronaKe: secondly, the size of the car Ik-sI -uiteil to the

averatJe travel must lie delerniinecl. consideration heinR (jiven to the

initial cost of ecpiipnient and to Rro-s operaliiiK e.vi)enses Kinally.

the alnive items nnist he halanced one against the other in order to

make the most economical ^election of e<|iiipment and schednle.

This paper will Ik- liniile<l in scope to a discussion of power con-

sninplion of cars of various sizes and weiRht-. and relative cost of

operation as applying to cities of .fo.coo to 50.000 inhabitants

Power Consumption.

It is assumed that the cars will operate at schednle speed of 8.5

ni. p. h., making h to 10 slops per mile and giving maxinunn s|>ced

of ahout JJ ni. p. li. on tangent level track We will consider four

sizes of car. having seats for J2. jo. 40 and 48 passengers respective-

ly, riie following data will apply:

IIK.SI KIITK N.

Type Closeil. Closi-d. Closed. Closetl.

I'rnck Single Max. irackMa.v. track. Doulile.

Length of hody (feel)... i() jj -« .(5

Length over all (feel).. 2J ,(o .(- 45

Sealing capacity ....... jj ,(o 40 48

WEEliHTS.

Car liody (pounds) (),ooo 8.400 11.700 18,000

Trucks (pounds) ...... 4.300 6.700 6.700 12,400

Rcpiipmcnt (pounds) ... 4,600 5,200 6,200 7,100

Passengers (pounds) ... 3,coo 4.000 5.4CX) 6.500

Total 18,100 24,300 ,(0,ooo 44.000

Tons taken q 12 15 22

Eolll'.ME.sr

N'umher of motors 2222
Horse power, each 25 i$ 40 60

COST.

Car equipped complete. .. $2,550 $.i.l20 $.^.640 $5,650

I'l.W KK.

Watt hrs. per ton mile... 140 140 140 140

Kw. hrs. per car mile.... 1.2O i.()8 2.10 .5.08

.\v. k\v. at power house. 10.70 14..! 17.9 26.2

.Ma.x. kw. at starting 57 70 8<) 125

Attention is directed to the estimate of energy consumption as

shown alxivc. 'I'he values given are hased on wattmeter tests and

indicate the average energy throughout the <lay as recorded at the

power station switchhoard,—modern ecpiipmenl, good bonding, ade-

quate feeder system and cai)al)le handling of the car being assumed.

Observation has shown that energy demanded by cars of equal

weight varies largely in different localities, in some instances run

ning as low as 110 watt hours per ton mile, and in others reaching'

as high as 180 and even 200 wall hours per ton mile. This wide
variation is due largely to local conditions, such as obstruction of

the tracks by teams, necessitating frequent slow downs and consid-

erable running on resistance, a gear reduction giving a maximum
speed too high in proportion to the average frequency of stops, or

careless and inefficient handling of the controller by the motorman.
I he latter item is of more importance than it is ordinarily credited

with, as trials wMth recording wattmeters placed upon the cars have

shown a possible saving of 15 to 20 per cent due to motorman giv-

ing closer attention to track and car conditions having an influence

on power consumption. The value of 140 watt hours |)er ton mile

as given above is being regularly obtained in actual service in many
places, but does not include power demanded by the heating and
lighting circuits. The average energy at the power house is seen

to vary from 10.7 kw. for a i6-ft. car to 3.08 kw. for a 35-ft. car.

.\ssuming rate of acceleration of 1.5 to 1.75 ni. p. h. per .second,

power at starling will vary from 57 kw. lor the 16-ft. car to 125

kw. for the 35-fl. car.

Cost of Operation.

I'or purpose of illustration, the writer has assumed i>peraling con-

ditions such as would normally exist in a city of almut 40.000 in-

habilanis Ihe average mileage per car per day has been taken at

112, average car mileage per day 3.650. cost of |iower, exclusive of

fixed charges, one cent per kw -h , and total wages of motorman and

conductor 42 cents iK-r hour.

In iiLiking a general comparison U-tweeii long and short cars two

cases must lie considered, one based on constant seal mileage and

Ihe other on constant car mileage per day.

Case 1.

.N'nniber of cars in service and headway between lliein adjusted

to give constant seat mileage per day.

Size of car I length of body, feet). 16 22 28 3.S

.No. of seal miles per day 80,300 80,300 8o,.?oo 80,300

No. of car miles per day 3,650 2,670 2,010 1,670

No. of cars in service ^.^ 24 18 15

Kw. hours |)er day 4,600 4.220 3.780 4,400

COST lER I .\R .MILE IN I E.NTS.

I'ower house expenses 1.26 1.68 2.10 3.08

Transportalion wages 4.94 4.<>4 4.(14 4.94

Maintenance, car iKidies and trucks .64 .91 9.1 1.06

Mainienance, electrical e(|uipinent.. .45 .54 .60 .65

.Maintenance, road bed .?6 .49 .65 .79

.Maintenance, overhead lines 24 .24 .24 .24

.Salaries and general ex|)cnscs ....1.30 1.73 2.2i 2.84

Legal expenses 40 .55 .73 .87

Total per car mile 9.59 11.08 12.42 14.47

Total per seat mile 44 .,^7 .31 .30

Case II.

Number of cars in service and hcadw.ny lielwcen ibirn constant

for all sizes of cars;

Size of car (length of bosly).. 16ft. 22ft. 28ft. 35 ft.

No. of seat miles per day 80,300 109,500 146,000 175,200

No. of car miles per day 3.650 3.650 3.650 3.650

No. of cars in service 33 a 33 33

Kw. hours |ier day 4,600 5,770 (),86o 9.64O

COST PER MILE IN CENTS.

Powei hon.sc expenses 1.26 i.()8 2.10 3.08

Transportation wages 4.94 4.94 4.94 4.94

.Maintenance, car bodies and trucks. .64 .91 .93 I.c6

.Maintenance, electrical equipment.. .45 .54 .60 .65

.Maintenance, road bed 36 .36 .36 .36

Maintenance. <iverhead lines 24 .24 .24 .24

Salaries and general expenses. ... 1.30 1.42 1.56 1.87

Legal expenses 40 .40 .40 .40

Total per car mile 9.59 10.49 11.13 12.60

Total per seat mile 44 .35 .28 .26

From the above tabulated data it appears that while the cost of

operation per car mile increases directly with the size of car, the

cost per seat mile decreases. .Mso that Ixith of these items arc

diminished up to a certain point by increase in the number of cars

oi)e rated.

In cities of the third class, the normal headway between cars will

vary from five minutes on the trunk lines to fifteen minutes on the

suburban lines. This frequency cannot Iw diminished without

danger of reduction in traflic as the average able bodied citizen will

walk a mile rather than wait twenty minutes or half an hour for

a car to carry him that distance. Generally sjx;aking. a 16-ft. or 18-ft.

car will be found large enough to handle the average travel, extra

cars being put on during morning and evening rush hours. There

may be cases, however, where the use of a 22-ft. or even a 28-ft.

car for normal service would be justified by the necessity of moving

a large number of passengers during hours of opening and closing

of business. Such a case would occur where the business section

lies at one end of the city and the residence section at the other

end. .\s an example, assume that normal service on a given line

requires four 16-ft. cars operating on 15-minute headway, and that

for two hours in the morning and two hours at night 5-minute serv-

ice is nccess.ary, calling for 12 cars. Equal carrying capacity during

rush hours may be secured with six 28-ft. cars, .\ssuming main-

tenance of iK-rmancnt way and general expense charges to be un-

changed, the following compariscm may be made:
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lO-ft. car. j8-fl.car.

Xiimbcr of cars 12 6
Car miles per day 8S4 680

Cost power, transportation wages, and

maintenance of equipment per ear

niile $ 0729 $ off.v

Cost power, etc., per day $ 64.04 5' 58.J8

Initial cost of cars $ ^.boo $ Ji,S40.

.\vcrage kw. at power house 128.4 107-4

It will be seen that there is a saving in operation for this par-

ticular line of $6.36 per day. or $2,300 per annum, a reduction in

initial cost of rolling stock of aliout 30 per cent and a reduction in

IHiwer of 15 per cent, .\nother poiiu of importance not shown by

the tables is that the number of extra crews is reduced, thus simpli-

fying arrangement of runs and introducing other small economies

in general expense.

It may be broadly stated that when double service is required

on any line for at least three hours per day, the use of long cars is

preferable. The operating cost will just about equal that of small

cars having equal aggregate carrying capacity, the gain consisting

in considerable decrease in cost of equipment and appreciable reduc-

tion in average power consumed.

.\nother condition favorable to the use of long cars e.xists on

those roads catering especially to holiday and pleasure travel during

the summer months. .•Kn investment in 15-bench and iS-bencb open

cars will obviously yield larger net income than an equal investment

in seven and nine-bench cars, although frequently a combination

equipment will be found economical, small single truck cars with two

motors being employed for normal daily service and large double

truck cars mounting four similar motors held as reserve for special

service. The motors will thus be all alike and interchangeable from

one style of equipment to the other.

Mr. Cole opened the discussion as follows:

"I think that in cities of the second and third class there are two

points that will bear very close investigation. One is the load factor

at the power station, and the other is the interest on an idle invest-

ment in extra cars, which in cities of the third class runs up to a

ronsiderable amount. A city of the third class will ordinarily oper-

ate from 22 to 38 regular cars and from ten to twelve of what may
l)e called regular extra ones, and on holidays and days of celebra-

tion they will operate from 60 to 80 cars, if they have tbcm. I'bat

necessarily means that in the power station operation tliey are oper-

ating the installation cither overloaded or underloaded a good por-

tion of the time. There are several points which have got to lie tilled

up in the valleys between the peaks of load. .Another thing is the

increasing tendency to put on very heavy cars in cities of the third

class, even on the shorter lines. I believe this is wrong, and that a

car 20 or 22 ft. long is amply large for i>peration on most lines

with the exception of suburban lines, for the reason that a car 20 ft.

long will consume but a small percentage of the power consumed

liy a 36-ft. to 38-fl. car in ordinary operation, and the repairs on a

double-truck car are almut 75 per cent more than on a single-truck

car, so that approximately you can operate two 20-ft. cars on a 10-

minute schedule as against one double-truck car or a 38-ft. car on

a 15-minule schedule, and the expense of operation is almost the

same. In operating your two 20-ft. cars you are getting a more fre-

quent schedule. gi^ixK •'"' people a more constant service and in-

creasing your riding, instead of putting on the large, heavy cars, of

which they claim they are increasing the weight so as to take care

of collisions. I think if that is the case they better design some sort

of a pneumatic platform to take care of the collisions anil keep the

weight of the cars down, because with three or four tons of in-

creased weight your current consumption ami cost of operation is

running up very high.

"The question of running one or two trailers is coining lu llic

front. Mo§t of us now arc putting in loops at the ends of our

lines so that in operating a three-car train it is done without the

old delay and obstruction of having to shift the cars at the end of

the line. Take a double car with ,^(1 scats weighing ii,7.s tons an<l

i|HTaled with two ^$U. p. motors, the consumplir>ii would be 12,040

wall«. Take a »ingle-truck ear weighing eight Ions, and it would

lie 8471 watts So that the same car, taking two trailers, will only

take 12/J80 watts, a> against 12,040 watts with the donble truck car,

and yet .vou will have a seating capacity of 63 as against 38 in tlic

eight-wheel car. Then you have this condition that, instead of hav-

ing an expensive car of the double-truck variety, costing about

$5.2CO, you have two trailers which, if you buy them secoml-liand.

you can get very good ones nowadays for about $250.

"In a city of the third class your regular extra cars will average

about four hours a day. but you ar^ paying your interest for 24

hours each day. 1 don't think that an eight-wheel car in a city

operating suburban lines should be equipped with more than two

motors of 35 h. p. to 50 h. p. capacity. With a four-niotnr car.

should one be used on the regular suburban lines where you arc

operating 18 to 20 miles on a high-speed basis, the question of a

heavier car might be taken up. because it is necessary for the inter-

urban lines to put the weight into the car on account of high speed.

Taking the double-truck car. having a seating capacity of ,56, in

comparison witli a trailer, tlic average watt hours per mile with

the double-truck car arc 1.334; on the single-truck car with trailer

there are 1,440. The average speed per mile is 9.3 in both cases.

The average watts per sealing capacity in the double-truck car is

335 as against 201 on the single-truck c.ir Tlic average watts per

ton, empty, is 1.025 W'ilh a double-truck car and 1,208 with a singlc-

iruck car with trailers."

Mr. Lewis: "1 want to ask .Mr. Cole his reason for stating that

he does not believe in four-motor equipments on city cars. Does

he wish to make that unqualified statement, or is not that very

possibly very nuich modified by local conditions?"

Mr. Cole: "Of course, conditions alter cases; but in general

operation I make that statement, because you have this condition;

that with a road operating 24 to 25 cars your installation at llu-

power house is generally either underloaded or overloaded, so that

you are increasing your peaks all the time, and your attention

should be directed to getting a better load factor at your station

than you get in the ordinary city of the third class. That is one of

the principal reasons why the cost of power is so much larger in a

small city than in a large city where they can give better attention

to the load factor and fill up the valley between the peaks of load."

The reading and discussion of the Question Box was next in

order. In the absence of Mr. Probasco, the editor of the ynestioii

Hox, the discussion was conducted by the secretary.

Most of the discussion lirougiu out by the (Jiie.slioii ll(i.\ ceiuercil

in the subject of Block Signals.

Mr. Barnes, again emphasizing the fact that anything he might

say must not be considered as conung from him in his olhcial ca-

pacity, said: "1 don't want to take up the time of the convention,

but 1 take it that the passing of these (piestions by this convention

gives a semi-endorsement to them, or, rather, while not a direct

endorsement, that it carries some weight. Without detaining the

convention too long, I wish to mention the fact that in the answers

to question No. 32 I find an argument in favor of manual signals,

or signals operated by hand. 1 simply wish to say that they are

subject, perhaps, to .some of the same objections as automatic sig-

nals. I-'or instance, in this city, before the present efficient manage-
ment of this railroad company, 1 had occasion to investigate three

accidents resulting fatally caused by the use of manual block signals.

"In answer to question No. 3;^ 1 wish to say that more than one

car never should under any circumstances be allowed in a block.

The block system should be arranged to accommodate the travel, not

the travel to iicconnnodate the block signals. .Xnd I want to add to

my previous remarks on the block signal system that, while 1 sug-

geste<l that the future safety of operation pointed in the direction

of block signals, I do not wish to be understood as referring to the

present block signals. I make the statement that with the present

block signals a collision can occur despite their use, and thai a|Jpli^^

to block signals on steam as well as on electric roads."

Mr. Lewis: "Does Mr. Barnes say he di.cs nni approve .if allnu

ing more than one car to pass in the s:uiie ilireclidii in llu- saiiii-

block?"

Mr. Barnes: "I certainly do not. My idea is thai a block signal

should be absolutely safe. With the permissive block signal system

as used on sle;ini r:iilroads cullisions dn occur wliicli ^limiM iiol

occur."

Mr, Lewis: "It vceiiis lo nu- llial in llic operation of city cars il

becomes absolutely necessary to allow llu- passage of more Ihan one

car in a block in llu- miiih- ilni-ciinn, llic .Siliciiccl.-irly U;iilwav Co,
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has been i'x|HTiiiiviiliiig for the List twu years with nearly every
type of signals wliich atlenipt to serve the purpose st.ited in this

question and with qnitc inclitTercnt success. We are still experi-

menting. We hope to discover some form of apparatus that will

solve the question, but so far have not found the apparatus, and it

seems very prohahic that we will have to fall hack on hand signals."

Mr. Hart, of Kail River: J'Mr. President, may 1 say a word in

regard to hlock signals? I had considered the block signal as the

only real hope that we ever had in regard to coming anywhere near
a signal that woulil be operative. It would scetn to me thai as the

r.iy of hope that we bad for some device to utilize the track circuit

is blasted by the paper read this morning, and. no one being here

to suggest any other way to do it. we must drop back on the hand
ling of the roads to about the same system as steam roads have been
using since 1H95 tnider the new standard code. We know that the

number of .iccidenls has l)een reduced alKnil 50 |)er cent fmin what it

was previously. Of course, we cannot prevent the men violating their

train orders, and they do violate them at all limes. 1 think thai in

a paper read last year before this .\ssociation it was said that the
control of any car or of any crew should be from the central

office, allowing one man to do the thinking for the entire road and
taking the control of the road out of the hands of the crews. I

think that woidd be a step in the right direction. I will say that

on a street railroad running 25 miles out from New Bedford for

four years there has been in operation a system of telephonic inter-

communication, operated under a set of rules prepared for that pur-
pose. an<l in that time we have never had two cars meet on a piece

of single track. They run that line of .25 miles on a half-hour
schedule, and sometimes two express cars and two or three work
trains are being operated. If there is a new meeting point to be
made, the operator sets the two signals, gives the order to the two
crews and allows them to go to the new meeting point. The orders
arc entirely verbal. The order is given to the four men ; the con-
ductors take it first, the O. K. being given by the dispatcher, and
the motormen answering, i'he two crews receive the order in exact-
ly the same words. If an order reads "Smith and Jones will meet
at a certain turnout" it is repeated by the four men in exactly the
same language, not reversing the wording. The system is almost
identical with that of the standard code adopted in 1895 for the use
of steam roads, and no deviation is made from that."

Mr. Barnes: "The suggestions made by the last speaker in refer-

ence to the method ot operation of a road in the East does not cover
the trouble by any means. Collisions on electric roads, and not only
on electric roads, but on steam roads also, are not due to defects or
luistakes in giving the train orders to the train crews nor to the
illegibility of the orders. Orders are plainly written and deliv-
ered, and accidents result after they have been so delivered to the
train crews.

"I am not prep.ired to c.lTer a solutinn c,l lh|^ prnblcni, liiu simply
bring it up as one which should receive tin- most careful considera-
tion of everybody interested, and every railroad man is interested,
because it is a problem that is confronting not only electric road
managers, but steam road managers. They cannot claim that their
system is perfect with their record, nor can we by any means with
our record claim that ours is perfect.

"This is my last appearance on this subject, so you will excuse me
for taking up a minute more of time. I do not agree with some of
the speakers that a block signal as an auxiliary is a good thing. .\

defective block signal system I consider an added element of danger
in the operation of a railroad instead of affording additional safety
in operation."

The next order of business was the report of tlic Xominating
Committee, which was as follows

:

l-'or President. C. L. .\llen. of Utica.

For Vice-President. J. II. Pardee, of Canandaigua.
For Second Vice-President. A. K. Colvin. of (liens Falls.

Executive Committee: E. G. Connette, Syracuse; R. E. Oan-
forth. Rochester; B. B. Nostrand, jr., Peekskill; E. F. Peck.
Schenectady.

Secretary and Treasurer, W. W. Cole, of IClmira.

The report was unanimously adopted and the Secretary was in-

structed to cast the ballot in favor of the candidates named.
Mr. .Mien brought up the question of selecting a hotel resort as

the next place of meeting. Mr. Colvin extended a cordial invita-

tion to the association to meet at Fort William Henry. 011 I-akc

(ieorge. .A delegate suggested that it would Ik better to set the

date of meeting earlier if some summer resort was to be selected.

.•\fter further discussion on the best lime and place it was decided

to leave the selection of the place to the executive commitlee. and to

change the by-laws so as to |K-rmit the executive commitlee to set the

date.

On motion a vole of thanks was extended to Mr. C. I.ooinis

.\llen, of L'tica, for the great courtesy and cimsideration that he had
shown the .Association in his enterlainmein of its memliers thrnugh

the entire convention.

On motion a vote of thanks was extended to President E. (i.

Connette, of Syracuse, for his efficient and courteous discharge of

his duties and careful attention to the affairs of the .Association

during the past year.

On motion, duly .seconded, the convention adjourned sine die.

Entertainment.

.As usual at New York State Conventions, the delegates and
supplynien began to arrive on the afternoon and evening preceding

the opening session, and by Monday evening a large advance guard
was in evidence about the hotel corridors of Utica. The privileges

of the Fort Schuyler Club were extended to all street railway men
and guests, and Monday evening was spent pleasantly at the club

and in the hotel corridors, everyone taking advantage of these

opportunities for renewing old acquaintances and in talking over

matters of general interest to the street railway and supplymen.

On Monday, while the convention sessions were being held, the

visiting ladies were royally entertained by the Local Ladies' Enter-

tainment Committee. .At 10:30 in the morning special cars, fur-

nished through the courtesy of the L'tica & Mohawk Valley Railway

Co.. were boarded and a ride to Clinton enjoyed. Here carriages

were in waiting for a drive to the summit of College Hill and
about the campus of Hamilton College. Returning to the cars, the

body proceeded directly to the Yahnundasis Golf Club on Genesee

St., where at I -.30 p. m. luncheon was served. .At 3 -.30 cars called

for the party at the golf club, and a trip was taken over the line to

Little Falls and return.

The annual banquet was served on Monday evening at the

Masonic Temple, and in the work of the caterer, the achievements

of the rtorist. the efforts of the orchestra, and the ability of the

speakers, the banquet proved a record-breaking success.

On Wednesday morning the ladies were taken in cars to Willow-

vale, and thence to the club house on the Sadaquada golf grounds,

where luncheon was served.

Inunedialely after lunohenn the convention adjmirned to witness

a test of the new alternating-direct current electric sy.stem mentioned

elsewhere in this issue. The car. equipped with the new motors, had
been brought up from .Schenectady over the New York Central

railroad, and the lest run was made to Oriskany and Rome. In

addition Ui the attendants at the convention there were present at

this test a number of New York Central officials, together with Mr.

.Andrews and Mr. Stanley of Cleveland, and other gentlemen promi-

nent in the field. .After the test the party returned to Summit Park

where a private car. carrying the ladies, met them, and all then

enjoyed an excellent clam bake, after which the party enjoyed

dancing for a while. The arrangements had been well made, and

Mr. Allen, together with Mr, Baker, manager of the park, received

many compliments upon the excellent way in which the entertain-

ment had been carried out.

Exhibit From Accountants' Association.

Ihrough the courtesy of Mr. W. B. Brockw.ay, secretary of the

Street Railway -Accountants' .Association of .America, there was
placed at the disposal of the attendants at the New York State lueet-

ing at Utica a complete file of the proceedings and papers of the

.Accountants' .Association. The books while in Utica were in charge

of Mr. .Arthur L. Linn, jr., assistant secretary and treasurer of the

Utica &• MnlKuvl; V:dley Railway Co.

The downtown terminal of the Metropolii:in lilevated. of Chi

cago. will be opened for traffic October isi.



The General Electric Alternating Current Railway System.

An otticial exhibition i.f the m-w alternating current railway sys-

tem of tlic General Electric Co. was given on August iSth in the

presence of a large party of prominent electrical engineers anil

representatives of the technical press. The e.xhibition took place

on the newly completed line of the Schenectady Railway Co. from
Schenectady to Ballston Spa. the operation of the system being a

complete success and the occasion being a most pleasant and enjoy-

able one. The visiting party from New York were taken on a

special parlor car as guests of the General Electric Co. and at

Schenectady the party was augmented by a number of street railway-

men from New York state and several representatives of the western

technical press. The party was entertained at luncheon served in

the rooms of the Schenectady Railway Employes lienefit .Xssocia-

tion, after which the official trip to Ballston Spa was made.

The alternating current system which has been devised liy the

General Electric Co. consists briefly of series wound motors of llie

compensated type which arc operated by means of a series parallel

Willi the alternating current system using a trolley and track

return there is an inductive drop in the trolley and rails with an

additional loss in the latter due to eddy currents and hysteresis.

Measurements made niinn the Ballston line indicate an apparent

trolley resistance of i.,^ times the ohmic resistance and a rail resist-

ance of 6.55 times the ohmic resistance. The resistance of the alter-

nating current trolley wire is somewhat reduced by the steel catenary

in parallel with it. This increased resistance w-ith alternating cur-

rent would be a serious factor in low voltage city systeius, but

since the compensated motor operates efficiently on direct current

city systems no necessity exists for a low voltage alternating trolley

line.

The form of overhead construction adopted for the Ballston line

is well adapted to the requirements of steam roads where the local

service is operated electrically and through passenger and freight

service handled by steam locomotives. The trolley wire and insul-

ators being off center are not exposed to the .gases of the locomotive

GENERAL ELECTRIC ALTERN.VTING CURRENT MOTOR CAR.

controller. One of the most valuable features of this system and one

which, we believe, will appeal strongly to railway managers, is the

fact that the motors and systetn of control are designed to operate

with equal facility upon both alternating currents and upon the

ordinary 600-volt direct current. This arrangement makes it pos-

sible (o operate cars over existing city tracks without in any way

sacrificing their running (pialities upon the intcrurbau sections

equipped with alternating current. The Ballston extension of the

Schenectady Ky. is 15^ miles long including .l.y miles in the city

of Schenectady, the latter being equipped for direct current. The

inlcrurban section is double track on private right of way, laid with

7S-lb. T-rails and has a maximinn grade of i.H per cent. The sharp-

est cur\e is 4!4°. Center prjie and bracket construction is used for

ftupporting Ihc direct current trolley wires and a cross arm supports

the 2,200-volt alternating cnrreiU trolley wires. The direct current

overhead system is of conventional design, while the alternating cur-

rent trolley wire is suspended from a J^-in. steel catenary. The

alternating trolley- is clipped to the catenary midway between poles

and llic catenary is hung on porcelain insulators on woixlen cross

arms. Thin provides exeelleni insulation with standard porcelain

insulators and eliniin.-iles span wires adjacent to the trolley wire

This cmslruclion is well adapted to high potential high speed work.

iMth electrically atid mechanically.

exhaust and Ibis conslruclion can tluri-lnri- be luiii;; nuu-li lower

than a standard center w-ire without iiUerferinn with liraUemeu on

freight cars. .'\ low running trolley at the siile of the car is also

preferable in mine line operation as it conforms better to the clear-

ances of railroads without calling for a great change in the height

of the trolley wheel. The sub-stations on the Hallslon lim- fi-c-il di-

rectly into the trolley circuit at 2.J00 volts.

.\s 2S-cycle. .vphase generators are almo.st universally used for

inlcrurban railway systems, the General Electric Co. has adapted

llie compensated motor and the alternating current distributing .sys-

lem to operate from existing j.s-cycle generating stations. As the

alternating current motor is single phase a single jihase generating

and distributing system is preferable on accoimt of its simplicity.

The step-down Irnnsformers may be tieil together on the low tension

-iile lhro\igh the trolley with couse(|ueut reduction ill the .-uuonnt

of copper re<iuired. Each sub-staliou acts as a reserve to the

adjacent one and a transformer may be cut out without shutting

down a section of the trolley. When it is desired to make use of the

three-phase generator to lake care of rotary converters, induction

motors, etc.. the preferred arraugenieni to balance the loarl al each

sub-stalion is lo install three-phase, two-phase Iniusformers con-

nected tw-o-phase on the secondary side and feeding separate trolley

sections from the Uvo phase-.
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llic car .'iliiiwii ill ilu- ncciiiii|i:iiiyiiig illii.siratioii is ci|iiippc(l with

ci>ni|iriisnli'il iiii>liir> .iiiil wciftlis J0.4 Ions williiiiil passriiRcrs. Tlie

Iwdy is iiii>iiii(i-(l niiiiii Mrill No. ij trucks with »> ft. wlu-c-l liasc, each

truck carryiii!? two motors. 1-Iach of the iiioturs is cqiiivalcnt to a

50-h. p. direct current motor, according to standard railway rating.

Ilie compensated motor consists of .in annular laminated iron

field with a ilistribtited winding similar li> that of an induction motor.

The armature i.s provided with a commutator of the same type of

mechanical construction found on direct current railway motor

armatures. The motors arc wotmd for 200 volts and are perma-

nently connected two in series. They are fed from a joo-volt sec-

ondary <if an So-kw. air blast stcp-(lowu transformer carried on the

1;. K. STEP-UOW.N TR.X.VSKOKMKR FOR ( A«.

cars. The distributed field winding is designed to fully compensate

for the armature reaction so that the power factors are relatively

high throughout the range of operation. The motor is designed so

that at the free running speed of the car, which is the speed most

generally used in suburban work, the power factor ;mu1 efficiency

are nearly at their nia.ximum values.

The motor characteristic curves are shown herewith for both

alternating current and direct current running, from which it will

be seen that the compensated alternating current motor varies its

speed with the load and is tberefnrc well adapted for operating

trains over a line of irregular profile. The commutation of the

motor is satisfactory for both alternating and direct current lines

and good commutation is secured without resort to high resist.ance

leads which are liable to give trouble in case of sustained heavy

overloads.

There is a comparatively small additiniiai expense re(|uired to adapt

alternating current ei|uipinents to run nn direct current and in llie

AJotor Connections A)r 4-AC fnotor4 usee/on ootn ACantrOC \Servic9

with two main oil switches, one in the high tension and the other

in the direct current circuits. The interlocking is arranged .so that

only one switch can be closed at a tiinc and the comnuitating switch

can only lie thrown when the oil switches are in the off position. As

will lie seen in one of the illustrations, there is a double set of trol-
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on account of the flexible character of the speed torque curve of the

alternating current motor which gives a high efticiency of accelera-

tion with series parallel control. If the method of potential control

were used the car must 1h' operated upon alternating current through-

out the interurban and city parts of the line or else two separate

GEA 604ConPENaATeoRYMoToR|
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CoustiiiK Through Swit/.crland.

One of llic iii-iv ••miiiiicT ri-M>rt "allraotioiis" this yi-ar is "Coast-

ing 'riirongli Swilzi-rland." which lias hecn one of the cunspiciunis

features all snmiuer at Dreamland, Coney Island. The tour com-
prises a ride in sleighs through a lahyrinth of painted scenery show-
ing clever stage effects illustrating life and scenes in Switzerland.

In the matter of cou'^lruction, "Switzerlan<I" is a mode! for amuse-
ment ventures, with a front of K; ft. and a depth of 5X4 ft. It

comprises over a mile of rail. J5 distinctive scenes, and ,10 sleighs

in use. .A nolahlc feature is the c<K>ling apparatus which diffuses

iced air throughout the whole structure.

"Coasting Through Switzerlanil ' strikingly illustrates the remark-

ahlc change that has come over the modern snnuuer anuiscnicnt

ficJd. The demand for high class, dean and instructive attractions

in the so-called "out door" resorts has ileveloped so notalily during

recent years as li> ahsorh the greater part of the attention and

capital of the owners of summer jiarks and pleasure grounds.

Ten, or even five, years ago, to have employed the jiighesi talent

Quick to foresee the success ahead of Senator William H. Rey-

nolds" Dreamland project. Major Ryan early associated himself with

that enterprise, estahlishing there his latest and most successful

scenic production, which is "Coaming Through Switzerland." In

this were comliined the In'st ideas evolved from his long experience,

and it has proveil an exceptional money maker from the start.

William II. Reynolds, president of Dreamland, says of "Coasting

Ihrough Switzerlanil': "The attraction is uniipie and pleasing in

every detail and is a delightful concejilion carried out to the most
gratifying and entertaining completion. The expressions of pleasure

that come to my attention from those who have availed theniseKes

of this trip through Switzerland certainly indicate that it is in high

favor with the puhlic. I consider it one of the most attractive fea-

tures of Dreamland
'

Major Ryan is preparing to construct and sell a limited mmilier

of duplicates of "Coasting Through Switzerland," and well-known

park managers anil sununer amusement men of several of the larger

cities are already negolialing for the exclusive use of it in their

respective connnunities.

TMK lATEST IWKK .\TTK.\ITI<1.\— TUK START,

of the scenic artist in conibinatioii with the most intricate electrical

and mechanical appliances and a luodcrii sy.stem of refrigeration

in a merely sumnier amusement enterprise, as has been done in

"Coasting Through Switzerland," would have been to excite the

derision of experts and doubtless to court financial disaster. To-
day, however, no up-to-date sumnier park manager woubl think of

limiting his patrons to the old-time rough-and-tumble amusements.
Major Ryan was one of the first to discuss the full scope of the

revolution in the demands of the amusement-loving public. This

was hut natural, for all his life he has been engaged in the promotion

of big summer amusenieTit enterprises, in which he has enjoyed a

practically unbroken record of successes. .\s one of the pioneers

of modern .Atlantic City, Major Ryan foresaw the possibilities of

that uni(|ue seaside resort years before it had attained anything near

its present development, and he profited .accordingly.

Major Ryan was probably the originator of the scenic railway,

today a prominent and p.aying feature of almost every park in the

United States. For years he has been operating the principal amuse-

ments at Philadelphia's celebrated park, Willow (Irove, and the

phenoiuenal development <if that park has been in large measure
promoted by his enterprising effort. Me has operated extensively

also at .Xshury park and other Jersey coast resorts.

Major Ryan is liest known as one of the leaders of the Democratic

party in Philadelphia and Pennsylvania. Since 1881 he has been a

member of the city councils of Philadelphia and also has been harbor

master, city commissioner and chairman of the Democratic city

committee. His home office, as president of the .American .Anuise-

nient & Construction Company, is \o. [028 Laud Title Building,

Pbil.Tdelphia.

—

»—*

"Trolley Talk."

The Pittsburg. McKeespiirl & Coiuiellsville Railway Co., Conneils-

ville. Pa., in July last began the publication of a foiu- page pamphlet

entitled "Trolley Talk." Tlie object is the same as that of simil.ir

publications issued by other railway companies, to give the patrons

information which it is to the advantage of the company to have

them know and which they can get in scarcely any other way. The

points covered in the .August issue are trolley parties, the coke

region lines, and the duties of the conductor. Tt is the intention

of the company to publish 'I'rolley Talk monthly and possibly more

frequently, as it has foimd that the paper within the first few weeks

was productive of considerable special car business
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Personal.

MR. \V. C. SMITH lia< resigned his position as general manager

of the Pennsylvania & Mahoning \'alley Railway Co.

MR. H. L. HE.ACH has lieen appointed superintendent of the

Chicago I'nion Traction Co.. to succeed Mr. R. R. ilert/og

MR. S. B. LUKRMORK has hecn appointed superintendent of

the La Cro<se Street Railway Co.. to succeed Mr. Peter \:ilicr. re-

signed.

MR. R. R. HERTZOG has hecn appointed general supcrintendeni

of the Chicago Lnion Traction Co.. to succeed Mr Millard H.

llereley.

MR. \\TLLI.\M II. HALL has licen appointed chief engineer

of the Lehigh Valley Traction Co.. with headquarters at Allen-

ti'wn. Pa.

MR. il. K.S. WILLIAMS has been elected president of ihe John

Stephenson Co. to fill the place made vacant hy the death of Mr.

Joseph C. Willets.

MR. R. C. nORN'BL.\SER has lieen appointed superintendent of

the Lehigh Valley Traction Co.. at Allentown. Pa., to succeed Mr.

(icorgc H. W olle. resigned.

MR. r.KORtlE H. E.'XRLK. JR.. has recently hecn elected to fill

the unexpired term of the late William L. Elkins as a director of

the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.

MR. PETER VALIER. snperintcndent of the La Crosse Street

Railway Co., iias resigned to hi-coine superintendent nf tlic La

Crosse & Southeastern Railway Co.

MR. L. C. MOORE has resigned from the hoard of directors

of the Northern Colorado Electric Railway Co.. I'ort Collins, Coin.,

to lieconie treasurer of the mmpany.
MR. MILLARD R. IIERELKV has resigned his position as

general superintendent of the Chicago Union Traction Co. to he-

come traffic manager of the same company.

DR. R. C. RIND has been appointed chief surgeon of the Spring-

field, Troy & Piqua Electric Railway Co., at Springfield. Ohio. Pres-

ident John L. Bushnell made the appointment.

MR. FRED. S. BORTON has l)een elected a director of the

Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Railroad Co., to fill the vacancy

caused by the recent death of Mr. I. X. Topliff.

PROF. .\. V. SIMS has Iwcn elected vice-president and gen

eral manager of the Cuban Eastern Railway Co. and five otlui

concerns controlled by the Knickerbocker Trust Co.

MR. D. C. IIINSTORFF, fonnerly with the Chicago General

Ry., has been appointed general storekeeper for the .Xurora. F.lirin

& Chicago Ry., with headquarters at Wheaton, 111

MR. JOHN H. CAMLIN, .secretary of the R.>ckfc,rd & Frceport

Interurlian Railroad Co., has resigned, this company having lieen

consolidated with the Rockford & Intcrurban road.

MR. J. .'\. I!.\RREV has l)Cen appointed general manager of the

Northern Indiana Traction Co, having succeeded Mr. H. F. Cole-

n;an, who had charge of the construction of the line.

MR. W. R. RATHVON, ot Boulder, Colo., who is nKuiagir of

the western fields of the Continental Oil Co., has been made a

director of the Northern Colorado Electric Railway Co.

MR. CHARLES C. BENSON, general manager of the San Juan

Light & Transit Co., San Juan, Porto Rico, has resigned and will

lie succeeded by Mr. Charles E. Warner, of Pittsburg, Pa.

MR. CHARLES F. GOODRICH, general superintendent of the

Fox River Electric Railway & Power Co., and secretary and ireas-

user of the Knr>x Construction Co., resigned Septendier ist.

MR. W. WORTH BEAN, JR.. was on August isi appointed

secretary of the Benton Harbor & St. Joseph h'lectric Railway &
Light Co. of St. Joseph, Mich., succeeding .\Ir. W. II. Hull, re-

signed.

MR. H. C. .MORRIS, superintendent of the Bay City Gas Co.,

Bay City, Mich., has resigned his position to succeed Mr. W. P.

Jackson, who recently resigned a» superintendent of the Bay City

Iracli'in & Electric Co.

MR. CHARLES M. M'ELROV, formerly assistant superintend

cnt of the Tri-City Railway Co., has iMren appointed siipcrinlendeni

of the Davenport & Sulnirban Electric Railroad Co., with head-

quarters at Davenport, la.

MR <;E0RGE G. ML'LHERN has resigned as :. director of Ine

Oeveland Electric Railway Co. Mr. Mulhcrn has been idenliheil

with the street railway business of Cleveland for 4J years, having

II. r.. itKvnoN.

served first as a driver of a mule car; after a few years he became

superinteiulcnt, and afterwards general superintendent. He re-

signed as general superintendent last January.

MR. N. C. SMITH, of .Xuburndale, Mass.. fornu-rly superin-

tendent of the Xewton division of the Boston Sulnivban Electric

Cos.. has been appointed s\ii'crinlendent of tlie (iroton S: Stoning-

ton Street Railway Co., Groton. Conn.

MR. W. P. J.'VCKSON. superinlendcm of the Bay City Trac-

tion & Electric Co., Bay City, Mich., has resigned his position to

become master mechanic of the traction and light properties of

the Saginaw \'alley Traction Co., Saginaw, Mich.

MR. L'RL-\11 FOSS, for the past three years superintendent ol

the East End car barns of the Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co.,

at Bridgeport, Conn., has been appointed superintendent of trans-

portation of that company, with headquarters at Hartford.

MR. J. .\. BRF.'T'T, for the past several years general manager of

the Electrical Installation Co., of Chicago, will on October ist re-

tire from that company to engage in other business. Mr. Piretl luis

made no definite arrangements, but has several prospects under

consideration.

MR. II. p.nvi) r.KvnoN. who

for the last three years has hecn

with Messrs. Sargent & Linuly.

of Chicago, as testing en.tsinocr

and confidential assistant to Mr.

Sargent, resi.sjned ih.il position

September 6tli. and will hcreaftot

he associated with Mr. James \V.

Lyons, 60.1 Fisher Bldg., Chicago,

as his principal assistant m charge

of designing and construction

work. Mr. lirydon has had an

extensive experience in steam and

electrical engineering work, .'\ftei

grarhiating in electrical engineer-

ing at Finsbnrg 'Technical College,

London, of which Prof. Sylvanus

P. 'Thompson is princiiial, Mr,

Rrydon was with the City of London Electric Lighting Co.. the Pen-

insular & Oriental Steam Navigation Co., and 11. F. Parshall, car-

rying otit all of the Dublin I'nited 'Tramways Co. electrification

work under Mr. Parshall. While i)i Dublin Mr. Brydon served

as consulting engineer for the Great Northern of Ireland Railw.iy

on its Dublin 'Terminal, lie came to America in ujoo and was

with the ^onkeIs ( K. V.) Street Railway Co. and the Chicago

Edison to. in the |)ower skiiions. In Jamiary, igoi, he engaged

with Sargent & Lundy, and durir.g the three years has had charge

of all testing work in connection with the power plants for which

ibey arc consulting engineers.

MR. IIOW.NRI) FRAVEL, superintendent of ihe Dayton &

Western Traction Co., Dayton, Ohio, has tendered his resigna-

tion, and Mr. Valentine Winters, of Dayton, president of the com-

pany, will assinne the duties of niana^^-r mUil Mr, l-'ravel's suc-

cessor can he appointed.

MR. JOHN W. OGDEN was .m July oih elected treasurer of the

Lowell, Acton & Maynard Street Kadway Co.. succeeding Mr. (ico.

I". Marshall, resigned. Mr. Ogden is also general manager and

purchasing ageiil for Ihe i-oniiiany. and of the Concord. Maynard

&• Hudson Streel UaiKv.iy Cu,, imurnlKil by llu' s.iiiu' interests.

MR. M, J. KlNCIi, of Holland, Mich., has been appointed su-

perintendent of the Green Bay Traction Co.. which was fornierl.\

the Fox River 'Traction & Power Co, Mr. Kineh is an experi-

enced street railway man and for the last two years has been as-

sociated as an electrical engineer with llir Knox Conslrnclion ('{>,.

f)f Chicagf).

MR. O. L, KKMING'TON, of Wni. McLean & Co., electrical en-

gineers and contractors of Melhom-ne. ,'\ustralia, sailed for (he

L'nited States on .Augusl Kth. While here Mr. Keniinglon''- .id

dress will be care of the linlloek I'".leclrical Maniif.iclui ing (.'<>.. (in

rinnali. After his visit in ibis connlry is cnnipU-tiMl. In- will spend

sonic time in l'".inope,

THE SPRINGFIELD, CI l/\RLESTON, WASHINGTON X

riHLLlCO'TIIF I<,M1,VVAV CO., with offices a( i.'S Itiishnell

Bldg., Springfii'ld. (lliio. has chosen officers as follows: Presiilenl.

H, L, Kockfielil ; \)ce pn-sidcnl and general nian.-iger. Fr.iiik P:iller-
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son; sccri-t;iry, h. .Vlkiiison; treasurer. .\. .\I. Winger. Mr. Iv H.

Gunn will have charge of llie construction work; tlu' line will lie

70 miles anil will l>e put tlirougli as soon as possible.

MR. (illDO l'.\.\ r.\l.E()M. who has Iwen for so many years

manager of the St. Louis office of the Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing Co.. has lieen relieved of ihe.se duties in onler that he

may act as the personal representative of .Mr Wesiinghonse iluriiig

the St. Louis ICxpo>iii(ui in the reception and enterlainnient of dis-

tinguished visitors. Me has lieen appointed general southwestern

manager of the company, in which capacity his duties will he with

the large tinancial interests of the southwest. Mr. Wni. Clegg, jr.

who has for the past live years heen the active man in the St. Louis

territory as Mr. {'antaleoni's associate, lias heen advanced to he

special agent for the handling of the specially im|K)rtaMI contracts in

this tiehl. This mark of the high regard in which Mr. Clegg is held

by the company is dne to his excellent record, and to the desire to

leave him free from the executive duties coming upon a district

office m.innger. so that his marked ability as a salesman m.iy have a

wider scope. Mr. 1). K. Welisier comes from the Denver office to

be acting manager of the St. Louis office. During liis eleven years

with the Westinghouse company, Mr. Webster has helil a luimber of

important positions, including that of chief of the testing depart-

ment at l^ast Pittsburg, so that he brings to his new office tine .ibility

as an engineer as well as commercial experience.

Obituary.

MR. C. J. ll.\RRI.\f;TO\, the well-known electrical supplyman

of New York City, died at .St. \'incent's Hospital in New York
on .\ngust lOth.

MR. JOSEPH C. WILLETS. president of the John Stephenson

Co.. dieil on .\ugust .it. 1904. at his home in Skaneaieles, N. Y. Mr.

Willets has lived at Skaneatelcs for the past 25 years, and has taken

a conspicuous part in the development of the community. He was

especially active in the building of a new public library at Skanea-

telcs, and was also interested in many philanthropic nuivcincnts

in that part of the state. He was a business man of wide activities,

and in addition to his association with the John Stephenson Co.

he was president of several manufacturing and financial establish-

ments throughout New York State. He was a director in the E.

W. HIiss Co. and several other well known business houses. Mr.

Willets was born in Cincinnati, Mar. 4, 1846. He is survived by a

wife and four children.

MR. R1CIL\RD S. W.\R1NG, of Pittsburg, Pa„ founder of the

Standard I'nderground Cable Co., and pioneer in the business of

underground cable manufacturing in the United States, died on

Tuesday afternoon, .Kngust 23rd, at Elmira, N. Y. He was born in

Saratoga county, N. V.. in 183.1. and began his business career in

Pittsburg in 1856 or 1857. During the early part of his life Mr.

Waring was extensively interested in the oil business, forming the

firm of Waring liros, & Co. about the year 1870. Mr. Waring's

energy and enterprise soon gave him a leading position in the oil

business, and he was at one tittle one of the most prominent inde-

pendent oil refiners of Pittsburg, the properties later being absorbed

by the Standar<l Oil Co. One of the largest and most enduring

.ichievements of Mr. Waring was the founding ot the Standard

L'ndergronnd Cable Co. by him in 1882, a company which has be-

come one of the most prosperous manufacturing corporations in

Pittsburg. In 1887, Mr. Waring went to England and founded the

Fowler-Waring Cables Co., Ltd. After remaining in London until

i8qo, he spent about two years in France, returning to Pittsburg

in 1893. Mr. Waring has also been interested in the Susquehaini.i

Water Power Co., was a member of the .\merican Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, a trustee of the Western University of Pennsyl-

vania, and a director of the .Morganza Reform School of Western

Pennsylvania.

of the as>ociation have been discussed and such action taken as

seemed desirable. In a circular letter issued to the membership

hy Mr. J. H. Merrill, secretary and treasurer of the association,

it is stated that the several standing committees have reported at

all the meetings of the executive committee held this summer and

the work of these committees is well in hand. The membership list

is rapidly increasing and the secretary is in receipt of several in

cjuiries from Pennsylvania and Indiana requesting information as

to the progress and future of the association. The present member
ship lumibers 132.

The subject connnittee has assigned topics for discussion to

several of the members. The legislative committee did some very

efficient work during the past session of the legislature. The trans-

portation committee after a long struggle has succeeded in formu

lating a contract covering the interchangeable couptm ticket which

has been accepted and signed for by representatives of the fidlowing

companies: The Cleveland St Southwestern Railway Co.; Lake

Shore Electric Railway Co ; Western Ohio Railway Co. ; Dayton &
I'roy Electric Railway Co. ; Toledo, I-'ostoria & l-'inillay Electric

Railway Co.; Dayton & Northern Traction Co.; Dayton, Covington

& Picpia Traction Co.; Springfield, Troy & Piqua Railw,iy Co.;

Springfield & Xenia Traction Co. ; Dayton & Western Traction Co.

,

In addition to these roads assurance has been received from two

roads out of Toledo and two roads out of Columbus that they will

sign the contract at once. The interchangeable coupon ticket will be

known as form O. I. R. .'\. No. 3, and will be good for transportation

over all the properties named. The committee desires that the prog-

ress of this movement be carefully watched by oilter members of

the association with a view of later hecimiing parties to the agree-

ment.

'The committee on standard rules co\ering the operation of inter

urban railways and general instructions to all employes has pre-

]>are(l and forwarded to a number of the members of the association

a draft of the proposed rules and it is hoped that these will be freely

criticised in order that the committee may have some definite recom-

mendations for the next meeting which will occur in October.

The executive committee requests that all members will take

sufficient interest in future meetings to write the chairman of the

subject committee, Mr. E. C. Spring, West Milton, O., suggesting

subjects of particular interest to those engaged in this line of busi-

ness and it is hoped that each member will come to the meeting pre-

pared to discussed the subjects assigned. The discussion at the

Columbus meeting on the subject, "What Compensation Should In-

icrnrban Companies Give Newspapers for .\dverlisnig Privileges?"

did not result in any definite reconnnendations an<l a motion provided

ihat the executive connnittee recommend to the association at the

next meeting some uniform plan providing the pre^s with compen-

sation in lien of advertising. Members arc requested to communi-
cate with Mr. E. C. Spring, outlining the pr.ictice of their roads anrl

making such suggestions as may be of interest to the committee in

preparing the reconnnendations.

Three delegates have been appointed to the .\merican .Street Rail-

way .Association convention: Messrs. H. P. Clegg, E. C. Spring and

F. J, J. Sloat. The chairman of the subject committee is having a

new and attr;icti\e Initton prepared for (li>tribution at the October

meeting. 4 , ,

K00111S in St. Louis.

Ohiu Interurban Railway Association.

.At the last meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway .Association.

in Coluinbus, the monthly meetings were discontinued on account

of the extra duties which fall upon the officials of interurban lines

during the sunmier season. The executive committee, however,

has held a number of meetings at which matters pertaining to work

Tlu' hotel problem in St. Louis will doubtless pro\-e to be a more

or less exasperating one to many of our readers because they are

not familiar with the districts where satisfactory accommodations

can he obtained. In the vicinity of 5700 Von Vcrsen .Ave., a choice

residence district, there are several small hotels with bath and cafe,

while there are many private bouses at which rooms can be secured

ai reasonable rates. This district is only four blocks from the

main entrance to the World's Fair grounds and is conveniently

reached from downtown by the Olive St. and the Delmar Garden

cars, which pass one block east of 5700 \'on Versen .Ave.

* » »

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. has presented its employes a

$37,000 clubhouse where free educational classes will be conducted

from October lOth to March 3rd under the auspices of the Ein-

ployes' Benefit .Association. The courses will include electricity,

civil engineering, reading, mathematics, stenography, physical cul-

ture, vocal and instrumental music.
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Hamilton-Hol/.warth Steam Turbine.

The accompanying illustration shows the new Haniilton-Holz-

warth steam turbine, just introduced by the Hoovcn-Owens-Rent-

schler Co., direct connected to a i.ooo k\v. generator. This set, which

is now on exhibition at the company's space, block 46 Machinery

Hall at the World's Fair, is designed to operate with 1S5 lb, initial

steam pressure at a speed of 1.500 r. p. m. with a 28-in. vaciunn.

These turbines are of the horizontal type and have a number of

stationary disks and running wheels, both of which have vanes placed

all around the circumference. In these turbines the steam is ex-

panded only in the stationary blades by means of increasing the

height of the stationary blades to an amount corresponding to the

expansion of the steam. The leakage caused by radial clearance

between the running wheel shaft and the bore of the stationary

blades is reduced to a minimum by the special construction of the

stationary disks. The axial thrust of the running wheel shaft is

small enough to be easily carried by a thrust ball bearing. For units

of -50 kw. capacity and upward the turbine is divided into two parts;

the smaller units are built in one part. The casing and pedestals

for bearings as well as the generator are placed upon a rigid bed

plate the top of which is planed to insure perfect alignment. .Ml

steam, oil and water piping is placed below the bed plate.

The steam is led through the regulating valve to the ring clKinncl

an outside wall to the steam clianncls. The vanes are accurately

milled on both edges. Tests made with these vanes have showed

that it takes over i,coo lb. to pull one of them out of the clips.

In order that the machine shall run quietly it is necessary that

the rotating part he perfectly balanced. /Vs the rotating parts of these

machines consist of a number of wheels, each wheel is balanced by

itself. The maker has designed and built a machine in which every

wheel can he balanced to within 1-16 of an ounce, and the balancing

is the last operation in the manufacture of the running wheels.

The bearings are the only parts of the turbine where metal comes

into contact with metal, and provision is made here for using ample

(luantities of oil. The bearings of the turbine shaft have much less

weight to support than those of the generator shaft, and thcieforecan

be made short with straight shells, while the generator hearings

have ball shaped shells to insure their alignment with the shaft.

In these bearings the oil flow's to the bottom bushings under a slight

pressure, then follows around with the rotating shaft and is taken

off in the cap. From here it llows back to the oil outlet in the

pedestal. With the thrust hall bearings on the exhaust side of the

turbine the whole shaft can be moved in an axial direction and

the position of the running wheels can be adjusted to the stationary

disks. Flexible couplings are used between the shafts of the high

and low pressure parts and between the low pressure part and the

generator. The shaft and casing of both parts of the machine can

HCtVEN-(.WENS-RENTSCULER CO.— H A M H.TON-HOl.ZW.VKTll STE.\M TUIilllNE,

in the head of the high pressure end of the turbine and thence flows

through the first set of stationary vanes which changes its direction

and imparts the necessary velocity to it. From here the steam flows

in a full cylindrical belt, interrupted only by the vanes of the first

rimning wheels to the following stationary disks, and so on. From
the last running wheel the steam is led through receiver pipes to

the front head of the low pressure casing, or if there is only one

casing, immediately to the condenser. The condenser is placed as

near as possible to the exhaust opening. The low pressure end of

•he turbine is similar to the high pressure end except that the front

01 the frame has an additional nozzle through which live steam

enters the low pressure casing in case of overload. The steam com-

ing through this nozzle is controlled by the governor and it exerts

no back pressure on the steam from the high pressure turbine but

on the contrary works like an injector, sucking the low pressure

steam through the first set of stationary vanes of the low pressure

end.

As mentioned, the expansion of the steam takes place within the

vanes of the stationary disks. In the bore of the stationary disks

runs, with as small a clearance as practicable, the hub of the running

wheel, and to reduce the leakage loss to a minimum the stationary

disks extend nearly to the shaft of the turbine. The vanes are of

drop forged steel milled and located in the groove on the outside

periphery of the disks. The vanes are fastened to the disks by

rivets and after the disks and vanes are ground on their outside edges

a tough steel ring is shrunk over the vanes and steam channels.

This design allows absolute control of the length and spacing of the

vanes.

The running wheels arc huill as light as possible with cast steel

hub», and steel di'ks arc riveted to lK>th sides of this hub forming

the ring space in which the vanes arc riveted, On the outer edge

of the vanes i% placed a thin steel band around the wheel to give

expand easily. Hoth are held rigid only .'it llic exhaust end which is

the coolest part, by the pedestal. On the iiituke end there is mi rigid

connection between the pedestal bearing and high pressure casing

or between the low- pressure bearing and casing.

The governor is of the spring and weight type .-uul is directly

driven by llic turbine shaft, revolving with the same rcguliir

velocity.

The regulation is effected by throttling all the steam in a single

throttle valve before it enters the turbine, according to the load

which it has to carry. The main regulating valve is of the double

seat poppet valve type and is not actuated directly by the governor

but by means of a special regulating mechanism. The reasons for

this are that the resistances of the governor should be practically

the same in all positions and the angular velocity of the turbine

should be in<lependcnt of the load. As these two effects cannot be

attained with direct acting governors the indirect acting regulation

has been adopted in spite of some additional complications. The

governor has heeti arranged so that it will shut ilowii the wlmK'

turbine as soon as the angular velocity reaches a puinl .>' .. per cent

higher than normal, and in case of any accident happening to the

governor the only result would he to shut down the turbine.

Lubrication of the entire machine is effected by feeding oil from

the tank in the bed plate by means of an oil pump driven by worm
gearing by the turbine itself. A pressure pipe to each bearing can be

closed by a valve so that the How of oil In the different bearings

is readily regulated. Kvery pari is lubricated automatically.

Plaster models have been completed for three bnnize tablets to be

set in the wall of the City Hall st.ition of the New York subway,

III conunemorale its inception and cumpleliiin, and bearing names of

Inlerboroiigh officials, engineers aiul designers.



Manufacturers and Supply Houses of St. Louis Prominent

in the K leetrie Railway Field.

TIIK ST. LOUIS CAR CU.

Till- liistiiry tif llic Si. Louis Car Co. is very .•iilirir.ibly Riven in

a n-cciit piililiciition issued l)y tliat coinpany. cnlitlcil llio ".St. Louis

Car Co. at (he Universal Exposilion," from whicli we (lunle the

following:

A study of the growth, ilevelopnunt and expansion of the St.

Louis Car Co. is, at the same time, a .study of the electric street

railway industry. While the development of the latter has been

astounding, the former has kept right abreast with the great progress

made by this industry, and today the St. Louis Car Co. is the larg-

est as well as the leading plant of its kind on the face of the earth.

Truly, this great cstatilishment of the World's Fair City fully repre-

sents the .American idea of push, progress and advancement.

The company was organize;! in 18S7. and its growth for the first

ten years was sure and steady. Mr. J, H. Kohnsch was its founder,

lie was succeeded liy his son, Mr. George J. Kobu^ich, whose Inisi-

J. II. KtBVSCH,
Kovilulvr of tlie St. Loui.s Car Co.

iiess acumen, combined willi extraordinary energy and clearsight-

edness, have played no small part in the growth of the company.

During the last six years the progress made has been so remark-

able as to excite the wonder and admiration of all who have visited

the mammoth works. That this company has grown so rapidly is,

in a great measure, due to the systematic and up-to-date methods

of manufacture and modern equipment, as well as a thorough

knowledge and understanding of the requirements of the electric

street car industry.

The original works of the company were located at No. ,^cco

North Broadway. It was an Innnble beginning, some 250 men being

employed at the time, and the capacity being between 400 and 5C0

cars, of an average length about 20 ft. The work of the shops in

the early history was distributed among three or four departments.

Today there are thirty distinct and separate departments, each one

of which has a share in turning out the work. In 1898, new works

were erected at liaden, a suburb located in the extreme northern part

of the city. The present maiuifactnring equipment is the most mod-

ern that can be foimd anywhere. -X comparison of the original

works with the shops of the present day illustrates the expansion of

the company more than mere words possibly can.

The capital stock of the company in 1887 was $25,000; in 1888 it

was raised to $i5o,c;co; in |K<;4 to S.sco.cco. and this latter amount

was tripled in igo.?, making the capitalization $1,500,000. In 1934

the capital was increased to $j,ooo,coo. The sales of prolucts in

i8<)8 amounted to $601,478.10; in 1902 to $2419,669.50, while in 190.1

the sales exceeded $5,000,000. In .April, 1903, the St. Louis Car Co.

acquired the Laclede Car Co. of St. Louis, by purchase. At the two

institutions arc employed close to 3,oco men and the capacity of the

two plants is about .1,000 cars per annum, average length 34 ft.

Hesides this, there is a large output of trucks, the trucks of this

company being noted for their easy-riding cpialilirs, strength and

durability. 'The St. Louis Car Co. also manufactures its own scats,

arc headlights a;ul arc lamps for interior car lighting; curtains,

vertical wheel brakes (patented), spiral journal bearings, and many

other specialties that arc essential to an uptodate, modern car. The

company also operates its own brass foundry where all brass and

bronze trimmings are turned out, also a malleable and gray iron

foundry. Manufacturing these specialties and material itself has

proved quite a factor in the career of this company, as it enables

it to take large contracts and make quick deliveries

The entire works cover an area of 52 .ncrcs, while the flaor space

under roof is 900,000 sq. ft.

The products of the St. Louis Car Co. are not only to be found in

every state and territory of the United States, but also in (iermany,

France, England. Russia, South .America, Mexico, .Australia, New-

Zealand and other foreign countries.

The officers and representatives of the company are : George J.

Kobusch, president; H. F. Vogel, vice-president and general mana-

ger; Geo. .A. II. Mills, secretary and treasurer: \V. B. Phelps, assist-

ant secretary; E. I. Robinson, manager Laclede plant; Geo. L. Kip-

penberger. purchasing agent ; Chas. G. Ette, secretary St. Louis

Malleable Casting Co. ; Warner S. McCall, general sales agent, St.

Louis; Frank E. Mnntress. general eastern agent. Boston; Frank

McCoy, Pittsburg agent ; Gus Koch, Pacific Coast agent, San Fran-

cisco.

THE IIRIXE SAFETY HOII.ER CO.

Tbo lUine Safety Boiler Co. was incorporated in I)c:cmber, 1884.

taking over the boiler business of .Adolpbus Meier & Co. The Heine

boiler was invented in Germany by a native of that country, whose

name it bears. Col. E. D. Meier, the president and chief engineer

of this company since its incorporation, saw the boiler during a trip

to Germany and recognizing its possibilities, acquired the rights to

manufacture it in this country. The boiler as originally designed

would hardly be recognized as any relation to the boiler in its pres-

ent state, the development and improvement made by Col. Meier

having brought the boiler to its present very remarkable state of per-

fection and efliciency.

But very few Meinc boilers had been built up to the time the

company was incorporated, but since then under a vigorous and

aggressive management the business has grown and the sales mul-

tiplied to a most gratifying extent. Up to early in 1899 the boilers

were built by contract in outside shops under the Heine company's

supervision and specific.itions, but the impossibility of getting satis-

factory service in many respects led the company to put up shops

of its own, and now all Heine boilers are built in the shops owned

and operated by itself. The shops are located at Phoenixville, Pa.,

and St. Louis, Mo., and are of ample capacity to meet all demands

which may be made upon them. The great success of the boiler is

attested by the rapid growth in business.

The present officers of the company are: E. I). Meier, president;

F. G. Meier, vice-president and treasurer: E. R. Fish, secretary;

11. C. Mcinholtz. superintendent. 'The offices of the company are

at 421 Olive St., St. Louis.

To Col. E. U. Meier is due the credit anil honor <if the establish-

ment and development not only of the boiler but of the business.

Associated with him in the selling department arc the following
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sales managers, located in the several leading cities : P. H. Brangs,

New York City; H. M. I.ynian. Philadelphia: E. S. McGregory,

Boston; .1. E. Whittlesey. Pitlshurg and Cleveland; E. D. Ivy, New-

Orleans; J. H. Harris. Chicago; H. W. Grahcr, Dallas. Tex.; J. G.

Murphy. St. Louis. These gentlemen have all been with the com-

pany varying lengths of time, the oldest of them being Mr. Harris.

who is manager of the Chicago office, since 1886. They are all

very thoronghly versed in the technicalities of the business, and arc

at all times e.iger to get in touch with anyone interested in water

tulie boilers.

ST. LOllS C.\R WHEEL CO.

The St. Louis Car Wheel Co. was organized in i8<)8. The original

plant of this company was located at i8th St. and the railroad

tracks, near where the L'nion Depot now stands. In order to better

facilitate the manufacture of its products, and to meet the steady

increa.se of its business, the company moved to its present location

on Spring .Ave., between the Wabash and the Missouri Pacific R. R.

tracks. The offices of the company are in the Bank of Commerce

Building, while the plant of the company is readily reached by tlio

born in \"eruiont on the shores of L.-ikc Champlain. in October. 1864.

His early boyhood w-as spent on bis father's farm ; lie graduated in

the high school of Wetlsville, Mo., and attended Lewis College at

Glasgow. Mo., leaving at the close of his sophomore year to become

teacher in the grammar grade of the high school from which be bad

graduated, .\fter teaching for two years, Mr. Morse came In St.

Louis to engage in commercial work. The year l8g9 was spent in

the master mechanic's office of the Missouri Pacific R. R., whence

he entered the employ of the Merchants National Bank of St. Louis,

where be spent the years lyoo and 1901. In May, 1902. Mr. Morse

entered the service of the St. Louis Car Wheel Co. as a bookkeeper,

and has remained since that time, filling various positions niUil be

was elected secretary and treasurer of the company.

Mr. John L. Butterfield, who for several years has been general

sales .agent of the company, is a native of Michigan and was educated

in the schools of that state. Mr. HiUtcrfield was formerly associated

with the Bass Foundry & Machine Co., nf Lciinir Cily, Tenn.

Mr. Wm. W. Talmau. sales agent of the company, was born in

Detroit, Mich., in July, 1878. He was graduated from the mechanical

engiueeriug department of the I'niversity of Michigan with the class

of tgcx). Mr. T^ilinioi spcr.t the year H)01 willi ibc Development

John w. .site. J. J. MORSE.

Market St., Vandcventer and Chouteau .\ve. cars of the St. Lnul^

Transit Co.. The daily capacity of this plant is 425 car wheels, in

addition to which the company manufactures general railroad ma-

chinery castings. This concern is the originator of the well known

20th Century" channel spoke car wheel, which has given very sat-

isfactory service and met with deserved success, to which the follow-

ing list of sales testify: In 1897 the company sold 1,281 street car

wheels; in 1898, 1.606; 1899, 2,6.?7; 1900, 6,471; 1901, 18,917; 1902,

•25.657; 1903, 23,557, a"'l for '904 'I'c sales of street car wheels will

reach over 30,oco. The company's total wheel business has grown

since 1891 from al>out 25,000 wheels per year to 100,000 wheels per

year, and it ships these wheels not only to every state in the Union

but to nearly all the countries in S(nith .America where street car

wheels arc used, K'sides to Japan, Korea, Portugal, England and

elsewhere.

The officers of the company arc: John W. Nute, president and

general manager; James Gray, vice-president; J. J. Morse, secretary

and treasurer. J. L. Butterfield is general sales agent of the com-

pany and Wm. W. Talman, sales agent.

Mr. John W. Niite, president and general manager, was born in

Burlington, Me., Dec. 6, i860. Soon after the family moved to

1'r.anklinvillc, N. J., where he lived until he entered college in 1878,

at Easlon, Pa. lie was graduated from Lafayette College with the

class of 1882 and received the ilegree rif civil and mining engineer.

The following year he returned to the college as a tutor in the

studies in which he had graduated. After leaching for a year, Mr.

Niite Ixrcame an engineer in the coal mines of the anthracite region

of Pennsylvania and at one time held the position of assistant

engineer in the survey department of the city of Philadelphia. Jan.

I, 1886, Mr. Nntc went to Mol>erly, Mo., as assistant engineer on

the Wabash R. R. After two yearit he left the railroad and went into

the manufacturtnK biisinc<is. In 1K91 he became associated with the

Si. Louis Car Wheel Co. as general sales agent and through his

integrity, application and ability has become president ami general

manager of the company.

Mr. John J. Moric, secretary and treasurer of tlf company, was

J. I.. lU'TTKUriKIJi. \V. W. T.\1.M.\N.

Company of .\iiu'rica, wluii lu- i-nk-rcd llic service of the St. Louis

Car Wht'i-I Co. in tin- nK'cli.mical dcparlnu-nl.

THE COI.l'.MIll A INCANDESCENT l..\MI' CO.

.Among the well estalilishcd ard progrcssi\e ni.anMfacturers of

St. Louis is the Culnnibia Incandescent Lamp Co. 'I'lic coni|i:Miy

was organized in July, 1881;, and was incorporated in i8yo with the

following officers: J. II. Rliolehamel, p^l^il!cnl ; W. II. Wel.'li,

vice-president ; E. J. Keisl, secretary and treasurer. The coiupany

began business at 515 Elm St., St. Louis, with an output of about

.so lamps per day. The latter part of the year of its incorporation,

the factory and offices were moved to 1912 Olive St., to accommo-

date its increased business, the manufacturing capacity being doubled

and the output increased to 100 lamps per day. The company con-

tinued at this address until 1902, when it changed its location to

its present (|iiarlers at 21 15 to 21 19 Locust St., moving into a factory

building which is new and modern in every respect and well tilted

for so successful a business, and where every facility is provided

for the making of a good jiroduct.

The company has been foremost in all that is mnn\ .uul progres-

sive in the manufactm'e of an incandescent lamp, making a special

feature of the careful inspection of each lamp. The policy of Ibc

company has been that the lanijjs must be perfect in every respect,

that they shall stand the lest of hard and long-continued use and

as a result of Ibis policy, the business of the company has extended

into every part of Ihe United Slates, into Caiuula and into Mexico,

and in adililinn in wliiili ;i very considerable foreign trade has been

secured. Tlie ccjnipany li.is kept pace with the increasing and varied

demand for lamps by manufacliiring almost every ciinceivable shape

and size, including not oidy a full line in standard voltages and for

high potential circuils from 200 to 2.';o voll^, bill .il o special lamps

for railroad car ligbling on low voltage.

In i8(j! .Mr, W. O. Ciarrison was elected vice |iresidi-iil r)f ihc

coni))any :uid .Mr. .A. ('. tiairison. secret.'iry :ind Irc.'isnri-r In iStjS
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the lirNt pri-siiUiit ni the coiiip.iny died ami Mr. W. O. Garrison was
elected as his successor. In January, iqoi(, the company sustained

a severe loss in the death of Mr. W. O. Garrison, wlir) was suc-

ceeded to the presidency by Mr. A. C. Garrison, who now holds this

position. Mr. D. E. Garrison hccanie vicc-prcsideni and Mr. J. R.

Kaker secretary. Mr. A. C. Garrison has been officially and actively

connected with the business since January, i8<ji. Mr J. R. Haker

lias been identified with the company for several year* in the auditing

ilepartment and is will fitte<l for his recent promotion to the posi-

tion of secretary.

The company has had an exceptionally successful career in the

15 years of its existence, which is due in a marked degree to the

fidelity of its officers and its employes, the heads of the various de-

partments having remained with the company for long periods of

time and being men of laiRC experience in their respective work.

The manufacturing establishment of the compan.N is thoroughly

equipped and is complete in every detail, the machinery and ap-

pliances being the best that can be procured an<l are modern in every

respect. The Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co. wishes to extend

a cordial invitation to all the delegates to the convention in St.

Louis in October to visit the office and factory at 2115 Locust St.

SC. I.ori.S IRON & MACIIIXK WORKS.

few years later he started a machine shop with a parluer, but his

partner finally withdrew, after which time the concern continued

under Mr. Timinerman's direction until the present proportions

of business were achieved.

Herman Krutzsch, vice-president and manager of the company,

was born in Saxony, Germany, in liUi. receiving his education in

his native land. At Chemnit/, he took the degree of mechanical en-

gineer. Mr. Krutzsch then spent four years in Kiigland and came

to .America in 1873. soon after locating with the -St. Louis Iron &
Machine Works, where he has since been engaged.

John H. Timmerman, secretary and treasurer of the company, is

a native of St. Louis, where he was born in 1849. He received his

early education in the schools of St. Louis, after which he learned

the trade of pattern maker. He entered his father's service, learned

the machinery business and when the present company was organ-

ized, he was elected to his present position.

W. N. MA TIHKWS & BRO.

Among the older and well established nianiifacturiug companies

of St. Louis is the St. Louis Iron & Madiine Works, which was or-

W. N. Matthews and Claude L. Matthews compose the firm of

W. N. Matthews & Bro., 600 Carleton Building, St, Louis. This firm

has become familiar to those in the electrical field in the past four

years through its very able exploitation of the Stombaugh guy

anchor. In igoo when the firm obtained the Stombaugh pateiUs.

the only method of anchoring poles was that known as the "dead

man" method. This, at the best, was an expensive and troublesome

IIERM.\N KRlTZSril.

Vice-President and Miinager.

CF.RllARD H. TI.MMKKM.VN,

President.

St. Lnuis Iron & Maoliino Works.

JOHN H. TIMMER.M.\N.
Sei-retar;,- and Treasurer.

ganized in 1854 and inoorporaled in 1S75. The business was founded

by Mr. G. II. Tinnnerman. now president, and from a small machine

shop it has grown to such proportions as to require two entire blocks

for its buildings, involves the employment of many mechanics, and

extends in all directions throughout the country. The company is

more generally known in the street railway field as the manufac-

turer of the St. Louis-Corliss engine, while its products also include

heavy ni-ichinery in general. The officers of the company arc: G.

H. Timmerman, president ; H. Krutzsch, vice-president and man-

ager; J. H. Timmerman, secretary and treasurer.

Gerhard H. Timmerman is a native of Hanover, Germany, where

he was born in 182.3. He received his education in his native coun-

try, and acquired his knowledge of English in .Vmcrica, whither

he removed at an early age. He located in Baltimore, but hearing

of the wonderful advantages of the West, he came to St. Louis

where he worked for many years for his brother, who was a team-

ster. Having learned the trade of wood turning in Germany, Mr.

Timmerman longed for a field in which his technical knowledge

could assert itself, but finding no immediate opportunity he opened a

grocery store, which he successfully conducted for some years,

looking in the nuantinic for an opening in his favorite field. A

operation. Recognizing this fact and realizing the simplicity and

excellency of the Stombaugh guy anchor, the Messrs. Matthews im-

mediately started in motion a campaign of advertising, which,

coupled with the merit of their device, has placed the Stombaugh

guy anclior on the staple list of high-class street railway material.

Their methods of advertising have always been unique and con-

vincing. The first thing tliat they did was to send several of each

size of their anchors to Prof. R. C. Carpenter of Cornell University,

with instructions to make the severest tests that he could devise and

to make a report thereon. These tests were made with astonishing

results and a full report with photographs is published in their

catalog. Professor Carpenter's formula made the use of the Stom-

baugh guy anchor scientific. It made the anchor popular and it

allayed the fears of the doubtful.

The fact that W. N. Matthews & Bro. have always been ready and

willing to send any quantity o{ Stombaugh guy .lUcbors. freight

prepaid, on thirty days' trial with the understanding that they may
be returned at their expense if not satisfactory, has invariably made
converts for their device. Their motto is "Honorable, Reputable

and Profitable." Honorable dealings and reputable goods that are

profitable to those who use them.
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THE SCARRITT-COMSTOCK 1-URNl I'LKE CO.

The Scarritt-Conistock Furniture Co. is one of tlie oldest manu-

facturing concerns in St. Louis, the business having been founded

in 1839 by Russell Scarritt. Latter the concern was known as

Scarritt, Curtis & Mason. It rapidly grew in size and importance

and gradually developed its railway specially, car seats. The com-

pany was incorporated in 1S76 as the Scarritt Furniture Co., and

about 10 years ago the name was

changed to the Scarritt-Conistock

Furniture Co. The works which

were formerly at 600 Main St.

were recently moved to i8oo Main

St., where more room was avail-

able and better facilities for ship-

ping could be obtained. The offi-

cers of the company are : Presi-

dent, Sanford G. Scarritt, who has

been identified with the business

for iS years, having had the title

of vice-president until the death

of Mr. Curtis a few years ago;

vice-president and general manag-

er. Charles H. Scarritt, who has

been actively engaged in the busi-

ness for some 25 or 30 years

;

treasurer, George F. Parker
;
gen-

eral superintendent, George E. Howard

;

R. H. Touhey.

Mr. Howard entered the service of the Union Pacific railroad as

machinist apprentice in the Omaha shops in 1872, where he continued

for four years. He then went into the road service, being employed

as fireman for two years and as locomotive engineer for six years

on various divisions of the road in Wyoming, Nebraska and Kansas.

Mr. Howard engaged in the hardware business in Nebraska for a

while but later came to St. Louis to assume charge of the railroad

department of the Scarritt Furniture Co. This was in 1890 and he

has been continually in its service since that time, having charge

of both the manufacture and sale of the products of this department.

assistant siincrintcndent

GEXEK.'\L ELECTRIC CO. IN ST. LOUIS.

The St. Louis office of the General Electric Co. has been in

charge of Mr. George D. Rosenthal since 1892, the territory for

this office being southern Illinois,

^^^^^ Missouri and .\rkansas. Mr. Ro-

^^^^^^^^^^ senthal entered the service of the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Edison Lamp Works at Harrison,

'^^^f ^^^L N. J., in 1887. He was at Sche-

i ^V^^ ^^^^ nectady part of 1888 and in the

k ^^L ^^^^^ supply department of the Edison-

^^L, j^^^^B (ieneral Electric Co. under Mr. J.

E ^^^V' ^^^^1 '- I^'^Sgs. from 1890 to 1892, and

^^^^^^\^^^^^^H after the

^^^^^r^^^^^^^^B General Electric Co. 1892,

^^^m ^^^^^^^^^K to St. Louis

^^^^^^^^^^^ direction Sunny,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Some of the principal installa-

liEo. D. ROSENTHAL. t'fns sccurcd by the St. Louis of-

fice comprise the equipment of the

large Northern power station of the St. Louis Transit Co., including

the 6.6oo-voll transmission system and the e<|uipmcnt of the sub-

stations of the St. Louis Transit Co. ; the St. Louis & Suburban high

tension power station with 6,600-volt, 3-pliase distributing system;

three sub-ilations of the East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co.

with 13,200-volt distribution syste:n ; equipment for two sub-stations

for the line which the East St. Louis & .Suburban is building l»

Alton, a distance of 23 miles, and electric car equi|mient of type M
control and four G. E.-73 motors per car, for the same company

;

the car equipment for the Intramural Railway at the World's Fair,

thi» licing four G. E. 70 motors with type .VI control for 51 cars;

four 5,000-kw. and two 2/X)0-kw. 6,000-volt machines direct con-

nected to Curtis turbines for the Union Electric Light & Power Co's,

new station, wliicli is to funiisli g.oco kw. for the St. Louis Tran-

sit Co.

Since Mr. Rosenthal has represented the General Electric Co.

in St. Louis his headquarters have been in the Wainwright Build-

ing. Mr. Rosenthal is a member of the Mercantile, Missoin-i .\th-

Ictic, Engineers, Jockey, and Glen l-'clio Country clubs.

CENTR.-VL UNION P,R.\SS CO.

For more than j.? years the Central Union Brass Co., of St. Louis,

has supplied car trimmings to the leading car builders, including

electric railway companies which build their own cars, and in ad-

dition it broadened its scope a few years ago, so that now it han-

dles a full line of supplies which include motor bearings, journal

bearings, mica and mica bond, comniulator bars, line material and

insulating material, its stock of overhead material being especially

complete and up-to-date.

The Central Union Brass Co. supplied much of tlie line material

for the Intramural Ry., and also filled several large orders for brass

and iron castings of special design for the St. Louis Exposition Co.,

including the brass parts for the coin-in-the-slot turnstiles used at

the Exposition entrances. .iXmong other specialties handled by the

company is a ratchet brake handle which is most favorably known.

The Central Union Brass Co. was established in 1881 liy Mr.

George Kingsland. The present officers of the company arc : Pres-

ident, George Kingsland; vice-president, Abe Cook; secretary, F.

L. Bouquet. Mr. Cook was formerly secretary of the Laclede Car

Co. The foundries and shops of the Central Union Brass Co. occupy

nearly 3 city block at nth and Mullanphy Sts.

New Lines and Extensions Opened.

The Cedar Rapids, Iowa City & Southern Railway Co. has com-

pleted its line between Cedar Rapids and Iowa City and the same

was formally opened .-Vugust i,?th.

The Muskego Lakes' line of the Milwaukee Electric Railway &

Light Co. was opened for traffic August 14th. The terminus of the

line is Muskego Center and cars will leave Milwaukee every hour,

requiring fifty-five minutes for the twenty-mile run to that point.

Construction work on the new Davenport & Suburban Elec-

tric Railroad has been completed and the line opened .August 15th.

The line may be extended to Muscatine, as that was a part of the

original plan.

Cars on the Onconta, Cooperstown & Richfield Springs Electric

Ry. were run on August 15th and the following day the line was

formally opened. Connections will he made with cars on llie L'tica

& Mohawk Valley line.

The first cars on the new beach line of the Los Angeles Pacific

R. R. from Ocean Park to Playa del Rey were run August lotli.

Regular trips will not begin until the completion of the bridge at

Playa del Rey,

August 19th, the Stark Electric Co's. line connecting Salem and

Sebring, Ohio, was thrown open to the public.

August 20th the Hanson Heights extension of the St. Joseph

Railway, Light, Heat & Power Co's. line was formally opuned, Tlie

extension is 38 blocks long.

August 29th, the new branch of the Hartford & Springfield Street

Railway Co., from Windsor Green to .Suffield, via Windsor Locks,

was formally opened to traffic.

September ist, the Louisville & Inlcnirlian Railway Co., Louisville.

Ky., formally opened its line to Pleasure Ridge Park. A special

car carried a number of business men and financiers over the line.

August 26th, the Lewistown & Reedsville Electric Railway Co.,

Lewistown, Pa., opened its extension from Lewistown to the Pemi-

sylvania R. R. depot at Lewistown Junction.

September loth, the line of the Albuquerque Traction Co., of

Albuquerque, N. M., was put into service.

September Qth, the first car was run over the lini' of the h't. Wayne
& Lima Electric railway between Lima and Elida

September 13th, cars began running over llu- ii-w Reading &
Birdsboro electric line as far as Gibraltar.

The .Swedish Government is considering using electric traction

on the state railroads, the current to be obt.iined frnni nunierous

waterfalls, which are found in that country.
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The Brill Sciiii.Convertible System for Intcr-

urltan (.^ars.

Steel Tired Wheels in Intenirban Service.

Among the cars luiilt during the last few months for high speed-

intenirban service are many which have semi-convertiblo window
systems, increasing the comfort of travel during the suninicr hy

making the cars more open than with ordinary windows. The
arched twin-window arrangement, which is in vogue at present,

serves no useful purpose, and is only intended to improve the ex-

terior appearance of the car. Whether it is better to attract pas-

sengers hy the imposing arched twin window arrangement, which

is something of a sham, or to make the car more attractive from the

inside, by providing a system of sashes which may be so disposed

as to leave the entire window space free and clear during warm
weather, is a question which has heretofore not been discussed hy

l;V KNIIX TWli H. ( lAMCKAl. S.M.ES .XCENT. TAVl.l U IKl N ,>i STIIEI. CO.

It is often said that the managers of electric railroads do not

profit to as great an extent as they might by the experiences and

failures of the steam roads. In the matter of the use and adoption

of steel tired wheels, however, the results that have been obtained

in high-speed passenger service seem to have produced their fruit.

For strictly city service under medium-sized cars tlie east iron wheel

still holds its own, and proli.ibly will for some time to come, until

it has been demonstrated by the tests of- time in actual operation to

be more expensive than its steel tired competitor.

In internrban work, on the ntl\er hand, the eindiiious imposed

are so severe that it is well within bounds to s;"- that the cast iron

IIKll-I. .^K.MI I.WKKTIIIIK l.M< IIIK ( .M.ll-. K.NIA.

the press, .\pparenlly, cars with semi-convertible window sys-

tems arc not limited by climatic conditions, as the photographs re-

produced herewith show.

These cars arc in operation in New England. Florida, Oregon,

California, the middle west and elsewhere. They include the senii-

crmvertible window system of the J. G. Brill Co., which is simply

the storage of th.c sashes in pockets in the side roofs when not in

use. The sashes arc guided into the pockets by means of small

projections at the corners, known as trunnions, which move in

runways in the posts. Several advantages are claimed by the bnibl-

ers over other systems, among which are the easy operation, one

motion only being necessary to raise or lower the sashes, and the

elimination of wall pockets, thereby appreciably increasing the in-

terior width and permitting the window sills to be as low as desired.

It is also claimed that with this system there is less cross section

of material in the sides, and therefore a reduction in weight. For

instance, the car No. 276, which is shown, measure-. 37 ft. over the

iKidy, and 46 ft. S in. over the vestibules, 8 ft. 2'/^ in. wide over the

sills, and 8 ft. 6 in. over the posts at belt. The weight of the body

without seals, is 14,975 lb. The weight of the car equipped, includ-

ing trucks without motors and controllers, is .10,920 lb. The im-

portance of getting rid of all unnecessary weight is well understood

by those who consider the operating cost per car-mile. Much money
would he saved in operating expenses if buyers of cars in general

were more careful in the specifications with the regard to weight.

The standard practice of the builders of this type of car is to include

in the bottom framing ijxK-in. sill plates, extending the full lengtli

of the body, to which the base of the posts are secured. It is said

that these cars are very durable, and in every respect excellently

suited to high-speed intcrurhan service.

(^umpaiKn Against Damage Fakir,s.

The New York City Railway Co, has selected James U. Quacken-

liu»h, K«| , of ItnfTalo, to take charge of its trial department and

vignroniiy prosecute lawyers, doctors, ambulance chasers and fr.audu-

Icnt damage claimanlH who prey ufKin the company. If a case is

lainlcd with fraud it will not be allowed lo drop with a verdict in

the company's favor, hut everyone connected with il will be prose-

cuted to the limit. No outride attorneys will be employed.

wheel, as tirdinariiy used, is p:isiti\ely unsafe. This refers not so

nmch to the plates and bubs, as to the Hange. 1 lere we liml the

limiting point of strength in all wheels whetlur nf cast or rolled

metal. The stresses imposed upon a chilled ii<'U ll.uif;e are i)ften

more tlian it can stand even when ilie ll.iiiKe is full M.C.B. si/e,

but when these dimensions are cut ilnwii in lu'i;j;bt and thickness to

meet the requirements of the rails in ;i city street so that 5'4 in.

is substituted for 1% in., the work retpiired of the wheel to carry the

heavy inlerurban cars that are now in operation becomes too great

fur the chilled iron to withstan I. and recourse must be had to a

stronger metal.

.\t the same time there is ,iin]iU- oppuituiiily, ,is already indicated,

to put all of the strength needed into the plates and hub by the use

of castiron. Il follows, then, as a matter of coiu'se, that for inter-

inban service a combination wheel having a rolled steel tire, to give

tile proper strength to tlie tlinge, and a cast iron center should he

produced that will fulfill the two-fold requirements of hijli speed in-

lerurban service and the slow work within city limits where the

width of tread and the dimensions of the flange are cmtrolled by

other elements than the desires of street railway oftieials and wheel

makers.

These premises would iirobably he granted by an electric r,-iil

way manager even though financial exigencies might require liim to

sacrifice both future economy and present safety to the demands of

first cost and use a east iron ulicil ulu-ic his nwn Ik-IIci- ind.nnu-iit

tells him that he should have one with a slee) lire.

There i-. however, another limitalion in the dinieusiuns of wiieels

intended for this dual service that mitigates, tu an extent, against

I built ui) wheel with retaining ring fastenings, and that is the over-

all width of tire that is ])ermissihle. This is one of the reasons that

the fused steel tired wheel, such as is made hy the Taylor Iron &
Steel Co. of High Hridge, is better suited for such usl-. The tire in

this type of wheel is supported across its entire width and the over-

all wiiltli of tire can therefore be ma-!e as smill as the narrowest

requirements and still have ample bearing surface between the tire

and center; this together with the fad that the tire is "welded" or

fused lo the center makes it possible to get more weiir and insure

a greater degree of safely with a given lliickness of tire th.ni is pos-

sible ill steel tired wheels of other types.

The simplicity of the construction in;ikes it possible fnr the in-

spector who is competent to look afler eist iron wheels to l.-ilic care
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of these also, .ind tlic result is that the steel tired wheel of Ihi-. lypc

is rapiilly gaining favor for the work that we have under consid-

eration.

It is unfortunate that the value of records is not yet appreciated

liy electric railway managers as highly as it is hy tho.sc of steatn rail-

ways. The result is. that the mileage that has heen and can be se-

cured with the sled tired wheels, under the combined service on

a cily street and in the open country, is very difficult to obtain.

Records of wheels having made from 75,000 to 1^5,000 miles and "not

yet worn out and yet doing satisf.ictory service" give some indi-

cation of what may \x expected. That tlic wheel can give the same

mileage under the same weight of cquipmeiU and speed as its fellow

on steam roads, can hardly be expected. The reason for this is the

greater wear from dirty rails in the city work, and the frequent stops

and starts, the sharper curves and sleeper grades that obtain in the

country. Hut. that the steel tired wheel is better adapted for inter-

urban work than its cast iron rival, from the two- (old standpoint

of safety and economy there cannot be doubt.

<-•

Nuttall Solid Gears.

The R. D. Nuttall Co., of Pittsburg. Pa., has developed a line of

solid gears for electric railw.iy service, represented by the acconi-

p.inying illustration. The solid type of gear is put onto shaft under

a pressure of from 10 to 25 tons, which is sufficient in itself to insure

a permanent and tight fit. The design of the solid gear allows a

perfect distribution of the material, the result of an exceptionally

strong gear without the disadvantage of great weight thereby being

NUTTALL SOLID GEAR.

obtained. The solid gear is rccommcudcd especially for high speed

interurban service where heavy cars and large motors are used,

requiring axles of proportionally large diameter, but the company

st.ites that it has received some very flattering reports from the

management of systems using lighter cars equipped with solid gears.

The solid gear eliminates a danger of accidents due tj the breaking

or loosening of bolts, which almost invariably results in a bent arma-

ture shaft and injury to the gear case and other parts that are di-

rectly connected.

The illustration shows the general design of the Nuttall solid

gears but this design may be modified to some extent in order to

meet the requirements as to axle and gear diameters. The company

has a complete line of patterns and full data on gears for different

motors, so that orders for solid gears can be filled with exceptional

dispatch.

-•-•

Plans of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad Co.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co. has an-

nounced that it will expend eight million dollars or more for im-

proved rapid transit in the Bronx Borough, of New York City,

and that part of Westchester County lying along the Sound. Plans

have been made and estimates submitted for "six-tracking" the

Harlem branch of the, road, and of the six four are to be equipped

for qlectric operation, using the third rail system of distribution

;

this leaves two tracks for the use of steam trains. The line will

connect with the Intcrborough Rapid Transit Go's, lines near West

Farms station.

The formal application to the Railroad Commissioners shows the

present estimate of the cost of the improvements is $7,701,891. This

includes 70 cars equipped with electricity complete, four third rails,

bonding surface rails with necessary marine cables at drawbridges,

feed wire, high tension wires and pole line complete, two sub-

stations, car barn, and power house with all material. The rebuilt

line will be practically without grades and curves and entirely free

from grade crossings and the number and arrangement of the tracks

will allow exceptionally fast time to be made. Two of the electric

tracks will be for express trains and the other two for local trains.

As a result of its experience in the operation of electrically equipped

lines in Connecticut, tbo Now Haven road is prepared to go for-

ward with the establishment of an extensive and complete auxiliary

electrical system.

French Work on Electric Traction.

TRAITE PRATIQUE DE TRACTION ELECTRIQUE, by L.

Barbillion and G. J. Griffi.sch. Published by E. Bernard & Cic, 29

Quai dcs Grands-Augustins, Paris. Two volumes, 7 x 10 in., to-

gether comprising l.SiO pages, profusely illustrated. Price of com-

plete work 40 francs ($8.00). Vol. I appeared in 1903. and Vol.

II early in 1904.

This book on electric traction is another example of the thorough-

ness and painstaking care with which the work of French writers on

technical subjects is carried out. .An idea of the scope of the work

can perhaps best be given by sunmiarizing the subjects covered by

chapters. The introduction deals with preliminary survey and a

discussion of the formulas as to train resistance and motor per-

formance, and the dat.i on which these formulas are based, upon

which an engineer must depend in his preliminary estimates, as to

expected performance. Chapter I is on roadbed, rails, switches,

bridges, etc., with estimates of cost. Chapter II covers the pro-

duction of energy, and is subdivided into discussions of the general

conditions governing the choice of different sources of power; of

steam apparatus, both engines and boilers; of electrical equipment,

and of the relative cost of plants of different types; an appendix

gives sample specifications and estimates of costs. Chapter III is

on the different systems of transmitting energy. Chapter IV dis-

cusses the details of construction and operation of the power and

return circuits and the apparatus used in connection with the dis-

tribution of energy, in the various systems of electric traction, in-

cluding storage battery cars. Chapter V, which concludes Vol. I,

similarly covers the electrical equipment of the cars or locomotives,

with discussion of both motors and controlling apparatus. Chapter

VI. under the general title of rolling stock, deals with all the im-

portant parts of the car, aside from electrical equipment, in detail

;

under this head are included brakes and lighting. Chapter VII is

on the special characli-ristics of urban, suburban and interurban

railways, their modes of exploitation, their requirements in the mat-

ter of depots, car houses, repair shops, etc. Chapter VIII is devoted

to electric traction on railroads, under which term arc classified ele-

vated and underground roads in cities, and high speed lines in

general, as distinguished from tramways; this chapter concludes

with an extended description of the Zossen trials. Chapter IX has

for its subject special applications of electric traction to freight

service on land and on canals, to mining, to mountain railways with

steep grades, to industrial railways, etc. Chapter X. which concludes

Vol. II, is a resume of the French laws and regulations affecting

electric traction.

The plan followed with each branch of the subject is to give a dis-

cussion of the theory involved, giving due attention to the under-

lying principles but omitting calculations of purely theoretical value,

then show the practical applications, with examples of modern con-

struction and apparatus. In appendices are given forms recom-

mended for specifications and much valuable data on costs.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit cars will be operated over the new Wil-

li.imsburg Bridge by November 1st. Owing to delays on the Man-
hattan side, cars of the Metropolitan Railway Co. cannot be operated

on the bridge before the first of the year. The shuttle-car system

will not be in readiness until about that time.
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New Plant of the Weir Frog Co.

The Weir Frog Co., of Cincinnati, lias e\ery reason to be proud

of its new manufacturing plant, which has recently been completed.

The new plant is located at Norwood, Ohio, a suburb of Cincinnati,

and is reached by the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern. Cincinnati.

Lebanon & Xorthem and Pennsylvania railroads, also by the line

of the Cincinnati Traction Co. The buildings were designed by

Bert Baldwin & Co.. architects and engineers, of New York and

Cincinnati.

The plant comprises three brick buildings, two of which are two

tool room and template storage room are first entered, next to which

is the erecting and machine floor room, 125 ft. by 260 ft., with a

cement concrete floor, as have also the drill press, engine, filter and

boiler rooms. On this floor are the planers, .straightening m.ichines,

and some special machines, which are served by two electric cranes,

one used principally to unload and load cars, the second to supply

the erecting floor and machines with material from the stock depart-

ment. Beyond the erecting floor is the stock department, into which

end of the building is brought the railroad track, wliich holds ten

cars. This track is set low enough to bring the car floor even with

the level of the shop floor. The stock department is 60 ft. by 400 ft.

SCENES IN THE NEW I'L.XNT OF TIIK WEIK FUOG CO., CINCINNATI.

>torics in height, 40 ft. by 60 ft., one used for general offices and

drafting room, and the other uicd for men's wash and locker rooms

on the first floor and pattern shop and storage on the floor above.

I'lach of these building* is connected to the main shop by covered

passageways. The main shop is a one story building 125x662 ft.,

giving nearly H3J000 sq. fl, under roof. It is heated by the American

Blower Co. and the Webster vacuum system, using exhaust steam

from the engine. The roof is carried by steel trusses supported on

steel columns. The light comes from the windows in the side walls,

which arc set about 6 ft, af»ovc the floor, from the four skylights

in the roof, and from the side windows above the roofs of the side

bays.

In entering the main shop from the office building, the shop office,

and is enclosed by a fence. I he heavy uKileriiil, such as rails, plates

and bars, are piled on the floor, while the small supplies, like

rivets, bolts, nuts, etc., are placed in storage bins. The forge de-

partment is on the south side of the main building, and is e(|ulppcd

with forging machines, presses, liamniers, heating furnaces and

blacksmith fires. On the north side of the linililing, opposite the

forge department, arc located s])ecial tools for bending, curving,

drilling rails, etc.

Power is furnished by a 500 li. p. Brown aiitomalic ccjiupouiul

engine, manufactured by I. & E. flreenwald Co., Cincinnati, which is

direct connected to a 300-kw. Rullnck 220-volt generator, livery

machine in the shop has an individual motor, with the exception of a

few small machines taking power from a line of motor driven shaft-
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iiig. All Ingcrsull-Srrgi'anl air compressor furnishes power for

riveters and for pumping water, which is supplied from an «-in.

artesian well, 320 ft. deep. The water is sl.ircd in an elevated tank

60 ft. alHjvc the ground, with a capacity i>f jo.ooo gallons, and sup-

plies all the water used. The HiMirs of the filter and Imiler rixini

are 10 ft. helow the level of the engine ronm tloor, and alH)ut 8 ft.

lielow the level of ground outside. All coal is received in hopper
hottom cars and dumped direct on the floor of the bfiiler room.
There arc four J.so-h. p. Stirling boilers, c(|uippcd with ".\mcrican"
stokers. The well water is softened and filtered by the Wefugo
process and heated in a Webster exhaust steam heater.

New Wahash Train to St. Louis.

The Waliash R. R., tm .\ugust ist, placed in service belHecii Chi-

cago and St. Uniis a new train built expressly for the World's Fair

service. It is a daylight special and will be known as the "Blue
Banner Limited. " llie train is a new departure in that it is an at-

tempt to offer In i)crsons traveling liy day the same conveniences
that may be had in a Pullman sleeper. Kach train consists of four

cars—a combination baggage car and smoker, a combination coach
and chair car, a combination diner and buffet and a combination
parlor and observation car. The interior finish of the car is .\fricaii

mahogany and the deci>ration holly inlaid. The entire train is

lighted by electricity by a consolidated generator of the (Jould pat-

tern, the energy being derived from the car axle. Two rows of

lights are placed on the sides of the car, one just aliove the seat back
and the other at the lower line of the roof arch. In connection with
the generator is a storage battery of sufficient capacity to provide

lighting for 24 hours after the train stops. Two electric fans arc

placed ill each car. The color scheme in the decorations and fur-

nishings is green, admirable taste having been shown in the design

and quality of the materials.

Westiiighouse Automatic Coiiplinj^s.

The operative exhibit of the Wcstinghousc .-Kutomatic .'\ir & Steam
Coupling Co. at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, in the Palace

of Transportation, shows in operation a simple, substantial, auto-

matic hose connection. The objects in the design of a device to do
away with a common method of hand clamping of inter-car hose con-

nections were three-fold ; first, to insure the safety of the railroad

employe, second, and of no less importance, to secure time economy,
and third, to provide an apparatus which would reduce the necessary

quantity and wear of hose to a minimum.
It is claimed for these couplings that tlieir use will give positive

assurance that the couplings are at all times perfectly made, without
friction or pull on the hose connections, and at the .same time that the

incoupling. which is always automatic, will positively be effected

without strain of any kind on the apparatus, should the train be

parted by accident, the air brakes being thus automatically applied.

The operative exhibit at the Fair consists of an arrangement of

two short car platforms, modeled to represent the ends of passenger

and freight cars, together with a locomotive pilot. The model is

operated by compressed air and the couplings shown are in three

instances passenger equfpment and in two the single hose equipment
for freight car brakes. .\ miniature model of two complete car

trucks and frames, fitted with air and steam and signal hose coupling

and air cylinder, supplements the heaviest exhibit, and both are in

more or less constant operation.

One of the most enjoyable trolley trips in Ohio is from Conneaul

to Erie, Pa., over the Conneaut & Erie Traction Go's. line, which

follows Crooked Creek and crosses it below East Springfield, passing

through the Canyon, where the scenery is beautiful, into fine farming

country. The round trip mileage is too miles.

The special touring car trips of the Cleveland Electric Railway

Co., of Cleveland. Ohio, are becoming more popular and the good
advertising of this feature has resulted in its very liberal patronage.

The latest poster is in green and red, calling attention to the car,

the time of the daily trips, the starting points, cost of the trip and the

fact that it is the best way of seeing Cleveland, all points of interest

being callen en route.

An Improved Hot Water (^ar Heater.

The past year has shown a marked increase m ihc use of hot

water heaters for city and interurban cars, and we take pleasure in

showing herewith the improved "Western" car healer and fittings

manufactured by the Franklin Railway Supply Co., Franklin, Pa.

The "Western" car heater has been on the market during the past

year and has met with an unusually favorable reception. Last win-

ter it was placed upon a car of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric

Railroad Co., Ilighwood, HI., in competition with other makes. The
result of the test made by this company at that time resulted in this

heater being made standard and adopted on the new cars recently

built by the Jewetl Car Co. Since then it has been placed u|>on yi

new cars of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co., j.i new

OPEN. CLOSED.

THE WKSTKkX HOT U .\TF.R I .\R HE.MKR.

cars of the Metropolitan West .Side Elevated Ry., Chicago, 10 new-

cars of the South Chicago City Ry.. S cars of the Central Illinois

Construction Co., 4 cars of the Green Bay Traction Co., and a

contract closed as we go to press results in the heating systems of

this company being placed upon all the closed cars of the Syracuse

Rapid 'Iransit Co., and on 60 large cars for the Rochester Ry.

The "Western ' car heater has a water jacket surrounding the

entire fire space. Its outer shell is composed of 'A-m. Hanged steel,

which extends from the cast iron base plate to the ornamental hood.

Within this shell, extending from the grate to the top ring, is

another flanged steel shell, which is flanged and riveted to the outer

shell. The two nickeled rings hide the rivets from view. Between

these two shells is the Il4-'"- water jacket, the outer shell being

tapped at the top and bottom of the water jacket and connected with

the radiating pipes. Water circulates freely around the entire stove.

This construction has many advantages. It prevents the overheating
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of the air or wood work in the iinmeiliate vicinity of the heater. The
heat ordinarily radiated to the air, in this construction is imparted to

the water, increasing the efficiency of the equipment. There is no

danger of the walls of the heater burning out because the water

jacket forms a most perfect insulation resulting in a more durable

equipment. The outer shell being of heavy steel, it cannot be marred

or dented, therefore the equipment presents a neat appearance at

all times as the water jacket prevents the shell of the heater getting

hot enough to burn off the enamel. The heater has a heavy cast

iron base plate, which has a generous ash lip in front of the bottom

door, preventing ashes from being scattered over the floor of the

car. The top of the heater consists of two cast iron hoods, resting

Open.

IMPROVKI) ril.I.ER COCK.

upon a cast iron top plate. The outer ornamental hood is open scroll

work, nickeled, forming a perfect insulation preventing passengers

from getting burned should they fall against the heater. The inner

hood is a one-piece heavy casting, the only opening being the coal

door and the flue for the stove pipe. This construction, in connec-

tion with the gas chamber which rests upon the top ring extending

over the magazine hole, immediately in front of the coal door, pre-

vents the escape of smoke and gases into the car. From the center

of the top ring hangs the coal magazine and around the magazine

is a coil of l'.|-in. pipe, its length depending upon the heating surface

desired in the equipment. Over the top of the magazine swings a

a
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New Klcctrk- llcatcr and Sw itcli. II. A. Dorner & Co.

The accompanying illustration shows the Consolidated Car-Heat-

ing Co's. new douhlc coil electric healer for cro>5-se.it cars and

parlor cars. The lieater is intended for installation along the truss

plank and projects hut 2-V^ in. The lead wires are carried through

the ends of the heater cases and in consequence molding is re-

quired only between the heater cases. Where a continuous row of

healers is used, the coils from one heater can be connected to those

of the ne.\t without bringing the wires outside the heater cases.

The switch illustrated is the Consolidated Car-Healing Co's. new

regulating switch for heating circuits. In this there arc two quick

break knife switches and two fuses mounted on a slate base. Ihe

DOUBLE QIICK-BRE.\K KNIFE SWITCH—lOVER REMOVED.

frame and cover are of malleable iron, finished in copper bronze.

The cover is hinged to the frame at the top and locked by a spring

at the bottom. This cover is raised when it is desired to change the

position of the switch.

Three-Phase Static Ground Detector.

Static ground detectors are now recognized as a necessary part of

every first class installation. The single phase instruments are

entirely satisfactory on single or two-phase circuits, and for three-

phase circuits the practice has been to use two or three single-

phase instruments either separately or combined in the same case.

This arrangement is -open to the objection that the indications of the

painter are not direct and it is difficult to determine which line is

grounded.

A new instrument, which hns been recently placed on tlie market

by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., enables a ground

to be indicated directly by the use of one instrument, and these

instruments are supplied for circuits of from i.ooo to 50,000 volts.

Each of three fixed vanes in the instrument is connected to a line

of the three-phase circuit. The central movable vane is electrically

connected to the case which is grounded. When there is no ground

upon the circuit the attraction between the fixed and movable

vanes is balanced and there is no deflection. If one of the lines

becomes grounded the potential of that line is the same as that of

the movable vane and there will be no pull in that direction and

the movable vane will be deflected away from the grounded line.

The three leads to the ground detector have a condenser inserted

between each line and the instrument. This avoids carrying high

tension wires in front of the switchboard. The condenser consists

of brass tubes covered with insulating material and placed within a

copper sheath the line being connected to the inner tube and the

lead to the copper sheath. The instruments in shape and size cor-

respond to Westinghouse round pattern switchboard instruments.

The interior of the case is given a dull black finish against which

the aluminum vanes stand in distinct relief.

The Columbus, Newark & Zancsville Traction Co. has reduced

its schedule to three hours between Columbus and Zancsville, and is

now giving hourly service over the entire line.

The electric railway supply house of H. A. Dorner & Co., 806-7

(Ircat Northern Kuilding, Chicago, has added several new lines to

its already large business and purposes in the near future to open

HEATER NO. 20J.\I FOR CROSS SEAT AND PARLOR CARS.

a branch office in the New England Building, Cleveland, O. The

firm will sell the following well-known specialties : The Dorner

high-speed motor trucks; McGuire-Cummings snow sweepers,

sprinklers and trucks; Spear patent insert brake shoes; Logan chem-

ical fire engines for car houses, and hot water heaters for cars

;

Erie self-oiling trolley wheels and harps. They will also handle

fenders, pit jacks, cars, motors, shop machinery, copper wire, weath-

er-proof wire, and galvanized steel strand wire and cables.

The business of H. A. Dorner & Co. has shown a steady increase

and indications point to some large contracts being booked within

a short time. Mr. H. A. Dorner has been in the railway supply

business continuously since 1885, as manufacturer and sales agent.

Shanahan Trolley Catcher and
at Utica.

Retriever

Delegates to the recent meeting of the New York State Street

Railway Association at Utica were interested in the trolley catcher

and retriever shown by the Shanahan Trolley Specialty Co. of

Little Falls, N. Y. This device is intended to pull down the trolley

wheel and pole the instant the trolley wheel leaves the wire, and

thus do away with injury to either the pole or overhead construc-

tion. The motive power of the retriever is a large spring which

can be adjusted to any tension to correspond with the tension on

the trolley pole. The device was described and illustrated in the

"Street Railway Review" for July 20, ig04.

The device is the invention of Mr. Thomas B. Shanahan, who

is a street railway man of wide experience, and who for the past

ten years has been master mechanic for the electrical branch of the

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville Railroad Co. Mr. Shanahan is

president of the company organized to put the device on the market.

The vice-president of the company is Mr. John N. Shanahan who

holds the office of general superintendent of the Fonda, Johnstown

& Gloversville Railroad Co. The catcher and retriever is being used

on a number of roads in New York State with satisfactory results.

The Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern Traction Co. has pur-

chased three package freight cars and will on October 15th begin

to carry freight between Findlay and Toledo. J. S. Young, of

Chattanooga, is general freight agent, with headquarters at Findlay.
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Anti-Friction Brake and Controller Handle.

The Anti-Friction Handle Co. of .Amsterdam, \. Y., is putting on
the market a new anti-friction ball and roller bearing handle, de-

signed for brake and controller handles of electric cars. The im-
provement has reference to the hand hold or grip of the handles.

This roller bearing grip allows the motorman considerable wrist

motion, and it is believed by using the device on both the brake
and controller handles, the chances for accidents will be perceptibly

decreased, because the motorman is relieved of much of the strain

on his arms. It has frequently happened that a motorman will take

his hands off the handles in order to relieve his wrist and arm from
the strain of grasping the old style of brass handles. With this

new attachment, the motorman can change the position of his hands

.WTI-FKK'TION H.\NDLE.

and arms and at the same time keep his hands on the handles ready

for any emergency. The new roller bearing handles are fitted with

rubber grips which render the brake and controller handles non-

conductors and prevent electrical shocks to the motorman. The
use of padded gloves is therefore rendered unnecessary. The con-

struction comprises a series of hardened steel rollers and balls, re-

volving between a shaft and steel shell, encased in the hard rubber

grips. When desired old brake handles of any make can be fittiil

with anti-friction handles at small cost. The Anti-Friclion Handle

Co. will send sample handles to any road upon request.

To the Convention via the Illinois Central.

The geographical relation of the Illinois Central R. R. to .St.

Louis and to the country as a whole, with its principal main and

subsidiary lines, the "Central Mississippi Valley Route," is such that,

by l)Oth its own through lines and those of connections, it is in a

position to serve a vast territory with frequent and efficient train

service to St. Louis. During the St. Lniis World's Fair iis service

has been increased and largely extended in various directions. In

general it may be said that the number of additional trains and

the shaping-up of through connections to St. Louis over its lines

has been considerable; also that the establishment of traffic arrange-

ments with connecting lines for through service to St. Louis from the

east, north, southeast and south is on such comprehensive plans

as to greatly benefit the traveling public from sections of the country

mentioned. 'I'he service between Chicago and St. Louis has been

increased from two to four trains daily, as follows: 8:50 a. m.,

I2:C4 p. m., 9:27 p. m., and 11 :36 p. ni., and there has been through

sleeping car service established over various connecting lines

The through trains of the Illinois Central are composed of mod-

ern equipment of the finest order, including buffet-library-smokinK

cars, parlor cars, Pullman .sleeping cars, Illinois Central complete

dome-deck dining cars, free reclining chair cars and comfortable day

coaches. Trains of the Illinois Central enter St. I.x>uis over both

the Eads' and the Merchants' bridges, and, in common with all roads

entering the World's Fair City, have their terminus in the Union
Passenger Station.

Band Saw for Timber Ripping.

Most every wviodworking shop has more or less lumber to rip

and car shops and other places where ripping is done have for a

long time used circular saws which have answered the requirements

as no better tools could heretofore be procured. Recently band rip

saws have been introduced and these tools are now largely used in

lumber ripping. The thin saw blade saves a large waste in the saw

kerf and this soon amounts to a big sum, especially when fine lumber

is cut. The band saw is replacing the circular saw for the reason

that it effects a great saving in economy, efficiency and output.

This innovation in ripping machinery is due to J. A. Fay & Egan

Co., 250 W. Front St., Cincinnati, O., which is the largest builder

of standard woodworking machinery in the world. Recogniziu"-

1!.\NU S.\W FOK KlrPINU.

the demand for a machine capable of answering these particular re-

quirements this company, after many experiments, has now produced

a tool which is said to be one of the very finest for this class of work.

The accompanying illustration shows the company's improved No.

lOQ patent band rip saw which is recummended for doing fine rip-

ping in light or heavy timber and which will rip with facility any

thickness from half and one inch to 14 and 28 in. wide between the

saw blade and the fence. Where long timbers are ripped by hand

feed this tool will repay its cost in a very short lime.

While it is adapted for heavy work it is equally good for ripping

the finest lumber into small strips and it is under these conditions

that the thin blade of the saw will be appreciated better than at any

other time. This new tool presents a large number of original fea-

tures and iinprovements too numerous to describe in detail. One
of the most important features is a patent straining device on the saw

blade which is hung solely on a knife-edge balance. This gives con-

tinued uniformity in the strain ami prolmigs the life of the blade to

a considerable extent.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS STUDIES NO. 7 has just

been issued, bearing the title "The Coals of Illinois; Their Compo-
sition and Analysis," by S. W. Parr, Professor of Applied Chem-
istry, This is by far the most comprehensive work so far under-

taken on Illinois coals. One hundred and fifty samples fairly repre-

sentative of the coal producing area have been studied and the

results conveniently arranged in a table for reference. Several

unique features are evident. The samples collected between January

and June, 1904, were subjected to the same processes carried on by

the same persons; the results, therefore, are more uniform and com-

parable than any heretofore available. Another striking feature is

the introduction here for the first time 01 a new factor in the proxi-

mate analysis of coal, that of "water of composititii" as part of

the volatile constituent. It is a little startling to sec a non-com-

bustible as part of the volalile matter, equaling and often surpass-

ing in amount the sum of the ash and inoisliire. .Special development

has been made, also, of processes for determining the total carbon,

sulphur and coke. Altogether, the work is a valuable contribution

to our knowledge of bituininous coals in general an<l Illinois eoals

in particular.
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Best Adjustable Wedge Gate Valves.

I'hc Best MaiuifnctiiritiK Co.. Piu.sbiirK, Pa., which has also branch

offices at New York, .w Cortlaiidt Street, ami Philadelphia. Pa.,

Bclz Building, furnishes and erects complete pipiuK systems for

power plants, making a specialty of high pressure valves and fittings,

especially piping fitted with its "C!ima.\" rolled and corrugated pipe

joint. The valves and piping arc especially well adapted for super-

healed steam.

The company has just issued a new specialty pamphlet No. 6.

which illustrates the different specialties made liy it. The Hest ad-

justalile wedge gate valve, "Climax"

globe and angle valves and the "Climax"

rolled and corrugatcil pipe joim. as well

as the pipe bends, are well known.

The accompanying illustration is a

"phantom" view of the Best adjusta-

ble wedge gate valve. It will be noted

that the wedge is in tlu' same form as

the double seated taper wedge, except

that it is in two parts. There is a ball

joint on the inner surfaces the entire

circumference of the disks, insuring a

positive seating and adjustability, thus

taking up the wear and making the valve

very durable. There ;irc splines or

guides cast in the body on either side,

and also wings cast on cither side of

the wedges, which fit on the inside of the

guides of the body, designed to abso-

lutely prevent the valve becoming dis-

arranged. It is so constructed that it

has practically no more parts than a solid taper wedge gate. The
wedges have bronze facings, all spindles are filled with packing

collars, the bronze seats are screwed up in such a manner as to

leave no pockets in their rear for steam and water to attack the

threads. This valve is especially fitted for all pressures, and particu-

larly high pressures and superheated steam,

The many orders received for these valves from some of llic

largest concerns in this country is good evidence of their durability

and success. .Ml the valves in the new power house of the Man-
hattan Elevated, in New York, were made by this company, in-

cluding both high and low pressure valves. Another large order for

Best valves, fittings and piping with "Climax" rolled and corrugated

pipe joints, for superheated steam, 200 lb. working pressure, 6oo°

F. was from the Copper Queen Consolidated Mining Co., Douglas,

Ariz. This company also equipped a large power station for the

General Electric Co., of Schenectady. N. \'., at Darling Harbor,

Sidney. Australia; also its works at West Lynn, Mass.

* I »

The White Star Oil Filter.

IIEST .\DJ1STABLE V.M.VE

In many engine rooms, and indeed, in every factory and mill

where a large amount of m,-ichinery and long lines of shafting are

in t)pcration, there is a great waste of lubricating oil, owing to the

fact that often no provision is made for catching the oil after it

passes through the bearings. Where provision is made for catching

the oil after passing through the bearings and purifying these drip-

pings through an oil filter, a great reduction in the oil bills will be

found.

Every engineer appreciates the value of good oil and having ob-

tained a good gr.ide of oil. the engineer will naturally be glad to use

some filtering device for purifying the oil which has passed through

the bearings, thus permitting its use over and over again.

An interesting test of the "White Star" oil filter, made by Ihe

Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co.. Pittsburg. Pa., was conducted re-

cently in the factory of C). J. Beaudettc & Co., Pontiac, Mich. It

was found that in six luonths' operation of the "White Star" filler.

a saving of 364 gallons of oil. amounting to $54.60 was effected.

As the original cost of the filter was but $28 the profitableness of

• the investment is easily figured.

In this oil filter are found the essentials of a complete device for

accomplishing the purifying of dirty, or used, lubricating oil. .'Xs

.seen in sectional view the filter is divided into two compartments.

The smaller one is a reservoir for impure oil and water, containing

a funnel for receiving the dirty oil and steam c<iil for heating the

water.

The impure oil is |Kiured into the funnel, drains through a sieve

and is discharged below the surface of the water through holes in

the foot of the tuln.-. The thinning of the oil by its exposure to the

heat in passing through and resting on the surface of the water,

promotes the preci|>ilalion by gravity of all heavy particles of grit

WIllTK ST.\R oil. FII.TKK.

and dirt, the accumulation of which at the bottom can be quickly

flushed out by opening the faucet for this purpose.

When sufficient impure oil has been introduced to reach the level

of the inlet pipe, it flows into the filter cylinder which is suspended

in the larger compartment. This cylinder is unique in that it con-

sists of a sheet metal neck and bottom with a section of coarse wire

mesh between, around which several layers of cloth arc wrapped.

The oil in passing out of this cylinder through the cloth is thor-

oughly and quickly freed of every remaining impurity and accumu-

lates in the surrounding chamber which comprises the remaining

two-thirds of the filter, giving the White Star a large storage

capacity for pure oil. The filtering cylinder and every part of the

filter may be quickly and easily removed and cleaned, enabling it

to be always kept in perfect filtering condition.

The Bellamy Vestlette,

The accompanying illustration shows the Bellamy vestlette, made
exclusively by the Bellamy Vestlette Manufacturing Co., of Cleve-

land. O. This device has been adopted and recommended by about

100 street railways in this country and about

50,000 of the vestlettes are now in use. It

has proved itself a safeguard to the conductor

on .account of the peculiar construction of Ihe

pockets which makes it impossible for a pick-

pocket to get his hands into them without be-

ing detected. Neither can change be lost out

of the pockets in jumping on or off cars. It

is also claimed to save conductors considerable

money each year in the expense of clothing as

coats will last as long again and the pockets

will not become ragged as when used for car-

rying change. The uniform vest can also be dispensed with as it

need only be worn when off duty.

Most all of the companies where the vestlette has been adopted

permit their conductors to wear light skeleton uniform coats in

place of the heavy coat in general use. These vestlettes are provided

with sufficient pockets to carry money, tickets, reports, punch, trans-

fers, watch, etc., and are made of strong, durable material with

cloth finish of the same color as the uniform and of good quality.
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Vestibule Cars for Chicago Metropolitan
Elevated.

The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad is about ready to

put into service a new type of car, twenty-three of which have been

built by the Jewett Car Co., of Newark, N. J. A general description

with drawings of this car was published in the "Review" for July,

page 4S6, and owing to the completion of part of this order a gen-

eral view of this type of car, shown herewith, will be of in-

terest. Fig. I shows an exterior side view of the car and Fig. 2

the plan of the vestibule.

Ihe cab is so arranged as to form an enclosure on the platform

when closed, giving ample room for the m.norman, as sh.nv.i m

only depeiulom upon the widtli of Uic slidins door, whicli is 35 '»

wide. -Another advantage of the omission of the end bulkhead is

that the interior carrying capacity of the car is greatly increased.

The floor framing of these cars is of steel construction, the side

sills being e.xtra heavy, consisting of a 5-16-in. vertical plate with

angles at the top and bottom, the cross section of which gives the

appearance of a large 1-heani. This side sill is designed in the

form of a truss, which does away with the truss rods. The entire

floor framing is covered with ,vi6-in. steel plates to which the

stringers for holding the floor are bolted. The body framing

throughout is made of ash and the end of the car is strengthened

liv an anti-telescopiug device.

I'lie inside finish is mahogany inlaid willi neat marciuetne. 'Ihe

fTF.F.I.FR.\ME lAR FOR METROIIll.ITA N F,l.EV.\TEn, CHIC.\GO—JEWF.TT lAR < O.

dotted lines. When not in use, the cab folds up into a very compact

space against the end of the vestibule, enclosing llie engineers valve

and master controller, so as not to obstruct the passage way for

passengers going in and out of the car.

The opening on each side of the vestibule is closed by a >lidiiiR

door which is operated by a pneumatic door-opening and closing

device. This device is operated by the guard who stands across

the two platforms, in a manner similar to thai which is in use 111

operating platform gates.

This device consists of an air cylinder which is fastened to

the side plate of the car, behind the headlining, with its piston rod

attached direct to the door, and is operated by means of a four way

headlining is painted green wilh gold decoration. The seats at ends

are longitudinal and in the center of the car are eight stationary cross

seats. These seats are of the Hale & Kilburn steel frame fireproof

type. Solid bronze trimmings are used.
'

The cars are mounted on Raldwin trucks and are cumipcd with

Westinghousc automatic quick acting air brakes. \:ux Dorii auto-

matic couplers. Franklin hot water heaters, and pautasotc cur-

tains made by the Curtain Supply Co, The cars were designed by

Mr. W. S. Mendcn, chief engineer of the Melropolilan West Side

Elevated Railroad.

Maintenance of Way Report.

I'l.A.N OF VE-STinll-F. ENIf.

controlling valve, which admits the compressed air to cither end

of the cylinder at will. The construction of this door-operating de-

vice i« such that ihc speed of the door is automatically controlled

by cushioning the air in the four way valve.

The end bulkhead is left out, thereby greatly increasing Ihe rapid

loading and unloading of passengers, whose entrance and egress is

PROCEEDINGS of the fifth annual couveiitiou of llio ,\iiKTKaii

Railway Engineering & Maintenance of Way .'\ssociatioii. held in

Chicago, March 15-17, >904. lias just been published under the

direction of the committee on publication. The hook contains 884

pages and is copiously illustrated with numerous plates, tables and

blank forms of records, etc. The subject matter iucUules complete

reports of the various standing commitlees of the association and the

,liscussions thereon, as well as a number of auxiliary reports and

special papers on different subjects by well-known aulh..rilies in then-

respective fields, riie book opens with a complete table of contents

and at the end is an alphabetical index covering i« pages, Ihe

proceedings of this association contain an unusual amount of valu-

able information and the committee reports are examples of thor-

oughness which merit the emulation of other engineering societies,

l-ach report is a complete treatise on the subject which it covers

and generally includes not only a theoretical treatment of the sub-

ject hut examples of current practice by the leading railroads of the

cinintry. The subjects covered are too numerous to he more than

touched upon within the limits of a brief review, but taking an ex-

ample at random the report of the committee on ties may be con-

sidered typical. It opens with a list of definitions of terms in gen

er.al use, and is followed by a valuable collection of statistics on tie

renewals. Preservative processes are next considered al considerable

length and a list of the timber preserving plants in the United States,

and the method of treatment al each plant is given, A paper on

"Seasoning Tests," by Dr, Herman Von Schfenk, of the Bureau of

Iw.restry. follows, also a "Report 011 Texas Track," by the same

author, dealing with experiments on treated and uutrealed timbers.

The discussion 011 ibis subject covers 27 pag". The subject of yards
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.ind terminals is also treated .it considerable length in a committee

report, tliis siiliject also including piers, In.-iding and unloading ma-

chinery for coal, iron, ore and other staple products; switching facili-

ties and systems of passenger and freight transfers. The report of

the commitlce on records, reports and accounts covering 150 pages

includes standard records and form.s of accounting in use on the

various railroads. The subjects of track and ballasting, iron and

steel structures, masonry and roadway, arc also very fully covered.

The entire contents of the Proceedings constitute an exhaustive and

thorough treatise on the work of the maintenance of way depart-

ment.

T.nconia Cars for Inilianapolis & Northwestern
Traction t^o.

The accompanying illustrations show part of a shipment of 10

cars recently built by the Laconia Car Company Works for the

Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co. The cars were shipped

from Laconia, N. II., to Ziimsville, Ind., a distance of over 1,000

miles, on improvised freight trucks instead of on platform cars,

as is the usual custom.

These car bodies arc unusually long for electric service, being

61 ft. 3'A •" over all. They have three cuniparlnienls. The main

are glazed with opalescent cathedral glass. Curtains arc of pan-

lasote, mounted on Hartshorn rollers with Curtain Supply Co's.

fixtures.

A saloon is located in tht end of passenger compartment. There

is a water cooler in saloon with alcove in passenger compartment.

The cars are lighted by incandescent lamps arranged in arches of

five lamps each across ceiling of car, with five circuits of five lights

each in main room and two circuits in smoking room.

The front end of car is equipped with locomotive type of pilot,

and rear end with Van Dorn automatic rouplers. Cars arc also

equipped with Nichols Lintcrn air track sanders, Westinghouse

Traction air brakes, General Electric 7S-h. p. motors and multiple

unit control system.

Fifth International Electrical Congress.

Tilt Kiftb International Klectrical Congress was held at St. Louis,

Mo., during the week of September I2tb to I7lh and convened in

Ihe Music Hall of the Coliseum. The membership of this congress

aggregated over 2,000 and of this number between 400 and 503 were

foreigners. At this congrcs the comiuittcc on organization decided

In issue invitations to read papers instead of depending upon volun-

teer contributions, and the number of specially invited papers

TR.MN OF LACOM.\ lARS FOB INm.\i\AP(:l.IS Jv NORTH WF.STERN TRAlTUiN CO.

passenger room seats 46 people, and is finished in selected nialuig-

any with neat inlaid marquetrie. The seats are Hcywood Bros. &
Wakefield Co's, No. 45-E, with high backs and head roll, uphol-

stered in green plush and having bronze grab handles on backs.

The smoking room is finished in green mission oak, with inlaid

marquetrie, and has Wheeler seats with high backs and head roll,

and upholstered in green leather. The baggage room at end of

car is fini.shed in white ash.

The cars arc heated bv Peter Smith hot water lieatcrs. which

INTERIOR INDIANAPOUS & NORTHWESTERN CAR.

are located in baggage room. Laconia standard basket racks of

bronze are used, there being 14 in the main compartment and four

in the smoking compartment. The ceiling is of semi-imperial type,

painted green and decorated. Glass for doors and lower window
sash is of polished plate, and upper sash as well as monitor windows

reached 160, of which nearly 100 were printed and ready for dis-

tribution to members when the congress convened. In addition to

the Chamber of Official Delegates there were eight separate sec-

tions of the congress, each of which held separate sessions.

Section F—Electric Transportation, is the one of most interest to

our readers and its proceedings will be treated in future issues of

the "Review." Much of the work of this section was devoted to the

alternating current conuiuilating motor and problems of railway op-

eration. 'The Chamber of Delegates in its report recommended
that a permanent committee be formed of members appointed by

govi'mments which Iiave legislation affecting units and standards,

which committee shall pass upon all such proposed legislation.

The social features of the congress week included a number of

enjoyable receptions and dinners, as well as visits to places of in-

terest, all of which were well attended and reflected great credit

on the work of the committee of arrangements.

Wabash R. R. Special, Chicago to St. Louis.

The Wabash R. R. will run a special train fr.om Chicago to St.

Louis, October 9th, for the accommodation of the Chicago delegates

to the street railway conventions to be held October loth to 15th,

and has accordingly sent out circulars to this effect. The train will

leave the Dearborn Station at Chicago at 11:30 p. m. and will arrive

at St. Louis at 8:04 a. m. In addition to this special train, the

Wabash R. R. regular service provides four daily trains, which leave

Chicago at 8:45 a. m., 11 :03 a. m., 9:17 p. m., and 11 130 p. m. All

trains arrive in St. Lpuis via the World's Fair grounds, stopping at

the Wabash World's Fair station.

The Wabash World's Fair terminal is an important undertaking

and called for an outlay of $50,000 for the station structure alone.

Much time and thought has been given to the plan for the terminal,

which is located directly in front of the main entrance to the Fair.
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On Motor Connections.

August 1st. 1904.

Editor "Review"; I have recently tried a little s;clicmc in motor

connections that I think may be of interest to others. You will

understand that in the usual forms of G. E. equipment, the current

after leaving the controller passes to the armature, from the arma-

ture to the reverse and from the reverse to the fields and ground.

We have had some trouble with the current jumping from the

brush-holder to the frame of the motor, but, after testing armatures

and fields, could not locate the trouble. 1 made a change in the

connections to the motor by putting the field leads from the con-

troller on the armature terminals of the motors, and the armature

leads from the controllers on the field terminals of the motors, and

find that our motors will not short circuit to the frame as before.

Of course, the result of making this change has been to reduce

the voltage before the current enters the armature, as the current

now passes through the fields before it enters the armature. After

rumiing these motors for some time, we find it a big improvement,

and 1 am sure it will cut down the armature repair expenses ami

will also show up bad fields at once, as the current is reversed in

the fields in.stead of in the armature as before. Of course, with

(1. E. K and K 2 controllers using shunts this change cannot he

made. Yours truly,

A. F. Rexrolh, Master Mechanic,

Central Pennsylvania Traction Co.

Harrisburg, Pa.

The Reason for Soap Specifications.

In the course of his presidential address before the American

Society for Testing Materials, entitled "The Influence of Specilica

tions on Commercial Products," Dr. C. B. Dudley, chemist for the

Pennsylvania R. R., cites the experience of the company with soap.

and incidentally discusses the chemistry of cleaning compounds.

"Perhaps some additional side light on our theme may be thrown

by the histon- of another .Mtoona specification. It is now perhaps

twenty-five years ago that a certain special car happened to fall

under the eye of one of the officers responsible for tlie maintenance

of equipment who observed that the varnish on the outside seemed

to have perished almost completely, and that the integrity of the

painting underneath was in consequence seriously threatened. The

car was sent to the paint shop for special examination. The shop

reported that the car had Ijcen varnished at so recent a date that

ordinary wear would not warrant its present condition, and that

the loss of varnish was probably due to excess of zeal on the part

of the car cleaners. Tlie matter was referred to the foreman of

the car cleaners, who reported that they had given the car a pretty

good treatment, but that really they could not be held responsible

for any better results with the soap that was furnished to tlieiii.

In order not to be set aside and diverted from his efforts to secure-

efficiency, by the customary attempt on the part of subordinates

who are called to account to transfer the blame to some one else,

the officer al>ove referred to asked for a sample of the very soap

used, and a partly used cake was furnished and sent to the labora-

tory.

"Now, ordinary cleaning soap, as is well known, is a chcmic.il

compound of the various acids characteristic of vegetable rn

animal fats, with either soda or potash or both. The combination

is brought alwut by the aid of heat, the fats being mixed with the

soda or potash in water solution, and the resulting product always

containing more or less water as a necessary concommitant of the

manufacture. Potash, being more expensive than soda, is less

often used. But soda soaps are softer than potash soaps, and, as

i< well known, the physical condition of a soap as to hardness is an

important clement in its successful use. Moreover, the nature of

the fats used has a most important inllucnce on the hardness of

the soap. The soft animal fats whose characteristic fat-acid is

undoubtedly largely oleic, when saponified with soda, gives a soft

mushy soap which is uneconomical to use, is less easy to handle

lioth in manufacture and transportation, and is often unsalable in

appearance. These objectionable characteristics arc largely in-

creased liy the practice, so common among soap makers, of adding

a percentage of rosin to the fat. Tallow, which contains a consid-

erable percentage of stearic acid, makes a much better soap. But

tallow is more expensive than the soft fats and rosin, .\ccordingly,

soap makers have sought for devices that would harden soaps made
from the soft fats and rosin, and it has been found that an excess

of alkali, and especially a percentage of carbonate of soda added

toward the last and thoroughly mixed with the soap before it cools

and hardens produces the result desired.

"Returning now to the partly used cake of soap. .V careful

analysis of this sample showed that it contained, in addition to the

alkali necessary to combine with the fat, about 3K' per cent of free

caustic .soda, and over " per cent of carbonate of soda. It will thus

be seen that the water solution of this soap which the men were

using to clean the cars with was in reality a weak lye, containing

tUtite an amount of sodium carbonate. But both lye and carbonate

of soda in solution readily dissolve varnish; even the combined

alkali of a normal soap dissolves varnish to a certain extent, but

very nuicli more slowly than the free caustic or carbonated alkali,

even though the latter may be in very dilute solution. It is evident

that the contention of the men in this case had a foundation of fact,

and while it is recognized that the manipulation, that is, the method
nf using the soap solution, is a most important element in the

problem, it is unquestioned that in the hands of the ordinary car

cleaner, such a soap as has been described will result in a nnich more
rapid destruction of the varnish than if a normal soap was used.

Ibis incident led to the formation of specifications for soap in

wliich the amounts of free caustic and carbonated alkali were lim-

ited, and no similar case of very rapid varnish dcleriovation has

since been noticed.

"Now this case has not been cited to show that the producer had
any desire to ignore or set aside any of the rights or even desires

of the consumer, or to obtain for himself any undue, ulterior advan-

tage at the expense of the consumer. In reality, the producer was
furnishing more detergent power per poinid of soap than is char-

acteristic of the normal article, since both free caustic and car-

bonated alkali are much stronger in detergent power per pound than

the combined alkali of soaps. There is apparently no reasonable

ground for an attempt to hold the soap maker responsible for the

injury to the varnish, and we cannot help regarding this episode as

illustrating "The Influence of Specifications on Commercial Prod-
ucts," in this: that they tell the producer what the consumer wants.

It is not to be supposed that the producer will know all the uses

to which the consumer will apply his product, and without co-

operation on the part of the latter, or as we have so many times

urged, without the two working together, tlie producer may with

perfect honesty make and furnish the wrong product."

What Ml Sueji Miyaniori Saw in (iranil

Rapid.s

riu- Grand Rapids Railway Co. has recently published a very

.iltractive booklet, bearing this title, and it is one of llu- most com-
plete publications that has been issued descri|)livc- of ,uid illuslraling

the many attractions of Grand Rapids.

The cover is of green with lettering in black, cut so that the bird's-

eye view of Grand Rapids and the portrait of Mr. Miyaniori, which
appear on the first page, are shown through the cover. The book
ciintains many interesting views in Jubn Ball Park, scenes and "do-

ings" at North Park, the many attractions at Reed's Lake and those

at Jenisiin Park, as well as cxierior .'mil inlcrinr views of hotels and
proiiiiiienl buildings iif (Iraiul Rapids.

Mr. Miyaniori is a native of Japan, a country fanious for the

beauty of its scenery, which has made the Japanese keen to appre-

ciate the beautiful elsewhere. Mr. Miy.iniori tells of the parks in

Japan as compared with our American parks, and stales the Amer-
ican parks are far sii|)erior to those of Japan, in that they are better

provided with places of aniusement. greater c]p|«irliinilies for slndy

and far better transportation facilitie-

The book is dedicated by the Gram! R,i|iiiK kailw.iv l.'cj. lo Ihe

pi-i,|i|c nf western Michigan, hoping it will inchuc ilu-ni, even more
lli.in ill the past, to make Grand Rapids, with its sysUiii of beautiful

parks and other attractions, which are so readily accessible by the

excellent railway service, their summer iilaygmund. The pictures

an<l sketches show what can he seen and done in Grand Rapids in

such a tempting manner that the rcatler will hardly be .nble In resist

the temptation of a visit to these attractions should In- ]» fmluiiale

cnoiigh III make a visit In Grand Rapids.
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Advertising Literature.

THE AMERICAN SlEi;!. & WIRE CU.. Rookery BIdg., Chi-

cago, lias just issued a pampl)li-l giving list prices of steel an.!

copper wire on spools, including hriglit. annealed, tin plated and

liair steel wire and copper wire, all sues.

"FAELING LEAVES are one of tlie most frciineni canses of

untrue wheels on trolley cars," says the Wheel Truing Hrake Shoe

Co., of Detroit, Mich., in one of its recent post cards distrihuted

among its patrons in the interest of its product, the wheel truing

brake shoe.

THE ABNER DOLE CO., engineer, San 1-raiuisco, Cal., has

issued a very attractive pamphlet on tangential ellipsoidal water-

wliccls, its Bulletin No. 5. The descriptive article is profusely illus-

trated and some very interesting data and tables arc published in

connection therewith.

THE LL'MEN BEARING CO., Buffalo, N. Y., maker of Lu-

men bronze bearings, has for its monthly calendar for September a

picture of an Indian pappoose, entitled "A Lonesome Baby," from

the painting by Esther Hunt. The monthly calendars distributed

by this company are very attractive.

THE R. WOODMAN MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY CO.,

of 63 Oliver St., Boston, Mass., is out with a catalog showing all

the various styles of ticket punches, ticket dating stamps, perforated

machines and badges and checks which it manufactures. This com-

pany enjoys a large trade among street railway companies, especial-

ly in ticket punches.

THE SPRAGUE ELECTRICAL COS. Bulletin No. 218, super-

seding No. 207. concerning industrial applications of the Spraguc

electrical motor for direct current circuits, has recently been issued.

The various applications of this motor, as described and illustrated

in the bulletin, indicate their practical univcv^nl adapatability where

direct current is used.

THE RAILW^W APPLIANCES CO., Old Colony Building.

Chicago, III., sole agent for the Oldsmobilc railroad inspection car,

has just published Catalog No. 112. together with souvenir, cover-

ing the specifications and operation of this car. Tbc car weighs

about 800 lb., has a seating capacity for four persons and the speed

is entirely flexible from I to 35 miles per hour.

"THE BRONCHO CIIANNELER," which is manufactured by

the Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., Havemeyer Building, New York
City, is well described and illustrated in pamphlet. Form 322, which

has recently been issued by this company. The "Broncho Channeler"

is one of the latest developments in quarrying machinery and the

special advantages possessed by this machi[ic are set forth in this

publication.

GR.APHITE, for September, published by the Joseph Dixon Cru-

cible Co., contains many instructive and seasonable talks on the

preservation of metal surfaces, with Dixon's silica-graphite paint.

Excellent half-tone illustrations of notable steel structures and in-

formation on good paint and good painting abound in this issue.

The publication will be sent free of charge to our readers, upon re-

quest to the publisher.

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTUE WORKS, Philadelphia, Pa.,

has recently issued Bulletin No. 48, a record of recent construction.

The publication contains illustrations and descriptions of locomo-

tives recently built for the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road Co., the Mobile & Ohio Railroad Co., the United States Gov-

ernment, the Western Meat Co., the Mexican Railway Co., Ltd.,

the Brooklyn Dock & Terminal Co. and others, and is a very neat

and interesting issue.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. has recently published the

following pamphlets: "Ready Made Electric Lighting Outfits for

Decorative Lighting," Flyer No. 2134; "Enclosed Fuse Cut-Outs,"

Flyer No. 2138; "Shunt Wound C.A Generators," Flyer No. 2139;

"Direct Current Ceiling Fan Motors," Flyer No. 2140; "Thomson
Inclined Coil Portable Indicating Instruments," Bulletin No. 4382;

"Small Plant Alternating Current Switchboards for 1150 and 2300

Volts," Bulletin No. 4,^81.

THE UNIVERSAL SAFETY TRE.VD CO., 45 Broadway. New
York City, has just published a new catalog, illustrating the "Uni-

versal" tread as now applied for preventing persons from slipping

on steps, sidewalks, stations, steam and electric railway car steps,

etc. The company has equipped many thousand electric cars with

its three-piece car step, the general adoption of which is good evi-

dence of its value. The "Universal" tread is made with a base of

>teel, brass or bronze as preferred, in any width up lo u ni. out of

a single plate and in any desired length.

THE KEYSTONE TRAN'ELLER for August, published every

month at 1024 Filbert St., Philadelphia, for the purpose of bettering

the business of the Mayer & Englund Co. and its customers, is a«

breezy and interesting as ever. This month we have the Keystone

Traveller crossing the desert on the camel, with our attention

called to the fact that "Railroad men who have looked into the

matter say that the superiority of our supplies is as plain as the

hump on the camel's back."

THE UNDER-FEED STOKER CO. of America, Marquette

BuiUling, Chicago, in the columns of its monthly publication, the

Publicity Magazine, gives a very interesting description of its No. 5

pump automatic attachment to he used in connection with the Jones

stoker. The attachment descrilwd was first installed in the plant of

the Inland Steel Co. at Indiana Harbor, Ind., and the results ob-

tained with the attachment have been very successful. This article

appears in the August number of the magazine.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS of the American Blower Co., De-

troit, Mich., include a very neat pocket edition on ".\BC" fans and

blowers, containing descriptions of these products and price lists

;

Bulletin No. 162, illustrating and describing the "ABC" vertical

engines, type F; Bulletin No. 163, vertical engines, types B and C;

and Bulletin 164, ".\BC" horizpntal engines, type I. These issues

go into detail in their descriptions of the products of the .American

Blower Co. and contain valuable data in regard to them.

THE J. G. BRILL CO., Philadelphia, has recently issued cata-

log No. 148, entitled "Snow Removing .Apparatus for Electric

Railroads," descriptive of its modern types of snow plows and

sweepers. These are the Brill standard sweeper, powerfully con-

structed and intended for hea\y service, in which three motors are

used, two for propulsion and one for the brooms; the nose plow

for single track service and the shear plow for double-track serv-

ice, similar in construction to the nose plow. The snow plow, bag-

gage car and electric locomotive, a combination type built for in-

terurban service, is one of the heaviest and most elTective snow

fighting machines ever put on an electric railway. Also the Brill

track scraper, the special features of which are elastic arms, diag-

onal cross-bracing, and removable shoes. This device may be in-

stalled under platforms of any height without blocking or cutting

of timbers.

THE BOOK OF THE FOUR POWERS, briefly setting forth

the scope of the manufactures of the .Allis-Chalmers Co., Chicago, is

one of the cleverest and most interesting publications of its kind

that has come to our notice. The cover is in brown and green with

lettering in gold, while the back is brown with the .\llis-Chalmers

trade mark in green and gold. The book is profusely illustrated and

the many products of the .\llis-Chalmers Co. and its electrical de-

partment, the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co., are briefly de-

scribed therein. It is believed that no other company in the world

covers so broad a field in its work as the .Allis-Chalmcrs organiza-

tion ; its six large manufacturing plants are located at Milwaukee,

Chicago. Scranton and Cincinnati, and have capacity for lo.txx) men.

It may be interesting to note that more than 23,000 large freight

cars were required to transport last vear's output. "Ours the Four

Powers : Steam, Gas, Water, Electricity." That phrase tells the story,

but those interested in any of the "Four" w-ill enjoy reading the

"Book of the Four Powers."

AIR BR.AKE TESTS. Under this title the Westinghouse Air

Brake Co. has published a very handsomely printed book of 325

pages, bound in flexible leather covers. The book is 5 x 7 in., a

convenient pocket size. No better idea of the scope and nature

of this work can be given than by quoting the names of the sev-

eral chapters, which are : The Growth of Car Braking ; Galton-

Westinghouse Tests ; Paris and Lyons Railway Tests ; The Bur-

lington Trials (C. B. & Q. R. R.) : Westinghouse Freight Train

Trials; The Karner Trials (N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.) ; Snag Hol-

low Tests (P. R. R.); Shiproad Tests (P. R. R.) ; Nashville Loco-

motive Brake Tests; Absecon Tests (P. R. R.) ; Atsion Tests (C.

R. R. of N. J.). The W'estinghouse .Air Brake Co. has for years

followed the policy of giving encouragement to scientific investiga-

tion of the subject of braking and then giving the widest possible

publicity to the results obtained. The data included in many of

these chapters have been published by the company in separate

works and the present volume will be found very convenient in

bringing the results of all the tests together under one cover.
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THE WALLACE SL'PPLY CO., 56 Fifth Ave., Chicago, hiis re

cently issued its Catalog No. 10, which illustrates and describes

the Stearns automatic stop lock, which is shown in detail in the

"Review" fcr June last, page 424.-
Trade Notes.

THE PITTSBURG GAGE & SUPPLY CO., jwj-jn \V.iter St,

Chicago, is in receipt of an order from the American Sugar Refin-

ing Co., of New Orleans, La., for a i6-in. Pittsburg vacuum ex-

haust head. This is the fourth repeat order.

THE AMERICAN BRIDGE CO. has been awarded a contract

by the South Side Elevated Railroad Co. of Chicago, for 64,000,000

pounds of structural steel for use in the construction of the pro-

posed Stock Yards and Englewood extension.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMlTll-VAlLE CO., of Chi-

cago, has made a contract with the Springtield & Fort Wayne Trac-

tion Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., for one condenser and two boiler feed

water pumps, to be used in the Decatur power station.

THE WESTINGIIOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING
CO. has made a contract with the .\tlanla Interurban Railway Co.,

of .Atlanta, Ga., for the installation of the new Westinghouse

single-phase alternating current electric railway system.

THE J. G. BRILL CO., of Pliiladelphia, has begun the delivery

of an order from the Philadelphia, Morton & Swathmorc Railway

Co. for a lot of the Brill patent semi-convertible cars. The cars are

the most approved pattern and have all the modern conveniences for

passenger traffic.

THE SPEER CARBON CO., of St. Marys, Mo., widely known

as the maker of the Speer high grade carbon brush, has secured

headquarters at the Inside Inn for the week of the electric rail-

way conventions at St. Louis, and will be pleased to see its friend-^

there and any one interested in carbon brushes.

THE BUTLER BROS. CONTRACTING CO., of St. Paul.

.Minn., has been awarded the contract for building at Yonkei>,

N. Y., one of the five electric power plants which the New Haven

road is building for the operation of its Hudson river road for 100

miles north of New York.

THE RUSSELL ENGINE CO., of Massillon, O., reports thai

it on August 26th received a cablegram from Japan for two tandem

compound direct connected engines for electric railway service

The Russell company reports that it has shipped ten large engiiu-;

to that country within the last year for use in railway and electric

light service.

THE CANADIAN WESTINGIIOUSE CO., Limited, of Hamil-

ton, Canada, has opened offices in Winnipeg. Manitoba. The offices

are located in the Union Bank Building. The representative in

charge of the district covered by this office is Mr. W. E. Skinner,

who was formerly associated with the Westinghouse Electric &

Manufacturing Company of Pittsburg, Pa.

THE FEDERAL MANUFACTURING CO. of Cleveland, Ohio,

advises us that hereafter the sale of Shelby trolley poles, for which

the company is general agent in the United States and Canada, will

be direct from the company's Garford factory located at Elyria, O

.

instead of from the Cleveland factory as heretofore. This change

has I>een made in order to concentrate all of the railway equipment

wfirk in one office.

THE AMERICAN CONDUIT CO.. Manhattan Bldg., Chicago,

has been awarded a contract by the Electrical Commission of Balti-

more to furnish that city with 200,000 feet of bituminized fiber con-

duit. This contract was awarded after a series of exhaustive tests

and investigations, and thus forms another important link in the

•itrong chain of evidence favorable to bituminized fiber conduit fur

underground construction.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC M. SUPPLY CO. will commence

work on the Blue Island, Riverside & Hammond Railway Go's, line

aljout October ist. This line runs through West Pullman, Blue

Island, Rivcrdalc, Dalton, West Hammond, South Hammond, Har-

vey, South Holland, Thornton, Glenwood, Chicago Heights and

other rural territory near Chicago. The railway company is capital-

ized at $1,200,000, and franchises have been granted in the above

territory.

THE HOOVEN-OWENS-RENTSCHLER CO., ihrnugh its ca 1

ern office, has juit secured several orders for Hamilton-Corliss (n

gincs. These include a i40o-h. p. cross compound condensing <n

CREAGHEAD FLEXIBLE BRACKETS ARE STANDARD

CREAGHEAD BBaCKtT NO. 182
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giiic for lilt lloosac Valley Street R.iilway Co.; a looo-li. p. cross

conipoimd comleii'iing unit to lie iiist.-illcd in .Mask.i liy the Tread-

well fioM Mining Co. ; a 500-I1. p. engine sold to the Colemanville

Water & Tower Co., of Colemanville, Pa.; and a soo-h. p. engine

purchased hy the Excelsior Powder Co., of Kansas City, Mo.

THE J.\Mr:S G. WILSON M/\NUFACTURING CO., West

J9th St., New York City, maker of steel rolling doors of all de-

scriptions, reports many orders in hand for rolling doors for elec-

tric railway car houses. .Vinong these may he inentiimeil the fol-

lowing: Seven doors for the Citizens' Electric Street Railway

Co., of Ncwiniryport, Mass. ; eight doors for the Fairhavcn &
Weslville Railroad Co., of New Haven, Conn. ; seven doors for the

Cedar Rapids & Marion City Railway Co., of Cedar Rapids, Iowa

;

eight doors for the Topeka Railway Co., of Topeka, Kansas.

THE (;Ol"Ll) S10R.\(;i': H.A TIERY CO. reports the following

as among recent contracts received hy it ; City & Suburban Ry. Co.,

Portland, Ore. j8o cells O-515 and regulating booster; Edison

Electrical Illuminating Co., Topeka, Kas., 280 cells S-61- and regu-

lating booster; Leominster, Shirley & Aycr .Street Ry. Co., Shirley.

Mass., 224 cells O-sii; Corporation of the Town of Port Arthur,

Port Arthur, Canada, 240 cells 0-507. .Mso the following isolated

plants: Dr. .'\. White, Palmyra, Mo.; !". Parks, Westfield, Mass.;

Kent County Home, (iratid Kapids, Mich.; E. Wesel Manufacturing

Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Thos. W. Ityrne, Plymouth, Mass.

HIE INCiERSOLL-SERfiEVNI" DRILL CO., of New York,

lias been awarded the contract for two complete compressed air

power plants by S. Pearson & Son, Inc., which is building the Penn-

sylvania R. R. tniinels under the East River and Long Island City.

The order includes eight low pressure Corliss compressors and four

high pressure compressors, with the necessary boilers, condensers,

pumps and an elaborate system of piping. The same company re-

cently obtained an order from the O'Rourke Engineering & Con-

struction Co. for two compressed air power plants, to be used in

building the Pennsylvania R. R. tunnel under the Hudson River.

THE UNIIED RAILWAYS & ELECTRIC CO.. of Baltimore.

has recently pl.iced an order with the Mayer & Englund Co., Phila-

delphia, for 300 "International" single type fare registers, which are

to be used in the new cars recently ordered of the Brill company.

This makes a total of 1,100 "Internationar' registers purchased by

the United Railways ; so that nearly all the regular scheduled cars

in Baltimore arc equipped with International registers. The Mayer
& Englund Co. has in addition secured numerous smaller orders for

"International" registers recently, including 75 for the Coney Island

& Brooklyn Railroad, 75 for the Brooklyn Heights Railroad. 50 for

the Capital Traction Co., Washington, D. C, and 50 for the Cones-

toga Traction Co., Lancaster, Pa.

THE POWER SPECIALTY CO., 126 Liberty St., New York
City, reports the following contracts closed for the installation of

Foster superheaters, and the fact that several of these are duplicate

orders shows that this type of superheater is thoroughly recognized

by the engineering profession : John Spencer. Wauconda, III., 65

h. p. ; Cortland County Traction Co.. Cortland, N. Y., 528 h. p.

;

LTtica Gas & Electric Co., i.?oo h. p.; International Light & Power
Co., El Paso, Texas. .^44 h. p.; Hackcnsack Water Co., ,^20 h. p.;

Hartford Electric Light Co.. 2600 h. p. ; Portland General Electric

Co.. 3120 h. p.; Chihnaluia & Pacific Railway Co., 100 h. p.; Pfister

& Yogel Leather Co., Milwaukee, Wis., 1500 h. p.; U. S. Naval
Gun Factory. Washington. D. C, 1500 h. p. ; Union Electric Light

& Power Co.. St. Louis. Mo., 20000 li, p.: Chicago & Western Indi-

ana Railroad. 1800 li. p.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO. advises us that Mr. R. C.

Routledge, formerly of Thomas F. Smith & Co., New York, has

taken charge of its contract department, with headquarters at lOO

William St.. New York City.

Deficit ill New York City Railways.

The report of the New York City Railway Co. for the year ended
June JO, 1904, shows a larger deficit for the consolidated properties

than was developed in the preceding year. The gross earnings for

the entire .system were $21,485,006 and the operating expenses $12.-

'27.855- The Third .\venue lines arc reported to have earned a

surplus of $16,747, but the deficit for all of the controlled companies
is $1,396,770. The deficit for the New York City Railway Co. is

$1,748,043.
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THE IDEAL SHOP.

Kf:.\l> KEVMBK TlIK AMKRUAX RAILWAY MECHAXICAL AXU KI.Kl'TRlt'AL

ASS<H'IATU>X, IKT. 10, 1904,

BV «•. U. WKIiillT. Sll-EKIXTEXDEXT OK Egill'UKNT, THE KIUIIIE ISHMI

IH).. l'R»)VIUEXl'E, R. 1.

The writer wonders if it woiilil ever be possible to build an
ideal shop for street railway work to meet all oonditions. Local

surroundings must necessarily govern to a certain extent the

plans and construction of such a building, and the details of ar-

rangement for the various departments and the necessary ap-

paratus and fittings, must vary according to the different methods
employed in doing the work on different roads. So it appears that

in the face of these varying conditions, we can only consider

under the head of "The lileal Shop" a general plan for its lay-

out, subject to changes which the local conditions would make
necessary. In fact, the subject of this article might have been

more properly: "A Few Suggestions for an Ideal Shop."

In the first place, "Let there be light." as it was iu the begin-

ning. This matter should have due consideration from the be-

ginning to the end of the plans. Daylight is one of the greatest

blessings we enjoy. Why shut it out? It costs nothing and we
cannot have too much of it in our shop if it is of the right quality.

Men can do more work an<l better work because of it, and any
extra expense incurred to obtain abundance of good light in a

workshop is money well spent.

To this end. I think all will agree, that the ideal shop should

consist of a building or buildings one-story high.

As shown in the accomi)anying general plan and section of an

arrangement of buildings which appeals to me as one that would

preferable. A good sprinkler system should be installed in the

shop buildings, with a hydrant system for hose in addition.

Of course our ideal shop would be fitted with the most approved

types of cranes, air hoists and general machinery for doing good

work expeditiously, and a storage yard adjoining will be found

quite necessary for wheels, scrap iron, etc.. and should contain

a good platform scale.

SOME ST. LOUIS TRANSIT SHOP NOTES.

Since Mr. M. O'Hrien assumed charge as master mechanic

on April 1st he has made a few changes in the shops of the

St. Louis Transit Co.. one of the principal ones being the in-

stallation of a brass foundry in which are a 42-in. Schwartz

metal furnace and two babbitt kettles for melting the babbitt

metal for bearings. Another change is the adoption of the

Chicago City Railway method of making sweeper brooms, in

which the rattan is cut in single lengths and set in the broom
head instead of being cut to double lengths and drawn through

two holes in the broom head. The bamboo is split in onler to

fix the maximum size, which experience has demonstrated to

best meet the conditions of service. The bamboo is fitted

to a hole similar to those in the broom head, being packed as

closely as can be done by hand, then this bundle is removed and

the ends wrapped with twine. In fixing the bamboo wisps in the

head, hot tar tempered with rosin is poured into the bottom

of the hole, then the wisps of bamboo are one by one dipped

into the tar mixture and thnisl into the broom head. This

gives adhesion which is in every way satisfactory, the bainlioo

never falling out in service.

Practically the only mileage record now kept In the shops is

to give the service of the cars so that the car house repair

f^ III! I
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b« convenient, light and reasonable in cost, and which I submit

for your ronsideration and criticism, the shop consists of two

one-story buildings on either side of a transfer track. This plan

is laid out regardless of size or shape of lot, although this con-

dition we will iwobably never enjoy in actual practice. I shoulil

prefer a depth of building sufficient to accommodate two double-

inick, or three single truck cars on a track, which would permit

of shifting a car without dislurbing more than one or two others.

For the main buildings, I would advise brick construction,

with a plank roof, covereil with tar and gravel. The root cover-

ing the transfer track can be built entirely of metal. In which

case the two main shop buildings would not be connected by

any inflammable material.

liranolitbic cement makes a good, clean and durable floor.

The only objection that I know of Is that workmen, when obliged

to Kland on II all day, complain that it affects their feet and legs.

(Jrooved rails should be used with this floor to prevent chipping

by the wheel fiangcH. Tracks should be well 8]iread, to give

plenty of room between cars. I have found 13-ft. centers to be

very comfortable.

Partitions separating the different departments can be built

of a single layer of four compartment vitrified building tile,

which can be taken down easily, as changes and extensions be-

come necessary, and used over again.

Swing windows, operated from the ground floor by a Kystem of

rods and gears, as shown In the plan, will glvi> both light and
venlllallon to this portion of the building. I flml swing iloors with

two truss ro.ls to be most serviceable and durable. They take up
rwim when open, however, and no doubt for this reamm many
would prefer the metal shutliT.

Heating, I think, can best be accomiillshed by steam, unless

the climate Is mild, when a hot air circulating system might be

roromaii may he iiolined as to when it is necessary to look

alter motor bearings. The mileage record of each car is kept

up from data furnished by the auditor's office and when a cer-

tain number of miles have been made by a given car, the car

house foreman on the division where the car 0|)erates Is noti-

fied and has the car insiieeted for del'eelivo bearings. The
permissible mileage varies with the ty|ie of motor, being as

follows:

Motor. Hearing. Miles.

a. E. .54 Grease 12,0110

(i. E. 57 Grease 5,000

West. 49 Grease G.OOO

West. 56, old tyi)e Grease 5,000

West. 5C, bored out Grease 7,000

West. 95 Oil 40,000

On the WeslliiglioiiKc 5t; motors of the old type the mileage

limit between inspecllcms is i)laced at 5.000 miles because of

the very slight clearance between the nrmalure and the |)ole

lileees. A number of the motors of this typo have been bored

out and on these the limit Is placed at 7,000 miles between In-

spections.

The Westlnghouse 95 is a new motor and the mileage given

(40,000) is only ai)i)roxlmate. Several bearings Insix'cted after

making SIt.dOO miles show very little wear so tliiii llic limit of

lu.ooii nilliK has been ndopleil temporarily.

The notice received by the car lorenmn is to the effeit that

the bearings on a certain car will need attc-ntlon on or before

a c(-rlaln date and at th(t earliest oppoituiiity llic car Is held In

lh<^ barns an. I th(^ bearings InHpccici). ir. In the opinion of

the lnH|)Cctnr, these bearings ilo not rc(|iilii' IjjiMirdlalr' renewal,

a further mileage Is allowed.
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WHEEL MATTERS.
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The question of the |>roppr type and maintenance of wheels

used under Intenirhan cars which are operated over city streets

for any considerable distance, also over more or less special

work, has developed Into a problem of great Importance to the

master mechanic.

The ordinary chilled iron wheel with Mn. flange Is ruinous

to special work In the city. We formerly used a 500-11). chilled

Iron wheel with 214-ln. tread and %-ln. flange on our Liockport

division, and a 4ot>-lb. wheel with the same tread and flange on

the Niagara Falls division. With both of these wheels we had

an unlimited amount of trouble with chipped flanges, having to

remove many of them for this reason before they were half worn

out, and In several instances, after making but a few trips.

As a matter of precaution. 1 found it necessary to have all wheels

carefully examined each trip at both ends of the lines.

We are now using two types of wheels under our Interurban

cars, steel tired and rolled steel wheels, with 2'/4lnch tread and

%-ln. flange. The rolled steel wheels have given very fair re-

sults, with the exception of a few which have had to be removed

on account of defective plates. As to flange wear, the results

with both have been very good. The rolled steel wheels made
an average of 35,000 miles before they were taken out to be

turned up for the first time, and a few have been turned up the

second time with an average of 25.000 miles for the second run.

We have only one car equipped with steel tired wheels that

has been in service long enough to get any definite data as to

wear of flange and tread. These wheels have been in service

about 5V4 months and have made 34,960 miles. The flange wear

is very satisfactory, as can be seen by the accomi»anying sketches

showing section of tread and flange when new and after making
the above mileage.

You will notice that the flange is lower after having been in

service than it was originally, although I use a. brake shoe that

does not wear on the flange. This I attribute to the special work
inside the city limits, the depth of the groove not being enough
to maintain a %-iu. flange. However, we now have no more
broken or chipped flanges, and, as a factor of safety, they are

far better than the chilled wheels. The only examination neces-

sary now Is for flange wear, which Is done In the car stations,

whereas, as is stated above, chilled wheels had to be examined
each trip at both ends of the lines.

With both the steel tired and rolled steel wheels, I find that

the flanges wear thin on one side of the car, while on the oi>

posite side they arc in good condition, necessitating their re-

moval to be turned up sooner than the natural wear would war-

rant; this I attribute, to a large extent, to the constant running

of the car from the same end, which Is well known to cause

Irregular wear.

There are two arguments strongly in favor of the steel tired

and rolled steel wheels, first, the factor of safety; second, their

freedom from flal 8]>ots. During the 14 months we have had
them In use I have not had to remove a single pair on account

of being flat.

In summing up steel tired and rolled steel wheels. I will say

that the addlliunal safely obtained from their use is of itself

enough to warrant Iheir adoption by all roads using high speed

interurban cars.

As to "<hllled wheels." in following uj) the evolutions of cast

iron chilled wheels from the time of the old horse car days when
with many "a wheel was a wheel," It has been very interesting

to note the changes in size, shape and weight, and it has con-

vinced me that the changes have been a betterment to all mat-
ters |H>rtalning to rolling stock. We are today using far better

wheels than ever before; the mileage derived from cast iron

chilled wheels has In the past few years, more than doubled

Itself. This is evident from the fact that the manufaiiurcrs have,

during the past decade, raised their guaranteed mileage from
20.00(1 to 411.000 miles, which In itself indicates that progress

in wheel manufacture has kept pace with other Improvements
pertinent to electric railroading.

I have had the mileage taken of 1.458 cast Iron wheels (of the

400-lb. tyi)e, standard for our city cars) which were removed
during the past two years. These wheels made a total of 58,340,-

478 miles, or an average of 40.014 miles per wheel. Of this

number 24 were removed on account of having been broken,

186 for chi|)ped flanges and the balance, 1.248 were worn out.

In regard to flat wheels. If, when first noticed, a good wheel
truing shoe is applied, much trouble can be warded off. but if

too flat for a wheel truing shoe, grinding down on a grinding

machine is the only remedy.

My experience with the grinding of chilled wheels, and after

considerable study, i)rompts me to state that I strongly advocate
their being reground. providing the regrinding is done in time,

though I am aware that quite a number of heads of mechanical
departments are of an adverse opinion. It is impossible for me
to give accurate figures here as to the length of time required

to grind flat spots out, owing to the variance in the flats them-
selves, however, on averaging the time. I can safely say that to

regrind a pair of wheels on account o£ "slid flat" with a spot

about 1V4 in. long, it will take about 30 minutes, actual grinding.

In pressing wheels on axles a conii>etent man is an absolute

necessity, as the result of carelessness is obvious to all acquainted
with the work. He must be accurate in the mating of wheels
applied to an axle, and as nearly so as possible the four wheels
in a truck.

The pressure required to press wheels on the axle depends
entirely on the quality of metal used in the wheels, also on the
axles. The average pressure I use, however, is 30 tons.

In the above I have set forth a few matters which have devel-

oped In my experience, and hope that they will provoke com-
ment and discussion which will of themselves be of material

benefit to all interested.

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS EXHIBIT.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, of Philadelphia, exhibits its

new electric trucks which have been designed and constructed

to successfully fulfill the severe requirements of modern electric

traction service in all its branches. The long experience of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works in building locomotives gives It

special facilities for the construction of trucks, each of which,

under modern conditions and requirements, becomes itself a

locomotive. The trucks are built of materials selected under
locomotive specifications. All parts are machined to templets

and held together by turned bolts and holes drilled to gages and
taper reamed. Not only is the necessity for repairs or replace-

ment of parts rendered infrequent, but when either is required

the fact that all parts of trucks built from the same drawing
are interchangeable permits the work to be done at a minimum
expenditure of time and labor.
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AN ALL-STEEL CAR FRAME. KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY CO.

The accompanying illustrations show the new steel frame

car now l)eing built by the St. l.ouis Car Co. for Mr. H. E. Hun-

tington, president of the Pacific Electric Co.. I.os Angeles. Cal.

The dimensions of the car are as follows: Length over bump-

ers. 63 ft. 1 in.: length over ends, 62 ft. 7 in.; total width, 9 ft.

6 in.: height from underside of framing to top of roof, 9 ft. 11 in.

The entire framing of this car is comiJOsed of a steel skeleton

framing. The side construction consists of a girder from the

under side of the sill to the window silr and is made of ij-in.

steel plates 36 in. wide, stiffened by channels at top and bottom,

placed on the inside and outside of the plates. The side post*

are made of Tliars riveted to the top of the girder and extending

to the steel channel sill.

The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., of Chicago, has installed

in block 24. aisles F. D. Y and Z, Electricity Building, a complete

operating telephone central station for the Kinloch Telephone

Co.. the independent telephone system of St. l.ouis. In connec-

tion with this central station the Kellogg company exhibits a com-

plete line of its telephone instruments and supplies, including

the types suitable for telephone systems in connection with elec-

tric railway operation.

The Kellogg harmonic four-party system is especially recom-

mended for railway dispatching and this system has been installed

on the Intramural Ry. for operating purposes. In this system,

acting upon the principle that every reed has a natural period of

vibration and can be made to take up this vibration by applying

^ra, ,.^,^

/TTJ

STEEL CAR FOR HUNTINGTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM, I.US ANGELES—ST. LOUIS CAR CO.

The roof carlins are made of steel. The channels are con-

tinuous. Ijeing bent to suit the shape of the roof, and the ends

the riveted to the channel sills, which are made continuous

around the entire car. The entire roof and sides are filled with

wood 60 as to provide fastening for the outside and inside finish.

The bottom framing consists of steel I-beams, riveted to the

side girder plates with angles and gusset plates. There are five

crosa hIIIh of 9-ln. I l)eamR and six cross hIIIh of ,'i In. I beams,

all conne<led with angles and gimset plates. The bolsters are

made of I2xlln. plates and are reenfoneil by cast steel fillers.

Large antl-teieHcopIng plates are provided at each end, riveted

to the under side of the girder and Intermediate Ibeams, of

which there are four .lln. and four 4-ln. at each end to support

the ends of the car. The 4-ln. Inlermedlate I-beams extend from

(he tIrHt cross hIII back of the Imlster and through the bolster tp

the ends of the car. while the Sin. l-l>eamH extend from the end

Ills to the ends of the ear.

to it a succession of comparatively small impulses of force oc-

curring in the same i)eriod as that of the reed, four tllfferent reeds

or armatures were designed and given different rates of vibration

by placing at their ends metal balls of different sizes which were

to serve also as tappers, striking the gong direit.

A ringing machine gives ringing current of four dilTcrcnl fre-

quencies, and a ringing key is provided tor throwing any one of

the four frequencies out on the line. The four instrniuents are

bridged across the line, each with a condenser in series. When
current of a given frequency is impressed on the line the arma-

ture having the proper period of vibration takes up its swing,

striking its tapper against the gong, while the reeds at the other

three stations will not be affected.

THE HALE & KILBURN MANUFACTURING CO.

The exbibil of tbo Hale & Kilburn Manul'acluring Co., of

Hbiladel|ihia. is located at aisles (}, H and 2, Transi)ortation

lluildlng, and the treatment of the booth design makes it ex-

ceptionally attractive. The various ty|)fls of car seals made by

this company are well displayed and Include about 20 distinct

styles in rattan, plush and Imitation leather.

In a<lditiiin to seats for steam <'ars the following are shown for

electric cars; No. 3 stationary scat In rattan, for cross seat

In car always running head-on: No. X0% seat with spring cdgo

cushion and upholstered In <ar|)et. the 8upi)ortlng fraiue being

under the seat, while the cushion tilts, but does not slide: No.

XO-% seat In rattan; No. S(i% seat in <|uarlered oak, slot cushion;

No. S4 seat in rattan, a modificatbm of No. Xl)% ; No. R4 seat In

plush of standard gold shade; No. XS seat with wall casting, the

cushion sliding forwnnl. giving more seat room than the No.

S(l% : No. 99-A seat with peileatnl base and metal rails; seats

Nob. ft!t-H, 99-C, 99-1), 99-1C, 99 K, modlllcnilons of No. 99; No. 199

seat, which has new steel pedestal and aisle plate at both ends.

At the back of the booth Is an atlraclivc^ screen showing the

fiiK' cabinet work turned out by the Hale & Kilburn company. On
top of the screen are two reversible back seats which are

ii|ii'rated at intervals by a small rdirclrlc motor.
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FORMER ST. LOUIS CONVENTIONS.

Tlu' fourlh aiiinml nici-tinK of tin- American Slreel Railway

Aii80('latlun was held al the Sontliem. SI. l.oiila, October 21-23.

18S5, Jiisl as the street railways were recoverlns from Ihe strike

of that year. Mr. Calvin A. KichanU, since deceased, president

of Ihe Metropolitan Railroad Co. of Roston. was pre.'slilent of the

association then and presided at the meetin);. There were 93

delcRales of niombers In attendance, the total membership being

12.'> companies. DurlnR the convention 14 new members were

admllled. The report of the treasurer showed receipts during

the year of {3.2t;4.rit!, and a balance In the Ireasnry of $7'.l2.7ii.

The sulijects discussed at this meeting were as follows:

Diseases Common to Car Horses and Their Treatment.

Progress of EleclrlcUy as a Motive Power.

Repairs of Track.

Progri'ss of the Cable System of Motive Power.

Rules Ciovernlng Conductors and Drivers.

Taxation and License.

This was Ihe llrst meetln;; to which news|)aper reiKirters were

admitted.

The entertainment features included visits to the Exix)sltion

then In progress: drives, lunch at the Fair Cirounds. Inspection

of the park system and the cusloinary banquet Friday evening.

Among the entertainments provided were a visit to the Exposi-

CAI.Vl.N
Prosldiiu .

UICHARDS,
?^ It. A.. isxr>

tlon, where Gilniore's band was one of the great attractions, and

a visit to the Fair Grounds, where a luncheon was served. On
the night of October 23r(l, the annual banquet of the association

was held at the Southern Hotel. Mr. Julius S. Walsh, who was

then president of the Citizens' Railway Co., was eleited president

of the association.

The 15lh annual convention of the American Street Railway

Association was also held in St. Louis, October 20-23, 189G, that

being the second meeting in that city. At this 1S9C meeting Mr.

H. M. l.ittell, president of the association, presided. Seventy

five companies were represented at the meeting.

At this meeting a proijosal for consolidation in one hotly of the

American Street Railway Association and the National Electric

Light Asso<'iation was voted down.

The papers read and discussed during the conventiim were as

follows:

Track and Track Joints: Construction, Maintenance and Rond-

Ing. Hy M. K. Uowen, superintendent Chicago City Ry.

Street Railway Trucks. By J<din Akarinan, superintendent

Worcester Consolidated Street Ry.

The Modern Power House. Ily Richard McCulloch, civil and

electrical cnglni-er. National Railway lines, St. I^uls.

How Can the Revenues of Street Railways lie Increased, Tak-

ing Into Consideration Ihe Collection of Fares, .Methods of Reg-

istry, Transfers. Use o( Tickets or Cash Fares, Attraitions Along

the line of Road, etc. Hy C. D. Wyman, general manager Mil-

waukee Electric Ry.

.Modern Overhead Construe tlon. Rend by H. Wlllard, general su-

perintendent New Orleans Trail ion Co.

The Selection and Management of Employes. Hy W. F. Kelly,

superintendent Columbus Street R. R.

The social fealures of the 1896 convention excelled those of

previous meetings. The diversions included an excursion to

Forest Park; a Tuesday evening reception; an excursion to the

Fair grounds Wednesday, where Ihe association was guest of the

Jockey Club, followed by a theater jiarty In the evening; excur-

sion Thursday to the Anheuser-Busch brewery; banquet at the

Southern Friday evening.

The 1896 convention exhibit was called "stupendous" and

sjiace was at a premium. In addition to the 30,(l(lll square feet

in the Auditorium. lo.oftO more could have been sold, if available.

It was estimated that the value of the exhibits was between

$ir>il,ObO and $2110.11(111, and the supplymen were accredited with

having spent upwards of |f>ii. (1(1(1 in making the displays.

The sessions of the convention were held at the Auditorium,

which had been erected at Twelfth street and Clark avenue for

the accommodation of the Rejiublican National Convenlion,

which nominated Mr. McKlnley.

H M. I.ITTELL,
Pri'slJ.lu .\. S. R. A.. ISSf,.

Capt. Robert McCulloch, vice-president and general manager
of Ihe National Electric Railway propertie:^. was elected presi-

dent of the association for the ensuing year.

LUNCH ROOMS FOR STREET CAR MEN.

The St. I ouis Tran.sit Co. has established a streetcar lunch

room for the convenience of its employes on the Olive St. line ai

tlie Olive loop al the World's Fair. The lunch room was estal>-

lished as an experiment, wilh the idea that i' 'l;,is a r-'v.f js (and

it seems to be) other lunch rooms will be provide,"! on .\I1 through
lines where the men have to work very long hours to handle

the hi>avy traffic.

Old timers feel very much at home while viewing the St. Louis

Car Co. exhibit. Standing before the old cable and Topcka cars

they grow reminisoi^t. this old style equipment taking them
back many years— to the days when electricity, as a motive

power, was in swaddling clothes; and before the wonders of

pre-ent day achievement and progress were even dreamed of.

The general ixildic realizes what car builders have done for them
when they contrast the convenience, comforts and ease of modern
day travel with the hardships of years ago.
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CONVERTIBLE CARS FOR WASHINGTON, D. C.

Convertible cars of the type shown in the engraving were
recently placed on the lines of the Capital Traction Co.. of

Washington. D. C. These cars are the first of this type to be

used in Washington, and it is believed that they will be very

popular on account of their easy conversion and the protection

which they afford in rainy and unseasonable weather. The
lines upon which the cars are operated extend through the

northern part of the city and serve a large population. The
railway company controls a large amusement park at Chevy
Chase, which is the terminus of a suburban section of a system

a few miles to the north of the city. This park has for a num-

Group 2. illustrating the means employed to reinforce the shoe

against failure by reason of the body metal cracking. Section 2,

flanged shoes—Group 1. illustrating the development of the wear-

ing face to prolong the life of the shoe, and the design of the bear-

ing surface to wear the wheel tread where it is not acted upon by
the rail: Group 2. illustrating the means of reinforcing the body
metal to continue the shoe in service in event of the body metal

cracking.

The brake shoes specifically" treated ot in the catalog include

the following: Congdon, Lappin, Corning, Diamond "S," Street-

cr. "U." Hcrron. RossiMeehan. Oehart, Perfecto. and various plain,

reinforced, skeleton, steel back, \Vireback and other types made
by this company. These represent the various types in common

CONVERTIBLE CAR FOR W.\S!1INGT«JN, D. C— J. G. BKII,!^ CO.

ber of years been a popular resort and is considered one ot

the finest of its kind in Ihe country. The cars are the patented

convertible type of the builder, the J. G. Brill Co,

The cars are finished in cherry, wiLh birch ceilings neatly

decorated. The seats are of the step-over style, and are 35

iu. long, leaving the aisles 20 in. wide; the seating capacity

of Ihe car is 41 persons. Besides the usual grab-haiulUs on

the outside of the posts, handles are formed by the brackets con-

necting the backs of the seats with the posts, which, by offer-

ing a convenient handle, encourage passengers to face in the

right direction when leaving Ihe car. The length of the cars

over end panels is 28 ft. 4 in. and over crown pieces, 27 ft. 4 in.

;

from end panels over crown pieces, 4 ft. 6 in. The width over

the sills and Ihe panels is C ft. 11V4 in. and over posts at the

belt. 7 ft. 9 in. The sweep of the posts is 5 in. The side and

end sills are 4%x7 in. The sill plates are 7 In. by % in.: thick-

ness of corner posis, 3% in. and side posts, 3% in. The equii)-

ment includes a number of the manufacturer's specialities,

Kuch as folding gales, "Diimpll" sand boxes, "fJeden.la" gongs.

ratchet brake handles, round-corner seal-end panels and an^le-

iron bumpers. The cars are mounted on "Kiireka" maximum
IraUion tnnks having 4-ft. wheel base, 30-ln. wheel?, and

equipped with motors of Bit h. p. capacity. The wcIkIiI oI' a

single car including trucks, is 21,5nil lb.

NEW BRAKE SHOE CATALOG.

The American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co. has issued a Ifi-pagn

catalog. illUHtratcd. treating of Us brake shoe specialties under

Ihe llile, "The Development ot the Brake Shoe." In the intro-

duction it Is stated that the product of the American Brake Shoe

It Foundry Co. represents the develoiiment of tbt- railway brake

shoe from Ihe time when the woorlen brake blo<k was suiiplanlcd

by the metal Kho<- to the present. Previous to IS.SO wooden bloiks

were In general use: from 18,0(1 to ISfid cast and wrought Iron

»ho<« were used in connection with wooilen brake heads, and It

was not until bImjuI 1870 thai metal shoes and brake beads were

In general use.

The brake shoes desiTlbed In Ihe new catalog are divided Into

two general Hectlons of two groups earh. as follows: Section I.

unflanKed shoes- firoup 1, llluslratlng the development of thi;

wearing face of the brake shoe to sei ure ilurabillly and efficiency;

use not only on locomotives and steam cars, but also upon elec-

tric equipment, and the company makes a specialty of furnishing

brake shoes that fully meet the heavy demands of moilenv prac-

tice.

The Amerii an Brake Shoe & Foundry Co. also makes steel cast-

ings by the well-known Tropenas process, as well as gray iron

lailings. — -**«> —
AN IMPROVED HOT-WATER CAR HEATER.

The watoijickct car heater made by the Franklin Railway

Supply Co., of Franklin, Pa., has notably impressed practical

street railway officials during the past year. Up to the advent of

this company in the or heating business the type of heater used

had been the air-jacket heater, which is practically the same as

was used years a.go by rteam railroads for passenger cars. It is

c tlmated by the Franklin company representatives that fully 75

per cent ot the hot water heaters in:talled for this winter's use

are of the water j.icket type.

This type of heater is exhibited in the Franklin company's ex-

hibit at post .')2, aisle D. Transportation Building, and will well

repay investigation. This company, which is said to have been

the first to exploit this idea, claims to have been alloweil by the

1'. S. Patent Office several claims on the Improvements that malic

this idea practicable. The large amount ot heating surface,

collided with the small diameter of the heater and Ihe automatic

coal feed, are the Iniprcivenieiits that impress one favorably with

the Western car heater.

Some of the recent installations of the Western car heater ai'!

23 erpiipnunts on the new cars of the Metropolitan Klevated Ry.,

of ('liica"o; 31) erpili)nieiils on the Milwaukee electric railway: till

I i|iiipinents on Ihe Rochester railway: 211 equipments for the Syr-

acuse Rapid Transit Co.: (1 on The (Miicago & Milwaukee electric

railway: S on the Decat'ir, Springfield & St. I.ouls Ry,; 1(1 on the

South Chicago (Mty Ry.; 4 for the Green B;iy Traction Co., be-

sides some on the Scranton electric railway, Slate Belt electric

railway, the Scbeneitady railway, the Peoria & Pekin Ry., the

Sheboygan railway, the Mississippi Valley Traction system and
tlie liMli.'iu:i|iolls & (MnclnnatI Ry.

-•-
Oil all Hides can be heard laiidiitory exi)resslons referring to

tbe ".Sectional" car shown by the St. I oiils Car Co. The nianner

in which It Is exhibited gives meibaiilcs the rare (ippoil unity of

seeing Just how the work Is doii<^ <in a inoderu car.
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SAVE THE "DAILY REVIEW."

Special attention Is called to the fact that thp "Daily Street

Railway Review," published at St. Louis October llth to 14th

Inclusive, this being the sixth successive year, is In its nature

supplementary to the "Street Railway Review" published

monthly. Notwithstanding the "Daily" is a separate publication

it should be bound with the monthly for convenient reference and

In order to facilitate this, the pages of the "Dally" are given num-

bers consecutive with those of the next preceding monthly Issuo.

Reference Is again made to this fact for the reason that very fre-

quently the "Dally" Is entirely overlooked by subscribers when
sending the "Review" to be bound, and as soon as the binder dis-

covers that 150 pages or so are missing, we receive a request to

furnish the missing numbers, which unfortunately we are not

always able to do.

THE STREET RAILWAYS OF ST. LOUIS.

One of the particularly agreeable features of the convention

this year is found in the presence at St. l.ouis, as the heads of

the two companies, old friends who have twice before been in a

position to serve as hosts of the convention. Mr. Julius S.

Walsh, president of the St. Louis & Suburban company, was on

the occasion of the first St. Louis meeting In 1885 chosen presi

dent of the American Street Railway Association, and Capt. Rob-

ert McCulloch. vt<-e-president and general manager of the St.

Louis Transit Co., was chosen president.of the association when
it met In St. Louis for the second time in 189C.

The brief history of the St. Louis roads, which appeared in the

"Review" for September, is strikingly illustrative of the fact that

the street railways were promoted by the prominent men of the

community and were rather subsidiary undertakings for the pur-

pose of developing the city. The list of the incorporators of the

St. Louis horse car companies includes many names that are not

only household words in St. Louis, but widely known throughout

the country as those of leaders In the commercial and engineering

world.

Mr. Edwin W. Olds, president of the American Railway Me-

chanical and Electrical Association, was born in Krankiln

County, Vermont. He was educated In the common schools and

local academy. As a boy Mr. Olds was Interested In mechanical

pursuits and while attending school he was also working In the

general shop, of which Ills father was |)roprletor, and was Intrust-

oj with charge of work that developed In the youth an execu-

tive ability that has contributed largely tu his success as a shop

manager.

In isaii Mr. Olds became associated with the Denver Tramway
Co.. (if Denver. Colo,, that being his flrsl connection with street

railway work. Since ISBIi he has been with the Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railway & Light Co., for which he is superintendent of rolling

stock.

Mr. Olds has been untiring in his efforts to secure the success

of the Mechanical and Electrical A8so<lation, In efre<tlng the or-

ganlKalinn of which he was most active.

FORMER CONVENTIONS.

Following Is a list of the meeting places of the American

Street Railway Association, together with the presiding offlcers:

Boston Moody Merrill, Chairman 1882

Chicago H. H. I ittell. President 188.1

New York William H. Hazzard, President 1884

St. Louis 'Calvin S. Richards, President 1885

Cincinnati Julius S. Walsh, President 188C

Philadelphia "Thomas W. Ackley, President 1887

Washington Charles B. Holmes, President 1888

Minneapolis George B. Kerper. President 1889

Buffalo Thomas Lowry, President ....1890

Pittsburg Henry M. Watson, President 1891

Cleveland John G. Holmes, President 1892

Milwaukee D. F. Longstreet, President 1893

Atlanta Henry C. Payne. President 1894

Montreal Joel Hurt. President 1895

St. Louis H. M. Littell. President 1896

Niagara Falls Robert McCulloch, President 1897

Boston Albion E. Lan?, President 1898

Chicago C. S. Sergeant, President 1899

Kansas City J. M. Roach. President 1900

New York Walton H. Holmes, President 1901

Detroit H. H. Vreeland. President 1902

Saratoga Springs W. Caryl Ely. Vice-President 19(1.'!

St. Louis W. Caryl Ely. President 1904

•Deceased.

A list of the cities where the Street Railway Accountants' Asso-

ciation has appointed meetings and of the presiding offlcers is as

follows;

Cleveland 'Morris W. Hall, Chairman 1897

Niagara Falls C. N. Duffy, Vice-President 1897

Boston H. L. Wilson, President 1898

Chicago ..J. F. Calderwood, President 1899

Kansas City C. N. Dufly. President 1900

New York W. F. Ham, President 1901

Detroit H. C. Mackay. President 1902

Saratoga Springs Henry J. Davies, President 1903

St. Louis ; . . . F. E. Smith. President 1904

'Deceased.

The meetings of the American Railway Mechanical and Elec-

trical Association, and the presiding offlcers, are as follows:

Saratoga Springs Thomas Farmer, President 1903

St. Louis B. W. Olds, President 1904

The St. Louis Car Co. was too busy building cars on contracts

to construct any special equipment for World's Fair purposes

only. Every modern car found in the exhibit is one lielonging

to a bona fide order and they will, after the World's Fair closes,

be added to the equipment of the respective roads for which

they were built.
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TODAYS PROGRAM. REGISTRATIONS.

9:J5 a. lu. Band Concert. Transportation BtiiUliu.u;.

9:30 a. m. Convention of Met-hahical ajul Electrical Associa-

tion. Transportation Building.

Paper by John Lindall. Boston Elevated H.v.. on Maintenance
and Inspection of Electrical Equipment.

Question Box.

Spei'ial and Unfinished Business.

Committee Reports.

10 a. m. .Meeting of Executive Committee A. S. R. A., Southern

Hotel.

2:311 p. m. to 4 p. m. Band Concert at Louisiana State Building.

S:(iO p. m. to 111:3(1 p. m. Informal reception li.v Maniitacturers'

Committee to Delesrales in Electricity Buildiug.

THE DAILY STREET RAILWAY REVIEW-

In 1899. on the occasion of the A. S. R. A. inecling at Chicago,

the "Street Railway Review." in order to give better service to

Its subscribers, undertook the publication of daily reports of the

conventions This resulted in the "Daily Street Railway Review,"

which is now being issued for the sixth successive year.

The growth of the "Daily" is an excellent index of the estimate

put upon the paper as an advertising medium by those most in-

terested in reaching the street railway world. In the matter of

advertising patronage the "Daily Review" has grown from a thin

paper with an average of 22 pages per issue in 1899. to its present

magnitude. The space we bad to devote to reading matter has

increased in the same proportions—from the average of 21 pages

per issue in 1899 to an average of 41 pags in 1903. What we
shall publish in 19ii4 will depend upon the associations—not upon

UB. We are here to cover the field, be it large or small.

Some dozens of letters received in 190(1, after the Kansas City

convention, all highly commending the enten»rise of the "Review"

In publishing the "Daily," let us to feel that our efforts to give

the most prompt service were well worth all the labor involved.

This year the special conditions resulting from the conventions

being at the World's Fair City, we considered, would have war-

ranted us in omitting the publication. But when it became known
that we were even remotely contemplating such a backward step,

our friends wrote to tell us what they thought. Some of these

letters we published In a pamphlet entitle<l, "Competent Opin-

ions.'

What these opinions of the "Daily Review" are will interest all

convention delegates:

C. S. Sergeant—"Has appealed to mo as of a special value."

J. C. Hutchins—"Has been particularly valuable to me. my
whole staff, and to the Association generally."

G. Tracy Rogers—"Its worth to the Association has been inesti-

mable."

G. F. Chapman—"Of value to those who attend and to those at

home."

E. G. Connette—"Apiireclated by all street railway men."

R. E. Danforth—"Valuable In determining the business tran-

acted."

T. E. .Mllien
—"Valuable to all street railway men in that it

gives a minute account of the proceedings. "

H. F. Grant—"Great value to all who stay al home."

C. L, S. Tingley—"I always preserve It to refresh my memory
concerning the convention."

John W Ogden—"A step In advance."

8. F. Ha/.elrigg—"Appreciate It very much."

E. R. Gilbert—"Of great service to our officers.

"

Warren BIcknell— 'I have been an Interestecl n-arlcr fKini lln'

drst."

W. P ReMl— "I cannot speak tcKi highly of It."

Howard Fravel—"It Is full of 'pay dirt.'
"

E. U Kirk—"The best medium to bring street railway men Into

touch with eatrh other."

Ge<i. O. Nacle—"Has a very wide Influence."

T. F. Grovcr—"My employes who cannot go to llic eonnntiou
are alwayM well posted when I return."

James F I>ardner— "Valiiabli- for thi- men al home."

The "Daily Review" has heretofore always made a feature of

the list of persons registered at the conventions. Each morning wo

published an accurate and complete list of all dele.gates and sup

plymen, who had registered the day before. In 19113, these lists

comprised seven pages of nonpariel solid, of which four-flfths

was for the first day's resistralion.

This year we did not talse up this work because the Manufac-

turers' Committee deteroiined to publish daily alphabetical and

numerical lists of all those in at'endance. and it appeared to us

that a duplication of the work of the committee would be a waste

of time and space on our part. Accordingly we shall publish lists

of the delegates to the several associations, only.

BADGES.

Delegates to the Conventions of the American Street Railway

Association, American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Asso-

ciation, and Street Railway Accountants' Association will obtain

bad.ttes for thtmselves and their guests and ladies accompanying
them from the secretaries of their respective associations.

Headquarters of Secretary PPenington of the A. S. R. A. wil be

at the Southern Hotel today and on the 12th and thereafter, at

the Transportation Building, Worlds Fair Grounds, second floor.

The official Badges of the Convention are numbered by means

of celluloid tags for the purpose of protection against abuse by

persons not entitled to wear them. Delegates and guests are es-

liecially requested and urged not to remove the numbers but to

wear them in plain sight.

Where the delegate attends two conventions duplicate ribbons

of the proper color are delivered.

.Members of the Manufacturers' Committee and their represen-

tatives will obtain badges for themselves, their guests and ladies

ac-companying them from Mr. Edwin H. Baker, Chairman Finance

Committee, Lobby Southern Hotel, today. After that Transpor-

tation Building, World's Fair Cronnds.

THE FUTURE OF THE ASSOCIATIONS.

Everyone interested in any of the three existing electric rail-

waiy associations should c-arefully read the opening address of

Mr. Beggs before the Mechanical and Electrical Association yes-

terday and the remarks of Mr. Ely, who followed him. The de

niands of the railway departments not already represented in

separate asso<'i2itions must be met, yet it is impossible to con-

template with satisfaction an equally large number of associa-

tions. No step is to be more heartily recommended than that

proposed by Mr. Ely for a representation of the Accountants'

end of the Mec-hanical and Electrical associations at the meeting

of the Executive Committee of the A. S. R. A. to be held today.

This conference will undoubtedly resiilt in action looking to the

formulation of a plan that will se<'ure co-operation among all,

and at the same time not curtail the usefulness of the two

existing allied associations.

The "Review" would like to see the Mechanlcail and Electrical

Association include civil engineers also, and all engineering

departments, the Accountants' Association left to further pursue

lis successful career, and the A. S. R. A. made a body for the

discussion, of operating and managerial maitters.

Whatever may be recommended at today's meeting cannot be

consummated until next year. In the meantime the Mechanical

and Electrical Asscxlntion has opened lis doors to the mainte-

nance of way men.
I »

Mr. R. B. Kent, who has been Vl(!e President and Secretary of

the Atlas Railway Supply Co.. Chicago, has recently consumated

a deal with Eastern ca|)ltallsts by which he becomes the head

of an organization to manufacture and deol In railway supplies

and expects to begin operation shortly when fuller particulars

will be mentioned In these columns.

FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS SEE PAGE 682.
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SECOND REGULAR ANNUAL MEETING

AiriunMM)MMu\M EleitrlQlkmim
St. Louis. Mo.—Oct. 10-14. 1904.

The sfcond annual lonventlon of the Anieilian Kallwa.v Me-

rhanical and Elertrlial Association conveneil In the lYansporta-

tion Building, World's Fair. St. Louis. Mo.. Uit. 10. 1»U4. About

100 menibeiH and guests were present at the opening session and

the registration commenicd at 10 orloflt. Alter some musical

selections furnished h.v a band, and the ringing of chimes, the

meeting was called to order by Mr. E. W. Olds, of Milwaukee,

president of the .\8sociatlon. and Mr. Caryle Ely. president of the

American Street Railway Association, and Mr. F. E. Smith, presi-

dent of the Aicoiintants' Association, were inviteii to take seats

upon the platform.

At the Invitation of President Olds, Mr. .lohn 1. Ueggs. presi-

dent and gprteral manager of the Milwaukee Electric Hallway It

Light Co.. addressed the meeting as follows:

ADDRESS OF MR. BEIitiS.

Your presidtnt has referred to me In very dattering terms—

1

may say the mobt flattering terms that could be applied to me:

he has. however, fallen into an error In one of the statements

made, and that was that 1 would make an address. That you will

not be torturetl with, gentlemen, because 1 have never prepared

an address in ray life— 1 have never had time. 1 propose to say

a few practical words from a practical man to practical men, and

as one mechanic to another. I am fortunate enough to have been re-

quired by stern necessity in my boyhood to .serve an Indentured

apprenticeship of four years, never dreaming that when going

through these years of toil, during the early years of the Rebel-

lion, when I indentured myself for the llrst year at lf2.5U a weelc

and the second year at $3.50 a week, that 1 should be more than

a mechanic. I look back at it with pride as the years go on,

Und I am one rf tl^ose who have much more to look back upon

than I have to look forward to. unlike many of you here today,

because this is a field requiring young men. It is a great held

for young men today, and upon that degree of fidelity with which

the younger men are coming into our various companies, recog-

nizing the responsibility that devolve upon them and must con-

tinue to devolve upon them, will depend the future prosperity of

the great industry of which we are a part, in which we are all

engaged, and in which I have been absorbed for I'O years. I am
becoming one of the Old Guard as it were, and soon. I presume,

we will be entitled to be retired and put on the honorary list.

But. gentlemen. I have permitted myself to be prevailed upon

by your president, with whom I have been associated for

several years, to address you. Your president is one of the assist-

ant managers of the corporation whose capital I am charged with

safe-guarding. Each one of you here who o*'cuples the position

of master mechanic on any one of the various roads, be it ever

so small, be it ever so large, is practically an assistant manager

of' that property, and as such I believe he should be treated by

the executive officers of these various companies, because much
of the success of these properties, which are destined to be much
greater than many of you today have any conception of,

much of their prosperity, much of their advancement, is in

your hands; and according to the degree of fidelity which you

recognize and assume in these responsibilities, will these prop-

erties go ahead.

I well recall in the early days of this business 1 was one ot

the original stockholders in the Sprague Electric Hallway (Jo.

when it was organized in 1885 or 1886. I have followed down the

lines ever since, as one of the men not only in front, but one

of those in the pits, and in every branch of the work. Con-

sequently. I try to look at things connected with a railway com-
pany from the broad point of view, not only from the point ot

view of the manager, but I try to keep all the ends together, co-

ordinating them all into one homeogenous organization, every-

one pulling together, no one pulling apart. That is one ol the

great thlngb, gentlemen, that it is necessary lor you to do.

I propose to refer, before closing these remarks, to the neces-

sity of the various branches of this Industry being more closely

meshed together like a well geared ma<'hlne. You cannot stand

apart, gentlemen: you must work together with every depart-

ment of the companies, or we will not have that success which is

necessary and which we are entitled to bring about. The time

will come, gentlemen, when there will be some crowding out;

when it is going to Ije a question of the survival of the fittest In

the railroading industry of this country, and I speak with respect

lo what has up to the present time been considered the only

railroading of the country, our steam railroad interest. The time

is fast approaching, gentlemen, when there will be a combining

of the two, and it is going to be a question which will become

the more important, the electrii- railroad or the steam railroad,

and those of you who are keeping abreast of the times can see

the movement being made in certain directions. It is being made
particularly in the state of New York, where the great New
York Central and Hudson River R. R. Co., is beginning to ab-

sorb anti bring aroiiu<i itself certain of the profitable lines oper-

ated near i(s steam railroad system, and the same thing is going

on in other parts of tiie country. It devolves upon you gentle-

men whether, when these properties come together, the domi-

nant element in tlie mechanical departments shall come Irom the

electrical branch of the business or from the steam branch ot

the business. Now. you are mudi the better equipped. There is

as much difference between the necessary equipment ot a mas-
ter mechanic on an electric railway and a master mechanic for a
steam road, without intending any disrespect to the_ latter, as

there is lietween a man who constructs a fine Swiss or American
watch and the man who builds a corn husker. Yours Is a highly

technical industry.

I have read with a great deal of interest the paper prepared by

Mr. I.indall. of the Boston Elevated Ry.. to be read at this

convention, and I ask for it an earnest perusal and stu,.y by every
member ot this Association, and by every man Interested in the

welfare and the profitableness of electric railroading in general.

There is a great deal of meat in that paper, and 1 think it should

be published In large numbers and put in the hands of every

loreman. ot every division foreman, of every division superin-

tendent, and in the hands of the inspectors and supervisors, or

whatever t'tle they may be known by. of every electric railway

in this country, because the paper goes to the very essence of

much that pertains to the meihanicai branch ot the business;

and I here desire to thank Mr, I.indall for the care and thought
shown in the preparation ol the paper, 1 no not know the gen-

tleman.

Gentlemen, your particular position has much to do with the

welfare, with the broader administration of the affairs of the

company, concerning points that are not touched upon in Mr.

Lindall's paper, points which he does not bring out. While he
shows the necessity of systematic, frequent and intelligent In-

spection of your apparatus. I desire to add another reason for

that, which comes up to the manager or these properties every

day in the year and sometimes many times in the day, either

to the manager or to the man having charge of that branch 01

the company's affairs, relating to the settlement of suits lor in-

juries to persons and damages to property. These cases come
up to me very frequently, because I possibly keep that branch

of the business more closely under my personal supervision than

many managers and presidents of similar corporations do; and
I very frequently call upon our superintendent of rolling stock,

Mr. Olds, to know just what he could testify to—he, or those un-
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der him—regarding a certain car. upou whicli a certain class ot

accident has wcurred; and my instructions to the lawyers or

the claim department taking care of that business depend many
times upon what he is able to testify to. or the men under him
are able to testify lo. In many instances in connection with a

rrmua class ot cases, if you can prove that a car was caretully

inspected before it left the shop or car house in the morning.

that it was in proper condition when it started out. that will

absolve you from liability. If yovi are not able to prove careful

and intelligent inspection on behalf of the mechanical branch

of the company, many times it is better to settle the case on the

best terms possible. 1 frequently give instructions to tbat eHect.

That is a point not touched upon in these papers which are pre-

sented here, but it is vital, gentlemen, to know whether your

brake rigging was in proper condition, to know whether your

oantroller fingers had been properly inspected and were in proper

condition, and so on in regard to other features of the equipment.

The laws governing these matters are such that it you can prove

that all the care that was possible had been taken before you

put out the equipment the law will absolve you: whereas, if you

are not able to prove that, then there comes against you the

charge of a lack of that proper care which is necessary. Xou

then become liable because of tJie charge of negligence, which

you may not be able to disprove, and we know, as a matter ot

fact, that the attorneys who take up these cases against our roads

are very resourceful and they are willing and ready at times to

prove almost anything. Iheiefore, you gentlemen who are

charged with the daily inspection, with the general condition 01

the equipment under your charge, are among the most important

factors in our organization, and I cannot too strongly impress

upon you the care and labor that is necessary in tliese matters.

Your work is not easy: it is labor, continuous, uever any rest.

There never can be rest in the electric railway business. When
other people are having their time of recreation, that is our time

of stress. Sundays and holidays are our busy days, and the

busy times between them require your entire force on frequent

occasions to be worked over-time to take care of the undue

strain to which your equipment is put. The degree of intelligence

and careful attention which the heads of departments of this very

Important branch of the business give to the careful Inspection

and repair of the equipment will have more than anything else

to do with the success of the companies. Every other employee

down the line, almost, is dependent upon the care which you

give to your branch of the business. The superintendent of trans-

portation is absolutely dependent upon you and unless you give

him the equipment in proper condition, no matter how well dis-

ciplined his lorce may be, he cannot give the results or keep up

the schedules and the time as he fbould do. At the end of the

month, when the finam ial afraits of the company are gone over,

it will be very gratifying to the officials of the company to Hnd

that the expenses have been kept down as they should be, by a

proper Inspection and repair of the e<iulpment, as true economy
always lies in keeping the equipment in tirst (lass <'<>ndltion.

You are the assistant managers of these properties, gentlemen,

and no manager, no matter what his executive ability, can make
a Huccess of his property unless his lieutenants are equally en-

thusiastic, equally industrious, and recognize the weight of the

re«ponsibiltty which rests upon them. I have. In the admin-

istration of a large property, a very efficient corps, and I call

each one of my heads of departments assistant managers. They
do not have that title, but 1 treat them as such. The success

of my administration almost entirely depends upon them and l

rc«pe<t them as such. They are more important to me than a

board of directors. A board of directors is of no assistance to mn
in the operation of the roa<l. with all due respect lo them. VI

'ourse. It Is very essential that they should meet occasionally

and declare dividends If we earn them, but for the actual suc-

cess of the road in Its operation, I am depenilenl upon the men
In the pit— In other words, the men behind the guns, and that

Is what you men are.

Another point touched up In .Mr. Mndall's jiaper. ami you'll

excuse me. Kentlemen. lor referring to It so often, but I would be

willing to HubKlltule It lor my address as he has gone into this

matter quite freely, is that many of your organizations today are

weak and W-comlng weaker because you are not training the force

lo follow you and keep pace with the increase in this great busi-

ness. Vou are not training the young men who are coming up
as your understudies as you should do. Every foreman ought
to have in him the elements of becoming the head ot the me-
chanical department. Ihe master mechanic ol an electric rail-

way company is very dilTerent from the master mechanic of a

steam railroad loinpuny. who simply must look after the trucks.

etc.. of a steam road. Wm have the most sensitive type of ap-
paratus to deal wiUi and llierc are some features concerning it

that the best expert hardly knows how lo cope with. We have
been for the last two or three years in serious trouble in every
large city in the country with controllers. The best skill in the
biisiness and the best technical knowledge has been applied to

try to correct these troubles. By degrees we are eliminating all

the troubles incident In the business and we have been going
ahead.

It is interesting to me to compare the different subjects that
occupy our attention today and those that received our attention
seven or eight yeart^ ago. 1 remember about eight years ago i

stood almost alone, and received some ridicule, because 1 at that
time made the prediction that the double truck car would dis-

place all the single truck cars in this country inside of ten years.

1 believe I have lived to see that prediction almost verlHed. To-
day we are running double-truck cars, weighing empty about
uvenly tons. We are putting under these cars four motors, with a
nominal rating of 40 h. p. each, for city service; these motors
upon a curve exert three times their nominal power. We have
expanded the capacity of the motors beyond the other ordinate
elements, which operate with them. We are attempting to run
with the same trolley wheel: we are attempting (we have not kept
pace with the controller at all) to control this great impulse of
current with inadequate apparatus.

I go into a power plant today and look at it with perfect amaze-
ment. My first power i)lant was built about 21 years ago and
it is still running and I somelimes go to look at it. It is a good
example of engineeriuK of that day, but it has become one of the
antiquities. We then built a power plant witii a few bars of bare
copper and few plug switches, and without any methods of meas-
uring our current we were ready at that time to light the world.
The switch board was considered a very insignitlcant part ot

the plant, and it was not taken account of in the capitalization.

Today go into a modern power plant, and the most important
part of the plant is Uie switch board, which serves almost the
same purpose as does the controller, the circuit breaker or the
fuse box on your car. These have not kept pace with the in-

creased capacity of equipments and improvements in this appa-
ratus will not be provided until you men in the pit compel the
maiuilaclurers to make them and then they will do It under
lonjpiilsion. That is my experience. I have possibly contended,
as lew men in this country have contended, to have our apparatus
brought (o what 1 claim are llie commercial requirements. My
men frequently say to me, "Mr. Beggs, that is impracticable."
1 say. 'donl tell me anything like that; it is a commercial neces-
sity an<i must be produced. We have to do It." My experience
is that that which is absolutely necessary will be provided, hut
it will not be provided in the draughting rooms or in the technical

departments of our manufacturers, and I say that with all due
respect. I say it again, because I have said it much more plainly

to the high priests ol this organization.

Gentlemen. 1 wish to touch upon another matter, which my
friend Mr. Ely and I have been discussing this morning. 1 have
been discuhslng it lor a year or two. 1 feel a certain sense of

responsibility lor this organization. 1 believe 1 was among the
early managers who fell It was essential to have the practical

heads of niechanical depai tinents get together that they might
relate experiences, exchange ideas, and each stlniulat(> the other

to better resultH. Consequently I feel deeply IntereHled In the

success of your organization. A year or tWo ago 1 suggested
that It was quite as important that the superintendents of con-
struction and ninliitenuiice of way should likewise l)o brought to-

gether to discuss Ihe best methods of tra<k and overhead line

coiiBtriicilon. and a move was made in that direction after the
lust i(Uivenlloii. In Haraloga. II was then I began. wlUi some
(ilhers vitally Interested In thr^ success of these properties, to

reel that 111 inallng so many oigaulzallons we might lose, to a
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('(M'tHin extent, their cffeeilvenei'.s iiiirt they woiild deleat what

wp were hoping to artompllHh. It Ih well enoiiKh lor the iiiaii-

aKers of some of these larKer propertleH to feel thai their riepart-

iiient heads, the Miiperiiiteiiclenl.i of ronHtriietlon aii<l iimliiteiianie

of way. and their elerlrlelanB and aiidltorH Hhoiild heconie meni-

liers of Heparate orRaiil/.atlon8. hut we must not lone Bight ot the

fact thai where there Is one of these large corporations with

this comprehensive organization holding up the hands of tJie

nianagement Ihere are scores of small roads where the executive

hmil of the lompany must be the master mechanic. He Is the

superintendent of construction and maintenance ol way. and may
have under him a $50 or %W a month clerk, and he is the only

Tnun In actual authority, and to a lertaln extent, It Is Impossible

lor that man to devUle himsell between the various organiza-

tions. Furthermore. I ieel that If 1 had to neglect the meetings

of the American Street Railway Association, which Is to con-

vene in this hall on Wednesday of this week or to neglect the

session of your association, i would fed under present conditions

it was more important for me to attend the meetings you are

hol<liug here today and tomorrow. I)ecau8e these meetings are ol

more vital Interest to me. You are the men who are spending

the monfy. and without a certain degree of economy, whiih you

practice we would not he able to make a satisfactory showing

to the Investment holders of the company.

That brings me to another thought. You have on your pro-

gram certain proposed amendments to your constitution In-

ten<led to bring in the superintendents of construction and main-

tenance of way. That is good as far as it goes, hut 1 think you

require in your case, just as the executive heads of this great

industry require In their case, that we should get together, and

that our meetings should he united, and have a certain time

set aside in wiiich tli? Amoriian Street Railway Association may
discuss and consider matters of more general importance, ques-

tions of larger policy, etc. Then when the mechanical divi-

sion, as I will call it. of the American Street Railway Associa-

tion assembles, it should meet as an aggregation oi companies,

in which would be represented the executive heads as well as

the other heads of departments of these various companies. On
another day the superintendents of construction and mainten-

ance of way division would have the floor, and matters pertain-

ing to that branch of the business could be discussed. Another

time could be set apart for the accountants, whose work is largely

done, I am thankful to say. ITiey have labored for six or seven

years and the results are very gratilying indeed.

Therefore. [ would suggest that it might not be inadvisable to

iiave a committee from your organization appointed to act in

conjunction with a committee from the American Street Railway

Association and a lommlttee from the Street Railway Account-

ants' Association of America, botli of which associations now
have regular organizations, and with representatives of the

lonstruction and maintenance of way department that we might

bring this organization into one homogenous Imdy. I desire to

add further that the time is coming when we must have a more
concrete organizatitm ol the entire i)0(!y. We are not mendicants

anymore. Wc sboiiUI lio able to pay our way and have proper

olTbers to take charge of the affairs of this great Industry.

'ITiere is an article on car wheels prepared for your consider-

ation by Mr. Millar, of the Buffalo lompany. That brings up a

thought anil it emphasizes what I have been saying to some
extent. Mr. Millar sees one phase of this industry in discussing

car wheels. He writes this paper as the master mechanic and

he has gotten up to a %-in. flange on a car wheel. I say that the

time is <oniing when you must have a different class of construc-

tion ol track in your iities and you cannot continue to run these

high speed interurbans. in trains of cars, around sharper curves

than any steam road would attempt to operate, and to run

them at speeds equal to the best steam road practice in the

I'nited States, with a flange seven-eighths of an Inch in depth.

That brings up the question of a difl'erent class of track con-

struction in your cities. It is going to require persistent, intelli-

gent work to have the municipal authorities recognize that we
are up against a difficult condition of that kind now.

You will find by reading Mr. Millar's paper that one of the

troubles with the wheel Is that when he gets into grooved ran

construction, the flanges are worn by running on the bottom ol

the groove, and the flanges will continue to wear from time to

time. Some of you gentlemen are not taking into account how

much f)f the head of the rail wc expect to wear off In the course

ol the life of the rail. Where will that groove be after twelve or

nfteen years' use, which we must get out of the rail II we are

to secure ii proper economy In our Investment'.'

The time is coming when these broad questions of policy must

be taken up. One question Is in connection with character ol

wheel you should use. Of course, to many roails having only

metropolitan service, this question Is not so important, hut take

a property such as I am administering in the City of Milwaukee,

where we control every thing electrically In that 8e<tlon ot the

Slate of Wisconsin, where we are radiating our interurlian lines

in all directions, keeping up average speeds. Inclu<ling stops, ol

twenty miles an hour on regular schedules, and the cars com-

ing to the center of the city. It bei-omes a very important ele-

ment to the city itself. We are bringing the people in and doing

more to expand the city than all other agencies combined, and

the public must recognize that something must be sacrillced in

order to obtain these advantages. For that reason I say that

it is important that when these matters are being dlscu88e<l that

there should be some of us on the floor of this convention that

can present these things before the meeting, and get the mem-

bers of the association to think about them. Ihe master me-

chanic sometimes forgets. 'Ihe superintendent of transportation

is the man who receives all the denunciation from the public.

The public does not realize that the master mechanic Is the

man behind the gun and that if there is a misshot he is respon-

sible. It rests upon the responsible head of the company, after

all. 1 give instructions that every complaint is to centralize at

the manager's desk. 1 am the man who is responsible. The

public has the right to look to me and to Mr. Kly in these mat-

ters because we are supposed to possess that element of adminis-

trativf ability, that element ol management, which has the ca-

pacity to select proper men for these dilTerent heads ol depart-

ments, just as the master mechanic should be able to select good

nitn. It is well enough to have a good master mechanic at the

main <hop. but it is more important to have quite as good a mas-

ter mechanic at every car house, where supervision and inspec-

tion of the rolling Ftock takes place. And no matter how good

tht master mechanic may he as a master mechanic, he must have

administrative qualities, which will enable him to select proper

foiemen for distant points of the system. 'I'hese points are be-

coming widely spread year by year as the boundaries of the

territory in which your properties are located expand, and as

it is necessary to have these men further away from head-

quarters. It is essential that the master mechanic of the road

should be capable of selecting efficient men for these outlying

places. As I say to my asscKiates. 1 intend to cover the most of

the state of Wisconsin with interurban railways, and in such a

case it is important to feel that the master mechanic has such an

organization under liim. that if it is necessary to send him away

for a week, the work at headquarters will not suffer.

I trust, gentlemen, you will not ignore what 1 have said about

ray belief as to the necessity of amalgamating the variou

branches of our industry. The master mechanic, the superin-

tendents of way. the accountants, and the claim department men

should all be in one organization in conjunction with the asso-

ciation of managers, all of whom will work together in harmonv

I thank you. gentlemen, for the kind attention you have given me.

President Olds; We also have with us today another practical

street railway man. one who holds the highest office in the gift

of the American Street Railway Association. I refer to Mr. W.
Car>l Ely. of Buffalo. N V.

ADDRESS OF MR. ELY.
I am very glad indeed to be with you this morning. I feel that

it has been a privilege as well as a pleasure to be here to listen

to the remarks of Mr. Beggs. which were most able, instructive,

and abounding in truth and wise suggestions from beginning to

end. .\s I remarked to him when he took his seat, of course he

thought I was flattering him. it was worth the trip to St. l.ouls to

hear that (ilain statement of truth with reference to our business.

Just such statements as these are the very best prcwf of the wis-

dom and value of having these organizations. Many a man who
works in the many departments of the railroad business has vex-

atious problems over which he works and toils, and sometimes
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when things are going wrong his mind gets to running in a

groove or channel and he gets the blues. He is in the woods

and he cannot see the way. Now. the meetings of these associa-

tions are the places where a man's mind can be relieved of all

these situations by the interchange of thought, the interchange of

experiences and the interchange of light that comes from the

mind as it gropes its way lorward into the future of these great

pn>blems. It is here where a man gets leal comfort and instruc-

lion. and 1 believe that these associations are worth fostering by

the companies whose men are represented in them. 1 believe

that when we get through the efforts toward rorganizing that

.Mr. Beggs has briefly alluded to. that we will have a concrete or-

ganization with certain co-ordinate and cooperative branches, all

working together, with the work properly apportioned. When
we have fina'ily reached the outcome of it it will be so valuable to

the companies whose officers and men are represented that the

expenses of thie organization will be cheerfully paid by the com-

panies. I. for one. acting in an executive capacity in a large cor-

poration feel that it is almost the salvation of the business that

ihere should be a coming together in the right way of the men

who work in the various corporations, from the presidents down

I believe thoroughly in organization an.l co-operation. It is

the spirit of modern lite. Nowhere could it be exemplified on a

grander scale than in the grounds of this magnificent exposition.

It is the biggest exposition, without doubt, that has ever been

held. It has larger buildings, it covers more ground space than

the Chicago World's Fair or the Paris World's Fair or any other

that has ever been held, and it represents and typifies in the high-

est degree the value of co-operative work.

For some years past it has been evident to all that a change

was coming in the affairs and the management and the scope of

the work and operations of the American Street Railway Asso-

ciation. Eight years ago the first secession was brought about by

the accountants who organized an association which has done

excellent work. A year ago at Saratoga the first meeting of this

Mechanical and Electrical Association, as an organization, was

held, and that was the result of several years' agitation. Now,

the superintendents of way, or the engineers of way, or the super-

intendents of way and consiruction, as they are variously in-

titled, are knocking upon your doors for admission, after having

contemplated the formation of a separate organization for them-

selves. Now the question arises where will it all end? It seems

to me that the parent association is in much the same sitiiation

that the mistress was who had a cook for a good many years,

and was informed that the cook was about to leave her. She

said, "Why. Bridget, what is the matter that you are going to

leave me after all these years? Have I not treated you like one

of the family?" "Indeed, you have." was the reply. "But I have

stood it as long as I cian." Now it seems to me that there is some-

thing wrong in our family and it ought to be fixed up In such a

way that you could stan.l it a litlle longer; and I suppose that it

must take the form of an organization of some kind, indcpond

ent in someway, but connected with the other associations and

the parent organization, so far as It looks lo me. upon a re-exam-

ination of all I he lacts in the case has really never been entered

upon by the parent organization. It has called itself together

once a year and listened lo the reading of papers that should be

read in the meetings of your Association and the meetings of the

Accountants' Associations, and only the policies which spring

from these discussions should be considered In the parent organiz-

ation. Its work should he <'iinflned more particularly to matters

of national Imporlance and managerial Importance. I believe in

the utmost tolerance and In the widest agitation and discussion of

all these matters. Let us be rather sure Ihan sorry: let us make
haste slowly so that when we finally do (he thing it shall be such

a finished product, such a working organization, that It will ac-

complish the results and we will ail feel I hat It Is of value and

all be proud of our work.

l.'pon that branch of the case which Is lirought up by I he ques-

tion pre«ente<l by the superintendents of way and construction,

whether they shall be pr-rmllteil lo Join this association or whether

action shall Ih> defi-rred uimn that matter until there have been

lonferences l»eiwwn lommlltees of the dlfternt organizations,

I tak It that It iloes nnl mailer much. If yon Ui.ke them In they

can go 'o work and be doing Homeihing while the oilier broader

matter is vinder discussion. Therefore, it seems to me that it

makes but little difference what you do. I am sure there going

to be the broadest spirit of tolerance and the widest scope of

intelligent action, and that we sire all going to meet together and

not be jealous of prerogatives but are going to yield where

yieldin,:; is necessary and stand firm in a decent and dignified

way where we think that things belong to us, but in the end

I feel no doubt whatever that we will be able to get together.

I do net know that I have any more to say except to emphasize

the importance of your work. You are, indeed, as Mr. Beggs has

said, the men behind the guns. Your work is so important that

it goes to the very root of everything, and when the balance

sheet expressing the result of the years operation is made up,

perhaps the most important part of the whole thing are those

figures which tell of the things in which you have played a part.

The injuries and damages account is swollen if the apparatus

is not properly attended to in your shops and your car houses

by (he men who are under your control. The quality of the ser-

vice, carrying with it that most important factor, the good-will

or the ill-will of the publi<-. the public officials and the press,

is dependent largely upon the equipment and its condition of re-

pair. All of these things are of the most vital importance. They

are up to you, to a very great degree, and you have an entirely

different work committed to you than is committed to the master

mechanic of the steam road and it differs just as much from

theirs as was expressed the example of Mr. Beggs. I thank you

very much for the opportunity of coming here and seeing yo\i.

Mr. Ely then paid a glowing tribute to the splendors of the

Louisiana I'tirchase Exposition.

Mr. K. E. Smith, president of the Street Railway Accountants'

Association of America, was next called upon and very briefiy

expressed his pleasure at being present at the meeting of the

.Mechanical and Electrical Association.

President Olds then delivered his presidential address as fob

follows:

PRESIDENT OLDS' ADDRESS.

The importance and magnitude of the interests represented by

our Association impels me to briefiy present tor your considera-

tion a number of the more important matters. Our meetings be-

ing limite<l to but two days, let us make them interesting an<l

profitable.

A glance at the exhibils in this liuildlng must Impress you

with the rapid progress that bas been made in the development

of transportation fa( ilities. Not only do we see wonderful devel-

opment in the steam locomotive, but the street cars of to-day

compared with those of but a few years ago are certainly palaces

on wheels. Every day we see evidence of progress in the line

ol more perfect and reliable pquipnient: there is. however, still

room for improvement.

Wlieii this .Xssociation was first organized, it was thought best

to confine the membership entirely to mechanical and electri<al

nun. 1 think this a mi.stake. It is of equal importance to those

having the way and transportation departments In their charge

that Ihoy be well informed regarding (he equipment, and its care

and maintenance, Wc find that other departments need to be

represented and are knocking at the <loor lor admission to our

Association; we must realize that our interests are nearly Iden-

tical with those of other departments.

The object ol this Assoi-iatlon is to treat of mechanical and

electrical subjects and exchange views and ideas upon the best

methods of malntenaiue and operation. To do so Intelligently,

we must be well informed regarding the work required of our

cars and motors.

There Is also an agitation upon (he part ot some of (In ollici'

departments for reorganization at the parent association, lo be

so airaugid that each department will have Its own sub-organiz-

ation, under the control and direction of thi' parent body.

I can but lecbly volie the feelings of every member ol this

Association when 1 say that our meeting In this grand (dd city

of St. l,oiiiH, Hiirroiiiided by exhibits from all pans of the world,

will be iiiosl enjoyable and profitable to us. (Jur meetings being

called upon llie first two days at the week, the temptation will

be very Kiriuig lo put In our time slghl-scclng rather than allend-

Ing the meetings. I woiilil personally rc(|uest caidi one lo take
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hold of tlif nialtor In an earneiit manner, and not only be prenenl

lilmbcir. 1)111 lice his Irifliienre to have others attend and Uke ai;

nitlve \tan In the ineetlnKS. renienilierinK that we are here in

the Interests of the comiianles we represent. tJiir meeting at

SaraloKU lact year was a Brand siueess. and under the iondltlons

1 have ni) nlloned. ttUy should not tliis he even lielter'.'

The piihll,' demands and Is entitled to the best possible serv-

ice we ean ilve them, and to a certain extent our companies and

the public are raitueis. lor the better we please the people th<

better they will patroni/.e the companies. The proper discharge of

our work requires thought and vlRllance to keep the rolling stock

in as near perfect rondillon as possible, bo that it will be sate

and attiaitive and ijlve reliable servhe. We must act and work

as thouRli we wr.c not ashamed of the business in which we are

engaged. It being >>ne which concerns the business and private

life of nearly evciy citizen in the I'nlted Slates and the world.

We all recognize that the work of the Aicountants' Associa-

tion has been and la now of great Importance to our companies

in making ihe clas»ifliali(>n of accounts and reports nearly uni-

form. This .lasKlticalion has been recognized as standanl by

Ihe Railroad Commissioners. The joint paper up "Shop Ac-

counts and Records" prepared by a committee of the Account-

ants' and our Association, we believe is a step in the right direc-

tion, not only looking to a uniform system of re<^ords and

accounts, but to a more unllonn system of doing the work, ity

referring to the records and accounts of the steam road master

ear builders and master mechanics, we find them very complete.

the same rules governing the repairs upon cars in all parts ot

the country; and it is gratifying to note that a large number oi

electric roads are following more or less closely their methods.

I wish particularly to urge every member present to caretully

consider the leport to be submitted to you this morning, each

constituting himself a committee to push the interests of our As-

sociation among those you meet, whether they are members or

not. Personal work is what counts in any organization. The

man in charge ot any branch ot railway work who does not give

it his earnest individual attention cannot be a success; the same

rule holds true with us. We must also realize that to make our

Association effective it must be placed upon a sound financial

basis.

What rapid progress the interurban railways have made: We
need only look around to see them branching out in every direc-

tion, very many ot them being operated upon private rights ot

way. running at high speed and doing freight as well as passenger

business. This rapid progress is calling forth the best talent

ol our manufacturers as well as of those in charge ot the main-

tenance and operation, to design and construct equipments to

meet the ever changing conditions.

As yet but little has been done regarding the exchange ot

freight between steam and electric railways. I fully believe that

tiie time is not far distant when freight will be received by elec-

tric roads and delivered to the steam roads in car load lots, the

same as is now practiced by all steam roads. This would neces-

sitate the construction ot our roadway and track in such a man-

ner that steam cars can be as successfully operated on the elec-

tric lines as on the steam railways.

It is also very important that the motormen operating the cars

should be well posted and thoroughly understand their equip-

ment. To be successful, there should be a uniform method in

their instruction and examination. But a short time ago. should

a locomotive engineer wish to change from one road to another,

his examination as to ability would have been different in a

great many respects from that of the road he was leaving. At the

present time, if he be able to pass an examination upon a road

operating In Maine and should he apply lor a position in Cali-

fornia, the examination would be practically the same, the quali-

fications for a locomotive engineer being the same in all parts

of the country.

Our program is a good one and those who have had the sub-

jects under consideration have done well. The papers should

bring forth good discussions, which will be of great importance

to each of our members. We realize that the majority of active

members cannot be present at the meetings. For them to re-

ceive the benefits they should, the discussions must be full and to

the point. The "Question Box" feature should also prove a very

interesting and profitable part ot our program.

The paper by Mr. Wright, of Providence, "The Ideal Shop," Is

a gomi one and I iMdleve will be of great value, in bringing out

Ihe views of our ni'-mbers. Shop construction and arrangement

ol departments and tools Is of very great importance, making 11

posHible to reduce the cost of maintenance to the very lowest dg-

r.re. To be ellectlve. the departments must be compact, well

lighted and as nearly Hre-proof as possible, so tliat the burDlng

out of any one department would not seriously injure any of

the others.

Mr. Millar, of Buffalo, will present a paper on "Wheel Mat-

ters" that is very complete and instructive. I am fully aware

that it is a very perplexing question, requiring a great deal ol

thought and care, to design a wheel that will meet the very

severe < ondltlons of street railway service.

The paper on "Maintenance and Inspection of Klectrlc Equip-

ment", presented by Mr. Mndall. of Boston, treats of a subject ot

vital Importance to ea< h one of us and 1 bespeak for it your care-

ImI conf Ideration.

Th< re are, however, a great many other matters than those

previously mentioned that call lor our earnest individual atten-

tion. The method of conveying the current from the trolley

wire to our motors by the use of the present trolley wheel, pole

and base is but a make-shift and very unsatlsfaitory. 1 realize

that it is a very hani problem hut at the same time "Where there

is a will, there is a way", and I believe that you will be able, in

some manner in the not very distant future, to overcome the

troubles with it that we now experience.

All of us are more or less troubled with short circuits and the

reducing of the number is ot very great importance. The pres-

ent method of protecting motors by a circuit breaker or single

fuse is one that I do not consider at all sufficient, and believe

that each motor should be protected by an individual fuse. Very

often a short circuit is the cause of a serious accident, and money

spent for this purpose to perfect our equipment and reduce the

number of short circuits to the very least possible number is

well invested and will be the means of preventing a great many
serious accidents.

The construction and installation of wiring and cables is also of

very great importance. The insurance underwriters have taken

hold of this matter and are doing good work, at the same time,

I believe that we who are in the actual work are better able to

see and know what is required.

The emergency brake is a matter that has received but very

little attention from street railway operators and is one of great

importance.

The design and construction of street railway cars and trucks

is more or less crude and they should be changed to have a

maximum amount of strength with minimum weight; at the same

time we must not overlook the fact that they are to be attrac-

tive, safe and coml'orlable for our patrons.

The stock and bond holders of our companies are looking to

us to reduce to a minimum the expense of maintenance and oper-

ation, and the sooner we arrive at and adopt methods looking

that end the better it will be for ourselves as well as our

companies.

Let me again call your attention to the fact that the interests

of all are nearly identical, and as success is the goal for which

we are striving, it is essential that we be<ome familiar with

the work and requirements of all other departments of street

railway work.

Before closing. 1 wish to thank you for the high honor you

have conferred upon me. and I shall ever consider my term ot

office as president of your Association as one of the brightest

spots in my career as a street railway man.

I bespeak for my successor the same generous support that you

have given me. Let us ever be aggressive, fair minded and

ready to fight for what is just.

At the close of President Olds' address the meeting adjourned

to reconvene at 2 o'cluock.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

President Olds called the meeting to order at "2:20 p. m. and

stated that it was very gratifying to nd such a large attendance

of the delegates at the meeting so promptly. He asked that

all ot the members would attend all the sessions promptly.
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The next item of business on the programme was the report

of the exenitive committee.

Secretary S. W. Mower presented the report of the executive

committee. He stated that during the past year the following

number of new members had been acquired by tlie association;

Seven companies, thirty-six active members, and four junior mem
bers. making a total of forty-seven new members during the

year.

The total membership at the present time is as follows: active

members. SI. assoiiate members, 39; junior members, 35: honorary

members. .': total 150.

During the year four active members and three junior mem-
bers resigned.

The total receipts for the year are Jl,704.85. expenses. $1301.30,

balance. {403.05.

On motion of Mr. Baker, the report of the executive committee

was accepted as read.

President Olds announced that new busines.s would be taken

up next and under this head the amendments to the constitution

and by-laws, to provide for the admission of superintendents

of the way department to membership in the organization were

considered.

Mr. F. G. Simmons, of the .Milwaukee Railway and Electric

Company, who had been active in the formation of the proposed

association of superintendents of maintenance of way, stated

that for the past two years he had been very anxious to effect

the organization of the way men of the country. When the

association of Ele<trical and Meihaniial Engineers had been

formed the way men of the country felt that they had been left

behind in the running. Mr. Simmons immediately began to

undertake the formation of an association of way men. He had

written to 130 or 140 heads of way departments and the great

majority of the answers indicate<l that there was a dedded feeling

against a separate organization. The general concensus of

opinion was that through the fact that the various societies were

separating themselves from the main body, the dues to the com-

panies were multiplying and the amount of time necessary to

attend the varous conventions was greatly increased. If the

formation of separate asso<^'iations continued the transportation

men would naturally form an association, who would probaibly

be followed by the claim agents, and there would be such a mul-

tiplicity of associations that they would tend to strip the main

organization of its effectiveness. Many of the managers of the

smaller roads, especially, favored a reorganization within the

main asscK-iation. Mr. Simmons further stated that the idea

of forming a separate association of way men had for the present

been abandoned and the way men were ready to enter the

American Railway Mechanical and Eleitrical Association If they

would be received, and as members of such association they

could take up some of the more pressing subjects connected with

the way department |>endlng the de<ision of the questions now

before the parent organization. A large number of the heads

of the way department had signified their willingness to become

meml>er8 of the Mechanical and Ele<trical Asso<-iation, so that

they might pro<eed to work upon some of the subje<it8 which

were of pressing Interest. He thought that the committee sug-

gested by Mr. BeggB and Mr. Ely, comprising memlwrs from the

main Association, the Accountants' Association, and the Mec-hanlcs

A8«o<'iatlon, was a good Idea, and that there should also be on

this lommlttee some members representing the way department.

It was his opinion that such a lommittee could proceed to work

and that In the course of a year or two some result would follow

along the lines Indliateil by Mr. Beggs and Mr. Ely, and In the

meantime the way men could ai:<'ompliBh something in the

.Mechanical Aswx latlon. In threshing out some of the questions

In which they were Interested.

Mr. C. K. Baker, of Boston moved that the Chair appoint a

committee of three, Helecting one from the way men, to atteml

the meeting of the exe<utlve committ^v of the Ameriian Street

Railway AsHoclalion, to be held on Tuesday morning. Carried.

.Mr W. O. Mundy Huggested that as some of the present

offlrerK of the Me<'hBnlcal Atsinlatlon had become Independent

conHUltlng engineerc, or engaged In pursulU other than that of

engineers for memlwr companies of the aifsfxilatloii, thai the

preaedent should l)e eotabllHhcd that no member of the aHS«<latlon,

who was not In the employ of a member company, nhould hold

office after the expiration of his term.

Messrs. D. F. Carver. Alfred Green, William Pestell and C. F.

Baker made remarks in which they agreed in the position taken

by Mr. Mundy.

President Olds called attention to the tact that at the last

meeting of the association, held at Saratoga Springs, the matter

under discussion was fully covered. The president doubted that

any member of the as=o<'iation. who might become a supply man
would care to accupy an official position, in view of the fact of

his being a supply man. It would not be a proper thing for a

supply men to be an officer of the association.

The president stated that he did not wish to appoint the com-

mittee provided for in the motion of Mr. Baker without an oppor-

tunity to consider the matter and consult with some other mem-
bers; and that he would appoint the committee later and an-

nounce to the association the names of the gentlemen appointed.

The following amendments to the constitution and liy-laws were

then adopted:

MEMBERS—Article 111, Sei-tion I.

The heads of mechanical, electrical and way <lepartnients of

railway companies may be elected Active Members, anil shall be

entitled to one vote each, and all privileges of the Association.

MEMBERS— Article III. Section 3.

Employes of mechanical, electrical and way departments, not

eligible as Active Members, may become eligible to Junior Mem-
bership upon the written recommendation of at least one member,

and shall be entitled to all privileges except that of voting.

On motion of Mr. Alfred Green, it was voted to have the name
of the association remain as it is until the meeting next year.

The president announced the next order of business would be

the reading of papers.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE MECHANICAL AND ELEC-
TRICAL ASSOCIATION.

The active members of the association when the convention

was called to order Monday were 79 in number, the junior mem-
bers were 36. and the associate members (railway compamies)

were 29 In number.

Yesterday the New York City Railway Co. and the Ottawa

Railway Co.. Ottawa. Canada, were added as asMo<iate nieml)ers

and the following as active members:

.1. Murray Africa, chief engineer I.ewiston & Reedsville Ry.

Norman Berry, superintendent car repairs, Sao Paulo (Brazil)

Tramways Co.

Z. T. Daniels, chief engineer and superintendent of constructioq,

Kansas Southern & Iowa Electric Ry.. lola, Kan.

.). S. Doyle, master mechanic Interborough Rapii! Transit Co.,

New York.

N. H. Heft, general manager Stamford & New York Ry., Bridge-

port, Conn.

J. A. Kreis. .Ir., superintendent of pawer and master mechanic,

St. Louis & Suburban Ry.

l.ee Massengale, master mechanic Bast St. Louis & Suburban

Ry.

A. B. Metcalfe, assistant master mechanic, Brooklyn Heights

It. R.

The companies that are associale members in addition to those

Joining the association yesterday are:

Augusta Railway & Electric Co., Augusta, Ga.

Birmingham Hallway. Light & Power Co., Birmlnghaiin. Ala.

Boston Elevated Ry., Boston Mass.

Boston & Northern Strwt Ry., Boston, Mass.

Chicago City Ry., Chicago, 111.

Clniinnatl, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co., Cincinnati, O.

Cincinnati Traction Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cleveland Electrii- Railway Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Denver City Tramway Co., Denver Col.

Detroit Unlled Ry., Detroit, Mich.

Grand Ruplcis Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

International Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Louisville lUllway ('o., Louisville, Ky.

Milwaukee Kleciric Railway & Light Co., Mllwiaiukee. Wis.

Mobile Light & Kallroad Co., Mobile, Ala.

Nashville Railway 6. Light <^)., NiLshvllle, Tenii.

New Orleans HallwayH Co., Now OrloauH, La.
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North Joreey Street liallwa.v Co., Jemey City. N. J.

Rhode Island Co., I'rovldeme, R. I.

Rochester Railway Company, Roiheslor. N. Y.

San .Inan Muhl & Transit Co.. Srhenectady. N. Y.

Scranton Railway Co., Siranton, Ha.

St. I onis Transit Co.. St. l.oul». Mo.

Toledo Railways & Light Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Topeka Rallwaj' Co., Topeka, Kan.

Unllwl Railways & Electrlr Co.. Baltimore, .Md.

Indiana Knion Traction Co., Anderson, Inil.

Wajihington Railway & Klertrlc Co.. WashlnKton, U. C.

The fact that It is the leading toniiianies that are supporting

the asso<'latlnn with Influi-nre and linandal aid speaks eluQiiently

for the work the asso( latlon lias done.

LOCAL COMMITTEE.

The local committee for the Aniem an Railway Mechanical »

Electrical As'sodation is to be congratulated on the excellent ar

r^ngements made hy it. which did so much to make the fir.sl

day's meeting pass off without a hitch of any kind.

This committee louiprlses:

Michael OHrien. master mechanic, St. l-ouls Transit Co.

.1. A. Krels, jr.. master mechanic and superintendent of power,

St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co.

I<ee Messengale. master mechanic. East St. l>ouis & Suburban

Railway Co.

J. E. Burgess, superintendent of wire. St, Louis Transit Co.

Louis Transit Co.

L. P. Crecellus. chief electrician, St. Louis Transit Co.

Merle R. Grlffeth. St. Louis Transit Co.

CLAIM AGENTS TO MEET.

A meeting of the representatives of the claim departments has

been called for this morning, at Room No. 10 on the second lloor

of the Transportation Building. This is a step in the right direc-

tion and those planning to secure a better forum for discus.s

ing matters of interest to this department have our hearty sym-

pathy.

MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION.

The Mamufacturer's Association held a meeting last evening

and appointed an executive committee for the ensuing year as

follows, one appointment being left vacant:

Daniel H. Brady, chairman, president Brady Brass Co.

John A. Brill, vice-president. J. G. Brill Co.

Calvert Townley. general agent. New York, Westinghouse Elec

trie & Manufacturing Co.

E. P. Williams. Sherwin-Williams Paint Co.

Kre<l S. Kenfield. president, Street Railway Review.

George J. Kobus<h, president St. Louis Car Co.

J. R. Lovejoy. manager railway department. General Electric

Co.

James H. McGra.w. president McGraw Publishing Co.

Wm. J. Cooke, vi<-e-president McGuire-Cunimings Manufactur-

ing Co.

Richard H. Meade, secretary, 621 Broadway. New York.

C. C. Pierce. General Ele<tric Co., Boston. Mass.

Frank Randall, general manager. National Electric Co.

C. K. King, manager, Ohio Brass Co.

William Wharton. Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

The St. Louis Car Co. scoi%d a big hit by presenting visiting

electrii' railway men, and the supplymen, beautiful silk flags,

appropriately inscribed, in honor of this meeting of the A. S.

R. A.

<«»
Mr. D. B. Dean and wife, with Mrs. Henry Ureher. who will be

their guest during the convention, arrived Monday on the Cleve-

land special.

TRANSIT COMPANY EXTENDS HOSPITALITY.

The St. Louis Transit Co.. In extending hospitality to the Amer-

ican Street Railway Assoriation this year, adopted a pleasing In-

iiovathui. InsleatI of wearers of AsscK-iatioii badges being entitled

to ride free on the cars, as has been the custom, the Transit com-

pany has issued Ijooks of 28 tickets each to members of the Asso-

ciation and their friends. Each ticket coupon will be received

by the conductor on Transit cars In payment of fare during the

week, conimencing October luth and ending October 15th. The

covers ol the book are embossed and are very ornate. The front

cover is adorned wilh a raised half-tone, showing a female flgure

symbolic of the prosperity arising from the World's Fair, while

on the back cover is a half-tone reprodiKtion of the famed sculp-

ture. "Signing TrausliM of the l»ulsiana Purchase."

NEAT AND USEFUL SOUVENIRS.

A neat and useliii .souvenir is being distributed by the British

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Ltd., in the form of

a "Westinghouse diary and note book." It contains items of inter-

est to English visitors, such as the object of ihe Exposition, loco

motion l'a<ilities. cab rales, tables of money, weights and meas-

ures, etc., together with data concerning the Westinghouse ex-

hibits and products, machinery and tool tables, electric appa-

ratus tables and valuable statistics of various sorts, all carefully

indexed. The major part of the book, which is vest pocket size,

is given over to diar>' and note-book purixjses.

Tickets are being distributed, entitling holders to admission to

the moving picture disjilay in Machinery Hall, where, at )l>:3tl,

2:30 and 4:30 o'clock daily, are shown biograph. panoramic and
interior views of the shops, forges and foundries of the Westing-

house Companies.

M-»-

It is with great regret that we have to announce that Mr. John
A. Brill will not be present at the conventions. He has been ill

for two months.

Mr. C. H. Weeks, vice-president of the Buckeye Engine Co.,

Salem. Ohio, is in St. Louis to attend the Street Railway conven-

tions. Mr. Weeks is very much gratified over the attention

which has been given to the Buckeye engines, which furnish

power for the operation of the Intramural railway.

Mr. Richard H. Pierce, of Pierce, Richardson & Neiler. Chicago

and Boston, who is in St. Louis as chief engineer of the Exhibit-

or's Power Plant, was among those present at the first session

of the Mechanical and Electrical Association.

Mr. W. L. Cook will shortly assume the management of the

Pittsburg office for the Cahall Sales Department. Mr. Cook is

well known among street railway men, having been superintendent

of power for the St. Louis Transit Co. from January, 1901, until

April last. Before coming to St. Louis, Mr. Cook was with the

Louisville Railway Co. in the same capacity. During the con-

vention Mr. Cook is assisting Mes=rs. Darley and Gardner at the

exhibit of the Cahall boilers.

The National Brake Co.. of BiiffaJo. is repreesnted by Mr.

G. S. Ackley. president and general manager, and Mr. Wm. D.

Brewster, secretary, and either of the gentlemen will be found

ready at all times to tell of the merits of the "Peacock" brake

in case they are driven into a corner and have to talk business.

Maj. H. C. Evans, of the I>orain Steel Co.. is attending the

conventions as a delegate to the A. S. R. A., representing the

Johnstown (Pa.) Passenger Ry.

Among the early arrivals is Mr. E. J. Lawless of the John

Stephenson Co.

Mr. H. M. Ransom and Mr. Riley, of the National Electric Co..

arrived in St. Louis Monday from Cleveland.

Mr. Maurice W. Thomas. New Orleaais representative of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., is in attendance.
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THE REGISTRATION OF THE MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.

The following members and visitors of the American Railway

M«Hh2iniial and Elettrical Assoiiation had registered up to li

o'clock last evening.

MEMBERS.
Edwin \V. Olds. Supt. Rolling Stock Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way & Light Co.

Alfred Green, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. H. Adams, Supt. of Shops United Railways & Electric Co.,

Baltimore, Md.

A. B. Met<alfe, Assistant Master Mechanic, Brooklyn Heights

Railroad Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

W. H. McAloney, Supt. of Shops Denver City Tramway Co.,

Denver, Col.

Fred'k G. Simmons,, Supt. of Construction and Maintenance

of Way Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.

H. J. Lake, Master Mechanic Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne

Ry.

C. H. Robinson, Master Mechanic Bloomington & Normal Rail-

way Electric & Heating Co.

J. H. Eastwood, Master Mechanic Colorado Springs & Interurban

Railroad Co.

J. Millar. Supt. Rolling Sto<,k International Ry.. Buffalo, N. Y.

P. J. Connor, General .Master Mechanic Public Service Corpo-

ration of New Jersey.

E. J. Wilcoxen, Superintendent Rochester & Sodus Bay R. R.

D. F. Carver. Chief Engineer Public Service Corporation of

New Jersey.

W. K. Evans, Master Mechanic Twin City Rapid Transit Co.

W. D. Wright, Supt. of Equipment The Rhode Island Co.

C. F. Baker, Supt. Motive Power and Machinery. Boston Ele-

vated Ry.

J. S. Doyle, Master Mechanic Inlerborough Rapid Transit CoC.

WWilliam Pestell, Chief Engine«>r San Juan Light & Transit Co.

Norman Berry, Master Mechanic Sao Paulo Street & Power

Co., Sao Paulo, Brazil.

W. O. .Mundy, Commercial Engineer. Westinghouse Electric &

Manufacturing Co.

John F. Knowles, Superintendent North Alabama Traction Co.

John I. Beggs, President Milwaukee Eleitric Railway & Light

Co.

M. O Brien, Master Mechanic St. Louis Transit Co.

W. G. .Matthews. Supt. of Line Denver City Tramway Co.

Albert R. Olds. Division Civil Engineer Milwaukee Electric

Rai' vay k i-igbt Co.

M. R. Griffeth, Ele<trician St. Louis Transit Co,

S. W. .Mower, Se<retary A. R. M. and E. A., Detroit, MicTi.

R. E. Danforlh, General Manager Rochester Railway Co.

F. H;. Raven, Chicago.

M. P. Boylan, General Auditor Public Service Corporation.

Charles T. Herrick. Chief Inspector Willlamsport Passenger Ry.

N. H. Heft, Vice President and General Manager New York

A Stamford ft Greenwich Tramway.

H. A. Johnson, Public Service Corporation.

H. B. Noyes, Chief Electrician and Master Mechanic Omaha &

Council Bluffs Street Railway Co.

G. J. Smith. Master Mechanic .Metropolitan Street Railway Co ,

Kansas City, Mo.

A. M. Patten, 0«ncral Superintendent Topeka Railway Co.,

Topeka. Kan.

C. K. .Morrell. General Superintendent I^xlngton Railway Co.

I^e Maasengale. Master Mechanic East St. Louis & Suburban

Ry
Z. T. Daniel. Chief Engineer and Supt. of Construction Kansas

Bouthern Ele<lrlc R. R.

E. I). Smith, AHHlstant Supt. of Power St. Louis Transit Co.

Charlex H. Cox, Manager Lincoln Traction Co.

W. E. Harrington, Gem-ral Suixrlntendent South Jersey Di-

vision Public Service Con>oratlon.

I.. P. Crecellua. Chief Bleitrlclan St. Louis Transit Co.

NON-MEMBERS.

W. 8. jB<'kiion. I Ine Hupt. Publli- Service Corporation of New
Jersey.

Geo. E. l^wson. Chief Mechanical Engineer Metroimlitan Street

Railway Co., Kansas City, Mo.

B. E. Wilson. Passenger Agent Rochester Railway Co.

C. W. Cobb, Western Electric Co., Chicago.

J. R. Hlckey, Jersey City, N. J.

Takejiro Shinia. Railway Engineer Imperial Governiment Ry.,

Japan.

C. H. Baker, Boston, Mass.

H. Baylis, Roadmaster Public Service Corporation of New
Jersey.

H. G. Paro, Purchasing Agent East St. Louis & Suburban Ry.

David S. Caree, Chief Engineer and Superintendent Capital

Traction Co.

H. D. Cralmpton, Secretary to President Capital Traction Co.

H. Griffin, Bayonet Trolley Harp Co., Springfield, 0.

V. S. Olinger, Secretary and Treasurer Bayonet Trolley Supply

Co.

OTHER GUESTS.

Mrs. Edwin W. Olds and two sons, Detroit, Mich.

Mrs. Frederick G. Simmons and son, Milwaukee, Wis.

Mrs. E. J. Wilcoxen. Rochester, N. Y.

Mrs. W. K. Evans. Minneapolis, Minn.

Mrs. C. W. Cobb. Chicago.

Mrs. S. W. Mower. Detroit. Mich.

Mrs. H. A. Johnson, Newark. N. J.

Miss Cora Baker, lola, Kan.

Miss Maide Seibert, lola, Kan.

Mis. Charles H. Cox, Lincoln, Neb.

FOR INDICATING STATION STOPS.

Giles S. Allison, of 45 Broadway, New York City, has secured
control of a device for visually indicating in a car the na(mes

of the stations or streets. In rotation, at which the car will stop.

The Idea is particularly applicable to elevated or subway lines

but it can be applied to any suburban or interurban road hav-

ing regular stopping points.

The device consists of a box located either at the end of the

car over the door or In the center of the car. The box contains

a system of metal indicating signs, which by means of an inge-

nious releasing device are made to drop Into view one at a time
whenever a lever Is pulled. The lever can be actuated by any
movement that will give a direct pull. The simplest form would
be a cord or strap, passing from the end of the lever on the

box to the platform so that the guard or conductor could pull

the lever, indicating the next station at which the train or car

would stop. It Is possible al.so to have an arrangement by which
the closing of the platform gate would automatically actuate

the lever and cause the name of the next station to be displayed.

Other a.utomatic or semi-automatic devices for actuating the

lever can be devised to meet special conditions.

The Indicating .slvns in the box drop into view, one at a time,

by gravity when the car Is going in one direction, and when
the signs are to be displayed in the reverse order they are raiseil

in rotation by a simple lifting arrangement actuated by the

operating lever. The or<ler of rotation lan bo reversed at will,

and If It becomes necessary to shunt the car back before It haa
reached the end of the line, the box will Inimeillately begin to

Indicate the st.ations In the new onler.

Mr. J. DeSmet MagnIre has resigned his position as S|)eclal

representative of the National Electric Co.. of Milwaukee, to as-

sume the presidency of the American Electric & Controller Co.,

with hcad(|uarter« at No. \'i iX'y St., New York.

A large party representing the Cleveland Electric Ky. arrived

yesterday afternoon, Iniluding J. J. Stanley and wife, (ieorge

Radcllffe and wife, Abbey Duty and wire, John Erimrdt, W. U.

McDoIe.

The (Ileveland Frog & Crossing (!o, is re|>reHented by Mr. l.ucilH,

who reached St. Louis un the Cleveland special Monday.
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ECONOMY OF COULD REGULATING BATTERIES.

The installations of Cioiilil Store Ke Uattery Go's, regulating

batteries at the power planis of the Easton (Pa.) Power Co.

afforil a striking Illustration of the economy elTeitoil )>y storage

lotteries In tonnectlon with loads of a fluctuating chararter.

The Kaston Power Co. supplies current for both lighting and

railway circuits and has two rtatlon!<. one being equliiped with

steam unit? and synchronouj motors driving 550 volt railway

generators, the current for the»e motors being supplied by two-

phase alternators from the second station which Is a water power

plant distant !''_ miles. The tluituatlons on the railway circuits

were so great that in 1902 a battery of 25S cells of the Gould

type S-fill was Installed at the main power house station, hav-

ing a capacity of 4Ul> araperehour.i. in connection is a regulat-

ing booster. After this installation was made the average AV^
tluctnsling loads Increased so that very often 1,500 h. p. Is re-

quired, the current varying from zero I'p to the maximum, 2.000

amperes at 550 volts. To supply this current required. In addi-

tion to the battery, an 800 h. p. engine driving a 500-i<w. genera,

tor, and the synchronous motor units supplied with current

from the water power plant.

In the early part of 1904 a second battery was installed con-

sisting of 255 cells of the Gould type S-617 In S-C25 tanks, the

capacity being 640 amperes for one hour with a tank capacity of

9fiO amperes. This i)altery is used in parallel with the first bat-

tery and since its installation the 800-h. p. steam unit has been

shut down, with a resultant economy which in a short time will

more than offset the cost of the battery installation. The only

current now used is that derived from the water power, the

water wheels running at a practically constant load and trouble

with the wheel gate being reduced to a minimum. A second-

ary but Important gain is found in the steadier operation of the

lighting lircuits, the generators for which are operated by the

water power from the same plant.

a section cut out to show the depth and quality of the chill

and to afford a minute lnsiiec;i<in of the quality of the iron.

--
THE JOHN STEPHENSON CO.

The exhibit of I he John Stephenson Co., of Bllzabelh, N. J.,

is located on aisles 1) and ."!. Transportation Iliillding. It consists

of a new highspeed Interurban lar 4C> It. long. designe.I lo run

at Ihe highest rate of speed with entire safely. The sea.ing

capacity of the car Is 52 |)as8enger8. The company has .U-signe.l

a special truck for high speed cars of this character. Tliese

trucks have six wheels ea<'h. il being reascmed that with a six-

wheel truck defecls iu Ihe roadbed will not be noticed, whereas

a four-wheel truck will re^lsler them. These trucks are heavier

Uian ordinary six-wheel trucks, also.

There has been no attempt at fancy work or elaborate finish

in the conslniction of the car exhibited and only stan.lard woods

anti plain bronze trimmings have been used. The car is vestl-

liuled and Is divided into smoker, passenger and private com-

partments.

WEBER RAILWAY JOINT MANUFACTURING CO.

ST. LOUIS CAR WHEEL CO.

Everyone interested in car wheels should visit the exhibit of

Ihe St. Ixjuis Car Wheel Co., at post 17, aisle C. Transportation

Building. It is. in effect, a joint exhibit of the St. Louis Car

Wheel Co., St. Louis: the Decatur Car Wheel & Manufacturing

Co., Birmingham, Ala., and the Atlanta (Ga. ) Car Wheel &

Manufacturing Co.

The St. Louis Car Wheel Co. displays wheels loose and wheels

on axles, embracing all styles of chilled cast iron wheels for

The Weber Railway Joint Manufacturing Co., of New York

Cily, has an especially attractive and interesting exhibit in

aisle C, post 4, Transixirtation Building. Here are shown the

various styles of Joints manufactured by this company, together

with a collection of photographs illustrating the Weber joints

in track. In addition to views on different railroads where

thes^ joints are in use. there are several Interesting views and

prints giving details of the joints, and a large picture of the

medal which was awarded this company for first premiums at

the Paris Exposition.

Among the samples of railway joints shown by the Weber
company are step joints joining 100-lb. A. S. C. E. and smaller

rail sections as employed by the Pennsylvania R. R. : step

joints joining 8fl-lb. and 70-11). rails as used by the Chicago &
Alton, and the Weber standard insulated joint for electric rail-

road use. Among the last-named is a sam|/le of the joint adopted

for the subway of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New
York City. These joints are 24 in. long, fitting loo-lb. A. S. C. E.

rail, ami are laid on all of the subway express tracks.

Car.^ exhibited by the St. I ouis Car Co. are samples of equip-

ment as turned out all year around. No attempt at adding

frill?, with a view to catch the spectator's eye, were made.

I-
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SIXTY YEARS OF CAR BUILDING.

A truly remarkable record is that of the Wason Mauiifaoturins

Co., of Springfield. Mass. For over 60 years, this establishment

has been building steam railroad cars, and for over 10 years it

has been building electric railway cars, and we believe there has

never been anyone willing to state that the company ever built

a poor car of either kind. Thomas Whitridge Wason. to whom
the present Wason Manufacturing Co. owes its creation and much
of its prominence, was a carpenter, and, at the age of thirty was
a foreman in the repair shops of the Cabotville cotton mills. In

1845, Thomas Wason and his brother, Charles, foreseeing the fu-

ture development of steam railroads, conceived the idea of goin.g

into the car building business. They located in Springfield,

Mass., and started business in a shop so small that only half of a

car could be kept under cover. Their first year's output consisted

of six box cars and several platform cars for the Connecticut

River Railroad, the entire year's output amounting in value to

about one-third the average cost of a single car such as the com-

pany now builds. The establishment soon gained a wide repu-

tation for the excellence of its work and grew rapidly from year

to year. In 1S81, the capital was increased to $.10(1,000 and a new

IJIRECTORS OP THE WASON MANtlPACTURINQ CO.

:.o. c. pink. C. A. FlMk. I. I' Hyilc, Henry I'>nr«i>n. H S. Hyilo

Pri'iildvnt. Dt-Tpaneil. VU-o-I'rc8. Trt-iif-urcr.

l>oard wa3 chosen, consisting of George C. Flsk. H. S. Hyde, G. T.

M. Davis, I cwis J. Powers, Charles A. Flsk. In 188n, the death

of Mr. Uavij necessitated a new board of directors. Mr. Powers

withdrew and the two men brought in were Henry Pearson and

I.. C. Hyde. This board continued until July 30, 1I»(I4, when oc-

curred the death of Charles A. Flsk.

In 1893, the company began building cars for electric railway

service, anil this is now an important branch of the business.

Last year the output of the shops Included 51 steam railroad cars,

453 cars for the Manhattan Elevated, 15 cars for the Rapid

Transit Co, of New York, G4 closed and 4'J open electric railway

carif, 4 freight cars and 50 snow-plows.
«-•-•

NERNST LAMP COS. EXHIBIT.

The main exhibit of the Nernst Lamp Co. Is localeil In a corner

of the Westinghousc block. No. 7, aisle T. Bleitrlclty Hullillng,

with a Hubsidlary exhibit In Machinery Hall, next to the Westing-

bouHe auditorium. The main exhibit Is In an attractive covered

booth, where a special switchboard allows all varieties of elei-

trie ilhtmlnantfl to be thrown off and on, and a direct i^omparl-

Bon of current consumption to be made by plugging In a watt-

meter on any desired circuit. There are also cabliK't.s and ills-

wcted lampK In operation, the former nhowlng to advantage the

value of the NernHt lamp In the ilelermlnallon of colors, while

the latter showB the beHl features of lump manufacture as em-

iMHlled In (he NernHt, and the reliability of operation.

Other exhibits of this company will be found in the mining

exhibits of Texas, North Carolina and Wisconsin. These con-

sist of the ores and steps in manufacture of the glower. Some

of the ores from the Barriuger mine in Texas belonging to the

Nernst Lamp Co. have showu marked radiographic properties.

The most effective displays of the Nernst lamp, however, are

to be found in the lipihtiug of the Fine Arts Building and many

of the concessions and minor buildings.

BROWN-CORLISS ENGINE CO.

The Brown-Corliss Engine Co., of Corliss, Wis., has instance

at block 45, aisle G, Machinery Hall, the engines tor two of the

generating units for the Intramural Ky. plant. This company

makes a specialty iil engines lor electric railway service, building

heavy duty and girder frame corliss engines in all sizes. The

two engines in question are 750-h. p. vertical ciciis-compound

engines. 18 and 30 in. by 30 in., direct connected to Urocker-

Whecler generators. They are of the company's standard type

for railway work, with double eccentrics and guaranteed to work

with continuous cut-off as late as 15-16 of the stroke. The units

opeiate at 138 r, p. m., steam iieing supplied to the engine at

about 150 h. p.

THE LAGONDA MANUFACTURING CO. EXHIBIT.

The accompanying illustration shows the exhibit of the I.a-

gonda Manufacturing Co., of Springfield, O., manufacturer of

Weinland tube cleaners, boiler room and steam specialties. The
exhibit is in the Steam, Gas and Fuels Building, among the

boilers which are used tor furnishing the steam for the entire

Exposition plant.

In this display may be seen the mechanical cleaner, which is

driven by electric motor or other suitable power. Also the di-

rect motor cleaner, which is something new in this line. This

is a 12-in. water wheel which drives a very powerful cleaning

head and which, with water at 150 lb, pressure, develops about

5 h. p. The power driven cleaner with horizontal drums at the

top is used for cleaning bent tubes. A very interesting machine

is the large turbine cleaner, which stands on top of the pyramid.

-^M0k- ^-
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Cha.H.

R. E. Hum. Charloa

Goo. II. CiravcB. A.

C. B. Ka.sty (Inside

Trury Rogers

W. A.

(1.

Asluiry Park, N. J.—Atlantic Coast Electric R. R. Co.

E. Ilevitl. Geo. B. Cade. (Southern).

AiiKiiHta. Oa.—AuK'iHla Ry. & Electric Co.

1,. Kiirbay (Sotithern).

Atlanta. Ga.—Georgia Ry. & Electric Co.

M. Moore (I'lanlers).

Allentown. Pa.— I.ehlgh Valley Traction Co.

Inn.)

HlnKlianitnn. N. V.—Blnghamton Ry.l Co.

(Jefferson).

BirniinKli£iii. Ala.—Birmingham Ry. 1 Ight & Power Co.

McWhortcr (I'lanlers).

HoiJton. Mass.—Boston Elevate<l Ry. Co. C. S. Sergeant, H. I...

Wilson (Jefferson).

Boston. Mass.— Boston & Northern St. Ry. Co. Frank Wllken-

son (Mo. Athletic Chih). Prank J. l.add ( Hanilllon ). II Crover

(Mo. Athletic Club).

Boston, Mass,— Boston & Worcester St. Ry. Co. J. F. Slean,

A. E. Child. H. F. Eldredge, W. O. Jenkins. C. C. Pearce.

Beaumont. Tex.—Beaumont Traction Co. Geo. J. Kohuscli,

Frank J. Duffy, W. S. McCall.

Buffalo. N. Y.— International Ry. Co. W. Caryl Ely, H. M. Pease,

Van Horn Ely, J. H. Belsen. C. A. Coons. T. I.. Kemsllla.

Chicago, III.—Calumet Electric St. Ry. H. M. Sloan (Jef-

ferson )

.

Chicago, 111.—Chicago City Ry. Co. M. B. Starring. 1.. S. Men-

zeshelmer, T. C. Penlngton. C. N. Duffy, 1,. Jewell, W. H. Lelanil.

Geo. I. B«rgeTi, D. A. Sant, H. B. Fleming, C. R. Manger, Robert

(irinnell, E. R. Gilbert, J. E. Burgee (Southern).

Chicago', III".—South Chicago City Ry. Co. W. Wampler.

Camden. N. J.—Camden & Suburban Ry. Co. W. E. Harring-

ton, H. H. Norrls (509G McPherson Ave.).

Cincinnati, O.—(Jindnnatl Traction Co. Thomas Elliott.

Cleveland, O.—Eastern Ohio Traction Co. R. L. Andrews. (4549

W'estnilnster PI.), J. J. Doyle (Southern).

Cleveland, p.—Cleveland &
' South'westem Traction Co. H. A.

Nicholl (Washingtonj. W. H.-Atbott. ^ . - .

Dubuque. la.—Union Electric Co. L.. D. Mathes (Planters).

B«st-Sfe I,o»i«,- Ul.^East St, .Louis. & Suburban Ry. Co. H. .S.

Clark (Jefferson). L. C. Haynes. J. M. Bramlett, C. E. Wilson.

I.ee Massengale, W. A. Bennett.

Galveston, Tex.—Galveston City Ry. Co. H. H. Cooper.

Gran<l Rapids. Miih.—Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Muskegon
Ry. Wallace Franklin. Carl M. Vail.

Hartford, Conn.—Hartford St. Ry. Co. E. S. Goodri.h (Inside

Inn).

Jackson. Miss.—Jackson Electric Ry.. l.igbt & Power Co. F. G.

Jones. John I.orenz.

Johnstown. Pa. —Johnstown Passenger Ry. Co. H. C. Evans
(Southern).

Jersey City, N. J.—Public Service Corporation

W. Bayles, M, R. Boglan, Dudley Farrand, H. A.

Whitehead.

Kansas City. Mo.—Metropolitan St. Ry. Co.

ington).

Kenosha. Wis.—Kenosha Electric Ry. Co.

Lynchburg. Va.—Lynchburg Traction & Light Co. R. D. Apper-

son, C. C. Hogshead, T. J. Carter (.5653 Gates Ave.), J. A. Garrett

( Franklin).

Louisville. Ky.— Louisville & Eastern R. R. Co. Percival Moore

(Jefferson), H. H. Bechtel (Fielding).

Maynard, Mass.—Concord, Maynard & Hudson St. Ry. Co.

W. Ogden.

Memphis, Tenn—Memphis St. Ry. Co. F. G. Jones, R
Stewart.

Milwaiukee. Wis.—Milwaukee Electric Ry. & Light Co. John I

Beggs. E. W. Olds, O. M. Rau, G. H. Atkin, C. J. Davidson, H. C
Mackay, F. G. Simmons, M. M. Austin, W. V. N. Powelson. E. G
Cowdrey, W. F. White.

Montreal, Canada—Montreal St

Donald.

Merrimac. Mass.— Haverhill

Smith (2068 Taylor Ave.).

J. N. Akarmau,
Johnson, Jno. R.

G. J. Smith (Wash-

W. L. Arnold.

J.

G.

Nashville, Tenn.— Nashville Ry. & Light Co. H. A. Davis

( Hamilton ).

Ni'W Orleans, La.—New Orleans Railways Co. W. H. Renaud,

Jr.

Norfolk. Va.—Norfolk, Portsmouth k Newport News Co. E. A.

1 angnilre.

North Adams, .Mass.—Hoosac Valley St. Ry. Co. W. Nary.

New York, N. Y.- New York City Ry. Co. W. A. DIaaa. T.

Mlllen, H. H. Vreeland. S. Young. Henry Sander.-'on. R. W. Meade.

New York, N. Y.— Inlerborough Rapid Transit Co. J. S.

(Southern).

Plymouth, Mass.— Bro<-kton & Plymouth St. Ry. Co. A. .1.

Bemis (Southern).

Pittsburg, Pa.— Pitlsburg. McKeesport & Connelsville Ry. Co.

W. E. Moore, J. W. Bldge (Southern).

Port Chester, N. Y.—New York & Stamford Ry. Co. N. H.

Heft, P. J. Allyn (Sou(heru).

Providence. R. I.—Rhode Island Co. W. D. Wright, F. N.

Bushnell (Inside Inn).

Rochester, N. Y.— Rochester Ry. Co. R. E. Danforlh (South-

ern), E. J. Wllcoxen, B. E. Wilson, T. P. Maize (Inside Inn).

Richmond. Ind.—Richmond Street & Interurban Ry. Co. Dan-
iel Royse (St. James).

Saginaw. Mich.—G. F. Chapman. G. F. Chapman, Jr., Palmer
Hewlett (Washington).

San Juan. Porto Rico—San Juan Light & Transit Co. Wm.
Pestell (Mo. Athletic Club), C. G. Young.

Savannah. Ga.—Savannah Electric Co. W. C. De Vane (3814

Delmar Ave.).

Seattle. Wash.—Seattle Electric Co. A. L. Campbell.

Schenectady, N. Y.—Schenectady Ry. Co. Edward F. Peck, F.

E. Payne (Monticello).

St. Louis. Mo.—St. Louis Transit Co. Robert McCulloch. James
Adkins, Richard McCullo<h. J. F. Davison. E. O. W. Johnson,

J. D. Crafton, J. B. Price, Frank Betts, James Larkins. L. W.
Harper.

St. Louis, Mo.—St. Louis & Suburban Ry. Co. John Mahoney,
J. S. Walsh, J. S. Walsh. Jr.. E. B. Simmons. Breck. Jones. S. M.
Kennard, C. H. Huttig. Benjamin Altheimer. H. I. Drummond,
C. M. Foster. W. S. Orthheim. W. F. Nolker. J. A. Kreis, Jr., J. G.

Johnson. Nathan Smith.

St. Joseph. Mich.—Benton Harbor & St. Joseph Electric Ry. &
Light Co. W. Worth Be.<in, W. Worth Bean, Jr. (4926 Forest

Park Bl.).

Sheboygan. Wis.—Sheboygan Light & Ry. Co. H. A. Strauss.

Terre Haute. Ind.—Terre Haute Electric Co. G. F. Wells (In-

side Inn).

Toronto. Canada—Toronto Ry. Co. E. H. Keating (New St.

James )

.

Topeka. Kan.—Topeka Ry. Co. Albert W. Patton (Planters).

Utica. N. Y.—Utica & Mohawk Valley Ry. Co. A. L. Linn, Jr.,

J. N. Shannahay, E. H. Stichel. C. Loomis Allen, M. J. Brayton.

Venice. 111.—Granite City & St. Louis Ry. Co. F. E. Allen, E.

L. McFadden. G. D. Rosenthal. G. F. Miller.

Wa-shington. D. C.—C^.pital traction Co. David S. Carll, H.

D. Crompton (Southern).

Webb City. Mo.—Southwest Missouri Eleitric Ry. Co. W. E.

McMechan. H. C. Rogers, J. M. Maret.

Williamsport, Pa.—Williamsport Passenger Ry. Co. C. T. Her-

rick (Metropolitan).

Worcester. Mass.—Worcester St. Ry. Co. J. W. Lester, F. A.

Huntress (Hamilton).

Ry. Co. W. G. Ross, D, M.

Anu>sbury St. Ry. Co. Winfleld

LADIES.

Mrs. A. I.. Campbell. Sealtle. Wash.

Mrs. E. F. Peck.

Mrs. James Adkins.

Mrs. Frank Betts.

Mrs. L. W. Harper.

Mrs. A. W. Patton, Topeka, Kan.

Mrs. A. L. Linn. Utica. N. Y.

Mrs. .^ A. Shannahan, Utica, N. Y.
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Mrs. C. I.. A\Wn. Utiia, N. Y.

Mrs. M. J. Brayton. Utiia, N. Y.

Mrs. E. H, Stiohel, Utica, N. Y.

Mrs. F. E. Allen. Venice, 111.

Miss A. L. Evans.

Mrs. Wallace Franklin. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miss Grace E. Franklin. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Mrs. C. .M. Vail. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Miss Goodrich. Hartford, Conn.

Mrs. M. R. Boglan. Jersey City.

Mrs. H. A. Johnson, Jersey City.

Mrs. J. R. Whitehead, Jersey City.

Mrs. G. J. Smith, Kansas City, .Mo.

Mrs. W. L. Arnold. Chicago.

Miss Moore. Louisville, Ky.

.Miss Moore. Louisville, Ky.

.Mrs. H. H. Bechtel, Louisville, Ky.

Miss Bechtal. Louisville, Ky.

Mrs. E. H. Ogden. Maynard, Mass.

Miss Lillian Ogden. Maynard, Mass.

Miss Mary Grace Beggs, Milwaukee, Wis.

Mrs. W. V. N. Powelson. Milwaukee, Wis.

Mrs. E. G. Cowdrey. Milwaukee, Wis.

Mrs. H. A. Davis, Nashville. Tenn.

Mrs. W. H. Renand, Jr., New Orleans, La.

Mrs. E. A. Langmire, Norfolk, Va.

Mrs. Thomas Millen. New York. N. Y.

Mrs. H. H. Vreeland, New York, N. Y.

Mrs. Henry Sanderson, New York. N. Y.

Mrs. C. B. Easty, Allentown, Pa.

Mrs. F. J. Ladd. Boston, Mass.

Mrs. C. C. Pearce, Boston, Mass.

Mrs. Geo. J. Kobusch, St. Louis.

Mrs. W. S. McCall, St. Louis.

Mrs. W. Caryl Ely. Buffalo, N. Y.

Miss Adams, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mrs. Van Horn Ely, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mrs. C. A. Coons, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mrs. M. B. Starring, Chicago, III.

Mrs. L. S. .Minzesheimer, Chicago, III.

Mrs. T. C. Penington, Chicago, III.

Mrs. L. Jewell. Chicago. 111.

Mrs. W. H. Lelaud, Chicago. III.

Mrs. G. I. Bergen, Chicago. III.

Miss Tbompkins, Chicago, III.

Mrs. E. R. Gilbert, Chicago. 111.

Mrs. J. E. Burgee, Chicago, III.

Mrs. W. E. Harrington, Camden N. J.

Mrs. H. H. Norrls.

Mrs. R. L. Andrews, Cleveland, O.

Mrs. H. A. Nicholl. Cleveland, O.

Mrs. W. H. Abbott, Cleveland, O.

Mrs. H. S. Clark.

Mrs. L. C. Haynes. E. St. Louis, III.

Mrs. J. M. Bramlett. E. St. Louis, III.

Mrs. C. E. Wilson, E. St. Louis, III.

Mrs. Lee .Vlassengale. E. St. Louis. 111.

.Mrs. W. A. Bennett, E. St. Louis. III.

•-•-

Mr. Arthur Hartwell has resigmnl an sales manager of the

Wesllnghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. to become manager

of the Sterling Varnish Co., of Pittsburg. Mr. Hartwell assumcil

his new dutlf.t on Spplemher 2»th.

THE WABASH CUTS THE SCHEDULE TO 7 HOURS.

Commencing Sunday. Octolwr 2nd, the Wabash Banner Bluo

Limited, which leaves Chiiago at 11:03 a. m. dally, will make thn

run from Chicago to St. Louis in seven hours—one hour faster

lime than has heretofore ever been made between Chicago and

St. LouU. On the return trip, this train leaves St. Louis at

2:')0 p. m. and reaches Chicago at 9:00 p. m.

The Banner Blue Limited Is one of the flnmt day IraluK In Ihi-

world. The equlpmenl, which Is all new, consists of high-back

coaiheH, free re<llnlng chair cars, dining lar and parlor observa

tlon car.

ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE OF THE MANU-
FACTURERS.

C. C. Pierce. General Electric Co., Chairman.

S. W. Trawick, General Electric Co.

J. T. McMuiray. Niles Bement Pond Co.

F. G. Tallman. tirown Hoisting Co.

R. E. Moore, General Electric Co.

N. H. Powers, American Automatic Sw. Co.

F. C. Randall. National Electric Co.

Jos. Cunningham. National Electric Co.

S. 1. Wales. National Electric Co.

A. H. Metzlaar. National Electric Co.

W. H. Powers. National Electric Co.

F. n. Degrass. Crocker-Wheeler Co.

Julian Roe, Crocker-Wheeler Co.

W. F. Sullivan, Crocker-Wheeler Co.

W. F. Fowler. Westinghouse Co.

M. W. Thomas. Westinghouse Co.

W. R. Dunlap. Westinghouse Co.

Frank S. Smith, Westinghouse Co.

T. P. Gaylord. Westinghouse Co.

J. R. Gordon. Westinghouse Co.

W. H. Heulings. Jr., J. G. Brill Co.

J. M. Haskell, J. G. Brill Co.

F. .\. Estep. R. n. Nutall Co.

J. M. Gallagher. R. D. Natall Co.

Daniel Royse. St. Ry. Review.

Jos. LIcdinger. Dayton Mtg Co.

Thco. P. Bailey. General Electric Co.

J. C. Calish, General Electric Co.

Geo. Bailey, Roehling Wire Co.

G. E. Kohler, Koliler Bros.

Harry Bigelow. Hale & Kilburn Mfg. Co.

A. S. Littlefield. Littlefleld Construction Co.

Chas. K. Knickerbocker, Griffin Wheel Co.

H. C. Wells. Babcock & Wilcox Co.

George Knox,, Knox Engineering Co.

Robert Ounuing, Cincinnati Car Co.

G. S. Clark. Pennsylvania Steel Co.

Otis Cutler, American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co.

T. A. McGiniey. Duff Mfg. Co.

J. M. Wakeman, Street Railway Journal.

Wm. Wampler,, Peckham Truck Co.

J. H. Stedman. Stednian Transfer Co.

E. J. lawless, John Stephenson Co.

E. H. Abadle, .'\badie & Co., St. Louis.

A. L. Whipple. Curtain Supply Co.

G. D. Rosenthal. General Electric Co.

Harry W. Frost. Berry Bros.

Edward A. Record. Vacuum Oil Co.

Samuel A. Mcgath. (Jalcna Oil Co.

W. H. WhitesideH. Allis-Chalmers Co.

Arthur Warren, Allls-Cbalnicrs Co.

W. II. Kirshner. Columbia Mai-liine Works.

Cornell S. Ilawlcy. (^on.solidatcd I'ar Heating Co.

Roger W. Conant. Roger W. Conant Co.

J. Howard Yardlcy, National Car Wheel Co.

John Murphy, Heine Safety Boiler Co.

F. Garland, Ohio Brass Co.

Frank Ma<(!oviTn. Rossiter-MacGovern Co.

J. M. Barr. Weber Kail Jidnt Manufacturing Co.

•-•-

TROLLEY ACCIDENT AT SPRING VALLEY, ILL.

A car of the Illinois Valley Traction Co. was wrecked near

Spring Valley, 111.. Oct. !(lh. and nearly all of the :m passengers

were more or Ickh Injured. The car was running at a high rate

of speed and as It reached a curve near the city limits or Spring

Valley It left the traik, plunged over an embankment ami till

til the bottom of the ditch with terrific force.

The coniltirtor of the car was fatally Injured and the motornuin

was removed liom under the car with several severe injuries.

Fortimately none of the passengers were killed, although several

had to be removed In ambulances. The cause of thg accident lij

{iscrliied to tlie carelessncsg Of the motorman,
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WILL SELL THHIR EXHIBITS.

ND\RER
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NOTE "mE
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TREAD ^

"t^
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ISEATEST 5TANW00D
AMD RAILWAY 15 THE
SAFEST. APPLIANCES STEP
CHICAGO-COM PAINY-NEW YORK

Kor Sale

The World's Fair
Shoot the Chutes

Now Coining Money on the Pike

at the World's Fair, St. Louis

Capt. Paul Boyton's Magnificent Steel
Double Chutes (Patented). Largest, finest,

highest, .safest Cliutcs in all the world. The
latest model, entirely different from any Chutes

ever built before. Runs Automatic.
No riding up in cars, or changing boats, or

walking up, or oscillating steps. You get in the

boats at tho bottom and stay in boats for the

20 rides (20 rides often run *200 to 1300 a d.ay).

Capacity $240 an hour. Runs by ste.am

or electricity. Easily taken down and re-erected.

Cheaply shipped (R. K. cars run under the

Chutes now). Come and see it or write to

A. R. Rogers,
President Pike Financing Co., Exposition, St. Louis

The National Klirirlc Cc, of Milwaukee, and the Jlooven-

Owens IlcnCBchlcr Co., of KbmiltoD, 0.. offer an opportunity to

puri'haso their exiiitilt at 'jlotlt 4fi. Machinery Building. This

unit I'onKlsta of a Natlonfl revolving field alternator of 1,500-kw.

eapailty, direct connect'-d to the new Hamilton-Corliss vertical

cross compound condensing enRlne, running at 83 r. p. m. The
entire equipment represents the latest development of engineer-

ing design, and may be seen In operation until the close of the Ex-

position.

A detailed description, with illustrations, will be mailed upon

request, and the representatives of the above companies may be

found at block 4i;. Marhinery Uullding. The National Klectrlc

Co. may also be interviewed at section fi. Electricity Building,

where a number of other direct and alternating units of smaller

lajjaiities are to be disposed of.

•-•-•

BUCKEYE ENGINE CO.

The Buckeye Engine Co., of Salem. O.. shows at blixk 4.").

aisles O and 'J. Machinery Building, a 1,5(10 h. p. cross compound
engine direct connected to a 95u-kw. Crocker-Wheeler generator,

this unit being part of the plant for operating the Intramurat

Ry.. and it is one of the largest units for this service. The en-

gine has 2t)V4-ln. high pressure cylinder, 5ii-in. low pressure

cylinder and 48-in. stroke. It operates at IdO r. p. m. It is of the

heavy duty type, such as the company makes a specialty of

building for electric railway service.

O. M. EDWARDS CO.

The O. M. Edwards Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., furnished the win-

dow fixtures for the Missouri Pacific train exhibit in the Trans-

portation Building. The fixtures are the company's latest im-

proved pattern and are worth an inspection. The Edwards com-

pany makes window and curtain fixtures for electric cars and its

produits have become widely and favorably known.
•—¥

THE CURTAIN SUPPLY CO.

Although the Curtain Supply Co., ot Chicago, has no exhibit

of its own, its products are very much in evidence at the Expo-

sition, for nearly every electric car exhil)iled in the Transporta-

tion Building is provided with Curtain Supply Co. curtains or

curtain fixtures, or both. The fixtures of this company also form
a part of the equipment of the Intramural Ry.

The Curtain Supply Co. is prepared to furnish on short notice

curtains and curtain fixtures of any required style and type for

all kinds and descriptions of city, suburban and interurban cars.

The company's representative states that the Curtain Supply

Co. is selling its specialties in one form or another to pra<tically

every electric railway company and car builder in the country.

ELLIOT FROG & SWITCH CO.

riip Elliot Krog & Switch Co., of East St. Louis, displays Its

specialties in an attractive manner at its booth In aisle C, post

11, Transpoitation B\iilding, everything being laid out so as to

be easily demonstrated. The exhibit includes the following:

Three-throw switch with Hasty stand; "Eureka" spring rail

frog, anchor block pattern; switch stand with semaphore target;

split switch, wedge adjustable pattern; "Eureka" spring frog,

plate pattern; high main line ladder stand; swing rail frog for

yards; automatic parallel target ground throw; switch attach-

ments; high main line switch stand; "Eureka" spring frog, an-

chor block pattern; three throw stand for slip switch crossings

and three throw split switch ; stiff frog, bolted pattern, solid

welded filling; stiff frog, steel clamp pattern.

The Elliot Frog & Switch Go's, devices are widely and favor-

ably known and its exhibit deserves attention from the visiting

railway men.

Street railway men in attendance at the convention should
not fail to look up the exhibit of the Galena-Signal Oil Co., of

Franklin, Pa. They will find something of interest there.
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THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTIONS OF THE AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.

SOME PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF CAPT. ROBERT MCULLOCH, VICE-PRESIDENT AND GENERAL M.\NAGER ST. LOUIS TRANSIT CO.*

When the convention met In 1885, Julius S. Walsh was presi-

dent of the Citizens' R. R.: Christian Peper, president of the

St. Louis R. R.; Erastus Wells, president of the Missouri R. R.;

J. H. Maxom, president of the I.indell R. R.; John Seullin,

president of the Union Depot R. R. Charles Green was also

prominent. Mr. Walsh toolc active charge of the local

side of the entertaining and we held our meetings at the South-

ern Hotel. So far as I know there were no papers especially

prepared, but there were various questions discussed; one of the

very important subjects was the feeding and care of horses, as

in those days there were only horse cars. The cure for dis-

eases, the best way of feeding, how many miles horses could best

stand for a day's worli and things of that kind were of greatest

interest. The weight ot the cars and the weight of the rail was

ROBERT M'CULLOCH,
Vlc«-PreHl<lcnt snd Ooncral Manager St. Louis TranHlt Co.

not dlgcuBsed for the reason that there wag only one style of rail

in use and that was a flat tram rail laid on a wooden stringer,

whi'h was notched Into the ties; the ties were laid 4 ft. apart.

We had cars as light as we could get them. The heaviest cars

weighed S.-IOO lb., and the majority of cars In this city were

what wc termed the "bobtail," a car only 10 ft. long, drawn by

one horse or two small mules. The preference at that time was

for mules, as they could endure more than a horse, could stand

the hot weather, and Iheir average service was 10 to 15 years,

while the borae lasted not more than half so long. Our great

•Capt. McCullo<h was vbe-prcHlilcnt, treasurer, manager and

secretary of the Bellefontalne Railroad Co. at the time of the

flrst meeting In St. IxiuIh, In 1885. At the timo of the sei-ond St.

l»ut« convention he was vice-president and general manager

of the combination of roads owned by the National Railway Co.

trouble in the operation of cars then was the motive power.
That was the most serious question, especially when we had
snow to contend with. The plowing and cleaning of snow from
the tracks was extremely hard work with the crude appliances
we had and the fact that we could only move them with our
regular horses that were needed to pull the cars cut down our
service very much as we could not use them for both.

Our work was very hard in those days. The hours of our
men were long, but they did their work well and did it uncom-
plainingly. While the work was very hard for us who were then
in business, we do not regret having done it and are glad we had
the experience, although we would not care to do it again. Of
course, we would be unable to perform the duties of city trans-
portation today with those appliances. It could not be done,
and the city today would not have developed without improve-
ments in transportation.

There were no roads in St. Louis at that time that were longer
than four miles in any direction, except the Broadway line,

which was 7'i, and it let their horses make a half-trip. The
distance that people then rode on street cars was limited to.

perhaps. 3 or 4 miles.

C.VR IN SERVICE IN ST. LUL'IS IN 18S6.

There were no transfers; the fare was 5 cents. For quite a

while after the war there were no 5-cent pieces and It was almost
a necessity to have car tickets. While there were a few 5-cent

"shinplasters," they were not abundant. The Legislature of the

State passed an act legalizing the street car tickets of the city,

each company being authorized to issue tickets, which were to

be sold In strips of Ave adult tickets for 25 cents and ten chil

dren's tickets for 25 cents. These tickets were Interchangeable

and had to be accepted In payment of the fare on any of the

roads, no matter who had Issued them. Kvcry month the secre-

taries of the roads had a clearing day. on which they exchanged
tickets, paying the difference in cash. These tickets were ac-

cepted by grocers, butchers, dry goods stores, and. In fact, by
everybody In change, and were Just as good as a piece of silver

Is today. The advent of the nickel and the silver dime did

away with the tickets, and although the same authority exists

today, th.y are very seldom used. This act of the Legislature

encouraged the use of tickets, and. In fact, almost compelled It

for the act authorized a fare of 7 cents If It were paid In money.

The companlcH In many Instances did colleit 7 cents, but they

gradually (lull llic practice when the 5-cenl piece came Into use,
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Jil.MWtAM SilOWJ.Vr. .WtOWTU OF ST. I.IIIIS .STIIEKT HAU.WAYS,

This act of the Legislature has never been repealed, although
some provision may have been made in the lity ordinance re-

garding the Scent fare.

There were no exhibits at the conventions in those days, not

even the suggestion of an exhibit. The convention was in ses-

sion three days, as I remember. We had a banquet at the

Southern Hotel, which, as compared with our dinners in recent

years wa.s not largely attended. The association then was more
like a club of street car owners. The practical affairs of street rail-

ways were not so generally understood nor were they so im-

portant.

In the beginning of the street railway work, going back to the

organization of the street railway association. persoUs who
knew how to take tare of horses and what was the best way of

feeding them, the best method of working, the kind of a car to

use and how fast to run them, held those things as trade secrets.

The railroad man in one city did not know or care what railroad

men were doing in other cities.

The American Street Railway Association has accomplished
its greatest good in bringing about an acquaintance between the

different railway men all over the country and getting them
to exchange ideas about their work, a thing that had never
been done before: in fact, it had been avoided previously.

While there were no exhibits in 1885 they appeared the next
year when the association met in Cincinnati. Placed on a

writing table, as I remember them, they consisted of a short

piece of Johnson girder rail and a miniature railroad track,

which was. perhaps. 6 ft. long and 6 in. gage, with a car on it.

By some method there was an electric current produced. I do
not remember how. and one end of this track was elevated, and
it was undertaken to demonstrate that there was a greater ad-

hesion between the wheels and the rail when there was current

in them than when there was no current. This to show that it

might be possible to get a car to propel itself on a track that was
not absolutely level, it was thought at that time that a street

car that was self propelled could not run on a grade.
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\VHEi"K OF VNIO.N DEPOT I'HWEl:

At the time -of the 1896 convention in St. Louis John Scullin

was at the head of the Union Depot road; Mr. Maffitt at the

head of the Missouri R. R.; Mr. Whitaker at the head of what

was known as the I.indell road. Then there was a new road

about to enter the field, the Suburban road, which is still in

existence: that road was built after the convention of 1S85, and

Charles H. Turner was at its head in 189«.

By 1896 the horse had disappeared. The flat tram rail had

given way to the girder. In many instances the flat rail was as

light as 28 lb. to the yard: it gave place to a jiirder rail of about

85 lb. The 10 ft. car had been gradually enlarged until it be-

came 20 to 25 ft. long. The horse car with a maximum speed of per-

haps something less than 6 miles per hour, had been replaced by

the cable and electric cars with a maximum speed of 10 to 12 miles.

c All i.s i:.si; i.s isac u.\ ciTi/.u.Na haii.w.w

I think the insimence of the National Railway lines (with

which 1 wa» then connected) on having the BO-ft. rail was the be-

ginning of the uoe of that length for railH. The object of long

rallH was to reduce the number of Joints. Mr. Daniel Coolldge.

now prenldcnt of the l.orain Sleel Co., was. In 1893, a salesman

for the Johnson Co.. now the l.orain Steel Co., and we wanted

to build quite a bit of new track in carrying out the changes

we were about to make from cable to electric power. Mr. Cool

Idge lame to solicit an order and In an unguarded moment he

agreed to a proposition that I made bini, and said he would give

ua a rail 60 ft. long. That was In October, 1893. Later he tried

HOl'.SE 1!Y TORNADll, MAY. 1S96.

to have that requirement set aside, sayin.s; that it would be im-

l)0ssible for us to get the steam railroads to transport the rail

and that we would be unable to handle them in the streets except

at great disadvantage, but we declined to release him from his

promise. We could not get the 60ft. rail until 1895, and were

obliged to wait until the company moved the plant from Johns-

town, Pa., to l.orain, Ohio, so that it could have facilities to

straighten so Iou.e; a rail. We got the first OO-l't. rails that were

made.

We made a contract with the General Electric Co. in the sum-

mer of 1892 to furnish us direct connected units and I believe

we got that contract by reason of the fact that the General

Electric Co. had said that if we could get a large engine that

would allow a speed of from 90 to 100 r. p. m., it could build us

a direct I'onnected generator of 750 kw. capacity.

The only builder of large engines of the corliss

type who would agree to give us an engine that

would run at that speed was Mr, Reynolds, of the

IC. P. Allis Co. When we accepted the proposi-

tion of the General Electric Co., it also undertook

to have it set aside and get us to take the old

style of generator, bvit we stuck to it and insisted

on having the machine ordered. The first one

I lie lompany ever Iniilt is running today and is

now running as perfe<'tly as any machine it call

build now. It was started on .Inly I. ISDIi, in the

Cass Avenue power house.

One day. 1 think sometime in September, 1891,

a man came into the office with a little black bag

in his hand and* said he had something he wanted

Id show me. lie was Mr. Hoffman, representing

.\Ir. Kalk. He opened the bag and took out a

jiiinl that he had made by some proi'ess of mold-

ing. The whole thing was, perhaps, 10 in. long

wilh two plc<es of girder rail, each one about 5

in., with ai lump of cast iron holding tliem logelh-

er. He started to tell me what it was and as he

spoke with some hesitation, I remarked to hini that it was not

necessary for him to exert liimaelf. Then 1 asked him If he

thought that the joint would hold the Iwo ends together. He In-

sisted that it would and was much pleased (hat 1 woiibl disirusH

the miEltter wlh him at all, as he said that everybody in; had

showed it to had laughed at him and the idi'a that u lilllc piece of

"pol melal," as they expressed it, would liidd two rails together.

He was from Milwaukee, and before he left It was agreed that he

would const rui't a cupola, that could be used on the street and gel

It lo St. Louis as soon as possible, and that he would weld the

Joints for two miles of traik that we were building on (Miippewa

St. Ho went back lo build the cupola aaid came down In tile latter
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part of Orlober, 18»4, and the l8t of November we welded this two

miles of track. The track Is still In use, and so far as I know of

the 744 Joints put In this track only three have broken; these

broke the first winter.

The convention In 1896 met in a building that had been put up

for the convention that nominated Mr. McKlnley for president;

It was on a lot opposite the city hall. The exhibits were In this

building and were both good In quality and great In number.

CAR IN I'SE IN 1S9C ON THE C.\SS AVE & FAIR GROUNDS RY.

This year the air brake was discussed but there were so many

defects in the air brake in 1896 that it was not safe. The Sub-

urban road in St. Louis had made a great many experiments with

the air brake and would get an outfit of air brakes on a car and

try them, and when the management would begin to think the

brakes were about right, J;hey would fail and some right ugly

accidents resulted by reason of brakes failing to operate at the

proper time. The air brake is all right now and we have them

on all our cars.

In 1904 our power houses are not what might be termed mod-

ern, the car has grown larger, the track is necessarily heavier,

the cable has disappeared and the volume of business has made

the requirements of street railways greater than ever before.

It is a source of pride to us all that St. Louis is the only city

to be honored by three meetings of the American Street Railway

Association, and a most hearty welcome Is extended to both dele-

gates and supplymen.
« I »

THE TELEPHONE IN INTERURBAN WORK.

Editor "Review:"

It affords me pleasure to comply with the request of a few In-

terested parties and state my experience in the use of telephones

in electric cars, giving the many advantages of its use and service

to the management. In the year of 1895 I promoted and managed

for the following three years the first interurban electric road

out of St. Louis, known as the St. Louis & Kirkwood Railroad. I

used a portable telephone system with a jack terminal on poles

three-quarters of a mile apart. I found many objections to this

system owing to the jack construction affording a fine target for

cat rifles, and during wet weather, and because of rust, it was

very hard to make proper contact with the use of a plug; con-

sequently, It became necessary to abandon this system and adopt

the one commonly used today, namely, the telephone placed in a

lock box and attached to a pole. The expense of this system had

the effect to lessen the number of stations, hence making the

service less convenient, and taking up too much time In case of

trouble or accident.

In 1899 I commenced the construction of the St. Louis, St.

Charles & Western Railroad, which I operated until July 7th of

this year. In October, 1900, I conceived the idea of placing tele-

phones in the cars. This was done in a very simple and econom-

ical manner. The telephone was placed to the side over the win-

dow In one end of the car. Concealed wires connected the dry

battery placed under the seat, and also two jack connections

placed on the side of the telephone. Two jointed bamboo fishing

poles with wires attached In the same manner as a Ashing line

afforded a means of making connection with the telephone wires

strung on the poles and the telephone In the car, constructed in

this manner: Cutting off the small end of the pole in order to

strengthen It, I fastened a flexible covered wire to which was

fastened a bare copper hook, and at the large end of the pole,

the wire was again fastened leaving enough wire projecting there-

from to reach Into the car, and to this end of the wire was at-

tached a plug. The length of the wire from the

large end of the pole to the plug, and the length

of the jointed pole, depends entirely upon whether

the railroad Is constructed with c-enter or side

poles. The poles were place<l when not In use on

the top of the car under the running board.

When requiring the use of the telephone the mo-

torman brings his car to a stop and climbing to

the top of the car taking the poles passes the plug

ends of the wires through the transom Into the

car, and while planing the hooks on the small

ends of the poles on the two telephone wires, the

conductor Inserts the plugs Into the jacks and

the connection is made and the telephone Is now
ready for use. This means of connection requires

not longer than one minute.

I found in the use of this system that in case of

trouble or accident the location and Information

were given immediately. The value of this In-

staint Information cannot be estimated. In case

of trouble it enables the management to send

prompt relief, also to dispatch orders to the other

crews who are delayed on switches. In case of accident, from a

humanitarian and financial interest, its value in prompt Informa-

tion is better appreciated by those who have had experience as

passenger as well as manager. In other Instances, the conductor

would inform me by code of a passenger on the car whom he had

reason to believe had stolen property, consequently, on the ar-

rival of the car at the end of the line a constable would be on

hand to arrest him. It was one of the rules of our company that

cars delayed on switches for five minutes should tlephone for

orders and In this way cars were moved up that otherwise would

have been delayed longer.

I attribute the reputation I had for prompt schedule service to

the convenience of the telephone In the car, and I am at a loss

to know why all electric interurban roads have not adopted this

system. The manner of construction and making connection can

be done in many ways and the telephones can be of any make,

therefore, no patent controls this idea. The difference between

the old system and that of telephones in the cars may be com-

pared to a wheelbarrow and automobile race.

JAMES D. HOUSEMAN, Gen. Mgr.,

The Suburban Telephone Co., Clayton, Mo.

Sept., 1904.

AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE & FOUNDRY CO.

In the Transportation Building, aisle E, post 54, the American

Brake Shoe & Foundry Co., of Mahway, N. J., exhibits a full

line of its well-known brake shoes, together with an assort-

ment of steel castings selected with a view of displaying In a

comprehensive and Interesting manner the different degrees

of hardness in which these castings are made, according to the

uses for which they are intended. For instance, there are

samples of dynamo steel, in which there are as little carbon

and manganese as possible, this product being unsurpassed for

dynamo and motor field frames, pole-pieces, etc. Machinery

steel Is the second classification, this being soft and easily

machined, though tough and strong, and Is suitable for parts

of locomotive, cars, mining machinery, etc., as well as for gears,

pinions, sprockets, levers, cams, flanges, grease cups and other

devices and machine parts. Then there is a display of high

carbon steel to be used In such castings as wrenches, hammers,

picks, plowpoints, die blocks, etc. Castings made from high

carbon steel may be readily tempered in oil or water. Alto-

gether this exhibit Is the best the company has made and is

well worth inspection.
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DISCUSSION BEFORE THE AMERICAN RAILWAY MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION ON
IDEAL SHOP." BY W. D. WRIGHT, AND "WHEEL MATTERS," BY J. MILLAR.

'THE

THESE PAPERS WERE PUBLISHED IN THE "DAILY REVIEW FOR OCT. U. 1901, AT PACES CG9 AND 670.

DISCUSSION OF MR. WRIGHTS PAPER.
Mr. W. 0. Mundy stated that he took exception to one thins

in the paper. He did not agree with the policy of putting two

or three cars on a single track. The way he read the paper there

were pits running clear to the back end of the shop apparently

for working on the cars. In his opinion it depended on the loca-

tion and style of equipment whether it was advantageous or not

to do this. The question of having a shop built on this plan with

a number of tracks going to a transfer table, with provisions

for two or three cars on each track, or whether a single car should

be placed on each track, was one which should be fully considered.

With only a single car on the track it meant when the car was
repaired it could be taken out and another one substituted in its

place and the amount of shifting would be reduced to a minimum.
In this way the cost of shifting would be materially reduced. An-

other point was whether the equipment should be handled from

the pit or not. Many of the roads, especially the smaller roads,

have been handling all their equipments from the pit. His per-

sonal opinion was that this was a mistake, especially when you

come to double truck cars. He did not think that the equipment

would receive as close attention, if handled from the pit, as if

the men were above looking down. This brought up the ques-

tion of either raising the car or working from the inside. Work-

ing from the inside of the car was hardly satisfactory as in doing

this grease and dirt Is deposited upon the floor and the seats and

the interior of the car are soiled. He simply suggested this to

bring up discussion to develop the merits of getting at the equip-

ment from the different points.

Mr. H. J. Lake, of Muncie, reminded the meeting that a year

ago the same question In regard to working at cars and trucks

from above, or in the pit, had been discussed. It apiieared to him

as though that before a standard could be adopted as to where

a mechanic could work on a truck the manufacturers would have

to adopt a standard truck that would allow the mechanic to

work either above or below, which ever was desired. On the

G. E. 57 motors which his road had adopted as standard, simply

because their equipment are all of that make, they had to work

from the pit. The general overhauling of the trucks was done

entirely from the floor. As to Mr. Mundy's suggestion of

working from the inside of the car that method causes more

or less grease and dirt in the car which in turn causes a lot of

unnecessary cleaning that can be done away with if the work is

done from the outside of the car. His opinion was that the method

of working above the floor or below the floor must be governed

by the character of trucks and motors In use.

Mr. Wright agreed with Mr. Mundy that better work can be

done above the floor level wherever possible to do it; but It was

necessary to meet existing conditions. The lead of one car on

a track was an ideal method of arrangement. With only one car

on a track, in the case of a large equipment. It would mean a

tremendous housing capacity and the length of the house would

be quite an Important Item.

Mr. H. H. Adams, of Baltimore, criticised the arrangement of

Mr. Wright's plan in regard to the location of the winding room.

He considered the position of the winding room as shown on

the plan not desirable; that It should be near the machine shop,

as more or less work has to be done on the armatures, and If

the winding room Is separated from tha machine shop It Is

necessary to have lathes In the winding room or take the arma-

tures to the machine shop. He thought the armature room In the

layout under consideration should be next to the machine shop.

In addition to that, the position of the stot^k room was a little

further away from the center of the group of shops than was

desirable. The stock room should bo as near the center of the

rooms or shops as possible, to require a minimum amount of

traveling back and forth to get stock. Ho believed tiiat it would

make a belter arrangement to put the winding room and stock-

room In the center of the building, moving the erecting shop up

Into the space which is laid out for the winding room and the

stock room.

Mr. J. S. Doyle noticed that the space occupied by the transfer

table is about 33 per lent of the entire equipment. He thought in

a thickly congested district that would be rather prohibitive.

Mr. Mundy said that Mr. Adams haid brought out the point he

was expecting would be criticised, and that was the location of

the various departments. As to his criticisms, in which he spoke

of the undesirability of having two or three cars on a track and

his preference for a single car on a track, he had reference to that

part of the track used for repairing trucks and motors and not

necessarily used for painting and varnishing the cars, because

in these cases the car remains in the shop longer and it is not

necessary tor it to be shifted so frequently. In his opinion, if it

is necessary to have the winding room, stock room, and machine

room closer together it is also essential to have them near the

erecting floor so that parts may be taken to and from the stock

room readily. To afford room for having these shops close to-

gether he suggested a design of a shop in which the main incom-

ing track would run parallel WMth one wall of the building and

close to same, from which, by means of switches, spur tracks

would extend back at an angle of 45° to a longitudinal track; the

advantage being that the space required for the cars on the

through track to clear this siding on the spurs would be much

less than is the case where the spurs are at right angles; also

if the trucks are run out from under the car, the trucks would

not come opposite each other, thus keeping the workmen from

interfering when working on adjacent tracks.

Mr. Wright remarked that in laying out these different de-

partments some study must be given to each particular case;

the partitions can be placed in any suitable location to meet

the local requirements for doing the work. The details of ar-

rangement in the various departments, and the necessary ap-

paratus must vary according to the different metlhods em-

ployed in doing work on different roads. One advantage of

putting the winding room In the corner at the end of the

building was to get good light as windows would be on two

sides of the room. The method of winding employed by the

Rhode Island Co. was such thatt they do most of the lathe work

In the winding room. It is part of that department and would

only necessitate carrying material to the iron shop once In a

while.

Mr. I>ake brought up the point that there is another element

quite essential in the ideal shop in regard to double truck

equii)mcnts, aind that is a transfer table in the shop for each

truck so as to take the truck out at the side of the car Instead

of taking it out at the end of the car, as he had found It Is

very inconvenient in overhauling a car to get at both trucks at

a time from underneath the car. If the trucks are taken out

from the side they can be taken out at the same time, other-

wise each end has to be jacked up high enough to get the

truck out. He said that In the case of a forward truck they

always harve to take the pilot off to take the truck out, whereas

with a transfer table with each track, the truck can come out

at the side of the car with a lift of eight or ten Inches.

Mr. William Pestell heartily agreed with Mr. I.ako upon

the question of side transfer tables; he thought It a very good

thing and for all heavy work, for motor equipment and double

tnick cars, there ought to bo provided a side transfer table.

Mr. McAlonoy, of Denver, ask(«l whether It would bo feasi-

ble on account of flro Insurance risks in case of a shop being

designed on the plan proposed to liaivo the transfer table as a

I)art of the enclosure. It would seem on account of the In-

surance, it might lie entirely open, If the transfer system Is

employed.

Mr. C. F. Uaki-r, of Hoston, believed It depended on local

conditions. A great deal can bo taken into consiilerallon In ar-

ranging for any special shop. In the shops of his company,
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for ioBUoce, they did a great deal of work in the car houses.

Another point whlrh wcurrcd to him was how lonp a 45f'.

transfer table would he KUitaliU-, in view of the fact that fifty

foot cars will be in use, and a little clearance is desirable. He
remarke<l that he saw no provision for carrying smsrll sup-

plies on a track down the lenter or the side. His idea of a

sho]) was to not make a shop as Iouk as proposal in this plan,

but build the maihlne shop and wood working shop at riehl

ajiKles, so that the ereitluK shop and all pits, the paint shop,

etc.. can be at riRhi angles to the main shop. If we have a
transfer way. why not leave It open so as to have the benefit

of a side light. Mr. Adams suggested that the closed transfer

way would be a deslrstile advantage where snow had to be

contended with. He hail been confronted with that condition

and it is a rather nasty thing to contend with.

President Olds remarked that he would like to hear further

discussion brought out by Mr. McAloney regarding lire pro

tection. As the members would recall in his address of th."

forenoon session he stated that the shop should be so con-

structed thai any one of the departments could be burned out

without serious injury to the others.

Mr, D. F. Carver, of Jersey City, stated that the conii)any

with which he Is connected is building a. shop on that prin-

ciple; quite a ground space is left between the shops. Thai
has very de»ided advantages. It particularly gives each shop
plenty of light. It decreases the fire risks. If you have a

space between your different buildings and you lose one build-

ing, you stand a chance of not losing anything else. It also

has the advantage that you have track storage room around
each sho|). If yon have a congestion in the paint shop, you
have tracks around the paint shop on which you can put the

cars and get them out of the way.

Mr. H. A. .lohnson suggested that the triangular shop offered

something entirely new from what is generally adopted, and
the method of laying out track surface and the advantages to

be derived from the triangular shop should be more thoroughly

discussed.

Mr. McAloney said that if he was not mistaken Minneapolis

had a part of its shop arran.ged on the railroad turntable idea.

It covered the idea Mr. Mundy spoke of in regard to the ar-

rangement of the track. Mr. McAloney suggested that perhaps

Mr. Evans might give the meeting an idea of how it worked.

Mr. W. H. Evans stated that they have the turn table in con-

nection with their round house where they do all of their over-

hauling. The turn table was left over from the steam motor

days. The more he considered the shop layout the more he

appreciated the advantage of having the width of turn table.

The turn table or round house only accommodates fifteen card,

but getting one car out without disturbing the others is fre-

quently quite a saving in time. In the plan laid out he thought

it a mistake to only provide 4.") ft. for transfer tables between

walls, as there are cars in use as long as that if not longer,

and during the life of such a house cars would probably be in

use longer than 45 ft., and for a company to build a shop on

that plan would lead to the same trouble which is now experi-

enced by the short transfer tables for the single truck cars.

Another matter he would criticise was having only 13-ft. cen-

ters. He thought that the experience had been that the tracks

had been laid out on too close track centers. That is espeiial-

ly lmi)ortant if it is intended to do the repairs above the truck

as there must be room between the tracks so that the workmen
can get around. With the more recently development in trucks

and motors it looked as if that was the coming method. He
was not, however, of the opinion that we can do away alto-

gether with the pit, as it will be necessary to hai\'e the pit for

the purposes of inspection even though it is not used exten-

sively for repairs. The pit, however, in a large shop adds con-

siderably to the expense and if it could be avoided by having

.50 per cent or 75 per cent of the tracks without pits it would
very much reduce the first cost in the shop.

Vice-President Green, in the ihair requested some member to

take up the question of the construction of the building itself

as regards the fire risks; whether the mill construction or steel

construction of the shop would be better. He would like to

hear from Mr. Adams on that question.

Mr. H. II. Adams, of Baltimore, said that he was rather par-

tial to the new construction; be saw no great objection to the

post construction for the repair shop. It can be worked out

very nicely and has one advantage, that it you desire to have

hoisting apparatus overhead for the cars, you have a good ar-

rangement of posts on wlilch you can carry a gooil system of

hoisting apparatus and do away with it below as he presumed
Mr. Mundy would suggest In this shop. He thought slow burn-

ing mill construction was more to be desired from the stand-

point of Are risk.

Mr. Paiton slated that his company had Just <omi>leted quite

extensive hho|>s. having built a new car barn, a new carpenter

shop and paint shop, emergency building and office all on one

site. The company already had on the site a stone machine
shop, which was remodeled, and it ijut up the separate build-

ings as the best fire risk. The buildings were constructed of

monolithic cement blocks, 12x12x24 In., one part cement and

three |)arts sand; there was no crushed rock used. Construc-

tion was started about a year ago and was finished on the heels

of freezing weather. The sho|) went through a very severe

winter without a crack in any cement block and the company
feels that it has a iiretty good building. The roofs were built

on a light sleel truss with an inch layer of sheathing and com-

position roof. There is a total car barn area of 4,000 sq. ft.

and a standard division fire wall, 12 in. thick, running down
the middle and enclosed with doul)le fire doors. The barn hai

two openings, enclosed by double standard fire doors. On
that building the basis rate is fl and the only differentiation

of charge was 5 cents per $100 on the wooden sheathing under

the roof; there was no differentiation for the steel truss. The
rate on the carpenter and paint shop had not yet been given,

but it will probably be the same thing. The machine shop

fronts south and there is an open space of sixty feet. The car-

Ijenter and paint shops are in one building, but are separated

by a standard fire wall running up to the root and enclosed by

double standard fire doors.

Mr. C. F. Baker, of Boston, remarked that mill construction

as used in New England is employed on buildings three and

four stories high with the floors three and four inches thick.

He did not understand mill construction in connection with

the subject under discussion; it might be a brick wall, a con-

crete wall, or a concrete building. He understood that insur-

ance men did not like steel columns, as they are liable to

buckle in case of a fire; they prefer wood or cast iron. It is

very difficult to repair the steel columns when they buc-kle.

Mr. H. A. Johnson suggested that it would be a good plan

for the members to have photographs made of the various

structures they know of, and to bring them to the next meeting

with a. statement of the exiierienccs they had met with in re-

gard to these structures and with a statement of the troubles

that they had met in them. This suggestion was adopted.

President Olds then announced that the next business was
the reading of the paper by Mr. J. Millar, Superintendent of

Rolling Stock. International Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y.,

on "Wheel Matters." This paper will be found on page 670.

DISCUSSION OF MR. MILLAR'S PAPER.
Mr. William Pestell remarked that the question of steel tired

or cast iron wheels is one of great importance at this time, not

only on interurban roads but on city roads. The cast iron

wheel manufacturer says it is the old story, "the roads are

again trying the stoel tired wheels and will soon go back to the

first love, the old cast iron wheel." This may be so, but there

is much evidence in the last two or three years which show.s

that the steel tired wheel has many advantages not only for in-

terurban and high speed work but also for city service. The
restrictions placed upon the comi>anies by municipalities do

not allow them to get a sufficient depth of fiange and sufficient

width of tread for safe operation with cast iron wheels on high

speed lines which must necessarily run into the city, and the

remedy seems to be put on steel tired wheels. The steel tireil

wheel can wear clown the fiange as thin as one quarter to three-

eights of an iucli and then possibly not be dangerous. The
speaker had seen wheals running on 40 ton ears which were
worn down to little more than one-quarter of an inch in thick-

ness of flanges, and these wheels have never given any trouble.

He would not say It is common practice on the road in ques-
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tion. but it had some cars upon which it was necessary to run

these wheels on account of not receiving wheels to replace

them. The matter of the time to turn a steel tired wheel is one

of importance. He noliceti iu one of Sir. Millar's sketches one

showing the original section of triead and flange, and the other

showing the section after about 35.000 miles run. It is stated.

snd it is proved by experience, that as the section of the wheel

where the flanges join the tread, when the radius of that sec-

tion assumes the same shape as the rail, the flange wear is

much more rapid, and it would seem that the time for Mr.

Millar to turn the flange is about at this time, as the wear will

be greater from that time on. It would take very little turn-

ing to renew the flange to almost the original section and put

the wheel in good shape for future service. The steel tired

wheel is comparatively e.xpensive In flrst cost running about

four or five times the cost of cast iron wheels. The cost ot

turning a steel (ired wheel is probably as great as that of press-

ing on and off a pair of cast iron wheels, so that the factor d"

lermining the economy of the wheel, outside of the question

of safety, is not altogether that of the cost of turning against

the cost of pressing on and off the other wheels. The life of

the steel tired wheel, from what evidence the speaker had ga.th

ered In interurban serviie. runs from 140.000 to 180.000 miles.

In many cases after turning steel tired wheels, they get a mile-

age of 50.000 to tiO.OOO. so that they can compare the relative

economy between the steel tired and cast iron wheels. As

yet the spesker had not sufficient experience to determine how
far the economy of the steel tired wheels extends, but many roads

are now using steel tired wheels in city service, notably the

New York City Railway Co. and the Fitchburg and Leominster,

just outside of Boston. They are to be used in Manilla, and the

speaker hoped to get experience there which would be valuable.

Mr. Adams Inquired what would be the corresponding mile-

age under similar service with a chilled wheel.

Mr. Pestell replied that so far as he had been able to dis-

I'over the average mileage for interurban or city service of cast

Iron wheels is not mu<h over 40,000 miles.

Mr. Lake remarked that he had no experience with steel tired

or cast steel wheels, but he thought that the time is eventually

coming, with the rapid servi<e on interurban work, when the

roads will have to use the steel tired wheel or the rolled steel

wheel. As has already been stated the cities lall for a grooved

rail, and In order to get a cast wheel that will apply to the

grooved rail for city use, it Is necessary to have too small a

flange to run with safety at the speed that the Interurban cars

are compelled to use to keep up with the times. His experience

with cast wheels had been very satisfactory for the interurban

service on his lines, as these tracks have a l'..-ln. grooved rail

and take a flange one inch deep. It is almost an M. C. B.

standard flange. On these wheels he has obtained a mileage

of 80,m»() miles. In regard to Mr. Millar's paper the speaker

remarke<l that Mr. Millar In one pla<e says that the wheels

wear more on one side than they do on another. He thought

that Mr. Millar would find that there were two or three things

that would cause this wearing of one side; one would be that

one wheel wears faster than the other In the tread; another

would be that the Journal braHses are not mated, or one was

worn more than the other. Mr. Millar contributed It to run-

ning the car continually In one direction. The speaker uae.s

single end cars running them continually In one direction. At

the same time, about once every two or three months. If he

flnds a wheel wearing more on one side than on the other he

turns the truck around and puts It on the other end of the car.

His experience was that the wheel continued to wear on the

name side. He had remedied that by using a.n emery shoe and

grinding the larger wheel and making that wear a little fast-

er. The suggestion might Ih' made that the curves all go one

way; but the curveii on the speaker's road arc very mild anil

are about equal as to the directions. The principal cause of

tbls wear that he had fouml In the c'ast wheel Is that the

wheels do not wear equally as to the tread.

.Mr. .Mundy Ihoughl that the brake shoe had much to do

with whe<-l wear and that Incidentally the kind of brake shoe

will make a difference In the wear of the wheel.

Mr. Raker querle*! whether the members had the wheel mak-

om compare their wheels when they shlpiieO them. Ills com-

pany did not get satisfactory results \intil they f\irnished

.gauges to check the wheels by. Another trouble was that the

manufacturers sent the wheels bored out of center or eccentric.

His road had less trouble from flange wear since he had in-

sisted on a proper comparison of the wheels and a proper bor-

ing.

Mr. Pestell asked some of the members to explain the

methods of turning steel tired wheels, the material used and
the length ot time it takes.

Mr. Doyle answered that the amount of time required in turn

ing steel tired wheels depends largely upon the other work dom
on the equipment. The equipment should be brought in at lea-:t

once a year. It also depends upon the condition of the line

and the number of curves. The practice on his road is for one
man to trim about five pairs of tires a day.

President Olds requested that the members supply data on
the service of steel tired wheels and last steel wheels and pre-

sent it £t the next meeting.

Owing to the lateness of the hour the discussion of the qties-

tion box -was deferred until the meeting on Tuesday. The
meeting then adjourned.

SHOOT-THE-CHUTES FOR SALE.

An opportunity is presented to electric railway park managers
in attendance at the Exposition to purchase the World's Fair
steel Shoot-the-Chutes. built and patented by Capt. Paul Boyton.
It is a double chute, so that boats may race down, which adds ex-

citement to the sport. Another advantageous feature is the sys-

tem which allows intending patrons to board the boats at the bot-

tom of the chute, and avoid walking up. This new arrangement
also causes people to remain in the boats and ride over and over
again, thereby adding to the profits immeasurably.
The Exposition Shoot-the-Chutes is said to have been one of the

greatest financial successes of the Fair amusement attractions.

A. R. Rogers, president of the Pike Financing Co., will be glad to

communicate with interested park managers.

PERSONAL.

MR. F. G. .SYKES. until recently electrical engineer of the

Schenectady Railway Co.. Schenectady. N. Y.. has resigned this

position in order to accept the office of general superintendent
of the Portland General Electric Co. at Portland. Oregon. Mr.
Sykes received his first engineering experience as a civil en-

gineer in the city engineer's office of Providence, R. L. later be-

coming district engineer of the district of Narragansetl, Narra-
gansett Pier. Desiring to change his profession, he entered Le-

high University and graduated as an electrical engineer. He
then went to Schenectady and was In the testing ro6m of the

General Electric Co. and various other parts of the (Jeneral Electric

factory. Including the engineering department, during a period of

two years and a quarter. He resigned from the General Electric-

Co. to accept the position of electrical engineer and operating

superintendent with the Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of

Brooklyn, N. Y., which position he held for about lour ycarrf and
a quarter, leaving in ,hine, litoi, to become conslrucling engineer

for the General Electric Co. of the City & Suburban Tramway
System, Sydney, Australia. This work occupied hini from June,

1901, to April, 1903, when he accepted the position of electrical

engineer and manager of the lighting and power ile|)artmcnt of

the Schenectady Railway Co.

««-*
The Sherwin Williams Co. Is represented at the convention

by Mr. F. A. Elinqulsl. eastern representative; Mr. II. E. Bll-

lan, western representative, and Mr. E. M. Williams, manager
of the street railway sales department, of Cleveland.

Mr. Otto W. Ulhoff. of Watts & Uthoff. of St. Louis, lightens

the visiting railway nuin's pathway with cheerful greetings

and miniature "Biinner" lamps, wliirh latter are given as sou-

venirs.

yiille 11 nuiubir of the delegates have been dlspluylng good-

«l/,ed "wads." which look suHplcloiisly like the rolls of paper

money whiih Mr. E. .1 Smith, of the Peter Smith Heating Co.,

Is giving away as souvenirs.
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MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT.

KK.\I> lIKt-URK Tilt: AMKItU'AN IIAILWAY MECIIAMCAI. ANU KLECTRICAl

ASSMK-IATION, Ot'T. 11, 1904,

IIY .IDII.N I.IMlAI.l.. UKNKIIAI. FOHKMAN OF SHOPS, rlJIVATED RIVISIOS,

BOSTON KLEVATEI) BY., IIOSTON, MASS.

Tlip writer in preparing this paper baa been Impressed more

than ever with the lenRth. breadth and depth of the subject, and

its Importance as a factor in electric railroading. It also occurs

that only two days having been allowed for the meetings of

this Association. It will be necessary to make this paper very con-

cise, to allow as much lime as possible for discussing and bring-

ing out the points which are of the greatest interest to the mem-

bers.

The difference between success and failure in the "Main-

tenan<p and Inspection of Electrical Equipment" very often means

dividends or no dividends. Therefore, it behooves the respon-

sible bead of this department to give much thought and careful

study to this part of the work, ever bearing in mind the old

maxim, "A stitch In time, etc.," which Is never better applied than

In the care of electrical equipment.

I have already suggested that the time would not permit me
to go into details of Inspection and repairs of electrical equip-

ment, even if I were capable of so doing, and It would be presump-

tuous indeed for me to attempt to tell the members of this Asso-

ciation what Is the best practice in this line, as climatic and oper-

ating conditions vary to such an extent that what is good practice

in New England might be very poor policy in New Orleans or San

Francisco. Therefore, I will venture to suggest only a few points

which I think may be applicable in general and all Important to

the successful maintenance of electrical equipment, together with

a brief description of inspection and repairs of electrical equip-

ment on the Boston Elevated Ry.

JOHN LlNDALl..

The education of the motorman may not be considered as

within the scope of this paper. It is, nevertheless, a fact that the

manner in which the car is handled has a very material bearing on

the maintenance of the electrical equipment; therefore its care

should begin at this point. The mechanical department should

work hand In hand with the operating department tor the proper

education and discipline of the motorman, and the running down
of ignorant and careless handling of equipment. The advancing

of controller too quickly, running on resistance points, unneces-

sary reversing, failing to cut out defective motor, the substitution

of "any old thing" for a fuse, improper closing of switches, run-

ning at high speed through water, and running with both power

and brakes on, are a few of the things that bring trouble and ex-

pense to the electrical equipment. Money expended for the in-

struction and inspection of motormen is, in the opinion of the

writer, well spent.

Defects in the equipment, however slight, should be promptly

reported to the proper authority, and in such a manner that they

can not be overlooked. This can best be accomplished by a system

of written reports, and instead of the motorman or conductor

turning in a car with the verbal report that "This car is on the

bum; it was no good when I took it," they should be required to

report on a form, provided for that purpose, the nature of the de-

fect, and in case of serious trouble, the location on the line at

which it occurred, with a brief statement of the conditions of

operation, etc., at that time. This report not only has a morally

beneficial effect upon the motorman or the conductor, but when
sent to the mechanical department with the defective car, 11 is of

material assistance in locating and determining the cause of the

trouble. When evidence of improper handling or carelessness of

men is found, the report, with foreman's statement to that effect,

should be forwarded to the superintendent, where the question of

instruction or discipline Is decided.

The proper recording and tabulating of defects Is very essen-

llal to the successful maintenance of equipment. Simply record-

ing the various failures each day is not sufficient, as the value lies

in being able to make qul<k comparisons, by week, month or year,

and to see at a glance whether the various failures are on the

Increase or decrease, and calling attention to the points which are

the most in need of improvement. Also, the history and record

of defects of a piece of apparatus should always be at hand and

consulted by the man whose judgment determines the course of

treatment. I am very sure that the report prepared by the Joint

committee of Accountants and Master Mechanics will contain

timely and valuable information along this line.

One of the most important factors that we have to deal with

in this problem Is the education of electrical inspectors and repair-

men. The writer is of the opinion that sufficient attention has

not been given to obtaining, instructing and retaining in the ser-

vice competent men, and when we consider that about two-thirds

of the cost of maintenance is chargeable to labor account, It cer-

tainly seems that too much consideration can not be given to this

point. The development of good men to care for the equipment

has not kept pace with the development of the equipment itself.

Therefore, greater inducements should be held out to attract re-

liable and capable young men to the service. This is not merely

a question of wages—congenial surroundings are necessary. I

have recently had occasion to visit certain shops and car barns,

the equipment of which was comparatively new, yet the condi-

tions were such that no self-respecting man would stop in them.

Shops should be properly laid out for the work, kept clean, well

lighted, and heated in cold weather. The work necessarily being

dirty, lockers tor clothing, as well as ample toilet accommodations,

should be provided, which would enable the men to leave the

shops in a clean and respectable appearance. These are liot luxu-

ries, but actual necessities, which no well regulated company can

afford to be without. They mean a better class of men, better

work and more of it. Work should be laid out in such a manner

that detective or careless work can be traced back, without any

question as to what man is responsible. T!«e men should under-

stand this, also that a record is kept of the cost of work performed

by the different men, and that they will be held responsible for

results. They should be brought to realize that advancement doe§

not depend merely on length of service, but on their record for

obtaining good results at the least cost.

Master mechanics and foremen in figuring to accomplish the

greatest amount of work today, should also consider the question

of making men for the needs of the future, and should make it a

point to have men fitted for any vacancy that may occur. They

should realize that there is even more credit in turning out good

men than there is in turning out good work, and a man who will

not impart knowledge to his subordinates, tor fear that they will

know as much as he himself knows, is not worthy of the position

which he holds. Men should be taught why—as well as how—to

do work, and to work from cause and effect. They should read

the effects to find causes, and not guess at them. A controller

which has flashed shows, just as clearly as if photographed, the

position of the cylinder at the time of the trouble (if care is taken

to note the evidence before it is destroyed) and it is then easy

to determine whether it Is a case of hot-touch, insulation break-

down, or lack of current handling capacity.

The practice of some companies of supplying railroad literature

to lobbies, for the use of motormen and conductors, can not be

too highly commended, but I would suggest that if this privilege

were extended to inspectors and repair men, it would be appreci-

ated and bring good returns. Of course the periodicals would not

be read during working hours, but should be made to some extent

circulating—one man taking a paper to his home for a day or

two, then pass it along to another man. In this manner an oppor-
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tunity would be afforded for men to keep posted on the latest im-

provements and practices, and it would also stimulate an interest

in their work.

The inspection of electrical equipment, whether it be on a

time basis or mileage plan, should be systematic, and not consid-

ered as something to be done when it is convenient and let go

undone when it is not. The question of how often to inspect de-

pends entirely upon the equipment and conditions of operation

and can best be determined by experiment. It is possible to do too

much inspecting, and a great deal of money can be wasted in this

manner, but with careful tests to determine how long the different

parts of equipment will run successfully without attention, and a

system which insures the necessary attention being given at the

required time, the chances of failure in service, and cost of in-

spe<tion. are railuced to a minimum. We must not, however,

lo:e sight of the fact thit the primary object of inspection is to

prevent failure of equipment in service, and that we should weigh
the cost of in?pection against the direct loss in revenue, wages
of trainmen while handling crippled cars, and loss of patronage

due to interrupted service. I might also add the loss caused by

the line becoming blockaded during snow storms on account of

failures in electrical equipment of cars or plows; and we would
not have to go farther back than the last winter to And a number
of cases where the line wouli not have become tied up if that car

or plow had not "laid down" at a critical moment, thereby causing

a blockade which might have been prevented by proper inspec-

tion.

Under the system of inspection on the Boston Elevated Ry.

surface lines, trolleys, switches, controllers and motors are in-

spected after three days' service, with the exception of brushes and
armature grease cups of some W. P. motors, which are in severe

service, and are inspected every day. In general, this inspection

is as follows:

Trolleys, to see that pole is straight and securely fastened, that

the harp is tight in the pole, and that there are at least three days'

wear in the wheel: that contact springs, washers, bushings and
spindles are not seriously worn and are properly lubricated.

Controllers, to see that they are clean and properly lubricated,

that contacts make and break at proper points, that fingers and
tips are sufficient for at least three days' wear and that they are

not rough and cutting; that cut-out switches work properly, and
that wires are firm and show no evidence of heating at terminals.

Main switches, fuse boxes and lightning arresters, to see that

contacts are sufficient and in good condition, and that wires are

secure in terminals.

Resistance, to sec that they are not seriously burned, that they

are secure, and connections firm.

.Motors, to see that connections and leads are secure and not

I'hafing. also that brushes are not broken and are good for three

days' wear, that the brush holder Insulation is clean, and sufficient

tension In springs, that commutators are clean and smooth, that

bearings are properly lubricated, that there is sufficient clearance

between armatures and pole pieces, that pinion and gears are

light, that motor gear ca.se and axle collar bolts are tight, and that

the casings are not cracked.

The monthly Inspection consists of opening up motors for in-

spection and cleaning, lubricating and cleaning trolley stands and
trolley catchers. Controllers arc taken apart yearly, thoroughly

cleaned and painted and Insulating material treated with shellac.

The wires are also Inspected yearly for lns\ilatlon weakness.

The Inspection of the electrical equipment on the elevated

trains differs from the surface car Inspection but slightly. Con-

tact shoes, switches, controllers and motors are Inspected twice a

week— no Inspection work being done on .Sunday. The Inspection

of controllers with the multiple unit system Includes the Inspec-

tion of master controllers, pilot motors and relays, and testing

them. The motor compressor Is Inspected weekly.

I have already suggested that the best system of Inspection Is

one that Is frequent enough to properly take care of the equip-

ment with the least Inconvenience to the service. This requires

that when a train is due for Inspection It should be complete and

all parts requiring Inspectrbn should be attended to promptly, so

that the train may be returned to service and other trains due

for Inspwtlon teken off without Inlcrference with train h< hedule.

It rre<|uently occurs that an Inspector finds a part of the equip-

ment which would require considerable time to repair properly.

and in order to avoid the necessity of hurried or make-shift re-

pairs or inspection, the system in vogue on the Boston Elevated
does not require the inspector to do anything but inspect and
make very light repairs. Equipment requiring extra attention is

reported to the foreman, who details repair men to that work,
therefore no excuse is accepted from inspectors for allowing

equipment to go by which is in need of attention. They are held

strictly responsible, and are required to report over their signa-

tures the numbers of the cars inspected each day—which practi-

cally amounts to a written guarantee of their work. Tlie inspec-

tion is made by two crews, each crew being responsible for an
equal number of cars; in this manner accurate comparisons" can
be made and quite a healthy competition aroused, each man try-

ing to make his record just as good or a Utile better than the other

fellow's.

The manufacturing companies have evidently given the ques-

tion of inspection considerable thought, particularly in their

latest types of multiple unit control, where necessary inspection

has been reduced very materially.

No repairs are made to electrical equipment at the car houses
of the Boston Elevated, except the changing of detective parts.

Switches, rheostats, control cylinders, armatures and fields are

sent to the Albany St. shops for repairs; where also are manufac-
tured for the company's use. field and armature colls, commuta-
tors, motor bearings, brush holders, trolley wheels, contact fingers,

plates, bases, etc.

It may not be out of place to mention at this time a change
which we have made in the usual type of contact fingers a^nd cylin-

der plates. It is not necessary tor me to call your attention to the

very small percentage of copper which is actually consumed from
plates and fingers of the cylinder type of controllers, as compared
with the amount which is scrapped, on account of the necessity of

maintaining the points of contact at their proper degree for the

successful operation of the controller, or to the serious proportion

in which this expense grows with the increase of current to be

handled. I will, however, ask you to consider this in connection

with a very simple but effective means of reducing this cost, which
has been found in the adoption of tips for both (contact plates and
fingers, making it necessary to renew only that part which is

consumed or damaged by the arc in breaking current. The fin-

gers are made of cast bronze of about the usual shape and are

recessed on the inside, at the end, to receive the copper tip which
is secured by two C. S. machine screws. The tip copper is drawn
in bars of the required cross section, and the only work necessary

is the cutting in proper lengths and drilling and tapping for the

two machine screws. The application of the i)late tip is still sim-

pler. New plates are not required, as the old plates with the ends

worn to the limit are put in a milling machine and the end.s cut

off and a groove cut for interlocking with the tip. which is drawn
of proper shape and cross section, so the only work necessary on
It is the cutting off in the required lengths, the same kind of tip

being used on all controller plates. This device has been in suc-

cessful operation for nearly a year, and has been patented.

To the men responsible for the maintenance of motors, there

is probably nothing which lias given more worry, or been so thor-

oughly non-responsive to loial treatment, as motor flash-overs. In

the writer's experience this lioulile developed with multipolar mo-

tors and the higher speed and voltages, and has been present more
or less in all motors of this typi', under the above mentioned con-

ditions. Elevated service with multiple unit system and third rail

feeders, etc., is particularly favorable for producing conditions

which contribute generously to the combination effecting flash-

overs, and It frequently occurs that motors on all the cars In a

train flash-over at the same time. Engineers arc at present giv-

ing this matter thorough study. The principal remedy appears

to lie In increasing the size of the motor so as to render It less

sensitive, and we trust thai in the near future motors will be

manufactured which will not flash-over. This will surely effect a

considerable saving In their maintenance, as burnt brush holders,

springs, armature and field colls, resulting from flash-overs. Is

not a small Item.

VVhlln the display of brass car Irlnrmlngs at the head of the

St. l.ouls Car Co's. exhibit Is ('XleuKlve, yet, some parts may
have been overlooked. This company calls attention to the fact

that It makes anything and everything known In this line.
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LUBRICATION.

BY WII.I.IA.M II. .ST.MIK. SITKHINTK.NUKNr HAII.WAY JurHNAI. I.UUBI-

CATINQ CO.

The qiieHtlou of lubrlratlon of car journals is ilrmaudliiK moi-f

attention in recent years tlian in tlie past an<l it is only right

that it should. In this age of progress the eleclrh- railways havo
attempted to keep up to the demands and have built larger cars

to accommodate the public and have im'rea8e<l the speed to com-
pote with the steam railroads. As the cars Increased in size, the

weight has increa.sed proportionately and It has become necessary

to Increase the size of the journal to carry this weight.

The metho<l of lubrication, however, has remained the same
as was used in years past. When the cars were small and the

speed slow, there was not a great deal of trouble from journal

lubrication nor did the expense amount to very much, but as

the changes have come about, both of these Items have changcl

until they are no small part of the troubles of the railway man-
agers.

It is only natural that we should look to our older brothers.

the steam railway men for our examples, and we have done

BO in journal lubrication as well as In many other things, and
with what results, "the same trouble that is apparent on all

steam roads." We have had no small amount of experience

In this line and after a great amount of trouble and expense

we arrived at the [joint whore we thought it possible to devise

some means of lubricating car journals other than that of "wool

waste and oil" which is so generally used.

The result of our labors in this line is a mechanical means,

doing away entirely with waste, and we have also been able to

reduce the amount of oil used by a large proportion. Our first

efforts were rather crude, as is bound to l>e the case with all

new devices, but after many changes, cutting out the weak points

and Improving it where we found opportunity to do so, the

"Economy Lubricator and Dust Guaird" has been developed.

JOl'RNAI, BOX A.\IJ JOUKNAL, WITH UIBKK'ATrNC. WHEELS
IN POSITION.

It is a well-known fact that there are a great many different

kinds of journal boxes used in the different styles of trucks on
the market today and this has been one of the principal troubles

we have had to contend with in the development of our lubrica,tor.

At first it was our intention to conform to all the different con-

structions, but we found that would be impossible and Imprac-

ticable even if there had been no other objections whi<h, how-
ever, there were many. We will not attempt to mention all of

them, but in passing, will say, that mo.«it journal boxes are not

oil-tight or dust-tight. In lubrication of journals, it is important

first to keep as much of the foreign substance out of the oil

as possible, and in order to reduce the expenses, it is important

to keep the oil in the box. With these two important points in

mind, we have construited a box which, while we do not say it

Is absolutely oil-tight or dust-tight, we do say that It comes
the nearest being so of any on the market.

By Investigating this matter one will see thait In the con-

struction of our box we machine both the front and ba«-k of the

box and In this way we get a joint that Is imiKwsible to obtain
where this care Is not taken. In passing, we might say, that wo
do not claim to be manufacturers of journal boxes, but on re-

quest of roads adopting our devices we gladly furnish prints

to the different journal box manufacturers embodying our design.

It is not necessary for a road to make any radical changes In

the present style of boxes. We design a box that will accom-
modate the journal and journal brass that may be In use and one
that will fit the pedestal of the truck so there Is no reason for

the railway managers to obje«t to making this change, either

when replacing worn out journal boxes or ordering new equipment.

By our past experience we have found that we not only ara

able to save all the waste packing used and reduce the B4mount

of oil fully 5(1 per cent., but also to double the life of the journal

brasses. It may be asked how this Is possible. In answer, we
say, by delivering a larger body of oil to the Journal at the

bearing iioint we gradually build up a heavier film of oil be-

tween the journal and journal brass. By mechanical means we
are able to lift a heavier bodied oil than Is possible by any
capillary method, and as this film of oil increases, the wear of

the journal bra.ss decreases. It is also a well-known fact that

as the film of oil increases the rolling friction of the car do-

creases and, while it is rather hard to determine the exact

amount of saving to the road from this cause. It is a fact never-

theless that this item would be greatly noticeable at the coal

pile and while this point does not generally come Into the ques-

tion of lubrication, a certain percentage of difference in the

amount of current used to operate the cars is directly traceable

to this cause and must, of course, be taken into account if we
are to get all the true benefits from the improved methods of

lubrication.

Our lubricator is very simple in construction and because of

Its simplicity it becomes more serviceable and more durable.

The oil is delivered by means of a bail l>earing wheel which is

held in contact with the journal by means of a coil spring with

sufficient tension to insure a positive feed of oil at all times.

The point was raised by some engineers at first, as to the

flow of oil in winter. We are now, however, able to say after

going through two of the most severe winters of recent years

that our lubricators have never tailed to work satisfactorily in

the most severe weather.

The accompanying illustration shows an end view of a journal

box and journal with the lubricating wheels in position.

Those interested in perfect lubrication may see a working

exhibition of this device in Block 6, Electricity Building.

THE CRANE CO. EXHIBITS.

The Crane Co., of Chicago, has two exhibits at the Exposition.

The main exhibit is in block 26, aisles H and 4, Machinery

Hall, and includes brass, iron and ferro-steel valves and cocks;

cast iron, malleable Iron and ferro-steel fittings; pipe bends and

special fiaugcd connections for all pressures and purposes; pop

safety valves and water relief valves. The artistic framework ol

the Crane Co's. booth is composed of samples of pipe bends and
gives an excellent idea of the character of the work turned out

by this company. The bends include 20 and 24-ln. pipe bent to

a 10-ft. radius without signs of wrinkling or injury to the pipe.

In aisle H of the Transportation Building the company has
an exhiliit which is composed wholly of valves and fittings lor

steam locomotives.

The Crane Co. also has a 30-in. atmospheric relief valve and
a 24-in. motor operated valvf on the A Ills-Chalmers unit in

Machinery Hall, which supplies the power for the decorative

lighting of the Fair grounds.

Mr. S. W. Mower, secretary of the American Railway Me-
chanical and Electrical A.ssociation, has risen to be divis-

ion superintendent of the Rapid Railway System of the Detroit

United Ry. in a very short time. Mr. Mower had been employed
In the office of the general superintendent of the Detroit United
Ry. three years.

Among the interested visitors at the convention is Mr. Wil-

liam Scott Silver, represcinting W. S. Silver & Co.
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NATIONAL ELECTRIC MACHINERY AT THE FAIR.

The National Electric Co., of Milwaukee, manufacturer of the

Christensen air brakes and electrical machinery, although com-

paratively young in the electrical field, is turnin.s; out some large

direct and alternating current generators tor lighting, power and

railway service. The unit illustrated herewith is of 1,500-kw.

capacity, and is installed at block 40. Machinery Building. Louis-

iana Purchase Exposition, and direct connected to a 2.2o0-h. p.

vertical, cross compound engine. The rated output is 1.500-kw.,

25 cycles. 6.600 volts, running at S3 r. p. m. The power generated

is used for operating the large pumps furnishing water for the

Cascades.

Like all standard alternators built by the National Electric

Co. this is of the revolving field type, leaving the armature sta-

tionary and easily accessible and the difficulty of properly insu-

lating the armature coils is eliminated as the windings are not

subject to any mechanical strains whatever. The revolving field

is of large diameter giving additional fly-wheel effect to the engine

and the construction of the field coils make them practically in-

destructible. All parts are accessible and the method of ventila-

tion insures low temperatures.

The revolving field is made of cast steel in halves, which are

bolted and secured together by shrunk links. The rim of the

HOO-KW OENER.VTOR. NATIONAL El.El'TRK CO.

wheel li a channel in cross section to which the cast steel pole

pieces are boKed. The field coils comprise fl.'j turns of 1 '/l-xVii-ln.

copper Rlrap. wound on edge and thoroughly insulated, the outer

edge of the roll being expo.sed to the atnio'phere for cooling.

Laminated pole shoes are secured to the ends of the pole pieces

and Herve to bold the field colls in position. These shoes cover a

laraie polar arc. distributing the magnetic fiux evenly.

The field lOlls are Insulated from thn pole plcics by fuller board

and the pole shoes and spider ring, by heavy fiber. The revolvln*;

field iH 10 ft. In diameter and weighs aiiproxlmately .W.OdO lb.

The frame is a circular cast Iron housing Into which laminated

puni'hlngs with Inwardly projecting teeth are assembled, for the

reception of the armature windings. The frame is exceedingly

heavy and stiff, pot requiring any external support and Is divided

horizontally, the halves lielng firmly bolted and keyed together.

Bolts and keys are contained entirely within the cross section,

obviating the use of side lugs.

Large open spaces are provided In the sides of the frames, al-

lowing a free passage of air from the ventilating ducts In thq

cor«.

The armature core is built up of laminated soft steel, the

punchings being annealed and japanned before assembling an 1

ventilating space blocks are inserted at suitable intervals, provid-

in.g openings extending around the circumference and allowing a

free passage for the heat geneiated in the windings. There are

six slots per pole. 2'j in. deep by I'.j in. wide, each being wound

with 14 conductors of .37x.28 in. compressed copper. The in-

ternal diameter of the armature is 16 ft. % in. and the widfh of

core 16 in.

Cast iron collector rings and carbon brushes are used, enabling

the machine to be operated with the minimum amount of atten-

tion at the same time providing a collector gear, which will carry

a heavy temporary overload. The net weight of this alternator is

135.000 lb., and the following are the guarantees the National

Electric Co. offers on this machine:

Efficiency at power factor 1— I'/i load, 95.05 per cent; full load,

95.5 per cent; 'i load. 94.75 per cent.

Regulation—5.5 per cent on power factor. 1.

Regulation—22 per cent on power factor 0.

Short circuit current with full load excitation 450 amperes.

This alternator is excited with a 45-kw. motor generator set,

motor side run off 220-volt lighting mains, the exciter current on

the alternator being regulated by a rheostat in the shunt of the

exciter.

On Friday. July 15th. the pit was flooded with water, but the

machine was dried out and in operation on the following Monday.

This alternator has been several time-, short circuited, due to

short circuits on the switchboard and mains, but has not been dis-

abled in any way.

The temperature rise doe? not exceed 30 degrees on armature

and magnets on a continuous run at full load and 40 degrees on

the armature and mapnets on a continuous run at 25 per cent

overload.

The National Electric Co. also has an extensive exhibit In the

Electricity Building showing the Christensen air brake equip-

ments and electric machinery in operation.

BUDA FOUNDRY & MANUFACTURING CO.

The exhibit of the Buda FouiwJry & Manufacturing Co.. of

Chicago, will be found between posts 15 and 16. aisle C, Trans-

portation Building, where is displayed in instructive fashion the

principal standard lines of this company, together with several

new devices recently added. The exhibit comprises, chiefly:

Improved pressed steel wheel hand car; different styles and

nilDA KOl-NDIty K&IIIIIIT.

sizes of pressed steel wheels: Huda oscillating cattle guard;

safety pneumatic crossing gates; rail benders; track drills and

Jacks; gages, levels and general tra<k tools and materials.

* « »
Mr. John C. Dolph. manager of the Insulating varnish de-

partment of the Standard Varnish Works, and Mr. Arthur

Davis, of tho sftmo company, are "among those present,"
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WILLIAM CARYL ELY.

Mr. William Caryl Ely, president of the American Street Rail-

way Association, is president of the International Railway Co.

of Buffalo, N. Y. While his family is of New England origin, he

was born in Middlefield, Otsego County, N. Y., and his family

and himself are Intimately identified with the history of Otsego

County. When a young man Mr. Ely studied law and in 1882 was
admitted to the bar at Ithaca, N. Y. In 1885 he removed to

Niagara Falls and continued to practice law, at first independently

and later as a member of the firm of Ely, Dudley & Cohn, which
firm was dissolved in 1899, upon Mr. Ely's election to the presi-

dency of the Buttalo Railway, and allied companies.

Mr. Ely was one of the original promoters and incorporators

of the Niagara Falls Power Co., and aided in securing its charter,

He was the chief promoter of the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Elec-

tric Railway, and its first president. He was also actively en-

gaged in the construction of the Buffalo & Lockport and Lock-

port & Olcott Railways, and was the president of both com-

panies.

In 1898 Mr. Ely conceived the plan of combining into one sys-

tem all of the electric railways in Buffalo, Niagara, Falls, Tona-

wanda, Lockport and vicinity, together with the Niagara Falls

t Park & River Railway, on the Canadian side of the Niagara

River, and the Steel Arch Bridge at Niagara Falls, and the sus-

pension bridge at Lewiston and Queenstown. This plan was suc-

cessfully carried out. All of the operating companies, with one

exception, were consolidated Into the International Railway Co.,

all of the stock being held by the International Traction Co. Mr.

Ely is president of both companies. Messrs. J. P. Morgan &
Co. were the underwriters and are the bankers of the Interna-

tional Traction Co. This company owns and operates 352 miles

of urban and interurban railways; also two great bridges across

the Niagara River.

Mr. Ely was one of the original promoters, a director, chairman
of transportation committee and a member of the executive com-

mittee of the Pan-American Exposition. He is a director of and

has been counsel for numerous banking and manufacturing com-

panies, including the Niagara Falls Power Co., Manufacturers'

and Traders' National Bank of Buffalo; Carter Crume Co., Niag-

ara Silver Co., and William A. Rogers, Ltd.

MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION.

CONSTITUTION.
I—NAME.

The name of this Association shall be "The American Street

Railway Manufacturers' Association." Its office shall be that

of its .Secretary.

II—OBJECT.
The object of this Association shall be to advance the inter-

estp of Its members, and of the American Street Railway Asso-

ciation, by providing for and having custody of such exhibits of

material as may be made at the annual <'onventionH, and the

establishment of friendly co-operation and relations with each

other and with the delegates of the railway companies.

Ill—ME.MBERSHIP.
1. The members of this A8so<'latlon shall be manufacturers

of street railway material, their agents or representatives, en-

gineers or contractors engage<l In railway construction, pub-

lishers and editors of the technical press, and others interested

in street railways, but not engaged in the operation thereof.

;;. Individuals, firms and corporations who are eligible, may
become members up<jn signifying their desire so to do In writ-

ing and paying the annual dues.

3. Each member shall be entitled to one vole by a delegate

presenting proper credentials.

IV—.MANAGEMENT,
1. The management of the affairs of this Assoclatliui shall

be entniHted to an Executive Committee of fifteen, who shall be

members or their represenlatlves.

i. At Its first meeting after the annual election of 0<t. 10,

11»04. the Executive Commlttw shall .llvlde Itself, by lot. Into

three classes of five each, the first rJasH to hold office for one
year, the HWjond class for two years and the third for three

years. Thereafter, at each annual mei'ting, five members of

the Exe<-iitlve Committee shall he elected for terms of three

yean to fill the places of those whose terms have expired.

9. Vacancies occurring in any class of the Executive Com-
mittee may be filled for the unexpired term by majority vote of

the remaining members of the Committee.

V—OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES.
1. The Executive Committee shall elect annually from its owu

body a Chairman who shall take office at the close of the meet-

ing at which he is elected and hold office for one year. They
shall also appoint a Secretary, who shall hold office during the

pleasure of the Committee. The Secretary shall be paid a sal-

ary to be fixed by the Executive Committee.

2. The Executive Committeo may appoint such sub-commit-

tees as may be necessary from time to time. The Chairmen of

such committees shall report to the Chairman of the Executive

Committee.

VI—AMENDMENTS.
This constttution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of

members represented and voting, either at a meeting or by letter

ballot, at least thirty days previous notice in writing having
been given.

BY-LAWS.
I—MEETINGS.

1. The annual meeting shall be held on the opening day of

the annual convention of the American Street Railway Associa-

tion, notice of time and place having been given to the members
in writing by the Secretary.

2. Meetings of the Executive Committee may be called at any
time by the Chairman.

11—QUORUMS.
1. At the annual meeting fifteen members shall constitute a

quonim.

2. At meetings of the Executive Committee three members
shall constitute a quorum.

Ill—DUES.
The dues shall be fixed annually by the Executive Committee

at su<h a figure as the finances and requirements of the Associa-

tion may demand, but shall not exceed $35. In the event of the

expenses of the Association tailing below the amount collected

a rebate shall be given to all members.
IV—ORDER OF BUSINESS.

1. At the annual meeting:

a. Roll call.

The reading of minutes of the last annual meeting.

Report of Executive Committee.
Report of Secretary.

Reports of Special Committees.

Election of officers.

.^t meeting of Executive Committee:
a. Roll call.

Reading of minutes.

Reirarts of Committees.

Unfinished business.

New business.

V—AMENDMENTS.
These By-I^ws may be amended or suspended at any meeting

by a vote of two-thirds of the members present and voting.

OFFICERS A. S. R. A.

b.

d.

e.

President—W. Caryl Ely, president International Railway Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

First Vice-President—Blwln C. Foster, president New Orleans
Railways Co., New Orfeans, La.

Second Vice-President—John Grant.

Third VlcePresldent—James F, Shaw, general manager Boston
& Worcester Street Railway (;o.. Boston, Mass.

Secretary and Treasurer—T. ('. I'culMglnn, treasurer Chicago
'city Railway Co., Chicago, 111.

Executive Committee— The |)nisl(lenl, the vlcc-ijresldent and
Jere C. HulchliiH, president Detroit United Ry.. Delnilt. Mlcli,

Addison B. Colvin, president lliidsiiii Viillcy Hallway Co.,

Glens Falls, N. Y.

O. Tracy Rogers, president BInghamton Railway Co., Blngham-
ton. N. Y.

W. A. Smith, geiiernl munager f)nmliii &. Coiincil llliin's Hallway
Co., Omaha. Neb.

S. L. Nelson, general manager Wbiilta Railway & Light Co.,

Wichita, Kan.
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SAVE THE "DAILY REVIEW.

Special attention is called to the tact that the "Daily Street

Railway Review," published at St. Louis October 11th to 14th
inclusive, this being the si.xth successive year, is in its nature
supplementary to the "Street Railway Review" published
monthly. Nothwithstanding the "Daily" is a separate publication

it should be bound with the monthly for convenient reference and
in order to facilitate this, the pages of the "Daily" are given num-
bers consecutive with those of the next preceding monthly issue.

Reference is again made to this fact for the reason that very fre-

quently the "Daily" is entirely overlooked by subscribers when
sending the "Review" to be bound, and as soon as the binder dis-

(;overs that 160 pages or so are missing, we receive a request to

furnish the missing numbers, which unfortunately we are not

always able to do.

THE NAME OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Th« Executive Committee of the A. S. R. A. had referred to it

at the last convention a resolution to change the name of the as-

sociation. The "Review" expresses the hope that this is the last

convention of the American Street Railway Association and that

next year it will be the American Electric Railway Association,

or the American Traction Association.

STREET RAILWAY CLAIM AGENTS.

The meeting of tlie Street Railway Claim Agents, which was
held Tuesday morning at the Transportation Building adjourned
until 2:30 p. m., Wednesday, October 12th. This meeting was
postponed In order that claim departments of all the different

roads may be represented. Many from this department will not
reach the city until today. This Is a very Important branch of

street railway work and the organization of the Claim Agents As-
sociation should be of material interest to all. All claim agents
and those interested In this department are requested to meet
in Room 11, Transportation Building, at 2:30 p. m., Wednesday,
October 12th.

Among those prominent in the movement to organize tue

claim agents are: W. A. DIbbs, New York City Uy.; William

Wright. Chicago City Ry.; W. H. Renaud. Jr., New Orleans Kys.;

Benjamin U. Davis. Columbus Hallway & Light Co.

THEATER ANNOUNCEMENT.

In order that none who deeire to attend the theater Thursday
night may be overlooked, the Entertainment Committee will ar-

range to have repreeenlatives at the theater door the evening of

the entertainment to provide tickets for all convention visitors

wearing liadges.

TODAYS PROGRAM.

This Is "Street Railway Day" at the Pair.

9:30—10:00 a. m.—Band Concert.

10:00 a. m.—Twenty-third annual meeting of the American

Street Railway Association, second floor Transportation Build-

ing.

Address—Hon. D. R. Francis, President l/oulslana Purchase

Exposition.

Address—Hon. Rolla Wells. Mayor of St. Ix>uls.

Address—Prof. W. E. Ooldsborough, Chief of Department ol

Electricity.

Roll Call.

President's Address—Hon. W. Caryl Ely.

Report of ExecutUe Committee.

Report of Set retary and Treasurer.

Presentation of Papers.

Convention adjourns for the day at 1:00 p. m.

11:00 a. m.—Meeting of Claim Agents, Room 10. second tloor

Transportation Building.

2:30 p. m.—4:00 p. m.—Band concert at New York Building,

complimentary to President Ely.

7:15—9:30 p. m.—Entertainment at "Boer War." Enter at main

entrance. Badges recognized for admission to reserve section.

Proceed from entertainment to Lagoon, where launches and gon-

dolas will be taken for a ride over the entire Lagoon, from Ma-

chinery Garden I.anding.

BADGES FOR OHIO INTERURBAN MEN.

President H. P. Clegg and Secretary Merrill, of the Ohio In-

terurban Railway Association have issued a circular announcing

the design chosen for the badge of the a.«sociation. This is to be

in the form of a rim of a trolley wheel, with the front end of an

interurban car dashing through the center. The badges are about

the size of a silver dime, and may be had in either button or pin

form. The rim is blue enamel, the front of the car and the track

are in gold, the car bears the Initials of the name of the Associa-

tion.

THE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

it is now eight years since the "Review" first urged the ad-

vantages that might be' expected to result from an organization

among the supply men who attend the conventions of the elec-

tric railway association. Four years ago, it will be remembered,

in the Kansas City Issue of the "Daily Review" the subject was

exhaustively discussed.

While the advantages of organization were apparent to the

great majority of all interested parties, there was an unexpected

conservatism when it came to action; a conservatism that was in-

creased by two successive meetings in cities where there was

but little to complain of as regards extortionate rates for team-

ing, booth making and other contract work. Largely because ot

this the effort to organize the supplymen in 1902 failed.

But when the burden of entertaining the convention became so

great that no company cared to extend an invitation and the as-

sociation, having to pay its own way, went to Saratoga Springs

in 1903, the ice of conservatism vanished in the heat of the friction

resulting from the conditions there. The first steps looking to

the organization of the Manufacturers' Association were taken at

a meeting of exhibitors held at Saratoga. Sept. 4, 1903.

The committee on organization found it necessary to reconcile

many conflicting interests, and the successful outcome is cer-
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tainly due iu greatest measure to the energy of tbe cbairman,

Mr. Daniel W. Brady, and his extraordinary ability as an organ-

izer.

Alter the meeting to effect a permanent organization was held

Monday night, the executive committee for the ensuing year paid

Mr. Brady the hearty compliment of a unanimous re-election as

cbairman.

MANUFACTURERS' RECEPTION.

RULES FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF EMPLOYES.

There will be presented at the A. S. K. A. convention an addi-

tion to the Standard Rules for the Government of Employes, in-

tended especially for comiianies operating internrban railways.

We are advised that these Interurban Rules are identical with

those adopted by the New York State Association at its meeting

last month, and therefore, there is no impropriety in discussing

the report prior to its presentation. Rather, we wish to call at-

tention to the comments made in the 'Review" for September

20tb, from which we quote as follows:

"A standard code of rules has also been adopted by the Street

Railway Association of the State of New York: as rearranged

and renumbered by the rules committee, September, 1904, this code

has been published in book form by that association. The inter-

urban rules to be used in connection with the standard code are a

great improvement over the old rules and show some very efficient

work on the part of the rule committee. However, there are three

points which do not seem to have been fully covered: There Is

no provision for the handling of trains by train orders; in pro-

tecting a train, the instruction to a conductor to go back a "sut-

flcient distance" is not definite enough ; and in the spacing ot

trains, one mile apart when running at speed is not sufficient.

Also, there is no provision for the use of fusees and torpedoes,

appliances which are in use on all steam roads and which have

been used by a number of the interurban lines.

"Standard forms ot train orders have been found a necessity

by the steam railroads of the country, and a great many of the

larger Interurban lines have adopted the standard forms of train

orders as used on the steam lines. A "sufficient distance" for a

conductor to go back to flafe a following train or car should not

be left to the judgment oi the employe. It is dangerous to run

cars only one mile apart at the high speeds at which Interurban

cars are run. For Instance, train No. 11 meets with a slight acci-

dent while running at a speed of 30 miles an hour and the train

is stopped: the second section of train No. 11 is only one mile

behind it; it would be impossible for the conductor to get back

a sufficient distance to flag the second section; the result is too

well known, and the experience of steam roads has taught them

that, unless block signals are used, five minutes apart is as close

as safety will permit, and in a great many Instances roads have

found that ten minutes Is as close as trains can be run with safety.

Tbis is a point that cannot be given too much consideration In

the operation of interurban cars at high speed.

"The Ohio Interurban Railway Association, which now has a

membership of 132 companies, tor the most part roads in Ohio,

Pennsylvania and Indiana, has a committee at work formulating

rules to govern the operation of interurban railways and general

Instruction to all employes, and copies of the draft of the pro-

posed rules are now In the hands of the members of the associa-

tion. The rules as submitted by this committee as a whole are

very good. The grouping of the rules under the different heads,

such as definitions, use of signals, train signals, whistle signals,

movement of trains, etc., Is exceptionally good and Is quite an

Improvement over the others mentioned.

"About the only unfavorable criticisms to be made on these

rules are, as In the rase of the other association's rules, the dis-

tance which a flagman must go back to protect his train, the

method or manner of protecting his train as regards the use ot

fusees and torpedocM, and the dihtance or timo between trains run-

ning In the same direction. Trains moving In the same direc-

tion at high speed should keep at least 5 and possibly 10 minutes

apart, and the "sufficient" distance for a flagman to go back to

prolc't his train Is Vt mile on straight track and <4 mile on

curve*."

It In believed that the American Association, In adopting a

book of Interurban Rules, ought to act with rather than Indc-

p«-ndent of the Ohio Interurban Association.

The informal reception in honor of the convention delegates

held at the Palace of Electricity last evening by the Manufactur-

ers' Committee, was very enjoyable and well attended by the la-

dies as well as the delegates. Reeve's celebrated brass band fur-

nished the music, giving a concert in the court ot the building

il\iring the early part of the evening and later played at the vari-

ous booths, where the receptions were held. Dainty sandwiches

and assorted cakes together with trappe, coffee and other en-

ticing beverages were served, and cigars were provided for the

men.

Those who received at the Allis-Chalmers-Bullock reception

wore Mr. W. J. Dimfield, in charge ot the exhibit; Mr. H. P. Hill,

manager of the Bullock St. Louis office asisted by Messrs. G.

S. Phillips, C. J. Larson, Ward Arnold, A. V. Moyer, N. W. Krap-

nell. A. Locker and E. W. Stull, of the various companies' de-

partments.

Those who enjoyed the hospitality ot the Westlnghouse com-

panies are indebted to Mr. 'W. K. Dunlap, manager of the exhibit,

and Messrs. F. S. Smith, C. H. Smith, Graham Smith, A. B. Bond,

Thurston and Clark of the several departments. The Nernst Lamp
Co. and the Cooper-Hewitt Lamp Co., which were represented by

Mr. H. M. Reed and Messrs. Hubbard and Evans, respectively,

enterained with the Westlnghouse companies.

The spacious booth ot the General Electric Co. was thrown open

to the delegates, the guests being received in the reception room
and luncheon served on the root garden, which was very prettily

decorated for the occasion. Mr. F. H. Gale, manager ot the ex-

hiliit, was in charge and was assisted in entertaining by the fol-

lowing representatives ot the company: Mr. R. J. Cash; Mr. G.

D. Rosenthal, manager of the St. Louis office; Mr. T. P. Bailey, of

the Chicago office; Mr. S. W. Trewick, of the New York office;

Mr. Ralph Moore, of the Philadelphia office; and Messrs. Wm.
Hand, J. G. Barry, F. E. Case, and M. M. Woods, of the electri-

cal and engineering departments.

The delegates are indebted to a very great extent to Mr. F. H.
Gale, president ot the Electricity Club, and Mr. W. E. Golds-

borough, Chief ot Department of Electricity, for the very pleasant

entertainment, these gentlemen being prominent in the organiza-

tion and promotion of the receptions. That the receptions were
a great success and the Manufacturers' Committee are royal enter-

laiiners, those who attended will attest, and the evening's ener-

tainment will mark another memorable and enjoyable epoch in

the social history ot the street railway associations.

Mr. F. C. Robbins, manager of the Niles Car & Manufacturing
Co., Niles, Ohio, is among the Tuesday arrivals.

Mr. H. M. Llttell, general manager ot the Chattanooga Rapid
Transit Co., registered on Tuesday morning.

Mr. A. H. SIsson, general manager, Mr. E. B. Suden, auditor,

and Mr. W. C. Gardner, assistant secretary of the Jewett

Car Co., Newark, Ohio, arrived at the "seat of war" Tuesday
morning.

Mr. T. C. White, of the Central Union Brass Co., was actively

circulating among his friends yesterday.

H. W. Byllesby & Co., ot Chicago, have been appointed engi-

neers and consulting managers ot the Oahkosh Gas T.,ight Co.,

i)f Oshkosh, Wis. This comi>any hasi purchased the plant of

the Oshkosh Electric Light & Power Co., formerly owned by the

United Electric Securities Co., of Boston.

Mr. L. E. Fisher, manager of the McKlnley properties iu Dan-

ville and l)e<atur. III., has been appointed general manager of

the Illinois Traitlon System.

Mr. Charles E. Lied, formerly consulting engineer of the

General Electric Co., has been named as mechanical director of

the Manhattan Transit Co.

The Benjamin Electric' Manufacturing Co., of Chicago, has

Increased Its capital stock to $50,000.
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MBMRBRS.

William K. Rolaton, superintendent Dayton & Troy Blec-

lri( Railway Co.

Thomas HawUen. Rpneral manaser Rot-kland. Thoma-ston >%

Camdpn SIrwl Railway Co.

I.. M. Sheldon, master mei'hanii' Cincinnati. Dayton & Troy

Traction Co.

R. n. Sheldon.

.1. Murray Afrlia. ihlef engineer Lewlston & ReedsvlUe Electric

Railway Co.

J. J. Ahearn, master mechanic Ottawa Electric Ry.

John A. Krels. jr.. superintendent of power and master me-

chanic St. l.oiiis & Suburban Railway Co.

F. P. Maize, master mechanic Roihester Railway Co.

J. Z. Murphy, chief engineer Chicago Union Traction Co.

W. S. Jackson, line superintendent Public Service Corporation

of New Jersey.

Clement C. Smith, president OsUosh & Western Ele<tric Rail-

way Co.

NON-MEMBERS.

George \V. Knox, general manager Green Bay Traction Co.

E. R. Gilbert, assistant general manager Chicago City Rail-

way Co.

Albert Taylor, Electric Storage Battery Co.

W. H. Brown, International Register Co.

George Stanton, sales agent Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co.

J. J. Morse, secretary and treasurer St. Louis Car Wheel Co.

E. H. Martin, general manager Toronto Railway Co.

Knox Taylor, Taylor Iron & Steel Co.

H. S. Cooper, general manager Galveston City Railway Co.

W. Worth Beau, jr.. manager and secretary Benton Harbor

& St. Joseph Electric Railway & Light Co.

Warren Bicknell, president Lake Shore Eleitric Railway Co.

C. P. Wright, superintendent and treasurer Standard Brake

Shoe Co.

H. Peck, general salesman Standard Brake Shoe Co.

Irwin Fullerton. general auditor Detroit United Ry.

W. H. Chapman, erecting engineer General Electric Co.

Henry W. French, Consolidated Engine Stop Co.

Harrie P. Clegg, assistant secretary Dayton & Western Trac-

tion Co.

A. D. Campbell, master mechanic Seattle Electric Co.

J. C. Vincent, of engineering staff Twin City Rapid Transit Co.

Frank Clark Cosby, manager Boston office Standard Unde'-

ground Cable Co.

Clarence Renshaw, electrlial engineer Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co.

N. W. Storer. engineer railway division Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co.

J. C. Webster, engineer railway division Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co.

T. E. Grossman, New York City.

H. A. Lockport, electrical engineer, Toronto, Can.

R. I.. McEwen. salesman Murphy Varnish Co.

James Paton, inspector Ford. Bacon & Davis.

A. J. Bemis, manager Brockton t Plymouth Street Ry.

William Wolnifiley, superintendent South Chicago City Rail-

way Co.

George B. Dusinberry, manager Westinghouse Electric & Man-

ufacturing Co., Cleveland.

W. J. Lynch, accountant and treasurer Quebec Railway, Light

& Power Co.

R. R. Dorland, electrician Ogden Rapid Transit Co.

A. .M. Smith, electrician Toronto Railway Co.

James G. Smith, track foreman Toronto Railway Co.

William F. McKenzie, overhead foreman Toronto Railway Co.

Charles L. Henry, general manager Indianapolis & Cincinnaii

Traction Co.

F. Marchant, superintendent of power and roadway Chicago &
Joliet Electric Ry.

George E. Macombor. president Rockland, Thomanton & Cam-

den Railway Co.

Guy P. Gannett, vlce-prealdenl Rockland, Thomaxton & Cam-

den Railway Co.

C. M. Taylor, mechanical superintendent Atchison, Topeka A
Santa Fe R. R.

Barry Dibble, electrical engineer.

New

PRESS.
George A. Barnes, "Street Railway Review," Chicago.

Harold Buttenhelm, secretary Street Railway Journal.

York.

E. E. R. Tratman, editor Engineering Newe, Chicago.

H. W. Young, Western Electrician, Chicago.

J. H. Smith, manager The Electric Club Journal, Pittsburg.

LADIES.

Mrs. Irwin Fullerton, Detroit. Mich.

Mrs. A. D. Campbell, Seattle, Wash.

Mrs. S. A. demons, Chicago.

Mias Alice H. Macomber, Rockland, Me.

Miss Annie Macomber. Rockland. Me.

A SUGGESTION.

Put on your visiting list a memorandum to call at post 52, aisle

D, Transportation Building, and investigate the advantages of the

Western water-jacket lar heater manufactured by the Franklin

Railway Supply Co., Franklin, Pa.

CENTRAL UNION BRASS CO.

The Central Union Brass Co., of St. Louis, makes a specialty

of electric and sieam railway specialties, such as car trimmings

and other brass and Iron castings of every description, motor and

journal bearings, mica and mica bond, commutator bars, line and
insulating material, ratchet brake handle, etc. The company has

been supplying car trimmings to the builders for nearly a quarter

of a century and it has on hand a large, varied stock of patterns

which enables it to make trimmings of any desired style. Its

stock of overhead material for city and interurban electric rail-

ways is also very complete and includes several specialties of new
design.

The Central Union Brass Co. supplied a large part of the line

material for the Intramural Ry. It has also filled several large

orders for brass and iron castings of special design for the Exposi-

tion company, including the complicated brass parts for the coin-

in-the slot turnstiles at the entrances to the Fair grounds.

The ratchet brake handle which the Central Union Brass Co.

exploits is especially recommended on account of its few parts

and general simplicity. This brake handle is made of highly pol-

ished bronze metal and has but six parts, all parts being fitted to

standard gages and, consequently. Interchangeable. It can be

adjusted to or removed from the brake shaft with facility. The
handle is furnished complete with steel stub end ready to be

welded to the brake shaft.

The company's new 1,000-page catalog is believed to be the most

complete catalog of car trimmings and railway supplies ever pub-

lished. It will be sent upon application to the company's office

11th and .Mullanphy Sts., St. Louis.

The Central Union Brass Co. was founded in 1881 by Mr.

George Kingsland. its president. The other officers of the com-

pany are: Vice-president. Abe Cook; secretary, F. L. Boiiquet.

Mr. Cook was formerly secretary of the Laclede Car Co.

« »

Mr. James A.- Brett, formerly general manager of the Elec-

trical Installation Co., with Mrs. Brett, are domiciled at the

Inside Inn.

Mr. J. C. McQuiston, superintendent of the Westinghous*!

Companies' publishing department, is here renewing old friend-

ships and making new ones.
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J

TUESDAY .MORNING SESSION.

President Olds called the meeting to order at 10:45 o'clock.

and announced that he had sppointed as the committee to con-

fer with the Exeiutive Committee of the American Street Rail-

way Association, on the subject of a reorganization of the as-

sociations the following named gentlemen: C. F. Baker. H. H.

Adams and K. G. Simmons.
The convention then proceeded to the considerstion of the

paper on ".Maintenance ami Inspection of Ele<trical Eqipmenl,"

by John l.indall. general foreman of shoes. Elevated Division.

Bo-ton Elevated Ry.. Boston. .Mass. As Mr. l.indall was not

present at the meeting, the paper was rejxi by Mr. Alfred Green.

Mr. William Pestell stated that he hardly agreed with Mr. Lin

dall on a great many points in connection with the paper, espe-

cially in connection with the education of motornien and others

who are not directly lonnected with the mechanical department.

He zlso agreed as to the keeping of men in line for promotion.

There should be men who can take the place of the master me-

chanic or engineer at any time should the latter be away for some

length of time. The only diffiiulty he experienced in connection

with that matter was that about as soon as they got a man edu-

cated, so that he was really valuable he would usually le^ve the

company's employ to take a better position w^ith another company

—they could not pay him money enough to keep him; but there

was some advantage in it, as some road got the benefit of bis edu

cation.

In his opinion reporting and tabulating of defects is very essen-

tial to the succesMiful maintenance of equipment—he did not

think he could dwell any too strongly on that point. The proper

looking after the details of motor equipment can l>e very greatly

heli>ed by the reports that come from previous failures, and in

this way a great many things are found which otherwis,"

would escape deteilion. These reports should be in such shape

as to be eeslly comparable, week by week, month by month, and

year by year, as Mr. l.indall stated. He had found, for instance.

In a ca=e of road where the cars are at a number of shops, that one

man who tekes care of one kind of trouble has practically none of

It. and another man has a great deal of it. By tabulating the de-

fect one can And out the weaknesses of the foreman and the

weaknessei; of the equipment. Perhaps this weakness may be

due to conditions under which the equipment Is operated, and this

tabulation of defect gives the master mechanic a chance to find

the conditions and what to do to get at the caui-e of the trouble

and remedy it.

Mr. Pestell stid that Mr. Beggs stated in his address yesterday

that the work of the Accountants' Association was practically

ended. In his opinion the Accountants have a great deal to do

—It IB quite proi)able that in the general arrangement of accounts

for the oi»eratlon of the road, the caring for statlstlral report-i

and general reports of operation, that much work will be re-

quired, and the master mwhetilcs have only Just started on

this' work in connection with the a<'Countants. This work [a

declined to l«- very lni|>orlant, and It Ih one In which the

arcountanis can help the eler-lrlcal and mechanical engineers

lo a very great extent. They know what they went in a sense,

but the a/'countant» are lietl<T al)le lo give advice as In how

to keep the aixount* In proper shape so as lo be easily com-

(nred and kept with the least possible lelior. The sfx^ker be-

lleved that If the shop accounts and I he power stallon accounti

were taken up In lonnecilon with the Accountants Assoclatlo'i

better reaultii would he nei'ured than are smured today. The

matter of ahop arrangemenlii, eapeidally facilltlea given the

men for cleanliness and that sort of thing are very important.

It is not conductive to good work to have a shop where a man

does not have a chance to clean up when he goes out to lunch

and before he goes home e.l night. A man who is always slovenly

in his appearance is apt to be that way in his work, and the

speaker thought that the members should try to get all the con-

veniences practical in shops for the comfort of the men.

The speaker thought that the suggestion in that paiper about

supplying technical literature for the shop men a very good

one. and a practice that ought to he followed more than it is.

The technical papers are very generally found in the motormen

and conductors' room?, but the shop mp.n. unless he buys such

publicEtions, rarely sees them. Mr. Pe.=tell thought there should be

a place provided where the men can get these things—perhaps

they could be kept on file and a catalog made of them, giving

the men cards, making it a sort of a librery system, so that

every man connected with the sho]) could be put in possession

of the latest literature in connection with the work upon which

he is engaged. A man cannot know too much about his work.

He thought the most imiwrlant thing that the Mechanical and

Electrical Association was organized for was to put knowledge

within the reach of the men. to bring about an interchange

of ideas, but if the association does not furnish the information

which is developed in the meetings to the men generally, it

does good to but a very few. He believed the members should

work to get i)ublications on file for the men to read. These

things should be aicessible to the mechanics in the pits, even

the car washers; they do not want to wash cars all their lives,

and they should be given an opportunity to advance themselves,

if they will do so.

The matter of the Inspection of electrical equipment, whether

on the mileage or time basis, the speaker thought is one that

In many cases must be governed by lo<-al conditions. There

are comperatively few roads in different parts of the country

that are entirely parallel in their operating conditions, and

what might be good on a mileage basis on one road would not

be on another. Some roads are able to put a. man on a car

for the purposes of lnspe<tion only once in two or three days,

even for the purpose of inspe<ting the brushes and for greasing.

Other roads find it necessary to do this every other .lay. The

traik conditions and conditions of service vary so that no two

roads ci:.n follow the same general plan in regard to these things,

and in consequence of this these matters must be taken up indi-

vidually by the engineer In charge and worked out for the par-

ticular road on which he is working. Mr. Pestell remarked that

the members had heard something yesterday about trolley trouble

i.nd controller troubles which are mentioned in the paper under

lonsidcratlon. The roads arc getting on their cars today four

motors, mostly on double truik cars, the motors of 40 h. p

capacity and larger, and the platform type of controller, li of a

size sufficient to i)roperly handle the motors, i-4 becoming lum

bersome and clumsy, takes up ii lot of room, and make:-* a great

rlcal of work u|i on (he end of the plall'oim. which Is de-tiuitlv

to the car lonslrui-lion In servbe. The multiple type of control

or a (ype of control remote from the iilalforni, using only a

master controller of small size on the platiorm, secini-d to him

lo be the proper solution for the conlroller troubles. He l)p-

lleved that Ihc comi)anles should demiind from the electrical

manufacturing companies a controller of this tyi)e for motors

even as small as 40 h. p., four lo a <ar. and get all me<hanlsin

underneuth the car. out of the way. The troubles that are ex-

perienced with this type of control for heavy service are so

small, comparatively, that they should be practically nothing

with the currents that arc handled with 40-h. p. motors, wllli

a proper design of the controller A thing which should bo
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worked to Ih to get the current carrying part of the controlllnR

a>pparatiiH off the platform. This is especially desirable on open

cars. The method piir8Uo<l by the Boston Elevated that Mr. Lie-

dall referred to. of renewing only the points of contact Angers,

the speaker had examined on this system and he believed it a

»,'Ood one to follow. He believed a good deal of money could be

saved, even with K types and other types of control used on

the platform. The controller flnger Item Is quite a large one

on a big system, and but very little of the controller flnger Is

actually gone when It has to be renewed.

Mr. Pestell further said that another point that Mr. LIndall

mentioned, especially In relation to elevated railway service,

la the flashing over of motors, and Mr. LIndall suggested the

using of a larger motor to prevent this flashing over. The

speakers experience had been that the flashing-over of motors

occurs more as the motors increase in size, and that splitting

up of the motorj, putting in four motors rather than two of the

larger size, would reduce the flashing-over. He might be mis-

taken In this theory, and he would like to hoar some expression

of experience from some of the other members In regard to it.

Mr. W. D. Wright, of K'rovidcnce, said that he wanted to

express himself in regard to the value of reports from motormen

when they turn the car into the car house. This is a great help

to the men taking care of the apparatus but sometimes it is

hard to get a written report from a motorman which can be

made much out of. Sometimes slips are used, on which are

printed different numbers which apply to the apparatus liable

to give trouble and if the motorman notices some trouble in

these parts he checks off the number. The speaker thought it

better to go further than this, and to require the motorman at

all times in bringing the car into the house to make some kind

of report; in other words, he must O. K. the car or note the

defects which exist. They had found the 0. K. report in practice

to be of great value.

Mr. Pestell stated that he knew of a form of report for this

purpose with the principal items which occur in service printed

on a sheet, leaving a- place for a check mark for any trouble

whicli occurs in service, and a place for the numbers or name of

the car crew. That saved any writing except filling in the

number of the car on the blank, checking oft the item in con-

nection with which the defect was supposed to exist, giving the

time and speed run, and the motorman and the conductors'

name and number.

Mr. G. J. Smith, of Kansas City, inquired if the members had

ever heard of a motor flashing-over when comparatively new.

In the flashing-over of motors, on a road he was formerly con-

nected with, 90 per cent, of the trouble was from that cause,

and they found that a motor that was comparatively new never

flasher over, or if it did flash-over within three or six months

of the time that it was installed, when they tested out the field

coils and insulation they found leaks, break-downs, etc., and

when these troubles were removed, the flashing-over stopped.

They never had a motor flash-over when it was comparatively

new.

Mr. J. S. Doyle, of New York, said they found on the Inter-

borough that new motors will flash over as well as old motors,

and the remedy is the splitting of the field coils;—the cause of

motor flash-over is due to partially or wholly interrupted cir-

cuits. The field saturation does not correspond with the mag-

netic effect of the armature. Tlie result is there is an increase

of potential across the armature, causing the motor to flash-over.

The remedy is to split the field coil shells and stop ah flashing-

over.

Mr. Alfred Green said he wished to ask as to the experience of

the different master mechanics as to how far a motorman should

be educated concerning the handling and the maintaining of the

electrical equipment. In the speaker's opinion that is one of the

most important points in the practical operation of electric

street railroads today. A motorman is taken from the ranks.

He is given a piece of apparatus, which costs a great deal ot

money, and also takes a great deal of money for its mainten-

ance. That apparatus is put in charge of a motorman. and it

frequently happens that two and perhaps three men handle the

same car during the eighteen or twenty-four hours ot its opera-

tion. The point which the speaker desired to raise was how much
of an education the motorman should have.

Mr. D. F. Carver, of Jersey City, replied that he believed the-

oietlcally. that the moturnian should have all the education be

could get. On the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey

apparatus was installed about a year ago to give the motorman
a pretty thorough education in the handling of the machinery on

the car, but the practical difficulty was that the employment de-

partment (ould not ke<>p the road supplied with men fast enough,

so that the tliue could be taken to give the men this Instruction

education and they had not been able to do It as thoroughly as

they would liked to have done. They adopted the usual practice

of sending a new man out with an old employe for several days,

until the new man was broken in pretty well. They had not the

trouble now which they experienced some years ago, because

they are now putting on many four-motor equipments. They are

using four 40-h. p. motors under comparatively light cars, which

have plenty of resistance, so that the motormen are not able to

do the equipment so much harm as formerly, and he did not think

trat they would harm the equipment to any great extent

under the new condition of affairs. If a motorman feeds too fast

it makes a jolt on the car which Is not only uncomfortable for

the passengers, but uncomfortable for the man, and he gets plenty

of notice if he Is doing what he should not do. Their troubles

from that cause are decreasing right along. The speaker said

that the mechanical and operating departments are very much
pleased at the way the men take hold of new things; they And
their men, as a general thing, are with the company in every

movement which the company desires to make tor the Improve-

ment of the service and equipment, and instead of the heads ot

departments having to go around and drum into the men the

new matter, the men talk to some of the shop men or the men
around the depots and in this way secure full Information about

any new plan. His experience was that on all of the roads the

average motorman tries to get the information required. The
speaker said that on one of the South Orange lines the feeling

among the men is that a man would rather be kicked than turn

a car in off the road; the consequence Is that very few cars are

turned In.

Printed blanks are given to the motormen containing a list ot

some fifteen different types of trouble that might occur In the car.

and when the car Is turned In at night, if there Is any detect,

the conductor punches out the one Indicating the particular

trouble. The motorman does not always hit the cause or the

trouble right, but if there is some trouble the conductor punches
the number indicating what he thinks the trouble Is. The fact

that he punches the slip indicates that there Is something the

matter with the car and the mechanics overhaul the car to see

what the trouble Is.

The speaker said that brought up another question which bad
been mentioned at the meeting In regard to damage suits, in

two cases he remembered that by that nightly record the com-
pany was able to prove that the equipment was not defective

and was able to save itself from serious loss. There was one
case which happened about six -weeks ago; they had quite an un-

fortunate accident with one of their cars. In the morning the

motorman who had the accident, had a car on which they had

put a new kind of locomotive black on the stovepipe. In the

morning the motorman went Into a drug store and telephoned

that this car was out with wet paint on the smokestack, and
asked tor another car. He received another car. In the afternoon

he had a serious accident with that car. and the company dis-

covered the next morning that the druggist In the store where
the motorman had gone for another car had stated that the acci-

dent was caused by negligence of the company In putting out a

car which was In bad order, and that the motorman had come
Into his store In the morning to telephone them for a new car.

By showing the records of the actual transaction, the company
completely absolved Itself from negligence. Mr. Carver did not

know for what the claim was settled, but it was probably ten

per cent of what it would have cost If the company had not been
able to show records, which proved that it had complied with

the motorman's request for another car. They had the conduc-

tor's slip of the night before, which showed that the car on which
the accident had occurred had been turned in "O. K." After the

accident, the company took the car and was able to demonstrate

that it was in good order at that time. If a conductor turns In

a car as being crippled, and the mechanics go over it and cannot
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And anything wrong with the car, there is nothing said about
It: there is no penalty for making an erronious report The com-
pany desires the criticism of its employes In regard to the con-

dition of its equipment, and gives thera every facility for making
the criticism; if they make a mistake, nothing Is said about it.

Mr. A. M. Patten, of Topeka, stated that they had tried a

scheme on the Topeka Railway, which had proved quite satisfac-

tory. They require their raotormen to make a dally report, with

the different troubles liable to occur to the car listed on the re-

port, and there are columns for tiie different motormen to sign

"on" and sign "off"; in other words. In passing the car from one
motorraan to another motorman they 0. K. the car in all essen-

tial particulars. These reports and other means are used in the

education of the men. Of course, there are many times when the

motorman does not locate the trouble correctly. When this oc-

curs, the company takes up the matter and explains why the mo-
torman did not locate the trouble correctly, and the company Is

securing more accurate reports from the motormen In regard to

these troubles since they have adopted that practice.

Mr. J. S. Doyle, of New York, stated that the Interborough

company provides two school cars for the education of the motor-

man, and issues a book of Instructions, containing a description of

the vai ious apparatus on the car, with a list of questions and an-

swers. Upon the school cars, all the apparatus employed, includ-

ing the air brake and multiple control, are so designed that a

motr.rman can readily see all the workings of the apparatus

—

one piece in each part Is sectlonalized so that he can see all the

action. Tr.e questions and answers pertaining to failures of ap-

paratus are got up with a view of reducing the detention to

service. In other words, when anything occurs, he goes througii

the list of questions and answers pertaining to failures, and goin^

through tills list he finds the trouble and reduces the detention.

It is the iiilention of the company to require motormen to p i«s a

yearly examination to determine their knowledge of the appartus.

TTie book of instructions is very complete, and Mr. Doyle offered

to send a <opy . f It to any master mechanic v.'ho might desire

it as it m^ght lielp some of the members of the association in

solving the troubles which they have.

Mr. W. K. Evans, of Minneapolis, said that he was glad to know
about the experience being had with instruition cars. Tho Twin
City liapid Transit Co. had contemplated some thing of that kind.

In fact It had a system of Instruction under which the men met

in groups each week and went over questions such as have been

considered in the discussion; but from the discussion which had

been had on the subject it occurred to him that the companies

were working at the wrong end of the proposition. In all of the dis-

cuHslon that had preceded the Idea was to depend entirely on the

motorman to eliminate the trouble. His experience had been

that the company cannot get motormen fast enough to educate

them, and the consequence was that the superintendents of trans-

portation had to put the men out on the car some considerable

time before they have any extensive knowledge of the apparatus;

and It was the opinion of Mr. Evans that a great deal of time

can be wasted in Instructing the motorman. because about the

time the motorman should be Instructed, In many ca.ses he would

have left the employ of the company. While It Is a very good

thing to have a well posted man there Is no line in the country

that can afford to tie up the system long enough to allow a

motorman to repair the car. If there Is a little trouble In the

controller or something of that klml the motorman can Hx it

and get his car In, He would like to hear more discussion Ironi

the other end of the question as In his experience, motormen b

reports have been very misleading as to what the trouble really

was.

Mr, Evans said that It will have to be admitted that the motor-

man U not thoroughly Instructed conceniing the apparatus In his

charge, but he ought to be able to defect or repair trouble. There

Is one peculiarity about Instructing men In a knowledge of the

apparatus which they handle. Kor example some of the best air

brake men on the steam roads know practically nothing of tin-

'onHiruction of the apparatus; they simply know how to shnl

off the engine to make an even slop at the slAtlon. They have

that down to nicety, but can tell very little about the intricate

conKtructlon of the air brake apparatus. It was the opinion of

.Mr. Evans that If the companies are going to depend altogether

on the motormen for Information relating to car trouhlea on the

road, they are working at the wrong end. The motorman can

give a great deal of assistance, but it would not be advisable to

depend upon him.

Mr, B}\'ans thought the paper a very good one and he would
like to hear it discussed very thoroughly. Mr. Llndall mentioned
the tabulation of defects and recording them. The l"wln City

Rapid Transit Co. had found that practice to be a very great ad-

vantage; but tliere Is one point which had not been touched upon,

which, in the opinion of Mr, Evans, was very important and that

is that the defects should be tabulated in such a way that not

only the master mechanic but everybody interested In the equip-

ment could see just how it was running. He had been surprised

to find out the interest such a practice had generated even in the

ordinary repair man at the station, when they find that the com-
pany was keeping a check of this kind, and he had been surprised

to find that some of the repair men whom he thought were not

interested at all had come to him and told him that their reports

would be better than they were last month.
Mr. Green said that what he had in mind, in asking the ques-

tion, was not the matter of repairing a car on the road, but the

question of sending out a man who would keep the road open.

He had known where a motorman did not know, when he was
cut out. where the fuse box was. aud he stood there until another
motorman came along. He knew of anotlier case where a motor-
man went to start and got stuck in a curve, because he forgot to

release his brake. The question is how far you have to Instruct

a man to keep the car going until it comes back and not block

the system—that is what is desired. It is a good point to study
out. as it is for the master mechanic to get the blame for every-

thing that goes wrong with the appai'atus; and it is a good point

to start on. to find out why the master mechanic has to assume
all the responsibility on account of incompetent handling of the

car. The speaker had seen a motorman run a car lor three miles,

and never let the brake off, and when he wanted to stop the car

he turned the controller handle around and the car stopped. In

his opinion much of the trouble was due to the motorman.
Mr. .1, S, Doyle, of New York, said that in regard to the inspec-

tion of electrical equipment the Interborough company had a sys-

tem which might prove interesting. The company published each

month a schedule showing the cost of dally inspection, and also

the cause of all delays; there was a competitive merit system
among three different inspection shops and one shop will take
care of seven hundred cars and inspect each car every three or

five days. They started out a year ago to see which was the best

foreman with the undei-standlng that the man who saved the

most money would receive a certain percentage of It. In the Hist

year the company saved a considerable sum of money. A sched-

ule was issued showing evei-y delay that occuri-ed and the cause

of It. The company found that at the end of the first year the

reliability of the service was Improved thirty per cent and the

expenses cut down to a very great extent.

Mr. H. A. Johnson, of Jersey City, remarked that the same sys-

tem had been tried in the Public Service Corporation and had pro-

duced very satisfactory results, (living each shop force a certain

class of equipment and a lertaln number of equipment to take rare

of, resulted In considerable competition among the men. and very

excellent results,

Mr, William E. Uolston, of Tippecanoe. Ohio. Inquired what
was the experience of the members and what they gained by
the use of the ammeter in instrucUng motormen to handle largo

cars on Interurban roads. It has been the practice of the Dayton
and Troy Railroad Co, to take a volt meter and an ammeter on
the front end of the car. and at the same time use a wattmeter
on the car. to make a record of the consumption of current on
the line, and compare that with the power used by the older

men In the service. This was done to dcmonHlrate to the new
men how to properly handle the consumption of current, and
a great Having can be effected and considerable time saved by
Instructing the new men at the start how to properly handle
the car, especially with heavy equipment, as four 7G h. p. motors
under thirty ton cars, In which case the power consumption Is

a big Item, By giving the motorman to understand how to feed

his car, and what advantage he lan gain by feeding slowly or by
feeding fast, he found there wan a great economy, and he would
like an expression of the members as to their experience In

that line.
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Mr. William IVsiell fald thai he knew of an ararngement which
had been put Into eftcot for chm-klDg up the records of rara taken
In for various troubles. The system was to rule a sheet, show-

ing the car numbers In numerical order on one side and the

days of the month across the top. and enterlnc on the sheet

each time a car was brought In the motorman's number In the

square for that elate, and giving the number of the car that was
pulled In. Such a schedule shows at a glance which motormen
were having the most trouble on the street as well as what
particular cars were giving trouble, and initials were provided

whiih showed what trouble the car had been pulled in for. This'

Is particularly valuable on small roads having anywhere from

25 to 200 cars.

Mr. W. H. McAloney. of Denver, thought the matter Mr.

Pestell had jui!'t mentioned was important, and also the matter

he mentioned previously, as to their being further work for the

accounting department. He thought it was imiwrtant on small

roads to show how many cars were taken out of service per

day, week or month, and a comparison made for certain periods.

He thought that was something whlih every company needed.

Before he left Denver he had looked the matter up. and from
the data he had he found that only 2 per cent, of the cars

operated had been taken permanently off the line in any given

week, that is for more than incidental repairs or adjustment.

Mr. Evans said that as to the statement about tabulating the

number of failures, that the Twin City Rapid Transit Co. had been

trying something of that kind and had tabulated the failures,

that is, cases where the csrs were pulled out of servi<e, and re-

duced it to a mileage l)asis, to show that each station had so many
pull Ins for the month and so much mileage per pull-in, and in

that way you get it down to something like actual conditions.

They aJso keep a reiord of the motormen who have the pull-ins,

and if they find any particular men have too great a number,

tlie man is called to account, and it has the effeit of reducing

the trouble. The speaker was still a little bit inclined to think,

in opposition to Mr. Green, that the meeting was working at tlie

wrong end of tlie proposition. He did not wish to appear to

contend that there is any disadvantage in educating the motor-

men, but that it appeare<l to him to be a practical impossibility

to get the motormen educated to that point where they can

oe thoroughly relied upon to take care of the equipment.

Mr. J. S. Doyle answered Mr. Evans that his company did not

find this to be the case. The Interborough handles six and

seven-car trains with about 140 persons in each car, under two

minutes headway. Very frequently they ha.ve train line trou-

bles. A burst hose, a burst pipe, or governable trouble a motor-

man can frequently clean up in two minutes. It is surprising

to discover how much the men know about the apparatus. They

are well poste<l on the air brake and also on the control appa-

ratus. With their system of control the imporant thing is to

maintain the train line. The motormen can quickly find

if the train line is in good condition or not. As a whole they

discover that their motormen are very capable in making neces-

sary repairs and adjustment of the apparatus in emergencies.

Mr. Evans said that his company did not have any trouble

under the conditions Mr. Doyle cited, as the men handling seven

car trains are undoubtedly the preferred men on the system.

Mr. Evans had no trouble where they run steam service, because

in that service their best men were employed, but it is the extra

man, the everybody, who takes a car out upon whom the station

man must depend to fill out the service. Under the conditions

Mr. Doyle spoke of they had no trouble, because in the case ot

such men the company knows that when it gets a report tlie trou-

ble is what it is stated to be.

Mr. Doyle replied that his men are not preferred men. On
one of the lines they run six-car trains aili the day and during

the rush hours they run seven cars, and every man must be

capable of handling a seven-car train.

Mr. McAloney inquired if the school car is run over the lines.

Mr. Doyle replied that they had two school cars, one for the

subway roa<l and one for the elevated road. There is a school-

master on each car, and each motorman is required to take a

certain course, so many lessons. The car on the Manhattan

Elevated division is kept three months on the Ea.st Side system

and three months on the West Side system, and rotates from

one system to the other. The same practice Is observed in regard

to the school car aaslgned to the subway division. The cars

are run to the various terminals, and kept there a sufficient length

of time to enable the men to receive the proper course of In-

Btruclion. The whool car is stationary; it is a regular motor
lar with some H|)ecial equipment.

Mr. I>. F. Carver, of Jersey City, said that he believed that

he could answer Mr. Kalston's question in a way which might be

interesting. He saJd that they had put two 40 h. p. motors
with a 22 tooth pinion, on each nine bench car. and it ran the

car pretty lively, and the new motormen In handling that car

could not keep the car on the line or keep the fuses in. They
hit upon the experient of taking a few of the brightest men on
the division and let them take the car out. and went with them
and let them run the car for one trip In the way in which they

usually handle It. Then they put an ammeter in the car, and
let the men handle It in the same way, and showed the current

consumed at various points on the controller in their way of

running the car. They went up to 350 amperes when swinging

from series into parallel. We then showed the motorman how
it should 1)6 done. The men went around the club rooms and
told the other motormen what they had seen. In a few days

the trouiile vanished, the cars were kept on the line in proper

shape, sjid in a week or so the men would not have anything

else than these fast cars. They had not had any trouble in the

last two months, no cars being turned in, where formerly they

had eight or nine cars a day turned in, the men saying they

could not operate the csrs and keep the fuses from blowing.

Mr. J. S. Doyle remarked that was quite an important engineer-

ing question, and he thought the solution was to resort to the

multiple unit system, automatic control, especially in four motor

equipments. As Mr. Pestell had said, the roads were coming to

it and the automatic feature is one of the best features of the

control; and as to training the men how to run cars, you may
do that for a day. or for a week, but unless you watch them con-

tinually they will go back on you. and he thought, after all, it

was a question of the use of the automatic control to get the best

results.

Mr. Pestell remarked that one thing had been suggested to

him. and that was that perhaps he was too much of a believer In

reports and records, and possibly he would get too many reports.

He admitted it was possible to have too many reports: that a

master mechanic can have too many records and not have time

enough in which to get around to see his work. He believed

these records could be summarized by his assistants, so as leave

the master mechanic time to go out on the job and see what is

going on. He was a firm believer in personal supervision of all

work in progress.

President Olds remarked that he felt that the question was one

of very great importance, as the motors and the equipment are

becoming heavier and the speeds higher, it requires better work.

Many of the companies are holding the voltage up to 600 volts,

and a motor that would operate successfully on live hundred

volts, when operated at a higher voltage will tlash-over and cause

trouble at the brush-holders or controllers, where they would be

all right at the lower voltage. He felt that it was a question or

the utmost importance, not only to educate the motormen to han-

dle the car properly, which he thought was very essential, but

that the repair men must be more efficient and abler than they

were a few years ago when they were handling the old equip-

ments. As Mr. Doyle mentioned, regarding the seven-car trains

on his road, a great many of the roads have interurban lines run-

ning out through the country, not on a two-minute headway, but

possibly on a headway of an hour. If there is anything wrong
with the car. with two or three cars, or possibly a half dozen cars

in a train he considered it important that the motorman should

he able in a, very few minutes to locate the trouble and not stay

there to be pushed in or wait for some older man, who better un-

derstood the business, to help him out. In his experience he had
found it necessary to send a repair man twenty miles to attend to

a slight matter, that the motornian should have been able to de-

tect at once. He was a thorough believer in giving the motor-

men, especially on the interurl)nn lines, a comprehensive knowl-

edge of the apparatus in their charge, and they should be required

to pass an examination.

Mr. H. J. I^ke. of Muncio, Ind.. considered that the matter of
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inatnicting motormen is sometliing of vital importance to every

electric railway system. If reference is made to the steam

railway systems, it will be found that they do not put a new man
upon an engine until he Is a nualified engineer. Why. he asked,

is it not just as essential that the electric railroads should have

sood engineers to handle the electric trains? The electric roads

are certainly carrying more people in the course of 24 hours

than are the steam roads; and as to the motormau's ability to

handle his train in case of emergency, he should have sufficient

knowledge of the apparatus to prevent a tieing up of the sys-

tem, and with the sidings on electric roads two or threo miles

apart, or less, he ought to be able to get his train to a siding;

but the car house man has got to go after it to pull it in or else

delay the road. The point has been raised that a motorman
understanding his duties should be able to repair his car in a

few minutes' time. Motormen do not always receive the in-

structions which they should receive; a motorman is put on the

line for Instruction, and the motorman he has on with him be

comes well acquainted with him in a few days and he is turned in

to the superintendent of transportation as being all right and is

given a car. and about the only thing he knows about the car

is to start and stop it. He does not know how to fix a crippled

motor. If a controller finger gets caught so that the controller

will not work, he does not know what to do with it; it a con-

troller hangs fire he does not know what to do in a case of that

kind. These are small points that come up every day, and it a

motorman Is put through a course of schooling and thoroughly

understands his business these are points that he should know
about, and he should know how to get his car In working order amd

maintain the regular schedule. A crippled controller finger does

not necessarily put a car out of business. In the majority of our

platform controllers, by simply raising the finger, the car will

proceed In the usual manner without any trouble whatever.

President Olds then appointed the following named gentlemen

as a committee on nominations: Mr. W. O. Mundy, Mr. Alfred

Green, Mr. J. Millar, Mr. W. D. Wright, and Mr. W. K. Evans.

The meeting then adjourned until 2:30 o'clock.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.
President Olds called the meeting to order at 2:3U o'clock and

stated that the first business of the session would be the con-

sideration of the Question Box. The secretary read the printed

questions and answers, and there was a very spirited and valu-

able supplementary discussion by the members generally of the

questions contained in the Question Box.

in the general business which was considered, Mr. Baker,

chairman of the committee to attend the meeting of the execu-

tive committee of the American Street Railway Association, in

conjunction with a committee of the Accountants' Association,

reported that the meeting of the joint committees had been

held on Tuesday morning and as a result of the meeting the

executive committee of the American Street Railway Associa-

tion would make certain recommendations to that Association

looking to a reorganization of the parent Association and the

auxiliary Associations, the recommendations to be made by the

committee being In line with the ideas of the special commit-

tee of the Mechanical Association.

On motion of .Mr. William I'estell it was resolved that it was
the sense of the meelinx that the executive committee be rec-

ommended to consider the matter of the appointment of special

committees to re|)(.irt upon matters relating to cars and car

equipment, sbopa, car house and equipment, power stations and
power Hlatlnn equipment, track and track equipment, and such

other subjects relating to electric railroad work as met the

approval of the executive committee.

.Mr. Munily. aH chairman of the committee on nominations, re-

ported the following gentlemen for officers of the Association

for the ensuing year:

President, C. F. Baker, Boston; first vice-president, H. H.

Adams, Baltimore; seconil vice-presl.leni, John Millar, Buffalo;

third vlc<vpre«Ulent, K. O. UlmmonH, Milwaukee; secretary and
treaaurcr. 8. W. Mower. Detroit.

Exectillve Committee: D. F. Carver, Jersey City; J. 8. Doyle.

New York; C. C. I.«wIh, Schenectady; W. H. McAloney, D<>nver.

On motion the secretary was authorized to cast the ballot of

the Association for the officers nominated.

Mr. Mundy remarked that the committee considered Mr. Sim-

mons a suitable candidate lor the vice-presidency for two rea-

sons, one for his apparent interest in the organization and his

ability, and the other because he was the leading representative

of the movement to organize a maintenance of way association,

.md the committee desires to .show that the mechanical associa-

tion appreciates the fact that the maintenance of way men are

to become members of the Association.

Mr. Mundy further said that while he had the floor, he would

as chairman of the committee on nominations take upon him-

self the privilege of extending the thanks of the Association to

the past president, Mr. Olds, for the great Interest he had taken

in the work; and the only reason why the committee had not

insisted upon the re-election of Mr. Olds to the executive com-

mittee was the tact that Mr. Olds took the ground that it was

proper than the president of the organization should hold of-

fice for but one year. The work of Mr. Olds had been very

efficient and beneficial to the Association in every way and it

was the pleasure of Mr. Mundy to move that a vote of thanks

be extended to Mr. Olds.

Mr. Green, in seconding the motion, said that it was the desire

of the Association to show the retiring president that the mem-
bers appreciated his labors during the past year, and to show

how kindly they felt toward him he would like every member

to stand while the motion was passed.

Mr. Green put the motion, which was adopted, and in an-

nouncing the result he said that the members would never forget

Jlr. Olds as the president of the Association.

Mr. Olds, in responding, said that ho thanked the members

for their kind expression, and it was impossible for him to fully

voice his feelings regarding the tribute of appreciation paid to

him; as stated in his address, he considered the brightest spot

is his career as a railroad man was to have been able, with the as-

sistance of the members, to hold four meetings of the Associa-

tion in the World's Fair Grounds at St. Louis, at which meet-

ings there had been an average of 125 men sitting through the

complete sessions and taking an active interest in them. He
considered it a thing which, as master mechanics and electrical

men, the meml)ers should be proud of; he was proud of It, and

he was proud of the Association.

Mr. Olds said that the supply men, as the members know, are

royal fellows; they had done a great deal In entertaining the

members of the Association and proposed to do more. The en-

tertainments provided by the supply men were open to the mem-
bers of the Association, and he expressed the hope that the

members would give their hearty co-oiyeratlon and support to all

of the plans arranged by the supply men.

Mr. C. F. Baker, the newly ele<:tod president, was then intro-

duced by President Olds. He E:.id that ho wished to thank

the members for the honor thry had conferred on him. He
would try to work for the advancement of the Association with

the assistance of the other cl'flcers and members at large; that

one man can do but very liltle In an organization of the charac-

ter and proportions of t!.e American Railway Mechanical and

Electrical Association.

The vice-presldentp, Messrs. Adams, Millar and Simmons,

were Introduced in order, and each made appropriate remarks

expressing their r.ppreclatlon of their election to office, and

|)romlslng that tl.ey would exert their best efforts In behalf of

the Association.

President Baker called attention to the joint meeting of the

Accountants' Association and the Mechanical Association to be

held on Friday morning and requested a full attendance of the

members at that joint meeting.

The meeting adjourned.

Mr. Max A. Berg, of Porter & Berg, Chicago, arrived Tuesday

morning and In at the Southern.

Mr. George E. Pratt, of the Star Brass Works, Kalamazoo,

Mich., reiKirts a Hotirlshlng business and monthly saleH of 30,000

trolley wheels.
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A. S. R. A. DELEGATES REGISTERED TUESDAY.

Alton, 111.—Alton, Granite tc St. Louis Traction Co. Joaoph

F. Porter.

Austin, Texas.—Austin Electric Ry. Co. Frank B. Siovlll.

Akron, Ohio.—Northern Ohio Traction ft Light Co. Charles

Currle, Charles Lohr (Inside Inn).

Atlanta, Oa.—Georgia Railway ft Electric Co. W. H. Green,

Thomas K. Glenn (Planters).

Birmingham, Ala.—Birmingham Railway, Light & I'owcr

Co. C. O. Simpson, J. A. Emery, Geo. H. Harris.

Boston, Mass.—Boston Elevated Railway Co. C. F. Baker (Jef-

ferson )

.

Boston. Mass.- Boston & Worcester Street Hallway Co..

Charles C. Pearoe.

Bridgeport, Conn.—Connecticut Railway ft Light Co. William

Darl)er (Usona).

Baltimore. Md.— United Railways ft Electric Co. H. H. Adams.

Bridgeton. N. .1— Bridgeton & Millville Traction Co. C. L. S.

Tingley (Hamilton).

Chicago, III.—Chli-ago Union Traction Co. F. E. Smith (In-

side Inn>, J. Z. Murphy.

Chicago, III.—Chicago Consolidated Traction Co. F. E. Smith,

J. J. Linden.

Columbus, Ohio.—Columbus Railway Co. M, S. Hopkins, J.

A. Jens.

Cincinnati, Ohio.-Cincinnati Traction Co. Dana Stevens, Ro-

bert Dunning (Southern).

Cleveland, Ohio.—Cleveland Electric Railway Co. John Ehr-

hardt, W. G. McDole. Henry N. Staats (Inside Inn).

Cleveland, Ohio.—Eastern Ohio Traction Co. R. L. Andrews

(4549 Westminster PI.), J. J. Doyle (Southern).

Dayton, Ohio.—Peoples Railway Co. J. L. Breen, W. J. Breen

(Hamilton).

Duluth, Minn.—Duluth Superior Traction Co. Herbert War-

ren (Inside Inn).

Des Moines, Iowa,—Des Moines City Railway Co. Charles L.

Wight
Detroit. Mich.—Detroit United Ry. George H. Russell.

El Paso, Texas.—El Paso Electric Railway Co. W. V. Neal

(4535 Clayton Ave.).

Ft. Wayne, Ind.—Ft Wayne ft Wabash Valley Traction Co.

M. J. Kehoe (Inside Inn).

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Grand Rapids Railway Co. J. C. Ma.

diger (2822 Russell Ave.).

Harrisburg, Pa.—Centra] Pennsylvania Traction Co. F. B.

Musser, W. J. Calder.

Joliet, 111.—Chicago & Joliet Eastern Railway Co. A. S. Kibbe

(4472 Forest Park Bl.).

Kansas City, Mo.—Metropolitan Street Railway Co. George

E. Lawson.

Kenosha. Wis.—Kenosha Electric Railway Co. G. A. Damon,

W. H. Rosecrans.

Lebanon, Pa.—I ebanon Valley Street Railway Co. Charles H.

Smith.

Lexington, Ky.— 1 exington Railway Co. Thomas D. Murray

(Southern).

Mobile, Ala.—Mobile Light & Railway Co. H. M. Barnet.

Nashville, Tenn.—Nashville Railway & Light Co. W. B.

Brockway (Inside Inn), G. W. Swlnt, G. D. Mills.

New York, N. Y.—New York City Railway Co. Oren Root, Jr.,

J. J. Higgins (Buckingham Club).

Port Chester, N. Y.—New York & Stamford Railway Co. N.

K. Heft, R. J. Allyn, H. C. Wybro, C. O. Mailloux.

Rockford, 111.—Rocklord & Interurhan Railway Co. F. A. Poor,

J. C. Barr (Hamilton).

Rockland, Me.—Rockland, Thomaston & Camden Street Ry.

G. E. Macomber, Thomas Hawken.
Saginaw, Mich.—Saginaw Valley Traction Co. J. Charles

young.

San Antonio, Texas.—San Antonio Traction Co. Samuel Kahn.

Springfield, Ohio.—Springfield Railway Co. O. Jackson.

St. Joseph, Mo.—St. Joseph Railway, Light, Heat & Power Co.

f . A. DlllmaQ.

South Bend, Jnd.-^Jndiana Railway Co. James Kent (New St.

Cannes).

Washington, D. C.—Capitol Traction Co. H. I). Compts, D.

S. Carl!.

Webb City, Mo.—Southwest Missouri Electric Railway Co. A.

G. Kniseley.

Wichita, Kas—Wichita R U & Light Co. W. R. Morrison.

LADIES.

Mrs. J. F. Porter, Alton, III.

Mrs. F. B. Scovill, Austin Tex.

Mrs. J. D. Leeper, Austin, Tex.

Mrs. Thos. K. Glenn, Atlanta, Ga.

Mrs. C. O. Simpson, Birmingham, Ala.

Mrs, Sarah Bishop. Birmingham, Ala.

Mrs. Geo. H. Harris, BIrmlnghajn, Ala.

Mrs. C. C. Pearce, Boston, Mass.

Mra 0. L. S. Teagiey, Bridgeton, N. J.

Mrs. M. S. Hopkins, Cohimbus, Ohio.

Mrs. Robt. Dunning, Cincinnati, O.

Mrs. John Ehrhard, Cleveland, O.

Mrs. W. G. McDole, Cleveland, O.

Mrs. R. L. Andrews, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mrs. Herbert Warren, Duluth, Minn.

Mrs*. G. H. Russell, Detroit, Mich.

Miss Russell, Detroit, Mich.

Miss Long, Detroit, Mich.

Mrs. W. V. Neal, El Paso, Texas.

Mrs. M. J. Kehoe, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Mrs. F. B. Musser, Harrisburg, Pa.

Mrs. A. S. Kibbe, Joliet. 111.

Miss Ova Lawson, Kansa.? City, Mo.

Mrs. G. A. Damon, Kenosha. Wis.

Miss Eiiie Murray, Lexington, Ky.
,

Mrs. H. M. Barnet, Mobile, Ala.

Mrs. W. B. Brockway, New York.

Mrs. W. R. Morrison, Wichita, Kas.

Mrs. A. G. Kniseley, Webb City, Mo.

Mrs. F. A. Dillman, St Joseph, Mo.

Miss Helen Kahn, San Antonio, Texas.

Mrs. Thos. Hawkin, Rockland, Me.

Misses Macomber, Rockland, Me.
< »»

Y-DO-I.

Among the very novel souvenirs that are being distributed by

the manufacturers is Y-Do-I, for which we are indebted to

Messrs. Watts & Uthoff, St. Louis agents for the Star Brass

Works. Y-Do-I is a Japanese doll and it is said she can. do

most anything but talk.

4 » »

THE PHILIPPINE EXPOSITION.

About the time the World's Fair City is waking at early morn-

ing, 100 barelimbed Igorote often sacrifice and eat a dog on the

Philippine reservation. Those attending the conventions who
do not count themselves among the "early birds," however, will

find just as interesting things going on at the Philippine Exposi-

tion at all times. This is the first comprehensive display of

the Filipinos, their work and habits, made in the United States

and is well worth seeing.

A lead pencil with rubber top is handy thing to have, and

when It is painted blue and white, like those the McGuire-

Gummings Manufacturing Co. gives away, it is "worth while."

Mr. Peter Kling, representing the John Stephenson Co., is

very much in evidence these days.

Among the early arrivals at the convention were Mr. Cornell

S. Hawley, general sales agent of the Consolidated Cax Heal-

ing Co., and Mr. S. B. Keys, district manager. New York

office. Other representatives of this c-ompany, who arrived

Tuesday morning, are Mr. W. S. Hammond, district manager,

of Chicago, and Mr. C. C. Nuckols, also of the Chicago office.

The company's exhibit in the Transportation Building is in

charge of Mr. C. A. Eggert, of Chicago.
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NEW CARS FOR THE NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED RAILROAD CO.

rii

The accompanying Illustration shows the construction of a new
car, 35 of which are just being put in service by the Northwestern

Elevated Railroad Co., o( Chicago, and which is known as the

channels. The intermcfllate sills and the bottom of the side sills

are filled with spruce packing blociis bolted down at frequent

intervals for the purpose of providing suitable nailing strips for

CCMBINATION MOTOR AND TRAILER CAR OF NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED R. R.

combined motor and trailer car. This company has adopted the

type M multiple unit system of motor control and to give greater

flexibility in arranging the train service, it was desired to have a

car that could be used in any position In a train.

The design of the car involves a number of new and interesting

features. The underframes are of steel and were built by the

Pressed Steel Car Co., of Pittsburg, and after assembling were

shipped to the St. Louis Car Co., of St. Louis, which built the car

I.tTCBIOl or COMBINATION MOTOR A.M> TKAIL CAB, ^OBTUWK8TEB^
ELEVATKI) R. R.

bodies and trurkH Tho side hIIIh are 7 IH In. plates pressed into

Rlrdem of fish belly serllon, 17 In de«p at the center and 10 in.

deep at the ends, the top and bottom flanges being 4 In. These

glrdern Instead of having the convex side placed down as is the

UKual practice, have been Inverted and the covex aide placSH up.

BetweflD the aide sills are three longitudinal aill* of 6-ln. 6^-lb.

the main floor of the car, which Is made up of two thicknesseB of

1x4 in. matched and dressed yellow pine laid diagonally and in

opposite directions. Between the two floors % in. of hajr felt is

^„
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placed for the purpose of keeping the <ar warm ami it also serves

as deadening, as no sealing is provided, all the space between the

sills being open to give convenient and ample room for installing

trie heater, and all the switches, fuses and electrical apparatus

of similar nature are placed in a compartment enclosed in the

main wall of the car at the end on the right hand side and com-

FHONT .VNIi SI1>E RSiI.EV.VTION OP C.\R HOOD. SHOWI.N'C, IIR.M^I.ir.HT .\ND M.MlKnRR.

electrical and air brake equipment. The bolsters are pressed

steel channels 10 in. deep made up of two %in. plates riveted to

the Ranges of the channels which form the sides of the bolsters.

The metal end sills are pressed steel shapes 8 in, deep at the center

and reduced to 6 in. at the ends to fit the tiin. channels carrying

the vestibule overhang. Between the bolsters are four cross

members similar to the end sills which are 8 in. deep at the center

and reduced at the ends. No side sill truss rods nor needle beam
truss rods are required. The overhang of the vestibule platform

is carried on 6-in. channels riveted to the bottom sides of the fish

belly girders constituting the side sills. These cars also have a

steel anti-telesroping structure at the end similar to the motor

cars of the Northwestern Elevated; this consists of steel angles

and plates framed into the end sills and extending up to the deck,

where they are tied across by the deck and sills. The general

dimensions of the car are: Length over vestibule. 46 ft.; length

over corner posts, 38 ft. 4 In.; width, 8 ft. 8'^ In.; height of floor

COUPLERS FOR NORTHWESTEkN ELEVATED CAR.

above top of rail, 3 ft. "% in.; distance from floor to eaves, 6 ft.

7 In., distance from eaves to crown of roof, 2 ft. 5% in..

The siding on the exterior Is two thickness of Vjln. material,

the first put on horlzonlally and the outside vertically and ex-

tends down below the bottom of the side sills so that the under-

framing 1b entirely concealed. The seating is designed to accom-

modate 60 persons, there being eight double cross seats at the

center of the car and the rest longitudinal. The bodies are

mounted on Northwestern Elevateil standard M. C. B. trucks

which have .ift. wheel base and are placed 32 ft. 4. in. between

truck centers. The wheels In these truck were furnished by the

Standard Steel Works and are 34 In. steel tlre<l and mounted OD

5l^-in. axles.

It is the iDteotlon when these cars are put into service to ex-

change one M. C. B. trailer truck for one Northwestern Elevated

claiiH A motor truck, which is equipped with two G. E. 5.5 motors

and al»o to mount a twoBiotor equipment of the (S. K. typo M
control on the bottom of the < ar logelher with the new style maif-

netic circuit breaker, which Is opened and closed by the operator

manipulating a set and tripping switch from any point in the car

or In the train. There are two lontrolliTK on each car In the veg-

tibulen, one on <-a<h end at the left hand side in the platform

ventibul" Kolding doors are provUled to cr)nipl<'ti'ly enclose

the controller! when they are not in (ise and to fold around to

the right and close the oiiening in the vchIIIiuIc wall, making a

convenient cab the entire size of the platform veatlliulo for the

iDOlornuin's uac. This («b will be heated by an Independent elcc-

pletely lined with V4-in. transite and provided with sheet iron

doors, the doors opening into the vestibule.

Each end of the car is equipped with a set of markers and

headlight of the Northwestern Elevated standard shown in the

SI'II'TION OK MAHKi;il, NOUT II WEMTIOUN EI.BVATn II. R.

drawing. Bach marker has four lights, rod, green, white and

yellow, and Is made after the Northwestern Elevated design, to

provide an absolutely IndeHlrucllblo marker and one which will

not freeze In winter weather, a source of much trouble with those
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rormerly used. One 16'Caiidle power bunp la In each marker and
headlight. The headlight and marker clrnilt is rontrolled by a

special way switch, circuits belnt; wired In Bucb a manner that the

hule, give Ave 6-lamp circuits. These are in two 4-lamp and one
.l-lamp fixtures in the celling of the car and six lamps on each
Hide, the sockets being placed In the upper molding of the adver-

rtflt
-J_^

uir

MOTOBMEN 8 SKAT, NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED CAB.

operator can at will throw on the headlight and marker circuit, at

the same time cutting out the Testlbule light. As cutting out the

vestibule light kills one of the five lamp circuits ordinarily used

tislng space. The interior finish of the car is natural oak. The
seats were furnished by the Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Co.,

of Philadelphia. The equipment includes Westinghouse automatic

ARRANOEMENT ELECTRICAL MACHINERY AND

for lighting the car, two of the other four lamps on this circuit

are cut Into the marker and headlight circuit, leaving two dead

lamps on the Interior of the car. For lighting the Interior ot

the car there are 23 lamps, which together with one In eacli veati-

quick action air brakes with motorman's brake valve and Ameri-

can Brake Co. slack adjusters, and Crlstensen motor driven air

compressors, made by the National Electric Co. The electric

heaters were furnished by the Consolidated Car Heating Co.
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One of the interesting features of this car is the folding cab on

the platform. This is shown in one of the accompanying draw-

ings from which it is seen that by making the end door of the ves-

leaf dropping down following the guide, and the outer frame

work latches to the window sill with a flush catch so as not to

present any obstruction in the passage way when not in use.

I>I..\N AND ELEVATION OF COUPI.EK

tibule in two leaves and using a hinge of suitable design this door

can be swung around so as to completely enclose the controller

when the car is in use as a trailer. As the Northwestern is op-

erated left-handed, the controller is placed at the left at the side

of the cab. The side vestibule door is operated by a lever device

in connection with a Yale & Towne door check. The left vesti-

bule door, just inside the cab, has a single leaf only with sliding

sash. Another detail of the vestibule is the motorman's seat,

which Is designed to fold into the end of the car body when not in

use. This seat is constructed of maleable iron frame, the face

of which is molded to conform with the appearance of the end

of the car and has a leaf, folding when not in use into the space

between the inner and outer walls, to which is attached a- cush- •

FOR NORTHWESTERN EI.EVKTAD CAR.

The car is equipped with Stearns & Ward automatic car couplers

of the same design as that recently adopted as standard on the

Underground Electric Railways of London, and now being ap-

plied to 430 of its cars. The coupler is one especially designed for

this class of work to meet the requirements of hard service and

sharp curves and is of the vertical plane type with double lock

and will allow a car to freely oscillate within a limit of 6 in.

vertically and any amount horizontally desired. The couplers are

made of Tropenas steel, annealled and were furnished by the Chi-

cago Heights plant oC the American Hrake Shoe & Foundry Co.

The draft rigging was designed by the Northwestern Elevated

to provide ample space for the motors and with free horizontal

range for the swing of the cars on sharp curves. The train line

Mff ht iti^ml '

wiRi.vi ON .voutiiwf.htkun ki.evatbh f\n

Ion. Id the back of the fol'ling leaf Is a horizontal rod extending

arroKit the width of the neat and which travels in a grooved guide

on each Hide; the guides are provided with suitable notches to

give proper elevatloD. The whole mechanism folds up by the seat

I'uiinccllonH, such as ulr liraUc trulii line, tlic Ucomiiiit control

train line, and the heat an<l iighl caides are IngcniouHly ultached

to a cast steel bracket, which rides horizontally on the sector bar

with the movement of the <lraw bur. Arresting springs on either
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side of the bracket are provided for preventing shocks on the

free end of the car. All electric wires are as much as possible

run on the bottom of the car In Iron armored conduits. fX( opt the

END ELEVATION OF ELECTRICAL MACHIKEBY AND BRAKE BIOGINQ ON CAB.

heat and light circuits Inside of the car and the short lengths of

cable necessary to run into the fire proof switch box and out

again, all of the wiring Is under the car floor. The motor leads

Traction Co., SO 12-beater equipments of the truss plank type;

.Montreal Street Railway Co.. 50 8-heater equipments of the cross

seal type.

ANENT AMBER MICANITE.

The Mica Insulator Co., of New York, advisee us that It ha.s

learned that a reimrt has been circulated that the company had
been making what is Known as amber plate by using India mica
In the center with a coating of amber mica on the outside, and
Ihe company desires to state that these reports are absolutely

lalse. It de<lares that during the 12 years the company has
Jeen in existence every piece of insulation it has turned out has

(>een exactly as represented, and that It never sold any amber
micamlte that did not consist entirely of the best amber mica
It could purchase. The company guarantees all its amber plate

to be made from pure, soft Canadian aml>er splittings prepared

in Its own factory at Ottawa.-
The Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works, which furnished its

vegetable feed-water treatment for boilers in the Steam, Gas and
Fuels Building, is ably represented at the convention by Mr.

Robert F. Carr, the vice-president and general manager, of

Chicago; Mr. G. W. Spear, also of the Chicago office, and Mr.

Frank Elardley, manager of the St. Louis office.

Mr. Edward J. Meisenhelmer, representing the publicity de-

partment of the Ailis-Chalmers Co., is here for the double purpose

of attending the convention and seeing the Fair.

Mr. George A. Damon, manager of the Arnold Eiet-tric Power
Station Co., of Chicago, registered at the Association headquar-

ters at the Southern Tuesday morning.

WIRIXC FOE CAB AND CAR HEATKUS. NdRTIIWKSTERX ELEVATOR CAR.

and through train line circuits attached to the draw bar are pro-

tected against abrasion by brass armor. The air compressor is

suspended on the bottom of the car and the air brake apparatus

has been especially designed to take up the least amount of room
on the bottom of the car as shown in the drawing.

For the description and illustration of this car, we are indebted

to Mr. R. B. Stearns, superintendent of the Northwestern
Elevated Railroad Co.

WESTINCHOUSE MEN AT THE CONVENTION.

ELECTRIC HEATERS FOR NEW YORK CITY RY.
CARS.

The Consolidated Car Heating Co. has received an order for

electric heating equipments for the 150 new cars for the New
York City Railway Co., which cars are to be wired la accordance

vlth the new rules of the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Sach car is to have IG i>anel heaters, the connecting wires being

:arried in a metal <onduit which will extend into the heater

tases. There will, therefore, be no joints or exposed wires out-

side the heater cases. The Consolidated company's new double

quick break knife switches will be used. Both the heaters and
switches have been approved by the New York Board of Fire

Underwriters.

The Consolidated company has also just received the follow-

ing orders for electric heater equipments: Boston Elevated Rail-

way Co., 24 18-heater equipments for elevated cars; Cincinnati

The Westinghouse companies are represented at the convention

by a large number of its managers and engineers, among whom
are the following of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Co.: L. A. Osborn, fourth vice-president; Calvert Townley, special

representative: H. P. Davis, assistant chief engineer; W. K. Uun-
lap, and F. S. Smith, directors of Westinghouse exhibits; G. Pan-

talpon. special western representative; C. S. Cook, and C. B. Hum-
phrey, department sales managers; D. E. Webster, T. P. Gaylord,

W. F. Fowler. Maurice W. Thomas. J. H. Gordon. L.. .M. Corgo,

district office managers: also. R. 1.,. Wilson. Graham Smith, V.

H. Smith. O. B. Boud. Leon Goldsmith, R. S. Brown. George C.

Ewing, J. C. McQuiston, C. S. Schenck, .1. E. Webster, S. H. An-
derson. J. McA. Duncan, W. S. Rugg. W. O. Mundy, Clarence

Rcnshaw. R. P. Jackson, Mr. N. W. Storer.

The Westinghouse Traction Brake Co. is represented by J. K.

Elllcott and C. W. Townsend. H. M. Reed, of the Nernst Lamp
Co., and W. A. Evans, of the Cooper-Hewitt Electric Co., are also

in attendance.

Mr. J. M. Griffin, president and general manager of the Wheel
Truing Brake Shoe Co., of Detroit, is in charge of the company's
exhibit, as usual, and also as usual is distributing useful souve-

nirs, the gift this year being a pocket cigar cutter.
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WEST BADEN AN IDEAL MEETING PLACE.

Apropos with the announcement that the American Street Rail-

way Association has received an invitation from the West Baden
Springs Hotel, of West Baden, Ind., to hold the 1905 meeting at

West Baden, we quote the following pertinent remarks which ap-

peared in the American Legal News" report of the 10th annual
convention of the Commercial League Club of America, which was
held at this hotel July 25-29 last:

"The opportunity should not be lost of saying that the West

The West Baden Springs Hotel was described and illustrated

in the "Review" for August and some of the salient reasons why
it is an ideal meeting place were pointed out. A recapitulation

of the chief features is in order at this time, especially as the

hotel's invitation to the A. S. R. A. is receiving serious consider-

ation.

The new West Baden Springs Hotel was built in 1901-02, re-

placing a frame building which was destroyed by Are. The
new structure is absolutely fireproof, having been built of brick

and concrete on a foundaliou of solid rock; no wood, excepting
the doors and window casings, entered into the construction.

WEST bahen springs hotel.

Baden Springs Hotel entertained the convention in a way superior

to that of any other League convention hotel up to date. The
entire hotel was put at the disposal of the League, and nothing

that was asked for, in reason or out of reason, was refused. The
.hotel itself, in the multiplicity of its conveniences and the mag-

nitude of its various appointments, was a great surprise even to

those who had, by reading of it, formed some conception of it.

The hotel is an ideal place for a convention, and the proprietor

and manager, and all who have the conduct of the hotel in charge.

The hotel building proper is octagonal in shape, surrounding
a circular central court, called the "Grand Atrium," and covers
nearly five acres. The total floor space covered by the hotel and
Atrium is 15 acres. The building is six stories high and con-

tains 708 guest rooms, each room provided with bath, toilet,

clothes closet, stationary wash basin, with hot and cold water,

and long-distance telephones. The hotel is heated by steam and
lighted by electricity.

The central court is 2(i() ft. in diameter and is covered by a

v| fc illANII ATKII'M. « h> 1 H\|.];.N SII(IS'^~

are rourteoUR and KenerouM. There wan not a complaint reglHtered

tiy the League itself, or by any Individual member, to our knowl-

edKe. The lonsenHun of opinion among (he membera in atlend

ancc at the c onventlon wbh that the fiuc<eHH of the convention waf,

due very largely to the InlelllKent and hearty co-operation of the

hotel management."

dome ijf Klccl (oiislnirlliui wlilib Is llifi il. Iilgb ill the center.

The only other building In the world having ii large dome con-

structed of Hteel Ih the Capitol at Washington. That Is only 120

ft. In diameter, however.

In addition to the guout rooms, which will accommodate 1,400

people, there are 31 parlor BUltes, a ball room 80x94 ft, main
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(llnlnR hall 80x91 fl., and six private dInInK rooms. Tlip ofHcp

rotunda Is lOn ft. in dianipter.

Connected with the hotel by arcades are several annexes. In

which are located one of the lari;est bath houses In the world, a

gymnasium, an opera house, and a Casino with bowllUK alleys,

billiard and pool tables and unexcelled opportunities for Indulg

Ins In Karnes of chance. Near the Casino Is a covered oval, two-

story bl( ycle track, the Inner field being available for base l>all.

foot hall or tennis.

Located on the ground floor and opening Into the Grand
Atrium are the West Baden National Bank, a drug store, a fur-

"

nishing goods store, a. barber shop and a depot for oriental

goods.

Excluding the fountain the floor siiace available for exhi-

bition |)ur|)08es in the Grand Atrium Is 32.S38 sq. ft. The floor

of the Atrium Is cement concrete laid on solid rock. Two en-

trances from the exterior may be u;-pd. These entrances are

ORIE.N 1 AL PARLOR.—JAPANESK.

GLIMPSE OF CAFE

rectangular and 17 ft. 4 in. wide by Id ft. 5 in. high in the clear.

The hotel management has offered to place the Grand Atrium at

the disposal of the A. S. R. A. for exhibit purposes and to fur-

nish 125-volt electric current for operating exhibits.

West Baden is reached by the Monon Route which has, by

means of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern. Cincinnati. Hamil-

ton & Dayton. Big Four, and Pennsylvania lines, direct connec-

tions with Chicago. Louisville, Cincinnati. St. Louts and Indian-

apolis. A spur from the Monon runs direct to the entrance of

the hotel on one side, and on the other is the track of the French
Lick & West Baden R. R.. the electric railway which connects

West Baden with French Lick.

West Baden Springs have become almost as widely known as

Saratoga Springs, and there are other excellent spas in the vicin

ity which are reached by beautiful drives. There are likewise a

number of other hotels at West Baden which can easily accom-

modate 1,000 or more guests between them.

Of the numerous important conventions which have teen held

ui the West Baden Springs Hotel this season was that of the

$:00.000 Club, compo-:ed of agents of the New York Life Insur-

ance Co., each of whom has written Insurance for the company,
in one club year, to the amount of $200,000. This convention

was held September 20-22 last. One of the entertainment fea-

trres provided by the hotel which elicited unstinted commenda-
tion was the menu for the banquet, while the club members
sjjoke highly of the "superb conditions they found at the resort

generally."

The West Baden Springs Hotel was designed In all its details

by Its owner, Hon. Lee W. Sinclair, and from all accounts It

would he an Ideal meeting place for the A. S. R. A.

CARE OF EQUIPMENT.
Editor "Review:"

The old Bidage: "A stitch In time saves nine." applies to the

lare of the equipment of a street railway, as well as to other

things. My knowledge of the street railway business is probably

very limited, when compared with that of some of my readers,

but it has fallen to my lot in the past two years to visit all the

large cities and towns of the country calling on railway offlcials

in connection with my business, and being somewhat of an ol>-

server of men and things, it was very noticeable how the equip-

ment of the various roads was kept up. The thing which at-

tracted my attention particularly was the fact that the roads

whose tracks, cars and other equipment were in the best condi-

tion seemed, from all that 1 could learn to be the roads that were

I sying the best dividends to their stockholders, while contrary-

wise, the road whose tracks were rough and whose cars were

rattly and wheels flat, were invariably in the same shaky finan-

cial condition. I appreciate that this rule will not sipply to every

road that has allowed its equipment to run down. I have per-

sonal knowledge of some roads whoso equipment is sadly in

need of reiiairs, but whose dividends are always prompt. But it

is the exception thjait proves the rule, and as I have had occa-

sion to ride on the street railways in the many cities throughout

the country, I have found myself making note of these facts.

As a result, when I get to a city and find the tracks good, the

cars well kept and the wheels round the fenders in repair, and
the motormen and conductors ne;3t and gentlemanly. I find my-
self at once becoming covetous with a desire to be a part owner
in such a road. I may be wrong in my deductions, but I do not

think I am.

The street railways serve the public, and are dependent upon

it. I believe the public appreciates the efforts of the company
that strives to look after its welfare, and it is therefore a shoit

sighted business policy to allow equipment of any kind to run

down so that it must be replaced by new. instead of applying

the stitch in time and thereby keeping it in a good condition

continually.

The foregoing is particularly ai)plical)k' to the care of lenders

or life guards. It seems strange to me that railway men will

go to the expense of putting fenders on their cars and then

apparently give them no further consideration, unless they

have been knocked completely off by an ice wagon, or the car

ahead, or some eqiuailly serious mishap. They seem to forget

or neglect the fact that a fender is put on a car for a speciHc

purpose—that of saving the life or limb of the unfortunate per-

son who happens to get in front of their moving cars.

In nine cases out of ten. a car fender is of no actual value, and

in fact worse than nothing if it is not kept in working order. It

should be the duty of every motorman to be perfectly familiar

with the character and operation of the fender on his car. Be-

fore he takes the car from the barn he should be compelled to

examine the fender and see that it is in working order, if he

has familiarized himself with the mechanism of the style of fen-

der used by the road on which he is employed, it would be but

the work of a moment for him to determine whether it was in

working condition, and ready for elTicient service in case of ac-

cident. If it is not in perfect condition he should report it at

once, that the fender may be repaired, or ai new one substituted

before the car is taken out again. If the fender on a car has

been smashed in a collision they would not think of allowing it

to remain on the car in that condition; yet it miay be just as use-
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less as far as its efficiency as a fender is concerned, through
some trifling part being out of order. Still, the car with such a

fender will be allowed to run day in and day out, and no one
seems to oare a rap. The next thing we hear, or read in the

headlines of the newspaper: ".Man Run Down By Car. Fender
Failed To Work." If the railway companies would lake more
care to see that their fenders weiv kept in good condition there

would be fewer fatalities, fewer injuries, and in consequence a
rreatly diminished number of claims for damages to be paid.

"The stitch In time," surely saves nine in more ways than one
when applied to car fenders. It costs less to keep them in re-

pair when they are looked after promptly, and not let go until

tJiey are completely battered out of shape. If the fender is of

the right pattern, and i5 kept in working order, it will save

your company many times its cost in case of accident. Besides,

what is the. use of spending your good money for a fender if

you do not propose to keep it in shape to do the work for which

it is placed on the car. To be sure, I am interested in the fender

business, but 1 have seen the various makes of fenders of our

different competitors, as well as our own. in condition of abso-

lute worth lessness. because of their battered condition. 1 speak

for the good of the cause, and not altogether from a selfish stand-

point, for if I did I would say; "Let them run down, do not

keep in repair, because that means the quicker they will wear

out. and the quicker you will have to buy a new supply of fend-

ers." Is it selfishness then on the part of the fender makers?
No-*-a fender kept in repair means money in your i)o<ket and

the possible saving of a life that might otherwise be jeapordizeil.

C. B. FORWARD.

EXHIBIT OF THE R. D. NUTTALL CO.

HEYWOOD BROTHERS & WAKEFIELD CO.

The Heywood Brothers & Wakefield Co., of Wakefield, Mass..

has an exhibit at the Consolidated Car Heating Cos. booth, aisle

E, post 57, Transportation Building, where are shown the com-

pany's Wheeler slideover seats, with pedestal bases and auto-

matic adjustable foot rests, these samples being among the finest

reversible car seats that can be manufactured. They are up-

holstered In leather and have bronzed back bands and mahogany'

arm rests. The seats were lent to the Consolidated Car Heating

Co., to be shown equipped with its heaters, this being a mutually

profitable arrangement.

VAN DORN COUPLERS AT THE FAIR,

No street railway man in attendance at the Exposition should

go home before he has inspected the automatic couplings and

drawbar attachments with which the cars of the Intramural Ry.

are equipped. The couplers were made by the W. T. Van Dorn

o o o

OOP
V.\N Dr>HN '•Ofl'I.BIl FilU INTEHUKBAN fARB.

Co., of Chicago, and are of the style known as No. 11. The ac-

companying llluBtratlon shown the No. 11 drawbar In detail, to-

gether with the manner of attaching It to the bottom of the car.

The life of the coupling in equal to the life of the <'ar ami with

practically no expenHe for repairs.

Alt IH well known, the Van Dorn couplings are used on all the

elevated rallroadu of this country and among the most recent

types of drawbarn made by the Van Dorn company are the new
heavy Hlyle used on the .Metropolitan Wchi Side Railroad Oj'h.

cam. In Chicago, and the heavy motor drawbar adopted by the

InterlMrougb R«pid Trannlt Co., of New York.

The exhibit of the products of the R. D. Nuttall Co. at the Ex-

position is in the Westinghouse space in ^he Palace of Machinery,

and consists of a display of cut and planed gears, trolleys, trolley

gears and pinions, for eleclric railway, mine, and industrial haul-

age motors. The parts shown are in almost all instances heavy,

as designed to meet the requirements for modern service. There

are double and single pole, single throw trolley bases of heavy de-

sign and single pole, double throw bases of moderately light

weight, also a special stand for single vertical trolley in which

TUOM.EV UASliS A.Mi nllliEl.S. (MOAK^^ A.Np PINIONS

—

U. U. .Nl'TTAl.l, CO.—MAi'HINHKV IJl.DO.

the spring is wound about the main holder. The harps shown
are of both iron and brass, with brass wheels of both solid and
spoke type. The trolley poles arc for surface cars and mine loco-

motives. Extra heavy and moderately light cast steel axle gears

of the solid and split types, and forged steel pinions complete the

exhibit.

The car of the Iniliaiia Union Traction Co., which is shown
in operation on tracks Just north of the Palace of Transporta-

li(in, equipped with the Westinghouse unit switch system of mul-

lil)lp lontrol. is equipped with Nuttall apparatus, including both

(l()iil)l(' throw and single throw trolley bases.

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

The Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Co., of Chicago and
New York, has one of the most attractive exhibits at the Fair.

It is located |n block 25, aisle G, Electricity Building. At the

rear of the booth Is a display board showing the elements of the

company's wireless lamp clusters and other electrical specialties

as they appear in different stages of assembling; also the com-

pleted articles with a variety of finishes. A smaller display

board is al?o provided showing clusters used in street car work.

At different points In and around the booth are shown to ad-

vantage the (company's No. 4 twin sockets, No. ti porcelain recep-

tacles, shades of different makes for Indoor and outdoor lighting,

a 2illlght cluster with a large mirror reflector, a style K cluster

with pagoda shades. No. Ml two-light brackets with Individual

Hbades and 11-llght spherical clusters with individual shades.

licnjamln cliisteiH are used In the cars of the St. I.ouis Transit

Co., Inlcrboroiigh Rapid Transit Co., Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.,

lloHlon Elevated Ry., the eleclric roads at l,os Angeles, and other

important syslenis. The lamp clusters made by this comiiany for

elcctrli' railway use have no sockets to break down and no soldered

connections, there being nothing to get out of order. They cost

li'HH than the oldslyle clusterH.

The (exhibit Is in charge of Mr. L. 0. Kalloch, who is assisted b]

Mr. O. P. Buckner.
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WESTERN WHEELED SCRAPER CO.

Thp WeBteni Wheeled Straper Co., of Aurora, 111., has two ex-

hibits, one In aisle I, posts 98-101, Transportation HulldlnK, and

the other In the Liberal Arts Building. The exhibit In the Trans-

portation HuildinK Imludes various kinds of dump ears and

wagons whUh this lompan.v makes for traek and roadbed work,

one of Us specialties being a 10-yd. center dump car specially

adapted for ballasting purposes or for fliling In trestleB. hauling

cinders, coal, gravel, crushed slone, etc.

In the Liberal Arts Building are shown working models of

road graders, wheel scrapers, wagon loaders, dump wagons and .i

full line of machinery, vehicles and apparatus for hauling earth

and dirt under all conditions of road building, excavation work,

trenching, electric and stesm railroad roadbed work, etc.

STOW FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO.

The Stow Flexible Shaft Co. has a working exhibit in block

28, aisle F. Electricity Building, showing the application of

electric control to flexible shaft driving.

ST. LOUIS CAR CO. EXHIBIT.

The St. Louis Car Co's. exhibit at post 2«. aisle G, Transports

tion Building, is one of the most interesting exhibits at the

Kxposilion. It shows the evolution of travel from the early

days to the present, beginning with an omnibus of the early Bits

THE BEGGS PRIVATE CAR AND COMBINATION CAR FOR PACIFIC RY

and concluding with a handsome private coach which the com-

pany built for Mr. John I. Beggs, president of the Milwaukee

Electric Railway Light Co.

CAR SHOWING STAGES OP CONSTRUCTION.

There are shown an old and new horse car; the first cable car,

which was used in San Francisco; the first electric car built by

the company In 1887; the St. Louis Car Co's. export car, built

for Argentine; two double-deck cars, representing the London

and Dublin types, and nioilern cars built for the St. Louis Transit

Co.. Northwestern Elevated Kallroad Co., Interborough Kapid

Transit Co. (subway cars), Oakland Transit Co., I'aclflc Electric

Railway Co.

OFFICE AT ST. I.OriS CAR CO. EftHIBIT

The exhibit also includes the lollowing St. ixiuls Car Co.

trucks: No. 23-B heavy inlerurban, Hedley motor, tnterurban

and elevated No. 50, elevated, and No. 47 short-wheel base city

truck. There are also displayed bronze trimmings, seats, arc

headlights and arc lamps lor interior lighting.

THE POPULAR MINIATURE RAILWAY.

The miniature railway installations along the Pike and in other

parts of the Exposition grounds have proved exceedingly popular

and profitable attractions and the Cagney brothers, who make
these little outfits, under the style of "The Miniature Railroad

Co," have reason to be proud of their efforts to entertain the vast

number of Fair visitors who have patronized them.

This is the largest display of miniature railways ever made.

The Miniature Railway Co. has 24 complete three-car trains on

the Fair grounds and has built 8 miles of miniature track. The
locomotives are less than 5 ft. long and 2 ft. from rail to top of

smokestack. Steam is used at 100 lb. pressure, real coal being

burned, and each locomotive is capable of exerting 12i/.-h. p.

continuously. With a train of three cars, one of these midget

locomotives will haul 24 adults, or 3fi children, at a speed of from

six to eight miles an hour.

These miniature railways are great drawing cards for parks,

as a number of electric railway managers well know. The office

of the Miniature Railroad Co. is at 407 Broadway, New York City.

WHEEL TRUING BRAKE SHOE CO.

The Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Co., of Detroit, Mich., exhibits

in conjunction with the Wesco Supply Co., at block 8. aisles A, B,

U and V, Electricity Building, where it shows its wheel grinding

brake shoes of various sizes and designs. Included in the ex-

hibit are shoes designed for removing flats from chilled iron

wheels of electric cars, tor dressing down flattened wheels of loco-

motive driver wheels and for dressing down tread worn or grooved

tires of locomotive drivers.

H. B. CAMP CO.

The H. B. Camp Co., of New York and Chicago, exhibits in the

court of the Electricity Building a section of a complete installa-

tion of underground conduit built under the H. B. Camp patents.

Engineers and others interested in conduit work will find a visit

to the Camp space profitable.
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WESTINGHOUSE COMPANIES AT THE FAIR.

In addition to the splendidly equipped main service power
station at the Exposition, the entire contract for which wa3
awarded to the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturins Co. by
the Exposition management, and the operating exhibit installed

in Machinery Hall, a large section of the Electricity Building
is occupied by Westinghouse apparatus. In fact, so extensive

an exhibit of electrical machinery and detail apparatus has never

before been made by a single company outside its factory walls.

The contract for the main service plant was awarded shortly

after the plans for the Exposition assumed final form. It called

for the designing, installation and equipment of a complete cen-

tral station to supply electric power for general use—for the night

illumination of the 1.240 acres and countless buildings, for

set of 400 liw. capacity, operating nt 3,600 r, p. m., and delivering a
three-phase, 60-cycle current at 440 volts. This is the smallest

turbine unit built by the Westinghouse Machine Co., and is suit-

able for power stations of moderate size. The company is build-

ing a number of these units which will have a capacity of

7,500 h. p.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co's. exhibit in

Electricity Building covers an area of more than 10,000 sq. ft.,

including l.liOO sq. ft. devoted to electric trucks and locomotives

built in conjunction with the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Two
mining locomotives are exhibited, one weighing 20,000 lb. and flie

other 30,000 lb., each equipped with No. 79 500-volt motors. A
20,000-lb. locomotive tor switching is equipped with two No. 75

220-volt motors. The company's regular electrical equipment

display includes the following: A 400-kw. turbine type genera-
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There ts iDstalled as part of the exhibit in the Electricity Build-

ing an operating suli-statlon which Is Buppiled with current from
the large Renerator« of llio service plant, or from the operating;

unit of the We»tinghouse Company In the I'alace of Electricity,

the current being trantiniittod over threepliaae lines and reduced

to the desired voltage and character. The ttub-station machinery
Includes two ."iiiii-kw. a c -d i-. rotary convcrterH and two motor

PARTS OK WKSTI.NHIIOl bli I :.M r .'^WIHH SYSTEM iILl,Tll'I.E CO!*-
TROI.—EI,E'JTUIL'ITY BUILDING.

generators. For the control of the operating apparatus a very

complete and well-equipped switchboard has been erected.

In Machinery Hall, in addition to the electric service plant and

the main exhibit of Westinghouse gas engines, turbo-generators,

rotaries, exciters and motors in operation, is the Westinghouse

Auditorium which seats 350 persons. Here are displayed biograph

and mutoscope pictures of scenes in the various Westinghouse

works. The Cooper-Hewitt lamps, which were employed in pho-

tographing the shops for mutoscope purposes, are exhibited in

the Westinghouse booths in Machinery Hall, and in the Electricity

Building. These lamps are designed for general illumination,

photography and photo engraving.

Includes a display of the WestlnghouBe alternating current single

phase railway motors. The air brake exhibit shows a rack com-

posed of apparatus constituting the equipment for a six-coach

passenger Iralu, with engine and tender, all fitted throughout

with high-speed brake and signal equipment. The engine and
tender are also equipped with combination automatic and straight

air brake. All valves are placed In duplicate, one being sectioned

to show Ihe Internal makeup, and the Westinghouse friction

draft gear. Is also shown In section with a specially designed

machine for testing It in operation. The straight air brake ex-

hibit shows the 4'quipment used on electric cars and operated

by the company's stanilard compressors. Both axle and motor

driven compressors are exhibited.

The Union Switch & Signal Co., another of the Westinghouse

companies, also exhibits at aisle I, posts 111-17. Transportation

Building, anil shows a group of full sb.e working signals. The
company's chief exhibit, however, comprises installations In ac-

inal service, including the Westinghouse electro pneumatic inter-

locking system at the I'nion Station. This system controls all

of the passenger yard movements and Is the largest interlocking

apparatus ever built.

At the Westinghouse companies' headquarters in .Machinery

Hall can be obtained a pamphlet guide to all the Westinghouse

exhibits. Visitors are invited to make themselves at home at the

Westinghouse headquarters, also.

NEW CARS FOR CALUMET ELECTRIC STREET RY.

The G. C. Kuhlman Car Co., of Cleveland, recently delivered

15 senil-eonvertible cars of the Brill patented type to the Calu-

met Electric Street Railway Co.. of Chicago. The railway

company has had 15 cars of this type in o|)eratlon for the last

two years and has evidently found them well suited for the

service. The system of this company extends over the southern

portion of Chicago and well out into the suburbs in different

directions, connecting with the elevated and surface systems

at the center of the city.

The new cars are 31 ft. 8 in. over the end panels and 44 ft.

8 In. over the crown pieces; width over sills, 8 ft. 3'/j in., and
over posts at belt. S ft. 6 in. The seats are 37 In. long and the

aisle is 24 in. wide. Centers of posts, 2 ft. 8 in.; sweep of

posts, 1% in.; thickness of corner posts, 3% In. with 12x% in.

sill plates, and the end sills, S'ixCi in. The cars are seated

for 44 passengers, the smoking compartment having accommo-
dation for 12. The cars have a large amount of standing space,

because of the wide aisle and long platforms. The interiors

are finished in cherry, stained to a mahogany tint and the

ceilings are of birdseye maple. Between the compartments is

a hardwood partition with a single sliding door.

The character of the single runways in each post is simple

Sl;.MI-i'ONVKRTIBT>E C,\"R FOR

There are about lO.(il)l) Nernst lamps used in the Exposition

buildings, of which 6,000 are in the Fine Arts Museum. The
Illinois Building is lighted by them, as well as several exhibits

of the National Cash Register Co., and the Westinghouse com-

panies use 300 Nernst street glowers in their exhibits.

The Westinghouse brake coinpanies' exhibits will be found in

the Transportation Building, aisle I. posts 111-17. where the

Westinghouse Air Brake Co. and the Westinghouse Traction

Brake Co., and others, have a combined operating exhibit, which

CALUMET ELECTRIC STREET RV

and five window lock stops in the runways are provided. These

runways are entirely of metal from the window sills to the

upper ends in the roof pockets. The top of the window sill.^

is but 24% in. from the floor and has arm rests bracketed there-

to, which are arranged not to interfere with the window locks.

The sashes in the vestibules drop into pockets in the wains-

coating. The vestibule doors fold against the vestibule posts.

The cars are mounted on Brill No. 27-G trucks having 4-ft.

wheel base, 33-in. wheels and 4-in. axles.
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MERITS OF HEIL RAIL JOINTS.

The Heil cast-welded rail joint made by the Heil Rail Joint
Welding Co., of Milwaukee, has been thoroughly tested during the

past two years and the results, especially during the severe winter
of 1903-i»4. have been most gratifying. Testimonials from promi-
nent railway officials, indicate that the Heil joint is more perfect

Id fusion, higher in conductivity and more durable than the rail

company has also furnished joints to the Cincinnati Traction Co.,

and the United Power Co., East Liverpool, 0. Both of these com-

panies speak most favorably of the results. Future contracts

have been closed with companies in Illinois and Ohio, reference

to which the company will advise upon if desired.

The Heil company has enjoyed a large measure of popularity

and success since its foundation, over three years ago, and itH

officers are always alert to the needs of patrons and apply active

.>-^v
r^^^!!^iii

itself, and affords a strong endorsement of the following claims:

The Heil process insures a continuous rail without buckling

and kinking: the welding temperature does not injure the tread of

the rail, as the joint amalgamates thoroughly with base and web
of rail only, and the improved method employed reduces breaking

of rails to less than '-j of 1 per cent.

Records of conductivity vary from 90 to 140 per cent on Heil

joints and the reduced power required averages from 4 to 15 per

cent. The rail surface Is left perfectly level when the joint is in-

stalled with the aid of the company's grinder. The Heil welding

^
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RODGER BALLAST CAR FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

The Kreat poonomy In time, labor and money, resiiltlni; from

the use of the RodRer oars, has been fully established and recog-

nized by the leading railways of the United States during the

past ten years. WTille many Interurban lines have used Rodger

oars with equally satisfactory results, the users being quite as

enthusiastic as the steam railway managers as regards the

results obtained, yet owing to the difficulty in handling standard

size cars on short curves In cities, as well as the small mileage

20,000 of which are now In use on all the leading steam rail-

ways and many of the large electric Interurban lines throughout

the United States.

The saving of this system of ballasting amounts to one-half

the cost of handling ballast with flat cars, and Is so great that

when the ordinary amount of ballast Is put under the track, the

entire cost of one of these cars Is saved for every mile of track

ballasted. After the ballasting Is finished, the cars can be used

for maintenance work, or can be used as coal cars or cinder cars.

Kull Information, speilficatlons, blue prints and details will

under construction, and consequent desire to economize in the

cost of rolling stock, there has been hesitation to purchase large

cars.

To provide a car, which deposits ballast in the center of the

track and embodies all the valuable features of the standard

Rodger car available for even the smallest roads, either city,

suburban or country, the Rodger Ballast Car Co. has designed the

new type shown herein, and which is substantially the same as

the company's standard car, except that it is not convertible.

The illustrations show a side elevation, also a cross sectional

ROnilER BALLAST CAR FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYiJ.

be cheerfully sent to all interested in dump cars of any type, by

addressing the Rodger Ballast Car Co., Railway Exchange, Chi-

cago, as the company builds cars with a cubic capacity of from

200 to 2,200 cu. ft. and all intermediate sizes.

WESCO SUPPLY CO.

The Wesco Supply Co., of St. Louis, has a fine exhibit in block

8, aisles A, B, U and V, Electricity Building, where, in addition

to a regular line of electrical apparatus and electric railway sup-

plies, the company has a railway department which contains ex-

hibits of special railway products made by companies for which

the Wesco Supply Co. is agent. Among the companies and de-

vices represented in this part of the exhibit are the following:

Electric Railway Equipment Co.. iron lighting and trolley poles

from which are suspended AdamsBagnall arc lamps.

Locke Insulator Manufacturing Co., samples of porcelain and

glass insulators.

The H. W. JohnsManville Co., "Noark" fuses, blocks and fuse

boxes.

Globe Electric Manufacturing Co., arc headlights.

Marshall-Sanders Co., Incandescent sockets, switches, cut-outs,

etc.

Diamond Meter Co., recording wattmeters.

Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Co., grinding brake shoes for truing

car wheels.

Triumph Electric Co., motors and apparatus for electrically

driven direct connected machine tools.

W. N. Matthews & Bro., Stombaugh guy anchors and Peerless

lamps.

Mr. L. Milton Zapp is in charge of the Wesco Supply Go's, ex-

hibit
SECTIONAL VIEW.

view throughout the center of the car, the dimensions of the car

being as follows: Length over end sills, 12 ft.; width over side

sills, 8 ft. 6 in.; height above rail, 7 ft. 1 in.; capacity level full,

9 cu. yd.; capacity with 9 ft. heap, 11.4 cu. yd.; capacity of wheels,

axles and bearings, 15 tons.

The old principle of the Rodger center dumping system Is

maintained in this car accurately, and the car will do the same
work exactly of the larger ballast cars of eight wheels design.

GOLD CAR HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., of New York City, ex-

hibits at aisle E, post 61, Transportation Building. Besides show-

ing various types of panel and cross-seat electric heaters in prac-

tical application in connection with the company's regulating

switches, there is a display of the Gold systems of heating for

steam railroad trains, and of the Edison battery for train lighting,

the latter being controlled by the Gold company.
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EXHIBIT OF ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.

In section 20 of the Palace of Electricity ;<! the exhibit of the
Electric Storage Battery Co.. of Philadelphia, which is perhaps
the largest, most comprehensive and instructive exhibit ever mado
of storage batteries and apparatus used in connection with battery
installations.

One of the prominent features is a large map of the United
States, about 30 ft. by 45 ft., on which are indicated, by means of

colored jewels, the location and character of the various installa-

tions of the "Chloride Accumulator." The exhibit includes a model
battery house, in which is installed a model regulating railway
battery operating on a variable load. Five standard marble
switchboard panels are shown, including the panels for controlling
the model railway battery. The other panels are an Edison cen-

tral station three-wire panel, the panels for regulating combined
lighting and power loads, the railway feeder panels and panels for

The model battery, with its booster and switchboard, forms a
very interesting working exhibit. The battery is of type E-15,

in lead-lined wooden tanks, and is mounted on whit© enamel
brick tiers. The battery is in every particular an exact model in

miniature of the larger railway installations. The battery is in-

sulated from the brick tiers by means of standard double insula-

tion, consisting of vitrified bricks, then glass insulators, then

prepared wood stringers and another set of glass Insulators. On
the switchboard controlling the model battery are the necessary

battery and booster switches and automatic circuit breakers

with their interlocking devices, a Bristol recording voltmeter and
the Weston Instruments, consisting of voltmeter, the zero center

battery ammeter, the generator ammeter and the total load am-

meter. The conditions under which the model battery operates

are exactly similar to street railway conditions. The generator

delivers the average current required, and as a heavy external

load is thrown on the system, the battery assumes the load, the

EXHIBIT OF ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.

regulating railway power house loads. Two motor-driven boosters

are also shown, the smaller being used in connection with the

model battery, and the larger a standard 100-kw. railway reg-

ulating booster.

Among the types of "Chloride Accumulators" are three H-61

cells, with a discharge capacity of 4,800 amperes for one hour, six

cells type G-77, capacity 3,000 amperes for one hour, and types

G-17 and F-17, all being In standard lead-lined wooden tanks.

The smaller cells shown are types "F," "E" and "D" In glass

Jars, and types "E" and "l>" In rubber Jars for train lighting and

yacht lighting. There Is also shown a very complete set of

"Exide" cells for automobiles, and "Exide" sparking sets for gas

and gasoline engine Ignition. The "Exide" exhibit Includes a

large easel, showing In detail the various component parts of the

Exide battery.

At one end of the space Is a group of three large end cell

switches, operating from the Edison three-wire panel. Each of

tbeae switches Is of 2,000 amperes capacity, and Is motor driven,

with electrical Indicators. These end cell switches arc In actual op-

eration and are so arranged that each switch may be driven by

Its own motor, or by means of clutches any two or all may be

driven by any one motor. Clutches and band wheels are also

provided whereby the motors may be thrown out of gear and

the switches operated by band.

needle of the generator ammeter remaining almost stationary.

As the load is thrown off the battery automatically charges. The
external load Is caused by starting up the 100 kw. booster and by
throwing on a bank of eighty 100-c. p. lamps. As an example of

how well the battery regulates the load, It may be stated that the

direct-current circuit supplying power to the exhibit Is limited

to 100 amperes. With the battery regulating, a load of 300 am-
peres Is thrown on the system, causing a drop In the lighting or

generator circuit of less than 1 volt In 110, and a rise In current

In the line, or generator circuit, of less than 1\<. per cent of the

total load. The action of the battery Is automatically controlled

hy the small booster and Its carbon regulator.

Referring again to the type G-77 "Chloride Accumulator," It

may be stated that t>Hi cells of this type have recently been In-

stalled on the system of the St. Louis Transit Co. This Is stated

to be the largest Individual Instullatlon of storage batteries In

the world.

• «•

Have you been through the private coach "Milwaukee?" Mr.

Bcggs Is certainly to be congratulated upon the possosslon of

this handsome palace on wheels. Nothing Just like It has ever

been built. The beautiful Interior flnlsh was all done at the works
of the St. I.ouIh Car Co.
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JOHNS-MANVILLE COS. FUSE EXHIBIT.

An Inspection of the exhibition of Sachs "Noaik" enclosed

fuses and fuse devices made by the H. W. Johns-Manville Co..

In the Electrical BiiildinK, will repay the observer and convince

him that the enclosed fuse has obtained a permanent position in

the electrical field.

While the exhibit is not large. It Is thoroughly representa-

tive, and shows to excellent advantage the various enclosed

fuse devices of various types and styles manufactured by this

company. It is mounted on a large <liK|)lay board, rising from

the center of a handsome oak table. Over all Is suspended an

enormous enclosed fvise, duplicating the actual device in every

jiarticulnr. One side of the (llsplay board is covered with

DEARBORN DRUG & CHEMICAL WORKS.

The Dearborn Drut; & Chemical Works, of Chicago, as an ex-

hibit, supplied Its feed-water treatment for about 4.fi'Mi-h. p. of the

Aultman & Taylor "Cahill" boilers in the Steam. Gas and FueN
Building, and the treatment is said to be aci'ompllshing all that

is claimed for it. After analyzing the water the company com-

pounded the vegetable treatment to suit the conditions shown by

the analysis.

The Dearborn vegetable treatment will keep hollers free frt)m

scale, prevent pitting, corrosion, priming, or foaming. It Is fed

from the dissolving lank through a sight-feed lul>ri<'ator to the

suction pipe of the feed pump and feeding In this manner also

insures tlio feed pipes and connections from scaling or pitling.

EXHIBIT OP H. W. JOHNS-M.\iN\II,I,E >

220-volt devices, while on the other side is shown the higher

potential appliances.

Placed upon the table on each side of the display board, and

also on the floor underneath the table, is a complete line of

fuse and service boxes, with the well-known lobster-claw fuse-

clamping arrangement, and also a full .line of car equipment

fuse boxes, subway boxes, etc.

From time to time is given demonstration of the operation

of open and enclosed fuses by means of a testing box.

The exhibit is in charge ot Mr. G. D. Pogue, of the electrical

department of the St. Louis branch of the H. W..Iohns-Manville Co.

AJAX METAL CO. SPECIALTIES.

STANDARD STEEL WORKS.

The Standard Steel Works ot Philadelphia, has its exhibit

at post 21, aisle C, Transportation Building, where are shown

several sizes and types ot steel tired wheels and solid rolled

steel wheels which this company makes and which have acquired

a reputation for excellence. The company invites inspection and

inquiry and will be pleased to furnish full information concern-

ing the life and cost of the steel wheels it makes for heavy

electric railway service.

The exhiliit of the Ajax Metal Co., of Philadelphia, comprises

trolley wheels, all kinds of motor, armature and axle bearings,

journal bearings and antifriction metal of all kinds. The trol-

ley wheels shown are ot improved pattern and made of a durable

composition. Ot the materials used in the manufacture of bear-

ings the company's specialty is plastic bronze, guaranteed to

show a rate of wear equal to 50 per cent slower than any other

composition on the market, at the same time possessing the ad-

vantage of a high melting point, thus precluding the possibility

of armatures dropping down on account ot the metal being

melted out by heat induced by friction.

Although the Ajax plastic bronze has been on the market only

a little over four years it has met with decided success and there

are in service nearly 20.0(10,000 lb. of journal bearings made of

this metal. Plastic bronze was specified to be used on the Penn-

sylvania R. R. testing apparatus now in operation at the Fair.

The company also makes babbitted bearings and has a full line

ot patterns for Westinghouse and General Electric motors.

The Ajax Metal Co.'s products are well and favorably known
throughout the world.
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Wm. Wharion. jr.. & Co., Im-.. of Philadelphia, is exhibiting on
aisle C. posts S-lu. Transportation isuudlng. where it has a com-

prehensive display of switches and trogs. including the tollowlng

samples: Cast welded "Combination Kails" for uniting track laid

with QilTcrent sections of rails by casting steel around the Joint;

trog and mate of solid manganese steel casting for I'-rall tracK

on electri'.- railways; improved tongue switch, manganese steel

center oonstructiou. with Dunham spring throw attachment, for

electric railways: worn out frog, demonstrating that manganese

steel will outlast adjoining rails, the specimen exhibited having

had 1.600,000 electric cars pass over it, the rails being completely

worn out. while the manganese steel center is in good condition.

At the baik of the Wharton space are shown specimens ot

spe<ial work for street railways, including street railway crossing

with manganese steel center construction: crossing of street rail-

way over steam railroad; curved T-rail cast solidly of man-
ganese steel: crossing of tliree-rail type, street railway over

steam railroad. The exhibit also includes samples of manganese
steel bent into various forms to show its great toughness com-
bined with ity extreme hardness. Photographs ot Wharton
."spefial work are also shown. The exhibit is in charge ot Mr.

Aitliur S. Partridge, whose office is at 421 Olive St., St. Louis.

THE PHOTOSCOPE CO.

The Photoscope Co.. of New York City, has headquarters in

the Liberal Arts Building, where the company's automatic

nickel-in-the slot photographing machines are demonstrated.

The Photoscope lakes photographs as rapidly as persons can get

into position In front of it, and delivers a photo, framed and
finished, in less than one minute. Park managers will be in-

terested in the Photoscope.

THE DAYTON MANUFACTURING CO.

The steady growth and development of the Dayton Manufac-

turing Co.. of Dayton, Ohio, since its beginning in 1883, has been

pleasing to the promoters. Its facilities for the manufacture of

interior and exterior brass trimmings for steam, street or Inter-

urban cars are unsurpassed. It has an unusually large selection

of patterns, which includes, in addition to those made by the

company, all of Post & Co's. patterns, that business having been

purchased in 1892; also all of the Henry C. Hart Manufacturing

Co's. patterns, which business was absorbed in 1894, and to

these have been added many new and original designs. Trim-

mings from the same adorn many of the fine vestibule trains

running on the principal railroads.

Having had so many years' experience in supplying the needs

of railroads and <'ar builders, the company Is prepared to sup-

ply flrst-class work, and is always ready to meet the wants of

the trade in new designs and ele'.;anlly finished material. In

addition to car trimmings the Dayion Manufacturing Co. manufac-

tures switch locks, water and dry ( losets for all kind of cars, and

the Avery acetylene lighting HyslPm for steam road coaches, street

railway or interurban cars.

The company's new and attractive l,10U-page catalog Is full

of Interest. It contains thousands of Illustrations and Is full

of details appreciated by railroad car builders, purchasing

agents, and other railroad officials.

Kor the past 12 years the Dayton Manufacturing Co. has

lieen manufacturing Sllvey storage batterle>( for railway car

ligbiing. The unusual huccchb In this line nf work Induced the

company lo prepare and plaie on the market a line of central

station cells. A handsome new catalog. Just Issued, fully

Illustrates the method of construction, lists cells of every de-

8<!rlpllon and In addition contains a vaKt amount of storage battery

Information which will be of value to central station managers.

A short time ago the company ahsorlwd the Columbus Storage

Battery Co, of ColumbuM, O., and with adiled facilities it Is

equipped to handle and furnlxh central Htatlon cells and equip

ment for rtreet railway work.

I'he Aullnun iS: Taylor Machinery Co. has a working e.vhibtt

in the Steam, Gas and Fuels Building and a large still exhibit in

block 53, aisle U, Machinery Building. The former comprises 20

"Cahall" horizontal water-tube boilers and 3 "Cahall" vertical

boilers, all of which arc equipped with the company's chain

grate stokers. Ot the 2U horizontal boilers, 8 are 508 h. p.

capacity, built to carry 250 lb. steam pressure; 4 are 508 h. p.

capacity, built lor 175 lb. pressure, and 8 of 400 h. p. capacity

carry 175 lb. of steam. Each ot these groups of boilers is

c<|uipped with an iudependent induced dratt apparatus.

The three vertical boilers are of 250 h. p. capacity each and

each has an independent stack and is operated with natural draft.

The entire boiler exhibit comprises a total capacity ot 10,038 h. p.,

and all ot the boilers are in operation and are developing 12,000

b. h. p. This is said to be the largest boiler exhibit ever made

and it constitutes about 60 per cent of the entire exhibitors' plant

at the Exposition. The high-pressure boilers operate the steam

turbiuos in the Machinery Building.

The 'still" exhibit comprises one 125-h. p. horizontal water-

tube boiler equipped with the company's superheater and chain

grate stoker; one cross drum type horizontal water-tube boiler

o£ 100 h. p. capacity, and one lUO-h. p. "Cahall" water-tuba

boiler.

ATLAS RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.

The Atlas Railway Supply Co., of Chicago, exhibits in aisle

C, post 28, Transportation Building, a line of supplies for electric

and steam railway use, including "compromise," or "step" joints,

insulated joints, straight joints for T and girder rails, chairs,

braces and tie plates; also Atlas primer and Atlas surfacer for

use on cars and engines ot both steam and street railways.

momm step
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G. M. GEST'S FINE EXHIBIT. W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO.

O. M. Gcst, the widolyknown electrical subway contractor, of

Cincinnati anil New York, has a very line and attractive exhibit in

the court of the Electricity Uuildinf;. The exhibit consista of a

manhole divided by a concrete wall, virtually making two holes

out of one.

The front nectlon Is open, showing the company's patent enamel
terminal brick used around the ducts entering manholes for the

protection of cables; patent frame and adjustable cable brackets

(single, double and triple); patent sewer trap, burlap machine,

mandrels and other devices used in the construction of under-

ground conduit work.

A conspicuous feature of the Gest exhibit consists of two life-

size wax lay figures of workmen, one demonstrating how tile

should be laid In the trench, and the other showing how cables

arc spliced.

GREEN ENGINEERING CO.

The exhibit of the Green Engineering Co., Western Union

Building, Chicago, at the Exposition, consists of eight Green

traveling link grates, each containing 72 sq. ft. of active grate

surface, which have been installed under eight 400 h. p. Heine

boilers. This Is a pArt of what is known as the "Service Ex-

hibit," which furnishes power for lighting the Exposition build-

ings, as well as a large amount of the power which the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition Co. is under contract to furnish to the

St. Louis Transit Co. from the service plant.

The Central and the Northern power plants ot the St. Ixiuis

Transit Co. are also equipped with the Green traveling link

grates, making three plants furnishing power to the Transit

company equipped with these grates. In addition to this, the

Green Engineering Co. has installed 5,000 h. p. of its stokers

in the East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co's. power plant,

having equipped all its boilers.

W. N. Matthews A Bro., of St. Louis, have an Interesting ex-

hibit in block 8, Electricity Building, where are shown different

styles and sizes of the well-known Stombaugh guy anchor, a de-

vice which Is now standard with many of the largest railway

companies. A feature of the Stombaugh anchor which appeals to

railway companies In large cities is the fact that they can be

bored into the groun<l under sidewalks, fences, barns, and In

lawns and places where property owners will not allow digging

and where It would necessitate expensive work in digging up

and replacing streets and sidewalks. An instance of this nature

is Illustrated by a photograph shown In the exhibit, showing one

of the 8-ln. anchors bored under a sidewalk on the Union Ave.

line of the St. Louis Transit Co. In this case there was a sav-

ing of about |:;5 lu the cost of the anchorage.

Summing up a severe test which was made by Prof. R. C. Car-

penter, of Cornell University, that gentleman stated:

"Taking all in all, the test gave some valuable data as to the

holding of ground anchors, and indicated that great resistance can

be secured by the use of simple helix form of anchors."

Professor Carpenter made 70 odd tests of the Stombaugh an-

chor and compiled a formula determining their great holding

power, which formula has been proved correct during the last

four years by actual practice.

PAWLING & HARNISCHFEGER CO.

The Pawling & Harnischfeger Co., of Milwaukee, has Installed

cranes in the bays of the Electricity Building and the Machinery

Building. In the Electricity Building is one of the company's

four-motor, 30 ton electric cranes. The craueway has a span of

57 ft. 5';.' in. A 20-h. p., 220-volt motor gives a horizontal speed

of 250 ft. per minute, and an 8-h. p. motor gives a trolley trans-

verse speed of 150 ft. The main hoist is equipped with a 30-h. p
motor, having a speed of 25 ft., and the auxiliary hoist with a

15-h. p. motor, and has a travel of from 30 to 90 ft. per minute.

National Brake Co. Incorporated
April. 1904-

Sole Manufacturers of tKe PeacocK BraKe

It is the Motorman's Friend
It Saves Lives of Passengers

•

•'
' It Helps Pay Dividends

By Saving Accidents

It's the Best Gear Brake Made

Just as tHe Car Rounded tKe
Curve

,_
The Motorinan sees the danger—lie tries the Air

.i''—It fails—The Handbrake—• Never depended on

before— Proves useless now — The Crash comes

—with its loss of life—Damage suits. y\.ll be-
cause the "BraKes_failed 1o buorK-

"^f
' THe PeacocK BraKe

'*JjVblttld have saved it all. Would have been Willie

^ Ifie Spot, because it's a Quick Acting, Powerful

Brakp. Kasily operated. Always in Order. I'oti

"nccd'it. The cost of one accident will equip your

(.'Whole line. Our prices are reasonable and we

guarantee satisfaction. All we ask is a trial. Better

write us at once. The Peacock I5rake is now in use

on over J00 Koads.
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Examine the Drum!

This

"eccentrically"

geared spiral

drum takes up
slack chain on the

largest cars

quickly. Gives

great force at the

finish. Drum
works on roller

bearings makes it

to easy operate.

THE

Peacock Brake
Adapted to any kind of Car.

Absolutely Safe

and R.eliable.

Patented Marcli 15, 1104.

^aiional "BraKe Co. 682 Ett/cott Square. 'Buffalo, //. y.
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DOUBLE-DECK CAR FOR TWIN CITIES.

The Twin City Rapid Transit Co. has designed and built a

double declc trolley car, whii'h we Illustrate herewith. Id de-

signing this rar one or the prlmipal features stipulated was that

the lower car, both In appearance and utility, should correspond

The helRht is limited by the overhead construction, entrance

to carhouse and viaducts. an<l on account of the height required

by a doiibledeck lar it was desirable to make the appearance of

the upper work as light as possible.

NEW DOUBLE DECK CAR, TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT CO.

with the standard car in use. Another requirement was that the

upper structure might be removed, leaving the lower car com-

The lower car construction is identical with that of the stand-

ard car. with the exception that the trusses and cross-sills arc

.---a.-'

•7--"
""

ll

^3.Si'
=S75=

PLAN AND ELEVATION OP UPPER DECK STRUCTURE.

plete for operating as a single-deck car; the reason for this being
that these cars would be used for excursion business during the

summer months, and on account of the severe weather in winter
months the upper seats could not be utilized.

heavier. The roof is reinforced with iron carlines, \L-x.l\l, in,

placed over each side post, and provided at the ends with a cast

shoe bolted to the side plate. The roof boarding is heavier, and

the runways at the sides are provided with open racks to protect
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the roof covprlriK. Thp roof over the front veKtlbiilc. a» well a.s

the overhaiiK of the deck roof, is made to be removed when the

upper deck Is iiseil. the front vestibule then belnj; covered by a
platform haviuK a hatch with a stairway, and providing a passagv;

from the stairs to either runway, raakinK an easy access to both
ends of I he seats, which are idaced crossways on the deck roof.

These seats accommodate four persons comfortably. The stair-

way runs transversely at the rear of the front vestibule, and is

accessible only to passengers enterlns at the front of the car.

Both front and rear entrances to the car are made by two-tread

steps, and are provided with standard safety f;ates.

The upper structure consists of a frame work of lin. Rasplpo
bolted to a :;'...x.'>-in. sill, whiih rests on casliuKs built permanently
into the roof and is held by bolts passins tbrouKh Ibis casting

and Ibroiish the plate of the car. The roof is arched 2 In, and at

DIAGRAM OF GATK I.EVKRS,

the ridge running from front to rear are two 6-in, planks, the

lower cutting in between the piping of the frame, and Die upper
continuous. Toward the rear a short plank, about 10 ft. long is

added on each side for supporting the trolley base. On the under
side of thisf rldge-planU are mounted signal bell and light equip-

ments.

The top has a covering of awning material, and above this is

one thickness of painted ducking. A strip of awning material 18

in. wide is placed just above the sills, and the remaining spac;

may be closed by sliding curtains, which are normally strapped to

the posts. The pole side is entirely closed by wire screens, and
the remaining space, to a height of 3 ft.; at this point, is a
heavy hand rail, and about one foot higher, a light guard rail.

The equipment complete weighs 20 tons and will seat 48 per-

sons on the upper deck and 51 below, with standing capacity be-

low of 65.

The car is mounted on Brill trucks, with four GE-57 motors,

geared to about L'ti miles per hour.

THE MOTORMAN.

The man who will take you in safety to your destination ten

thousand times or more, it you will only wait till the car stops

before you get on or oft. He doesn't want to be behind time,

doesn't want to hurt anybody or have a collision with anything.

Thoughtless and reckless people cause him more trouble and hard

work than the doing of his regular duty. Fool drivers cut in

ahead of the car and think he is to blame if they get a broken leg

or a wheel smashed. Careless mothers allow their children in the

street and his "heart is in his mouth" for fear they will be run

down by the car. Sometimes he is delayed by slippery track, a

broken-down wagon or other cause beyond his control. More

often he is behind because he waited for some person who was
behind time and half a block away. You tan help him by being

ready to get off when the car stops or by being at the proper

stopping place ready tx) get on when it stops.

The 'Westinghouse Machine Co., of East Pittsburg. Pa., is ably

represented at the convention by John B. Allan, western repre-

sentative, Chicago, S. N. Branan, of Boston, and A. H. Charles

Dalley and C. C. Chappelle, of Chicago.

The United States Electric Signal Co., of West Newton, Mass.,

which has a working exhibit in the Electricity Building, is rep-

resented by Mr. John J, Ruddick. inventor and electrician. The
president of the company, Mr. John H. Nickerson, has been at

the Fair during the summer, but is not here now. This is the

first convention he has missed since the company started.

HOW GENERAL HARRIES DID IT.

The Saturday Evening Post tells the following story on Gen,
George H, Harries, vice-president of the Washington Hallway ft

Electric Co.:

Brig.-Gen. George H. Harries, of the District of Columbia militia,

was for many years an ai tlve newspaper worker at the Capitol.

Some years ago. when a Senate investigating committee was try-

ing to ascertain who gave the press Information concerning their

executive sessions, (Jeorge Harries entered a committee-room
where Senator Faulkner, of West Virginia, and Senator Bate, of

Tennessee, were discussing the question, and Senator Faulkner
said: "Harries, I wish you would frankly tell me how you news-

paper fellows get Information concerning the transactions of our
secret sessions."

After a moment of reflection Harries replied: "I should have
no objection to telling you If I knew you were authorized to re-

ceive the information."

"Then why don't you tell the committee?" inquired Senator

Faulkner.

"Is the committee properly i-onstitnted and duly authorized to

receive such information, Senator?"

"Of course it is."

"How do you make that out?"

"Why. it was constituted by the Senate in the regular way.

under the Dolph resolution." replied Senator Faulkner. He then

went on to give every detail of the manner in which the Senate,

in executive session, discussed and adopted the resolution; how
the committee was constituted, and that it was empowered to

make the investigation. When the Senator had concluded Mr.

Harries said:

"Well, Senator Faulkner, that is the way we newspaper fel-

lows get our information concerning all the details of the pro-

ceedings of the secret executive sessions of the Senate."

Senator Faulkner did not catch the full significance of Harries'

remark until Senator Bate quietly and good-humoredly said:

"Faulkner, if every Senator were as easy to pump as you are we
might as well hold our secret sessions on the portico."

•*—*

"EAST SIDE TROLLEY OUTINGS."

"East Side Trolley Outings" is the title of a very neat publica-

tion issued by the East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co.,

briefly telling where to go for a pleasant outing on the lines op-

erated by this company, which include the St. Louis & East St,

Louis bridge. East St. Louis city lines. East St. Louis & Belleville,

East St. Louis, Collinsville & Edwardsville, and the East St. Louis,

O'Fallon & Lebanon lines. The pamphlet is profusely illustrated

with scenes along the lines, street scenes in the different towns

through which the cars run. and cuts of the exterior and interior

of the cars. Information regarding private car parties, time

cards, and descriptions of the various points of interest along

the lines are included in the publication, as well as a map of the

lines and rates of fare. In all, it is a very attractive issue and

contains such information as would enable one to take advantage

of an opportunity to see and enjoy the territory so readily access-

ible by the east side trolley lines.

SMALLEST ELECTRIC MOTOR.

Prominent among the visitors to the convention this week is

Mr. George H, Hastings, of Cleveland, O.

The smallest eleitric motor in the world has been built by. .1

watchmaker whose work has trained him to handle delicate ma-

chinery with the exquisite care required in making a motor that

moves with all the regularity of a big machine, and yet is so

small that its owner wears it as a scarf-pin.

Viewed from a little distance the article has the appearance

of a very valuable and rather curiously-designed pin. It is only

when standing near to it that its nature can be discovered.

The first thing to attract attention is the buzzing of the ma-

chine, which, by means of a current obtained from a small battery

carried in the vest pocket, is kept in operation at a high rate of

speed, with a noise like a bee buzzing.

« » »

Mr. Barry Dibble, E. E., of the Jackson-Battle Creek Traction

Co., regi8tere<l at Ihe Mechanical and Electrical headquarters

Tuesday.
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EXHIBIT OF NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO. BULLOCK. ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

The National Elei-tric Co., successor to the Christeiisen En-

gineering Co.. Milwaukee, has an extensive exhibit at the Louis-

iana Purchase Exposition, showing to advantage the well-known

Christensen air brake equipment and electrical machinery. The
company's space at Section 6. Electricity Building, is handsomely
finished and inviting to visitors.

A large 4(Htkw.. direct current engine-type generator is tho

largest unit shown at this space: a 150-kw., 500-volt, direct current

generator is driven by a 20-h. p., 220-volt motor, and in addition

to these there are in operation a 150-kw.. 3.20ti-volt alternator, a

10-kw. motor-generator set and a 60-k\v. 500-volt direct current

generator belted to a 30-h. p., 220-volt motor.

.\ three-car train showing the operation of the 'ompany's air

brake lontrol. such as Is used by the South Side Elevated ( Chi-

cago!, the Boston Elevated, and the Exposition Intramural rail-

ways is shown, together with a straight air brake equipment,

The Uiilloclj lOleciric Manufacturing Co's. space in block 15,

Electricity Building, covers an area of 100x54 ft. Bullock ap-

paratus will also be found in blocks 3t! and 46, Machinery Build-

ing, in connection with Allis-Chalmers and other engine installa-

tions, and also in the AllisChalniers-Bullock "xhibit in the Mines

and Metallurgy Building.

In the center of the company's space in the Palace of Electri<ity

is an ornamental pavilion in which are ilisplayed framed photo

graphs of interesting Bnllock apparatus.

Chief of interest amon.g the exhibits is a complete railway

sub-station in operation, comprising a 50l)-kw. rotary transformer

and switchboard. The sub-station is designed to transform (i.tiOO-

volt, 25 cycle, three-phase current to 5r)0-t;tl0 volt direct current.

There is also shown a 2(iO-kw. motor-generator set for changing
(iO <ycle. 2,2iMi-volt current to direct current suitable for railways.

Another feature which will prove of interest to electric railway

KXliniri' iiK iNATlo.NAI- lOl.Kl-'TllIO Co.

uwd for thp Instrurtlon of motormen by electric railway com
paoies to show in detail the operation of this brake.

Three hundred cars at the Buffalo Exposition were equipped

with Christensen air brakes, and all cars operating within the

groundH of the St. I.ouIh Fair are controlled by this brake. It

Is InterestlnR to note that ll.oiio are used in America and more
than 1.5(K> In Europe. Asia, South America, Africa and Auh

tralla.

Stationary and portable compresHorfl are also shown. At

block 4<>, Machinery Building, may be seen the National 1,500-kw.

^;,«fX^volt. three-phane, 25cycle alternator, running at 85 r. p. ra.

This generator I* direct connected to a 2,2.'>'i-h. p.. comjiound ver-

tical engine and the entire machine reiircHcnta one of the most

mmlern generating unlta of the present day. This ma<dilne fur

nUbeH |>ower to oi>erale the pumps supplying water for the Cas-

• ades, the largexi artlAclal waterfalla In the world.

The National F:iectrlc Co. extenda a cordial Invitation to all

vlHltorit to call at Im wpace and Inspect the exhibit. Visitors are

requented to reglHter, and attractive souvenir literature will be

mailed to the home ad'IresH of all Interested callers.

men is a comi)lete car equipment, consisting of four 50-h. p. Bul-

lock motors, mounted, with controllers and wiring complete.

There Is also exhibited a multiple voltage ontllt, comprising

various machine tools driven by Hullock motors controlled by spe-

cial multiple voltage controllers and a balancer. A complete line

of type N motors, adapted for direct connection to macliiiic tools,

an<l a com|)lete line of type B small motors, for driving all kln<l8

of inaihinery, are shown. There are also several alternators,

ranging in capacity from about 50 kw, to 350 kw.

The Bullock exhibit also includes a turbogenerator set, con-

sisting of a 20l|.Uw., 575voll generalor, liiicctly conniTlcil lo a Do

l.aval steam turbine.

This entire exhibit Is arranged as a model test floor, with the

requisite Instruments, switchboards an<l lest tables. The Bul-

lock company also has a complelajy equipped car on the electric

railway testing track near the Transportation Building.

Mr. (Jeorge C. I.uca", general manager of the Cleveland Kron

& Crossing Co., and Mr. Oeorge Stanton, of the same lompuny,

are on hanil lo extend the courtesies of their house.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

Tlii> c;<>npral Elei-lrlr Co. occupies In the Electricity Biillillni;

the largest nparp used by any Individual company and practlniliy

all the apparatus shown there Is in operation. The company-
railway exhihit is a reproduction of the equipment furnished for

the cars of the InterboroUKh Rapid Transit Co. On the umier
side of the suspended floor franiin); of a car. are shown all of ihi-

electrical ami air brake equipments, the wiring being of Hre

proof constru<tion. At one end of the framing U a typical cal;

In which are the master controller and other parts of the equip

ment, and under the opposite end of the platform Is a Hedley truclt

with two G. E. No. 69 200h. p. motors. Several types of control-

lers are shown: also the G. E. No. 70 motor used on the Intra-

mural Ry.

An lntere.>-tlng feature of the General Electric exhibit Is a 3.000-

h. p. Curtis steam turbine directly connected to a three phase.

Ii.600 volt. 25-cycle generator. This Is the first of these units to

be built with the condenser In the base.

Another conspicuous feature of the exhibit Is a model of a 10,-

000-h. p. generator similar to those furnished for the new Cana-

dian Falls power houie of the Niagara Falls Power Co. This-

of wblrh romprlm U. B. No. 70 motors with the Sprague-General

Electric multiple unit control, and )l of the cars are equipped with

O. E. No. C7 motors with K-t! controllers.

The incandescent lamps used by the Exposition were furnished

hy the General Electric Co. There are more than GOU.OOo lamps,

of which more than 811,000 are colored lamps for use about the

Casiades. This represents the largest Incandescent lamp order

ever placed. The G. E. series alternating street system is used for

lighting the outlying parts of the grounds, the exterior of the

buildings and the Pike. 1.800 lamps of 7i... ampere capacity being

required for this service. The General Ele<trlc Co. also fur-

nished the searchlights used by the Exposition company, as well

as the searchlight built for the Lewis Publishing Co., and which

throws a ray 80 In. In diameter, it being the most powerful search-

light ever built.

General Electric oil-cooled and water-anu-alr-cooled tiansform-

ers are used In all the sub-stations of the exhibit buildings; and

the power house for lighting the Administration Building Is

equlp|)ed with General Electric apparatus. The electric fountain

in the Tyrolean Alps and the Scenic railway In the Alps are

equipped with General Electric motors. Altogether the General

Klectrlc Co. furnished more than 11,000 h. p. In generating

apparatus at the Exposition, and more than 41.000

h. p. of all other apparatus.

The General Electric Co. has exceedingly at-

tractive reception quarters In the Electricity Build-

ing, done In white, green and gold, and artistically

decorated and illuminated, where v.s:tor» are cor-

dially welcomed. One of the reception rooms li

furnished in Old English style and is lUvoted

t--pccially to the British Thomson Houston Co.

U. S. ELECTRIC SIGNAL CO.

aSNERAr, KI.KCTRIC CO. E.XHtKIT

exhibit includes a stationary Ermature. the interior of which is

utilized as a picture gallery in which are shown photographs of

Niagara Falls and drawings of various eleitrical works in that

neighborhood.

Other features of the General Electric exhibit are a lili.OOO-volt

oil break switih, a 14.iluO-lb. miniu.a; locomotive with new cable

reel attachment, small motors applied to 20-odd kinds of machine;,

switches and switchboard devices, wires and cables and wiring

devices, the largest transformer at the Exposition (over 2.300 kw.

capacity), air blast transformers, type H oil-cooled transformers

and voltage regulators of different types. The company is exhib-

iting the first time its new mercury vapor arc lamp, used for

photographing and other purposes. There are also shown the

new "orthocrome" lamp, which is the mercury arc lamp adapted

for general illumination and devoid of the defects due to the color

of the naked mercury lamp: the luminous arc lamp developed by

Professor Steinmetz. and a complete line of the company's meri-

dian lamps. A mercury arc rectifier is shown in operation on

a single phase alternating current charging the batteries of an

automobile.

In addition to the comprehensive exhibit made by the company
there have been a large number of applications of General Elec-

tric apparatus to various purposes throughout the Exposition

grounds.

Two of the generators in the Exposition company's power plant

were furnished by the General Electric Co. These give li.ouo

volts. 25 cycles, at 83'^. r. p. m.. and are of 2.000 kw. capacity.

The General Electric Co. furnished the entire car equipment tor

the Intramural Ry., consisting of 57 four-motor equipments, SI

The United States Electric Signal Co.. oi West
Newton. Mass.. has an exiciliil :i; the northeast

( ornfT of the Electricity liuililing. Her" are shown
a complete working block oi the company's auto-

matic- signals as used on siL:4le track electric rail-

ways: an improved form of cigual box rcentiy

placed on the market, and a new type of trolley

^witc h which depends for its operation ipon the

lifting of the trolley wire ny the trolley wheel as

the car passes. These devices are attracting con-

considerable attention and are. in truth, veil

worth inspeciion.

-•-•

CONSOLIDATED ENGINE STOP CO.

At block 36, aisles G and 7. Machinery Hall, the Consolidated

Engine Stop Co., of New York City, demonstrates Its very etfl

cient device for stopping steam engines in case of emergency.

The device consists of a small motor connected with the steam
valve of the engine by means of a belt or chain, so that the valve

can be in^tsntly closed by startin'j the small motor, which can be

done by pressing a push button located at any convenient point.

The device also Includes an automatic mechanism for closing the

rteam valve of the engine after a predetermined speed has been

resched.

N. A. CHRISTENSEN COMPRESSORS.

N. A. Christensen air compressors can be seen in practical oper-

ation in connection with the exhibits of the Standard Railway
Equipment Co.. Pneumatic Signal Co., and the Weber Gas &
Gasoline Engine Co.

The St. Louis Car Co. has issued an invitation to American
Street Railway Association members and their friends to visit

the company's planl at any time during the week. The private

ciar "iMaliel " has liccn placed at the disposal of the visitors at

2 p. m. daily, including Friday, and may be found at the Ad-

ministration entrance loop.
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INTERESTING CARS FOR PETALUMA <& SANTA
ROSA RAILWAY.

Four cars for the new intenirban lines of the Petahima &
Santa Rosa Railway Co. have lately been completed and shipped

by the American Car Co., of St. Louis. The cars are of a

unique type and one which will appeal to railway men as an ex-

cellent arrangement. The special feature of these cars con-

sists of a center vestibule which gives direit entrance from

either side of the car to both compartments and has the ad-

vantage of keeping the ends of the car free for the swing of

the trucks and also obviates the disadvantage of passengers

entering or leaving through what is virtually the motorman's

call. The general design of the cars was suggested by the

president of the road. Mr. George A. Balchelder, who desired

that they should be exceptionally fine, as he believed traffic is

encouraged by having cars with all the modern conveniences

and of an attractive appearance.

sengers. At the bottom of cooler is a drain pipe which also

serves as a support. The arrangement is considered excellent

and promises to be much used in the future.

The baggage compartments are finished in mahogany, as they

will probably be much used by smokers, for whom folding seats

are furnisheil. A screen door, designed by the builder, closes

the opening when the baggage door is open, and when the door

is closed acts as a protection to the woodwork of the side of

the compartment. A fire extinguisher and a case with axe,

crow bar and saw. for use in case of emergency, are located

in this compartment. The vestibule is guarded on either side

by high folding gates.

The length of the cars over vestibule sheathing is 46 ft. 1 in.,

and over bumiw?rs. 47 ft. 9 in.; width over sills, including

sheathing. S ft. 8 in.; centers of posts, 2 ft. 8 in.; thickness of

corner posts, 3% in. and of side posts, 3% in.; side sills,

5x7% in. and 2x6 in. The sill plates are 12x%-in. and extend

the full length of the car. The center-sills are composed of

irai

Siiiiiiiiiilimilliiyi mm

BKILL SEMI-CONVERTini.K

The windows of the passenger compartment are of the Brill

patented semi-convertible system. This compartment seats

4(1 passengers. The seats are 36 in. long, are upholstered in

cane and have reversible backs. An unusual feature is a par-

tition of heavy plate glass set in ornanniital brass between
the motorman's cab and this compartment. It gives a handsome
a|/pearance to the end of the door and affords a clear view

looking forward. The interior finish is of mahogany richly

INTBRIon Of I'ETAI.IIMA * HA.NTA IIOBA CAll

carved and inlaid and the celllngH are full empire Hlyle with

Mlalned kIbhh in the arched ventilator HashcH. The continuous

parcel rackH, electrollerB and other metal work were eKpeclally

denlKoed for these carH. At the end of the compartment next

•o the entrance doorH Ih a special form of water cooler designed

by the builder. It Ih HUHpended from the ventilator rail close

to the end and docH wit Interfere with Heated or atandlns paa-

(.\R FOIt CALIFORNIA.

7 in. I-beams with yellow pine fillers. The steps are 16% in.

from the rails and the risers are 14 in. apart. The cars are

mounted on Brill No. 27-E 2 trucks having 6-ft. wheel base,

33in. wheels and equipped with motors of 40 h. p. capacity.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.

The Standard I'nderground Cable Co. is making an interesting

exhibit in conjunction with the McRoy Clay Works in block 3,

aisles A and T. Electricity Building- The chief feature of the

exhibit is a cross section of conduit consisting of 72 ducts, with

a manhole at each end. Extending the length of the conduit is

a trench, 7 ft, deep and .I ft, wide, which enables a dose inspec-

tion of the manner of con-jtructing the conduit and appurtenances.

At one end, in the manhole, is shown a capstan rigged for

(hawing in a lab'.e which is attached to a reel at the other man-

hole. Part of the ducts are split, to show the method of fastening

cables to rope, etc. The method of distribution to aerial cables

|3 shown by means of distributing poles and the terminals used

to prote< t the ends of the cable in such work are exhibited, also.

The Standard company also shows samples of the various cables

and appliances which it makes.

'I'bc Milloy Clay Works exhibits piles of raw clay and the

various processes through which it goes to produce the finished

duct.

RODGER BALLAST CAR CO.

I'lic Rodger Ballast Car Co., of Chicago, has an Instructive

exhibit at alsli's II and I. Transportation Building, where It shows

three types of Hart ballast cars, as follows;

Hart convertible ballast car, class C, S.; length 36 ft,; capacity,

80,000 lb,; weight, 37,300 lb.

Hart convertible ballast car, class F, H,; length, 34 ft.; width,

9 ft. 8 In.; height 2 ft. Vy^ in.; weight 30,400 lb.; capacity 60,000

lb.; working limit 66,000 lb.

Hart convertible ballast car, class C. S.; length, 39 ft.; weight,

48,200 lb.; capacity, 100,000 lb.
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TK£ KNUTSON RETRIEVER AT THE FAIR. ANNIVERSARY OF THE 'PROVIDENCE CAR FENDER

Tbv Trolley Supply Co., of Canton, O., whUh makes the Kuut
Bon trolley retriever, advlsea us that the lars of the Intraiuiiral

Ry. at the Exposition have l>een eqiilppeil with the KniiiKon re-

triever and the rompany liivitex lliow who are not faniiUar with

this device lo take advantage of this opportunity to Htuily the

ai'llou of these retrievers under artual servlie condlllons. In

addition, the Knulson retrievers and the "AnierUau" trolley

rut>'heni are on exhihition at the exhibit oC the lonipany's

at;unt. the Wesco Supply Co., which will give courteous attention

to all inquirers and tul<e pleasure in demonslrallnK and explain-

ing the machines.

The Knutson retriever is in the sha|>e of a disk wliich is placed

upon the dash of the car, out of the way of all car equipment.

It comprises a weak spring, a heavy retrieving spring, an actuat-

ing disk and a reel lontrolled by an automatic locking and re-

leasing device. To wind the retrieving spring and set the re

trieving mechanism the ro|)e is pulled out until stopped by the

aulomatic action of the locking holt, when, by releasing the rope,

the mechanism will release the heavy spring from engagement,

leaving 'he weak spring alone In aitlon to keep slack out of the

rope and allow It to play freely In and out. No matter what

the elevation the trolley pole when it Jumps the wire, il is de-

signed that a jerk upward of from three lo four inches will

throw out the governors on the reel, causing one of them to

engage with the trip latch and trip the loiklng device of the re-

trieving mechanism, thus throwing into action the heavy retriev-

ing sprine. which engage? with the reel and instantly pulls down

the trolley pole and holds il from three to four feel below the

wire.

The features emphasized by the company are: The automatic

retrieving mechanism, which is reset by simply pulling out the

rope four or Ave feet until the mechanism automatically locks:

the retrieving spring is not subject to adjustment by the opera-

tor and rannot be rendered inefficient by carelessness: the re-

trieving spring cannot be reset until il is wound up so that it

will retrieve the pole lo such a distance below the wire that dam-

age cannot occur to the overhead equipment.

The Knutson retriever has withstood the test of severe usage

dnrin;; several years. Aside from having equipped a number of

important roads in this country, the company ha, made ship-

ments to Kngland. France, Germany, Japan. Australia. India

and elsewhere.

THE PANTASOTE CO.

The Pantasote Co., of New York, has an exhibit in the Palace of

Varied Industries, where the well-known product of this com-

pany is displayed to advantage classified in three sections. One

section shows the application of Pantasote to waterproof cloth-

ing, sporting goods, etc; the second is devoted to furniture up

bolstered in Pantasote and designed to illustrate the beautiful

effects produced by the use of Pantasote in house furnishings;

the third section consists of a Brill semi-convertible car fitted

with Pantasote curtains and car seats and chairs covered with

Pantasote leather.

The Pantasote Co. distributes interesting'literature and callers

at the booth are sure to l)e instructed and entertained.

UNDER-FEED STOKER CO. OF AMERICA.

The Under-Feed Stoker Co. of America, Marquette Building.

Chicago, has no Exposition exhibit, but its product is very much

in evidence in St. Louis and vi<inity, where it has practical ex-

hibits in large power houses. The United Electric I-ight & Power

Co's. Biddle SL plant will be equipped entire with Jones stokers,

the orders received by the Under-Keed Stroker Co. calling for 8-1

stokers. probal)ly making this the largest internally fired plant in

the world. In the Imperial station of the same company, at lUtli

and St. Charles Sis., there are 19 Jones stokers under Heine boil-

ers. The St. Louis & Suburban Railway Co. has given five orders

for Jones stokers, covering equipment aggregating 8,500 h. p.,

Heine boilers. When this installation is completed there will be

45 stokers in this company's boiler room.

Not only is this year distinguished by the celebration of the

anniversary of thi' Louisiana Purchase, but it is also an anniver-

sary—the tenth— of the birth of the Consolidated Car Kender Co..

of New York, makers of Ihc well-known "Providence" fender.

During the In years this company has been doing businesB It

has equi|>|icd with its life-saving devices more than 17,U0U

cars, having furninhed upwanis of 90 per cent, of the standard

fenders uaed in the world.

The "Providence" fender has evidently come to stay: it has

passed from "childhood " u> 'manhood" and now has a "family"

which numbers more than l'r<>i members, including the largest

electric railway aystems in this country.

The company's new model "C" fender reduces to a minimum
the liability of serious accident resulting from a front-end col-

lision.

The cumiiany carries In stock not fewer than 1.000 complete

car fender equipments which can be delivered within 24 hours

from the receipt of orders.

The Conseili<iaipd Car Fender Co. also makes the favorably

Known "Campbell" snow sweeper, which insures freedom from

snow blockades: also the "Millen" car-step lifter, which makes
l)oarding and alighting from high oi>en cars a pleasure, as

thousands of car patrons attest.

Ueneial .Manager Wood.vorlh. of the Consolidated, can always
be found at the office of the lompany. :t9-41 Cortlandt St., New
York. reaJy to "swap stories" and smoke cigars with customers

and friends.

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRIC HEATERS.

The Consolidated Car Heating Co. has issued an attractive

booklet of 50 pages, dealing with the subject of electric car heat-

ing in all its phases. The book contains a number of articles

on this important subject, the topics treated including, "First

Principles." "Cost of Eleclric Heating," "How to Select an

Equipment," etc. The pamphlet is profusely illustrated, and
includes engravings and descriptions of all the types of electric

hesters made by this company. A valuable feature is a collec-

tion of wiring diagrams, showing best methods of wiring each

type of heater lor cars of different lengths.

From the pamphlet we quote the following on the points to b^'

(onsidered in selecting an electric heating equipment:
"1. The amount of current needed. This is affected by all of

Ihe following londitions:

a. Average winter temperature.

b. l.owe-t winter temperature.

c. Expo.sure. as in city, suburban or elevated service.

d. Construction of car body.

e. Use of vestibules and frequency of stops.

r. Average number of passengers carried per car in winter.

g. Average actual voltage on the line.

"The radiation loss from a car is much affected by (a), (b).

Ic) and (d). Much heat is lost by open doors, especially with

frequent stops. Vestibules properly used save most of this. A
crowded car needs less heat, due to the bodily heat of passen-

gers. There are frequently sections of the line where the voltage

is low and less heat Is obtained.

"Some judgment is required to decide all these points, but we
always advise that the maximum requirements be provided for.

This does not interfere with the economical operation of the

equipment, as the temperature regulating switch is lurnished for

this purpose.

"2. Type of heater to be used. The casings vary to suit cars

with

a. l.ongitudin;il seats with risers,

b. Longitudinal seats without risers,

c. Cross seats, reversible or not,

d. Baggage and chair cars without fixed seats.

"3. Number of heaters to be used. This depends on (1) and

(2), and is restiicted by the requirements of

a. Good distriliution.

b. Safe temperature of heater, both for life of resistance coil,

and safety and cimifort of passengers."
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MGUIRE-CUMMINGS CAR WORKS

The MeGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co.. of Chicago, is

erecting a car works at Paris, III., on 30 acres of land which was

given to the company by the city of Paris. The walls of most

of the buildings comprising the new plant are pretty well up and

it is planned to begin operation at the works Jan. 1. 1905. As is

well known, the McGulrt^Cummings Manufacturing Co. makes

practically everything that enters into the construction of cars,

except the car bodies, and the company is erecting the Paris plant

with the view of shipping there the trucks and other car parts

made in Chicago and assembling the completed cars at Paris.

The following buildings are in course of construction: Erect-

ing shops. 152x56."; ft.; blacksmith shop. 65x75 ft.: machine shop.

J J ClM.MI.NiiS

60x76 ft.; truck shop. 60x75 ft.; wood shop, 152x200 ft.; cabinet

shop. 152x200 ft.; varnish shop. 152x160 ft.; dry kiln, 70x102 ft.;

dry room. 50x90 ft.; iron storeroom, 40x60 ft.; warehouse, 40x60

ft.; power plant. 90x100 ft. These are all one story brick build-

ings, with saw-tooth roofs and factory ribt>ed glass. Provision

has been made for the extension of the shops as business may re-

quire, so that in time it is ex|)e<ted that the plant will be practi-

cally doubled. The plant as it is being ererted will cost nearly

$31)0.000 and will employ about 600 men.

The new works will be equippe<l with the following machinery,

and other ap|>aratU8 to be decided upon: Three 150h. p. boilers,

one 350-h. p. engine, one 150-kw, and one 10»-kw. generator (or

one 250-kw. generator). 60 a. c. molors ranging from '_. to 20 h.

p.. 4.->0-h. p. Ijoiler feed pump and feed-water heater in proportion,

air lompressor furnishing 500 cu. ft. of free air per minute at 80

lb. pressure, a hot blast and ventilating plant, besides machine

tools and small tools requisite for car buililing. A 50-ton over-

head electrlr irane has lieen purchased from the Northern En

glneerlng Works, of Detroit.

All the machinery and apparatus will be entirely new an<l M'

the latent improved pattern.

Three railroad lines pass through the plant—the main line of

the Big Four. Cairo division of the same road and the Vandalla

roed.

The .McU u I re-Cu minings .Manufacturing ("o. Is the outgrowth

of the old .MKJuIre Manufacturing Co., which was organized 20

years ago by .Mr. William A. .MrOuIre (ileceased) and Mr. W. J.

Cooke, vice-president of the present conjpany. Jan. I. 1904. the

McOuire Manufacturing Co. and the Globe Iron Works, also of

Chicago, were consolidated as the McGulre-t^umjnlngs Manufac-

turing Co. The lonsolldatlon was effected for the purpose of In-

creasing the facilities of both companies.

The .McGuIre Manufaiturlng Co. had a world-wide reputation

for a numlx-r of years. The r;iol>e Iron Works, although a young

er coniern. had built up an enviable biiHlncHK In meiol work ihir-

Ing four or five years, the business of 1903 exr«-edlng J300,000.

The officers of the McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co. are:

President and treasurer. John J. Cummings; vice-president, W. J.

Cooke: se<retary. K. Byrne. Mr. Cummings was president of the

Globe Iron Works for two years previous to the consolidation,

and Messrs. Cooke and Byrne were formerly vice-president and

secretary, respectively, of the McGuire Manufacturing Co.

Mr. Cummings has accomplished wonders in a very few years.

He is only 29 years old and began working when 13 years of age

as water boy on the Chicago & Alton R. R. Later he took up

engineering, educating himself nights, and graduating from the

Armour Institute of Technology at the end of a three years' course.

He was a poor boy. but is now not only the head of the McGuire-

Cununings company, hut is interested in several other large cor-

porations.

Mr. Cooke, the vice-presi<lent of the company, is known through-

out the length and breadth of the land as a salesman of high

merit. His courtesy and congeniality have caused the appellation

of "Chesterfield of American salesmen" to be applied to him and

as such he has been known a good many years.

•» • »

A BOER WAR SOUVENIR-

Last evening visiting electric railway men and their friends

attended the Boer War entertainment, which is believed to be

the best attraction on the Pike. The leading parts in this spec-

tacle are taken by Generals Viljoen and Cronje, and officers

and men, both Boer and British, who faithfully portray actual

scenes through which they passed during the late Boer War.

A suitable anil attractive souvenir of this entertainment con-

sists of a porti'olio which can be obtained only at the entertain-

ment. This irortfolio is entitled "Photographic Views of the Boer

War Spectacle." It contains 21 halftone views, artistically ar

ranged. Including battle scenes, portraits of Generals Vlljoen

anil Cronjc and all the British officers. The portfolio Is pub-

lished by the St. Louis Publishers" Co., which Is composed of

Messrs. T. M. Jenkins and A. I''. Bollinger, of the St. Louis

Chronicle, and Mr. F. W. Swan. The compilation was by Mr.

Jenkins.
-»

The delegates to the Mechanical and Klectrlcal convention were

photographed In a group in front of oni- of the Kxpositlou build

Ings.

.Mr. Frank A. Barbey, of Boston, representing Thomas Prosser

& Son, of New York, is at the convention, as many of the dele-

gate! have good reason to know, for Mr. Barbey knows how to

make the most of his time, whether seeking business or pleasure.

Mr. Harry W. Frost represents the well known varnish liotise

of Berry Bros, at the convention.

M
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SAVE THE "DAILY REVIEW.

"

Special attention is called to the fact that the "Daily Street

Railway Review," published at St. Louis October 11th to 14th

inclusive, this being the sixth successive year, is in its nature

supplementary to the "Street Railway Review" published

monthly. Nothwithstanding the "Daily" is a separate publication

it should be bound with the monthly for convenient reference and

in order to facilitate this, the pages of the "Daily" are given num-

bers consecutive with those of the next preceding monthly issue.

Reference is again made to this fact for the reason that very fre-

quently the "Daily" is entirely overlooked by subscribers when
.^ending the "Review" to be bound, and as soon as the binder dis-

covers that 150 pages or so are missing, we receive a request to

furnish the missing numbers, which unfortunately we are not

always able to do.

THEATER ANNOUNCEMENT.

In order that none who desire to attend the theater Thursday

night may be overlooked, the Entertainment Committee will ar-

range to have representatives at the theater door the evening of

the entertainment to provide ticltets for all convention visitors

wearing badpen.

TODAYS PROGRAM.

9:30-10:0(1 a. m.—Band concert. Transportation UulKling.

10:00 a. m.—A. S. R. A. Convention meets.

Discussion of Report of Executive Committee.

Presentation of Papers.

Reports of Committees.

Election of officers.

1:00 p. m.—Convention adjourns.

2:30-4:00 p. m.—Band concert at Michigan Building compli-

mentary to Mr. J. C. Hutchlns.

3:00 p. m.—Eighth annual meeting ot Street Railway .Account-

ants' Association.

Annual address of the PrcKldent. K. E. Smith. Chicago, 111.

Annual report of the Exci iitlvp Committee.

Annual leporl ot the Secretary-Treasurer.

Report of the committee to make new collection of blanks and

forms. Elmer M. While. Flarllord, Conn.

Appointment of Convention Committee on Nominations.

Appointment of convention Committee on Resolutions.

.S:flO p. m.—Theater parly at Music Hall. 13th and Olive Sis —
"Louisiana."

-•-- —

F. E. SMITH.

.Mr. V. E. Snillh, president of the Slreet Railway Accountant.^'

Association, holds the office of auditor for the receivers of lh>'

Chicago Union Traction Co„^n4-Jiudltor for the Chicago Con

solldaled Trad Ion Co. Prior lo his going to Chicago five yeirs

a o he was general ajiditor for the Massachusetts Eleclrli' Compan-

ies of Boston, to tt-Unh position n««a8 appointed after the merger

of the Lynn & Boston system, on which he hart held the office

of aull.or to- fyBai:years. Previous to his work in Massachusetts

he had held t»T)03ltlon of au litor for yjt^Zanesyille and Ohio

River Railway 'Co. ' JX
.Mr. Smith has been clorely identified witt^he work of the Ac

fountants' Atsodalion from the firs! an.l ha practical lrai:iin^

has been of inesllmable value to V..

_ i> . » .!<»

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STREET RAILWAY
CLAIM AGENTS.

At a meeting of the repre5entatives of the claim departments

o fthe various street railway companies throughout the lountrv.

held in the Transportation Building at the Fair grounds Wed-

nesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, the formal organization of the

American Association of Street Railway Claim Agents was per-

fected. The following officer.^ were eleited for the ensuing year.

President, W. A. Dibbs. general claim agent. New York City

Ry. Co.. New York. N. Y.

Vice-president. E. W. Ot'onnor, claim adjuster. Savannah Elec-

tric Co.. Savannah, Ga.

Secretary End treasurer, B. B. Davis, claim agent. Coliimbu-i

Railway & 1 i<^ht Co.. Columbus. Ohio.

I'he Executive Committee of this association is lomposed of

the lollowing mcinbers: W. A. Dibbs. the president, chairman

of the committee ex officio; W. H. Renaud. jr.. New Orleans Rail-

ways Co.. New Orleans. I.a.; \Vm. Willie. Chicago City Railway

Co.. Chicago: B. B. Davis, secretary of the association, and

J. P. Feeney. Public Service Corporation. Newark, N. J.

The organization of this association is due to a very great

extent to Mr. W. A. Dibbs. its president. Seeing the results that

have been obtained by the other street railway associations in

the interchange of views, the reading of papers and the discussion

of the many vital problems of street railway organization and

cperation. and realising the mutual benefits that may be derived

from a similar or.;anizstion of the claim departments. Mr. Dibbs

undertook the project. Correspondence developed the fact that

the majority of the street railway companies are favorable to

and enthusia.'tic about the association, and with such an effi-

cient corps of officers and executive committee and the hearty

support of the railways throughout the country, there Is no

doubt but that the American Association of Street Railway

Claim Agens will be an importsnt factor in the street railway

world.

.All delegates and their guests wearing badges are entitled to

one souvenir rins at the exhibi; of the National Lead Co.. Block

O.'i. Liberal Arts Building.

« »

The Detroit United Railway has recently placed an order with

the J. G. Brill Co. for 25 cars and trucks, and with the St. Louis

Car Co. for 25 cars and trucks. The orders were placed September

2l5t and call for L'9-ft. double truck closed passenger cars.

* '»
Mr. S. L. Nelscin. general manager of the Fort Wayne & South-

western Traction Co.. accompanied by his two daughters, ar-

rived Tuesday.
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THE AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION AND THE "DAILY STREET RAILWAY REVIEW."

Some Facts That Dolej/Htes Should Know Before Acting Upon the Censor Resolution Now Before the Association.

THE OBJECT OF THE "DAILY." HOW MATIERS STAND.

The object of the "Dally Review" is to give better service to

subscribers than could be done were our convention reports

published in a weekly or in monthly paper. Our business success

is l>ased on giving good service, just as is that oi' a street railway

company.

What the approval of ihe public means to a street railway was
stated more eloquently by President Krancis In his remarks
concerning the street railways of St. Louis than lies in our power.

The subscribers to the "Street Railway Review" are our public.

and the 'Daily Review" is one of our means of giving this public

good and prompt service.

THE RESOLUTION NOW IN FORCE.

Passed at Saratoga. Sept. 4, 1903. See pp. 237 ano

238, Proceedinss 22d Annual Meeting A. S. R. A.

RKPORT OF THE .SPECIAL COMMITTEK ON Hl'Hl.lCAllUN

OF DISCI'SSIO.NS.

To the .\merican Street Railway Association-

Oentlemi n: —Your special committee, after duly considering the

question of the revision of papers and flts' iisslons prior to pub-

lication, reports as follows:

We recognize the Importance and desirability of encouraging

and securing a comprehensive and even confidential discussion ot

topics presented before the Association.

We al:io recognize the importanie and utility of the press, and

the desirability of not unduly restricting its privileges.

We are of the opinion that the leallzation of these two objects

necessitates Intelligent censorship of the proceedings.

We recommend for adoption the following rules:

First. I'pon the lequest of any delegate any remarks or data

•lubm'tted by him shall be considered privileged communicatious

and withheld from publication In both the press and the annual

report

Second. At the first session of each meeting of the Assoiia-

tion the Chairman shall appoint. Irom the delegates In attend-

ance, a Censorship Committee of three members. All repoits oi

proceedings shall be submitted to this committee and approved

by at least one member thereof before being made accessible lo

the press.

So far as feasible, all persons participating In the discussion

shall be given an opportunity by the committee to revise and cor-

rect their remarks before publication.

The committee also recommends that, to promote the best Inter-

ests of the Association, the teihnlcal press be respectfully re-

quested to refrain from the daily publication of the procee<iings.

Respectfully submitted.

(.Signed.) C. O. .MAIMXJIX.
.KJHN I. HhXJliS.

.1. (5. WHITK.

THE PROPOSED CHANGE

M Ihe first meeting of Ihe Association, held In St. Louis Oct.

12. 1904. Mr. .1. C. HuUhlns offered the following resolution:

"Whereas. We consider that It is an advantage to the Associa-

tion for the widest publicity to be given to all Its proceedings

thai are not of a confidential or privileged nature, be It

"Resolved. That so much of the resolution regarding Publica-

tion of Proceedings and Censorship (recorded at pages 237 and

23S of the Proceedings of the Haratoga Conveotlonl as requests

the technical presa to refrain from the dally publication of pro-

reedlngs be and hereby Is reaclndeil."

After a brief discussion of this re«io(iilloii It was iir<lcred car-

ried over until today.

As the record now Is. the Association requests the technical

press NOT TO PUBLISH DAILY REPORTS OF THE PKOCEEIi-
INOS.

"Proceedings" is a broad word and includes not only discus-

sions, but also papers, repoits and even the president's annual

address.

What Mr. Hutchins has proposed is to amend the record so as

to make it a request not to publish daily reports of uucensored

VERHATIM DISCUSSION.
"Verbatim iliscussion " is very different in meaning from

"Proceedings."

ACTION OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The report of Ihe Executive Committee laid uefore the Asso-

ciation on yesterday recited that at the meeting held in New York

Feb. 28 and Mar. 1. Iit04. a communication from the publishers

of the "Street Railway Review" bearing on the subject of the

publication of the "Daily Street Railway Review" at conventions

was read: and that on motion it was voted that Inasmuch as

this matter had been passed upon by the Association, it was
considered that the proper course was for the communication In

question to be brought before the Association for action.

The report of the meeting of the Executive Committee held iii

St. Ixjuis Sept. 10. 1904. recited that Mr. Royse appeared betore

the committee, and that alter considering his statement, the com-
mittee voted that the president should, at the tlrst session of the

convention, appoint a coniniiltee to pass upon the matter to be

released for publication.

Inasmuch as the communication received liom the "Street

Railway Rtview" at Ihe February meeting, and the remarks oi

.Mr. Royse at the September meeting were not made part of the

minutes of these meetings as printed, the membership of the

.\Ksociation has had no opportunity as yet, other than the briel

discussion at yesterday's session, to juiIkc ot Uip merits oC the

(luostion.

In order that the mcmlicrship may have opportunity to learn

the nature of the comniuiii<ation of the "Review " to the Execu-

tive Committee, without trespassing too greatly upon the lime

of the convention, we give below the substance of the statement

made liy us lo the Executive Committee.

OUR RECORD.

The acti(.n of the Association Indicates that the dally publica-

tion of iiroceedings has caused embarrassment In the past, or the

tear that it may do so in the future. The fact that the "Review"

lias published daily reports of the discussions before the Asso-

( iation lor five successive years, and in this time has received

liiit one complaint, and that one on a very trivial matter. Is

sui)mlttcd as Indicating that the editor of the "Review" has suf-

ficient Intelligence and discretion to avoid the publication of mat-

ter calculated to embarrass the Association or its members.

WHAT IT WAS SAID WE DID.

However. In the discussion at ttie Saratoga meeting as to

whether speakers should be given the opportunity to revise their

remarks, which prc<ede(i the appointment of the (ommlttee to

lonslder this subject, a statement was made, which, In view of the

lait (hat the "Dally Street Railway Review" Is the only street

railway perlodlial that was published daily at the New York meet-

ing, constitutes a charge of serious Indiscretion on tin' ixirl oi the

editor of the "Review."

.Mr. L. E. Myers (page 87 oi the Proceedings of the Saratoga

.MeellngI said that a remark niiidc by Mr. Vreeland ill the New
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York meotInK appeareil in the dally report of tbp prot-erdliiKH

piil)ll8hpil hy "cue of the street railway perlodlralB" and that thiK

remark wan picked up by rertaln paperH in New York and niadf

cnplliil of.

WHAT WE DID.

The oirnimHtanc-e to which Mr. Myers referred is as rollows:

Mr. Vreeiand made an address before the Street Railway Ac-

coiiniants" Assoilatlon at Its meetlnn in New York. In the course

ol whii'h he made some remarks that It was not desired to have

appear in the published proceedings. One or more reporters rep-

r<>8entinK the New York dally ])aper8 were preseijt at this meet-

ing, and the reports which appeared In the New York papers

were prepared by them. The "Dally Street Hallway Keview" was

requested l)y Mr. Vreeiand and by the Accountants' Association

not to report Mr. Vreeiand's address, and no report of Uils ad-

dress other than a lew Hues in which the speaker complimented

the Accountants' Assoiiatlon upon Its work was published in the

"Daily Review" for that year. This Is a matter which can easily

;l« verified hy referiing to the files of the paper.

OUR POSITION.

The "Review" has not offended in the past, but it will welcome

Uie assistance of the Association, acting through a lensor com-

mittee or otherwise, as mistakes would thus be made practically

impossible.

We are heartily in sympathy with any plan that will tend to

promote the interest and utility of the meetings of the Asso-

ciation, and do not consider that exception can be properly taken

to censoring the proceedings w^ith a view to eliminating remarks

that might be embarrassing to the speaker, were they made part

of that leport. or suppressing information of a more or less conh-

dentiai nature, that speakers may be willing to give to the mem-
bers, but not to the public in general.

We believe that the resolution requesting the technical press

to refrain from daily publication of proceedings was passed

hastily and without considering that while general In its pro-

visions. It is in fact a discrimination against the "Dally Street

Railway Review."

It is. of course, entirely within the province of the .Association

to determine whether its pro<eeding3 shall be given to the press,

hut if publicity is permitted. It is riianiiestly unfair to impose
conditions which would prevent us from using the proceedings

l)ecause they appear each day Instead of at the end of the week,

or of the month.

We are sure the .Association has no desire as a l)Ody to intiut

injury upon the "Daily Review. " which the great majority of its

members, as individuals, consider a meritorious enterprise, and

ai-cordingly we ask that the action of the Association he so modi-

fled as not to discriminate against the daily papers.

MR. MYERS' REMARKS AT SARATOGA.

Mr. L. E. Myers. Peoria:—"As long as this subject is up. it gives

me an opportunity to say something I have had on my mind
for .some time, and it is on the subject of restricted discussion,

beiause of the publicity given to what is said in the meeting. 1

remember well, and I imagine Mr. Vreeiand does, of a casual re-

mark he made at the New York meeting— I do not recall the na-

ture of it—but it was very properly taken down by the reporter,

and on the following morning it appeared in the daily report

of the proceedings, published by one of the street railway peri-

odicals, prompted, no doubt, by a spirit of progress. That re-

mark was picked up by certain papers in New York and made
much capital of. I do not mean to raise any criticism of the

stenographer or the enterprise of the trade journals which print

these reports, hut it does seem to me it would be proper cour-

tesy that the report of the remarks should first go to the speaker

before they are given to the wide world. I believe we would

get much more general discussion of the subjects which come be-

fore us if the reports were not given for publication till they were
revised by the speakers."

HOW OTHER ASSOCIATIONS REGARD DAILY CON-
VENTION REPORTS.

In view of the frequent references made In the eiei'tric railway

conventions as to the able way in which the stc^m railroad asso-

ciations carry on their work, the following statements made to

the editor of the "Review " ijy the secretaries of three of the

leading steam railroad technical associations will be found per-

tinent:

THE MASTER CAR BUILDERS" ASSOCIATION.

b67 Rookery Bldg.. Chicago, Feb. 10, 1HU4.

l>antel Royse, Esq.,

Editor '"Street Railway Review, "

45-47 Plymouth Court, Chicago:

Dear Sir: Replying to yours of February Stii, in regard to pol-

icy of these assoiiallons covering the matter of reporting the dls-

I'lisslons at our meetings, and answering your questions as asked,

would say:

1st.—We r\irnlsh the railway press with printed copies of all

the committee reports at tlie time they are sent to the members,

which Is usually about two weeks before the conventions.

2nd.—The understanding is that they are not to be published

until read in convention,

."Ird.—We have no objection to allowing the technical press to

make stenograph ii- reports of the discussions, of course, it helm;

understood that they are not official—the report of proceeiiings,

as issued from this office, giving the official discussions.

4th.—For a good many years the Railway Age has Issued a

Daily Edition at our conventions, giving a stenographic report ot

the conventions at each days meeting, and I lielieve the mem-
bers, generally. <onsider this advance publUation of the discus-

sion of advantage to the Asso<iatlon.

5th.—We do not exercise any supei vision over the reports of the

discussions furnished by the railway press because it is under-

stood that the official proceedings will come out later.

The above applies equally to both the Master Car Builders" and
American Railway Master Mechanics' Associations.

Yours truly.

(Signed.) JOS. W. lAYLOH.
Secretary.

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING & MAINTENANCE OK
WAY ASSOCIA'IION.

Monadnock Bldg.. Chicago. Feb. l.S. l!*l)4.

.Mr. Daniel Royse.

Editor ""Street Railway Review."

Chicago, ill.:

Dear Sir: I beg to acknowledge receipt of your favor of the

nth inst requesting an expression as to the policy ot this Associa-

tion with reference to the publication of reports and discussions

by the technical press, and in reply would say:

(1) The reports and papers to be considered at each conven-

tion are published in monthly bulletins during the year, and
copies are furnished the technical press as Issued. It is under-

stood, however, and a notice to that effect appears in each issue

of the bulletin, that the reports and discussions are not to be

pui)lished by the press until after presentation at the annual
convention.

(2) The reports are released for publication after they have
been acted upon by the Asso<iation.

(.S) Tile press is at liberty to make stenographic reports of

our annual meetings, and every facility is afforded their represen-

tatives to get an accurate report.

(4) The members of the Association seem to appreciate the

publication of the reports and discussions by the technical press,

and many have .so expresse<i themselves. Personally. I believe it

is of great benefit to the Association, in that it gives wide pub-
licity to its proceedings.

(5) The Asso( iation has not heretofore exercised any super-

vision over the reports of discussions by the technical press. It

is assumed that each publication will endeavor to have Its re-

port of the convention as accurate and reliable as possible.

Yours truly.

(Signed.) E. H. FRIIXIH. Secretary Pro. Tem.
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THE OPINION OF AN UNPREJUDICED PAPER.

We believe that the oriasion is a Qttiag one to reprint an
editorial which appeared in the "Western Electrician" of Sept.

12. 1903. commenting upon the action at the Saratoga Convention.

"It is rather surprising that the American Street Kailway As-

sociation should have deemed it ne<>essary to provide lor a cen-

sorship committee which shall pass on "all report-"; of proceedings
'

before the latter are "made accessible to the press. ' This action

Is to be regretted, we think, because it conveys the impression

that the assoiiation has something to conceal from the public,

which we do not believe to be the case. Street railway trans-

portation is a straightforward, legitimate, honest business, surely.

and an industry in which an exceptionally large proportion of the

general public is interested. Is the enlightened American Street

Railway .-Vssociation of the fnited States of America well ad-

vised in establishing a censorship? Does not the very word
"censor" savor of repression, of military occupation, or of the

reactionary methods of the government of the czar? We can

well understand that in the freedom of debate statements may
he made or expressions used which can serve no useful end It

published, but might, on the other hand, prove embarrassing.

But cannot the discretion of the technical editors be trusted

in these matters? Presumably these editors are experts, who
know enough to sift the grain from the chaff. Possibly, too.

the gentlemen of the association could be somewhat more guarded

in their remarks.

"The technical pres.s has been of great value to the electric-

railway industry, and the establishment of a censorship by the as-

sociation seems but an ungracious return for faithful, honest

work. To censor the whole proceedings to prevent the publica-

tion of an occasional inadvertent remark—with the vexatious

delays and red tape that would ensue— is like swinging a gi-

ants bludgeon to crush a gnat. And is the censorship adequate

for the end desired? Of course the association can make such

regulations as It pleases In relation to its official report. But un-

less representatives of the dally and technical press are excluded

from the sessions, unofficial, but nevertheless truthful, reports

may be made. And in these days of municipal ownership agita-

tion anil industrial unrest It wouli. doubtless be unwise for the

a880< iatlon to adopt a star-chamber policy by excluding repre-

sentatives of the public press."

The "Western Klectriclan" takes an eminently fair attitude,

altbougli It Is one of our contemporaries, which, publishing week-

ly, nej-essarily finds itself anticipated by the "l>aily Review. '

"COMPETENT OPINIONS"

One of the speakers yesterday having urged the "worthless-

ness of a daily publication, we consider it appropos to reprint

some of the following "competent opinions" from our issue of

Oct. 11. 1S04. They say about the Dally Review";

C. S. Sergeant—"Has appealed to me as of a special value."

J. C. Hntchlns—"Has been particularly valuable to me. my
whole staff, and to the Association generally."

(I. Tracy Rogers—"Its worth to the Association has been

Inestimable."

<j. K. Chapmaji—"Of value to those who attend and to those at

home."

E. (J. Counette—"Appreciated by all street railway men."

A. K. Danforth—"Valuable in determining the business trans-

acted."

r. E. Mitten—"Valuable to all street railway men In that it

given a minute account of the proceedings."

H. F. fjrant—"fJreat value to all who stay at home."

C. I.. S. Tlngley— "I always preHerve It to refresh my memory
roDi-eming the convention."

.lohn W. Ogden—"A step In advance."

S. F. HazelrlKg—"Appreciate It very much."

K H fJllbert
—"Of great sz-rvlce to our offlcem."

Warrnn BIckncll— "I have been an Interested reader from the

flmt.

W. P. Reed— "I cannot Mpeak too highly of It."

Howard Kravel—"It Is full of pay dirt.'
"

E. L. Kirk—"The best medium to bring street railway men into

touch with each other."

Geo. O. Nagle—"Has a very wide influence."

T. F. Grover—"My employes who cannot go to the convention
are always well posted when I return."

James F. Lardner—"Valuable for the men at home."

BALDWIN & ROWLAND SWITCHES AND SIGNALS

The Baldwin & Rowland Switch & Signal Co., of New Haven,
Conn., in a new So.page catalog just issued, calls the attention
of electric railway men to the switches and signals made by
this company, and which are growing in fayor. The company's
modern switches are in use on at least H of the large electric

railway systems of the country and are said to be ginving emi-
nent satisfaction. Especial attention is called to three types of

switches, viz., the "Little Giant." the "Sandard" and the "Me-
tropolitan."

The "Little Giant" switch is the culmination of years of spe-

cial work and is believed to be not only in the front rank, but
is also claimed to be the cheapest switch made. It will handle th?
switch tongue under all conditions, and in case of a sewer backing
up a^nd flooding, even, this switch will not become inoperative.

It has a gravity locking device with a pressure of from 15 to 2(T

lbs. for holding the switch tongue in position, and the vibration
of passing cars tends to lock the tongue more securely. The
motorman may operate the switch at will while the car is in

motion and the car may be backed over switch without diffi-

culty.

The "Standard ' switch is familiar to railway men. This style

of switch was installed at Toronto in 1903 and has been work-
ing <ontinuously sin<e. Two of these switches wei'e installed

by the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Co. six years ago at

points where four switchmen were being paid $2,20(1 per annum
to operate by hand. The "Metropolitan" is used by the Metropoli-

tan Railway Co.. of New Yor. at Lenox Ave. and lUUh St., and
at Lexington Ave. and 116th St. These switches paid for them-
selves in less than four months.

Another specialty of the Baldwin company is the "Invincible"

signal, designed so that only one wire is required tq operate a
purely block system with one llOvolt lamp at each end of the

block. The motorman controls the signal by his controller

handle while the car is in motion, and is held respoivsible for it.

He lights his signal when entering the block and extinguishes

it when leaving. Magn,?tisni and gravity are the only force.s em-
ployed in the operation of this signal, and it is ilaimed to be im-

possible for the lamp to burn at only one end of the block. An
open circuit is used, and the installation is a«ioniplishe(] by
means of an insulated sleeve 30 in. long attached to the trolley

wire. The company also makes a gong signal.

Still another specialty made by this company is Baldwin's

switch tongue lo<k. which, it is said, will poslllvely prevent the

splitting of a switch. The company will be pleased to send its

literature to Interested persons and answer all Inquiries.

«-•-•

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER CO.

The International Register Co., of Chicago, has a well arranged
exhibit on aisle C of the Transportation Building. This was
one of the few exhibits completely installed on the opening day
of the exposition. Mr. A. N. Loper, formerly with the New
Haven Car Register Co., Installed It and has been in charge

since. Messrs. John Benham. vice-president, W. G. Kii'chhoff,

general superintendent, and W. H. Brown, secretary, will make
the exhibit their headquarters during the c(mven(lon, where they

will be glad to meet those of their friends who find time to stop

for a minute's rest In spite of the mullltudlnous other attrac-

tions. All the various types of "Intcriiulloiial" and "New Haven"
registers shown In Us new catalog No. 4 arc exhibited in a man-
ner con\'enlent for their Inspection and operation. In a handsome
mahogany revolving lase are shown Its attractive enamel badges

and the ticket punches. Polished bronze register flttliigs In

greater variety than made by any other manufacture are shown
to advantage. The "New Haven " trolley cord sold by this Com-
pany Is alFo exhibited.
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TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING

AMfKKAN mi\ RAIlWAr ASSOCIAIION
St. Louis. Mo.—Oct. 12-13, I904.

WEDNESDAY SESSION.

President W. Caryl Ely. of BufTalo. lalli-d the nioellim to

order at 111:15 o'clock, and said:

(Jentlemeu, the convention will pleai^e he in order. We will

proceed directly to liii8ine,<H. as we have with ns the Fre.sldem

of the 1 oiiislana Purchase Exposition, who ha.s taken of his

valiiahle time enough to come here and say something to ns.

£nd we will not detain him by proceeding at the present time with

any roll call or any regular order of business, and 1 wil! there

fore introduce him to you at once. He Is chargeable probably

with the Retting of this great Exposition here more than any

otner person.— In fact all Si. Louis unites in saying that not only

more than any other one person, but that he Is the only person,

almost, who has builded this great Exposition. Certainly one

who has the ability to bring together such a great collection o(

buildings and such a great installation of exhibits therein, is a

man who is worthy of filling any |>osilion, not only by his

ability, but by the tried qualities that are exhibited in the doing

of a thing of that sort. I take pleasure in introducing to you

the Honorable llavid R Kramis, President of the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition.

ADDRESS OF HON. D. R. FRANCIS.
.Mr. Chairman and (ientlemen: If I did not know that the

American Street Railway Association is composed of such genial

men, such progressive men, flattering introduction of your presi-

dent would h:ve embarrassed me. I am glad of this opportunity

to rise before you and entertain you tor a few moments only.

1 am here, not only as the president of this Exposition, but as

a street railway man myself. 1 have long desired to get Into

the transportation business myself— 1 made several efforts to

get Into the steam railroad business, and was partially suc-

lessful. until I found others <ame alon.ij and insisted on taking

the property away from me. About ten years ago I made my
first venture as the constructor of an electric railway on the

east side of the river. From a small be.i^inning it has gradually

extended until now it runs to the city of Alton. We have great

hopes of branching out this road until it may reach the Atlantic

coa.'t. and possibly the Pacific coast. (Laughter.) At any r2te.

that is the way the street railroads of this country are develop-

ing today, and I think very few of you gentlemen even anticipate

whrt their work will be in the future.

Through suih an Exposition as we have here, where are as-

sembled all kinds of machinery, and where you are making tests

in your respective lines of work; where the exhibits are not

dead exhibits but exhibits of processes, every line of human en-

deavor is given a new Impetus. 1 think there is no line that

will feel this impetus more than the line of street railroads.

We have a model street railway of our own here, as a live ex-

hibit within these grounds. We suggested to the street railroad

organizations of this city th£t they extend their lines into these

grounds.—that they o|)erate a line, rather, within the limits

of the Exposition, that would be the joint property of the two-

companies, and upon the tracks of which line they could run

the cars from their systems throughout the city. When I went

to Europe In the interests of this fair, early in 1903. It was

my understanding thzt we had about perfected an arrangeinent

whereby an Intramural road could be constructed and would

be the Joint property of the cities' street systems, the St. Louis

Transit Co. and the St. Louis & Suburban Ry. system. Upon

my return—and I was not gone over six weeks— I found the

entire project had been abandoned. I found that the Suburbaoi

company had become discouraged because of a fire which de-

stroyed about fifty or sixty of its lars. and that the Transit com-

pany hzd founl that it was making such extraordinary prepara-

tion* for the Fair that it had Incurred a larger debt than It de-

sired. I found furthermore, that the Exposition management
had alKiul dn-bb'd thai the irowds within these walls lould be

handled by cutomoblies. 1 threw up my hands in dispair and said

that the Idea of handling the irowds that would come within these

gates by automobiles, without fixed routes, was In my Judgment

a very erroneous one. I said that it was necessary to have an

Intramural road, or the irowils which would come to the Expo-

sition could not be handled with any satisfaction, if at ajl. Tliey

said. "You will have to build it yourselves." That meant the

Expoi^ition authorities. I have no personal interest In anything

on these grounds unless it is the entire grounds. I am stL'kIng

more on this Exposition than I have staked on any enlerprize

in my life and I do not know why, unless the Exposition microbe

got Into my veins and I cannot get it out. It might get into

the veins of any man who will associate himself with an Exposi-

tion and who h£s a love for his fellow man and desire to make
progress. ( Applause.

)

I immediately set about, therefore, to arrange for an intra-

mural road that would be operated within the grounds as the

property of the Exposition and be under the control of the Ex-

position authorities. In order to utill/.e the tracks already laid

it was necessary that the gage should be the same upon the

street railway or intramural road as upon the steam road,

which, as you know hsis the standard gage of 4 ft 8'/4 in., in-

stead of 4 ft. Ill in. which is the gage of the street railways in

the city.

Without going into the details, we ask you to look at the

road. It is operated daily except Sunday. The Government does

not permit us to open the Fair on Sundays. I do not know your

idess about Sunday observance, but I wish to say that that

prohibition by the Government has cost this Exposition one

million dollars. If we had been permitted to operate this Ex-

position on Sunday it would not only never have injured the

morals of the people who patronized it. but it would have attract-

ed them to pursuits less injurious than many of them now in-

dulge in on Sundays in consequence of the Exposition being

closed. However, th^t may be. the Exi)osition is not open on Sun-

day, but on every other day the intramural road is in operation.

The results to us have been more than satisfactory. Not a person

has been killed and not over three injured during the operation

of this ro2d. It carries an average of 55.000 persons a day. It

carries nearly, or quite. 55 per cent, of the paid admission to

these grounds, and is one the best sources of revenue that the

Exposition management has. (Applause.)

Now. iniaginn. gentlemen, how we could have transported the

irowds if you can imagine it— I cannot—without an intra-

mural road. Think of having 150.000 people a day oni these

grounds depending upon roller chairs, automobiles and Jinrick-

shas. And think of the magnificent distances between these

bi'ildings! The grounds are two miles east and west, and one

mile north and south. We have two sections of land partly

within these grounds. You men who live In the west know what

a section of land is. You men who followed the plow, as some
of us have, know what six hundred End forty acres of land is.

or a ten acre field is. When I tell you who have not been on

a farm, and do not compute areas by sections, that the area of this

fair is about Iwic e that of the Chliago fair and equal to that

of the Chicago, r.utfalo and Paris Expositions combined, you will

have some idea of the extent of the territory covered by this

Fair; and if you ihen attempt to walk through the grounds with-

out going on the intramural road or taking some other means
of transpor(a(ini; you will have an even better idea of the
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area of the grouails.

t^irthermore, genilemeu. we would nol only have been unable

to transport the crowds within the grounds, but we never would

have been able to bring the hundreds of thousands of people

from the city to the grounds without electric street railways. If

we had nol electric street railways, and depended upon horses

and mules, we never could have operated an exposition of this

magnitude. I me:n by all this to demonstrate to the public

—

I do not think you need any such evidence to convince you

of the truth of this statement—what a great factor the applica-

tion of electricity to street railways is in the progress of a com-

munity, of a state, or of a nation. It has marked the beginning

of a r.?w epoch, in the hi story of the United States at least.

There is hardly a town in the country, certainly not any city

of any magnitude, that cannot sttribute the greater part ol

its protress, its increase in wealth and in population, to the

advent of the electric street railway. The management, there-

fore, gentlemen, is very proud to welcome the representatives

of this gre;t interest within the gates of this Exposition.

This is a UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION in which all sections

of our country co-operate and in which all civilized governments

on the earth have participated. There is no distinction here, as

you know, of race or creeo. or nationality. We have here not only

the most cultured people on the globe, but the most primitive peo

pie as well, and you gentlemen know what a task it is to get to-

gether in an area as small a? this the best products of every

country on the globe, and what it means to make this Exposition,

as we had promised to make it. and as we think we have made it,

a marker in the progress of civilr/.Ktion. It could not have beeu

here if the street railways of this country were not performing

the very great functions which they are performing from hour

to hour and from day to day.

There is no doubt that the interest which you represent has

not reached the peak of its developmenl. We flatter ourselves

that in our Palace of Machinery and in our Palace of Electricity

are installed exhibit^ which have been inspec ted by you with in-

terest, and whi<h will be taken advantage of by you to promote

the already admirable facilities which you employ. As to the re-

sults to follow from the installation of this machinery I will not

attempt to make a prophecy, but in general terms I think 1 am
justified in making the statement that there is no line of human
endeavor that will not from this Exposition gain a new impetus.

When you think that within the short period of seven months

—and I believe any intelligent man could with benefit devote

the full period of seven months to the inspection of the exhibits

in this Exposition— but if not seven months, we will say within

a period of sixty days, an intelligent careful observor can see

what has been accomplished by every country on the globe, by

every race on the earth, you will get a clearer conception of the

great work which has been done here. Bear in mind that in

addition to the material exhibits, we are holding in connection

with this Exposition, International Congresses that show the

advance In ever line of human thought; that as the cap sheat

of these congresses, the cap sheafN if you will, of all the work

Qf this expo.sitlon, we have held an International Congress of

Art* and Sciences, which has been an effort to unify all human
knowledge and to show the relations to each other of all branches

of science. That Congress has been participated In by savants

from all over the world, who were selected for their fitness to

write upon the subjects assigned to them, and all of the papers

and addressee at this Congress will be published In book form.

Taking as the lapsheaf of all the congresses that international

Ccnvresa of Arts and Science, I think you will agree with us

that we have a right to claim that this is an universal exposition.

It will lie a mark in the Intellectual progress of the world as

well as in the material development of the world.

We welcome you for what you represent, and we will welcome

you for what we think you can gain from this expo-titlon: but

iD addition to that we welcome you for your own per.sonalllles.

We know you; we have the pleasure and privilege of a personal

acquaintance with many of you. H;it If we did not know of you.

and were nol acquainted with you. and were disposed to measure

your merllH by the men in our midst who are engaged In the

same- pursiills we would know that you- are nil good fel'iows to-

gether and we would welcome you hnarlily

I did Dot come here to touch on the loc^al Hltuatlon. bui I am

sure 1 will be pardoned for doin.:; so in this presence. One of

the great problems which this exposition management had was

how to convey the people from different parts of the city to

these grounds. The two great railroad systems of this city

made very liberal preparations and expended a great deal of

money in consequence thereof. There seemed to be. however,

a want of confidence on the part of the public as to the ability

of these street railway systems to comply with their promises,

or to meet the requirements of the exposition. I was too much

engaged myself to investigate the cause of this want of confi-

dence— I only knew that it existed. Sometime before the Fair

opened there was a change in the management of both of these

lines, especially was there a very radical chan.;e in the manage-

ment in the Transit company. 1 do not know that the present

m,;nagement is any more competent than the previous manage-

ment. I do not know that the man who at present controls this

immense rsllroad system is any more capable in his line tha'.i

the men who preceded him, but I do know this that the present

manacemenl of the Transit company has behind it the good

will of the community and that means more than I can-

express in the management of any public utility such as a street

railway line. 1 have Known street car managements that were

not excused for accidents which they were unable to' prevent,

and were nol pardoned for situations which they could not

remedy, because they did not have the good will of the com-

munity in which these roads were operated. I do know that it

is different in St. Louis today. I do Know that this is the most

tryiu;^ time that the street railwsy system of St. Louis ever

experienc'ed and I believe it will not have an experience again

as trying as this; but at the same time it is a source of great

plesaure to me and ought to be the cause of ineffable gratification

on the part of the management of the street railway systems

that they have the good will of the people of this town and

the good will of the hundreds of thousands of strangers that

come here and patronize the street rsilways. In other words

if there should be an accident or delay, my observation and in

formation is to the effect that the public is willing to excuse,

and to make allowances. That is the first thing to gain in the

successful operation of a street railroad system or in the opera-

tion of any public utility—the good will of the patrons of that

I)Ublic utility. Without it it is impo.sslble to succeed and with

it if a man does not succeed it is because the elements of suc-

cess are not in him. If we did not have the good will of ihc

people of this c-ountry in this Exposition we never could have

advanced it to lis present stage.

We do not measure the success of this exposition by the same

criterlons by which you measure the success of a street railway

system, and that is by its revenue. We never expected to make

any money on this exposition, we never expected to get bac'k the

fifteen million dollars put up for its inauguration, and we will

not be disappointed. Whether we get back any of It or not—and

I might say in passing we are paying back to the Government

what we borrowed. $1.(;()(I,(I(I0, and it is interesting to sen the

expression of amusement on the faces of some senators when

they say they never expected the Government to get back any

of this loan,—we are satisfied with the result of our effort. As

a matter of fad we have paid $3..')<10,I)1I0 to the Government on

account of the loan and will pay another J.'iOU.OdO on Saturday.

Outside of that, this city has contributed $1(1,0011,000, the Federal

Government advanced $,^),(I00.0(I0, at the time of the inaugura

tion of the Exposition, in addillon to what exhibitors and our

own and foreign stales have contributed toward the fund. The

total ln-:tallation represents an expenditure of over $1,'),000,000.

Of course we will not get the money back. But that Is not th''

measi're of success; tnal is not the slendard. WWe wish to ask

the people who come to this Exposition and the people of the

world whether we have fulfilled our promise to make this Ex-

posilion truly representative of the industrial and Intellectual

progress of the world. If we have done so, then this exposition

is a success. It will go down In history long remembered as

a Universal Exposition the c(|ihil. if not the superior, of any

ever held up to its time.

I believe It will be a long time before Hni)lliir universal expo-

Hllion Is held In (his country. There will be exposlllons. Inter

national In character, but a universal exposition Ihat fakes In

every line of human endeiivor and I'vcry Hubjcil npun wlib h Ihe
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human mind ha» labored Ih a Kri-at iindprtaklnR. The onl.v

irKli'lum that wp have heard of IhlH expoHltlon Ih (hat It Ih

loo Mil. What would yoii think of It. If we did not have the

Intrumiiral ('le<'tri(' railroad In o|>eratlon InKlde? (>entlenieii.

I illil not mean to detain yon no ions— you want to gel to your

bnsinesM. I only wish to Hlnte that we are Klad to have you

here. We are proud lliat you are holdinK thin meetlnK on the

grounds and to this Hssotiation the expoaltlon management ex-

tends the most cordial weliome.

President Kly: We must not detain the Oovernor any lonKer

I merely wish to express our thanks to him for having lome
here and welcomed us, and also for the Kroat amount of infor-

mation he has lE^ven us concernlni; this exposition and Its

biiildlnKR and what it represents. A statement made l)y him was
of Kreat Interest to me. I had to do, as a member of the l>oerd

of dire<tors and of the executive lommittee. with the Pan-Ameri-

can Kxposition at BufTaio. I worked long and hard to open

the Kates of that Exposition on Sunday. The president of that

exposition, a very able man, worked very hard to close the gate

of the exposition on Sunday. He was inlluenced In that by the

tremendous amount of pressure brouRht to bear by the various

SablMitarian orpanizatlons throuRhout the land. I have no

doubt but that it was due to that influence that the unfortunate

provisfo concerning Sunday closing contained in the original

governmental act In relation to the St. l.ouis Exposition was
introduced there. I was much interested in the statement of

Governor Francis that he believed that this Sunday closing had

cost the Exposition one million of dollars, because there were

those In Buffalo who attributed a large portion of the mis-

fortunes of the Buffalo Exposition in a financial way to the fact

that we had opened ii on Sunday. It never had seemed that

way to me.

Another thought that underlay the efforts of those who worked

for Sunday opening was thtt without Sunday opening the bene-

Ills of the Exposition would largely be withheld from a very large

class of citizens, of laboring men and the poorer classes gen-

erally, who would find it difficult after the summer holidays were

over, to go to the Exposition unless they could go on Sunday.

Even if only a part had been open, the amusements on the Pike

closed, as they could have been, It does seem to me that this

Fair at St. l.ouis would have been of a great deal more benefit

to mankind, and especially that part of It In this neighborhood

if the gates could have been opened.

One more thought about this Exposition. Governor Francis

said that he believed that we knew what It meant to have an

exposition like this. There is no man, who has not been di-

rectly <oncerned in it. who can realize, or begin to realize, the

enormou; amount of labor that is required In the holding of

an exposition like this. This Exposition is one of the most

tremendous achievements of men. This Exposition, the build-

ing of It In a short time, to lay out its scope, what it should be,

what it should comprise,— I mean in all department.s—and then

lay It out on this magnificent scale and build these great build

ings, and Install the exhibits, and bring together these Inter-

national Congresses, attended by delegates from all over the

world, these things require an enormous amount of effort, and
that effort must be exercised along the best and most intelligent

known lines. Then all these exhibits must be arranged In a

proper way. so that they may l)e submitted In an Intelligent

manner to the Jurors who are to pass on the various ex<ellencles

of the things shown in order that the prizes and premiums may
be fairly awarded. All of these things have to be looked after.

Then the dii>lomatic side of the matter is a. tremendous affair;

and if it hail not been for the heroic work of David R. Francis

that has characterized every step of this thing from its very

inception—you might say the exposition was almost conceived

in his brain— it is difflcult to Imagine what the result would
have been. I remember well having had the pleasure of meeting

Mr. Francis in Buffalo when he was about entering upon his

task and it seemed to a good many of us that he had but slight

idea of the enormo)!s and gigantic thing that lay before him.

but we were entirely mistaken; and I wish to congratulate the

people of the state of Missouri, of the city of St. l.ouis and of the

whole <ountry upon having had at the head of this Exposition a

man who i-eallzed from the outset that if it was to be successful,

fomebody had to devote his life to it: somebody had to give up

his bualnesti; somelrady ha<l to aacrlflre his social relatlona

and family lies and everything of that kind and devote his life

an<i soul to the object; and from all that is known of this thing,

from all that Is salil about It and heard all over the country,

Governor Francis has entered ujion this work in the most soul-

stirring ami self sacrificing manner; and I congratulate him
anil congratulate the people of all countries upon Ihe magnificent

success of this grandest of all exiiosltions.

I wish to say to Governor Francis, Ijefore he leaves ua, that

in this Eximsltion there has lieen most fittingly celebrated the

grand accession of territory that the fair is designed to cele-

brate and perpetuate, and In the part he has played in it I am
sure It will be Ihe acclaim of all his fellow citizens that he has

made a name and fame that will be perpetuated so long as the

English tongue is spoken.

In the absence of Mayor Wells the chair railed upon Professor

Goldsborough. who addressed the convention.

ADDRESS OF PROF. W. E. COLDBOROUGH.

On behalf of the electrical fraternity here at the Exposition,

it gives me a great deal of plea^iure to welcome you. We have

been preparing for the coming of our electrical friends for some-

thing like three years, and you can well imagine how disap-

I)olnted we would have been If you had not come. The fa<-t,

however, that you are here and that you have faced a situation

which I believe the street railway assoilatlon has never had

the temerity to face before, that is holding its convention in

an exposition city, is a compliment to us which we appreciate

most heartily.

Prco'ident Ely asked me some time ago if I would tell you
something of the things which would particularly Interest the

street railway men at the exposition. Owing to the large number
of the badges of the association which I have seen within the

last two days on all parts of the grounds. I am led to l)elieve that

you have ferreted out all of the good things in the Exposition

for yourselves, and that It is hardly necessary for me to run

over the list. I think It may be of interest to you to know some;

thing of the way that an Exposition man. or a man who has

tried to be an exposition man goes about his work, and the

spirit which animated and underlies the exhibits which you see

here.

You probably know that the main feature of this Exposition

was to have been a presentation of proiesses, not so much a

showing of manufactured articles as a showing of these articles

in process of manufacture, or the industrial ai)pllances in pro-

cess of being used. We wanted, moreover, to present all these

to you in Ihe best way possible from all standpoints. We wished

to have the exposition of these processes appeal to the engineers

on one hand, and to the scientists who a.re linked with our pro-

fession, on the other, so that all could join In getting something
of value from it. and to enable them to learn some lesson which
might not have been taught In their every day work, which the

visiting technical men might come in contact with.

I think an engineer in studying the engineering work here,

especially if he is engaged in street railway work, which begins

with the power plant, should start in in the Machinery Building.

There you have every element i)resented which (ieals with the

generation of power. We may not have there the largest units

which the world has seen installed, but we have a wide variety of

steam and electrical macninery presented arranged In order, each
set representing a complete installation in its self, and each set

presenting for your inspection the most modern appliances which
Ihe different manufacturing firms of l>oth Europe and America
have been able to devise to increase the economy of the instal-

lations. The direct connected 5<i0-volt generator driven by a

marine type of engine of large capacity which Is such a promi-

nent factor In our modern plants, is also very well illustrated,

and in addition to this we have the new steam turbine showing
an application in which every engineer is very deeply interested

£t this time, owing to the great promises that have been held

out to us by (lie manufacturers as to Ihe ultimate economies
which would hr produced thereby. The fact we have not the

great gas engin'> exhibits here, which we anticipated at one
time, all of us regret; but some of our foreign friends were not
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able to meet the measure of what Ihe.v thought they would be

tble to do. However, we have very good examples, indeed, of

modern gas engine practice, and I. for one. have been more than '

gratified and pleased to notice with what regularity and how
little noise the present gas engine does its work.

In the Electricity building you have another phase of our
engineering work shown you. There the exhibits have been

installed by the manufacturers with the sole intent of enabling

you to see the operating of the device and the perfection to

which their present product has been brought. You will find

there little warehousing of machinery and apparatus, by which
I mean the mere placing on a space of a number of electrical

items without these items being connected up and their opera-

tion shown. On the eastern side of the building, next to the

lagoons, you have tne installation of the General Electric Co., in

which I think every item of Its manufactures in some form is

presented in working condition. I doubt if any exhibit has ever

been installed which has been so complete in showing no appa-

ratus not connected, and so complete in showing so large a

variety of apparatus connected to demonstrate its utility. The
company has there modern street railway apparatus connected

for operation so that each step of the mechanism <an be seen

and tested for any object. It has all of its modern central sta-

tion instruments, switches and appliances connected for testing

and illustration in the same way; and the number of favorable

things I have heard said concerning this installation makes me '

feel that it is worth your while to visit it and inspect it care-

fully.

Across the aisle from the (leneral Electric Co.s' space is the

installation by the National Bureau of Standards. 1 do not know
that the name of this bureau will at first impress you with the

true importance of the Bureau to us, and I want to ask if pos-

sible that every one of you will visit the installation by the

National Bureau of Standards. It contains probably the finest

equipment for the scientifii- testing and accurate <alil)ration of

ele<trical inslruntents and a|)|)liances that has ever been hroughl

together in any one place. It has reieiveil unqualified commen-

dation and endorsement from the best engineers of Europe and

America who have been here to visit it. The National Bureau

of Standards as you may know, has been organi'/.ed in Wash-
ington by the fJovernment to give us a place to which we can

send all instruments and station apparatus which we desire

to have i-alibrated.—steam gages, thermometers, or electrical

apparatus. We <an send them there and al moderate lOst get

them accurately standardi/.ed and this refers to both instruments

of very lar^-e capacity, requiring very high pressures or very

large current-?, and in the same measure it applies to all types

of wattmeters and other delicate apparatus. This labratory

is completely equipped with <ol<l storage plants so as to control

the temperature and is a complete working labratory. with some

twenty assistants in attendame. It has been invaluable to the

international Jury of awards for electricity in making their de-

termination of the excellenie of the products shown here, and

I think it Is fair to say that the jury which completed its labors

at the end of September has in the Electriial Department done

a higher grade of work, because It has the tools to work with.

than has ever been done at any International exposition or other

exposition prior to this time.

Those of you who may in lonneetlon with the ramin<'atluns ot

street railway work be Interested In lighting ellects should visit

the exhibit of the llolophane Co.. as It showa some very line

thlnKH. Tlhat exhibit Is also In the southeastern (piarter of the

Palace of Electricity. The Weston Electrical Instrument Co. also

"how a pfcullarly fine ashortment of Its InHtrumenIs also in the

lame part of the building

Over 'm the weatern side of the building yon have some very

interesting exhIbilH. the Westinghouse "Xhlbit and the Miilloik

exhibit partli ularly. In the WeHtlnghoiise exhibit Is the new
single phase motor. We had hoped to havi- some of these alter-

nating current equipmentH operating on Ihe ground, but that

proved impoiMible. We have the single equipment whlih shows
the com|.any'R new Kingle phase motor adapted for railway work,

with the lontrol Kyslem. The turret iiintrol syatem of the Wesl-

inghouKe Co. for railway work is also shown. A laige variety

of other station equipment. Including 2a-vyr\c rotarles as well as

$0-ryr|a rotarlea, la alao In working operation, and I think ii will

pay you all to study the installaiion tliore. not only with relerence

to the apparatus which bears directly on the street railway work,

but also in connection with several lighting systems which arc

shown in working operation as well.

In the exhibit of the Bullock Elei^trii- Co. you will liucl a most

interesting installation whiih to my mind is quite unique in ex-

position work, in that it has been organized by the engineers

of the company into a laboratory for demonstrating and testing

electrical machinei"y of all classes. It has thei'e a ve;y fine testing

table, complete with instruments and switches and auxiliary

apparatus needed lor these tests, and there you can make tests

upon machines of considerable power for handling direct and

alternating currents, rotary converters, motor generators, street

railway motors, and other apparatus. 1 doubt if such a complete

experimental equipment on an engineering scale has ever before

been installed at an Exposition, and I feel that it has peculiar

merit from this standpoint. The company also has some very nice

adjuncts shown there, illustrating the multiple control system,

and as the shop is an important adjunct of the street railway sys-

tem, you will doubtless be inteicsted in that as well. In fact,

all the western half of the Palace of Electricity contains machin-

ery and apparatus which must necessarily be of interest to you,

as it tnteis so largely into your work.

Whether or not you will ever ultimately wish lo carry on the

control of your system by using wireless telegraph communica-
tion between the central office and the different cars as they go

out over the country is yet to be determined, but taking time

by the forelock— I think this may come some day— it may be well

tor you to investigate the wireless telegraph stations in the build-

ing which are very interesting and very complete. The tele-

phone today is an important adjunct to the street railway work,

and I think the telephone installations should also come in for a

share of your time.

In the Transportation liiiililing here you have a very fine series

ot exhibits illustrating the progress which has been made in the

construction of trucks and cars, peculiarly adapted tor street rail-

way work. These have been so well displayed, most of them on

the tracks of this building, that you will hnd little or nn difh-

culty. I am sure, in examining them and finding what it is you

wish lo see. There are several exhibits here showing the progress

in construction of street <'ars which are particularly interesting.

especially to those who may not have bad an opportunity of going

through any of the great car works.

Along with the general exhiliit work at the ICxposition, we

have one other element which will probably be of interest to you.

The Electric Railway Test Commission oi'ganized under the aus-

pices of the Exi)osition has been, through a corps of assistants

and three superintendents, doing a large amount of experimental

work in testing Ihe quality of modern electric railway ap|)aratiis

and in determining various factors which bear upon the operation

of street railway equipments, which have as yet not fully been

tested up. This work has covereil the operation of the braking

system, both in its relation to the air stoi'age in central tanks,

from which car reservoirs are snpplie<l with compressed air from

a central storage plant, as well as the oiieration of Individual

cars equipped with their own compressors.

It has also taken ill the matter of the reactance of rails; the

resistanie wliich is due to the llowing of ap alternating cuirent

through a rail, and which is very much in excess of the re-

sistance which is due to Ihe How of direct curi'ents through these

rails. As we approach the problem of alternating current trac-

tion, the matter of the resistance offered to the passage of the

alternating current through tlie rails l)e<'omeB a matter of prime

importnnci', and that has been given especial attention by the men
working under Ihe direi-tlon of the c(unmlsslnn. In addition, wi'

have on the north side of Ihe Transportation Building, two tracks,

1,100 ft. In length, on which you will see three nuxlcrn e(iulpnients

which have been placed at the disposal of the commission tor lest

in operation, 'these traiks, 1 l>elieve, are the first that huvr ever

been devoted lo dcnionsl rjif Ions ol' Ibis character at any )?xi)OHl-

tlon.

In loncluding the work, the Ijomniissioii c(uitemplates conduct-

ing a series of experiments on an eight mile tangent, over in Indi-

ana, where cars will bi' operated at very high speed, and where

elaborate preparations will bo made and are Just being com-

pleted, for the accurate determination of the wind preasur^s on
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tlir rur; the prcMiiirp mi-iirrliig on the car bo<ly will be Ueter-

mlnpd. and In aililltlon (llfTerpnt chaperi veBtlbuleR will be plaini

on the fore end nnd rear end of the car In order lo deti'rmlni'

wind resl8tnn<e presisuren there also. We hope that theiip ex-

periments may lie carried on at speeds of 70 and 8U and If poHHililc

'Ml miles an hour: and If posflble the commission will have

for you somethlnK (hat will be extremely Interesting, aa electric

railway nun are beeinnlng to branch out Into what might almoKt

he termed trunk line service between cities.

What I have said may Indicate to you In a measure the great

effort whiih has been made to bring together here at the Kxposl-

llon scn-.flhing for you lo see and interest you, not only Ironi

the standpoint of casual observers, hut from the standpoint of stu-

dents. A great many n.en have been employed In the task, and

I tlilnk after your investigation you will Join other engineers iii

saying that the presentation is good. Out on the Kxposltion

Grounds you have another display of electricity In the Illumina-

tion which has been developed by the mechanical and electrical

department of the Exposition. Thus every engineering man who
Is In any way connected with the electrical work can feel a pride

in the Exi'oi-ltlon, Inasmuch as It has brought so much of enjoy-

niejit and pleasure to thousands of visitors who have come
here.

President Francis and President Ely have both given you some

estimate of the measure of the work which confronts any set

of men who undertake to organize an International exposition,

but I am quite sure, gentlemen, that if this Exposition could have

been placed here In all of the beauty and In all of the lom-

pleteness of the ideas which were developed In the minds of the

men who have been working upon it. It would be transcendantly

superior to what it now Is; and the fact that you can award to

President Francis anJ the directors of his division ihe credit of

having made a complete success here Is to my mind but an Indica-

tion of what the successful man must do. He must plan some-

thing far in excess of possible accomplishment. He must work to

an Ideal, and must finally present to his fellowmen a small meas-

ure, possibly of what had been the full measure of the plans

which he contemplated. I know this statement will probably

go home to every one of you as being a true picture of what the

engineer is often confronted with. Probably there Is not a man in

this room who has not had to measure his strength In this way

against a great problem and I am quite certain that the un-

written history of the development of electrical engineering is a

history of great achievement, but a history which can never be

put in print, because it Is burled la the hearts of the men who
have nrade a success of our profession.

President Ely; I am sure the remarks of Prof. Goldsborough

have been intensely interesting, and in your behalf, gentlemen. I

extend to him the thanks of the association for his courtesy, not

only in this regard, but for his uniform courtesy and devotion

to this convention since the first time that it was brought to his

attention.

A thought In connection with the Exposition that 1 think

must impress every reflective-minded man Is the wondrous pity

that, after expending millions and millions upon the ere<tion ol

this great work, that it must be all obliterated and swept away,

and not a vestige of it. perhaps, remain. I know that It seems

as if there was a ireniendous mistake somewhere, it possibly may
be ncccfeaiy. It possibly may be best, that the expositions of this

country shall be held in different cities, in different parts of the

land, so that their benefits may be received by possibly greater

numbers than would be possible If an exposition were held here

every ten or fifteen years, as Is the case in France, in some one

particular place, hut if an exposition were to be held at one point,

in some permanent building there would remain some things ot

great utility and benefit to succeeding expositions until as time

went on there would be a great collection of exposition buildings

and exhibits that would be permanently constructed. In which

the exhibits might be permanently installed, and the tremendous

waste ot money in that way averted. However. It Is not so. It

does not come about that way. and as "whatever Is Is right,"

possibly we are working In the best lines and to the greatest

advantage as we are now doing.

The arrival of Mayor Wells, being announced. President Uly

Introduced him and he spok-- as follows:

ADDRESS OF HON. ROLLA WELLS.

Flral I desire to apologize for Ihe lateness of my appearance,

but as some of you In this room aie aware our speed limit In the

city of St. Louis Is rather low. and consequently I could not

hasten; otherwise I fear 1 would have been under the painful ne-

lesslty of placing myself under arrest. If I ever experienced any

regret In having assumed the responsibilities devolving upon the

executive in the nianagenunl of a large city, that regret Is now

dispelled, for Ihe reason thul my position gives me this pleasant

opportunity of appearing belore my old colleagues, those engaged

In Ihe management of street railways. In explanation. It may

be possibly of Interest lo you to know that I am u cnlld of the

sireet railways. My falher constructed and operated the first

street railway west of the Mississippi—ihe Old .Missouri Sireet

Kailroad Co. In Ihe city of SI. Louis. (Applause.l The first car

started on July 4, 1859. This reminiscence affords me great

satisfaction from the fact that the brightest thins in my life Is

to recall that my father placed sufficient confidence in me, his

son, to appoint me the general manager of that railway at ihe

age of twentv-lwo years. Although I was not In the city of St.

Iu>u1b at Ihe time of the Ixjuisiana Purchase. I have been hen."

a suffldenl length of time to see the rapid and enormous growth

of this, what Wv» <-onslder a typical splendid American city, anJ

I know from my own observa'.ion that that growth should be in

a large measure due to the street railway systems.

This city, gentlemen, is unique in its history; It is not as

old as the cities of the east, but one hundred years ago this

locality was simply a trading post. This locality has since that

time experienced a peaceful transition of Its change from Span-

ish to French and from French to American rule. Located as

we are on the borderland, we know north, know south, know
east, know west. Our people come from every section of the

United States and when I hear th3t this Exposition Is a success,

which it is and look around my present surroundings, I realize,

why. to a certain extent, this Exposition is a success. That
success I large attribute to the intelligent, and i migh say pa-

triotic Interest that has been taken In it by the owners and
managers of the street railway systems in the city of St. Louis

for the purpose of bringing the people to these grounds in com-

fort and ease.

Now. gentlemen. I am expected to receive the Italian fiag pre-

sented to the city of St. Louis by the Italian Government, as I

am now a little late in getting there. I will close by thanking

you for the courtesy of this invitation to appear before you and
extend to you the greetings of St. Louis and the courtesy of

our <ity.

President Ely: Mr. Mayor. 1 present to you the thanks of

this association for coming here and honoring us by welcoming
U3 to the city, and also for. the remarks thst you have miide.

I fancy. .Mr. Mayor, that this body ot intelligent and progressive

men will carry away from St. Louis an adequate conception of

your city and the splendid Exposition which you have here.

I congratulate you upon the success of the Exposition, and I

congratulate the city of St. Louis upon it. I hazard the pre-

diction that notwithstanding the foreboarding ot the croakers,

and there are croakers everywhere, the time will come when
the business men and those who have charge of the best In-

terests of the city will unite in an expression thst the Exposition

has not only been beneficial to the country but beneficial to

the city. I had to do with the liuftalo Exposition, and I was
an earnest worker on its behalf from the inception of the idea;

and I remember well the difficulties we met with from certain

conservative elements In the community who were opposed to

the fair, and I suppose you have had your fair share in St.

Louis. I therefore am pleased to state to you that our experience

in Buffalo with the exposition was of great importance to the

city and of lasting benefit to it and that the croakers are all

silenced and now unite in the general expression that it was
a good thing. 1 thank you very much indeed tor coming to

speak to us.
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President Ely then presented the following address:

PRESIDENT ELYS ADDRESS.

One of the most difficult tasks that fell to the lot of your -exeiu-

live committee di»ring the past year was that of making the

choice of location for the holding of this year's convention. After

several meetings of the executive committee, at which the ques-

tion received the most careful consideration, it was finally deter-

mined to hold the convention at St. Louis during the exposi-

tion. As we are assemble.l here in the midst of the glorious crea-

tions of this greatest and grandest of all world's fairs I cannot

but feel that the Executive Committee and the members of this

association are to be congratulated that the choice was so wisely

determined. This splendid exposition typifies and presents the

best and most glorious of all the achievements of men. By as-

sembling here we are enabled to view not only the highe't results

of the inventive genius and the progressive labor of man in

onr special line of transportation, but also the best examples ot

all that has been attained in allied branches of transportation, and

in the arts and sciences, trades and manufactures, brought here

and assembled together from the different parts of the world, and

so arranged that we may view side by side with examples of

the first and weakest attempts in all the various lines of work

the most finished productions of human endeavor, illustrating in

the most forcible and striking manner possible the progiession of

useful improvements and inventions from the most primitive

times to t^e giui lous realities of the present moment. By the

kindness of Professor Goldsborough we have had presented to

us a statement concerning the things that will be found to be

of greatest interest to us in our respective lines of work, so that

during the limited time at the disposal ot the most of us we will

be enabled to reap the greatest possible benefit. That most

unique of modern philosophers, Mr. Martin Dooley, has said

"that f'r wan man that goes to a wurruld's fair to see how boots

is made theyse twinty goes to see th' hootchy-kootchy an' ttafs

where th' wan lands fin'lly." Far be it from me to lay upon you

an injunction that woulil prohibit the enjoyment of ilic alhirini;

attractions of the "Pike," but I know that you will pardon me
if I earnestly request and suggest that be seductive tones of

the "spieler" on this most enticing of all .midern Midways shall

not be permitted to interfere unduly with the proper ( ontcni

plation of the vast collection of useful exhibits here assemhlei!

together, which constitutes one of the greatest monuments ot

civilization, a tremendous milestone marking the endless highway

of the world's progress.

The American Street Railway Association year now drawing

to Its close has witnessed many things of supreme interest to

the electric railroad world. Uuring the present year the New
York Central t Hudson River Railroad Co. has matured its

plans for the electrification of its great trunk lines entering the

city of New York and the lines radiating therefrom for a dis-

tance of 35 miles; the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. has determined

upon the electrification of that section of its line which will

enter the lity of New York In two great subterranean tunnels

underneath the waters of the Huilson River; the Schenectady

Railway Co. has begun the operation of cars propelled by means

of Ringle-phatie alternating current motors in regular service

larrying passengers, and the Cieneral Electric Co. at the recent

meeting of the New York Stale Street Railway Association at

I'tica has exhibited In practical operation a car propelled in

part over the tracks of a city system by direct current and in

part over connecting interiirban lines with the single-phase alter-

nating current. Purchase* of Hireel and Interiirban electric rail

way HyHtemR of coneiderable magnitude have been made by thi'

New York Central <c Hudson River Railroad Co. in the <'entral

portion of the State of New York and this gn-at corporation has''

announced Its Intention of electrifying a portion of Its West

Shore railroad tracks In connection wllli ilic street and Intci-

urban railway ryxtemH thus oiqiilred.

Th'- <-|e<trlflcatlon of the .Manhattan Elevated Railway Bystem,

which wa.1 finally completed In .lime. li)U3. In which month the

la"l Ht'-am train wa» taken off, has during the imihI yi-ar enabled

a dlreit comparlHon to be made between ihe operation of the

nyslem by flecirldty and Hteam. It has been determined that

Ihe itut>itltuilon of electricity halt IncreaHed the carrylnif capacity

of the road 33 per cent, as indicated by the actual inciyase in

car-mileage: the passenger traffic has been increased '40 per

cent.: the operating expenses have decreased from 55 per cent,

of the gross receipts in 1901 to 45 per cent, in 1903, and all

obnoxious vapors, smoke, steam and cinders incidental to steam

locomotive operation have been eliminated from the streets tra-

versed by the railways ot the system. The wisdom of the eiform-

ous expenditure of money necessary to make the change has been

fully demonstrated by the benefits which have inured not only

to the people of the city but to the intelligent management which

at such great cost made the change. This great system which

carries nearly a million ot passengers each day has been leased

to the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., which during the past

four years has l)een engaged in constructing underneath the city

of New York a vast system of subways, which are now completed

and a portion of which will be put in operation during this present

month. This system comprises 15 miles of subway and five miles

of elevated structure, providing fur (>3 miles of single trai-k to be

eltHtrically operated by the protected third-rail system and trains

operated by the multiple system of ti'ain control. BuV little over

four years have been occupied in the constnktion of this great

work, and when the difficulties eiiC|qt.inlered beneath the streets

and the buildings of the great metropolis are taken into con-

sideration in connection with the magnitude of the work itself

it is to be doubted if the ret'ord made, in this constrtiction has

ever been equalled in the history of engineering or construction

achievements. On Wednesday last it was my privilege upon the

invitation of the general manager and the general superintendent

of the Interborough company to join a large party of railway

men in the inspection ot that portion of the subway upon which

trains are now being operated preparatory to the formal opening

to the pubjjf- during the latter part of this moiith. The venti-

lation of the subway is well nigh perfect and all parts of the

work, including the railroad and its equipment, leave nothi,ng to

be desired. Being practically familiar to som? extent with the

underground railways ot London and Paris, 1 was enabled to

make direct comparison between them.ancl this latest of modern

subways. It is gratifying to be able .to state that the points

ot superiority in this newest work are many and so self-evident

that they may be at once detected not only by the skilled^railway

manager or engineer but by the every-day traveler,^, The benefits

that are to flow from this great system of underground railways

lo the varied interests of the inhabitants <it the great metrq-

politan city and those who dp. business within its boundaries

lire (litflcult of a<lequate concHption.. Our train left the City Hall

Station at the Brooklyn Bridge^ ajid in less than 17 minutes we

were at IfUth St.. a distance ot;.,about nine miles, ami impossible

of accomplishment in any o^Uier way in less than an hour or

an hour and a half. The speed ot the train at some points was

nearly a mile a minute, but so smooth was the track and so

perfeit its giailc.-s and alignment thai the great speed was prac-

tically urnoticed and almost before one had realized that we were

off on the journey the arrival at its end was announced. It is

almost impossible to realize what' the works alluded to ilieau to

the city and slate ot New York and that portion of New Jersey

bounding the great metropolitan city. It is estimated that the

city and its neighl>orlng cities that ought to be considered as

within the metropolitan area contain al)out 4,500,1111(1 people. The

growth of Ihe city and the metropolitan distrlit has been very

much hampered in the oast by the Inadequate tacllitles ot trans-

portation between tlie homes ot the people and Ihelr places of

work, business and recreation, and Ihe dlscomfurtii of lite owing

lo Ihe insufficiency and inefficiency of transportation facilities

have been so great as to con'tilute a real hardship to those. who

were forced lo dwell within the area described.

IJul great as will be the addition (o the coiiitorl and c'onvtf-

nlence of Ihe people caused by the additional railroad Inlc'kage

ln<luded In these works, after all the most inestimable benefits

How from the utilization of the Hubtle element electricity In

coiineclion with the works. By means of it ventilation Is se-

cured In the subterranean tunnels and the foijl air Is made sweet;

Ihe cars and the subway are llghleil and heated by II, and the

dark places wherein danger lurked when tlH! opiralloii was by

Htcam arc made light and safe; cleanliness Is made possible

everywhere and the highest degree of comfort nnil convenleuce

lliat could bi' dreamed of se.eniB to have at last been attained.
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It It !)>• the ma.stpry ami tlif iiilll/atinn of this hbiiii- bki'Iii thai

.voii in thi> opfratlon of Hiirfaic Hirpt'i and Inlonirlian rallwayx

have in Ihe-se later days wroiit;ht a Krand iranxrormatlon Yon
are so familiar with all thcsi- thinKs that I fi-ar lest I lie uniity

of overdf:'(ri|itlon In what I havi- said roncprnlnx them, but I

am bound to i-on^raliilatp yon u|M)n having Klvcn ho t!oo<I an
aci'onni of yotir stewardi<Iil|> of this urt'al modern a^enc-y of

motive power, lu'ut an<l IlKht in Its appilratlon to yonr liiislneHX

and lho?e who have iM'en contendinK with the ureat problems
of steam railroad transportation have found it both advanlaReons
and neressary to take it np und still fnrther exploit and nse

it for the l)eneflt of manliind. In a pa|)er recently presented at

the Iniernalional Eleitrlrai Consress held at this exposition.

.Mr. Prank J. 8pra^ne. writing of the history and deveioimient

of eleitrir railways. In which he has played sinh an Important

part, says;

"What the electrir railway has done may only briefly be re-

ferred to here, but the writer may be permitted to repeal the

substance of remarks written some nine years ago. for it has

liecome a most potent factor in onr modern life, and left its

imprint In the ln<lelible stamp of commenial supremaiy. It

ha^ f:ivtn us I)€tter paved streets, greater cleanliness, more per-

fect tracks, and Itixurlons. well-llshted and well-ventilated cars;

and with the hisher speeds it has made possible the extension

of the taxable and habitable areas of towns and cities in a

much Kreater ratio than is represented by the Increase of s|>eed.

"It has released from drudgery tens of thousands of animals,

and increased the morale of transportation employes. It has

Riven employment to an army of men. and hundreds of millions

of capital. It has improved and extended the telephone service

by forcing the abandonment of ground circuits. It has bnilt

up communities, shortened the time l)etween home and business,

made neighbors of rural communities, and welded together cities

and their subiiriis.

"Will it replace the steam locomotive?

"Perhaps the best answer is that its future Is not in the whole-

sale destruction of existing great systems. It Is in the develoi)-

ment of a field of its own. with re<ogni/.ed limitations hut of

vast possibilities. It will flii that field to the practlial exclu-

sion of all other methods of transmitting energy; it will operate

all street railway systems, and elevated and underground roads;

it will prove a valuable auxiliary to trunk systems; but it has

not yet sonndel the death-knell of the locomotive any more than

the dynamo has that of the stationery steam engine. Each has

Iti own lesiitimate field which will play its proper part in the

needs of all civilization."

But its work within the sphere to which it Is at pre.sent con-

lined has brought about soiial and economical results which are

bein< conrtantly more and more forcibly impressed upon the

minds of the observers of conditions of growth and settlement

In this coi'utry. A writer in the Yale Review recently pointed

nut the results attendant ni>on the electrification of the street

railways and the construction of the interurl)an railways, which

liave been connecting up ami binding together the cities and
populous pla<es throughout the country, and the New York

Snn in an able editorial reviewing the article mentioned, remarked

that the whole country was becoming urban, and humorously
stated that the "hayseed" was disappearin.g from the land. Pres-

ent results ere really wonderful. It is difficult to correctly

divine the future, or to make any prognostication concerning

the ultimate social and economic results that may flow from
the elimination of the line between the city and the country.

We can only Judge of the future by the past. It Is safe to say

that this latest and most beneficent of servants given by nature

to man will continue to be utilized for his l)etterment In a ratio

that will constantly Increase with the passing of time. With the

ever growing intelligence of the people concerning this great

modern agency, and the increased recognition of the beneficial

results to accrue to the public from en Intelligent co-operation

by It with your efforts, you will find your burdens lighten as

time goes on. until finally there will come a period when with

mutual rerognitlon of the duties and obligations whiih each owe
to the other you will secure the widest radius of beneficial action

and the maximum l)oth of pecuniary results and public recog-

nition.

I am now about to touch brletly upon a matter ot great Impor-

tance to this .\8Mo<>iatlon. Kur a nuinlwr of years past there has

existed a feeling and an opinion that the growth of the Interests

whiih hud come to l>e represent'^tl liy this Association require*! a

remodeling of the form and scope of our organization and Itt

work. rhe first visible efiei t of this growing teeling was the

toiniation about eight years ago of the Street Hallway Ai-count-

aiilK' AsHoi'lailon of Amerlia. an auxiliary assotiation with a

nir'mbership I'omprlsed of the aoountants of the different lom-

panlcs. members of this organization

Within the last three years the feeling has been further evi-

denced by the organization nf xnolher auxiliary assotlation. the

American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Assoilatlon. with

a membership compose<i of the meihanicai and electrlial engi-

neers of our companies

During the past year the project of still another subsidiary

oiganizatlon. with a suggested membership of ele<trlc railroad

way engineeis and superintendents has been actively agitated

through the medium ol concspondence between various otflclals

1)1 diiTcreiil companies and to a limited extent in the columns ot

the technical press. The discussion of the advisability of the

formation ot this third auxiliary association, or of rendering the

same unnecessary by enlarging the scope of the American Hail-

way .Mechanical and Electrical Association sufficiently to include

not only the engineeis and superintendents of way. but also sev-

eral other important bran<-he8 of the business wherein the nee<i

of investigation, comparison and discussion had come to be rec-

ognized, has finally involved the discussion of the main question,

namely: that of a reorganization of the parent Ijody. A very

ingenious and well considered suggestion in this regard emanated
from the superintendent of construction and maintenance of way
of the .Milwaukee Electric Railway & I-ight Company. An out-

line ot that plan was printed in the street railway papers several

months ago and has been quite extensively commented upon.

.\t Saratoga last fall there was an oi)en and avowed expression

of desire lor a change in the method ot conduct of Association

affairs and the scope of Association work, and a discussion ot

nearly two hours' duration in the session ot the executive com-

mittee brought out warm expressions of hope tor work along

new lines and not a single voice was raised in opposition. Later

on debate upon the subject was precipitated during the discus-

sion of one of the papers in the convention and reference to the

minutes of the last convention reveals the fact that while several

of the leading nien;bers of our profession spoke in favor of a
change, not one person spoke against it. The discussion In the

convention resulted in the matter being duly referred to the

executive committee with broad power to act. The first liranch

of the case taken up by the executive committee was a proposition

to relieve the Association of the duty of preparing space and ar-

ranging the details ot the installation of the exhibits of manu-
facturers of electric railway supplies held annually at our con-

ventions and in icmnection therewith. This duty has of late been

almost, if not quite, the most onerous and difficult devolving

upon the see letai.v.'s office and has consumed the greater amount
of that officer's time. The supplymen's exhibition has grown
Kiadually from small beginnings and latterly has come to be one
ol consi'lerable importance, occupying a large amount of room,

and the preparation ot space and making of arrangements for the

ac coinmodation of such exhibits. Allotting space to Individual

exhibitors and (ollecting the revenues therelrom has called upon
the officers of the Association for the performance of duties not

within the scope of the work of the Association as the same Is de-

fined by the constitution and by-laws. The proposition to rid

the Association of all care in relation to this exhibit and to leave

it to the supplynien themselves was Informally discussed at Sara-

toga, and several energetic and intelligent gentlemen at once took

great interest in the matter and effected an informal organization

to take up the work in an orderly and effective way, and pro-

ceeded to sound the manufacturers as to their views, l^pon in-

vestigation it was found that the manufacturers themselves for

the most part were perfectly willing to take the burden ofl' our

hands and to assume and perform the whole task without any
cost of time or uiciney to this .Association. In May last a formal

organization was effected and a committee was organized repre-

senting the technical press and a number of prominent manu-
facturers. This 1 ommlttee lormulated a circular explanatory of

their plan and distributed the same extensively, with the result
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that a large number of manufacturers have alread.v lome for-

ward and joined the association and others have expressed their

intention so to do. It is proposetl that the fiinrtion of this Manu-
facturers' Association will be to take the entire charge ot making

the annual exhibit, and in addition to this the Manufacturers'

committee has suggeste<l that it would be their desire to do

something in the way of entertainment, subject in every way

to the wishes of the officials and executive committee of this asso-

ciation, and with their complete sanction and <o-operation. This

matter has received the sanction of your executive lommittee and

a report will be made to this convention, expressing the satisfac-

tion of your executive committee with the change.

It would be quite proper to mention at this time the tact tliat

this Manufacturers' committee procured the beautiful badges

for this convention and presented them to our association, and

also provided the attendance of Reeves' celebrated band of Provi-

dence throughout the entire convention week to supply music at

our various meetings and entertainments. Furthermore all of the

entertainment which is noticed in the voluminous program ot the

convention has been provided by this committee. All ot this has

been done with the Knowledge and approval of your executive

committee.

The desirability of this ihange which is now suggested liy

your exeiutive committee seems so obvious as to require no argu-

ment or explanation from mc. When this association in conven-

tion assembled shall have approved of this action of your execu-

tive committee and the holding of this exhibit shall have been

entirely divorced from the work of the assoiiation then the asso-

ciation will be in much better condition for the performance of its

legitimate work.

Reference has been made by me to the creation of certain

subsidiary or auxiliary associations, and the desire tor the crea-

tion ot still others. This thing cannot go on lunetlnltely or we

will be confronted with a large number of organizations, each

pursuing its solitary way unmindful of the others, until finally

all will be chaos and we will be involved in an intricate maze

of te<'hnical work, the value of which, owing to its ihaotic state.

will largely be lost. We should therefore. It would seem, at this

time take up the matter of a reorganization of the entire work.

I will not attempt to outline any plan tor such reorganization

or reformation of the lines of work. That should undoubtedly

be left to the committees of the different organizations, working

together with great care and deliberation and taking all the time

necessary to bring about a satisfactory result. Since assem-

bling here for this convention, representatives of the auxiliary

associations have met with your executive committee and Im-

portant action has been taken in this regard, which will be duly

reiiorted for your approval.

A careful Inspection ol the proceedings of the conventions ot

the last few years reveals the fact that the most of the time of

each convention has been occupied with the reading and discus-

sion of papers embracing subjects which lor the most part relate

to the small technualitles of the business, nearly all of which

might have l>een profitably committed to proper auxiliary and

Hutisidlary organizations. Broad fields of co-operative elTort in

the most Important lines of our work have remained almost

untouched. It becomes Immeiliately apparent upon Investiga-

tion and discussion of the situation that we might prohtalily

infer upon the discussion of the greater questions affecting our

welfare. The confusion of laws throughout the country affecting

our cori)oratlonH Is a matter to which we might well devote

attention. There are also such great questions as taxation, mu-
nicipal ownership of street railways, franchise rights and obliga-

tions, statutory laws affecting our class of companies, municipal

laws and ordinances, and other questions of Importance to whUh
your minds will readily refer, fhe lollecllon and preservation

of data tending to throw light upon the problems of great im-

portance that confront us Is also a matter deserving of attention.

and In this regard II would seem that through the medium of the

secrelAry's office and of appropriate Htandlng committees an In-

valuable I'oll'iilon of 'lata lould be made and permanently pre-

wrvMl In Hin h form as to be conveniently nuesslble to any mem-

ber o( the aMH(K'latlon upon merely making request of the secre-

tary. If the work of the secretary's office shoubl be made contin-

uous there would thus grow up In time n vast re|K)Slt»ry of valua-

ble HtatlRtlcal and hlMtorlcnl Information, readily available ns

matter of right to every member. This branch of the work alone.

if properly prosecute<t. would render membership in this asso-

ciation so valuable that it is difltcult to understand how any

street railway corporation would feel justitied in remaining out-

side of this association, it is our duty to keep in step with the

changes in conditions that confront and surround us; we must

I.e in synchronism with the spirit ol things: we must not hesi-

tate to make necessary and benefliial changes, nor should we be

deterred by our consideration ot the past.

"Upon the steppin.;-stones of our dead selves

We rise lo better things."

It Is undeniable that notwithstanding the fact that the intelli-

gent and broad-minded policies that today characterize the opera-

tion of the great properties represented in this association, and

notwithstanding the fait that inestimable advantages have been

and are being thereby (onlerred iiiion the entire public within

your individual spheres of action, there exists today a tremendous

amount of misunderstanding of your labors and the effect thereof

iijion individuals and communities. Intelligence must replace

ignorance; darkness must give way to the light. There are today

no matters or things really in ilifference between yourselves on

the one hand, and the public on the other. With right under-

standing there will come about perfect accord. 'Ihe remnants

of old suspicions founded upon misconception and misunder-

standing must be swept away. It is >mly by a general dilfusion

of information .oncerning our properties and our work iha'

public appreciation may he obtained. I.,et us buiy all questions

of prerogative, precedence and personal advantage and unite in a

vigorous and persistent etfort to bring out of jjiesent conditions

such a state ol organization and work as will not only meet

with the intelligent and nearly approval ol all those comprised

in our diflC-enl organizations, but will also put us in closer touch

with the public whom we serve, and lend to the creation of such

a condition of things as will enable us best to work out legitimate

ends and purposes.

Congratulating you upon the things that you have attained,

and extpniling to you my sincerest wishes for still higher at-

tainments, I await the pleasure ol this convention.

President Kly: The next order of business is the report of the

Kxecutive Oommltlee on the management of the association

during the past year. Before we enter upon that. I wish to

extend to our friend. Captain .McCullo<h. our united felicitations

upon the things that have been said of the street railways of

St. Louis.

Vice Presiileiil Shaw in the ("hair.

The secretary read the report of the executive lommlttee

which consisted of the minutes of the various meetings of the

executive (ommittee held on Feb. 2!t. March 2ti, Sept. Ill, and

Oct. 11, 1S(14, at which meetings thi variou.s arrangements were

made for the SI. I.oiils convention.

At the meeting held Oct. 11, 1HU4. the followin:.; resolution was

passed

:

"Wherea---. during the past year many suggestions have ema-

nated from illfferent sources concerning the desirability of re-

arranging the lines and methods of work of the American Street

Aailway Rssoclatlon and its existing auxiliary organizations, the

Street Railway Accountants Assoiiation of America and the

American Street Railway Mechanical & Electrical Association,

to the end that Ihroiigh the medium either of these exlstiir;

organizations or such other and additional organizations as may
be deemed desirable, the work which was originally embraced

within the scope of the objects of Ihe parent organization, Ihe

American Street Railway Association, may be so enlarged and

so proseculed as to bring about results of greatest value to the

streeet railway corporations of .\merlca. and at the same time

that whatever organizations may be deemed mo't desirable to

conduct such work shall be brought more closely together along

syHlemallc and correlated lines of work and procedure; and.

Whereas, at this convention the matters above mi'iilloned have

taken such form thai represenlallves of the different iirgunlzn

tlims have ini-t In an ol'tlclal way and have made some progress

111 the consideration of the matter, now, therefore, be It

"Resolved, that It Is the senHc of Ihe executive committee of

the American Strei'l Hallway Association In n formal meeting

iissemblcil, Ihiit It Ik ileslrable Hint a closer working Hrraiigcincnl
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should be effwU'd between the fllfferem orKanlxalions runiDirtinK

street railway work, nml to that end be It further

•Resolved, -Ihtt the KxeiiUlve Committee of the Amerlean
Street Railway AsHorialioii hereliy recomJiieiulB to Its conven-

tion about tb be assembled such amendments to its bylaws as

may he neies.<ary to provide for increase In the size of it.n

ICxecullve Committee sufllcient to accommiidate as members
thereof, by virtue of their office, the presidents of such auxiliary

<>r);unl/.>.tion8 en^aKed In street railway worl< as may be ap
proved and fostered by the American Street Railway Assin la-

lion; and be it further

•ResoIve<l, that the American Street Railway Assoiiation lie

r^qbested to commit all inatlers and things concerned In bring-

ing about' the al)Ove named objects, to its executive committee,

with pow*r' HB act." <

On motion the report of the Executive Committee was rCielvcd,

and liee&use rff fhe consideration necessary to be given to the

resolution Above referred -^o, its 'consideration wa-i postponed

ui'itll Thiirtedty. liii

Mr! 3. C. Hiitehltas, of Detroit, oftferetl th» rollov^ing resolu-

tion: '•''." • 1.

Whereas w» consider it is an advantage to th{> -association

that the witfest publicity ishaH Mf given to all its proceedings

thai arc not'of a t-onftdential or privileged nalurc, be it

Resolved that so much of the rebolnllon regarding the pub-

lication of pro^-eedliigs, and the censorship referred to on pages

237 arid 238) of Ihe vroceedinps' of the Saratoga convention, as

retfoests the fecKnical press'-ro'i^frain from the daily publication

of "proo^edings be. and heret>y is. rescinded."

There was a prbPracled discusBfon on the resolution, in which
Messt^. C. O? ".Villi llouxt John I. Oeggs, Daniel Royse, C. H. Spen-

cer, W. Worth Beati; J. <?. Hutohins. and L. E. Myers, partici-

pated, and ddtion on the- resohition was postponed until Thurs-

day. "•• » Oi . !•• '

The President then announced as the censorship committee the

following named gendenien: .I.'C. I-Iutchin?, C. O. Mailloux, .lohn

I. Reggs. '• ''•' '<

.Mr. Vreeland offfrrw* the following resolution:

Resolved that the thanks of this association be extended to

Captain McGullcx'h, of'the St. I.ouls Transit Co., for his cour-

tesy in Turnishing special -lickets for the transportation of the

members. ' ' -n . .•,

The resolution v/ih' unahihiot'fely adopted.

The President api>«nie<l the follo\Ving named genelemen as

the nominating committee, to nominate officers for the ensuing

year: '

J. C. Hutchins, of Det»oit> C:iS. Sergeant, of Boston; Robert

McCulloch. ofSt. I.ouls: H.iM.M.ittell. of Chattanooga, and ,Iohn

I. Beggs, of Milwauke'dv.

The secretary announced tWat the service of the local and

long distance companies would'>be. flpen to the free use of the

delegates: that of thei iortg. d^istance service only between the

hours of six ji. m. and ten a. m., at the telephone booth in the

Southern Hotel, aipon presentation of delegates badges.

The secretary announced "that Messrs. Cagney operating the

iMiniatuft^ Railroad-on the Fair Grounds would honor the badges

of the attendants' at irtie" "convention for transportation.

The meeting lh»n adjourtlBd. at 1:45 p. m.

14«i-»

THE INGERSOLl CONSTRUCTION COMPANY.

The. Ingfisoll Conslruction tt>. of, Pittsburg, Pa., was organ-

ized in 1901, by Frederick Ingersgll and E. E. Gregg, and the

business was conducted under a parlpership arrangement until

.January. I!tu4, at which time, owing to .th? rapid manner in

which it had grown, a corporation was (piiiped under the laws

Hi' .Pennsylvania, with a capital of'.JlOd.imu.

The object of the conipany yi^s to Install and operate amuse-

ments in parks and sunimyr resofis operated by street railway

companies, a i)lan that at onc^ ajipealed to street railway man-

agers, many of whom l)eins iintjmiliar with the various kinds

of amusements, were u/iwiljing lo risk so great an Investment.

To -invest Jl.'i.ooo. or $2u,iiOu in a park amusement which cojild

not be opersted more than four months iu a year, did not Jook

encouraging to the averap^e street rallytay official, but the nj,fm-

bers of the Ingersoll Construction Co.. being thoroughly fa-

miliar wilh the buainess. were able to submit plans whereby

Ihey colfid erect and operate amusement features at its own
•xpenae and risk, paying to the street railway company a per-

centage of the gross receipts as rental, the only requirement

eiug thai the street railway company furnish the light ai.

power.

The feature which was chosen as a leader and whb-h has

since proved to be the liest paying and most popular amusement

known, was the figure (f rollr-i coaster, the patents for which had

previously been secured by Frederick Ingersoll. senior member
111 the company. Four of iliese were erected and operated the

lirst season and so pronounced was their success that the i-om-

pany was besieged v^•ith Ici'crs from all over the country askini;

to have them installed In various parks. Thus the business grew

until during the season JJusi closed 23 figure 8 roller coasters,

1 old mills and 3i> laughing galleries were Installed and operated

by this and affiliated companies, scattered from the Atlantic

to the Pacific, and as tar south as Chattanooga.

The company not only builds and operates for itself, but does

a general amusement construction business and is prepared to

erect and equip figure 8 coasters for others.

The success of this company and jierhaps the chief reason

lor its being the leader in Its line Is, asi.le from the personalities

of its promoters, the fact that nothing illegitimate has ever been

permitted to occupy a moment of its time.

Frederick Ingersoll was lor several years previous to the

organization of this company, a prominent inventor and manu-
facturer, having invented various kinds of amusement devices,

all of which proved popular and are still in great demand. E. E.

Gregg, general manager, was for several years a well known
newspaper man and later manager of all the amusement parks
controlled by the Pittsburg Railways Co.. is also a thorough and
well trained busine.ss man who is well known by the street rail-

way officials throughout the country.

THE MANUFACTURERS AGAIN ENTERTAIN.

The street railway associations certainly made no mistake

when the entertainment of the delegates and their guests was
turned over to the Manufacturers Committee. These royal good

fellows and their guests gathered at the entrance to the Boer
War, where they had the pleasure of listening to a short concert

by Reeves' Bsud. which organization has been retained by the

Manufacturers Committee to furnish music during the con-

ventions. This jolly crowd then proceded in a body to the fa-

mous battle ground and witnessed one of the best attractions at

the Fair.

Most of us are familiar wilh the history of this recent conflict

between the British and the Boers, and with the valor and daring

of their armies and the individuality of their bravest officers,

and to have the horrors and reality of it presented to us in

this magnificent performance was certainly appreciated. The
efficiency of the management of this living panorama is at-

teited by the very interesting and thrilling performance that

was given.

At the close of the Boer War (last evening) we followed the

band to the Machinery Garden landing of the l.agoon and there

enjoyed the further hospitality of our entertainers. The great

army of the street railway aosso<'iation and their guests there

embarked in the famous fieet of gondolas and launches of the

exposition, specially chartered by the manufacturers for the

occasion. After a very pleasant cruise on the Lagoon, the main

army answered the bugle call of taps while the rear guard de-

parted for sentinal" duty on the pike.

KRUPP STEEL TIRED WHEELS.

There is a small, but none the less interesting, exhibit at

the fool of the stairs leading to the convention hall in the

Transportation Huilding. It consists of a pair of Krupp steel

tired wheels for electric high-speed service, the product of the

Fiied. Krupp Sic el Works, of Essen. Germany. The exhibit is

lieing made l>y Thomas Prosser & Son, of New York, repre-

sentatives of tile Krup company, and is in charge of Messrs.

F. A, Barbey <>i ihe Boston office ami George H. Bryant, of the

Chicago office
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THE FEATURE OF TRANSPORTATION DAY. CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATING CO.

Of the various special days which have been observed since thi'

opening of the Exposition none has made a more profound im-

pression than "Transportation Day," which was celebrated on

Jnly 30th last, and no feature of that interesting occasion was

more favorably received, or is more pleasurably remembered,

than the part the St. I.ouis Car Co. employes played in the h\i

land transportation parade in the afternoon. In fact, the S;.

I.ouis Car Co. display on that memorable event was designated

"the feature of Transportation Day." The St. I.ouis Car Co. had

3.0110 of its employes in line and the splendid showing they made

was generally commented upon.

For several days previous to the parade this big body of em-

What is l)elicved to be the largest display of electric heating

appsratus at the Fair is comprised in the attractive exhibit of

the Consolidated Car Heating Co.. of Albany, N. Y., which will be

found at post .17, aisle K. Transportation Building. Here are

shown the standard and special types of electric car heaters

which have been developed by the company, including samples

of heaters especially designed for the entire equipment of the

Manhattan Railway Co. and the Interborough Rapid Transit Co..

of New York. There are also displayed several styles of cross

seat heaters in which the betting elements are identical, but the

cases are constructed so en to be adaptable to any of the cross

seats on the market. A panel carrying a large variety of switches

ploye) had l>een drllietl, and upon Transportation Day the offl-

clalH of the company gave the men a holiday and paid their fare

Into the grounds. The employes of the various departments

wore dlfTerent uniforma and carried toolH and Implements IIIuh-

Irating the different bramhes In car conHtriutlon. There were

bIi-o a military comriany lomposed of young employes, the com-

pany's volunteer emergeniy Ore department, a procession of auto-

mobiles and tally-hos containing the official^ and the office force,

and several large floats typifying various di-partments. Prizes

had t)een offered for the beit showing «nd this resulted In a

spirited yet friendly rivalry between 30 ilepartments.

The crowning fearure of the parade was an Immense globe,

faithfully reproduced, surmounted by a miniature trolley car, aym-

iMill/.Ing the fact that "the sun never sen on St. I.ouIh Car Com-

pany products." This HUggeHtive feature of I he occasion Is shown

In the accompanylDK Illustration.

TIH.NSIMIIII ATlllN 1).\V I'.MIMIK

for car heating service shows Ihc various dc.-!lgns nuidc by the

company.

Among other features of the exhibit is a full line of steam car

heating apparatus, with fiill-.si/.e models having the special devices

In sections, so that they may be rjmdily examined. The McKlroy

automatic lighting system. In operation, forms an important part

of the exhibit, the conditions of actual service In regard to change

of speed, etc.. being reproduced as far as possible.

Visitors are <or<llally welcomed at the Consolidated Car Heat

Ing Co's. booth.

There Is no danger lliat llic delogales will be allowed to forget

that the Baldwin & Rowland Switch & Signal Co. Is In the

market as long as Mr. Coorge D. Koote, the company's represen-

lallve. Is on deck. Mr. Foote loses no opportunity lo call allcn-

tlon to the merits of his company's devices.
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SEE THE BATTLE OF SANTIAGO.

Onr or the niu.-t onjuyahlp and at tlip samp linn- Hl):nin<aii(

i>nlertalninpnl» on the Fair tsroiinds Is Ihi- B.illle of Santiago,

which Is rp|)ro<Uned iinilor Iho aiispicPH of the Naval Exhlljlt Co.

This Is a realistic cxhlliltlon In which real lioaUi and rival water

are iispd to portray that famuiin Incident In the late war. when
Admiral Ccrvera'B fleet wa< destroyed hy the American war-

ships. The miniature battleships, cruisers, torpedo and BUh-

marine lioal^. and sallln'; crsft. employed In the exhibition are

manipulated with siirprlsInK skill, while the blockades and the

remarkable ninnint; naval IlKht whli h charaiterixeil that epoch

in hl.=tory are raithfnlly portrayed. It Is an exhibition Ibat

cannot fall to thrill, and patriotic enthusiasm Is at the highest

pill b al every performance. Mr. James I.. Phelps, of Ihc Naval

Kxhll>il Co., has supervision of the exhililtion.

THE "PEACOCK" BRAKE.

We illu -Irate herewith the "Peacock" brake, tlie lale t pattern

of ear brake which has been produced by the National Brake Co.,

of B.iffalo, N. Y. Till; br3ke I* now beluK su<-(-e3sfully u?ed on

more than inn roads m the United States and Canada. It is

a In' ted to any kind of car ani I-, easily operated and niiiikly ap-

plied, the drum working on roller bearings.

The Peacock" brake Is desicned to lake up slack i bain nuiikly.

Till-; • ri-;.\i'ii,-K miAKi-;

The chain winds over a spiral drum (no spro<d<et) with an eccen-

Irically-Keaied cam. the drum beins extended sufficiently to pro-

vide for the taking up of any surplus chain. Nd special chain Is

required and ;ny size chain may be used.

The -Peacock" brake h£3 been adopted by 2.'! of the lar^e roads
in this country, among them beinj; the International Railway
Co., of B-.iffalo, N. Y.. and the National Brake Co. has received
a letter from that company slating that the "Peacock" brake was
experimented with upon a number of cars during the past year,

"the result being so fjtisfactory as to warrant Its being consid-

ered for general adoption" upon the company's heaviest type of

car:-, which are run on the Niagara Falls line.

STANDARD STEEL CAR COS. EXHIBIT.

The exhibit of the Standard Steel Car Co., of Pittsburg, will

be found at post 51, aisle E, Transportation Building. Here
the company shows two new trucks for electric railways. These
trucks sre sure to attract considerable notice from street rail-

way men, because of distinctive features of merit. Both tniiks

are of the equalizer bar or M. C. B. form, and one of them is

Etated to be the flrs^t short wheel base truck to be designed with
equalizer bar?. They are forged steel trucks, the side frames
being solid forgings of open hearth steel without welds. They
have no gray iron castings, except the wheels and brake shoes,

The journal boxes Inside and the sides of the journal boxes
are machine finished, and the journal boxes are tied together by

equalizer bars, preventing all lost motion between them, so

Ibat the axles and wheelK reiu.iin a Hxed distance apart. The
inolor.H thus cannot force wheels against the brake shoes and

(aiise a heavy waste of imwer.

The brake shoes are i-arried by the equalizer bars, so that

;hey retain a llxed height on the wheels, and the wheels being a

Hxed distani-e apart permits of a very clo.se shoe adjustment.

As the shoes require so small a movement to reach the wheels,

ind the wheels do not give way to their iiressure. but little

power Is required to apply the brakes.

Both of these trucks are provided with curved brake eveners.

the curvature of which Is such as to cause the brake shoes to

slack away from the whwls when the car Is In sharp curves.

Both of the triM'ks have the brake shoes secured to the brake

luadH with the M. C. H. key. so that worn shoes may be easily

replaced.

The car body center plates are cast hollow and proTlslon Is

r.'adp for poi>rlng oil from under the car without raising the ear

ho:Iy. Where oil Is used instead of grease In the center plates

it stays there a long time end lubricates them so well that roller

ii.Ie bearings are not needed.

Fcr iho required strength these trucks are believed to be

the llghte t made. One of the trucks is especially adapted to

city Ecr, be and the other for interurban use.

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE CO.

A mile-A'oTthy fealurc of the Convention Is the new prominence

assunu .1 1)/ traction brake interests, both in exhibits at the Fair

and in personal representation among the delegates and suiiply

forces. The wide adoplion of power brakes In street railway

service within the past few years has resulted In an imiHiriant

addition to the scoi/e of convention study and discussion. The

Westingbouse Traction Brake Co. Is giving constant demonstra-

tions of the operalion of its straight-air and aulomadr-air brake

apparatus In Its space in the Palace of Transportation, and has

two trucks cquii)i)ed with the magnetic brake in operation In the

Palaces of Transportation and Machinery, and a car equipped

with the combined brake and heater in operation on the tracks

north of the Palace of Transimrtation. The company is repre-

sented by Joseph R. Ellicott. manager, and C. W. Townsend. in

charge of its exhibits, by B. M. Hartsock, G. Baron, G. A. Hagar.

George E. Baker. H. S. Clark, and A. E. Ferguson, In the work

of reception and demonstration, and by W. S. Bartholomew and

F. V. Green in the Convention rooms.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Co.'s exhibits are In charge

of S. n. Hutchins, H. S. Kolseth and L. Lytle.

At Rooms 21S-14-15, hYisco Building, Olive St. and Ninth St..

the Crane Co. has established a Bureau of Information and Of-

fices, for the convenience of customers and friends. No ex-

pense has been spared In fitting up these offices. There Is a wait-

ing room tor ladies, a smokln? room for the men. and a repre-

sentative of the company and a stenographer are In constant

atlendance. Necessary stationery and telephone are furnished

without charge. Letters and telegrams may be sent in care of

the office. All patrons and friends of the company are cor-

dially invited to make free use of these offices during their

stay in St. I.oiiis, and all persons interested are earnestly re-

quested to make It a point to visit the Exhibits.

The Crane Co.. Chicago has issued a special H4 page Pop Safety

Valve catalog. "xUl'^ in., which is known as Catalog No. lOU and
will be sent to the trade upon request.

Mr. P. Albert Poppenhusen, president of the Green Engineering
Co.. of Chicago, personally conducts visitors to the installations

of Green traveling ling grates at the Exposition.

The Star Brass Co., of Kalamazoo, Mich., is distributing a

very useful as well as attractive souvenir among its friends. It

is an aluminuiii letter opener, on one side of the handle of which
is shown its new trolley wheel.

The Brown I'.irliss Engine Co. advises us that it has just

shipped a large lom pressor to the J. I. Case Plow Works, Racine,

Wis.
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CONTINUOUS RAIL JOINT OF AMERICA. COULD STORAGE BATTERY CO.

The Couiinuoiis Rail Joint Co. of America, of Newark. N. J.,

has an exoeptionall.v lomplete and interesting exhibit in aisle C,

posts 7-8. Transportation Building, where are shown every vari-

ety of 'Continuous" rail joints applied to a wide variety of rail

sertions. including Trails from 30 lb. up to 100 lb., and girder

sections from S^'i in, to 9 in. in height. The exhibit includes

> '.N I l.\i " 'I .- t: \ll. ,i' -l.N I t.xtinu I

sampler showing how every type of accepted rail bond on the

market can be applied with the "Continuous" joint and there is

also shown an entirely new form of bonding which has just

been placed on the market by this company for use with its

joints.

Another new specialty is a cross-insulated joint for use wher-

ever an insulated rail joint is required. The exhibit also con-

tains a sample of rail recently developed by this company for

the New York Central & Hudson River R. R.. illustrating a

method whereby, by adding a lip or tram to existing T rail all

the advantages of a grooved girdpr rail can be secured. The

Continuous Rail Joint Co, is also exhibiting for the first time

samples of products from its English factory.

With the new form of bonding referred lo a strip of copper

MV in, thirk and 1 in. wide i-; placeil on pa<'h side of the rail

between the flange and the base of the fish plate and running

the entire length of the plate. The under side of each fish plate

Is milled out to receive the copper strip and by special ma-

ihlnery the bearing surfaces on the fish plate and the rail flange

are planed to give good electrical contact.

In forming the croas-lnsulated joint alluded to a sheet of

fiber is placed under the rail flange the full length of the fish

plates. For Insulating the sides of the rail a sheet of flber Is In-

serted between the rail and one of the plates up to the end of

the rail and is then continued on the opposite aide of the rail

to the end of the fish plate. The insulation between the ends

of the two rails, known as the end post, Is also of flber. By
placing the insulating material for half the length of the joint

on opposite sidei an aitual metal bearing Is secured e(4ulvalent to

one half the length of the joint, thus economizing the Insulating

mat'Tlal and securing greater mechanical strength.

JAS. G. WILSON MANUFACTURING CO.

The Jaa. G. Wllnon Manufacturing Co. of New York City has

an exhibit on niale E, poat 50. 'I'ransportatlon Uulldlng, where

are Inntalled Bcveral typc« of steel and wooden doora and ahut-

tem for i-ar houscH, freight Hheda, alorage buildings, round

bouaeii. etc. Tlic i',ampleH Include: Corrugat'^rl, double-edge, selt-

(Olllug alcel ahuUer. KlUling Mvting door; "Interlooplng " corru-

galed rollInK ateel shuttT, and "Salamander" fireproof rolling

(•butter. It will repay Rtrect railway men t'l Inapect this exhibit.

The Gould Storage Battery Go's, exhibit will be found in block

h;. aisle .A. Electricity Building. Here the company shows prac-

tical adaptations of storage batteries to engineering work, the

central feature of the exhibit being a battery of IJO Gould accumu-
lators of the O No, 515 type. This is shown doing work under
conditions which demonstrate the wide range of its applications in

both central station and electric railway work.

By means of an induction motor coupled to a double generator

or rotary converter in lonnectiou with a booster set various con-

ditions can be artificially produced. Thus, for example, by using

the induction motor to drive the generator as a direct current

generator, charging the batteries in connection with the booster

set, will be represented a direct-current power house operating

with a regulating battery in connection with a booster; also,

when the induction motor is disconnected to operate the rotary

representing an ordinary rotary sub-station in connection with

battery and booster. Other combinations demonstrate the possi-

bilities in close regulation of which the battery is capable under

the most severe conditions.

A unipolar .generator and two U type cells having from 3,000

to 5,00(1 ampere capacity are also installed to work in connection

with the battery and motor-generator set for the same purpose.

A group of four cells are displayed, one of them being the large

lell which was exhibited at the Pan-Araerlcan Exposition, and
which has a discharge capacity of 27,000 ampere hour.-? at a 2,000-

ainpere <lischarge rate,

-••»•-

AMERICAN FROG & SWITCH CO.

The American Frog & Switch Co., of Hamilton, 0.. has an

exhibit covering l.oiio sq. ft. of space between posts 13 and 14

in aisle C. Transportation Building. The exhibit comprises
chiefly three dilTercnt styles of split switches, from a light rail

i:.\HIBIT OF AMERICAN VliOC, & WWITCU CD,

switch II]) to the latest design of a reenforced split-switch with

adjustable head bars, and two styles of spring frogs, designated

the "Des, I" standard and the "Des, 18" hinged wing rail frog.

In addition, the company shows three rigid frogs and six types

of HWllih stands, ranging from the jilaln groiin<l throw to the

high ladder stand with connecting rods, Th(^He products are

well known to clectrh- railway men, as all of those comprising

the exhibit are similar to tho.'te with whii-h the company has

Hlready iM|nlp|ii'd a nmiibcr nt Hiibiirliiin and Iti(ci iirbau HyHleraM,
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WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.

One of Ihe mosl interesting exhibits of modern electrlial ap

paratus at the Kalr is to !«• found In space 17. located near the

southwest corner of the Eleclrlclty Bulldlns, occupied by the

Western Electric Co.. of Chicago and New York. For the visi-

tor's convenience the spaie has been divided by aisles into five

parts, in each one of which apparatus pertaining to some panic

niar branch of Uie lighting or power bimlness will be found.

\\'all<ing from the main aisle to the central enclosure Ihe visitor

comes to a large motor generator. The motor part of this set

lakes current from the SOOvolt power clrcalt of the Exposition

\vi;.-;ti;kn ki.ri'trk" motor r.EXEH.vxoR si'.t

company and the generator delivers current of 220 volts at the dis-

tributing switchboard located nearby. This motor generator oper-

ates in conjunction with a compensator so that current of 110 and

220 volts is available for distribution with the result that from

this unit power motors, fan motors, arc and incandescent lamps

of 110 and 220 volts are operated in different parts of the West-

ern Electric Go's, space.

Some of the advantages derived from an installation of this

iharacter are shown in a striking manner In the

corner of the Western Electri<- Coil's exhibit,

given up to motor driven machine tools. Here,

aside from furnishing the light, current of ll'l

and 220 volts from the motor generator is used

to operate a series of variable speed motors,

direct connected lo machine tools of different

kinds.

The Western Electric Co.'s system of variabl-,'

speed motors shown is a somewhat recent and

very important development, and one of the

chief points of attraction in the exhibit.

WhWere these variable speed motors are in-

stalled for machine tool work, a three-wire, equal

voltage system, such as the one in use, is reiom-

mended, the potential of the outside wires bein.;

from 220 to 2.'>0 volts and that between the neu-

tral and outside wires l)eing from 110 to 12.'>

volts.

Among the many points of advantage claimed,

the following arc the most prominent:

A perfect system of distribution for Incandes-

cent and arc lights.

A motor speed range from 4 to 1, or 6 to 1.

Minimum first cost owing to the simplicity of wiring.

The following tables of data relate to the individual machine

tools seen in operation in this exhibit:

For machine tools requiring a great speed variation, the West
ern Electric Co. has designed a special controller, shown in

active operation on the shaper and engine lathe in the exhibit.

To those versed in the operation of machine tools an inspection

of these controllers will prove of great interest, for aside from

containing all modern Improvements a special reversing attach-

ment U Included within the device, enabling the attendant to se-

cure the same number of speeds In the reverse as are obtained In

the forward direction.

In designing Ibis controller the Western Electrii- Co. has

taken Into consideration the fact that all machinists who operate

lathes are not electricians; hence, every safeguard has been used

to prevent accidents or damage to the electrical apparatus

through carelessness or unfamiilarity.

The controller at the head of the lathe is operated by means

of a lever arranged upon Ihe lathe carriage or apron so that it I;-

always within reach of tne attendant. As a further precaution

a telltale lamp is mounted so as to l)e always within the dired

range of the attendant's vision, and gives warning when the

(ontroller is not left on a regular running notch. Also there

is an absolute stop of the handle at off position so that controller

cannot reverse the motor if handled by a careless operator.

The compact manner in which the "live" parts are assembled

within the controller case, all readily accessible and similar parts

interchangeable, at once commends Itself to the expert in these

matters. With these controllers 15 different speeds in each di

rection between the maximum and minimum may be secured.

The machine tools operated in connection with the Western

Electric Co's. exhibit include shapers, engine lathe, milling ma
chine, upright drill, planer, radial drill and a gear cutter,

-•-•-

CROCKER-WHEELER CO.

The Crocker-Wheeler Co., of Ampere, N. J., furnished the

electrical generating equipment for operating the Intramural

Ry., there being seven unitn thus employed, locateil in Ma-

chinery Hall, the combined renerttin-; capacity of the units being

3,500 kw.

Each unit is a ftandar,! Crocker-Wheeler railway type generator

direct ( onneited to the prime mover, as follows: A 900-kw. gen-

erator, running at 100 r. p. ni., is driven by a Buckeye cross-com-

pound steam engine: a GOO-kw. generator, running at 8.5 r. p. m.,

is driven by a I^ne & Bodley horizontal cross-compound 20 and

40x54-in. engine; a 500-kw. generator, running at 100 r. p. m.,

is driven by a Murray Iron Works 26x48-in. single cylinder roll-

ing mill type corliss engine; two 500-kw. generators, running at

135 r. p. m.. are driven by Brown-Corliss vertical cross-compound

ens-'ines; a 400-kw. renerator, running at 150 r. p. m.. is driven by

^^^<^"» V

l-Kol'K10H-\Vlll-;i;i.El< CO K.XHIHIT

a Harrisburg luirizontal tandem compound 15 and 40'/-!x26-in. en-

gine; a lOOkw. generator, running at 700 r. p. m., is driven by a

Doble water wheel.

These generators are of the same general type. The cast-iron

magnet frame is of the internally flanged type, which gives h

maximum magnetic reluctance and a maximum strength. The

field coils are made up in three or four sections individually

wrapped, taped and insulated, and separated by small wooden

blocks to improve the heat radiating qualities. The pole shoes

are detachable, so the coils may be removed or replaced. The

prmature is of ilie iron-clad type, consisting of a toothed core ot
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laminated mild steel in the slots ot which windings are protected

by wooden wedges fitting in notches near the tips of the teeth.

Very careful attention is given to the insulation, the formed con-

ductors bein.e bound and varnished and the slots lined with heavy

insulation.

The commutators are made of high grade drawn copper with

ample surfaces to carry current without undue heating and to

give a large radiating capacity. Each brush rigging consists ot

a rocking ring held by brackets bolted to the field frame, which

in turn supports brush-holder arms with independent brushes

on each. The brush holders are of the parallel movement type

characteristic of Crocker-Wheeler apparatus. On each one four

sets of laminated copper strips carry the current and control the

movement of the brush from or towards the commutator, always

maintaining the same angle with its surface. This causes the

brushes to wear away evenly, and as they become shorter allows

them to be extended and clamped in a new position without al-

tering the surface of contact.

The brush pressure is regulated by a helical spring which does

not carry current and hence is less inclined to heat and vary

its tension. When desired, the brushes may be lifted from the

commutator and held away from it by a half turn of the adjust-

ing screw, a feature that is especially useful when it is expedient

to test individual brush resistances, or certain windings for

grounds. To compensate for inequalities among the magnetic

circuits, or to secure the position of sparkless commutation, the

brash-holder arms mjy be shifted independently. Wlien the vari-

ous circuits are in equilibrium the entire rocker ring may be

revolved, by the hand wheel, sufficiently to give a further adjust-

ment.

Besides the generators which the Crocker-Wheeler Co. has

in the Intramural Ry. power plant, the model printing office in

the Administration Building is equipped with Crocker-Wheeler

motors, and a large number of this company's motors will also

be found in operation in the exhibits of machine tools.

CLIMAX STOCK GUARD CO.

The Climax Stock Cuard Co . of Chicago, has a practical exhibit

In aisle J, post 95. Transportation Building, where the Climax

cattle guard is applied to a section of track, showing the actual

conditions as they exist when the guard is applied on the rail-

road.

BXHIBIT OK C'UMAX BTOCK OUAltUH

The Climax cattle guardK have been designed ho that they more

than meet the requlremenls of surfare rattle KUanlH, as outlined

by the committee of engineers of the .Malntenanre of Way Ahho-

elation. Thene guardH have won the hfarly cnmmendatlon of

ttoth the engineering and maintenance departments of many com-

panlex In whone tra'-ks they have been placeil during the past

three year*, and the iiervlce that the Climax guard has given

conclUHlvely MUbHUntlaleii the clalros made for it. In addition

to iu merltorlouR feature* it coiita Ichs for maintenance than any

other.

The Climax guard In made from fhale clay, burned hard and

vitrified, it him a perfectly nmooth glazed »urface with Inverteil

V-iibap*d rldRMi: It never need* painting, repairing or attention

of any kind; it never warps or gets out of place; it can neither

burn, rust nor decay: it is always free from snow, water, dirt and

rubbish, for. having a perfectly smooth surface, it is cleaned by

the draft of passing trains. These and many other merits of the

Climax stock guard commend it to the attention ot railway of-

ficials.

The Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway Co.. the Canton-New

Philadelphia Electric Railway Co., the Chicago & Milwaukee Elec-

tric Railroad Co.. the Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co.,

the Cleveland. Painesville & Ashtabula Railway Co.. the Cleveland

& Southwestern Traction Co., the CoUinibiis. Delaware & Marion

Railway Co.. the Dayton & Western Traction Co.. the Des Moines

Inter-Urban Railway Co., the Illinois Valley Traction Co., the

Scioto Valley Traction Co., the Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway

Co., and the Stark Electric Ry. are among the prominent roads

which use the Climax stock guard with most gratifying results.

* « »

OIL AND WASTE SAVING MACHINE.

We illustrate herewith an oil and waste saving machine made

by the Oil & Waste Saving Machine Co., recently incorporated,

with office and works at Rochester. N. V., and offices at 170

Broadway. New York City. This machine is known as the "Pat-

terson Waste Machine." It is designed to afford an easy, com-

plete, economical and safe means of reclaiming both oil and

waste, saving 98 per cent ot the oil or grease and all of the

waste, so that they may he saved and used over and over again.

The oily waste is placed in a perforated metal basket which

is surrounded by an outer casing. The basket is mounted on a

vertical shaft running in phosphor bronze bushings and on ball-

bearing steps. Attached to the shaft at the bottom ot the basket

cill, AND WASTH SAVlNi; MArlllNK

Is a series of liirliine blades. A jet of live steam striking thcso

blades causes the basket to revolve at the desired speed, after

which the exhaust steam passes up into the basket and out

through an exhaust pipe.

The exhaust s-tcam from the lurblnc licals the waste and liqni

fles the oil, wbl'h Is extracted by centrifugal force and runs out

of the bottom of the machine, through a trap, into a receptacle.

The <«mplete separation of the oil and waste is accomplished

In less than 30 minutes, willi a steam coiisuinption ecpial to 15 lb.

of water on a machine with a 2it-ln. basket, and :W lb. on a ma-

chine with 3B In, basket.

The device Is the Invention of Thoiuas S. Patterson, a well-

known mechanical engineer, and Is protected by various patents,

iKHUed and pending, In various countries. The macdilnc has a

vertical shaft running In a well of oil; It has no outalde running

gear, no exposed parts, no Htufflng boxes, and requires no attend-

ance except for loading and unloading.

The Patteraon waste cleaning machine has been Installed in

some of the largest power plants; It has been saving more than

100 gallons of oil dally for the last eight months at the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit Co'h. plant at 2nd St. and .'ird Ave., Brooklyn, N.

Y. ; It ha* reduc-ed the consumption of waste In the 8.000-h. p.

plant of the New York t Queens Light & Power Co.. Astoria, L. I.,

to one pound per day, and It has shown similar results at other

plant!.
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GALENA-SIGNAL OIL CO.

Tlu> GaU-naSlKnal Oil Co., of Franklin. I'a., lias a very at

trat'tive booth in aisles I and J, Transportatioa Ruliding, fur-

nished as a reception and reading room, where visitors are ror-

dlally welcome. This company, which Is supplying lubricants

un<ler contract for use on 97'.j per cent of the steam railroad

mileage in this country and Canada, has e^tabllBhed a street

railway department. It is prepared to enter into contracts with

electric railway companies to supply all the lubricating oils

needed for power houses, repair shops and rolling rtock, to be

furnished under written guarantee that they are the best oils

(hat can be manufactured for the purpose.

WESTERN CAR HEATER EXHIBIT.

The Franklin Hallway Supply Cos. exbil)it of car-heating mate

rial Is located in the Transporlation Building, aisle D. post .yli, in

charge of the company's St. Louis representative, Mr. William H.

Davis.

The Western car heater is shown piped as 11 would appear in a

passenger car and demonstrates the small amount of space taken

up by this equipment. This heater has recently been placed on

the new cars of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad

FHA.NKl.l.N iHII.WAY Sl-I'PI,Y CO. EXHIBIT.

Co., the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co., the Rochester

Railway Co., the Syracuse Rapid Transit Co., and many others.

Mr. Kenneth D. Hequembourg, manager of the car-heating de-

partment, applied last year for patents on the many improve-

ments that make this system practicable and is advised by the U.

S. Patent Office that several of his claims have been allowed.

Street railway officials will find it to their advantage to take

this opportunity to examine this apparatus and will quickly see

why the water-jacket heater has been so generally adopted during

the past year.

SILVEY STORAGE BATTERIES.

At the present time engineers are much interested in the many
unique features embodied in the construction of the central sta-

tion type of Silvey storage cells manufactured by the Dayton

Manufacturing Co., of Dayton, O. The positive plates are cast

from lead containing a considerable proportion of antimony

designed to make them very hard, so that it is practically Im-

possible for them to warp or "buckle" during heavy charge or

discharge periods. A large number of circular holes about one

inch in diameter are spaced at regular intervals across the sur-

face of the grid and in these holes are inserted rolls gr "but-

tons" made up of long strips of thin corrugated lead ribbon.

As the ribbon is rolled up a "paste" or active material is forced

into the corrugations and when the plate is placed In service

Ihis "paste" forms up In a comparatively short period and 08

time passes the lead ribbon itself forms up and becomes active,

ilue lo the ele<-trocheml<al actions which take place. For this

reason the plate continues to Increase in capacity with increase

in age.

I)y this method it is not necessary to immerse the plates Id

nitric or o(her add in order that the ribbon may be rendered

spongy or porous. When nitric acid is used it must be re-

moved by thoroughly washing and rewashing the plates, for if

the slightest traces remain in the plates local action will re-

sult, troublesome "lead frees" will form and may bridge between

plates 80 chat the battery will rapidly discharge when standing

idle.

In the Silvey battery the negative plates have a latticed frame-

work which is pasted and hardened by a special process, mak-

ing it practically Impossible for the active material to be re-

moved.

In assembling the cells each individual plate is bolted to the

bus bar lietween cells, by two heavy '.jin. lead bolts and Is then

arc-welded. This method permits an individual plate to be re-

moved from the ceil at any time, as the weld is made light

enough to be easily broken after the bolts are removed. A
handsome new catalog just issued fully illustrates these cells.

• »»
GREEN TRAVELING LINK GRATES.

One of the interesting features of the "Service Exhll)it" at

the Exjiosition is the operation of the Green traveling link

grates, which have been installed under the Heine boilers. This

service jiower plant is operated by the Ixjuisiaua Purchase Ex|>o-

sitiou Co. and furnishes jKjwer and light which is used on

the Exposition grounds. The Green traveling link grates are

manufactured by the Green Engineering Co., of Chicago, and

alter their installation and the completion of the plant it was
turned over to the Exposition company for operation. The
Green Engineering Co. is the only stoker exhibitor which has

not had its own fireman in constant attendance, ail other ex-

hibitors having their own experls to co-operate with the em-

ployes of the Exposition conii)any.

ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON MANUFACTURING CO.

It is to bo regretted that the Albert & J. .M. Anderson Manu-
facturing Co., of Boston, Mass., the well-known maker of

electric railway, light and power specialties, is not exhibiting

at the Exposition. We are advised, however, that the company
has been and is extremely busy, both In the manufacture of

line material and insulators and of switches and switchboards.

In fact, this has been an unusually busy season with this com-

pany.

BURT MANUFACTURING CO.

The Burt Manufacturing Co., of Akron, O., is well represented

by numerous installations of "Cross" oil filters (the company's spe-

cialty) at the Exposition. The main service plant is equipped

with a large No. 3 "Cross" oil filter, and among the exhibitors'

plants which are equipped with "Cross" filters are those of the

C. H. Bradley Co., the Buckeye Engine Co., and the De Laval
Steam Turbine Co. The Burt Manufacturing Go's, representa-

tive may be found at block 52, aisles G and 11, Machinery Build-

ing.

Mr. Giles S. Allison is dispensing hospitality and good cheer

at the Security Register Co's. booth in the Transportation Building,

at the same time taking advantage of every opportunity to dis-

play the merits of the various types of registers handled by him
and the Skinner staition indicator and car sign.

Paper cutters make good souvenirs and those Mr. G. E. Pratt,

mechanical engineer of the Star Brass Works, is distributing

are well worth taking home.
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t. W. BLISS COS. EXHIBIT. AMERICAN CONDUIT CO.

The E. \V. Bliss Co.. of Brookl.vn, N. Y., nianufacturer of the
well-known "Bliss-Projectile Brand" gears and pinions for street

railway motors, has a large attractive exhibit which occupies
the whole of block 24. Machinery Hall. Here are shown special

presses, punches, shears and machines for forming and stamping
sheet metal, and there is also exhibited a motor gear, surrounded
by and meshed with eight standard pinions, from 14 teeth to 21

teeth. 3 diametral pitch, the accuracy of gear and pinions being
such as to permit all being revolved by the slightest pressure of

the hand.

The Bliss company gears are made of high grade open hearth
steel castings and the pinions of a special high carbon steel, each
pinion billet being subjected to a pressure of over 1,000,000 lb.,

which solidifies and toughens the stock.

The company's armature notching machines and repair shop
tools will also be of especial interest to railway men.

HEINE BOILERS AT THE FAIR.

The Heine Safety Boiler Co., of St. l.ouis, has three operative.

or working exhibits at the Exposition, besides a still exhibit iu

block 53. aisle H. Machinery Building. Of the working exhibits

the principal one consists of eight 400-h. p. boilers of the single

shell type, set in four batteries of two boilers each. These boilers

are equipjied with Green Engineering Co's. traveling chain grates

and induced draft apparatus. This exhibit will l)e found in the

Steam, Gas and Fuels Buildings.

Located in the outside Mining l^xhibit the Heine company has

two 210-b. p. boilers of the single shell type in the fuel testing

plant of the United States Geological Survey. Three Heine 250-

h. p. boilers of the double shell type are used to operate the

Ferris wheel.

In the still exhibit are shown parts of boilers illustrating con-

structive features and samples of tested material illustrating the

quality of the materials used.

WOOL FELT FRICTION PLATE FOR EMERGENCY
CAR BRAKE.

The accompanying illustration shows the wool felt friction plate

employed under the Fresh emergency car brake, made by the

Emergency Car Brake Co., of Cumberland. Md. The use of wool

felt for brake friction was decided upon after the company had

nade many trials and had found it superior to emery, carborun-

The Aniciican Coiuluit Co., of Chicago, New York and I.oa

Angeles, has a very attractive exhibit, considering the nature of

the i)roduct. which occupies a space 50 ft. long in the west colon-

nade of the interior of the Electricity Building. The main fea-

ture of the exhibit is a section of a city street, showing the de-

tails of construcUon of underground cableways when bitumin-

i/.ed fiber conduit is used. At one end of the section is a man-
hole, where the 20 dncts toiniinate.

KXMiiiri' III' .>.\iici<ii'.\x coNnriT <•<>.

A side view of the conduits shows them laid in cement, and the

end of the trench is also shown, illustraling how the successive

layers of the conduits are laid, and also the method of joining the

suc<-essive 7-ft. lengths of conduits. This latter is done by a male

and female joint turned in a lathe to an accurate fit. At the tlmo

of construction the female joint is dipped in a solution, which

soon hardens and seals the joints between the various units, pre-

venting leakage of water or gas into the conduit.
j

,

American bitnniinizeil loncliiit is lonstrucled by rolling li^yers

PniCTlO.V I'l.ATE.

dnm, wood, rubber, corrugated Iron or steel and other material.

It was found that neither expansion nor contraction injured the

frlctional r|ualltieH of the felt. In fact, when the felt comes in

contact with water or Ice It absorbs the moisture, thereby expand-

ing and offering greater re8l«tan<e between the wheels and the

rail.

The elasticity of the wool felt obviates the Jnrrlng caused by

using harder materials, and Its adhesive quality enables It to

retain Its grip on the rail until the lar Is stopped. This material

has prov>-d fully equal lo the hardest braking requirements; It

iH very durable and can if quickly replucMl at small cost.

of specially prepared flbiouK paper on a niamlrel. The paper Is

saturated with a bituminous compound, wliicli under high tem-

perature anil pressures employed in the rolling process so unite-i

the layers that the pro<luct Is a soliil, stiff tube. Hitumlnlzod

I'ondult Is non-abrasive, moisture-proof and non corrosive, and. It

Is believed, electrolysis-proof.

The American Conduit Co's. exhibit also Includes conduits

ranging from 1 In. to 10 In. In diameter, and the method of crat-

ing for shipment Is shown. On the walls of the exhibit space

are a number of photographs sliowing Installations of this conduit

In various cities.
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INGERSOLL-SERGEANT COMPANYS BIGGEST
CONTRACT.

The Ingprsoll'Scrgeanl Drill Co., of New York City, was re-

cently awarded a contract by S. Pearson A Son, Imorporated. for

two complete compressed air power plants, ready to operate, to

he employed in building the Pennsylvania R. R. tunnelB under

the East River and Long Island City, N. Y. The combined ca-

pacity of the plants comprises 50,000 cii. ft. of low pressure air

per minute and 12.000 cu. ft. of high pressure air per minute.

It will be recalled that the Ingersoll-Sergeant company, a short

time ago. received an order from the O'Rourke Engineering &

Construction Co. for the compressed air plants to be used in

building the Pennsylvania tunnel under the Hudson River.

The conlract Just awarded is the largest order ever placed In

the history of the business. It includes 12 air compressors. 10

aftercoolers and 12 air receivers. The equipment for the two

East River plants will include 10 Stirling boilers of 600 b. p.

capacity each, 2 gravity oiling systems. 10 feed-water controllers.

4 forced draft fans and engines. K duplex feed pumps. 2 open

feed-water heaters, tj surface condenser?, G air and cinulatlng

pumps for condensers, 2 hot well pumps, ti centrifugal circulat-

ing pumps with engines, 6 oil separators, 2 air Intake londult.'

and stacks and all piping, covering, rails and steam separators.

The plants will be erected under the supervision of Mr. J. H.

Jowett, sales manager of the company.

Thomas Prosser & Son. of New York, the American representa-

tives of Fried. Krupp, of Essen, Germany, are represented at

the convBntion by F. A. Barbey, of Boston, and George H. Bryant,

western representative, with headquarters at Chicago.

Dr. C. B. Forward, representing the Eclipse Railway Supply

Co., of Kansas City. Mo., gives daily exhibitions of the Eclipse

car fender between stations 2 and 3 on the Intramural Ry., the

exhibitions taking place between 1 : 30 and 5 p. m.

ONLY RUSSIAN BUILDING AT THE FAIR.

The only Russian building at the Exposition is a pavilion In

I he Palace of Transportation, which was erected by the Weet-

inghouse Co., Ltd.. of St. I'elersburg, as a feature of the Westing-

house brake exhibits, it is representative of Russian art and

workmanship and is recognized as the Russian rendezvous at

St. Louis. In the ralace of Machinery the same company has

furnished a small Russian kiosk, and at both places, as a mani-

festation of Russian hospitality, Russian tea and sucharl are

served to visitors by Russian girls wearing richly embroidered

lioyarin costumes.

The pavilion In the Palace of Transportation is 20x25 ft. in

area and 25 ft. high. It was constructed by peasant builders In

the I^ossade Sergiewo. near Moscow, after designs by the native

architect. Baranowsky. The material used throughout Is a

white pine from the forests around Moscow, very effectively

ftained in the case of the carved furniture, all the interior dec-

oration having been designed by Durnowo. The ornamental

puttery and brlc-a brai were collected from various museums
and the hangings in the pavilion and kiosk follow out the general

ilc'^U'n of the Interior artist and were made of wool by peasant

worker.--. One entire wall Is covered by a hand-painted map of

the world, by Ingenicr Prochanof.

.Mr. U. Grant Smith, brother of the general manager of the

Russian Westinghouse company, is in general charge. of the ex-

hibit, and Gospodin M. N. Konshin, of St. Petersburg, receives

and welcomes his countrymen at the Exposition.

Among the interested visitors at the Mechanical and Electrical

meeting Tuesday was Mr. W. T. Van Dorn, of the W. T. Van

Dorn Coupler Co. Mr. Van Dorn was accompanied to the Ex-

position by Mrs. Van Dorn. Miss Edith Van Dorn. Mr. Herbert

E. Van Dorn, Master William E. Van Dorn and Miss Grace Brig-

mann.

National BraKe Co.
iSoIe Manufacturers of tl\e PeacocK BraKe

Incorporated
April, 1904.

It is the Motorman's Friend

It Saves Lives of Passengers

It Helps Pay Dividends
By S.iving Accidents

It's the Best Gear Hrake Made

Just as tHe Car Rounded tKe
Curve

The Motorman sees the dungcr— lie; tries tlii' Air

—It fails—The llaiulhrake— Nc^ver clcpeiulcMl on

hefore— Proves useless now — Tlii^ Crash coiuos

—with its loss of life—Daniage suits. j\.ll be-

cause the "RraKesfailed to tvorK..

The PeacocK BraKe
Would have saved it all. Would have been Willie

on the Spot, because it's a (Juick Ac-tiiii;, Powerful

Brake. Easily operated. Always in Order. J'ou

need it. The cost of one accident will equip your

whole line. Our prices are reasonable and we

guarantee satisfaction. All we .isk la a trial. Better

write us at once. The Peacock ISrake is now in use

on over tOO Roads.

Examine the Drum

!

This

"eccentrically"

geared spiral

drum takes up
slack chain on the

largest cars

quickly. Gives

great force at the

finish. Drum
works on roller

bearings makes it

to easy operate.

C/S
5

R. LATEST

THE

Peacock Brake
Adapted to any kind of Car.

Absolutely Safe
and R.eliable.

I'.-icciiltd March IS, 1904.

J^atiOnal 'Bra.Ke Co. 682 ElUcott square, 'Buffalo, A- >^-
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ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT F. E. SMITH, OF THE STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION OF

AMERICA AT THE EIGHTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.

We are assembled here for our eighth annual conventioTi

anion? surroundings more varied and of an entirely different

1 hararter tlian any we have heretofore enjoyed. It Is perfectly

proper, however, that an Association which stands, as does ours,

as typical of the advanced ideas of rao<lern electric railroading.

should hold its meeting at this exixjsition, where are shown the

latest fud best results of human ideas as exemplified in the

ar.s and sciences. The outside attractions are so great we shall

have to curb our natural desire for sight-seeing and attend

strictly to business during the few hours which are allotted to

us, if this meeting is to be as successful as those of former

yesrs. In this connection let me state that this session is held

this afternoon in order that we may devote the whole

of the two days allowed us in the Transportation hall, to

the discussion of the reports there to be presented. It was felt

by your executive committee that two sessions a day would not

be practicsl. and we determineil to start our meetings a little

earlier than usual and continue them a little longer at the one

daily session and let the memliers spend the rest of th" day as

they desired. We had expected this session would be held at

the Inside Inn and so stated on our proio'am sent you in ad-

vence Finding, however, that the official programs that were

being distributed here, stated that our meeting would be held

in the Transportation Building, we thought it would be less

confusing to come here.

Tomorrow we are to try an experiment in having a joint

meeting with the Mechanical and Electrical Asso<'iation and I

shall 1)0 very greatly disappointed if we fail to find that this

Joint meeting has lieen productive of good results and that it is

but the forerunner of many others of a similar i haracter in

years to come. It may not be out of place to state to you how
this came aL>out. Shortly after my appointment last year 1

l>egan to think of this year's meeting and of suitable topics for

papers and discussions. I took the matter up with the other

officers and the executive committee. One of the subjects we
de<'ided upon was that of reports covering operations of car

houses and c:r shops, and a committee was selected, subject to

their a'ceptanie of the appointment, to present a report. Be-

fore the matter had been taken up with this committee, how-

ever, the exe<-i'tive lommittee of the Mechanical and Electrical

Association had held a meeting and selected a committee of one

to prepere a pa])er on practically the same subject; it was then

that the Idea of having a joint report by committees represent-

ing both our A'SOi'iatlons. to be presented at a session that we
could both arrange lo attend, occurred to me and the matter

wat taken up with the president of the other Association, who
was hertily In accord with the idea and who has done his

share In perfecting the arrangements. Tomorrow we are to

have the result.

Our memlierH must not forget that inasmiKh as this meeting

lakes plBie on one of the ilays allotted lo our AS80<lation, the

memlier.4 of the .Vlethanical and Electriral Association are in a

xeniw guests of ours and we should take especial pains to make

I hem feel at home and feel repaid for waiting, as many of them

have, lo take part In this discussion. I spoke of this an being

an experiment for the r<-ason that so far as I know, it is the

flriil Joint session ever held between the accountants of either

Hieam or street rallroaiis anil any of the or>erating departments.

I do not think II will Im- the last. .Managers are fast realizing

the vast nmoiinl of gmxl thai can be obtained from our depart-

ment if they will only call on us for the statistical information

we are in a position best to provide them, and the idea that we
were simply book-keepers and that to ai large extent the de-

partment was a source of needless expense, has practically died

out and we are looked upon as a net^essary part of the organi-

zation of a railway company. We don't make the wheels go

'round but the inquisitive one who wants to see how they go is

getting into the habit of looking through our specs to see if

they are running right. Before we knew that our time was to

be so limited we had anticipated having a committee prepare

and present a report on the proper reports covering the opera-

tion of power plants, in so far as it affected the accounting de-

partment.

Your executive committee at its meeting in April last decided

it best not to take up that subject this year. 1 learn a move-
ment is under way to combine the maintenance of-way depart-

ment with the mechanical and electrical departments and have

them all i^i one association. Should this be brought about there

are a number of subjects for future joint meetings that can be

most profitably discussed. We shall have for our discussion at

the Saturday session the questions an submitted to the question

box with such others as may bi; presented at that time. This

question box idea is growing. It seems to be a short way to be

of mutual help. I was quite a little surprised to see how few
of our members had matters which bothered them, or, having

them, cared to submit them to the association for discussion. I

am particularly pleased to find that answers have been sub-

mitted by a number of companies which are not regularly rep-

resented at our meetings and that they did not hesitate to sign

their s.nswer.s. This shows that interest in the work of the

Association is not confined to those representatives who are

able to attend the meetings. It is a matter of regret that so

many of the members located in the larger cities failed to send

in answers, but I trust their representatives will attend this

convention and take part in the discussions. From the answers

submitted it will be seen that there is quite a diversity of opin-

ion regardng the jiroper treatment of the matters coveted by

the questions and it would seem as though the discussions on

the lloor ought to be very interesting.

It is a pleasure to be able to state that there has been a slight

net gain In our membership during the past year, as will be

shown by the report of the secretary. The Increase has not

been as large as we had hoped. Your officers have written

numerous i)er8onal letters with only moderate 8ucce.ss, and had

It not been for the booklet gotten out by our able secretary set-

ting forth so admirably the advantages to be derived from be-

ing connected with us, it woiibl probably have been my lot. to

pattern after some of the Russian generals and "regret to re-

port, etc." I am of the opinion that the increase in the State

Assoi'iations is having the effect of retarding our growth ami

that it will take the united effort of all our members if we are to

have any substantial gains in the future.

The committee which prepared the "Keport for Electric Rail

ways" which this assoiiation approved In Oetroit and which

was approved aiul adopted by the National Association of Rail-

road (lonimlssioni'i-H last year, thinking they had fully com-

pleted their labors asked to be discharged at the Saratoga con-

vention and as they were not a standing committee, this was

done. The members of that committee have had considerable

corrospondeni !• during the year in connection with Iheir reiunl
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ami ure llahle to have more at times. It would seem to be,

theri-rore, a soo<l plan to have a permanent eommittee In i-hartte

of this subjei't. and I trust some action will be taken at this

conv.ntlon with tliat end In view.

VoM will rememlwr that at the Saratoga convention Mr. Duffy,
as ( halrman of the standardization lommlttee, Rave us an out-

line (if a form of report that has been prei«aTed for the Munlel-
I>al Tramways Association of Great Britain and spoke of the
efforts he had made to have them adopt the form prepared for
use in this country. 1 think it Is a misfortune that Mr. Duffy
Wis unable to attend the Glasgow convention as he had ex-

pwted, as I believe that he would have been able to persuade
the members that our report could be made to cover their condi-
tions and adapted to their ways (not only malntenance-ofwaya
but other ways) and that they would have adopted a report more
nrarly like our's than the one they finally adoptetl. We were In-

vited again this year to have representatives of our association

attend their, conference but the Invitation came too late to be
acted upon. However, it is evident they look with favor upon
our Assmiation and It Is to be hoped the kindly feeling will

continue. We can assure them of our host wishes for their

success.

There was held last month in Vienna the biennial convention
of the ••International Tramways & Light Railway Asso<iatloB,

"

at which time (here was presented a rpi>ort from a conimittee
on a standard form of monthly operating report. This report

will be found in full in the Street Railway Journal of Septem-
ber Idth, 1904, and in the same issue is a most able editorial

on the subject, in which there are pointed out many of the de-

fects In the report and a plea is made for the adoption by them
of the American report. The editor says in concluding his ar-

ticle:

•'We must, however, again argue ae we did a year ago for one
standard international report. We believe it to be a necessity.

The rapid standardization of operating practice must bring
standard accounting. One cannot lome without the other as it

is impossible that standard operation can come except as it fol-

lows standard accounting. Operation cannot be compared nor
can comparisons be utilized unless the accounting shall first be
upon a similar basis.

"At this present time the situation is that America has a

standard classification and form of report so firmly established

and widely adopted by both operating companies and financial

interests that it is an actual standard. Its predominant posi-

tion has been strengthened in this country through its adoption
by both the United States Government in its census work and
by the National Association of State Railroad Commissioners.
It has been in service for a long time, and by its fiexibillty and
utility has given such satisfaction that it could not be changed
without endless confusion. On the other hand, as we pointed
out a year ago, there is nothing in any of the European forms
of reports but could be adapted to the American with but slight

changes. It seems to us, therefore, there is hardly more than
one side to the question, and we hope that our European con-

freres are not permitting the word American to deflect them
from endeavoring to obtain a standard report that will be
actually international. They will certainly not be able to obtain

the results which all desire from a standard report it they per-

mit themselves to adopt three forms. Through the operation

of the tremendously virile ideas of the last half century the

world has become to all practical purposes very much smaller
than it was fifty years ago. Securities are held in other coun-
tries than those in which the investments are located, and we
submit that the time is loming when, among other demands,
a standard form for electric railways will be one. We submit
further, that the one which happened to be composed and adopted
first in America, Is by its simplicity and adaptability, one
which can be without excess of confusion and no greater ex-

pense adopted by Europe, thus clearing what will eventually be,

should this course not be followed, the atmosphere of confu-

sion and uncertainty."

It seems to me that our assoilatlon should take some action

In this matter. We are the pioneers of street railway account
Ing. We have been exceptionally successful in our efforts so

far and may reasonably look for the same success in the future.

I think our association should appoint a committee whose duty

it would be to get In touch with the aHsotriatlons of Great
Urllaln (aa I understan<l that beside the association of roads

owned municipally there is another made up of the companies
iiintrolled by private capital) and also with the International

Tramways £ Light Railways Association and endeavor to bring

about the pre|iaratlon of a report that should become interna-

tional. The advantages of such a report cannot be overesli-

iuato<l and I trust this As.Koclatlon will give the subject careful

consideration and take suih action In the matter a« may bring

about results which, it seems to me, are so promising for

good.

Your iirosidsnt learned indirectly that some of the members
of the Iniernatlonal Tramways & Light Railways Association

|iiiri>o8ed visiting this country anil a(tendlng the exposition at

St. Louis and an invitation was extended to them through a

friend of our Association who was in a position to bring it

before them with the least po.sslble delay, to so thne their visit

as to be here al this lime and meet with us. I am afraid, how-
ever, that even with these |)recaulions our invita(ion went for-

ward too late to be acted upon this year. I trust it will serve

the purpose of bringing our Association to their notiie and (hat

it will result in having them send representatives to our next

meeting.

That this Association is held in high esteem by the National

Association of Railroad Commissioners is again evidenced hy

the fact that, as your president, 1 have been called upon to

name a committee of three who shall represent us at the annual

meeting of that asso<'iation to be held in Uirmingliam November
I.5th. Kith and 17th, and 1 have appointed as such committee
Messrs, Ham. Duffy and .Mackay, all of whom have represented

us at other conventions of that association, and I am sure

will do so most ably at the coming one. In the event that any
of the gentlemen are unable to attend, Mr. Brockway will serve

as alternate.

At the Saratoga convention Mr. E. M. White of Hartford

was appointed a committee of one to collect and arrange a new-

set of blanks for the use of members. This he has done and you
will find them displayed in the rooms set apart for our meet-

ings in the Transportation building. I am afraid very few of us

will appreciate the vast amount of labor it was to get this large

number of forms so systematically arranged and I am sure I but

voice the feeling of our members when, on behalf of the Associa-

tion I thank him for the great service he has rendered it and as-

sure him of our hearty appreciation of his work.

In concluding I desire also to thank the officers and com-

mittees who have served during the past year, for their hearty

co-operation and earnest efforts for the siiccess of the Associa-

STANDARD BRAKE SHOE CO.

The Standard Brake Shoe Co., with general offices and works
at Aurora, 111., has designated and is manufacturing steel back

brake shoos with re-enforced lugs, for high speed service. This

comi>any is also placing on the market its well known composi-

tion inserted shoe, with corrugated pocket. Prompt deliveries,

high class shoes and interesting prices is the company's motto.

rhe Chicago office of this company is in the Railway Exchange
Building. Mr. C. P. Wright, superintendent and treasurer, and
.VI r. F. C. Peck, general salesman, represent the company at the

convention,

tion. «.»
The Westinghouse publicity department has issued invitations

to the delegates to visit the Westinghouse headquuarters in the

Machinery Building, and to the further exhibits in the Electricity

and Transportation Buildings; also to a special display of the

Westinghouse biograi»h pictures to be given for the delegates
in the Westinghouse Auditorium Friday afternoon from 2:30 to

4 o^clock. It is also announced that return tickets to points east
of Pittsburg. Pa., via the Pennsylvania lines, permit stoi>over

at Pittsburg, and the delegates are cordially invited to avail

themselves of this privilege and to visit the works of the West-
inghouse Companies there.

Mr. A. J. Bemis, of the Brockton & Plymouth Street Railway
Co., Plymouth, Mass., has been appointed general manager of

the Cape Breton Electric Co., Ltd., Cape Breton, Canada.
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STEAM TURBINE POWER PLANTS.

NOTES ON THEIR EQUIPMENT AND OPEB.».TIOX.

KBALi BBKOHB THE AMERICAN STREET RAI\V.\T ASSOCIATION OCT.

,13. 1904. BY J. R. BIBBINS.

The Steam turbine has long ceased to be a novelty—it is an
established fattor in modern power undertakings, particularly

those of great magnitude. Since its introduction to this Associ-

ation in 19"2. several forms varying more or less from the Parsons

have been announced—the Curtis, Rateau, ReidlerStumpf, Zoelly

and others. The construction of these several forms has recently

been presented In more or less detail before the several engineer-

ing bodies, so ihat this phase of the subject may be passed over in

favor of the more practical questions arising in power plant work.

Owing to the limitations of space and time available for prepara-

tion, it has been possible to consider only a few of the more im-

portant subjects, and to this may be attributed the topical nature

of this paper.

Turbine Characteristics.

The service requirements of a prime mover in electric railway

work are in many respects more severe than any other power
service outside of the rolling mill. The fluctuations in load are so

sudden and severe that the ability of the prime mover to regu-

late its speed is tested to the utmost. The simultaneous starting

of many cars frequently creates an Inordinate demand for power
which can only be met by the prime mover possessing a large

overload capacity. Furthermore, a high average or "all-day"

plant economy must be maintained under these disadvantageous

conditions.

The sleam turbine seems to be almost ideal (or fulfilling these

conditions:

Its high speed constitutes an important regulating force;

Its overload capacity is large;

Its economy under fluctuating loads is exceptional.

First. As it employs simple rotary motion, the rotative inertia

of the moving element becomes enormous at the usual operative

speeds and automatically assists in the maintenance of uniform

speed of rotation under wide variations in torque. Thus, the

heavy fly wheels necessary for reciprocating engines to obtain

the identical results are avoided. Independent of the inertia

effect, the turbine governor has been brought to such a state of

perfection that a normal speed variation can be obtained close

enough to meet any commercial requirements, although a com-
paratively wide range is usually employed in alternating cur-

rent work to faiilitate parallel operation. In a recent test upon
a 750-kw. turbine at Bast Pittsburg, a load of 2,014 h. p. was ab-

ruptly removed and it was found that the speed variation was but

3.07 per cent with this severe overload. Turbine No. 41, 1,250

kw., was tested under similar conditions by instantly throwing

on and off l,30u to 1,340 kw. by means of an oil switch. The
speed variation was found to be 2.09 per cent average tor three

tests.

Second. High overload capacity may be secured by two
methods. A turbine may be built with a maximum governing

capacity of 1,500 kw. It may then be rated at 1,000 kw. with 50

per cent, overload capacity. But for normal loads it Is evident

that It will be largely underrated and, furthermore, Its economy
will be less at normal loads than at overloads, as the economy of

the turbine increases progressively with the load. A more effi-

cient method—and that employed in the Westtnghouse-Parsons

turbine—Involves the use of a secondary admission valve Iden-

tical In every respect with the primary admission valve but

which operates only when a predetermined degree of overload

has l>een placed on the turbine. The secondary valve adiblts

high prseure steam to a later point in the expansion range of the

turbine, thus for the time being increasing its capacity, with,

however, a slight loss In economy. But Its most Important

feature Is that while enabling large overloads to be carried at a

lower though still excellent economy, the best economy of the

turbine Is secured under normal loaillng, which condition pre-

vails a large percentage of the time the machine Is In operation.

Thus the turbine formerly rated at 1,000 kw. may now be rated

at I.GIM) kw. or more, depending upon the overload capailly de-

sired.

The curves. Figs. 3 and 4, indicate the practical range of over-

load capacity. In the case of the 400-Uw. machine the speed

curve shows clearly the point at which the secondary valve

"took hold" and prevented further drop in speed. In this test

the overload was only carried to 75 per cent, while in the test of

the 750-kw. turliine it was carried to 2,147 h. p. or over 100 per

cent.

An important difference is apparent between the character of

the water rate curve for the turbine and for a reciprocating en-

gine with cut-off valve gear. In the engine the point of maxi-

mum economy usually occurs at about three fourths or eight-

tenths full rated load. The turbine, however, reaches its maxi-

mum effli iency at about full load. As the rating of turbine and
generator are identical, both may be operated at their respective

best efficiencies at or near full load. The entire capacity of the

turbine is thus made available for most efficient working. On
the other hand, if the engine is running most efficiently, the

generator is 25 per cent, below rating, and vice versa. Ex-

pressed in practical terms, this means that with turbines less

power machinery is required for a given plant load, i. e., the

effective capacity is greater.

Third. Kconomy: Many interesting discussions have lately

appeared in the technical press relating to the comparative effi-

liencies of steam turbines and reciprocating engines, and in the

end the general opinion seemed to be that each type of prime

mover for some time to come will have a wide sphere of useful-

ness. There is no doubt that up to the present time no steam
turbine has shown economies quite equal to those reported to be

obtained with a European multiple expansion reciprocating en-

gine tested under high vacuum and extremely high superheat.

This fact is continually brought to our attention as a proof that

the .steam turbine is entirely without the pale of competition with

the steam engine; but this is, indeed, a secondary consideration.

Laboratory economics are interesting from a speculative point of

view but the prime consideration is the comparative economy of

TABLE I.

TEST OF 7.50 KW. TURBINES, BUILT FOR BO.STON NAVY
YARD AND MANILA TRAMWAYS.

Load.
B. 11. H.
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the stt'am turblnv opcratdl under lU nurinal coodltiuiiK with the

uveruge steam vnginc equipment now employed In powrr worli

unil imdt'i' Ihi' avl'l.l^e condltloub oblaliiliii; tlieroin. A point

to he borne In mind Ik that ll Ih pcrfeclly li'Kltlmale lur lumparl-

sons iif economy to be made between tw<i prime moverK under

rondltlons whlih may be lonslUured the nioHt suitable and gen-

erally appllcalilc. It Is, therefore, held to be distinctly unfair

In confine the turbine to a vacuum of 2.'> In. simply on account

of the Inability of the reciprocatiuK engine to take advantage ol

higher vacuum; Himilarly witli superheat. It Is later shown that

higher vacuum can be obtained In the case of the turbine at such

small cost as to insure a handsome return under most eoudltlonK.

The turbine Is so constituted as to utilize the utmost benefits from

this condition, and II should obviously be associated therewith

As to actual economlis obtained, results speak for Ihemselveii

and It Is unnecessary to institute comparisons for the sake of

proving the superiority of any particular type of prime mover.

The engineer and power plant manager are thoroughly acquainted

with mmlern engine performance and they have been quick to ap

preiiate and to adopt every commercially practicable means for

further decreasing the cost of power at their station switchl)oard.

The range of economics obtained under deflnlte conditions is

well Indicated by the following tests:*

The curves, Kig. i tOata in Table I.), represent the results upon

a 750 kw. Weatinghouse Parsons turbine"tested under both ex

lellent and poor conditions of service. With 2S In. vacuum and

IW superheat a steam consumption of l:;.lt!i lb. per b. h. p. was

observed at slight overload. A series of tests were run with

superheat and without vacuum, and vice versa. It Is interesting

to observe that an economy of 13.77 lb. was obtained with 28 in.

vacuum and no superheat. 23.41! lb with no vacuum and lOO"

superheat, and 28. 2G lb. without either vacuum or superheat.

The non-condensing results are excellent in view of the fact that

the turbine was designed entirely for condensing service, and

indicate what may be accomplished under conditions which are

liable to obtain at any time in any power plant owing to loss of

vacuum from accidents to the condenser or other causes. With

the help of the secondary valve, an overload of 44 per cent, was
carried during non-condensing runs, and over 100 per cent, con-

densing.

These results are in relatively close agreement with those ob-

tained from the high pressure cylinder of a 1,250-kw. 2-cyllnder

turbine running non-condensing and tested independently of the

low pressure cylinder. During normal operation of the complete

machine, the receiver pressure appro.Nimates atmospheric at full

load, and the high pressure cylinder may therefore he considered

a non-condensing turbine.

TABLE II.

TEST OF 1,250 KW. STEAM TURBlNk.- BUILT KoK IMKK-
BOROLGH COMPANY. NEW YORK

NON-CONDENSING — HIGH PRESSURE CVLINDHR ONI.V

tiuii of 13.0r> lb. jM-r 1). h. p. hour with 2r. in. vacuum and 140'

-iipcrheal at full loail. At api>roxlinately full load, 28 in. vacuum

mid 150' superheat Ihe steam lonsumption was reduced to 11.0

III These two machines are of the single cylinder typo and

iili'iitlcal in general design with the G.SOO kw. machines now near-

liig completion for large New York and Philadelphia power plantx.

That these excellent economies are not alone obtainable in ma-

.bines of considerable size Is shown by tests conducted by Messrs.

Dean k Main upon a llio-kw. turbine.* With 28 In. vacuum a

steam consumption of 12. bi; lb. per b. h. p. hour was obtained witn

104' superheat, and with 182' suiierheat, 11.17 lb. These results

are shown graphically In KIg. 5. Reduced to a basis of engine

i. h. p. by the method indiiated. this Is equivalent to lO"', lb. per

I. h. p. hour, and Is approximately constant throughout a wide

range of load. Another turbine of the same size (x) was pur-

posely tested under extrfhnely unsuitable conditions: with 125 Ih.

Iiressure, 2A In. va<'uum and no superheat a steam consumption

of 15.41 lb. per h. h. p. hour was observed at full load.

TABLE A.

DATA ON TLKBINE PLANT EQUIPMENT.
WESTINGHOrSE-PARSONS TVR BINES.

A - B = inc. A, exc. B.

rrfssiin'.
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Municipal lighiLng.

Private lighting.

Mine haulage, light and power.

Industrial works and mills.

Copper rolling mills.

Railroad shops.

The total capacity of the forty-six plants is 143,750 kw. or an

average of 3.125 kw. Comparative results are expressed in tho

tables, page 764. both in per cent of total plants and in per cent of

inHuenced the general practice, and averages the higliesi in all

particulars, excepting, perhaps, viiciuim. The valves represent-

ing "second majority" show the general tendency toward higher

operating conditions.

Electric lighting plants, although beneath the average on pres-

sure and superheat, excel in the matter of vacuum.

Power plants also exceed the average in the matter of vacuum.

The second majority pressure is lower than the first, which is

presumably due to ilie fact that steam turliines have been largely

FHi. :—;6o-K\v WESTl.SGHOfSE-PARSONS TURBINE AND GENERA TOI; ERECTED CO.\lPI,ETE
ARE REFERRED I'o IN TABLE I.

RESULTS OF TRSTS UPON THIS UNIT

total capa<-ity under consideration. The latter evidently is of

greatest importance.

In all plants the limits are found to be:

Pressure 125 to 200 lb.

Superheat 0° to 180"

Vacuum 24 to 28 in.

It is evident from these figures that practice in the average plant

is far different from that upon a basis of total capacity—thus the

former indicates no superheat: the latter, 100°.

In the special fields practice dltfers somewhat from that given

above

:

Comparing with the general average, It Is evident from agree-

ment with the latter that electric railway practice has greatly

applied to factory driving in the form of extensions to power

systems already in use, while the majority of lighting and rail-

way plants have been designed with the use of turbines in view.

The comparatively low average va<uiim in railway plants

(2G.5 In.) is due to two important stations now building for

heavy traction. Outside of these a higher vacuum is generally

used.

The Kcuuumics of High Vacua and Superheat.

Much uncertainty seems to exist at the jiresent time concerniiu;'

the relative value of high vacua and superheat. By the term

relative is here meant—not a specific gain in steam consumption

per se, hut the net saving to the power station at the coal pile.

Is high vacuum or superheat essential to economical per-

inoo
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fornmiit'e, and If not. why (-mploy them? The reason In not far

to BPPk: Id Hteam turhlnc work a illatinctly new problem has

arisen In the Hhapr of piiormoiis steam xelocitieH and lorre-

Biionilliigly high siirface an.l peripheral H|iei'ils. If loft iiti('he<'ke<l.

the niiid friction results In miirh lost power and more or lesK

rapid deprerlatlon. In some forms of tiirhlnes. more parlicii

larly the Parsons, these speeds have been redueed through com-
pounding to such a point as to largely rediice the effects of steam
friction. In all forms the loss from this and other sources may
be greatly reduced by employing high vacuum and superheat.

The former permits the low pressure section of the turbine rotor

to move In a more rarlfled atmosphere, and the latter serves to

TABLE B.

TURBINE ll..\Nr EQUIPMENT.
B = inc. A, cxc. B.

Cifiicral Suiltiii;irv

Limits of No. Kw.
. Ilnlal

Sii^ierheal.

Hot Limits nl <ol LimiKol
.ipaL-ily pits caiiacily J.t,,jV^^'"^

l'r^^^^^l^l• <at>t-% >uti«rlieal

-JL

I.IC.HT AND POWKK PL.XNTS.

(itr> l.riKl

J.iKlO 2.110(1

2,(X10 4.(XHI

TlPtRl

Average i

•.'.1(H) I
•.'.•

4,900 29 ;t

9.760 1 68.2

1

72.1

22 4

, 5.4

i:.(i I7-.

17.")-2(

125-li-.0

2U0-I-

16,760

:

1,523

40.1 , KKII.M)
:!7.

I

2.4 to 100
150 -

27 to 28
284-

26 to 27
26-

POWKk PLANTS.
n lo 1.000

1.IMK)-2,(KK)

2.IXIO-3,0tHI

y.000-6,000

Total
Average

14

4
1

J^
20

;

li

7..550 .IS 2
5,750 29.0

2,000 lol
4,500 22.7

19.800

91K).0

.v.)(! i.io.nr.
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(onsumption ai the right. Fig. 6, clearly shows the relative advan-

tages of the last few inches of vacuum. The curve. "Rate of in-

crease per 1 in. of vacuum" shows this still more clearly. With
21 in. vacuum the gain is but 1 per cent, per inch; at 26i... in. it

is 3'm per cent.: and at 28 in., 5'-.. per cent., the last point being,

however, estimated.

DAILY STREET RAILWAY REVIEW. 765

5 per cent per 1 in. in the one case and 3 per cent inload, viz:

the other.

The effect of superheat on economy is as striking as I hat of

vacuum. In Fig. S the steam consumption was reduced 23 per cent

—from 16.45 to 12.6(1 pounds per e. h. p. at full load by raising the

vacuum 3 in. and superheat 140 .

steam ConsumpUOD • Lbs. per E.H.P. Hour

Fig. 7.

A test upon a large Westinghouse-Parsons turbine between 2a

In. and 28 in., shown in Fig. 7. indicates somewhat different char-

acteristics, viz: a proportional relation. This, however, might

3

ss
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Kruiii iheiK curves and otber data un WoellDgbouscParHOiiri

inachiufs It Ik apiiarent that, although wlUf varlationB exiHt, in

round numburs lUU superheat will tnaure au lucrease in econoni.v

of alioiit 10 per cent, and I in. vacuum (between 25 In. ami '^a

In.) 3.fi to 4 per rem. depending somewhat upon the load.

Upon this assumption we may estimate the net saving result-

ing from the use of high varuum. In Table IV. three cases have

been calculated embraolnii; possible or typical I'onditlons ot ser

vice and cost of fuel. A 2,UU0-kw. plant ban been chosen, con-

taining two 1.0f>0-kw. units. By raising the vacuum 2 In.—from

2t> In. to 28 in.—a saving in coal results amounting to 3.5, 2.U and

1.3 tons per day in the three respective cases. The extra cost ot

high vacuum condenser equipment will, however, be about $2

'per kw. capacity or J4,000. Deducting the Interest and deprecia-

tion (12'-.. per lentl on this investment from the fuel savings n

net saving is iletermined whiih represents an interest rate of

115 per cent. 27 per lent and 3 per cent respectively on the in-

creased Investment in high vacuum. The increased power re-

quirements of the new equipment will presumably reduce these

percentages by 1 per cent to ."> per cent according to the price at

which the power is charged, but the estlmales, although largely

tentative, certainly point to high vacuum as au excellent invest-

ment where high plant economy is imperative.

A diagram (shown at the meeting I embodies these relations

graphically , and In aiidiilon covers for earh case a wide range ot

fuel cost. With cbea]) coal there Is evidently a point where the

high vacuum ceases to be a source of economy. This is shown

uuoer the conditions assumed to correspond to coal at 4o cents,

i;: cents, and $1.3t! per ton respectively. On the other hand, the

annual saving in cases 1 and 2 is sufficient to equal the original

cost of the improvement with coal at $3.55 and $5.20 respec-

tively.

TABLE IV.

RKLATIVE I-:CONOMY OK HlC.ll VACUU.M.

I'a , ilie coudeuser auxiliaries are driven from a single steam

cylinder—that of the roUtive air pump. By imilcatiug this cyl-

inder at normal sjiewls the total |>ower iniput was obtained a-!

i;lvcM In Table V.

Tlic results are shown uraphlcally in Klg. II. plotted to station

liiuii Allhou».'h observed in 1. h. p., the results were reduced to a

basis of equality with turbine output in order to obtain commen

.surale percentages. At less than 'i load, the total power con-

sumption was less than 5 per cent, ot the statikn output, and It

pi-ugresslvely ilei-reased to 2Uj per cent at full load. From the

curves it may be inferred that at a load of 80(1 kw., which is the

TABLE V.

TEST OF POWER CON.SL'.Ml'TION OF AUXILIARIES.
CITIZENS* LIGHT, HEAT * POWER COMPANY, JOHNSTOWN, PA.

1 ..
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turned to the boirers. thus not only saving water but the cost

of purifying it and a considerable proportion of the maintenance
cost for cleaning and repairs of the boiler equipment.

It is frequently thoupht that an air pump requires the max-
imum power at the highest vacuum. This is found to be not

both ends beneath the same level of water. A syphon is thus
formed, and it is only necessary to move the circulating water
against the friction of pipes, vnlves and condenser tubes.
A limitation to high vacua of course exists in the temperature

of cooling water, and unless sufficient difference in temperature

7oD

strictly ihe case, but rather that the maximum occurs when
the amount of air to be handled is greatest. Obviously if there
are no air lealvs to lower the condenser vaiuum. the pump
vacuum is equal to that of the condenser, and the pump will

exists between water and steam—20° to 30°—the amount of

cinulating water per pound of steam becomes much greater
than that with normal temperature of, for instance, 70"

V. This of course entails increased power input to pum|).s.

Hiti;Htl!;!liHriit

/ooo /5oo Loa<^ K/Y- 2dol zJbo

rMjiilre no power outHlde of thai to overcome Itx own friction.
Another efTntlve meanit of reducing Ihe power requlremenlH

of a iiurfaip coodenHlni; plant Ik to balance the drculallng
wal»r roliimnx leading to and from the conilenxer by Healing

High water ti'inpcralurc. Iheierore, forms a |)rHillcHl barrici-

to higher va<iia. Hut with ordinary water tempcrntnrc anil a

ilorn-d Bteam lyi le and ciniilnling water syKleni. the power
requlremenlH may be l;ep| iit a low point, as Hhowii In the teala
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at Joliiisldwii. Ill Ihr (iirlilne plant at Klyrla. Ohio, wherp the

clri'iilatinK pumps an' motor driven (Sop FIr. 14). the power

input to the motors at ''i load on the turhloe and 27 In. vaeuum

third, anil Vi in. ahove 28 In.. al.out one-half of the rost at

26 In. These estimates are of coiirse averages and Intendel

to show relative not Bpeeiflc costB.

2e'A

ze>

Z7 \
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a few feet of exhaust piping which may be proportioned as

lilwrally as desired, as no valuable spaie is being taken up.

Thi" is iiraiiirally equivalent to the location of the condenser

PIG. HA—2.000-KW. ELECTRIC RAILWAY TUR BINE PLANT OLEVELA
RAILWAY CO. ELYRIA. OHIO. TWO 1.000-KW. WESTINOHOUSE
OPBRATINO INTERURBAN ELECTRIC R.AtLW.\Y SYSTEM WITH H
MISSION.

directly at the turbine exhaust and obviates the undesirable

features of mounting the turbine directly on top of the con-

denser as has been proposed. A good illustration of this arrange-

ment is offered by the turbine plant at Elyria, Ohio, shown in

Kig. 14, and accompanying views. The cross-hatched areas repre-

sent the sections of the concrete walls constituting the founda-

tion piers. The exhaust extends straight downward into the

condenser which, as shown, is located between the piers. This

vertical exha.ust leg is of sufficient length to accommodate a fluted

copper expansion joint, a free exhaust branch to atmosphere, and

a gate valve.

Following out the ideas previously mentioned a number of

plants with various sized units have been drawn up for the pur-

pose of Indicating the possibilities of compactness in arrange-

ment of condenser and auxiliaries. Three sizes of turbine have

l)een chosen for illustration— viz: 400 kw., 1.000 kw. and 5,500

kw.—four units being Included In each plant as constituting a

typical and desirable arrangement in a modern power station.

In the 4iic>-kw. plant. Fig. Ifi, a central condenser is employed

with rotative li-stage dry air pump and a centrifugal circulating

pump driven by a small high speed steam engine. The sketches

Illustrate the <ounter-current type of condenser, which, however,

is merely incidental and not essential to this arrangement. A
gate valve In each turbine exhaust permits independent control

of eacb unit, and at light loads the circulating water can he

readily decreased in proportion by throttling the pump engine.

A small ce<'lprucating hot well pump returns the condensation

dlre<'tly to the l>oller feed. The vertical loop In the circulating

water outlet pipe serveH to keep the condenser full of water and

the tuben co%-ered at all times.

In the l.ooo-kw. plant. Fig. 17, Independent condensers are

employed, with, however, praitically the same arrangement as

In the gmnller plant, with the exception that a single air pump
KerveH two units. By cross connecting the air piping the two

air pumps may be arrange<l for relay service. Each condenser

is provided with Its own circulating water pump. By locating

the H<-veral condensers alternately at one side or the other of

th" line of i-xhauHl outlets, sufflclent space Is available for with

drawing and replailng condenH<T tubes which would evidently

not be the case if all were located upon the same side.

In the 5.5nii-kw. plant. Fig. 15. concrete piers are employed

supporting the bod plate of the turl>o-generator unit at points

beneath thi» three journals. As before,

the conilcnsers are located directly be-

neath the turbine, whose outlet in this

case, tor convenience and compactness,

is of approximately rectangular cross

section. By placing them at the angle

shown space is left for the removal of

condenser tubes. In plants of this size

concrete lined conduits would presum-

ably be used to convey cooling water

1o and from the condensers.

In all o( these condenser arrange-

ments, an independent alinosplieric ex-

haust outlet with relief valve is pro-

vided for each unit, thus in the case

of loss of vacuum from any sources

the turbines are capable of ((Uitinuing

operation non-condensing. It is also

desirable to employ a fluted copper ex-

pansion joint in the exhaust riser. The
turbine casing is thus relieved of any

strain due to expansion and contrac-

tion of the riser which is of course

firmly supported from beneath by the

condenser. This, however, becomes un-

necessary in the 5,0(i0-kw. equipments

on account of the shorter connection

bclween turbine and condenser.

The following Table (VI,) gives the

general data upon these arrangements:

When plotted in graphical form the

fact is apparent that, although the

greatest relative compactness is found

in the large station, the greatest bene-

fit from the arrangements occurs in the smaller stations.

TABLE VI.

COMPARATIVE DATA ON TURBINE PLANT
ARRANGEMENTS.

ND & SOUTHWESTERN
-PARSONS TURBINES.
IGH TENSION TRANS-

Normal capacity of units Kw.
Number of units
Cajjacity of roc mi Kw.
Size of engine room Ft.

Lcnutli of turbine units (over all)

Width of turbine units (over all)

Height (if turbine units (over all)

Center to center distance between units

\\'idth of passage ways Ft.

Depth of basement
Vacuum In.

Condenser cooling surface Ft.

Condenser cooling surface, per unit Ft.

Condenser cociliiig surface, per kw Ft.

Area of operating room S(|. Ft,

Turbine capacity, persq. ft. of operating
room K w.

Area of engine room, per kw. capacity .

Area of engine room, per F..H.P.capacity

!i.()0

(I.L'77

.207

It Is of Interest to note comparative figures on the five great

New York iiowcr stations:

Area—sq. ft. per kw. capacity.

Power house. Operating floor.

New York ICdIson Co O.iMi 0.573

Metropolitan Ry 1.27 0.635

KIngsbrldge Station 1.40 0.748

Manhattan Railway 2.0G 0.884

Rapid Transit 2.32 1.38

In point of compactness, the New York Bdlson station, although

employing (1,5(10 h. p. vertical 3cyllnder compound engines with

direct connected overhung generators and with condensing etpilp-

ments located between engine foundations, requires over twice

the room nweiisary for the turbine station employing units of

commenHurate size.
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Results of Frai'tlcal Operation.

The soundness of enKtneerlnR JiiilKment In takInK a xtep ho

radical aa the adoption of Hteam tiirhineK in invariably reflecterl

In the inlrleii In thi' station Iok ami the monthly coat aheet. If

fill lora conatltiitinf; the opcrolive co«U. smh as fuel, wages.

siipplleB and repairs, are not always available In segregated form.

Ill many Indiis^trial plants, one boiler equipment furnishes steam

fdi I'lectric power iieneralors in conjunction with steam engine.''

i^i
KJCi ir. TVI'I''A1. rrUMI.N'K I'l.A.N'T ARR.\N<iKM K.ST. FOrR .".SflOK U' I .NITS

opinions were unanimous concerning the several factors com-

prising the true cost of power and such figures were generally

available, it would not be difficult to formulate legitimate con

elusions as to the precise commercial standing of the steam

and special processes. These facts render an accurate analysis

of power costs an extremely difficult it not impossible matter.

In Great Britain, the practice of making public accurate cost

records is much more prevalent than in this country. Results

Ifi TVl'IOAI. Tir.niNE I'l.AM AUUA NCK.MENT K<HR tnO-KW. I'.NITS

lurblne. But data relating to investment and other fixed costs

are not easily obtainable, and in fact not infrequently neglected

altogether in determining the cost of power. Even the various

from a few central stations employing steam turbines have been

collected in Table IX., taken from "The Electrical Times." The

stations are all above 1,000 kw. in capacity; one is non-condens-
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ing. ami oiif part ronJensiug, and the largest—the Newoastle-

onTyne—.ontains both engine and turbine capacity in the pro-

portion of 3 to 4. It is reported that within one year after

installing turbines, the cost of coal was reduced from .96 to .36

cent per kw. hour, and works costs from 1.9ti to .76 cent per kw.

sources, liowever, show the local price of British steam coal to

average fully as high if not higher than the American. The

ngures at least indicate that turbine plants are being operated

at a cost Quite comparable to that of the best of modern steam

plants.

KIO. U —TVl'H'AI. TrUOlNK 1>I..V.NT .XUKANIIEMENT, FOUR 1.000-KW, UNITS.

hour. The average of the eight plants is as follows:

Cost—cts. per kw. hour.

Capacity. Ijtad factor. Coal. Works cost«.

2.546 kw. 13.4 II Sets. 2.36ctS.

Omitting, however, the non-condensing plant and I he two with

Much uncertainty is still expressed concerning the reliability

of the turbine. The following facts niiy be of interest as possibl.v

having some bearing on this point;

A—Raihvpy and light plant; A 4(lllkw. Westinghouse-l'arsons

turbine rsn from April 21Ui. lOo;!. to September lUh. 1!)(M—

TABLE IX.

COST OF POWER IN BRITISH CENTRAL STATIONS EMPLOYING PARSONS STEAM TURBINES.

Tlie Electrical Times Tables."

No. Stations.

I. Newcastle-<in-Tyne.

.

Vcaf Kn*l»-«l

I

I
Vcar
of

Work-

I

"'it-

Dec., l!»f)2.

2. Newcastle and district Dec, I'MG

3. Blackpool

4. Qieltenham

5. Cambridge

«. Harrogate

7. West Bromwich .

.

8. ScarlKirough

i:!th.

i:itli.

Mar./02-;(« itlh.

Mar.,'02-W 7ili.

llth.Dec, V.m.

Mar., '(Ri-'ltl (iili.

Mar., 'OS-'W t'd.

Dec.,liK)2.. itlh.

Average, Nu. 1 Ui 8, inclusive

Average, Nm. 1, 2, 4, (I,
'.

at End |

Vi-ar.

7,250 D.C. & A.C. Conductor

Conductor
or Non-

conductor.

3,200 ! A.C.
I

;i,oso
I

A.C.

1,980 D.C.& A.C

I,.".00 A.C.

l.l.VI

l,OH.'i

J, .Ml.

2,'.Mr,

A. C.

D.I .

A.C.

Part cond

Non<ond.

Conductor

Conductor

Conductor

Conductor

Cotiductoi

No. o(

Units
Sold.

2.058,804

2,169,463

1,287,421

471,510

7fil,l:«i

l,10&,tKI6

431,777

l.uad I

Factor.!

13.98

14. (ill

14.32

14.31

9.;i8

13.16

1.". 96

Cost pkk cnit sold D.
I»RR Kw. HOUR.

13.4

14 4.'

.20

.52

.91

.5.')

.61

.66

.41

.85

.V.I .(87 .28 .22
I

1.18 8.49

,468

— o
O-Ji

.03

.12

.10

.10

.11

.08

.OK

.08

.11

.24

.21

.32

.46

.31

.17

.44

o o

.14

.06

.:«

.27

.29

.81

.17

.24

.48

.94

1.52

1.24

1.47

1.38

.8;)

1.61

< §_

1.82

2.90

3.13

2,83

5.93

3.75

2.02

5.36

.(82 ,23 ,19

exceMlvely low Wiail factor, (he average l)e<-onieH;

Caps<-lty. load fac-tor. Coal. Works comIh.

2.»4« kw. 14.42 .»36ct(i. 1.94cUt.

In the alM>ve report the co»t of coal 1h not Hlated, ami the exait

meaaure of fuel etonomy i-annol, therefore, bo determined Other

605 days- on 24hoiir rullwiiy loud witlicjiil liciiig npciicii lor In-

Hpectlou. Another ran nearly as long. Both steam preBHUie ami

vacuum were low, and the steam was ho wet that at one time

seven barrelH of water collei-led in the uxha-UHt main during ;i

Ki-hoiir run, -unable to be carrle<l over to tho condonser—yet.
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on u recent Inxiifction, no deterioration Ih notlreahle. It hait

frequently been slowed down liy qiiantitleH of water In the

steam. This turbine has carried 15 per cent, overload for fifteen

consecutive hours. It has operated the entire railway and IlKht-

InK system for nine hours without vaiuuni. and has operated

successfully in parallel with another turbine and with conipen

sated field alternators belted to high speed automatic enxtnes.

During erection it slipped from a temporary sta^lnK. fell fi ft.

and landed bottom side up: no Injury has ever resulted..

B—Railway and liRhtlni; plant: Another 4t"i kw. turbine system

ran 375 days. 24 hours each, with but 3 per cent, shutdown, less

than 1 per cent, of which was chargeable to the turbine: the

remainder to vacuum pump, steam pIplnK. etc In this plant the

steam has been extremely wet and contained much foreign

matter carried over from the boilers.

C—Industrial plant, Stamford, Conn.: After eleven months'

continuous operetion of a 4(H)-kw. unit, the original shop oil-

stone marks on the bearings were plainly visible. This turbine

WHS out of commission 52 hours or ".7 per cent, of the running

lime. Repairs comprised the relining of the governor throttle

valve chest and the renewal of an oil disk.

II— Light and power station, Newcastle-onTyne. England:

:t.|p00kw. capacity— 75 to 500-kw. units. After 11 years of service

for the greater part of the turbine equipment, the cost of repairs

III the Korth Station averaged, up to 1903, .225 cts. per kw. hour

output.

These facts would seem to command respal for the turbine

as a machine of wide application, ruggeil and permanent In con-

struction, responsive to excessive and sudden demands, pecu-

liarly suited for parallel operation tmder the most difficult rir-

c'limstances, and capable of yielding lomnienlal results under

extremely unsuitable conditions. It is not, however, in the

makeshift plants that the turbine can do Its best work.

Formerly, the turbine has. In many cases, been designed to

accommodate existing conditions In the plant. Today the re-

verse Is true. The plant Is now being designe<l for the turbine,

ran live consecutive hoiir.s at 50 per cent, overload. During the

winter it runs non-condensing part of the day. supplying 32,500

sq. ft. of heating surface.

D—Industrial plant, Akron, Ohio: One 400-kw. and one 750-

kw. turbine operate in parallel, with the greatest ease, with two
500kw. and one 150-kw. direct connected corliss engine units

upon a widely fluctuating factory load, due to ele<-trlc motors,

many of which are of 100 to 300-h. p. capacity. The turbines

exert an important corrective influence over the regulation of

the entire plant.

E—Electric light and power plant. Hartford, Conn.: A 1.500-

kw. unit has been started cold and load applied in seven minutes.

It has carried a load of 2,200 kw. for 30 consecutive hours. It

operates regularly in parallel over a high tension transmission

line with a water power station 11 miles distant.

F—Railway plant. Elyria. Ohio: A 1,000-kw. unit has carried

a load of l,(i75 kw.. and operates 21 hours daily on a railway

load frequently fluctualing from 100 to 3.000 amperes in two or

three minutes. It operates in parallel with another unit of

the same size, supplies some power for lighting, and has more
than halved the cost of coal per itw. hour of the engine station.

G—Electric light and power station. Newcaslle-on-Tyne. Eng
land: No. 10 turbine installed in the Neptune Bank station made
the following record, as shown by the station log: Out of 7.512

hours run—from December. 1901, to December, 1903—the turbine

and the more universal this pracli<c becomes, the more marked

will be the influence of the turbine on present and future power

station economics.

Mr. B. F. Stewart, sales manager of the McGuire-Cummiugs

.Manufacturing Co., whose friends in the trade are legion, has been

in charge of the company's Buffalo office several months and re-

ports a very excellent business in the East. During the conven-

tion Mr. Stewart may be found at the company's exhibit in the

Transportation Building.

One of the neatest souvenirs seen at the convention thus far

is a chain watch guard and charm which Mr. John C. Dolph, man-

ager of the insulating varnish department of the Standard Var-

nish Works, is presenting to friends.

Mr. G. M. Gest. the subway contractor, whose comprehensive ex-

hibit may be fo\md in the court of the Electricity Building, is as-

sisted in exploiting his products by Mr. W. T. Jackson, of the Cin-

cinnati office.

From all accounts the local entertainment committee made
no mistake in choosing the si>ectacle "ljt)uisiana" at Music Hall

as the attraction for the delegates and friends to view last

evening. The occasion was unanimously declared an unqualified

success.
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LIVE STEAM PIPING: WHAT CONSTITUTES GOOD
DESIGN AND WHAT SHOULD BE AVOIDED.

nV CHARLES K. STEABNS, BOSTON, MASS.

Withouc iDtendiDg to detract from the importance of exhaust

steam or drain piping or piping for heating purposes, which must
l>e installed in the modern power station under the general head of

steam piping, let us attempt to briefly- cover the subject of live

steam piping.

A few of the principles underlying good design are;

1. The steam should be carried from the boilers to the engines

by the shortest practical route.

2. An ample supply at the engine must be provided.

3. Undue losses in pressure and excessive velocities should be

avoided.

4. Provision must be made for expansion and contraction.

5. Suitable supports and anchoring are necessary to avoid vi-

brations.

li. The system should be thoroughly drained and the condensa-

tion returned to the boilers.

7. Proper joints and paclving must be used.

8. The valves should be selected and located with care, using

all that are required to carry out the intention of the design,

but avoiding all unnecessary valves.

9. The whole should be divided into units or the elements of

the system duplicated as far as practicable or consistent with the

service demanded from the station.

10. Separate headers for the auxiliaries should be used.

11. The piping should be thoroughly covered.

12. The designer should not economize in the "vital" part of

the power plant.

13. There should be accurate drawings and carefully worded

specifications and these should be followed.

14. The engineer should not be blamed for results when the

owner orders apparently unnecessary parts omitted in order to re-

duce first cost.

Nearly all modern power plants are designed along two gen

eral lines. Engines and boilers are placed bacli to back with

fire wall between, or engine room and boiler rooms are side by

side. The principle stated in No. 1 favors the former arrange-

ment, where the shoriest practical route is from boiler to main
header (which is preferably placed in boiler room), and thence

rising, or dropping to engine throttle valve.

Locating the main header in the boiler room may avoid serious

injury to the engines and electrical apparatus in case of accident

to the header, thereby allowing the plant to continue in operation

after closing the valves necessary to isolate the damaged portions

of the header. The shortest route also means the least amount of

I'ondensation and loss in pressure.

The most powerful fire engines are worthless at a serious con-

flagration unless ample water supply is furnished; the same is

true of the best designed modern en.gines. unless an ample steam

supply is at hand as lalled for by the second requirement and

following closely is the third where we wish to avoid loss and

excessive velocities. A good piping design will provide ample

sizes of pipes from the boiler and establish the proper ratio of

volume between the main header and engine cylinders.

The writer knows of a case not many miles from Boston where

Iti-ln. brick walls forming the corner walls of a mill were demol-

ished by a 12-ln. steam main passing through In whiih the ex-

pansion had not been properly cared for, and this may be cited

lo emphasi/.f how necessary It is to provide for expansion and

contraction In steam piping. This Is nsually rione by using easy

bends In the piping, from boilers to headers or from header to

'•ngine, or in both, and the local conditions determine whether

they are In horizontal or vertical planes.

Pipes not Hiiilably anchored and supported are as badly de

Higued as those in which no allowam f Ih made for expansion.

The proper anchoring and supporting of large steam mains in

worthy of careful thought and many times calls for quite a little

nglneerlng to secure the desired remiltK, allowing the syHlem to

xpand In the proper directions easily, and avoiding at Ihc same
time vibrations; provisions for expansion, anchoring and sup-

iwrting, all are so InlerminKlod that the neglect of one will often

ruin (he gcHid iiolnis of the olhers.

The system should be thoroughly drained, but what a multi-

tude of sins the drain piping is made to cover; unnecessary water
pockets, valves so located that condensation collects at that point,

or pipes not properly pitched, all look to the drip system for cure.

Using the shortest route for the steam reduces the condensa-

tion, but in the best design there will lie some condensation which
must be provided for, and the best possible arrangement of drain

is none too good, for water carried along by steam under high
velocity if allowed to collect has many chances of causing dam-
age, not only to the piping system because of changes in direc-

tion through elbows or tees, but may even wreck the engine.

The header section should be drained independently to provide

for the cutting out of one or more sections.

The pipes should be pitched so that condensation will tend to

flow in the same dirtction as the steam and never opposite to it,

unless excessively large sizes of pipe are used or c ouditions com-
pel. Connections should always rise from the lops of mains, etc.,

when possible, to avoid pockets. Sometimes in a long run at

different levels, pockets are required, but they must be thor-

oughly drained.

When possible, as on receivers, large traps, etc., a water glass

should he provided to enable the operator to see when excessive

amounts of water are collecting, and return all possible to tho

boilers.

There arc many types of joints, flanges and kinds of packing,

but there are few good ones. Therefore, one should not econ-

omize at the joints, but having decided properly, the best joint,

packing, etc., insist upon having the kind ordered. All bolts

must be long enough to have full threads in the nuts. Re-drill-

ing of flanges under any conditions should not be allowed.

Only the best of makes of valves are good enough, and no
.straight way globes should be placed in the main lines. Rising

spindles should be on all important valves, so a glance tells

whether the valve is open or shut. Large valves. Bin. or over,

should have by-pass. The valves necessary to secure the desired

results should be used but the line should not be crowded with
valves that "might come in handy."

SoniPtimps an extra valve will be a saving and more than pay
its cost; for example, if the pipes feeding the boiler pump are

approximately I'/i-in. to 2-in. a small %-m. pipe with globe valve,

bypassed around the throttle valve, will, after starting, be ample
to run the pump at the required speed and be better than wire

drawing through the large valve only partially open.

There are many opinions for and against the duplicate pipe

system, while nearly all believe in sub-dividing into units. It

sub-dividing into units is good, why is not a duplicate system
also good, when sub-dividing is not possible. It <annot be said

that all plants require duplicate mains, neither can it be said all

l)lants should not have a duplicate s.vstcm. The hours of service

whether intermittent or continuous govern this somewhat, but

from a general view a modern electric power station should have
some method of preventing a "shut down" whether by ilnplicate

main or sub-divided units.

A separate header should be used lor auxiliaries, especially in

large stations, thus keeping the main header for the engine and
insuring a more nearly unifortu velocity of steam In tb(' header.

The auxiliary header being much smaller Is more easily luranged

for tapping to i-midensers. pumps beat lug system, air piping sys-

tem, etc.

The losses occurring in unprotcilcd steam pi|)iiig I'l-oin con-

densation are so well determined that any well designed station re-

quires the best grade of covering for live steam piping, valves,

etc.. but It should not be applied until ail Joints are proved light

to the entire satisfaction of the engineer. The thickness and
details as to |)lastlc parts, valve bodies or bonnets, painting bands,

etc.. should all be specified.

The competent designing engineer, after examining carefully

Into the rcquiremi'nts as lo continuity of service, future expan-

sion and tb<' bundreil and one details that go to make up a flrst

class mo<lern station will not specify unnecessary piping, blanked

nttings, valves, etc.. but while avoiding costly "8pe<lar' work,

should lall for the full and complete design, to operate not only

In the routine method but under i'niergen<y londlllons, and will

not economize in flrst cost In the vital |)olnlH In qiiestioti.

To this i>nd aicuraie drawings shoulil bi.' made, showing the

r'xnil loialluti III ••Hcli part, not only In regard to the one at
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tarlieil lint to adJoiniiiK roiindations. walls, floor beams and pla"

\ng valves where tliov are aocegslble and ran be operated with-

out Inlerfi'renoe with other Btrtictural portions, also showing

drips and traps, wliero their level can l>e determined, and these

plans toiiether with .arefiilly worded speilfliatlons should leave

nothing for the i-ontraitor to Kues-s at. when the Installation of

the plant lieglns. Care In locatinR renter lines from a fixed point

oftentimes saves miuh annoyance for two brick walls, say I'M ft

In length. formInK two sides of a station supposed to be parallel

will vary from 'jIn. to Mn. or more If measured at different

points in the length.

A heailer located from the wall and other plplnB located from

another point miKht cause serious delays to the contractor by not

meeting properly. The best way is to establish two permanent

center lines at right angles to each other while the foundations

are building, and have ail parties work from the established

lines: the engine, electrical, piping and other lontractors' work

will all conform each to the other, assuming, of (ourse. that care

Is taken In measuring from the reference lines.

The wording of a specification <-an be such as to cause no end

of trouble or it can be such as to l)e understood alike by all par-

ties. Specifications should be explicit yet simple in their phrase

ology. showing to the reader what was In the niiud of the writer,

protecting the owner and fair to the contractor: and while lit)

one invites legal settlement they should be so worded as to be

susceptible of legal interpretation. A single example may suffice

—the word "guarantee" is very commonly used In specifications,

as "The contractor shall guarantee the material to be free from

all defects, etc." This should read, "guarantee the material to

be free from all defects and covenant to make good any such de-

fects which may arise within" a stated period.

Results are expected from a well designed system of engines,

boiler, piping, condensers, pumps, etc.. and on the results to be

obtained depends the design of the various parts each being a part

of the means to the desired end. Therefore, after employing h

competent engineer, and having him give careful study to the prob

lems involved, executing drawings and specifications the owner

should not omit certain parts which may appear as if they would

not affect the working of the system as a whole, and then blame

the engineer for a failure to reach maximum economy in opera-

tion or keeping the service constant.

The apparently useless part of a well designed steam piping

system, may in an emergency arising from act-ideTit. be the one

part needed to complete the cycle of operations.

The writer has only briefly outlined a few of the more Important

principles of good steam pipe design, but each division is capable

of being sub-divided, and the interdependence of the parts should

have careful study. It is believed that no engineer who has de-

signed and erected a first class power station, but will acknowl

edge that there are parts he would improve in the next design.

ALLIS-CHALMERS- BULLOCK.

The Allis-Chalmers-Bullock interests have large exhibits in the

Machinery Building, the Palace of Electricity and the Mines and

Metallurgy Building. The largest exhibit is in Machinery HaKi.

the main feature of the exhibit iteing a .5,WU-h. p. generating unit

comprising an Allis-Chalmers combined vertical and horizontal

condensing engine direct connected to a Bullock electric genera-

tor. This unit supplies current for 1211.000 incandescent lamps

used for the decorative lighting of the principal Exposition build-

ings, the Cascades and lagoons, and the grounds.

The engine is the largest of its type ever built and is capable of

developing 8.000 h. p. Its dimensions are as follows: Height

above floor. 39 ft. 2 In.; diameter of flywheel. 2.5 ft.; weight of fly

wheel, 300.000 lb.: diameter of shaft | hollow forged 1, 37 in.;

weight of shaft. Cl.OOo lb.; weight of crank. ;12.000 lb.; weight of

revolving parts together. 514.400 lb.; diameter of high pressure

cylinder. 44 in.; diameter of low pressure cylinder, 94 in.; diam-

eter of exhaust pipe, 3C in.; main bearings, 34xBO in. B. & S.

type: outer bearings, 32x48 in. B.. and S. type. The stroke is CO

in.; steam pressure, 150 lb.

The low pressure cylinder is vertical with side pipe construction.

The valves are in the heads and double ported, the heads being

single ported. The high pressure cylinder is horizontal, the

valves being in the cylinder, and valves and cylinder are double

l>orte<l The glide has a foot under It which rests on a heavy

founiiation plate; the slide Ik liolted at the front or crank end to

the bedplate and low pressure frame and the foot Is bolted to

the foundation plate. The foundation plate is 23 ft. 3^4 in. long,

;t ft :!'... in. wide ami 12 in deep, extending from under the bed-

plan- to which II is fastene.i to the end of the foundation, sup-

porting the high pressure slide and cylinder and the brackets for

hlgli pressure carrier arms and regulator.

The valve gears of both cylinders are designed for long range

cut-off under control of the regulator. The steam valves of the

high and low pressure cylinders are driven from one eccentric

and the exhaust valves of both cylinders are driven from one

eccentric. The regulator Is the Allls-Chalmers extra heavy

weighted type, equipped with electric and hand synchronizers,

hand lever for adjusting cut-off in low pressure cylinder and belt

rider safety stop.

The Bullock generator is rated at 3,i)00 kw. and generates 6,600

volt. 25-cycle. three-phase current; the speed Is 75 r. p. m. The

unit carries the full lighting load of 3,500 kw.

On both sides of the big unit the Allis-Chalmers Co. has fitted

up a large space for reception purposes, where in addition to

comfortable chairs, desks, writing materials, etc., messengers arc

in waiting to carry out commissions for guests. There is a ma-

tron on band. also, to care for the comfort of lady visitors.

TROLLEY TO BE OBSOLETE.

Some six years ago one of the great Sunday dailies devoted

several pages to the popular description of a magnetic railway.

July. 1902. the same device again got into the press dispatches

in the following language:

Small electromagnets, imbedded between the rails of the track,

are used to pull the cars. The electromagnets form one-halt of

the motor and are placed in the ground in a line half way be-

tween the tracks. The other part, the armature, is attached

lengthwise to the bottom of the car. It is a long Iron bar, cut

up into feet and so attached that the ends ordinarily are within

an inch of the top of the magnet boxes. But the primary differ-

ence between the new system and the trolley car motor Is that the

new car is not propelled by the friction of the wheels with the

track, but by the invisible force of magnetism.

Each magnet is connected with main feed wires, heavily insu-

lated, and bringing electricity from the power house. But when
the car is not running over them the magnets are not magnetic.

In other words, they are not in the circuit except when the car

comes over them.

Arrangements of the magnets, according to polarity, first a

north or positive, and then a south or negative, is the scheme for

attracting the car and making it run smoothly. In the car. on

the other hand, by the use of a small storage battery, the polarity

of the feet of the armature is controlled.

The operator of the car can. with one simple movement of his

lever, stop it pr reterse the movement instead.

CHEAP AND SPEEDY.
The great saving which the inventor claims is in the amount of

electricity required. He says seventy-five amperes will suffice

for forty cars, while with the present trolley system seventy-flve

amperes are required for one car. It is also claimed that the cars

can be run faster than trolley cars, because they are always un-

der perfect control.

A 10-ft. model car. accommodating six persons, was manipu-

lated successfully in the trial on a track 180 ft. long.

• » »
The Crane Co.. of Chicago, has issued an eight-page booklet

describing and illustreling its exhibit at the Exposition, qnd

announcing that at rooms 213-15 Frisco Building, corner of Olive

and 9th Sts.. the company has established a bureau of informa-

tion and offices for the convenience of customers and friends.

The company has also issued a four-page folder, illustrated,

treating of Crane renewable seat and disk globe and angle valves,

and renewable seat and wedge straightway valves for high pres-

sure service; also Crane selfpacking radiator valves and self-

packing globe and angle valves.

Mr. F. L. Markham, southern representative of the J. G. Brill

^o.. is attending the convention.
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Presiiiem Ely called the meeting to order at lii;2(i oilocU. and

announced lliat the first order of business would be the report of

the secretar.v and treasurer.

SECRETARY PENINGTON S REPORT.

The new members joining between .\ug. 24. 1H03. and Sept. 20.

1904, were:

Cedar Rapids, la.—Cedar Kapids & Iowa City Railway & l.ighi

Co.

Ft. Worth. Tex.—Northern Texas Traction Co.

I.a Salic. 111.—Illinois Valley Traction Co.

Levis. Canada—Levis County Railway Co.

Louis-ville. Ky.—Louisville & Eastern Railroad Co.

Newark. .N. J.—Public Service Corporation of New Jersey.

Portland. Ore.—Oregon Water Power & Light Co.

San Uiego. Cal.—San Diego Electric Railway Co.

Steubenville. Ohio—Steubenville Traction & Light Co.

Aug. 24. 1903, there were 2o« member companies; 9 new mem-

bers have been added and 19 lost by suspension or withdrawal,

leaving the membership Sept. 20. 1904. at 196.

The financial statement showed a balance on hand Aug. 22, 1903.

or |10,33S.69: receipts to Sept. 20, 1904, of $6,867.05; expenses to

Sept. 20, 1904. of $9,559.18; and a balance on hand Sept. 20, 1904,

of $7.«46.5t;.

On motion of Mr. Mailloux the .report was accepted and ordercil

to be published in the minutes.

An invitation from the Railway Signaling Club, inviting th«>

members to attend its sessions, was read; also an invitation from

the Street Railway Accountants" As80<iation of America, inviting

the delegate; to Inspect the blanks and records which were dis-

played in the hall, being the collection of exhibits which the A<-

<ount2nts' Association had compiled.

The East St. Louis Suburban Railway Co. of East St. I^uls

Invited the members of the asso<iation to use its lines on th^-

bridgri and In Illinois, th- badge being suffiiient identification.

The various Invitations above named were accepted, with

thanks.

Mr, Bean said that In connection with the postponement of tli'-

resolution yesterday—referring to the publication, of the pro-

ceedingH by the press, he wished to offer the following resolution:

"Robolved: That the last paragraph of the resolution In rela

lation to the censorship of the prweedlngs as recorded on pages

237 and 238 of the Proceedings of the 22d Annual Meeting of

the Ameriian Street Railway Association \>e amended by substi-

tuting for the word 'proceedings' the words verbal reports ol

dUcUHsiun."

Mr. L. E. Myers said that he had discussed the matter with Mr

Royse, the editor of the "Street Railway Review." and had read

a <opy of the "Dally Street Railway Review," published on Thiirs

dty morning, and noticed the proposed change In the report of

yesterday's pro<eedlngs, and believing the resolution offered

would give the meeting what was desired, he seconded the re«o'.u-

lion of .Mr. Mean.

.Mr. Mean's resolution was carried unanimously.

The resolullon of the executive c'imnilttee relating to the

bringing cluMer together cif the various organlzatliins engaged

In Mtnet railway work was lh<-n r<-ad. and .Mr. Hcan moved

its adoplldii.

.Mr. C. O. .Mailloux. of New York, thought II would be wlsi^

lo have wmie JlKcusslon of the matter, so that some Idea might

iK- had from the meinlxTs of Iheir views regarding the matter

at to the mauucr in which tlic altiliation oC what might be called

ihi' subsidiary departments of the organization might be ar-

ranged. He thought i( wise lo givo the matter some thouglit,

because he looked willi a cerlaiu feeling of apprehension at

the Increasing number ol section or auxiliary associations, as

cvenlually there miglii ln' but little work left tor the parent

association lo perlurni. 11. fell that the framing of the pro-

visions which are to govern the relations between these sec-

tions should be done with a great deal of care. His own view

ol the matter was that be would like to see some system of con-

trol by the central body, the American Street Railway Associa-

tion. If wi> look closer into the organization of many other

societies we will find in many cases that they are organized

with a central body and having different sections. 11 occurred

to him that some such arrangement might be made in this case.

There might be a sort of holding corporation, which would have

the general control. Then there could be sections a, b. c, or 1,

2, 3, having as its subtitles names such as now selected'. The

American Street Railway Association should have a closer re-

lation to these sections than it seemed to him it was going to

have if things continued as they were at present He could

see. he thought, that if the relation between the parent asso-

ciation and the subsidiary associations was not a closer one,

and subject to a closer supervision of the central body, the

formation of the auxiliary bodies might increase in number

to such an extent as lo seriously hamper the effectiveness of

the parent association. Hence he thought that a system of a

central body, in which the other associations would become sec-

tions, should be carefully considered by the executive com-

mittee. He thought there should be, for instance, some sort

of an arrangement whereby a company belonging to the Ameri-

can Street Railway Association should be able to partake, to

some extent, even without paying the entire of amount of dues

which would have to be paid to become a member ot all of

them, of the benefits of the others. The very fact that it is

proposed to bring as members of the executive committee the

officers of the other associations indicates that some privileges

are being given them for which some corresponding advantage

should be given to the American Association. He believed tho

matter should be so arranged that It would not appear so much

as it appears now that there are three or four, and perhaps

will be five or six different organizations. They should all

really be a l>art of a central organization.

Mr. Hean said he believed the executive committee when it

came to consider the matter would view it in all its bearings and

make the best possible arrangement for the good of all.

The rescdvilion ivas ado[)ted.

The President stated the next business of the meeting would

be the reception of the report of the Committee on Rules. The

report was presen'.cd by Mr W. E. Harrington, for the com-

mit lee.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RULES FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OF CONDUCTORS AND

MOTORMEN.

The arrangemenl anil numbering of tlw.^ rules in llie staiulaul

code does .not permit of Inserting such special rules, as might

be required by the various companies, In their proper places

under the different headings. In order, to overcome this dltfi-

ciilly, a rearrangement of the standard <iodo has boon made and

rhe rules numbered under llirce seimrale heads, viz:

Ci'ncrai Uiilcs. I to Hm, IiuIuhIvi'.
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RulOB for ConUiKloro 101 to 2UU, IncluBivc

Rules for Motormen. 201 to 300, Inclusive.

Rules, additional to those contained In Hiandard code, can

now be numbered ami given tbclr place, following the HtanJard

niles. uniler their proper hi-adhiKs. Where local condlllona will

not permit or the ubc of certain of the mien In the utandard

code, they may be omitted, the number thus left vacant Hhould

not, however, bo used lor any other nile but lie left blank, thus

I)re8ervinK the Integrity of each Htandard rule under lt« own

number. Such additions to any of the Htandard rules as may

be necessary, can be mn.le by Hilding sections to the rule, using

a suffix letter, as for example: "2a," "2b." etc.

It Is Intended thai the Interurbau rules shall be used In con-

nection with those contained in the standard code. The num-

erous accidents occurring of late, in connection with the opera-

tion of interurbau railways, have suggested to the minds of

the committee the necessity lor many of the rules contained

In this reixjrt.

The efforts of this committee were directed toward making

the inlerurban rules conform, as nearly as conditions would

permit, with the standards adopted by the American Railway

Assooiation. the diagrams, descriptive of hand, flag and lamp

signals, being the same as those appearing in the standard code

In use by steam railroads. The diagrams of the train signals

necessarily vao' from their standards to a degree, although the

colors are used.

In the rearrangement of the standard code, certain rules were

omittej to avoid repetition, and certain other rules, which

seeme<l necessaiT. were added thereto.

This committee held one meeting jointly with the Standard

Rules committee of the New York State Street Railway Asso-

ciation, at which meeting there was a representative of the

Board of Railroad Commissioners of the State of New York,

who ably assisted the Committee by making suggestions. The
rules, as they now appear, were adopted by the Street Railway

Association of the State of New York at their annual convention

in Utica, September 13th. and they are herewith submitted

for your consideration, with the recommendation that the Com-

mittee on Rules be continued, and that members of the Asso-

ciation be urged to communicate with the Committee, giving it

the benefit of suggestions as to additional rules or changes

in the Standard Code as herewith recommended.

E. G. Connette.

\V. S. Harrington.

T. E. Mitten,

Robert McCuUoch.
John J. Stanley.

(Some editorial comment on these rules will be found in the

"Daily Review" for Oct. 11, 1904, at page 703.)

On motion the report of the committee was adopted.

The following resolution was ottered by Mr. Vreeland:

Resolved, That the President of this Association be, and he

is hereby, authorized and empowered to appoint a special com-

mittee to be known as the Membership Committee of the Ameri-

can Street Railway Association, of which the jiresldent of the

Association shall be chairman, ex-offlcio. Such committee to

consist of nine members, three of whom may be representatives

of the technical press, and may or may not be members of this

Association. The duty of such committee shall be to endeavor

to increase the membership of the Association.

Mr. Mailloux moved the adoption of the resolution.

Mr. Vreeland stated there were at the present time something

over 600 street railroad companies operating throughout the

territory covered by the Association, independent companies.

of which number 19G are members ot the Association. The
idea in ap|)ointing this committee was to have representative

committee of the leading railroad men of the country to pre-

pare circulars and enter into general correspondence with rail-

roads which were not members, and to use their personal in-

fluence with the managers ot street railroads, with whom they

were acquainted, to have them become members of the asso-

ciation. He thought this was particularly desirable at this time,

as a certain percentage of Increase in the membership ot the

association, with the present dues, would care for the general

running expenses of the organization and leave the reserve fund

of the association Intact, which probably could not bo done

with the membership standing stationary as at present. The

idea of the resolution was to nuike a concerted and vigorous

effort to Increase tin- nii-mlxrshiu of the association.
i

The resoluUon wua unanimously adopted, i

The President announced the next business to be the reading

111 the papers.

The paper on "Steam Turbines." by Mr. Richard H. Rice, was

then presented by Mr. Rice. This will be found on imge 790.

In the discussion which followed. Mr. W. H. Abbott, of Cleve-

land, asked Mr. Rbe to give a further description ot the high

speed commutators, and whether they run in oil or are sub-

merged.

Mr. Rice replied thai the commutators run dry, with lubri-

cated brushes, and the commutator bars are well-supiK)rte<l by

nickel steel rings shrunk on to the outside over the insulation.

The commutator bars of the larger size are turned oft in place

alter the shaft is put In the bearings.

.Mr. Abbott inquired If they were carbon brushes, to which

Mr. Rice replied they were.

Mr. C. O. .Mailloux. ot New York, said that he would be glad

to give the delegates the results of some observations which

he had made In an extended tour in Europe last summer in

which the investigation of steam turbines under various con-

ditions was one of the principal objects he had in view. He was

luider the impression at the outset that steam turbines were

not very suitable for use in driving direct current generators,

but. he was pleased to say he had seen numerous instances of

direct current dynamos which are being driven at rather high

spee<ls in Europe. The largest unit he had seen was 250 kw.

running at 2,500 turns. He had seen several small sizes run-

ning at 3,000 and 4,000 turns. There seemed to be

no difficulty, at least no difficulty which is not likely

to be overcome, in the operation of such machines.

The brushes • are generally carbon, although in some
cases he had seen metal brushes ot the Boudreaux type used

with satisfaction. The tendency, however, is to prefer .carbon

brushes wherever they can be used because the Boudreaux

brush requires a much better electrical design that the carbon

brush in order to get sparkless and suitable commutation. The
general practice is to make the commutator very strong, using

nickel steel bands around it. or similar bands of very ample

proportions. He had heard ot but a few cases where sparking

had given trouble and it had been due in nearly every instance

to unbalancing; where the armature is not properly balanced

there is a slight chattering, which, though not visible to the

eye, is yet sufficient to keep the brushes dancing on the com-

mutator and it soon becomes rough and gives trouble. He
was glad to see a line of small turbines developed in this coun-

try as they have already been developed in Euroiie. He had

ordered two small turbines in Europe for direct current work,

ot 15 kw. each, because he was not then satisfied he could

get in this country direct driven turbines that would answer
the purpose. He was glad to see the General Electric Co.

developing a line of small turbines that can be driven direct.

He meant by that turbines which do not require gears. He
had had some experience with small turbines in which the

speed is reduced through a gear, but found while they did the

work, they are necessarily more delicate and not so satis-

factory as one which does away with the gear. One of the

uses to which small turbines are being put in Europe is that

of driving pumps for boiler teed. He knew of several instances

where direct driven centrifugal pumps working under high pres-

sures are being used very successfully indeed as boiler feed

pumps. They have great advantages, because they have no
reciprocating motion; the feed is absolutely steady. In cases

where the exhaust steam is used for feed water heating, it will

be realized that the economy of the system is not of great im-

liortance, so that while it is in the abstract desirable to have
a small turbine unit, which gives as high an economy as pos-

sible, yet for many applications, such as for auxiliaries in a

l)ower station, in many cases it would be rather desirable to

have the auxilliarles cnnsume a great deal of steam than the
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reversi'. luiaiise iu mauy luoderu iKjwor slatioii!> tmlay it is

becoming a problem lo bo able to get sufflolent feed water with-

out using live steam and without using economizers, which

many of us are not inclined to favor.

.Mr. Abboli inquired if Mr. Mailloux had found that there was
any great <langor from water in the steam in using the tur-

l>ine—water carried with the steam, even if the steam may
be superheated.

Mr. Mailloux said he had heard of no cases of such trouble.

although he had seen cases where turbines were operated at

very low pressure. He visited one installation in a mine where

a 25i>-kw. turbine is operated from the exhaust steam of hoist-

ing engine, which steam was collected in a device called a

steam accumulator, so that the work pressure of a few pounds

is available, as accumulated at the turbine. The turbine is

run con.lensing. and enough jmwer can be obtained from the

exhaust of a 1500 h. p. engine by the low pressure turbine to

drive a 250 kw. turbine. The steam is naturally not vety dry,

and although the plan' had been running for some two years,

there was no record of any difficulty whatever. He had heard

of no trouble being experienced with steam turbines from water.

He could hardly understand how water would be present in

superheated steam, because the idea of superheat itself would
imply that there cannot be any water there, because any
water would become saturated steam at the expense of suiier-

heat.

Mr. S. .M. Hopkins. Columbus, said that in Columbus, Ohio, b

500 kw. turbine was installed and had to be started up tem-

porarily to lake steam from a long line. They used superheat,

and therefore no provision was made to drain the lines, depend-

ing upon superheat to take up such londensation as would occur

In the line. The turbine was conneiied practically on the end of

the line, and also a General Electric exciter engine, the turbine

spoken of l)einK used priiuipally for lighting work. They would
find a large amount of water condensed in the pipe, not being

draine<l properly; in fact, it was almost impossible to start the

exciter engine. They never had any trouble after starting the

turbine up with a large amount of water going through. They
used high pressure, and for that reason feared the result on an
air pump, which handled both air and water, and in starting high

pressure you can see large gulps of water come out of the exhaust

without any apparent injury or jarring of the turbine in run-

ning.

The speaker further said that in the last six months he had done

some practical work on two .^Oli-kw. turbines, Installed in a steam

stEtion and taking steam from the steam boilers, and practically

under the same conditions were two Grcen-Wheelock tandem en-

gines, with a lylinder ratio of <j to 1, connected to two 500-kw.

rtlre<t conneiied generators. In order to get at the real compara
tlve commercial value of an engine unit of similar size, working
under the same conditions of superheat as the turbine, they made
quite exhaustive tests, and went so far, liolh machines operatiUK

under commercial load, as to figure out the thermal efficiency and

the B. t. u. per electrical horse power, as that was what was really

desired after all. He was much surprised to disiover that the

Green-Wheelock engine showed a higher efficiency, or used less

B. t. 11. 's |>er f. h. p. on the board than did the turbine. These

tests were made under one-ihirri load, half-load, full load, and

fifty per cent over load, and after comparing the tests, and taking

the whole proposition into consideration, he considered that the

turbine showed itself to be a superior generating unit. They
were dirwted especially lo make these tests, as all guarantees on

turbines are based on steam consumption for the turbine alone,

and also certain guarantees as to certain degrees of superheat.

Kerognlzlng that superheat costs money, the question arose as to

applying that superheat to an engine and to the turbine, anil

whether It would not lie of equal value to the engine as lo the tur-

bine. They found It even more so. If anything, although, on the

other hand, they found a great deal of trouble In lubricating the

cylinders on the engine. II has Ix-en running for some months

with an average of 75 degrws lo 100 degrees of superheat on the

engine, and they still have trouble In lubricating the high press-

ure cylinders, but the e<'onomy of the superheat with the engines

i* quite as merked as with the steam turbine, and their con-

cluslonit were. In purchasing apparni us Ihey shoulrl not lie mlsle<l

by guarantees as to the additional superheat. The speaker thought

that the superheat costs practically as much as can be got in econ-

omy in steam coming from the turbine. The tests were made in

their own shops, under their own supervision and they were pretty

sure of them.

Mr. W. H. AblKJtt of Clevelaiul remarked, in reply to Mr. Mail-

loux iu regard to water in superheated steam that they are operat-

ing two l.SiiO-kw. turbines with from ."iO degrees to 100 degrees of

superheat, and in a number of cases they had water present in the

steam; whether it is present always in a small degree he did not

know, yet there are times when the water comes there in more or

less great (luantities. although the thermometer will be regis-

tering superheat all the time. Of course, the thermometer is more
or less lagging in its readings, but result of their experiments and
experiemes would indicate that they could have and do have, fre-

quently, water in fairly large quantities present in the steam pipe

with a high degree of superheat.

Mr. Hopkins added that the plant he had referred to was
originally designed not to have separators on the steam line of

the engines, but having experienced the trouble which had been

mentioned, they were compelled to add separators on all the en-

gines, although they had 100 degrees of superheat. They find that

they get water in the engines almost as badly as with saturated

steam.

Mr. Mailloux remarked that explained the difficulty^simply

water entrained mechanicallj—and that the cause of it was a de-

fect in the design of the piping or boilers, or in the operation of

both, and that it could be remedied by a receiver placed near

the turbine or by the use of separator as the gentleman had
stated. With reference to the matter of economy he thought the

gentlemen present would be interested to know what is not a se-

cret, but a matter which has been very well ventilatwl else-

where, namely, that the turbine makers them.selves did not claim

that the steam turbine has the highest economy \inder all condi-

tions. In fact, the turbine makers recognized that the steam
turbine is more efficient in the lower stages of pressure than in

the higher stages. This was so well known that a very prominent

Rnglish engineer has proposed lo use the reciprocating engine for

the higher pressure stages. .«ay from 20(1 lb., expanding the. steam

down to 10 or 15 lbs. above the atmospheric pressure, and usin.r;

the lower pressure turliine with condensation. Under these cir-

cumstances it would be found that a few pounds of pressure, plus

Ihe condensation, would enable the turbine to develop as much
power as the steam engine with the higher form of pressure. Thac
is why things which are intelligible from a lliermo-dynamic con-

sideration are not a mystery. As the gentleman from Columbus
had pointed out, there are other things which enter into the case.

They were not concerned alone in the cost of fuel in the operation

of a plant, as the cost of fuel is a small proportion, after all, of the

total cost per kw. hour. What they wanted was the total cost re-

duced and in that equation there entered many things, like space

maintenance, repairs, etc.; and the bulk of evidence up to the

present time indicated that the turbine will make up in other

things for a slight discrepancy against it in steam consumption.

There was a steam engine in Herlin built by one of the most
distinguished firms in Switzerland, a triple expansion, four cylin-

der compounil engine, 5,0n(i h. p. unit, which, running at very

nearly full load has developed a horse power hour for something

l(«s than nine pounds of water per indicated h. p. hour with

superheat up to (iOO degrees V. or more. That was perhaps the

world's record up lo Ihe present time, but that engine had sixteen

valves, complicated mechanism, and a great deal of lubrication

was required. It has been slated that doubtless Ihe cost of main-

tenance and Ihe cost of the extra lubrication of the cylinder, lubri-

cation of the valve motion, etc., and all the expenses connected

with the operation of that unit make It less economical when you

come to consider the total cost per annum of prodiu lug the kw.

year. So li wns an Imporlani llilug lo hear In mind Ihat one

of the reasons why Ihe steam luiblne appeals lo us is that It

simplifies the operation and reclnccs the nmlntenuncc'of the plant in

other icspecls than that of economy of coal. The steam turbine

had only begun Its developnu-nt. and (he more It was develoijed the

more It would approximate the renulls obtained by the steam

cnKlne.

Mr. Robert McCnlloch, of SI. I>ciuls, Inquired where Mr. Mall-
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loilit prtH'iired hla i-ual. av he ihuiiRhi li was un liiMlKDincniit

insttfr III the procliicllon of powor, whlli- wlih nio«l roadK U
In blfSK'T lliftn all till' othpr ItemB put together.

Mr Malllot'ix answered that II was a pertinent Qiiration. He
referred the inemliers to the irnnHaetlons of last year, where

that nii*"t'i Ion' ^^a« dl«iiiH»ed and eovered. In IiIh eapaclty of

('iinliiiltliiR eh'glni^Vr In' hart l<i deal with prolilems Svhere fuel

varied from"$I.feo per ton to $15 per ton. ami he had stati-d

quite dlKtlrie^iy' In thi' .lIseiisxIonB referred to that there is a

certain critical price for coal at which the Htenni turbine Is

not prefiTBble to the reelprocatlnn engine, and that there was

a price slightly higher at which the steam engine fell sliort In

comparison with the gas engine, and at a little higher price it

laid lietwcen the gas engine and the Ilieael engine, so tliat It

was a pertinent question. It was the first duty of a consulting

engineer when calleil upon lo advise his client lo Investigate

the cost of fuel.

.Mr. Thomas lliiwlicn, of Dover. N. H., said that he believed

that it Is the duty of oviTy man here who has a turbine worli-

ing salisTactorily to testify regarding It for the benefit of others.

He has charge of a station of the United Gas and Eleotrie Co..

In which are Installed two 5U('-kw, machines, and since they

had started up about three months ago they had been working

very satisfactorily. They have had no trouble whatever with

the hibrlcatlon ot the turbines, and they had a 21-hour test

made and got the results on light loads, quarter, halt and full

Iliads and fifty i.er cent overload, and he considered the results

as good as any secured with a first class reciiu-ocating engine.

TWeOutput f<n- the day was 4.4i"i kw. ani they run machine motor

circuits, railroad circuits, and lighting circuits, and the regu-

lathih was very fine on the machine. The coal con.sumption was

I lbs. |)er kw. hour. As to Ihe lubrication, he wished to state

fo'r the benefit of those present that he was told it was

necessar>- to have the oil cooled, but be found that after a couple

of months that the water would get into the oil and the oil

became sapcmified and looked very nmeh like lard; but he

found be could separate it by putting a steam pipe into the

oil. The peojile who sold them the oil then advised them it

was" not necessary to cool the oil. They claimed the oil would

give perfect results up to 4O0 degrees. He was doubtful, but

testeil the matter and found they had no bad results whatever,

and the temperature is 140 to Ifiu degrees. They have a per-

fect return-water system tor their plant. They pay a price of

25 cts. per thousand gallons of water, but with this return

system they find that it does not require over 5% lbs. per kw.

so that their water bill is not very high.

Mr. W. H. Abbott, of Cleveland, said that the experience

related by Mr. Hawken as to the deiKisits in the oil was in-

teresting to him. !n one of the plants for which his firm was
consulting engineer it had a similar experience. The deposit

Mr. Hawken referred to was said to be like lard; the deposit

which they hart was something like vaseline, a dark yellowish

red deposit. He dirt not think it was due lo water in the

cooler, because as far as they knew there was no leak in the

pipe, no collection ot water which woulrt indicate a leak, and yet

in using different kinds of engine oil the best that the builders

could recommend, they always had this deposit in rather large

quantities, which was rather a serious matter, since they o<-

casioiially hail to stop a turbine and clean out all, the oil cham-

bers.

Mr. Hopkins remarked that the turbines at Columbus are dif-

ferent from those at St. Joseph, Mo., with which he was familiar.

There the pipe for the oil and the pipe for the steam leaving

tlui step hearing are so arranged as to practically produce a

balance between the oil and steam and at that point they are

having no iroubli.' with water in the oil. He was not familiar

with the detail of the method of piping as It is a recent instal-

lation.. but as he understood it it is the method of ])iping which

the Geaieral Electric Co. expects to adopt. The installation at

St. .los.eph is a ],500-kw. turbine, and they,have uo trouble with

sediment in thcoll, or with water In the oil.' With the 500-kw,

turbin« at Columbus they had the trouble the' gentleman men-
tioned and they found that they had to change the oil.

President Ely announced that the next business would be the

paper on steam l\irbinp i)o\ver plants by Mr. .1. R Bibbins. This

|iai"'r W'lll be lound on page T'.l.

Mr. A. 8. KIbbe, of Phllarlel|ihia. asked Mr. llibblns whether

the relative economy of the high vacua, as deduced In his pa|>er

would not apply as well to reciprocating engines as to turbines?

.Mr. Rlbblns thought that he was not far from the truth In

s;atlng that an engine with a cylinder ratio of I to 4 did not

usually expand below 5 lb. condenser pressure. It would, of

course, become more and more economical as the vacuum was

decreased, hut thi' proportion of the rate of Increase, as you

might call It, is decidedly less than In the turbine, because the

inrl)ine does expand down lo condenser pressure. That had

I n shown time anil lime again by taking the temperature of

the exhaust end of the turbine. If a condenser can he run

with 28 In. vacuum the turbine can be designed so as to reach

any condenser pressure. It was a fact that thi> turbine, with-

out being made extra large or bulky, can take a<lvantage ot

a high vacuum, where the engine cannot directly.

,\Ir. \V. H. .\l)liott. ot Cleveland, .stated that he had notlied .Mr

Hibl)iMs ialle<l attention to the large amount of air which Is

brought into Ihe water by small leaks, and he wished to ask

whether, reasoning from that standpoint, Mr. Hibbins would say

he should not use open feed-water heaters but rather use closed

rped-wat°r heaters, so as to exclude the air. Mr. Uibbins an-

.^wered that he ilid not know that he could answer the question

from his personal experipn<e. but the fact was apparent, however,

that the more you can exclude air from the steam cycle the

ia."ier it will be to attain the higher vacuum. He thought that

tact was brought out in almost every turbine plant. Of course,

Ihe air pump Is built to remove the air, but every cubic Inch o^

air that gets Into the circulating system has to be taken out by

the air pump, and that means power consumption.

.Mr. Maillou\ inquire<l if Mr. Ribbins found any practical (in-

ference in the power leiiuired when the air pump pumps air that

is cool—when theic is a cooler tor the dry vacuum pump.

.Mr Bibbins answered that he could not reply to the question

definitely from the fact that he had never seen any tests made

to iletermine that particular point.

.Mr. R. H. Rict said that in regard to the question of air. it

seemed to him the open heater would contain less air than the

closed heater, as the open heati-r would give an opportunity for

the air to escape while the water was emulating, which the

closed heater would not do.

.Mr. Hopkins, ol Columbus, remarked that be knew ol two tur-

bine installations, in one of which an open beater was used and

in the other a closed heater was used, both using the same form

of air pump, and there was praitically no difference which

• ould be observed as to the (luantity ot air which was in the

water.

President Ely announied that the next business would be the

reading of a paper on "The American Diesel Engine." by Mr.

K. n. .Meier. -Mr. Meier's paper in printed on page 792.

.\Ir. Mailloux said that he thought he ought to open the dis-

cussion on the paper by returning to Mr. Meier a hearty vote

of thanks lor the extremely clear exposition he had given con-

cerning the Diesel Engine. He had been studying this engine

for some years, because he considerd it one of the most inter-

esting things before the profession. He wanted to ask one

or two questions^what is the largest size in horsepower or

kilowatt capacity of the Diesel engines that are now made, and

what are the prospects of larger sizes being made. He also

desired, if possible, a statement as to what we may expect the

cost to be I'/er h. p. hour or per kw. hour. He considered the

engine was more interesting on account of the promises it

holds forth for the futtire than on account ot the practical

results realized at the present time for large power stations.

As he understood, the large size machines have not been com-

mercial and have not been used in practice. It would be pos-

sible, he Imagined, to get a plant of 1,000 kw. in one unit; but,

of course it would be out of the question to have two units

of 5,00(f or 1U,001I h. p., but he thought the time would come
when engineers would, be as enthusiastic about engines of the

Diesel type as they .are at present in regard to the steam tur-

Idne, as a step forward in the general evolution of prime

movers.

.\Ir. Meier replied Mint at jircscnt they were btiilding nothing
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laigi-i- than I'" !.i 5ui! h. i>. The I'argest Cciug 500 h. p. engines.

They are ncnv imtting up'on'e of that size at Elkhart' I.Ake to

drive a portion of the Sheboygan & Ell'vhart Like Ry. Thai

will bo ninni.;!; in about, six weeks or two months.

Mr. .Mailliinx inquired how many cylinders the engine con-

tained.

Mr. Meier ro?vIied that it contained six cylinders; it is com-

posed of twii I'ngines coupled together with a dynamo between.

The German firm had already built four engines of 4itfl h. p.

each, tour cylimlers each, 100 h. p. to a cylinder, which they

have been eroding for the street railway and light plant m
Kiew. Russia. They expected to get to larger sizes in the course

of the next yc.ir and would probably get to a 1,000 h. p. engine

before long: no difficulty had been experienced so far. The
difficulty in regard to large gas engines had been on account

of the explosive action and the uncertainty of ignition. whi<-h

has been largely overcome, and on accoimt of the high tem-

perature. The temi)erature in the Diesel engine is consid-

erably less than in the gas engine and they had experienced

no difficulty in the larger sizes. They naturally began with the

small ones, on account of experimental werk. but they are now
designing larger machines and expect to have engines as large

as l.ii'io h. p. by next year. As to the cost, that was at present

pretty high, but that will come down in the course of time; you

could not iVuy a corliss engine 15 vears ago for the price that

yoir can buy ii now, and the cost of a Diesel engine varie;;

from $flO to JTo per h. p. for the plant. Mr. Meier called the

attention of the members to the fact that when they compare

that price wi.h a steam engine or a steam turbine plant they

must remember that they have no boilers to consider, no smoke
stack, no coal handling machineo". an,l no ashes to got rid of.

All the en.gine requires is an uudergiound tank. Run the oil

into that, and the engine will do the rest. There was no fuel

to take care of. The exhaust \yas clear as air. In some cases

lately they had admitted a little water into the exhaust cham-

ber of each cylinder and that water cooled the gases, and there

was a small vapor of steam coming frotn that, which was es-

pecially d<-signcd to kill the noise, as the noise had been very

objectionable.

.Mr. Hopkins inquired tipon what mean cffcclive pressure the

engine was rated.

Mr. Meier could not tell, it was so long since he took any

indicator cards. They began by taking indicator cards on every

engine, and after they started they found the brake test was
all they required. As long as they got the economy and power

by the brake test they were satisfied.

Mr. Hopklnn inquired how the initial pressure and indicated

efficiency compared with the ordinary gas engine, using in both

cases ten thousand heat units.

.Mr. .Meier answered they had about 520 lb. pressure at the

beginning and look the gas out at about '.W or 4o pounds. The
expansion was immense.

President Kiy remarked that the very valuable ])apers which

had Just been read, whose preparation" had evolved so much
care and effort, were a source of congramlation to the meeting,

and that some recognition would imdoubtediy be taken oH

them by the convention.

President Kly announcMl that the last paper before the meet-

ing that was that cm "Transfers—Their irses an.l Abuses." by
.Mr. l-<'on .Jewill. of the Chicago City Railway Co. This will

l>e found nn paKe 791.

A very lengthy and Interesting discussion on the subject of

iransfora then enaued, in which President Ely, Mr. .John I lieggs.

Mr. Robert MrCiilloch, Mr. h. E. Myers and .Mr. H. H. Vreelanil

i<Hik part.

.Mr. Vreeland offered the following reaolutlon;

KeHOlvi-il, that the oxccutlve committee be and hereby Is,

aiilhorb.nl ami empowered to- em|)loy such clerical or expert

aRHlHlance as It may deem desirable, and to fix the compensa-

tion Ihi-refore.

.Mr. Vreelnii.l Nal.l that his reason lor orferltig the resolution

waH the fact thai fhe hraetleal work of th<r AsHoclatlon largely

devolvid ii|«>ii the eieciilive committee. At the annual meetings

of the ansoelailon the lime musl he glrenr to tho consldi-ratlon

of the ImiMirtanI qiieiillonK for which the delngales aHsr-mhle,

?1mi practical and technical questions connected with the busi-'

ness. It was, therefore, necessary for the executive committee

-to do the real work of the organization and h^ye it ready to

report to the open convention in annual session. An organiza-

tion of wliich he was the president, the New Vork Railro'ad

Club, a steam railroad club with over 1,200 members, empow-

ered its executive committee over two years ago to take similar

action, so that it has been possible for the club to do a great

aiuount of work in the sessions of the executive committee

during the year, which is invaluable to the work of the organi-

zation. There are many questions which come before the ex-

cxutiye comnviltee of the American Street Railway Association

which it can more intelligently handle than the open convention.

and by giving it such technical and clerical assistance as it

may require, and allowing it to be the judge of what it shall be,

when to be used, and what the compensation shall be, he

thought that the members of the Association would be well

repaid for any expenditure envolved.

The motion was seconded and duly larried.

Mr. G. Tracy Rogers, of Tlinghamton. olTi-red the following

resolution

:

Resolved, that the thanks of the Association be extended to

the officers and members of the Manufacturer's Committee for

th^ very, excellent arrangements provided by the comiuittce for

the entertainment of the delegates at this convention, and the

very satisfactory manner in whi<'h they are being carried out.

Resolved, further, that the members of the Association take

tlii.s opportunity of expressing their appreciation particularly

of the music rnrnislied by the hand engaged by the committee.

Carried.

The President called for the ipport of the committee relative

to prices on girder and standard Trails, and Mr. .lohn 1. Begg-^.

(hairman of the committee stated iIkiI llu- cdniinittee had no

report to make at that time.

.Mr. John Grant, chairman of the committee on compensation

lor carrying United States mails, submitted the report for his

committee. It was a report of progress, coupled with an ex-

pression on the part of the committee that it believed the con-

ditions would soon be favorable for Iiaviiig the mailer con-

sidered by the government.

On motion of Mr. J. C. Hutcliins. of Detioit. tlie present com-

mittee was continued.

The President called for the report of the Committee on Nom-
inations which was as follows:

Your committee appointed to nominate officers and select a

|)lace and time of meeting for the next annual convention o£

the association respectfully begs leave to submit the following-

report:

Recognizing the necessity for and looking to an administra-

tion of the work of the Association along more comprehensive

lines, a general |)lan of which was tentatively set forth in the

admirable address of the president which we heartily endorse,

and to enable him to elaborate and perfc<-t Ihv. plan so well

outlined, we recoiumend the retention in office for another year

of the president and first vice-presidi-iil.

We also recommend that during the ensuing year arangemonts
be made and ne:<otlatlons etilered Into to the end that at our

next annual convention the diilies of the secretary shall be.

enlarged so as to require him to give his entire time to the

work of the assoelntlon and that he shall be (piallfled by training

and ex|ierlenee lo collect and preserve information on technical

subjects and olliei- matters of general interest to the members
of the association ami thai his office may constitute a bureau

of Information on subjects of Iniiiorlanee to our work and in-

terests.

We recommend ilie lollowlng as (d'flcei-s I'm- llie ejisuing year:

For president. \V. Carl ICIy. i)reHldeni Intel iialloiial Ry. (lo.,

Uuffalo, N. Y.

Kirst vlcj^-presldent, Elwin ('. Kosdr. iiri'sldeiil New Oiieiins

Railways Co., New Orleans, La.

Second vice-jiresldent, .lohii 1. IIiuhk, preslilent and general

manager The Mllwauke Kleelrle Kiillwiiy /i \AkM Co., Milwau-

kee, WlH.

Third vleepresldetil, Klehard .Vl<-C'ulloeh. aHslHtanl neniTiil

[Cimfiii iirtf nil jiiii/i' 7 S' .'

I
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SAVE THE 'DAILY REVIEW."

SOME COMMENTS ON THE CONVENTION.

The 23ril annual nifetint; of the American Street Railway As
social ion was a very Rratilyins surprise in several respects. When
St. l.ouis was ihosen as the meeting place grave douhts were

enteriained as to whether it would be possible to i)revent the

Fair and the various entertainment features from interfering with

the technical work of the association. These doubts were in-

creased to some extent when it became known that but two ses-

sions of three hours each were to be held.

While the time available for the discussion of the technical pa-

per.^ that were presented was entirely too short, being confined

(o the second day, on which was also considered practically all of

the routine business of the association, the discussion was un-

usually interesting and instructive.

The first day was devoted to the preliminary addresses; these

Eddresses were by far the best that it has been our privilege to

hear. Although every one in attendame had undoubtedly read

much concerning the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it is safe to

say that the address of Governor Francis was a revelation because

there were extremely few among his auditor.*, who, like President

Ely. knew by experience some measure of the work involved.

The address of Professor Goldsberough was a most interestin.t;

resum" of the striking electrical features of the Ex|H>sition. and It

is a source of regret that the delegates could not have had the ad-

vantage of hearing Professor GoMsborough speak on the first day

of convention week.

.Mayor Wells, in his brief address, departed from the tinie-hor.

ored methods of extending a welcome to the city and took occa-

sion to introduce some substanie into his remarks. The reason

for this, of cour.se. is that Mr. Wells is an old street railway man
and felt at home among his colleagues, knowing that they would

noi misunderstand him.

I'ndoubteilly the most important work transacted at this meet-

ing was the consideration of plans for the betterment of the

American Street Railway Association. President Ely devoted a

considerable portion of his address to a presentation of various

plituH wbicli hud iH-fU HUg^i-BtiHl uuii dIscUHScil by the Executive

Comiulttee and other leading members of the association. Th.'>

allied associations demonstrated that they are also dee|)ly interest-

ed In the reorganization and there can be no (|ui>8tion but that

within the next year the A. S. K. A. will l)e entirely rehabilitatetl.

The exiellent work done by President Ely In putting new life Into

the assoi'latlon was most properly recognized by the unprece-

dented action of re-electing him as president for the succeeding

year. The convention of lltu.'; will be the third at which .Mr. Ely

will have servetl as presiding officer, he having Ijeen called to the

chair at the Saratoga convention by reason of the absence abroad

of President Hulchins.

The well-deserved I'ompllment of re-elecllou

Vlie President Foster and Secretary P^nington.

was also paid

In the course of his remarks from the chair at Saratoga Mr.

Ely commented upon the fa<ts which were apparent to all: that

the as.-iociation was devoting loo muih lime to play and too Utile

time to work and that the siipplymen were not reieiving fair

treatment in that loo Ijttle attention was given to Iheir exhibits

by delegates to the convention.

A most striking feature of the St. l.ouis lonvention was thai

Ihe meeting hall was crowiled during the whole of both sessions,

something unheard of in former years. This is in Itself a suffi-

cient testimonial as to the ability of the present management
of the assoiiation and fully justifies the departure from preoedent

in re-electing Mr. Ely.

That in the limited business sessions of the association it turned

out more discussion and of far better quality than at any of the

recent conventions is also indicative of the ability of Mr. Ely as a

presiding officer.

Also there was quiet.

The organization of the .Manufacturers' Association has been

successfully accomplished and its work at St. Louis has been

in nearly every respect most admirable. Special praise is duo
because of the excellence of the entertainments provided. The band

concerts were particularly enjoyable and the theater parlies and
receptions provided interesting and diverse recreation for the

evenings. The .Manufacturers' Association has also recognized the

effective work of its executive committee by re-electing all of the

members who were willing to serve. The new committee in

turn re-elected Mr. Brady, to whose efforts the successful organiza-

tion of the association was so largely due.

We believe that Ihe only adverse criticism that can be passed en

Ihe work of the Manufacturers' Association at this convention

relates to the matter of the registration and the publication of the

list of those in attendance. The confusion in the matter of regis-

tration doubtless arose from failure on the part of the Manufac-

turers' committee to consider that the registration would be con-

ducted by the se<retaries of the three railway associations and

also to the fact that the red badges were distributed at the South-

ern Hotel only, during the first two days of the convention. Fail-

ure to provide a registration booth for supplymen at the Fair

Grouncs caused many considerable annoyance, and it perhaps

is not too much to say imposed a hardship upon many members
of the Manufacturers' Association. Inasmuch as the Mechanical

& Electrical Asso<ialion registered its members at the Trans-

portation Building on Monday and Tuesday the names of none

of the members of this association were registered in the first

bulletin issued by the committee having charge of registrations.

This list was issued about 30 hours later than was intended.

The Mechanical & Electrical Association can regard with sat-

isfaction the work that has l)een done by its retiring president,

.Mr. E. W. Olds, of Milwaukee. No one has been more earnest

in i)romollng the welfare of the bo<ly nor is any member more
lompeteni than he to direct the affairs of such a technical a.ssocia

tion.

In his annual address, President Smith of the Accountants' As-

sociation showed his keen appreciation of the needs of this im-

portant branch of railway work.
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One important theme in his address is the need of a world-wide
standard iu electric railway accounting, and he emphasized the

fact that America, which, in this connection, means the Street

Railway Accountants' Association, has taken the lead in the mat-

ter of ttandarili/.ing street railway accounts and by virtue of this

priority is today the dominant factor in such matters.

Another iKiiiit made by President Smith was the spirit of

co-operation between the Accountants and the Master Mechan-
ics shown in the arrangements for the joint session to be held

today. This is in hearty accord with the moving spirit of the

St. Louis conventions, which can perhaps be best described in

the two words Harmony and Co-operation.

"THE DAILY STREET RAILWAY REVIEW AND THE
A. S. R. A.

At the closing session of the American Street Railway As-

sociation the resolution rescinding the action taken at the Sara

toga convention in requesting that the technical press do not

publish daily reports of the proceedings came up for discus-

sion. The action taken was to promptly pass a substitute for

the resolution introduced Wednesday by Mr. J. C. Hutchins.

which substitute resolution cmlrodied the change desired by

Mr. Hutchins.

The complete history of this matter was given at pages 739 to

741 of the "Daily Review" for Oct. 13, 1904, and it is sufficieut

to say here that the record has been amended to show that the

Association now thoroughly api>roves of the publication of the

"Daily Street Railway Review." asking only that verbatim re-

Ijorts of the discussions be not published until opportunity be

had to eliminate those slips of the tongue and other errata

that so often find their way into the records during a heateil

debate.

While regretting that the discussion as to the amendment of

the censorship resolution trespassed upon the total time of the

Association to the extent of nearly one-seventh thereof, we
nevertheless feel that as a matter of justice to ourselves the

membership of the association should know the merits of this

question. As this resolution now stands it embodies all that

we have ever asked.

The association and the "Review" proved to be in entire ac-

cord in this matter as soon as a mutual understanding was had.

In conclusion wo wish to express our heartiest thanks to

Messrs. J. C. Hutchins, C. O. .Mailloux, and .lohn I. lieggs, the

censorship committee apiiolnted on Wednesday, for their cour-

tesy in so promptly releasing yesterday's discussions that we
were able to include it in today's issue of the paper and still

close our forms several hours earlier than we expected.

AN EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION.

Although a knowledge of the modus operandi of newspaper pub-

lishing has lieen widely diffused, so that it is no longer a "mys-

terious" calling to the layman, yet it Is conceded to be no light

task, even when all the departments and operatives of a news-

l>a|>er office have been trained to work together. Consequently

it may be Imagined that the publiiration in a strange garret far

from home, of a dally technical magazine like the "Dally Street

Railway Review" Is no mean undertaking, especially when it Is

remembered that the me<'hanlcal features of the work have to be

carried on by ojH.'rators who are more or less unfamiliar with

electric railway technicalities, and with no previous preparation

other than a general knowledge of the printing buslnesH. Hence
the publishers of the "Review" feel that It Is but Just to take this

op|)ortimlty lo express their gratitude to those who have helped

ta make the St. l^ouis "Daily" a success. Wo wish lo thank

the St. I.ouls Chronicle Co. anil the manager of its linotype de

liartmenl, .Mr. T. .M. Jenkins, together with the J. R RIcharz

Pressroom Co.. and the employes of these companies, who In

convenlenced themwdves and put forth every effort In order that

the delegates and other readers of the "Review" mlgnt not be

disappointed. And we think every reader of this year's "Dally

Review" will Join us In commending these genllemen upon the

rennllii of their looperallon with the publishers.

The "Daily Review" is very sreally indebted to Mv. T. E. Cross-

man and his assistants for their efficient work in reporting the

proceedings of the conventions. .Mr. Crossman has long been
identified with the associations as their official stenographer, and
they are very fortunate in obtalnlns; the services of so compe-
tent a reporter.

PRESIDENT BAKER.

In the election of .Mr. C. F. Baker to the position of president

of th'" American Railway Mechanical & Electrical Association this

body has again shown its wisdom and good judgment in its choice

of its officers. Mr. Baker is superintendent of motive power and
machinery for the Boston Elevated Railway Co., and has long been

recognized as an authority In this field, having devoted a great

deal of study and investigation In this line of work. Mr. Bakev
has been an earnest worker in the association and was one of the

founders. At Saratoga he presented the paper on "Car Bodies."

In discussing those perplexing problems which face a master me-
chanic and are presented before the conventions he has always
done his full share. It Is certainly pleasing to note this recog-

nition of his efficiency and we all know that the progress ami
success that has been attained by the association will be continued

by its newly elected officers.

SECRETARY MOWER.

The .Mechanical 4i Electric Association has rc-cleclcd to the

Ijosltlon of secretary Mr. S. W. Mower. We wish to extend to Mr.
.Mower our hearty congratulations and we would say to the associ-

ation that their choice In this matter is certainly a very good one.

.Mr. Mower Is known to all of us not only as an earnest and effi-

cient servant of the association, but as a congenial and obliging

.gentleman, always having the interests of the association at heart

and at all times willing to lend his assistance to those seeking
information In regard to the matters before the association. His
ability and integrity have been recognized by the members of the

association and a more fitting appreciation of them could not have
been shown than In his re-election to the position of secretary oi

the American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association.

.Mr. H. F. A. Klelnschmidt, superintendent of the track welding

department of the Lorain Steel Co., arrived at the convention Mon
clay. His headquarters are at the Southern.

When you meet Mr. Cadwallader Evans. Jr.. of the Macon-Evans
Varnish Co.. of Pittsburg, ask hini lor one of the miniature dice

outfits he Is giving away as souvenirs. They are said to be very

efficaciotis whether shakln.g tor fun or marbles.

The familiar coiinlcnance of Mr. Ernst Woltniaun. of the Albert

& J. M. Anderson .Manufacturing Co.. Is met with frequently

In the corridors and at convention headquarters. Brother Wolt-

niann is very generous with souvenirs, too, and williocit iiHklng

he will hand out a very attractive match box.

Mr. William Ward llliuher, of the Chicago salens clc^purtnicnt of

tlic> Albert & J. M. Anderson Manufacturing Co., Is putting In somo
telling work for his company at the convention. He says the com
pany Is rushcci with orders.

Among the representatives of the National Electric Co. wlio

have l>een active this week is Mr. J. J. Rllcy, of the Cleveland

office.

The Barbour-Stockwell Co. of Cambrldgeport, Mass.. nianul'ac-

turers of street railway special work. Is represented al llic con-

vention by its president, Mr. Henry R. I.uther.

Mr. II. A. Dorncr. the electrics railway cqulimunt uiau. of Chi-

cago, lias hi^adquarters at the Southern Hotel, where he may be

found when he Ik not nt the convenlion.

The Taylor Electric Truck Co. of Troy, N. Y., Is represented at

Ihe conventliin l>v Mr Frnnlclyn M N'Ichnll, Its western iigcnl
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IUDii»K«r St. I.imls Transit Co.. St. Ixiuls, Mo.

SiM-reUry unci tica»iu<.'r. ThomaB C. Penlnglon, iroaHiiiiT

Chlruso City Railway Co Chicago. 111.

KxiTiitlvi- CorainUtoc^— |ir(»lcli?nl. vlc-i--iiii-Mlik-iil8 aii<l

John J. StaiiU'v. pi'iHi-nl manager ClfVflaiul Klfclilc Hy. Co..

Cli'Vflanil, O.

Howard K. liraiit. manas'-r Bealllf Elt-ctrU- Co.. Scattk'. WaBh

C. ti. Goodrlili. vlio|>roslilent Twin Clly Rapid Transit Co..

Mlniioapolls. Minn.

Frank G. Jonfs. vice-president and general manager Memphis

Street Railway Co.. Memphis. Tenn.

\V. E. HarrinBUin. general superinteiulent I'ubllc Service Cor-

poration of N. J.. Camilen, N. J.

We recommend that the selection ot a time and place for the

next annual convention of the association he left to the In-

coming orileers and executive committee.

Mr. W. Worlh Benn moved that the secretary be authorized

10 east the ballot of the convention for the offlcera nominated.

The secretary cast tlic liallol. and the gentlemen were declared

elected.

President Ely; I cannot but feel greatly complimented and

highly honored by this mark of your appreciation of the work

of the past year. I had firmly resolved upon this subject, it

having been broached to me. and had communicated that re-

solve to a number of gentlemen, some of whom were upon this

nominating committee, that it would be impossible for me to

yield to any sense of duty in this matter along the line indi-

cated. However, I suppose that this association is bigger than

anybody in it. and that its call is unmistakable; that it consti-

tutes a call of duty. It has not been my practice to shirk

duties and I accept this high mark of your appreciation.

I would say that during the past year the members of your

executive committee have worked very hard and very earnestly

and have always l)een perfectly willing to go long distances to

meetings, and to spend all the time necessary to satisfactorily

and jiroperly do the things that were to be done. However,

the executive committee and your officers will be powerless to

effect good along the lines indicated or to do much that will

be found to be beneficial unless there is the heartiest co-

operation and assistance afllorded by the members of the body

of this association. It seems to me that we have all been

guilty of a feeling of neglect, that is a feeling that has mani-

fested Itself in a neglectful way. We have laid the affairs

of the Association down at the end of a convention to l)e taken

up only at the assembling of another convention a year there-

after. Now, if this work is benefliial. if this is not boy's play,

but man's work, it should be continuously prosecuted in an

earnest way, and the members of the association after getting

home should feel that the duty was still upon them to manifest

their interest by holding up the arms of the executive com-

mittee and the officials of the association. That can be mani-

fested in different ways. We are all pretty well familiar today

with the things that are contemplated, and I should l)e glad,

and I know that the incoming officers would be glad, to see

discussions in the technical press, that is. suggestions offered

from highly intelligent sources concerning the nature ot the

work and the nature of the reformation of the lines ot work

that suggest themselves to the different members ot the As-

sociation.

It does seem to me that it is an important thing that every

president, every manager, of a street railway company, who

feels that out of co-operative and united work may come good

to the great body of the street railway fraternity, should do

everything in his power to increase the membership of this

association. Out of the large number of street railways jn the

country, something more than 7imi, we have less than 200 mem-
bers. If there is approval of our work, certainly it should take

the form of increased membership, and if we should double our

present membership, and secure 400 members, we would still

only have about .'lO per cent of the companies eligible to mem-
bership. The dues from 400 members would give us a fund of

$10,000 a year which would be sufficient to cany on this work

in a most intelligent manner so that the American Street Rail-

way Association will come to \u- recognized as a body ot author

liy «uid power, representing amiiorilatlvely the street railway

interests of this country, so that as the result of this Increase

in our mcmberghip an.l In the usefulness of the Association you

will flnil that it will lake a place among the well recognized

and highly respi'cteil bodies an.l associations in the world, and

that to be connected with It either as a monil)er or an officer

will be a matter of credit to nil. There is already an Inter-

natiimal railway association, international between the differ-

ent countries of Europe, which 1 Ihlnk is holding a convention

ill Vienna at Just about this time.

It seems to me that the tremendous amount ot money, be-

tween two and three billions of dollars, that is represented in

our business in the United States should call for a more vigorous

support of this association; and It It should come about that

we .secure as. mcmbors .75 .per cent of the companies of the

United States and Canada, the Association will become a great

and progressive organization that will give a tremendous up-

lift to our business and all engaged In it, manifesting itself

in every direction that is bcneflcial.

Without your co-operation the labors of the incoming officers

will result in nothing. With your co-opi ration along the lines

suggested, the linos that na'.urally occur to you, I believe that

much can be done in the present year. So tar as I am concerned,

1 am a very busy man. I have enough to do to keep me busy,

and have sufficient sacrifices of my time to make In other direc-

tions, without the work entailed by this position to which you

again elected inc. But I accept it, with all that it means, and
with your co-operation will emieavor to perform satisfactory

work.

The meeting llien adjourned.«
WESTINGHOUSE RUSSIAN BUILDING.

The aiiompanying illustration shows the front of the only

Russian building at the Exposition, which was erected by the

Westinghouse Co.. Ltd.. of St. Petersburg, as a feature ot the West-

inghou.'ie brake exhibits.

This pavilion, which was described in the "Daily Review" for

THE U.M.V urs.-l.\N K.MIIBIT.

Thursday, is located in the Transportation liuilding and is the ob-

ject of much curious attention, because of its unique architecture

and decoration.

It is a charming resting place and visitors are served with Rus-

sian tea and saibarine by pretty Russian girls attractively gowned

in richly embroidered native costumes.

If you are interested in Ohmcr fare registers you will find Mr.

Edward B. Grimes, assistant general manager ot the Ohiner Fare

Register Co.. at the Inside Inn. when he is not hustling around

I'onvention headquarters.

Mr. Arthur y. Partridge, the ever popular street railway supply-

man, of St. Louis, as secretary ot the local entertainment commit-

tee. Is certainly trying to help all the visitors lo have a good time

You will find liini hustling around at every entertainment func-

tion. . .
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EIGHTH REGULAR ANNUAL MEETING

St. Louis, Mo.—Oct. 13-15, 1904.

THURSDAY, OCT. 13. 1904.

The meeting was called to order at 3:4(i p. ni In- the President,

F. E. Smith, of Chiiago, in the Convention Hall of the Transpor-

tation Building.

Secretary Broikway then c.£lled (he roll of member compa-
nies.

The minutes of the last meeting were on motion approved as

printed.

The President then read his annual address, whi<h will be

found on page 7.i9 of this issue.

Mr. Bro<kway then presented the annual

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-TREASURER.

In submitting my annual report as secretary and treasurer for

the year just closed. I have to tell you that we have gained 28

new members: we have lost 16, making a net gain of 12, and now
has 148 members in good standing, which is not a very bad

showing in view of the fact thai mergers are still continuing. The
association has suffered considerably from the merger fever in the

last five or six years, and it is some comfort to me, and I am sure

to the executive committee, to advise you that we have made a

gain. As a list of reasons for resignations 1 want to read to you

that on account of merger we have lost five out of 16; on account

of "receivers appointed," 2: on account of "cannot afford," I; on

account of "practically all steam railroad." 1; three apparently

from the records which I have and from their actions in the mat-

ter, joined, got their reports and immediately resigned; two gave

as their reason that they were outside of control, and two are so

far unenlightened that they cannot see any use in the Account-

ants' Association.

In regsrd to delinquencies, I have reason to believe that three

will t>e paid.

The companies joining the Assuciatiou in 1903-4 were:

Konda, Johnstown A Gloversville Ry., tiloversvllle, N. Y.

Ro<he8ter & Eastern Rapid Ry., Canandaigua, N. Y.

Public Works Co., Bangor, Me.

Pueblo & Suburban Traction & Lighting Co.. Pueblo. Col.

BIgin. Aurora & Southern Traction Co.. Aurora, III.

Coeur d'Alene & Spokane Ry. Co.. SiHjkane, Wash,
Youngstown & Southern Ry. Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

Cleveland. Painesville & Eastern R. U.. Willoughby, Ohio.

Niagara, St. Catherines & Toronto Ry., St. Catherines, Ont.

Northern Texas Traction Co., Kort Wr)rlh, Texas.

Knoxvllle Traction Co., Knoxville, Tenn.

Uma Electric Ry. & Light Co , Lima, Ohio.

Cleveland, PaincHville & Ashtabula R. R., Cleveland, Ohi<i.

Indiana Northern Traction Co., .Marion, Ind.

Boise Traction Co., Boise. Idaho.

New Jersey & Hudson River Railway & Kerry Co., New York.

Pennsylvania & .Mahoning Valley Ry. Co., New Caslle, Pa.

Cincinnati. Lawrencebiirg & Aurora Electric Street U. II,

Cincinnati.

.Norfolk Railway & Light Co., Norfolk, Va.

Scioto Valley Traction Co., Columbus, Ohio,

l>»H Angeb-s & Redondo Railway C.ii.. Redondo, Cal.

Montgomery Traction Co., .Monlgornery, Ala,

Coal Bell El.ciric Ry., .Marlon, III. /

City tc Suburban Ry., Portland, Oregon.

InrllanafKillH & Cincinnati Traction Co.. IndianapollK. Ind.

CsmJen & Trenton Ry., Riverside, N. J.

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, Newark, N. J.

Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York, N. Y,

While anticipating the report of the executive committee I de-

sire to add that the committee has examined the books of the

Secretary-Treasurer and certified them as correct.

Sept. 3, 19(13, the balEDce .on hand was $2,399.49; receipts during

the year were $2,839.10 and expenses $3,343.63, leaving a cash bal-

ance on hand of $1,894.96.

On motion the report was unanimously adopted.

.Mr. Elmer M. White, of Hartford, Conn., then presented his re-

port on Hlanks and Forms.

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF BLANKS AND
FORMS.

JSY El MEK .M. WHITI-;.

Blanks and Forms have always been ol interest to members of

this association, as the records will show. When the meeting

to organize this association in Cleveland, Ohio, March, 1897, was

called it included the following: "Delegates are urged to bring

complete sets of forms and blanks lor exchange and inspec-

tion."

A\ the Boston meeting in 1898 some of you will remember the

large collection thai was brought lor inspection and the great

interest shown by Ihe members present; so great was the in-

terest that at that meeting Secretary Brockway was appointed

Custodian of Blanks. The thought as expressed at this meet-

ing was that the collection should be put in a permanent form

so that members could have access to it and that new blanks

should be ad.led from time to time and so kept up to date.

At the Chicago meeting in 1899 the Department of Blanks

became a permanent feature of the association. Secretary

Brockway had arranged the Boston collection, to which had been

added many thousands of new blanks, in 14 large books, 13 books

20x3(1 inches and one book 3(»x30. The collection now was in

permanent shape, and the arrangement had been so carefully

made and indexed that one could readily find the kind of blank

he desired, or if the blanks of a certain company were wanted,

they also were soon located. It is believed that this collection

of blanks I'roni about S(i representative companies of the coun-

try has been of great benefit to the as.soeiatlon, not alone to

the smaller and younger companies, but to the larger and older

ones. The collection was shown at the meetings at Kansas

City, in 1900, New York, 1901, and Saratoga, 1903 (at Detroit

in 1902 owing to a delay on the road Ihe blanks did not arrive

unlll after the meeting adjourned).

While the collection has been ol great help to the members
that have been able to attend the meetings, the members that

have not been so fortunate have been able to get such blanks

as they desired from the du|)llcate set, and In that way have

been kejil Informed as to what Is latest and best In any line

they may be working.

At the Saraloga meeting the Bxecnllvc t^ommlttee recom-

mended "... the appointment of a committee of one to

make a new collection of blanks and forms, as the jiresent

collection Is over four years old; II has been very valuable and

would be Htm more useful If It were up to date." Mr. Ross mov-

ed that the President appoint a I'ommlttee of one as recom-

mended, and President Davles appolntr'd the undersigned,
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tif the Bssorlatliiii. ThiK whk fiillowi'il liy a xi-cunil upiical nii

npceinbor 2. l!Mi:i Karl.v in .laiiiiary. Iliii4. niemlierK liail Bent

in alumt I3,iiiiii lilanks. hii tlmt the cDniniilti'c ilocidcil lo Ihsih'

n" further cbIIb. Hownvpr. two or three large »etH eanie In

ilurinK the next two inonlhH. ho that the total niiinl>er of l>!anliH

reached nearly :;ii,niiii. .livliled among 811 (-<>ni|>anle8. ThlH does

not mean that there were that many illlTerent blankH, hut It

does mean 2".o(P(i separate pleees of imper. which cover the

dtiplk'atp 8p! anil the dM|)ll('nte and trliilleate showing of

tornis.

Our first work on receipt of a packa|;e of hianks wa.s to count

them, slanip the dale tlleil. and see If a duplleale set had been

sent. The duplicate set was often not considered by the sender

when the blank was prinle<l on both sides. I should say thai

nlioul 20 |ipr cent ol the returns were shorl one or more such

duplicate blanks 10 make their collection complete. Letters

had lo he written to get the niissiUK blanks. Anions the

directions that were in the orljlnai letter was: "Send all blanks

tlat. Do not fold unythlnK to a smaller size ihan 14x17," and
"It blanks do nm have name of company printed, write name
In Ink or stamp with rubber stamp." I think there were at

least 2(1 pacUases thai came rolled, some of them so light that

it was almost im]>ossilile lo straighten out and get Into good
shape the heavy ledger pa|)er and car.ls which were sent In

Ibis way. .Many of the companies neglected to put their names
on the blanks. Tills was imiiortant, for they were to be In-

dexed.

Alter the blanks had been counted, stamped with date, and
names of comimnies written on, came the distribution to the

jiroper subdivision in the various books. We soon found that it

was necebsary to wriie out a brief description of what was to

be Included in these various subdivisions, both for our own
guidance in Jistrlbutiu,:? and also for (he member who wished
to find a blank covering a <ertain subject. Here was one point

where I crie<I. Help: but had lo go it alone and do the best

I iould. I am sure you will nr)l all agree with me in all my
subdivisions and the explanation of them, and I shall not blame
you or feel badly if you do not. We do not all look from the
same point of view or have the same experience to guide. The
explanation of what is in these subdivisions will be found at

the end of this report. It will be of much assistance to mem-
bers desiring lo fln.i a certain kind of blank in the colle<tion
here on exhibiiion, or to the member who wishes to have a
ceriain blank sent to him. In the pasC it has not always been
easy for a member to make clear just what was wanted; we
trust that we have made the task easier.

The present collection is in 1(5 loose leaf books, with 152

subdivisions. The decimal idea was followed in the numbering
of the subdivisions. Former book 1 we call lull, and each sub-

division goes by steps of 5 from 1(15, This gives an opporlunity
to put In new subdivisions without using hall numbers or let-

ters. Each subdivision in the books of blanks has its own
1>ase numbers.' each begins al one.

Instead of following the scheme of in<lexing for companies
that was used in the old collection, we have made a separate

loose leaf index, using a page for a company, arranged aliilia-

betically by cities. Mr. Bro<-kway has found that that system
was preferable. Numbers <mly are used in this index; for

example, a black number 5711 indicates "Material Supplied."

a red number 5 indicates Uie fifth page of 5711, Of course to

know the meaning of the black numbers one must consult the

second section of this report showing the subdivisions, A list

of books printed on an orange-colored card shows the class

of blanks in each book, and a label shows the number of the
book. The list shows that Book 5im is "Material." and the
label on cover is Siiii. and the blue nnmber on every |*agp is

from 5(15 to aX".

The class of blanks in tlie various books has not lieen changed
from the original collection except that "Gas and Water" has
been added to Book 14iMi. "Electric Lighting." Book 1500 has
been used for "Freight and Bxpress." which will be found of
interest to many, and "Glasgow Corporation Tramways" has
been put in Book Kiiin. This book is also worthy of your at-

tention, lor there Is much ihat we can learn from our hrotbera

iK-roHH the water.

The work has progre»se<i slowly, owing partly to lack of

riMim for handling such a number of pieces of paper, and also

the limited time at my command for clolng the work that I could

not Jr-tall to others. My daughter has done all the work, count-

ing, stamping, distribulliig. pasting, indexing; the scheme of

classiflcatlon numbers and iiiiiexing is hers. I examined every

blank when it came in. wrote the descriiition of the subdivisions

and checked the blanks after they had lieen distributed. The

work of dlKtrlbiiting was very perplexing at times, for the in-

formation on 8<mie of the blanks covered so many subjects that

they could be put almost anywhere and be right. Other blanks

1 have not yet been able to find out what they were made for,

so they will not be found in the collection, I had some thoughts

of making a se|>arate book for them, but did not. This work

has given me great ideasure, and I think has done me good,

and I hope I know more about blanks than 1 did a year ago.

I found many excellent blanks, and 1 am sure the collection

shows thai much more thought Is given to the matter of blanks

than there was when the previous collection was arranged, more

thought as to size and quality of paper, arrangement of tyjie,

el<-. I am sure that the suggestions made by Mr. Brockway

al the Chicago meeting have been followed in many cases.

There are. however, one or two ixdnts that will bear repeating:

1. Always |iut a lorni number on every blank. There is no

better way of Identifying it than this. Use whatever scheme

you wish, either consecutively as the blanks are made, or give

each class of blanks its own hundred numbers; for example,

the writer gives all blanks relating lo 'Injuries and Damages"
same number in I he liioii class, and "Maintenance" in the 600

class. The quantiiy, month and year are usually added to the

lorm number and are of much assistance in keeping track ot

the number of sheets used in a given time. 2. The name of the

company is still the prominent line on many of the blanks in

this collection. It is all right, of course, to make a good dis-

|.lay of your name when the sheet is to go to the outside world,

Imt of what benefit is it to have a coal re|)ort from the Power
Station with the name of the company in large, bold type,

and the words "Coal Report" or the word that tells what the

sheet is so small that it is hanl to find or possibly not on at all.

The loose leaf, I find, is being used for many different pur-

poses, from ledger, cash book, voucher record, away down the

line. The advantages of it are many, and its use will probably

extend into new fields. The loose leaf has had a tendency on

(he one hand to reduce the size of many forms to a more con-

venient shape, and on the other hand to increase the size ot

some, for I find records that were put on a 3x5 card now kept

in better shape on a 9x11 sheet. The Card System is most
excellent for many things, but it cannot be used to advantage
for everything, I think there is no doubt that the card system

and the "lixise leaf" have both come to stay, but let us look

careiuliy at their respective merits before we decide which
.ve adopt for a new form,

I think there is one good thing the "loose leaf" has done,

and that is to reduce the size of our "reports." I mean the

20x311 sheet that was covered on both sides with all the different

kinds of information we could think of. and submitted to the

management every month. This sheet was usually fol led. back-

ed and put in a pigeonhole. We now have a sheet about 9x11

or 10x12. One company will use two of these sheets, while

another will use a dozen or even more, depending on how much
information they tabulate each month. Of course, a company
that has electric lighting, gas and water departments keeps
them on difteient sheets. But no matter how many or how few
sheets, they will be found in a loose leaf cover, where are added
the sheets mcm'h by month, so that we may readily have the

reports for, say. five years in as convenient form as it the same
were in a bound book. You will find in this collection quite a
number of different exhibits, and the member who still uses the
•blanket" I will ask to stop and look over book 1200.

The collection is so good that none of us can afford to let

the opporlunity of a careful examination go by. I will not ask
you to look at every one of the 1405 pages, but do give the
book or books you are most interested in a little time and see
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if someone else has not worked out some blank a little better

than you hare.

This was followed by an index of 14 books each of which ton-

tained a number of subdivisions, under which are listed the

kinds of blanks to be found in each section.

Discussion was deferred to give opportunity to inspect the very

elaborate exhibit of forms made by Mr. White.

The President then named as the Committee on Nominations
the following:

C. N. Duffy, Chicago City Ry.. Chairman.
P. L. Young. Public Service Corporation.

H. C. .Mackay, Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.

A. L. I.inn. Jr.. I'tica & .Mohawk Valley Ry.

J. W. Lester. Worcester Consolidated Ry.

And as the Committee on Resolutions:

W. J. Kehl. Norfolk Railway & Light Co.

W. J. Thorp. Little Rock Railway & Electric Co.

W. J. Lynch. Quebec Railway & 1-ight Co.

P. A. Conolly, Lima Railway & Electric Co.

F. J. Duffy. Beaumont Traction Co.

Mr. Wilson seconded the motion to adopt tlic resolutions a.s

read. Carried.

The convention then adjourned until 10 o'clock Friday morn-

ing.

ACCOUNTANTS' REGISTRATION TO THURSDAY
NOON.

Mr. Duffy: Mr. President. 1 offer the following resolutions and
move their <.doption:

"Whereas. The American Street Railway Asso<iation at its meet-

ing held this day adopted the report of its executive committee,

which contained the following resolution:

" 'Whereas. During the past year many suggestions have ema-

nated from different sources con<erning the desirability of re-

arranging the lines and methods of work of the American Street

Railway Association and its existing auxiliary organizations, the

Street Railway Accountant-;' Association of America and the

Ameriian Railway Mechanical & Electrical Association, to the

end that through the medium either of these existing organiza-

tions, or such other and additional organizations as may be

deemed desirable, the work which was originally embraced within

the scope of the objects of the parent organization, the American

Street Railway Association, may be so enlarged and so prose-

cuted as to bring about results of greatest value to the street

railway corporations of America, and at the same time that what-

ever organizations may be deemed most desirable to conduct such

work shall bo brought more closely together along systematic and

correlated lines of work and procedure, an<l

'Whereas. At this convention the matters above nientioiiid

have taken such form th£t representatives of the different organ-

izations have met in an official way and have made some progress

in the lonsideration of the matter; now. therefore. l)e it

'Resolveil. That it is the sense of the Executive Committee

of the American Street Railway Assoi-iation, in formal meeting

as8emble<l, that it Is desirable that a closer working arrangement

should Im? effected lietween the different organizations <onducting

street railway work, and to that end be it further

''Resolved, That the Executive Committee of the American

Street Railway Association hereby recommends to its convention,

alraul to l>e assembled, such amendments to its bylaws as may be

necessary to provide for Increase In the size of It-s Executive Com-

nilttee. sufficient to accommodate as members thereof, by virtue

of their office, the presidents of such auxiliary organizations

engaged in street railway work as may be approved and fostered

by the American Street Railway Association; and, be it further

'Resolved, That the American Street Railway AsHO<latlon bo

re<|ue«led to commit all matters and things concerned In bring-

ing aliout the altove named objects to its executive committee

with |)Ower to act."
"

"And whereas. By the provisions of the foregoing resolution this

AasWM'iatlon Is to be represented by Its president on the executive

• ommitlee of that Aiuwx'latlon; therefore. It is now
"Resolved, That the thanks of this Association be expressed to

the American Street Railway AhHo<'lBtlon for the signal honor

thus conferred upon us and, that, as a representative of this

AMKM'lallon, the president Is directed to take such action In the

meetlngH of the commlttw of the American Street Flallway As-

HO<:iallr>n as in his Judgment will conserve the best Interests of this

AiuHx-latlon and the companies we represent In all matters per-

taining to the forming of such an association or an amalgama^

tlon of the associations so formed."

O. Simpson, auditor liirniingham Rail-

(521ti Minerva Ave.).

Pease, International Railway Co. (357

Akron. O.—Charles W. l.ohr. Northern Ohio TraiUon & lAght

Co. (Inside Inn).

Augusta. GaL—R. E. Hunt, general manager; Charles L. Kurbay,

superintendent Augusta Railway Co.

Alton. 111.—J. F. Porter, president; H. E. Weeks, assistant sec-

retary and auditor Alton Light & Traction Co.

Asbury Park. N. J.—G. B. Cade, auditor Atlantii- Coast Electric

Railroad Co. (Southern).

Anderson, Ind.— Isaac McQuilkin. comptroller Indiana Union

Traction Co. (Inside Inn).

Baltimore. Md.— H. H. Adams, master mechanic United Rail-

ways and Electric Co.

Birmingham, Ala.-

way. Light & Power Co.

Buffalo, N. Y.—H. M.

Whittier St.).

Chicago, 111.— F. E. Smith, assistant secretary and a\iilitor Chi-

cago Consolidated Traction Co.. and auditor Chicago Union Trac-

tion Co ( Inside Inn).

Columbus, O.—P. V. Burington, secretary and iiaidilor Cohinibus

Railway & Light Co. (Inside Inn).

('amden. N. J.—John W. Glendening, assistant to auditor Cam-

den & Suburban Railway Co. (Inside Inn).

Cleveland, O.—John Bhrhardl. assistant treasurer; W. G. Mi-

Dole, auditor Cleveland Electric Railway Co. (Inside Inn).

Canton, 0.—E. B. Kidson, auditor Canton Akron Railway Co.

(30.57 Thomas St.).

Detroit, Mich.— Irwin Fullerton. general auditor Detroit United

Ry
Duluth, Minn.—Herbert Warren, general manager Duluth-Su-

perior Traction Co. (Inside Inn).

Elmira, N. Y.—H. M. Beardsley, audilor; Donalil !'. licardsley,

Elmira Water, Light & Railroad Co.

Gloversville, N. Y.—E. H. Stichel, assistant aiididir l''ouda,

Johnstown & (iloversville Ry.

Ilarttord. Conn.—Elmer E. Wliili-, cashier Haillcird SIrcet Rail

way Co. ( Inside Inn).

Indianapolis, Ind,— P. A. Hinds, punhasing agi'ul Imlianapolis

Ti'action & Terminal Co. (."inrj Fairmont Ave.).

Jersey City, N. J.—P. S. Young, comptroller (Inside Inn); M. R.

Boylan (Soul hern), general audilor Public Service Corporation.

Knoxvillc, Tenn.—C. H. Harvey, prcsiilent (Southern); H. T.

ISiinn, treasurer and auditor (Inside Inn); W. G. WooU'alk, su-

l>erintendent (Forest Park Hotel). Knoxville Traction (;o.

l.eavcnwnith, Kan.—Charles O. Eva.rts, secietary and treasurer

Kansas City & Leavenworth Railway Co. (In.sidc Inn).

Louisville. Ky.—Samuel (L Doyle, secretary and treasurer

Loviisville Railway Co.

Milwaukee. Wis.—H. C. .Mackey, comptroller anil audilor Mil

waukee Electric Railway & Light Co. (Inside Inn).

Montreal, Can.—T. W. Casey, i)urcliasing agent (Inside Inn);

Patrick Dubee, secretary (4350 Maryland Ave.) Montreal Street

Rallwcy Co.

Nashville, Tenn.—C. A. denning, aurlltcu- Naslivillr Railway

& Light Co. (Mcl)aniel Hotel).

Norfolk, Va.—W. J. Kehl, NortoiU Railway & l.i);lil Co. I Inside

Inn).

Philadelphia, Pa.—C. L. TIngley. liiid vir-e-|ircKi(lcii( American

Railways Co. (Hamilton Hotel).

Quebec, Can.—W. J. Lynch, accountanl Quebec Railway, Light

& Power Co. (5218 Delmar Blvd.).

at. Louis, Mo.— Frank R. Henry, auditor; .lames A<lkln.s, secre-

tary and treasurer; Frank L. Belts, superintendent of time; W. H.

Burroughs, auditing clerk: R. J. Richardson, asslHlant book-

keeper; Harry ("ohen, statistician; Robert 13. McKenzle, book-

keeper; James J. Rorhe, general storekeeper; Frank J. Suda,

auditing clerk; Z. E. Watson, private secretary to auditor; C. P.

Gregor>, manager oil department; J. E. Evans, clerk; T. W.

Messick, clerk St. Louis Transit Co.
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Savuiinab, Ga.— I.euii K. Bowers, aBelstant treasurer Savannah
Eleclrlr Co.

Utica. N. Y.—A. I.. Linn. Jr.. assistant se<'reiary and treasnrpr

Utlin & .Mohawk Vallt-y Ruilway Co. (N. Y. SlalP HldR. ).

Wore fster, Mass.- .I. \V. l.pgtfr. treasurer Wonetiler Consolidat-

ed Stri'Pt Railway Co. I Hamilton Hotel).

WRohington, D. C— David S. Cade, H. D. Crampton. Capital

Traillon Co. (Southern).

YounKstown. O.— S. C. Rosers, YounKStown-Sharon Railway &
Light Co.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON REGISTRATION.

THE MILLOY TROLLEY BASE.

The si'companyinf; illustration shows the Mllloy trolloy base

which Is made by the Internal lonal Trolley Controller Co., of

KiilTalo. N. Y.. and whlih Is believed to be the lowest trolley base

ver made, it beinK only Ave inches hlRh. The Milloy base has a

double roller bearing and centers ilBplf on the la|)er roller bear-

Ihks: it has no center post and no fulcrum: il is aNo dustproof

and waterproof.

This base is designed to produie the same tension at every

location of the wire, and because of this uniform tension and Its

active movement on curves, It reduces the wear of trollev wheels

Allentown. Pa.—C. M. Walther, assistant secretary and treas

urer l.ehlgh Valley Traction Co. (5923 Clemens).

Austin. Tex.—Frank E. Scovill, secretary and superintendent

Au.slln Electric Railway Co. (4357A Maryland Ave.).

Boston. Mass.—H. I.. Wilson, auditor Boston Elevated Rallwny

Co.

Beaumont, Tex.—Frank .1. Duffy, secretary and treasure! Beau
mom Tuciioii Co.

Chicago. III.—C. N. Duffy, secretary Chicago City Railway Co.

.Jackson, Miss.—John I.orenz, general manage:' Jackson Eledric

Street Railway & Power Co.

Little Rock, Ark.—W. J. Thorp, auditor Little ;-(ock Railway

& Eledric Co.

Lima, O.— P. A. Conolly, auditor lima Eleitric {tailway & IIkIh

Co.

Richmoud, Va.—G. B. Williams, assislant jioneral auditor Vir-

ginia Passenger & Power Co.

Riverside, N. J.—W. E. Harrington, director Camden & Trenton

Ry.

LADIES.

Mrs. Charles W. Lohr. Akron, 0.

Mrs. C. O. Simpson, Birmingham. Ala.

Mrs. Sarah Bishop. Birmingham. Ala.

Jane R. Adams, Buffalo. N. Y.

Mrs. P. V. Burington, Columbus, O.

Mrs. John Ehrhardt, Cleveland. O.

Mrs. W. G. McDole, Cleveland. O.

Nettie L. Kidson. Canton. 0.

Mrs. Irwin Fullerton. Detroit, Mich.

Mrs. Herbert Warren, Duluth, Minn.

Mrs. E. H. Stichei, Gloversville, N. Y.

Miss Florence White, Hartford, Conn.

Mrs. P. A. Hinds, Indianapolis, Ind.

Mrs. H. T. Bunn, Knoxville. Tenn.

Mrs. C. O. Evarts, Leavenworth, Kan.

Mrs. T. W. Casey, Montreal, Can.

Mrs. W. J. Kehi, Norfolk. Va.

Mrs. C. L. Tingley. Philadelphia, Pa.

Miss E. Mann. Quelwc. Can.

Mrs. Frank R. Henry.

Mrs. G. O. Bacon.

Mrs. H. H. Burroughs.

Miss Florence Bixler.

.Mrs. Harry Cohen.

Mrs. R. E. McKenzie.

Mrs. F. J. Suda.

Miss Laura J. Suda.

.Mrs. Z. E. Watson.

.Mrs. Belle Gregory.

.Mrs. A. L. Linn, jr., Utica. N. Y.

.Mrs. J. M. Walther. Allentown, Pa.

Mrs. F. E. Scovill, Austin, Tex.

Mrs. J. D. Leeper, Austin, Tex.

Mrs. W. J. Thorp, Little Rock, Ark.

Mrs. W. E. Harrington, Riverside, N. J.

.MII.I.OV TKOI.I.KV U.VSK.

and saves fields, commutators and brush holders by giving a

r)ractically regular contact. The cable connection (an be made
without the use of tape, as it is under cover and not exposed to

water or weather.

The Milloy trolley base has been adopted as standard by sev-

eral large electric railway companies.

J. G. BRILL COS. EXHIBIT.

In connection with the exhibit of the Buda Foundry ft Manu-
facturing Co.. In the Transportation Building, the Paige Iron

Works, of Chicago, is showing frogs and switches tor electric and
steam railway work.

The exhibit of the J. G. Brill Co., of Philadelphia, is located on

aisle D, Transportation Building, and extends 300 ft. in one direc-

tion, ending on aisle 4. The principal features of the exhibit

are a suburban type semi-convertible car. a double-truck con-

vertible car, a 13-bench "Narragausett" car, three sizes of the

highspeed truck No. 27-E, and one size each of the single truck

No. 21-E, the "Eureka" maximum traction truck and the suburban

truck No. 27-G.

The semi-convertible car principal dimensions are: Length

over end panels, 30 ft. 8 in.: platforms, 5 ft. 6 in. each: width over

sills, 8 ft. 'i in.: over posts at belt, 8 ft. 4 in. This car has the

company's patented roof storage window system, semi-accelerator

end doors, vestibuled Detroit platforms enclosed at one side and

walk-over seats, except those at the ends, which have stationary

backs. The car is mounted on Brill No. 27-G-E-l trucks. Atten-

tion is directed to the curved glass windows between the double

corner posts which enable the conductor to watch from any point

of the car passengers mounting or alighting from the steps.

The principal dimensions of the convertible car are: Length
over end panels. 2.5 ft. 9 in.; platforms. 4 ft. 8'/j in.; width over

sills, 7 ft. 6Vi in.; over posts at belt, 8 ft. 1 in. It is vestibuled;

the double sash windows and flexible metal-sheet panels raise into

roof pockets; instead of grab-handles on the side posts, bracliets

lietween the ends of the seats and the posts serve the purpose.

This car is mounted on Brill "Eureka" maximum traction trucks.

The "Narragausett" car is 36 ft. 8V in. long over the crown

pieces. This is a long open car arranged with double steps while

being within the width of the standard siugle-step double-truck

car. The upper stejjs are upon the middle web of Z-bar sills. It

is especially adapted for summer excursion service, ingress and

egress being rapid and safe by pairs of easy steps on either side.

The car is mounted on Brill No. 27-G-E 1 trucks.

These three patented types of cars have come into large use in

the last few years. They are the Inventions of Mr. John A. Brill,

vice-president of (he J. G. Brill Co.
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These cars are equipped with Brill anglc^iron bumpers, radial

draw-bars, ratchet brake bandies. "Dedenda" gongs, conductors'

gongs, foldins gates, round-corner seat-end panels, tradj scrapers
and "Dumpit" sand boxes.

All the trucks shown have side frames solid forged in a single

piece—a method o( construction peculiar to the J. G. Brill Co.

COMPLETED TUNNEL UNDER THE HUDSON RIVER.

The first of the projected tunnels under the Hudson Kiver.

connecting New York Cit.v with the New Jersey river front, is now
completed. The new tunnel rvins from 15th St.. Hobokefa. to a

point near Christopher St., Manhattan, and it will be used ulti-

mately for bringing the electric cars of the Public Service Cor-

poration into direi't connection with the cars of the Metropolitan

system in New York. It is the intention to extend the tunnel

TLN.NEI, UNDER HLIJSO.V RIVER.

north on the Manhattan side to a point near 33rd St. and Sixth

Ave., where connection will also be made with the New York
Subway, and with the tunnel of the Pennsylvania R. R.

The importance of this new tunnel under the Hudson River can

hardly be overestimated. Within a radius of 25 miles from the

Jersey terminal there is a resident population of more than a

million and a half nf iicnidp to all of whom New York is the busl-

KA«T HIDE Of TWI> LUCK l.>" >UHTI1 TUNSKL.

nnw and Rocial Mecca. More than 300,000 people crosH th<r Hud-

Mon Riv»T dally In ferry boats. The new tunnel will permit

throUKh electric, railway Hervlce from Newark. Montilair. the

OranKeii. Hackenfuu-k. Knglewood, I'atemon, Passaic. Hayonne.

Jersey Cily and Holioken. directly Into Manhattan without

chaoKe of cars, ll Is bellevrMi the cflrrylnR capacity of this new

means of communication will lie taxed to ils utmost from the clay

day It Is op. ned for reRular lraffl<-.

The tunnel just completed is one of two that are beiui; built by
the New York & New Jersey Railroad Co., for the purpose of

creating physical connections between the network of electric

railway lines in New Jersey, and the surface and subway lines of

Manhattan. The tunnel now completed is the northerly one. The
south tunnel parallels this a short distance to the south. About
2.000 ft. of the south tunnel is now completed and work is pro-

gressing at the rate of 42 ft. per day of 24 hours—a speed, it is

stated, that has never been equalled in similar tunnel building.

The north tunnel is 18 ft. inside diameter, and the south tunnel

15 ft. S in. Both are circular in section, and have been built by

the driving method. The actual cutting is done by means of a

huge steel shield which is driven forward by hydraulic Jacks.

Behind the shield are compressed air chambers in which the men
work, the air being kept at high pressure and serving to resist

all inflow of water or excavated material. As the shield is pushed
forward circular steel plates united together are placed in posi-

tion back of it, and these constitute the main walls of the tunnel.

.•^ single line of tracks will lie laid in each tunnel with overhead

trolley wires. The north tunnel will carry the eastbound traffic,

and the south tunnel the westbound. The ride from the ter-,

minal in Hoboken, through the tunnel to the terminal near Chrls-

lopher St. will be just under two miles in length. The section is

.'.,700 ft.

The tunnels will not be in actual use until some time next

year, owing to the delay in securing desired terminal facilities on
the New Jersey side. The matter is now in the courts, but a

speedy compromise settlement is foreshadowed. Power for oper-

ating electric cars throu.i;h these tunnels will be taken from the

new turbine generating station of the Public Service Corporation,

now in course of construction at Marlon, N. J.

AN EXHIBIT WORTHY OF ATTENTION.

Among the exhibits in the Transportation Building is the

Western car heater, manufactured by the Franklin Railway Sup-

ply Co., of Franklin, Pa., at post 52, aisle D, opposite the Ameri-

can Car Co's. exhibit. The Franklin company is represented at

t;ie convention by Kenneth D. Hequembourg, manager; Paul

Weiler, of the Franklin office; William H. Davis, and Edward
Mason, of Porter & Berg, western agent.

A heater is shown piped for single circulation as equipped In

an Interurban passenger car. Attention is called to the small

amount of space occupied by the heater; to the coal magazine,

which when filled with anthracite will operate the equipment for

10 hours without refilling; to the increased efficiency because of

the water-jacket; to the improved draught regulating device, and
to the general appearance of strength and durability. The Frank-

lin Railway Supply Co. stands ready to guarantee that this equip-

ment will heat the largest interurban cars in the coldest climate.

Over 200 of these heaters have been installed on various roads

during the past few months.

PROSPERITY AT KALAMAZOO.

While, generally speaking, business with manufacturers of rail-

way material has not been as active this season as formerly. It

Is Interesting to observe that this is not the rule. In 1903 the

Kalamazoo Rsilway Supply Co.. of Kalamazoo, Mich., moved into

its new plant, which at the time of construction was considered

large enough for some years to come, but the business has grown
so rapidly the past year as to demand increased facilities. Prepa-

ration!! are at present being made for erection of additional build-

ings and installation of much new machinery, and next year wlU
Hce the company with a plant of still greater capacity and as com
pletely equipped as any in the country.

The "Kalamazoo" line of construction and maintenance equip-

ment incluilcK hand, push, rail laying and tower cars, vekxlpedes,

gasoline motor lars, track and car Jacks, cattle guards, tanks anil

water supply machinery, rail benilers, levels, gages and many mi-

nor tools.

««>
If you cut yourself drop In at the exhibit of the St. I.onls

Hrancn of the National l.ea<l Co., post 52, aisle I), Transpiirta-

tlon Building, and secure a real iib-c vest pocket, edition of court

plHHier.
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CONSOLIDATED ENGINE STOP CO S' EXHIBIT

The Cunsolldateil I^nglno Stop Co.. of 100 Broadway. New-

York City, has an luti-rt-siing exhibit in blixk 44. Machinery

Building, where are Hhuwn the "Monarch" engine atop in lioth

Its horizontal and vcrtiial apiMiratiun to the throttle of an en-

';lne. an. I also two new Htopii. the "alectrir motor atop" and the

K.XIUlilT ol- roN.-<OI.lU.\TKD H.NiHNK STOP ro

"quieii-closing i)alanced valve slop." Five "Monarch" speed

limits are ijelled from a line shaft which is run by a motor;

one speed limit being connected electrically to each of four

stops, while the fifth operates a small circuit brealter in the

motor circuit.

The "Monarch" engine stop is connected to the throttle by a

rhain and in opening the throttle valve a cable is wound round

a drum on the stop, on the end of which is a weight sufficient

to close the valve in from 3 to It) seconds. This drum is fast

im a shaft on the other end of which is a dash pot in which

air is compressed as the valve is closed, preventing the valve

from becoming jammed.

The "Monarch" speed limit is belted to the shaft of the engine

beside the flywheel, this speed limit being an application of

a I I'ntriruKal ball governor. When the limit of speed is reached

contact is made with two flngerH and a circuit completed which

• ipcrates a magnet in the stop, reieasing the weight, which closes

tlip valve.

The electric motor atop is operated by a V4-h. p. motor and this

slop both opens and closes the valve. It is designed for large

units and to be connected to the main steam valve near the

ijoiler. or to the throttle. The slop la connected to the valve by

•I chain similar to the "Monarch" stop.

The quiok'cliwlng i)alanced valve stop Is directly connected

;o a Schillle balanced valve by a connecting rod which closes

the valve Instanianeousiy. In aiiplying the stop to a condensing;

I'ligine an aiilomallc breaker is connected to the exhaust an<l

oiicrated by a set of magnets which are in series with thoae

in the slop. When engines are running generators which are

woriiing in multiide an automatic circuit breaker trip is con-

ni'cted to the circuit breaker to cut out llic generator of the

inglne that is shut down by the stop.

The "Monarch" engine slop an.l speed limil system is in-

sialled on the following engines of the ICxposition power plant;

Four Westinghouse .'!.50ll h. p.; one l-familton-Coriiss 3.5uip h. p.;

one Harrisburg (lliii h. p.; one Greenwald tiiiu h. p.; four in

i'tiilippine |«)wer plant. 1.500 h. p.

The accompanying illustrations show the company's exhibit

and a WestinKhouse engine which has been equipped with one

of the company's engine stops.

The "Monarch " engine stop and speed limit system bears the

same relation to an engine that a safety valve does to a boiler.

A complele description of this apparatus can be found in the

(ompany's catalogue, which will be sent upon request.

THE DEMONSTRATING CARS.

Visitors to the convention have had some difficulty in locat-

ing the demonstrating cars which are in constant operation

throughout the day on the tracks immediately to the north of the

Trans|x)rtation Building, adjoining the tracks of the Intramural

Ry. There are three cars in all—that of the Cincinnati Car Co..

equipped with the Westinghouse unit switch system of multiple

control and the straight air brake apparatus of the Westing-

house Traction Brake Co.; the Scioto Valley car. equipped with

the General Electric Co's. multiple control and the combined

automatic and straight air Westinghouse brake, and a car

Imilt by the St. Louis Car Co.. equipped with the Westinghouse

combined magnetic brake and heater.

The Westinghouse multiple control is in charge of Mr. R. C.

Thurston, and the magnetic brake car. to which attention is

especially called, is in charge of Mr. B. M. Hartso<k and Mr.

C. Baron. Mr.' C. W. Townsend. in general charge of the West-

inghouse transportation exhibits, has operated the Westing-

house cars for many of his friends in the l)ast few days.

* « »

HANCOCK LUBRICATOR FOR MOTOR BEARINGS-

VIEW OF MONARCH ENGINE STOP.

The Axle Lubricator Co., of Savannah. Ga.. makes the Han-
cock patent lubricator, which is especially adapted for motor
bearings. This lubricator is said to possess all the advantages of a

ling oiler and in certain respects to surpass it. For instance, the

Hancock lubricator can l)e taken out and replaced on the present

bearings by removing the lower half of the l>earing without dis-

turbing the armature; also, the flow of oil to the bearing is gov-

erned by the size of the oil inlet in the case containing the roller,

which runs in oil. This lubricator oils only while in motion, and it

is possible to use the same oil repeatedly, as the oil drains

Ijack into the cellar, or oil well, in which the roller runs. There
i^ no waste of oil. therefore, no wicks are used and there can l)e

no freezing of the oil.

It is stated that by using the Hancock lubricator and the Axle

company's oil the bearing will last twice as long as by using

grease.

On G. E. 54 and .'>" motors the company has found by actual

test that by making the oil hole llti in. in diameter it will take

only '< gill of oil per day of 18 hour.<v for each bearing, and on
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six months" test motors are actually using 1-32 gallon of 16 lent

oil per day. which is equivalent to $l.S2'-_. per year for armatur'^

bearings per motor.

The Axle Lubricator Co. is represented at the convention by

Mr. E. \V. Hancock, whose headquarters are at the Southern, and

who will be glad to further explain the features of this lubricator

to all who may be interested in saving of babbitt and time.

A NEW INSERT BRAKE SHOE

Herewith is shown a new insert brake shoe of novel design

which has been placed on the market by the Central Union

Brass Co.. of St. Uniis. The inserts consist of round steel punch-

ings *4 in. in diameter and of the same iWpth. The inserts are

.scattered uniformly over the wearing surface of the shoe, so that

the surface is comi)osej of nearly equal proportions of soft sleel

and gray cast iron. It is claimed that the short distance be-

tween adjacent inserts does not allow them to project beyond

the surface of ihe shoe and consequently there can be no scrap-

ing or cutting action on the tread of the wheel. Wherever this

shoe has been adopted, it is stated, the wheel mileage has been

increased appreciably.

to equip a reasonable number of cars for competitive test without

expense to the railway company. .\ large number of testimonial.^

have been received from offlcials of many of the leading com-

panies which adopted these lubricators and dust guards, and

among the strongest of these testimonials is one from Capt. Rob-

ert McCullocb. general manager of the SI. I.ouis Transit Co.

PEACOCK BRAKE MEETS WITH FAVOR.

The Peaioik brake, which is manufactured by the National

Brake Co., of Buffalo. N. Y.. has met with general approval by

many who have seen it. In this device the ratio between the

smaller and lar.gcr gear, and between the larger gear and the

smaller part of the drum, is s\ich as to give great power at the

instant power is required, while the slack is taken up very quickly

by means of an eccentrlially-geared <am when power is not re-

quired.

The original cost and expense of installation of the Peacock

brake is very low end Ihe cost of maintenance is inconsiderable,

as the frame is cast in one piece, secured to the car platform with

three Ijolts. It takes up very little room, and any chain, in eithet

straight or twisted links in any size up to !> S in., may be used.

The Central Union Brass Co. has also recently introduced

into the electric railway field a new trolley splice for which

several advantages are claimed. It consists of a heavy drawn

brass tubing wilh a ratchet dog suspended on a pin at each

end. The ends of the wire to be spliced are pushed into the

tube and engaged by the dogs. Increased tension on the trolley

wire causes the dogs to be pulled down tighter and the wire is

grijiped with greater firmness. To remove the splice all that is

necessary is to release the tension on the trolley wire. A broken

trolley wire may be repaired with this device with great fa-

cility.

INDIANAPOLIS SWITCH & FROG CO.

The Indianapolis Switch & Krog Co. has an exhibit at the cor

ner of aisles H and 2 in Ihe Transportation Hnilding, which will

intereiit electric railway men. Here are shown several

of the company's specialties, among whiih may be mentioned

the following: An 80-lb. A. S. C. E. steam and street railroad

crossing, with heavy "Q" section corner Iron: spring frog: stiff

frog: split switch. 85-lb. A. S. C. E., Pcnsylvanla R. R. standard

Hpeieifli-ation for 1904; extra heavy tongue switch and mate, large

radius: main line and yard stands of all descriptions: switches

and frogs of light T-rall for Industrial tracks. The exhibit Is

showy, one of the large frogs being glided and another being

painted silver color.

The exhibit Is In charge of .Mr. W. H. Thomas, chief engineer

of the company, who presents a iKjckel mirror to every caller.

RAILWAY JOURNAL LUBRICATING CO.

In connection with the exhibit of the National Blectric Co., In

Ihe Eleitrlclty Building, the Railway Journal Lubricating Co., of

.Mllwaiike*^ and Chicago, Is showing Its "ICconomy" journal lubri-

cators and du)!! guards, which have IxH-n ilescrlbed and llluHlrateil

In the "R<>vl«w," and which have iM-iome well and favorably

known to electric railway managers, master mechanics and shop

superintendents during the past yi-ar or iwo. The lompany has

such iinlMjunded •iinf\iU-u< •• thai Its devlccM will do all that Is

c|alme<l for them that It offers a very lllx-ral guarantee, and agrees

The frame and gears are made of malleable iron. The larger

gear works on a roller bearing, which makes the brake easy to op-

erate and free to release. On this account it is a great favorite

with motormen.

The National Brake Co. is represented at the lonvention by its

president, G. S. Ackley, and its secretary, W. A. Brewster. The

company has salesmen all over the United States, who report an

excellent business.

Tag your grip with one of the very attractive tags that are

being distributed at aisle D, post ^<2. Transportation Building, by

the National lead Co. This is one of the souvenirs that are

really worth while.

Representing the \V. R. (iarton Co. at the convention are Messrs.

Hay V. Lee. the secretary, and K. S. Hill.

.Vlr. E. 11. Cliapin, sales agent of the National Car Wheel Co.,

Is to be seen at the convention daily.

Mr. K. A. Barbey, the New England sales agent of the Lacka-

wanna Steel (;o„ ailvlses us that llic company is in the market for

electric railway I'ontracts for Trails, bridge work, eti., this be-

ing something of a new departure. Mr. Barbey, who is alleniling

the convention, makes Ills headciuarlcrs at IK.'; Summer St.. Bos-

ton.

.Mr. CliarliH S. Clark, of Boston. Mass., represents the I'liinsyl-

• anla Steel Co at the convcnilon. Mr. Clark has allcTubil these

meetings for Ihe past IX years.

The Weber Railway .lolnt Manufacturing Co.s Interests at the

convention are well conserved by ,). ('. Harr, of New York; Arthur

T. Ilerr, of Denver; (Juy M. Lindsay, of SI. I.ouis, and V. A Poor

and H. C Holloway, of Chliago.

The ConMnuous Rail .Joint Co. of America Is represented at the

convention by Messrs. I.. I'". Bralne, E. .1. flondlt. C. K. Irwin, .1. li.

Miller. J. .M. Atkinson, V. C. Armstrong anil B. M, Barr.
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STEAM TURBINES.

UKAII UBPOIIK THE AMI-rilirAN BTHEKT llAIWAY ASSOCIATION OCT
13. HOI. BY RtCHAKD II IIU'E

The flelil of userulncsK for the sleam liirblne as a prime mover
is not conflneil to large units. The flntt liirlilnes of Parsons ami
of Curtis were small, hut on account of the Improvement In econ

nmirs to l)e effected hy the mere Increase In lapaclty. devolopniciit

rapidly proieeded In this direction. The small unlls have n<ii

been neglerted, however, and various sizes of small units dlrectl.v

connected to senernlors have lieen produced and plaied In com
merclal operation. The problems of design which have to h-

solved In the small units are of a somewhat different characli r

from those Inherent In the large sizes. In order to keep the di

menslons and cost of apparatus at a proportionate dgnre the diam
eters of bucket wheels must be kept small, and this leads to a lom
paratively high speed. These speeds must be chosen with refer

ence to the possibilities of generator design In order that the unit.-

may be direct-connected. Therefore a proper balance must bf

struck between the requirements of the turbine and those of the

generator. The speed necessary in the small units (from l.Snn

to 5,000 r. p. m.) give rise to a set of londilions not met with in

large units and certain differences in design have arisen from
this fact.

The Curtis pynciple is useful in keeping speeds of rotation

down, and all the Curtis turbines are made without gearing for

connection to generators. The accompanying table gives the sizes

developed below 500 kw. rated capacity with the principal partic-

ulars of the design. A numl)er of these small units are In com-
mercial operation and giving good satisfaition and a still greater

number are in course of manufacture.

--It-

ig

ECONUMV CIJKVE OP ino-KW. CONDENSING TURBINF;
Dry. Saturated Stpnm: 28. r. In. Vacuum: 12ri lb. Gai;o Pres-sur.*.

It will be noted tliat attention has been devoted to the develop-
ment of both non-condensing and condensing types, the three
smaller sizes being for non-condensing service solely.

Some of the special problems which require solution on these
sizes are balance, construction and lubrication of bearings, flexible

couplings between turbine and generator for sizes of 75 kw. and
above, and the commutator construction on direct current ap-
paratus. It is possible to balance the turbine parts statically with
success, to operate at the speeds given, since the wheels may be
l)alanced individually and collectively and the metal of e'ach wheel
is disposed in the form of a flat plate. With the generator, how-
ever, this condition is not present, and furthermore we have the
liability of the generator or winding undergoing some change af-

ter being put into service, due to heating and other causes. For
this reason it is necessary to balance the generator parts by rotat-
ing them in a vertical position and suspended by a flexible shaft.
The rotating parts in this system of balancing lake up rotation
about the center of gyration of the system and by the addition of
balancing weights at various points this center is made coimidput
with the center of rotation of the shaft. Two balancings of gen-
erator parts are usually necessary; one before, the other after the

generator has been subjected to a heat run and a high speed run.

the latter being made at a speed which Is somewhat higher than
the normal running speed of the unit. Due to the symmetrical
shape of the Curils buckets a very small amount of end thrust
has to be taken care of; whatever thrust exists being due to acci-

dental variations In bucket or nozzle shapes on each end of one of
the bearings. No balancing pistons are necessary.

The question of bearings is of course a very Important one and
has been made the subject of a great deal of investigation. The
bearings now In use are supported on spheres, so that the bearings
are self-aligning. The linings are made in two parts and lubri-

cation is etTectcd by forced feed from a pump which Is geared to

(he main shaft of the turbine and supplies oil at a pressure of
from three to six lb. per sq. In. The circulation of the oil Is con-
stant, passing from the pump to the bearing, thence to a reservoir
in the pump chamber, from which It again goes to the pump. It

has not been found necessary to provide any cooling arrangement
for the oil and a very small amount of make up oil is necessary.

m

:'^x.

T"
•^t-tTtt-tTTtMfTtt^f •(
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Et.*UN'-.»iIl" '"L'llN'Eti uk' .Nu.N L.u,\i.'l:..\;;lNU 1 t ia;i.\li,

iM.v Sniuratca Stpam—AtmoFpherlc Hack Pressure—AM Pri-s.surf-s Oage.
A—13 kw.— 200 lb. I'tcani. B—2'. kw.— 150 Ih. st«-ani.

C

—

IT, kw — l,'iO Ih. sl.ani.

The 15 kw. set was first used for train lighting service and a
number are now in use for this purpose. Some are placed on the
buffer beam of the locomotive and others are installed in the bag-
.ijage car. The latest forms are also so equipped as to be capable
of being put on top of the boiler just in front of the steam dome
when desired. The conditions of service are widely different on
the locomotive and in the baggage car. in the former case the
turbine is supplied with steam at 175 to lidO lb. pressure and ex-

posed to great variations of temperature. Some trouble was ex-

perienced last winter with the sets mounted on the buffer beams,
due to congealing of the oil cintilation. but this was overcome by
the use of a special oil. It is not expected that this trouble will

be met with in the sets which are mounted on top of the boiler.

Dust and cinders are very troublesome on the locomotive and
the machine is enclosed as much as possible, to prevent their ac-

cess to the vital parts. It is, however, necessary to take in a large
quantity of air for the purpose of cooling the generator and this
air necessarily carries with it a certain proportion of fine dust,
which, however, does not prevent satisfac tory operation.

In the baggage car the turbine is normally supplied with steam
at 80 lb. pressure, but for various reasons the pressure actually
realized varies from this figure down to 40 lb. While the turbine
can be kept cleaner and is less exposed to temperature changes it

must be cared for by entirely unskilled attendants. The most of
the train lighting sets now installed are placed in this manner
and the fact that their operation is satisfactory is good evidence
of the small amount of care needed.

Some of the 2.'; kw. sets are also u,-#d for train lighting in the
baggage car and Ijoth these sets are well adapted for the excitation
of the fields of large generators, as well as for general purposes.
The floor space required is small, the regulation is equal to that
of reciprocating engines, and the sets are automatically lubricated
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aud require little attentioii.

The I'-j, 15 and 25 Ivw. turljines are goverueil by throttle valves,

these being of the piston type, moved directly by a very sensitive

and powerful centrifugal governor with spring. The nozzles are
therefore supplied with steam at pressures varying with the load.

The governor joints are supplied with knife edges and do not re-

quire lubrication. All of these machines are of the single-stage

type, having a single group of nozzles with single sets of buckets)
consisting of three rows of moving buckets with corresponding
rows of stationary buckets.

The large sizes are multi-stage and have only two rows of mov-
ing buckets per stage. The method of governor control on these
larger sizes is somewhat different from that just described. One
)r more nozzle groups are supplied with steam from a single poppet
valve and a sufficient number of poppet valves is supplied to fur-

nish the total number of nozzles necessary for developing the ca-

pacity of the turbine. Each poppet valve is therefore the means of

controlling the admission of steam to one or more nozzles and the

governor, by means of an intermediate mechanism, opens or closes

a succession of poppet valves as the demands of the load require.

Two types of intermediate mechanism for operating these poppet
valves have been developed and constructed. The 75 kw. turbine

is supplied with one of these types, consisting of a hydraulic cyl-

inder the controlling valve of whiih is directly actuated by the

governor. A movement of the controlling valve caused by a

change in the speed admits oil to one side or the other of the pis-

ton of this cylinder and a movement of the cylinder results,

through the intermediate mechanism, in the opening or closing

of corresponding poppet valves. While the governor remains
in any given position the hydraulic cylinder is also stationary

and is locked in its position by confining the oil in both ends of

the cylinder. A movement of the governor produces a correspond-

ing movement of the hydraulic piston, and when this movement
has taken place the parts come to rest. There is sufficient

lost motion and spring in the parts to ensure that the valve,

when opening or closing, will be moved suddenly a sufficient

amount to prevent too much throltling at the valve, and the

nozzle works therefore at high efficiency at all times.

The 150 kw. turbine is supplied with a mechanical valve gear,

the valves being actuated by gearing which derives its motion'

from the main shaft. The governor control operates a mechan-
ical device which produces the same effect on the poppe\ valves

as that above described.

It will be noted from the table that nearly all these machines

are constructed with direct current generators with a compar-

atively small numl>er of alternating current sizes. Other sizes

of alternating current sets will be constructed in due course.

The oiieration of direct current commutators at the speeds In

question has necessitated the development of various special fea-

tures in the commutator. Carbon brushes are used throughout,

the best form of brush being one whi<'h has been treated with a

lubricant, and with this form of brush commutation Is very sat-

isfactory. On account of the high speed and great length of

the commutator bars they are provided with nickel steel shrink

rings at the ends and middle of their lengths to prevent deflec-

tiou. These rings are shrunk on over insulation and provide

a very effective means of supporting the commutator bars and

also have the advantage of giving a greater wearing depth of

copper than the usual construction. The steam consumption

curves of these small turbines differ somewhat In characteristics

from those of large turbines of the same type, In having a com-

paratively high steam consumption at light loads. This Is

iK-cause the fixed losses, such as bearing friction and windage

of the wheels are a greater proportion of the total output.

All of these turbines are of the horizontal type, the vertical

type I'ommeiicing with the .'.UO kw. and proci'eiUng upwaril. The
lhr<!e smaller Hlzes given In the table have two bearings. The
turbine wheels are overhung ou the end of the shaft and the

shaft IH In one piece, with the turbine and armature both

mounted on il. Beginning with the 7.'> kw. size and upward the

shaflM are In Iwo piecen and the h<-|k have four beariiigK.

In the small rizeti where the wheids are overhung the front eiiil

III the cam- may Iwr taken off lo obtain access to the wheels and

Intermedialiw. and In the larger sizes where four bearings are

provided the upiier half of Ihc casing Is removable for the

lame purpose

In the four-bearing sets the generator and tiirljiuo shafts arc

united by flexible coupling which permits some little inaccuracy

in the alignment of the two shafts without affecting the operation

of the set. After extended experience with various forms of

these couplings a construction involving the vise of metal parts

only has been found to be the most satisfactory. This coupling

is a modification of the Oldham coupling, the necessary flexi-

bility being secured by the rse of links turninn on pins.

Some progress has been made in the application of turbines

10 driving other forms of apparatus than electric generators.

This problem involves the findin:; of satisfactory methods of

speed reduction to fit the turbine for coupling to slow-moving

apparatus. Some of our small turbines are in operation with

a belt drive with a fair aniounl of satisfaction. Otlier forms

of .gearing are under construction and experiment, and it is

safe to predict that we shall soon be able to couple the smaller

sizes at least of oni' turbines to slow-moving apparalus with

satisfaction.

TABLE.
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THE AMERICAN DIESEL ENGINE.

KAI) liKlMiKBTHK AMRKK AN HTKKKT KAIWAV ASHO'IATIliN OCT.
l:t. I'<ii| MY K |i MKIKri

Many uf your inonilifrH will remember i-ertaln paperH publlHluMl

!<om<' .Vfnr« ago lii reKRrd to the morlls of a new Invention in

l>rlnie movers. iBlleil the Diesel motor.

The I'Iniins net forth n-i to the economy of this device were so

large and farrearhliin that most prartlral men reielved them
with a FhriiK of the shoulders. They were, nevertheless, no;

only true but somewhat under-stated. From the small Diesel

motor of twenty h. p.. whlrh save these remarkable results, has

(.rown by a natural proi'ess of evolution the American Diesel En
cine of today, at pro,<ent l)uilt In sizes from 75 h. p. to 450 h. p.

A short explanation of the working of this engine may be per-

niUsihle. as many, no doubt, have forgotten the former explana-

tion while to others the matter may be entirely new.

The Diesel engine Is essentially sn oil engine, and not a ga?

engine. Gas engines and previous oil engines which acted on th.^

gas engine principle have all In common the explosion of a

SBi-TIOXAI. VIEW.

iharge. This charge is a mixture of a given quantity of gas,

or of a given quantity of oil vaporized so as to act as a gas during
the process, combined with a quantity of air varying from seven
to eleven times the volume of the gas or vapor. It was well

known that some previous compression would add to the economic
results of the ex|)losioii whicli. from the moment of ignition, wa^
beyond cor.trol of ilie operator or of the governing mechanism of

the engine. This lad limited the efficiency of all governing de-

vices which could be rpplied, and troubles with the ignitor caused
other irreg-.'laritle.-;. to that even where local conditions mad''
the gas engine (or va|)orizcd oil engine) the worthy competitor of

the steam engine, uni-ertainties of it? operation threw ilotibt on
the wisdom of the substitution.

Furthermore, a cheap gas, uecessitating the Installation of a

large and cumbersome producer plant, was the only escape from
such costly fuel.s as gasoline or kerosene.

The Die;el engine made the use of the cheapest liquid fuel,

such as crude oil. fuel oil. and distillates |)osslble. To these re-

cent experiment develoiiments promise to add the waste product
from gas works, known as light water gas tar.

The Diesel engine works on an entirely new principle. First

of all, It dispenses with the so-called charge or mixture, which in

all explosive engines inuMt vary only between the limits of one

gas to seven air and one gas to eleven air. Its cycle is the same
a< the gas engine, the well known Otto cycle. There Its bIidI-

Inrlty with the gas engine ends absolutely; in everything else It

liillows the precedent of the steam engine.

Its first stroke is a suction stroke, drawing In a cylinder full of

I'lire ilean air: on the seiond stroke it compresses this to a tension

.{iid ronseqiient temperature sufficient to ignite any fuel which

may be Injected into it: at the beginning of the third stroke a

small quantity of fuel oil is injected into this red-hot tlir as a spray

l<y a Jet of highly lompressed air, and thus in a completely pul-

verized state the fuel meets and mixes with the hot compressed

air In the cylinder, burning completely and iluring a period of

time exactly regulated by the governing meihanism of the en-

gine, generally through one-tenth part of the stroke, subsequent

til which the stroke Is finished by the expansion of the burnt

product?: the fourth .stroke discharges these products of c:om-

bustion and leaves I he cylinder empty and ready for another

suction stroke.

It is evident that the work expeniled in comiiressing the cylinder

volume of pure eir is given off again to the shaft of the engine dur-

7r,-H ( SINdl.K-c'VI.INDKK DIBSI-;!. I'^.Mil.NES

ing the combustion or motor stroke, so that the loss is simply the

frictional loss during the compression stroke.

This simple process, absolutely new and original with Diesel,

has enabled him to accomplish with one-half pint of common crude

or fuel oil as much as the explosive engine does with a full pint

of the much more expensive gasoline.

A recent comparison of results extending over a period of reg-

ular daily service of six weeks has shown the consequent economy
of the Diesel engine over a first-class gasoline engine, which it

displaced, of fillO per cent.

The modest statement set forth some years ago by the promoters

of the Diesel engine, and covered by absolute and binding guar-

antees, arc that one hundred horse power hours measured at the

crank shaft of the engine will require not exceeding eight and one-

half gallons of crude oil or fuel oil when the engine is running at

or near its greatest capacity nor more than nine and one-half when
it is running at or near half-load. The Diesel engines which are

furnishing all the electric light and nearly all the power for the

German Tyrolean Alps at the World's Fair, St. I.otiis, furnish

300 h. p. hours on the switchboard while running at loads varying

during the day from one-quarter to full load with a consumption
of only seven and one-half gallons of common fuel oil from Whit-

ing, Indiana. At three cents per gallon this means 100 h. p. per

hour at two and one-quarter cents or 100 kw. per hour at three and
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Bfteen hundredths cents. While in some localities siu-h fuel oil or

crude oil. delivered in carload lots, ma.v cost as hish as Tour cents

per gallon, it is readil.v furnished in many localities contiguous to

oil fields at three cents and even two cents per gallon.

The resulation in the Diesel engine is not dependent on hit or

miss, but can be followed up or down the scale as closely as in a

TWO 120-H. P DIESEt. ENGINES, MANSPIEI^D, O.

Steam engine. In the latter it is a question of cutting oft more or

less from a pretty large volume of steam at each stroke; in the

Diesel engine it is the finer one of cutting oft a more or less minute

quantity of oil from the small volume delivered by the fuel pump

at each stroke. It is accomplished liy <lirpct action of (he .governor

on the suction valve of the fuel pump, which is held open during a

greater or less portion of the pressure stroke, and thus the pump
delivers the exact quantity of oil required during each motor stroke

of the engine. While the mechanism is necessarily smaller, and

more delicate than in the steam engine, it also requires less power

and its effect is more immediate.

In a compound steam engine the volume of steam left in the

high pressure cylinder at the point of cutoff must be used in the

next stroke of the low pressure cylinder whether at the time more

or less would be the proper quantity for that stroke. In the

Diesel engine the regulation acts on each cylinder just at the time

and in the exact quantity then required.

There remains only the drawback, common to all four cycle en-

gines, that there is but one motor stroke for every two revolu-

tions. For electric light work triple cylinder engines and heavier

tly wheels successfully overcome this, while for electric railway

work resort is had to still larger fly wheels and six cylinders by

coupling two triple cylinder engines at the two ends of the same

dynamo shaft.

As for the accessibility, reliability and durability of the engln'j.

three years of experimental work have placed these fully on a par

with the best steam engine practice, and since then two years and

in some cases nearly three years of continuous service by a num-

ber of Diesel engines of the New American type give sufficient

example-i of the success in this work.

Three engines of 225 h. p. direct coupled to Bullock direct cur-

rent generators can be seen in daily service in the engine room of

the German Tyrolean Alps at the World's Fair, where many prac-

tical questions beyond the scope of this article will find ready and

(omjilete answers.

GEORGE W. KNOX.

Mr. George W. Knox, of Chicago, president of the Knox Con-

struction Co., which recently built an interurban line between

Green Bay and Kaukauna. Wis., on September 1st became general

manager of the Green Bay Trastion Co.. which is to take over

and operate the Fox River Electric Railway & Power Co's.

property, consisting of 22 miles of city lines in Green Bay and

the new interurban line. iVIr. Knox will continue, also, as the

president of the Knox Kngineering Co., with headquarters in

Chicago, and it is inferred that hereafter, in addition to build-

ing eleitric lines, the Knox Engineering Co. will enter the oper-

ating field. Mr. Knox is one of the best known consulting and

constructing engineers in the middle West. He Is also well

iipnppeil to operate a road. He has been in eleitric railway

work practically since its beginning in 1S87 and was employed

l>y the olil Spraiue. Thomson Houston and Edison companies.

For some time previous to lUmi Mr. Knox was electrical en-

gineer for the Chicago ('ily Railway t^o. Assoiiated with Mr.

Knox tt Green Bay is Mr. U. N. Ileskett. resident engineer din-

ing the constriutlon of the new interurban line. Mr. Ileskett

was superintendent of the McCartney Electric Ry.. of West

Green Kay. before it was purchased by the present company.

Afterward he comjileted his education at Armour Inslitule of

Technology, graduating in 1902. Mr. Knox has Kppointe<I as

superintenilent at Green Bay Mr. M. .1. Kinch, formerly of the

Grand Rapids. Holland & lake Michigan Railway Co.. and of

the Rnckford, Belolt & Janesvllle Railroad Co.

Mr. Henry W. French, of the Consolidated Engine Slop Co.,

New York City, Is in St, Louis circulating among his friends

and extending hearty invitations to visit the company's exhibit

al Block 41. Machinery Building.

.Mr. Samuel l<owy, of llie H. W .Icihiis Manvilli' (lo.. Is visiting

among the delegajLes and I'Xidoiiiiig llii' eillcieiuy and durability

nf the company's jiroducts.

.Mr. Graham Snillli Is In charge of the WcKtingbniisc iiubllclly

(b paiinient In Machinery Hall.

The large an<l Intereatlng exhibit of the E, W. BIIhh Co., of

UiDoklyn. In Machinery Hall Is In charge of MoHsrs. W. S. Smith,

E. 8. Porter and J. Matthews.
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TRANSFERS-THEIR USES AND ABUSES.

IIK.\I> IIKHIIIK rilK AMKUICAN STBEET UAILWAY AHHOCI ATIO.N. OCT. 13.

1904.

IIV L£ON JEWELL.

It i» ilii' couHtaiil endeavor of street railway lumpanieH to pro-

vide the lieiit service and all transportation farllltleH poHHlbie, un-

der tlie conditions met with in the operation of their roa<l8, as well

as to offer every Inducement to the people to ridi' on the cars, In

order to create and develop the traffic to the mutual advantage

and heneflt of the lompanies, as well as their patrons.

Primarily, this is the first and all Important "Use" of the trans-

fer. Its purpose Is not to lengthen the ride, but to obviate the

necessity of making trips ou different routes by direct through

lines, so that passengers may be carried diredly and quickly to

their objective points for one fare.

A few years ago, when the electric cars were first being Intro

duced, the people were inclined to take the longest ride possible

for one tare, but the novelty soon wore off, and the tendency

changed to taking the shortest possible route to their destinations.

The issuing of a transfer does not, In all cases, necessarily

mean that the rate of fare has been cut in two. but that there lias

been created, between certain sections, a traffic which diii not for-

merly exist, prior to ibe introduction of a transfer system. With-

out transfers, each line practically serves only its immediate neigh-

borhood, as the people upon whom street railway companies de-

pend for patronage cannot afford to pay more than a single fare

in going to or from their various destinations.

By the use of transfers the necessity of direct lines of cars for

different destinations is eliminated; travel in opposite direction?,

is established which does not require an Increase of car mileage;

the traveling public is offered an attraction in the way of cheap

transportation for short distances over zig-zag routes not covered

by direct lines of cars; the habit of street car riding is acquired

from carrying passengers, for one fare, around two sides of a sec-

tion, when such journeys were formerly left, out, or walked, on ac-

count of the required two, three, and even four fares, which were

considered too great an outlay for the distance covered.

"Abuses" in the operation of a transfer system will constantly

arise. Different methods, remedies, safeguards, restrictions, etc..

for the correction of these abuses, have been adopted in different

cities, by which some degree of protection has been secured in a

majority of cases.

The principal and most odious abuses of a transfer system are

the exchange, brokerage and transferring of transfers. These

abuses can be fairly well controlled and kept within due bounds at

ordinary transfer points, but at downtown common centers, the

brokerage in transfers becomes a different proposition and a men-

ace to the company.

The damage claims that may arise from the transferring of

passengers constitute one of the disadvantages of a transfer sys-

tem and a strong argument against an extension of transfer privi-

leges.'

The abuses perpetrated by employes have been reduced, to a

great extent, by removing from the transfers their cash value to

the conductor. Employes, as a general rule, are very timid, or

conscientious, in regard to giving away transfers, or otherwise

disposing of them, illegitimately. Of course, there are employes

of another nature, but they do not consider the returns of suffi

dent value to warrant the risk of losing their positions. They

are also restrained through fear of the necessary confederates.

The abuses by employes, in improperly punching, issuing and

honoring transfers, demand and require the closest surveillance

and the strongest safeguards. The correction of these abuses is

often neglected, and, as a consequence, the public is not only en-

couraged in Its abuse of the use of transfers, but is led to believe

that the unwarranted privileges permitted by employes are Just,

and eventually claim them as a right.

My experience with transfers dates back to the fall of 1880.

At that time the transfer system of our company was in its In-

fancy and was confined to one transfer point until 1884. During

that period the transfers were Issued by agents who were stationed

at the transfer point. At hours when business was heavy, the

agent could not possibly avoid being Imposed upon by people who

iiiiuKled with the passeuiiers and demanded transfers.

.-\t flrst a small card punched so as to Indicate the uumlx-r of

iriiiisfer passengers, was pasued from the agent to the conductor.

I'nder this system It was impossible to tell who were entitled to

ride on the transfer and who should pay cash fare.

Next In order (-aine the small Individual transfer sliiis which

were (luted hut unlimited hs to lime and direction. These

iruiisfers were iK8Ue<i by agejils ami were honored and registered

hy the coniiuctors the same as cash fares. The company IobI

heavily from the frauds of lis conductors under the registration

of transfers as cash fares. In order to stop these frauds v»e

slopped the "ringing up" of the transfers.

in 1884, upon the opening of an additional cross-town line, the

iinent system was abolished and the one hour time limit transfers

were introduced and iilaced in the bands of conductors for dlstri-

liution. From all information that I could gather the time flmlt

transfers were, at lliat lime, used only in San Krancisco, Cal.

The transfer system was confined to a limited section of the ter-

lilory covered by onr lines until .luly 5, 1888. at which time we

Vdhmtarily established the transfer system over our whole ter-

ritory. The followiui.' extract is from a notice given the public at

(bill time:
"• • • • By Ibis arrangement residents In all portions of

the South Division of the City, Town of Lake, and Hyde Park ca?-

ried l)y the lines of this Company, will be enabled to reach Wash-

ington and Jackson Parks, or the center of the city, for one fare

• • • •, and is attempted by the management in the hope that

till- territory will be rapidly developed, and the volume of travel

lie sufficiently increased to warrant this experiment being made
lii'i'iuanent. and that many of the lines not now paying operating

I'xpenses be rendered self-sustaining • • • •."

The experiment was made permanent and the lines self-sustain-

ing. New lines were established and extensions made into addi-

tional territory. The increase of traffic over the normal increase,

was principally for short distances, which were formerly walked.

as well as from the fact that the people were not backward in ap-

preciating the one fare system and in locating their homes ac-

cordingly.

Previous to July 5, 1888, we collected as high as four cash fares

fiom a passenger for one continuous ride for which we now re-

leive only one cash fare. At that time our territory extended into

three different townships, but at the present time, is all within one

township, brought about by annexation.

Our transfer system from 1888 to 1902 allowed a passenger to

transfer from the trunk lines upon a cash fare or transfer, but

from the cross-town lines a passenger would be transferred only

upon payment of a cash fare.

On December 7. 1902, we inaugurated our present transfer sys-

tem, under which a passenger, on the payment of one cash tare,

may ride in any one general direction as far as the cars of our

company will carry him. For instance, a passenger on a south-

bound car, will, upon request at time of paying cash fare, receive

a transfer, good, within a limited time, to any intersecting east,

west, or south line. It the passenger takes a west-bound car,

whereby he establishes his general direction of travel, the conduc
tor will honor and issue in exchange for this transfer, one enti-

tling the passenger to ride south, or west, and the passenger may
then exchange that transfer for one good on south or west-bound

cars, to the extreme southern or western limits, reached by the

lines of this company. This enables our patrons to travel from
one to any other side of a section, reached by our lines, on pay-

men! of one cash fare. It would be impracticable, without the

use of our transfer system, to do this.

The following data of the Chicago City Railway Co., with re-

spect to the operation of its transfer system, as representing the

growth and development of the use of transfers over a period of

twenty years, 1884 to 1904, may be of Interest

:

1884. 1904

Number of distinct lines of cars operated .... 7 20

Number of distinct routes operated 19 182

Number of transfer points 2 94

Maximum possible number of transfers Issued

for one continuous .ride in one general direc-

tion 1 19

.\verage number of transfer passengers carried

daily 4,000 207,728
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Perc-entaKc of irausfei- passeugers to tare pas- lliro\islioiu tin' loiiimy in i-.mpiMaie wiih niu' iinnilicr in de-

sengers 4 p jy f lectins and suppressing nni' of ilir nuisl iiyin;; evils ilioy liavr

Percentage of transfer passengers to fare and to contend willi.

transfer passengers 4.4 37,(1 »*.
Average tare per passenger (fare and trans- SCARRITT CAR SEAT EXHIBIT.

fer pas.-^eugersl $0.047S $11. 0313
Length of longest line miles 4.59 -1.78 The Scanitt-Comstock Kiinuture Co.. of St. Loir.s, maker ot

.Werage length of all lines, miles 3.38 5.37 ,h.. well-kni.*n S-arntt .ar seat, is exhibiting in aisles F, G and
Longest transfer route possible, miles 4.39 15.74

,.. , anting the central doorway on Uie east. Transportation
From what has been said in this paper, it would appear that the i-,„iidii.g. Here are shown the various types ol car seats made

follrnvs^"*^

Ahuses" ot transfers, could be summarized briefly, as ,„ „„s ^umpany. arranged for effective display and in front ot

:i very altractive pavilion. In the rear ot the pavilion is the
^^*"

Pullman Exposition train; the Scarritt seats are used In this
(a. To increase the transportation tacilities. whereby passeii^ ,,ai„ ^nd form part of the Pullman exhibit. Adjacent to the

gers can be carried in different directions, by shorter and more p„,„„„„ ^,.^^^ ^^ ,„^ exhibition tfain of the Missouri Pacldc
direct routes„_.,.. R. R., two ccachcs of which are equipped with the Scarritt high

lb) To offer additional inducements to ride, thereby creating , , . ., , -i, ,, „ ..^ . , ,. -

, , , , . J ..^ " back car seat and the chair car with the Scarritt twin reclining
and developing increased traffic. ,,. ... . , ., ,,...,. .,

.„ , car. Visiting street railway men are invited to visit the Scar-
Id To better serve the traffic ot each individual line. To re- ... „ ^ . ,,, , , ,„„„ ., ,. i,. ,.,.». .. ..

. . , ^. ^ ,

.u c
J.JJJ pj^|. j,pjj^ Works at ISOO N. Main St., and the offices of the

(luce the number of direct through lines and decrease car mile- . _ ,
, , . c.» . ,j .,.,.-.. ,company at Broadway and Locust Sts. Incidentally, it is staled

that there are more than 20,000 Scarritt car seats in use on the
Abuses. , . .

, , „. .
, , , , . .J ,

electric cars in SI. Loiiif and vicinity,
la I The improper and fraudulent acts ot conductors in con- ^..^^-^^

nection with the handling of transfers.

Ibl The brokerage or traffi. king in transfers, especially by EXHIBIT OF GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.
newsboys.

Id The improper transferring and exchanging of transfers by
'^'"' '^'"''"" "^ *'™- '' '^''""'^ * '^'°*'»^''' °' f"^'"^"*^"' ^""'-

passengers
prises a group of photographs showing electric transfer tables

(d) The possible increase of damage claims, arising from th-.
"'"'" '^'^ <onipany has installed in various parts of the country

operation of a transfer system.
^"'' ''^'''^ ^^''^ ''^^" favorably spoken of wherever used. This

As to whether the advantages of the •uses" of transfers, out-
'ompany also makes electric drawbridge machinery, electric

„.„„. ,. „ ,. „ .
. ,„ , ,. ..„, .. J 1

traveling cranes and electric turntables.weigh the disadvantages of the abuses, or vice versa, depends oa
the specific conditions that each company operates under.

^.» _ MCUIRE-CUMMINCS MANUFACTURING CO.
RAILWAYS PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.

The .McCiiire-Cniiiinings Manufacturing Co,, of Chicago, the

Street railway men will doubtless remember the daring scheme well-known builder of trucks, sweepers, sprinklers, etc, has an

and carefully prepared plot to swindle the Memphis Street Rail- extensive exhibit on track 14, aisle D, Transportation Ruilding.

way Co. out of $23,000, which was loncocted and carried out One sample each of the company's principal specialties are dis-

hy two persons giving the names of William Webb and wife. played, as follows:

July 1.5th. 1897. Mrs. Webb and a friend boarded a car and as No. 35 double truck for extra heavy duty and high speed

the car started while she was yet in the aisle, she fell heavily service, known as the company's "Electric Locomotive Truck."

baikwaril to the floor as if thrown from her feet. She was re The main features of this truck are a solid steel frame, supported

moved to her home, a physician wa.s called and examination at each journal box by four coil springs, and an M. C. H. swinging

fhowed that her spine was injured. The officers of the Memphis bolster.

road had heard of the plot and as soon as the suit for damages No. 39-A high speed inleinrlian truck, with solid steel frame

was filed and heard, the Webbs were arrested, pleaded guilty end swinging bolster. .MIIioukIi the wheel base is sliorl, the

and were fined $100 and sentenced to Imprisonment for II brakes are inside hung.

months ami M days, this being the maximum sentence allowed. "Solid Steel Columbian " truck, the company's well-known sin-

About a year later the Staten Island .Midland Railroad Co. had ^-le truck, of which more than 7,000 are in use under city cars.

a similar experience with one August Krause, alias .John Cramer. 'Hoyal Klush " fender, the type which was adopted by the Chl-

alias John .Miller, alias John Schai-ffer, who claimed that in c ago I'niou Traction Co., to meet the requirements of the city or-

alighting from one of the cars the grip handle pulled off. and dinances, and which has been widely used on other roads, also,

was the cause of his falling olT the lar with such force as to The McCtuIre "Heavy" snow sweeper, designated "heavy" he-

result in severe Injury. He wa.s identified as an old grab-handle cause of the ease with which It disposes of heavy snow. This

man but Itefore police arrived he made Ilia escape. A great many sweeper is equipped with brooms at each end which cover a space

aci'ideni fakirs are going around the country to<lay, making their l.s In. greater than the width of the track, and also with steel

livings at this trade. wings for levelln.v; the snow outside of the sweep of the brooms.

Reahxlng the neressity of an organization to afford protec A four thousand gallon double truck ]ineuniatlc sprinkling ear.

lion to the railways against these accident frauds, Mr. L. E. This car has a steel tank with an air reservoir, motor-compre'asor,

Driimmond, of Orummond's I>ete<tive Agency. Park Row & Ann four adjustable sprinkling heads, track noz/.les, fire extingulsh-

St.. .N'ew York City, has organized the Railways Protective Asso- ing appliances and hose for car cleaning.

elation. This assoeiation has on file a record of many fraudulenl Champion switch stand, ciiii- nf the company's wcll-Kiinwii pro

cUlms that have l)c<'n made in the paat against street railways, ducts.

the record being enlarged each month by the reports recelveil The Mctiuire-Cuininings "Clinch " griiln dnor for sliaiu rail

from the dlfTerent railways that belong to the a»Hoclation. Every road use.

month a litillelln is Issued which contains all the fake aicidenl In this conneillon Is is announieil that the McQiilre-CummlnKS

claims that were registered during the previous month, together .Maniiraciiirlng Co. has just received an order by cable for a snow

with a detailed Blatement of how these Impositions were oper- sweeper for the new electric road In Amsterdam, Holland. The

£ted and how they were deledeil. an Important feature of the company has also eijuipped the eleclric road at Callao. Pern, wllh

service being a description of the witnesses who work with the ^ .McfJulre-CiiniminKs IriKks.,

actual perpetrators of the fakes. As soon as an accident happens — ^^^

on a road which belongs to the asswlation, full Information ( on Mr Frank A. Estop, president and treasurer of the K. 1). Nut

cernlng all nimllar caKes 1m furnlnbed Immediately upon receipt lull Co.. camr- on from Plltsbiirg lo personally superinlend the

of the claim. The protmllon afforderl by this servlie Is prac comimny's exhihil In the WeHlinghnuse space In the Eleclrlelty

llcally Invaluable and such an organlzallon enables all ilie roads Itulldlng.
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R. EXHIBIT.

As part of Its contribution to the exhIliltH at the ExpoBlllon

the Illinois Central R. R. has Usiioil for K<>n<Tal dtfltrlbiition ;i

iIl'paKe llliuitrated foliler entllleil, "Karts ami Figures about il,.

Illinois Central Rallroail |nd Desiripllon of its Steel Krani^

Side-Door Suburban PasseuRer Car." StartinK with the tantilliU'

beKlnning of the road In 1!*55B«, the text of the folder kIvcs a

most interesting, though brief, history of the road and sIidwb

the geoRraphiial. physical and ftnancial importance of the

"Central Mississippi \ alley Route." It also embodies an outline

sketch of the country through whUh the road |>asBes, showing,

among other things, why New Orleans, its southern terminus, is

a port of commanding maritime position.

Some of the more pertinent "facts and figures" given in the

folder follow: The road's original "iKi miles were completed in

the years mentioned and opened between Dunleith, what Is now
East DubiKiue, 111., and Centralia and Cairo, 111., and from Chi-

cago to Centralia. The charter of the Illinois Central H. R-

reserves to the state of Illinois, in lieu of taxes, 7 per lent of the

gross receipts of this original 7()ti miles of road, and the sum so

paid for the year ending .June SO, 1903. was $1.0'Jii.BStl.84. the

largest ever turned into the slate treasury. The lines of tho

Illinois Central extend from the great northern lakes west to

the Missouri River and south lo the Oiilf of Mexico. At the close

of its last fiscal year its total mileage bad grown to 4,301.10 miles,

while the associated road, the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, has an

additional mileage of 1.1(12.34 miles, making a total tor both of

r),4t>3.44 miles. The gross receipts for the year ending June 30,

1903, were $45,18(i.07t;.8i; for the Illinois Central and $7,330,085.27

for the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, or $52.r)16,lCi2.13 for both

roads. For the Illinois Central the freight receipts for the year

were $30,592,094.32 and the passenger receipts, $8,977,228.09,

while the freight receipts for the "Valley Road" were $5,275,-

072.18; passenger receipts, $l,540.fi55.90. The total equipment of

the Illinois Central on June 30, 1903. was 1,003 locomotives, 75:!

passenger, mail and express cars, 51.911 freight cars and 045 work

rars. The road Is exceptionally well ronstrurted and equipped,

with the best block signals and other safety devices. Its pas-

singer train service is widely known for its excellence.

The folder quotes government Btatistics showing that New
I irlcans Is a close second to New York in the export of wheat,

. iirn and oats, while it Is a good third in the value of all prln-

< (pal breaiistufTs: that It Is first in cotton exportation, and in the

iiiial exports o( all ilasses of merchandise it is second only to

.New York. In addition. It is the chief rice market in the

United States and as a sugar market takes rank among the

largest sugar centers.

The steel-frame side-door passenger car.' treated of in the fold-

er are those now employed in the road's suburban service at Chi-

cago. This suburban service is conceded by travelers to be the fine.nt

in the world. The new cars contain loo seats each and standing

room in an emergency for 200 people, making the emergency
capacity of each car 300. The car is furnished wlt"h bench-form

seats arranged transversely In sections, each scitlon seating eight

passengers. There is a sliding door in each side of the car op-

posite each section. The doors are closed automatically after

I be passengers have alighted or entered. There is an aisle on

each side of the lar extending the whole length anil the cars

are vestibuled. The interior Knish is very handsome and the

( ars are equipped with every modern convenience for lighting,

beating, ventilation, etc.

These ears differ from all others, having been built from de-

signs evolved in the office of the conipany.

The illustrations in the folder are half-tone views which In

themselves tell an instructive story and the text of the folder is

further explained by comprehensive maps and diagrams.

Mr. F. C. Roijbins is present at the convention representing the

Niles Car & Manufacturing Co.

The National Brake Co's. interests are conserved at the con-

vention by Mr. W. D. Brewster, secretary of the company, whose
headquarters are at the Southern.

National Brake Co.
Sole Manufacturers of the PeacocK BraKe

Incorporated
April. 1904-

It is the Motorman's Friend

It Saves Lives of Passengers

It Helps Pay Dividends
Ry S.ivinj^ Acciiients

It's the Best Gear Hrake Made

Just as tHe Car Rounded tKe
Curve

Tlie Motonnau sees the il:inirer— He tries llie Air

—It fails—The llandliriike— Never depended on

Itefore— Proves useles.s now— The (.'rash i-omes

—with its loss of life—Diimage suits. .A// be-

cause the "BraKe-tJ^ailed to tvorK.-

The PeacocK BraKe
Would have saved it all. Would liave l)een Willie

on the Spot, because it's a (Juick Actinir, Powerful

Brake. Easily operated. Always in Order. I'oii

need it. The cost of one accident will ecpiii) y

wliol© line. Olir prices are reasonable and we

guarantei' satisfaction. All we ask is a trial. Better

write us at onee. The Peacock Brake is now in use

on over 100 Roads.

Examine the Drum!

This

"eccentrically"

geared spiral

drum takes up
slack chain on the

largest cars

quickly. Gives

Ifreat force at the

i
finish. Drum

works on roller

bearings makes it

to easy operate.

9
I [ our latest

THf

Peacock Brake
Adapted to any kind of Car.

Absolutely Safe
and R.eliable.

I'.it.-nl.-.l \1 :i !. I
, V*H.

J^ational ^raKfi Co. 682 Etticott Square, "Btiffalo, /f. X.
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Freight and Express Business of the Interurban Railway
& Terminal Co.

Ill the "Strci't Railway Review" for Nov. JO, 1003, appeared a

complete description of the properties of the Interurban Railway &
Terminal Co., of Cincinnati, O. It will be remembered that this

system comprises three divisions, known as the Rapid Ry. division,

extending from Cincinnati in a general northerly direction to Leb-

anon; the Subnrban Traction division running nearly in an easterly

direction between Cincinnati and Bethel, and the Cincinnati and
Eastern division running in a southeasterly direction paralleling the

Ohio River and extending from Cincinnati to New Richmond. Th':

terminal station built by this company on Sycamore St. between

Fourth and Fifth Sts., Cincinnati, is 6ox 160 ft. in area and at the

and cxprosii Imsiiicss. For the present the new building will be one

story in height but foundations for this addition are being put in

sufficiently heavy to eventually add other stories as the business may
demand. A plan of the entire terminal property is shown in the ac-

rwftipanying illustration, Fig. 5. The new addition, which corre-

sponds in architecture to the older part of the building, is shown in

the upper part of the illustration, and a single track extends through

the center of this addition for its entire length. In one corner of

this addition adjacent to the old building is an office for the use of

the freight agent and clerks, and behind this office a platform extends

almost the entire length of the building. This platform will be used

m,. I—INrbKIOK UK NtW INTEKUKUAN FKKK.Ilr .MATluN, (INl'lNN.MI.

lime of it.s erection was considered of ample size to take care of the

passenger, freight and express bti-iness of the company for sonic

lime to come. At that lime, however, the freight and express busi-

ness had but just been started and its future developments could

hardly he estimated. It is interesting to note, however, that within a

year the volume of express and freight business has increased so

materially that the terminal station which a year ago looked so

Urge has for some lime been entirely inadequate to the increased

demands made upon it. lo meet the present exigencies a plot of

ground 50 ft. wide, extending entirely through the block from Syca-

more to Lawton Sts., has been purchased by the company and upon

this plot, which lies immediately adjacent to the terminal station, has

been erected a dcjKil which will be devulcd entirely lo the freight

for receiving and loading freight and its height is on a level with the

floors of the express cars. At the rear of the platform is a court

where wagons may back up to the platform to load and unload in

rase the track happens to Ix: occupied with cars, although during the

lime which freight is received no cars are generally in the station

and the whole length of the platform may be occupied by wagons.

The opposite side of the station from the platform is given over

entirely for wagon space, and the entire floor is covered with asphalt.

A wagon scale is installed in this side of the building. Both the

front and rear ends of this addition are provided with rolling steel

doors which when raised leave the ends of the building entirely open.

This permits the wagons lo pass in at the front of the building, to

load or unload at the plaifomi and to pass out at the rear into Law-
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<son St., making a continuous passage through the building, which
obviates any crowding or congestion of the wagons. An opcnirp

from the platform into the express room of the old station is prr

vidcd and a passngcw.iy also extends between the ;iddition and tin

old part of the station just hack of the express room. These p.\-<

ages between the old and new parts of the station will permit the li>ad-

ing and unloailing of freight on either side of the general waiting

city of Cincinnati is the center of supply for all the towns and
villages touched by this system, and for this reason the freight and
express business of the company consists chiefly in distributing gen-

eral merchandise of all descriptions to the surrounding towns and
bringing farm, market and dairy produce from the country into

Cincinnati. .'\s the gage of all the street car tracks in Cincinnati

FlC. J—( D.MIll.N.MION l'.\SSENCER .\NIP EXI'KESS CAR.

room although except in case of overcrowding the new station will

be generally used. A 2-ton hoist is also installed for lifting heavy

shipments into the car. These provisions are expected to supply

ample accommodations for some time to come.

The express business of this company was inaugurated during

February, 1903, and the freight business was started some time later.

For the first few months the increase of the business was due more
to tlic demands of shippers for this service than to any effort on the

part of the company. By October, however, the express and

freight business had assumed such importance that the receipts

from this source began to be an appreciable part of the company's

income, and at this time Mr. S. S. Morris was engaged as general

FIG. 3—M.\r OF INTERURBAN RAILWAY & TERMINAL CO. LINL?

freight agent, and the freight and express business was pursued more

aggressively.

It will be understood from the location of the company's lines

that the system is a suburban rather than an interurban one. The

FIG. 4—ELEVATICN OF EXPRESS STATION.

is 5 ft. 212 in. the Interurban Railway & Terminal Co. was obliged

to make use of the same gage, as it enters the city over the tracks

of the Cincinnati Traction Co., and this departure from standard

gage naturally prevents the company from handling freight in carload

lots over any of its connecting steam lines.

In developing the freight and express business of this company the

management has made a special study of conducting it in the mo.st

economical method, the aim being to keep the operating expenses as

low as possible and to maintain the net profits at a maximum rather

than to reach after a class of business which, while yielding large

gross profits, would incur operating expenses which would seriously

cut down the net profits. One important item in this connection

which has been carefully considered by the management
was the use of delivery wagons within the city of Cin-

cinnati and in the different towns through which the

road runs. It was decided that such a delivery system

would add very materially to the operating expenses

of the freight and express department and would not

materially increase the gross income for the reason

that most of the company's express and freight business

• is received either from merchants in the city or in

country towns or from the farmers along the route, all

of whom own their own horses and wagons. The com-

pany comes into competition with several regular ex-

press companies and as it docs not deliver goods beyond

its own stations, except in the case of houses or stores

on the streets through which its cars run, its express

rates are therefore made somewhat lower than those of

the regular express companies. The receipts, however,

from the express business are practically clear profit

as express packages are carried on the regular passen-

ger cars and handled by the regular crews, the only

charge against this part of the business being the com-

mission or portion of the salary paid to the agents at

different points who also sell tickets and handle the

freight busine,ss. The freight business is naturally less

profitable than express, as the rates are considerably

lower and it requires the employment of a number ol

extra hands as well as the use of special rolling stock.

The amount of this business, however, is much greater

than that of the express business, so that its total re-

ceipts are correspondingly larger. It may be mentioned

that the saving in time of express shipments over

freight shipments is not nearly so much in the case of

this company's service as it is with companies operating

steam lines. In the case of express packages they are

carried on the next passenger car passing the point

where they are received, while freight shipments

from Cincinnati are delivered to all other points early

the ne.xt morning after being received, and freight going towards

Cincinnati will often be delivered the same day. In this case the freight

service is therefore practically an express service at freight rates.

As previously mentioned, the company uses all of its passenger
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cars for eNjjrcss service, thus giving :iii hourly service in summer, and

hourly ser\ice morning and evening and two-hourly service during

the middle of the day in winter. Express is received all day at the

time when this unloading and loading is done at the torniiual sta-

tion is the time during which the company's power plant is shut

down, so that no extra expense is incurred for operating the power

*i-fim.c*/>^ Sreec Doot^s a- ffOLL/^s Sr££i. ooat^s
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FIG 3—GROfNn IM.AN OF PASPF-NCKK AXU FHEICMT STATION.

terminal station in Cincinnati up to 5 :oo p. m. Freight is received

at the terminal station all day up to 6:00 p. m. The freight cars

from the three divisions come into this station at 12 o'clock, mid-

night, bringing in freight from the different stations along the line,

which is taken oflF the cars and the outgoing freight is loaded. The

regular freight car crews do the unloading and loading at the ter-

minal italioni Ijelwecn midnight and s o'clock a. m., at which time

the freight car« leave the Diation carrying the oiittx)und freight. The

plant bcynnd the time it is required for Ihc regular passenger service.

After distrilniting the outgoing freight in the morning the freight

cars lay over at the cuds of the division for an hour, and then

commence their return trip, slopping at all the frciglit stations along

ihe line to pick up tlie incoming freight. In addition to the regular

freight stations a large number of platforms have

been built at various points along the line for the

acconnnodaliou of farmers who leave their produc-

and receive their goods from the city at these plat-

forms.

It has also been fcmnci ailvanlageous to build sid-

ings at important industrial establishments in orfler

to facilitate the loading and unloading of freight

in car load lots.

The company has ten cars used exdusivi-ly for

freight business, five of which are box cars and ihvec

Hat cars, and two gondola cars for carrying heavy

freight. I'hree of the company's freight cars are 46

ft. long and have a loading space of 40 ft. with

ceilings 9 ft. high. There arc two sliding doors on

eadi side of these cars and their capacity is 40,000

11). They are equipped with Westinghouse No. 56

motors and are geared for a speed of 42 miles an

hour, thds allowing for a fast schedule so as not to

interfere with the regular passenger cars. One of

these cars runs regularly on each of llie' three divi-

sions. On the Cincinnati & Eastern division and on

the Suburban division two box cars are used specially

for berry cars. ,Small fruits and berries are exten-

sively produced in the section of the country adja-

cent to these two divisions and the cars have a capac-

ity of 500 crates of berries each. The flat cars are

used for heavy machinery, brick, building materials,

<'tc., and the two gondola cars have a capacity rjf

50,o(x) lb. each and can be used either as flat or

gondola cars. 'I'arpaulins are provided for covering

the loaded flat cars when necessary.

TARU'F.S.

'Ihc express tariff which has l)een in effect since Sept. 10, iqo,?. i'

given for the Rapid Railway division in the following table:
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Vegetables, apples and pears in sugar barrels 25 cents each
No single shipment is taken for less than 25 cents.

While the express rates given herewith are somewhat lower than
the charges of the regular express companies and have been so

fixed on account of the absence of the wagon delivery system, the
freight rates are practically the same as those of the steam railroads.

The very rapid growth of the freight business is evidence of the

fact that no necessity exists for the cutting of rates for this service.

The frequency and promptness of the freight service

is all the inducement which it has been found neces-

sary to offer shippers, although besides this the

company does everything in its power to accommo-
date customers. The company's telephones at all

points along the lines are freely offered to customers

desiring to order goods in Cincinnati by that means,

and the company also makes a specialty of providing

a car whenever wanted to large shippers, so that no
delay is incurred. During the winter perishable

goods are kept in a separate room and are loaded into

heated cars.

The shipments both by freight and express include

almost every conceivable class of goods ; they may,

however, be roughly classified in the order of their

importance as follows: First, general merchandise:

iecond, market garden produce; third, cartridges;

fourth, milk ; fifth, castings. A large dairy company
on the Rapid Railway division brings in from 85 to

1.10 cans of milk per day and makes shipments

of butter twice a week varying from 50 to 90 tubs. Outside o!

this there are about 120 cans of milk per day divided equally

beteween the three divisions, the latter being carried on regular

cars. The shipments of general merchandise amount at the present

time to from 60,000 to 70,000 lb. per day. The company has contracts

for about 200 car loads of canned goods. One of the most important

industries furnishing business to the Interurban Railway & Terminal

Co. is the Peters Cartridge Co., which is located at Kings Mills on the

Rapid Railway division. In addition to carrying all the supplies for

the factor)- the cartridge company sends all of its output to the

Interurban Railway & Terminal Co., which carries it into Cincin-

nati, where it is reshipped to all parts of the country. The Columbia

Foundry Co., of New Richmond, on the Cincinnati & Eastern

division, also furnished a large amount of freight to the railway

and others have been specially devised to meet the exigencies of this

particular business. A number of these forms are illustrated here-

with. Fig. 9 shows the heading of the express way bill, which is

in duplicate and folded so as to use with carbon paper. A third

copy is also made in the billing book and the conductor of the

car on which the shipment is carried signs for it on the book copy.

The original way bill goes with the goods, the duplicate to the

auditor and the linok copy is kept by the billing clerk. Fig. 10 shows

company, which has built a switch into the foundry to facilitate

the handling of this buiincus. The season for shipping garden and

farm produce in this part of the country extends from March to

January. _ „ , _
Form^, Records, Etc.

The company has a number of forms used in connection with

both the express anil freight business, some of which arc conventional

Fll.. S— .~I.\MI\KII IKhU.HT .\N1) liXPKli;>S BOX L.\K.

the form of expriss receipt which is given to the shipper. Fig. 11

shows the heading of a special express receipt used by conductors

only. The forms shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are only issued at points

where the company has agents, but as express matter is received

by the conductors on any car and at all points the form shown in

Fig. II is printed in triplicate and bound in books 8 in. long by 3^
in. wide, and each conductor carries one of these books. The original

form is printed on white paper and when filled in and signed by

the conductor constitutes the shipper's receipt. The second, or

duplicate copy, is printed on yellow paper and accompanies the

goods and the triplicate copy is printed on pink paper and is handed

in to the auditor. The duplicate and triplicate forms are carbon

copies of the original.

The bill of lading for freight shipments is a form H'/'^ x 1 1 in. in size,

the heading of which is shown in Fig. 12. This is

made out in duplicate, one copy being held by the

.shipper and the other by the agent. The heading

of the freight way hill is shown in Fig. 13, the size

of the original being 14 x 4'4 in. The way bills for

lioth freight and express have serial numbers begin-

ning with No. I at the first of each month, and arc

made out in duplicate and a third copy is made m
the billing hook. The original way bill goes with

the goods, the carbon copy goes to the auditor and

tile book copy is kept for the billing clerk. The
expense bill is shown in Fig. 14 and is made out

in duplicate, the original being the freight receipt

and the duplicate the freight hill. The consignor

is given the original copy when he pays the freight

charges and the duplicate is signed by the consignee

and is held by the company's agent to show delivery

of the goods. Fig. 15 shows the heading of a form

which is used by the agents for making a daily ab-

stract of all the expense and freishl business at their

respective stations. This abstract shows the total

amount of freight I'nd express business done at each

station, for shipments both forwarded and received,

and is made out daily by the agent.

Each agent attends to his own collections, remit-

ting the same to the auditor, who checks up his

account liy the duplicate way bills previously received. These

remittances are sent in to the auditor as express packages on the

cars and a receipt is returned to the agent. The reniillance blank

which accompanies the remittances is 3y;!x8'j in. in size, and the

heading iif this blank is shown in Fig. 16. A monthly blaid< is also

filled out by each agent, showing the amount of freight atiil express

business for each nifnith.
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A special form has been devised for a freiglii and express cash

book giving a record of cash receipts and disbursements at each

station for each month. The headings for the two facing pages

of this book are shown in I'"i«s. 17 and 18 Tin- hook is iKx 11%

(ORIGINAL)EXPRESS.

THE INTERURBAN RAILWAY 4 TERMINAL CO.

Conductor Due

Fiom —. to .

N„205()

FIC. 9. (size of original S'/lX4y^ IN.)

tXPRESS RtCE-IPT.

THE INTERURBAN RAILWAY &. TERMINAL CO.

total charges against the freight and express business a portion of

the commission of 14 agents, the wages of 14 men, the maintenance

.ind interest on the freight rolling stock and a proportional part of

the maintenance and interest on the terminal station. This amounts

to about 25 per cent of the gross income from

freight and express.

Since the beelnning uf ig04 the company has been

iloing a freight and express business which will, at

the same rate, easily reach $50,000 a year, and, as is

shown by the proportion of operating exptnses jusl

given, fully three-fourths this amount is net profit

—=^ This department of the business has grown even

I

Iwyond the expectations of the management and no
' stronger argument than these figures could be urged

to prove the importance of pushing this department

of the electric railway business. A good i'Jsi of the

rate of increase of this business is shown in the

following table, which gives the increase in gross

business for each month over the preceding one for

_190 I he past year:

f(ecelvc^ from .

Marktd.

rcUut_

farm 101 SM«M

From_

Weight-

Charies_
MPANT IS NOT RISVO
>CLIVKRCO JIT POINTS

FIG. 10. (SIZE OF ORUilN.M. 8'4''4l4 IN.)

in. in size, and, as will be seen from the headings shown herewith,

contains a complete record nf the, entire freight and express busi-

ness of the company.

Operating Exijcnses.

As is necessary in the case of every successful business, a careful

study has been made by the management of the Interurban Railway

& Terminal Co., while offering every facility and inducement possible

to shippers, to keep the operating expenses of the freight and ex-

press department at the very lowest point consistent

with good service. As we have pointed out before,

the receipts from the express business are practically

all profit, as no extra men are employed for this

department and tlie work is carried on entirely ly

the crews of the passenger cars in connection witii

their regular trips. The freight business of course

.requires the use of special rolling stock and extra

help. The agents employed by the company at the

several stations are, with one e.xception, storekeepers

in the towns in which they are located, and their

compensation is generally in the form of a com-

mission or percentage of the business handled by

them. This work requires but a comparatively small

part of their time, and no trouble is found in securing

storekeepers to act as agents of the company for a

comparatively small rennineration. Only a portion

of this remuneration, however, is chargeable to the

freight and express business, as the same party acts

as ticket agent for the railway company and consid-

erable of his commission is chargeable to the pas-

senger business.

New Richmond, the terminus of the Cincinnati &
Eastern division, is the only station wlierc a freigl'l

agent is engaged to attend to the company's work
exclusively. There are 14 agents employed on tin-

different divisions.

In addition to these agents and the general freight

agent in Cincinnati the entire operating force tor

the freight department includes six motormen and conductors, one
night inspector, two clerks at the general agent's desk, one bill clerk,

one receiving clerk and two laborers. We have, therefore, as the

Agint.

July, 1903 $ 93.72

August, 1903 108.69

September, 1903 186.82

October, 1903 213.30

November, 1903 238.53

December, 1903 388.77

January, 1904 262.99

February, 1904 347-52

March, 1904 291.85

April, 1904 162.45

May, 1904 224.54

June, 1904 574.21

These figures point to a rapid and steady growth

of this department of the business, which is yet scarcely more than

a year old, but which, ncnertheless, adds very appreciably to the

company's net income. The business is, moreover, only in its early

stages of development, and with energetic management can undoubt-

edly be very graitly increased within the ne.xt few years. It is well

known that the revenues from the freight business constitute the

principal part of the incomes of the steam railroads, and while this

condition is not likely to obtain in the case of most electric roads

there is good reason to believe that with economical management

EXPRESS. ORIGINAL.

THE INTERURBAN RAILWAY 4. TERMINAL CO.

Daic W. B. No..

_to_

FIG. II. (size of original 8.X3'/. IN.)

BILL OF LADING.

The Interurban Railway & Terminal Company.

^Division— .Static

Received trom__

the property described below, tn apparent food order, except as noted:
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'Ilic new station opened for business September iilb, and at the

same time an express service was inaugurated inside of tlie city of

Cincinnati by the Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Ry. under the name

of the Southern Express Co. The latter company does all of the

express business of the C. D. & T. Ry., whose service has heretofore

stopped at the city limits, owing to the difference in the gage be-

tween its lines and those in the city. The C. D. & T. Ry. has built

a number of new express cars which will operate several times daily

between its terminal at the city limits and the Sycamore St. station.

Kluctric Traction in Belfast, Ireland.

Mr. Edward Harvey, M. D., vice-consul, Belfast, Ireland, writes,

under date of Sept. 12, 1004, that at an early date a new system of

street tramways will be inaugurated in this city. The present horse

cars will be replaced by electric cars at a cost of over $4,000,000.

There are now about 40 miles of rails in and about the city, and it

is still a matter of controversy whether these rails will be heavy

enough for the new traction, but as the system will be extended,

10 or 12 miles of new rails will be required in any case. The present

cars will be discarded and replaced by one hundred or more new

electric cars. The tenders for these have not been published by

the city corporation.

Motormen's School of the Cincinnati Traction
Company.

BV R. E. LEE, GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT.

Prior to the introduction of the school for motormen this com-

pany followed the old plan of instruction, namely, after employing

a man he was sent to a barn and the barn foreman was supposed to

enlighten him on the subject of the equipment of a car, the method

of properly handling it, what to do in making emergency repairs,

and after several days, usually a week, he was put on with an ex-

perienced motorman to complete his education.

This system has been found faulty for many reasons, among

which the most important is lack of interest on the part of the barn

foreman, who in many cases would use the recruit as a laborer,

instructing him how to fill a scrap car with iron, put new wheels

under a car, replace armatures, dry sand, and I have seen a new

man being taught how to saw a nine-inch girder rail. .Ml of these

i.L.\LKAI. VIEW UF SI llOOL C.\R.

things of course never should be a part of his duties as a motorman.

Our company seeing how unsatisfactory the old system was, took

an old i8-ft. car body and equipped it with a truck, motors, etc.

The interior of the car is exposed and each wire can be followed

its entire length. There is no floor to the car, so that a plain view

of the motors can be had. Attached to the hood is an ammeter,

which is used to illustrate the economy to be obtained in properly

feeding the controller.

The car is blocked up. so that when desired the electric equip-

ment can be operated. In addition to this car a platform has been

built, upon which we have erected a complete air equipment, as

shown in one of the accompanying illustrations for which we are

indebted to the Cincinnati Times Star. A motorman can be taught

how to run a car by means of this equipment, and Jie can at the

same time see of just what it is composed.

The plan which we now follow, and from which good results are

being obtained is, after appointment the prospective motorman is

VIEW OF PLATFORM WITH AIR BRAKE APPARATUS.

sent to the inspector of motormen, who is in charge of the school.

There he is told of the value of the equipment, what careless in

operating it is liable to cost, also the financial loss to the company

through unnecessary blockades by burn-outs.

He is then put on the dummy car and taught how to handle the

brake, how to feed the controller, the use of the bell signals and

is then sent to the division to which he has been assigned and put

on with a motorman selected by the inspector.

Here he gains his knowledge of how to operate under actual con-

ditions such as condition of track, stopping and starting, how to

approach vehicles, rounding curves, running over special work,

cutting out disabled motors, cutting out disabled controllers, put-

ting in fuses, connecting burnt off leads, etc.

After the tutor is satisfied that the new man understands how to

handle a car, he is sent back to the school and cross-examined as

it were; he is put on the dummy car and told to start up while the

power is on and everything is running smoothly. The inspector

throws a switch and cuts out a motor ; the new man soon ascer-

tains that something is wrong and he is made to locate the trouble

and is shown how to remedy it, so that the car can be moved. The

instructor then goes over the entire car with him and explains things

very plainly and fully.

The new man is then sent back to the division and is taught the

running time and time points on all lines of the division. The in-

structor then makes a trip or two with him, and if he handles the

car all right, and runs according to schedule, he is turned over to

the division superintendent as O. K.

The instructor is required to keep a record of each man, as to

when he enters and leaves the .school, to what division he is as-

signed, and the name of the experienced motorman who broke

him in.

The instructor is still required to follow up tliis man. having

three days set aside each week for the purpose of riding with men

who are new; in addition to this our division superintendents and

inspectors arc required to report any mistakes made by motormen,

and if serious, the men are sent back to the school.

Every motorman who was appointed prior to the introduction

of the school is being required to take the course. The beneficial

results already obtained lead us to believe that we will soon have a

most competent set of motormen, which means economical condi-

tions in maintenance of track and equipment, reduced cost of power,

very little loss of revenue resulting from blockades caused by

burn-outs, and last but not least, a saving in the claim department.



The Determination of Schedules by Speed Templates.

BV HOWARD S. KN0W1.T0N

During the past five years the speed-tiitie curve has been more
widely applied to the solution of schedule problems upon electric

railways than ever before. This is due in part to the publication

and free distribution of motor characteristic curves by the manufac-

turing companies, and in part to the extended discussions of these

problems by such authorities as Armstrong, Potter, Mailloux. Davis

and Storer in the proceedings of various professional organizations

and in the columns of the technical press. The value of this method

of attacking the complicated questions of running time which always

spring to the front when a new rapid transit line is projected, has

now become well established by the experience of a large number of

interurban and even city railways, and although considerable tech-

nical knowledge is required to properly apply the motor characteris-

tic to schedule problems, the use of the speed-time curve is constantly

growing in favor among electric railway experts.

The use of the speed-time curve is attended by certain obstacles,

however, in the cases of roads whose alignment and grade is com-

plicated. A simple curve of acceleration upon a level track for

a given equipment involves no small amount of experimental appli-

cation and enlargement before it can be safely applied to determine

the possible running time upon any but the simplest profiles. In

fact, the number of "trial trips" which must be made over a given

line on paper by the speed-time method is often so considerable that

the whole process has been known to go overboard in favor of so-

called "educated guess-work." Gradually there has come to be

needed some process of simplifying the application of the speerl-tinie

curve to all sorts of alignments and grades—a process which coulil
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be applied by the average man in the engineering department as well

a< by the experienced student of railway kinematics. The writer

believes that thi» problem has been solved by the construction of

the speed template from the original speed-time curve, and the object

of this article is to show how the speed template may be prepared

and utilized.

At the outset it is well to recognize that the solution of schedule

problems in railway work involves a number of uncertain assump-

tions. No one who has read the discussions which have been waged

upon the ever-shifting battleground of train resistance and car fric-

tion can fail to realize that finality has yet to be reached in the

drawing of definite conclusions. In order to simplify this paper,

a car resistance of 17 lb. per ton has been assumed, based upon the

writer's experience several years ago in connection with some tests

made in the Boston subway. Although the method of plolling speed-

time curves lias been published before, it is deemed advantageous

to include a description of that process in this article, in order to

present a complete account of the speed template's origin and appli-

cation.

In the preparation of the speed-time curve, a formula is frequently

used to calculate the time required to accelerate or retard through

a certain range of miles per hour when the car or train is acted

upon by a definite tractive effort per ton, viz.

:

( = (m. p. h. X 9I.I) H- r
The derivation of this formula is of interest, depending as it docs

upon the fundamental equations of moving bodies

:

Let

/=time in seconds to accelerate or retard through a range of speed,

m. />. h.

m. p. h. = gain or loss in speed in time, (.

r= net tractive effort in lb. per ton.

Il' = w'eight of car in lb.

.1/ = mass of car.

/= total tractive effort in lb. pull.

= acceleration or retardation in ft. per sec, per sec.

f= final speed attained in ft. per sec.

From the fundamental equations of mcch:inics:

(1) f= Ma.
(2) v= at.

Hence,

(3) f=W a ~ 32.16, since W = M g =32.i() M.

Substituting we have,

(4) f=W V -^ 32.16 t, since a^f-^ / from (2).

For I ton, f=T and If'= 2,000.

Whence

(5) T =.2,000 v-^ 32.16 t = 62.2 v^ t.

Since v= 1.466 m. p. h., we have

(6) r= (6az X 1466 m. p. It.) -^ I.

Whence,

(7) t = (91. 1 m. p. h.) -^ T
Illustrating, we find that it takes 11. 4 seconds to accelerate a car

from standstill to 25 miles per hour, with a net tractive effort of joo

lb. per ton.

In the development uf the speed-time curve and preparation o(

the speed templates herewith the data assumed are as follows

:

Weight of car, 29.5 tons.

Equipment, two Westinghousc 50 C motors.

Gear ratio, 2,38.

Car resistance, 17 lb. per ton.

Braking rate, 1.8 hi. p. h. per .sec.

Maximum current per motor, 250 amperes.

Voltage, 550.

Wheel diameter, 33 in.

Fig. I represents the characteristic of the 50 C motor, plulteil for

a 2.38 gear ratio. The efficiency, heating and output curves are

omitted, as they are not directly used in the construction of the

speed-time diagram. Fig. 2 shows the speed-time curve on a straight

and level track for the equipment and data assumed. The curve is

not carried to its maxinuim speed or Hat point because methods

rather than complete results are sought in the following description.

It will be noted when the current is thrown upon the car, acceleration

proceeds at a constant rate to a speed of 26 m. p. h., after which

the speed follows what is known as the motor curve, decreasing in

its rate of acceleration until the curve becomes flat and a constant

or maximum speed is attained. The car is running upon resistance

'luring the entire period of "straight .'icceleration," and economical

operation docs not begin until the motor curve is reached and all

the resistance cut out.

The construction of the straight pnrtion of the acceleration curve

"Upends upon the rate of acceleration assumed, />r, in other words,

upon the maximum current permitted in the motors. It will readily
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be soon that rapid acceleration calls for heavy current supply, ami

that tlic liiglicr tlic acelcration becomes, the greater becomes the cost

of installation, and frequently, of operation. In practical railway

work an acceleration of two miles per hour per second is about as

high as is advisable; two and a half miles is pretty nearly the limit

of the ordinary passenger's comfort, and three miles, while perfectly

possible with many equipments, is almost always out of the question.

The longer the distance between stops, the less important becomes

the acceleration 'I'lir choice of acceleration and the ma.ximuni

^
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of the straight acceleration with a two motor equipment, the current
per car is double the value maintained during the first half, on
account of the motors' passing from the full series point on the
controller to the full multiple position. Thus, in the case at hand
the current per car averages 250 ampeies up to a speed of 13 m. p. h.
in starting from rest; it then jumps to 500 amperes and does not
begm to fall off until the motor curve is reached at 26 m. p. h. The
current curve is not plotted upon the diagrams herewith because
we are dealing with speed problems in this article rather than with
cnergj- problems. In any investigation of feasible schedules from
the practical standpoint of motor heating, it is most important to
consider the energj- questions, average and maximum power con-
sumption, etc., which apply to different schedules and numbers of
stops per mile. To plot a speed-time curve for a run which does
not involve full multiple running of the motors the process followed
IS the same as has just been described, except that the motor curve
begins at 13 m. p. h. instead of 26 m. p. h., and the speed-time
curve is derived from a 275-volt speed curve on the motor charac-
teristic. The latter is plotted with ordinatcs 275-;- 500, or one-half
as high as those of the 5SO-volt curve, the current-torque curve
remaining the same, on the assumption that the speed of the motor
varies directly with the voltage impressed upon its terminals.

Fig. 4 shows the speed-time curves for coasting upon level track
and a + 1% grade, and for straight line braking at the rate of
1.8 m. p. h. per second. The formula / = (iii. />. h. X Ql.i) -f- T, is

equally applicable to positive and negative acceleration, the braking

47 .£» Sif^ ^~ 5^ ^^

FIG 4.

rate of 1.8 m. p. h. per second, corresponding to a retarding effort

of 164 lb. per ton, including friction. In actual practice the braking
line is nearly always curved at the upper portion on account of the
light application made at the beginning of a stop. It is assumed
straight in this article for the sake of simplicity, and the error
involved is not serious in view of the wide latitude of braking force

which may be applied to any given car by skillful handling of ilic

engineer's valve. In the same way, Ihc actual coasting line is gener-
ally a curve, on account of the decrease in train friction as tin-

speed falls off, but a fair average for present purposes may be
struck by the straight line method.

The next step consists in plotting a set of time-disUncc curves
from all the speed-time diagrams drawn. This is a simple matter,
as the product of speed and time gives distance. The area under-
neath any portion of the speed-time curve is proportional to llic

distance traversed during that part of the curve, and if a planimcter
i» at hand, the area may be readily integrated and converted into
disUnce for each speed-time curve at hanrl. If a planimcter is nol
available, perhaps the simplest method is the one followed in deter
mining the area of steam engine indicator diagrams—dividing the
area beneath Ihc curve into equivalent rectangles, and computing
the disUncc traversed from their area. Of course, the greatest
accuracy calls for the construction of a large number of rectangles.
In Figii. 2 and 3 only enough rectangles have Iicen drawn to show
Ihc principle involved, and to obtain a very approximate pair of
rurve» in Fig. 5. The area beneath the straight acceleration is

easily calculated by recalling that the average speed between any

two points is halt of the sum of the limiting speeds—thus, the dis-

tance covered in the straight acceleration of Fig. 1 is

.\verage speed -13 m. p. h. for 17.1 seconds, which is equal to 326 ft.

On the first reclangled portion of the motor curve the average
speed is approximately 28.3 m. p. h. for a period of 3.9 seconds,
covering a distance of 162 ft. Adding this to the distance previously

gone over, 326 ft., we have 388 ft. as the point reached 21 seconds
from starting. In this way the entire curve is plotted, and the

result is most convenient for reference. The braking curve bends
to the right, as the ground covered is greatest at high speed. For
the sake of brevity the (listancc-time curves derived from coasting
have been omitted.

We now come to the preparation of the templates—the final set

of speed forms for the equipment. By referring to the speed-lime
and distance-time curves for each grade, the speed-distance curve
for each grade is plotted, and cut out by scissors or a sharp knife
to the line of speed as in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. Along the edge of the
speed-template are graduated both speeds and times, and on the
bottom is marked the horizontal scale of distances. With a set of
templates for a given equipment made up from stiff cardboard or
celluloid for the common grades encountered in practice, the equip-
ment may be made to make a "paper run" over any complication of

d /o SO 30 -^^ _s? 60' 70
£>/3r,^/t'irs-7>Ar£- Ctj/?^''/^^ a, ^/X G-P/ro£-^Af/J B/f/7/f/A/o

Flfi. S.

ali^'nllUlU and grade tliat may be presented, and the running time
determined by simple reference to the template calibrations. It is

impossible to realize the saving in labor which the use of these
templates permits until one has tried calculating running limes
over diflerent comliinatioiis of (rack profiles and curves by the pl.iin

speed-time method. The value of current at any point on the line

may be readily delermlned if the currents are plotted on the curved
edge of the template corresponding to different speeds. Fig. (j

illustr.ates the application of the templates to a 1,500 ft. nm, 500
ft. being level, the 300 ft. following being + 1% grade, and the
remaining 700 ft. being level. Taking the "level" template, we apply
it to the alignment and grade (which must, of cour.so, have the
same horizontal scale), and draw our speed line until it intersects

the 500 ft. ordinate which marks the etui of the level stretch. We
read on the template that this is 22 seconds' run, and note thai a

speed of 31 m. p. h, is reached. At the intersection with the 500 fl,

ordinate we ajiply the "-|- 1% grade" template, draw the curve along
its edge to the limit of thai grade, and note that 7 secoiuls are
recpiired to cover this run. At the end of the -| 1% grade (he level

track begins again, and we slide the "level" template along the base
line until its curve intersects Ihc point where the -|- 1% curve stops;

we draw the curve of level running along the edge of the temphatc
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FIG. 6.

'M JM> Ja> -(ynjev mo

FIG. 8

again, this time iiulefinitcly to the right. Taking the "braking"

speed-distance template, we place its end of zero speed at the 1,500

ft. point on the horizontal scale, and draw in the braking curve.

The intersection of the braking curve with the "level" curve just

drawn marks the completion of the speed-distance diagram for the

run, and from the graduation of the templates we find that the

fastest possible running time which can be made over this route

by the given equipment is 52 seconds. By plotting various coasting

curves and applying them to the run through templates, any sort

of a run may be made over the line. Curves are best allowed for

FIG. 7.

3&
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The whole question of train movement is constantly being studied
by the progressive management of the road. Another instance of
extended application of speed templates is the case of the Puget
Sound Electric Railway, connecting Seattle and Tacoma. Here the
schedules were predicted with close accuracy, and were based upon
a long series of studies of motor characteristics and the resulting
curves. Care is necessary, however, in plotting the curves, as is

evidenced by the experience of a firm of engineers who omitted
the motor curve in making an exhaustive report to a railway com-
pany—assuming that straight acceleration was possible from zero
to maximum speed. Needless to say, the clientage of the road was
speedily withdrawn when the fundamental error was discovered.

Properly constructed and used, the speed-time and speed-distance
curves offer a most valuable means of studying transportation prob-
lems dealing with train and car movements. The writer is indebted
to Messrs, John Balch, John Lundie, Paul VVinsor, P. H. Wynne,
and J. M. Ayer, of Boston and New York, for many valuable sugges-
tions advanced from time to time upon this method of train move-
ment analysis.

Test Car of the Great Tramway Co. of Berlin.

BV OUR BERLIN CORRESPONDENT.

The Great Tramway Co., of Berlin, soon after changing the whole

01 its system to electric operation, used a double track accumulate
car fitted with numerous measuring instruments for the purpo.se o!

ascertaining the consumption of energy and other working condi-

tions on its various lines. It was eventually found necessary, how-
ever, to construct a separate and distinct car for this purpose, sim-

used on the company's cars can be mounted on the axles of this

car to be tested.

There are three brakes entirely independent of each other, namely,

a hand brake, a magnetic brake of the Sperry type and a com-

-

'1
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ly for demonstrating purposes while the latter arc instruments of

precision intended for accurate investiBations. The switchlioard

contains a main and automatic cut-out for the car circuit in addi-

tion to ammeters, voltmeters and fpeed mdicators ; two watt-hour

metcr.4, made by the Inion Electric Co., for measuring the energy

mitted to an index moving along a scale, a pressure gage (or meas-

uring the pressure in the air brake reservoir, another pressure gage

for ascertaining whether the C(im|)ressor is runnuig at no load or

is compressing air, and finally a chronograph for counting seconds.

Between the measuring table and the two motormen's cabs there

have been provided loud-speaking telephones of the

Mix and Genest system. There remains to be noted

a recording traction dynamometer, which is for use

in pulling trail cars, and an insulation testing appa-

ratus designed by Siemens & Halske. The car also

carries a complete set of maps and plans for all the

lines containing particulars as to the length of track,

position of power stations, feeding points, etc. Be-

sides its use for practical testing purposes, the car

is made use of to instruct the heads of the operating

departments and especially the mechanics.

A Recent Invention.

IK.-vli.N*. *.-\k-.\l.i...K:Ui.l., J. I.1.KU I lvl» U.Xtr.s l.K.SELl.Sl ii.M r.

consumption of the motors, these being connected in series so as to

check each other; a watt-hour meter of the Allgemeime Elektrici-

taets Gescllschaft make, for measuring the electric meter con-

sumption, and registering instruments for the amperes, voltage and

speoil. Tlic lallcr are equipped witli Siemens & Halske spark re-

.\ device to indicate the names of the street to

the car jjassengers is the latest means for accommo-

dating street car patrons that will be tried by the

Cleveland Electric Railway Co. It is about the size

of the fare indicator, and is placed in the forward

end of the car. On the face of the dial are printed the names of the

streets on the line in consecutive order, while below are numbers

corresponding to the distance the given street is from the starting

point of the cars. As the cars run along a rod projecting from the

top of the car strikes, just before it reaches every block, a weight

i,*1rfi,r.'Jr,,/,t

J'Tfrni/'v/X-r t

DI.\GR.\M OF CONNECTIONS.

cording device, which is well adapted for registering with the ut-

most accuracy even the most rapid oscillation. There is further a

speed indicator operated by electricity and indicating directly the

number of kilometers per hour. The table containing the measur-

ing instruments measures the quantity and voltage of current used

for the car motors only, an ammeter and voltmeter for each of the

motors, an ammeter for the magnetic brake circuit, all of which

were supplied by the European Weston Instrument Co. There is

further, a distance recorder measuring in meters the distance tra-

versed by the car, an apparatus reading directly the grade of the

track by means of a pendulum the deflection of which is trans-

suspended from one of the trolley suspension wires. This blow 1

1

the rod causes it to fly back, releasing a spring which moves the

indicator point forward to the name of the next street. The indi-

cator is set for a round trip and can be regulated by the conductor.

D. P. Jones and N. C. Butler, of Cleveland, are the inventors.

«-»-»

The business of the York Street Railway Co., York, Pa., exceeded

all previous records during the week of October lOth, in four days

of which something over 125,000 passengers were carried. The peo-

ple were handled with safety and no accidents occurred that would

entail any loss or damage.
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The Electric Railwaj- of the White Knob
Copper Co., Ltd.

The White Knob Copper Co., Ltd., of Mackay, Idaho, last year

built a single track road 7.1 miles long for the purpose of hauling

ore. The road was put into operation last fall and is used entirely

for freight trains, eight or ten cars being operated in one train.

cars and two side dump ore cars, all of which were made by the

.American Steel & Foundry Co. These are all equipped with West-

inghouse autoni.itic air brakes.

As may be seen from one of the illustrations, the snow on the

tracks of this road was 10 ft. deep in some places last winter, but

the company was able to operate it every day. The snow plow equip-

ORE c.vRS iiN trestle: SNOW C'l'T ON LINE (IF WHITE KNOB COPPER CO., LTD.

There are two trains in regular service each of which carries about

80 tons of ore and each train makes from three to four trips daily.

The entire line is on a grade of about 6 per cent and the roadbed

is laid with 60-lb. T-rails on rough cedar ties, 2 ft. between centers.

Angle-bar joints are used and the road is rock ballasted.

ment consists of two home-made pilot plows which were attached to

locomotives.

The overhead line consists of a No. 00 trolley wire and two

aluminum feeders of seven-strand No. 4 wires, each of which is

four miles long. The overhead material was furnished by the Ohio

Vlttt (,! ELEtTKlC LOCOMOTIVE A.Nl) ORE CARS ON Till-: RAILWAY OF T H K WIllTL KNcill I CIPIKR 1 u., I.TU.

The rolling stock includes two Baldwin-Weslinghouse electric lo-

comotives 21 ft. 3 in. long and 6 ft. 9 in. wide over all. The loco-

motives have 30-in. chilled casliron solid wheels with journals

jyi X 7 in. They are equipped with Weslinghonsc automatic air

brakei. The rolling %tock al«o includes 40 ore cars of 8 tons ca-

pacity, of the gondola type, each weighing 6,500 lb., also two flat

Brass Co. The railroad winds up ihrough the hills and the feeders

cut across ridges at times and in other places follow the track in

order to give lapping points at a distance of every 500 ft. The poles

arc 25 ft. long, of pine, and arc 6 in. in diameter at the top.

The posvcr plant operates both the smelter and the railroad so that

individual data are difficult to obtain. A water power has been
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acquired by the company and steps arc being taken to construct a

new power house, lo supply both the smelter and the railroad from
this water power instead of by the steam plant at present in use.

The present power house is 150 ft. x 70 ft. wide and is a wooden
building. It contains six 60-h. p. flue tubular boilers and three

iSS-h. p. McEwen engines direct connected to Westinghousc 500-

volt direct current generators. The boilers are fed with hot water

from the blast furnaces. The switchboard is of marble, having six

panels. It contains Weston ammeters and voltmeters and West-
inghousc circuit breakers.

There is a car-house and a repair shop owned by the company,
located at the smelter terminal of the road. The car-house is

35 X 75 f'- in dimensions and is used for storing the locomotives and

Car Inspection.

IIV H. ]. LAKE, MASTER MECHANIC, MUNCIE, HARTFORD & FT. WAYNE
RV.

REPAIR SHOP, WHITE KNOB COPPER CO., LTD.

for repairing cars. The building is of wood and has a j-in. fire

line for fire protection. Two repair men are constantly employed at

this shop and it is equipped with a lathe, sliaper, drill press, bolt

machine, pipe machine and emery grinder; also a complete outfit for

rewinding the motors of the locomotives and a blacksmith shop.

The regular scheduled speed of cars is 12 miles an hour and the

trains are operated by a dispatcher. A telephone system is installed

along the line for use in dispatching.

From the foregoing description it will be seen that this road, is

used exclusively as an industrial railway and it "is under the man-
agement of the White Knob Copper Co., Ltd. The superintendent

and electrical engineer of the railway is E. E. Slaughter; chief

engineer, C. G. Gunthcr ; master mechanic, Roy Hoffman ; electrician,

E. M. Jones.

New Lines and Extensions.

October 5th service was inaugurated on the Ft. Wayne, Van Wert

& Lima Traction Co., between Lima and Delphos.

October 1st the first passenger car coach was run over the line of

the Petaluma & Santa Rosa Railway Co.

October 3d the line of the Dayton & Muncie Traction Co. between

Greenville, O., and Winchester, was put into complete operation.

October 8th the last spike was driven on the Joliet and Aurora

division of the Joliet, Plainfield & Aurora Ry.

October gth service on the Toledo, Ft. Clinton & Lake Side Rail-

way Co. was inaugurated.

October 6th the Densmore & City Railway Co., Densmore, la.,

opened its new line up Fourth street to Mercy Hospital.

September 14th engineers completed the survey for the Philadel-

phia, Harrisburg & Lancaster Street Ry. which is to run from Mt.

Joy to Middletown, and which will be the connecting link to Harris-

burg.

The new Pennsylvania & Mahoning Valley line has been opened

for traffic between Laiisingville and Struthers.

Car inspection is something that cannot be followed too closely

on all electric railways at all times. Each year shows rapid progress

towards better service and higher speed, and with the higher speed

has come greater chances of accidents. Accordingly it is the duty

of car inspectors to sec that each and every car is in the best

possible condition when it is placed in service.

When a railway .system can arrange to have the car house at one

end of the line it will be found very convenient to change cars at

the end of each round trip, and the cars can then be inspected in

the house, but if the car house is located some miles from the end

of the line, the cars should be inspected when they pass the car

house. On our road we are able to make such an inspection without

any additional car house help as a man in this position, who is

lively and quick at sight, should not take more than two minutes

to examine all the car bearings and take a glance at all the princip.il

parts of the trucks of a four-motor car.

We have all been tanght that a "stitch in time saves nine ;" so in

car inspection if a worn bearing is taken in time it will save an arma-

ture. A cotter out of a bolt in the brake rigging will allow the bolt

to work loose; a chipped flange will allow the wheel to leave the

rail. Either of these minor defects should be seen at a glance by

the inspector and remedied before there occurs an accident that may

result in serious damage to property and perhaps loss of life.

When the cars arc in the house for their daily oiling they should

be inspected by a thoroughly competent man, who is quick to .sec

defects. It is the experience of the writer that such thorough in-

spection pays and pays well.

An Uptown Resort for Manhattan Island.

Recent issues of the New York daily papers have given promi-

nence to the announcement that Thompson & Dundy, of Luna Park

and Coney Island fame, associated with John T. Brush, president of

the New York National League Baseball Club, are about to carry

out a scheme for the creating of a gigantic amusement resort on the

upper end of Manhattan Island on the site of the Manhattan Field

near the Polo Grounds. The resort, it is said, will be ready early

next summer, and will cost more than $1,000,000, surpassing in

scenic effect anything else of the sort on this side of the .\tlantic.

The promoters say the resort will be somewhat like Coney Island-

in its amusement features, but will be rurr on a more dignified basis.

Manhattan Field comprises an area of about 9 acres, and it is said

the entire field will be covered with permanent buildings and attrac-

tions, except for the necessary courts and avenues.

The business of creating large and extensive attractions erected

solely for the purpose of furnishing amusement to pleasure seeking

crowds has developed with gigantic strides during the past two or

three years, as has been well exemplified at Coney Island during the

past season and on the Pike at the St. Louis Exposition. The pro-

prietors of the niannnoth amusement resort for upper New York

will take advantage of this development in creating attractions for

their new enterprise, and they will also draw from foreign coun-

tries in their effort to obtain the newest and best amusements for

the education and pleasure of the summer crowds. There will be

large German restaurants and terraces, French gardens, English

Plazas, performing animals from Brussels and performing animals

and vaudeville acts from Europe, Asia and Africa.

The new resort will draw patronage from a thickly populated sec-

tion of Manhattan and the Bronx, and it is believed will be a com-

plete success from the start, inasmuch as this section of the city

is now without attractive outdoor pleasure resorts sufficient to meet

the wants of the people for a clean and attractive outdoor place of

amusement. Coney Island is too far away to attract thousands of

people living in Manhattan and the Bronx who it is believed will be

glad to patronize a first-class pleasure park nearer home.

The car barn of the Portsmouth, Dover & York Electric Railway

Co. at York Beach., Me., was destroyed by fire October 9th.

An official order has been issued by the Tri-City Railway Co.,

notifying all trainmen that they will be required to wear regulation

overcoats to harmonize with their suits.
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Blank for Tabulating Data of Electric Cars.

We produce herewith the data sheet devised by the Electric

Railway Test Commission at the St. Louis World's Fair for col-

those directly concerned with the work of the test commission, but

also to managers or master mechanics who for any reason may
wish to tabulate in concise form a description of any car or any
typo of cars. Thi^ i? often do«iralile in making inventories of prop-

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TEST COMMISSION
DATA SHEET

NUMBER- DATE-

SouRCE OF Information

Car Body
D ATA REMARKS

MAKE
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FREIGHT CARS IN CITY STREETS.

Dnc of lilt aliened reforni.s nuw being pnunotcd by the mayors of

the various cities of the state of New York looks to the removal of

electric freight and express cars from city streets. An attempt will

be made to secure the passage of an act by the New York Legisla-

ture at the next session, prohibiting the transportation of freight

cars through the city streets by electric railways, and the project

is said to be a very popular one with the jiublic at large.

It is difficult to imagine a movement which has behind it so little

reason. The operation or freight and express cars on electric

railways has been found a great public cimvenience This method

of transportation is more rapid and more economical than trucking

by wagons ; being handled in large loads, the transportation of a

given amount of material requires fewer vehicles and as these oper-

ate over a special track they cause no wear upon the street pave-

ments. An additional advantage is that the substitution of freight

cars for wagon trucks removes from the streets a large number

of horses with a great improvement in the sanitary conditions and

reduction in the cost of street cleaning.

SINGLE PHASE RAILWAY MOTORS.

In the "Review" for September was published a description of

the new single phase motor with compensated winding which has

been developed by the General Electric Co. and which has been the

object of a public test on the Ballston division of the Schenectady

Ry. It is worthy of comment that both of the large manufacturing

companies who have entered the alternating current railway field

have adopted single phase motors with laminated fields, similar in

a general way to the type of direct current motor which has been

in successful use for many years. The consensus of opinion in this

country is apparently strongly in favor of single phase motors, and

although polyphase motors have made considerable progress on a

number of European railways they are not looked upon favorably

liy American engineers. The polyphase induction motor is prac-

tically a constant speed machine and for this reason is not so suit-

able for electric traction as a motor having variable speed and whose

torque decreases as the speed increases.

That there is a broad field of usefulness for motors of the type

under discussion cannot be denied but their field will be practically

a new one as it seems hardly probable that they will, to any extent,

replace the direct current motor in city and suburban service where

it has proved itself so eminently satisfactory. The fact that the

new motor is heavier, more expensive and somewhat less efficient

during acceleration still leaves the direct current machine without

a competitor for purely city service. The single phase motor seems,

however, to be particularly well adapted for interurban lines where

the converter sub-stations and necessary attendants can be dis-

pensed with, and the engineers of the company are certainly to be

congratulated on the happy adoption of a system of control which

will permit the cars equipped with these motors, to operate with

almost equal facility over alternating current lines in the country

and direct current lines within the city limits.

It may be questioned whether this type of motor is well qual-

ified for handling heavy freight trains or taking the place of loco-

motives on long distance railroads, but it is equally questionable

if there will be any demand for electric motors in this class of

service for sometime to come. For interurban lines, however, and

especially those of great length which have heretofore required a

considerable number of rotary converter sub-stations, the new mo-

tors appear to be particularly well adapted, and the corresponding

saving in construction due to the use of complete alternating cur-

rent distribution will be very marked.

WHEEL MATTERS.
There has recently been considerable discussion concerning the

relative merits of chilled cast iron and solid steel and steel tired

wheels for electrical railway service. The two general heads under

which car wheels may be discussed are safety and economy. On

the score of safety we have to consider the liability of the wheels

to injury of such a nature as to endanger the safety of the car.

Practically the only injury which endangers the safety of the car

and its passengers is that resulting from a broken flange which in

a great many instances means a derailment Both chilled wheels
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and steel tired wheels have burst in service but accidents of such

a nature are very rare so that injuries of this character, that is the

failure of the wheel as a whole, may be left out of practical con-

sideration.

While a derailment is always a thing to be avoided there are

certain classes of service where an accident of this kind will be

so verv- serious that the management cannot afford to take even

slight chances and accordingly steel tired wheels with cast steel

or wrought iron centers have been adopted by all elevated railroads,

for the reason that steel is a stronger metal than cast iron.

For service under ordinary conditions there seems to be no ques-

tion but that chilled cast iron wheels can be made to give satisfaction,

and the makers of chilled wheels have no difficulty in meeting all

requirements if they are paid for it. Much of the complaint about

interior quality in cast wheels has for its cause the desire of the

purchasing agent to get a dollar's worth of metal for 75 cents.

In city service the old street railway car had light wheels with

narrow treads and shallow flanges. These wheels were of ample

strength for service under light cars and as cars have increased

in weight the wheels put under them have been made heavier and

stronger. The design of rails and pavements in city streets, how-

ever, has not kept pace with the developments of the car itself, so

that the track now imposes undesirable conditions as to tread and

flange dimensions. While for city service the narrow treads and

shallow flanges are reasonably satisfactory, when city tracks have

to be used by interurban cars the conditions of rail and pavement

very seriously affect the interurban company.

Wheels used under city cars are for the most part 30 in. or 33

in. in diameter, the 33-in. wheels having treads about 254 in. wide

and flanges ^ in to ii in. high. Interurban cars are of practically

the same weight as those on steam railroads and often are operated

at quite as high speeds, and therefore have the same need for heavy

wheels. The Master Car Builder's standard section is a 4 in. tread

and a l!^ in. flange and when such cars are run over the tracks

designed for a 2% in. tread and ^ in. flange it is evident that injury

to the wheels and perhaps also injury to the special work and pave-

ment is bound to result. To meet this condition sonic of the inter-

urban companies are using tired wheels or wheels entirely of steel

which arc made by various processes, including rolling. The wheels

so adopted are, in some instances, made of the standard M. C. B.

section in order to meet the interurban conditions on the inter-

urban lines and at the same time to better withstand the roiif»li

usage due to running over special work designed for the shallow

flange and tracks in paved streets designed for the narrow tread.

Other roads use a wheel and tire section corresponding to city

tracks and rely upon the greater strength of the steel as compared

with cast iron to make the light section wheel carry the heavy cars

over the outlying portions of the line. This latter scheme is not to

be recommended from the standpoint of the interurban company

;

it is better for the city company, however, as the wheels with the

M. C. B. flange and tread ride on the flanges when on city tracks,

a condition not conducive to a long life for grooved rails. If

wheels with narrow treads be used, the track must be laid with a

close gage, which means excessive wear on both rails and wheel

flanges

.\ step in the right direction has been made by the Milwaukee

Electric Railway & Light Co. in adopting for its new track work

a rail having a head 3 in. wide. This is in accordance with the

reciimmendation of the American Sireet Railway Association com-

mittee on standardization and has for its principal object the makiu).;

of city tracks suitable for the use of high speed interurban cars

naving wheels of M. C. B. section. Such a wide-head rail will

prevent chipping of treads by contact with the paving, at least to n

considerable extent.

Excepting such special conditions as those which obtain on the

elevated railways and the aggiavated cases where an interurban ca<'

has to use city tracks designed for particularly light wheel section^

It may be safely assumed that either the steel tired wheel or the

i'hilled iron wheel can be made to give satisfaction on the score of

afety; discussion of relative merits thereftire, involves the condi-

tion of economy. Under this head several jioinls need considera-

tion : First comes the wear of the wheel. The rounil figure, 40,000

car miles for the chilled wheel is pretty well accepted as a .satisfac-

tory life. It is unfortimatc that so few roads have records extend-

ing over any considerable period which show the life of different

portions of the equipment, making an e.vtended compilation of sta-

tistics impracticable.

The Denver City Tramway Co. lias under its larger cars, which

are 41 ft. long, weigh 18 tons and are equipped with four motors

and air brakes, 33-in. chilled cast iron wheels of the channel spoke

type weighing 510 lb. each. These have treads 3 in. wide and

flanges ^ in. deep and i 3/32 in. thick. The average life obtained

in this service is 40,000 miles. Under smaller cars, which are 39

ft. long, weigh 13 tons and are equipped with two motors and hand

brakes, 30-in. chilled cast iron wheels, weighing 340 lb. each, are

used. These wheels have treads 2'4 in. wide and flanges % in.

deep by 15/16 in. thick. The average life under the lighter cars is

55,000 miles per wheel.

Some recent data on the life of the slecl tires arc as follows

:

Motor car wheels on the Northwestern Elevated, Chicago, show

22,600 miles per % in. wear of tire or 271,200 miles as the life of

the 3-in tire. Coach wheels (not motor driven) on the North-

western Elevated show 38,400 miles per 14 in. wear of tire or

460,800 miles for a tire 3 in. thick.

Data given by Mr. Kno.x Taylor in the "Review" for July jolh

place the life of the fused steel tired wheel at 25.000 miles per %
in. wear of tire. This of course, is for motor wheels and agrees

very closely with tlie figure given for the Northwestern Elevated.

It is perhaps, tlien, safe to take the life of the steel tired wheel

as compared with the chilled wheel as 6.8 to I. The net cost of the

chilled wheel is probably not far from I cent per pound after allow-

ing for the scrap value, or we will say $6 for a 6oo-lb. wheel. One
maker furnishes the following data as to the cost of steel tired

wheels having 28-in. centers with tires s'A in- wide by 3 in. thick:

Fir.st cost of wheel, $51 ; two new tires furnished complete at $27 each,

$54. Total, $105. Thus, as the wheel centers arc considered good

for at least two rc-tirings the cost of the wheel may be figured

as $35 for the life nf one tire. If interest on the additional invest-

ment required for the steel wheel is considered it will probably be

fmind that the costs of the two kinds of wheels are about in pro-

portion to their respective lives and the relative econcmiy will de-

pend upon other items than the first cost.

For chilled wheels llicre would have to be seven renewals on

the estimate wliicli we have made, to one renewal for the steel tires.

To some extent this cost of replacing wheels is counterbalanced

by the cost of re-turning the steel tires as they wear. On the other

hand, chilled wheels arc more easily flatted. If the flat spots arc

small they can be removed economically by means of wheel truing

brake .shoes, hut if they arc large, the wheel must either be scrapped

or ground.

The Denver City Tramway Co. gives the cost of rcgrinding a

pair of wheels at $1, being four hours' time at 25 cents. The cost

of grinding a pair of wheels is, by some companies, placed at SO

cents.

Mr. E. D. Bronner, superintendent of motive power and i>|uipmcnt

for the Michigan Central R. R., furnishes the following data on

cost of labor for work on steel tired and on cast wheels

:

Turning 36-in, steel-tired wheels 80 cents per pair.

Turning 42-in. steel-tired wheels 90 cents per pair.

Boring 33-in. cast wheels 2i^ cents each.

Pressing .•33-in. cast wheels mi axle 7 cents each.

Pressing 33-in. cast wheels off axle 5 cents each.

The foregoing figures cover cost of labor only; no data are at

hand to cover fixed charges and operating expenses on the tools

used.

Another point m.ide in favor of the use of steel tired wheels is

that there being fewer renewals necessary because of their longer

life and the non-recurrence of such defects as chipped flanges and
spalled treads there is not so much time lost by the car being out of

service b'-cause nf defects.

The question of rail wear has been rnenliMned in conniclion with

wheels but we believe there are no aulhenlic data on this point.

Experiments made with brake shoes indicate a greater wear between

steel and steel than between steel and iron and consequently we may
presume that the rail wear might be slightly greater with the steel

wheel than with the iron wheel.

The comjiarisons made here as to the first cost are open In the

objections that electrical railway companies for the most part are

not using cast iron wheels as heavy as 600 lb., but as the estimate on
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the cost of steel tires are for a wheel which could not be replaced

by a chilled wheel weighing less than 600 lb. this weight is properly

assumed.

It would appear that there arc at this time no records available

npon which the makers of steel wheels can base a guarantee of their

performance in electric railway service. The conditions as to track

which obtain on elevated lines and on the street surface arc so

different that it is not safe for the manufacturers to guarantee

results based on the performance of steel wheels in elevated service.

The fact that the wheels are operated over tracks covered with dirt

carried onto them by other vehicles in the street and often over

grooved rails, where the grooves are half tilled with sand or dust,

makes it probable that a rapid wear of steel tires is to be expected.

The managers of electric railways are not in a position to know
what they should ask in the way of a guarantee any more than are

the manufacturers in a position to know what they can safely give.

It must not be overlooked that on an electric car all or one-half

of the wheels are driving wheels and consequently subjected to

much harder service than are wheels under railroad coaches. The
increased weight of cars and the requirements as to higher speed

and more rapid accelleration arc constantly increasing the severity

of the conditions to be met.

A SENSIBLE LABOR ORGANIZATION.
During 1903 there were a number of very serious labor contro-

versies affecting street raihvays, and among these will be recalled the

strikes at Waterbury and Bridgeport, Conn.; Richmond, Va. ; Chi-

cago, New Orleans, Dubuque, la., and Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.
In every case the demand was for a "recognition of the union," Such
recognition as is satisfactory to lalxir organizations involves a divided

responsibility in the administration of discipline, but as upon the disci-

pline in effect depends the safety of a railway company's patrons

and also to a great extent the relations which obtain between the

company and the public in general, a railroad cannot with safety to

itself yield to the demands for recognition of the union. The liability

for negligence of its servants is placed upon a common carrier by
law and cannot be evaded, nor divided with an organization Uiat is

not financially responsible. .\ transportation company comes into

relation with the general public only through its employes, and upon
their conduct depends to a very considerable extent the character of

the feeling of the patrons towards the management. .Anything that

tends to impair cordial relations is a serious detriment to the com-
pany, and if the men are serving two masters, one incentive to prop-

erly perform their duty is removed.

Mar. 26, 1903, the trainmen of the Seattle Electric Co. went on a

strike, and as the company's franchise provided for a submission of

labor disputes to arbitration, a board of arbitration was appointed

and on March 31st an award was made and the men returned to

work. Not being satisfied with the findings, considerable negotiating

followed and finally a second strike was ordered Sept. g, 1903. The
men, however, were not in sympathy with this actinn and the com-
pany was able to operate 90 per cent of its cars.

Realizing the fact that the organization had got into the control

of the radical element and that satisfactory relations with employers
could not be expected, the majority of the men withdrew from the

union and organized an association, which was incorporated under
the state law Sept. 15, 1903, the by-laws being framed with the object

of protecting the rank and file against the effect of unwise leadership.

The new association defined its object as being to serve, advance
and protect the best interests of its members as workingmen, to en-

courage the principle and practice of conciliation and arbitration

;

to increase the efficiency of the service on the street railways operated
by the Seattle Electric Co.; to promote the welfare of its members
and provide for sick, disability and death benefits. The association

is declared to exist on the theory that the employes of the street

railways operated by the Seattle Electric Co. have sufficient ability

and business judgment to manage their own affairs without inter-

ference, dictation from or alliance with any other person, firm, asso-

ciation, corporation or union whatsoever, and the association dis-

countenances any tendency towards strikes or boycots or affiliation

with any other union, labor organization or association.

Thus, to be eligible for membership six months' employment with
the company is necessary. The dues are $1 for initiation and 50 cents

per month.

The management of the affairs of the association is entrusted to a

Iward of 15 trustees, the president and secretary being ex officio

members. A very important provision in the by-laws is that all

officers and trustees elected after Jan. i. 1904, shall have been in the

street railway service of the cnmpany fnr ninre than five years prior

10 this election or appointment.

No person not a member of the association is admitted to address

meetings of the members except on invitation of the majority of the

trustees.

The result of the second strike was the cause of dissension aiul

derangement of several of the labor bodies of Seattle which had coun-

seled the strike, promising assistance, etc.

OFFICERS OF THE ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION.
We consider that the Street Railway .\cconntants' .Xssociation,

and the nominating cnnnnittee which recommended to the .Asso-

ciation the officers chosen for the ensuing year, should be heartily

congratulated upon the selection of Mr. W. G. Ross for president.

.Mr. Ross is not only a street railway accountant who has been

closely identified with the Association and active in its work ever

since the organization in 1897, but being as managing director of the

Montreal Street Railway Co., at the head of the operating depart-

ment as well as of the accounting department, he is a most fitting

representative of the Accountants' .Association on the executive

committee of the A. S. R. A. During the ensuing year, which is

to he a period of reorganization of the electric railway associations,

it will certainly be of great advantage for the .Accountants" .Asso-

ciation to be represented on the committee of general managers by a

man who is himself the general manager of his company. Mr.

Ross was chosen a member of the executive committee of the

.Accountants' Association at its organization meeting in 1897, and

during the year 1899- 1900 served as second vice-president.

I'he announcement by Mr. W. B. Brockway that he could not

accept a re-election as secretary of the .Accountants' Association

came as a disappointment, and almost as a shock. He had been

secretary and treasurer of the Association ever since its organization

in 1897, and had served so efficiently that the membership in general

had hoped that he would consent to continue indefinitely as the

active executive officer. When Mr. Brockway, who for two years

has accepted re-election under protest, finally decided that in justice

to his other work he could not serve another year, the Association

was at a complete loss to find a satisfactory successor, and the

choice of a secretary and treasurer was confided to the incoming

executive committee. In order that the .Association might not be

crippled in the interim Mr. Brockway kindly consented to fill the

duties of the office until the end of the calendar year, and was

appointed acting secretary and treasurer until a permanent successor

shall be chosen. Mr. Brockway has had to gi\e a great deal of his

time during the last eight years to the work of the .Association,

and it has been almost entirely a labor of love on his part as the

compensation allowed the secretary for his services is scarcely

enough to pay for the stenographic and clerical help needed to carry

on the work. No words are too strong to express the obligation ol

the Association for the time and energy devoted by Mr. Urockway

to its successful upbuilding.

MR. C. B. FAIRCHILD. JR.

With this issue Mr. C. B. Fairchild, jr.. who has so acceptably

served as eastern editor of the "Review" for nearly four years,

resigns that position to go into business for himself. Mr. Fair-

child was educated at the College of the City of New York, leaving

in his sophomore year to join the editorial staff of the Street

Railway Journal. He was with the Journal for si,x years, devoting

a considerable portion of his time to work on the "Red Book" of

-American Street Railway Investments, of which for one year he

had entire charge. Mr. Fairchild resigned from the Journal in 1899

to become assistant editor of the "Street Railway Review," and in

1901 he assumed charge of our eastern editorial office with head-

quarters in New "VTork.

Mr. Fairchild has been thoroughly successful in technical jour-

nalism, because of the ability, energy aiid unswerving loyalty he

brought to his work. The "Review" regrets to have this connection

severed and Mr. Fairchild takes with him our best wishes for equal

success in his new work.
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INDIVIDUAL UNDER SAME OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE
FOR SAFETY OF PASSENGERS AS CORPORATION-
FAILURE TO TAKE HOLD OF HAND RAIL IN ALIGHT-
ING NOT NECESSARILY NEGLIGENCE.

Crump vs. Davis (Ind. .-^pp.), 70 N. E. Rep. 886. .\pr. 26. 1904.

Tlie appellate court of Indiana, division No. 2, holds that there was

no error in giving the jury an instruction that, although not a cor-

poration, the defendant (Crump), being a common carrier, was

under the same obligation to provide for the safety of passengers

as a corporation carrier. It also holds that it is not negligence per

se (by itself) for a passenger to fail to lake hold of the hand rail

in alighting from a street car.

ENTITLED TO USE MATERIAL TAKEN UP WHEN LAV-
ING TRACK TO PUT STREET INTO REQUIRED CONDI
TION AGAIN—CITY LIABLE FOR REMOVAL OF MA-
TERIAL.

City of Detroit vs. Detroit Railway (Mich), 9<j N. W. Rep. 411.

.•\pr. 26, 1904.

The supreme court of Michigan holds that when the defendant

was engaged in tearing up the pavement or surface of the street

for the purpose of laying its track, it was entitled to use the material

thus torn up in putting the street in the condition required by the

ordinance, so far as the same was suitable to the purpose, and

that the city was liable for such material removed by its authority

while the replacing of the pavement was in progress. It says that

it can see no good reason for saying that the ordinance referred

to contemplated that the old material which was entirely suitable

for use should be replaced with new. This was not the contract.

PRESUMPTION OF NEGLIGENCE FROM SPRINKLING
CAR WITHOUT ANY ONE UPON IT COLLIDING WITH
WAGON—MEANING OF MAXIM RES IPSA LOQUITUR-
SUFFICIENCY OF DEFENSE THAT MOTORMAN WAS
THROWN FROM CAR BY ELECTRIC SHOCK—LIABIL-
ITY WHERE MOTORMAN LOSICS CON TROL OF CAR BY
OWN CARELESSNESS.

Chicago City Railway Co. vs. Barker (111), 70 N. E. Rep. 624.

Apr. 30, 1904.

The supreme court of Illinois says that this was a case for the

application of the doctrine res ipsa loquitur (the matter speaks (or

itself J. While the party who brought the action was riding in

his wagon, as he had a right to do, an electric motor car used for

sprinkling purposes, with no motorman or any other person upon

it or in control of it, ran up from the rear and struck the wagon,

throwing the man out upon the ground, injuring him. This collis-

ion gave rise to a presumption of negligence on the part of the

company, and the burden of proof was upon it to rebut that pre-

sumption. The meaning of the maxinnun res ipsa loquitur is that,

while negligence is not, as a general rule, to be presumed, yet the

injury itself may afford sufficient prima facie evidence of negli-

gence, and the presumption of negligence may be created by the

circumstances under which the injury occurred. The contention

of the company was that, if it was necessary for it to rebut the

prima facie presumption of negligence raised by the occurrence of

the accident in the manner stated, it did so by showing that the

motorman was thrown from the car by an electric shock which the

company was unable to anticipate or prevent, and that therefore it

should not be held responsible because the car was not in the

control of any one when it struck the wagon. It was a question for

the jury to determine whether the explanation of the accident suf-

ficiently rebutted the presumption in question. The credibility of

such rebutting evidence is held by the authorities to be a ques-

tion for the jury. If the company placed the sprinkling car under

the control of a motorman, who lost control of it by his own care-

lessness, then the sprinkling car was not properly run and man-

aged by the company.

FAILURE OF REPAIR TO HOLD EVIDENCE OF ITS CHAR-
ACTER—CARE OWED TO PASSENGERS—AS TO CHAR-
ACIER OF ROLLING STOCK—INEFFICIENCY OF MO-
TORMAN IN EMERGENCY—PRESENCE OF MIND AN
ESSENTIAL TO COMPETENCY.

Howell vs. Lansing City Electric R.Tilway Co. (Mich.), 99 N. W.
Rep. 406. Apr. 26, 1904.

Where it was found after an accident that a brake rod whicli

had broken the day before and been repaired was useless for want

of a bolt, the supreme court of Michigan holds that the failure of

the repair to last more than 24 hours was some evidence of the

character of such repair. The defendant owed- to its passengers a

high degree of diligence and care in transporting them, and that

involved the character of the rolling stock. It was not necessarily

a defense that the motorman was confronted by an imminent and

unexpected danger, whereby he lost his usual ability to control the

car. While proper allowance should be made for such conditions,

it is the duty of those who run cars and trains to put them in

charge of competent men, aiul a reasonable degree of presence of

mind may be an essential to competency.

CONSTRUCTION OF FRANCHISE STATUTE AS TO ^rEAN-
ING OF WORDS "NEXT HIGHEST" BIDDER.

Pacific Electric Railway Co. vs. City of Los Angeles (U. S., Cal.),

42 Sup. Ct. Rep 586. Apr. n, 1904.

Hy the California act of March 11, 1901, the supremo court of the

LInited States says, the notice of an application for :i franchise is

reiiuired to state that sealed bids will be received for the franchise

"up to a certain hour and day named therein" (sec. 3), and also

to slate that the franchise "will be granted to the person, firm, or

corporation who shall make the highest cash bid therefor;" and

any bid may be raised not less than 10 per cent "above the highest

scaled bid," and the franchise finally struck off, sold, and granted

to the "highest bidder" (sec. 5). Section S also provides that the

"successful bidder shall deposit with said governing body, or such

person as it may direct, the full amount of his or its bid, within

twenty-four hours thereafter; and in case he or it shall fail so to do,

then the said franchise or privilege shall be granted to the next

highest bidder therefor." To what do the words "next highest"

refer? To bids already made, or to a bid or bids to be made?

More obviously the former. They express the relation between

bids in existence,—those already made and pending before the

council in pur.suance to its notice. It is only in comparison with

the next highest of those that the words have significance. Again,

the court says that it thinks section 5 is plain, and was intended

to express as an alternative of a bid not fulfilled the acceptance

of one already made, not one to be made, and that it is fortified in

this view by section 7, which provides that the grantee of the fran-

chise shall file a bond to fulfil the terms and conditions of such

franchise, and also proviiles that if such bond be not filed "the award

of such franchise shall be set aside and the same may be granted
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to the next lowest bidder, or again offered for sale," in the dis-

cretion of the governing body. In other words, when there is to be

fnrther competition it is explicitly provided for.

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE OK PERSON INJUKEUAi
TEMPTING TO BOARD MOVING CAR GOING TO SHED
AND NOT CARRYING PASSENGERS—REVERSED SIGN
NOT NECESSARILY NOTICE—EMPLOYES NOT BOUND
TO PREVENT PERSONS ATTEMPTING TO BOARD MOV-
ING CARS.

Leu vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. App.), 80 S. W. Rep. 273. .'\pr.

12, 1904.

The fact that the car that Ihc plaintiff was injured in attempting

to board while in motion was proceeding to the shed, and was not

carrying passengers, the St. Lonis court of appeals says was not

shown to be known to him, and the mere reversing of the street

name on top of the forward end of the car ("so it would not read

anything") did not necessarily import such knowledge to him; and

it was left to the jury, under most liberal instruction, to determine

whether he saw, or by the exercise of due care on his part could

have seen, the indications, either by motorman or conductor, that the

car was on its way to the sheds, and not carrying passengers, and.

in event of such finding, that the plaintiff was debarred from recov-

ering damages. Under the circumstances it was no error to decline

an imperative instruction that the verdict must be for the defendant.

At the same time it was beyond the legal duty of the lattcr's em-

ployes in charge of the car to avert the casualty by preventing the

plaintiff from attempting to board the moving car if seen in time,

while engaged in such effort.

STREET CAR NOT PROTECTED BY LONG-ENACTED
STATUTE AGAINST DOING INJURY TO ANY LOCOMO-
TIVE, CAR, ETC.

State vs. Cain (Kan.), 76 Pac. Rep. 443. Apr. 9, 1904.

The wilful breaking of the window of a street car in use upon a

street railway, the supreme court of Kansas holds, is not a violation

of any of the provisions of section 2098 of the general statutes of

1901, which provides that "every person who shall willfully cut,

break, burn, injure or destroy any locomotive, car, or other ma-

chinery which now is or which may hereafter be in use upon any

railroad in this state, or any wood-house, car or water station

erected for the accommodation and use of any railroad within this

state, shall on conviction thereof be punished," etc. Without seek-

ing to ascertain when this section was first enacted into the laws

of the state, the court finds that it was in the general statutes of

1868, which was prior to the existence of street railways in Kansas,

and it says that while this would not of itself be conclusive that

street railway cars were not included in this section, it cannot pre-

sume that the legislature intended to protect a class of property

which did not exist in the state.

RIGHT TO SHOW ABSENCE OF FENDER AND TO PREDI-
CATE NEGLIGENCE ON OMISSION TO PROVIDE SAME
OR OTHER SAFEGUARDS WHEN NOT REQUIRED BY
STATUTE OR ORDINANCE.

Fritch vs. New York & Queens County Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.),

87 N. Y. Supp. 942. Apr. 29, 1904.

The second appellate division of the supreme court of New York

says that it cannot be regarded as yet definitely settled by authority

in that state to what extent street railroad companies are obliged,

in the absence of statute or ordinance on the subject, to adopt safe-

guards against injuring persons upon the highway likely to arise

out of their want of care in the operation of their cars. But it thinks

that there can be no doubt that it was proper to admit evidence of

the fact that there was no fender on the particular car which ran

down the plaintiff's son, a boy yYi years of age. And it thinks that,

on the whole, the correct view is, where a jury is satisfied from the

evidence that the injury would have been prevented by the use of a

safeguard, such as a fender, which is usually attached to cars of

similar construction, operated in similar localities generally through-

out the country, and which has proved ordinarily efficacious for

the protection of persons upon the highway, they are entitled to

predicate negligence upon the omission to provide cars with such

safeguards.

MEASURE OF DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
TO ERECT DEPOT OR ESTABLISH STOPPING PLACES
AS COMPENSATION FOR RIGHT OF WAY.

Louisville, Anchorage & Pewce Valley Electric Railway Co. (Ky.J,

80 S. W. Rep. 507. May 4, 1904.

In an action to recover damages for a breach of contract to erect

a depot or establish a stopping place at an agreed point in consider-

.ttion of a grant of a right of way, the court of appeals of Kentucky

holds that the true criterion of damages is such a sum as would

represent the difference, if any, as shown by the evidence, in what

would have been the fair market value of the residue of the plaint-

iffs land, after the conveyance of the riglit of way, if the depot

or stopping place had been established at the point on such land

agreed upon by the parties, and the fair market value of such

residue of land without the depot or stopping place. And in so

estimating the damages the jury should not consider the profits, if

any, which might have been made by the plaintiff in any business

the latter might have established at or near such depot or stopping

place, but consider adaptation, if any, which the location of the

depot or stopping place at the point mentioned would have given

the plaintiff's land for business or other useful purposes, and thereby

have enhanced its market value.

COMPANY NOT REQUIRED TO ACCOUNT TO ATTOR-
NEYS AFIER SETTLEMENT WITH CLIENT.

VVeller vs. Jersey City, Hoboken & Peterson Street Railway Co.

(N. J. Ch.), 57 At. Rep. 730. Apr. 12, 1904.

A bill filed by complainants, attorneys of New Jersey, against a

defendant, a street railway company, the court of chancery of New
Jersey says, set forth that one John Meffert had been injured by

the tort (wrongful act) of the defendant, and had a right of action

against it for damages for his injuries; that he had retained com-

plainants to settle with said company, or to prosecute an action for

him for said damages; that in consideration of their services to be

performed, he had assigned to complainants 50 per cent of whatever

might be recovered by suit, settlement, or otherwise; that com-

plainants gave notice to said company of such assignment, and

tliereafter connnenced an action in behalf of John Meffert against

it; that pending the action the company settled with Meffert for a

sum of money, the amount of which complainants had not dis-

covered, and paid the agreed-on amount, and received from Meffert

a complete release of his claim. It thereupon prayed for discovery,

for an accounting of the money so paid, and for a decree for the

payment by defendant to complainants of 50 per cent thereof. On
demurrer to the bill for want of equity, the court holds that the

bill stated no grounds on which the relief prayed could be decreed.

LIABILITY FOR INJURY TO PASSENGER USING STILE
ERECTED BY OWNER OF PLEASURE GROUNDS OVER
FENCE SEPARATING ELECTRIC FROM STEAM RAIL-
ROAD RIGHT OF WAY—DUTY TO PROVIDE REA-
SONABLY SAFE MEANS OF ACCESS AND EGRESS AT
TERMINALS OR STATIONS.

Cotant vs. Boone Suburban Railway Co. (la.), 99 N. W. Rep. 115.

Apr. 6, 1904.

.•\t or near a terminal of an electric railway which for some
distance ran parallel to, and immediately north of, the right of way
of a steam railroad, the rights of way of the two roads being

separated by a wire fence, an owner of a pleasure ground south

of the .steam railroad constructed a stile over the wire fence. This

was made by placing two ladders, each 8 or 10 feet in length, and

14 or 16 inches in width, in such a position as that two ends met
over and above the fence, while the other ends were set in the

earth on either .side thereof. The plaintiff, after riding out on the

electric railway, seeing this stile, attempted to pass over it and was
injured by having his foot caught in such a way as he started to
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descend from the top that he was thrown to the ground. He sued

the electric railway company for damages, and obtained a judgment,

which the supreme court of Iowa affirms.

It will be noted that the accident occurred on that part of the

stile which was over and upon the right of way of the steam rail-

road, and it was contended that the defendant electric railway com-

pany's responsibility ceased when the passenger passed upon the

ground of another carrier; that, at most, it was under no other

duty to the plaintiff than to warn him of danger of which it had

notice or knowledge, and that its liability was not greater than

if the stile had been erected jointly by the steam railroad company

and the defendant. The jury found that the stile was a dangerous

contrivance, but the defendant strenuously insisted that, as it had

no right to enter upon the grounds of the other company to repair

the device, it -could not be held liable for any injury that may
have resulted from the use thereof. The court says that ordinarilj

this proposition is true, but it must be remembered that this con-

trivance, while partly on or over the land of the steam railroad

company, was a single, complete device, and formed a continuous

passageway over the fence ; and if the defendant invited its passen-

gers to use it, either expressly or by implication, it was bound to at

least ordin.iry care in seeing that it was fit for the purpose intended.

That it had no right to go upon the grounds of the steam railroad

company to make inspection or repairs was not controlling. Its

passengers were not bound to ascertain at their peril what part of

this stile was on the premises owned by another company, and what

right the defendant had to use it. The defendant undoubtedly had

the right to make arrangements with this other company for the

construction of a stile, and for permission to its passengers to cross

its right of way; and, having invited the traveling public to use the

device, it would not be permitted to say that it had no right to

erect part of the contrivance upon grounds of another company.

It would not do to say that the traveling public must inquire in

such cases as to the right the carrier had to pass upon the grounds

of another company to make repairs. This contrivance was used

by the defendant's passengers alone. It was not built to accommo
date the steam railroads or its passengers. The use made of the

railroad right of way was permissive only. The steam railroad company

did not owe the plaintiff or the defendant company any duty wh.it-

ever with reference to this stile. The use of the stile was for the

joint benefit of the defendant company and the owner of the pleas-

ure grounds. Had the contrivance been constructed by the defend-

ant and the steam railroad company jointly for the use of the passen-

gers of either line, both would undoubtedly have been liable for

an injury received by a passenger. Here there was no liability

on the part of the steam railroad company, but the situation was

such as to make it natural for a person alighting from the defend-

ant's train as the plaintiflf did, intending to go to the pleasure

grounds, to use the stile in passing over the fence. The defendant

was bound to know that persons alighting from its trains would

likely use this device in passing to their destination, and it was its

duty to use at least ordinary care in seeing that it was properly

constructed and in good repair.

On the theory that the stile, by reason of its narrowness, or for

want of railings, or because it was constructed of light or defective

materials, was not such means of egress as an ordinarily prudent

person would provide, in which event the defendant might be found

guilty of negligence, the court holds that it was liable for the

defective condition of the stile, although it was erected by a stranger.

The defendant had full knowledge of the construction of the stile,

and impliedly invited its passengers to use it. Under such circum-

stances, its liability was the same as if it had itself set and main-

tained the device. This rule is bottomed on the proposition that

the duty of a carrier of passengers does not end when the passenger

has alighted from its cars. It must also provide reasonably safe

means of access to and from its stations or terminals for the use

of its passengers, and the passengers have a right to assume that

the means of egress provided are reasonably safe. This duty it

cannot delegate to another so as to relieve itself from responsibility,

("he defendant's contention that it was not liable because the stile

was erected by a stranger was unsound in principle, and not sus-

tained by authority. When it invited its passengers to use the stile,

it. in effect, represented that it was reasonably safe for the purposes

intended ; and, when injury occurred by reason of its unsafe or

faulty construction, it should not be allowed to shield itself behind

another, and to say that if did not know of its defective construction

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE OF PEDESTRIAN IN-

JURED ATTEMPTING TO PASS IN FRONT OF STA-
TIONARY CAR FOR JURY—NEGLIGENCE DEFINED—
KNOWLEDGE IMPUTED TO AND CARE REQUIRED OF
MOTORMAN IN HEART OF CITY—COMPANY EN-
TITLED TO CLEAR INSTRUCTION ON NOT BEING
LIABLE FOR RESULT OF CONCURRENT AND MUTUAL
NEGLIGENCE.

McLeland vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. .App.), 80 S. W. Rep. 30.

Mar. 15, 1904.

From the plaintiff's testimony it was disclosed that tlie car by

which she was injured had stopped, and, while passengers were

alighting, she sought to pass in front of the stationary car, which

was started without any signal to her that it was about to move.

The St. Louis court of appeals says that it is no unfair deduction

that the motorman saw, or should have seen, the plantiff's effort

to get by the car; nor is the court prepared to declare that, in the

• most crowded portion of the city of St. Louis, a pedestrian who
seeks to pass in front of a nonmoving car, in plain sight of the

attendant in charge, is attributable with such contributory negligence

as to debar recovery. Negligence has been concisely defined to be

the absence of care according to the circumstances. At the inter-

section of Broadway and Washington avenue, the junction of two
of the most prominent thoroughfares in the city of St. Louis, in

frequent and constant use hy pedestrians and vehicles of every sort,

the defendant's motorman should have exercised a degree of care

commensurate with the conditions .nttending the passage over Broad-

way by his car ; being imputed the knowledge that the vigilance

that might have sufficed in the less populous and traveled parts of

tlie city would fall far short of constituting ordinary care in such

thronged portions, frequented by the public, about the retail stores

of the city, and where, indeed, the watchfulness exacted would

vary at different hours of the day, and even on different days of

the week. Under such state of facts, where reasonable men might

fairly differ in their conclusions, the question of due care or negli-

gence on the plaintiff's part was properly relegated to the jury.

.M the same time, the defendant, as a matter of lawful right, was
entitled to have the jury informed by a sharply defined and con-

cise instruction, without qualification or obscurity, that, if her in-

juries resulted from the concurrent and nnitual negligence of both

herself and the corporation defendant, the latter was not responsible

to her therefor.

DUTY TO RECEIVE MONEY TENDERED FOR FARE AND
TO RETURN CHANGE—DAMAGES FOR REFUSAL OF
CONDUCTOR TO RETURN CHANGE, ACCOMPANIED
WITH INSULTING AND ABUSIVE LANGUAGE.

Gillespie vs. Brooklyn Heights Railroad Co. (N. Y.), 70 N. E.

Rep. 857. Apr. 26, 1904.

The plaintiff, confessedly a passenger on the defendant's car, gave

the conductor a quarter of a dollar from which to take her fare.

He received it, but did not return her the 20 cents change to which

she was entitled. .She subsequently asked him for it, when he, in

.Til abusive and impudent manner, not only refused to pay it, hut also

grossly insulted her by calling her a dcadbeat and a swindler, and

by the use of other insulting :unl improper language, even after a

fellow passenger had infnrnu'd liim Ihril she had given him the

amount she claimed.

The court of appeals of New York says thai in this case there was
obviously a breach of the defendant's contract and of its duty to

its passenger. It was its duty to receive any coin or bill not in

excess of amount permitted to be tendered for fare on its car

under its rules and regulations, and to make the change, and return

it to the plaintiff, or person tendering the money for the fare. That

certainly must have been a pari of the contract entered into by the

defendant, and the refusal of the conductor to return her change

was a tortious (wrongful) act upon his part, performed by him

while acting in the line of his duty as the defendant's servant. To
that extent, at least, the contract between the parties was broken,

and as an incident to and accompanying that breach the language

and tortious acts complained of were employed and performed by

the defendant's conductor.

And the court holds that, in an action to recover damages for the
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breach oi iliai coiilract and for the turtious acts of the conductor
in relation thereto, the conduct of such employe and his treatment of

the plaintifT at the time might be considered upon the question of

damages, and in aggravation thereof. It says that the authorities

which it cites render it manifest that the defendant was not only

liable to the plaintiff for the money wrongfully retained by its con-

ductor, but also for any injury she sulTcred from the insulting and
abusive language and treatment received at his hands. And again

it says that after the somewhat extended review which it made of

the authorities bearing upon the subject, it is led irresistibly to the

conclusion that the defendant was liable for the insulting and abus-

ive treatment the plaintiff received at the hands of its servant; that

she was entitled to recover compensatory damages for the humilia.

tion and injury to her feelings occasioned thereby, and that the

trial court erred in directing a verdict for the plaintiff for 20 cents

only, and in refusing to submit the case to the jury.

assume that it was not likely that two cars would pass each other,

moving, while he was in that position.

DUTY OF COMPANY ACCEPTING FRANCHISE TO OPER-
ATE CARS ON TRACKS MAKING TRAP—COMPLIANCE
WITH STATUTES OR ORDIN.\NCES NOT ALL—CON
DUCTORS AND MOTORMEN BOUND TO KNOW DAN-
GEROUS SITUATION AND TO DO WHAT CONDITION
LEGALLY DEMANDS WITHOUT DIRECTIONS—PUBLIC
NOT REQUIRED TO KNOW NARROWNESS OF SPACE
BETWEEN TRACKS OR LENG1 H OR WIDTH OF CARS
—WHAT MAY BE ASSUMED.

Eichorn vs. New Orleans & Carrollton Railroad, Light & Power Co.

(La.), 36 So. Rep. 335. Feb. 29; Apr. 11, 1904.

Here a pedestrian attempting to cross the street was fatally

injured by being caught between two cars at a place where the

tracks curved to connect with those on an intersecting street. It

appeared that the tracks on the street he was attempting to cross,

even when they were parallel to each other, were too close together

to enable a person to .stand safely upon the space between the two,

and, should a person be standing at the point where the curves upon

the crossings commenced at the time when two moving cars passed

each other there, he would meet with almost certain death, as, in

passing, on account of the way the tracks were located, the ends

of the moving cars swung towards each other, and blocked the way

up upon the upper side. The tracks, when they were laid, were,

even with the cars then in use, traps, to all persons not having

knowledge of the exact situation, and the danger had been made

much greater for several years past than it was before, as wider

and longer cars had been substituted for those formerly used.

The supreme court of Louisiana holds that a street railway com-

pany accepting a franchise to operate cars upon tracks so dan-

gerously laid at points very menacing to human life was bound to

know of the risks it was assuming, and the duties and burdens it

was taking upon itself. It was no answer for it to say that it could

not control the city officers and authorities in its placing of the

tracks. There was no obligation on its part to engage in the busi-

ness at all, and, if it thought proper so to do, in view of and in

spite of the attendant responsibilities, it could not avoid the legal

consequences of a failure on its part to meet the requirements re-

sulting from the exact situation. Not only was the company itself

held to a knowledge of the dangerous situation of affairs, but the

conductors and motormen upon the cars were also bound to know
this. It required no notice to them from the officers of the company

of this fact, for this matter was constantly and directly before their

eyes. If the company was of the opinion that its duties to the

public went no further than compliance with positive existing

statutes or ordinances, it was mistaken. It is also error to sup-

pose that trainmen operating cars have no duties to perform, other

than those as to which they have received specific directions. They

are required to do whatever the necessities of a particular situation

or condition legally demands, whether they have received instruc-

tions or not. The cars unquestionably met and passed each other

on the foot crossing. This could not have been done without

culpable negligence.

The general public is not called upon to know or take in at a

glance that the space between parallel tracks in a city is not wide

enough to afford protection to persons standing on that space, or

to know the length and width of the cars used upon the road. .'\

person has the right to assume that the width is sufficient, and to

FAMILIARIl V WHH IRACKS NOT CONCLUSIVE EVI-
DENCE OF KNOWLEDGE Ol" DANGER ON PART OF
PASSENGER GOING ON INSIDE FOOTBOARD TO GET
SEAT—DUTY TO PROVIDE AG.MNST USE OF INSIDE
FOOTBOARD WHEN DANGEROUS-PASSENGER USING
INSIDE FOOTBOARD NOT BOUND AS MATTER OF LAW
10 LOOK FOR CAR ON OTHER TRACK—CARE RE-
QUIRED.

Kreimelmann vs. Jourdan (Mo. App.), 80 S. W. Rep. 323. Mar. i,

ifX)4. Rehearing denied Apr. 26, 1904.

The plaintiff having boarded an open sunnner car with a con-

tinuous step or footboard along each side, and finding no vacant

seat on the side of the car that he got on, passed around the rear

bench to the other side of the car to reach an unoccupied seal, and

was hit by a car on the other track, the two tracks being so near

each other that the upright stanchions or grab rails, which projected

from the sides of the two cars, were only 10 or 12 inches apart as

the cars passed. That the plaintiff was familiar with the tracks,

the St. Louis court of appeals holds, was to be taken into account

in determining whether his declared ignorance of the danger incurred

in getting on the footboard was true. But, it says, a man might

use street cars running on parallel tracks a long time, and might

know the tracks were about the distance apart those in question

were, without realizing that it was dangerous to use the running

board of an open car if that side was left open for use. unless his

attention was drawn to the danger by some accident. Men are not

apt to make nice calculations about such things, but are rather

inclined to trust to the carrier's system and management.

The operation of cars of the pattern which caused this accident,

with no restraint or guard against the use of the footboards on both

sides, and on tracks so close that passengers are in peril of a col-

lision w^hen using the inside footboard, cannot be regarded as other

than inconsiderate management. If it desired to operate such cars

on such tracks, the company should have taken some precaution to

prevent passengers from using the inside footboard ; and leaving that

side as accessible as the other was an invitation to step on the foot-

board when it was necessary to do so in boarding or alighting from

a car or to find a seat.

Nor does the court agree with the proposition, which was greatly

insisted on, that it was error to refuse to instruct the jury that the

plaintiff could not recover damages if he stepped on the footboard

without first looking for a car on the other track. It says that

the footboard on which he stepped was intended, among other

things, for passengers to walk to a seat on. In itself, it gave no

warning that a person using it was likely to be hit by a car on the

near track, but tended to produce an impression that he would be

safe on the board, for it was not to be supposed the defendant

would invite its patrons to expose themselves to great peril. Nor

was the other track a warning to him, for he might believe, with

reason, that a passing car would miss him; and, if he told the

truth, that was his belief. The court does not feel justified in pre-

scribing as the measure or quantum of care to be used by a passen-

ger in such a situation that he must look for approaching cars

before stepping on a footboard. The more satisfactory test of right

conduct under the circumstances that surrounded the plaintiff is

the one which prevails universally, namely, did he exercise ordinary'

care to insure his own safety? The facts did not call for a charge

to the jury that the plaintiff was bound to look for another car

before he stepped on the board, though failure to take that precau-

tion would defeat his action if the jury thought it was an essential

element of due care. -»
The Rockford & Interurban Railway Co. has recently published

a very neat folder, which is illustrated with views on its lines, both

in the city and on the interurban roads. Among the views are the

Rockford & Freeport sub-stations, a view at Harlem Park, Wash-

ington Park, and several views on the Pecatonica River, which is

reached by the Freeport branch. On the back cover is a map of

northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin, showing the network of

interurban lines which cover this section. Time tables and a very

interesting article descriptive of Rockford and its vicinity are also

included.



High Pressure Steam Pipe Systems.*

Being a Review and a Comparison of Late Practice on the Continent of Europe and in America.

BY FRANZ KOESTER.

Among the most radical changes in power plant installation in

recent years has been the adoption of higher pressure ,ind high

<legrees of superheat in the steam furnished to the prime movers.
The use of pressures ranging from 200 to 300 lb., accompanied by

temperatures of from 500° to 700° F. has made necessary the

design and use of solidly constructed pipe lines, fittings and flanges.

By the use of superheated steam it is possible to increase the

steam temperature and at the same time keep the pressure con-

stant; the practice of today, however, tends towards increasing the

pressure, and the time is not far distant wluii pressures up to 150

o
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lb. will not l)C considered high. There arc in operation today, par-

panicularly in Germany, a number of plants where pressures higher

than 200 lb. arc carried by the pi|>e lines, for example the Teeh-
nische Hochschulc (I'nivcrsily) in Darmstadt, where the plant is

equipped with the most modern boilers, engines and turbines, the

steam being furnished at a pressure of 300 lb. and superheated to

750° F. The steam in this instance is used not only for operating

the power plant, but also for heating the power house and principal

buildings of the college, the pressure being reduced In the healing

syMcm. The recently completed power plants for the cily of Vienna,

there l>cing one plant for lighting purposes and the other for power,

the two plants furnishing an aggregate of 3,400 h. p., use steam at

a pressure of 205 lb. and a temperature of 572" I'. In the operation

of these huu^r planls a steain consumption of 9,41 Ih. per i. li. p. is

obtained, this economical operation being largely due to ihc care-

fully designed and well constructed piping system. In addition to

the plants already mentioned the 3,000-h. p. engines at the Berliner

Elektricitactswerke showed as the result of tests made in igoo a

steam consumption of 9.39 lb. per i. h. p., using steam at 190 lb.

pressure and superheated to 600° F. .•\notlicr modern pinnt con-

structed within the pasl few years is tlwit .-il Frankf.irl-.in-tlic-Main,

• Coiiyrluht. WH. Ii>- Krnnz KnentiT.
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where the 4.txx>li. p. llrown-liciveri-rarsons turbine sliciws ,1 steam

consumption of 9.1 lb, per i. li. p., the steam having a pressure of

176 lb. at the lluottle and being superheated to 572° !•'.

Unfortunately the exhibit of engines and boilers at the St. Louis

Exposition does not show nuicli advance in the use of high pressure

and superheated steam, The boilers and engines, with the exception

of a few of Continental manufacture, furnish and use steam at

pressures ranging from 160 to 170 lb. ami 11. me nl (In- boilers is

equipped with superheaters. The Curtis ajid Tarsons turbines at

the Exposition arc running with saturated steam, and il is difficult

to obtain any figures regarding iheir steam consinnplir>M. The in

dustrial exhibition at Duesseldorf a few years agn fuinislies a

striking comparison with the present ICxpnsilion at .St, I.tniis, Of
the If) boilers with their 35,000 s(|. ft. of heating surface at the

Dnesselilnrf e.\hiliilion lliere were few lli.al were mil e(|iii|i|ieil willi
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siiperlieatcrs, and the entire main piping system, which wa-i o( con-

siderable length, llic distance between Ixvilers ,ind engines being in

some instances as great as 500 ft., was of unit construction, as

regards pipes, Hnngcs and fittings, the most modern materials being

FIGS. 5 AND 6.

used and special eflfort being made to render the piping system

pleasing to the eye of the visitor.

.As previously mentioned, the only boilers at the St. Louis Expo-

tion which furnish superheated steam are those of Continental

manufacture, and of these llie iiii>si interesting are the Delaunay

FIG. 8.

Belleville boiler, which furnishes steam at a pressure varying from

294 to .?o8 lb., superheated to a temperature ranging from .S70° to

750° R These boilers furnish steam through a 7-in. pii)e to a 1,500-

h. p. engine of the same make, the engine being of the vertical

type t|uadruple expansion an<l having six cylinders. It has been

the experience on the continent, where the use of high pressures

and high degrees of superheat have been used to such an extent

that it is difficult to find a plant constructed within the past few

years where these features are lacking, that the higher the temper-

ature of the steam the greater will be the resulting economy of the

engine or turbine.

The use of steam at high temperatures naturally means an in-

crease in the expansion of the pipe lines and in the strains brought

upon them, and the use of high pressures demands solid and sub-

stantial construction. There are a number of important conditions

which nnist be met successfully by the piping system in a power

pl.iiit. and Ibe value of a given system is dependent upon ihe maTi-

ner in which these various conditions arc met. As tlie steam line

is in reality the main artery of the plant, it is of tho utmost impor-

tance that it he so designed th.it an accident to a portion of the

line will not result in the shutting down of the plant. Flexibility

and simplicity in operation are of the greatest importance, as well

as the absence of all connected lines whose services can be dis-

pensed with. The line should be designed to accomplish the desired

result, and at the same time to be made up with the minimum

luimber of fittings and valves. The line should be made as short as

possible and the pipe of as small a diameter as can be used in

order to avoid condensation losses and to insure the economical

operation of the plant. In connection with the size of pipe to be

used in a given case a very marked difference may be noticed be-

tween the practice in this comitry and the general practice on the

continent. It is customary in this country to design the pipe line

for a steam velocity of 4.000 to fi.ooo ft. per minute, while Ihe prac-
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lice on the continent in plants using saturated steam shows a velocity

of from 30 to 40 meters per second, or 5,goo to 7.900 ft. per minule.

and where a high degree of superheated steam is used the velocity

is sometimes made as high as ico meters per second, or 19,680 ft.'

per minute. It will, of course, he readily apparent that the use of

these high steam velocities enables the continental engineers to use

steam pipes much smaller than those which would be used in this

country for a similar purpose. .\s an example of the marked
difference in pipe sizes as used in this country and on the continent,

it may be interesting to consider the new plant of the Interborough

Rapid Transit Co. and the plant of the Manhattan Elevated R. R.

Co. The 7,500-h. p. engines in these plants are each served by two

14-in. steam pipes, and in the former plant ihe 400-h. p. exciter

engines are each served by an 8-in. pipe. On the other hand, the

.t.400-h. p engines in ihe Municipal plant at \ienua, already cited.

lie disconnected from llie header' at will. The steam lines to the

engines or turbines are taken from this main header, usually from

the top, and are thence led to the prime mover. The disposition

of valves, both in the main line and in the branches, should be

of a character to insure flexibility in operating and to enable the

steam to be drawn from any or all of the boilers, as may lie neces-

sary, and also to enable the line to any engine to be disconnected at

will. The general cliaraclcr of this system is well shown in Figs.

I and 2, and on account of the extreme simplicity of this methotf

it is very largely used. The multiple header system consists of

iwo or more headers to which the connecting pipe lines from the

lioilers arc joined and from which branches arc led to the engines.

The general arrangement of this system is shown in Figs. ,1 and 4,

and from these diagrams it will be seen that the arrangemenl of

conneelions is a reniavk.-iMy llrxililc oiu-, .iiul lli:it llie nK'tbocl pro-

ric. 9.

arc each served by one yV^-'m. steam pipe, and the economical steam

consumption of these engines seems lo be ample justification of the

mctho<ls employed. There are three main types of power plants

which are in general use, one in which the engine and boiler rooms
lie parallel lo each other, another where Ihe engine room is buill

adjacent lo one end of the lioilcr room, and a third class where the

In^iiler rwim is located directly above the engine room. This latter

type of plant is more general in this country than abroail, as on

the conlineiu the question of available grouml does not prcsenl

Ihe "lerious diflficully that it often does here. There are three meth-

ods of running Ihe main steam lines which due lo usage have come
111 be regarded as standard, namely, the single header, the m\illi|ilr

header au'l the ring system. The single heailer system usn;;lly

consists of a line which is run at the back or above Ihe boilers, and

lo Ihit are r'lnneclcd the lines from Ihe boilers, the connection either

entering al Ihc side or dropping from alMive Ihe main header. The

arrangemerl of valves in Ihe Imiler lines In such thai any boiler may

vides as far as possible against accidrnl In any pait nf Ihe pipe line.

Two possible methods of cross connecting are .shown in these illns-

iralions, and it will he seen that in Ihe righl-hanil mellmd lUxiliility

is purchased al Ihe cost of nninerons waives and fillings. 1| is, of

course, apparent thai llnri' .arc .aliiinsi .an iiitiiiile miinlier of ways

in which tin- inulliple headers may be iiuss laimiei'lcil, Iml in .any

event tin- nhjcct nf this syslcni is to provide an i-xtr.i licaiKr (o

carry Ihe load in case of an enirrgency, and the best mi'thnd of

cross confectiug is that winch utilizes the niiiiimnin ninnber of

valves and fittings and al the same time is the most flexible. The
general arrangement of the ring system is shown in Figs. 5 and 6,

ti.e main steam header being in the form of a closed ring wbicli

may be split np into secliors by means of suitably placed valves.

I here are mnnerous variations possible with this arrangement. ,is

where Ihe header nms .around both sides of the lioilrr room llie

Iwo sides may be cross connected .at ilesirabU- jinints. or wlirre the

two side's of the ring arc close together and nn .uaainnl of the
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effect of expansion in a short cross connection the two lines are

only joined at the ends by short bends.

An interesting variation in the mnUipU- hcnUr -iystom ni.iy In-

Fig, ". the comieclicii's liflwccn iwo engim-s and two lioilor groups

l>eing shown. .\ group of si.x boilers is provided for eacli engine,

and the connections from the boilers terminate in a common pipe

JT
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The arrangcnicnl of valves in this system is sudi thai any nmnp
of hollers may he connected to its manifold and also any of the

three heaaers may he connected to the manifold. With this design

it is possible to rnn any engine from any gronp of boilers, and the

three hca;!ers provide secnrity from interruption to the service

of the header and pipe connection to the manifold is shown in Fig. 8.

.\s is clearly shown in Fig. 7, the headers and manifold arc con-

tained in a special pipe area way, and the valves, which arc the

ip'ick-closing type, are operated from a gallery in the engine room

I be arrangement nf the main sieani piping in the Manhattan

irr

Cast or forged steel

t4Ht

Weldt'd iron. Copper,

dne to an accident to a portion of the pipe line. A point that is

specially noticeable about this piping is the provision made for taking

care of the expansion in the lines, both in the case of the boiler

connections and in the three headers, the numerous long-radius

bends being well adapted for this work. A diagrammatic scheme

plant is clearly shown in l-'is;. 0, whicli is presented here by the

courtesy of Mr. W. N. Stevens, wOio bad charge of this work. In

connection with this it is understood that the same general arrange-

ment is to be adopted in a large plant in Chicago. As the drawing
shows, the boilers in this plant are located on two floors, there
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being rows of boilers on each lloor. with ;iii .lisle between tbcin.

With the increase in the prcssnre and at tlic same time the added

temperatnre of superlieat it has become necessary to remodel and

to design new t>-pes of pipes and fittings, and at the present time

pipe line design and constniction occupies a field of its own in

power plant engineering, and in a large plant the services of an

expert arc almost ahsohitely necessary to insure the correct and

economical distribution of the steam.

It often happens that the standard high pressure fittings cannot

lie made to apply satisfactorily to the omslruction of niodirn liigli

pressure lines for superheated steam, and for this reason there are

numerous sets of standard fittings made to be standard for a par-

ticular installation and to suit the conditions to be met in the

individual plant. Among the changes that have been caused by

these new conditions have been the adoption of steel pipes, and

changes in the shape and form of the connecting flanges. The

design of the fittings and pipes for the new Interborough Rapid

Transit Co's. power plant was due to Mr. John Van Vleck, the

mechanical ciigincer in charge.

f-'ig. 10 and the accompanying table show the type of pijies and

Kii;. 15.

fillings used in the aliovc work, the figure on the right representing

the steel pipe and the loose movable flange, while that on the left

shows the design of the special cast, iron fittings and valves. By

referring to the table it will be seen that the fittings and flanges

used are considerably heavier than those of the standard high

pressure pipe. These flanges arc of forged steel and are bolted

without gankcK, the joints Iwing ground true. In the left-hand

figure the thickening of the casting as it nears the flange and the

ihirkiiess of the casting itself is especially noticeable.

In b"ig. 11 are given tin- necessary data for determining the tlcsign

of the types of pipe joints ilhislrateii in Figs. 12 and 1,3. These

types have been adopted as .standard by the Verein Deutsche Inge-

nieure in igoo. and arc ailopted for pressures up to 300 lb. It will

be readily apparent that the expense of some of these types would

render their use almost proliibitive in this country, although at the

present time special constructions are being very largely used.

.\mong the types shown in Figs. 12 and 13, there will be doubtless

a number which appear to be limited in their sphere of usefulness,

Init during the past four years these standards have held their place

in continental power plant practice and have successfully met the

demands imposed by high pressures and a high degree of super-

heat. As will be noticed from the sections in Figs. 12 and 13, the

copper pipe which in continental practice is much in use and is

today used exclusively in the boiler feed line, is equipped with

bronze flanges. The upper right-hand section in Fig. 13 shows a

particularly interesting construction employed by the Sulzcr Engine

Co.. where it becomes necessary to cut the pipe length in the field

and make up the joint ; this type of construction is often used as

a filling-in piece or distance piece between the engine and cylinders.

pipe, as

e -Size,
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corrugated cupper gasket, and a gasket of asbestos and cupper are

the types wliicli are found in most common use in continental plants.

Pure asbestos has been found to be unable lo stand the high pres-

sures of modern practice. (Jround joints are used to a much larger

extent in this country than on the continent, and- in the Duane St.

plant of the New York Edison Co., and in the Interborongh Rapid

is subjected to, and consequently the resulting expansion and con-

traction in the line, is largely increased. The usual method for

taking care of the expansion in a high pressure line consists in

anchoring the line firmly at several points and inserting in the line

between the anchorages, long radius bends, which arc capable of

iK-ing deformed by the resultant stresses of the expansion.

Fic. 17. FIG. 19.

Transit Go's, new plant, ground joints are used entirely in the high

pressure line, and in the former case an experience of several years

without any sign of leakage in the steam line has proved this joint

to be satisfactory.

In the construction of fittings on the continent the use of cast iron

is avoided so far as it is possible to do so, and wrought iron and steel

are used to a large extent, and fittings of these materials are often

made, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15, the method of applying the

loose flanges being clearly shown in the lower right-hand corner

of Fig. 14. I^'ig. 15 shows a welded iron manifold, which may he

applied to a nuinljer of uses, and this construction is applied to a

great variety of forms. In order to decrease the number of joints

in the line and to avoid the objectionable features which attend them,

and at the same time decrease the expense, the pipes are made in

lengths up to about 15 meters (50 ft.), which is somewhat more
than twice as long as the available lengths in this country.

Fig. 16 shows a section through a cast iron high pressure valve

which is interesting on account of being designed for a steam pres-

Figs. 17 and 18 show, two types of anchors for holding the pipe

line. The Inethod shown in Fig. 17 consists of carrying the pipe in

a casting which grips it firmly, and which is itself bolted and

anchored to the wall. Fig. 18 shows a somewhat diflferent kind of

anchor in which the casting comprising the anchor forms a part of

the pipe line and is bolted either to a column or to beams, as the

construction may dictate. In Fig. 19 is shown a detail of a pipe

hanger for large vertical risers which is constructed by Gebruedcr

Reuling. of Manheim, who also makes the previously described cast

iron valve. Both of these appliances are in use in the university

FIG. 18.

sure of 300 lb. and a temperature of 750°. The most interesting

feature of this valve, which is fully protected by patents, lies in the

internal by-pass arrangement, which is operated by the valve spin-

dle before the valve is opened. .'\s will be seen from the illustration,

the di.sk is solidly constructed of cast iron, as well as the valve seat.

Cast iron is used in this case on account of the effects of the

superheated steam on the bronze. Owing to the high temperatures

of superheated steam, the limiting temperatures which the pipe line

plant at Darmstadt. It will be seen from the design of this hanger

that its movement both in a vertical and a horizontal direction is

provided for. the horizontal movement being taken care of by the

knife edges which rest on roller bearings.

Fig. 20 shows the application of tlie long radius bends which are

placed in the steam line in order to take care of the expansion, this

illustration showing bends in the long distance high pressure munic-

ipal heating line in the city of Dresden.
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In using small steam pipes it has been found necessary to enlarge
the steam pipes near the engine to about double the size; this will

prevent vibration of the steam line, .As drip pipes are more or less

unsatisfactorily it is well to avoid using them if possible.

It is considered today on the continent that the use of water
catchers in the pipe line is never entirely satisfactory and that the

only way in which they can be dispensed with is to use highly

superheated steam and locate a small water catcher in the pipe line

near the engine.

The importance of covering the pipe lines and flanges with the

best non-conductor of heat that can be obtained and the resultant

effect of this proceeding upon the loss of heal and condensation in

the pipe, has long been realized. In this country magnesium, as-

bestos and various mineral wools are used for pipe coverings, the

thickness varying from 2 to 3 in. The material which is used to

the largest e.xtcnt for pipe covering in Europe is kieselguhr. This
material is an earthy substance which is ground and mi.xed with
water to form a paste which is placed around the pipe and in some
cases being first mi.xcd with organic matter which is eventually

humed out. leaving air cells in the covering which add to its

efficiency. In other instances this substance is mi.xed with felt or

is placed on the pipe and wrapped with a covering of silk which is

an excellent non-conductor, .\nother interesting method of cover-
ing, which is used on the long distance heating line in Dresden.
consists in covering the pipe first with a cylinder of perforated sheet

iron which is separated from the pipe by a distance piece. The
cylinder is then wrapped with raw silk and a second cylinder is

placed over the first, separated from it by a distance piece and cov-
ered by a layer of silk. The eflfect of this treatment is to divide the

space between the pipe and the covering into a number of air cells,

and the result of this method has given entire satisfaction.

The object of this article has been to point out some of the advan-
tages that may accrue from a carefully and well designed piping
system, and it may be confidently stated that the remarkably low
steam consumption of the engines in continental plants is due in a

large extent to the care that is exercised in the design of the con-
necting link between the boiler and the engine, namely: the pipe line.

Radiant, a New Fuel.

L'. S. Consul-General H. Clay Evans, London, England, transmits
the following extract from the London Daily Mail of .'\ug. 10, 1904:
"A new fuel called radiant, to be used in connection with gas and

other fires, has been invented by two young engineers of Southend.
and if it be proved that it can do all that is claimed for it, it will

cause as great a revolution in the present system of gas heating as

did the introduction of the Welsbach mantle in gas lighting.

"TTie inventors claim for radiant—that it gives treble the heat
with the same gas consumption as an ordinary gas fire; that it takes
up the carbonic oxide from the air and purifies the atmosphere;
that it does away with the unpleasant smell given ofT by gas fires;

that it burns brightly like a coal fire; that it is as cheap as fire clay
and is inexhaustible.

"The two young inventors are connected with one of the largest
firms of gas engineers in the country, and have been experimenting
for years with a view to producing a fuel such as radiant.

"Radiant will take the place of the asbestos or fire-cLiy balls, and
will, it is said, give out an intense heat. It is made from materials
that arc now waste products of chemical works.
"The new fuel captures the blue flame, which at present is lost,

and converts it into intense heat. Radiant is also said to possess
the power of retaining heat to a very great extent."

A Convenient Book.

Mc»»r». Stone & Webster, of Boston, have issued a book contain-
ing interesting facts regarding the electric railway and lighting

properties managed by them. The hook is of a convenient size and
it contains exhaustive data regarding the lx)nds, slocks, ajid fran-

chise of 25 corporations, their financial statement for lyo^, .nnd maps
showing the territories served by them. Appended to this are sug-
gedions for guidance in transferring stock.

Railway Lectures at Iowa State College.

The Iowa State College has arranged a series of ten lectures to

be delivered during the present college year by officials of the

various railway systems operating in Iowa. The first lecture was
delivered September 14th by Judge J. C. Davis, chief attorney for

Iowa of the Chicago & Northwestern Ry., upon the subject, "The
Relations of the Railways as Common Carriers to the State and
Federal Governments." Other dates and subjects for the course

of lectures are as follows:

October 5th
—
"Railway Accounting."

October 26th
—

"Tie and Timber Preservation."

November i6th
—"Motive Power."

January 4th and February 1st—"Relation of ihc Railways to

the Producers."

February 22d
—

"Signal Knginccritig."

.'\pril I2th
—"Maintenance of Way."

The arrangements for this course of lectures have been iiKiile

largely through the kiiuluess of Mr. W. TI. Whalen, superintendent

of the Chicago & Northwestern Ry., at Boone, Iowa. The course
has received much attention and approbation throughout the state

and should be found of interest and value, not only to the students
of tlie college but also to the general public.

Glory and Reward for the "Trolley Song.''

Arrangements having been fully completed, the Detroit United
Weekly is now prepared to announce in detail the competition with
which it hopes to arouse interest in musical and lyrical composition
not only in Detroit, but in all parts of the country. The Detroit

United Weekly ofl'ers a prize of $200 for the words and music of

a "trolley song." This composition need have no reference what-
ever to the Detroit United Railway. It is to symbolize the great

field of electric transportation. It may be general in character,

applicable to any city or interurban system. It may he humorous or
serious. The author is to retain the copyright of his composition.
It is, however, to be dedicated to the Detroit United. Railway, which
company also retains the privilege of reproducing words and music
in any publication and of using .same in any advertising literature.

The Detroit United Railway will sell no copies. Words and music
ntay be the joint eflfort of two authors, but words must fit music.
No unattached verses or music will be considered. Every contribu-
tion must be complete in this respect.

The task of judging the merit of the compositions and awarding
the prize will be left to a committee of three of the most promi-
nent musical authorities and artists in the state. They are Prof.
Francis L. York, Director of the Detroit Conservatory of Music;
Mr. Harold Jarvis, Detroit's famous tenor; and Prof. E. R.
Schremser, Director of Schremser's Military Band and Orchestra,
These gentlemen have agreed to serve as the tribunal of last resort.

The competition is open to all, residents of any stale or natives
of any country. In view of the enormous number of contributions
that will be received, several conditions must be observed.
No names or addresses nuist appear upon any manuscript. A

separate letter must accompany each contribution, which in the
competition will be designated by a number. The music must not
be too pretentious or the verses too voluminous. The competition
will he open for several months, the precise time limit to be stated
subsequently. All contributions nnist be mailed or delivered to
Mr. John H. Fry, Detroit United Railway, 12 Woodward avenue.
It is needless to point out what the winning of this prize means
to the successful composer. Aside from the premium, his composi-
tion will be enormously advertised and In- will retain full posses-
sion of all privileges. The contest is ..n! I ictrnit United Weekly.

* »»

.Applicants for the position of conductor and iiKilonii.in mi the

Aurora, lilgin & Chicago electric lines are obliged to have ,1 tlicir

ough test of the eyes for color blindness.

Contracts have been let by the Orban & Syracuse Electric Railway
Co., whereby a telephone system will be installeil which will enable

cars at any point on the line to conuniinicale directly with licid

(|tiarlcrs at Orban or Syracuse or any station along the line.
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Report of the Thirteenth Convention of the In-

ternational Tramway A; I-iuht Railway
I'nion, Vienna, Sept. 8, 1904.

This year's congress is made noteworthy l)y an ahiinUance of

vaUiabIc working results, and a short account of the proceedings

is given in the following article. In order to enable the congress

to obtain concise opinions upon the various subjects under dis-

cussion, comnuinications in the form of questions were .luhmitled

lo the various railway companies of the continent. The answers

were laid before a specially chosen committee of judges by whom
synopses were made.

The subject of the "Control of Electric Tramway Installations

and Maintenance of the Feeders" was dealt with by Herr M. G.

Pedriali, chief engineer of the Brussels tramways. He reported

that the companies were unanimous in advocating a regular three

to six monthly examination of the insulation of the separate sections

of the line. A distinction must be drawn between the maintenance

of the system of feeders or parts thereof and that the ei|uipnient

of the line. For the examination of the system of feeders some
companies employ the method of putting a voltmeter, of known
resistance "r," in scries between the positive pole of the dynamos
and that part of the line whose resistance to earth it is required to

be measured. The required resistance to earth is given in the for-

mula :

Vo

Where V = the pressure between the positive pole of the dynamos
and earth, Vo = the reading on the series connected voltmeter and

r = the known resistance of the voltmeter.

For the determining of faults in insulated cables by this principle

a delicate galvanometer and calibrated resistance must be employed.

A quick method, though one of no great accuracy, consists in noting

the indication of the ammeter of the first dynamo switched on in

the morning when no cars are on the lines. The current indicated

must be due to faulty insulation. It is strongly recommended to

examine daily the combined resistance cf the whole network or

of the separately fed sections.

A matter of great importance is the maintenance of the con-

ductivity of the rails, with the object of avoiding stray currents.

The various data given upon this point are not in agreement and

therefore definite results cannot be given. Experience seems to

show that at those places where metal pipes cross the line most

thickly a difference between the rails and pipes of not more than

one volt should be allowed.

In the matter of testing the insulating material, sonic companies

satisfy themselves with examination of the insulators; this they

accomplish by connecting a voltmeter between the span wire and

earth. Amongst a large number of methods of testing the Gerard

method deserves special mention. A number of railways test their

wires for mechanical strength. For this purpose the Winterhalter

apparatus is specially well adapted. In the matter of the wearing

out of the trolley wire, it is noticed that breakage generally takes

place at the points of suspension ; in the case of soldered suspension

in the middle and of riveted suspension near the end, of the trolley

ear. Too short ears produce breakage in consequence of the sagging

of the wire. Other causes of breakage are to be sought in sidings,

crossings, section insulators, etc. These should be fixed from

elastic span wires of as great length as possible and of diminishing

section. The tension of the wire at a temperature of 0° C. must

be between 450 and 500 kg. for a wire of 25.5 sq. mm. cross section.

The pressure of the trolley should be 5.5 kg. in the case of axial

wires. The life of an 8-mm. wire varies between 500.000 and 1.500,-

000 passings of the trolley.

"The Prevention of the Disturbance of Electrical Measuring In-

struments Through the Influence of Electric Tramways," was

treated by Herr Bjorkegren, of the Grosse Berliner Strassenbahn.

He distinguishes between di.sturbances which take place through

the action at a distance of the feeder circuits and of the stray

fields of the motors; influences which arc extremely small at dis-

tances exceeding 200 meters, and disturbances caused by the fact

that the different tramline sections, fed from the central station, have

different voltage drops, and that this difference of drop sets up

balancing earth currents. Various instruments arc mentioned

which possess the advantage that they employ the earth's magnetic

field only in a secondary manner.

Herr E. A. Ziffcr, civil engineer, Vienna, dealt with "Automobile

Traffic Upon I-ocal and Light Railways." Me describes the different

steam, benzene, alcohol and accumulator cars which arc in use and

arrives at the conclusion that up lo the present the steam motor is

the most widely used. Steam motor cars (passenger car and loco-

mr)tive combined) are the most reliable for regular service and

are cap.able of developing large power, but they have the disad

vanl.age that they cannot instantly get up steam and cannot be

quickly stopped and started ; in addition their machinery is very

delicate and demands much repair. Benzene cars have also very

delicate machinery, their cogged gearing causes much loss of energy,

they are noisy, and throb and produce a bad. odor. The advantages

are that the driver need pay little attention to the machinery dur-

ing the journey but can give his whole attention to the road and

the speed. Alcohol motors are odorless and clean, but have not

yet progressed beyond the experimental stage. Accumulator cars

arc not greatly used ; they possess a very small power limit and

are therefore impracticable for high speeds and for grades, and

possess comparatively very great weight.

Herr Chief Engineer 11. Luthler dealt with "The Advantages and

Disadvantages of Electricity for Light Railways." The advan-

tages are: The public is provided with a frequent service of

trains; time is saved upon short journeys by means of employ-

ing a very great starting acceleration. In consequence of the ready

distribution of the units the service can be easily adapted to the

varying traffic demands of the day. The absence of smoke m.ikes

it practicable to carry the traffic into the heart of the towns. Cen-

tralization of the power provides that the power installation need

not have a capacity equal to the sum of the maximum demands of

the cars, but can have a smaller output. This results in a smaller

expenditure in copper, smaller first cost and maintenance, longer

life of the power units and smaller cost of maintenance of the

same, and saving in dead weight. The disadvantages are : It is

practically impossible to accommodate any exceptionally heavy

traffic; the power is, in regard to steam supply, limited; disturbances

in the supply station affect the whole system; disturbances in the

traffic may cause a number of trains to become assembled upon a

short section of the line and the power demand made at this point

will exceed the capacity of the conducting system and of the power

station.

One of the most important subjects was that treated by Chief

Engineer Phillip Pforr, "The Nature of the Supply, and the Ten-

sion Best suited for Electric Light and Local Railways." An in-

stallation of conductors costs less, the smaller the currents that it

has to carry. If the local railways are to compare favorably in the

matter of cost with the tramways they must adopt high tension

transmission. The most suitable motor is the one that has the

fewest leads. The future railway motor is the single-phase motor,

in comparison with which the three-phase motor possesses the dis-

advantage of an extra lead. The disadvantages of a collector do

not come into consideration because on the one hand the new
single-phase motors work just as sparkless as the direct current

machines, and on the other hand many local railways demand that

the motor shall be capable of being used upon the already installed

direct current system ; that is to say, the motor must be suited

for use with direct current. This is only possible if the motor

has a collector. With single-phase machines the energy demand
does not increase on gradients to the same extent as in three-phase

working, and the demand upon the supply station is more regular

;

or, in other words, a smaller power installation is required when
single-phase motors are employed. The regulation on starting up
three-phase motors is effected by resistances, and this method in-

curs great loss of energy, whereas with single-phase motors the

employment of transformers avoids such loss. The single-phase

motor allows of considerable fall of voltage without much diminu-

tion in power whereas a comparatively small fall of voltage will

bring a three-phase motor to rest. Three-phase systems will, there-

fore, only come into consideration under special conditions when,
for example, it is required to employ an existing three-phase system.

Single-phase installations are not more costly than direct current

machines and the working is far cheaper on account of the absence

of rotary converter stations and the service and maintenance of the

same.
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Herr G. Pavie, of Paris, discussed the subject of "Allowability

and Efticiency of Trailers on City Tramways." He considered the

use of trailers to be the best means for dealing with temporary

increase of traffic. Trailers are especially adapted to single track

lines for cases in which the lack of sidings makes a quick succes-

sion of cars impossible. The use of trailers is further to be recom-

mended upon double track lines when it is not allowable to have

a succession of cars at short distances apart and when, under these

conditions, the percentage of the seat space occupied reaches 75

per cent. The use of at least one trailer is universal and three

may be taken as the ma.ximum limit. The nature of the line (single

or double track) has no influence in determining the number of

trailers allowable. Trailers require only one motorman, and if

need be the conductor of the motor car can also take care of the

trailers. Further advantages of trailers are: Smaller power de-

mand or economy in current, economy in first cost and maintenance

(three times less than for motor cars), fuller use of rolling stock,

and the possibility of dealing with temporarily heavy traffic. Dis-

advantages of trailers arc : Loss of time in starting, slower brak-

ing, longer stops at the stations, greater demands upon the motors

and other electric equipment, and diminution of the average speed

The inquiry into the subject of "Current Economy Upon Tram-

ways" led to no decisive results. It appeared to Director W. Klit-

zing that a continual mechanical supervision of the motormen, as

for instance by the provision of wattmeters, and the encouraging

of a personal interest in the matter on the part of the men by

means of a system of premiums, were far more efficient in the

keeping down of current expenditure than the issuing of instruc-

tions and the employment of inspectors.

The study of "Brake Systems for Electric Tramways" was dealt

with by Herr Director Phillip Scholtcs. The following are the

main points : Each of the three brake systems—hand, electric or

air—has its advantages, and the choice is controlled by special

conditions. The brakes must work without jerk. Two inde-

pendent brakes must be provided. The brake must not demand
much exertion on the part of the driver. If the hand break is

insufficient on account of the weight of trailers or other working

conditions, recourse must be had to an electric brake. If the use

of the latter be prevented by special circumstances, for instance,

limited motor power or insufficient subdivision of the controller,

air brakes can be used. These arc absolutely indispensable in the

case of excessive loads and high speeds, and also where more than

two trailers are employed.

Other subjects dealt with were: "Maintenance Charges," "Book-

ing Systems," and "State Provision for Employes."

HF.RZOG.

Second KIcctric Railroad in Peru.

Kl(O.M I .NITtI) >TATHS 1 ONSUL COTT5CIIAI.K, L.M l..\(i, I'HKU.

The electric railroad between Lima and Callao, the second enter-

prise of its kind in Peru, is in operation. Like its predecessor, that

between Lima, Chorillos, and other near-by seaside resorts, the Lima-

Callao road is equipped with American power machinery and hand-

some American cars, lioth open and closed. The roadbed ind track

were laid by an American firm.

The new road, which is rim by the overhead trolley system, covers

the 8.6 miles between Lima and Callao in a little over 20 minutes.

It runs cars every 15 minutes and has lowered by one-half the fares

formerly existing on the steam railroad. The new railroad has

thus far been unable to obtain permission to run through the prin-

cipal streets cf Lima, and therefore stops at Union St. (the chief

commercial artery), where it connects with the city horse cars, but

it is believed that the obstacles to electric traction through the streets

of Lima will soon be removed. The road runs through the main

streets of Callao, and has besides a prolongation of some mile and

a half to I-a Punta, a seaside resort a short distance farther down
the coast.

The new road is remarkably popular and is so much traveled as

to make the acquisition of additional rolling slock a necessity. It

fills a long-felt want of frequent and cheap comminiication between

the capital city and its pfirl. which, although a separate municipality,

is and has for many years been a connnercial suburb of Lima.

Suburban Transportation in Boston.

The general features of the transportation system of Boston and

its suburbs arc well known to engineers and operating oflicials in

many other parts of the country, but unless one is a resident of the

N'ew Engl.and metropolis it is often easy to overlook the frequciU

minor changes in operating methods which are of peculiar interest

because of their influence upon the service as a whole. In every

large city the transportation companies barely solve one problem

before another presents itself; and as long as rapid growth in

population continues, it is to be expected that variety will con-

iitantly be found in the operating questions that engage the atten-

tion of managers of railways, both steam and electric.

An indication of the widespread public interest which attaches

to Boston transportation problems is readily found in the frequent

articles and editorials which appear in the daily press upon railway

subjects, and it is a satisfaction to record many in.stances of able

discussion of such questions on the part of laymen. At the same

time there is a strong tendency among irresponsible citizens of llie

Hub to rush into print on every possible occasion that arises in the

transportation field, and it is to be regretted that some of llic

effusions of these inexperienced critics betray little or no knowledge

of the business which they attempt to illuminate. At times the most

well-meaning of the daily papers fall into serious error, and thereby,

spread broadcast ideas, opinions and conclusions which are decidedly

harmful to the development of improved methods of construction

or operation. It is safe to say that nowhere in this country is

public opinion more powerful than in New England, and hence it

is of great importance that events should he given correct per-

spective.

A case in point, which ought not to pass unchallengeJ, is that of

a 'prominent evening paper which printed a long story a few days

ago to the effect that a certain curtailment of electric service on the

system of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad boded

ill for the application of electricity in suburban transportation.

Quoting from the article in question

:

"Electrical equipment and operation of the suburban service of

steam railroads is not to be a thing of the immediate future. It

nuist wait on the invention of new electrical appliances or the per-

fection of existing appliances in their application to transporta-

tion problems. At present, while the third rail system may be prac-

tical on elevated structures, in tunnels and on surface lines where

the right of way is owned by the operating company and used for

Ibis means of transit alone, and while the trolley is satisfactory for

comparatively low speed traffic in highways and streets—neither

system in its present stage of development can be safely, economic-

ally and satisfactorily applied to transportation lines which must

he utilized for the ordinary steam locomotive. This is not good

news for the growing hosts of suburbanites, who have hopeil for

rapid transit in the electrification of existing steam roads; but il

is the latest word of the students of Iransporlalinii prulilenis.

* * * While electricity may be the ultimate solution of suburban

transit, the details of that solution have not been worked out as

ypt * * 3„(] here is the most promising field of study. * * *

An object lesson of the truth of these conclusions has been fvn-

nishcd within the present month by the N. Y., N. H. & H. K. U.

Some years ago when the Nantaskct branch of this road was

equipped with the third rail system, it was confidently predicted that

here was a beginning in electrical suburban opcralion which would

be so successful that other roads must follow. With (his idea as

a basis the South Station was built with complete facilities for

handling an electrical suburban service in its basement. This base-

ment has never been so used, and such use of it is no nearer, seem-

ingly, than when the terminal station existed only on blue prints.

Instead of electric tranction being installed today the road has just

completed the removal of a considerable part of the electrical

equipment from which so much was expected. For two years or

more the electric installadon between Nantaskct Junction and

Braintrec has not been used, and now the third rail, poles, trolley

and feed wires have been taken oul, and the idea of operating this

section of the line by electricity has been definitely ab,'Lud(iued until

such time as new and workable devices shall he available. The
line from Nantaskct Junclion to Pcnibcrton will continue to be

electrically operated, but only because this line is not used at all by

steam locomotives * the trolley and third rail have been
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{imnil impractical on the New Haven system • » » and the

basement of the South Station will remain unoccupied for some

time to come."

In considering the foregoing statements after a trip over the Nan-

taskct branch of the New Haven system the most striking feature

of the situation is the fact that local rather than suburban service

has been given by the electric cars of the steam road. Uraintrcc

is lo.i miles from the South Station in Boston, and Nantasket

Junction is 8.1 miles beyond liraintrec; Cohasset is 3.4 miles beyond

the latter point, and marks the limit of the old third rail system,

while the Pcmberton branch extends about 7 miles around the coast

as a spur from Nantasket Junction. As far as is known, no elec-

tric car operated between any of these points has ever entered

Boston in the course of its business, and it is difficult to see wherein

the operation of these branch cars by any kind of power from elec-

tricity lo a draught horse either proves or disproves the ability of

electricity to displace steam in suburban service. It is not the pur-

pose of these comments to discuss the pros and cons of the local

service of the New Haven road ; the point is, that the Nantasket

branch presents a special case of a feeder to the main steam oper-

ated line, and as such has no power whatever to determine the final

economy and flexibility of electricity in handling the traffic between

Boston and the suburbs covered by the system.

No one who is acquainted with the latest developments in high

speed electric railway work needs to be told that

the apparatus for handling the most difficult and

complex suburban traffic is already designed and

about to make its triumphant entry—at least in the

near future—in New York City over the track of a

steam road which today handles the Boston trains

of the New Haven system, speaking in a broad

sense. The progressive policy of both the New

York Central and the Pennsylvania lines will make

its mark in time upon the more conservative lines

which enter Boston. It is flying far from exact-

ness to condemn the third rail as a failure with

its adoption in the Park Avenue Tunnel confroiu-

ing us, or to anathematize the trolley as good for

nothing when roads like the Boston and Worcester

and the Schcnectady-Ballston line illustrate that

rapid transit and an overhead wire are not impossi-

ble together. Doubtless there is, and always will

be, room for the improvement qi electric and steam

railway equipment, but it is ridiculous to claim that

the successor failure of electric traction financially on

a branch line is any indication of its value in a broad,

comprehensive suburban system.

To the electric railway engineer the territory

around Boston offers an almost unparalleled field for

the realization of the advantages of electric suburban

service. For years the Newton-Brookline circuit of

the Boston & Albany division of the New York Cen-

tral has been regarded by progressive engineers as a piece of rail-

road property fairly made to orderJor the purposes of electric trac-

tion. There is little doubt that the results in New York will hasten

the equipment of this line. Similarly the Boston & Maine, and the

New Haven system, present the traffic density and geographical

layout of lines and stations which invite electric propulsion of

suburban trains. It is possible that if the South Station loop had

been placed in electrical operation within the past five years, none

of these questions of compatibility would have arisen between the

electric and the steam locomotive for the reason that the latter

would have been exterminated from the suburban passenger lines

entering Boston. It has been stated that the smoke nuisance cannot

be eliminated by the New Haven road for less than $3,000,000 a

year, on account of the excessive cost of burning anthracite coal

in the locomotive furnaces, but here is a condition that would

vanish with the introduction of electrically propelled trains. It is

certain that many serious problems confront the steam roads of the

United States in the direction of properly handling suburban traffic,

and it would be careless of the best interests of the electric railway

world to fail to recognize the gravity of the questions of safe and

expeditious terminal movements. The fact remains, however, that

two of the leading systems of the country have taken a bold step

forward, and although the steam locomotive disappears slowly from

its city pathways, its days arc numbered inside the business dis-

tricts of great centers of population. In the advance of the elec-

trically propelled train, the economics of some country branch line

has no more influence upon the success of the suburban system as

a whole than the breaking of a single twig has upon the life of a

massive tree.
•-»

An Exhibit of Exceptional Merit.

The exhibit of the G. M. GesI, electrical subway contractor, which

occupies a commanding location in the court of the Electricity

Building at the World's Fair, deserves more than the passing

mention which was given it in "The Daily Street Railway Review"

for Wednesday, October 12th, it being a display of exceptional merit.

As will be seen by the illustrations shown herewith, the exhibit in

the main consists of a manhole divided by a concrete wall, virtually

making two holes out of one, the front being open.

Here are shown the following: Gest patent enamel terminal

brick, with rounded face, which protects the cable from injur.y;

Gest patent frame and adjustable cable brackets, single, double and

triple, by means of which the cable can be adjusted and held at any

height ; Gest patent sewer trap and strainer, operated from above

by means of a chain ; Gest burlap machine, in which a roll of burlap

the right width can be pitched and cut oflf as wanted, and Gest's

WORLDS FAIR EXHIIIIT CK (;EST S CONDl'IT SYSTEM.

improved mandrels. On the walls of the manhole are displayed

interesting photographs of work done by the Gest forces in Spring-

field, Cincinnati and Louisville.

The Gest exhibit also includes, by utilizing two life-size wax

figures of workmen, demonstrations of how tile shouUl be laid in

the trench and also how cables are spliced.

It is believed that Mr. Gest, whose principal offices are in Cin-

cinnati and New York, is the only purely electrical subway con-

tractor in the world having an exhibit at the World's Fair. The

exhibit is in charge of Mr. W. T. Jackson, of the Cincinnati office.

The Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Co. has recently issued

a very attractive timetable with map of its road, views along its line

and general information regarding its service.

In a recent publication compiled by a committee of the Board of

Trade, of Oxford, Pa., under the head of "Transportation Facil-

ities," it is noted that franchises have been granted to insure the

construction of the following lines: The extension of a branch ot

the Wilmington & Kennet Square line; a line from Newark, Del.,

partially built; a line from Elktnn. Md.; a lino from Parkcrsbnrg,

and a line from Christiana.
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Flue Gas Testing.

UIIVSMl. KK>IUENT ENCINEER, MANCHESTER (ENG.) COR-

IMRATUIN ELElTRICITY WORKS.

Of what use is flue gas testing? Of no use at all unless it leads

to better combustion. With the "snap test," that is to say, a test of

one individual and separate sample of gas, it is possible to ascertain

whether the smokeless chinnicy is due to good combustion or excess

air, and one can safely say that there are more smokeless chimneys

from the latter cause than the first.

When the cause is found, remedy is generally easy ot application.

If you know you have bad air leaks, you can look for them and

slop them.

E.>tccss air, although the most common source of loss, is not the

only thing of value that accurate analysis of flue gas gives to the

engineer in charge of works. When he has stopped his air leaks

he can commence experiments with his furnaces, and by working

as his experience directs in various ways he can quickly find out

which of these ways is the most economical, which is the best type

of furnace, the best way of stoking the coal, etc.

In the writer's experience men have been known to be satisfied

with 6 per cent carbon dioxide, and even less, at the boiler, and

after regularly testing and observing the composition of the Hue

gases for some weeks have been able to maintain a much higher

average, and reach quite often 13 to 15 per cent CO;; this under

ordinary working conditions, and at electric power stations, with

a load factor sometimes as low as 12 per cent.

.Ml that is necessary for testing a sample of Hue gas is a burette

graduated in cubic centimeters from o to 100, a few connecting tubes,

and one reagent bottle containing caustic potash solution. This will

enable the operator to find the percentage of COi and is really all

that is necessary in practice. By the addition of two more reagent

bottles containing potassium pyrogallatc and acid cuprous chloride,

respectively, oxygen and carbon mono.xide can be also determined.

For further information in connection with this, I cannot do better

than give particulars of these solutions. They are as follows:

Potassium hydrate. (Caustic Potash.) (a) For carbon dioxide

determination 500 grams of the commercial hydrate is dissolved in

1 liter of water. .Absorption capacity, i c. c. absorbs 40 c. c. carbon

dioxide, (b) For the preparation of potassium pyrogallatc, 120

grams of the commercial hydrate is dissolved in 100 c. c. of water.

Potassium pyrogallatc. For oxygen determination this solution

should be prepared only when wanted. The most convenient method

is to weigh out five grams of the solid acid upon a paper, pour it

into a funnel inserted into the reagent bottle and pour upon it too

c. c. of potassium hydrate (a) or (b). The acid dissolves at once,

and the solution is ready for use. Absorption capacity, i c. c. absorbs

2 c. c. oxygen.

.•\cid cuprous chloride. For carbon monoxide determination cover

the bottom of a two-liter bottle with a layer of copper oxide or

"scale" J^ in. deep, place in the bottle a number of pieces of rather

stout copper wire reaching from top to bottom, sufficient to make a

bundle an inch in diameter, and fill the bottle with common hydro-

chloric acid of I.I sp. gr. The bottle is occasionally shaken, and

when the solution is colorless, or nearly so, it is poured into the

half-liter reagent bottles containing copper wire, ready for use. The
space left in the slock bottle should be innncdiately filled with

hydrochloric acid (i.i sp. gr.).

By thus adding acid or copper wire and copper dioxide when
either is exhausted, a constant supply of this reagent may be kept

on hand. The absorption capacity of the reagent per c. c. is I

c.c. CO.

Care should be taken that the copper wire does not become en-

tirely dissolved and that it extends from the top to the bottom of

the bottle; fnrlhermorr, the stopper should be kept thoroughly

grcatcd the more elTectually to keep out the air, which turns (he

solution brown and weakens it.

.\ simple form of snap lest apparatus is illustrated in Fig. 3,

dctcription and directions for working which arc as follows

:

The measuring burette A, Fig. 3, contains from the zero mark

at the bottom of the upper capillary end exactly 100 c. c, and is

graduated to 1-5 c. c. In order to shield the gas contained in this

burette from the influence of changes of external temperature, the

burette is surrounded by a water jacket, closed at the lop and

bottom by stoppers. This jacket is provided with .1 wliite back-

ground of opaque glass upon which the black divisions of the burette

are plainly visible. The bottom of the burette is connected by an

elastic tube with the level bottle d, filled two-thirds with water.

The top end is connected with a closed capillary tube bent out at a

right angle and provided with a three-way cock, b. This tube is

supported in a wooden frame, and in addition to the three-way

tap. carries two glass taps, g g, each of them possessing capillary

tubes, and connected with two U-shaped absorption vessels, f f,

filled with bundles of glass tubes. The first of these being closed,

the burette is filled with a solution of caustic potash (potassium

hydrate), and the second with an .-ilkaline solution of pyrogallatc.

The above mentioned liquids serve for absorbing carbon dioxide

and the oxygen respectively. Before making an analysis the re-

agents in the vessels are set to their zero marks on the capillary

tubes below the taps, g g. When in use, the level bottle must be

raised to the top of the wooden frame and the three-way tap to the

pump connection opened to allow the Iniretle to fill with water up

i-i<;. .3.

to the capillary pari. The gas must IIkmi be connected anil aspiialeil

by lowering the level bottle after turning the lliree-way lap through

go". The water must then be run off in the burclte a little below

the zero mark, the three-way tap closed, and the gas compressed

by raising the level bottle \uUil the Water rises above zero. 'I hen

the level bottle must be lowered to allow the excess water lo run

out lo zero. Last of all, the three-way lap is opened to pump for

an instant in order lo priuliKc a pressure equal lo that of llie atmos-

phere, whereupon exactly 100 c. c. of gas will be found within the

burette. Now, to absorb the C0« and O respectively ; first the car

bon dioxide, by conveying the gas into the near U-sliaped tube.

This is done by raising the level bottle, and at the same lime open-

ing tap g. The absorption is hastened by causing the gas to travel

several times from the L' lube to the burette and hack, alternately

lowering and raising the level bultlc, arul leaving Ihe la|) open all

the lime. At last llie level of the liqni<l in llie U-tube is changed

lo the mark on its own capillary lube anil Ihe lap is doseil. Ihe

reading in the burelle can now be taken by raising the level bottle

until its contents are al llie same level as the water within the

burette, to ensure the gas being again al alinospJicric pressure.

The decrease in volume shown indicates directly the volume of

carbon dioxide. In exactly the same way the oxygen is absorbed,

the absorptions being carried out in Ihe order detailed. It is advisa-

ble lo grease the glass taps occasionally to prevent them becoming

fastened. Carbon monoxide may be deleriniiieil if desired by sub-

sliluting cuprous chloride fur the pyrng.illale.
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Via. I illustrates a mercury sampler, by means of whiili a sanii)lf

c:in Ih' ohtaiiicd and taken to any distance to he tested in a lahora

lory. rig. 2 represents an aspirator, which can be used as follows:

The collector and aspirating tank having been placed in a con-

venient position adjacent to the hole made in the Hue from whence il

is intended lo draw the gas. the collector, Fig. i, must be •onnectcd

jr~L
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sleeve to a little water syphon z hanging liencath. which serves for

the purpose of oillccting the water of condensation from the flue

gases and discharging it.

The prcs.surc gage, Fig. 4, as previously mentioned, consists of a

narrow horizontal plate with a closed box (containing a sensitive

box- is conneclcil with the tulic a containing the due gas and the

bottom (through the graduated tube r which contains the registering

fluid) with the tube b containing the air. Into the left-hand side

of the box q. Fig. 6, is fixed the glass graduated tube 9 supported

at the other end in the small bracket 10. At the left hand and in

front of the plate 5 levels 11 and 12 arc fixed. The graduated tube

is divided by black lines, with the zero point to the right, and is

graduated up to 18 towards the left ; each division indicates I per

cent of CO:. Ihe lamp carrier, Fig. 5, is secured to the upper plate

and carries a cylindrical glow lamp. Below this lamp is a small

asbestos screen with a slit through which the rays of light fall

upon a mirror 20, Fig. (J, fixed at an inclination of 45° behind the

graduated tube 9, which reflects them horizontally llirough Ihe

graduated tube and into the recording camera.

The side of the camera. Fig. 6, is providedWith a door (hinged

.It the bottom and secured by a catch at the top) and with a groove
nn the inside which entirely prevents entrance of light to the camera.

M the opposite si<le of Ihc camera is a linlo lo receive the axle of

the clockwork which is firmly secured hy uuaiis .if ilu- milled ju-ad

27. This clockwork rotates a brass drum inside the camera once

in 24 hours. Fig. 5 shows a side view of the camera with a liming

ring about 20 mm. wide, with divisions from i to , 12 hours by

quarter hours. At the side of the opening in the camera and at

the right-hand side of the timing ring there is an index mark upon
a hinged plate by means of which the revolving cylinder can be set

10 any desired starting time. The clockwork is wound up by open-

ing the door which will be seen in Fig. 5 hinged down, and rotating

the cylinder inside the camera in the clockwise direction. The
camera is provided with a handle on top by means of which it can

be removed.

Diagrams A and B represent portions of actual records, showing
llio benefit of the knnwleilge gained by the use of this recording

B
m » • >«

1

no. 6.

diaphrattni* cant on Ihr lop, which is covered with fell lo prolerl

II ;iij:iiini siiilden variations of temperature. The lop of the closed

instrument. In diagram A it will be noticed that the percentage of

COj seldom rises above to per cent, and is often as low as 5 per

cent. In the diagram B, where the fireman was aware that the

instrument was connecled, . it rises considerably above the other
average. The sensitiveness of the instrument is amply proved by
Ihc fluctuations of these records.

It is generally recognized thai complete insight into the condi-

tions in which the bfiiler furnace installation is at any time working
can only be provided frum a knowledge of the COi obtained in the

products of combuslicin. It is on this account that efforts have been
made lo produce inslruments for the former, which would Ihem
selves automatically and continuously show the percenl.ige of COi.
The writer is glad to be able lo stale Ih.il lb. re is imw lui longer

any reason for ignorance on such mailers. Irainw.iy ( ngineers
should not fail lo avail themselves of this means, or any other for

that matter, which points so distinctly In .111 increaseil economy in

Ihe working of iheir power houses.

rians (or the organization of an alhlelie and social club of the
Oakland Traction Co. arc well under way. (ieneral Manager W. F.

Kelly, who is Ihc originator of the idea, lias oflTered, nn beh.ilf ,,f Ihe

company, lo fit up all Ihe spare sp.ici- 111 llic- g,-iiir;il ,,ni,-,. ImiMing
(or the benefit of Ihe car men.



The Machinery of the Employment Bureau.

nv ALBERT EASTMAN, SUPERINTENDENT OF EMI'UIYMENT, PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION OF NEW JERSEY.

The iiiiplojiiRiU bureau of the Public Service Corporation has

been organized to hire all the conductors and motormen required to

carry on the electric railway service upon the entire mileage con-

trolled by the corporation. Since its inception, on Jan. i, 1904, it

has turned over to the operating department an average of 300 men a

month who it is believed will rank favorably in general <iualifications

with the men employed during the same period on any other electric

railway system in the country. To secure these men it has been

necessary to examine over 1,200 applications a month so that the

Public Service Corporation of new 3(r$ev

STREET RAILWAY DEPARTMENT

HOBOKEN, N. J.,

phases and the bureau now has a very much better class of appli-

cants to draw from. The situation is also due in part to the fact

that the machinery of the employment bureau has been established

with the sole object of dealing justice to every individual applicant

and appointments are made solely on the grounds of personal

(|ualificalions. Every applicant knows that he will stand on his own

merits, irrespective of any other consideration, and so long as the

company needs men, every applicant who is able to measure up to

the standards established by the company will be put to work

ultimately in a good position at a good wage.

The Public Service system covers so much territory that it has

been found necessary to receive applicants six days in (he week,

i jrm p. S. Si.

Public Service Corporation of new Jersey

STREET 'RAILWAY DEPARTMENT

Dear Sir:

In applying to this Company for a position as

Mr

claims to have been in yoar employ . .

as Badge No

from to

HOBOKEN, N. J., 190

Dear Sir:

In applying to this Company for a position as

Please advise me as to the veracity of the above and your

record of this party. The information that you give us will be

thankfully received and CONSIDERED CONFIDENTIAL.

Sup't of Employment.

-Mr.

refers us to you. Will you favor us with yonr opinion of his

honesty, character, habits and ability, etc. Please state definitely

as to honesty and habits. Has he ever to yonr knowledge been

employed by any Railroad or Railway Company? The Information

that yon give us will be thankfully received, and CONSIDERED
CONFIDENTIAL.

Tours traly,

REMARKS

.

DESCRIPTION

Age

Height

Weight

Color Eyes .

Color Hair

Mustache . .

.

Beard

Complexion

.

(Signedl

FIG. I—INQUIRY OF RAILROAD COMPANY (S'A'xS'/z IN.)

ratio of men actually employed to the total number of applications

received is about as one to four. Owing to the pro.ximity to New
York and Brooklyn, the bureau has been confronted with a diffi-

cult problem in securing a desirable class of applicants inasmuch as

the nearby larger cities naturally attract the newcomers first. When
the bureau was first started, the Public Service system was greatly

in need of men owing to the recent establishment of better schedules

on nearly all the lines, but in spite of this fact, during the first few

months of working the class of men applying did not warrant a

better ratio than one in ten of men actually employed to the total

number of applications received. The reduction in the ratio of re-

jected applicants is due almost wholly to the fact that the conditions

of service on the property have been made more attractive in all

N. B.—In yonr employ from

Remarks

:

Superintmdent of Employment.

to '

(Signed)

FIG. 2—INQUIRY OF OTHER EMPLOYER (S54x8^ IN.)

and certain days in each week are set aside for receiving applications

at different centers of population touched by the company's lines.

.Applications are received at Hoboken on Mondays and Wednesdays;

at Newark, Tuesdays; at Paterson, Thursdays; at Elizabeth, Fri-

days ; and at New Brunswick, Saturdays.

.Applications are taken from men between the ages of 21 and 40.

For conductors, the men must be at least 5 ft. 6 in. in height and

motormen must be s f'. 6 in. in height and must weigh 150 lb. or

over. Before applicants are given the necessary blanks to fill out,

they are looked over, measured, and weighed, and are asked a few

general questions.

If their general appearance is satisfactory, they are given a blank

to fill out.
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Form r s :»

Name Age

Present f

"

Address]

Previous I

Address )

Length of f

Residence
]

Length of f
•

Residence]

Married
( Boarding 1

<"
1 or House- ^

Srngle ( keeping (,

Last Emp
Address

From to

Previous Emp
Address

From to

FIG. 3—INVESTIGATION BLANK (.4l4^9'/i IN.

J

There are three "Employer' .ind three "Roference" Spaces; also
one for "Remarks."

The application blank used is modelled after the usual form em-
ployed by other companies for this purpose. It is made out in the
form of a contract, the introduction constituting an agreement
whereby the applicant in the event of his securing employment
binds himself to abide by the rules and regulations of the com-
pany and to loyally and faithfully serve the company's interests.

The body of the blank includes about 24 essential question aimed to
reveal the general desirability of the man from the company's
standpoint. The main idea is to obtain a statement of the man's
name, present and previous address, general physical condition and
previous employment during the past five years. Stress is laid on
questions as to whether the man has ever been employed by a rail-

way or railroad company. In addition to the names and addresses
of his employers for the past five years, the applicant is required
to give the names, addresses and occupations of four persons to

whom the company can refer for information as to the man's general
character, 'ihe blank includes a paragraph by which the applicant
agrees to furnish two photographs of himself provided the Public
Service Corporation ever demands them.

A point is made of compelling the applicants to fill out the blanks
on the company's property and rooms fitted up with desks and writ-

ing material arc provided for this purpose at all places where appli-

cations are received. Under no condition is a man permitted to take
a copy of the blank from the company's property, and after the
blanks arc filled out they are never returned to the men.

After a man has written answers to all the questions, the super-
intendent of employment receives him in a private room and ques-
tions him closely with the idea of forming an opinion of his quali-

fications. The man is then told he will be notified by postal if the
company can use him.

The application blank then goes to the application clerk. If a

man happens to have been employed previously by a steam or elec-

tric road, a blank form similar to Fig. i is sent to the company
which employed him. This blank calls for a detailed description of
the man, as it is assumed that the electric or steam railroad com-
pany will have a detailed record of the man, if he has been in its

employ. If the applicant has not been in the transportation business,

a blank shown in Fig. 2 is sent to his former employer.

If the applicant represents himself as a resident of any town or
city in or near any part of the Public Service system, the case is

turned over to a special investigator, of whom the company has
several in its employ. The investigator calls at all the addresses
given, makes careful inquiry alx)ut the man and also calls on all the
persons named as references.

To expedite the work of the investigators, two blanks. Figs. 3 and
4, are used. Fig. 3 is filled out by the investigator from the original

application and is used by him in jolting down the information he
secured. The arrangement of the blank is such that much of the

information can Ijc noted with very little writing, as Ihe investigator

•imply puts an O K or an N G at each line. Fig. 3 is of con-

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey
STREET RAILWAY DEPARTMENT

1 herewith report on invcatitintiou of_.
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PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION OF NEW JERSEY.

STRCrr MAILWAV OKPAnTMINT

Initruded

h

dadge

-Badgt....

\^ Badgt-

Tkis IS to otrtify that I haxt received the necessary tmstruc-

tions and thoroughly understand the duties of tht position of

-as required by the rules of the Company,
and have also received the following supplies, all of tokiek

f agree to return to an aiitkorietd oficer of this Company or

forfeit amount skown opposite each article.

I M*""

I

Punch, .
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PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION OF NEW JERSEY

STREET RArm AY DEPARTMEKT

Bad^e No.

C»r House. . .. .. Line..

Conductor f

Motorman t

Warned for runnino into an open point

*' feeding motors improperly

" not running car on time

" allowing passengers to ride on front platform.

" not stopping to take on passengers

" missing car too often

" excessive drinking.

" not reporting in a neat and tidy condition.

" tajking to motorman while on duty.

" not registering fares.

" making errors in day cards and envelopes

'* making errors in punching transfers.

" errors in accepting transfers.

** not having sufficient money to operate car.

" not holding trolley rope while passing under special work. etc.

** not collecting fares promptly

*' being slow signalling motorman.

" not calling streets and trolley stations

" not ventilating car properly.

" reading while on duty

" incivility to passengers.

not obtaining sufficient number of witnesses to accident
" not carrying proper dash «tgn.

*' starting car without proper signal

" passing standing car too rapidly

Date.

Div Supt.

.190

FIG. 7—WARNING BLANK ( S'/ixS'A IN.)

When form, Fig. 6, is being filled out, the clerk inserts in the

space provided for that purpose a file number by which number the

case is thereafter known. Large folders of heavy manila paper arc

provided in the employment office for keeping the originals of all

paper"; relating to each man. The folders measure 15 in. long, one

Motorman

Employed

Discharged Resigned

DATE REPORTS

leaf being 9 in. wide and the other 9!.^ in. wide. The half-inch

margin of one leaf projects above the edge of the other, and on this

margin is printed the file number. The file numbers run consecu-

tively and no number is used twice. The folders are kept in large

cases and as soon as a man leaves the service, the folder with all

the papers is put into the "dead case." The "dead case" is always
increasing in size, but the "live case" remains about the same, as

the total number of men in the service does not change materially

from year to year.

These filing cases arc doubly indexed by the card system, one set

of cards giving the men's names and the others the badge numbers.
When a man's record is desired, the file number is determined by
referring to either set of cards, depending on whether the man's
name or badge number is given. The inde.x cards in addition to the

file number, badge number and name also bear the date when man
was appointed, division to which assigned, date resigned or dis-

charged, and date if transferred from one division to another.

Contained in each folder is a large sheet upon which is entered

the man's complete record, including accidents, reprimands, secret

service reports, register record, etc. The headings for these record

cards are .shown in Figs. 8 and 9. If the operating department re-

quires the record of any particular man, the entries of these cards

are copied and forwarded to the general superintendent.

The men's records come from one of two sources, either from
secret service reports, all of which are handled by the employment
bureau direct or from discipline and warning blanks which arc

handled by the division superintendents. The warning blank is shown
in Fig. 7. If a man's register record is receiving too many undesir-

able entries, it becomes the duty of the superintendent to notify the

division superintendent, who warns the man. Warnings for any
other offenses named on the blanks are handled by the division

superintendents themselves without instigation from the employment
Imrcau, but copies of the warning are sent to tlie employment bureau
and become part of the man's record in the folders. Records of

discipline administered, resignations, discharges, etc., are made in

the same way.

A very careful record is kept of each badge issued. F"or this pur-

pose, a "Badge Record Book" is used, ruled as shown in Fig. 10.

There is space on each page for four badge records. The man's name to

whom badge is assigned is entered, together with man's file number,
date appointed and date of leaving. When the badge is turned in,

notation is made of the date, and when the badge is re-issued, the

new man's name to whom it is given is entered on the next line.

The employment bureau makes daily reports to general superin-

tendent of number of men required and appointed at each division

depot; and weekly reports of suspensions, reprimands, discharges,

resignations and appointments at each division depot. The employ-
ment bureau also makes daily report of the name of all conductors

and motormen who have entered or left the service during the week.

File No.. .Badge No.

Assigned to

Reappointed

Demerit Credit Record Kxamtii,ed

Conductor

Employed

Discharged

FIG. 8

—

MOTOHMAN's KICroRI) CAHU (QXIZ IN.)

File No. Radge No.

Assigned to

- Resigned Reappointed ...

I)ATK
Xy I DATIv RKI'ORT.S

fir,. 9—roNDiTTOii's FPriiKn r.wii (i)xJ2 in.)



Eighth Annual Meeting, Accountants' Association, St. Louis,

Oct. 18-15, 1904.

I'KIDAY, OCT. 14, 1904.

l-'riday's session of the Accountants' Association was devoted to

a joint meeting of the American Railway Mechanical and Elec-

trical Association and the Street Railway Accountants' Association.

The business considered at the meeting was the report of the

loint Committee on "Blanks for Shop Records and Accounts." The

report was presented by Mr. H. M. Pease, auditor of the Interna-

tional Traction Co., Buflalo, a nlember of the committee, and will

he found on page 842. Is the very extended and comprehensive dis-

cussion which ensued the following named gentlemen took part

:

P. S. Young. Jersey City; W. O. Mundy, Pittsburg; II. C. Mackay.

Milwaukee; C. N. Duflfy, Chicago; J. S. Smith, Kansas City; VV.

E. Harrington, Camden ; F. E. Smith, Chicago ; W. G. Ross, Mon-

treal; H. 11. .\danis, Baltimore; E. W. Olds, Milwaukee; C. L. S.

Tingley, Philadelphia; John Lorenz, Jackson, Miss.; Frank R.

Henry, St. Louis; W. H. McAloney, Denver; W. B. Brockway.

New York ; J. L. Green, Dayton ; D. A. Faut, Chicago.

On motion the report of the committee was approved, and the

members recommended to adopt the systems of shop records pre-

sented by the committee as far as practicable in their various com-

panies. A vote of thanks was passed to the committee, and the

committee was continued.

On motion of Mr. Olds, of Milwaukee, a vote of thanks was

tendered to the Accountants' Association for the hearty co-operation

its members had given in the work of the joint committee.

Mr. Robert McCulloch, of St. Louis, was present during a port ion

of the meeting, and being called upon for remarks, expressed his

approval of the work done by the Accountants' Association.

SATURDAY, OCT. 15, 1904.

At Saturday's session the first business was the report of the

Executive Committee. This was followed by the report of the

Committee on "A Standard System of Street Railway Accounting,"

Mr. C. N. Dufify, of Chicago, chairman, which will be found on page

840. The "Question Bo.x" was then read.

The foregoing report and the question box was discussed fully

by the following named members: . VV. G. McDole, Cleveland; C.

N. Duffy, Chicago ; C. L. S. Tingley, Philadelphia ; Elmer M. White,

Hartford; H. C. Mackay, Milwaukee; Irwin Fuilerton, Detroit;

W. G. Ross, Montreal ; W. E. Harrington, Camden ; F. J. Duffy,

Beaumont, Texas; B. A. Conelly, Lima, O. ; D. S. Carll, Washing-

ton; P. V. Burington, Columbus; A. S. Kibbe, Philadelphia; G. H.

Clifford, Ft. Worth, Texas ; Frank R. Henry, St. Louis ; F. E.

Smith, Chicago.

Mr. W. Caryl Ely, president of the American Street Railway

Association, visited the meeting and in brief remarks commended the

work of the Association, and complimented it upon the progress

it had made, especially in having secured recognition by the National

Association of Railroad Commissioners, to which body it is en-

titled to send delegates at annual meetings.

Mr. A. L. Judson, accountant of the New York State Board of

Railroad Commissioners, was also present and took an active part

in the discussion of the questions before the meeting.

The following officers and committeemen were elected for the

ensuing year

:

President, W. G. Ross, Montreal, Canada.

First Vice-President, Frank R. Henry. St. Louis, Mo.

Second Vice-President, Isaac McQuilkin, Anderson, Ind.

Third Vice-President, J. W. Lester, Worcester, Mass.

Executive Committee : The Officers and—
F. E. Smith, Chicago, 111,

G. B. Willcutt, San Francisco, Cal.

Arthur L. Linn, Jr., Utica, N. Y.

P. S. Young, Newark, N. J.

W. B. Brockway, the secretary and treasurer, was renominated,

but declined election. He was appointed acting secretary and

treasurer, to serve till January i, 1905, at which time his successor

is to be appointed by the executive committee.

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE ON A "STANDARD
SYSTEM OF STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTING."

SUBMITTED BY C. N. DUFFV, CHAIK.MAN.

Wc recommend that no change be made in the classification of

construction and equipment accounts or the classification of oper-

ating expense accounts, as revised by the association at its sixth

annual convention, held in Detroit, Mich., Oct. 8, 9, and 10, 1902.

From time to time, as far back as the year 1898, your committee

has answered certain questions asked by different members, with

respect to the disposition and charge of various items in connection

with the use of the Standard System of Street Railway Accounting.

Your conunittce, deeming this information in.structive and valuable

111 m1! the members of the as.sociation, thought it advisable to sub-

mit the questions asked and the answers given to this convention,

with the idea of continuing the presentation of such information

annually in future reports of the committee to the association.

The questions follow; (unless otherwise indicated the answer is

by Mr. C. N. Duffy) :

1. To what account should the salary of the master mechanic

be charged?

Account No. 9—Miscellaneous Shop Expenses. Sept. 21, 1898.

2. To what account would you charge premiums on a bond given

to the city to guarantee the operation of the railroad?

Operating Expense .Account No. 32—Miscellaneous General Ex-

penses. Sept. 9, 1900.

3. To what account would you charge premium paid on bond

given to the city to comply with city ordinance regarding the run-

ning of cars on the street?

Operating Expense Account No. 32—Miscellaneous General Ex-

penses. Sept. 9, 1900.

4. To what account would you charge the rent of the general

office while the road is being constructed? Also salary of general

manager?

Construction and Equipment .Account "O"—Miscellaneous. Sept.

9, 1900.

5. To what account would you charge damage to construction

locomotive, and to John Smith's property, which was caused by

some unknown person starting the locomotive at night, causing

same to run off the track, and running into John Smith's property,

damaging locomotive and J. S.'s property?

Construction and Equipment .Account "O"—Miscellaneous. Sept.

9, 1900.

6. To what account would you charge a Wells light, which cost

$100, and is used at the gravel pit out in the country, so that the

men can see to dig gravel at night? This gravel is used to fill up

roadbed on which tracks are being laid.

Construction and Equipment .Account "D"—Track and Roadway
Sept. 9, 1900.

7. To what account would you charge rent that is paid every

six months, for a strip of land on which the tracks are laid?

Operating Expense Account No. 36—Rent of Land and Buildings.

Sept. 9, 1900.

8. Are all expenses of whatever nature to be charged to Con-

struction and Equipment .Account until the road is completed?

Yes. Sept. 9, 1900.

9. What account should be charged with hose jumpers when they

are purchased to take the place of other hose jumpers, and are used

on the streets for the purpose of cars going over the hose of a fire

engine, in case of fire?

.Account No. 22—Miscellaneous Car Service Expenses, under the

instruction : "Cost of getting derailed cars on track and removing

obstructions and wreckage." July 29, 1901.

10. What account should be charged with the construction and

laying down of temporary tracks and bending rails for same for

the storage of cars for temporary and special occasions; also put-

ting in temporary cross-overs from one track to another?

.Account No. 22—Miscellaneous Car Service Expenses, under the
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instruction : "And all other car service expenses not otherwise pro-

vided for." July 29, 1901.

11. Under the standard system of accounting which this company

follows, we arc directed to show under Miscellaneous Income the

income from sale of power in e.Kcess of the actual cost of producing

the same. We are also directed to deduct from the cost of the

operation of our power plant the cost of producing the power sold

so that the cost of the operation of our power plant as shown by our

books will be what it actually costs us to provide power for our

railway service only.

.\s you are aware, there are six accounts under the heading

"Operation of Power Plant" and two accoimts under the heading

"MainteYiance," which are all affected, more or less, by production

of power. The writer does not quite understand how we arc to de-

duct the cost of producing the power sold from the total cost of our

power. We presume, however, that we will deduct from each one

of the six accoimts under the heading "Operation of Power Plant"

that proportion of the cost of producing the power sold which that

particular account bears to the total. Is this the correct w^ay to treat

this matter or not? If it is not the correct way, would you kindly

write to us explaining how wc are to deal with the matter? We
would ask you to favor us with an early reply, as we expect in a

very short time to be selling power on a very large scale. We are

not selling it at present, and therefore the question has not come up,

but we are about to make contracts to furnish power for two other

roads in our vicinity. We have a very large hydraulic power plant,

and it is our intention to sell power on a very extensive scale. In

all probability our income from the sale of power will more than

exceed what it would cost to produce power for this company for

railroad purposes alone.

We are very anxious to follow out the system of the Account-

ants' Association, as we know it is a good one, but as it is not per-

fectly clear to the writer's mind, we would ask that you send us

some further explanation.

.In order to determine the cost of producing power exclusive of

fixed charges and depreciation, the total of Accounts 10, 11, 12, 13.

and 14, classified under "Operation of Power Plant," and the total

of .Accounts 4 and 5, classified under "Maintenance of Equipment,"

and the cost of maintenance of power plant buildings carried in

Account No. 3, classified under "Maintenance of Way and Struc-

tures," should be taken. This total represents the cost of producing

power. The power used in the operating of your railroad and the

power sold can be proportioned according to the meter readings at

the power plant. This will enable you to show the cost of produc-

ing power used and the cost of producing power sold by apportion-

ing the cost of producing the power between what is used on the

railroad as shown by the meter readings and what is sold as shown

by the meter readings.

The income from the sale of power should be distributed between

the accounts that make up the cost of producing the power, to the

extent of the cost, and the profit of selling the power, to "Miscel-

laneous Income."

The distribution over the accounts that make up the cost of pro-

ducing power should be in the proportion that each account bears

to the total cost. Jan. 15, 1902.

12. We have in connection with our property some air compress-

ors. Some are situated at car houses, and a pump for same is

operated by a small motor in the car house. In other cases Ihcy are

adjacent to our power stations, and the pump is operated by power

furnished direct from the station. These compressors are used for

filling the tanks on our cars for operating the air brakes.

I am somewhat at a loss to know to what account I should charge

the maintenance of the air compressors and the motors for operat-

ing the same.

Answered by Mr. H. J. Davies, May 20, 1903.— I should regard

your air compressors, pumps, and the motors that operate them as

miscellaneous tools, and should charge the expense of maintaining

them to .\ccount No. 9. Of course, the expense of maintaining the

tanks and air brakes on the cars should be charged to No. 6

—

Maintenance of Cars, and I think the cost of the air, which would

include the current for operating the compressors and the labor of

getting the air into the tanks, should go to Account No. 21—Car

.Service Suppliei.

13. What operating expense account is chargrahle with fire hose

and fitlmgs when for repair5 and renewals of such articles hi car

hou«e« ?

.\ccount No. 22—Miscellaneous Car Service Expenses. Dec. J4.

1903-

14. What operating expense account is cliargeable with fire hose

and fittings when for repairs and renewals of such articles for power

plant ?

Account No. 14— Miscellaneous Supplies and ICxpcnscs of Power

Plant. Dec. 24, 1903.

15. What operating expense account is chargeable with the cost

of sulphuric acid used in storage batteries and labor and other ex-

penses of cleaning storage batteries?

Accoimt No. 14—Miscellaneous Supplies ami Kxpensi-s of Power

Plant. Dec. 24, 1903.

16. What operating expense account is chargeable with the ex-

pense of care of vines planted close to and running up the sides of

car houses, including cost of fertilizer, tools, etc., used in connec-

tion thetcwith ?

.Account No. 22— Miscellaneous Car Service Expenses. Dec. 24,

1903-

17. What is the correct charge for the maintenance of a com-

pressed air pump for blowing dust out of motors which is a per-

manent m.achine in one of the car houses?

When this machine was originally bought, undoubtedly it was. or

should have been, charged to Construction ami Kiiuipnicnt .\ccount

"J," Shop Tools and Machinery.

The instructions with reference to such a charge being as fol-

lows: "Charge to this account all expenditures for shop tools and

machinery for general repair shops, car houses, etc., including

foundations and installation."

As the question deals with the maintenance of this machine, the

proper charge would be Account No. 9—Miscellaneous Shop Ex-

penses, which provides for all expenditures for repairs and renewals

of shop tools, machinery and appliances, for the reason that the

machine is a fixed tool, and not a hand tool, and because the ex-

penditure incurred is a "Maintenance" charge; the fact that the

machine is placed in the car house, which is practically a part of or

a branch of the general repair shops, or that it is used for blowing

dust out of motors, docs not warrant the charge to any other

account than to .Account No. 9.—Jan. 27, 1904.

18. To what operating expense account should be charged pre-

mium on bonds of general oflice employes when paid by the com-

pany? Does not seem to be specially covered by the classification.

Account No. 32—Miscellaneous General Expenses.

The gentleman who put this question objected to the answer, in

the following letter

:

"I note you state that premium on bonds of general office employes,

when paid by the company, should be charged to Account No. 32—
Miscellaneous General Expenses. I wish to call your attention to

the fact that according to the Interstate Commerce Classification of

Operating Expenses for Steam Lines 'Premium on Bonds of agenis

and other station employes when paid by the company should be

charged to Station Supplies.' On account of this rule, it has been

my custom to charge premium on bonds of general oflice employes

of steam lines to 'General Office Expenses and Supplies,' which, as

you know, is a similar account covering the general office to the sta-

tion supplies account covering local stations.

"In street railway accounting, if we follow the general idea cov-

ering steam lines classification, it would appear to me that premium

on bonds of general oflice employes of street railways when paid

by the company woulil be chargeable lo Miscellaneous Oflice Ex-

penses.

"Will you kindly refer this connnuiiication lo the Standardization

Committee and .advise me of their views in the matter?"

The chairman of this- counnittee docs not agree with the geiUlema"

that Account No. 28— Miscellaneous Oflice Expeu.scs, should be

charged with premium on bonds of general office employes when

paid by the company, as the expense is certainly one of the general

expenses of conducting railway business.

The chairman promised the gentleman tli.it this matter would be

presented to the convention.—June 17, 1904.

ig. To what iicconnt should we charge the maintenance of a dor

rick hoist and stone crusher—two pieces of machinery siluateil in

iiiir yard?

Assuming the derrick hoist and stone eruslier referred to arc a

part of your track tools and appliances, the proiier account to charge

the maintenance of same would be aeeouiit No. 1 -Mainlenancc of

Track and U.iadway July iH. \qi)4.
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Klanks for Shop Records and Accounts.

REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE OP THE A R. M AND E A
AND THE S R A. A. OF A

By mutual aKreement. the Amerk-aa Railway Meihaukal aii'l

Electrlial Association and the Street Railway Airountants' As-

sociation of America, appointed a Joint committee to prepare

a report on "Blanks for Shop Records and Accounts," to be

presented at one of the sessions of the eishth annual conven-

tion of the Street Railway Accountants' Association to be held

in St. Louis, Oct. 13, 14, and 15. 1904; the members of the Ameri
can Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association attending.

The necessity and importance of a system of shop records and
accounts for carefully recording work of repairs and mechanical
changes. Is recognized by all master mechanics, and as the ac-

countant's duties bring him in close touch with all departments
he is naturally interested in the adoption and installation of a

system in the mechanical department by which he can report

the relative usefulness of changes or improvements over pre-

vious methods.

Your committee, in preparing this paper, thoroughly realize

local conditions control to a degree, the operation of street rail-

way properties, and that it would be difficult to submit a set of

blanks which would meet the needs of all companies, and in pre-

paring the accompanying blanks they were prompted and gov-

erned by the desire to cover in a general way a system which

could be adapted with slight changes to the requirements of smaH
companies having somewhat limited office facilities, as well as the

larger with a more complete organization.

The report, for convenience, is arranged in three sections.

The first section contains the forms pertaining to reporting the

condition of equipments while in service and under repairs, viz.:

Form 1. Trainmen's Report of Condition of Cars.

Form 1-A. Summary of Trainmen's Report of Condition of

Cars.

Form 1-B. Trainmen's Report of Condition of Car.

Form 1-C. Summary of Trainmen's Report of Condition of

Cars.

Form 2. Car Inspector's Daily Report.

Form. 3. Car Tag.

The second section contains the forms pertaining to the account-

ing for work done by the mechanical department, viz.:

Form 4. Shop Order.

Form 5. Inter-department Order.

Form 6. Master Mechanic's Order.

Form 7. Individual Time Card.

Form 7-A. Daily Report of Time.

Form 8. Application for Change in Pay Roll.

Form 9. Requisition on Storekeeper for Material and Sup-

plies.

The third section contains the forms pertaining to shop records.

viz.:

Form 10. Record of Car Repairs.

Form 11. Wheel Report.

Form 12. Wheel Record.

Form 13. Armature Report.

Form 14. Individual Armature Record.

Form 15. Individual Car Record.

SECTION ONE.

It is a well known fact that most, if not all. troubles and de

fects in cars and equipments are first noticed In the operating

department. Proper reports as to the condition of the cars should

therefore be made daily, by the trainmen, to enable the mechaoi
cal department to trace and take care of the troubles with a

greater degree of accuracy and promptness; having this in mind
we submit herewith Form Number 1.

Trainmen's Report of Condition of Cars.

When a car is turned into the car house a report as to its con-

dition is made by the trainmen on this form, which is arranged

to include Information regarding the "Time In," "Car Number."
and the "Defects" found to exist in the operation of the car.

When no defects are noticed, the cars are reported "0. K." The
trainmen then sign in the proper place as a certification that the

cars are in the condition stated. WJien the cars are inspected the

car house foreman notes in the column provided the "Action

Taken," and affixes his signature. It is then carefully checked

by the man In charge of the car house and a report made there

from, dally (on Form lA.) to the master mechanic. The report

Is then forwarded to the superintendent of transportation, who
after approving, passes it on to the claim department for perma
nent file. This report is followed by Form lA.

Summary of Trainmen's Report of Condition of Cars.

This summary Is practically a recapitulation of defects reported

by the trainmen. It is made in duplicate by the man In charge

of the car house, and indicates the disposition of the troubles re-

ported. The original is sent to the master mechanic dally and the

duplicate remains at the car house for future reference.

Some ( ompanies may prefer to have the trainmen make a sepa-

rate report for each car. To meet this requirement we present

herewith another style of report blank. Form IB.

Trainmen's Report of Condition of Oar.

This form is suggested as a possible substitute for Number 1,

and has the advantage of requiring but very little writing as it

contains the classification of troubles most likely to occur. As a

rule a check mark only is needed opposite the defect reported.

It may, however, be necessary in some cases in order to more
fully describe the trouble to add a word or two before the check

mark. The trainmen report in space provided the "Length of

Detention," "Place of Trouble" and give other detailed informa-

tion regarding the troubles encountered.

The report is made in duplicate and both copies sent to the dis-

patcher, who immediately forwards the original to the shop fore-

man. When the defects are not sufficient to render the car unfit

tor service, the report is handed in by the trainmen upon arrival

at the car house.

It will be noted that no provision is made on this form for th?

action taken by the car house foreman; neither is it Intended to

form any report of the records in the claim department. The
original should be filed, however, in the master mechanic's office

where it may be obtained by the claim department, if desired.

The size and shape of the blank can be altered to meet the de-

mands, and the trouble classification can be made more In detail.

It is recommended that this form be made in manifold paper,

with a carbon back to the original. In filing the original it should

be folded in the center, and the carbon side of the sheet folded

on itself to prevent Its coming in contact with other sheets.

It is necessary to follow up this report with a summary of

troubles, which is provided for in Form 1 C.

Summary of Trainmen's Report of Condition of Cars.

This blank needs no lengthy explanation; as the note thereon

indicates, it is made in duplicate by the man in charge of the car

house, and contains a recapitulation of the troubles reported by

the trainmen on Form 1-B. The original is sent to the master

mechanic and the duplicate forwarded to the superintendent of

transportation.

The two systems for the reporting of defects by the operating

department, have been traced to their destination, and we pass on

to Form 2.

Car Inspector's Daily Report.

This form is divided into two sections, one tor "Cars in Good
Condition" and the other for "Cars Needing Repairs." It also con-

tains, on the back, a classification of most of the troubles pertain-

ing to cars and their equipment. In reporting a car in good con-

dition, the inspector places the car number in the column pro-

vided. If he desires to report a defective car, the number per-

taining to the particular defect is obtained from the back of the

blank, and inserted In the proper column.

The various troubles enumerated on the back of this form, illus-

trate the principle, and are not offered as definite terms or num-
bers.

The column headed "Foreman's Column, Action Taken" is used

by the foreman in noting whether the "Repairs were made," "Car

held in," "Car sent to shop," or whatever action was taken in the

matter. Provision is also made for reporting cars lubricated.

When defective cars are sent to the shops for repairs, a noti<e or

report should be forwarded to the mechanical department. A tag

Is suggested for this purpose. Form 3.
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Car Tag.

The man in charge of the car house fills out one of these tags

for each defective car sent lo the repair shops. It is attached to

the car, and contains the "Car Number, " "Line," "Date." "Time,"

"Trouble Numbers," and remains with the car until the repairs

are made, when it is detached, and on the reverse side full infor-

mation given regarding the "Repairs Made," "Date Completed"

and "Names of Repairmen." It is then examined and signed by

the shop foreman who turns it over to the master mechanic for

his record.

SECTION TWO.

The mechanical department Is frequently called upon to manu-

facture material and make repairs of an extraordinary nature, and,

as it is essential to know the exact cost and have a record of the

work, it is important thai a system be installed so that the cost

and other data can be readily obtained. The first blank suggested

for this system Is Form 4.

Shop Order.

This order is made in triplicate; the first sheet stating what is

required, is forwarded to the master mechanic with instructions

to have all labor performed and material furnished in connection

with the order charged to Shop Order Number. . ., and notify the

auditor when the work is completed. The second and third

sheets, which are carbon copies of the first in so far as the de

scription of the order is concerned, are sent to the auditor and

contain columns in which lo note the cost of labor and material.

In case the order is to manufacture material, the third sheet is

forwarded to the storekeeper who inserts in the proper columns

the "Date" and "Quantity Received." It the stock ledger is kepi

at the storeroom, the storekeeper can obtain the cost of labor and

material from the auditing department.

The master mechanic can also obtain the total labor and raati'-

rial cost from the auditing department, and if desired, the first

sheet can be made the same size as Ihe second and third, anl

columns provided thereon in which to insert the labor and ma-

terial cost.

We have also prepared a form of order for use between depart-

ments, Form 5.

Inter-department Order.

When a department desires labor or material from another de-

partment, this form is suggested. The names of the departments

are listed, and it Is only necessary to underline the one desired

to fill the order. The account to be charged is inserted and a

full description, of what is required, given. It may be made In

duplicate If desired.

The next blank to be considered is the master mechanic's order

lo his shop foremen. Form B.

Master Mechanic's Order.

When the master mechanic receives a shop order ( Form 4 1 , he

fills out one of these blanks for each foreman interested. All of

these orders bear numbers identical with the shop order. The

foreman after completing the order makes a full report, In the

space provided, to the master mechanic. This form is made in

duplicate, and the report filed by the master mechanic as his rec-

ord. If desired, back of the blank can be arrangeil for labor and

material cost.

In taking up the subject of time cards two forms are suggested,

the first being Form 7.

Individual Time Card.

This card has printed thereon the "Account Names" and "Num
bers" most likely to be used In distributing the time. Blank

paces are left, for miscellaneous work or account not printed on

the card and the employe's name.

The master mechanic, by referring to the time card, can note the

total time worked by fmployes, and Ihe exact time charged to

each accouni. These cards are turned over by the foreman to th.'

timekeeper. If a time clock Is employed these slips ran be readily

checked against the clock record.

The second form of time card Is provldefl with spaces In which

lo report the time of a crew, and Is covered by F'orm 7-A.

Dally Report of Time.

Ah stated almve. this blank Is Intended for uiW! In recording Ihc

time of a crew. It conialos spaces for the "Names of the Em-

ployes," "Hours Worked," "Rate," "Total Amount Due" and the

"Account Number" to which the time is charged.

Space is left to the right of the blank for miscellaneous charges.

The next blank to be considered is Form 8.

Application for Change in Pay-Roll.

It often becomes necessary to change the rate of employes or
to increase the working force. When this is done the auditing
department should be notified to enable them to check the pay-roll.

The above blank is intended for such notice, and is provided with
lines for "Date," "Officer to Whom Addressed, 'Name of De-
partment Requesting the Change," "Date when the Change be-

comes Effective" and additional lines for full explanation as to

why the change is desired. It is signed by the head of the de-

partment requesting the change, approved by the proper officer,

and forw.irded to the auditing department.

We now come to the request for material and supplies. Form 9.

Requisition for Material and Supplies.

In preparing this blank reference was made to the "Report of

the Committee on Standard Blanks and Accounting for Material
and Supplies," approved at the Detroit Convention of the Account-
ants' Association in October, 1902, but no blank was submitted to

cover this requirement. The committee, therefore, recommends
this form for use in drawing material and supplies from the

storeroom as and when required by the shop department. It is

made in duplicate by the foreman, and approved by the master
mechanic. The original is sent to the storekeeper, and the dupli-

cate retained by the master mechanic.

SECTION THREE.

The blanks submitted in this section illustrate the method
the committee has to suggest for keeping the records of various
parts of the equipment, with the report forms necessary for mak-
ing the record.

The first blank in order Is Form 10.

Record of Car Repairs.

This form is prepared for the purpose of recording the repairs

made to each car. It will be noted that the blank luais printed

thereon the piincipal parts of a car. The repairs made are in

dicated by pla< ing an "X" in the proper column opposite the

date; whenever possible, the number of repairs miade shoiild be

recorded, omittin;.; the "X." This blank can be enlarged or re-

duced to meet aiiv requirements.

The next blank in order is Form 11.

Wheel Report.

As the name implies, this form is used in connection with

placing and replacing wheels, and Is arranged to indicate the

"Car Number," "Date," "The Numbers and Circumference of the

Wheels Taken Out and Put In" and the cause of removal togeth-

er with other information needed to make a complete report,

it is filled out by the foreman, turned nvcr lo the master me-
ihanlc and recorded on Form 12.

Wheel Record.

This blank may \h in book or card I'onu. It is provided with

sijaces In which to recoid the "Wheel Number," "Car Number,"
"Date In," "Circ'imference," "Date Out," "Circumference,"

"Cause of Removal," and "Mileage." Provision is also made for

several removals und replacements. Mileage is quite an essential

feature of the report, especially lo the cominanies purchasing
wheels under a ..juaranteed mileage. The coininitUH; recommend.-i

that the master mechanic be given a slalemenl of the mileage

made by the Individual lars under his care. II should be kept

in a milnaige book and used In connection wKh Ihcj various

records. This blank Is f(dlowed by Form l.'i.

Armature Report.

This report is In the form of a tag and is attached to each

armature, when removed from the car, where It remains In its

entirety and the repairs recorded thereon, as nia<le. After the

reiJiailrB are completed, and as the armature Is sent from the

shop, the lower portion of (he lag is detached from Ihe stub and
passed to the master mechanic's office. The stub remains with

the armature until placed In the car, when it Is filled out, signed

and turned Into Ihe master mechanic's office by the foreman.

As the log Is liable to bi-come soiled It will be more legible If
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Modern Machine Tools.

TWO "HAMILTON" LATHES OF RECENT DESIGN.

The demand for higher efficiency in the various types o£ labor-

saving machinery seems to be steadily increasing, and this is nowhere

It is pointed out by the mamifactiirers that these are not special

machines, in the sense that they are adapted to a certain class of

work only, but that they are standard tools designed to take care of

a wide range of work in the most satisfactory and profitable manner.

'H.\MIITCN " 16-IN. ENGINE LATHE. .STYLE "A.'

more apparent than in the case of machine tools. Improvement

after improvement has been made until the present day machines

completely outclass those of only a few years ago. This devclop-

These machines are a necessity in every machine shop, no matter

of what size, but are particularly valuable in the small manufacturing

plant and in such places as repair shops, where the equipment is

"HAMILTON 32-IN. ENIilNE LATllt.

mcnt ii well illustrated by the two machines shown in the accom-

panying cnKravings, one representing a l6-in. "Style A" lathe manu-

factured by the Hamilton Machine Tool Co., of linniilton, O., and

the other a heavy .12-in. triple geared lathe made by the same

concern.

'jflcn liniili-d anrl where the saiiir JMlhe is frri|Ui-iilly r.illc<l npcin lo

tlo jobs o( widely difTering cliarailcr.

All sizes of "Hamilton" lallu-s have these fiaturis in roniniou

:

Tlicy arc strongly built yet synnnetrical in appearance, and the dif-

ferent parts arc proportioned so as lo be most enfcclive for their
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purpose. They contain all the essential features of up-to-date lathes

and in addition possess several advantages which arc peculiarly

their own. The spindles are from crucible steel forging.s, have a

large hole bored through their entire length, and are finished by

grinding so as to insure accuracy; the spindle boxes are of hard

phosphor-bronze, anti-friction thrust bearings are provided, the tail

spindles arc graduated, both the cross and longitudinal feeds are auto-

matic, and in short every care is taken to provide for durability and

convenience.

The distinguishing feature of the "Style A" lathes is the patented

universal screw-cutting and feeding arrangement, an improved sys-

tem of mounted change gearing, designed to give a full range ol

screw pitches or feeds without removing a single gear and thereby

enable the operator to change quickly from one thread or feed to

another. It also aflfords a positive geared feed of wide range, 48

changes being instantly available, the same as for the screw pitches.

The headstock has exceptional strength and rigidity and is pro-

vided with a five-step cone of large size, affording ample driving

power. Lathes up to 20-in. swing, often used on work requiring fre-

quent change from back gear to belt speed and vice versa, are pro-

vided with an improved cone locking device so that the changes can

be quickly made without the use of a wrench.

The chasing dial on the carriage is a feature greatly appreciated

when screw-cutting is being done. It consists of a small dial at-

tached to the right of the carriage and rotating in unison with the

lead screw ; the top of the dial is graduated to show the movement

of the lead screw and by watching these graduations it is a simple

matter to throw in the half nut at the proper time; this makes it

unnecessary to reverse the lathe and permits the carriage to be re-

turned quickly by hand, resulting in a considerable saving of time,

especially on long screws.

The 32-in. lathe is unusually heavy and powerful and is particularly

adapted for a hea%y class of work. It is usually furnished with

triple gearing as shown in the illustratipn, but can also be supplied

with plain back gears if desired. The apron is of the double or box

construction, giving the studs a bearing at both ends. All feeds can

be reversed from the apron by a lever conveniently located, same as

on the smaller sizes. Quick change gears are not provided for the

reason that frequent changes are not usually necessary on lathes

of this size, simplicity of construction and plenty of driving power

being the principal considerations. A powerful train of coarse pitch

gears is therefore employed for obtaining both the screw pitches

and feeds, the gears being connected through a pull-pin arrangement

which affords double the usual number of threads and feeds, the

range of the 32-in. lathe being threads from J4 to 32 per inch and

feeds from 2 to 256 per inch.

The compound rest has large and broad bearing surfaces and is

provided with taper gibs permitting quick and accurate adjustment.

\ heavy clamping block for carrying large tools is used instead of

the ordinary round tool post, although the latter will be furnished

if preferred. Power angular feed is provided for the compound

rest, controlled by a sliding shaft at the right of the cross feed screw.

In point of construction the lathes are of the highest standard,

especial care being taken to insure accuracy at all points, while the

materials used are of the best quality. The "Style A" lathes are

built in various sizes from 14-in. to 28-in. swing, the larger sizes sim-

ply being designated as back geared or triple geared 32-in. and 36-in.

lathes, as the case may be. All sizes are of course furnished with

any lengths of bed required, and with taper attachments, turrets and

similar accessories.

THE BULLARD BORING AND TURNING MILL.

The accompanying illustration shows the 42-in. rapid production

boring and turning mill manufactured by the Bullard Machine Tool

Co., of Bridgeport, Conn., a mill that is well adapted for repair

shop work and one that is very generally used in the manufacture of

electric motors.

This machine has a capacity of 42 in. diameter and 33}^ in. in

height, the table, which has ten changes of speed, being 37^ in. in

diameter. The table spindle has a self-centering tendency, due to

the large angular bearing, so that the combined weight of the table

and spindle, as well as that of the work upon the table, tends to pre-

serve rather than destroy the alignment. The journal and headstock

gears arc entirely immersed in oil and the wear is thereby reduced

to a minimum.

One of the features of the Bullard machine is the speed changes

that may be obtained by shifting of the one pulley belt, a thing very

easily and quickly accomplished by the use of a mechanical belt

shifter. The machine is so constructed that it is possible to at any

time change from belt to motor drive by mounting the motor at the

side of the machine and making belt connection to the top shaft.

It is claimed that this element of elasticity between motor and cut

has proved of great value in proloi\ging the life of both motor and

machine. All high speed shafts are bronze bushed and self oiling

and are amply protected.

The feeds are independent for either head and arc positive. Ten

changes are provided which range from 1-32 in. to 3-4 in. horizon-

HLL1..\H11 lu.RING .\ND TURNING MILL.

tally and from 1-50 in. to 1-2 in. in vertical and angular directions,

any one of which is easily obtainable by the movement of a lever.

The left hand head has a downward movement of 30 in. and the

right hand turret head has a movement of 24 in. The right hand

head is arranged for cutting all threads from 4 to 18 per inch, in-

cluding 11^, and special gears are provided therefor. Either head

may be brought to the center for boring and an absolute center

stop is provided. By means of a quick power traverse device the

heads are rapidly handled by power. This attachment is of great

value as a time saver, operating the heads in one-fifth the time re-

quired by hand and with no expenditure of effort on the part of the

operator. The construction of the cross head is entirely new, all

tendency of the saddle to bind or tilt being obviated by the location

of the guide bearing and the relation of the cross feed screw thereto.

The cross rail is raised and lowered by power.

The machine as shown is equipped with one turret and one plain

head, but is also regularly built with two plain heads, which can be

set at any angle.

A very high ratio of gearing has been incorporated in the drive

of this machine and there is an excess of power for all ordinary

work, the machine having been designed with a view of \ising the

new high speed steels to their highest advantage. The machine is

self contained and does not require an expensive foundation. The

net weight is 14,000 lb. and floor space required, 66x1 to in.

AMERICAN TOOL WORKS GO'S. R.\DIAL DRILL.

The illustration herewith shows a plain radial drill with 4-ft., 5-ft,

and 6-ft. arms which is made by the .\merican Tool Works Co., of

Cincinnati. While there is a great variety of work for a radial drill

in street railway shops, it is particularly valuable for drilling up

car and motor frames. The feeding mechanism on the head of

this drill calls for especial mention, as it provides eight distinct

rates of feed covering a carefully chosen range, in geometrical pro-

gression, from .007 in. to .063 in. These feeds are readily obtained

by the simple turning of a dial on the feed box. This method of

feed change is very simple, as it requires no reference to index

plates and subsequent handling of levers. Feeds operate through
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a friction which permits a drill being crowded to its limit without

strain to the feed works.

-V plate is provided indicating twist drill sizes, from Yi in. to zVi
in., inclusive, and their respective proper feeds, which in connection

with the dial referred to permits the operator to immediately secure

the proper feed for the drill he is using. Feeds can be automatically

tripped at any position of spindle by an adjustable trip dog and
pointer acting on a worm clutch. There are depth graduations on
the spindle and all depths can be read from zero. Two or more dogs

can be supplied, making it possible to counterbore any number of

holes without resetting. The trip acts automatically at full depth

of spindle.

The speed box is of the geared friction type providing four changes

of speed, each being instantly available by use of the two levers

shown in the illustration. Frictions are of the company's patent

double band type, employing very few parts in their construction,

points, and it being necessary to use the hand binder only for the

heavier operations. Back gears are located on the head and they may
be engaged or disengaged without shock or jar while the machine is

in operation. The spindle is counterbalanced. The tapping mechan-

ism is carried on the head, between the back gears and speed box,

which location makes unusually heavy tapping operations possible,

and permits taps to be backed out at an accelerated speed. The base

is of massive proportions, strongly ribbed. especi.illy at the point of

support of the column. The table has a top surface of 20x20 in.,

and also side surface, the Litter giving tiic equivalent of an angle

plate.

LODGE & SHIPLEY ENGINE L.-VTHES

The engraving represents the latest imprcived engine lathe, nianu-

factnroil by the Lmlge & Shipley Machine Tool Co., nf Cincinnati,

AMERICAN TOOL WORKS CO. KAIM.M. DUII.L.

which can thus be made of such large proportions as to be free

from slippage under the severest cuts, and obviating the use of loose

delicate parts. A motor of any type can be readily attached at any

lime, connection being made through chain, gear or belt. The speed

box can be easily interchanged with a cone by simply breaking a

coupling connection.

The spindle has sixteen changes of speed, ranging from 16 to

267 in geometrical progression, all immediately available without

slopping the machine. The column is of double tubular type, the

sleeve or outer column revolving on conical roller bearings and is

clamped in any p'isilion by the company's palenled V clam|)ing ring.

The inner column extends the entire height and has a full bearing

for the outer column at lioth top an<l tmltom. The arm is of para-

Ixilic l>cam and lul>c section, giving great resistance to bending and

tortional strain. The arm is clamped to the colmnn by three binder

levers and is raised and lowered rapidly by double thread coarse

pilch screw hung on ball bearings.

ITic head is moved rapidly along the arm by a hand wlicxi lliroiigh

a worm wheel and rack pinion, the device being self-locking at all

Ohio. This cciinpany does not niannfadvire any niacliino liiols oilier

than lathes.

.\inong the several features of this lathe, special atlention is called

to the quick change gear mechanism, by which any feed or thread

the lathe cuts may lie obtained instantly and without taking off or

putting on gears. The head is neat but massive, the cone pulley h.is

five steps, the faces of which are extra wide, .and the ratio of back

gearing is very high. The tailslock is shaped so that the compound
rest may be set at an angle which permits the tool to be operated

on the smallest diameters. A new device has also been incorporated

for clamping the tailstock spindle without any danger of throwing

it out of line. The compound rest is substantially built and is in

keeping with the rest of the lathe and both upper and lower slides

are fitted with taper gibs. The apron is fastened to the carriage by

hexagonal-head cap screws, besides being tongued and grooved to the

carriitge. 'Hie threads of the screws are never in use except when
the lathe is cutting screws.

The points of excellence claiimd for the screw iiilting mechanism
of this lathe arc: No gears iiei-il In- niiiiivn! to nliiain llic dilTer-
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ent threads or feeds on the index
; provision is made on the reverse

plate of each lathe to receive a compound gear, so placed as to cut

either a full column of finer threads or a column of coarser threads

than shown on the index plates; the compound gear can be furnished

of a ratio suitable for any reasonable number of threads per inch,

or for coarser fractional pitches ; the countershaft is provided with a

cone pulley of larger diameter than the one on the spindle, in order

to give ample belt power; the lathe is furnished with plain, com-

pound, or raise and fall rest, as may be desired.

The Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Co. lathes are on exhibition

at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, motor driven, in connection

rollers, the pilot wheel for moving the upper column travelling

back and forth with it. Stops are provided for the transverse

movement of the upper column, the extent of which is li in. The

chisel ram is mounted on a dovetail slide with a stroke of 6 in.,

making it easy of adjustment. Ilie boring chisel is driven by miter

gears, which permit of belting it from above or below the center

of the machine. The feed mechanism is contained in the lower

column and gives two speeds to the chisel. The feed is controlled

by levers within convenient reach of the operator and is so ar-

ranged as to instantly stop the chisel at any point of its stroke.

The table is mounted on the lower column and is raised and lowered

LODGE & SHIPLEY ENGINE LATHE.

with the Kullock, Northern, Triumph and Western Electric com-

panies' exhibits, also in the testing plant of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. The Marshall & Huschart Machinery Co., 64 South Canal St.,

is the Chicago representative for the Lodge & Shipley company.

AN ENTIRELY NEW MORTISER.

The accompanying illustration is that of a machine especially

designed and built to supply the demand of street railway car shops

for a thoroughly reliable hollow chisel mortiscr and is manufac-

tured by the J. A. Fay & Egan Co., Cincinnati, O.

NEW MORTISING M.\CH!NE.

This machine embodies many new and important advantages, is

easy of adjustment and operation, strong and rigid, and free from

complicated mechanism. The main column is cast in one piece

with a broad floor base and the upper part is carried on friction

12 in. by means of screws, has a lateral movement of 18 in. by

means of rack and pinion and has stops for gaging the length of

mortise. It will accommodate material 17 in. high and 12 in. thick

and an adjustable clamp is provided for holding any thickness of

mortise. The auxiliary boring attachments are placed on one or

each side of the frame at such a distance from the chisel as will

permit of adjusting them to an angle of 30° in either direction.

The depth of stroke of these boring attachments is 12 in. and the

transverse movement 11 in.

.•\ recent new patent is for a swivel bullseye signal, granted to Mr.

A. S. Macreadie, superintendent of the South Portland branch of

the Portland Railway Co. The device consists of a round piece of

brass painted red on one side, and green on the other. It is arranged

in a socket that allows the motorman to reverse it without the least

trouble. If there are cars following, the motorman simply exposes

the red side of the bullseye. If the road is clear the green side is

shown. The attachment is screwed on to each end of the car, thereby

doing away with the present jumping off. The bullseye is eight

inches in diameter. The spring attachment allows it to be reversed

with three simple movements of the hand and in time almost in-

stantaneous.

•—^
MINES AND MINERALS DIRECTORY has recently been

compiled and published by Mines and Minerals, Scranton. Pa. This

publication was compiled for the convenient use of mine owners,

mine and mill officials, purchasing agents, etc., and contains the

names and addresses of reliable manufacturers of, and dealers in.

machinery, equipment, supplies, instruments, tools, etc., used in the

mining and milling industries. The various headings are alpha-

betically arranged so as to make it easy to find the names and

addresses of concerns from whom any desired article may be pur-

chased. This directory is revised, corrected, and brought up to

date semi-annually.
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Personal.

MR. M. M. QUIMBV has been appointed master niccliaiiic of

the Northern Texas Traction Co., Ft. Worth, Texas.

MR. A. H. WARREN', formerly superintendent of the Houghton

County Street Railway Co., Houghton, Mich., has been appointed

manager of the Brockton & Plymouth Street Railway Co.. Brock-

ton, Mass.

MR. -•KRTHUR W. BRADY, who has been general counsel of the

Indiana L'nion Traction Co., and the Indianapolis Northern Trac-

tion, was elected president of these two roads to succeed Mr. George

F. McCullough, resigned.

MR. CHARLES A. GARDINER has been appointed general

attorney for the Intcrborough Rapid Transit Co. Mr. Gardiner was

general attorney of the Manhattan Railway Co., and this appointment

makes hin\ attorney for both the underground and elevated systems

MR. J. S. YOUNG, formerly traffic agent of the Tole<lo Railways

& Light Co., but who resigned a year ago to take a position as

auditor of the Rapid Transit Co. of Chattanooga, has been appointed

general freight agent of the Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern

Traction Co.

MR. EDWIN C. FABER, general manager of the Aurora, Elgin

& Chicago Railway Co., was on October 19th married to Miss Bessie

May Hawley. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Oswald Hawley

of Aurora. 111. Mr. and Mrs. Fabcr will be at home after November

15th at their residence, Golf Lane, Wheaton, III.

MR. L. ROBINSON, formerly superintendent of the interurban

and the Oak Cliff lines of the Northern Te.xas Traction Co., has

been appointed general superintendent of the entire system. Mr.

C. T. Edwards, formerly superintendent of the Ft. Worth line of

the company, has been appointed assistant superintendent.

MR. JOH.N' H. C.AMLIN, who, it was reported, had resigned

as secretary of the Rockford & Freeport Railway Co., on account

of the consolidation of this road with the Rockford & Interurban,

still retains his office with the former company, which continues its

organization for the purpose of building new branches tributary to

the Rockford & Freeport line.

THE OKLAHOMA GAS & ELIXTRIC CO. was reorganized

Oct. 20, 1904, and the following officers and directors chosen

:

President, C. B. Ames, Oklahoma City; vice-president, H. M. Hylles-

by, Chicago; secretary, D. T. Flynn, Oklahoma City; treasurer, A.

H. Grimes, Guthrie; R. C. Dawles, Chicago; Samuel Insull, Chi-

cago; H. M. Newton, Sparta, Wis. R, J. Graf, Chicago, was ap-

pointed assistant secretary and treasurer, and H. M. Byllesby & Co.,

New York Life Bldg., Chicago, were retained as engineers for the

property.

MAJ. EDWIN E. DOWNS, president and general manager of

the Winnebago Traction Co., Oshkosh, Wis., has resigned his posi-

tion. Mr. Downs became identified with the Winnebago Traction

Co. several years ago and during the period he has had the man-

agement of the company, the system has prospered and grown.

Ten miles have been added to the city tracks, making 3 total of 17

miles, and the interurban lines from Oshkosh to Neenah, a distance

of about 16 miles, and from Oshkosh to Omro, have been constructed

during that period. Mr. Downs' successor has not been chosen at

this writing.

4 »
Obituary.

MR. HENRY C. PAYNE died October 4th at the Arlington

Hotel, Washington, D. C. Mr. Payne was Postmaster-General of

the United States, and formerly vice-president of the Milwaukee

Electric Railway & Light Co., and he was also president, in 1893-94,

of the American Street Railway AssiKiation. lie was born in Ash-

field, Mass., Nov. J.I. 184.1. and graduated at Shelhurne Falls Acad-

emy in 1859. In 1863 Mr. I'aync went into the dry goods business

in Milwaukee, and in 1872 he entered [wjlitics. He became secretary

of the Milwaukee Young Men's Republican Club, and then its

president. He next filled leailing positions in county, stale and

national committees and conventions and was postmaster of Mil-

waukee from 1876 to 1886. He became Postmaster-General Dec. 17,

1901, succeeding Mr. Charles Emory Smith. Mr. Payne also had

important liusinc*^ connections. In 1886 he organized the Wiscon-

nin Telephone Co.; from 1890 to 189.S he was receiver of llie North-

ern Pacific Ry. He was also prominently identified with the con-

soUdation of the Milwaukee street railway and electric lighting

plants.

Strong Car Con.struction as a Factor of Safety.

An accident which occurred on the electric division of the Fonda,

Johnstown & Gloversville Railroad near Amsterdam, N. Y., Sep-

tember i6th, emphasizes the importance of heavy car framing for

electric cars intended for high speed interurban service.

The accident was a collision between one of the large

interurban cars built by the St. Louis Car Co. for the

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville Railroad Co., and a 15-ton

road roller. .\t the point where the accident happened, the electric

road crosses the old Mohawk Pike, which was the original stage

route from .\lbany to Buffalo before the time of .steam railroads.

The highway or Pike was being repaired at this point by a con-

struction company.

The contractors were using the road roller in their work and

had occasion to cross the electric tracks with the roller. An inter-

urban car, westward bound, left Schenectady at 5 o'clock in the

evening and it was about 5 :30 p. m. when the accident happened.

The schedule of the car on this run is about 45 miles an hour.

From facts which the company has been able to obtain, the road

roller had started to cross the track and in some way it became

stalled on the crossing. The road makes a curve east of this point,

and the motorman was unable to see a distance of more than SCO

ft. It is thought that the motorman saw the roller at a distance

of about 500 ft. and started at once to slacken the speed of his car.

It is believed that the car was running at the rate of about 15

miles an hour when it came in contact with the roller. Mr. H. O.

Rockwell, to whom we are indebted for the information concerning

the accident, happened to be on the car following the one involved

in the accident. Mr. Rockwell states that the results of this accident

proved to him beyond question of doubt that the construction of

this car is the proper thing for high speed interurban work. The

car in question is one of the eight double truck closed cars built

by the St. Louis Car Co. for the electric division of the F. J. & G.

R. R., and they were among the first electric cars in this country to

be built with steel floor framing. The cars have steel floor framing

throughout, and are mounted on extra heavy spring motion M. C. B.

type double trucks. The cars were fully described and illustrated

in the "Street Railway Review" for Aug. 20, 1903, page 495.

The car showed comparatively little damage after the accident,

excepting to llie front platform which was of wood. The roller

came in contact with the car above the bumper and demolished the

front vestibule. Otherwise the framing was uninjured. Mr. Rock-

well states that the alignment of side and cross sills underneath the

car was as good as when it came from the factory.

There were 33 passengers on the car and only 3 of iheni were

injured, one of them having a slight scalp wound, another was

struck in the eye by some foreign substance and the third was

bruised a little. The motorman was pretty severely hurt when the

vestibule was demolished and received a fracture of one leg. After

the car struck the roller, the front end of the car was forced from

the leading truck, and the truck went back toward the center of

the car, and the car body not having any support at the front end

came down on the end sills which rested on the track. The end

sills or knees were bent slightly but the sides of the car including

the frame work, glass, sash, etc., were uninjured.

.•\t the point where the accident occurred, ceiiler pole con^lnnliou

had been used and when the car left the truck it struck .1 40 fl.

pole and broke it off close to the ground and also broke llic pole

about 8 ft. above the ground. 'The road roller was ullcrly de-

molished.

I'VeiglU service has been inaugurated on the line of the Indiana

l'nion 'Traction Co. between Indianapolis and Logansport, which

will give Logansport freight couiu'clions wilh all of the cities on the

company's liiu-s.

The new power house of the Terrc Haute lOcclric Co., Terre

Haute, Ind , is now ready for use. The plant will be used as a

substation to the present station, and will give the company plenty

of power to opcrali- the oily .inil iiuernrbaii lines.
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Test of a Kecvus Simple I''n}>ine.

.\t Sibley college, Cornell University, several tests of the Reeves

simple engine were made by Prof. R, C. Carpenter, assisted by

so
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A Remarkable Type of Car for Cleveland.

An article in the "Review" for August, 1904, described a novel type

of car being built by the J. G. Brill Co. for the Montreal Street

Railway Co. Another car of similar t)-pe has just been completed

by the same builders for the Cleveland Electrical Railway Co. In-

stead of having end entrances as the Montreal car, the car for

Cleveland has a vestibule in the center on the convertible side.

This car is for trailer service and the special advantages of the

tj-pe are large seating cap,icity; division into two compartments,

one being for smokers; ability to change from closed to open, or

vice versa, in a few minutes, and the left side being semi-convertible,

passengers arc prevented leaving or entering that side, thus doing

away with the cause of many accidents. The car is divided exactly

BRILL CAR FOR CLEVEL.\ND—SEMI-CONVERTIHLE SIDE.

at the center with a partition which extends to a post half-way

between the sides of the car, at which post the doors giving entrance

to both compartments meet. The doors when open taken position at

right angles to the sides of the car at the side of short partitions,

and by a swivel wheel at the top guided by a curved rail move at

an angle to the partition posts mentioned. The distance between

the two vestibule outer posts is 4 ft., and the section of folding

running board at the vestibule is s f'- long.

The rear compartment is for smokers and has seats composed of

ash slats. At the very rear is a long curved seat accommodating

six passengers, which with the ten double seats, afford seating for

26 passengers. The forward compartment is arranged in the same

manner but with scats upholstered in spring cane. The three large

sashes at either end are arranged to drop into pockets while those

of the convertible side are raised into pockets in the side roof when

BRILL CAR FOR CLEVF.LAND—CONVERTIBLE SlIlE.

not in use in the manner of the builder's patented system. The

entrance side of the car is equipped with sashes and panels which

slide into roof pockets precisely as those of the standanl form of

Brill convertible car. Grab handles are not used on the outsides

of the posts as brackets which connect the backs of the scats with

the posts arc formed to serve that purpose. The posts and seats

on the semi-convertible side are staggered with those on the con-

vertible to permit the ends to be brought against the side lining

and between the posts, thus increasing the aisle space about i'/f in.

At the side of the vestibule partition in the smoking compartment is

a vertical hand-wheel on a brake-shaft 6 ft. 6 in. from the floor to

center of wheel. The shaft and wheel are placed in this position

to take up as little space as possible as the brakes are only required

while moving the car in and out of the cir barn. The ccats on the

•emi-converlible side arc 37 in. long and those on the converti-

ble side 36'A in.; the aisle is 19 iiL wide. A bright and attractive

appearance is given to the interior of the car by the wood work being

finished in a>h and with ceilings of birch.

The length of the car over the crown pieces is 37 ft.; width over

sills including sill plates 7 ft. 10^ in., and over posts at belt 8 ft.

2 in. The sweep of posts on the semi-convertible side is Ij4 '" 3"''

on the convertible side J}:\ in. From center to center of posts 2 ft.

S in. Thickness of corner posts sM '"• and side posts sH in. on the

convertible side, and 3^ in. on the semi-convertible side. The size

of the side sills is 4^ x 7 in., center sills 3^^ x 6 in., intermediate

sills 2-V4 X 4!.'^ in. and end sills 5'4 x 7 in. The sili plates are 8 x

^ in. The height from rail to the under side of sill is 26 in., height

from rail to tread of lining board iSj j in., and from lini'.g board to

car floor I5'4 in. .\mong other patented specialties of .1.^ builder's

make with which the car is equipped arc angle iron luii.i rs, radial

draw bars and round-corner and seat-end panels. '1
. c c:!r i-i

mounted on a new form of trailer truck built by the J. G. Brill Co.

after a type patented by it some years ago. It is known as the No.

23 type and is well adapted to trailer service. The wheels are 26

in. in diameter and the wheel base 4 ft. The weight of the car

and trucks is 21,260 lb.

National Electric Co. Announcement.

The National Electric Co., of Milwaukee, advises us that it has

entered into an important arrangement with Robert Lundell and

Robert T. Lozicr, by which the National company will manufacture

and market the new motors and gencrato'rs, and systeins of operation

and control that are covered by the latest inventions of Robert

Lundell ; the commercial direction of the undertaking being placed

in the hands of Robert Lozier (who will also act as general man-

ager of the electrical sales department of the National company).

Under this arrangement Mr. Lundell assumes the direct supervision

of the engineering involved under the license that he grants the

National company. This license covers all of Mr. Lundell's inven-

tions not already under license to other companies, and all inventions

that he may hereafter make during the life of this license.

These inventions of Mr. Lundell are of particular interest to the

trade, in that they cover important developments in direct current

apparatus. Some of these patents arc for a new type of motor

and dynamo frame construction, as well as a new method of commu-

lalion, by which a material gain is obtained in the space occupied

by the apparatus, its efliciency, and the flexibility 61 its speed control

and regulation.

This form of construction represents an important departure in

standard motors of fixed speed, and is particularly advantageous in

variable speed motors for direct application of machinery, both from

point of construction and flexibility of control. The Lundell inven-

tions arc equally valuable in systems of regenerative operation and

series parallel control and to the numerous other uses to which

electric motors arc now so generally applied, among wliich arc

electric railways, electric elevators and electric automobiles. The

Johnson-Lundell Traction Co. of Ei\gland has been organized to

manufacture miller these patents in Great Britain and elsewhere

abroad.

As to the cimnnercial significance of this new arrangement, the

field to which Mr. Lundell's inventions particularly apply is one of

the broadest and best established in the business. It is a field with

which Mr. Lozier has been associated from the earliest connncrcial

development of the electric motor, he having been placed in the

testing department of the Sprague factory when it was started in

West 30th St. in 1887, when the first commercial electric motors

were developed, and has since followed the development of the busi-

ness in all its phases. It was in this shop that Mr. Lozier first

met Mr. Lundell and formed a friendship that has developed into

the alliance consummated by (lie arraiigenKMil with llie National

company. In the 17 years that have followed, each has had (he

opportunity of maturing in his experience in his own special line,

and now their conjunction with the National company's splendid

manufacturing facilities and high connncrcial standing completes

an advent of considerable inii>orlance to the trade and to the art.

The National Electric Co. of Milwaukee, formerly operating under

the style Christcnsen Engineering Co. has in the past seven years

equipped a very large number of the elect ric cars using air brakes.

Eour years ago it built the present plant, abundantly equipped

it with the best tools and labcjr saving machinery, A foundry having

open hearth and crucible furnaces fm ni:iliing steel castings, also
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cupolas for gray cast iron, anci a complete hrass (otiiidry arc in-

cluded, and the plant has all the other features necessary to make-

it one of the most comprehensive and modern plants to be fonnd in

the electrical manufacturing business.

The success met with in the air brake business encouraged those

financially back of the National company to enter into the general

field of electrical machinery, and two years ago a competent engi-

neering corps uiuler the able direction of Mr. W. L. Waters, chief

engineer of the National Electric Co., and an active sales organiza-

tion was put into operation, and the results of this work have in

turn been so thoroughly successful that the National company has

now decided to follow up the material gain already made, with a

view to developing this branch of its business to its fullest capacity,

and to this end has established a separate electrical department.

Mr. Lozier will be aided in directing the work of that department

by his long experience in the electrical field, beginning with I'Mison

early in '83 and running down through the engineering and com

mcrcial branches of the business for 13 years, with the General

Electric Co., and for Ibo last eight years with llic Bullock h'lectric

Mfg. Co.

Mr. Samuel VVatkin is the president of the National company.

He organized it, and under bis able direction the company has

reached its present prominence.

Mr. Bernard T. Becker, who represents llie interests of those

financially back of the company, and who is himself a large stock-

holder and a director in the company, will act in an e.xecutive

capacity in connection with operation of the company.

The first vice-president and general manager of the National

Electric Co., Mr. Frank C. Randall, is widely known throughout

the electric street railway field and the air brake sales will continue

as in the past, under his direct charge.

Of the operative force, Mr. R. P. Tell is the secretary and treas-

urer. Mr. J. H. Denton, well known to all those who come in

contact with the air brake business, is general superintendent.

Allis-Chalmers Personnel.

B. F. Sturtevant Go's. New Offices.

The B. F. Slurtevant Co., Hyde Park, Mass., has moved into

its handsome new office building which has recently been con-

structed. One-half of the basement is occupied by the printing

platit and its stock room. Here are printed the catalogs, circulars,

letter-heads and all printed forms used in the office and shops.

Another portion is used as a lunch room for the office force, while

the heating and ventilating apparatus is also located in the base-

ment. Naturally the building is heated and ventilated by the Sturte-

vant fan system. The galvanized iron heat flues are built into the

walls and convey the heated fresh air through register openings

into the various rooms. On the first floor are located the produc-

tion, time and cost departments, and the publication department

;

on the second floor are the sales and accounting departments, cashier,

clerks, etc., the manager's office and the filing department. The

drafting rooms occupy the whole of the third floor, while the blue-

print department is on the fourth floor. The fourth floor also con-

tains two large vacant rooms which may be utilized for future

growth, either as offices or drafting rooms. Eight large fireproof

vaults, each about 9 ft. wide and 19 ft. long, give abundant room

for the safe keeping of books, correspondence, drawings and valu-

able data.

The first two floors are finished in quartered oak and the upper

two in plain oak. The wainscoting, painting, the tinting of the walls

and ceilings and the office fixtures are all very tasty and add much
in making this office building one of the finest in the country.

Grand Prix for St. Louis Car Co.

The St. Louis Car Co. advises us that the grand jurors of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition have awarded it the Grand Prix for

its exhibition of cars, trucks, seats, headlights, vertical wheel brakes,

gray and malleable iron castings, bronze car trimmings and other

specialties.

4 » »

The Brown system of discipline is now in effect on the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit Co's. linos and is meeting with the approval of both'

officers and employes.

We are advised by the Allis-Chalmers Co., that the following

gentlemen have entered its service : Mr. Chas. S. Buell, mechanical

engineer, who until recently represented the Westinghouse Machine

Co., in Chicago, has entered its employ as salesman and engineer

in the power department ; Mr. John F. Burke, formerly with the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., as salesman with head-

quarters in Omaha; Mr. Wilbur M. Ruth, until recently assistant

to the president of the Mesta Machine Co., Pittsburg, .as salesman

and engineer at the Pittsburg oftice ; Mr. M. C. Miller, formerly in

the alternating current department of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co., in a similar capacity with this company;

Mr. Chas. F. Adee, lately manager of the Pittsburg ofiicc of the C.

Lee Cook Co., as salesman at the New York office; Mr. S. H.

.Sharpcsteen, for a number of years salesman of the General Electric

Co., in a similar position in the New York office of this company;

Mr. C. Fred Collins, as special representative of this company at

its New York office; Mr. W. M. S. Miller, until lately in the supply

department of the Westinghouse Electric & Mamifacturing Co., in

the Chicago office; Mr. K. I^. Richardson, for a number of years

in the Pittsburg sales office of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Co., in a similar capacity at Pitt.sburg for this company

;

Mr. John S. Redfield, for some years in the Chicago sales office of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., to the sales staff

of the Chicago office; Mr. James Ashworth, until recently engineer

of the City of Chicago, as salesman in the pumping engine depart-

ment; Mr. Otto Clyde Ross, lately in the employ of the Hartford

Lead, Zinc, Mining & Smelting Co., as engineer, as salesman and

engineer with this company.

Ticket Fraud at Worcester, Mass.

An alleged conspiracy and scheme to defraud the Boston & Wor-

cester Street Railway Co., has recently been discovered and two

trusted employees have been placed under arrest. The company

realized sometime ago that it was being robbed and accordingly plans

were made for the discovery of the guilty parties. Tickets were

missed from the general manager's desk and inasmuch as the night-

watchman was the only one who had access to this office he fell

under suspicion. One of the shades of the office was left up about

an inch ; a buzzer was al.so connected with the room in which the

tickets were kept, which would ring an electric bell some distance

away. When the electric buzzer rang one of the men on guard ran

to the office and there saw the watchman in the act of sorting out

and looking at the punch marks of the cancelled tickets. In the

morning, when the office was opened, it was found that the drawer

in which the key to the ticket closet was kept had been opened

during the night and 18 tickets had been taken. The numbers of the

various tickets were noted each night and in the morning were

checked off to show whether any were missing. These were com-

pared with those turned in on subsequent days to show how many

stolen tickets were received by the company. Also as an additional

precaution, a great many of the tickets were marked. The arrest

of the night watchman and a conductor, and the further investigation

of the matter developed the fad that the night watchman had stolen

the tickets which were turned in by this conductor and which bore

the punch mark used by him. These would then be turne<l over to

the conductor the following day and again turned in by him at night.

In this way the two conspired to defraud the company.

Ihe conductor was a roomer at the home of the watchman, and

a search of the house revealed cancelled and unused tickets in the

rooms of both men, but no great amount of value. Very fortunately

the scheme was discovered before it had an opportunity to develop

as it would have been possible to have defrauded the company of

considerable money.
« « »

The Underground Electric Railways Co. of London has applied

to the New York Stock Exchange to list $16,500,000 5 per cent

profit sharing secured notes of 1908.

The Dayton & Troy Electric Railway Co. and the Springfield,

Troy & Piqua Railway Co. have jointly established a free hack

service at Troy for the transfer of patrons of those lines to their

respective stations.
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Accidents.

October 10th five persons were seriously injured and another badly

bruised in a rear-end collision between two trolley cars of the Ches-

ter Traction Co., Chester, Pa.

October 9th a car on the Illinois Valley electric railway was

wrecked at Spring Valley, 111., and of the 50 passengers on board

the majority were more or less injured. The car jumped the track

when it struck a sharp curve and was turned over.

September .30th seven persons were injured in a trolley wreck

on the Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co. near Lorain, O.

The forward truck broke away from the car body, causing the acci-

dent.

September 18th a car on the White line of the Public Service

Corporation jumped the track about 300 yd. beyond the Hacken-

sack bridge, and injured 12 people, 4 of them seriously.

September 22d ten persons were killed and 20 injured at Melrose,

Mass., by an outward bound Boston & Northern car striking a box

of dynamite on the tracks. The explosive had been lost off of an

express wagon.

Septemlwr 26th 20 pcrsims were injured in a rear end collision of

two trolley cars of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit on the Canarsic

division.

September jgtii 12 persons were injured in a head-on collision

between a regular passenger coach and an express train on the

Scioto Valley Traction line near Hookers, O.

Advertising Literature.

THE JOSEPH DIXON' CRUCIBLE CO. has recently issued a

pamphlet containing three facts worthy of thought concerning the

lubrication of axles.

THE AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE CO. has recently issued its

circular B 132, showing illustrations of the leading varieties of wire

rope manufactured by the company.

HARTSHORN'S ROLLER, for October, published by the Stew-

art Hartshorns Co., E. Newark, N. J., has recently been distributed

and contains some interesting editorial ideas.

THE HIGHLAND MACHINE CO., Boston, Mass., has recently

issued a very neat and interesting pamphlet in regard to the Na-

tional self-clamping cutter manufactured by this company.

THE CROCKER-WHEELER CO., Ampere, N. J., has recently

distributed its bulletin No. 49, descriptive of the railway generators

at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, which are for sale with deliv-

ery after January 1st.

THE KEYSTONE TRAVELER, Vol. II, No. 9, September, 1904,

which is published by the Mayer & Englund Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

has been distributed among the trade. This publication is as inter-

esting and breezy as ever.

THE KITTS MANUFACTURING CO., Oswego, N. Y., has

recently issued a new catalog and price list of the well-known Kitts

Steam Specialties. This publication includes some very useful in-

formation in regard to its products.

THE BKOWN CORLISS ENGINE CO., Corliss, Wis., report

the receipt of an order from the Jones & Laughlin Steel Co. for

one 30x6ox48-in. tandem compound condensing Corliss engine to

be placed in its rolling mill plant at Pittsburg, Pa.

THE GOHEEN MANUFACTURING CO., Canton, O., has

recently issued a new card regarding its paints, on the reverse side

of which is a cut showing a group of large steel tanks at Beaumont,

Texas, which are painted with Goheen's carbonizing coating.

"REMEMBER THE TROUBLE you had last Fall and Spring,"

says the R. I). Nuttall Co., Pittsburg, on one of its recent postal

cards, "with the icy wire as an almost constant annoyance, while a

^mall stock of Nuttall sleet cutlers would have made life pleasant

for you."

THE SPAULDING PRINT PAPER CO., Inc. Boston, Mass.,

has recently issued a descriptive pamphlet of its "Federal" bluc-

prinling machines. This machine is adopted for both sunlight ex-

posures and for printing by electric light by the ndilition of an i:\vc-

Irir-light cbaml>er.

CRANE CO., Chicago, has recently issued its .H|ii'cial catalog No.

r<», with price lists and descriptions of Its patent pop safety valves,

water relief valve, cylinder relief and snifting valve, hydraulic relief

CREAGHEAD FLEXIBLE BRACKETS ARE STANDARD

CREAGHEAD BRACKET NO. 182

IDEAL CENTER POLE CONSTRUCTION!

Creaghead

riexible

Brackets

Arc

Standard

Get the Genuine

iWany Styles.

Single or Doiihlu.

I'luiii or Orniiiiiciital.

For Iron or Wooden
I'ole.s.

Any Length.

THE CREAGHEAD ENGINEERING CO.
tnglneers and Manufacturers

Complete O-Verhead Equipment
Tole FIttinilj. tSrolley Line Mattrlals

.11.1 Wnlniit SIrccl. CINCINNAII. OHIO.
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valves and boiler trimmings. This catalog is complete, well arranged

and contains an index.

A DIRECTORY OF THE ENGINEERS' CLUB of Philadel-

phia, including its charter and by-laws, is one of the recent publica-

tions. The book is a vest pocket edition and contains a list of the

present and past officers, list of members, house rules, charter and

by-laws and general information in regard to the organization.

THE STORAGE AIR BRAKE SYSTEM of the St. Louis Tran-

sit Co. is the subject of a recent and interesting publication issued

jointly by the IngersoU-Scrgcant Drill Co. and the Westinghousc

Traction Brake Co. The pamphlet also includes an article on the

tests made upon this storage brake system by the Railway Test

Commission.

THE BUDA FOUNDRY & MANUFACTURING CO., Chicago,

is distributing its September bulletin on "Switch Stands", showing

its line of these goods. This is one of the most complete catalogs

illustrating and describing switch stands that has ever been pub-

lished. In addition lo the stands shown in this catalog the com-

pany manufactures a great many specialty stands for various roads,

under contract.

THE EUREKA AUTOMATIC SIGNAL CO., manufacturer of

block signals for electric railroads, Lansford, Pa., has recently issued

a bulletin illustrating and describing its products. The more than

ordinary interest manifested by electrical engineers anil other street

railway officials led to a rapid exhaustion of a large edition of the

first catalog describing its products, and as a result this very inter-

esting and complete catalog has been issued.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., of Philadelphia,

is distributing a very neat pocket memorandum book, bound in

celluloid covers, containing data of the "Chloride Accumulator."

The leading chapter in the book reviews the characteristics of a

good storage cell, and this is followed by brief descriptions of "Chlo-

ride Accumulators" as applied to street railway stations and sub-

stations, line batteries, water power plants, isolated lighting plants,

railway car lighting, etc. In addition to much useful data on bat-

teries, given in brief, but comprehensive in scope, the book con-

tains a number of tables relative to accumulators, and some blank

pages for any desired additional notes.

Trade Notes.

THE TOLEDO & JACKSON RAILWAY CO. has retained the

Roberts & Abbott Co., Cleveland, as engineers for its road to

operate between Toledo, O., and Jackson, Mich.

FOREIGN SHIPMENTS being made by the J. G. Brill Co. in-

clude 10 trucks of the 21-E type for Tamagawa, Japan; 24 "Eureka"

maximum traction trucks for Pontypridd, Wales, and six electric

motor cars mounted on 21-E trucks for Aquascalientes, Mexico.

H. M. BYLLESBY & CO., who are at present constructing the

gas plant at Muskogee, I. T., have been retained as engineers by the

Muskogee Electric Traction Co. to design and construct a railway

in the town of Muskogee, with an approximate trackage of 4.7

miles.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. has been awarded the con-

tract for installing the electrical appliances and machinery in the

West Albany shops of the New York Central Railroad Co. Mr. G.

H. Patten, erecting engineer of the Schenectady office, is in charge

of the work.

THE ROBERTS & ABBOTT CO., Electric BIdg., Cleveland,

will have on file for the use of bidders on and after October 17th,

plans and specifications for the construction and equipment of the

Michigan & Indiana Traction Co., to operate between Battle Creek

and Lansing, Mich.

THE J. A. FAY & EGAN CO., of Cincinnati, O., advises us that

the fire which recently damaged one of the erecting shops of its

woodworking machinery plant at Cincinnati, Ohio, will prove to show
no detriment or delay in filling orders. A large part of the force

of men employed in these shops has already resumed work and the

remainder have been transferred to the Egan shops and their regular

work continued.

THE LAGONDA MANUFACTURING CO., Springfield, Ohio,

advises us under date of October 15th that the Jury of Awards

of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, at St. Louis, has given the

Gold Medal for boiler tube cleaners to the Lagonda Manufacturing

Co. for the well-known Weinland or Lagonda machines. The com-

pany is to be congratulated on this further evidence of the superior

merit of these machines.

AMONG THE RECENT INSTALLATIONS for heating and

ventilating public buililings made by the B. F. Sturtevant Co., Hyde

Park, Mass., include that for the Worcester City Hospital at Wor-

cester, Mass. The new power plant for the new shops of the

Mexican Central Railway Co., at Aquascalientes, Mexico, contains

a Sturtevant induced draft apparatus consisting of two steel plate

fans, each driven by a Sturtevant vertical engine.

ADAM COOKS SONS, 313 West St., New York City, the only

makers of "Albany" grease, advise they are in receipt of a letter

from C. F. Miller, superintendent of ice department, Sparta Gas &

Electric Co., Sparta, III., in which he states that they have tested this

well known lubricant and find it much the best grease they have

ever used. Mr. Miller adds, "We would like very much if we could

use cups on all of our bearings, as the "Albany" grease last so long,

and saves much trouble in oiling." They also advise that the Terre

Haute Electric Co., after thoroughly testing a sample can of "Al-

bany" grease on its dynamos and motors, recently sent a testi-

monial of high praise through their manager, Mr. Gardner F. Wells.

Street Railway Patents.

This list of patents is furnished by Ralph Sturtevant Warfield,

No. 800 "H" street, n.w., Washington, D. C.

Sept. 13, 1904.

fraction Switch, J. C. Keller and O. F. Kadow,

nd, O.

Air Brake, Wm. H. Sauvage, New York City.

Draft Rigging, L. A. Shepard, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Trolley Wheel, Wm. T. Wilkinson, Mcdford, Mass.

Third Rail Guard, Jno. H. Guest, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Traction Switch, H. S. Hale, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dynamo for Trucks, W. F. Richards, Buffalo, N. Y.

Sanding Device, Chris. Allenbach, Chicago, III.

Block Signal, Fred B. Corey, Schenectady, N. Y.

Car Coupling, O. H. Grupe, Alden, Iowa.

Motor Control System, Chas. E. Barry, Schenectady,

No. 769,698.

Clevel

No. 769,839.

No. 769,841.

No. 769,854-

No. 769,862.

No. 769,900.

No. 769,920.

No. 769,929.

No. 769,983.

No. 770,004.

No. 770,040.

N. Y.

No. 770,041.

N. Y.

No. 770,107.

No. 770,113.

No. 770,125.

Mass.

No. 770,158.

No. 770,161.

Electric Railway, Asa F. Batchelder, Schenectady,

Street Car, Chas. B. Price, Oakmont, Pa.

Trolley, Edw. D. Rockwell, Bristol, Conn.

Car Sign Changing Device. Jos. M. Smith, Worcester,

Third Rail Covering, Thos. Buckley, New York City.

Car Chair, Geo. W. Chambers, Newark, Ohio.

Sept. 20, 1904.

No. 770,265. Track Switch, C. J. Coleman, New York City.

No. 770,298. Hand Brake, Jas. Maquire, Wra. M. and Frank Young,
Reno, Nev.

No. 770,342. Insulated Track Joint, Geo. A. Weber and Percy
Holbrook, New York City.

No. 770.464- Convertible Car, W. H. Hovenden, Salt Lake City,

Utah.

No. 770,537.

No. 770,583-

Idaho.

No. 770,584-

N. Y.

No. 770,620.

No. 770,656.

No. 770,657-

Draft Gear, Jos. F. Raders, New York City.

Car Wheel and Axle, Wm. A. Honeyman, Wallace,

Emergency Coupling, Geo. J. Hubbard, Port Jervis,

Track Structure, Wm. Wharton, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

Interlocking System, B. C. Rowell, Chicago, III.

Block System, B. C. Rowell, Chicago, III.

No. 770,681. Car Axle Box, Edw. Denegre, Chicago, 111.

No. 770,684. Lubricator, Geo. F. Godley, Philadelphia, Pa.
No. 770,698. Car, I. W. Phelps, New Bedford, Mass.
No. 12,268. Railway Car, Geo. Gibbs, New York City. (Reissue.)

Sept. 27, 1904.

No. 770,737. Third Rail, Albert F. Chase, Haddonfield, N. J.

No. 770,744. Trolley, Samuel Fisher and Albert Sanders, Butler,

Pa.
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No. 770,757

No. 7?o,759

No. 770,769

No. 770,886,

No. 770,901

No. 770,911

No. 770,929

Texas.

No. 770,949

No. 770,960.

City.

No. 771,027.

Henry

No. 771,0291

No. 771,030.

No. 771,105.

No. 77M93.
No. 771,197.

No. 771,206.

Mass.

Signal System, \Vm. A. Kibbe, Kansas City, Mo.

Car Ventilator, L. C. Lanphear, Boston, Mass.

Block Signal System, C. T. Morey, Cambridge, Mass.

Controller, P. S, Barrett, Scranton, Pa.

Fare Register Rod Handle, A. H. Hall, Quincy, Mass.

Third Rail System. L. M. La Barr, Forest City, Pa.

Brake, Thos. \V. Saling and Jas. B. McKiel, Marshall.

Safety Switch Lock, F. C. Anderson, Cincinnati, Ohio

Third Rail Insulator, Robt. V. Dunbar, New York

Signal System, L. B. Stillwell, Lakewood, N. J., and

Latey, New York City.

Crossing Signal, Eugene W. Vogel, Chicago, 111.

Track Signal, Eugene W. Vogel, Chicago, 111.

Car Coupling, J. J. Swint, Stroud, Ala.

Emergency Brake, Chas. .'\. Wells, Chicago, 111.

Brake Shoe, H. L. Winslow, Chicago, 111.

Trolley Wheel Controller, Benj. F. Jackson, Boston,

Oct. 4, 1904.

No. 771,234. Track Switch, Ed. F. Davis, Springfield, N. Y.

No. 771,244. Car Coupling, G. Heinicke, Crefeld, Germany.

No. 771,295. Trolley Illuminator, W. Burling, Grand Rapids, Mich.

No. 771,318. Trolley, Peter McNaughton, Charlotte, Mich.

No. 771,329. Fender, F. H. Seavy, Medford, Mass.

No. 771,334. Third Rail Insulator, S. B. Stewart, Jr., Schenectadv.

N. Y.

No. 771,341. Car Wheel, E. A. Vickroy, .\tlanta, Ga.

No. 771,407. Underframc for Cars, H. C. Williamson and H. Pries.

Michigan City, Ind.

No. 771423. Trolley, Jos. N. Drake, Cincinnati, O.

No. 771427. Car Coupling, L. W. Jenkins, Mulberry, Ind.

No. 771428. Passenger Car, Geo. I. King, Middletown, Pa.

No. 771,472. Trolley, John Hensley, Huntington, Ind.

No. 771476. Fender, Fredk. R. Keith, Randolph, Mass.

W. H. ARTHUR
CONTRACTOR

Railways, Steam and Electrical

ADDRESS, STAMFORD, CONN.

THE
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and
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provements, Municipal Engineering. Investment Reports.
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Pierce, Richardson & Neiler
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
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ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION COMPANY
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This is the Peacock Brake
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HERE'S THE DRUM!
This eccentri-

cally geared
spiral drum not
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all the si ack
chain on the

larffest cars,

hut docs it

quickly and
gives great force at the finish.

It was patented March 15, 1904, and is adapted

to any kind of .street car from the single truck

to the largest sulmrban car.

It had hundreds ol friends before it went to the

St. Louis Convention, who had tried it, and

found it could do their work easily and better

than ANY OTHER BRAKu; it made hundreds of new

friends there, all wanted to become better ac-

quainted with it and many asked us to send

them Peiicock Brakes for trial. It is ;i powerful

brake; takes up all shick chain easily and t]iiickly

as well as releases easily, because jt works on roller

bearings. Look it over. If you are a mechanic
—"enough said". .Sold on an absolute guar;intee.

All We ask is ;i tri:il. Write for particulars to

National Brake Co.
INCURPOUATLIl

682 Ellicott Square, BUFFALO. N. Y.
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m
THE STANDARD FOR 18 YEARS

ENDORSED BY EXPERT
ELECTRICIANS

It Is always flexible

It is always strongly adhesive

It is water- and acid-proof

It does not vulcanize

It does not dry out

It is easily applied

Positiiely the Most Durable On the Market

SEND FOR P & B BOOKLET

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

771.510.

Lewis,

771.522.

77I.523-

771.529-

77I.533-

771.539.

771.545-

77i,SSO.

Pa.

771,563-

771,585-

771.589-

City.

771.590.

City.

771.592.

771.634.

771,708.

771.785-

Cilv.

Electric Wire Coupling, J. G. Thomas . and D. E.

Scranton, Pa.

Car Brake, W. S. .•\(]an)s, Philadelphia, Pa.

Circuit Controller, liert Aiknian. ChicaRo, III.

Semiconvertible Car, John A. Brill, Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric Railway, Alex. Churchward, New York City.

Sander, i'hos. F. Doyle and Wni. E. Tice, Chicago, III.

Fender, Jacob Ilap|K-ll, Middletown, Ky.

Side Bearing, F. K. llo.slcr and Chas. Fueller, Butler,

Trolley Catcher, W'ni. M. Mc.Xrlhur, Lockport, N. Y.

Brake, Evie Stevens, Monroe, Wash.

Metallic Tank Car, Cornelius Vanderhilt, New York

Locomotive Tender, Cornelius Vanderhilt, New York

Draft Gear, Wm. B. Waggoner, Chicago, III.

Fluid Pressure Brake, M. W. Hubbard, Chicago, III.

Cattle Guard, L. W. Cardcn, Iron City, Tenn.

Electric Railway System, Wni. G. Ijiwrie, New York

News Notes.

NKW INCORPORATIONS.
•BtlFK.VLO. N. Y.— Buffalo. Batavla & Rochester Klectrlc Hallway

Co.; capital, J3.5(.iO.iKl0; to construct and operate an electric line 65

miles long from WllllamsvlUc. Erie County, to Rochester, with a
branch to Akron. The directors are Loran L. Lewis, Stuart R. Mann,
Spencer Kellogg. George L. Lewis. George E. Pierce. William N,

Bvarts. Charles N. Almy. Robert Leslie, Loran L. Lewis, Jr.. and
William C. Carroll of Buffalo, and Lafayette L. Grove of Williams-
ville.

•PH1LADELPHL\. PA.—Philadelphia. Lancaster & Harrisburg
Street Railway Co.; capital. SM.OOO; to build an electric line between
Mt. Joy and Middletown and between Strasburg and Coatesville. The
incorporators are: Jacob L. Ranck, Strasburg; William Trimble,

Samuel I.. Hibberd. Jr.. Philadelphia; Joseph F. Raymond, A. L. Et-

ter. Middletown. and Jacob G. Stauffer, Elizabethtown.

•EATON, GA.—Putnam Mills & Power Co.; capital, $75,000, with
privilege of increasing to $500,000; to develope water power and erect

.in electric plant to transmit the power. The incorporators are:

James B. Floyd, Thomas B. Floyd and O. B. Nisbet.

•NIAGARA F.\LLS, N. T.—Suburban Power Co.; capital, $10,000; to

distribute electric power to v.irinus towns in the vicinity. The di-

rectors are: D. O. Mills and Edward A. Wickes of New York; Wil-

liam B. Rankine, George W. Davenport and De Lancey Rankine of

Niagara Falls, and Nathaniel Rochester and James Sweeney, Jr., of

Buffalo.

•WOODVILLE. MISS.—Woodville-Ft. .\dams Electric Railway Co.;

to construct an electric line 23 miles long in Mississippi. The oflicers

are: L. T. Ventres, president; Charles Cohen, vice-president; W. H.
Woods, secretary; James M. Sessions, treasurer.

•YORK, P.\.—Sunbery & Selinsgro\'e Street Railway Co.; capital,

$30,000; to construct an electric line between the above-named points.

Mr. L. G. Brow:i of York is president.

•FORT SMITH, ARK.-Mount Mena Traction Co.; capital. $50,000;

to build an electric line from Mount Mena to Rich Hill. The officers

of the company are: President, .\lfred Bissell; vice-president, E. J.

Mills; secretary and treasurer. James L. Hale. The officers, together
with G. H. Little, G. B. Noble and W. W. Lowrey are the incorpo-

rators.

•ITHACA, N. Y.—Ithaca & Cayuga Heights Railway Co.; capital,

$50,000; to operate an electric street railroad 2^ miles long. The di-

rectors are J. T. Newman, C. H. Blood and C. H. Hull of Ithaca.

•OSHKOSH. WIS.—Oshkosh & Western Electric Railway Co.; capi-
tal. $10,000; to construct and operate an interurban railway between
Oshkosh and Berlin, Incorporators: J. H. Porter. Clement C. Smitll,

George Hiltmun aiul C. S. Morris.

STANDARD PAINT COMPANY
NEW YORK CHICAGO

lOO William Stroot I88-90 Madison Streot

HAMBERG PARIS —: LONDON
Dovenhof93 20 Rue St. GeofKos 59 City Road. EC.

WABASH R. R. EXCLUSIVE WORLDS FAIR
TERMINAL.

.\11 Wabash trains to and from St. Louis, both regular and spe-

cial, pass and stop at the World's Fair main entrance, where the

Wabash R. R. has its own magnificent passenger station, with every

facility for the rapid handling of passengers and baggage. Certain

other lines up to a short time ago were using the C. R., I. & P. R. R.

tracks to reach the Fair Grounds, hut a recent order from the

United States Court prohibits this, and inasmuch as the Wabash has

refused perinis.sion to run other trains than its own over its ti'acks

to the Fair Grovuids, it is now the only line that c;ui Iiandlc trains

to the World's Fair Grounds.
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Sterling, Dixon & Eastern Electric Railway.

In the northwestern part of Illinois close to the banks nl the

beautiful Rock River are the two cities of Sterling and Dixon.

Sterling, with its cross river suburb. Rock Falls, has a population

lit lo.ooo. Dixon, which lies 13 miles up the Rock River in an

easterly direction from Sterling, lias about the same number of

inhabitants.

These cities are locateil in the heart of the "Corn Belt," and

thus enjoy the patronage of, and arc the distributing points for the

exceedingly rich farming district which surrounds them. .Xdded to

the support which they receive from the farming districts is the

support of many large manufacturing establishments. Among the

products of the Sterling factories are barb and woven wire fencing,

harvesting machinery, paper, gas engines, caskets and hearses. In

Dixon are located shoe factories, plow works, and a large milk

condensing plant which has the facilities for condensing daily the

milk from fifty thousand cows. Good water power is furnished in

both cities from the dams in the Rock River.

In laying out a route to connect Sterling and Dixon three pos-

ft. Ill' wliieli is public highway and 40 ft. the electric railway right

of way. One of the engravings shows the track and parallel high-

way at a point three miles east of Sterling. Wherever old fences,

shrubs, or obstructions of any sort disfigured the view of the high-

way from the track or vice-versa, the management has had them

removed. The trees along the right of way were in every case

possible saved from harm during the construction period and have-

since been shaped and trimmed, not only to do away with any

chance trouble to the power distrHjution circuits, but with tlie idea

of beautifying the right of way as nuich as possible.

.\t three points on the route belter curves were secured by using

part of the public highway for the right of way. In order that this

might be done, and ibe railway company still own it? land as a pri-

vate right of way, it purchased a 40-ft. strip on the opposite side of

the highway, which was deeded to the highway authorities in con-

sideration for the vacation of, and the transfer in conjunction with

the owners of the abutting farm.s, to the electric railway company,

of tin- fee of the desired 40 ft. of the old highway. Throughout the

VtKW OF ROCK KtVEK FROM I'OWER IIOfSF, nROCNnS—STERLING, DIXON & EASTF.RN RV.

sible routes presented themselves. Two of these foUowetl the river,

one on the north and one oil the south side. A third route lying

about two miles north of the river and being a mile longer than

citlicr of the other two was, after a careful study, decided upon as

the most desirable. Such a decision was due to the fact that the

last named route, while having more severe grades, serves a much
finer and more thickly settled rural district which includes the ham-

lets of Fairievillc and Gap Grove.

A private righi of w.iy 40 ft. in width was purchased for the

entire distance between the limits of the two cities. This right of

way parallels and is adjacent to a fine macadamized highway for

the entire distance, willi the exception of three detours which were

necessary to economically obtain better grades. The paralleling of

a public highway called for several curves, but where necessary to

lengthen the r,idius additional right of way was purchased so that

there are no curves on the inlerurban having radius of less than 500

ft., and but few are that sharp. The public highway was crossed at

two places with reverse curves of 500 ft. radius.

The boundary of the right of way on the side away from the

public highway is marked by a S2-in, woven wire fence hung mi

cedar posts, but the side adjacent to the highway was not fenced.

In thii manner a lioiilevard 100 ft. in width has been established, Txi

length of the strip (.?.ooo fi.;, it wa^ necessary for llie electric rail-

way company to build n macadam road 15 ft. in widlb with stone

12 in. deep at the crown.

In constructing the roadbed, the center line of the grade was

placed 6'/'!: ft. south of the center line of the right of way and all

cuts were made tlic full width of the right of way. Space was thus

left for ilouble track, and it is believed that this added open space

on the north side of the track will be a valuable protection from

snow. The sub-grade line was established so high Ibat wherever

cuts do occur they arc shallow, and of the full width of the right

of way. In this manner a well drained roadbed was Iniilt through-

out the entire length of the line. .'\ "New h'ra" i-U-v.-iling grader

made by the .\ustin Manufacturing Co., Harvey. 111., drawn by a

traction engine was used for handling the dirt. Imlli in throwing up

a bank and for loading wagons in the cuts. Ibe short haul wnrk

was done with wheeled scrapers. Embankments less llian 4 ft. in

height are 14 ft. wide; those 4 ft. high or higher arc I'l fl. wide.

One of the illustrations, a condensed profile of the road. -.Imus in .1

rough way the grades of the entire route including both cities and

Ibe interurban. At all breaks in the grade line vertical curves hav-

ing a projected length of 400 ft. were iiKerted. The small drainage

areas arc taken care of by extra heavy tile pipes 22 in. in diameter.
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wiih inlets and outlets aiicliored anil protected by stone masonry.

I-'or larger drainage areas, timber box culverts were built. Such

bo.xcs were made large enough to allow a proper sized stone cul-

vert to be built inside of them at the end of their period o£ use-

fulness. Several cattle passes were necessary at different points

along the line. These are built of standard four post trestle bents

surmounted by a superstructure of four 8xi6 in. stringers and two

6xi6-in. jack .stringers carrying i2-ft. pine ties and 6x8-in. guard*.

.\11 trestle bents arc built on stone masonry foundations laid in

Portland cement. I'here are two small creeks crossed by i6-fl.

spans having the same floor system as the cattle passes Inn monntcil

on retaining walls of stone masonry 3 ft. in thickness.

Just west of the city limits nf Dixon is a 70-ft. through girder

span. The foundations for this bridge were obtained by driving

piles through quicksand to a gravel bed 14 ft. below the level of the

stream. Steel tubes were then centered over the piles and filled

with Portland cement concrete, a steel plate hein.g iuserlcd between

the tubes for stiffening. .\ false retaining wall of limber was Ir.iill

to relieve the bridge foundation tubes from the weight of the

embankments at either end.

The route of the car line in the cily of Dixon crosses the Galena

St. bridge over the Rock river. This bridge is 660 ft. in length, and

though built for street traffic onh', was unusually strong and sub-

stantial except in the floor system. The raiKvay company, at its

own expense, put in a complete new lloor system with steel girders

for carrying the rails, and new end banger posts. The bridge was

thus strengthened so that its safe load is now more than double

any possible load from the interurban cars. The bridge work was

done by the Worden-.-Mlcn Co. of Milwaukee, under contract with

Columbia Construction Co.

In Di.xon there are about three miles of track, 4.000 ft. of wdiich

is in brick pavement, the rest being laid on macadamized streets.

The rails arc 70-lb .\. S. C. H. section in macadam. Standard cedar

ties spaced 2 ft, lietween ctnters and ballasted with crushed rock

SECTION ,\T ABI'TMF.NT—r„M.KN.\ ST. IlRIIli;!-.. IilXdN— SFX TION THROI'OH FLOOR.
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\MTi- used tlirougliout the city. Similar construc-

tion was used in Sterling, where the total length of

city track is also alxjiit three miles, J.ooo ft. of which

is in hrick pavement. I'he track on the interurban

section, which is 11.3 miles long, is laid with 70-II).

.\. S. C. E. section rails in 60-ft. lengths, spiked with

standard s'/jx9/ib in. spikes to 8 ft. cedar lies

^IKiced ii in. between centers. The Welicr rail

joint was u.scd on the entire road except where

iwvement was encountered at which locations six

liole plalc joints were used. In laying the steel on

tangents rail joints were placed opposite, and on

curves they were staggered. Pressed steel rail

liraces are used on curves and all bridges and cat-

tle passes are guarded. The joints from the power

house east one-third of the way to Di.xon are double

l»mded on each rail. Half the remaining distance is

double bonded on one rail and single on the other,

and the rest has one bond per joint. The type of

liond used was a \o. 0000 under fish plate bond with %-in. tirmiiiaK

10 in. lietween centers. All bond holes were drilled after the track

was laid anil the bonds were put in place by the use of screw com-

pressors. The rail bonds arc the Mayer &• Englund "Protected" type.

POWER STATION- AND CAR HOUSE.

In order to reach a satisfactory bank of gravel for ballast, 4,000

ft. of spur track was built in a northerly direction from a point

midway between Sterling and Dixon. Here a deposit of excellent

gravel, having a 25-ft. face, was found and three

acres of land, including the gravel deposit purchased.

.\ 30-ton locomotive and center dump ore cars

were used in distributing the ballast, ^ix inches of

which was placed under the tics and enough dis-

triluilcd on the roadbed to make a u-inch shniiliUr

level with the tops of the tics.

For carrying trolley spans in the cities and the

brackets on the interurban section 35-ft. cedar poles,

set 6 ft. in the ground and brace<l with 36 x 12-in.

breast bl(Kks, arc used, with the exception of those

streets in Dixon that are paved, where steel tubular

jHiles arc used. Poles arc spaced 100 ft. apart on

tangents and 100 ft. or less on curves.

The overhead work in Sterling is of the Ohio

lirass Co's. design and make. Two No. o trolley

wires hung on spans and soldered to type D double

trolley hangers are used. I he .Milwaukee Electric

Kailway & Light Co's. standard trolley fittings, arc

used on the interurban serlioti and in Dixon, sup-

(Kirling .N'o, 00 figure 8 trolley wires. This type of

hangrr is uninsulated, but protection is provided in

span work by inserting two globe strain insulator^

on either side of the trolley Ix-lweeil the hangers and

llie poles, one insulator iH-ing near the hanger and

one near the pole, on r;irh half of the span

VIEW OF OVKRHKAD CURVF. rONSTRUCTION.

I'art of llic trolley wires arc suspended from a y-ft. liexiblc sus-

pension bracket made of angle iron, as illustrated. Two No. 000

figure 8 trolley wires arc suspended upon the bracket span wne

by Milwaukee type hangers, insulation being provided as in the

span work by globe insulators. .Ml poles on curves

and at anchors are provided with strain guys. The

trolley wires have been anchored and the overhead

work guyed at all curves, joints and at the severe

breaks in the grade. General Electric lightning ar-

resters are used for line protection.

In order that the road might be started before

the completion nf the sub-station at Dixon, the

direct current feeders have been installed as fol-

lows: From (he power house to the end of tlu-

No. o city trolley, and the beginning of tbo

No. 000 interurban copper, 500,000-c. 111, stranclcil

copper weather proof cable has been strung on glass

feeder insulators. From here east bare cable is

used. The first section is 2^4 miles of 3.io.oao-c. ni.

copper. The next section, three miles of ,!CK),ooo-c. m..

and the last section which reaches a point about

three miles west of Dixon Jil,(ioo-c. m. in sectional

area.

The power house is a brick building .;j x 160 ft.

in size, with a fire proof partition wall between the

engine and boiler rooms. This building is in the

city of Sterling adjacent to the Chicago & North-

western Ry. and is located on the bank of the Rock River. The

boiler room contains two 300-h.p. Stirling boilers, surmounted by a

•iteel slack exicnrlinp im ft. nlmvc the grates. Water for boiler feed

STANDARD INTERURBAN CAK
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and condensing |inr|ii>si>i i* obtaini'd from the Rock River. One

jo.'<42 in. i8go pallorn Riynolds-Corliss engine is now installed and

iiperating tlie mad. Inil pnivisi<in lias lieen made for a seoind sinii

lar engine.

The engine is belled to a Stanley Electric Mannfactnring Co s

S. K. C. standard si.x-polc, three phase rotary converter nf 300 kw.

capacity. This rotary is run at present as a direct current gen-

erator. The switchboard is of the S. K. C. standard railway type

erty is shown in one of the engravings. The rolling stock of the

road consists of four internrhan cars bnilt by the St. Louis Car Co..

and fitted with four G. E. 70 motors and Qiristensen air brakes.

Ibere are also six single truck cars for city service and one double

truck motor car for baggage and general use.

Hourly service is maintained between Sterling and IJi.xon with

two cars, which permits a lay over of about ten minutes at each

end. Local service of fifteen minutes headway is given by two

VIEW OF FAKMINC COrXTRV FROM lOlNTV LINK HIM..

having one direct current machine panel and one two-circuit feeder

panel with 1,000-ampere quick break switches.

The entire line is fed directly from the power house through the

trolley and direct current feeders as described, but a General Elec-

tric 500-kw., three bearing, double current generator, together with

the necessary transformers, is now on the ground and will be

installed in place of the present machine. The present S. K. C.

rotary converter which is now being used as a generator at the

power house will then be moved to Di.xon where a suitalile build-

ing ii beiuR titled up as a sub-station. Three No. 4 hard drawn

RIGHT OF W.W .\Nn .\1)J.\(ENT HIGHWAY.

copper wires have been provided fnr feeding this sulj-slation from

the alternating current sjtU. of the dnulile i-nrrcnl lienc-ratur which

is to be installed.

The car barn and shop building is of brick and of similar con-

struction to the power house. It is 160 ft. long by 40 ft. wide, having

one pit and two storage tracks. The entire front of the building

is protected by Kinnear rolling steel doors. At the rear of the

barn arc the repair room and office of the Superintendent of the

road. The railway company's property between the car barn and the

Rock River has been graded and so cared for as to present a pleas-

ing view to the public and to passing railroad trains. .X view of

the Rock River as seen from this part of the electric railway prop-

single truck cars in each city. .-X fare of 25 cents is charged for

the ride between Sterling and Dixon. Six tickets for 25 cents are

sold for the city lines.

The owners of the Sterling, Dixon & Eastern Electric Railway

have during the past year and a half, obtained a gas franchise in

Dixon and built a very efficient and complete gas generating plant

and laid the necessary pipes to supply the city. Both properties

are managed from the same office.

The organization of the Sterling, Dixon & Eastern Electric Rail-

way Co. is as follows: John I. Beggs, president; John H. Van

Dyke, Jr., secretary and treasurer: H. C. Higgins, vice-president

and manager.

Mr. H. C. Higgins formerly of Wisconsin, and now of Dixon.

111., promoted this enterprise, secured its right of way and fran-

chise, and built the Sterling end. including the building and equip-

ping of the power house and car-liarn, before interesting other cap-

ital with him, and is temporarily managing the property.

The interurban line and the city line in Dixon were built ac-

cording to the plans of the Columbia Construction Co.. which was

also the general contractor for the entire construction and e(|uip-

ment of this part of the system.

The line commenced operation in May, 1904. and has since en-

joyed a very satisfactory business.

< • »

New Park for Citizens Street Railway Co. of

Vincennes, Ind.

The Citizens Street Railway Co., of Vincennes, Ind.. has leased

for a period of six years the fair grounds of the Knox County Fair

.\ssociation with a view of installing a modern, up lo-dnte park.

The company has a double track to these grounds and expects to

increase its transportation facilities and make out of the pa.'k such

a pleasure resort as will double or treble its present receipts there-

from. On special days the company has handled as many as 11,000

people to and from this park, but it will increase its facilities to such

an extent as to amply care for any additional patronage possible.

It is stated a dancing platform will tie erected and arr-iugements

will be made with various amusement companies for mam other at-

tractions.

-•-•

Plans have been submitted by an electrical engineer of the South-

ern Pacific Co. for the conversion of the ferry steam roads and the

Southern Pacific narrow gage line as far south as San Jose, Ca!.,

into electric roads, together with estimates of cost for construction

and the cost of obtaining electric power.



The St. Gall-Speicher-Trogen Electric Railway.

BY s. HEKZOC.

Thia railway which \va> recently consiriicicd by the Ocrlikon

cumpaiiy is driven hy direct current obtained thrunRli transformers

and coiuerters from the three-phase lo.ooo-volt supply coming from

the Kuhclwerk. The transforming and converting lakes place in a

sub-station situated close to the terminus and car barns of the rail-

way in Speichcr. The ground floor of the sub-station is occupied

by the converter room, the main switching room and the transformer

riKim. The second story contains the second switching room and

the basement is used for a storage battery. The current from Kubcl-

Hcrk is stepped down in the transformer room to J,CXX> volts by

niear* of three transformer^ of 150 kw capacity each. I'wo of

and generate i,ii amperes at Soo \oli>. I'lu- aniiatiirc is 745 unii.

in diameter and ,yo mm. long and has 95 slots. The conductors

consist of copper band. The commutator has a diameter of 400

nuu. and is made up of 2S5 segments. There are four field coils

'•ach consisting of 4,.?50 turns and these coils are joined iu scries,

i'lic efficiency of the direct current machines is 91 per cent at full

load and 8" per cent at half load.

The storage battery consists of 400 cells and has a capacity of iy8

ampere-hours. The glass vessels containing the plates arc mounted

upon stands made of inpregnated wood and these stands are insu-

lated from the earlh 1)>' c^ln^s insulators The battery is diviScd into

PF.l'OT .\T SPEK HER. S\MT/EKI..\ Ml.

thcAC transformers supply the current reipnreil for ilu- tramway and

the third transformer is used for lighting purposes The three

transformers are arranged fo as to be used interchangeably. Each

of the two converter groups in the generating room consists of a

high tension induction inolor coupled by means of an insulated

llexihie coupling to a direct current shunt dynamo. The three-

phaic motors arc of the Ocrlikon type, N'o. .1067, and r>pcratc at

J.000 volts, 50 allrrnalinnii. They have a capacity of i.ss h. p. anil

run at a speed of 4Q0 r.p.m.

The ilator core ha« a liorc </X) mm. in rliamcler and is 325 mm
long. It \i provided with 144 sIol«, each slot holding IS conductors

The rotor is Rf^ mm. in diameter and has iHo slots, each slot car

rying a conductor tiuill up of five bare cop|HT wires. In these

inoion the primary windings are upon the slator and the induced

current i« carried by the rotor. The eflTicieiicy of the motors is 01

l<cr cent with a power factor of JW aii<l Hy per cert with a power

factor of J?.

The direct current dynamo* ar/r of the name make as the motors

two halves of -ix) cells each which jre conuectc-d in series for the

purpose of charging.

The .secondary terminals of tb<' tiansforniers are jriiiicd through

leads provided with fuses to (he bus bars, the latter being controlled

by high tension switches in the switching room below. .\ voltmctei

is coimcclcd to (he circuit before it reaches the switch and on the

other side of the switch is connected an annneler with current

Iransformer. Each of the motor panels, one of which is in reserve

for a future motor, carries an animetcr. the lever of the high ten

sion switch and the hand wheel wliicli operates the starling box

The high tension switch, high (elision bus bars and high tension

fuses in the switching room are scparalcd from (he res( of (be ap

|iara(us by a |)arli(ioii of pcrffiraled metal. The starting box in

the rotor circuit serves both as a regulator ;ind as a switch. After

short circniling (ho rotor while (he motor is ruiiniug, anil lifting the

brushes, the starting box is cul out llie direct curiciU leads pass

to (he bus bars from which the battery circuit and trolley wire cir-

cuit branch off. and are provided with an ammeter, voltmeter. «
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hand and aiitomaiic switch and fuses. The exciter circuit of each

dynamo contains a regulating resistance fitted with a carbon break
and also a circuit connecting piece.

The battery current is controlled by two hand regulators, a bat-

tery switch and a battery change-over switch, the latter serving to

connect the two halves of the battery in series or in parallel. The
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starting the niomentiiiii of the car would be sufticieiU to caro' 't

past the break, because in addition to the low speed consequent upon

the low pressure of 550 volts the current must be shut off about 400

mm. in front of the section insulators which occupy a little over a

have no soldered fastening but arc connected In a loop :nul twist

joint. There arc two phophor bronze teleplione wires carried on

the poles and these are transposed every 300 meters. Telephones

are installed alons the lines and in the baggage compartment of

KXTKRIliK OF CmNVKKTKK M.MUlN.

meter. To overcome this difticulty a branch wire is taken oflf from

the 800-volt side and is carried parallel to the St. Gall trolley wire

for a distance of too meters, going over the siding. If the ear on

the ascent has to stop at this siding its trolley is shifted over to the

branch wire so that its motors start up with 800 volts. On the dcsceni

SWITIHINO KOUM ON HkhT KUKIK.

toward Si. <Jall the trolley i^ not changed over as the car gains

sufficient impelu* from the grade to carry it across the junction

The two trolley wires arc connected logclher every 200 meters ni

order tt> criualize the drop in vullage between them Klrven lightning

arreHer* arc placed at intervals along the line.

Within the cities tubular iron poles arc used and in the country

wooden poles innrrgnatrd with copper <.ulphate. The span wires

each car su thai the trains are in lelepliunic comnuniicaliun with the

^tations and with one another. Ihe return circuit is carried by llu'

rails which are bonded with cupper bonds.

The rolling slock consists of <loiible truck motor cars for pas-

sengers, single truck motor cars lor baggage, passenger trailers and

baggage trailers. The bogie trucks are built with side frames of

pressed sheet steel secured by rivets and connecting plates to angle

iron cross-bars. Spiral springs arc placed between the frames and

the axle bo.xcs. I-'rom the side frames are swung the plate springs

wliicb carry Ibe bolster which is guided between two cross bars.

VItU nl I.INI. .\l .11 MTII'N 'II 500-V(llT \MiO"U\ Ml. lll>.

The cars .ire furnished with Irauvcrse seals built with wooden

slats and each car contains three comparlments, two for passengers

and one for baggage. The latter are filled with folding seals .iml

Ibe entrances to the cars arc closed with sliding doors.

I':ach wheel of the double truck cars is acted upon by coinbiiu-d

band and air brakes. A compressor for the air brakes is operale.l

by a toothed wheel gear from on.- nf ibe axles. There are also
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eight sand jets worked by compressed air. Motors were chosen

of a size to give a speed of from 13 to 14 km. per hour on the

Ml lamps, each scries containing seven lamps, five of which burn

>iinnllaneoiisly. In order to adapt the system of lamps to either of

t 50-

J* T
I'ftfO ^ '_ ma a: 3%

CROSS SKITION OK RO.VDW.W. U'l-MENSIONS IN .METERS.)

steepest grades and 25 km. per hour on the level. Each motor car

is provided with four 25-h.p. motors of the Oerlikon type. These
motors are built with closed cast iron magnet frames

to which the laminated iron pole pieces arc screwed

The two halves of the frames are hinged together

and can be easily opened and the armature readily

changed. The motor hearings are lubricated by

means of oil rings and the a.\lc bearings by felt

strips. The current is collected by means of four

carbon brushes and holes are provided in the upper

part of the case of the frame to permit the commu-
tator to be inspected when the motors arc in posi-

tion under the car.

The series parallel system oi control is used. 1-or

slow speeds and for starting the motors are used in

series ; for high speeds and heav\- loads they arc

used in parallel. The same controller provides for

both the forward and backward motion of the car.

There are four different points for the series con

nections, six for the parallel connections and si.\ foi

breaking. In the motorman's cab arc mounted an

automatic switch with Iilowout coil in addition to

the necessary fuses and lightning arresters. The

cars arc heated by electricity, there being iS beater-.

which may be regulated for three degrees of heal

corresponding to consumptions of 1.200, 2.400 and

3,600 watts. Sockets and plugs are provided for

coupling the heating and lighting circuits of the

trailers.

The ligblioK <>l llu- cars is provided by Iwo series

the two working pressures a change-over switch is provided which

operates automatically in passing from one trolley wire to an<ither.

ST.WD.VKD I'.\SSE.NGER MOTOR t'.VR.

FREIGHT .MOTOR CAk.

tbis'swilcli serves lo put in or cut out a resistance in series with the

lamps.

The single truck passenger trailers are also built with tranverse

scats and have enclosed platforms, each provided with one side

entrance. .Ml motor cars are built to carry five tons and the axles

arc permitted sufficient play, both longitudinal and transverse, to

enable the cars to take curves of 15 meters radius, I'he electrical

eipiipmcnt of the trailers consists of the two coupling sockets previ-

ously mentioned, six lamps with a throw-over switch for the two

working pressures and four heaters which can be regulated to

work at 500, 1,000 and 1,500 watts. The baggage cars are equipped

with two 40-h.p. motors, but are otherwise similar in their electrical

equipment to the passenger cars. .Ml of the passenger cars are

provided with two trolleys, the one in the rear always being used,

i'he baggage cars have only one trolley.

This road has a gage of i meter and its length is 9.7 km. Tlie

length of its own track is g.36 km. and the difference in these two

lengths corresponds to the length of the St. Gall city line over

which these cars rim.

The steepest grades occurring on ihe line arc one of 7.5 per cent

for a distance of 4S meters, one of 7.4 per cent for a distance of 50

meters and one of 7.3 per cent for di.stance of 100 meters.

The roadbed consists of a layer of broken stone blocks 30 cm
deep upon which is 25 cm. of gravel filling. The total depth of

the roadbed therefore is 55 cm. The line is paved at all sidings and

.stations, drainage pipes are placed at right angles to and under-
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neath the rails every 50 meters, and these empty into the road ditches

or into neighboring drains. At one point on the line a cut was

necessary which measured about 100 meters in length, 845 meters

in breadth, and had a maximum depth of 8.J meters. .\ stone bridge-

was also built fur this line which has a span of 16 meters and which

crosses the Sacglibach, a stream flowing between Spcichcr and Tro-

gen. The smallest radius of curvature on this line is 25 meters, but

the cars pass over curves of 15 meters radius on the city line in St.

Gall. The rails are 12 meters long and have a weight of 42.8 kg.

per meter. Distance rods of round iron are provided in the number

of si.v to each rail length on tangents and seven per rail length on

curi'es. The sidings branch off the line in the country at an angle

of I to 6 and at the stations i to 4. The switch points are con-

trolled along the country line by springs and at the stations some

arc controlled by springs and some by weights.

The car barns in Spcicher are provided with four tracks and a

repair shop. The building is of wooden frame with stone filling

and covers an area of 4X0 sq. meters. Roth Si>eicher and Trogen

have well eipiipped jia^^enger stations, these buildings having lirick

foundations with super^tructurl•s of stone.

The Growth of an Electric Railway.— IV.

BV U E. COULD.

Car Barn and Shops.

If possible the car barns and shops should be located luav llic

power station. .Ml buildings should be fire-proof and as an added

safeguard, the storage tracks be given sufficient grade toward the

doors of the barn that in case of fire the brakes may be thrown

off and the cars thus drift unhelped from the burning structure.

In case the shops are placed in the same building with the storage,

wash, paint and other tracks, a fire wall must intervene. Offices

may be located over part of the shops and thus additional floor

space be gained.

The design of such structure will confjrm necessarily to the type

of equipment to be served, hence none but a general statement

can be made here concerning car barn, machine shop, etc. In or-

der that the cost of machine work for the power house construc-

tion, and in fact all construction, may be greatly lessened, the

machine .shop should be built and equipped in advance of other

work, thus saving not only the charges for hiring machine work

done, but the time lost while such repairs are being made.

N'o matter what the size of our road may be, some kind of auto-

matic block signal system more or less expensive, in harmony witli

other costs, should be installed. Whde powerful head lights and

double tracking of curves do indeed greatly lessen the element of

danger from collisions, still these are ineffective in a fog or snow

storm. The electric roads run more trains and at equal and faster

speeds over poorer tracks than their steam competitors, but still

many managers speak of block signals as luxuries, and yet many

others would say that "had a block signal system been installed

before such and such a collision which we experienced happened,

the costs of the one accident would have more than paid for the

signal system."

Local conditions will serve as the best guide for placing wailing

r<x)ms and platforms.

Here follow detailed estimates for the cost rif construction of a

sixty-one mile electric inlerurban railway

;

Kslimate.

,MI Quantities Figured per Mile

Roadlied.

cu. yd. earthwork at .... els, per yd. .

,

cu. yd. rock at .... els. per yd

acres grubbing and cleaning at .... per acre

640 rods wire fencing at .... per rod

Pilic culverts

Masonry—bridges and culverts

Wooden and steel bridge* ,

I lighway and farm crossings ...

I.and for right of way

Cattle guards

The above quantities \ary so greatly with local cuiiditions that no

attempt at detail prices is made.

Track.

1 10 tuns 70-lb. A. S. C. H Sec. 60 ft. I'-rail at $35 $3,850.00

176 rail joints at $1.60 each 281.60

J.640 ties, cedar, 8 ft. -x 6 x 6 in., at .55 each 1.452.00

.(O kegs spikes, 9-16 x 5!/ in., at $4 per keg 120.00

360 bonds, N'o. 0000 copper, .62 each (placed) 223.20

10 cross bonds, at $1 each (placed) 10.00

1.800 cu. yd. gravel ballast, at .60 per yd 1,080.00

Sub-delivery of material 300.00

Special work (average per mile I 100.00

Labor laying track 1,000.00

I'ota! track iht uule $8,416.80

Irolley.

50 pules 35 fl., cedar, 8-iii. tops, at $7.50 each (placed) $ 375-00

50 brackets, flexible suspension, at $2.25 each 112.50

200 bolts for br.ickets, "/^ x 12 in., at .06 each 12.00

50 eye-bolts, I ^ x 14 in., at .08 each 4.00

125 globe strain insulators, at .25 each 31-25

100 hangers, uninsulated, at - 10 each lo.oo

20 pull-overs, S. C. double trolley, at .60 each 12.00

6 pull-overs, U. C. double trolley, at .65 each 3.90

8 anchor bars, at .40 each 3.20

i.SO mechanical ears, at .20 each 30.00

3 splicing clamps, at $1.00 each 3.00

2,500 ft. span wire '/4-in., 7-strand galv., at $6. .so per M 16.25

500 ft. span wire, s-i6-in, 7-span galv., at $10.00 per M 5.00

2 miles No. 0000 figiire-8 trolley wire, 6775 lb., at ,15 1,016,25

20 anchor rods, at ,50 each 10.00

20 track ties for anchors, at .50 each 10.00

Delivery 25.00

Labor on trolley and anchors 170.00

Total trolley per iiiiK- $1,849.35

Direct Current I'ceders.

Oo cross arms standard 2-piii, at .25 each $ 15 (hi

60 pins standard wooden, at ,05 each 3,(X)

(X) bolts
; J X 16 in., at .08 each 4,80

60 insulators, heavy feeder type, at .25 each 15 00

60 .sets cross arm braces, complete, at .20 per set 12.00

I'eed wire bare copper avg. 6,650 lb. per mile, at ,15 997.50

L.ibor on feed wire go.oo

Delivery 30.00

Total d. feede per mile $1,167.30

High Tension I'eetlers.

00 cross arms i'/i x ^'/i x 60 in., at .50 each $ 3o.<ki

50 pole top bands, at .20 each 10.00

170 pins and bases, at .13 each 22.10

170 insulators, 30,000-volt type, at .40 each (>8(X)

60 bolts, '/j X 14 ill., at .07 each 4.2<i

60 pair cross arm braces, complete, at .25 a pair 15.00

Labor on high tension line 100.00

3 miles copper wire. No. 4 hard <lrawii 2,002 lb., at .15 300.30

Tie wire, 40-lli., N". 6, hard ihauii copper, at .15 6.00

Total li. I. feeders per mile

I eleplicine .System,

60 cross arms, 4-pin standard, at .30

240 pins locust, at .03 each

240 class insulators, at .04 each

(10 pair cross arm braces, complete, at .20

4 miles No. 8 galvanized iron wire at $15.00 per mile.

20 telephone sets in place, at $20 each— f)0 miles

Labor on telephone line

60 cross arm bolts, 'A x 16 in., at (>8 each

.SSS-Go

18. (K)

7.20

i>.0o

12.00

^)f).00

1-.15

50.00

4.8<.>

Total per mile. .$ 162.0S

.\pproximatc total roadbed per mile $5,aoo.oo

I'tHMT .Slatioll.

Minlilings and foundations $i.|,(hx)

Three 45okw. gencralor sets, at $16,500 49i50<J
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900-h. p. water tube boilers, erected 10,350

Condensing plant, feed pumps and heaters 14.000

.Vutomatic stokers 4,000

Boiler settings and stack 4,000

Piping 6,500

Fuel and ash handling apparatus 8,500

I motor-driven exciter set 1, 100

Additional cost to battery fur exciting purposes 1.500

~ step-up transformers 20O-k\v 8,400

Switchboards and lightning protection 4,000

Overhead crane 3.500

Cables, wiring and erection 9,000

$138,350

Cost per kw $ ioj.47

Cost per mile of track j,j68.oo

Estimate assumes ihal material can be bmuKbt to pnwer Inmsc on

Sub- Stations.

3 buildings, at $3,000 each $ 9,000

1,025 l<"'. rotary apparatus, complete, at $40 per kw 41,000

4 batteries. 975 amperes, complete, at $45 per ampere 43.875

Tutal sub-stations $93,875

Car Ham.

Car barn, 35 ft. x 1 10 ft $ 3.500

Car barn and machine shop. 100 ft. x 200 fl. (e'luipped ) 26,500

IDlal car barns $30,000

Ca rs.

8 standard cars, at $8,000 each $04,000

I snow plow and freight mulor. complete 5.500

$69,500

,...$250

Hlock Signal Sy>teni.

.\muniatic seinapliore system, placed

Total Costs.

Roadbed, approximate ? 3'7>200

Track (61 miles ) 5 '3.424

Trolley (61 miles) 112,810

Direct current feeders (55 miles ) 64,201

High tension feeders (41 miles) • 22,780

Telephone .system (61 miles) 9.940

Power house 138.350

Sub-stations 93.875

Car barns 30,000

Rolling stock 69,500

l^iigineering and ^u])crintentlencc 60,000

0)nlingent fund 65,000

Hlock signal system 13.000

Total Ky co>l $1,510,080

Cost per mile of track. $24,755.40.

< I »

Transit Tidings Prize Jingles.

Sometime ago reference was made to the prizes offered by Tran-

sit Tidings, the publication of the United Kailroads of San Fran-

cisco, for the best jingle embodying the primary rules to be ob-

served by passengers. A number of the verses awarded prizes ap-

pear below

:

Rule I.

When you pay your nickel.

Get your transfer then

;

If you don't the chances arc.

You'll have to pay again.

If a transfer you would make.

If a transfer you would take.

Get a transfer then and there.

When you pay your nickel fare

;

When you pay your nickel fare.

Get a transfer then and there.

Rule II.

Take a seat, or take a strap.

If mider five, please take a lap.

And never block the door, old chap,

Nor on the platform take a nap.

Rule III.

There was a young fellow named Hectory.

Who jumped on a car while 't was going;

His name isn't in the new directory.

On the dark river Styx he is rowing.

Rule IV.

Don't (piarrcl with ibe conductor

Or with the motorman.

To live at peace with every one

Is far the l)eller plan.

Night I.iglit ti)r Traclv Work.

The accompanying sketch shows the details of the methods used

by the track department of the Coimecticut Railway & Lighting Co.

for lighting the tracks at night when any kind of track or street

work is to be carried on.

On lines where span construction has been used, the scheme is

to attach two wooden insulator blocks to the span wires, and from

them, between two spans, a Xo. 10 bare wire is suspended, this

wire between the blocks being tapped into the trolley wire at one

banger. The wire to the lights is suspended from a small bell-

cord wheel which runs upon the bare wire just mentioned and

acts as a trolley when the lights are moved. This arrangement

permits of moving the lights over a very large territory. When
the arrangement is once in place, it becomes unnecessary to dis-

lurb the ligljls except to remove them to better point of vantage in

/vj, S^OCH

if^/^v Scjf^t*-

IIJNNECTIO.VS FOR I.KMITI NC.

light di^lrillUtioll, The p:is-.age of cars is not hindere<l in the least,

which feature especially conunends the arrangement. The ground

connection is tnadc through a special form of clamp which is at-

tached to the base of the rail.

For temporary service it is the |)ractice to secure cmreni fr>r llio

lights from the trolley wire by fishpolc connection, the pole beinj;

jointed, aiul when not in use is in very compact form.

The fishpolc is also used on suburban lines having bracket con-

struction and where the work remains open along highways, the

lights are used all night when connected as shown in the diagram,

thus doing away with the necessity for watchmen and the annoyance

due to the stealing of ordinary lanterns.

» « »

There is a rumor afloat that the Michigan Central R. R. will

change its Battle Creek and Sturgis branch to an electric line.

The Ft. Wayne & Springtield Railway Co. will soon equip its

road with the new Westinghouse single phase alternating current

.system. It is said that this road will be the second in the country

to use the new system.



Piping and Power Station Systems. I.

8V WILLIAM L. MllKKIS, M. E.

Inferior Pipe Work.

riic first cliaptcr al tin's work will be dcvotcii to the origin and

ri-ults of improper piping, •.iiul will also explain tiic necessity of

lietier piping svslinis and snggost methods of securing better pipe

work nnd piping sxslems by employing different methods in en-

Kineering ollices. The chief requisite in pipe work engineering is

\o so desigi: as lit permit of repairs to or a shnt-dowii of disabled

lines without interfering with tile regular service of the plant. There

.Tre hut few requirements to insure continuous operation, hut these

few must he very carefully considereil and well safe-guarded, for

no matter how careful the station attendant may ho he cannot fore-

see every possible difficulty. It is only by experience with trouble

that we learn to keep out of it, and it is fiKilish to assume that any

man has experienced every difficulty and mishap that is possible in

a steam plant so that by careful inspection he could a\ert any pos-

^ible difficulty that might arise.

Moreover, a plant should not be laid out with a system that ne

cessitates repairs after the plant is shut down, say between i a. m
and 5 a. m.. for it is not reasonable to expect an operating man to

take much interest in his station work as he must work night and

ilay t" keep the plant in good order. If a plant is to be well kepi

up it must be so designed that repairs can be made whenever tin-

chief can find spare help to do the work ; this may happen at lo

a. m. one day and possibly 3 p. m. the next day. Repairs that can be

made only at certain hours cause such disturbance in the gener;d

organization of the men that it takes a day or two before matters

fall back into their regular routine .igain. This disturbance of regu-

lar duties means increased expense and it discourages the men, an<l

after a time the station will show conspicuously that it is run down.

The first to receive the blame for this is the operator, whereas in

reality it should fall upon the designer. .\ny station manager who
has found it necessary to make repeated changes in station oper

ators, who has paid fair salaries and who has failed lo obtain sat-

isfactory results, can blame the entire difficulty to fault) design. .\

station operator very naturally objects to leaving his home at i

o'clock in the morning to make some slight repair in order to keep

his station in a neat condition. His incentive when he makes night

repairs arises iritm fear, not pride ; fear of a mishap that may affect

the sum he receives in his pay envelope. What a strong contrast is

exhibited between a neat, well kept plant an<l a dirty delapidaled

lofiking one! If we visit the former we are informed by the chief

sitting at his riesk. possibly studying his station records, that every-

thing is running beautifully, and upon making a tri|i through the

plant we may note that an intelligent looking assistant i^ making

•.omc joints on a steam line, and in the boiler room the fireman is

placing packing in one of the reserve pumps. The general appear

ance of these men is neat and they are attending cheerfully to

their work.

In the delapidatefl ...tation we find steam blowing everywhere and

a dirty looking, tired out man getting up from an old box just long

enriugh I.) fill the oil cups or throw some coal into the furnace and

then sitting down again. Off in a corner we find the chief taking

a nap. for he says, "I was up most of the night trying lo make a

joiat in that old steam line." When asked how things are running,

he will say, "the old station is going to pieces; we have all kinds o(

trouble."

In the first ca>e the men arc all working, they appear intelligent

and cheerful, and everything is running snuKilhly. In the other case

no one seems to be working, the men lake no interest in their work

and the utation has become delapidated. The fault lies in the design

of the «lalion. Consrientious capable men arc in demand and they

•elect iheir )Nii>ilion«. None of them wants to come back niglils

and work on a dirty hot job. The result is that good men canmil

)« obtained for p'xirly designed plants, and consciiuently such

plants run down for the lack of intelligent care by men who take an

niicrest in iheir work. I'lie first cost of making ample provisions

lor all contingencies will amount to so many dollars and will

readily be appreciated by the purchaser. But why, if an engineer

is familiar with station operation, does he allow the purchaser to

see only the initial cost? If he cannot succeed in persuading the

purchaser to abandon a design which would necessitate night re-

pairs, it would be better for the engineer not to be identified with

ihe undertaking. When an engineer loses control of nil tindcrlaking

and is constraiiicil lo accept details which lie kn.iw~ :nc wrong, it

is far better for him and for his reputation as a designer lo go 011

record as opposing the design and to relinquish all connection with

the work. Instead of being known as the engineer who designed

the monstrosity, lie had better he known .'is the engineer who re-

fused to do so.

Unfortunately, the cause of llic ijrcatcr part of inferior station

liipe work can lie traced directly to the engineers themselves. There

is no other portion of station work that affords the engineer a simi-

lar oppiirliiiiity of showing his knowledge of station requirement,

111 me that requires as iiiuch time to properly design, ami none that is

more certain lo develop the station into a run-down, expensive

plant lo operate, or the reverse. The piping and piping system and

llie electrical wiring are Ihe only features in power station design

lliat really require extensive engineering knowledge. The machines

required are designed by their builders for given capacities, and if

the piping and piping system arc not properly cared for by the

engineer he fails to do that work which is purely his. In other

words, Ihe engineer is either incapable or else he is conducting his

engineering office on a purely commercial basis and puts as little

time and care intci Ihe project as is possible. A system of paying

for engineering knowledge according to the amount of money a

man can spend is certainly far from an equitable basis. The en-

liiiK'cr must then make some show for his money, lie will pos-

sibly resort to a display of inexpensive drawings ami allow the

builders to furnish the decorative features of tlie plain. The piping

drawings must be prepared so as lo let Ihe contract in two weeks,

and they are therefore turned over to a ilraflsmaii. The percentage

system is wrong; but ii is in vogue and will unquestionably remain

in vogue for some tinie. RiU some better method of designing pipe

work is badly needed, and already steps in the right direction are

being taken, for we can find men in the large piping eslablislinieiils

who arc now making a special sludy of piping detail" .iinl ulm

design new details which lake the place of those fiirnislud by the

engineers. Tin- shop drawings have dimensions center lo face,

flange, leniplales. etc., all of which are slandard in each particular

-bop.

As il is necessary for filters lo in,-d<e llu-e dii.tiU. lliis lael sug-

^jesls .1 method of letting eonlracls fur pipe wnrks. The method is

line that would enable engineers lo lei eimlracts for piping with the

least possible expenditure of labor, altlumgli it entails more lime for

ilrafling on Ihe pari of (he filler; bill Ihe saving effected in pipe

work detail deleriniiied by llie filler rather than by Ihe engineer

will more than compensate for llie extra cost iif ilrafling. l''.acli

shop knows best that style nf work for which il is ln-sl filled, and

what il can conslruci most ecoiinmically. and by allowing llie fitters

lo take advantage of these econnniies lliey can make Icnver estimates

for Ihe ciimpleled work even tliongh they arc compelled to furnish

detail ilrawings. The details will be siibiecl lo llie approval of llie

engineer in the same w:iy :is \\iili ^inuliM .il ili-l.iiK. The engineer

should ask the fitters lo furnish all pipe suppnrls and special feat-

ures, such as steam gages, safety valves, etc.. as well as pipe cover-

ing, as the engineer would not have any details to show these.

The engineer should specify eilliei tin- iii.ike cir Ihe slyU- of llic

i.dies, fillings, pipe, etc., for each sysleni, lie should also furnish

ilrawings >liiiwing llie location of the boilers, engines, pumps, ile ,

and well-fleveloprd .'nifl coniplele slalloii rliagrams as will be simwu
in a future chapter. The piinips should be located to conform to ihe
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diagram (if 'elation piping as far as possible. In short, tlic engineer

would develop llie entire piping system, determine sizes and nnm-
l)er of parts, hut allow tlic pipe contractor to determine the exact

location of lino and brandies, as well as tlic supports; a class of

work that \ery few engineers are sufficiently posted on or wish to

take the time to do well. Instead of the engineer laying out pipe

details that will be redesigned by the fitter, he will save expense

Imth to himself and to his client by confining his efTorts to design-

ing the station system and to obtaining bids from those titters who
arc known to have piping engineers who can jiroperly detail piping

The result of this method of handling the ci implex pruhlems in-

volved in pipe work will be that the engineer would give his entire

time and study to the station system, a class of work for which lit-

is best suited, and the piping contractor will use more time and

skill in planning the different lines and details than the engineer

would lie able or willing to devote to it. The work when completed

would cost les^ money and would be more creditable to all con-

cerned than if all the details devolved upon the engineer. The pipe

contractor of today is no longer the petty contractor iif former

years. His contract runs into large tigures and he employs the high-

est skilled labor to expedite his work. His erecting labor is very

high-priced and he can readily .save the expense of a capable piping

engineer by simplifying his field work, (hough in many cases it

would slightly increase the cost of shop work, on account of the

practical details that a purely office man never learns. Structural

iron shops have employed this method of redesigning work to such

an extent that power station engineers do not even attempt to detail

steel work, but give general requirements to steel contractors aiul

allow them to make their details after receiving the contract, and

then submit them to the engineer for his approval. In the case of

an extremely large undertaking an engineer will sometimes engage

a structural engineer to design and detail the work, but will keep

him only while he has a large amount of such work on hand. He
cannot afford to retain a specialist after the work is designed and
the specialist cannot afford to undertake such temporary work.

The result is that the specialists of ability are found with the man-
ufacturers, not with the engineers.

The power station engineer is virtually the assembly engineer

and his training has been that of an examiner and a judge. He i>

not a 'specialist in any line of manufacture and when he undertake

such work it is very much in the nature of an experiment. Some
years ago the engineers designed the boilers, not because thej' were

specially fitted for this work, but because the boiler business had

not developed to such an extent that the manufacturers required

skilled boiler designers in their employ. But this is no longer the

case. Manufacturers now employ engineers who make a specialty

of boiler designing and the power station engineers make no attempt

to design boilers. The same will be the case with pipe work and it

will uudoubtcdfy be but a short time before piping details will be

developed by the manufacturer and not by the power station en-

gineer. \ot until then will w'e find good serviceable pipe work in-

stalled in the various plants under construction.

The introduction of piping system diagrams, and the letting of

contracts based upon them, will be the first move toward developing

this method. It will then devolve upon the iJiping contractor tu

design the details and he will no longer be able to evade the re-

sponsibility of bad pipe work design. His reputation will then de-

pend upon his design a> well as upon his workmanship. To pro-

tect himself he will be compelled to design his work more thoroughly

than it could or would be done by the power station engineer. As
previously stated the practice of relegating the details of pipe work
to the fitter is in no way detrimental to the engineer or to the

liurchaser. The engineer could then devote his time to the system,

which is generally overlooked; the fitter would lay out a neater and

more reliable job and one costing less money to construct; when
completed there will be more to show for the labor expended than

by the nresent method of indifferent, incompetent or hasty work
laid out by the power station engineer. Instead of making a study

of how to connect flanges to pipe, the engineer should devote his

thought and study to systems, as for the system alone will he he

held responsible. The contractor will nssume the responsibility of

how to attach flanges to pipe and il will have lo be done his way if

he does assume the responsibility. \n engineer must not e.xpect to

hold a contractor responsible for his own notions in regard to cer-

tain details. If a contractor is to be held responsible for results

he must be permitted lo use such details as he knows will accom-

plish what is demanded of him.

In inviting bids it is not necessary to state what details the man-

ufacturer shall use, but is advisable to ask him to state the details

he is supposed to furnish. 'Ihis can be clearly outlined in specifica-

tions, using a loose data sheet for the bidder lo fill in, covering such

information as the engineer wishes to obtain. If such a system re-

tpiircd additional labor on the part of the engineer, or cost more
money, or was less effective, the engineer would undoubtedly con-

tinue to design his own pipe details. liut since the engineer and his

clients have much to gain and virtually nothing to lose through the

method here outlined, it should not require much argument to pifivc

the (Iciraliility of this method becoming common practice.

Pipin;; Diagrams.

This chapter will lie devoted to the laying out ol piping diagrams,

the first move necessary lo determine the equipment required for

a power station. It will further be shown that lo determine sizes of

machinery, boilers, etc., before the jiipe system is laid out is wholly

wrong, and that by so doing there can be no defined .system but

merely the connecting of a hole in a boiler with a hole in an engine

.Mmost any novice is able to say, "we shall want so many units of a

^
^[^M-y]^ [^f=(_J

certain size and so many oilur units of another size." lUil \\h\

hould \vc expect systematic results from a mere guess? When
the question arises how to determine the machinery for a plant,

shall we find a well conceived system laid out to determine it? Un
•'urdinalely for all concerneii the almost universal method is to order

the machinery by rule of thumb, and then turn the piping work over
to nimost anybody in the office that can make the drawings and never
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cveii stop lo think about what system Is to bo used. In tact, it the

<|ue$tion be asked in nine out of every ten engineering oflices, what

their system is of connecting up tlie apparatus, they would most

certainly hesitate before endeavoring to make an answer. Wlien

referring to piping we invariably hear the expression, "boilers con-

necte<! up 50 and so," and the same with other apparatus. Ihc

thought is wrong, and not until "piping" is recogniycd as the sys-

tails that require decision before writing speciticatioiis lor apparatus.

-Some of the coimections shown on the diagrams may appeal to tlic

reader as being rather unusual : the fact that they appear so is the

desired demonstration of the value of the diagram. .\ full compre-

hension of the entire problem is possible at a very early stage, by

making a di.igram at the beginning of the work. Dimensions of

apparatus, as well a-- pipe lines, can lu- dttermincd in tlie early stages

tcm of the station and given first consirleratinn, will we find better

or more reliable installations.

The diagrams illustrated indicate a form of drawing which is

<|uick to make and readily understood. The relative location of

apparatus may be different from the diagram, but Ihc connections,

etc., would be brought to the same relative point as shown. The

diagram should be the first drawing made of the station, and after

determining Ihc system the proper number and size of units can be

established. The diagram of all station piping should be framed

and placed in a conspicuous place, so station attendants will become

of the work, rwoiding Ihc dilTiculties occasioned by altering specifica-

tions after Ihe work is let. It mailers not how small the under-

taking may be, the diagram will save time in many ways. If it be

at all possible, all lines should be on Ihe one diagram. .'\ very prac-

tical method is to use a heavy paper that will stand considerable

erasing, and lay out the different lines, machines, etc., free hand,

making the diagram on a large sheet—say 24 x .36 in.—so thai

plenty of room will be afforded for notes, dimensions, etc. When
ever any clianges arc found necessary in placing orders for appar.i

ni~. Ilie ili.igr:ini ^linidd be changed and brought up to dale.
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-union sy^ulll is 1(1 l)c, and he should demand a diagram and li-arii

what he is receiving. If the -system is not provided for at the very
inception of the work there is but little chance to provide a system
after the machinery has heen ordered. The old saying "any system
is better than no system," holds in station design and the condi-
tions of service will have to determine which system is to he em-
ployed. Tlie most complele anil perfect system is required for sta-

tions that are continuously in service, re<|uiring a large i)ortion o(
their equipment to he in operiition at all times. This system is

shown in Hig. i, and is virtually ciimi)osed of numerous stations,

lacli complete in itself, and means for connecting them into a col

lectivc plant when desired. This is the only .system tluit will permit
npairs or shut down of any portion of the plant and at the same

tin- cros> conneciions occasion more difficulties and shut downs than

would the machine for which cross connections have been provided.

Fig. 2 shows a divided station, necessitating the use of certain sec-

lions of mains in order to operate the plant. With this system, a

station of say si.\ units, may be divided into three distinct parts,

each operative throughout and wholly independent of the others.

This system costs much less than No. I and requires but two auxil

iaries of each kind for the entire plant. This system is suitable

only for such inslallalions as are worked on less than full load for

sufficient lime lo make any necessary repairs to the mains. /\ plain

I I I I I
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time permit full operation of llie major portion of it. The connect-

ing mains are merely conveniences, and whenever desired can be

entirely shut off from the operating machines, allowing each sec-

tional part of the plant to be operated independently of the remain-

der. For instance, if the steam header be shut oflf and out of use.

the four or more units would he separately operated and would
have different steam pressures. The .steam from one group of

boilers would then be used in its companion engine only. This sys-

tem is somewhat expensive, requires more room for lines than a less

complete system and necessitates the arrangement of machines in

station groups; in fact, the grouping of the related machines is

ncces.sary for virtually all .systems, rather than the grouping of

that has half of its installation idle, say for six hours a day, can

be divided into two sections instead of six. as shown, and the neces-

sary repairs to mains be made at times of light load by using one-

half of the plant. If the plant requires two-thirds of its installation

for its lightest loads, then it would be necessary to divide the station

into three sections. The machinery should be ordered to suit these

conditions ; instead of using four engines and eight boilers, there

should be three c.igines and nine boilers, allowing the boilers to be

of relatively larger capacity than the engines so that while workini;

under ordinary conditions, one boiler can be off and the others

handle all the engines. Each heater, feed pump. etc.. should be ablc

lo handle tlie reiiuirements of the entire plant, even though it be

U
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-imilar machines. For example, if a plant is laid out with engines

in one group and then a group of pumps, then a group of econo-

mizers and then a group of boilers, we can rest assured iIkiI but

little system in pipe work can be employed.

As stated before, in order to establish a system in station design

it must be done before any machinery is ordered. There arc vari-

ous systems to employ in station designing, each suitable for a par-

ticular line of .service. The more flexible system is likewise the

more expensive to construct and maintain; it requires a much more
intelligent operator and necessitates many cross-connections that

frequently bring in difficulties in regard to expansion and contrac-

lion. This, however, must he given proper consideration and deter-

mined by conifietent pip^" work ongineers, as it i« often the case thit

necessary to slightly crowd it if the plant is in full operation. In

case of shutting off a middle section both ends would be separately

ripcralcd. This system is suitable for installations that will permit

repairs to be made to the mains during time the load is light. If

I he maiils be extremely heavy or require much time for repairs to

be made, system No. i is imperative, for with that system the mains

may be out of service for weeks at a time and nm necessarily in-

terfere with ordinary service.

There is another system which can bs employed, necessitating the

use of much more piping and resulting in increased cost of installa-

tion, operation and maintenance. This is shown in Fig. 3. Property

conditions may demand such a lay out. This system is the loop

system and it will permit shutting ofT any portion of th" ninins and
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only necessitates sh.i.titig down one-third ot tl.c plant. Ih.s system

requires ahont lonr times the length of steam main required for

svstem No i. The size of the mains must also be. it anythmp.

siightlv larger. In system No. i there is no point in the steam mam

where' one-half the output of plant will pass. In system No .1

either side of the loop may he compelled to carry two-thirds of the

omput of station ,n case a portion of the main is shut down. 1
"s

system has manv objections, but it is far preferable to a double

,„.-.i„ svstem as ;hown in Kig. 4- "he double main system necessi-

tates t^ing from each piece of apparatus to two different m.ims. and

due to' the fact that one main would be expanded and the other con-

tracted severe strains are thrown on joints unless both mams be

kept a sufficient distance away from their connections. Lach mam

would of necessity he compelled to carry not less than two-thirds

the output of the plant, if arranged as in Fig. 4.

Fig 5- shows such a crude method of piping a plant, that it .s

hardlv worthy of being called a system. Tn case of repairs to the

main^ the plant must be completely shut down while they are being

•na.le r.enerallv. difficulties can be anticipated m a failing Imc

,n.; repairs arrange.l iKjfore a shut down becomes necessary. II

•l-be object of station system is to insure ont.nuous operation.

Iho condenser, boater and economizer are not absolutely essential,

ind the same anion.it of ret^nement is not necessary with these de-

vices which arc virlually nation economies, not operating necessities.

However, their importance must not be under-estimated, and fan-

protection should be given them by the systems according to which

they are connected. To operate without these auxiliaries is possible

but very undesirable. One condenser doing the work of two and

giving hut .0 or .5 inches vacuum is far preferable to exhaust-

ing to atmosphere with the atleiinant engine difticuUies. One lieate,

doing the work of two and delivering water to the boilers at but

,.,» F is far preferable to feeding cold water. These considera-

tions are covered by system No. 2. The condensers, heaters econ-

omizers and pumps would be suitable for four units an,l capable of

supplving all si.x under reduced economy. This enables repairs at

Huv I'ime of anv auxiliary without interfering with the operation

of' the plant. The main steam header and feed mams arc divided

into six sections, permitting the use of t^ve-sixtlis of the entire

plant at all times.
,

In formuKatiug the plans for a station it is well to bear n, nnnd

\\ —

FIC. 6.

n i- imp-ratixc tiiat there he no shut downs during tiic regular nm.

,be connection, as shown in Kig. 5 ^h"""'' •"" l'« considered. 1<.

avoid this system and at the same time not he compelle.l to maKC a

big investment in piping, the plant should Ik.- laid out so system Nn.

2 may W usc.l. this system giving by far the greatest protection (or

the least money. Unfortunately, we will lind system No. 5 partially

iiscd in the same stations that are u'ing some of the other systems.

There is n.i reasonable excuse for laying out main steam lines ac-

cording to systems No. 2, .1 or 4 and connecting np boiler feeds ..,

other vital lines on system No. 5.

A piping layout cannot t«: called a systematic arrangement if it

licks consistency. It is purely a waste nf money to guar<l be.ny

mcam and exhaust mains against almost any contingency ami then

use System No. s to «nppl> engines with oil, etc. Ihe station .-

not correctly laid onl if all Ihe ahsr.Uilely essential lines are not laid

out on same or a similar basis. For rxample, if it is lani out on

system No. 2 Ihe oiH.-rator «houM fin.l it jiossihle to shut off any

piece of piping or underground work an.l make repairs, and nnt

shut down more than onesixth of Ihe plam ; if on system No. .-?.

he should not shut down more than one-fourth of the plant using

four nniH. Feed mains, blow-off lines, pump suctions, ml drips,

ric should all U- comprised in Ihe system. The comlensrr. healer

finH rconomi/er connections can t«- looked upon as secondaries and

Ihr ronnerlion. 10 them may U on system No. 2, even though lb.-

main line" are on <y"»rm No I

,lK- pall, nf How nf steam and csIiauM. The boder can he consul

cred .he starling puinl of the loop and the engine the terminal. he

p.nnps, l,eaters. co.ide„sers and pipe li.ies lie betwee.i. lo snnpl.fy

.l.c pipi.ig plans i. is very essential that .he auxiliaries he locale.

,„ dose proximity to each other. The di.agrams show ihem a,

OMiisi.lerahle distances apart, but this is merely to niake the system

readily understood and lo leave a.i.ple roo.i, U, make alleranous „„

the diagram if fmiml necessary.

1„ additinn in the plan diagrams, the.-e sh,.uM 1»- an clcvan.m

,li.,gram. lai.l out lo scale for elevation only, as shown in hig. (..

This elevation -liagr.am is a portion of the station system an.l

shoul.l he .lelerniine.l if piping is t.. he figured 0,1 fr.ini tlie diagrams

a,„| l.uD.ling .Irawings. H shows the vari.M,s ..leva.,...is „ Inies.

l,f,s „f pumps. .Irains f.n- s,cam. exhaust an.! ..,1 Inu-s a...l ..Ih.-i

p„ims thai nnisl ,...l be L.sl sight ..f in the .Icsig.unn ..I pipe '!>-

tails F..r example, it sh..ws that auxiliary exhaust mam n.uM .ml

be h.were.l very much <.r it will not .Irain I., the lu-aU-i ll als,.

410WS Imw much fall is given the pump sn.M.on fr.MU llu- h.alei

and other d.-l.-gls th.it should be c.msidere.l and lai.l .ml by llu en-

gineer in or.ler to locale the ap|iaralus rorreclly. ll 1- ii"l "''<"'-

sary to show all the boilers or branches, bill simply the liii.s thai

„„.s, be located in some fixed relation to each other. "I he l..cati..ii

,.f lines should be left to ihe .lelailer an.l only interfer.-ii.-.-s sli„nl,l

be shown or noted.

Diagrams pr.-p-red as h.-r.- sl„„v.i an- ev,-,ll.-ni .n.-nu^ ..f -M.lv
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iiig slalioii work. Ihc ilififerent lines can be separaloly laid onl

and they make good studies. Take for example, Fig. 7, Ihis dia-

Kram shows a boiler feed system, which is a loop sysleni as repard-

lioiler feeding, but in actnal service the liwips are divided, part

i)cing nsed for a secondary service sncli as a bydranlic line for Inlilc

cleaning or low pressure general water service for the station. In

case it becomes necessary to shut down the left hand portion of the

regular feed line, from valves .\ to B, then it becomes necessary to

use the right hand portion and deliver water to No. 2 feed pump.

If found desirable, valve C may be shut and pump can take water

direct from the intake through valve D. I'nder all ordinary condi

tions, the hose line in front of the boilers would be under low

pressure, abonl 50 lb., but if valves }. and F must be dosed, lln-

mm
.- E:coMor-*>tC«. -



Dircctor> of Street Railway Associations.

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President \V Caryl Ely. urcsldfiu International Railway Co..

Buialo N. ": First N^celprcsldent. Elwln C. Foster president

New Orleans Railways Co.. New Orleans. I.a. Second \ico-Pres-

dent. John I. Beggs. president and general manager The MHwau-
keS Electric RaihTay & Light Co.. Milwaukee. \S is. Third V cc-

President. Richaid McCuUoch. assistant general manager S .
l^u s

Transit Co.. St. Louis. Mo. Secretary and lieasurer. 1. (.. ren-

inglon. treasurer Chicago City Railway Vo.. Chicago 111. Execu-

tive Committee; The President, the Vice-Presidents. ^^ • G- "Off;
president Street Railway Accountants Assocmtlon; "-. F. Bakei.

president American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Assoclat on.

ex officio, and John J. Stanley, general manaser Cleveland Elei

-

trie Railway Co.. Cleveland. Ohio; Howard !•
.

Grant, mariager

Seattle Electric Co.. Sealtle. Wash.; C. G. Goodrich, vice-president

Twin City Rapid Transit Co.. Minneapolis. Minn.; 1-rank C. Jones,

vice-president and general manager Memphis Street Railway Co..

Memphis. Tenn.; W. E. Harrington, general superintendent Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey, Camden. N. J.

Next meeting. 1905.

STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION.
President. W. G. Ross, managing director Montreal Street Rai.-

way Co., Montreal. Quebec. First Vice-President. Frank R. lienry,

auditor St. Louis Transit Co.. St. Louis. Mo. Second Vice-Presi-

dent Isaac McQullkin. comptroller Indiana Union Traction Co., An-
derson. Ind. Third Vice-President. J. W. Lester, treasurer Worces-
ter Consolidated Street Railway Co.. Worcester. Mass. .\cting Sec-

retary and Treasurer, W. B. Brockway. 4M Morris SI.. Yonkcrs,

N Y. Executive Committee: The officers and F. E. Smith, auditor

(or receivers Chicago Union Tiaction Co., Chicago, HI.; G. B. Will-

cutt, treasurer United Railroads of San Francisco. San 1< rancisco.

Cal.- Arthur L. Linn. Jr.. assistant secretary and treasurer. Utlca

& Mohawk Valley Railway Co.. Utica, N. Y.; P. S. Young, comp-
troller Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. Newark. N. J.

Next meeting. 1905.

AMERICAN RAILWAY MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL AS-
SOCIATION.

President. C. F. Baker, superintendent motive power and machin-
ery Boston Elevated Railway Co.. Boston, Mass. First Vice-Presi-

dent H H. Adams, superintendent of shops The United Railways
'& Electric Co. of Baltimore. Baltimore, Md. Second Vice-President.

John Millar, master mechanic International Railway Co.. BiifTalo.

N Y Third Vice-President. F. G. Simmons, superintendent of way
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. Secre-

tary and Treasurer, S. W. Mower, division superintendent Rapid
Railway System. Detroit United Railways. Detroit. Mich. Execu-
tive Committee: The Officers and D. F. Carver, chief engineer rail-

way department Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. Newark.
N J J. S Doyle, master mechanic Intorborongli Ranid Transit
Co New York. N. Y. ; C. C. Lewis, chief engineer Schenectady
Railway Co., Schenectady, N. Y.; W. H. McAloney. superintendent
of shops Denver City Tramway Co.. Denver, Colorado.
Next meeting, 1906.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STREET RAILWAY' CLAIM
AGENTS.

President. W. A. DIbbs, general claim agent New York City Rail-
way Co., New York, N. Y. Vice-President. E. W. O'Connor, claim
adjuster Savannah Electric Co., Savannah, Ga. Secretary and
Treasurer, B. B. Davla. claim agent Columbus Railway & Light
Co.. Columbus, Ohio. Executive Committee: The President, chair-
man ex officio, the Secretary, and W. H. Renaud. Jr.. claim agent
New Orleans Railways Co.. .New Orleans, La.; VVIlliam While, claim
agent Chicago City Rnllway Co.. Chicago. III.; J. P. Feeney. claim
agent. Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, Newark. N. J.

Next meeting. 1906.

THE COLORADO ELECTRIC LIGHT. POWER & RAILWAY AS-
SOCIATION.

President. John A. Heeler, vice-president and general manager Den-
ver City Tramway Co.. Denver. Col. Vice-president. O. E. Doolltlle,

vice-president and manager The Roaring Fork Electric Light &
Power Co., Aspen. Col. Secretary and treasurer, George H. Trip|),

general manager Colorado Springs Electric Co.. Colorado Springs.
Col. Executive Committee: The officers and Wm. Mayher. treasurer
and manager Greeley power & Light Co., Greeley, Col.; J. F. Vail,

general manager, Pueblo & Suburban Traction & Lighting Co.,

Pueblo. Col.
Pat.' and place of next meeting not decided ujion.

STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION OF THli &1 A 1 k- OI'

NEW YORK. ,. ^
President. C. Looinis Allen, general manager Utica & Mohawk

Valley Ry Utlca, N. Y. First Vice-President. J. H. Pardee, presi-

dent Ontario Lighl & Traction Co.. Canandaigua N Y. Second

Vlce-lVeVident, A B. Colvin, president Huds,m Valley Ral way Co.,

Glens Falls. N. Y. Secretary and Treasurer. W .IlianiNN .Cole, vice-

president and general manager Elmira Water, Light & Railroad

Co Elmira. N. Y. Executive Committee: K. G. Connette, vice-

president and general manager Syracuse Rapid Transit Railway

Co Syracuse, N. Y.; R. E. Dantorth. general manager Rocljester

Railway Co.. Rochester. N. Y.; B. B. Nostrand, jr., president Peek-

skill Lighting & Railroad Co.. Peeksklll, N. Y. ; K. F. Peck, general

manager Schenectady Railway Co., Schenectady. N. Y.

PENNSYLVANIA STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. F. B. Mussel', general managei- Uarrisburg Traction Co.

Secretary, C H. Smith, superintendent Lebanon Valley Street Rail-

way Co . Lebanon. Pa. Treasurer. W. H. Lanlus, president \or.i

Traction Co.

MASSACHUSETTS STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President, Edward P. Shaw, Newburyport. First Vice-President.

Francis H. Dewev. Worcester. Second Vice-President. Robert fc.

Goft Fall River. Treasurer. Fred 11. Smith, gulncy. bccretary.

Charles S. Clark. Boston. Executive Cominiltce: The President, the

Vice-Presidents and H. II. Crapo, New Bedford; P. F. Sullivan.

Lowell; W. S. Loomis. Holvoke; W. W. Sargent. Fitchburg; R. T.

Laffln. Worcester. Auditing Committee: Charles F. Grosvenor, Pal-

mer; George W. Cook. Springfield; II. C. Page, Pittsfleld.

NEW ENGLAND STREET RAILWAY CLUB.
President, J. II. Ncal, chief ot department of accounts, Boston

Elevated Ry.. Boston, Mass. Vice-Presidents for States; I. L.

Meloon. Saiiford. Me.; H. A. Albin, Concord, N. H. ; C. K. Jones,

Brattleboro, Vt.; John T. Conway, Qulncy. Mass.; D. 1'. Sherman.
Providence R. 1.; J. K. Punderford. New Haven. Conn. Secretary,

John J, Lane, editor Street Railway Bulletin, ii" Washington St..

Boston, Mass. Treasurer, Nathan L. Wood, with the Frank Ridlon

Co.. Boston. Mass.
, ., ., x ,

Meetings are held the fourth Thursday each month, excepting July

and August.
SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL & GAS ASSOCIATION.

I'resident J. F. Strickland, Waxaliachie and Dallas, Tex. Treas-
urer A K. Judge, Tyler, Tex. Secretary, t:, W. Hobson. Dallas. Re-
cording Secretary, Frank E. Scovill, superintendent of the Austin
Electric Railway Co., Austin, Tex. This is a consolidation of the

Southwestern Ei'eclrlcal Association and the Southwestern Gas, Elec-

tric & Street Railway Association.
Next meeting at Denison. Tex.. April. ISO,").

THE OHIO INTERURBAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. Harrie P. Clegg, vice-president and general manager

Davton & Troy Electric Railway Co.. Dayton, O, Vice-President,

E C Spring, general superintendent Dayton, Covington & Piqua Trac-
tion Co., West Milton, O. Secretary and Treasurer. J. II. Merrill,

auditor Western Ohio Rv., Lima, O. Executive Committee: E. B.

Giuin general superintendent Appleyard Properties, Sprlnglleld, O.

:

F J J Sloat, general manager Cincinnati. Dayton & Toledo Traction
Co Hamilton. O. : R. E. DeWeese. uperlntendent Dayton & Northern
Traction Co.. Dayton. O. ; A. W. Anderson, superintendent Dayton
& Xenia Traction Co., Davton. O. ; Howard Fravel, superintendent
Dayton & W'estern Traction Co., West Alexandria. O.
AaKoci;ilion meets inoiillily. Nexlll nei'tlng. Toledo, Nov. 19, I9fl-I.

UNION INTERNATIONAL DWTWlAMWAYS ET DE CHEMINS DE
FER DINTERET LOCAL.

President. Leon Janssen. Secretary General. P. fSerstevens. 6 Im-
passe, due Pare. Brussels. Belgium.

C(INNKC"rK'UT STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. John B. ("arrlngton, vice-|iresldent Fair Haven & West-

ville Railroad Co.. New Haven, Conn. Vlce-iiresident. A. M. Young,
pn'Sldent Connecticut Railway .Si Lighting Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Treasurer, E S, Goodrich, president Hartford Street Railway Co.,

Hartford. Conn. Secrelarv, E. W. I'oole. assistant treasurer and as-

sistant secretary Connecticut Railway H LIgliting Co.. Bridgeport,

Conn. Executive Cominlltee: Tlie offlcers and J. E. Sewell, general

manager Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.; C.

S Treadwav, president Bristol & Plalnvllle Tramway Co.. Bristol.

Conn.: Waller Learned, president New London Street Railway Co.,

New London. (7onn.
Dale anrl |ilace of next meeting not decided upon.

Nevada Transit Notes.

The city of Reno, Nevada, will probatily williiii the prtsenl month

claim the distinction of possessing the first and only electric street

railway in the state.

For some time various parties have been inlercsled in the project

and a few months ago work was actually begun by one of tlicm and

a few hundred feet of track laid, but the work was later abandoned.

Recently, however, another company composed of some of the

leading men of Reno took up the project and have already carried

the work nearly to completion.

The Nevada Transit Company is the name of the new company

and present indications are that at least a portion of its line will be

in operation this month.

The city of Reno has a population of about lo.ooo and is the

largest city in the state. The main line of the road extends from

Reno to .Sparks, the route being about four miles in length. ThcK'

are also loop lines to be built in Reno in the immediate future. At

Sparks the Southern Pacific has recently erected repair shops giving

employment to a large force of men, many of whom live in Reno,

and there is a great deal of travel between the two cities, carried

almost entirely by busses and carriages.

[Living wilnoscd iinc f:iiliirc tlic pcciplc of Kciio were very skep-

tical when tile new company entered (he field and for this and other

reasons it was determined to push construction work as rapidly as

possible and with this end in view materials were ordered in the

latter part of .'\ugust for immediate shipment and by the middle of

.September sufficient material wa.s on hand to commence construction

work, (iround was broken about September 20lh, and the work has

been pushed as rapidly as possible since.

.'\ftcr leaving the city of Reno the road runs over [irivale right of

way for a short distance, thence along the county road for about a

mile, then again over private right of way for over half a mile into

Sparks.

The road is a standard gage, single track line and is construclcil

with .io-ft. 40-lb. T-rails of A. S. C. E. section, resting on yellow

pine sawed ties 6x8in. x8ft. Within the city of Reno and for a

short distance outside span construction is used and the remainder

of the distance is bracket construction.

The company will purcliasc ils power frimi cue u! {\ir |inwci cum

panics now in the field.

The directors are: II. E. Reid. president and manager; E. R.

. Dodge, secretary and treasurer; II. J. Gossc, H. J. Darling and S.

II. Wheeler. Mr. George .S. Wickcrsnn is civil engineer, and Mr.

James K. Harker elcclrical engineer of llic cnMi|i;uiy.
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A. S. R. A. STANDARDS.

In 1901 the American Street Railway Association appointed a

conunillce on standards which made a report at the New York con-

vention held in October, 1901, submitting specifications for rails,

car wheels, axles, brake heads, journal boxes, car bodies, painting,

and ventilating devices for cars, which it recommended should be

adopted by the association as the standard for practice. In this

report the committee cited the electrical equipment as being one of

the most important subjects that be taken up later, no recommenda-

tions regarding equipment being made in this report.

At the Detroit meeting of the association in 1902 a second report

was made on the subject of standards, repeating the recommenda-

tions regarding rail sections made at the 1901 convention and

amplifying the axle, journal and journal box and car wheel speci-

fications and also recommending in detail method of painting, 'i'hc

committee at this time expressed itself as opposed to any recom-

mendations for standards in trucks or in motors. The hesitancy

shown by the committee in regard to entering upon the subjects of

trucks and motors has been amply justified by the developments of

the two years since the Detroit meeting.

.^t the 1903 convention the chairman of the standing committee

on standards reported that for various reasons the committee had

been unable to hold a meeting during the year and recommended

that the matter be placed in the hands of the American Railway

Mechanical and Electrical .^ssociation. We believe that no action

was taken on this suggestion except to refer it to the executive

committee.

.Attempts of the association to adopt standards can scarcely be

said to have been successful as in only one instance do we recall

seeing reference made to the reports of the committee, and that is in

the case of the rails recently adopted by the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light Co. The failure to make substantial progress in

the direction of getting its standards adopted is no indication that

there is no need for such standards, but only that the right way has

not been chosen. Some suggestions as to improvements in methods

will not be inappropriate.

In the first place, however excellent the recommendations of a

committee may be, it is not wise for the association to hastily adopt

the committee report when presented at the convention. The at-

tendance at conventions never represents all the members, and at

the past meetings when standards have been adopted, it is doubtful

if even a majority of member companies were represented. The-

delegates at a convention are from all departments of the com-

panies, and a claim agent or an auditor should not be the one to

bind his comp.iny on the question of wheel or rail design. In

voting for the adoption of a standard a road with 500 cars should

have more influence than the one with only 5 cars.

A better way of passing on proposed standards would be to sub-

stitute the letter ballot for the viva voce vote. And at this time it

would be very proper to consider the desirability of apportioning

voting power and dues on the basis of mileage or number of cars

operated instead of giving to all companies equal voice.

A. second point is that the recommendations of the .Association

are difficult of access. Being comprised in several volumes of the

transactions, they are very hard to find unless one has pretty definite

ideas as to where to search, and can rely on memory as well as upon
the index. This condition makes the work done by the Association

of far less use to newly organized companies than it otherwise might

and should be.

The present membership of the h. S. R. .\. as stated by Mr. Ely,

compri.ces less than 200 companies, out of more than 700 operating

railways in the country. Membership in the .Association should be

of greater value to the small company than to the large one, but

the small companies, and especially the newly organized ones, will

have to be convinced that the .Association has something to offer.

We believe that a "Manual of Recommended Practice" carefully

compiled and issued each year, as soon as possible after the annual

convention, would be a valuable work for members and a strong

influence in bringing new- companies into the association. When
contemplated changes in the existing organizations that will bring

them into closer touch are made effective, such a manual might
include the widely adopted standards of the accountants, and the

recommended practice of tlie mechriUicnl and electrical association

also.
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TRAM-WAGES AND ACCOUNTING ON MUNCiPAL
WAYS.

i ho advocates oi municipal ownership of street railways lay great

stress upon the admirable results that have been attained in Europe,

and especially in Great Britain. Considerable ammunition has been

furnished through the reports made by United States consuls to the

Department of Commerce and Labor which reports are widely cir-

culated through the Departments daily publication. A great many

of these letters from our consular representatives show slight knowl-

edge of many of the most important features involved in street rail-

way operation and for the most part consist of glittering generalities.

.American writers who do not believe in the desirability of having

public utilities operated by municipalities have frequently called at-

tention to the fact that if street car fares abroad are less than in

.\mcrica the rates of wages are also less.

It will do no harm to again quote some of the most recent figures

on rates of wages paid by the municipal tramways of Great Britam.

These are taken from a compilation made by Mr. .\lfred Baker,

general manager of the Birminghani Corporation Tramways and

presented before the Municipal Tramways Association of Great-

Britain at its meeting held in September last. Mr. Baker compiled

a table showing wages, hours of employment, premiums, sick benefit

allowances, contributions in the way of uniforms, etc., for 47

municipally operated tramways, and covers all classes of employ-

ment. For the purpose of comparison we have taken eight tram-

ways, four having the highest rates of wages and four having the

lowest, and give herewith some of the principal data;

MOTORMEN.
Wages.

$1.14 to $1.50

1.20 to

1.04 to

1.20 to

.96

.96 to

.92 to

.80 to

City. Hours per Day.

London 10

Liverpool 10

Manchester 9

Sheffield 10

Derby 9V*

Glasgow 9

Southampton 10

Warrington 8

London 10

Liverpool 10

Manchester 9

Sheffield 10

)crby 9J4

Glasgow 9

Southampton .... 10

Warrington 10

Sick pay.
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of luimanily. Tlie country calls to us in llic winter if wc but have

cars to hear, and it is ttie street railway's opportunity to supply a

demand for transportation which can uiulouhledly he greatly stim-

ulated. With its regular cars constantly in contact with the travel-

ing public the question of advertising becomes a mere matter of

detail in the arrangement of placards, and the cost of such displays

is insignificant in proportion to their value.

ECONOMY OF COAL TESTS.

Ihc choice of coal in a modern steam-driven power plant is a

matter of no small importance, for the economical operation of

the boiler room depends largely upon the combined skill of the

fireman and the nature of the fuel consumed in the furnaces. Even

mechanical stokers cannot be supplied with an indiscriminate as-

sortment of coals without a falling oflf in the eflicicncy of com-

bustion. A change to a poorer grade of fuel is liable to require

the installation of artificial draft apparatus before it can be prop-

erly burned; a mi.xture of coals may give better results than a single

coal of better heating quality and, again, the substitution of

an unfamiliar kind of coal may so upset the firemen as to demor-

alize the records of fuel consumption per unit of plant output for

many weeks.

Thus, the selection of fuel is a prob'^.m of as much mouieiit in

an electric plant as the choice of raw material is influential in a

manufacturing establishment. The location of the mines with re-

spect to the plant, the cost of transportation and handling, the

calorific power per unit of w-eight, the proportion of the total heat-

ing value which can be utilized under the boilers, the expense of

handling the ashes and the relative smokelcssness of a given coal

are all essentially considered in a wise choice of fuel. The larger

the contract, the more important it is to avoid haphazard decisions

based merely upon one or two of the foregoing considerations.

In a street railway plant, for instance, the peak loads in the morn-

ing and evening rush hours may require a fuel which will give

ma.ximum generating capacity rather than economical combustion.

At such times every piece of rolling stock that can be set in motion

to gather fares is needed on the lines, and operating efficiency is

far less important than keeping plenty of power on the system.

This is why it pays to overload equipment at the cost of higher

depreciation, and a similar case may be found in the forcing of

locomotives on steam railways. Generally speaking, however, the

two most important factors in the choice of coal for a given plant

are the cost per ton delivered to the furnaces and the calorific

power.

Careful analysis of the fuel problem is thus essential in every

plant which attempts to run economically. Engineers and .operat-

ing men are coming more and more to realize this so that it is rare

today to find a plant which does not weigh its coal at least once

before using it, and in many cases the fuel is weighed before it is

dumped from the wagons or scoops of the supplying company. In

the same manner, most private plants keep a record of the output

at the switchboard, so that a rough check of the coal consumption

is possible by periodic comparisons of the pounds of fuel burned per

kw. hour. In cases where a number of different coals not varying

widely in price are competing for the business of a plant it is

advisable to give each a fair trial before definitely settling upon

one brand of fuel, unless, considering the points previously men-

tioned, there is no room for doubt, on account of a radical differ-

ence in calorific power. Nothing but a trial will determine the

relative ease of firing and general adaptability of a fuel to a given

plant. Often the nearness of a plant to a mine precludes the use of

any other than local coal. Information of value may also be ob-

tained by weighing the ashes—a proceeding as yet but little in

vogue.

.^fter a coal has been selected and the contract signed it is a

matter of great importance to determine that the ensuing ship-

ments meet the specifications. Calorific power costs money, and far

too many companies are accepting shipments of coal without

making any attempt to see if each lot comes up to the specified

requirements. An analysis or determination of the heating power

is likewise desirable before the contract is awarded. The import-

ance of having reliable tests made is realized in the case of a com-

pany which buys, say 50,000 tons a year at $4 on the specification

of 14.000 riritish thermal units per lb. Supposing that the coal

tests but 12,000 unus alter the first shipment has been made of

10,000 tons that meet the requirements; the operating company then

saves nearly $23,000 on the four remaining shipments of 40,000

tons. The cost of calorimeter tests at $25 each in the hands of

an expert chemist is but $125, allowii'g but one test to each 10,000

tons of coal burned. The honest coal dealer has nothing to fear

from such tests and the example above quoted is in no way an

exaggeration of what has already occurred in practice.

Considerable light may of course be thrown upon the quality of

coal by proximate chemical analysis, and still more by ultimate

analysis. The cost of the latter is about $15, but the advantages of

scientific calorimeter work are so great that the diflference in the

expense amounts to little or nothing. A thorough determination of

the calorific power of coal is more properly a problem for the lab-

oratory than for the engineering department of an operating com-

pany. The apparatus required is complicated and delicate, and

the task one of great precision. The accuracy of the work in-

volves corrections for the water value of the calorimeter; for the

heat lag of the bomb; influence of the outside air; heat by the

"C'R loss of the current which raises the temperature of the igniting

wire to incandescence, thereby firing the sample of coal under 25

atmospheres pressure of oxygen; the amount of sulphur and nitric

acid present; the heat generated in stirring the water in the jackets,

etc. Many of these factors are entirely neglected in analyses and the

accuracy of the results has been open to great question as calori-

meters have been developed. Within recent years, however, the

Berthelot calorimeter has been improved by the Mohler apparatus,

and the latter has been re-designed with many new and accurate

features by Mr. Henry J. Williams of Boston, so that what is

probably the most precise equipment of today is an American

product.

The limits of accuracy in this class of experimental work involve

for their appreciation a scientific insight by means common in

engineering circles—at least in the commercial branches. The

problem of fuel analysis is one of increasing complication the farther

one examines its details. It is largely a waste of money for an

operating company to buy complex apparatus and attempt to make

laboratory measurements by the skill of employees who are not

specialists in manipulation and whose experience does not cover

the peculiar difficulties which beset the highly accurate determina-

tion of the calorific power of coal. The case is one for the expert,

rather than the general practitioner. That the laboratory of the

chemist may become of greater use to the operating power plants

of the future cannot be doubted by anyone who has made a care-

ful examination of the precision with which the calorific power of

coal can now be obtained. The economy of having regular tests

of this nature made is bound to become more and more appreci-

ated as the great consumers of fuel advance in that perpetual war

against waste w-hich signallizes modern engineering practice.

*-•-*

New York Subway Opening.
The most complete underground railway system as yet designed,

the New York Subway, was opened to the public at 7 o'clock,

Thursday evening, October 29th. Large crowds besieged practically

all the stations. The first train contained the official visitors and

special guests and made the round trip over the route with Mayor
McClellan as motorman.

The opening ceremonies began at the city hall at i o'clock. The
mayor presided as chairman, and after making a short speech, called

upon the chief engineer, W. B. Parsons, to state whether the rail-

way was finished, safe, and ready for operation. Mr. Parsons

replied that the Rapid Transit Railway was completed for operation

from the city hall to the station at I45tb St. on the west side line.

.\ddrcsses were then made by President Orr, Vice-president Starin,

of the Rapid Transit Co., by John B. McDonald, contractor, and by
.\ugust Belmont. The mayor declared the subway opened, and
the first section of the train left the city hall station at 2:34 o'clock,

returning at 3:46. After the official train left the city hall, the

invited public to whom passes had been given were admitted.

In the evening the board of directors of the Intcrborough com-

pany pfave a dinner at Sherry's.

*—¥
The Dcs Moines fla.) Women's Club is planning a campaign for

reduced rates on the street cars for laboring men.
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RIGHTS OF PASSENGER LOST BY FAILURE TO PAY
SECOND FARE WHEN DUE.

Hudson vs. Lynn & Boston Railroad Co. (Mass.), 71 N. E. Rep. 66.

May 18. IQ04.

A person ceases to be entitled to the rights of a passenger, the

snpreme judicial court of Massachusetts holds, on failure to pay a

second fare when due.

\SSIGNED CLAIM FOR PENALTY FOR REFUSAL TO

GIVE TRANSFER NOT ENFORCEABLE.

Coylc vs. Interurban Street Railway Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 88 N. V.

Supp. 136. May 5. 1904.

The penalty of $50 provided by section 104 of the New York rail-

road law for a refusal to furnish a transfer, the appellate term of the

supreme court of New Y'ork holds, is both created and 'regulalcd

by special provisions of law," within the meaning of section igci)

of the code of civil procedure, which provides that an assigned

claim is not enforceable "where the rights or liabilities of a party

to a claim or demand which is transferred are regulated by special

provisions of law."

ACCEPTANCE OF DEDICATED STREET-CROSS-SIREETS
TO BE OMITTED IN ESTIMATING LINEAL FEET OF

PROPERTY NECESSARY TO AUTHORIZE CONSENT.

People's Traction Co. vs. Atlantic City (N. J. Sup.), 57 Atl. Kop.

972. May 24, 1904.

Acceptance of dedicated streets, the supreme court of New Jersey

holds, is found in a resolution of acceptance, and in the passage by

a municipality of an ordinance granting permission to a street rail-

way company to lay its tracks therein, and conditioning its permis-

sion upon the grading and paving the streets in a specified way. In

estimating the -number of lineal feet of property necessary to author-

ize the consent of a municipality to the construction of a street

railway, the cross-streets are to be omitted.

POWER OF LEGISLATURE TO REGULA IE FARES.

W.San .\nlonio Traction Co. vs. Altgcit (Tex. Civ. App), 81 S.

Rep. 106. May 4, 1904. Rehearing tlenied June I, 1904.

The legislature has the power, the court of civil appeals of Te.xas

holds, to regulate the rates of fare of a street railway company in

the absensc of any provision in its charter relinquishing that right,

provided, however, ihc rales established are not so unreasonable

as to practically destroy the value of the property of the corporation,

and thereby depriving it of its property without due process of law,

and denying it equal protection of the law.

ABUTTERS ACCEPTING COMPENSATION FOR CON-

STRUCTION OF EMBANKMENT NOT ENTITLED TO

OBJECT TO OPERATION OF ROAD BY RAILWAY
COMPANY AS AN ADDITIONAL SERVITUDE.

Ilgenfrilz vs. Toledo & Monroe Railway (Mich.), 99 N. W. Rep

878. June 7. 1904.

The supreme court ui Michigan thinks it inequitable for property

owners lo accept compensation for making an embankment on an

avenue across their premiss when its purpose was lo cn.ablc the

road it was for lo l>e operated, and at ihc same time insist that the

operation of the road must be discontinued by a company organized

under Ihc general railroad law, in Ihc manner authorized by the

franchise of the Ir.iction company tliat built the line, because the

railway company was not authorized to operate a street railway as

such, or as part of its through line, without compensation to llie

abutting owner, because it imposed an additional scrviludo.

INTENDING PASSENGER IN ORDINARILY SAFE POSI-

TION STRUCK BY CAR WIDER THAN USUALLY
USED NOT GUILTY OF CONTRIBUTORY NEGLI-

GENCE—NO ASSUMPTION OF RISK.

Denison & SlK-riiian Railway Co. vs. 'Craig (Tex. Civ. .App.), 80

S. W. Rep. 8G5. April 20, 1904. Rehearing denied May 18, 1904-

The car in usual use on a certain avenue was a small one, six

feet six inches wide, the steps of which hardly came out flush with

the body of the car. The car in use on a certain occasion, at

night, was an "interurban car," which was much larger, with a

step which extended out about six inches. The court of civil appeals

•of Texas holds that a person struck by this latter car while waiting

to take a car, would be exonerated from negligence by evidence

that the position he took was a safe one with reference to the

ordinary cars which the company used, and with which he was

familiar, and th,it he had no notice or knowledge, up to the time

he was struck, that the car was different. It also holds that the

same facts would exclude the idea of an assumed risk, if such theory

had any place in the case as a distinct issue from coiurilnitory negli-

gence.

POWER TO CONDEMN LAND ADJOINING ELECTRIC
RAILWAY FOR POWER HOUSE, ALSO LAND .\T A
DISTANCE, AND LAND FOR LINE OF WIRES BE-

TWEEN POWER HOUSE AND RAILWAY.

Rockingham County Light & Power Co. vs. Ilobbs (N. 11), 58

.\t\. Rep. 46. May 3, 1904.

That the use of land for constructing and maintaining a line of

wires to conduct currents of electricity employed in moving the cars

of a railway serving the public, the supreme court of New Hamp-

shire holds, is a "public use" within the narrower meaning of those

words. If land adjoining an electric railway may be taken for a

power house—as to which there can be no doubl—no good reason is

apparent why land at a distance may not be taken if the public

good so requires. Of cour.se, if land located at a distance may be

taken for a power house, it must follow that necessary land or rights

in land may be taken for constructing and maintaining a line of

wires between the power house and the railway.

AUTllORITV TO CONSTRUCT STRl'.h.l RAILWAYS OVER
ST.VI'E 'AND TKRRIIORIAI. K().\I).S POWER flK

HIGHWAY COM M 1 S.^K )N IC R.

Smith vs. Jackson & Halllc Creek Traction Co. (Mich.), icxi N. W.

Rep. 121. June 25, i'>M-

The supreme court of Michigan says llial ihe lenislalure has con-

trol over the stale and territorial roads, and may authorize Ihe

construction of street railways over them. It has authorized the

construction of these railways along the highways of the townships

upon such terms and conditions as Ihe township and the company

may agree upon. The court thinks the authority thus conferred is

broad enough to include the state and territorial roads within Ihc

territory of the township, and for whose condition the township is

responsible. The highway commissioner has nothing whatever to

ilo with Ihe granting of these franchises. No power in connection
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thcrcwitli is imposed upon him by statute. Mis sole power is to

sec that the roads are opened and kept in repair in the same manner
as township roads. If the highway is obstructed to the detriment of

the traveling public, he undoubtedly is the proper person to com-
plain, and to take steps to remove or prevent the obstruction. Be-

yond this power, he has none other.

DUTY OF LOOKING AND LISTENING FOR CAR—CARF.
REQUIRED AT COUNTRY CROSSING OF ELECTRIC
RAILWAY—IMPOSSIRILITY OF CAR BEING BEHIND
BANK NOT TO BE ASSUMED.

Robinson vs. Rockland, Thomaston & Camden Street Railway (Mo.).

58 Atl. Rep. 57. May 16, 1904.

There is no absolute rule of law, the supreme judicial court of

Maine says, that it is negligence for a person not to look or listen

for an approaching car before attempting to cross a street railway,

but it may be determined as a matter of fact that in some situa-

tions the measure of ordinary care is not fulfilled by a person who
crosses without doing either. The conditions of a country crossing

of an electric railway in some respects more nearly resemble the

crossings of steam railways than they do the situation in the city

streets, where persons and teams are constantly traveling across and

upon the tracks. A greater speed may be reasonable upon the part

of the electric car, calling for a corresponding increase in vigilance

on the part of the traveler. Moreover, if the traveler about to cross

the track cannot see an approaching car on account of an interven-

ing bank, he cannot, in exercise of ordinary prudence, assume that

it is impossible for a car to be behind the bank.

NO GREAT PARTICULARITY NECESSARY IN DESCRIP-
TION OF NEGLIGENCE CAUSING INJURY TO PAS-
SENGER—PRESUMPTION OF NEGLIGENCE FROM IN-

JURY TO PASSENGER—DUTY TO PASSENGER-
DASHING INTO SWITCH.

Indianapolis Street Railway Co. vs. Schmidt (lud.), 71 N. E. Rep.

201. June 8, 1904.

In view of the very strict responsibility of carriers for injuries

to passengers, the supreme court of Indiana holds that no great

particularity is necessary in the description of the negligence by

which the injury was occasioned. When an injury to a passenger

occurs without his fault, negligence on the part of the carrier is

presumed, and the latter can excuse himself only by showing tliat

he exercised a very high degree of care to prevent the occurrence

of such accidents as that causing the injury. In this case the com-

pany owed to the passenger the duty of carrying him safely to his

destination on its road, so far as his safety could be secured by the

exercise of care commensurate with the dangers likely to occur, and

reasonably to be anticipated from that mode of transportation. It

was guilty of a breach of that duty in running the car in which he

was a passenger so fast and so carelessly that it dashed into a

ewitch, and was thrown from the track. This was one of the dan-

gers likely to occur, and which ought to have been anticipated and

avoided by the company.

RIGHT IN ABSENCE OF ORDINANCE TO STOP ANY-
WHERE FOR PASSENGERS—PRESUMPTION FROM
FREQUENT STOPPING AT PARTICULAR PLACE-
DUTY OF MOTORMAN TO KEEP OUTLOOK FOR
THOSE DESIRING TO RIDE—SUFFICIENCY OF SIG-
NALS—BOARDING OF CARS BY WOMEN WITH ARMS
FULL NOT NEGLIGENCE AS M.A.TTER OF LAW.

Jaques vs. Sioux City Traction Co. (la.), 99 N. W. Rep. 1069.

June 8, 1904.

The company, in absence of any regulation by city ordinance,

the supreme court of Iowa holds, had a perfect right to stop for

passengers at the middle of a block, as is customary in many locali-

ties where the street intersections are at an unusual distance apart,

or at any other point it might choose. And this, the court says,

may be done so frequently at a particular place that the public may
well assume that it has been fixed upon by the company as an
appropriate locality to receive passengers. One of the duties of the
motorman is to keep an outlook for those who may desire to ride.

and, when this is manifested, to aflford them a reasonable oppor-

tunity to get on in safety. The character of the signals given to

him differ almost as much as the persons giving them. All essen-

tia! is that in some way he be made to understand what is desired.

Women daily board standing cars with safety, even though their

arms are full, as carrying babies, bandboxes, and birdcages, and

what is so commonly accomplished without injury or thought of

danger ought not to he held, as a matter of law, to be negligent.

CARE REQl.'IRED TO AVOID COLLISION BETWEEN CAR
AND FLOAT.

Haas vs. New Orleans Railways Co. (La.), 36 So. Rep. 670.

May 14, 1904.

In a case sounding in damages growing out of a collision between

an electric car and a float, the supreme court of Louisiana holds

that the crowded street rendered it necessary to he more than

usually careful. It devolved upon the floatman not to attempt to

cross in face of danger, and the niotonecr to hold his car under

control so as to be able to stop within the shortest possible distance.

DUTY TO PASSENGER WITH REFERENCE TO PLAT-
FORM REQUIRED TO BE USED IN CHANGING CARS
—DUTY IN INSPECTION OF ' PLATFORM—REASON-
ABLENESS OF INSPECTION—NO CONTRIBUTORY
NEGLIGENCE.

Woods vs. Metropolitan Street Railway Co. (Mo.), 81 S. W. Rep.

152. March 23, 1904.

Bearing the relation which the plaintiff did to the defendant

—

having purchased a through ticket from a point on its cable line

to a point on its connecting electric line, and required, as she was,

to transfer to get on the electric car, and in doing so to go upon the

defendant's platform provided for that purpose—the supreme court

of Missouri, division No. 2, holds that she was entitled to the care

which the defendant owed to a passenger. It says there was, and,

indeed, could be, no question of contributory negligence in the case.

The duty of maintaining a safe platform for the entering and alight-

ing by passengers on their trains was a continuing one, and, as the

platform was its own property, the duty of inspection from time to

time devolved upon it to see that the platform was safe for its

passengers ; and whether an inspection is reasonable depends upon

the facts of the case. Many things must be considered—the con-

struction, the materials composing the structure, its age, and the

uses to which it is put. The fact that large crowds might con-

gregate on it ; that human lives were endangered if it was not kept

safe and sound—these and other varying circumstances must be

taken into consideration. What would be ordinary care in one

case might be gross negligence in another.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY NO ADDITIONAL SERVITUDE-
SALE OF CONSENTS AGAINST PUBLIC POLICY-
CONTRACT GIVING FOR CONSENT OPTION ON PUR-
CHASE OF BONDS AND STOCK NOT ENFORCEABLE.

Montclair Military Academy vs. North Jersey Street Railway Co.

(N. J.), 57 Atl. Rep. 1050. May 13, 1904.

The right to construct and operate electric railways, with their

incidental poles and wires, within the lines of public streets, for

municipal travel, the court of errors and appeals of New Jersey

holds, is included in the ordinary public easement, and imposes no

additional servitude on abutting property. Consequently, it goes on

to say, when the legislature by act of April 21, 1896, required the

consent of a certain portion of the abutting owners to be obtained

before such a railway could be built in front of their property, a

gratuitous privilege or power was delegated to them. The reason

for such delegation is not obscure. Abutting owners have a cer-

tain relation to the public streets in front of their property, which,

while it is subordinate to the public easement, yet places them on a

footing unlike that of the rest of the community. Because of this

relation, special advantages and disadvantages accrue to them from
street railways, and the legislative design clearly was that, unless

it should be rendered probable that these advantages would exceed

the disadvantages with regard to any proposed street, the railway

should not be there laid. This probability w-as to be indicated by
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the consent of the owners of at least one-half of the abutting land.

For the decision of the matter thus contemplated, the legislature

treated these owners as a class, every member of which had similar

interests to subserve; interests that in some degree were common to

all. Properly to meet the confidence thus reposed, it was incumbent

on each member to bear in mind and he intlucuced by these common
interests only, so that his judgment would be as lair toward his

neighbor as it was toward himself. To permit any one of the class

to barter for private and exclusive gain this power over the con-

cerns of his fellow would be subversive of the benign purpose of

the legislature in delegating it. So the court holds that, where,

in order to obtain the consents required for the construction of an

electric railway in a public street, the railway company agreed with

an owner of land abutting on the street to give him, for his consent,

a valuable option on the purchase of the company's bonds and stock,

the agreement was in violation of the public policy established in the

statute, and could not be enforced.

NOT .MTHORIZED TO LEAVE UNPROTECTED CUT IX

HIGHW.W—F.\1LURE OF AUTHORITIES TO PRO-
TEST NO DEFENSE TO LIABILITY.

Kaiser vs. Detroit & Northwestern Railway (Mich.), 99 N. \V Rep

7A3- May 17, igcM-

The street railway act authorized the defendant to construct its

railway along the highway upon such terms and conditions as might

be agreed upon between it and the township board. The only pro-

vision of the franchise granted by the township bearing upon the

method of construction was as follows: "In the construction of

track, or tracks, of said railway, the grade shall be made to conform

as near as is practicable with the grade of the highway, or high-

ways, where they may cross." The supreme court of Michigan holds

that the general language of the franchise did not authorize the

defendant to make a cut or excavation upon a part of the traveled

portion of the highway without protection. Neither did it authorize

the defendant to construct its roadbed so as lo be dangerous. The
fact that the township authorities did not protest against such con-

struction was not a ratification of the act, so as to relieve the

defendant from liability if such construction was dangerous to

travelers. If, in such construction, it left an excavation so near

the traveled portion of the highway as to be dangerous, it was its

duty to protect it.

COMP.XNV NOT AN INSURER—LIMITS UPOI<; CARE RE-
QUIRED AND LIABILITY FOR INJURIE.S-CARH RE-
QUIRED TOWARDS PASSENGERS—CARE REQUIRED
TO ASCERTAIN WHETHER A PERSON DESIRES TO
BECOME A PASSENGER—INTENDING PASSENGER
COMING UP FROM REAR.

Foster vs. Seattle Electric Co. (Wash.), 76 Pac. Rep. 995. May .V,

1904.

It is not the rule, the supreme court of Washington says, that a

street car company is an insurer of the safely of its passengers.

There arc dangers attending on their transportation which it seems

no human prudence can foresee, while there are others which can he

foreseen, but which cannot be effectually guarded against, because

to do so would make the conduct of the business so burdensome as

lo prohibit it altogether. Hence, when a street car company exer-

cises towards its passengers the highest degree of care consistent

with the practical conduct of its business, it performs towards thcni

its full legal duly, and is not liable even for injuries which might

have Ijcen foreseen and prevented, if the means required to prevent

Ihem would involve a burden amoimling lo a practical prohibilioii

of the business.

Again, the court .says that an instruction given the jury was

objected to because it was said that it reduced the degree of care

required of the company's servants to that of ordinary circ, while

the true rule is that the highest degree of care reasonably practical

under the circumstances should be exercised. Hut the court says

that the rule contended for is applicable only after one has become

a passenger. The company is not required to exercise the highest

degree of care to ascertain whether or not a parlinilar person

walking or standing on a public street desires to become a passen-

ger on ill car. Ordinary care is all Ihat it necessary in such a case.

The instruction here complained of was inleuded to define the

degree of care required of the company's servants in ascertaining

whether or not a particular person desired to become a passenger,

and was a correct statement of the rule in that regard.

.\nothcr instruction was: "If you believe from the evidence that

plaintiflf came up to the said car from the rear, and was in a posi-

tion where the conductor, in the exercise of ordinary care in looking
for intending passengers at the rear entrance of his car, would not

ordinarily see plaintiff; and if you further find that the said con-
ductor, in the exercise of such care, did look, and did not in fact

see the plaintiff, and at once gave the signal to go ahead, and the
car thereupon started—then there can be no recovery in this case,

and your verdict will be for the defendant." The court thinks
Ihat this instruction was without error. Under the conditions
described in the instruction, plaintiff, it says, had not yet become
a passenger, and, as said above, the servants of the company owed
her only the duty of ordinary care.

INJURY TO PASSENGER BY COLLISION WITH CAR OF
ANOTHER COMPANY USING TRACKS, DUE TO MIS-
PLACED SWITCH—CARE REQUIRED OF EACH COM-
PANY—DOCTRINE OF RES IPSA LOQUITUR APPLIED-
CARE REQUIRED IN MAINTENANCE AND USE OF
TRACKS AND SWITCHES-USING SWITCH RUNNING
AGAINST POINT OF TONGUE—SPEED OF 3 OR 4 MILES
AN HOUR.

Klingcr vs. United Traction Co. and Schenectady Railw,iy Co. (N.

Y. Sup.), 87 N. Y. Supp. 864. Mar. 2, 1904.

The plaintiff w'as injured while a passenger on one of tlic traction

company's cars by reason of a collision between that car and one

operated by the railway company, which was using the traction

company's tracks. The primary cause of the injury was the mis-

placement, or the failure to remain where it was placed, of the

tongue of a switch maintained and operated by the traction com-
pany, which misplacement, it was a fair inference from the testi-

mony, was caused by the concurring negligence of both companies.

Each of the latter endeavored In cast the blame for the plaintiff's

injuries upon the other.

The case must be considered, the third appellate division of the

supreme court of New York holds, having regard to the difference

in the degree of care which the defendants were bound to exercise

in relation to the plaintiff, under the law. He having been a passen-

ger on one of the traction company's cars, that company was bound to

the exercise of the utmost human skill and foresight with reference to

maintaining, operating, and keeping in repair its tracks and switches,

in order to save him from harm. And the tongue of the switch

having failed to remain in position or having been misplaced because

of some unexplained or unascertained cause, it was not incumbent

upon the plaintiff, as against the traction company, at least, to show
the cause of its being misplaced; but, under llic doctrine of res ipsa

loquitur (the matter speaks for itself), that company was required

to explain its cause in order to relieve itself from llie presumption

I'f negligence in causing the accident.

The railway company, ou the other hand, was bouml lo the exer-

cise of reasonable and ordinary care only under the circumstances

which confronted it at the time. It bore the same relation to the

plaintiff as if he had been driving his own horse and wagon upon

the .street, instead of being a passenger on one of the traction com-

pany's cars. Its motorman saw the traction company's car standing

at the other end of the switch, 75 or 80 feet away. He knew that

he was running against the point of the tongue of the switch, and

that it had no rubber or block to hold the tongue in place. His car

was a heavy one. It was a heavy down grade. Under such circinu

stances, reasonable and ordinary care, the court holds, would re(|uire

him to proceed very slowly, and lo keep his car luuler control, so

that the weight and the speed of the car would not jar the tongue

from its posilion or misplace the switch, or, if it (li<l do Ihat, so

thai the car might be slopped before injury had been <lone lo a car

standing so near upon the other track. While, under ollur circum-

stances, a rate of speed of three or four miles an hour could not

fairly he regarded as evidence of carelessness, yel, with Ihc situation

presented here, it could not be s;iid thai the conclusion Ihat the

railway company was negligent was unsupiKirled by the evidence.

The only inference from (he leslimouy being Ihat the switch was
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oiKTatod by the iraclioii company's own employes, il was bound to

Ibc highest degree of care in this respect. In nsing the switch in a

way il was not intended to be used, in order to facilitate repairs

to its tracks, if the tongue would not remain in place without sonic

mechanical means for holding it there, il was its duty to provide

such means. When the plaintiff proved that the accident happened
in the way it did, the presumption was that the traction coinpany

was negligent, and it was not iiicumbiiit upon him to show the cause

for the switch being misplaced.

Judgment against both defendants affirnud. with costs.

COMP.ANY NOT LIABLE FOR INJURY BY OBSTRUCTION
REMOVED FROM TR.ACK AND LEFT IN HIGHWAY-
COMPARISON WITH REQUIREMENTS AS TO REMOVAL
OF SNOW.

Howard vs. Union Railroad Co. (R. T.), 57 All. Rep. 867. Feb.

18, 1904.

About 10 o'clock one evening, near the middle of June, some
vicious boys or young men carried a mortar bed from a new build-

ing, placed it upon the company's track, and put out the electric

light which was near by. Soon afterwards a car came along, and,

being unable to get by without removing the obstruction, the con-

ductor and motorman pulled the mortar bed off the track, and left

it in the highway, about 20 inches away from the nearest rail, the

car then proceeding on its way. Shortly afterwards the plaintiff,

who was riding to his home on his bicycle, not being able to see

the obstruction on account of the darkness, ran into the same, and

was thrown from his wheel and injured. The supreme court of

Rhode Island holds that the company could not be held for the

injury which the plaintiff sustained.

The plaintiff contended that the railroad company owed him the

duty of cither removing the obstruction out of the highway, or of

giving him some warning of its presence in the highway by means

of a light or otherwise, and that the case, for all practical purposes,

stood the same as it would if the company had originally placed

the obstruction in the highway. But the court holds that this con-

tention was untenable. It says that in removing the obstruction

from the car track the company was doing what it clearly had the

right to do in tlie management of its business and in the discharge

of its duties to the public under its charter and the laws of the

state. It was conveying passengers from one point to another for

hire, and it could not legally be called upon to even temporarily

suspend its business for the purpose of clearing a higlnvay of ob-

structions so that travelers thereon might not be inconvenienced or

injured. Having found an obstruction upon its tracks, it had the

right to remove it therefrom ; and the mere fact that it did no

more than remove it from its track did not have the effect to render

it liable because some one el.se was subsequently injured by reason

of the presence of the obstruction in the street. .Ml that it did was

to remove the obstruction from one part of the highway to another

part thereof. It was in no way responsible for the presence of

the obstruction in the highway ; and its removal from the track,

so far as appeared, did- not add to the danger incident to its pres-

ence in the street. But, even if it did, the court fails to see that

any liability attached to the company. Meeting with an obstruction

in the highway, it had the same right that any ordinary traveler

would have in similar circumstances. And who can doubt that such

a person has the right, upon meeting with an obstruction in the

highw'ay which prevents his lawful progress thereon, to move it

aside so as to enable him to proceed? Such a state of things very

frequently happens.

Take this illustration : A bo.x or package of merchandise acci-

dentally falls from an express wagon upon one of the rails of the

street railway company in the nighttime, and, being unnoticed by

the driver of the team, he passes on and leaves it there. Soon after-

wards a car coines along, and the motorman, seeing the object on

the track, and seeing that it is of such a size and in such a position

that it can be readily pushed from the rail by pressing the fender

of the car gently against it, does so, and the obstruction is so far

removed as not to interfere with his progress, and he goes on.

Shortly afterwards a carriage comes along, and. it being dark, the

driver fails to see the obstruction, and his horse takes fright there-

from and runs away, whereby the driver is thrown from the carriage

and injured. Would the street railway company be liable for his

injuries? The court thinks not, for the company would owe the driver

no legal duty in the premises.

It was contended, however, that while no case had been found

which was directly in point, yet those cases which hold that street

railway companies are liable for injuries to travelers caused by

removing snow from their tracks and piling it up on other parts

of the streets so as to render the same unsafe for travelers were

closely analogous to this case, and that the principle of those cases

should be held to be controlling in this. But, while recognizing the

correctness of the decisions in the cases cited in support of this

contention, the court says that it fails to see their applicability to

the case at bar. The difference between those cases and the present

one is a vital one. The obstruction to the track caused by the

presence of snow thereon is not a nuisance. It is not placed there

by human hands, but is the act of God. Being an obstruction to

travel, however, the railway company has the right to remove it.

and, indeed, is under obligation to remove it as soon as may be, so

that the rights of the traveling public may not be interefered with.

.•\nd just here arises its duty to the public who have occasion to use

the highway, viz., that in removing the snow the company shall not

create a nuisance on the highway.

RIGHTS OF TOWN INCORPOR.^TED AFTER COMPANY
HAS BEEN GIVEN RIGHT TO DOUBLE-TRACK ROAD
—WHETHER DOUBLE TRACKS IN ADDITION TO
SINGLE TRACK WILL UNDULY OVERCROWD
STREET FOR PUBLIC TO DEAL WITH—FORFEITURE
ONLY ENFORCEABLE AT ELECTION OF STATE.

Newport News & Old Point Railway & Electric Co. vs. Hampton
Roads Railway & Electric Co. (Va.). 47 S. E. Rep. 839. June

16, 1904.

The Newport News Company obtained from the hoard of super-

visors of Elizabeth City county, in May, 1899. the riglit to double-

track where there had been a single track over certain county roads

and streets a portion of which, on April i, igoo, became part of the

town of Phoebus. But it did not double-track the bed of Mellen

street in said town, as it had leased a piece of track on a street

one block from Mellen street which it used for the return route for

its cars; and. in December, 1900, the council of the town of

Phoebus granted to the Hampton Roads Company the right to con-

struct and operate a double-track street railway system on Mellen

street. The supreme court of appeals of Virginia does not con-

sider that the Newport News Company, by reason of the grant to it

by the board of supervisors of Elizabeth City county, had a prior

and exclusive vested right to use and occupy Mellen street with a

double-track system of electric railway; the court holding that the

right of the board of supervisors to control Mellen street after it haS
been severed from the county of Elizabeth City and became a part

of the territory w-ithin the limits of the town of Phoebus ceased,

and the control of Mellen street was from that time as absolutely

under the control of the town authorities of Phoebus as if the

town had been incorporated before the charter of the Newport
News Company was granted. Whether the establishment of a

double-track system of electric railway in a street in addition to a

single-track system there, would unduly overcrowd the street and
render it unsafe to travelers thereon, is a matter for the public to

deal with, and not a competing corporation seeking to maintain a

monopoly in the street. Again, the court says that for about 18

months the Newport News Company had used only a single track

on Mellen street—the cars thereon running but in one direction, and
returning, as has been remarked, upon another street—and did no
act indicating an intention to furnish reasonable facilities for the

accommodation of the public on Mellen street, until the Hampton
Roads Company, in the exercise of the right conferred upon it by
its charter and the ordinance of the council of Proebus, began
work in locating its tracks upon Mellen street, etc. ; and that, under
the circumstances, the council of Phoebus was well warranted in

the exercise of its right to promote the welfare of its citizens by
conferring upon the Hampton Roads Company the right to occupy
the street with its tracks. If from any cause the latter company
had forfeited its right to' lay its tracks and operate its cars on and
over Mellen street, such forfeiture could not be taken advantage of

in a private action, and could only be enforced on behalf of the pub-
lic at the election of the state.



Double Deck Cars with Covered Tops.

A Review of Current British Practice.

For nearly two vears the tramway managers of Great Brilam,

especially those operating municipally owned lines, have been much

interested in the subject of covers for upper decks of tram cars and

the result has been the perfection of a number of designs and the

wide adoption of top covers by British tramways. From the point

of view of the American manager the double deck car has never

been popular and in the last eight years we believe the only Ameri-

can road to experiment along this line is the Twin City Rapid Tran-

sit Co.. of Minneapolis, which this last summer put in operation

between Minneapolis and St. Paul the car illustrated in the "Daily

Street Railway Review' for Oct. 13, IW- This car is provided

with roof covering and canvas side covers which extend only to the

hand rail. The car being intended for use in pleasant weather only,

the idea of enclosing the upper deck, or what is properly a second

car body, was not considered.

Mr Bcl'.amv ol Liverpool, and is referred to at some length m U...

description of the Liverpool cars. The disadvantage is the extra

cost of maintenance and possibly the extra cost of power, which may

be due to the greater wind resistance of the upper deck.

We desire to express our appreciation of the courtesies shown

by the tramway authorities of the various municipalities whose

double deck cars ,ire illustrated herewith.

GLASGOW.
Tlie niaiume.nciu of the Glasgow Corporation Tramways ba»

been experimenting with top covers of different types which we

are enabled to illustrate by courtesy of Mr. John Young, who until

last month, when he resigned to go with the Verkes lines in London,

was general manager at Glasgow.

Fixed Roof Type.—The roof of this top cover is fixed; that is,

GLASGOW lAR WITH iU'ENINX KOOF—CLOSEU.

Doubtless to the majority of American readers the double deck

car in its simplest form appears impracticable and the cover for an

upper deck may be considered as a device which makes a bad matter

worse. In Great Britain, however, the covering of the upper deck

has proved to be a very (.opular step and a great many systems be-

sides those whose cars arc described in this article have ordered

top coverings or arc experimenting with various designs.

There seems to be a tendency to carry this matter to extremes

and top covers are in use on tram cars operated over roads of only

3 ft. 6 in. gage. Ilie end view of such a vehicle shows a structure

of most unmechanical appearance, the immense height being out of

all proportion to the width, and the car appears as if it might easily

be overturned were it to cncounler a moderate wind on a piece of

track that was not in perfect condition.

The principal argument in favor of the top covered cars is that

during the winter, and in inclement weather at all seasons, the pas-

. .iv-ri occupying the upper deck are sheltered. This phase of the

,, ;, lion ii one which has been given a great deal of attention by

END VIEW—SHOWING HOOF Ol'EN.

it has 110 opening panels. It is conslrucled in the usual car roof

style with ash roof ribs, macbincd to a 20-fl. radius, specially

strengthened in llic center to carry the trolley base. The ceiling is

of birdscye maple three-ply veneer with teak or mahogany mold-

ings.

There are five windows cjh each side, i.rraiiged lo raise and lower

with ordinary window sash chains and balanced to remain in .iiiy

position. The total height inside is 6 ft. I in., with a seating capacity

for 40, making the total seating capacity of the car 64.

Opening Roof Type.—This roof is divided longitudinally into five

-eelioiis. The middle portion has no sliding panels, and is specially

strengthened ti> carry the trolley base. The two end sections are

fitted with sliding panels, closing towards the center line of the car.

When panels are open, the clear space is equal to about half the area

of the total roof. The side windows are fixed, but hinged ventilators

are arrangeil along the side of the cnr above the windows, and .ire

geared lo open and close simultaneously.

Second Opening Roof Type.—This is the latest type of oar I)iiilt
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by the Tramways Department of the Glasgow Corporation. A
feature of this car is the extended platforms which allow of the

controller and hand brake gear being mounted between the dash-

board and the stair, providing a weather protection for the motor-

LATEST TYPE OF GLASGOW CAR.

man if found necessary, and the erection of a stair of the half-turn

type, which gives passengers better facilities for boarding and leav-

ing the car. It will be observed that the top cover is the same

length as the under body, otherwise it is of the same construction

as the other opening roof type.

BIRKENHEAD.
The Birkenhead Corporation Tramways Committee has for some

time past been running on trial four cars fitted with top deck covers,

and as these proved to be entirely satisfactory from a traffic point of

view, it was decided recently to fit twelve more cars with covers. It

has been found that the cars with covered top decks save a consid-

erable amount in working expenses, doing away with the necessity

for running relief cars during rush hours in inclement weather.

Of the first four sample cars two were fitted up by Milnes, Voss

& Co., of Birkenhead, and two were built in the corporation's work-

shops. The twelve additional covers referred to, will be built in

the corporation shops, and after its own design.

It has been found that the double truck cars are much more suit-

EXTERIOR OF TOP COVERED CAR, BIRI^EN^E.\D TRAMWAYS.

able for top deck covers than are the ordinary single truck cars,

and in consequence, the twelve new covers are to be placed on

double truck cars. Each of these cars has seats for 76 passengers

completely under cover.

The top covers the whole length of the car, the top railings and
trolley standard being done away with. It is fixed on existing cars

without any alteration in the original car body or platforms.

The roof of the top cover is of the monitor type.

There are six windows of ]/i in. polished plate glass on each side

of the cover, two of these being fixed, and four sliding. These

latter arc so balanced that each can be opened or closed independent-

ly of the others by passengers or by the conductor, and will remain

in any desired position.

There are three fixed curved windows at each end. The window

frames are of teak, the bearers of ash, and the inside roof is finished

in ash boarding and painted white.

The staircase is enclosed by a wood and glass partition with a

sliding door, completely enclosing the staircase and obviating the

^B^^B^ -^^
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steam railway carriages. The ends of the covers are specially ar-

ranged £or the type of staircase which is known as the straight

stairway, and in order not to affect the seating capacity the doors

are in two halves arranged to fold up against the side of the cover.

The ends consist of narrow pitch pine boarding with a large window
fitted in and the canopies of the roof are extended over in order to

give the roof an improved appearance. The sides are worked on

the Magrini patent principle which is adopted by tjie majority of

municipalities in Great Britain, and they are worked by means of

pinion wheel, rack and spindle ; they slide down behind the screen-

board in one length. .\ very considerable advantage in this method

in preference to separate windows is that the control of the ventila-

tion is entirely in the hands of the management, and the sides are

let down or run up by the conductor, thus doing away with all dis-

putes between passengers as to whether windows shall be up or

down. Further, in the case of separate drop windows, in order to

balance these properly it is found necessary to have such large lead

weights that the weight of the cover is very considerably increased.

The Sheffield Corporation has found this method of operating the

windows so satisfactory that it has decided to have 42 more covers

fitted in a similar manner. The number of windows and their shape

are arranged to harmonize with the car body. The only alteration

required in the car is the removal of the side and end handrail-

ings, and the trolley standard is slightly lengthened in order to be

carried through the roof. On cars with reversed stairways the

mam difference is in the ends which are fitted with end framing and

sliding door in the center, and access and egress are similar to those

of the inside of the car body.

LIVERPOOL.
Mr. C. R. Bellamy, general manager of the Liverpool Corporation

Tramways, has long taken the view that public requirements could

not be adequately met during inclement weather without the pro-

vision of top covers for cars, and in dealing with this subject in a

overcrowding when the cars are carrying little more than half the

licensed number. These charges are most frequent during the

winter, when it is often found necessary to run a ma.\imum service

of cars during inclement weather to provide inside seating accom-

modation for passengers though the traffic is at its minimum.

.\ tram car should not have a variable capacity dependent upon

the vagaries of the weather. All passengers should be carried in

comfort and with the utmost freedom from risk of any sort, and to

secure this the total seating accommodation must always be usable

without discomfort. These conditions cannot be obtained williout

a top cover which, it will be admitted at once, secures them.

At the same time it must be recognized that outside traveling

during a considerable portion of the year is both pleasant and bene-

ficial, and that a large number of people in the summer months avail

themselves of it purely for constitutional or pastime purposes. It

is therefore very necessary to safeguard outside traveling as far as

possible.

By studying the meteorological reports supplied specially in Liver-

pool it was found that half the days of tlie year have a temperature

of 50° F. or over, and are dry, and for this period at least a top

cover may become worse than useless, since it may roll cnilside trav-

eling of its attractions.

It is well known that the top covered decks of the steam cars

were very objectionable during the greater portion of the year, and

care must be taken that their disadvantages are not repeated.

The chief requirements of a top cover therefore appear to be:

That it can be readily removed when not required, and that it can

be brought into use with equal facility when atmospheric condi-

tions render it necessary.

The top covers in use on the steam cars in Great Britain and on

the continent did not comply with these conditions ; they were

provided with permanent roofs and ends, and glazed sides capable

of being raised or lowered.

The worst form of ventilation was considered to be the open win-

f.lVKKIW)!. ( AR— Till' lirKN.

L

paper read at the first meeting of the Municipal Manager's Associa-

tion in I^ndon in July, 1902, he submitted the proposition that it

was desirable to provide a method of rapidly covering the upper

deck of tramway cars, when weather conditions rendered it desir-

able. He alio iiointcH out that the covered seating capacity of an

ordinary car was little more than one-third its total capacity, which

has led to the practice in most towns of allowing passengers to stand

inside with the result that managers arc frequently charged with

dciw, especially when traveling at high s|)ce(ls, and therefore Mr.

Bellamy attempted to provide sufficient ventilation between the top

of the window when up and the roof, to make the roof as well

as the sides collapsible. He found that in very fine weather outside

traveling with a cover is far plcasanter with the roof open as well

as the sides. With the sides alone open there is nearly always an
objectionable draft, smoke from smokers is blown through or across

I he car and the sun i» largely excluded. With a roof that is col-
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lapsiblc outside riding with perfect vciitiiatioii and great comfort

can be secured for several montlis in tlie year, with an open roof

and the side windows raised forming a high glazed screen around

the passengers.

Tlie first form of cover used in Liverpool consisted essentially of

a framework with closed end screens, and one-third of the roof

(the central portion) permanent, the other

two-thirds of the roof and the sides being

closed at will by a series of spring blinds

:if the American type. The desire was to

make the cover provide for the outside

passenger what a mackintosh affords the

pedestrian—something that would meet the

innncdiatc requirement but must neces-

sarily be dispensed with at other times.

Forty of these cars were run in Liver-

pool during the winter and summer
months, and were a marked success, the

best measure of public appreciation being

their increased earnings which averaged

I'Ad per car-inilc. The capacity of the

curtains and the difficulty in drying tliem

were, however, found objectionable, and it

was found that wood slides for the roof

and glazed framing for the sides could be

adopted without serious departure from the

principles laid down.

The number of these cars in service was
rapidly increased and it is expected that

there will be 300 of them in use during tlic

coming winter.

Standing in these cars has been limited

to 9 inside and as no one is allowed to

stand until the upper deck is occupied, in-

stead of the 23rd passenger standing as

in the case of the ordinary car it is the

S9th, and it is found in practice that tlfis

requirement seldom arises, a standing

passenger in these cars now being a rarity.

Notwithstanding the large increase in the number of these cars

the extra earning power is still maintained and as having a bearing

on the advantage of top covers it may be mentioned that while for

the first four months of the present year the passengers in Liver-

pool have increased by 3 per cent they have been carried with 5 per

cent less cars in the service.

With reference to the e.xtra expense with this type of car, there

is naturally more energy used, but a reliable figure cannot at pres-

ent be given as it would obviously be unfair to charge these cars

with the total increased expense which is effected largely by track

conditions. Mr. Bellamy is experimenting with various forms of

wattmeters and hopes shortly to be able to give an accurate figure,

but be is convinced that it is small and is probably in the ratio of

the increase in w'eight which is 5 per cent. There is also the ques-

tion of cleaning, the cost of which has been increased by ig per cent,

that is from i shilling 4;/ pence to I shilling 7.54 pence per car per

day.

This includes the additional disinfecting. For a long time it has

been the practice in Liverpool after thoroughly cleaning the cars

to disinfect the inner surface with a solution of perchloride of

mercury which is applied with a sprayer. This disinfection is now
extended to the upper deck which adds largely to the cost.

WALLASEY.
The Wallasey Council started an investigation of the advantages

of top covers some 18 months ago, and after inspecting various

types, finally decided to have a sample cover built, mainly after its

own design, but fitted with side windows in one length operated on

the Magrini principle. An illustration of this cover is shown. It

is considered that this car is unique as regards the design and shape

of roof. It was particularly constructed to give the greatest pos-

sible amount of headroom and the best ventilation, and a large

number of corporations have since adopted it.

The inside of the roof is boarded with narrow pitch pine boards

handsomely varnished, and in order to keep the top clear from

smoke when the cover is closed, two ventilators are provided. At

night the covered cars look well as the covers are well lighted by

lights arranged along their sides. The ends, which are of oak and

ash handsomely panelled, are fitted with sliding doors similar to

those on the inside of the saloon.

The sides, which are of mahogany, are fitted with three windows

IIVERPOOI. CAR—TOP CLOSED.

to harmonize with those in the car body, and, as already mentioned,

are operated in one length by the conductor by means of racks,

pinion wheels and spindle. This method has proved very satisfac-

tory, as it entirely does away with the disputes which so constantly

occur between passengers when windows are worked independently,

and there is claimed for it the additional advantage of being the

lightest arrangement of roof covering of a permanent type yet con-

structed. There is no rattling and jamming of windows and conse-

quent breakage.

The double deck trolley standard is removed and one of a specially

\V.M.L.\SKV rOVERED CM!.

designed single deck type substituted, and this, together with a

slight re-arrangement of top seats gives room for four additional

passengers on the covered cars compared with the uncovered ones.

The committee finding the sample car gave satisfaetion to pas-
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sengers decided to have 14 more cars covered in a similar manner

and an order for this number was subsequently placed with G. C.

Milnes, Voss & Co., Cleveland St., Birkenhead. All of the covered

cars are now in service and it is reported that there is a marked

increase in the earnings as compared with nncovered cars. The

BRADFORD COVERED CAR.

average increase is estimated at i.5d. per car mile, a

quickly repays the initial expense.

result which

BR.'\DFORD TR.WIWAYS.

The Tramway Department of the Bradford Corporation has 100

cars fitted with tops as shown in the accompanying illustrations, but

reports that it is too early to state definitely what the increased

earning' capacity of the cars will be in bad weather. The general

manager, Mr. Clivc J. Spencer, stated that on wet or cold days these

cars carry a greater number of passengers than do the others, the

earnings per car mile being about id more than the open top type,

but that it is impossible to say to what extent the other cars suffer

as a result of the competition with the covered type. It is consid-

ered, however, that the effect of this competition is very slight and

INTKRIOK (ir DKADFORD COVERED I AK.

the management asuumes that the car lops mean an increased rev-

enue in bad weather of aljout l.l per car mile. It is also considerc.l

that the car tops arc economical in that fewer cars need he run ni

wet weather, giving a rorresiH.nding saving in operating expenses.

On the other liaml, the cars with tops arc more expensive to operate,

this being especially tnie in Bradford where tlic grades arc heavy

and the Hue is located so that the cars arc exposed to the action of

the wind. The results of experiments so far made indicate that

the consumption of current is increased from 15 to 20 per cent hy

fitting the cars with tops. The cost of cleaning is also increased.

l,(lNnilN IXIUNTV rol'NlII, Cl.VliKKli t.\K

It is the opinion of Mr. Spencer that the car top has, all things con-

sidered, come to stay and has been found of considerable service in

solving' the difficulties of providing adequate sealing capacity for

passengers without running an extra number of cars.

LONDON.

The accompanying illustration of the lop cover in use on the

London County Council lines is reproduced from a photograph taken

by special permission of Mr. A. L. C. Fell, chief officer of the

Tramways Department, and this is, we believe, the first publication

in which this car has been shown. The top covers were built by the

London Coiinly ("omicil workmen in conjunction with the firm of

< Ak Mill l..\:l 1.0.VIBI.N .Ml'NII II'AI IKAMWWS.

.Millies, Voss & Co., of liirkcnhead. About i(io covers have been

ordered in addition to the first lot put on an<l the cars fitted with

these will soon be put in operation on the conduit tramways in

.South Ix.ndon. Mr. Fell states that the cover has been very satis-

factory. The cars so filled acconuno.late a large utimlicr (jf people
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who during wet weather would be compelled either to walk or wait

for another car. It is believed that but little additional current

is required for the operation of these cars and the management is

very enthusiastic regarding tlicni. The illustrations serve to show
the construction without detailed description.

EAST LONDON CO. (SOUTH AFRICA.)
The East London car shown was built by the Electric Railway &

Tramway Carriage Co. of Preston (Dick, Kerr & Co.). This car

is noteworthy as showing to what extent some managers are willing

to go to get desired results. In this car the wooden panelling is of

ash, the general construction of the car being evident from the illus-

tration.

LEEDS.
The general appearance of the top covered cars used in Leeds is

shown in the illustration. The length of the body corresponds to

the length of the lower saloon, the ends being covered by a canopy.

The principal dimensions are: Length of body outside, i6 ft.;

length of body inside, 15 ft. 4 in.; length of platforms, s ft.; length

over platforms, 26 ft. ; width over side panels, 7 ft. 1/2 in. ; clear

height inside at center, 6 ft. ; clear height inside at sides, 5 ft. loj/^

in. ; height of end door opening, 5 ft. 954 in. ; height from rail level

to top of cover, 15 ft. 8;4 in. ; height from rail level to floor, 9 ft. 6

in.; gangway between seats, 14 in.; height of lower saloon (floor

seats to roof veneer), 6 ft. ^V, in.

^!fRi
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THE KENNINGTON TOP.
.

Two of the views show illustrated cars of the Hull tramways,

which are fitted with the Kennington patent collapsible electric

tramcar covers. This cover is manufactured by the Kennington

Syndicate, of Victoria Chambers, Leeds, and is presented as an

effective device of its kind, combining durability and simplicity

with a good appearance. The framework is of light material, bat

strongly built, and forms a symmetrical arch, which does not de-

tract from the appearance of the car and which it is considered pre-

sents much less resistance to wind than would a square-shaped

cover. The cover is divided into four sections, any one of which

may be brought into use separately if desired. The arches of the

framework carry the center plank on which are supported the

trolley base and the sliding shutters. The shutters are guided into

position by channels in the framework and are drawn down much

as the cover of a roller top desk, on the same principle of which

they are constructed. The windows are of the railway carriage

type and when raised and the shutters are drawn down, the whole

forms a water tight compartment. Provision for ample ventilation

has been made by placing along the length of the roof two cylin-

ders, which form ventilators, and a casement for the shutters when

not in use. One advantage particularly claimed for the arched

framework of the covers is that broken wires falling on the roof

will more readily roll off upon the ground. The view showing the

cover open brings out strongly the light appearance of the structure

and the additional seating accommodations which are gained by the

Kennington system.

SPECIAL TROLLEY STANDS.
The adoption of the top cover cars makes it necessary to remove

the trolley stand from the upper deck, or perhaps it would he better

to say makes it possible to remove the trolley stand, and thus secure

one nr two additional seating places. Thus, the trolley stand having

:^^^TQj;fr^i(TOlMMllliiMgiK^^

TROLLEY BASE FOR TOP COVER.

been removed from the upper deck a trolley base must be placed

upon the roof of the top cover. This is in most all instances some-

what higher than the top of the stand and where overhead obstruc-

tions such as bridges have to be considered it means that a special

design of base must be used. A recent design to meet the require-

ments of a canopy trolley stand that was developed by S. Dixon &
Son, Ltd., of Leeds, is shown in the drawings. The working height

for the standard above the extreme top of the car is only 4 in., thus

making the space between the top of the car and the roof of any

bridge the minimum.

Work Near Motors Healthful.

porting herself near the rails it is rare indeed nowadays to find one

which has been killed by the cars on the older roads. The writer

having been a horse-car man previous to the advent of electric trac-

tion, was quick to note the antics of the cats, and was led to inves-

tigate the influence of electric traction on man. After transforming

several horse-car lines to electric lines, and converting the drivers

into motormen, it was noted that invariably the health of the men

began to improve and they began to take on flesh. As they were

running over the same route as formerly, and were exposed to the

same weather conditions (the vestibule not having been invented),

there was no way to account for improved health, snap, and vigor,

except as the result of the imperceptible magnetism of the motors,

or the proximity of heavy electric currents.

"While the writer was superintendent of the San Antonio (Tex.)

Street Ry. in the early nineties he called the attention of Dr. F. M.

Hicks, the company's surgeon (and one of the most noted prac-

titioners of Texas to-day), to his observations as above. Shortly

afterward Dr. Hicks requested me to take on two consumptive citi-

zens from Illinois as motormen. They were accordingly installed,

and in a few months were both apparently restored to robust health.

It is true that San .Antonio is a healthy resort for this type of dis-

ease, and if there was no sequel to my story it would lose its point.

Now for the sequel ! After about two years' service one of these

left the employ of the electric railway and retired to a farm on the

outskirts of the city; within a year his disease returned and he died.

The other continued in the service for several years, and when the

writer saw him last, he seemed still to be in the same robust health

;

he informed me, however, that he quit the road for about six

months, at one time, and returning ill health warned him to again

c:o back to the service, which he did and is now at work in Houston,

.Another horse-car conductor in a poor state of health was changed

to the electric cars nnd after running for two years his highly nerv-

ous, cmnciated form had rounded out to magnificent proportions at

the time he left the service to embark in the cattle and hor.se busi-

ness. In less than two years after abandoning the motor cars he

died from nervous debility and exhaustion. An engineer from In-

dianapolis, Ind., who came south for his health, was recommended

by the writer and put in charge of the press-room plant of the Daily

Express operated by electric motors. The Dailv Express building

is a magnificent example of the modern publishing house, and its

press rooms as well as all other parts of the building is thoroughly

ventilated, and although the work was wholly night work, and he

was thrown continually in close proximity to the motors, belts and

presses, of such an estahlishment, in two years he was thoroughly

sound and well, and returned to the north to again take up his occu-

pation of steam engineer.

"Many instances could be cited and subst.Tntiated of the above

nature which have come under the observation nf the writer if space

permitted, but as it does not I will content myself by calling atten-

tion to the fact that the census reports show that during the last

decade the health of the principal cities grently improved and the

death rate was considernblv lower than formerly.

"As the period between iRoo and 1000 witnessed the almost uni-

versal adoption of electric traction, and the electric motor in our

cities, and millions of our citizens were thrown within the gentle

and stimulating (although imperceptible) influence of the motors in

their daily rides on the cars, or in the various occupations operated

hv motors—is it not worth while to consider whether or not the

adoption of electricity as a motive power has not had as much to

do with improved health conditions in our cities as 'improved sani-

tation,' which is usually given all the credit?"

Mr. J. W. Greer, of Yoakum, Tex., who was formerly superin-

tendent of the San Antonio Street Ry. (and at that time an occa-

sional contributor to the "Review") and is now secretary of the

Yoakum Improvement Co., recently addressed a letter to the Scien-

tific American refuting statements made in that publication claiming

that the use of electricity as a motive power is unheallhful. We
quote part of Mr. Greer's letter as follows

:

"The writer well remembers the many cats killed by the electric

cars on the first roads equipped, while taking their evening electrical

bath by rolling along between the rails of the roadbed.

"Pusny, like man, has grown wise to the fact that the cars some-

limes kill, and while she may yet be teen in the early evening dii-

Surveys have been made bv the engineering corps of the York
County Traction Co., York, Pa., for the proposed new trolley lino

that will ultimately connect York with Loganville and Glen Rock
to the surburban electric railway system. It is stated that con-

struction work will commence early next spring.

Many rumors concerning the electrlfiratinn of stcnm roads iiirlndc

the Rattle Creek- Stnreis branch of the Michigan Central Railroad

Co
:

.i;o miles of track for the surburban service of the Erie Rail-

road, with a rentral power st.ilion at Paferson, N. T , and the line

of the Colorado Midl.nnd R R. between Colorado Springs and
Woodland Park.



October Meeting of New England Street Railway Clubs.

Interesting Discussions on Track Construction and Maintenance.

The New England St. Ry. Clnli held its regular October meeting

on the evening of Tluirsday. the 27tlt, with President Neal in the

chair, at Wesleyan Hall, Broonifiold St., Boston. The meeting be-

gan at 7:,50 and the first half hour was devoted to routine business,

including the report of the last meeting, election of new members,

etc. The proposed change in the date of the annual meeting was

tabled until February, on account of the prospective visit of Presi-

dent Ely of the American Street Railway Association in January.

No action was taken in the way of changing the by-laws and con-

stitution.

The subject of the evening was "Track Construction and Main-

'.enance." The first speaker was Gilbert Hodges, consulting engi-

neer, of Boston. Mr. Hodge's paper sketched the development of

track from the parallel rows of flat stones laid in some of the

Roman roads to the practice of today. Street railway track has

passed through an evolution as well as that on steam roads. In

the last part of the 17th century timber was used in England for

rails. In 1826 a road was built in Quincy, Mass., in simple T-rail

form. The rails were only 12 ft. long, and were set in cast iron

chains, which were in tiyn fastened to the ties, the latter being of

stone. Other early sections of rails in Massachusetts consisted of

angle or IT-shaped pieces of iron that were spiked to the timbers

;

after this a flat or tram rail 4 in. to 5 in. wide was used. Some-

times the heads of the rails were oflf center, and they weighed from

30 to 50 lb. per yard all told. These rails were spiked to the timbers

and beneath the joints were placed flat iron plates with holes elon-

gated to provide for expansion and contraction. Usually the ties

w^ere of spruce, but often hemlock was used. The dimensions of

the ties were 4 in. by 6 in. by 6 ft. 6 in., and they were ordinarily

spaced from 4 to 5 ft. apart on centers. At times the spacing ex-

tended as far as 12 ft. Railroads for horse traction have even been

built without either ties or brace rods, but in the early days brace

rods of iron were used on the best roads.

Even before the advent of electric cars girder rails came into

play. Naturally the first forms were shallow and light. They were

spaced from 3 to 5 ft. apart and supported on cast iron chairs. In

Providence, R. I., one of the first forms of girder rail was put down.

It was called the "Longstreet ;" it had a T-rail head and rested on

steel chairs sunk in concrete. It was from 6 to 7 in. deep. Mr. P.

F. Sullivan, now president of the Old Colony Street Railway Co.,

conceived the idea of a tram head with a wide bottom flange, and

the rail which he designed was made by Wni. Wharton of Phila-

delphia and laid in Lowell, Mass. This was the first true g-in. girder

rail.

In modern practice the Boston Elevated Ry. is now installing an

80-lb. T-rail 8 in. deep in one of the suburban towns near Boston.

It is spiked to ties 8 ft. long, spaced 24 in. on centers; the ties are

tamped with gravel, after which two layers of concrete are put down
;

this is foUovved by granite blocks, grouting of small stone and a

filling of bitumen for the finished surface. Tic rods are placed 5 or

6 ft. apart.

Sixty-foot rails are satisfactory for deep T and girder rails in

paved streets, but where a shallow rail is required it is not desirable,

according to Mr. Hodges, to use longer than 30 ft. T rails. A dur-

able and economical track can be made with 70-lb. T rails, carefully

jointed and spaced 2 ft. in tie centers.

Although great progress has been made in the manufacture and

design of rails the deep girder rail of today is not entirely satisfac-

tory. Its initial cost is high, and a large portion of the rail is super-

fluous metal as far as the points of wear and tear go. In large

cities these rails often have to be renewed every five years, and their

value is little more than scrap when they are taken up. Operating

expenses must necessarily bear the cost of these renewals. A de-

sign with less unused metal is much wanted.

In a modern track the weakest part is of necessity the joint be-

tween the rails. Fairly good joints are now on the market, but there

is room for large improvement still. A good joint noticeably in-

creases the life of a rail, and especially has this been accomplished

by welding improvements. Great progress has also been scored in

the design and manufacture of special work. In the old days

switches, frogs, rivets and curves were made of cast iron in lengths

not exceeding 10 ft. This was the limit in the size of good castings.

The old types of switches were straight, and they made an angle

of about 4 degrees with the main line. The predecessors of the

present Barbour- Stockwell Co. of Cambridgeport, Mass., turned out

some of the earliest switches and frogs in New England, and the

curves were made by Wharton. Excellent switches and frogs are

now built with good steel and hardened centres, and the economy

of modern special work is very high. Of course, the end is not yet

reached in the way of good designing, and in all things connected

with track work one should study to learn what is best ; strive to

have things better and struggle for the greatest ultimate economy.

A brief discussion followed the reading of Mr. Hodge's paper. R.

W. Conant, of Cambridge, asked why the steam roads had found

6o-ft. rails troublesome, and Mr. Hodges replied that the most seri-

ous factor is the difficulty experienced in maintaining good alignment

under all conditions of weather and especially in varying tempera-

tures. On a western road which was equipped with 85-lb. rails care-

fully laid for interurban service it was found in hot weather that

all the joints in the track could be seen on looking along its length,

and where the joints were staggered, the cars lurched violently in

passing over them. Mr. Conant emphasized the point that the 6o-ft.

rail reduces bonding troubles by 50 per cent, although fairly satis-

factory bonds are now in use. Mr. Hodges said that the saving in

bonds was really the only excuse for using a 6o-ft. rail.

The next speaker was David Curtin, roadmaster of the Old Colony

and Boston & Northern systems. He described at length the prac-

tice of the Twin City Rapid Transit Co. in track work. The Boston

Elevated is now putting down a line of double track in renewal

work in Boylston St. that resembles the standard practice of the

Twin City company, and there is also a line in Medford, Mass., of

tile same general character. The Twin City lines were first operated

as a street railway about 1873-4 ^s the St. Paul & City Ry. and the

Minneapolis Street Ry. In Providence, R. I., twenty-seven different

rail sections were tried, and a considerable number were also put

down in the Twin Cities. One of the early rails was a T weighing

about 25 lb. per yd., then a 36 and 44-lb. rail were used, followed by

a 4S-Ib. girder rail. The weight of these went up from 45, 51, 52 and

54 to 78. About this time the company began to use T rails, and it

finally settled on a 74 lb. 8 in. rail, which was later superseded by the

79 lb. rail in use today.

In cities like St. Paul and Minneapolis where the streets are wide

the rails are not as a rule badly worn by street traffic. The condi-

tions which govern track construction are much different in the

east from those in the west. All the cars on the Twin City system

are single ended, so that when a car starts on a trip it has to run

until it comes to a Y or a loop before it can be turned homeward.
In new cities like St. Paul and Minneapolis much trouble arises from

the fact that the sewer gas and water connections are not put in as

a rule until after the street is paved.

Crushed rock, cement and sand are hauled by the company's cars

from its own sand pit. There is no record of the company's ever

having bouglit sand. The work cars carry 60 ft. rails, are 37 ft.

long, and hold 15 cu. yds. of stone. .'\1I material is dumped directly

on the work.

The first welding of the Twin City Co. was done in 1894, and the

rail weighed 78 lb. per yd. It was on Washington ave., Minneap-_

olis, and had been in use about 5 years. In many cases the joints

were badly damaged, but the rail lasted until last year. This shows

what cast-welding w-ill do to prolong the life of a piece of track.

The cost of cast welding depends greatly upon local conditions, as

does track construction. In one section of the city track was cast-
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welded and while the work was going on traffic was abandoned on

the line. The difference in cost between this and a case where the

cars were run during the period of construction amounted to from

$2 to $3 per lineal foot. Tlie company soon bought its own weldmg

machine and now has between 75 »"<• §5 miles of welded track;

great care is used in the work. The joints are tested by lookmg

under a steel straight edge to see daylight. As for the conductivity

of cast-welded joints. Mr. .Mbert B. Herrick has found some of the

joints to exceed the rail section by 25 to ;o per cent.

In the actual work of welding the shimming of the joints has to be

watched most carefully, rcmpcrature changes cause trouble, and the

hot metal is poured around the rail. I'he percentage of joint break-

age was not over I to l'<. Breaks generally occurred in the fall or

in the spring. .Additional care is needed in watching the concrete

mixers. The Twin City company usually puts concrete into a depth

of 10 in. below the base of the rail, and then carries it up to about

i>< in. to 3 in. from the top. Domestic concrete, like Milwaukee or

Mankato. is used between the tracks. Care is used in tampiig and

grouting. Longitudinal wooden blocks are used to a large extent

in the Twin Cities, costing 6 cents each for cutting. The small

groove formed at the side of the rail is useful in keeping teams out

of the track. The blocks are used for flanging, as the asphalt and

concrete became quickly worn out.

On the interurban and suburban lines an 80-lb. T rail of the .\. S.

C. E. pattern is used, with 8 ft. ties and "Continuous" joints. M
present there are two interurban lines of 10 and li miles length be-

tween St. Paul and Minneapolis. Two other lines arc also projected,

one via Marshall .'\ve., and the other via Fort SncUing. Ihe Univer-

sity Ave. line, which is the most direct has a 5 minute service except

in rush hours, when the interval is cut to 2'/i minutes.

Mr. Curtin closed by describing at length the counterwciglu equip-

ment used to operate cars up and down the Selby Ave. line on the

16 per cent grade near Summit Ave., St. Paul.

The last speaker of the evening was Mr. H. M. Steward, road-

master of the elevated division of the Boston Elevated Railway Co.

He said that he would devote his time to saying something about

the track on the elevated division and some of the difficulties which

have to be contended with in maintaining it.

The main line runs from Dudley St. to Sullivan Sq., a distance of

6yi miles. The .Atlantic Ave. section is used by loop trains only, and

the total length of track including sidings is 16.015 miles. Over 40

per cent of thi^^ distance is curved, with radii varying from 82 to 5,000

ft. There are 18 curves of less than 100 ft. radius and 16 others with

less than 150 ft. radius. A train going from Dudley St. to Sullivan

Sq. and return makes 9.43 complete circles. On the entire division

the curves added together total up 13.4 complete circles. The track

is far from being level. For example—there arc two up and two

down grades of 5 per cent and one down grade of 8 per cent, with

a reverse curve at the foot having Qo-ft. radii. The subway is the

worst part of the division, both as to curves and grades. .As Presi-

dent Bancroft has said, many of the curves in Ihe subway are called

curves only by courtesy.

The subway is a poor place to run elevated trains. It was never

intended for them, and riding through it is far from pleasant. Never-

theless, the track is kept in as good condition as is possible under

the circumstances. In many places it was necessary to cut awny ll.c

concrete on the walls and roof of the subway in ordo' to make room

for the cars. Consequently the company is not able In have iust the

line and super-elevation that it would like.

The track on the elevated structure is laid on hard pine ties which

arc fitted or dapped lo the track girders. Each tie is further fast-

ened to the structure by two hook bolts. There arc four wooden

guard rails, two inside and two outside the steel running rails. The

outside guard rails arc notched and fitted to the ties, and there is

a l»olt or log screw fastening c.ich guard rail to every tie, bii'Jmg

the whole firmly together and to Ihe structure. On this verv strong

and solid roadbed the rails are laid. The tracks are lai'l 24 ft. <>n

center where possible, and where the streets are narrow they arc laid

on 12 ft. centers. The running and third rails are of the A. .S. C. E.

standard 8s-lb. section. The steel guard rail, used next the inner

rail on curves, is the Pennsylvania Steel Co. foo-lb. rail. The run-

ning rail is laid with Goldic tic plates on every tic and is fastened

lo the tics by Goldic spikes. Articles have recently been printed in

the engineering journals advocating the use of screw s:>ikes, similar

to those used almost altogether in Europe. Some of the Elevated's

foreign visitors have expressed the^r dnubt to Mr. Steward, m re-

.rard to the holding power of Ameri.-.;ui spikes. Mr. Steward said

that if 'ome of these advocates of tho screw spike could go out with

the Elevated track crew some night and attempt to pull a few spikes

unc-.cr ;he conditions obtaining, ibeir doubts would be removed at

once It takes two men on a claw bar to pull cue of these spikes.

While screw spikes have grenu-v holding -..owcr. thiy could n-it

be used to advantage on the Elevated .livision. as it takes too much

ti'iie to place or remove them.

The rails arc joined by means of the "Conliiuious" joint fastened

by four bolts. Both running rails are bonded, one with 300,000 cm.

copper bonds to carry the return power current, and the other with

galvanized iron wire, to carry the signal current. The signal rail is

considerably cut up bv numerous insulation joints, which are put ,n

at the beginning and end of each block. The rails are held togetliei

at these joints bv wooden bars. Between the ends of the rails are

placed fibre cud posts of the same section as the rail. Directly under

the joint is placed a block of lignum-vitae. This is essential, as iron

or steel tie plates cannot be used.

The steel guard rail is fastened to the running rail by moans of

74-in. steel bolts spaced from 2'{. to 5 ft- apart, .iccording to the de-

gree of curvature. It is kept at a proper uniform distance from tb.-

running rail by means of malleable iron filler blocks. There are

also large washers at either end of the bolt which closely fit the rail.

This method of support liolds the two rails firmly together, .ilthougl.

on many curves it has been found necessary to further support the

guard rail by braces.

The third rail is supported by an insulator fastened to the tics and

is \g% in. from and 5 15/16 in. above the running rail. This rail is

joined by a special angle bar and two bolts. It is bonded at each joint

with two copper bonds. In places it changes from one side of the

track to the other, and to the ends of the third rail are fastened cast

iron risers or inclines to engage the shoe and prevent its being torn

off.
,

The running rails are prevented from creeping by means of

anchor plates bolted to the rail and spiked to the tie. They pre

made to fit the rail and the top of the tie plate closely and the re-

sults obtained are very satisfactory. These anchor plates are freely

used.

On curves the super-elevation varies up to 4 in., according to the

degree of curvature. Nearly every curve has a spiral or transition

curve at either end, and the elevation begins or runs out at the tan-

gent. This super-elevation was decided on and fixed when the road

was built. Since it has been in operation it has been found that

some curves would ride better for a little more or less elevation as

the case may be. The expense of making a change in elevation

mounts up so fast that in general the plan is to wait until the ties

need renewal before attempting any very extensive modifications.

On a steam road, if the elevation of a line or curve does not quite

come up to the roadmaster's ideas, he sends out a small crew, and

the curve is changed, if of ordinary length, in a few hours. Mr.

Steward then stated that in a few days he would have occasion to

lower the elevation on a curve from 4 in! to j in., the total length of

which is 300 ft. By using all the men he could work readily, he

hoped to be able to complete the job in six nights.

The elevated switches and frogs are patterned after those us«d

on steam roads; that is, they arc made from T-rail of the same

section as the running rail. In all there are 120 frogs and 86 switches.

Of these switches, 55 are operated from towers; the rest, being in

yards or on sidings, arc thrown by hand. Nearly all the frogs and

switches are special work. On steam roads only a few different

kinds of frogs are used, and only two or three different lengths of

switches. On the elevated division it was possible to do this in a

few cases only, on account of lack of room; consequently a large

percentage of the frogs and switches arc different, and can be used

only in the places they were built for. This necessitates keeping at

least one spare part for each in the immediate vicinity, so that it

will be available instantly in case of breakage. Turning to the main-

tenance question, Mr. Steward said that the builders of the road

hoped it would be strong enough to last a long linn-. As a matter

of fad. however, the rails began to wear out at a surprising rate as

soon as Ihe division was opened to travel. Nothing like it was ex-

pected, as all previous experience on elevated roads showed nothing

alarming in the way of rail wear. It was true then and it is true

today that there is no railroad in the world where rail wears out as
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quickly as on the elevated division. The large percentage of curved

track, the sharp curves and steep grades, and the combinations of

curves and grades constitute the reason for the excessive rail wear,

together with the combination of a large number of motor cars to a

train and the comparatively small driving wheels. The rail wear is

almost all on curves. On tangents the rail as yet shows compara-

tively no wear. On other elevated, steam or surface roads the con-

ditions are altogether different. Here the grades are such that each

car has to be a motor car. Each is capable of pulling a light trailer,

perhaps, but it is not considered safe to do so on account of the lia-

bility of motor cars breaking down and the train in consequence

being stalled on grades. On elevated roads operated by steam the

propelling or pulling power is centered in the locomotive. The cars

are all trailers, and consequently the rail is subjected to grinding

friction only from the drivers, which are comparatively large. Other

elevated roads operated by the third rail system have at least one

trailer to each motor car, and the rail is subjected to only half the

grinding friction that it must stand on the Boston Elevated.

When the excessive rail wear first became apparent it was neces-

sary to put on large crews of men and renew the worn rail as

quickly as possible. About all the curves wore out at once. The
road department was on the jump to get the new rail in, and organ-

ization and improved methods for doing work were not considered

at first. When it was found that it was possible to take care of the

rail renewals, the men then in charge had a little time to think and

plan, and new and improved methods were and are still being

adopted. The large crews have been cut down to a solid working

basis and at the present time the system is being maintained at a

comparatively reasonable expense. This is partly due to the way the

work is handled and the up-to-date tools; but is largely due to the

different kind of rail used. The original rail is the rail used by

about all steam roads, and manufactured and sold by all steel com-

panies unless something different is asked for. The Elevated division

calls this a soft rail. It has a low percentage of carbon and other

hardening elements. About two years ago it was noted that certain

rails in the same curves wore much better and lasted longer than

others. This difference in wear could only be due to the rails them-

selves, as they were subjected to the same wearing forces. Some
of these rails which showed the most marked differences were

analyzed, and after considerable study and consultation with various

steel experts, specifications were drawn with the idea of getting a

very hard rail as tough as possible. As a result the road is now
using almost altogether a rail rolled especially from these specifica-

tions. On the average this rail wears about three times as long as

the ordinary commercial rail, and the cost of it is practically the

same.

When the great amount of rail wear was first made known many
ideas were prevalent among manufacturers and railroad men as to

the cause and remedy. .All kinds of plans were tried, none of which

was over-successful. The only thing to do was to change the kind

of rail used. Several different kinds were tried, as the company was
willing to try anything that was safe. Experiments are still being

carried on today. The only rails which showed any practical results

were those of nickel and manganese steel. Nickel showed up fairly

well as compared with ordinary steel, although it cost several times

as much. A final test of nickel steel was made by placing a rail of

that material between two hard steel rails on the curve at the corner

of Causeway and Haverhill Sts. Measurements were then taken reg-

ularly every four weeks until it became necessary to remove the

nickel rail on account of the great difference in wear. It was in the

track 204 days and in that time it wore down .044 ft. as compared

with .015 ft. wear on the hard steel rails on either side of it. This

was reported to the manufacturers of the nickel rail ; they could not

believe it, as they were sure nickel steel rail was the best on the

market. They were not satisfied until they had sent their experts to

look at the rail, and were not sure even then that a mistake had not

been made at the mill and a softer rail sent the Elevated. They were

convinced only when a piece of it had been analyzed.

On the southbound track at Park St. subway station there is an

82-ft. radius curve. Ordinary commercial rails lasted on the average

just 44 days on this curve, and measurements showed a wear of from

.05 to .064 ft. in that time. A manganese steel rail was put into the

track at this place in April, 1902. and it is still in. After nearly i.ooo

days of service it shows a top wear of only about ' .016 ft. The
manganese rail has a large amount of side wear as compared with

top wear. While manganese steel will stand rolling friction indefi-

nitely it will not stand up under the grinding or cutting friction

from the flanges nearly as well. When this rail was first put in

it was allowed to take the flange wear, but is now protected by a

steel guard rail, which, as it is greased several times daily, wears

long enough to warrant its taking this wear.

There are now about 475 ft. of manganese steel rails in the elevated

track, three sets of manganese steel crossing frogs and several

ordinary frogs. They are very satisfactory if protected from side

wear. The average life of frogs and switches on the elevated divi-

sion varies from four to six months. On the tangents they show

about as little wear as the rail. Manganese steel rail costs about $5,00

per ft. as compared with 38 cents per ft, for ordinary steel rail. Even

at this high price it is, in the end, a cheaper rail to use.

In 1902 about 6,100 ft. of running rail was laid each month. This

has now been reduced to about 3,500 ft. per month, although the

number of trains per day over the track is greater. No tool has yet

been made which will make an impression on Manganese steel. Al-

though the metal is too hard to machine, it is capable of being readily

bent without breaking.

On curves with radii up to 500 ft, the rail wears down smoothly.

Above 1,000 ft, radius the rail does not wear entirely out as the road

department is obliged to remove it before it is worn to the lin'it on

account of the waves or corrugations which form. These waves make

a very hard and rough riding track. Several things combine to

cause waves, such as the skidding of the inside wheels and probably

the steel guard rail. These waves are often noticed or felt on surface

roads. They appear on almost every curve of the surface rojd

where a grooved rail is used, and never appear on a steam road.

The cause and remedy are not as yet positively determined. On
surface roads they are short, but on the Boston Elevated they vary in

length, many of them being quite long and deep. If tl-ey appear

on one rail they are soon transferred to the other. Otherivise waves

from the rail left in will transfer to the new rail. Anything which

causes a wheel to jump, or diverts it from its path, will result in a

hole being cut in the rail.

On the Elevated the receiving ends of the rails are not battered

down, but a hole is cut in the rail instead. An engine driver can be

spun or turned in the same place for some time without injuring

the rail, about the only perceptible result being that the rail becomes

case hardened at the point where the driver was turning. If the

motor wheels on the elevated cars are kept turning in one place for

any length of time, they will cut an 85 lb. rail in two. This instance

shows the different effects which locomotive drivers and Hie driving

wheels of an elevated car have upon rails. There have been cases

where trains have been stalled on grades, and in endeavoring to

start the train the motor wheels have been revolved in the sane

place for a short time with the result that deep holes have been cut

in the rails. When this has occurred, the trains could not be started

by their own power, but were obliged to remain where they were

tmtil pulled or pushed out of the holes.

On account of the excessive rail wear it is necessary to inspect the

track more closely than on any other road. The rails on every curve

are measured at least once a month. This record is kept in the office,

and the monthly measurements carefully studied. As a rail nears

the limit of its usefulness it is measured oftener and is taken out

when it reaches the limit agreed upon. Care is taken not to remove

a rail that will wear even a few days longer, but the greatest care is

observed to remove a rail before it becomes unsafe. Anyone who
has had charge of the maintenance of track on surface or steam roads

can probably cite cases where he has decided that the rail on a cer-

tain part of his road has reached the point where it must be relaid.

He puts the matter before his superiors and they tell him he can have

new rail next year, but when next year arrives, on account of lack

of money or because rail is needed more at some other place it is

decided to leave the old rail in another year, Mr, Steward said he

had known this thing to occur several years in succession, and the

old rail left in the track. In the case of the Elevated it is not a

question of years when a rail must come out, but rather of weeks or

days. When a rail is worn to a certain point it must be removed at

once, A week or so more may so weaken it as to make it unsafe.

Rail wear is measured and the result plotted carefully, Mr. Steward

knew of no other road that finds it necessary to do this. On a steam

road, when a rail is considered worn out or unfit for the main line

it is removed and laid on branch roads, and after that it is used on
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sidings. Mr. Steward doubted if he ever saw a rail on a steam road

so badly worn that it could not be used for some kind of track.

When a rail is worn out on the Elevated it is fit only for scrap and

is sold as such.

During daylight hours the track is inspected by eleven track walk-

ers divided into two crews, under competent foremen. The position

of track walker requires a careful man, as he has considerable re-

sponsibility placed upon him. He is also constantly in danger, as

he has to look out for the trains and the third rail at the same time.

He cannot be too careful, for, while he is keeping clear of the one,

he is liable to come in contact with the other. These men can do

practically no repairing beyond replacing and tightening up bolts,

replacing worn spikes, greasing the guard rails and other small jobs.

Mr. Steward has however thus far found work enough to keep them

busy. Any defects which cannot be repaired by them are reported

immediately on special blanks and are attended to at night.

For some time after the Elevated division was opened all the run-

ning and guard rail was curved, drilled and assembled at Barbour-

Stockwell Co.'s works in Cambridge. The Elevated road hauled

the work to Cambridge, hauled it back, and hoisted it upon the

structure with a derrick. This method was very slow and expen-

sive, so that now practically all this work is done at Sullivan -Sq. in

the yard. The rails are unloaded directly from the cars they were

shipped in and stacked in the yard. Here they are all cut, curved

and drilled, practically no work being done on the rail by outside

parties. This work is done in the daytime by a crew of six men
and a foreman. The rail is curved by a hand rail bender in prefer-

ence to a power bender as the rail would be liable to break on ac-

count of its hardness if curved by power. The rail and all other

material needed by the night gang is loaded on flat cars during the

day. Practically all the repairs are made at night between the hours

of I and s a. m. Everything as far as possible is carefully prepared

during the day so that the night gang can put in the whole of this

time, limited as it is, in actual rail laying, etc.

A large crew is kept at work repairing the track six nights of every

week. While this crew is large it is small compared with the former

force used. It is as small as it can be and will probably grow larger

in the future as other things than the rails are beginning to show

signs of wear.

The men, tools and material are taken out every night on a work

train, consisting of a motor car and one or more flat cars. One-half

of the motor car is housed over, and in it are the tools for making

all kinds of repairs. The other half of the car has a derrick with a

boom 20 ft. long for handling rail and other heavy material. The

derrick is operated by compressed air, the compressors being carried

on the car. The motor car can be operated cither by the trolley or

the third rail. As much as possible the third rail is made dead when
any track work is going on, as there is everywhere a trolley under

the structure and in the subway over the tracks. It is thus very

convenient to move the work train, even when the third rail is

dead.

The track repairing is done at night because during the day it is

impossible to do anything which will obstruct traffic. This traffic

cannot be diverted as on surface roads, and such a thing as renewing

rail or ties during the day cannot be considered for a moment.

All the drilling is done by machines operated by compressed air.

A 2-in. air pipe extends the entire length of the structure and

through the subway. It was originally intended to operate the sig-

nals. It is still used for this purpose, but in addition the road de-

partment uses the air for operating drills, cutters, riveting and

chipping hammers, grinding machines, and for blowing out or clean-

ing the switches on any part of the structure. There are taps at con-

venient distances and this power is made use of by all departments

having business in or about the elevated structure. A pipe line y}i

miles long is out of the ordinary, and requires considerable attention

itself. TTie best twist drills which can be purchased are practically

of no use with the hard rails on the Elevated. They can only drill

one or two holes before they need regrinding. Mr. Steward has

found it necessary to make his own drills out of a special brand of

steel and of a peculiar temper. He now uses flat diamond-pointed

drills. Some of these flat drills will put in fourteen i'A-\n. holes

and become hardly dulled.

Retwceti the hours of one and five .-1 small amount of work can

be done by a crew of 25 men when compared with the amount that

2 crew of cqiul lize can do on a steam road. Relaying 20 rails is a

good night's work for a crew of this size. Every spike has to be

pulled with a spike puller used in conjunction with a claw bar, and

it takes two men to each claw bar. The men have to be very careful

where they step and also to see that nothing falls into the street. All

the work must be done while standing between the rails, as there is

not room to stand outside the track. This, together with the care

that the men must use, necessarily retards the pace. Although it is

necessary for the track to be very strong one sometimes wishes

when it comes to making repairs that there was not so much to it.

Before a string of rails can be put in it is necessary to remove so

many bolts, spikes, plates, filler blocks, etc., that there is a carload

of material in the way before anything can be done to change the

rails.

The one thing impressed on the minds of all the men in the Road

Department is, that no matter how big a job is undertaken, and re-

gardless of what may happen, the track must be ready for trains in

the morning at the time they are scheduled to start. If the weather

turns out badly after the work has started, the men keep at it until

completed. When the weather is bad at midnight work on the struc-

ture is not attempted unless absolutely necessary. Instead, the men
work in the subway, as there is always plenty to be done there.

Without the subway the night crew would be idle a considerable por-

tion of the time.

Thus far the third rail has required less attention than the running

rail. The insulators have to be looked after pretty sharply in order

to prevent short circuits, which, when they occur, tie up the road for

a time. The shoes are wearing it some, but not as much as the snow

brushes that are used during the winter. These are made of steel

wire, and they actually gouge places out of the rail. During the

summer the shoes wear these rough places smooth. Considerable

trouble is experienced from vibration. Nearly everything on the

structure has been loosened on account of this. Some of the spikes

and bolts have been nearly cut in two.

The meeting closed with a unanimous vote of thanks to the speak-

cr.s of the evening.

A Hanger Relic.

By courtesy of Mr. C. E. Flynn, formerly general manager of

the Wheeling Traction Co.. Wheeling, W. Va., we have received

an interesting relic of the early days of electric railways, which

is shown in tire accompanying illustration. This hanger was made
of hard maple, turned to a coiu'cal shape in a wood lathe, with

open eyes of wrought iron screwed into the top and bottom, these

eyes being pinched shut after the hanger was put in position. The
conical surface is covered with asbestos paper. This type of hanger

AN OLD-TIME IIANGEK.

was, we believe, first made in 1887 and was used among other places

in Wheeling, W. Va. ; Atlanta, Ga., and Boston in the latter part

of the 8o's, replacing 2 x .•j in. x 3 ft. hardwood hangers and hangers

covered with tar paper. The wooden hanger illustrated is one of

ihc many used at Wheeling and afterward replaced by those of

more modern design. It was foinul, together with some other

relics, in tearing down an old carhnuse at Wheeling in the sum-

mer of 1903.
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British Municipal Tramways Accounts.

At the third annual convention of the Municipal Tramways As-

sociation the executive committee reported a suggested Standard

Form of Tramway Accounts, which was prepared by a joint com-

mittee of the Institute of Municipal Treasurers and Accountants,

and the Municipal Tramways Association of Great Britain. Mr.

James Dalryniple. chief accountant for the Glasgow Tramways, it

will be remembered, presented the Classification of Accounts and

Form of Report at the 1903 convention. Our readers arc familiar

with the report presented by Mr. Dalryniple through the discu.ssion

of it, and the comparison with the Street Railway .\ccountants'

standards, made by Mr. C. N. Duffy at the Saratoga convention

and published in the "Street Railway Review" for Sept. 20, 1903.

page 759.

Comparing the 1904 report with that of IQ03, we tind that the

Dr. side of the revenue account is comprised in 27 items placed

under four general beads instead of 46 items placed under six gen-

eral heads as in the 1903 report. To take up this classification more
in detail. Traffic Expense (which corresponds to the .Street Rail-

way Accountants' Transportation) comprises the same items as in

last year's report excepting that that of "Lighting Cars" has been

omitted, making nine subdivisions under this head instead of ten.

General Expense is the same as in last year's report except that

No. 17, ".Auditor's Fee," and No. 19, "Rent of Office," have been

eliminated. Rent and Taxes being divided as two items instead of

three, and Insurance (fire, accident, etc.), divided between two
items instead of three.

Instead of Repairs in the 1903 report we find General Repairs

and Maintenance in that of 1904, and this year there are only seven

items under this iiead, "Repairs to Steam Plants" and "Repairs to

Electrical Plant" having been transposed to the Cost of Power.

The Permanent Way Renewal Fund, being item No. 38 and one of

the six graded divisions of the 1903 expense classification, is omit-

ted in the 1904 classification.

The fourth head is Power Expense, under which is the single

item "Cost of Current at per Board of Trade Unit."

The sixth general division of the 1903 classification, that is, De-

preciation with its eight sub-divisions, is omitted from the 1904

classification.

A foot note explains that the Power Expense item is to be re-

placed in the case of a municipality having a separate tramway pow-

er station by the total of the .'\bstract of Power Expense, which

appears at page 7 of the 1904 report. This abstract of power ex-

pense includes "Salaries and Wages," "Fuel," "Water," "Oil and

Waste," and "Miscellaneous Supplies" (these comprises the Power
Expense shown in the 1903 classification) ; "Repairs to Steam

Plant" and "Repairs to Electrical Plant" (these appear under Re-

pairs in the 1903 classification) ; "Repairs to Ducts, Feeders, Ca-

bles, etc., and Repairs to Power and Sub-station Buildings" (these

items in the 1903 classification were included under similar heads

under the general division Repairs). Besides these nine numbered

items of depreciation, the power expense abstract calls for its

proper proportion of Rent, Taxes, Insurance Premiums and Gen-

eral Management, the amount laid aside to meet depreciation and

renewal, the interest on capital and the credit to sinking fund.

It would seem from comparison of the Power Expense .\bstract

with the Expense Account Classification that the various items of

general expense shown in the latter are not totals, but instead are

the totals less the portions of each that should be charged to power.

The Net Revenue .\ccount, .Appropriation Account, Reserve or

Renewals Account, Sinking Fund .-Account, Capital .Account, and

Balance Sheet contain nothing of particular interest that was not

covered by Mr. Duffy in his discussion of the 1903 report.

Under the head of Statistical Information is repeated the sundry

information of the 1903 report excepting that the "Ratio of work-

ing expenses to receipts" and the "Average working expenses per

car-mile" each replace two items showing each of these values, ex-

cluding depreciation and also including depreciation, and that there

have been added blanks calling for the average working expenses

per car-mile, excluding power, and the corresponding figure, includ-

ing power, and also a blank for the energy consumption per car-

mile.

In discussing the report presented for 1904 Mr. Dalryniple pre-

sented objections as to some of the forms of accounts, chief of

which concern the Net Revenue and .Appropriation Accounts. His

contention was that the contributions to the Sinking Fund and to

Renewal Fund should be included on the Dr. side of the Net Rev-

enue Account, .at least, and if he had his way they would be made a

charge against Gross Revenue. He objected to the Reserve and Re-

newals Funds being united in one item because Reserve and Renew-
als were quite distinct matters. Mr. Bellamy, president of the asso-

ciation, urged that if Mr. Dalrymple's suggestions were followed

it would result in statements that would compare unfavorably with

the results shown by private companies and that the loss would be

attributed to the municipal tramways when no real loss existed.

RolliiiR Stock Record.

The Seattle Electric Co. uses for a record of its rolling stock a

form which is reproduced herewith. The size of the original is

The Seattle Electric Company
CAR DATA

CAR BODY

S'yit -..Mtk

Ltngiti, Pltll^Mni Ba4y Ortntl
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Reinforced Concrete Construction.

BV JOHN O. HE WOLF, OF W. a SMITH WHALEY & CO., BOSTON. MASS.

On account of the destructive action oi the forces of nature there

has always been an effort on the part of builders and engineers to

obtain such material and use such form of construction as will

most suitably serve their porposes and best resist the destroying

agents. In many cases the natural supplies of material have been

such as to entirely outweigh all other considerations, with the result

that much construction has had for perhaps its only merit the

economy in first cost without durability. These defects are great

in the wooden construction which has been so common in this coiin-

Iry on account of the abundance and cheapness of that material.

This article is not intended to decry the value of wood nor to

diminish the importance of the services it has rendered, for if it had

beams, columns, floors, etc., as such calculations are rather complex

and at the present time to a considerable extent empirical, though

a great deal of experimental work is being done on the subject, and

we may expect it will result in as complete an understanding of the

stresses in concrete as we have in regard to iron and steel. Atten-

tion will simply be called to the suitability of reinforced concrete

and the fact that it can be properly used to accomplish results not

obtained as well by any other material.

In the practical applications of reinforced concrete, we find about

ihe same arrangement of posts and beams as would be used in slow-

luirning mill construction. In fact, it has been described by saying

that if we consider w-ooden construction as petrified, we obtain con-

s^ccf/bn^f j^-O

Iwen scarce and expensive it would have greatly handicapped our

building operations and limited our projects in almost all directions.

Hut for many purposes for which it has been commonly used it is

manifestly less fitted than other materials which arc now available.

Brick and stone have been commonly used and have proved

their ability to stand for ages. These materials when used in build-

ings have been principally in the walls and foundations, and the

modern industrial buildings in this country have had a great deal

of wood in them. While adding to the danger of destruction by

fire, there is also the difficulty of obtaining the rigidity and strength

necessary to sustain heavy loads or accommodate vibrating machin-

ery. \ heavy timber and plank floor construction goes far

towards overcoming both of these defects and for many purposes

at the present time it is probably still the best when suitability and

cost are considered.

The use of structural steel is constantly increasing, and in many

cases it is undoubtedly the best material that can be used. In com-

bination with stone, brick, terra cotta and concrete, it seems |o leave

little to be desired, but in many places a concrete construction is even

letter, and with the recent experience and progress in that line it

has shown itself to possess merits that must lead to its extensive use.

As a material for sirnclures, or parts of them, concrete has had,

as is well known, an extensive and growing application, and has

shown that it possesses advantages of stability, fireproof qualities,

ready adaptability to different forms, and low cost of manufacture.

Rut its resistance to tensile and shearing stresses is so slight com-

pared with other materials commonly used that its u.se was much

restricted imtil complete concrete structures were made possible by

Ihe work of French aiul German engineers, who found that iron

imbedded in concrete acted with it and strengthened it. This forms

the basis of concrete buildings and is called "reinforced concrete,"

"armored concrete," "concrete steel" and other similarly descriptive

names.

It is not the purpose of this article to go into the details of the

development of the different systems in common use, nor to attempt

to give rules and formulx for the calculation of reinforced concrete

Crete construction. If the distance between the posts is great and the

loads heavy, it is customary to use longitudinal girders from post

(o post and carry the ends of the cross beams from tbein so a-s not

to have too great a floor span.

Let us first consider a concrete fl^or, as that is perhaps the most

difficult part of construction. The beams are made rectangular in

section and of such size that the upper part, which is in com-

pression, will not have an excessive compressive strain. Concrete

is admirably adapted to withstand compression, and beams do nni

IIANSOMK SYSTKM.

have to lie niaile ineoiuenicntly large. Near the lower side of Ihe

beams one or more iron rods are imbedded in the concrete for the

purpose of resisting the tension there. Owing to the great difference

in the modulii of elasticity and tensile strengths of steel and concrete

a relatively small amount of steel gives the strength rcrjuircd. The

|)roportion of steel to concrete varies more or less, but is somewhere
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about I per cent or lyi per cent. Thus the concrete furnishes the

compressive strength of the beam, the steel gives the tensile strength,

and the she.iring stresses alone remain to be cared for. This is done

by means of vertical irons, or stirrups, of proper section, imbedded
in the hcim, either vertically or at an angle, and generally spaced

R.\NSOME TWISTED BAR

nearer one another towards the ends where the shearing stresses in-

crease.

The accompanying sketches show the general principles of some
of the methods used in reinforcing concrete beams. It is not within

the scope of this article to attempt to show all the different methods,

as a large number have been developed, bnt simply to show a few of

the methods most commonly used in this country. As will be

noted by referring to the Hennebique beam, the reinforcement con-

sists of a series of rods parallel with the lower face of the beam and

bent rods placed over them in the same vertical planes. This may be

considered as forming a truss, the tension members of which are

iron rods, and the compression members formed by the concrete.

turning them upwards at an angle of about 45 degrees. The stirrups

are thus a part of the reinforcing rod, are attached to them at the

lower end, and are held in place at the proper angle while being im-

bedded in the concrete. This rod also has a mechanical bond and

does not depend upon adhesion of the concrete to the iron.

The arrangement of the stirrups of the Kahn beams at an angle

of 45 degrees brings up the question as to what is the best arrange-

ment of stirrups, and whether they should be set vertically or at an

angle. From a theoretical standpoint it is probably better to set

them at an angle of 45 degrees, as, in this position, they are better

able to resist the stress upon them, but for convenience in setting it

is customary to place them vertically.

In concrete construction the posts and columns need reinforcing

and a number of different methods are used. In general, they all

consist of vertical rods placed near the corners of the columns, if

square, and held in place by some convenient form of separator so

as not to spread when the concrete is rammed in place. In addition

to the vertical rods tests show that spiral reinforcement is very

desirable, and experiments made by M. Considere on hooped columns

throw a great deal of light on the subject and show that this adds

greatly to the strength.

In the construction of the floor itself a number of different

methods are employed, depending upon the system used and the

span between beams. In certain systems the reinforcing of the floor

3cc//(?n C~D

At the end the rods are split and spread open somewhat so as to

give additional holding power and prevent their sliding longitudi-

nally. The shearing stresses are resisted by stirrups formed of hoop

iron of proper gage and width bent into a "U" shape. The hold-

ing power of the rods is principally derived from the adhesion of the

concrete to the surface of the iron. The rods are generally round

in section and the number and size are proportioned to the stresses

coming upon the beam.

In the Ransome system the rods are placed parallel with the lower

face of the beam and have a mechanical bond in the concrete. They
are formed of square iron rods, twisted their whole length and when
imbedded in the concrete hold somewhat like a screw. It will thus

be seen that the reinforcement used in this system does not depend

for its holding power upon the adhesion of the concrete to the iron.

slabs is by means of rods imbedded in the concrete near the under-

side of the floor; these strengthen the floor the same as the rein-

forcement in the lower side of the beams strengthens it. A num-
ber of well known forms of construction use wire netting, expanded

metal, or other similar forms to give the necessary strength to the

floor. It is generally customary in all systems of reinforced con-

crete construction to build the beams and floors at the same time

so that they become one mass and thus secure the advantages ot

monolithic construction. The upper surface of the floor may have

a granolithic finish, or, if a wooden top floor is desired, it can be laid

on wooden sleepers imbedded in the concrete.

In buildings where concrete construction is used throughout, the

walls are generally made with large windows and the vertical space

between the windows is built like a column and has vertical rein-

KAHN ROIXED STEEL BAR.

In addition to the holding power obtained by twisting the rods, it

is found that the tensile strength and the limit of elasticity are both

considerably increased, as the twisting is done cold. The stirrups

used in this system are generally formed of smaller twisted rods

and for convenience in setting are commonly placed vertically.

Another sketch shows a beam of the Kahn system, which uses

rolled steel bars of special section. In cross section the bar has a

square center with flat flanges extending diagonally from two oppo-

site corners. The stirrups are formed by cutting these flanges and

forcement. The spaces above and below the windows can also be

built of thin concrete with little, if any, reinforcement, as there

is no strain on them. But in some cases the thin curtain walls above

and below the windows are built of brick.

A word should be said about the method of constructing a con-

crete building. In the first place, it is necessary to make complete

wooden forms for all parts of the structure. These should be care-

fully made, smooth on the inside, and so designed that they can be

taken apart readily and removed after the concrete has been put in
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place and set. The designing and making of the forms should

receive particular attention, so that they can be easily and economic-

ally set in place and afterwards removed. After the forms are set

in place the reinforcing metal is put in and the concrete thoroughly

tamped so as to make a dense and solid mass. As concrete can be

placed in any desired position or shape it is possible to strengthen a

particular part of the work or obtain results that could not be accom-

plished with wood or steel without a complicated design.

As regards the durability and strength of reinforced concrete there

is no question. We have many examples of concrete having with-

stood the storms of centuries and we have also examples of iron that

has been imbedded in concrete for years without rusting or being

otherwise affected. As regards the strength of such work repeated

te^ts have been made and all prove that if the work is properly

designed and erected almost any desired strength can be obtained.

In one case the floor of a warehouse was built with a 40 ft- span

to the main beams and designed to sustain a load of 400 lb. per sq.

ft. Material was piled upon the Boor so as to give this load and

it was found satisfactory in every respect. In another case a boiler

house was built with the space above the boiler room arranged for

coal bunkers, the load to be 2,000 lb. per sq. ft. Concrete construction

was used throughout with satisfactory results. These cases are

mentioned to show the possibilities of such construction and to

emphasize the fact that concrete is adapted for work where heavy

loads are to be carried; in fact, it is especially adapted to those

places where the loads are unusually heavy.

A few of the forms of metal used for reinforcing concrete are

here shown, and in addition to these, there are numerous others.

Many engineers are at work on this subject and much effort is being

put into designing such shapes as will best serve the purpose and

give a good mechanical bond. Tests that have been made on the

^M
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adhesion of concrete to steel show that it is so good that a rod of

any reasonable length has surface enough to give all the adhesion

desired and will break by tension before it will slide longitudinally.

In case the concrete is not properly put in place the adhesion it

seriously affected and most of the systems commonly used in this

coumry prefer to have a mechanical bond rather than to depend

on adhesion to the metal. It should be stated, however, that a great

deal of the work that has been successfully accomplished with rein-

forced concrete has used plain rods with very satisfactory results.

The present has been referred to as the "age of concrete
'
and we

see a great deal of truth in this when wc consider the manifold

uses to which this material is now put. It enters more or less into

all kinds of buildings and is proving especially desirable for many

purposes for which but a short time ago it would not have been

There are now quite a number of bridges of concrete, some of

them being of long span and of considerable architectural beauty.

In effect thev appear like stone bridges, and in many cases can be

built cheaper and undoubtedly possess greater durability than steel

work Almost anv form of ornamentation that can be obtained with

stone can also be had with concrete and there is no reason why this

construction should not become extensively used for this class of

work It might here he noted that any concrete structure can be

THACHER BAR.

considered. It has long been used for foundations, for its advan-

tages for this purpose arc well known. By means of reinforcing

rods properly placed in concrete foundations the size and amount of

concrete can ix materially decreased without in any way weakening

the work. Recently it has been used for piles and on account of its

durability in exposed locations it is liable to have an extensive use

for this purpose. Concrete piles generally have vertical metal re-

inforcement and after they arc once in place are probably inde-

structible, a> they arc not attacked by the destroying agents that act

on wooden pile*.

For street railway and electrical sUtions concrete n a most suit-

able material of which to make the complete buildings, as there is

no chance of damage by fire and such buildings are absolutely fire-

proof. For the construction of storage battery rooms the advant-

ages are at once apparent.

SECTION or EXPANUKll METAL.

finished to look like dressed stone, if such an effect is desired. After

the wooden forms are removed it is a simple matter to go over

the work with pneumatically operated tools which will produce a

surface the same as on finished stonework.

For railroad roundhouse roofs concrete offers a construction that

is not affected by smoke and gases and avoids all danger from fire.

Chimneys are also built of reinforced concrete and it is claimed that

they possess greater strength and durability and occupy less room

than if built of brick.

A study into the subject of reinforced concrete seems to show

tliat it is an ideal building material fcir many purposes and, as its

merits become generally understood, it will undoubtedly be exten-

sively employed and in a great measure displace many of the ma-

terials of construction now commonly used.

Annual Report, Montreal Street Railway Co.

The report of tlie president and directors of the Montreal Street

Railway Co. for the year ended Sept. 30, 1904, and submitted at the

44th annual meeting of the shareholders, November 22, shows net

earnings of $952,826.80, as compared with $90S,939-Oi last year.

After providing for the percentage on earnings accrued to the city,

and interest on bonds and loans, four quarterly dividends were de-

clared, amounting to $642,520, and in view of the company having

assumed its own fire risk, placed an additional sum of $20,000 to the

credit of the fire insurance fund, which now amounts to $267,9040-!.

and $50,cxx) to the credit of the contingent account, leaving a surplus

of $821.48. An amount of $100,404.99 expended during the year on

special renewals has been charged against the contingent account.

Considerable new extensions to the tracks of the company have

been constructed during the year and the rolling stock and equip-

ments have lu-en largely increased to keep up with the requircmciUs

of traffic. The company contributed to the Mutual Benefit As.<o-

ciation, established for the benefit of employes, for the seven months

I.) June 30lh last, the end of the Association's year, the sum of

$9,513,40. During (lie year franchises have been secured in the

municipalities of Dclorimier and Loiiguc Pointe and in the village

of Beaurivage and town of Westmount. Changes in the .staff of

officers during this period include the appointment of Alexander

Stewart as auditor, in place of John McDonald, deceased; K. W.

Blackwell elected vice-president, and W. G. Ross, managing di-

rector, vice F. L. Wanklyn, resigned. A comparative statement for

the year 1904 as against 1903, and 1903 as against 1893 is given be-

low, from which may be seen the growth of the business t>f this

company.

1904. '903-

Gross Receipts $2,463,824,70 $2,222,787.65

Operating Kxpcnscs ... l,5io,997-90 1,316,848.64

Net Earnings . 9S2.826A) 90S.9390i

1893

$750.75178

5j904I-"i

157,710.07
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Some Power Plant Experiences.

BY H. C. II£ACAN.

An intenirbaii electric road running out of New York City had

one of its power stations situated about 15 miles from the terminal

and another station, supplying current to another portion of the

system, about seven miles from the terminal. The station farthest

away was in charge of the writer, who was requested to lake hold

and straighten things out, as the equipment in general had liecn

badly used and run down.

This plant consisted of three units, belt driven, four return Uiliular

and two large vertical boilers, the four boilers using forced draft.

The steam main or header was on top of the boilers with a very

small head room, as the roof was very low. The space between the

back of the boilers and the wall was just large enough to permit one

to use the blow off valve. Feed pumps were set at one cud of the

boilers and a passage way extended from the engine room to the

front of the boilers. Particular attention was given to these boil-

ers regarding cleanliness, a compound being used to remove scale

and sediment.

On taking charge the first condition that presented itself was
trouble with one of the generators of a well known and standard

make. The inachine ran hot, the brushes could be heard screeching

for half a square; the commutator was hot and sparks would fly

in all directions with change of load. It was grooved and bad large

flat spots on it. This condition had existed for some time.

The next trouble that presented itself was the wrist pin on a

Corliss engine which the retiring engineer stated was giving him
trouble. This was oiled by a wiper. He stated that sometimes the

pin would screech and he would then take a hand oil can and pour
oil on the strap and let the oil work down to the pin. It is to be

understood that this pin had a hole in the center and was then

drilled out to the surface to oil grooves in the pin.

The next items of interest were the vertical boilers which had

been scorched (.and tliat badly.), the crown sheet warped. Hues leak-

ing and gaskets shriveled up.

There was also a Westinghouse engine which the engineer stated

was all right after it was started and imtil it came to be shut down,
then there was trouble and it sounded as if it was going to pieces.

He said he had tried everything to remedy it, but did not know
what caused the trouble.

The switch board also demanded attention. A circuit breaker did

not work right ; it flashed whenever tripped, which was evident from
its appearance.

With the foregoing introduction the retiring engineer left the

plant in charge of the writer. Each trouljle was then taken up in

its turn, the generator receiving first attention, .''ifter looking it

over when shut down, a loose field connection was found on the

shunt winding. This would jar back and forth. It was tightened

up. A commutator truing tool was next brought into play, the

commutator trued up and new brushes procured as the old ones were

burned so that all lubrication was wasted out. It was also found

that the brush yoke had been shifted past the line of commutation.

The machine was started up and showed no signs of trouble or

distress, met all changes of load without any sparking and the

bearings did not run warm any more. They formerly ran warm,
due to the healed armature and commutator.

The wrist pin received attention next. On taking the pin out, the

grooves were found to be filled up solid with metal and oil that

had become burned hard. The pin was cut and the metal was cut

down so that the bearing on the pin was made by the two edges of

the brasses, which alone was sufficient to produce heating. The
pin was sent to the shop to be trued up and new metal was put in

the brasses. The wiping device was changed as it was observed it

did not get oil to the cup and would strike the oil and throw it oflf.

To insure oil getting to the pin a small pipe was procured and

allowed to extend along the guides for a considerable distance. This

pipe was pierced with a number of small holes along its length,

and the oil cup was attached to the pipe. After the pin returned

and was put in place, the engine was started up with the result

that there was no heating and the pin received plenty of oil as the

wiper had several drops of oil to take instead of one at the extreme

end as formerly.

The means by which one of the boilers was scorched was as

follows ; This boiler had been subject to a hydrostatic test and re-

mained full of water for several days until a heavy load called for

additional steam. The firemen were instructed by the former engi-

neer to get it ready, which they proceeded to do, opening the blow

off to let the water out to a height suitable, as they supposed. The
water column had a stop valve in the pipes leading from the boiler

to the column. A fire was started and the water in the gage glass

was supposed to be all right. In order to get to the gage glass it

was necessary to climb up a ladder, which was not done any oftener

than necessary. After the fire had been started the firemen's atten-

tion was given to another part of the boiler room. After a time one

of the firemen went to the boiler just started and found it leaking

badly all around and found it burned. This was caused by a false

water indication in the gage glass due to the valve in column pipe

being closed. There was leakage enough to allow the water to fall

in the glass slowly, consequently the blow oflf valve had been left

open too long and all the water ran out while the glass showed only

a gradual falling of water.

The circuit breaker arced, due to the auxiliary make and break

which had become fused and did not make contact, so that when the

breaker was opened the total break was made at the main terminals,

the magnetic blow out having no effect. The auxiliary terminals

were repaired and the springs adjusted, after which all trouble

ceased during short circuits or over loads.

The Westinghouse engine presented a peculiar case. When open-

ing up the casing and examining the crank shaft, it was found

that the metal from the top half of the brass was hammered out in

sheets which projected out at the sides on the right hand cylinder

facing the front of the engine which left considerable lost motion in

pin between the bottom and top shell. .As will be understood, the

pressure is on the down stroke in these engines, having trunk pis-

tons. The brasses were taken out and rebabbitted, the crank

smoothed up, the engine connected up, and it ran very quietly ex-

cept when starting or stopping there seemed to be a jerking or out

of balance motion which quickly developed lost motion and hammer-
ing. It appeared without an indicator card to tell that one side

was not getting as much steam as the other and upon this point an

investigation was made and the trouble soon found. The engine

bad the piston steam valve between and back of the two cylinders

with a long and short steam port. Where the port enters the

cylinder, the cylinder head is chamfered away to give clearance.

The writer had the head taken up very carefully so that it would
not turn around from the position that it had before being raised,

and that revealed the trouble. .-Vt some time the head bad been

taken off and when put back, the chamfered portion of cylinder bead

was turned around and away from the proper position in relation to

the steam port. This reduced the port opening into the cylinder,

causing the other cylinder to do more work, and it caused a pound
which hammered out the metal, creating lost motion which in turn

would increase the hammer. .-Xfter the bead was put in proper posi-

tion, the trouble ceased.

A very serious accident happened to one of the four tubular

boilers which required quick decision and action, and which nearly

caused the death of one of the firemen. This fireman was charg-

ing the furnace with coal when the writer called to him, desiring

to direct his attention to the action of the feed pump. He closed

the fire door and was half way across the room when there was
a loud report and an explosion of some portion of the boiler which
he had just been firing. The flame shot out of the fire box accom-

panied by a rush of steam. Realizing that it was serious, the

writer opened up the switches and shut down the three engines. In

the meantime an effort was made to get up to the stop valves on
the boiler to close them to prevent steam and water from running

out of the other boilers into the boiler in distress, but to no purpose

as the rush of steain prevented any one from getting on top of

boiler on account of low head room. The fires were partly drawn
and dampened down with ashes under difficulties, due to the rush of

steam and hot water into fire rooin in front of boilers. When the

steam had spent itself so that the stop valves could be closed down
on the defective boiler, fires were pulled down in the other boilers,

after ascertaining where the water was in each boiler, and steam
raised and the cars started. The examination revealed a burst

blow off pipe. This pipe was in the combustion chamber with
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nothing surrounding it. The examination showed that this section

of pipe was a butt welded pipe which is always dangerous in sucu

a position. It should be lap welded. This boiler had been jusi

blown down in the morning and the pipe was clear, so that it was

evidently not due to scale ; also the iron did not seem to be burned.

The force of the steam dug out a large hole in the combustion

chamber and back wall. A failure to have pulled out the switcnc^

on the board would have resulted in a reversal of generators as

they were in parallel with the other station with no circuit breaker

in the line.

A peculiar accident happened at this station to one of the gen-

erators. The storeroom was directly over the generator room, with

a board floor some of the joints of which were open. The line-

men had put a large carboy of sulphuric acid in the room and the

writer having to put a new brass in one of the engines sent the

oiler to storeroom to get it. In a few moments there was a cry

as of one in distress, and then the generator room was filled with

but at about 25 volts the armature coils leaked badly, so another

dose of oil was given and the macliine ran for about 3 hours, after

which it was started at 25 volts and built up gradually until it

showed no signs of leakage, wlien the load was put on. The coils

were shellaced and dried and the machine went into service, giving

no further trouble. The oiler was gotten out of the acid fumes as

quickly as possible after his outcry. In getting the brass from the

shelf it dropped out of his hands and struck the carboy of acid,

breaking it. It is well to note that the kerosene while accom-

plishing the results desired, also had another good property—that of

evaporation, leaving no gum or combined oil and carbon dust in

and among the coils at inaccessible points.

New Draw Bars in St. Louis.

Having had considerable difficulty with the types of draw bars in

use the St. Louis Transit Co. has recently adopted a bar of cast steel
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Suggestions tu Cur Service Men.

TIk; Pittsburg, McKccsport & Conncllsvillc r<ailw;i> Co., oi

Giiini'llsvillc, Pa. (coiitrollfd l>y the West Penii Syndicate^, lia*

distributed to its men a time record Iwok, vest-pocket size, which

contains "suggestions" so pertinent that we herewith reprint tlie

whole of them as follows

;

Introduction.

The (leparlmenls of an electric railway system are as inter-

dependent as the wheels in a watch, and for smooth operation every

man must do his part as accurately as the wheels of the full jeweled

movement which he carries in his pocket.

We want the West Penn Railw.iys. carryirg its millions of pas-

sengers annually, lo be the smoothest operating electric railway in

the United States. To this end we nutst have the whiilc-hearled,

honest ami loyal help of every train service employee on the system

;

to the boys who three Inuulred and sixty-five days and nights per

year, through sunshine and rain, make their runs over the hundred

odd miles of the West Penn, these notes are addressed with the

hope that they may aid them in their work and feel that in the faith-

ful performance of their duty, whether it he driving a through liner

down the Hunker Valley at forty miles per hour or operating the

Bryn Mawr transfer car, their efforts are noted and appreciated by

the Transportation Department Faithfully yours, J. W. Urown.

Supt. Transportation.

Treatment of Passengers.

A conductor or motorman to be successful must be courteous.

courteous, courteous all the time. It is hard work, but it wins

in tlte end, and when you are compelled to eject a man from the

car and have held your temper during the argument with him, ycu

will have the sympathy of every goo'd citizen aboard. On the other

hand, if you are irritable, quick to threaten to eject an ob.strcperous

passenger or remind him that you are running the car, you may
expect trouble and very little sympathy from the onlookers.

If you carry a passenger past his station, do not get on the de-

fensive at once, .\dmit that you forgot him and say that you are

sorry, and nine times out of ten he will forgive you before he gets

to his destination. If he threatens to report you. don't say: "1

wish you would; my number is so-and-so." The best way to avoid

troubles of this kind is not to carry your passengers past their

destination.

Aimouncing Stations.

Announce your stops distinctly. Some conductors forget that they

have passengers on board who are making their first trip over the

line and are listening anxiously for the announcement of their

getting-off place. One conductor, in a weak, half-hearted way.

says "Uyuntown," as if he were ashamed of the place, while another

one roars out from away down in his manly bosom, "Unioutown.

change for Dunbar, Connellsville, Leiser.ring. Scottdale, Mt. Pleas-

ant and Greensburg; this car for Revere, Footedale and Lcckrone,"

and everyone puts hin) down as a public benefactor.

Observance of Schedule.

Be prompt about leaving terminals. Get out of Leckronc or Dick-

erson Run as punctually as you would leave Pittsburg street. Cou-

rellsville. It is the conductor's duty to give signal when to Icnve

terminal, but it is just as much the motor man's duty to hit time

points on the dot. neither behind nor ahead. Remember, you can

disappoint a great many patrons by passing points a minute sharp.

Don't lag behind ; a connection missed at Leisenring or Scottdale

must upset somebody's plans for a whole day, and it is your busi-

ness to keep our patrons pleased with the service.

Tending to Business.

Some conductors are smarter than others. Some men find that

it takes all their time to operate a car carefully, get all the fares

and properly register them, load and unload passengers safely, help-

ing old people and women with baskets and children on and off;

while other conductors find time for a flirtation with some butterfly,

or else engage in a conversation with some one on the back platform.

Don't be guilty of this habit. It will get you into trouble sooner or

later.

Your niotorman lias troubles of his own. and you will add to

them if you tell him all about what a time you Iiad last night,

or call bis attention to the pretty girl in the third seat on the

i-ight hand side; and then the passengers want off occasionally

and they expect you ro be at your post ready to give the signal

at the proper point. The motorman who talks to either the pas-

sengers or his conductor, except when it is really necessary, in-

vites disaster.

Talk .\bout 'Vour Work.

Some motormen and conductors use judgment in the operation of

their cars ; others do not. The thinking conductor is quick to see

the ventilation is bad, or the car is too breezy, or that a lady wants

a blind lowered; he keeps himself inforined of the schedule of cars

on the remote section of the road, handles kicks of passengers so

nicely that they feel ashamed of themselves before they get off.

The thinking motorman studies the condition of the rail, the

working of his car ; watches his schedule closely that the speed is

not alternately high and low, but as uniform as the schedule will

permit, makes his .stops smoothly, never exceeds the limit of safety

aid uses good judgment at all times; while on the other hand the

unthinking motorman runs his car with about the same amount ot

thought as the swarthy-faced foreigner did his wheelbarrow when

the road was being graded, no more intelligence displayed, no more

interest in making a success of its operation. Be sure that you are

a motorman, not a wheelbarrow runner.

Loyalty.

Be loyal to the road on which you are working. Every day you

can hear some one finding fault with the management of a public

service company; it's a habit of the .American people. Don't place

much weight in the remarks of the man who tells you how much

better he would run things if he were boss. Stand up for your com-

pany ; if you don't like your job get another our and then you can

cuss the old job to a standstill if you feel like it, but don't say mean

things about the line that makes you a living. Be loyal to your

officials; they have trials and perplexing situatiors to meet every

hour of the day, and a whole-hearted effort to do the best that is in

you goes a long way towards making the road a success, and its suc-

cess is your success.

.Accidents.

What accidents should be reported? Every accident, however

slight, occurring on or near your car must be fully reported at

once; neither you or anybody else can determine just how impor-

tant an action for damages may result from a trivia! accident.

Therefore, report everything that happens and you will be on the

safe side in this respect.

In case of personal injury, get name and address of injured party,

note any remarks made by the party or their friends, ascertain

as fully as possible the extent of their injuries, get the names of

every one on the car if possible, taking care that the addresses are

also obtained; be just as sure to get the names of the persons

who criticise the actions of the crew as the names of those who
sided with you, and render all possible aid to the injured party.

In cases where surgical aid is required, the surgeon of the company

who can reach the point quickest must be called without delay

and the case put in his exclusive charge. In case of emergency,

where the injured party requires immediate surgical aid and the

attendance of the company's surgeon cannot be had al once, the"

proper surgical aid should he procured until his arrival. There

must be no delay, however, in sending for the company surgeon,

notwithstanding the called surgeon is in attendance

In case of damage to property:

.After getting names of all witnesses, carefully examine vehicle

and note just wOiat is broken; also w-hether animals hauling the vehi-

cle arc in any way bruised or injured.

In all cases where accidents occur causing any delay to car it

must be protected in both directions against opposing and following

cars.

Information about accidents

:

Call dispatcher from nearest telephone, being prepared to give

the following information:

Exact time, line, direction, car number, exact place of accident,

injury to person, damage to property, name of injured party, where
they are at present time, how the accident happened.

In case of derailment or accident to car

:

Number of wheels off track, position of car, nearly parallel to

track or crosswise, brake rigging operative or not, motors operating

or not ; is car on embankment or level ground ?
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Immediately upon being relieved after an accident make out full

report written in ink on regular accident report form, conductor and

motorman making separate statement of the accident. Under no cir-

cumstances talk about an accident, no matter how trivial, to any one

outside of the proper officials ; refer all newspaper men to the

Superintendent for information about accidents; do this courteously.

The papers can either be a great help to us or create a great deal of

trouble in the write-up of an accident. Remember, >'Our interests

and the West Pcnn Railways are identical.

Signal System.

"Eternal vigilance is the price of safety." therefore eternally keep

your eye 6n the signals ; be able to take oath how your signals stand

when you arrive and depart from a block. If you come to a scheduled

passing point and no light appears against you at time opposing car

Aids in Computing Car Mileage.

"Take care of the details and the larger matters will readily adjust

themselves." So spoke a successful electric railway manager not

long ago. This aphorism is probably applicable to all the activities

of life, but it is true with peculiar emphasis in the business of run-

ning an electric railway. The manager who is able to show profits

at the end of the year knows that the surplus comes from a very

small fractional part of the s-cent fare, and that no legitimate

reduction in operating expenses is too small to be considered, even

though the saving is so small a per cent as to require several places

in the decimal to express it.

.Mong this line the following suggestions for facilitating the work

of the mileage clerk may be classified as "small economies", but
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is cue, try signal used by opposing car and satisfy yourself that it is

in working order, then throw your ahead light and proceed with

caution. In case yon arrive at block and opposing car does not ap-

pear against scheduled time and your ahead signal is not operative,

you will lay on siding two minutes over the time consumed in running

the block, viz: If the time is six minutes, lay eight; if eight, lay ten;

this time to be counted from scheduled time to pass; try signal used

by opposing car and satisfy yourself that it is in working order, then

proceed with caution, conductor flagging all curves, going ahead of

his car sufficient distance for opposing car to stop safely under all

circumstances.

< «»

New Lines and Extensions.

they are worth thinking about. They come from the Connecticut

Kailway & Lighting Co., on which .sysitem the use of the diagrams

shown has materially reduced the labor of computing car mileage.

All car routes are laid out in diagramatic form, as shown in Fig.

October 25th J. C. While & Co. finished its work on the con-

struction of the Youngstown & Southern Railway Co.'s line.

October 28th the new trolley line connecting Reading with Birds-

Iwro, Pa., nine miles southwest of Reading, was completed and the

road was opened to the public.

October 28th the extension of the Tatnuck line of the Worcester

Consolidated Street Railway Co. was opened and cars are now

running over this section of the road.

October 28th the fiist of the interurljan cars made a trial trip

over the line of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.

from Ft. Wayne 10 Lugansfiort, Ind. Regular through service was

commenced November 1st.

Octolter 31st cars on the electric line Ijctween the union depot

and the pier at Gulfporl. Miss., were placed in operation.

October Jl»t the Wheeling & Western Iraclion Co., which is

operated by the Wheeling Traction Co., ran its first cars from

Wheeling, W. Va., to the terminus of the road at Barton.

November 3rd the first regular cars over the Scioto Valley Trac-

tion Co. lines from Columbus to Circleville and from Columbus

to Lancaiitrr were run and regular service established.

Notember 3rd the I^uisvillc & Intcrurban Railway Co. began

the extension of in Fightcenth street line to Orcll, a distance of

fi*e miles from Pleasure Ridge Park. The new line will not be

completed, however, until some lime in the spring.

November sth the Detroit, Monroe and Toledo Short Line,

58 milci long, Ijctween Detroit and Toledo, started its firit through

cars over the line. The new road will nm hourly cars between the

houri.
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Fig. 2 is a chart used for quickly transposing lineal feet into

decimal fractions of a mile. This table will be found accurate to

three places in the decimal. It has proven very convenient in car

niiloagc work, and, in fact, in all track and similar calculations

The formula. "Lin. Ft. x .00019." will give correct reading to two

7a0j.£ o^ ^£t /n DeciMALs OF A Mite.
1000 PI.. .iSSTni.

The (>arc of Switchboards.

2000
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It may not. perhaps, be out of place to draw attention at this

point to the carefol examination of fuses. Metal-strip fuses, it is

notorious, deteriorate in course of time, and should be systematically

replaced. A rough metliod of checking their behavior is to test

their temperature when on full load. When a particular tuse has

an unusually high temperature, it should be marked for removal

at the earliest possible opportunity. Quite apart from this, however,

a fuse should not be allowed to remain in use for more than a

years running. Where oil-break fuses are used the level of the oil

in them should be examined daily. Some types are constructed to

break in air. the fused ends being then plunged in oil
;
other makers

prefer to make the arc in the oil itself. In either case the oil must

not eet too low. Metal-vapor bridges a very wide air space, and

hideous results may follow from the improper breaking of a fuse.

It is an unfortunate phenomenon in central station practice that

many parts of the plant, originally put up as temporary plant, be-

come hv their good conduct permanent institutions. This is very

miich the case with switchboards, where opportunities of reconstruc-

tion are rare. Teak-a very slow burning wood-has been used

for this purpose. It is oilv. and so resists moisture. It should, how-

ever, be watched with an anxious eye by the engineer-in-charge.

\sbestos. from some poims of view, is better-it will not burn.

But it absorbs any moisture it can find, and hence its insulating

properties are diminished. If asbestos is used, it should he painted

with some insulating varnish to remove this danger. 1 lie same

rem;<rk applies to slate, whose enamel has been damaged by an arc.

Precautionary measures of this description are worth any amount

of brilliant evolutionary opcratiors with burning switchgear in or-

der to save the lights.

One of the functions of the switchboard is to register the amount

of energy generated and distributed. The switchboard attendant is

supposed to take a record every quarter or half-hour of his indicating

meters, and to register the readings of his integrating meters at

the end of his shift. If these meters are out of order, the proceed-

ings become a solemn and arduous farce. The engineer should at

least know how to adjust the zero of his indicators, and should

do it. He should also check his machine meters against his feeder

meters, one voltmeter against another, pretty frequently, and re-

port faulty instruments. He should time his integrating instru-

ments against his ammeters, and make sure there are no shunt

current errors, friction losses, and so on.

It is, of course, impossible to enumerate all the points which re-

quire supervisory routine. Different types of switchboard develop

various tendencies to failure, which have to be particularly watched.

It is. however, safe to say that the engineer-in-charge will find that

a conscientious scrutiny of his switchgear from time to time will

amply repay him.

AUis.Chalmers Appointments.

Mr W. A. Nelson was appointed superintendent of equipment fi^r

the Allis-Chalmers Co. October ist. Mr. Nelson was formerly

assistant superintendent of the Westinghousc F.lectnc & Manu-

facturing Co., with which company he was connected for about

five years. Prior to that he was with the Pratt & Whitney Co..

and before that was superintendent of the Simonds Rolling Machine

Co While at Pittsburg he was in charge of the plans for the

arrangement and location of machinery in the New East Machine

Shop.
. 1 •

I

Mr R. C Wright, for several years in charge of the design ol

.pccial tools and fixtures used in the manufacture of steam turbines

by the Westinghousc Machine Co., has lieen appointed to a similar

pmilion with the AUi'-Chalmers Co.

Mr Charles V. Barth has Uen appointed foreman of the steam

turbine departimni at the West Allis works. He was formerly

with the Wesiinghousc Machine Co. in a similar capacity.

Mr. C, A. Derby has resigned as assistant manager of the Lyon

Cypress Lumtxrr Co, to join the selling staff of the Allis-Chalmers

Co

II is Slated an extension of the electric line from Coeur d'Alene

Cily to Fernan Uke is one of the plans of the Coeur d'Alene &

Spokane Railway C of Spokane, Wash ,
proposed for next year.

Forms for Shop Use.

BV .-.. J. SMITH. M.VSTER MECH.VNIC M ETKOIMUTAN STREET RAILWAY

CO.. KANSAS IITV, MO.

In connection wuli the report presented before the joint meeting

of the Mechanical and Electrical and the Accountants' Associations

•it the convention in St. Louis, the blnnks for keeping shop records

which have been designed for the use of the Metropolitan Street

Railway Co. will be found of interest.

Eoriii I is an individual time card corresponding to Form 7 in

the joint report. This blank which is 8/. x 5'/, in. in size is de-

signed along different lines from the committee's card, in that no

attempt is made to provide on the blank the list of the different

.iccounts to which time is to be charged. This card contains merely

blanks for the division number and account number to which time

is to be charged (these to be filled in by the foreman) and two

colnnms. the first for the kind of work performed, and the second

STORE ROOM l.EtX.EK.

A'ticle.

D VTE.

RBCBIl'TS.

Order No. Price. Quatiiity.

ISSUBS.

Req. No. Dept. Quanllt»

On
Band.

1.-IC.. 1-I-ORM 6. SIZK Ol- OKIGINAl. 13X11 IN. I.OOSK I.E/^

THERE AKE TWO SKIS OE KUl.INGS I.IKE THIS ON EOKM 6.

tl,.. nunilR'r uf liours (Ihc-sc to he tilled in by Hk' workman). On

this blank is a notice reading as follows: "It shall be the duty of

each workman to fill out this card daily and state plainly the kind

of work performed, and the time taken up by each kind of work.

The foreman iiuist state to what division and account time should

be charge.l. Any person failing to comply with the above will he

considered incompetent." This individual time card (Form i) is

to be used by the workman and foreman, and is to be turned m

daily by the workman to the fori-ni.m and by the foreman turned

into the office.

Form 2 is a blank to show the inoiuhly time record, and the

monthly distribution of the time of an individual. This blank is

filled out by the time keeper who posts the items to this form from

the individu;il time cards Form i. This form is ii x7 in. in size,

and is ruled with verlieal colunms for the name of the account, fnr

WHEEL KEl'llKT.

Wheels Put on.
WheeiB
Removed.

New or GUI.
Caiif'f "I

R-ni-- 1

|.ia. 2 -•OKM 7. SIZK Ol. OKIC.lNAl. (I'A X .S IN. ! K-.U I HOW l/.ONT AI.

LINES ARE I'KOVIDI I>.

Ihe 31 days of llie iimmb. mimI fnr the l..lal lime, rate ami amount.

The horizontal rulings provide Im- .10 difrereiil aeeouiUs. The grand

totals on the distribution and on lime should cheek if the liguies arc

correct. In the heading of Form 2 arc blanks for showing the fol-

lowing information; Name of workman and number, occupation,

month and year, number and date of time cheek.

Form 3 is a large form known as the pay roll dislributioii sheet,

and consists of a double sheet which when folded once measures

20"/, X 18 ill. Vertical columns are provided for the name and num-

ber of the workman and for each of the 15 general accounts desig-

nated by letters and the 37 expense accounts designated liy num-

bers, of the Street Railway Accountants' classification. At the right

hand of the form are also colunms for llie U.lal nnmber ol hours,

the rate, the aniotmt and the number nf llie lime . liecU,
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Form 3 is filled out by posting tlic time from Form 2, and if the

figures arc correct the total of the vertical columns showing the

distribution of the pay roll account will check with the footings of

the horizontal columns, which show the pay roll. These forms are

designed for use in connection with a Baker & Vawter folder.

When filled out a carbon copy is made at the same time, the original

bcMig >cnt to the nuditor and the duplicate filed in the loose leaf

Form 6. The storeroom stock ledger is a loose leaf book with

pages 13x11 in. ruled for coluinn heads as shown in Fig. i. After

the data appearing on the requisitions made on the storekeeper, or

purchasing agent have been entered in the stock ledger, this latter

constitutes what is virtually a daily inventory of stock. The size of

this sheet permits two sets of duplicate rulings ; one set only is

shown in Fig. I.

C/7/? AO.

1 =
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.At the J5th .innual convention of the Master Car .-ind Locomotive

Painters' Association of the L'nited States and Canada, held at .At-

lantic City, N. J., in September last, several reports and papers that

are of interest to street railway men were presented on the mainte-

nance of passenger equipment.

Bulging of Putty,

.\ committee was appointed at the convention of this association

two years ago and instructed to thoroughly investigate this subject

in a practical manner and to show the result of tests and experi-

ments. The committee reported that extensive investigations and

numerous tests developed that there is nothing to substantiate the

claim that certain mixtures of putty absorb moisture and oxygen

from the atmosphere, causing it to expand and thus protrude above

the adjacent surface. The theory advanced by many that in driving

and setting nails the fibers of the wood are broken and turned in-

ward, thus giving opportunity, through the absorption of moisture

and the vibration of the car while in motion, for the fibers to

straighten out and resume their normal position, taking the putty

with them, has also been proved to be wrong. It is also shown that

there is but little foundation for the claim that the formation of

rust on the head of the nail would, as it gathered in volume, force

the closely adhering putty to the surface. .All exposure tests made
by the committee strengthened the belief that the expansion and

contraction of wood due to absorption of moisture during damp
weather and the use of unseasoned lumber is the most plauslblt;

theory advanced as to the cause of putty bulging, it being further

l>elieved that at least 90 per cent of the difficulty is attributable to

this cause, the remaining 10 per cent being perhaps divided between

the expansion of the nail and the action of the fibers in the at-

tempt to straighten themselves and resume their former positions.

In summarizing, the committee contended that these causes alone

were worth considering as being responsible for the bulging of

putty. It further stated that as expansion and contraction of

metal and wood cannot be controlled, there will always be cause for

putty to bulge as long as these materials are used in the construc-

tion of cars. It can, however, be reduced to a minimum, and in

many cases entirely overcome by using only thoroughly seasoned

lumber, by making the cavity as small as possible by using small-

headed brads and sinking them not to exceed 1/16 in. below the

surface, by avoiding all surface nailing wherever possible and by

thoroughly priming and second coating all depressions, including

the heads of nails, screws, etc.

Removing (bracked Varnish on the Interior of

Passenger Cars.

Papers on this subject were read by Mr. Chris Clark, of the N.

Y. C. & St. L. R. R. Co. ; Mr. .A. A. Nicoll, of the Northern Central

R. R.. Baltimore, and Mr. William Vogcl, of the Missouri Pacific

Ry.. St. Louis. The discussion was entered into very enthnsias-

lirally and it was the general opinion that the best method of re-

moving cracked varnish on the interior of passenger cars was with

liquid and paste solvents as against the old method of scraping. It

had been the experience of the majority that in removing varnish

with scrapers that sharp corners, edges, points of cornices and such

were destroyed and that the wood is gouged in many places, leaving

objectionable marks throughout the car, while on the other hand,

the removal of varnish with solvents does not only give better re-

sults as to finish, etc., but it is more economical, costing from one-

third to one-half less. However, in the selection of a varnish re-

mover, great care should be exercised that it does not contain acids

that affect the wood, and particularly carbon bisulphide, which is

very detrimental and dangerous to the health of the men using it

There is also some danger from fire as these removers contain

volatile ingredients, and for this reason care should be exercised

in the use of them. Some time was also given to the discussion of

the price of labor, the contention being that in the use of scrapers

skilled lal>or was required, while in the use of solvents unskilled

labor is as successful as the skilled, it only taking a short linx-

for men to become cITicient in this line of work.

Treatment of Modern Passenger Car
Painter's View.

.A paper on this subject was presented by .Mr. J. .A. Gohen, C,

C, C. & St. L. Ry. Co.. Indianapoli.s. The writer first considers

the appointment and equipment of a modern passenger car, its cost,

of which the painting does not exceed 6 per cent, and the subse-

(juent cost of niaiiUenance { whicli is entirely dependent on the

original design and construction). It is contended that while the

over-exacting public in a measure demands the costly furnishings

of the modern dining cars, parlor cars and coaches in the way of

l.imbrequins. carpets and curtains of silk, plush or other germ-

propagating fabrics, rather flattering themselves on traveling in

style and comfort, such materials not only increase the expense of

maintenance, but arc unlicaltliful and disease-courting, and should

not be used when more sanitary material is at hand. Furtherniort,

while all this might be permitted in a parlor or sleeping car where

there is a minimum of passengers and a maximum of space, there

seems to be no excuse in allowing it in the coach where the reverse

exists and which is patronized by all classes.

The treatment of a modern passenger car while in the hands ol

the painter was next considered and it was proposed that a mini-

mum and a maximum shopping period should be established and

maintained. Goo.-l judgment should be exercised in the shopping

of cars which should be coincident with other repairs or renewals

and which removes tlie opportunity for the frequent and often un-

recessary revarnishing or repainting of cars. Quality and not

quantity should be the aim and object of the master painter and the

organization whicli turns out 20 cars per month that will run 12

months is far more efficient, capable and economical than one that

turns out 40 cars per month that will run only eight or nine

months.

In the discussion of this subject il was the general opinion that

the companies were awakening to the fact that it was costing loo

much money to maintain their passenger equipment. It was sug-

gested that the upholstering of cars in leather, the use of linen

covering and the substitution of marquetry work [or carvings,

grooving and moulding would not increase the original cost and
would materially decrease the cost of maintenance and the cars

would be neater, cleaner and look equally as well. It was thought

that the tendency at the present time is towards simplicity in the

finish of cars.

The Treatment and Attention of Passenger
Car Roofs.

Papers on this subject were presented by Mr. T. J. Hutchinson,

uf the Grand Trunk Railway ; Mr. Charles E. Copp. of the B. &
M. R. R. car department, and Mr. W. J. Russell, of the G. R. & I.

R. R
•Mr. llutchinson stated lli.'it he believed the principal clilVu-ulties

we have to contend with under present methods in our roof painting

are caused through the use of hard, dry oil colors, and that lin-

seed oil. while generally considered 'essential to the most durable

job of painting properly applied on wood surfaces, proves the cer-

tain destruction, in a comparatively short time, of the canvas cov-

ered roof. As a substitute for the oil that would act as a preserva-

tive to the canvas and when incorporated with keg lead in proper

proportion would prevent il hardening .tikI remain pliable, he sug-

gests the use of beeswax, the value of whicli a-, a preservative in

ihe painter's line all are aware 1 f.

Mr. Copp's paper treat'- of llic tin vimf lie rciiled tin- ilitli

cultics and prcplexities in keeping a tin rocjf covered with painl.

especially when the cars get old and the undercoats of paint become

non-adhesive and brittle by age. lie states that the tin roof, once

Making and peeling, may, however, be successfully treated :uid re

painted as good as new, removing the old paint by healing the ro if

as one would beat a carpet. This should be done while (he roof

is cool and Ihe paint, which is then brittle and non-ailhesive, will

fly ofT like so ni.iny chips, leaving the tin clear-, and when newly

painled Ihe roof is good for a term of years wilhoul fiirllier trouble

of this character. He is of ihe opinion, however, tli,-it the canvas

roof, rightly applied, is the best for passenger e(|uipnienl, and when
properly painled with a natural graphite color it need not be re-
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painted each year of shopping if the cleaners are careful in their

cleaning, but may run several years before painting and thus avoid

the cracking incidental to a roof being overloaded with paint each

year.

In the paper prepared by Mr. Russell, he stated of the three prin-

cipal kinds of material used in making passenger car roofs, the

worst one from a painter's standpoint is galvanized steel, as six

years is about the life of paint on this kind of roof, while there is

no limit to canvas and tin. He states that in treating the canvas

roof he applies one coat of thin paint consisting of boiled oil and a

little oxide of iron paint. This should stand two or three days, or

longer if time permits; then a second coat of boiled oil and oxide

of iron thick, to fill up and make smooth, and when dry a third

coat of the same paint as the second coat. This will last until the

car comes to the shop for general repair, when two coats of ordinary

thick paint are applied each time. From the treatment no bad re-

sult has been experienced and the roof lasts the life of the car.

On the tin roofs a little asphaltum is used with the oil and oxide

paint as the asphaltum contracts the same as the tin with heat and
cold. The steel roof is treated in the same manner

In the general discussion which followed the reading of these

papers the experiences of many were expressed as being along these

same lines.

Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.

The Schedule Diagram as an Aid in Dctermin-
ing Feeders.

The idea of using a schedule diagram as reproduced in this con-

nection will he found valuable as an aid in determining present and
probable loads on feeders, and when used with readings at the power

Definite announcement of the completion of the sale of the

Ft. Wayne & Southwestern Traction property, together with the

Ft. Wayne lighting system, which was acquired by the company

several weeks ago, to the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.

ends a multitude of rumors connected with this merger, the nego-

tiations for which were first broached in December, 1902. On Octo-

ber 15th the Ft. Wayne & Southwestern Traction Co. took over the

lighting plant and system of the city and on November 3d the

Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co. absorbed both properties.

The appointments that have been announced since the merger are

as follows

:

Mr. L. O. Williams, formerly superintendent of the Ft. Wayne &
Southwestern Traction Co., is made interurban division superin-

tendent of the road from Ft. Wayne to Logansport. including the

Wabash and Peru city lines, with headquarters at Huntington

;

C. L. Hull, auditor of the Southwestern, will be retained by the

Ft. Wayne & Wabash Traction Co.; E. C. Folsom, superintendent

of transportation and maintenance of way in charge of operation

of the entire road including terminals, with headquarters at Ft.

Wayne ; C. H. Fansler. master mechanic, with office in Ft. Wayne

;

M. J. Kchoe, chief engineer and electrician, in charge of all power

and sub-stations from Ft. Wayne to Logansport. with office in Ft.

Wayne; and F. R. Fahlsing, claim agent, with headquarters at Ft.

Wayne.

Proposed improvements include a power station to cost nearly a

million dollars, a through buffet car service from Ft. Wayne to In-

dianapolis, encouragement for interurban lines to enter Ft. Wayne,
the erection at Ft. Wayne of a terminal station to receive the intcr-

7oor
^//£/.Ta/i/ l//V£- ^rvATFi>ffi> Pt>L£ to 2i£/rsY

DERBY Ftailt" - 300000 C./^.

SCHEDULE DIAGRAM FOR DETERMINING FEEDERS.

Station during hours of maximum and minunium loads, a very clear

idea may be gained as to placing of feeders to better advantage.

The sketch shows a typical suburban line with this scheme worked
out. The diagram indicates track as well as the various feeder sec-

tions through which cars pass, and the minimum, maximum and
average load at any point and time may be determined readily when
the average current per car is known. The dash lines on the sketch

show extra cars on an increased headway. The chart reproduced

here is made out for a regular 30-minute headway on the

suburban line with a 15-minute city service extending out on the line

a short distance.

urban trains, the extension of the electric light and power lines to

all parts of the city and the improvement of the traction service over

more direct lines. Among those interested in these improvements
are W. Kcsley Schoepf, of Cincinnati, one of the largest investors in

the Ft. Wayne traction and lighting properties ; Dr. Louis Duncan,
of New York, who was one of the engineers on the New York sub-

way commission, engineer of the B. & O. R. R. tunnel in Baltimore,

and for many years lecturer in the Massachusetts School of Tech-

nology; Charles Murdock, of La Fayette; H. C. Paul, J. M. Barrett

and C. D. Emmons, general manager of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash
Valley Traction Co.
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The Electric Railway of La Mure.

BY E. CUARINI.

The electrical operation of railroads of all kinds is a problem of

the day which is occupying the attention of all countries. A num-
ber of attempts in this direction have been made in various places,

•

ELECTRIC LOCOMOnVE OF THE LA MURE RAILWAY.

some of which have already met with success. ."Xmong the later

should be mentioned the electric railway of La Mure for which tlic

Electrical & Mechanical Industrial Co., of Geneva, recently con-

structed a somewhat remarkable electric locomotive. This locomo-

tive is used principally for expediting the operation of the anthra-

cite coal mines in the basin of La Mure. The machine is one of the

first, if not the fir.st, which has been put into use for drawing heavy

trains at very slow speeds.

This railway from St. Georges de Commiers to I-a Mure has a

Hngth of 31 km. over which the new locomotive operates, and it

was previously operated by steam locomotives, but on account of

the numerous and unusually steep grades which arc found along

the line, as well as curves having a radius of sometimes less than

100 m., it was decided to adopt electric tr,nction on the more im-

portant part of the line from La Motte les Bains to La Moitc

d'Aveillans. The new locomotive is capable of drawing 120 tons or

24 coal cars at a speed of from 22 to 23 km. per hour. It weighs 50

Ions and its length over all is 13.18 m. It is provided with a central

cab ".8 m. long, 4 m. wide and 3.72 m. high. It is operated by means
of high tension continuous current on the three wire system, two of

the wires being overhead and having a difference of potential 2,400

volts. The rails lake the place of the third wire and the tension

t>clwccn the overhead wires and the rails was made 1,200 volts in

order to facilitate the insulation of the line. The current is col-

lected by means of four trolley bows connected in pairs uf two each.

.^t each end of the cab arc controllers which arc mechanically

connected and which arc operated together at will for both the for-

ward and reverse direction. They contain a large number of run-

ning positions which are obtained by the combination of two handles,

one principal handle, one multiplying handle, the latter interpolating

each time the same series of resistance between two consecutive

contact points of the principal handle. In this way there arc obtained

by mcanj of two handles, one of 12 and the other of 8 contacts, 96

variations in the operating speed. The conl.ict for cutting off Ihe

current is placed outside of the controller, properly speaking, and Ihe

current is broken at several points in series instead of in an oil

bath.

Appai^tus is also provided for coupling for both forward and

reverse running, as well ai brakes for use in both directions. The

coupler cannot be operated except when the controller is brought

to the off position. The current can be cut off in any position of the

controller whatever but the circuit cannot be closed again until the

controller handle is put back to the off position. This arrange-

ment holds good for all of the different speeds. The controllers

operate the resistances which are also located in the cab and which

absorb ihc current on down grades produced by electric braking of

the locomotive, in which case the motors act as gener-

aiiirs. These resistances are calculated large enough

ti> piTniit continuous braking with a weight of 150 tons,

that is to say. when all of the tractive weight of the

locomotive is utilized. This permits the use of electric

lirakes at all speeds between 2 and 28 km. per hour,

riie locomotive is also provided with two other brakes,

one hand brake acting on the four axles with 16 brake

>lii)es. and which is operated by a handle and an auto-

ni.itic air brake which acts on all four axles of the loco-

nintivc and on all the cars in the train. .\ small i,200-

volt series motor of 4 h. p. capacity operates a rotary

air pump ;ind a special regulator is u.sed to start and

step the mni.ir and to operate the valve. The cab of the

liKMui.iiiw rilsci contains a foot plunger which operates

a ^.-I'lil liDx am! a small handle controls the distrilnitinn

if s'n I u <!cr the tread of the locomotive wheels. In

.'
! 'i'iiin In t' e machinery the cab contains the neces-

'.nv voltnu'Urs, annncters, air gages, etc., required in

t' c cperation of the locomotive, as well as lightning ar-

r. sters and an automatic cut-out and fuses. The elec-

trical app'ratr.s for the lighting and for the air brake

i"itrr :iI'o pcrmils the operation at will of the trolleys,

r'isig them on up grades and lowering them on

i'c>C"'.:ding grades, liv horrov ing current in the

l.'ittcr case from the mol(.rs during Ihe elec-

tric braking. The superstructure of the loco-

motive is extended from the cab to either end

of the frame and is made of iron plates, which gives the

machine the general appearance of some high speed American
electric locomotives. The pinions of the motor axles are geared

to the locomotive axles through a simple train of gearing. The
motors are mounted on two trucks and have a fixed bearing on the

axles at one end while the opposite ends arc supported by means
of springs fastened to the locomotive frame. The motors have a

CIINTKOI.I.KH KOK KI.W TKK I.lll (IMOTIVK.

cai)acily of 125 h. p. each and they are four in number, connected

in pairs and operated permanently in series under a tension of 600

volts. They are grounded between the second and third motors

in order to limit Ihe maxiuuim voltage between the winding and the

frame to i,2qo volts. The motors u.se 185 amperes at a speed of

400 r. p. m. The bore of the fields is 750 mm. and the length of
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the armature is 200 mm. Carbon brushes arc used aiiiJ the lubrica-

tion is by means of oil rings. The frames of the motors arc of

steel, and they have six laminated pole pieces which arc bolted to

the frame. Owing to the small width of the road it has been neccs-

VIEW OK .MOTOR AND C.K.\RINC.

sary to reduce to the ulinust all mechanical incumbrances to the

motors so that the comrlclc machine presents a very compact ap-

pearance with minnnum dimensions consistent with its capacity.

The service given by tins Inconiolive has Ix-cii found entirely sat-

isfactory in every respect.

Municipal Accounts.

On the occasion of the second annual meeting of the Industrial

Freedom League held in London in July last, the chairman. Lord

.^vebury, in his address made the following statement concerning

the financial result of municipal undertakings

:

"The financial result of the business undertakings conducted by

municipalities as regards profit and loss is very difficult to a.scertain

with accuracy. It seems clear that taking the figures as a whole nc

sufficient allowance is made for wear and tear, and depreciation.

Moreover, the accounts arc very complicated, and in some cases

misleading. I went into this at some length last year, and will

only give one or two other illustrations. .M a meeting of the

lirighton Corporation, on the 21st of .^pril, on the consideration

of the minutes of the Works Committee, objection was taken to the

expense of renovating ornamental arc light columns being charged

to the Works Committee, instead of to the electric undertaking.

It was pointed out that the system tended to show false profits, and

made the net results of the trading returns misleading. Mr. A.

Beazley, in a criticism of the Cardiff Corporation Accounts, states

in regard to the electric lighting works, that nothing whatever has

been charged for depreciation, if we except the sum of £500 set

aside as reserve fund in the year ended March, 1903, although some

£200000 has been spent. The indebtedness now amounts to nearly

£3,350,000. Mr. J. P. Elms, secretary of the Newport Ratepayers'

.\ssociation, states that in this borough there are electric light

works owned by the municipality costing about £100,000, which at

4 per cent, would give a net rateable value of £4,000. The actual

sum entered in the rate book is £432, but it is sought to assess the

local gas company, with which the electric light works are in com-

petition, at twenty times as much as the latter. As the overseers

of the parish are nearly all members of the borough council, the

largest ratepayer in the union is allowed to assess his own property

"The accounts of municipal electric light undertakings for the

year ended 31st of March, 1903, show losses in more than sixty

towns in the United Kingdom. The total capital expended in regard

to these towns amounts to £5.881,351. and the loss on working was

£86.649. It is evident, moreover, that the accounts do not show

the full loss. In comparatively few places does any sum appear to

have been placed to depreciation or reserve during the year undq^

review, .^t Glasgow the loss was transferred to a suspense account.

and in several other cases the loss was cither charged to the general

district or borough fund, or in part paid by this means and the bal-

ance carried forward to next year's account.

"In my speech of last year I referred to the London tramways.

Mr. Benn, chairman of the Tramways Committee of the London

County Council, questioned not indeed my figures, which were offi-

cial, but the inference I drew from them, lie urged that the year

igo2 was not a typical year, owing to exceptional circumstances.

We have now another year's experience, and the result, so far from

confirming Mr. Ucnn's sanguine prophecies, is to strengthen my
argument. I said last year that in 1900 the surplus revenue from

the northern tramways was £39,000, and from the southern tram-

ways £43,oco; that in 901 it was on the north £40,000. and on the

-oulh £14,325; and that in 19C2 it was on the north still £39.000,

but that on the south the surplus revenue had fallen to £9,000. In

1903 the surplus en the nirthcrn system, which you will remember

is leased to a company, and which pays a large sum in relief of the

local rates, was £3;.794. On the other hand, on the southern sys-

tem, the profits have gradually dwindled away, and last year there

was a loss of £2,25^. For the year 1904 1 understand that the reve-

nue from the ncrihern .'ytcm is £27.1:57—that is the system which

is leased ; and on the southern system, w'lic'.i is worked by the

Cm'iicil. a loss is shown of £8.283."

* • »

Foreign Visitors Entertained at Pittsburg.

I'he Westinghoi'.se Electric & Manufacturing Co. on Wednesday,

November 2nd, entertained at its wor'ss the members of the Iron &
Steel Institute, .showing them through the various works durmg

the afternoon and tendering to them a banquet in the evening.

The banquet was given in the largest aisle of the works of the

Westinghousc Electric & Manufacturing Co., which is one-third of

a mile long. The portion of the aisle set apart for the banquet

was handsomely decorated and lighted.

A most unique souvenir was given to each person present at the

dinner, it being in the form of an induction motor and small

enough in size to permit of its being carried in the pocket.

The occasion was inarked as being one of the most successful

and largest attended. There were over 600 persons invited, and

fully 600 joined in the festivities.

Sir James Kitson, past president of the British Iron & Steel

Institute, thanked the city of Pittsburg on behalf of Andrew Car-

negie for the unusual kindness shown to the distinguished visiting

manufacturers, and Mr. Wesiinghouse indicated his great pleasure

in being honored on this occasion by the presence of visiting

friends from abroad.

The party returned to Pittsburg at the conclusion of the ban-

quet, and on the following day continued the journey westward to

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, where they had planned In

spend some time.

*-•-

A Recent Invention.

.\ device to indicate the names of the street to the car passengers

is the latest means for accommodating street car patrons that will

be tried by the Cleveland Electric Railway Co. It is about the size

of the fare indicator, and is placed in the forward end of the car.

On the f.ace of the dial are printed the names of the streets on the

line in consecutive order, while below are numbers corresponding to

the distance the given street is from the starting point of the cars.

.As the cars run along a rod projecting from the top of the car

strikes, just before it reaches every block, a weight suspended from

one of the trolley suspension wires. This blow to the rod causes it

to fly back, releasing a spring wdiich moves the indicator point for-

ward to the name of the next street. The indicator is set for a

round trip and can be regulated by the conductor, 1"). P. Jones and

N. C. Butler, of Cleveland, are the inventors.

The Springfield & Xcuia Traction Co., which was recently olifcred

for sale and no bids tendered, has been reappraised for $200,000 and

will again be ofTered for sale.

The Mexican cities of Jinn'ng. state of Chiluiahua. and Allendi,

state of Coahuila, arc to build large electric plants to supply light

and power.
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Trial of New York Central Hish Speed Electric

Locomotive.

The official exhibition ami trial of the high speed electric locomo-

tive designed and built for the New York Central & Hudson River

R. R. bv the General Electric Co. and .American Locomotive Works

took place at Schenectady, Nov. 12th, for the electric traction com-

mission of the railroad company and its guests.

.\ large party of railroad men and newspaper representatives were

may therefore be easily adapted to weight of train with no complica-

tion in operation and with uniform make-up of tram crew. .\

single electric locomotive will be able to maintain the schedule with

a 450 ton train, two locomotives being coupled together for heavier

trains. The locomotive developed remarkably easy riding qualities

at high speeds and during acceleration, responding with ease to the

will of the operator.

The locomotive consists of four driving axles on each of wluch is

mounted without intermediate gearing, the armature of an electric

motor having a normal rating of 550 h. p. The total rated capacity

I.ECTRIC LOCOMllTIVF. FDR NEW YORK CF,NTR.\I. «: HUDSON RIVER R. R.

taken from New York City to Schenectady on a special train com-

posed of nine Pullman cars. Among those in attendance were

William J. Wilgus, fifth vice-president, New York Central & Hudson

River R. R. ; John F. Deems, general superintendent of motive

power. New York Central & Hudson River R. R. ; Bion J. Arnold,

Frank J. Sprague, George Gibbs, Edwin B. Katte, Samuel Rea,

fourth vice-president. Pennsylvania R. R. ; T. Voorhces, first vice-

president Philadelphia & Reading R. R. ; W. H. Marshall, general

manager. Lake Shore & Michigan Southern R. R.; H. H. Vreeland,

president. New York City Railway Co.; W. G. Besler, general man-

ager. Central R. R. of New Jersey; J. M. Graham, fourth vice-presi-

dent, Erie R. R. ; M B. Cutter, general superintendent. Lehigh Val-

ley R. R. ; E. G. Connettc, general manager, Syracuse Rapid Transit

Co.; A. G. Yates, president, Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg R. R.

;

A. I. Culver, second vice-president Delaware & Hudson R. R. ; A.

B. Mitchell, superintendent of motive power, Lehigh Valley R. R.

;

E. L. Rossitcr, first vice-president. New York Central & Hudson

River R. R. ; George H, Daniels, general passenger agent. New

York Central & Hudson River R. R. ; E. Van Etten, second vice-

president. New York Central* Hudson River R. R. ; H. Fernstron,

chief engineer, New York Central & Hudson River R. R. ; C. A.

Coffin, president General Electric Co.; Eugene Griffin, second vice-

president. General Electric Co.; C. Loomis Allen, general manager,

Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway Co.; W. Dalton, chief engineer,

American LfKomotive Works; James McNaughton, general superin-

tendent, American Locomotive Works; H. J. Kcnfield, "Street

Railway Review"; J. H. McGraw, Street Railw.iy Journal; R. Hilt,

Railroad Gazette.

Four runs were made by the locomotive with different numbers

o] cars at speeds varying from 54 to 72 miles per hour. With a

four-car train of .izo tfms a speed of 72 m. p. h. was made. A

five-car train of 400 tons made 62 m. p. h., a seven-car train of 500

Ions made 56 m. p. h.. and a ten-car train of fioo Ions made 54 m.

ph.
By the use of the Spraguc-Gencral Electric mulliple unit system

of control, two or more locomotives can be coupled together and

rir,rr.)trd from ilir loading cab as a single unit. The motive power

of the locomotive is 2,200 I1. p., although for short periods a con-

siderably greater power may be developed, making it more powerful

than the largest steam locomotive in existence.

The armatures arc mounted rigidly upon the axles, thus reducing

the bearings to those of the pony trucks and the main journals, all

of which are outside of the driving wheels. The motor has two

poles with flat faces so as to permit a large relative vertical move-

ment between armature and poles as the latter move up and down

with the riding of the frame upon the springs.

The main frame is of cast steel, and forms not only the mechanical

frame of the locomotive but also part of the magnetic circuit of the

I'Uctric motors. The armatures are arranged in tandem, the end

.XKMATfRE MlU'NTKl) ON AXl.H,

polt' pieces being cast as ii.irl .)f the r\u\ frames and the double \>nU-

pieces between the armatures being carried by heavy steel tran-

soms bolted to the side frame and forming part of the magnetic

circuit as well as cross braces for the truck. The field coils arc

wound upon mclal spools which are boiled upon the pole pieces.

Proper distribution and division of the weight of the locomotive

amongst the axles has been accomplished by suspending the main
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frame and siipcrstriicture from a system of half elliptic springs and
equalized levers of forged sleel. the whole being so arranged as to

cross-equalize the load and to furnish three points of support.

This constrmtion besides being strong and simple in design greatly

facilitates rei)airs and renewals as an armature with its wheels and
axle niay be removed by lowering the complete element without dis-

turbing the fields or any other part of the locomotive and a new
clement inserted in its place. All parts arc also especially accessible

for inspection and clcnninj;

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE CONTROLLER.

The brush holders are mounted on insulated supports attached to

the spring .saddle over the axle journal, thus maintaining a fixed

position of the brush holder in relation to the commutator. These
brush holders are made adjustable so as to allow for wear of the

commutator and journal bearings.

The dead weight on the axle is not materially greater than is

customary with steam locomotives and in addition there is no un-

balanced weight to produce vibration with attendant injuries to track

and road bed construction.

The superstructure consists of a central cab for the operator con-

taining master controllers, engineer's valves, and switches and valves

required for operating sanding, whistling, and bell ringing devices.

THIRD K.ML SHOE.

This apparatus is furnished in duplicate, one set on each side of the

cab, and is arranged so as to be easily manipulated from the opera-

tor's seat, while at the same time a practically unobstructed view-

to front and rear may be obtained from the windows. The air

gage, meters, etc., are located so as to be easily read by the driver.

There is a central corridor extending through the cab so as to

permit access from the locomotive to the cars behind, and the con-

tactors, rheostats, and reversers are arranged along the sides of

these corridors in boxes of sheet steel which are sheathed on the

inside witli fireproof insulating material. All of these appliances

are therefore easily accessible for repairs or inspection.

The control system permits three running connections, namely
four motors in series, two groups of two in parallel scries, and all

four motors in parallel. The motor reverser, contactors, rheostats

and other controlling appliances are all of the well known Spraguc-

Gencral Electric multiple unit type. The master controller, how-
ever, is fitted with a special operating lever about 24 in. long and
capable of being moved through an angle of about 75°. A current

limiting device is provided in the master controller, the arrange-

ment being such that when the current exceeds a pre-detcrmined

amount the cylinder cannot be rotated further until the current has

fallen sufficiently to allow relay to drop. As long as the cur-

rent does not exceed the desired limit the automatic feature is not

in operation.

In the operator's cab there is placed a General Electric motor
t'riven air compressor having capacity of 75 cu. ft. of free air per

mi'uite. The compressor is controlled by a governor which auto-

m-'ically cr:s t'le motors in and out of circuit when the air pressure
falls below 125 lbs. or rises about 1J5 lbs. A reduction in air press-

rre simultaneously starts up the air compressors in both locomo-
tives w'.icn running double headed, and when the air pressure has
been raised a:id one air compressor is closed down the other will

be cut out of service.
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Power for operating the locomotive is furnished by the General

Electric Co., and a special high tension transmission line has been

constructed from the power station for a distance of live miles to the

sub-station at VVyatts.

The apparatus in the sub-station, the location and arrangement

of same, the width and dimensions are in general as proposed for

the sub-stations to be built within the electric zone at the New
York city terminal so that practical experience with the plant may
be obtained while the locomotive tests are being made and in ad-

vance of construction.

The general dimensions and data applying to the locomotive arc

as follows:

Number of driving wheels, 8; number of pony trucks, 2; total

weight of Iocomoti\e. 95 tons; weight on drivers, 69 tons; rigid

wheel base, 13 ft.; total wheel base, 27 ft.; length over buffer plat-

forms. 37 ft. ; extreme w idth, 10 ft. ; height to top of cab, 14 ft. 4

in. : diameter of drivers. 44 in. ; diameter of driving axles, S'A in.

;

normal draw bar pull, 20400 lbs.; maximum starting draw bar pull,
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Newspaper and Milk Service.

Ever since the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Ry. commenced opera-

tion, the management has been keenly alive to the importance of

developing all classes of special service which would effect a saving

of time to its patrons, or offer unusual conveniences for which there

was a substantial demand. In carrying out its plans along these

lines the company has not been afraid to undertake novel experi-

ments, such as operating the buffet car Carolyn, illustrated at page

584 of the "Review" for September last. This company is, we be-

lieve, the only electric railway to operate such a car.

Two other classes of special service, which are unique in their

magnitude rather than in principle have been successfully developed

within the last year, namely carrying newspapers and carrying milk.

The company's territory offered exceptionally good opportunity for

these, as there is a very large demand for Chicago newspapers in

the towns lying east of the Fox River, and in the cities of Aurora

and Elgin, 33 and 35 miles distant, respectively, from 52nd Ave.,

Chicago. These points all being within what may be called the

outer suburban zone need for good newspaper service is apparent,

ar.d for the return trip of the newspaper car there is milk for Chi-

cago market, so that the car lias one paying trip each way per day.

Co. for delivery as far south as Yorkville and a» far north as Car-

pentersville.

The special advantage to the publishers and newsdealers is that

the latest editions arc now delivered from 45 minutes to I hour and

30 niiiuit«"i crirlicr than was heretofore p«:i>sible with the steam rail-

THEAURORAElEINftCHICAGORYCOl QGood for Tranniijrt.itinii of One Mm m

Gallon Can of Milk LIt]
rSSK A.1T7 UILZ STATION TO fT^
Filty Second Ave. (Chicago) r^

Subject to iDrtnic y^L. S£s
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MII.K TICKET.

way service available, and they are now able to give subscribers

this edition, whereas formerly they could get only the first or

"country" edition in time for distribution. The company receives

compensation for this service on a tonnage basis, settlements being

made monthly from the weight records of the publishers.

The newspaper special is returned to Whcaton about 6 a. m. and

the crew relieved for breakfast. After breakfast the car is run a few

NEWSP.\PER AND MILK C.\R—AURORA, ELGIN & CHICAGO RY.

The .'\urora, Elgin & Chicago instituted the newspaper service

in October, 1903, and during the past summer the papers carried

have aggregated 80 tons to 100 tons per month. These are loaded

upon the newspaper car at a point convenient for all the newspapers,

the car leaving this point as soon as the first installment of the last

c.lition of the papers is off the press at about 3 130 a. m. daily, arriving

AUEOEA SPECIAL-

E E SCOTT
3:30 AM

Cor Main &
Broadway

mm ILL
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miles west to Eola Junction and begins to pick up milk at the vari-

ous stations. The milk is delivered at the 52nd .Ave. milk platform

in Chicago, at 8:40 a. m. daily, this station being convenient for

many of the city milk dealers as they can reach the platform there

with less delay than at the stations of other lines. The milk service

was started in May last.

The cliarges on milk are prepaid by a milk ticket inserted in a

holder on each can. The rate is 15 cents per 8-gallon can, independ-

ent of the length of haul. At the present time the company is

handling about 175 cans of milk per day. The cans all bear the

names of the owners and are returned without further charge.

']"he engravings herewith show the forms of newspaper tags and
milk tickets used.

« ' »

I iie City Council of Winnipeg has authorized the Winnipeg Eki-
Iric Railway Co. to make a number of extensions to its line.

LaCrosse & Southeastern Railroad Co. has ordered two fi4-ft.

Prouty ga.soline cars with a speed of 40 miles per hour.

FROM The CHICAGO TRIBUNE

NEWSPAPER TAG.

at Wheaton about 4:20 a. ni., and at Aurora about 4:45 a. m. About

25 per cent of the papers are delivered at 52nd Ave., and thence

are distributed in Oak Park, Austin and nearby districts by means

of wagons provided by the newspaper publishers and dealers; 20

per cent of the total are for Aurora, 20 per cent for Elgin, and the

remaining 35 per cent comprise those consigned to the smaller way

stations, and for transfer to the Elgin, Aurora & Southern Traction

.A new map of the proposed line of the Tabor & Southern Elec-

tric Railway Co., of which E. N. Sanger and W. J. Dobbs, of

Council Bluffs, Iowa, are the promoters, has been completed. The
entire length of the line is 75 miles, from Omaha. Neb., to Tarkio.

Mo.

It has been announced that plans have been consummated by the

United Electric Light & Power Co., Baltimore, for the erection of

one of the largest generating stations in the United States. The
company has purchased 22 acres of landing immediately adjoining

the city having a water front of over 1.000 feet.
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Electric Tramway in Maiidalay.

The Mandalay Electric Co. was incorporated in London in Octo-

ber, 1902, with a capital of fjoo,ooo. .Actual work was commenced
in December, 1902, by Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd., and the first car was
moved by electrical power on June 17th, 1904. The center of the

tramway system has been placed at the new Zegyo bazaar, from

which the tramway radiates in three branches, one leading to tlie

shore, where steamers embark their pa'^seiisers, the second running

feeders consist of solid soft drawn copper wire, carried on special

high resistance toggles clamp insulators, which are in tvirn bolted

to substantial malleable iron brackets attached to the poles. At sev-

eral points along the route these feeders are tapped by insulated

cables which are connected to the main feeder switches in switch

pillars fi.xcd on the sidewalk.

The rolling stock consists of z^ electric motor cars of the single

deck, open, cross-bench type, built by the Electric Railway &
Tranuva\' CarriaE;o W'l^rk-;. l.tii, Preston. The car bodies are .^5

-MANIl.M.AV EI.ECTRlr CO.

to the Arakan Pagoda, and the third leading to the Court House.

The tramways have a length of 7 miles, double track throughout.

The rails arc 6 in. deep with a I'A in. groove, laid to a gage of 3 ft.

6 in., in 45-ft. lengths. The rails are double spiked to hard wood

sleepers, which are laid at 2 ft. 9 in. centers, the wMioIe being laid

on a ballasted bed. The joints are of the plain type, secured with

(t. 4 'A in. in U-nKlli. and about (1 ft. wide, designed to provide seat-

ing accommodation for 48 passengers. To prevent the car from

sagging a substantial truss is provided supported in the center liy

two wrought iron standards. The roof frames are compo.sed en-

tirely of teak, the covering being of cotton duck, laid wet in a coat

of white paint. Each car is provided with two circuits of lOO-volt

incandescent lamps with changeover switches for putting one or the

ntlicr headlight in circuits. The trucks upi")n which the cars arc

IS^tUtiiili uF GfcNEKATOK kMJ.U. i\rt oi- lAK i:si:ii in mandalay.

tix-holc fish platen, and arc double bonded with two No. 0000

R. & S, Neptune pin bonds.

The overhead c(|uipmcnt is on the span wire system, a double line

of trolley wire being used throughout. The standards arc made of

•olid drawn, weldlc»s steel tubes and have an overall length of

28 ft., set 6 ft. deep below the upper surface of the rails. The
trolley wires consist of hard drawn copper, .,164 in. diameter, with a

breaking strain of 2.? Ions per sq. in. Section insulators are pro-

vided a« well as lightning arresters of the Garlon-DanicI type. The

mounted are of the Brush company's single type. The cars are

equipped with two Dick. Kerr & Co. standard 2.S H. traction motors,

capable of delivering approximately 28 h. p., and controllers of the

same firm's standard D. H. I. form "C" type, especially arranged

with resistance for emergency braking.

The power-house has been erected on the company's site in 78th

street, together with the necessary ofTiccs, car shed and repair shops.

The steam plant consists of three Oahcock & Wilcox water tube

boilers with a working pressure of lOo lbs. per sq. in., a water
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storage tank with a capacity of 20,000 gallons of water, a fuel

economizer and two double acting single-cylinder feed pumps, each

capable of delivering 2,000 gallons of water per hour. The engines

which arc three in number, arc of the "Belliss" compound two-

crank type, mounted on bed plates extended to take the direct

coupled generators ; each engine is capable of giving a normal out-

put of 300 b. h. p. The electrical plant consists of three con-

tinuous current compound wound generators, coupled direct to the

engines, the output of each generator being 200 kw. when running

at 400 revolutions per minute, and they are designed to give an

overload of 20 per cent for 2yi hours, with a moderate rise of tem-

perature. The magnet frames are of cast iron, the pole pieces of

laminated steel cast into the magnet frame, the commutation is

sparkless at all loads and the field windings are so arranged to

give a 10 per cent rise in the e. m. f. from no load to full load.

The switchboard was built by Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd., and consists

of nine black enameled slate panels lyi in. thick each supported

independently on an iron frame. The board consists of three

generator panels, four feeder planels, one station lighting and one

Board of Trade panel. A lo-ton traveling crane with a span of 38!^

ft. and a lift of 20 ft. Tias been erected in the power house.

The contractors for the whole of the work and plant were Dick,

Kerr & Co., Ltd., represented in Mandalay by Mr. T. Williamsson.

The sub-contractors were Messrs. Nahapiet & Martin of Rangoon

;

the consulting engineers were Messrs. Kincaid, Waller, Manville &
Dawson of Westminster, who prepared the detailed plans and speci-

fications and were represented in Mandalay by Mr. E. Sellon. The
local work was carried out under the able superintendence of Mr.

Griffin and Mr. A. C. Morgan.

lion of these electrically driven air compressors with their automatic

control and regulation marks a great step forward in switch and

signal work.

Air Compressors in the Operation of the New
York Subway.

The daily traffic service of the New York Subway contemplates

the operation of two tracks carrying local trains at one-minute inter-

vals. It will be appreciated that the safe handling of trains in such

number and frequency offered problems in signal work. A system

has been applied which is a development of the electro-pneumatic

switch and signal system used for years on steam railways. In the

operation of this system electricity and compressed air have joined

forces ; electricity being, as it were, the nerves and compressed air

the muscles, of the system. The electrical appliances offer nothing

of decided novelty; they are standard. But the air compressors are

unique in design and are worthy of a brief de-

scription.

The machines were built by the Iiigersoll-Ser-

geant Drill Co. of New York and are a modifica-

tion of a standard type known as Class "EC."

They arc two-stage machines with horizontal in-

ter-cooler, fitted with the Ingersoll-Sergeant pis-

ton inlet valve and designed throughout for ma,x-

imum economy, simplicity and reliability. Nine

compressor units have been installed and three

more are under construction. Each compressor

is connected by a Morse silent chain to a 3S-h. p.

Westinghouse direct current motor taking cur-

rent from the lines at from 400 to 700 volts.

Motor and compressor units on a solid sub-base-

At rated speed of 120 r. p. m. each unit has a

capacity of 215 cu. ft. of free air per minute

compressed to 80 lb. pressure. The compressors

are automatically controlled and regulated by the

air pressure. Working pressure on the system is

maintained constant within 5 lb. of the fi.xed

standard. When the receiver pressure falls below normal a com-

bination of electrical circuits operates to bring the compressor to

speed with no load, then cut out the starting resistance and throw

off the load. When normal pressure is reached on the system, the

machine is unloaded and the motor cut out. Arrangement is also

made whereby tlie starting and stopping of the unit also automatical-

ly .starts and stops the flow of intercooling water and lubricating oils.

Compressed air from these machines which are located in sub-

stations along the subway, is distributed through 2-in. pipe lines run-

ning the length of the system and operates various signal mechan-

isms, pneumatic switches, automatic train stops, etc. The installa-

New Cars For the City of Mexico.

The accompanying illustration shows one of four combination

passenger and baggage cars lately shipped to the Mexico Electric

Tramway.'.. Ltd., of the City of Mexico, by the American Car Com-

pany of St. Louis, and are a part of an order for twenty-eight cars

of the .same character. An interesting feature of these cars is a

sheathing of %-\n. steel upon the sides, which is intended to pre-

vent injury due to the severe climate which is common to wooden

INTERIOR OF CAR FOR MEXICO CITY.

paneled cars. The intensely dry clim,ite encountered in that alti-

tude in the tropics is very severe on wood work. Another unusual

feature which gives the car a somewhat odd appearance is the di-

vision of the sash lights into four parts. This arrangement is only

used in second class cars, the first class have the usual sashes with

single lights.

The cars run in but one direction, therefore the entrances are on

one side, and vestiljulcs at one end. The cars are very substantially

. iiMI.I N A I hiN CAR FOR MEXICO CITY.

built, including in the bottom framing 8.x5'^-in. sill-plates and heavy

under trusses ; side sills of long leaf yellow pine are 4^ x 714 '"

and the end sills 5^x6?'^ in. The corner posts are 4'/2 in. thick

and the side posts, 2^ in. The general dimensions are as follows:

Length over end panels, 30 ft. 8 in., and over crown pieces, 40 ft.

I in. Length of baggage compartment, 10 ft. 5 1-16 in.; width over

sills and sill plates, 8 ft. 2 in. ; between centers of posts, 2 ft. 8 in.

Height of steps, 17.}^ in., and of risers, 14 in. The cars are

equipped with angle iron bumpers, "Dumpit" sand bo.xes, "Dedenda"

gongs, ratchet brake handles and folding gates made by the J. G.

Brill Co., and the trucks are No. 27-G, also made by that company.
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World's Fair Awards.

The Juries of Awards of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition have

announced the following awards, which will be of interest to our

readers

:

To the .\llis-Chalmers Co. a grand prize was awarded for the

5,ooo-h. p. engine, and also the generator built by this company's

electrical department, the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co.

These two machines form the huge unit which supplies the decora-

tive lighting of the E.xposition buildings and grounds.

In the Department of Mines and Metallurgy the Allis-Chalmers

e.xhibit was awarded a grand prize. The Bullock Electric Manufac-

turing Cos. grand prize also covered all its alternators, synchronous

motors, direct current generators and motors, and rotary converters.

In addition to this the Bullock system of multiple-voltage control of

motors won a gold medal.

The E. VV. Bliss Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., has been awarded a grand
prize and a gold medal for tools and machines exhibited at the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition. The awards were granted for

superiority of workmanship, smoothness of action, ingenuity dis-

played in design and highest quality of product. This exhibit was
described in the "Daily Street Railway Review" for Thursday,

October 13th.

The Continuous Rail Joint Co. of America was awarded a gold

medal for its display in the Transportation Building of its rail-

joint products. The exhibit shows various types of rail joints pro-

duced by patented machinery controlled by the company in this

country and was illustrated and described in the "Daily Street

Railway Review" for October 13th.

The Scarritt Car Seat Works, 1800 North Main St., St. Louis,

was awarded a gold medal. Readers of the "Review" are familiar

with this exhibit through its description and illustration in the

World's Fair number, bearing date June 20, 1904, as well as the

description on page 795 of the "Daily Street Railway Review" for

Friday, October 14th.

In Group III. Higher Education, Techinal Schools, etc., a bronze

medal was awarded to the Thomas S. Clarkson Memorial School,

The exhibit was warmly commended by the members of the jury,

and has been a source of interest to visitors throughout the sum-
mer.

The American Frog & Switch Co., Hamilton, O.. has been

awarded the highest prize in its class, a gold medal, for its exhibit

at the exposition. This exhibit was described and illustrated in

the souvenir number of the "Review."

G. M. Gest, sub'.vay contractor of New York and Cincinnati, has

been awarded by the jurors at the St. Louis Fair the highest award

for conduit construction. Mr. Gest's exhibit at the Fair was

described in the October number of the "Review."

Grand prizes were awarded to the Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing Co., for "Alternating current generators and motors,

alternating current turbo-generator installation, static transformers,

and rotary converters ;" for "Direct current generators and motors,"

and for "Electric railway motors, alternating current and direct cur-

rent, and control systems for single and multiple unit ()i>eration and

for mining and industrial locomotives." To the Westinghouse Machine
Co., for "Horizontal gas engines and steam turbines." To the West-

inghouse Air Brake Co., for "Air brakes and friction draft gears."

To the Westinghouse Traction Brake Co. for "Brakes for electric

cars." To the .American Brake Co., for "Driver brakes," To the

Westinghouse Automatic Air and Steam Coupler Co. for "AW and

steam couplers." To the Westinghouse Brake Co., Ltd., London,
England, for "Air brakes and accessories." To the Westinghouse
Co., Ltd., of St. Petersburg, Russia, for "Air Brakes and accessor-

ies." To '.he I'nion Switch & Signal Co., for "Signal system." To
the Cooper Ilc\%itt Electric Co., for "The development of the mer-
cury vapor arc lamp."

Gold medals were awarded to the Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing Co., for "Complete switchboards and controlling appara-

tus, and the application of electric motors for mechanical purposes
;"

for "Alternating current, direct current, and Bremer arc lamps and
arc lighting systems ;" for "hicctric measuring instruments," and for

"lndu«trial betterment work."

To the Ncrnst Lamp Co., for "Nernst lamps." To the Cooper
Hewitt Electric Co. for "Vapor lampi for pliolo-cngraving." To the

Pittsburg Meter Co., for "Water and gas metcr.s." To the Westing-

house Air Brake Co.. for "The housing of the working classes."

Silver medals were awarded to the Westinghouse Electric & Man-
ufacturing Co., for "Switches fuses, and wiring appliances." To the

Sawyer-Man Electric Co., tor "Incandescent lamps." To the Bryant

Electric Co., for "Electric light fittings." To the Societe Aiionyme

Westinghouse, Havre, France, for "Gasoline automobiles."

A Bronze Medal was awarded to the Perkins Electric Switch

Manufacturing Co., for "Electric switches."

Hoover, Owens, Rentschler Co., Hamilton, O., was awarded a

gold medal for its 2500-h. p. vertical engine exhibited.

Niles-Benient-Pond Co., of New York, manufacturer of machine

tools, was awarded a grand prize for its exhibit.

McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co. was awarded a silver

medal, the highest award given, for its exhibit of electric trucks,

snow sweepers and street sprinklers.

Goldschmidt Thermit Co:, New York, was awarded a grand prize

for its very complete and interesting exhibit.

Galena Signal Oil Co., Franklin, Pa., was awarded a grand prize

for railway signal oil and lubricants.

Buckeye Engine Co., Salem, O., was awarded a gold medal for

heavy duty cross-condensing compound engine.

R. Thomas & Sons Co., East Liverpool, O., was awarded a gold

medal for high-voltage insulators exhibited at the Exposition.

Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N. J., was awarded
two granil prizes.

J. G. Brill Co., Philadelphia, was awarded a gold medal for its

exhibit in the Transportation building, which was described in the

"Review" for June.

The Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N. Y., whose exhibit

was described in the "Review" for June, has been awarded a gold

medal for the exhibit.

.The Pantasote Co., New York, has received a grand prize and
two gold medals for the thrie classified sections of its exhibit in

the Palace of Varied Industries, which was described in the June
"Review."

John Stephenson Co., Elizabeth, N. J., has been awarded a silver

medal for its exhibit in the Transportation building. This exhibit

was described and illustrated in the World's Fair number of the

"Review."

The Walworth Manufacturing Co., Boston, was awarded a gold
medal for its display at the Exposition in Machinery Hall, illus-

tration and description of which appeared in the June joth issue of

the "Review."

The .\tlas Railway Supply Co., Chicago, who exhibited in the
Transportation building, received a bronze medal for its display,

which was described and illustrated in the June "Review."
1 leine Safety Boiler Co., St. Louis, a short history of wliicli com-

pany appeared in the Scptcnilicr "Review," received gold medals for

each of its exhibits at the Exposition.

The Truscott Boat Co., St. Jnscpli, Mich., was awarded :i grand
prize for its exhibit in the Transportation building.

The General Electric Co., whose exhibit was illustrated and de-
scribed in the "Review" for June 20th, received five grand prizes,
nine gold medals, five silver medals and two bronze medals for its

various products exhibited at the Exposition.

The Kenfield Publishing Co., of Cliicago, has been aw:irdec! a
gold medal for its publications, the "Street Railway Review,"
"Street Railway Law," etc.

Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, whose exhibit
was illustrated in the "Review" for June, has received a gold medal.

*-»-*

Kingston Lord's Day Alliance.

For some lune llie Lord's l).iy .Mliance of Kingslon, ( )m,, has
endeavored to prevent the electric railway from operating its cars
on Sundays and a judgment to that effect was secured. This case
has now been reversed, the courts liolding that the cnnipany's char-
ters are imperative to the effect llial cars shall nin dnily and lli:it

failure so to operate woiiM l.iy ihc coni|]:iny opin lo llic- lorfi'llnie

of its charters.

I In- lliiglilwood ICIectric Railway Co., one of Washington's (O.
C.) suburban lines, fully equiiijied with moilern underground trol-
ley and good rolling slock, is offered free to anynne who will Like
it and assmne the debts of llir inni|i.iiiy
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Personal.

MR. U.\N R. IIANN.V has been elected a director of the Cleve-

land Electric Railway Co. to succeed George G. Mulhern, resignerl.

MR. THOMAS JACKSON, superintendent of the Hot Springs

(Ark.) Street Railroad Co. for several years, has been promoted

to the position of assistant manager.

MR. CHARLES FANSLER, formerly superintendent of the La

Fayellc Street Railway Co., La Fayette, Ind., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Co.

MR. H. C. M.\CKAY, comptroller and auditor of the Milwaukee

Electric Railway & Light Co., has been appointed a delegate to rep-

resent the Street Railway Accountants' Association at the conven-

tion of the National Association of Railway Commissioners, to be

held at Birmingham, Ala., November 15, 16, and 17, and with his

family will accompany the commissioners on a trip through Mexico.

MR. S. L. XKLSON. who until the recent consolidation of the

Ft. Wayne & Southwestern Traction Co., with the Ft. Wayne &

Wabash Valley Traction Co., was president and general manager

of the former company, was born on a farm near Hicksville, C.

June 23, 1859. In 1874 he learned

telegraphy and in 1875 began work

with a construction outfit on the

Baltimore & Ohio R. R. and

worked up to the position of

operator. In 1881 lie entered the

-^^^^H service of the Illinois Central R.

R. as train despatchcr at Cham-

paign, 111. ; the next year he took

up telephone work at Champaign,

going to Springfield, III., in 1884

and later to Dayton, O., return-

ing to Champaign in April, 1885.

as superintendent of the water

works and electric light plant

owned by Mr. W. B. McKinley.

Since that time Mr. Nelson has
S. L. NELSON.

, , -r 1 VI .1
been identified with the manage-

ment and operation of the various McKinley properties at Cham-

paign; Defiance and Springfield, O. ; Bay City, Mich.; Port Jervis,

N. v.; Joliet. Quincy, Peoria and Danville, III.; Wichita, Kan.,

and Ft. Wayne. It is understood that Mr. Nelson will remain in

Ft. Wayne and make his home in that city, while continuing to

look after his interests in the McKinley properties in Illinois and

Kansas. Mr. Nelson is a thorough and practical traction man. as

well as a business man of high ability and is an important factor in

traction circles in the middle west.

MR. ALVIN W. KJIECK has been elected a director of the

Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Co. in place of Thomas Clark.

Jr., deceased.

MR. ROGER CONANT, formerly of Boston, has been engaged

as consulting engineer of the .Aurora, DeKalb & Rockford Elec-

tric Traction Co., with headquarters at Aurora.

MR. H. F. SMITH, chief train despatcher of the Lake Shore

Electric Railway Co., has resigned to accept the position of master

of transportation of the Rockford & Interurban Railway Co.

MR. J. II. DONNELL, who has been division superintendent of

the Pittsburg Railw^ays Co., has been appointed superintendent of

the San Bernardino (Cal.) Valley Traction Co., to succeed Charles

S. Putnam, resigned.

MR. JOHN S. BLE.\KER, formerly with the Stone & Webster

property at Seattle, Wash., has assumed his position as superiii-

tendciit of the Houghton County Street Railway Co.. Hancock.

.Mich.

MR. EMILE GARCKE, managing director of the London Tram-

way Co., who represents the foreign stockholders of the Utah Light

& Railway Co., has recently been in Salt Lake City inspecting the

properties.

PROF. LOUIS DUNCAN, Ph. D., head of the electrical engi-

neering department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

has resigned and will devote his entire time to his interests as

electrical engineer for the New York Rapid Transit Commission

and several railroad and telephone companies.

MR. AND MRS. JOHN F. WALLACE were tendered a recep-

tion by the Union League Club of Chicago at its club house, Thurs-

day evening, Nov. ,1, 1904, as a farewell to Mr. Wallace, betore

leaving to assume charge of the Panama Canal as chief engineer.

COL. D. B. DYER, formerly president of the Augusta Railway

& Light Co., of Augusta, Ga., has recently given a very valuable

collection of Indian relics to Kansas City for the public library

of that place. This collection includes over 12,000 pieces.

MR. H. F. VOGEL, general manager of the St. Louis Car Co.,

is at present sojourning in Europe. While there he will visit Lon-

don, Berlin and Paris. The trip is a business one and while in

London, Mr. Vogel will open a branch office for the company.

MR. J. .\. BRETT, who recently resigned his connection with

the Electrical Installation Co.. with which concern he has been

identified for eleven years, is now with the Wcstinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co. and will handle the railway department of

its Chicago office. Mr. Brett's headquarters will be in the New-

York Life Building, Chicago.

MR. JAMES DALRYMPLE, deputy manager of the Glasgow

Corporation Tramways, has been appointed general manager by

the Glasgow Town Council, in place of Mr. John Young, resigned.

During the 10 years of Mr. Dalrymple's service with the tramways

he has done splendid work, not only as an accountant but also as

deputy manager, to which position he was recently appointed, his

proiiioiion to manager being a most appropriate recognition of

this.

MR. JCJIIN YOLfNG has resigned the positionof general manager

of tlv.' (ilasgow Corporation Tramways to become general manager

of the Metropolitan District Ry., of London, and we understand

he will also act as general assistant to Mr. Charles T. Yerkes.

chairman of the Underground Electric Railways Co. in the control

of tubes and tramways of his companies. Mr. Young has been

connected with the Glasgow Corporation Tramways for nearly 30

years and to a large e.\tent the present successful position of the

tramways in Glasgow is due to his great organizing power and

the manner in which he executed the work before him.

MR R. H. DERR.\H, who is well known to our readers through

his contributions to the "Review," and the pamphlets on electric

railway excursions that have been published by him, has just been

appointed passenger agent for the Boston & Northern and the Old

Colony Street Railway systems. These two companies operate

about I,OCX) miles of electric line to the north and south of Boston,

including practically all of the seashore resorts and places of his-

toric interest in eastern Massachusetts. We believe that these com-

jianies are the first in New England to create the office of passenger

agent and that Mr. Derrah will have under his jurisdiction greater

mileage and territory than any electric railway passenger agent in

the country.

MR. S. J. DILL, superintendent of the Michigan Traction Co.,

has resigned to become general manager of the Youngstown &
Southern Railway Co., with

headquarters at Youngs-

town, Ohio. Mr. Dill is a

railroad man of large ex-

perience in both steam and

electric roads, having start-

ed his career in the train

.service of the company in

1807 to enter the service of

the Metropolitan Street

Railway Co., of New York.

From 1897 to the spring of

1901 Mr. Dill was connected

with the operating depart-

ment of the Metropolitan,

beginning in a uniform and

working up to a division

superintendent. In 1901 he

resigned from the Metro-

politan to accept the position

of superintendent of the De-

troit, Vpsilanti. .•\nn Arbor

& Jackson Railway Co., with headquarters at Ypsilanti, Mich., in

w-hich capacity he served for two years. Mr. Dill's service with

J. DIM..
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the Michigan Traction Co. covers a period of only one year but

in that time he has done much toward improving the properties,

including the construction of the large bridge over the Michigan

Central R. R. tracks at Galesburg, and the extensions of the Port-

age St. and Seminar}- lines. He was in full charge of the city

and interurban lines in Kalamazoo and Battle Creek, and in the

discharge of his duties he has not only satisfied the stockholders

but won the confidence of his employes and the favor and respect

of the public.

MR. ROBERT A HILL, for many years assistant general super-

intendent of the Tri-City Railway Co., has resigned his position

with a view of moving to California for permanent residence.

MR. HUGH TH. NHLLER. of Columbus, Ind., secretary and

treasurer of the Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Co.,

was elected lieutenant-governor of Indiana by over 80,000 plurality.

MR. FRANK E. SCOVILL, secretary and superintendent of the

.\ustin Electric Railway Co., has resigned his position to become

manager of the Laredo Electric Light & Railway Co., of Laredo,

Texas.

MR. GEORGE KEEGAN, assistant to the general superintendent

of the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York, has been

appointed assistant ui the general manager, the position of general

sui)erintendent having been abolished.

MR. W. B. McKINLEY, president of the Illinois Central Traction

Co., the St. Louis & Springfield Railway Co., the Danville. l"rbana &
Champaign Railway Co. and the various city systems included in tlic

McKinley Syndicate properties, was elected to congress from the igth

Illinois district.

MR. ED\V.\RD JAMES, connected for many years with the

Burt Manufacturing Co., in charge of the filter department, lias

entered the employ of the Pittsburg Gage & Supply Co., Pittsburg,

Pa., in charge of the White Star oil filter, and will travel throughout

the West and South in this interest.

MR. CH.\RLES N. WOOD announces that he has withdrawn

from the Frank Ridlon Co., of Boston, Mass., and will at once

enter into business for himself in the same line. His temporary

address is Room 802, Board of Trade Building, Boston, and he is

prepared to fill all orders promptly. Mr. Wood is one of the best

known supplymen in the East in the electric railway field, and has

the \xst wishes of his many friends for success in his new under-

taking.

MR. JOHN' F. OHMER. vice-president and general manager of

the Ohmer Fare Register Co. of Dayton, O., who has been abroad

for some months in the interest of this company, was greeted with

a pleasant surprise upon his home-coming November 2. Mr. E. B.

Grimes, assistant general manager, and other officers of the com-

pany, decorated Mr. Ohmer's private offices with flags and bunting

and covered his desk with a profusion of beautiful flowers. .'\n

Ohmer fare register, a floral masterpiece made entirely of pink

carnations, was displayed with Mr, Ohmer's picture resting mi lop

of it.

Mr. Ohmer was delighted with the glad welcome, and calling all

the employes together, he thanked them for their thoughtfulncss

ard good will, and told them of his pleasant and successful journey.

The "New Century" Field Tester.

Obituary.

MR. S.-KML'EL E. RKiG, general superintendent of the United

Traction, Oley Valley and Nevcrsink Mountain Railway companies,

died at his home in Reading, Pa., October 23rd. aged 54 years. Mr.

Rigg had Ijeen identified .with the local traction company since

1876. when he came to Reading from his birthplace, Churchtown,

Pa.

I he initial run of the Interstate Limited, ihc handsome buffet

Iiarlor car of the Daytrjii & VV'estern Traction Co., was made
Wcdnc»day, NovemlKT 2nd, and the trial trip was very successful.

Kcgulir service was inaugurated November 141b

The Minneapolis branch of the Cigar Dealers' Association of

America has begun a crusade in favor of greater smoking privileges

on the street cars by circulating petitions among the smokers nf

Minneapolis for their signatures. These petitions will Ik- presented

to the Twin City Rapid Transit Co.

The accompanying illustration shows a teslins instrument which

is new in the sense that it is now for the fir.st time being offered for

sale. It is not. however, an experiment, as it has been used on a

number of different roads and all reports indicate that it has proved

to be quick and accurate in the detection of short circuits in fields

and faults in armatures. In this preliminary practical testing it

has been given a thorough trial and the makers, DuBois & West,

too Randall .\ve.. Syracuse, N. Y., present it to the trade as a

thorough testing instrument. .-\s may be observed from the illus-

tration, this instrumcrt is complete and self-contained and it is only

necessary to connect the binding posts to the field to be tested, no

other field being required for comparison. It is stated that aily
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The 200-kw. altvriiating current generator is of the belted type,

with two bearings, pulley slide rails and belt tightening device, com-

plete in every respect. This is of substantial construction, and fol-

lows very closely the structural design thai has become well estab-

lished in American types of revolving field generators. Its erected

weight is 12,850 lb., and its inherent regulation is well within 6 per

cent at unity power factor. It is run at a speed of 600 r. p. m., and

consequently to deliver a current at 00 cycles is provided with 12

poles on its revolving field. The usual temperature guarantee, that

N.MKliN.M, El.ElTUIC COS. INST.\I.L.\TION .\T MONTEREY, CAL.

with an atmospheric temperature of 25° C, the temperature of the

machine will not rise more than 35° C. under a continuous 24-hour

run at full normal load, was well above the limit reached in opera-

tion ; the rise was but 22° C. above the temperature of the surround-

ing air.

The efficiencies of the generator are as follows : 93 per cent at

25 per cent overload; 92.5 per cent at full load; 91.25 per cent at

three-quarter load ; and 88 per cent at half load.

The exciter runs at a speed of 1,450 r. p. ni.. is normally rated at

12 kw., at no volts, and is belt driven from a pulley placed on tlie

end of the generator shaft.

The motor-generator set runs at a speed of 720 r. p. ni. per

minute, and in operation it has been found that the temperature of

the synchronous motor does not exceed 25° C. above the tempera-

ture of the surrounding air, and the direct current generator does

not show a rise of more than 25° in any part, when both machines

are working under full load conditions.

An intere?ting feature in connection with the mo-

tor-generator set Is that a 22-in. pulley with a i6-in.

face has been placed on the shaft between the motor

and generator, and belti-d to the lly-wheel of a 200-h.

I),
high speed Buckeye engine. This gives absolute

He.xibility to the plant in that duiing the hours of

light load both the units of the moior-generator set

may he run as generators and in that the motor gen-

erator set affords the link by means of which the

railway load may be coupled in with the two-phase

load, or vice versa. Obviously this enables a day

alternating current service to be maintained in con-

junction with the railway load, at minimum efficiency

in operation and. though the installation of the motor-

generator set may appear anomalous in view of the

fact that the current for its operation is taken from

generators located within the same premises, it is con-

sidered in reality the rational solution of the prob-

lems presented by the local conditions which prevail.

•-•-

The Dayton, Covington & Piqua Traction Co. has equipped a

car with portable run for loading and unloading live stock, the

amoinU of which hu'^incss over its lines is considerable.

New Rule Buuks for Denver City Tramway.

The Denver City Tramway Co. has recently published a new
edition of the rules for the operating department, in the arrange-

ment of which a scheme has been adopted that can be followed to

advantage by other roads in that so far as possible all rules of a

purely temporary character have been eliminated from the rule

book proper and printed in a separate pamphlet. The rule book

hears the title "Rules and Regulations for the Operating Depart-

ment." This is s'/2 X 35-4 in. in size and contains, including the in-

dex, 68 pages. The rules for the government of employes adopted

at the 1903 convention of the American Street Railway Association

have been followed in compiling the rules. Additions have been

made to the Association rules where it seemed desirable, as, for

instance, between rules Nos. 2 and 3 of the Association have been

inserted three new rules dealing respectively with signing for run,

watches, and motorman's tools. Between three and four arc in-

serted rules governing uniforms, badges and eye glasses. Thus,

rule No. 4 of the Association, referring to "Politeness", appears

in the Denver schedule as No. 10; however, the identity of the

Association rule is preserved by inserting its number in parenthesis

after the consecutive number which it bears in the Denver book.

A complete index, with references both to rule number and page

number, makes the contents easily accessible.

Rules of a temporary character—that is, such as would naturally

be changed more frequently than the general rules, and because of

such changes tend to make the rule book obsolete—have been in-

cluded in a separate paper-bound book, which is s^ x 3 in, in size.

This is entitled "Regulations Governing the Issuing and Accepting

of Transfers and Tickets." It is a book of 37 pages.

Matter of perhaps even more temporary nature is included in a

third pamphlet, entitled "Schedule of Running Time and Headw.iy."

This gives the time allowance on each run.

The idea in preparing the rules has been to condense the matter

as far as practicable and yet cover all important points and also to

put the rules in such form that the requirement tiiat all employes

shall carry copies of the rules at all times will not be a burdensome
rule. Throughout the books each paragraph is given a number, so

that violation of any section of the rule may be brought to the

employe's attention.

The company has recently adopted the Brown merit system of

discipline.

Convertible Cars for Lynchburg, Va.

The Lyncliburg Traction and Light Co., of Lynchburg, \'a., added

to its eiiuipnient in the early part of this month two new convertible

The trolleymen's waiting-room at Jersey City, N. J., was form-

ally opened November nth. when the Public Service Corporation

gave the men a reception and turned over the rooms to the men.

The rooms are equipped with pool tables and reading tables.

;. l.U i..\U Fur LYNCHBURG, VA.

cars built by the J. G. Brill Co. This is the third lot of cars of this

type ordered by the railway company, making eleven in all. Mr.

.\pperson, the president and manager, states that the cars are highly

satisfactory and VL>ry popular with the people of Lynchburg. The
company operates sixteen miles of road and owns Rivermont Park,

a popular amusement resort in the vicinity of Lynchburg. Lynch-

burg has a population of about 20,000 and is one of the most im-

portant tobacco centers in the state. The cars have seats for 34
passengers. The seats are 34 in. long and have backs of the step-

over type with brackets between the backs and the posts arranged
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10 servo as grab liamllcs. Passengers leaving at the side entrances

can hardly fail to sec these handles, and taking hold of them step

down lacing the forward end of the car, thereby lessening tHe lia-

bility to accidents. The illustration shows the car with part of the

panels and sashes raised into the roof pockets. The posts, besides

having an extra firm setting and being bolted through the metal

round-comer scat-end panels, have f^-in. steel plates on the outside.

Single scats are placed at each corner with sand bo.xcs underneath.

The interiors are finished in quartered oak of natural color with

ceilings of the same decorated in gold. The platforms have portable

vestibules and folding gates, both of the Brill type.

The length of the car over end panels is 25 ft. 9 in., anil over

crown pieces 34 ft. 9 in.; width over sills and sill plates 7 ft. 4'4 in.,

and over posts at belt 8 ft. 2 in.; sweep of posts 5 in. The bottom

framing is unusually substantial and includes 7 .\ j^ in. sill plates

and undertrusses. The platform timbers are re-enforced with angle

iron and the center knees are composed of angle irons brought well

back of the body bolsters. The cars are mounted on Brill 27-G

trucks having a 4-ft. wheel base, 33-in. wheels, 4-in. axles, and are

equipped with 2S-h. p. motors, four to each car. The weight of car

and trucks without motors is 26,750 lb.

Graphical Mathematics V.

I!V A. G. HOLMAN, M. E.

Radial Percentage Chart.

The problems in multiplication and division which have been

solved by the use of triangles depend upon the principles of pro-

portion. That is, the proportions of the various triangles having

the same angles remain constant. This fact, with a different form

of construction, can be utilized in percentage problems.

Take, for example, the question of the relative quantity of coal

used and product produced in any manufacturing process. The
pounds of product and of coal are given and the "percentage of

I I
I I 1

1 I I I
[

I I I I
I
M I I

I

M I I

I

I I I I

I

'H.

nc. 29.

coal to product" is required ; or in other words, the number of

pounds of coal used for each too lb. of product. The method of

construction for a percentage chart is shown in Fig. 29.

Draw a vertical line P to represent product, divide it into equal

spaces by any convenient scale. In the same manner draw and

divide a horizontal line C to represent coal. Then number the

divisions on each scale beginning with the point .'\ as zero.

If the amount of product and coal are the same, 100 lb. of product

would require too lb. of coal and the percentage would be 100.

Therefore take any convenient point in line P, as 20, and the same

distance 20 on the line C. Draw a horizontal line from 20 P and

_ vrmcal line from 20 C and mark the point of intersection too.

Draw a line from Ihii point towards A. It is evident that hori-

zontal and vertical lines drawn from any two equal points on

scales P and C will also meet in this line, as for instance the lines

from 10 P and 10 C, as indicated in the figure.

If the amount of coal is '/j that of the product, or 50 per cent,

this so per cent radial line can lie located on the chart by finding

the intersection of distances in the propfirtion of 2 on P to I on C,

as 20 and 10, as shown in the radial line nearest to P in Fig. 29.

If the proportion of coal is 150 per cent, or as too to rjo, the

line can be Irjcated by taking points on the scales in that pro-

portion, as 30 and 30, and the points of intersection found. In

the same manner any number of radial lines can be located. It

will be observed that along the horizontal line drawn from 20 P
the spaces are equal for equal percentages, that is, the distance

from 50 to 100 is the same as from too to 150. Therefore the finer

divisions can be made simply by marking off equal intermediate

spaces for the values between those first determined. Where this

cannot be done along the lower line, as indicated by broken lines

in Fig. 29, for 200 and 300 per cent a similar construction can be

used along a horizontal from 10 P, where the same principle

applies and 150 is equidistant from 100 and 200. .\ chart for prac-

tical use should be drawn upon a large sheet and tlic percentages

drawn in black M inlervals of 25 and in red at intervals of 5

/•»<» US'

FIG. 30.

per cent up to a point where the steadily diminishing space pre-

vents so fine a division. As the scale near the point A is not used

it is unnecessary to draw the radial lines as far as that point and

a better appearance is secured by stopping all lines uniformly on

a circle at some distance from A.

The general appearance, but not the fine divisions, of a completed

chart, are shown in Fig. ,io. The inctlii"! of using the chart is also

shown by dotted lines.

Use of Percentage Chart.

Suppose that the chart is laid off in generous proportions upon

sectioned paper or with horizontal and vertical lines drawn so that

any points on the scales can be readily traced to their intersection.

Also suppose that the radial lines arc accurately laid off to repre-

sent proportions varying by 5 per cent. Then if it is reported that

for a certain time 1,375 pounds of coal was used in producing

1,050 pounds of product, consider the spaces on lines P and C as

A
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convenient distance apart, and for practical use this distance

should be of generous proportions. .The lefthand line AP repre-

sents the product and the righthand line BC the coal. If the

weight of product and coal arc equal, or the coal is too per cent

of product, if equal distances are taken upon P and C, as for

instance 26, and a line be drawn from 20 P to B and from 20 C to

A, these lines will intersect at a central point. If the percentage

is 50 or I to 2, and lines be drawn from 10 P to B and from

20 C to A, the intersection will be at another point. It can be

easily seen or demonstrated that whatever the actual values, if the

proportions remain the same, these points of intersection will fall

in the same vertical line. Thus lines from 20 P and 10 C, and

from 10 P and 5 C, intersect in the vertical line marked 50, and

this line indicates 50 per cent. By the same construction the other

vertical percentage lines may be located. Fig. 32 shows the prin-

ciple involved in this construction, and illustrates the method of

locating the lines rapidly by extending the scale along the line BC,
and the process of obtaining the finer subdivisions on the chart.

A practical application of this percentage chart is shown in Fig.

33-

It is impossible upon so small a scale to indicate the finer sub-

divisions of either the percentage lines or the vertical scales, hut

the general appearance will be understood from this sketch. A
fine cord is attached to a pin at A, to he used in finding the radial

FIG. 33-

lines from this point to the scale C. To insure the use of this

particular cord for values of coal a piece of coal may be attached

to the cord.

Another cord from the point B has some equally suggestive

object. If the product is paper a small block properly wrapped
to represent a ream of paper may be used. When the weights of

coal and product are given all tliat is necessary, in order to find

the percentage, is to draw the coal cord so that it crosses the scale

C at the proper point and the product cord in a similar manner
across the scale P. The cords will cross each other on or between

vertical lines representing the percentage.

In the figure the values represented are 1,850 lb. product and

1,450 lb. paper, and the answer given by the chart is 78 per cent.

Care is taken to distinguish the coal and product cords from each

other, because the two scales P and C are exactly alike and it

might he thought at the first glance that cither one could be used

for the coal. But it will be seen that whichever side is used for

coal in plotting the percentage lines must also be used for the

same purpose in the solution of problems.

.^s coal is an important element in most manufacturing processes

and requires constant watching, a convenient process for constantly

comparing results with sufficient accuracy for checking any material

variations is of practical value.

If the values given in any problem arc larger than are repre-

sented on the scales, an equal number of places can be cut off

from the right of each number and the solution then obtained as

before.

For example, if the product were 18,500 and the coal 14,500, a

cipher could be taken from the right of each, which would divide

each by 10 and would not change the proportion and the problem

would then fit the chart.

If there is such a wide difference in the two values that the result

is brought into an indistinct portion of the chart, the accuracy

may be sometimes increased by multiplying the smaller quantity

by a given number and then dividing the result by the same number.

In paper mills, where the ordinary percentage falls somewhere
between 50 and 200, a chart laid out as here indicated would meet

the usual requirements. In preparing a similar chart for some

business in which the proportions were much larger or smaller

than this, the special conditions could be provided for in either

the chart of Fig. 30 or 33 by a change in the original plotting of

the percentage lines.

New Publications.

ENGINEERING NEWS' CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY OF AD-
VERTISERS

; 4% X 6J4 in. ; Engineering News Publishing Co., 220

Broadway, New York, publishers. This publication contains a classi-

fied directory of advertisers in the Engineering News and a list of

liooks published by the company.

"DRIVING THE NEW YORK SUBWAY" is the title of a

recent publication issued by the Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., New
York. This issue includes an interesting and instructive article on

the driving of the New Y'ork subway and the part the Ingersoll-

Sergeant air compressors and drills played therein, the use of the

Ingersoll-Sergeant ticket cancellers installed at the passenger sta-

tions along the subway, the use of Ingersoll-Sergeant compressors

for the operation of switches and signals in the subway, the Inger-

soll-Sergeant machinery in great public utilities, and descriptions of

this machinery. It is a very neat and attractive publication and

is the work of the Orr Press, New York.

"THE ELECTRICIAN," ELECTRICAL TRADES' DIREC-
TORY & HANDBOOK. 1905, (The Big Blue Book) ; "The Elec-

trician" Printing & Publishing Co., Ltd., London, England, pub-

lishers; subscription price 7s fid, LTnited States los 6d ; after pub-

lication, I2S 6d, United States 15c 6d. This publication contains

a very carefully compiled list of British, colonial and foreign elec-

tricians, electrical engineers, electro-chemists and metallurgist.;, elec-

trical apparatus, machinery, instrument manufacturers and supply-

men, and all persons engaged in electrical pursuits throughout the

world ; useful tables and data relating to electric light and traction,

electric power transmission, telegraph and telephones, British and

foreign government departments, and a biographical section, giving

interesting particulars of the careers of about 300 eminent men
connected with electricity and all its applications, with many por-

traits. The 1905 edition will appear early in the year and all inter-

ested in having their houses entered should send the needed data

nt once.

AMONG RECENT PUBLICATIONS of fiction that are of inter-

est to railroad men is "Tom Keenan, Locomotive Engineer, a story

of 50 years on the rail as told by himself." The story is Ijy Nelson

Jones and published by the Fleming H. Revell Co. Price. $1.00

net.

The story is that of the life of a railroad man. beginning at his

early school days it takes us through the difficulties in and facili-
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tics for securing an education in tlie 40's, his first work and entrance

into railroad service and its degrading influence End carelessness of

operation. With him we hear the call of the west, go with him

by boat from New York to California, railroad on the Sierra Nevada

mountains in the late 6o"s, and return home. Tlieu we see the

entrance and influence of the Christian religion into the life ol

railroad men, Tom's conversion and the gradual growth and result

of this influence. The remainder of the story is devoted to the

work of the railrixid V. M. C. A. and the development of its

elevating influence among these men. While the story would not

appeal to the reader from a literary standpoint and the critic would

not pronounce it an artistic success, yet the story of this life, as

is the wish of the author, may prove inspiring and helpful to the

thousands of railroad men who are striving to do ri«ht in the niiiKi

of adverse conditions.

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN REFERENCE BOOK. Size, 5/2x8

in.; 516 pages, profusely illustrated, six color plates; price $1.50,

p. p. This work is a compilation by Albert A. Hopkins and A.

Russell Bond, and is published by Munn & Co., New York. The
publishers state that in this book the result of queries of three

generations of readers and correspondents is crystalized. The work

deals with matters of interest to everyone and contains 500.000

facts. It is, of course, out of the question to give a complete

statement of the contents but the following list of chapter headings

will indicate in some manner the scope of the work : The Prog-

ress of Discovery; Shipping and Yachts; The Navies of the

World; .-\rmies of the World; Railroads of the World; Popula-

tion of the United States ; Education, Libraries, Printing and Pub-

lishing; Telegraphs, Telephones, Submarine Cables, Wireless Teleg-

raphy and Signaling; Patents; Manufactures; Departments of

the Federal Government ; International Institutions and Bureaus

:

-Mines and Mining; Geometrical Constructions; Machine Elements;

Mechanical Movements; Chemistry; Astronomy; Weights and

Measures. Concerning the statistics, it should be mentioned thai

information has been drawn from a great many of the United

States Government reports, in fact the publishers stale that over

a ton of these have been consulted. .As might be expected, the

chapters relating to mechanics and patents, especially recent inven-

tions, are particularly complete.

Financial.

Boston & Worcester Street Railway Co. for the year ending

September 30th. shows gross earnings of $400,046.27, a net surplus

for the year of $91,373.21. and a total surplus, October ist, after

all expenses, interest and dividends, of $57,266.33.

Gross earnings of the Rockford (III.), Beloit & Janesville Rail-

road Co. for the first nine months of this year were $98,238, as

compared to $101,687 for the corresponding period of last year.

Net earnings were $40,848, as compared to $48,453 and surplus

$16,578, as compared to $25,953.

The statement of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Co., Cleveland,

for September shows gross earnings of $67465.21 as against $63,-

498.69 for the same month last year; operation expenses $36,661.17

as compared to $36,639.49 and net earnings $30,904,04 as compared

to $26359- 20.

Muncie (Ind.), Hartford & Ft. Wayne Railway Co. reports gross

earning! for the nine months ending September 30th nf $1.34,639,89,

operating expenses $63,535.82, net earnings $71,104.07, interest

charge $39,000 and net surplus $32,104.07.

TWIN CITY R.APID TRANSIT CO.

The Twin City Rapid 1'ransit Co. reports for Seirtember

:

Increase

Grosi earnings . $373<944 $',692

Operating expen-. 166,918 9,094

Net earnings 207,926 *7A02
Surplus ... 1 16.0R4 20.807

NORTUEKN UlUU 1 RACTION & LIGHT CO.

Xorihern Ohio Traction & Light Co. statements for the month of

Septcmlier aiul fur tlie nine months of the year arc as follows:

September. 1903- 1904- Decrease

Gross $«4.oi3 $80,782 $3,229

Operating 43,917 41,352 2,564

Net 40.CKJ6 39,432 664

Surplus 17.390 16,765 624

Nine months. 1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross $666,300 $669,714 $3,413

Operating ' 36l,949 363.3«3 1.733

Net 304,351 306,031 1,679

Surplus 104,687 102,372 *2,3I4

'Decrease.

I'LGIN, .\lROR..\ & SOUTHERN TRACTION CO.

The Elgin, .\nrora & Southern Traction Co. reports for Septem-

ber, 1904. as follows:

1904. 1903-

Gross receipts $38,S.'«),04 $40,445.85

Operating expenses 21.431.64 22,055.69

Net earnings 17.454 40 18,390.16

Net income 8,121.06 9.2I7-6S

For the three mcjnths ending September 30th

:

1904 1903-

Gross receipts $127,259.41 $I35.05I-3S

Operating expenses 63,887.47 71,580.80

Net earnings 63.371.94 63,470.49

Net income 35.532-76 35,952-96

Operating expenses include an accident appropriation equal to 2

per cent of gross receipts. Bonds of this ccimpany purchased and

held in sinking fund. $51,000.

AUROR.V. ELGIN & CHICAGO R.MLROAD CO.

The following is the financial statement of the Aurora, Elgin &

Chicago Railroad Co. for September and for the three months end-

ing with Seplcmber. compared with the same periods of 1903:

September: 1904- 1903.

Gross receipts $46,785.15 $44,394

Operating expenses 22,868.49 20,146

Net earnings 23,917.66 24,248

Three months: 1904. 1903.

Gross receipts $158,856.65 $153,436

Operating expenses 78,128.53 62,080

Net earnings 82,728.12 90,356

LONG ISLAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

The statement of the Long Island Electric Railway Co. for the

September quarter, 1904, as compared lo the corrospcmdinn period

1903, is shown below

:

1904. 1903-

Gross earnings $54.40<; $4^.304

Net earnings 23,599 23,748

Other income 419 .108

Surplus after charges 14,728 14.^70

CLEVELAND & .SOUTHWR.STF.RN TRACTION CO.

The following is the slalemcnl of the Cleveland & Southwestern

Traction Co. for the nionlh of Seplemlier and fr)r the nine months

ending with Seplemlier:

September: i<X)3- '904-

Gross receipts $43,158.96 $46,288.55

Operating expenses 25.329.79 25,907.51

Net earnings 17.820.17 20,381.04

Nine months: 1903. 1904.

Gross receipts . . $330,232.,38 $3.53.07' 69

( )per.iting expenses 194.7.1948 224,1.38.99

Net earnings 135,492.90 128,932.70

•Decreajt.

NORTHERN TEXAS TRACTION CO.

The Northern Texas 'Traction Co, reports for September and for

iiir months as fr)llow«'
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Scptcinbcr : 1904. igoj.

Gross carniDKs • $46,021.17 $41,949.21

Operating expenses 25,146^5 22,033.01

Net earnings 20,874.72 19,916.20

Net profit 10,725.22 10,242.86

Nine months ciuleil September 30;

(iross earnings $405,864.04 $335.2<X) 65

Operating expenses 226,799.76 178,167.68

Net earnings 179.064.28 157.128.97

Net profit 88.057.93 74.638.97

THE TOLEDO RAILWAYS & LIGHT CO.

The comparative statements of the Toledo Railways & Light Co.

for the month of Septemhcr and thr \iine months ending September

.?oth are given below :

September: 1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross receipts $150,011.05 $150,344.18 $333.13

(Operating expense 78.236.19 79.408.38 1,172.19

Net earnings 71,774.86 70,935.80 '839.06

Net income 30,356.61 29.067.35 *i,289.26

Per cent of operating ex-

pense 52.15 52.82

Nine months ending September 30th

:

1903. 1904. Increase.

Receipts $1,225,929.05 $1,289,947.79 $64,018.74

Operating expense 631.174.04 692.151.79 60.977.75

Net earnings 594.75SO> 597,796-00 3.040.99

Net income 227.904.13 222492.39 *5,4li.74

•Decrease.

CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILROAD CO.

Earnings statements of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Rail-

road Co. for the month of September anil tlie nine months ending

September 30th. compare as follows

:

September: 1904. 1903. Increase.

Gross earnings $S3.7H.97 $40,920.70 $12,791.27

Operating expenses 17..39S.67 9.820.14 7.575-53

Net earnings 36.316.30 31.100.56 5.215-74

Nine month--.

Gross earnings $324,277.30 $194,635.80 $129,641.50

Operating expenses 125.744.16 66.935.69 58,808.47

Net earnings 198.533.14 127.700.11 70.833.03

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY CO.

Statements of earnings of the International Railway Co. system

for the month of September and for the quarter ending September

30th show

:

FOR MONTH OF SEPTEMBER.
1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $377,921.51 $384,960.78 $ 7,039.27

Operating expenses 201,040.64 193. 194.62 *7,846.02

Net earnings 176.880.87 191,766.16 14,885.29

Fixed charges 127.445.45 !36.,-?82.9i 8,937.46

Net income 49.435-42 55.383-25 5-947-83

FOR QUARTER ENDING SEPTEMBER 30TH.

1903. 1904. Increase.

Gross earnings $1,198,315.92 $1,224,584.70 $26,268.78

Operating expenses. . 592,925.92 573.128.76 *i9,797.l6

Net earnings 605,390.00 651,455.94 46,065.94

Fixed charges 398,970.97 416,882.65 17,9:1.68-

Net income 206.419.03 234,573.29 28,154.26

'Decrease.

PHILADELPHIA COMPANY.
Statement of earnings, expenses and net income of Philadelphia

Co.. Equitalilc Gas Co., Consolidated Gas Co. of the city of Pitts-

burgh, The .Mlegheiiy County Light Co. and Pittsburgh Railways is

as follows for the nine months ending September 30. 1904:

Gross earnings from operations $11,353,05391

Expenses and ta.xes 6,810,296.57

Net earnings from operations 4.542,75734

Miscellaneous income 285,423.18

Total earnings and income 4,828,180.52

Fixed charges 3,068,068.95

Total income I.7'«.i ' 1 57

.\ccrued Dividend on Preferred Stock of Philadelphia

Company 215,423.12

Net Income—Surplus 1,544,688.45

Proportion due to other owners of Common Stock of

.Affiliated Corporations 2.453.38

.\vai1able for I'liiladelphia Company $ 1,542,235.07

Ludlow Kail Grinder.

As the soldered bond is now lieing used (jniie extensively, the

Ludlow Supply Co.. of Cleveland. Ohio, has designed an attach-

iiient that can be used in connection with its track drilling machines.

or mounted on carriage as shown in the illustrations.

Fig. I is for grinding either under the base of the rail or on

the upper side of the base. The leg of the grinder is attached to

the frame at the point at which the belts meet, there being two belts,

one running from the motor to a double pulley and the other

runnirg to the pulley on the spindle. The leg is hinged on the same

-h;\ix as the double pulley, allowing it to be swung back between the

rods high enough to be alxjve the rail or ground, so as to not inter-

fere with the moving of the carria.ge from joint to joint, as shown

in Fig. 2.

The motor can be kept running, as the raising of the foot does

not interfere with it. At the top of the attachment is shown a small

hand wheel which can raise or lower the foot or emery wheel six

^Srt-:^

Fir,. 2.

inches, enalilint; it to ijrind under the base of any rail, or on the

top of the base.

Fig. 3 shows an attachment for grinding the outside of the ball

of the rail. The lever is used for moving the emery wheel so as

to not groove it while grinding, also to raise it high enough to allow

the moving of the carriage from place to place. If the drilling ma-

clijne is not required, the grinder will be mounted as shown. Where

FIG. 3.

electric ])ower is required, a i-h. p. electric motor is used. Hand
power will be furnished if desired. As these machines are operated

on a carriage it can readily be seen that the surface ground must be

true. The amount of grinding that can be done in a day depends

entirely upon the quickness with which the operator moves the

machine from joint to joint.
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Sanitary Metal Lockers.

Economy of space and orderliness are to be desired in all offices,

shops and plants and are found in well regulated places of business.

The Meyers Sanitary metal lockers, manufactured hy the Fred. J.

Meyers Manufacturing Co.. Hamilton, O., afford a secure and sani-

tary place for men's clothing. This type of locker is illustrated

herewith, from which it may be seen that there is thorough vcn-

CREAOHEAD FLEXIBLE BRACKETS ARE STANDARD

MYERS' SANITARY METAL LOCKERS.

tilalion, no dark corners, and no accumulation of dust and dirt, the

entire structure being of steel. The lockers may be had in single

or double tiers, and while the standard size is 12 x 12x60 in., they

are also made in various sizes from 12 x 12 x 30 in. to 12 x 18 x 72 in.

in single tiers and from 12 x 12 x 30 in. to I2 x 12 x 48 in. in double

tiers. 'I'hey are perfectly secure as well as neat and attractive and

have proved very satisfactory to all who have used them.

W. R. Evans & Co., General Contractors.

The incorporation nf VV. R. Evans & Co.. for the purpose of

building, promoting, financing and engineering street railways, water

works, electric light and power properties has been announced. Mr.

W. R.' Evans is pre-idcnt of the company and his connections with

several large undertakings insure the success of this company. We

arc advised that the services of several capable, electrical, civil and

mechanical engineers have Iwen secured and the company is in a

position to give most satisfactory services in this line of work. Re-

ports and estimates will be furnished by the company and the bonds

and stock of propositions of merit will be accepted in part payment

of the cost of construction. W. R. Evans & Co. have their bead-

f|uarters in the Traction Building, Cincinnati, O.

The Danville, Urbana & Champaign Railway Co. is establishing

a park on 29 acres of timber land along the banks of Salt Fork, .1

*hort disUncc north of Homer, 111. It is the intention of the com-

pany to dam the Salt I-'ork, thus making excellent rowing, and an

abundance of lioals will l>c provided.

It i» sulcd the largest conlr,ict for freight shipments made ovi 1

an inlcrurban road has licen ribtained by Frank Norviil, t,f iIh

InilianaiK.lis & Northwestern Traction Co. 'I he *hiiiMunl will n,n

»%t of 40 carloads of seeds and plants to Ik «nl from Lebanon 1<

CumJjcrland, Inrl.. by Huntington & Page, of Indianapolis.

CBEAGHEAD BRACKET NO. 182

IDEAL CENTER POLE CONSTRUCTION

Creaghead

riexible

Brackets

Are

Standard

Get the Genuine

iVIany Styles.

Single or Double.

I'lain or Ornnnicntal.

For Iron or Wooden
I'oles.tV >. m '- Any Length

THE CREAGHEAD ENGINEERING CO.
Inglneers and Manufacturers

Complete O-Oerhead Equipment
Vole Fitlin^-t. fSrollty Lin^ Mafrial^

.11.) Walnut Slr.>t.CINCINNAII, OHIO.
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' Klectrobestos" Socket Rinj;.

riic patiiilcil "lileclrobfslos" iiicamlcscont lamp bockit iinn.

wliidi is herewith ilhistrated, is a new device for which the niaiiii

facturer, the H. W. Johns-Maiivillc Co., loo William St., Xcw
York claims several a<lvantages over rings now in use. "Eleclro-

bcstos" is an asbestos product and the rings made from it are fire-

proof and practically non-breakable, thus being especially adapted

to street railway service. It is claimed that these "Elcctrobcstns"

1..I.U .ire.i ni 1I1...1 .-pace is 300,000 sq. ft. From the accompanymg

illustration the design of the building and its relative location to

the Pennsylvania R. R. tracks may be seen. The facilities of the

new plant as compared to the old are double, every modern appli-

ance in machinery and tools has been installed and the company

is prepared to execute more promptly all orders, the shipping facili-

ties offered by its close proximity to the railroad aiding in the

promjit despatch of shipments.

New Cars for Knoxville Traction Co.

The accompanying illustration is that of one of the new single

truck closed vcstibnled motor cars for the Knoxville Traction Co.,

.1 III
I ! S B n

a^jfjotii

J >!<-

socket rings will not melt like rubber, neither will they break

through vibration or because of atmospheric changes as do the por-

celain rings, these features alone making them worthy of general

use. Their non-conducting properties have been established in a

break down test of 2,000 volts.

The New Home of the " Walkover" Seat.

The Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, has re-

cently moved into its new plant at the corner nf iStli and Lehigh

ST. LOUIS CAR FOR KNOXVILLE, TENN.

of which twelve have been ordered from the St. Louis Car Co.

The length of the car over corner posts is 22 ft. 7 in., length over

bumpers 32 ft. 9 in., width at sills 7 ft. g'/i in. and extreme width

8 ft. 2 in. The cars have double end automatic sliding doors and

double side sashes, the upper ones raising into roof and lower sash

dropping into side wall pockets. The vestibules have steps on each

side provided with folding gates. The bumpers are of angle iron.

There are six cross seats on each side of the aisle and one longi-

tudinal seat in each corner of the car. The cars are equipped with

St. Louis Car Co. patented illuminated destination signs, there be-

ing one over each vestibule center window. They are also equipped

with the St. Louis Car Co. patented vertical wheel brakes and are

mounted on No. 46 du Pout trucks, manufactured by the same

Ave., having outgrown the old works, which were located at 48 company.

and 50 North Sixth St. This new plant covers 3^2 acres and the birch.

j'lie interior finish is of cherry with ceilings of white
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Chicago & 31ilwaukee Electric Railroad.

Extensions and Improvements of the System Installation of New Power House and Suh.station
Equipments Extensive Park and Pleasure Resort Additions Some Operating Features.

The Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad which operatic

through one of the most important suburban districts contiguous to

ever, was entirely successful fmiii the start and llio very rapid

growth in pnptdation of the territory which it scrwd built up sui-ii

INTKHtdK VIKW OF l-OWKK ItofSE, IIII. II W(lO», 11,1..

Chicago !•> of ^|lccial historical interesl In electrical engineers on

account of being the first electric railroad in this country to lie

equipped with a single high tension allernaliiig current station an<l

rotary converter «nh-stalions. Although this system is in use today

on alnio<>t every inlerurhaii roarl in the country, il was only about

five year* ago that Mr. Bion J. Arnold suggested this system and

»o Kcplical were the owners of ibis roa<l as lo its praclicahility that

the Arnold company was obliged to guarantee a certain efficiency of

operation before it was awarded the contract for the ec|uipinent of

the road according to this plan. The operation of the road, how-

a successful business for the road that )ls inrimT facilities were en

lirely iuadetinate lo handle the conslanlly increasiu({ trafVic and some

lime ago new plans were formulaled which included almost a com-

plele rebuildnig i>i the road, new station and sub-stalion eqiiipnients,

ihc addition of a large aniuiuil of new uiileaKe and llie Imildiug of

amusement ri'sorls.

These large expenditures have been lully warranted by Ihc con-

stantly increasing earnings of the road during the last five years.

The gross earnings, operating expenses and net earnings for the four

years from igoo to igo.^ arc given in the following tabic:
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Gross earnings Operating expenses. Net earnings.

1900 $140,684.55 $59.5'5+4 $81,169.11

1901 I7i,i7l.yij 74,015.00 07.156.00

1902 190,110.31 79.364.1 J 110,746.19

1903 292,246.76 98,627.07 103.619.69

TI1C receipts and e.xpenses for the month of Noveniher, 1904. with

a comparison for the same month of 1903. arc as follows

:

Gross Operating Net

earnings. e.xpenses. earnings.

November. 1(104 $45.J-25 94 $I7.96>'9 $27.3647.1

November, 1903 30,218.57 10,626.66 19,591.91

Increase 15.107-3; 7..VM-53 7.77-2-?4

Ihe figures for the 1 1 months from January to November, 1904.

inchisivc. with a comparison for the same period for the previou*

year, are as follows

:

Gross Operating Net

earnings. expenses. earnings.

Jan. to Nov.. 1904 $425,228.30 $161,517.62 $263,710.68

Jan. to Nov., 1903 268,161.79 88,308.66 179.85313

Increase 157.006.51 73.208.96 83,857.55

The population along the old Hue is about 85.CCO people and tli--

extensions which are being made west to Rockefeller and north to

Kenosha will add 30,000 to this figure. The survey for the road ha^

also been carried as far north as Racine and it is the intention

of the company to pu.sh the completion of the road through to Mil-

waukee at an early date.

Kiglit of Way.

The southern terminus of the road is at Church St.. Evanston.

where connections to Chicago are made either through the Evans-

ton line of the Chicago Union Traction Co., the Chicago & North-

western Ry., or the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. From

Church St. the road runs for 1.67 miles over the tracks of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. to Llewellyn Park and then for

I.I miles in Wilniette it follows the street. Its private right of way

next extends 4.700 ft. to Kenilworth where it runs for i.ooo ft. in

the street and then follows private right of way for one-half mile

in Winnetka, with another half-mile in the streets of this town. From

here north the road follows its private right of way except for 1,000

ft. in Lakeside, one mile in Glencoe. 4,100 ft. in Ravinia, 2,000 ft. in

this street is being moved over to the cast side of the company's

right of way for a distance of 6,600 ft. to Shields. From this point

north the right of way varies from 80 to 150 ft. in width and the

street is being moved to Ihe right of this private right nf way for

a distance of two and a (piarler miles. The minimum width of the

intire private right of way is 50 ft ;ind the maximum width 165 ft.

KICHT OF WAY THROUGH LAKE BLUFF.

The old part nf tlie line followed the grades and curves of the

streets, which were quite numerous and which prevented any at-

tempt at very high speed service, but this part of the line is now

undergoing very thorough reconstruction and when this work is

finished l-degrce curves will be the maximum curvature of the line.

One of the illustrations shows the Bloom St. bridge in Highland

Park where the company is putting in a long embankment and mov-

BLOOM ST. HRIIir.E, HICHLAND PARK.

Highland Park, oiu- and a quarter miles in Highwood, 800 ft. in Ft,

Sheridan. 6.600 ft. in Lake Forest. 2,400 ft. in North Chicago and

three miles in Waukcgan. In Lakeside, Wilniette and Waukegan the

company has the joint use with the public of the streets through

which its tracks run, but in all of the other towns where its tracks

run in the street the company has the exclusive use of that part of

the .street on which its tracks are laid which amounts practically to

having a private right of way. In Glencoe the railway company

paved a strip of land 25 ft. wide east of its tracks for the use of

the public. In Lake Bluff the company has acquired a right of

way from 70 to 137 ft. wide in what was formerly a street and

ing the track off from the street. The car shown in this illustration

stands on the old track in the street, which is about to be removed,'

following the policy of the company in keeping off the streets

wherever possible. The city of North Chicago granted the com-

pany a perpetual franchise in the street for a distance of 7,000 ft.,

but the company has recently surrendered this franchise and pur-

chased a private right of way through the city. The same thing was

done in Highwood. where the company had secured a 50-year fran-

chise in the street.

I'he recent extensions of the road commence at Lake Bluflf from

which point a branch line runs west to Rondout, Libertyville and
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Rockefeller. This branch is eight miles long and runs exclusively

on private right of way. .-Vt Libertyville, which i> 5".. miles west

CONSTRICTION WUKK O.N Rot KKFELLEK E.^TENSION.

of Lake Bluff, a new sub-slation has been built for operating the

west division of the road. Two bridges have been built at Lake

>vcst branch ami ibe line on tlic west side of the Chicago & North-

wesiorn Ry. will be devoted largely to trcigbl traffic. .-Kt Rondout

connections are made with the Elgin. Jolict & Eastern R. R. and the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. and at Rockefeller there is

;i coiniection with the Wisconsin Central. Owing to these steam

road connections, the company expects to do a large freight and

express business, especially with the cities along its line from L;d<c

lUutT north.

The character of all the new construction is of the very Iiest and

when the changes on the old line are completed the steepest grade

on the entire road will be I'/i per cent. The maximum grade on

the new work is .8 per cent for a distance of 1,400 ft. and the next

heaviest grade to this is .4 per cent. There will be no curve sharper

ihan I degree and there is a tangent 32 miles long between Lake

Bluff and Racine. There are a large number of cuts and fills along

the road for the purpose of reducing grades and avoiding railroad

grade crossings which are entirely absent on this road. *l"he maxi-

mum cut is ,\0 ft deep and the maxinnnn till J5 ft high.

Track and Ronding.

1 he track iv laid with ft5-lb. T-rails in the cnniitry and 85-lb.

girder rails thrnugh some nf the towns. The rails are bonded witu

Ihomas soldered rail bonds, type D, of 400,000 c. m. .section.

These bonds are made by the Lord Electric Co.. of Bostim, and

consist of a series of flat strips of soft rolled copper, soldered

together at the ends and having a central flexible portion where

the strips are not soldered. The ends of the bonds form flat

CI I ii.N \\ KSr 1JK.\NI H. I..\KE Itl.OKK.

Bluflf where the west branch leaves the main line. One of these i~

a highway bridge for the main line and the other is for a subway

under the Chicago & Northwestern tracks through which the west

branch passes. In addition to the old line of the road on the east

fide of the Chicago & Northwestern Ry. the company also owns

private right of way from 100 to 125 ft. wide on the west side of the

Chicago & Northwestern Ry. running north from Lake Rluff. 'This

line is 12I4 miles long to the state line and extends through Wau-
kegan, Zion City and Winthrop Harbor. This gives the com-

pany two parallel lines, one on cither side of the Chicago & North-

western from Lake Bluff to VVaukcgan, and the line on the west

side, which is entirely on private right of way except for a distance

of a quarter of a mile in North Chicago, is the one which will he

extended north. Krom the slate line to Kenosha the distance is

6.3 miles, and from Kenosha to Racine, which is as far as the survey

has been carried at the present time, is 8.8 miles.

All of the new work it being built for a four (rack road, 'The

bridge abutments, culverts, etc., will accommodate four tracks, al-

though at present only two tracks are licing laid. The two line^

either side of the Oiicago & Northwestern Ry. will be connected by

means of a subway under the steam road tracks just iiorlh of

Waukegan and the passenger business r>f the road will be carried

on the east <idc of the Chicago & Northwestern Ry. to North Chi-

cago. I'rom this point the cars will alternate, ruie going lo Wanke
gan only and the other to Kenosha, Racine and Milwaukee. The

plates which are soldered to the rails, wliili' the llcxiblc portion is

bent into a loop that projects through an opening in the rails ai

LIKl'Ol Al MKLMS L'kOSSING.

the joint. The punching of the necessary opening al the ends of

the rails is accomplished when the rails are piled by nuans of a
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hydraulic press. A view of a joint with the fish plate removed

showing the bond in place is given herewith. A soft copper strip

is placed on the ends of the bonds, extending between the head

and foot of the rail, giving a large contact area between the bond

VIEW OF THOM.VS IlOXll IN TOSITION.

and the rail. As an additional element of strength, a cap screw

is put through the well of the rail and tapped into a nut fastened on

the foot of the iKind. This serves to hold the bond in place while

it is being soldered and to draw the bond into intimate contact

with the rail when the solder is melted. The cap screw becomes

long between the attaching surfaces, thus using a greater length of

rail and a slioncr length of bond than usual, which correspondingly

reduces the resistance of the joint. Each strip composing the bond

is separately tinned before the bond is built up so that the contact

between the different strips is complete and uniform.

There are -'4 waiting rooms which have recently been built along

the line of the road of which the one ilustrated herewith is a type.

New Power House Installation.

The power house is located at Highwood at ahoul ihe cenler oi

electrical distribution and an addition to the old building has been

made for which the original plans provided. A plan and elevation

of this station are shown in accompanying illustrations and it will be

noted that the new equipments of both boilers and engines are

larger than the original plant. The addition to the power house

equipment and the redesigning of the sub-stations was done by

the .\ruold Klectric Power Station Co., of Chicago, which built

the original plant. The boiler room is located on the west side of

the Iniilding. forming a continuation of the old boiler room, but at

the present time tlie old equipment is merely being held in reserve

for emergencies. The new plant consists of three batteries of boilers,

one battery consisting of one Babcock & Wilcox boiler of 500 h. p.,

the others being two lidgenioor boilers nf 500 h. p. each, giving a

total boiler capacity for the entire plant of 2,500 h. p. The new

boilers are equipped with Jones automatic underfeed stokers and are

provided with both forced and iiuUieed draft. A special arrange-

ment for feeding the coal to the stokers has been provided, which

is shown in the plan and elevation of the station. A number of

I'LAN OF I'OWEK HOUSK, HIGHWOOD.

soldered into both the rail and bond during the process so that it

is impouible for it to become loose and it relieves the solder of all

mechanical strets, permitting it lo fulfill its purpose as an elec-

trical connection between the Imnd and the rail. A noticeable fea-

ture of this bond is its very short length, being but four inches

hoppers arc arranged on tiie west side o( the building into which

coal is unloaded from the cars on a spur track. Just in-

.side of the building underneath these hoppers is a track on which

a small coal car travels and which leads to a hydraulic elevator

built by Kaestner Bros., of Chicago. The coal car is filled with
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cojil frotii the liopptTs ovcrhon*! aiul is run (into the hytlraniic eif

valor, which raises the car to a coal balcony ahotit 10 ft. high which

extends along in front of the hollers. On reaching the balcony, the

car passes onto a Fairbanks scale, by means of which the coal is

The ashes are shovelled into cars which are elevated on the

hydraulic lift to the coal balcony and the cars are pushed out onto

an ash trestle, the details of which are shown in one of the illus-

trations. From the hand car the ashes are dumped into one of

vfi^^

CROSS SF.CTIOX nf niuKk lllll .--E. IIH.II U i Jl ill.

weighed, after which it runs along a track on the balcony ami

discharges its load of coal into a row of hoppers which lead lo

the underfeed stokers. The forced draft is provided by means of two

blowers, one 40 in. and one 6 ft, in diameter, operated respectively

by 17-h. p and j--h. p. eiigiiu's. built by the Troy Engine Machine

the railway company's dump cars and distributed along the line for

ballast. The Green fuel economizer system, which was installed in

the old plant, has been continued in the new plant.

The water supply has heretofore been taken from the city service

and there is a reservoir 80.x 150 ft. in area by 9 ft. deep where

the necessary supply of water for the station is stored, and. in ad-

dition to this, the company has just completed boring a deep well

which it is expected will have sufficient capacity to operate the

station without making use of the city service. There is one Snow
duplex steam boiler feed pump 12 x 7 x 12 in. in size which takes

its suction from a Cochrane heater usually but which also can take

water from the reservoir or from the city water supply. The

boilers are fed cither through the main feed line or through an

l'L.\N .\ND EI.EV.\TION OF COOLINi; TOWERS.

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF ASH, TRACK AND HIGH TENSION WIRING

OUTSIDE OF BUILDING.

Co. The induced draft apparatus was furnished by the Sturtevant

Co. and includes an 8-ft. blower. The boilers are also connected to

a 125-ft. steel stack, 5 ft. inside diameter, built by the Aurora Boiler

Works.

auxiliary feed line lo which a water meter is connected. .-K back

feed to the boilers has been provided for cases of emergency and

an extra feed pump is located in the basement of the station. The

boiler room also contains a Knovvles fire pump i8x lOx 12 in. in size
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which can also be used for boiler fecdiiiR if necessary. T\v'.

Cochrane heater is of 2.500-h, p. capacity and all auxiliaries exhaust

into this heater.

The new engine room equipment consists of a cross compound

condensing engine with cylinder dinK'nsions .u ''"d 68 by 54 in.,

operating at 94 r. p. m., and devoloping 2.250 h. p. at best economy.

The main shaft is of hollow forged fluid compressed steel, 29 in. in

diameter, with main bearings 26x48 in. The crank pins are 11 x n
in. and the crosshead pin bearings 9x13 in. The wheel, which

is of the segmental type, is 19 ft. in diameter and weighs 175,000 lb.

This engine and the two tandem compounds which are operating

at 125 r. p. m. in the old part of the station, were built by the Filer

& Stowell Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

The frame of the new engine is of the Filer & Stowell Co.'s well

breaking of tlic valve •<tein. Tlic su-.im ami o.\li;ni,st valves on both

cylinders are operated by separate eccentrics, anil disconnecting books

are attached to all steam and exhaust valve rods, so as to permit of

the working of all the valves by band.

This engine is direct connected to a 1.500-kw. allernaling

current General Electric generator which operates at 13,200 volts.

There is one exciter consisting of a 125-volt 400-amperc

multipolar generator direct connected to a 75-h. p. direct cur-

rent motor, also one booster set for the storage battery

and one 300-kw. rotary converter for supplying direct current to

a portion of ibe road near the power house. A switchboard gallery

about 10 fl. high i*s built at one end of the station beyond the

new engine and underneath this gallery are located the trans-

formers and oil switches. There are three 2S0-kw., 25-cycle trans-

I'l.AT OF KAII.WAV CO.MI'ANVS l'Kl>l'KHTV AT II K.ll U ool).

known masiivc construction llipnighnut «itb mam bearings, frame

and guides made in one casting having a contact with the founda-

tion for its entire length. The design of the main bearings is such

that the side and bottom shells may be removed by simply raising

the ihaft one-eighth of an inch. The governor operates at a higher

speed than the ordinary Corliss engine governor, thus permitting llii'

employment of smaller parts and the enclosing of the entire mechan

ism in a dust prf)of case. The variation in speed of this engine when

operating on changes of load from minimum to maxinuim does n'lt

exceed I per cent. The design of ihe valve gearing is such that all

strains are brought as nearly as possible in the same plane and llie

drop lever which is keyed to the valve stem is supported in the

bonnet, thus relieving the valve stem from all transverse strain

Thii i> an important feature as it prevents any possibility of the

lorniers >lci>iiing down In 5,.ic>o volls Inr llie use nl .1 iimior gen-

erator set which feeds to the center nf (lie line miicI llure are .ilso

three iio-kw. transformers for use with llie rutaiy cnnverler.

There are .seven oil-break motor-driven switches arranged in a

row along the end of the building \nuler the switchboard gallery.

One of these is eonnecte<l to the circuit of the main generator, four

on the outgoing lines, one on the rotary converter and one belwi-en

Ibe bus bar and Ihe transformer. There are two blowers fm main

laining Ibe air pressure in ihe bus bar com|iarlment, one nl whieli

is driven by a direct current shunt motor .ind Ihe olber by :m iii

diiclion motor. A comjilete oiling system b.i> been installed for all

Ibe maehincry in the station, the general arrangenuMil of which is

shown in the accompanying illustrations. The oil is fed by gravity

from overhead tanks and is piped to all bearings. The oil drips are
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all collected ami carried down to a drip lank in the basement alter

passing through which the oil is elevated by means of a steam

pump to the overhead tanks.

The Albcrger condenser for the new engine unit is situated in

the basement at about the center of the engine room togther with

the dry vacuum pump. The circulating water is supplied by two

centrifugal pnmps, each direct connected to an 85-h. p. (.ieneral I'!lec

trie motor. After the circulating water has passed through the

condenser, it is carried to two .Mberger condensing towers, located

at one side of the reservoir, the details of which are shown here

with. The water is cooled by fans which are belt driven by 40-h. p.

Ciniral Flectric motors. From the cooling towers the water is dis-

4
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rem to a two-phase three-wire system, having j.ooo volts pressure

between the common return, which will be connected to the rail,

and the two outside wires.

Rolling Stock.

The company has 32 closed cars and 25 open cars, some of the

latter being used only as trailers. These cars are of three different

sizes, being 38. 48 and 52 ft. long and. all motor cars are equipped

with four motors each. The smaller cars are equipped with G. E. 57

motors and the larger cars with G. E. 74 motors. The cars are of

various makes, including Stephenson, Brill, St. Louis, Pullman and

all made by the Wcslcni Wheeled Scraper Co. The grader has

a capacity of about 600 cu. yd. of earth per day, varying some-

what with the character of the soil. The company owns a hy-

draulic press for punching out the ends of the rails for the Thomas

bonds. In addition to the cquipniont just mentioned, the con-

struction department is provided witli teiils, boarding cars, etc..

sufficient to accommodate 500 men.

Repair Department.

.\s will be seen on tlie plan of the company's property at High

wood, giving the location of all of the buildings and track con-

INriilUnK UK WIKKKTK.\ Srll-MAlluN.

Jewett cars, all of which are mounted on double trucks. The trucks

arc of the Brill and Curtis types. .Xbout half of the cars are

equipped with type M control and the other half use General Elec-

tric K 14 controllers. Part of the cars are heated with electric

heaters, although the majority use hot water heaters, part of which

are the Western car heaters and the remainder Peter Smith heaters.

A number of new cars have just been received from the Jewett

company which are very handsomely finished. These have a pas-

senger and a smoking compartment and arc furnished in inlaid ma
hogany and have half empire ceilings. The motormen's cabs cover

about one-third of the platform and are enclosed by double leaf

doors which, when folded up alongside of the controller, leave prac-

tically the whole of the platform available for the use of passenger;;.

The lighting is provided by 25 frosted incandescent lamps and there

are continuous parcel racks of generous proportions. There ar-

twin windows along the sides of the cars, the upper sashes of which

are filled with green art glass which is also used in the deck sashes

The standard color of all the company's cars is olive green and ll'c

lettering is in gold. The seats are all transverse with center aisU-

and are of the Hale & Kilburn "walkover" type. The company also

has two baggage and express cars 48 ft. long which use the same

equipment as the passenger cars. There are also one McGuire-

Cummings double-truck sweeper, one Ruggles rotary snow plow

and two combined work cars and snow plows, which were buili

in the company's shops, and which are fitted with drop shear plow>.

All of the passenger car> are equipped with Ohmer fare register.^

and Christcnscn straight air brakes with motor compressors. Th-
company has also purchased to of the cars used on the In-

tramural Railway at the St, Louis World's Fair and these cars

will soon be added to the company's rolling stock.

In addition to the rolling slock alrcidy described for the use

of passenger and express ncrvicc, the company has a well equipped

contlruction department for the building of its new lines and

the reconstruction of the old ones, The construction equipment

includes five >team locomolivcs, one derrick car with a capacity

of from .1 to 10 torn, according to the position of the boom, one

pile driver, 84 side dump can of 5 and f> yd. rapacity and 1

1

center dump rar< of 10 yd, rapacity, built by the Western Wheeled

Scraper Co, It aluo hx* 1)4 narrow gage induiitrial railway dump
can of I'/i yd, capacity and 5^1 wheeled ncrapcrs and i grader,

nectious at this place, the repair shops are located in one end

of the car barn, and, although the growth of the company's

ciiuipment has outgrown the facilities of (he repair shop, all of

the repairs to rolling stock have been carried on in this shop

which is soon to be considerably enlarged. The machine room

contains a 'band saw. lathe, two drill presses, wheel boring ma-

chine, shapcr and wheel press. Above this room, on the second

story, is a winding room where armatures and fields are re-

wound. The company formerly formed its own armature coils,

biU it now finds it more economical to buy the coils already

formed, rile pit track, where armatures and motors are repaired

l.llll.Kn Vll.l.K .;^l 11-»1,\11UN AMJ WAi'llNl. KUOM,

and removed, is provided with an air hoist by means of which

the machines are lowered from the trucks, i'he air hoist is then

transferred to the end of the pit, where an overhead traveler

picks up the machinery from the hoist and transfers it either to

the repair shop floor or to the lathe. The company uses cast

iron wheels which are pressed on and off in the shop. The
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wheels weigh 575 Ih., are 3i in, in diameter and have ll-in hub'.

3-in. treads and 7'i-in. flanges. On the small size cars 4!/j-i".

axles are used and on the large cars 5'.'i-in. axles. The iiio^t

noticcahle piece of work in the shop at present is the Mcdniri-

Ciiinniinns sweeper which was originally a singlc-lrnck machine

Owing to its oscillation when rnn at high speed it was determined

to lengthen it and put doulile trucks under it. To do this llu

made necessary, as, owing to the increase in the company's

forces, the present offices have been outgrown. I'he plans for

the new building have not yet been fully decided upon, but, in ad-

dition to providing ample space for oflicc facilities, the building

will contain accommodations for the uniformed employes.

Parks and Amusement Features,

riie route nt llu- Cliic.'iKn & Milwaukee Electric R. R. passes

ENTR.VNCF.S. R.\VIN1.\ I'.XKK,

body was cut in two uear the ccntir and about 20 ft. of body

inserted, making it 44 ft. long, over all. This is being equipped

with four G. E. 57 motors and a long shear plow is swung under

the center of the body, which will remove the snow for soine dis

tance on either side of the track.

The location of the company's tracks through llighwood a-

shown is to be changed .\t present these tracks run on the east

side of the power house and car barns, but these tracks arc to

be moved to the west side of the building on a private right of way

through a very beautiful section of country, which contains many
institutions of note and places of attraction, outside of those con-

ducted by the railway company. In most of the towns along

the road are located country clubs and golf clubs, those in Evans-

Ion. Glencoe, Highland Park, Lake Forest, Lake Bluff and

W'aukegan being celebrated for their magnificent grounds. .Among

other points of interest may be mentioned the Northwestern

University at Evanston, the Northwestern Military .Academy nt

Highland Park and Fort Sheridan, which is considered one of the

(ASINII. R.WINI.V P.\RK.

which has been secured close to the line of the Chicago & North-

western Ry. Between this private right of way and the com-

pany's buildings a street is to be laid out and the present street,

through which the cars now run, will be closed up. and, togetlicr

with some of the land adjacent to it, will be added to the govern-

ment's Ft. Sheridan reservation. Just south of the power hous"

and facing the new street which is to be opened the coniMuiy

has planned to erect a new two-story office building for the use

of the operating departments located at Higbwood. This has been

finest military po.sts in .America. It comprises about boo acres of

land which is handsomely laid out and contains many buildings

of imposing architecture. Lake Bluff has an elevation of no ft.

above Lake Michigan and has been selected as the site of the

L'niteil States Naval Training Academy, which will add largely

to the population of the town and make it a point of unusual in-

terest for sight-seers. It is expected that the government will

expend from $.^.000,000 to $5,000,000 on this station and provision

will be made here for the training of about 3,000 boys between the
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ages of 14 and 18 years, and, with the officers and attendants, will

probably add in the neighborhood of 5.000 people to the popula-

tion along the line.

The company owns and operates two park.*, Ravinia Park, lo-

cated between Glencoe and Ravinia. and Ft. Sheridan Park, which
is adjacent to the government reservation. Ravinia Park covers

40 acres, located in a grove of oak, maple and elm trees, and.

aside from its natnral beauties, no expense has been spared in

The theater has a seating capacity for 1,100 people and has a

large stage 85 .\ 135 ft. in area, well equipped for slasing almost

any theatrical production. The appointments of the Iniikliiig

throughout are as handsome a? can be found in any of the metro-

politan theaters.

.\ general view of the casino is also given, as well as an interior

view of one of the parlors. On the first floor is located a oaf'.',

where light refreshments of almost all kinds are served. On the

KAVINIA THEATER.

the addition of amusement and entertainment features. The three

most prominent buildings in this park are the theater, the casino

and the stadium, and, in addition to these, there is a circle swing.

built by the Traver Circle Swing Co., and an electric fountain.

The park has its own water works and electric lighting service,

both of which are operated by means of current supplied from the

railway circuit. Opposite the park the company has erected a

large hotel for the use of the park attendants and the theatrical

troups performing at the theater.

The general view of the entrance shown herewith gives a view of

a number of ornamental gateways which open into walks leading

south of this is the ladies' parlor with retiring room and lava-

tories, and to the north of the cafe is the men's smoking room.

The furnishings of all these rooms on the ground floor are simi-

lar and the decorations, draperies and lighting effects are all in

the utmost harmony. The entire second floor of the casino is

devoted to a hall room, having a floor space of 40 x 100 ft. There
are balconies on three sides of this fioor and on the fourth side

is a space for musicians. This ball room is rented to private

parties for social functions subject to regulations of the manage-
ment. but no public dances arc permitted here

The stadium, a view of which is shown herewith, is ,1 stec!

INTEKIOK KAVINIA TIIEATEK.

to (he difTerent buildings. The (heater i% lucaierl ii|ipositc the

central gateway and view* of the exterior and interior of this

building are shown herewith. The theater, as well as (he casino

and stadium, are probably the handsomest btiihiings to Ih' fonml

m any railway park, and they were designed by Mr. P. J. Weber.

architect, of Chicago. The buildings are ail of gray cement plas-

ter laid on metal lath and present the general appearance of gray

stone. The decorations arc in "art nouvcaux" style throughout

structure j8o ft. long, which seats 2,000 people, and whiili faces

a large athletic Held laid out for (oolliall, baseball .mrl nilur

sports. It is similar in its style of architecture to the Iniildings

just described. Kavinia Park has lieen laid out li\ tin- cnniijany

with a view to furnishing a relini'd and exclusive resort for the

ndiabitants of the north >,hiire towns, and the development of

this resort cost $joo,ooo. The cost of the theatre was $r>5,ooo.

the casino $25,000 and the stadium $20,000. Only the highest class
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theatrical performances arc given in this park and no intoxi-

cating liqnors are permitted 011 the groimds. Ravinia Park has

been designed for an all the year aronnd resort and a pond 500

elusive and the management here caters more especially to the

general public. The park contains an open air theater, covered

with a c.invas roof, to which no admission is charged except for

STAUILM, RAVINIA PARK.

ft. square, used for a skating rink, is being Hooded on the atlilctic

field in front of the stadium. .\ lojioKK.m slide is also being

built in the park for use this winter which will have a i6o-ft

BALL ROOM IN CASINO.

slide and iso-ft. run beyond the slide. The general admission

to Ravinia Park is 25 cents.

Ft. Sheridan Park, the company's other resort, covers 8 acres

reserved seats, which cost 10 cents. In this theater vaudeville is

given exclusively. There is also a large dancing pavilion whicli

is opened after the close of the vaudeville. The charge for danc-

ing is 25 cents a couple for the evening. Refreshinents, includ-

ing liquors, are sold in this park but the latter are only served

at tables and no drinking over the bar is permitted. .Afternoon

band concerts are given at this park throughout the summer
season.

At LilnTiyville a tine mile race track and exhibition grounds

were built last year on the line of the Chicago & Milwaukee
road by interests associated with the railroad company, the track

being owned and operated, however, by a corporation distinct

from the railroad company. The Lake County annual fair is to

be held on these grounds. The track contains winter quarters for

200 horses and summer quarters for 300 horses. The track was
completed last summer and the first meeting was held in Septem-

ber for which 175 horses were booked. The grand stand at this

track is of the same style of architecture as the stadium at Ra-
vinia Park, and has a seating capacity for 4,000 people.

Some Operating Features.

It is the aim of the management of the Chicago & Milwaukee
Electric Railroad to arrange the details of its operation to con-

form as closely as possible to the arrangements which are stand-

ard on steam railways. Tickets are on sale in each of the towns
through which the road passes and are sold at the most prom-
inent drug store. Theater tickets for the Ravinia theater are
also on sale at the same places. The company issues card tickets

of the usual pattern for one way and round trip rides between all

GRAND STAND, LIBERTVVILLE RACETRACK.

and is designed for a summer park only. The admission to this

park is 10 cents, and, while everything in it is conducted in in

orderly and thoroughly respectable style, the park is less ex-

points. There are also lO-ride and 2S-ride bearer tickets, which

are sold lietween any two points for which the single trip rale

is 10 cents or over. No tickets are sold where the single trip
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rate is less than 10 cents. Fifty-ride individual tickets are also

issued at a considerable reduction in rate. The round trip tickets

are good for lo days from the date of sale, the lo-ride and 25-

ride bearer tickets one year and the 50-ride individual tickets 60
days. .-K special ticket is about to be issued both in single and
round trip forms between Wilmette and any point on the Clark
Street or Wells Street cable lines of the Chicago Union Traction

Co. The single trip form of this ticket is illustrated herewith.

It is divided into three coupons, the first being good for Wilmette
to Central St., Evanston. The second coupon is good to the

limits car barn in Chicago, the third being good for the remainder
of the trip. The last two coupons have time limits similar to

the ordinary transfer and must be used within an hour of the

time punched. The rates for the round trip, bearer tickets and

""Hf^ CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC R. R.

VIA CBICAGO CHIOS TRACTION COMPANY.

GOOD FOR ONE CONTINUOUS RIDE

From LIMITS CAR BARNS only (Chlcagol

TO

An; Point on the Clark Street or Wells Street Gable Cinei

If preaented within one bour from the time M-Jf j/

h

punched below. UOOD omt o» DiTt or sale. ^vTU'jdx/MSl'tA
NOT GOOD IF DETACHED. o.n 1 r«i.M,r Ag.nr'

1|2!3'4!5|6|7|S 9 10|11 121

^^'^ CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC R. R.

TLA CHICAGO C0N80L1DaT«I) TBACTION CuMPaNY,

GOOD FOR ONE CONTINUOUS RIDE

CENTRAL STREET CROSSING Only (Evanston)

-TO-

Xilxnlts 0£ix> £tX*X3.fil (Chicago)

If presented wlthlo ooe hour from the tliEe

punched below. GOOD ONH oh I)4Tf. ov sale.

NOT GOOD IF DETACHED. 'en'l Ptiii«Qe«r Agent,

A. M. P. M.

1!2 3'4 6 718 9 1011 12DBDPBHQOPlEinilB

^'Sffo CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC R. R.

GOOD FOR ONE CONIINUOUS RIDE

TO—
CENTRAL STREET CROSSING (Evamton)

<;OOD ONLV ON DATE OF .SAI,E.

NOT GOOD IF DETACHED.
UcD I rAtHDger Aitfnt.

comniutaliun licket> arc baM-d uii the single trip rate, as shown in

the following table

:

50-ride

Single trip Round trip lo-ridc J5-ridc individual

rate. rate. bearer rate. bearer rate. rate.

$0,10 $0.20 $o.(yO $2.00 $.1,00

• «S .25 1.20 2.50 4.00

•20 .15 1.70 .1.50 SCO
25 .40 1.90 4,50 6.50

•30 .50 2.40 5,50 7,50

•35 .60 2.80 6.50 8.7s

•40 .70 3.25 7.50 10.00

The company also docs considerable business in renting special

cars to large parties. On one day last summer about 800 people

were handled in 10 special cars made up into three (rains. The
rales for sp<'cial cars are as follows;

One way. Round trip.

15 cent fare distance . $lo.co $i.S.o<)

20 cent fare distance . . 12.00 18.00

25 cent fare diilance 15.00 22.50

40 cent fare distance 20.oo .lo.oo

The schedule is arranged so as to give a 10 minute headway
over part of llu- line and a 20 minute headway over the entire

line. Every allernale car runs through from I''vanstr)n to Waii-

kegan at 20 minute intervals and between these through cars an-

other car is run as far as Ft. Sheridan during the summer and
to Winnetka during ibe winter, giving a 10 minute service lo

the latter places. The first car leaves Evanston at o'clock in

the morning and the last car at 12:40 at night. This schedule i?

varied, however, according to the advance sale of theater tickets

Each of the ticket agents is in communication with the operating

department at Highwood, and, if there is a specially large sale

of tickets at any point, sufficient cars are run from this point

to accommodate the traffic. The largest day's traffic this year

reached 3J,ooo passengers without the use of special cars. The
Sunday sales of tickets at Evanston have run as high as $i,7(X).

The theater at Ravinia is advertised in the amusement columns

of the Chicago daily papers, by means of 300 bill boards along

the line and by posters carried on the cars. The general admis-

sion to Ravinia Park is 25 cents, and the admission to the

theater is charged at the usual prices of the best Chicago theaters.

The ball room in the Casino rents for $25 an evening, the music

being e.xtra. This room is used exclusively for private social

functions and no public dances are ever permitted here. During

this winter individual season tickets and family season tickets

arc to be issued for the use of the members of the various country

clubs along the line who have arranged for the joint use of the

skating pond and toboggan slide at Ravinia Park. The individual

tickets are $5.00 each and the family tickets $10.00.

The officers of the Chicago & Milwaukee Railroad Co. arc K.

C. Frost, president; (J. M. Seward, secretary and treasurer; C.

\V. Mcrrilles, traffic manager; W. \. Blanck. electrical cngineei"

;

F. J. Geraghty, civil engineer; P.. L. Des Jardins. superintendent;

W. O. Kilnian, general passenger agent.

* » —
Street Railways of Constantinople.

In the city of Constantinople the use of electricity for traction

purposes, or in fact for almost any other purpose, is strictly

prohibited but there are in the city four horse car lines, all of

which are operated by the Societe des Tramways de Constan-

tinople. The company has a total of 21.2 km. of track and oper-

ates i,?5 cars. The length of these several lines and the number
of cars normally operated on each are as follows

:

Line Cars Length

Galata-Pera-Chichli 75 5,20 km.
.'\zap-Capou-Urtakicui 24 6.04 km.
l'Jiiiiieiui-.-\kserail 3,73 km,
Akserail-Yedicoule 36 3.60 km.
.\kserail-Topcapou 2.63 km.

The officers of the company are : President, C. Weise ; vice-

president, 11. E. O. Hamdy Bey; manager, C. Pcrdicaris, The other

inemhers of the board of directors are : S, Doctor, G. Chassiotis,

.^. Huber and C. Jenkc,

•-»

Accidents.

November 20th, eight jiersons were .seriously injured and several

bruised and shocked in a collision between a street car on the High
land Park suburban line and an electric motor and train of freight

cars, Des Moines, la.

November 23rd, a dozen passengers were badly cut by broken

glass and bruised in a collision between a trolley car on the lloosae

Valley Street railway and a freight train on the Boston & Maine
railroad, North Adams, Mass,

November 23rd, several persons were injured in a collision be

tween two electric cars on the Hoston & Northern Street Ry,, at

Wakefield Junction, Mass. b'onr were reported seriously injured

and several bruised and cut.

November 25lh, six persons were injured in a collision between
a cab and an i8th St. car of the St, Louis Transil Co, The

accident was due lo the carelessness of the call driver,

November 2()lli, two persons were killed and twenty injured in

a collision between a trolley car of (he Norlhern Ohio Traction &
Light Co. and a train on the IVnnsvK^inia Kailn.:i(| nc.ir Hedford.

Ohio.

November 271I1, one man was killed and several pcr.sons injured

when one of the large cars of the Public Service Corporation iii

niuiiding a curve overturned at Roselle, N. J,

November 28(li, one man »"!•• killed and fifteen persons injured

by the ovcrliirning of a llellefont.iine line e:ir of the St. Louis Transil
Co,



Piping and Power Station Systems. 11/

BY WILLIAM L. MORRIS, M. E.

Piping; Systems.

In tlii? chapter will be considered the different systems of con-

necting up machinery and the various systems will he separately

shown hy diagrams, this method being the most convenient one for

studying and determining the requirements for each class of service.

The form in which these different systems are shown would ordi-

narily be the form used for "studies" previous to laying out the

complete station diagram. The separate diagrams would be some

what more distinct than a general diagram of all the lines, but the

former would not serve to call to the attention of the pipe work

designer and erector, such other lines as come in close pro.ximity.

and for which provision must be made. The general diagram of

all the lines on the same sheet, each in approximately its correct

position, acts as a constant reminder and greatly reduces the labor

of laying out lines as well as the possibility of overlooking some of

them. This is the kind of drawing that should be furnisheil to the

of such a clause. The result would be that the engineer would

he careful to make a study of the requirements instead of spending

his time in the study of pipe work details. He would lay out a

diagram of every line and system required, make the contractor

familiar with the situation and make him responsible for the

design, details, location and the support of all lines. The con-

ftactor would look after his clearances and would take nothing for

granted as he would have to do if the engineer furnished the

working drawings.

The various systems will now be described and later on the parts

of each system will be considered in detail. Kig. 8 shows the plan

of a station having three generators and five boilers at one end of

the station and the exciters and pumps at the other end. The

dotted lines indicate future extensions. This plan will not appeal

to the reader aij unusual for he probably has in mind several

stations similarly arranged. Generally it may be assumed that

the piping and machinery should be laid out as shown, but instead

FIG. 8.

piping contractor, showing the desired results but permitting him to

lay out the details so as to accomplish these results in the simplest

and most economical manner.

In case the contractor should fail to provide for any lines shown

on this diagram he would necessarily be obliged to make changes

so that the work would conform to the diagram, and as such changes

would be due to an oversight on his part he could make no charge

for them. The common practice, however, is to detail a portion of

the work, leaving the uncertain and indefinite features to be cov-

ered by some general clause in the contract which protects neither

the purchaser nor the contractor, but which merely leaves a loop hole

for the engineer to shift the responsibility upon the purchaser or

the contractor. Contractors, however, can protect themselves by

adding the following clause to all quotations

:

"This proposal covers only such materials as are definitely shown

or listed on drawings or in specifications."

Contractors are not at the mercy of engineers when it comes to

making bids. When an engineer has certain work to do he is

compelled to place an order for it. If he cannot place the order

on his own terms he must accept the contractor's terms. If he

ignores all of the contractors who use this clause in their bids they

can notify the purchaser to this effect, and as the purchaser is

invariably a business man. be will readily appreciate the fairness

•Copyright nwH. !! tli.- KinficW Publishing Co.

of using the piping arrangement given in Fig. 8 it may he desirable

to employ some system; that is, some arrangement that will pro-

vide for continuous operation of the plant and by means of which

at least two-thirds of the plant may remain in operation during the

time that repairs are being made. Fig. g shows the pipe work of

this station redesigned so as to conform to such a system. It may

be noted that two generators out of the three, three boilers out of

the five, also one feed pump and one exciter engine can be used

at any time, that permitting the shutting down of any portion of

the steam main which may need repairs. The value of laying out

a diagram before ordering the machinery shows itself clearly when

considering whether a better system could be laid out. Fig. lO

shows a better balanced system in which there are no double lines

of piping, and this arrangement allows the use of two boilers for

each of the two engines in case repairs are being made.

To lay out a station .system requires full consideration of a great

many details besides piping, but these details must be considered

as only a part of the system and nothing pertaining to the station

should be ordered, or even considered as final, until all of the

details of the sy.stem have been thoroughly digested and determined.

It is very easy to refer to the diagram in Fig. 8 and say that it

should have been arranged as in Fig. lO, although the conditions

may have been such that the arrangement shown in Fig. g might

he the best solution with possibly a change in the number of boiler
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units. No plan nor system can be styled a priori the "best" for

that one is the best in each case which best complies with all of

the conditions. Nevertheless a fi.\ed plan for securing the most

satisfactory results can be followed and no matter what the sur-

rounding conditions are. some system can be employed.

The fundamental requirements of station systems are reliability,

accessibility and durability. The rcquircinciils of the station must

than three units all of the same size. No unit sliould be so large

that the station can not be operated without it by overloading the

other machinery to the permissible limit. The practical advan-

tages in having units of the same size and pattern are too great

10 be abandoned on account of the petty economies that may be

secured under certain conditions by using one large unit. As an

ilhistr.ition of this the following case of a break down is instruc-
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FIG. 9.

be first determined and some system adopted that will meet these

requirements. If the requirements are that the station should run

as many hours a day as is convenient for the station operators, the

system for such a condition needs practically no valves, no reserve

capacity nor any emergency provisions. However, this class of

station work does not come into the hands of an engineer to lay

out He is engaged to design stations that will never require a

shut down of the system. It is the conditions of service that must

determine the system If the service is 20 hours a day the station

live. Three units were installed, all of the same kind, size and

pattern. One unit was out of service, the wrist pin boxes having

been removed for rebabbitting, fitting, etc. I'wo engines were

required to carry the load, and while this engine was out of service,

a valve eccentric rod broke which necessitated running one engine

with almost a double load. The valve rod was ininiedialely taken

from the engine out of service and fitted to the engine that broke

down, so that in a short time the latter was in service again TIu-

single engine could not have carried this overload cxccpl for ,1
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should be laid out with this in view. If it must rini 24 hours a

day, running for eight hours at ha!f load only, then the system

should provide for repairs being made and at the same lime main

taining the capacity.

The method of determining the most suitable size of units for

a nation will not l)e considered in detail as the question is quite

foreign to piping and piping systems except insofar as the numlicr

of unitt ii crmccrncd; if the station is required to generate at all

timet two-thirds of iti total capacity the plant ihnuld not have leu

very short lime, and having all llie engines of the same pattern

avoided a shut down. If the engines hail not been all similar Ilic

plant would have had to he sinil down al least a rlay in onlfi lo

finish the repairs.

In any case the original installation should be for a (wo-division,

three-division or fourdivision plant with provision for future

•livisions. If the plain is to be a twodivision plant it may lie bnill

with two units each of a caiiaclly sliglilly larger lli.in Ihc miniinuni

load conditions di-niand, am! llir fiilnrc unit in.iy be iM.ide twice the
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capacity of those smaller units. This arrangement of units would
he permissible in a plant which ordinnril.v delivers only half of the

power called for on Sundays, holidays, etc., and this conditfon is

quite an unusual one in power stations. It has lieen found ordi-

narily that a three-division plant is more suit.ihle for permitting

repairs to be ni,-idc and also requires less investment for reserve

capacity. If the plant is to be a three-division plant, the boilers

should be in three divisions, say si.\, nine or twelve in number.

The auxiliaries should be in pairs, not necessarily together, but

each sufficient for the entire plant, and they should be connected

to the (lifTercut divisions so that when one division is out of con-

dition the other auxiliary will be on an operating division.

In order to more fully explain the features to be determined by

diagrams as well as the laying out of the diagram the requirement

of a sample station will be considered and the method of selecting

machinery, etc., followed up. It will also be shown that by this

method can be determined much of the station lay out and the

auxiliaries required at the same time the piping system is de-

veloped.

Let it be assumed that the station will require now three units

for an output of two-thirds of the total capacity of the units and

later will require an additional unit such as shown in the diagram

Kig. lo. There is but one solution of the problem under these

conditions, and that is that the station shall ultimately be a four

unit plant for output of three-quarters of the total capacity of the

units. The boilers must be arranged in three units so as to allow

one to be out of condition for cleaning and repairs. Boiler clean-

ing must not be considered a contingency but a requirement that is

certainly unavoidable.

Assuming the engines to be of 2,000 h. p. each, then two 500-h. p.

boilers would be required for each engine, but by assuming three

engines of 2,000 h. p. each or a total of 6,000 h. p., there would be

3,000 h. p. in boilers to be divided into five units, so as to allow one

boiler to be out of service. This would give five 6oo-h. p. boilers.

If the fourth engine unit is likely to be ordered before the three

units are called upon to carry full load for a large part of tlic

time it would be safe to estimate on 8.000 h. p. of engines or 4,000

h. p. of boilers or seven boilers each of 555 h. p., which is a some-

what better arrangement for the four unit plant.

When it comes to determining auxiliaries there should be con-

sidered only that future unit for which space has been provided in

the building. More than this is useless speculation, and further,

such apparatus as would be provided today, it is possible that no one

would think of using in the future when it came to be required.

The present installation may include one of the tw'O condensers

for the completed plant, in which case it would be advisable to

provide a 5.000-h. p. condenser which would be larger than re-

quired for two units, but somewhat small for the three units. A
loss in vacuum would be so infrequent that its eflfect on the station

economy would be imperceptible. If the fourth unit is to be in-

stalled at an early date it would then be more economical to put

in two condensers at the time the three units were installed. These
are points that the engineer must determine, and he may decide

that he would not wish the plant to run non-condensing even dur-

ing the short time required to make a repair. As this would be the

case if one condenser were installed, it is assumed that two are

wanted.

The atmospheric exhausts must be so designed that a repair to

one must not interfere with the others as the atmospheric exhaust

is one of the vital lines of the plant and must be as well safe-

guarded as the steam header. .Assume that the condensers will be

of the elevated jet type, with electrically driven centrifugal circulat-

ing pumps. Economizers will be installed and, as no steam will

be required to heat the feed water, the installation can be simplified

by using motor driven circulating pumps instead of engine driven.

In case the lift be slight engine driven circulating pumps may be

used and the exhaust carried to the heater, but the engines ordi-

narily used for this service are so uneconomical in steam con-

sumption that together with the other auxiliaries they would de-

liver more exhaust steam than the heater could condense. The
difference in economy between engines exhausting part of their

steam to the atmosphere and electrically driven pumps is so slight

that the better practice is to adopt that which requires the least

labor to operate, which is unquestionably the motor drive. One.

two, three or four circulating pumps can be used for the two con-

ileiiM I - .111.1 only such as are required to deliver the necessary

cooling water be operated. It may be assumed for the preseiu

that three circulating pumps will be used, each sufficient for one

cfindenser, although when the circulating water is extremely hot

all three pumps may be required for the two condensers.

The requirements to be met by the dry vacuum pump are so

variable, due to changes in the temperature of the water, amount

of vegetable matter it contains and the air leaks in the pipe line,

that it may be necessary to run the air pump at a very high speed

some days and possibly it can be run very slowly a week later.

Any motor drive is very unsatisfactory for the air pump, so it will

be considered that this will be of the steam driven Hy-whecl type.

It is possible to vary the speed of the dry vacuum pump within a

wide range, and as it is important to minimize the labor for attend-

ance one dry vacuum pump for both condensers will be chosen.

In regard to the boilers, they will be taken to be of the water

tube type set two in each battery, and in order to include more

piping details in the plan it will be assumed that underfeed stokers

are to be used and also induced fan draft. As previously stated,

economizers will also be used.

(To be continued.

I

Transit Notes from Chili.

Construction work on the lines of the Ojmpania de Tranvias

Electricos de Valparaiso has been under way for some time, 2}4

miles of single track and almost 2 miles of double track being

finished at this writing. It is expected that this portion of the

line will be ready for operation January i, at which time 12 cars

will be run. The total equipment for the 15 miles of track that is

to be constructed w-ill be 60 motor cars and 40 trailers.

Besides the electric traction plant that is being installed by the

company, cables for some 30,000 i6-c. p. lamps are being installed

as well as equipment for the complete street lighting, which for the

near future will consist of some 200 arc (9 continuous current

lamps of 9 amperes between the two outers of the 3-wire 2 x 200

volt system), 700 Nerst lamps (^ and I ampere and 200 volts)

and some 800 incandescent lamps of 25 c. p. each.

The water power plant which is being constructed by the Coni-

pania de Tranvias Electricos de Valparaiso will develop 3000 h.

p. from a 900-ft. fall, which is some six miles from the sub-station

in the town. A steam plant of two 450-h. p. engines has also

been installed, which will be used for traction and lighting pur-

poses until the water power plant now in construction is com-

pleted.

Chicago Union Traction.

Two petitions have recently been filed by the receivers for the

Union Traction Co.. and the North Chicago, and by the receivers

for the Union Traction Co. and the West Chicago, asking for the

authority to borrow money and issue receivers' certificates in order

to carry the companies through the winter months, to make such

improvements as may be found necessary and to put the railroad

company in first-class running shape. The Illinois Trust & Savings

Co., the Northern Trust Co., the Fidelity Trust Co., the Central

Trust Co. and the Guarantee Trust Co. appeared before the court

at the hearing held at 10 o'clock on the morning of December 15th.

These companies, who hold bonds, and whose attorneys declare

the receivership must come to an end. are oppo.sed to the above

plans.

Judge Grosscup decided that the Union Traction Co., which in

this case means its underlying companies, must pay for the 100

new cars over which there has been a dispute. The report of C.

G. Goodrich, vice-president, secretary and treasurer of the Twin
City Rapid Transit Co., whom the judge had called in as an expert,

sustains the action of the majority of the receivers.

It is believed that before Jan. I, Judge Grosscup will probably

direct the receivers for the Union Traction and the West and North
Chicago companies to electrify the cable systems on all lines on
which the franchises have not expired. Estimates on this matter

were submitted by General Manager John M. Roach, at the request

of Receiver J. H. Eckles, which place the outlay at approximately

$1,350,000.
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Directory of Street Railway Associations.

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOC1.\T10N.
President, W. Carvl Elv. president International Railway Co..

Buffalo. N. Y. First Vice-President, Elwln C. Foster, president
New Orleans Railways Co.. New Orleans, l.a. Seeond Vke-Presi-
dent, John I. Beggs. president and general manager The Milwau-
kee Electric Railway & Light Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Third Vice-
President, Richard McCuUoch. assistant general manager, St. Louis
Transit Co., St. Louis, Mo. Secretary and Treasurer, T. C. Pen-
ington, treasurer Chicago City Railway Co, Chicago, 111. Execu-
tive Committee: The President, the Vice-Presidents, W, G. Ross,
president Street Railway Accountants" Associati^Mi; C. F. Baker,
president American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association,
ex otBcio. and John J. Stanley, general manager Cleveland Elec-
tric Railway Co., Cleveland, Ohio; Howard F. Grant, manager
Seattle Electric Co.. Seattle, Wash.; C. G. Goodrich, vice-president
Twin City Rapid Transit Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; Frank G. Jones,
vice-president and general manager Memphis Street Railway Co..
Memphis. Tenn. ; W. E. Harrington, general superintendent Public
Service Corporation of New Jersey, Camden, N. J.

Next meeting, 1906.

STREET RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION,
President, W. G. Ross, managing director Montreal Street Rail-

way Co., Montreal, Quebec. First Vice-President, Frank R, Henry,
auditor St. Louis Transit Co.. St. Louis, Mo, Second Vice-Presi-
dent, Isaac McQuilkin, comptroller Indiana Union Traction Co., An-
derson, Ind. Third Vice-President, J. W. Lester, treasurer Worces-
ter Consolidated Street Railway Co.. Worcester. Mass. Acting Sec-
retary and Treasurer, W. B. Brockway, 40 Morris St., Yonkers.
N. Y. Executive Committee: The officers and F. E. Smith, auditor
for receivers Chicago Union Traction Co., Chicago, III.; G. B. Will-
cutt, treasurer United Railroads o( San Francisco, San Francisco.
Cal. : Arthur L. Linn. Jr., assistant secretary and treasurer, Utica
& Mohawk Valley Railway Co.. Utiea, N. Y.; P. S. Young, comp-
troller Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, Newark, N. J.

Next meeting. 1905.

AMERICAN RAILWAY MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL AS-
SOCIATION.

President. C. F. Baker, superintendent motive power and machin-
ery Boston Elevated Railway Co.. Boston, Mass. First Vice-Presi-
dent. H. H. Adams, superintendent of shops The United Railways
& Electric Co. of Baltimore. Baltimore. Md. Second Vice-President.
John Millar, master mechanic International Railway Co.. Buff.ilo.

N. Y. Third Vice-President, F. G. Simmons, superintendent of way
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co., Milwaukee. Wis. Secre-
IBkry and Treasurer. S. W. Mower, division superintendent Rapid
Railway System. Detroit United Railways. Detroit, Mich. Execu-
tive Committee: The Officers and D. F. Carver, chief engineer rail-

way department Public Service Corporation of New Jersey. Newark.
N- J.; J. S. Doyle, master mechanic Interborough Rapid Transit
Co., New York, N. Y. : C. C. Lewis, chief engineer Schenectady
Railway Co., Schenectady, N. Y. ; W. H. McAlone.v. superintendent
of shops Denver City Tramway Co., Denver, Colorado.
Next meeting, 1906.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STREET RAILWAY CLAIM
AGENTS.

President. W. A. Dlbbs, general claim agent New York City Rail-
way Co., New York, N. Y. Vice-President, E. W. O'Connor, claim
adjuster Savannah Electric Co., Savannah. Ga. Secretary and
Treasurer. B. B. Davis, claim agent Columbus Railway & Light
Co., Columbus. Ohio. Executive Committee: The President, chair-
man ex officio, the Secretary, and W. H. Renaud. Jr., claim agent
New Orleans Railways Co.. New Orleans, La.; Wllli.'im White, claim
agent Chicago City Railway Co.. Chicago. III.; J. P. Feeney. claim
agent. Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, Newark, N, J.
Next meeting. 1906.

AMERICAN STREET RAILWAY MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

Daniel M. Bradv. president Bradv Brass Co.. New York, Chairman;
John A. Brill, vire-prcsidont J G. Brill Co.. Philadelphia; William J.

Cooke, vice-president McGuIre-Cummlngs M.inufaeturlng Co.. Chica-
go; ?>ed S. Kenfleld, president Kenlleld Publishing Co., Chicago;
Charles K. King, secretary Ohio Brass Co., Manstleld, O. ; George J.
Kobusch. president St. Louis Car Co.. St. I.,ouls; John R. Lovejoy.
manager Railway Department. General Electric Co., Schenectady;
Howard F. Martin, general manager of sales, Pennsylvania Steel Co.,
Philadelphia; James H. McGraw. president McGraw Publishing Co..
New V^»rk; John W. Nute, president and manager St. I^ouls Car
Wheel Co.. St. Louis; Frank C. Randall, vice-president National Elec-
tric Co., MUwaukw: Calvert Towney, general agent Westlnghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co.. New York; William W'harton. jr., pres-
ident William Wharton, jr.. & Co., Inc.. Philadelphia; W. H. White-
side, general manager of sales. Allls-Ch.almers Co., Chicago; E. M.
Williams, director SherwIn-WIIIIams Co.. Cleveland.
E. H. Baker. Chairman Finance Committee. Galena Signal Oil Co..

2ft Broadway, New York City. C. n. price, chairman KntiTtalnment
Committee. General Electric Co.. Boston.
George K**egan. assistant to general manager Interborough R.'ipld

Transit Co.. Room 23n2. No. 15 Park Row. New York City, secretary.

THE COLORADO ELECTRIC LIGHT. POWER & RAILWAY AS-
SOCIATION.

Prenldent. John A. Heeler, vice-president and general manager Den-
ver City Tramway Co.. Denver. Col. Vice-president. C. E. Doollttle,
vlee-ffresldent and manager The Roaring Fork Electric Light &
Power Co.. Aspen. T'ol. Secrelary and treasurer, George B. Tripp,
general manager f'olnrado Springs Electric Co., Colorado Springs.
Col. Executive Commute*-: The fiineers and Wm. Mayher. treasurer
and manager Oreehv I'owi r & Light Co. Greeley, Col.; J. K. Vail,
general manager. Pueblo & Suburban Traction & Lighting Co.,
Puehio, Col.
Dale and place of next meeting not decided upon.

STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK.

I'r. -t-i< iif. c ],oomlii Allen, general manager UtIca A Mohawk
Vr,! Ilea. N. Y. First Vice-President. J. II. Pardee, presl
del' Light A Traction t'n.. Cannndnlgun, N. Y. Second
VI'- A. B t'olvln. president Hudson Valley Hallway Co..
ai'-n- I-";!]!". .N'. Y. Herrelary and Treiisurer, William W. Cole, vice-
president and general manager Klmlra Water, Light A Railroad
Co. F:imlr-T N Y Eneciillve Ciimmlllee: K. G. Conneile. vlce-
pr« rnl m»nai"-r Hyraeiise Itanld Trnti*»lt Rnllwav
fVi V ; R, K iJanforlh, geni-riil managi-r l<orh<"slei-
I{.-i. -ter N. Y, H n N'oslrantl, Ir . i.reKJdenl I'-ek
kill I IKI..II..I n, r..,llro>td Co.. I'eekKklll. N Y : K. K. I'erk. general
manager Hrhenectady Railway Co., Bchencclady. N. Y.

PENNSYLV.VNIA STREEf R.VILWAY ASS0CL\T10N.
President. F. B. Musser, general manaser llarrisliurg Traction Co.

Secretary, C. II. Smith, superintendent Lebanon Valley Street Rail-

way Co, Lebanon, Pa. Treasurer, W. H. I.anius, president York
Traction Co.

MASSACHUSETTS STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. ICdward 1". Shaw, Newburyport. First Vice-President.

Francis H. Dewev. Worcester. Second Vice-President. Robert S.

Goft, Fall River. Treasurer, Fred H. Smith, Qulncy. Secretary.
Charles S. Clark, Boston. Executive Committee: The President, the
Vice-Presidents and H. H. Crapo, New Bedford; P. F. Sullivan,
Lowell; W. S. Loomis, Holvoke; W. W. Salgent. Fltchburg; 1{. T.
Lallln. Worcester. Auditing Committee: Charles F. Grosvcnor. I'al-

mer; George \V. Cook, Springfield; H. C. Page, Plttsfleld.

NEW ENGLAND STREET RAILWAY CLUB.
President, J. H. Neal, chief of department of accounts, Boston

Elev.'ited Ry.. Boston, Mass. Vice-Presidents for States: 1. L.
Meloon. Sanlord. Me.; H. A. Albin. Concord. N. 11.; C. K. Jones,
Brattleboro. Vt.; John T. Conway, Quincy, Mass.; D. I"'. Sherman,
Providence. R. 1.; J. K. Pundcrturd. New Haven. Conn. Secretary.
John J. Lane, editor Street Railway Bulletin, 2,)7 Washington St..

Boston, Mass. Treasurer, Nathan L. Wood, witii the Frank Ridlon
Co., Boston, Mass,
Meetings are held the fourth Thursday each month, excepting July

and August.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL & GAS ASSOCIATION.
President. J. F. Strickland. Waxahachlc and Dallas. Tex. Treas-

urer. A. E. Judge. Tyler, Tex. Secretary, C. W. llobson. Dallas. Re-
cording Secretary, Frank E. Scovlll. superintendent of the Austin
Electric Railway Co.. Austin. Tex. This is a consolidation of the
Southwestern Electrical Association and the Southwestern Gas, Elec-
tric & Street Railway Association,
Next meeting at Denison, Tex.. April, 19(B.

THE OHIO INTERURBAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President, Ilarrie P. Clegg. vice-president and general manager

Dayton & Troy Electric Railway Co., Dayton, O. Vice-President.
E. C. Spring, general superintendent Dayton, Covington & Piqua Trac-
tion Co.. West Milton. O. Secretary and Treasurer, J. II. Merrill,
auditor Western Ohio Ry.. Lima, O. Executive Committee: E. B.
Gunn. general superintendent Applcyard Properties, Springfield. O.;
F. J. J. Sloat. general manager Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Traction
Co.. Hamilton. O. ; R. E. DeWeesc. superintendent Dayton & Northern
Traction Co.. Dayton. O. ; A. W. Anderson, superintendent Dayton
& Xenia Traction Co.. Dayton. O. ; Howard Fravcl, superintendent
Dayton & Western Traction Co., West Alexandria. O.
Association meets monthly.

UNION INTERNATIONAL DE TRAMW,\YS ET DE CHEMINS DE
FER D'INTERET LOCAL.

President, Leon Janssen. Secretary General, P. t'Serstevens, G Im-
passe, due Pare, Brussels, Belgium.

CONNECTICUT STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION.
President. John B. Carrington. vice-president Fair Haven & \\^est-

vllle Railroad Co.. New Haven. Conn. \'ice-president. A. M. Young,
president Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Treasurer, E. S. Goodrich, president Hartford Street Railway Co..
Hartford. Conn. Secretary, E. W. Poole, a.ssislant treasurer and as-
sistant secretary Connecth-ut Railway & Lighting Co., Bridgeport.
Conn. Executive Committee: The officers and J. E. Sewell. general
manager Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.; C.
S. Treadway. president Bristol & Plalnvllle Tramway Co.. Bristol,
Conn.; Walter Learned, president New London Street Railway Co.,
New London. Conn.
Date and place of next meeting not decided upon.

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.
President, T. F. (trover, vice-president and gi-i,er.il maiuiger Eastern

Wisconsin Railway & Lighting Co.. Fond du l.ac-. Wis. l''lrst Vice-
President. Edward Danlell. secretary and mau;iger Mi-iiomlnee &
Marinette Light & Traction Co.. Menomlnie. Mich. Secretai'y and
Treasurer. Thomas R. Merdcn. Milwaukee. Wis. Directors: W. H.
Schott. Chicago; D. C. Jackson, Madison, Wis.; II Almert. Oak Park,
111, Chairman Legislative Committee, S. B. I.lvi-rniore. Wlluina. Minn.
Next meeting, Milwaukee, Jan. IS, 1905,

IOWA STREET & INTERURBAN RAILWAY .ASSOCIATION.
President. George H. Illppee. general maiiagi-r Des Molni-s City

Railway Co.. Des Moines. VIce-Pnsldent. J. i-'. l.ardiiiT, general man-
ager Trl-Cily R.-iIlway Co.. Davenport. Secretary and Treasurer, L,
li. Mathes, general manager Union Electric Co., Dubuque. Executive
Cimmlttee: 'I'hi- officers of the association.
Next mi-eling al Dubuijue. spring of 19i)5.

New Lines and Extensions.

Noveniljcr Jist, rcRnlar service on llic Illinois & Iow:i inter

urban road was iiiatigtiraU'd, Ihc fir.sl c;ii- leaving Cliiilon ;iiiil

Davenport simultaneously M 6..^o o'clock.

Novenilicr 2' si, the Davi-iiporl & Sut)iirli;iii line opcilctl up ils in-w

LeClairc St. line, tins liciun ilic coiiipleliciii of the extension work
for the season.

Noveinhcr 21st, the new extension of the Twin City K:ipi(l Iraii-iit

Go's. line circling White Hear Like and going tlirniinh ilu- vilhigc

of White Hear was completed.

November i.jrd, the extension of the llagerslmvu K:iilway Co
line from Ilagerslowii lo Myersville, Md., was completed and the

first car run over the new line.

November 241I1, llie conslruclion of the Kargo & Moorchcad Street

Railway Co's, line was conipli-lcil ;iiiil llie lirsl i-;irs wcic niii over

the road.

November Mh, the Campbell cut off of iln- S;iii Jose & Los
fialon Interiirban Railway Co. was cojuplclcil and the parlor car

'*f''dilh" wa'^ tin- lirsl to ni;il<e ;i trip over llie new line.
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EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE AIR RESISTANCE.

Train resistance is a very important matter to the designing engi-

neer in the railway field, and the subject has been an attractive though

not a particularly fruitful field for investigation; we do not mean

that there has been anything wanting in the volume of the results

achieved, but that as yet there have been no general formulas of

wide ai)plication and recognized reliability developed. The leading

authorities are not even agreed upon the nature of the functions

of the numerous independent variables that should enter into the

ideal train resistance formula. There arc reasons why the investiga-

tion of train resistance has been especially difficult; the number of

elements entering is large, and it has been almost impossible to .so

exactly control the conditions that all elements can be kept con-

stant except the ones under examination ; also the magnitude of

the forces and speeds to be dealt with makes the practical problem-

serious even could a perfectly satisfactory theory of experiment he

assumed.

Existing formulas are largely empirical 'and arc accurate only for

a short range of the variables which enter into them. Any exten-

sion, beyond the range of the experiment, of such results is quite

as apt to be wrong as to be right, perhaps more so. Numerous

attempts have been made to determine the effect of certain elements

of the problem by experiments upon models, but these results can

he accepted only as qualitative and are perhaps most valuable in

pointing out the direction which further experiments under actual

conditions should take.

It is now generally accepted that no single formula can cover the

entire range of conditions, and that the most satisfactory results

are given by a formula involving several terms each modified by

a coefficient to be determined experimentally for each class of

service. The principal variables to be thus modified are journal

friction, rolling friction and air resistance, this last being a very

important factor for high speeds.

The Railway Test Commission appointed on the occasion of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, early decided as part of its work

to investigate the subject of the air resistance to moving cars, and

to try and separate this into its components of head, side, and stern

resistance. The experiments are about to be undertaken on the

tracks of the Indiana Union Traction Co., the special car designed

for the work being practically completed.

The car the air resistance of which is to be measured consists of

an electric car body mounted on a motor-driven fiat car, and pro-

vided with separate front and rear vestibules. The car body is

supported on wheels which rest on rails laid upon the flat car, the

wheels being mounted on roller bearings. A delicate dynamometer
designed to indicate and record the tendency of the body to move
with reference to the flat car platform will show the resistance of

the air to the passage of the car. By using vestibules of different

shapes it is expected to determine the effect of a "wind splitter."

.\n imporant feature of the design is that the dynamometer may be

used to measure the resistance of the vestibule itself, that is, the

vestibule can be mounted separately from the car body and con-

nected to the dynamometer. This applies to either the front or rear

vestibule.

Aside from the practical value of the more exact air resistance

coefficients which these tests are expected' to give, the experiments

are of peculiar interest because they promise to show the truth or

falsity of various existing ideas as tp the relative importance of the

shape and dimensions of the several parts of the car. It will doubt-

less be found practicable to extend the scope of the experiments,

and by placing the test car at different points in a train investigate

the side resistance as affected by the position of the car in the train.

FREIGHT ON ELECTRIC LINES.

At the October meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway Asso-

ciation the principal subject for discussion was the handling of

freight by electric railways. Up to the present, experience of elec-

tric lines in "goods traffic" has been for the most part with what
should be called express rather than freight, although the term

"freight" is used by some companies handling express matter only.

The word "freight" is used because "express" is thought to imply

a delivery service. Doubtless this loose use of descriptive words
accounts in large measure for the peculiar trend taken in the freight
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discussion niemioned, when there was a jump from the consideration

of a parcel business to a car-load business.

It was brought out before the Ohio association that a few cars

handling small shipments could earn a good revenue, but that the

operating expenses might be too high to render the business profit-

able. .Mso that on nearly all lines represented at the meeting the

conditions of short curves, heavy grades, weak bridges, and restric-

tions in city ordinances, would effectually prevent hauling standard

steam railroad freight cars over the road, while the motive power

available would restrict the number of cars in a train to very few.

The optimistic arguments were that admittting existing adverse

conditions as preventing the handling of freight in carload lots,

these same conditions were a handicap in improving the passenger

service, and that changes in grades and alignment to make the road

practicable for freight would be equally advantageous for passengers.

The belief appears to be widespread that because of the success

of electric railways in appropriating the local passenger business

of competing steam lines, the opportunity exists for a similar appro-

priation of freight business. While there is no reason why electric-

ity cannot be applied to moving freight, equally as well as steam.

there is considerable reason to doubt whether its extended applica-

tion will come about in the way that many electric railway men now

hope.

The results achieved by electric lines have been in catering to

local passenger business, which requires comparatively small train

units, run at short intervals, and at as high speed as conditions per-

mit. On the other hand, the economical transportation of freight

means very large train units, run at long intervals and at slow or

moderate speeds.

The use of the tracks of urban street railway systems wherever

possible is an advantage for local passenger service, but is a distinct

embarrassment for freight, because it almost invariably involves

restrictions as to the number of cars permitted, and makes it diffi-

cult to get suitable terminal facilities.

If electric roads must be relocated in order to make them success-

ful freight carriers is it not more probable that the transportation

of car-load freight by electric motive power will come about by the

electrical equipment of the steam lines?

THE ERA OF RECONSTRUCTION.

Ihe answer to European criticism that .\inerican railroad build

ing was of a "temporary" nature has always been that temporary

construction, or rather construction not cf the highest class, was
enforced by .American conditions. The railroad through a new coun-

try had first to develop the country before the expenditure neces-

sary for the best class of construction could be considered justifi-

able

Similar conditions were considered to obtain in the electric rail-

way field, at least by the earlier etecwic lines, and some of these now
operate at serious disadvantage because the item of first cost was
given too much weight when the road was built. In later enterprises

the promoters have profited by the experience of earlier builders and
made a "permanent" road to begin with, having every confidence

that the development of the territory served would be so rapid

as to repay quickly the increased first cost, which would render un-

necessary and reconstruction to eliminate the bad effects of the initial

economics. Numerous instances can be cited where this confidence

has been amply justified, and the conclusion is that the earlier lines

will eventually have to consider extensive betterments that in some
cases will mean not only rebuilding but also relocation of the road.

The "era of reconstruction" marks a great step in progress, and
we liclicvc that it is now at hand. The leading article in this number
of the "Review" is a description of the Chicago & Milwaukee ICIec-

Iric Railway, a road which was first opened between Evanston and
Waukcgan, a distance of 27 miles, in 1899. About a year ago
the work of complete reconstruction was undertaken, making the

profwriy a double-track one throughout, and all of Ihe new grades,
culverts and bridge abutments have l>ccn designed and constructed
for four tracks.

It i» a1>o interesting to note that thia road, which wan IjimIi

five years ago, wa? the first road in this country to be equipped
with a high-tension alternating current station with direct current
rotary converter sub-slatlons, and it is also, we believe, the first

road of this character to have established a Iraftic which warranted

its almost complete reconstruction. It is further of interest to ex-

amine the principal changes which are being introduced upon this

road. When the road w'as first built it followed the highway for

considerable distances and frequently made sharp curves at street

corners to avoid obstacles. It also followed the grades of the streets

which in many cases were too severe for high speed running or for

carrying heavy loads. The disadvantages of these conditions have

evidently been fully appreciated by the company, a fact which is

evidenced by the changes which arc being made. One of the condi-

tions which has been most strictly followed is that of keeping the

road off the public highway, and this is being done in many cases

at very great expense. Real estate values along the north shore

suburbs have appreciated enormously within the last few years,

but notwithstanding the large expense it entailed the company

has not hesitated to relinquish perpetual and 50-year franchises in

two places and to purchase adjoining strips for private right of way.

The cost of keeping off the public highway through Lake Bluff

and for some distance north of this town shows the value which

the company places upon having a private right of way. For more
than a mile in Lake Bluff the street ran close to the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway, leaving no available space for the electric

road's right of way. To overcome this difficulty it was found neces-

sary to purchase the street and some of the adjacent property, to

open a new street some distance to the right of where the old one

ran and to move a long row of houses back onto the newly opened

street. This work was carried on for over a mile in the town of

Lake Bluff and for two miles and a quarter north of the town.

While the traffic on this road has been sufficient to warrant these

very heavy expenditures, it is very certain that no such investment

for improvements would have been made by a conservatively man-
aged company such as this one unless unquestionable ultimate profits

were to be procured by means of these changes. The action of this

company, therefore, should be a valuable object lesson to any elec-

tric railway builders who may in the future propose to provide

any other than the best possible roadbed construction.

NAMES AND ADDRESSES ON FORMS.
In his report presented to the .Accountants' Association at the

St. Louis meeting, Mr. Elmer M. White called attention to a fnult

found in the great majority of accounting forms adopted by electric

railways, in that the name of the company is placed in the most
prominent place on the form and printed in the largest type, while
the name of the form itself appears in small type, if at all. The
criticism on this design was that the forms of a company being pri-

marily for the use of the employes of that company, convenience
would be served best by making the name of the form occupy the
most prominent position.

The desirability of making the name of the form prominent is

also appreciated when the officers of another company call upon the

Accountants' Association for information as to the current and
best practice, interchange of which is readily had through the Asso-
ciations' collection of Blanks and Forms. This point was brought
out when inspecting the .Accoimtants' book of "Freight and Ex-
press Forms" lent to the Ohio Interurban association. .Another
minor point wherein improvement could be effected was noted at

the same time, when it was found that there are a good many
companies assuming they are so well known as to make an address
unnecessary. The multiplicity of "Metropolitan." "Union" and "Con-
solidated" companies sometimes renders identification difficult.

These points, perhaps. m;iy be considered trivial; none the less

with interchange of methods and means between different com-
panies recognized .is desirable, it is well w^orth while to do the little

tilings ihat will f.icililale work and .ivoid mistakes.

INTERURBAN RAILWAYS IN THE HIGHWAYS.
Two interesting decisions alTecliiig llu' sl.ilii'. of iiilcriirliiiii elec-

tric railways in city streets and country highways are re|)orted
in this number of the "Review," and represeni llu latest pioii..uiici-

inenls of Illinois and Indiana courts upon this point, and the extent
lo which the companies may exercise the right of condenmalion under
the doctrine of eminent domain.

In Illinois the qiu-slion was raised by the Illinois Valley I racli.ni

Co., which had .secured grants for Ihe use of the highway, and later
decideil that from engineering and oiH-raling coiisi.liTalions ii would
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1)1- U-ltcr Id aliaiuloii the liigliway ior llie greater portion of the

ilislancc. The position taken by tlic Supreme Court is that the com-

pany being incorporated under the Horse and Dummy Act, must

accept the theory of that act, which is that the railway is built in

the highway to meet a public necessity for better service for llscr^

of that highway. If the population adjacent to the highway is so

sparse, or the local travel over it so slight as to fail to support the

enterprise, then there is no public necessity for the railway. If the

company wishes to ignore the highways it should incorporate under

the Railroad Act, assuming the burdens imposed by that law as well

as the privileges.

In Indiana the point at issue was whether the operation of inter-

urban rolling stock in a city highway constituted an additional bur-

den on the adjacent property. The case was brought against the

Ft. Wayne & Southwestern Traction Co, by a property owner in

Ft. Wayne. The court held that this question depended not upon

the name, nor upon the motive power, nor upon the character of the

physical construction, but upon the nature of the traffic. When con-

sistent with the use of the street by the lot owner the use by a rail-

way is not an additional burden. The carrying of passengers, light

express and mail matter through city streets in interurban cars is

held not to be inconsistent with the use by the property owner.

Reference to this subject in the "Review" for June, page 371,

where the policies of several different states on this question were

cantrasted. At that time Wisconsin and Louisiana were the only

states discriminating against interurban lines as compared with

street railways proper, t\ie Indiana case being then undecided, and

the case just reported shows that one more state has been added

to the list taking the more liberal view as to the rights of electric

interurban lines.

ANOTHER NEW ASSOCIATION.

The Indiana Electric Railway .Association is the latest addition

to the family of associations, an addition well warranted by the

great development of electric railways in that state. Preliminary

meetings were held in November, and December gth an organization

was formed. The first regular meeting for the election of officers

will be Jan. 12, 1905, at Indianapolis. The affairs of the association

are now administered by a committee comprising

;

Gardner F. Wells, general manager Terre Haute Electric Co.

;

Paul H. White, general manager Indianapolis & Martinsville Rapid

Transit Co.; C. C. Reynolds, general manager Indianapolis & North-

western Traction Co. ; J. W. Chipman, general manager Indianapolis

& Eastern Traction Co. ; A. L. Drum, general manager Indiana Union

Traction Co.

INTERURBAN LINE MODIFIES BUSINESS METHODS.

At various limes wc have commented in the "Review" on the

general effect which interurban electric railways have had in stim-

ulating the business in the territory served by it, and, what is even

more important, in developing new business. It may have been con-

sidered that we viewed the situation with a prejudice in favor of

the electric railways and were inclined to overestimate their effect

in this direction. However, in the Iron .^ge for December ist

is the following interesting statement as to the effect of the inter-

urban railway in modifying the hardware business

:

"In cities where interurban railway lines radiate in all directions

to the smaller towns and villages the complexion of the hardw-are

business is being changed by the advent of the freight carrying

trolley road. Retail dealers in the tributary territory served by such

systems are enabled to carry smaller stocks and to avail themselves

of the quick transportation facilities from the jobbing and manu-

facturing centers offered by this new mode of transportation. A
dealer who has an opportunity of selling something not in his stock

calls up the manufacturer or jobber by telephone and asks that an

order for the thing in question be put onto the next interurban car

going his way. The result is that within a few hours after the

customer has called for an article, and perhaps before he has left

town, the article has been delivered from a jobbing center, say 30

miles away. This new mode of doing business is strengthening the

jobbing trade in such centers and is also compelling them to carry

larger stocks than they would ordinarily, as this method of distribu-

tion tends to make the small trade rely upon the jobber for the

supply of certain kinds of good.s. This influence is one which is

developing, loo, an iinportant class of local jobbers, who in connec-

tion with a fine retail business are able to supply small houses in

the outlying country districts."

— « »

Relief Associations for Small Electric Roads.

BY ( II.M<1.ES R. KIMB.M.I., I'ORTSMOUTH ELECTKIC RY., IXJRTSMOVTH, N. H.

Much has been written describing the relief associations connected

with the larger systems of electric roads, but little or nothing has

been said about carrying out the same idea with the smaller roads,

where only a few men are employed.

It is perhaps more difficult to maintain an interest where the mem-

bership is necessarily limited, but that an association can be made a

success, and of no little value to its members, has been proved. The

rules governing such an association must be materially changed from

those of similar organizations on the larger roads, and will not ad-

mit of any large expenditures for salaries for its officers or for its

assessments.

We have in Portsmouth such an organization called the Ports-

mouth Electric Railway Relief Association ; its membership includes

conductors, motormen, car barn men, trackmen and linemen, giving

a total membership of about thirty-five. It was organized in 1900,

and since that time interest in it has tended to increase rather than

diminish, and every man is enthusiastic for the success of the asso-

ciation.

Meetings are held annually for the election of officers and to ad-

mit new members, and at such other times as the president may di-

rect.

The amount paid to members for disability is $6.00 per week (after

the first week), for eight consecutive weeks, and longer, upon a

vote of the association to continue the payments.

Upon the death of a member an assessment of one dollar is levied

for a burial fund.

No money is kept in the treasury, but assessments are made as

occasion demands.

Only one officer is given any salary; he is the treasurer and col-

lector, who is paid a small amount annually.

In this way the yearly cost to members is but a trifle, while the

association is a great help to those who are incapacitated from work

through sickness or accident.

Early Line Material.

Editor "Review":

I am particularly glad to note the short article appearing on page

893 of your November issue entitled "A Hanger Relic." In the last

few years I have undertaken to describe to different people some-

thing of the type of hanger we used in early railway construction

and this is the identical type that was first employed when the

writer entered the street railway construction field in 1887-S. Our
span wires were made of No. 6 wire and these hangers with the

screw eyes fastened into the wood, as shown in the cut, w'ere hooked

over this No. 6 wire, and to keep the hanger from traveling on

the span wire we used fine steel or copper wire, wrapping it around

the span wire and tying the screw eye in place on the span wire.

The type of ear employed was that of the short, deep groove solder

ear, with a loop or eye instead of the hub or boss as now used.

The lower screw eye was hooked into this loop or eye in the ear

and from this the trolley wire was suspended.

We made our hangers by having this piece of wood, which ran

all the way through, turned up as suggested in the article, but our

umbrella was made of heavy duck. After the hanger had been

completed by making several turns of the heavy duck around the

wood to form the umbrella or skirt it was immersed in a white min-

eral paint and then paraffined. I did not know that any of these

hangers were in existence today, but evidently this one as shown is

a rare specimen. Your truly,

Chicago. W. R. Carton,

President W. R. Carton Co.
» « »

November 21st, the last spike was driven in the line of the

Consolidated Railway Co. between Montowese and Wallingford.

which was the last link in the trolley chain from New York 10

Boston.



Physical Features of the Indianapolis Northern Division of

the Indiana Union Traction Co.

Ihe more recently completed portions of the system of the

Indiana L'nion Traction Co., of Anderson, Ind., perhaps more

generally known as the Indianapolis N'orthern Traction lines, arc

of especial interest as representing the highest standards in rail-

way constrnction. Too many of existing electric railways have

heen built without due regard to economy of operation, because the

promoters, having in view the original cost or difficulties in secur-

ing the most desirable right of way, ignored the reconinicndatious

of their engineers. Such a policy is in the end a most costly one.

and usually involves the ultimate reconstruction of the line before

it can lie operated with satisfactory results.

In the location and construction of the Indianapolis Northern

the managemeni did iini lose sight of the economies in operation

l.ogausport via Nobles\i]k'. Tiplon and Kokonio, and from Kokomo
to Peru, and from KKvood to Tipton.

July I. 10O2. the property of the company was leased to the

Union Traction Co. of Indiana for a term of 50 years, the latter

company agreeing to guarantee the principal and interest of the

bonds of the Indianapolis Northern.

May 27, !Q0.?. the Indianapolis Northern company was merged

with the I'nion Traction Company of Indiana, and the capital stock

of the consolidated company exchanged for the stock of tlie con-

stituent companies.

June 8, 190.?. tile Indiana I'liion Tractinn C". was incorporateil

ai\d June ,y>, igo,^, leased the entire property of llie L'nion Traction

Company of Indiana.
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that could be secured by having good aligmncnt, light graded and

wlid roadbed construction

The engineers having reported upon the best route available, this

was adhered to in building the road. While this policy involved

extraordinary expenditures for bridges, embankments, rights of

way across valuable farm lands, etc., and greatly increased the

first cost, the result is shown in the few cars required for opera-

tion, only seven cars Iwing needed to give an hourly service over

the 80 miles. The limit of the investment in permanent w.ay that

that i» economical if it will dispense uilh one car in operating to

meet given requirements is placed at alMiut $200,000

Uy courtesy of the general manager of the company, Mr. A. L.

Drum, wc are enabled to illustrate herewith the more important

of the construction standards, including earth sections, bridges,

culverts, trestles, and overhead work, and also lo show completed

views of the most interesting structures.

The Indianapolis Northern Traction Co. was incorporatcil April

14, KJ02, lo build ami operate electric railways from Indianapolis to

(icneral Statistics.

The following statistics give a concise statement of the principal

physical features: Miles main track, 105; miles second track, 5.7;

miles side track, 4,1; iitunber of sidings, 50; total degree of curva-

ture, 2370 degrees; maxinuun degree of curvature outside of cily

limits, 3 degrees; total length of tangent. S4 miles; per cent of tang-

ent, 75; total rise in feel, north bound, 720; total fall in feel, north

bound, lo.?o; number of steel bridges, 35; linear feet of steel bridges,

4600; number of trestles, 3; linear feet of trestles, ,^070; number of

National Hridgc Co. arches, ,33; number of standard arches, 6; total

cubic yards of earthwork, i.i.so.Soo; total cubic yards inasoniy in

bridges, 20.400; total yards masonry in arches, 4,100; total number of

tics, 6in. x8in. X S ft,, 2X3,3^; total yards of ballast, 27(),ooo.

The maxinuun grade on the line is 1 per cent cxcepling for 4,000

ft. near I'eru ttliere it is 2 per cent, and at appmaclics to overway and

unilerway crossings where the maxini.i are bel\v<rn 2 anil 2!^ per

cent.

The only grade crossing willi a .Icani railway out'-idc of ciiicv is
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with the Monon. Here a crossing was condemned under the state

law and a complete interlocking signal plant with derails installed

by the Union Switch & Signal Co. The first cost and maintenance

of this plant are charges on the Traction company, it being the junior

road.

Territory and Population.

The heavy lines on the accompanying map show the whole of the

inlerurban system of the Indiana Union Traction Co. that is now
in operation. Three proposed lines, those from .\nder.<;on to El-

Bridges.

The bridges with longest spans are those across the Big Pipe

Creek s miles from Peru, and across the Old Jordan and the White

Rivers near Noblesville; all these are through Pratt truss bridges.

M.\P l)F INDIANA fNION TRACTION SYSTEM.
(Light lines indicate proposed extensions.)

wood, from Alexandria to Muncie, and from Anderson to New
Castle, are indicated by light lines.

The distances measured from Indianapolis on the new lines are

:

To Noblesville, 23.6 miles; to Tipton, 40.6 miles; to Elwood, 50.8

miles; to Kokomo, 56.1 miles; to Peru, 75.3 miles; to Logansport,

79.5 miles.

The population tributary to these lines as given by the census

of igoo and as estimated Dec. i, 1904, is as follows:

Census EstiiTiated.

County. City or Town. 1900. Dec. i, 1904.

Marion Indianapolis 169,670 200,000

Broad Ripple 487 536

Nora 70 77

Hamilton Carmel 498 548

Noblesville 4,792 6,000

Cicero 1,603 1,763

.Arcadia 1,413 1,554

.'\tlanta 1,000 1,100

Tipton Tipton 3,764 S.ooo

Jackson 72 79

Sharpsville 500 550

Madison Elwood 12,950 14,000

Howard Fairfield 211 232

Kokomo 10,609 14,000

Cass Jewell 100 no
Galveston 694 760

Lincoln 170 187

Walton 498 548

Logansport 16,204 20,000

Miami Miami 320 352

Bunker Hill 368 624

Peru 8463 10,000

NORTH ST.. NOBLESVILLE.

The first two have each a single span of 104 ft. and the last has two

spans of 150 ft. each. At Fall Creek, near Indianapolis, will be a

stone arch bridge with three 70-ft. spans and a total length of 250

ft. ; this structure is not yet completed, and the company is using

temporarily another route for entrance to Indianapolis. The longest

bridge is that over the Wabash River at Logansport ; this has a total

length of 1.040 ft., there being 13 spans of 75 ft. each and two of

Total 234,656

Rural population ;

278,020

. . 15,000

STANDARD CONORETE ARCH—PENNSYLVANIA R. K. TRESTLE IN BACK-

GROUND.

30 ft. each, all of the deck plate girder type. The longest bridge

structure is a pile trestle across the "filter" of the .American Straw-

board plant at Noblesville. There being a state statute prohibit-

ing the Strawboard company from turning the waste water from
its plant directly into the river, this waste is delivered to a large

pond, and after purification by settling, escapes to the river through
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a sluiceway. The length of the pile trestle across the pond and

adjacent low ground is 2.S10 ft.; the spans are 16 ft. each.

All bridges were designed according to Cooper's 1901 specitica-

tions for electric railways. The dead load to consist of the weight

of the structure itself. The live load is assumed to consist of

is added. A variation of 150° F. in tcnipciaturc is presumed. On

curves the centrifugal force of cars is assumed to act 5 ft. above the

base of the rail and is taken as live load, the speed being taken at

, 50 miles per hour. Eflcct of braking cars on bridges is also pro-

viiled for.

ONK OF TIIK TWO BRIDGES .\( ROSS THE \V.\B,\SH RIVER .\T LOC.\NSPORT.

wheels carrying 25,000 lb. each spaced at intervals of 6 ft., 14 ft.,

6 ft., 19 ft., 6 ft., 14 ft., 6 ft., 19 ft., 6 ft., etc., and 100 lb. per sq. ft.

for the rest of the floor.

Wind stresses and vibration are provided for by proportioning

the top lateral bracing in deck bridges and the lower lateral brac-

ing in through bridges to resist a lateral force of 300 lb. per ft. of

Track.

The track is laid with rails of 80-lb. A. S. C. £. and 72-lb. 6-in.

-Shanghai sections. The joints are the "Continuous," and the spe-

cial work was furnished by the Paige Iron Works.
At each rail joint is one 250,000-c. m., Type F-3, lo-in. protected

M.aycr & Engluud rail bond. At all crossings and around special

I.VKKIir.AI> < ROSSINCi OF I.AKB KRIE * WESTERN RV. ANII MIUMWAV NEAR Nl.lir.RSVII.I.E.

^pa^, of which one-half is taken as live load. Hollom latcraN un

deck bridges and top laterals oji through bridges arc proportioned

for ISO lb. per lineal foot.

In trestle towers 100 lb. per vertical lineal foot of trestle bents

work the standard bondiuK is as follows; The two track rails are

iros.s connected by two .^50,000 cables bonded into the solid rail be-

yond the first joint at each side of the special work, and these two

liairs of cross cables arc connected by two .soo.ooo-c. m., rabies laid
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ar-t>'A" >

STAN'D.VRP 150-FT. THRoriiH TRUSS SPAN.

STANDAmi 75-FT. CIRIIER.
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El evat ion

bpariK up To 35 feet>0''e made up ot 1 t>p oT 1 bea'nft

TyPICAL UEAM SPAN.

PART LONCITUDINAL SECTION HALF SECTION HALF END ELEVATIOK

QUANTITIES
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Traction Co. in .899. and a line from .\nderson to Indianapolis

decided upon, the plans of the company included a mam power

station at Anderson. This station, which was completed m 1901,

was illustrated and described in the "Review- for April, 1901, page

203. .\t that time the company operated 163 miles of track, of

which city systems comprised 56 miles, and the capacity of the

generating station was 3.000 kw. at rated load.

When the extensions, comprising what are generally known as

the Indianapolis Northern lines, were decided upon, an addition

to the power sUtion became necessary, and the work of construc-

included two-400-h. p. and two 600-U. p, Bahcock & Wilcox boilers

with superheaters and B. & W. stokers; two cross-compound engmes

direct connected to i,ooo-kw.. 3-5-volt, three phase, Wcstmg-

liouse engine type generators; one 75-1' i>.
motor driven exciter

'

set- two isoo-li. P Knowles condensers; and an extension of 210

ft to the Mead coal conveyor. Two alternating current generator

panels, two transmission line feeder panels, and one exciter panel

were added to the switchboard.

The most marked change in the station was the construction of

a separate transformer building. This is 30x90 ft., two stories

KEf •

LOGANSPORT* Peru
Hiqh Tension
D.C. Feeder
TroUeu

KOKOMO

NOBLESVILLE

L FAIRMOUHT

Alexandria

MUMCIE

W'i NEW CASTLE

BROAD RIPPLE

INDIANAPOLIS
DIAGRAM OF A. C. AND D. C. DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM.

«ln thiH dl..gr:,m .her. aro shown trolley wire. ..nd direct ^'"l^J^fZ^TBl;i^:ii"nTs';ir^nr apSf-ind

tion was carried out under the direction of Mr. A. S. Richey, elec-

trical engineer for the company, following the original design which

was by Sargent & Lundy. of Chicago. The limit of the old build

ing is indicated on the plan view, and is also to be seen m the

exterior view of the station building, the photograph from which

lhi> was reproduced having been taken before the monitor roof on

the new portion was completed.

It will be observed that the original building had space for four

1,000-kw unilJ and that with the extension there arc six such units

provided for. The new equipment iniulled in the station proper

high, located near the southeast corner of the main station. On

(he lower or basement floor are the transformers, comprising the

15 transformers of 250 kw. each of the original equipment removed

from the main building, and seven new transformers of soo kw.

capacity each. The smaller transformers step the curieiil up I"

15,000 volts for the old system .md the larger ones supply llu' uew

30,000-volt lines.

Six 30000-volt high-tension circuit breakers, six .30,000 high ten-

sion lightning arrcMcrs. and six static interrupters were installed

in the second story of the transformer building, and the 15,000-voIl
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MAIN IMWEK STATION AT ANDERSON.

that the proposed system might he shown complete. 1 he 30,000-

volt 6-wire transmission line hetween Anderson and the Elwood

sub-station is installed as indicated, being erected along the route

chosen for the Andcrson-Elwood division.

The transmission lines erected for the Indianapolis .Vortl.eru

system, as shown in the diagram, comprise: Two 30.000-volt cir-

cuits of three No. 3 wires each from Anderson via Elwood to

Tipton: from Tipton a single line of three No. 3 wires south to

Noblesville and thence three No. 4 wires to Broad Ripple; two

lines of three No. 4 wires each from Tiptim north to Kokomo

;

from Kokomo one line of three No. a wires to Logansport and one

(if three No. 5 wires to P.erii.

On transmission lines glass insulators 7]/, in. in iliameter are used;

part of the.se are the Knowles and part of tlie Heraingray make.

The overhead line material was furnished by tbc Ohio Brass Co.

The several sub-stations are each provided with two 250-kw.

Westinghouse rotary converters, four i7S-kw. step-down trans-

formers, three static interrupters, three 30,000-volt lightning arrest-

ers, high tension circuit breakers with marble barriers, and the

necessarv switchboard p:mcls. Each of six sub-stations (except

INTEKIOK OF SUB-STATION AT TtlTON.
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Hroail Ripple) has a Jjo-ampcre storage battery and a 400-anipcrc

booster driven by an induction motor; the Broad Ripple siib-sla-

tion has a 640-anipcre storage battery and a sis-anipcre booslir

|"hcsc batteries were furnished by the Electric Storage Battery Co
.\t the Noblesville. Tipton ami Kokomo sub-stations both incoiii

ing and outgoing high-tension feeders are connected to the sub

station bns bars, permitting a considerable degree of lle.xibility in

cutting ont higli-lension feeders in case of accidents that interrupt

placed 29 ft. - in. between centers. The wheels are steel-tired with

wrought iron spoke center. 'J"he diameter of wheels when new
's yiV* '" ; ihe flange is % in. thick and ^i in. deep. ; the tread is

.I'/i in. wide. The axles on these cars are 8s!4 in. long over all,

with 4!4 X 8 in. journals. The diameter of the axle at the center

is dVi in. ; at the wheel and gear fits, 7^ in.

The motor equipment comprises four Westingliouse No. 85 motors

rated at 75 h. p. each, with (Jibbs suspension. Ten of the cars have

«
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Grading, J. N Bick, Toledo. O. ; R. G. Kirkpatrick & Co., Andcr
son, Ind.

; Johnson & HiTry. .Anderson, Ind. ; something over one
half of the grading was done by the company.

Steel liriilges, Indiana Itridgc Co., Muncie, Ind.

Concrete culverts and concrete arch bridges. National Bridge Co .

Indianapolis ; Hoeflfer & Co., Chicago, and railway company.

-I \M»\KM i'a>>k\(;kk i\l;

Masonry for alnitments, about one-tliiiil In IloifTer & Co.. Chi-

c.igo, and two-thirds by the company.

Overhead wdrk. Electrical Installation Co., Chicago; J. J. Bren-

nan & Co., Indianapolis, and railway company forces.

White oak tics were furnished by the Gray Tie Co., of Evansvillc.

Ind.. and the poles by Holcomb, Lobb & Co.

.\ list of sonic of the principal construction tools purchased by the

company in order to carry out the portion of the work done by it is

interesting as showing the magnitude of the work. The company
had two narrow gage and si.x standard gage steam locomotives,

thirty 8o,ooo-lh. Rodger ballast cars, 2 Rodger plow cars for spread-

ing gravel, 24 Hat cars (50,000 lb. capacity;, 20 standard gage and 12

narrow gage Western side dump cars, 12 hand cars, 2 Thew auto-

matic steam shovels, I Vulcan traction shovel, 2 Smith concrete

mixers, 2 gas engines, 10 pumps of various capacities, 37 wheel
scrapers, 2 electric track drills.

< « »

Bursting of 4.ft. Fly Wheels.

In a paper presented by Prof. C. H. Benjamin, of Cleveland, at

the recent meeting of the .American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers the author described some very interesting experiments in

which fly-wheels 4 ft. in diameter of various designs were tested

to destruction. A cast iron pulley 48 in. in diameter and S'/i in.

wide with 6 arms of elliptical section, being a well proportioned

wheel such as is used on shafting tor power transmission, burst at

a speed of about 230 ft. per second or 100 r. p. m. A wheel of this

section should not burst under a speed of 1020 r. p. m. In this

ca.se the failure was due to the centrifugal action of a balance

weight of 3' J lb., which had been riveted to the rim on the lighter

side in order to balance the wheel.

The second wheel tested was of the same general style and
dimensions as the first but was made in tw-o parts secured by
tlange joints, the joints being midway between arms. This wheel
burst at a speed of less than 700 r. p. m. The author estimated
the speed to have been not in e.\cess of 600 r. p. m., corresponding
to a linear .speed of rim of 125 ft. per second.

The third wheel had a rim of cast steel made in 10 segments,
each joint secured by three prisoners of an I section on the out

side face, by link prisoners on the edges and by a dove-tailed

bronze clamp on the inside fitting over lugs on the rim. There
were 20 arms of phosphor bronze arranged :n pairs and bolted to

plain faces on a polygonal hub. The wheel was further rein-

forced by a system of diagonal bracing. It was found necessary
to enclose both .sides of the wheel with sheet metal disks, as the
air resistance of the spokes and braces made it impossible to reach
a high speed. .At the speed of 775 r. p. m. the wheel burst and
broke the heavy cast iron casing, the upper half of the casing
weighing one-half ton being thrown about 75 ft. into the air.

New Lnglaiid Street Uuilway Cluh.

riie New England Street Railway Club held its November meet-

ing in Boston on the evening of the joth, at the American House.

.\ departure from the usual customs of the club was observed by

a dinner in which the members participated prior to the meeting.

Several candidates were elected to membership and

at about 8:30 p. m. the subject of the evening was

taken up. This was a paper by Mr. Clarence Renshaw,

of the Wcstinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

on Single Phase .Alternating Current Traction.

Mr. Ren.shaw's paper was illustrated by stcreopticon

views, a large number of which were shown illustrat-

ing the a. c. single phase equipment which has been

developed by the Westinshouse engineers within the

last few years. In beginning, Mr. Renshaw stated that

in all the divisions of electrical work two separate prob-

lems are apparent : transmission and utilization. The

latter problem was studied first in the early develop-

ments, and out of its necessities grew the transmission

problem. The t'.iree gre.it divisions—from the utilization

standpoint—of lighting, power and traction, were all first

developed on a direct current basis, because fewer

difficulties and less complicated phenomena were appar-

ent. The transmission problem soon came to the front,

however, and the disadvantages of the moving machinery required

to change voltages, coupled with the loss of power in making such

changes, soon made themselves seriously felt. Then, too, the limita-

tions in voltage caused by the commutator came into play, and a

factor which caused considerable difficulty was the generation and

utilization of power at appro.ximately the same potential. The cost

of conductors became excessive when power was transmitted more

than comparatively short distances.

The alternating current is easy to transform in voltage and

therefore easy to transmit with small loss of power at high poten-

tials. Station apparatus also is simpler. With a high transmission

voltage the cost of conductors for transmitting large amounts of

power long distances becomes reasonable. This point was realized

first in incandescent lighting development, then in a. c. arc light-

ing work, and then in general power transmission. Electric traction

has been the last great field to make use of alterating current. The
transmission problem alone led to the use of alternating current.

To a certain extent economy has been secured by the invention of

the rotary converter, but the lack of a suitable motor has delayed

the development of a. c. traction more than anything else.

-Alternating equipment must have characteristics reasonably suited

to its work and good performance. The polyphase motor requires

at least two working conductors in addition to the ground, and it

has an inefficient speed control. The advantages gained in trans-

mission are more than offset by the general unsuitability of the

induction motor to the requirements of railway work. The mat-

ters of starting and acceleration arc not a great success with the

polyphase motor. The series motor is particularly adapted to rail-

w^ay work as the torque increases in somewhat greater ratio than

the current, say three times to twice the current. The induction

motor runs at a constant speed regardless of the load, so that a car

can run on a level at only the speed with which it ascends the heav-

iest grade. Great fluctuations in power demand result, with an ex-

cessive weight and cost of motor for a given weight of car. With
the series machine a smaller motor suflSces to do the same work.

Experience has shown that the successful a, c. motor must have
series characteristics.

All single phase motors for railway service arc of one of three

types: straight or compensated, repulsion, or transformer series.

The two latter types are inferior to the first two. The third type
has been used in Europe as the Winter-Eicbbcrg machines, and
the second type has been abandoned generally in favor of the first.

The straight scries motor appears to be the only type suitable for

use under American conditions.

It is well known that when the armature and field flux of a motor
are reversed simultaneously no change in the direction of rotation

occurs. Therefore alternating current may be successfully applied to
direct current motors, provided that various difficulties in design
are overcome. It is the designer, rather than the operating engi-
neer or the manufacturer, who has borne the brunt of the a. c.
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motor development. Given a correct design, there are no special ob-

stacles to the production of a motor whose performance may be

predicted with close accuracy. The magnetic circuit of the motor

field must be laminated to reduce eddy current and hysteresis

losses. At the point of commutation the armature coils immediately

connected with the brushes lie beneath the field poles, both armaturo

and field being exposed to the same pulsating magnetic flu.x. A
transformer action therefore takes place in which the field is the

primary and the armature the secondary, a secondai;y e. m. f. being

generated in the armature. The armature coils are short circuited

when this e. m. f. is a ma.ximum. and unless the design is such as

will hold this induced voltage down to a low value, sparking is

certain to occur at the conmiutator on account of the heavy cur-

rents likely to flow in the short circuited coils. The sum of the

e. m. fs. across field and armature does not equal the voltage

measured across the two in series because of the difference in phase.

.\ compensated winding across the field poles is used to make the

armature input non-inductive. The field input is practically .ill

inductive because it is the magnetizing element. High power fac-

tors require a small magnetizing element. The voltage across the

field is also relatively low as compared with that across the arma-

ture circuit. .X high power factor likewise requires that the product

of armature turns and armature speed should be large compared

with that of the field turns into the frequency. The field turns

must be made as few as possible. This may be accomplished by re-

ducing the air gap"s effective length either by shortening the length

of the actual air gap or increasing its area. The former course in-

creases the cost of maintenance, especially in the journals, and ren-

ders mishaps more likely on account of the tendency of the arma-

ture to strike the pole pieces. \n air gap of .04 in. was used on

each side of the armature in one of the European motors. The
e. m. f. in the short circuited armature coils and the tendency to

spark depends upon the frequency. The lower the frequency the

better is the motor performance. The standard frequency of 25

cycles is successful with single phase railway motors, which are

merely standard direct current machines with a compensated wind-

ing and laminated poles. There is therefore no guesswork about the

satisfactory operation of the a. c. motor.

Mr. Renshaw showed an interesting lantern slide illuslratiii)>

the front of a loo-h. p. single phase a. c. motor, in which the two

field leads could be plainly seen and also the two armature leads

which are in series with them and the compensating winding. This

winding is threaded through the poles in special slots. There are

lour main field coils. Views of the rear ends, interior and armature

of this motor were shown, after which the four standard sizes which

the company has developed were thrown upon the screen. These

are 150, too, 75 and 50 h. p. In principle and construction these ma-

chines bear a close resemblance to standard d. c. machines.

The somewhat steeper speed curve of the a. c. mortor is note-

worthy, and the efficiency of the motor is slightly below that of the

d. c. machine, but this is more than offset by the increase in the

efficiency of the system as a whole. At full rated load and above

a power factor of 85 per cent may be secured, and at half loads this

figure may easily run from 90 per cent up. The speed regulation is

generally secured by varying the voltage impressed ui^in the motor,

and the voltage across the field of a 200-volt motor may be 100

volts or more. A much higher relative e. m. f. is required to force

any given current through the a. c. motor in starting than in the

case of the d. c. machine. The a. c. motor is therefore much less

likely to be damaged than the d. c. motor by a too rapid feeding.

Special auxiliary apparatus is naturally required in an a. c. car

equipment. The higher trolley voltage which is one of the great

sources of economy in a single phase road cannot be used upon the

motors, which require current at 250 volts or thereabouts. Hence

a transformer is the first additional requisite of the a. c. equipment

The aulo-lransformer—the single coil type—is employed, and it

i^ placed beneath the car. It is provided with a series of up and

down air ducts which permit the ingress of air forced in by the

breeze caused when the car is running, but which do not allow the

moisture and dirt to lie carried into the transformer In some

cases the transformer is arranged to ring the current to either high

or low voltage taps, as may lie desired. Mr. Renshaw then showed

a slide illustrating the dirt and moisture shields Ahivk referred In.

The next problem is how to control and start the motors. An
ordinary scries parallel and rheostatic control could l>e used, but

with the low voltages employed on the motors the currents to be

handled are so large that great difficulty is experienced in the

larger powered equipments. With a 250-volt motor the current is

practically double the current of an ordinary d. c. equipment. Fur-

thermore, the magnetic blow-out device is of little use with an

alternating current, so the making and breaking of the circuit is a

difficult matter. For this reason the scheme of controlling the car

by means of varying the voltage through changes in transformer

taps is applied only to the smaller equipments. The induction regu-

lator solves the problem without opening the circuit. It consists of

a transformer so arranged that the primary coil may be rotated with

respect to the secondary. The change in the transforming action

which corresponds to the movement of this primary enables the

voltage generated in the regulator to be changed from a maximum
in one direction, through zero to a maximum in the other direc-

tion. The secondary is in series with the circuit from the trans-

former to the motors. The voltage on the low tension side of the

anlo-transfonncr is about 200. The motors receive from 125 to 250

volts through the induction regulator, which first opposes and then

aids the transformer. The continuous action of the regulator in

suies a smooth acceleration and a large number of running pomt"

with any condition of load and grade. There is no additional sourc

of loss, and the energy required is reduced in proportion to the

speed. .'Xs the induction regulator has considerable torque it is

driven by a small air motor through a worm and wheel. Tlu'

motor is controlled by electro-pneumatic valves.

The regulator does not open or close the motor circuit and there-

fore supplies only the voltage variation necessary to control the

speed of the car when it is in motion. The switching which opens

and closes the circuit is done in the primary circuit of the trans-

former. This is an advantage in that large currents are not broken

and also in the omission of any iron loss in the transformer when
the car is standing still. A special circuit breaker and switch is

used. It consists in the main, of a plunger which is held by a

pneumatic cylinder against a powerful spring. When the air is re-

leased the spring throws the plunger back, opens the contacts, and

the arc is ruptured by a jet of air which is forced against the con-

tacts. The air pipe is insulated by rubber hose, and the circuit

breaker has been built to operate satisfactorily up to 3,000 volts and

with equipments of four loo-h. p. motors. At voltages as high as this,

and even below it is advisable to get rid of any luuulling of the

trolley pole by the car crew. Hence a trolley pole has been de-

signed which carries a movable bow at an angle of about jo° from

the vertical through the joint with the main pole, and which is

operated by compressed air. The contact bow is light, and is hinged

to the main pole, which is also set at an angle with the car roof.

The motonnan thus may raise the trolley or lower it at will. 'The

bow and trolley fall flat upon the roof of the car when not in use.

Ihe bow will run either forward or backward without adjustment,

as it automatically shifts to the right or left of the vertical in ac-

cordance with the car movement. The trolley is insulated by

lour porcelain insulators.

Car lights are operated from a small auxiliary transformer of

similar design to the main transformer. 'The air compressor is

driven by a motor of similar design to the main motors, and it

takes its current from Ihe same transformer which supplies the

lights.

.'\s Ihe motors arc all in parallel the car may still be run willi

ihrec motors if one fails. The use of compressed air and pneu

malic valves makes Ihe equipment adaptable to trains and iiuiltiplc

unit control. The preceding description applies to equipments ag-

gregating 150 h. p. per car, or over. Smaller equipments secure

their voltage variation by the use of loops from the main trans-

former. 'The controls of these smaller equipments are therefore de-

signed lo be workeil without the use of compressed air. 'The in-

duction regulator is omitted and the reversing switch ))laced directly

between Ihe motors and the transformer. The weight of these small

equipments is approximately the same as that of direct current

outfits of the same capacity. The transformer weighs about as much
as a single motor. In large equipments the total weight of the cquip-

Mienl is about 15 per cent greater than Ihe same capacity of d. c.

apparatus, but this means that the a. c. outfit increases tlie total car

weight by only about 5 per cent.

The a. c. equipments operate perfectly willi direct current if it is

supplied with Ihe proper voltage. 'There is some demand for an
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:i. c cqiiipinciit capable of being operated a. c. in the open country

and d. c. at 500 volts in cities, bnt a double system of control in-

troduces serious complications in the apparatus and greatly increases

its cost. Compromises must be made in the installation if the car

is to run both a c. and d. c. The transformers must be entirely

cut out when direct current is used, and the switches interlocked so

that mistakes cannot be made.

On new intcrurban .ind even established through lines there arc

but few cases where the use of direct current is an absolute neces-

sity. With 1,000 volts or less on the trolley the ordinary type of

line construction can be modified so as to work well in single phase

operation. Above this voltage an improved form of lino construc-

tion is needed. This means a grooved copper trol-

ley v\irc with catenary suspensions from 7/16-in.

7-strand steel messenger cable carried from

brackets or span wires. The spans are 60, 80 or 120

ft. apart, and the trolley is suspended by galvanized

iron hangers every 10 ft. The length of the hangers

varies from 3 to 6 ft., according to the span length.

The messenger cable is used as an auxiliary con-

tluctor and is supported by porcelain insulators of

corrugated form, which in turn are carried on sleeves

attached to the line brackets. An iron stirrup de-

pending from the insulator holds the wire in case

it falls on account of insulator breakage. No spe-

cial work is needed in the trolley system as the bow
trolley readily adapts itself to any change in align

ment occuring at switches and turnouts. Every

1,000 ft. along the track is a supplementary arm
design to keep the catenary structure vertical and to

prevent side motion. Line construction is now avail-

able for a. c. trolley work up to 3,300 volts. Sec-

tion insulators have also been designed for these potentials.

Sub-stations for a. c. railway work are notably simple in construc-

tion. Thus, a building 12 ft. by 15 ft. by 20 ft. affords ample room
for the installation of the oil switches, lightning arresters, cooling

apparatus and transformer required for a 300-kw. installation with

a voltage transformation of 20,000 to 3,000. No more care and

attention should be required by such a station than a section of

liigb tension line. The distance between sub-stations depends upon

circumstances. The drop in voltage |.er 100 amperes per mile of line

amounts to about 60 volts with 80 lb. rail, single track, 25 cycles.

No. 000 trolley and Vio-in. steel messenger wire. The impedance

amounts in this case to about 1.8 times the ohmic resistance. At

90 per cent power factor the a. c. drop conies to about twice the

d. c. drop, with 3,000 volts on the trolley wire the drop for a given

amount of power transmitted is about 8 per cent of the direct cur-

rent drop at ordinary trolley potentials. With two 300-h. p. cars

located half-way between stations and taking a maximum of 75 per

cent of the combined full load current of each, 20 per cent drop and

2.000 volts on the trolley wire, the maximum allowable distance be-

tween sub-stations is 13 miles. Under the same conditions with direct

current the sub-stations would have to be s'/i miles apart as a maxi-

niuni, and a 500,000-c. m. feeder cable would be required in additicm.

Besides the gain in transmission there is a saving in operating

expenses due to the elimination of rotary converters and the result-

ing reduction in the cost of attendance. There is also a slight sav-

ing in power consumption. Mr. Renshaw stated that at present there

is no intention on the part of his company to attempt to revolutionize

all urban d. c. traction systems by changing over to alternating

equipment. Rather is it the idea to introduce the a. c. motor on

new or existing intcrurban lines and especially is it notable that

sparsely settled districts can make use of a. c. traction in many
cases where direct current would be too expensive. It is probable

that transportation companies will follow the practice of lighting

companies in using direct current for short distance urban service,

and alternating current for the longer distances.

.\s yet no railway is in complete operation with a. c. series motors.

but 45 complete car equipments are under contract by the Westing-

house company; of these, the motors vary in rating from 50 to 150

h. p. and the aggregate horsepower reaches 11,000. In less than

two months one of the roads is expected to be in complete opera-

tion. The above contracts are made with 9 different roads.

In reply to several questions by members of the club Mr. Ren-

shaw stated that roughly 5 to 15 per cent of the losses of d. c.

equipments is saved by the elimination of rheostatic control u) the

a. c. system, but that against this must lie charged a sacrifice of some

5 per cent in motor efficiency. The line voltage of 3,000 allows the

sub-station to be spaced a reasonable distance apart, and as one goes

alioul this voltage the troubles with the trolley line conslruclion

mount up very fast.

Touring Car Service in Cleveland.

riio Cleveland Electric Railway Co. reports a very successful

season with its touring car service, which opened July ist and

closed Oct. 23rd, being in operation 115 days. This service has

I LEVEI.AND TOURING CAR.

been one of the best mediums for advertising Cleveland that

has been introduced and is so admitted by Cleveland business

men. The car used for this purpose is one of the convertible type

with a seating capacity for 70 people. Only that number of persons

were allowed on the car, none were allowed to stand. There was

no extra expense for guards as the conductors explained the points

of interest along the different routes. Cash fares were collected

from each passenger, no tickets being used. The cars started from

the public square and passengers were taken only at this point and

in the down town district but were allowed to leave at any point

upon signal. Three daily trips were made each day at 10 a. m..

12 m. and 2 p. ni., the car being run at such hours that it did not

interfere in any way with the regular traffic. The trip lasts two

hours and the fare was 2Sc.

Statements for this service show the average number of car miles

per day, 95; average number of hours per day, gVi'; receipts per

car mile. $32.29 and receipts per car hour, $3.33. The accompany-

ing illustration shows the car used in this service. Mr. J. W. But-

ler is the manager of the touring car service of the Cleveland Elec-

tric Railway Co. and has his office at 620 Electric Bldg.
•-•-

Lewis & Clark Centenial Exposition.

Portland. Ore., is to have the next centennial exposition, that

celebrating the Lewis & Clark Expedition in the first part of the

igth century. The exposition will open June i, 1905, and close Oct.

15, 1905. Grounds aggregating 407 acres have been .secured and for

the last two years the electric railways of Portland have had the ex-

position in view in carrying out their extensions so that the new

consolidated .system will provide the best of transportation facilities

for reaching the exposition. It is confidently expected that this

exposition in the Northwest will prove of great value in promoting

trade between the Pacific Northwest and the Orient. The directot

of exhibits is Mr. Henry E. Dosch.
»

Roanoke Railway & Electric Co.

The Roanoke ^Va. ) Railway & Electric Co., on November 25tli.

issued a very attractive vest-pocket edition of its official schedule,

containing in addition to the schedules, a list of branch ticket

offices, a description of Mountain Park, an article on artistic light-

ing, rules governing transf(/rs, freight rales between Roanoke and
Salem, fire alarm signals and a directory of places worth seeing.
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Concrete - Steel Arches on the Indianapolis

Northern Traction Lines.

During the summer of 1903 thirty-three concrete-steel arches

were erected on the Indianapolis Northern Division of the Indiana

Union Traction System, by the Natipnal Bridge Co., of Indianapolis.

The arches were of spans varying from 4 ft. to 32 ft. and were re-

inforced with steel rods according to the Luten system of arch

construction, as shown in the accompanying sections. This type

of reinforcement is based on the principle that in any combmation

of steel and concrete the steel should be so placed as to resist

tension, while the concrete is relied upon to resist compressive

I in in diameter, and spaced at intervals of from 12 in. to 18 w.

Smooth rods were "used in preference to deformed steel for several

reasons; because there is as yet no good reason for supposing that

smooth steel properly embedded will slip even under vibratory

loads; because the cost of smooth steel rods was 40 per cent less

than corrugated bars ; because of the greater ease of securing the

fk;. I 12-FT. sr.\N DiRiNu constriition.

stresses The steel rods arc embedded near the inner surface of

the arch at the crown and near the outer surface at the haunches,

crossing the arch rib at or near the points where the bending

moments are at minimum. The steel, in other words, lies near the

tension edge of the arch, reinforcing the concrete at those points

where the tension due to live loading would tend to crack tin-

concrete.
,

Since the points at which the series of rods should cross the arch

rib cannot be determined with accuracy, alternate rods are so

bent as to cross the ribs at different points. Thus the end rod, say.

will cross the arch rib at a given point, the second rod will cross

at a point lower down, and the third rod at a higher point, the fourth

rod lK.-ing parallel to -the l^rst again, the fifth parallel to the second.

,-.^. ir-e- •

KIG. 3. 12-FT. SPAN ON 45 DEGREE SKEW.

round slccl proniplly in iho open niarkcl, while an order for cor-

rugated or twisted bars involves considerable delays; and finally

because in this type of reinforced arch the steel is m tension

throughout its entire length, and there is not, therefore, the tend-

ency to slip that there is in a bar subjected to both tension and

compression in the same piece. •

In addition to the steel reinforccnicnl in tl.e arch proper, all ol

these arches were built with steel ties from abntnicnt to abutment

embedded in a 6-in. concrete pavement beneath the bed of the

stream. These ties were designed to effectually prevent spreadigg

of the abutments under the thrust of the arch, thus permitting the

use of much lighter abutments than would otherwise be necessary.

The concrete pavement protects the .steel ties against corrosion,

and also acts as a strut to prevent the abutments from being forced

in by pressure of the earth filling back of the abutments in case that

pressure should be so great as to overcome the thrusts of the

arch rib. This pavement moreover provides a solid bed for all of

UIAGKA.U FOK 12-PT. SI'AK,

and so on. In this way also, varying poiitions of the live load wonl.l

lie provided for.

While thii type of reinforced arch lends itself very readily lo the

use of corrugated or twisted bars nevertheless in the'.e arches

smooth Mrel rods alone were used, varying in size from M m, I"

SKEW OK ARCH UUKlNG CUNSTRUCTlON.

the waterway under the arch, absolutely preventing scouring of

the bed and thus making the bridge flood proof. At up-slrtMU,

and down-stream ends the pavement was extended several feet

.lowiiwards into the bed of the stream to form an a|.rou pievciitiiig

undermining. The pavement and aprons were lai.l from end to

end of wings to protect the wing footings as well as the abul-

incnls.
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The pavement and lies would of course be omitted iti any case

wlicre the depth of the water to be spanned would render their plac-

ing impracticable, recourse then being had to heavier abutments to

resist the thrust and to greater depth of footings to avoid under-

mining. In all of the thirty-three arches on the Indianapolis North-

ern, however, the pavement and ties were found to be practicable

and economical.

The abutment lies were anchored in each abutment by extending

tlicni through to near the back of the abutment where each was bent

.It right angle; and hooked over the nc.st adjacent tie. The rein-

FK.- 5, JO-FT. SPAN. 6-FT. RISK.

forcing rods in the arch rib were extended into the abutments and

hooked to the abutment ties. All junctions between separate rods

were made by means of open hooks, relying upon the adhesion of

the concrete to prevent these hooks from pulling out. The arch

rods were continuous from abutment to abutment, welds being

employed when rods longer than stock lengths were required. The

hooks and welds, rough scarf welds, were worked in the shop

before shipment to the field so that the steel was received at the

bridge ready to place in position.

The process of construction was first to excavate for and

place the footings for the abutments and wings up to the lower

level of the pavement. The pavement was then laid across the bed

of the stream, embedding the abutment ties all except the ends

which projected over the footings to connect with the arch rods.
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The cost per cubic yard for concrete for this work, including ali

excavation, forms, etc., was higher of course than is usually paid

for more massive construction, being as high as $10.00 or $li.oo

per yard for the smaller arches, yet the total cost of the work was

at a considerable saving to the Traction company as compared with

the usual type of plain concrete arches.

Fig. I shows the general appearance of a 12-ft. span at Station

927 on the Kokomo-Peru Division, and Fig. 2 is a design sheet

for this bridge reproduced to an actual scale of one inch to twenty-

five feet. Fig. 3 is a 12-ft. span on 45° skew, making the skew span

at face of arch 17 ft., and having a total length over all of over

80 ft. to accommodate a 15-ft. fill. Fig. 4 shows this arch under

construction with the partly completed grade in the background.

Fig. 5 is a 20-ft. span arch with an opening 6 ft. in height. The arch

J^€>r

FIG. 8. LAVOIT OF 12-FT. ARCH ON 68 DEGREE SKEW.

is a right arch, but the alternate wings stand at 90° and 45° with

the roadway to accommodate a skewed stream. The details of the

i2-in. copings on spandrels and g-in. copings on wings are clearly

shown in this view.

A lo-lt. arch with 8-ft. height of opening, used as a driveway and

stock pass, is shown in Fig. 6. This view is taken from within the

stone arch of the same span on the L, E. & W. Ry. which parallels

Ihe traction line at this point. Fig. 7 is a 6-ft. span near Broad

Ripple, having extended spandrels instead of wings. One of the

arches had a right span of 12 ft., but with 3 skew of 68°, so that the

span in face of arch is 32 ft. The crossing angle is but twenty-two

degrees. Such an extreme skew- would hardly be feasible for any

other construction than reinforced concrete. The lay-out of the

FIG. 9. SECTION PARALLEL TO ROADVVAV.

arch is shown in Fig. 8, and a section lakcii iiarallcl to the nnidway

is shown in Fig. 9.

While all of the arches on tlie Indian^ipolis Northern are of com-

paratively .*hort span, the principles on which they are designed have

been applied and tested on highway arches of much greater spans.

One of these highway arches has been built with a span of 80 ft.,

height of opening 16 ft. and width of roadway 16 ft. The concrete

pavement was laid in the bed of the stream under 3 ft. 6 in. of

water. The arch was designed to carry a uniform live load of 200

lb. per sq. ft., and a concentrated live load of a 20-ton road roller.

The contract price for this bridge complete was $2,695.00 or about

the same as the cost of a temporary steel bridge for the same

location.

Jones Underfeed Stoker Awarded John Scott Medal.

The City of Philadephia holds in trust under the legacy of John

Scott, of Edinburgh, a sum of money, the interest of which is to

be used for the encouragement of "ingenious men and women who
make useful inventions." The legacy provides for the distribution

of a medal and a money premium to such persons whose invention.^

shall merit this recognition. The examination of the inventions sub-

mitted as worthy of the medal and premiums has been delegated

the Arts, of which Lewis M. Ilaupt was chairman. A sub-com-

mittee was appointed, consisting of the following: Kern Dodge,

chairman; John W. llartman, James Christie and H. F. Colvin.

This committee spent about a year in thoroughly investigating llie

matter, visiting numerous plants throughout the coujitry where these

stokers have been installed. In making its report the sub-committee

concluded as follows

:

by the Board of City Trusts, of Philadephia, to the Franklin In

stitutc, and the Institute, acting by its Committee on Science and thf

Arl5, undertakes to make the investigation and to recommend for

the award meritorious inventions.

In March, igo.^, Mr. Elwood E. Taylor, who at thai lime was

connected with the Under-Feed Stoker Co. of America, by invila.

lion, gave a lecture on the Jone« underfeed stoker before the Frank

lin Instilule. The discussion which followed aroused much inter-

est and the underfeed stoker invcnird by Evan William Jones, of

Portland, Ore., was referred to the Committee on .Science and

"In view of the fact that Mr. Evan William Junes has done such

good work in bringing out the design of the underfeed stoker under

consideration, and in view of the simplicity of Ihe device from a

mechanical standpoint, both in construction and operation, we rec-

ommend that the John .Scott Legacy Premium and Me<lal be awarded

to him." This report was adopted at a stated meeting of the Com-
mittee on Science and the Arts, held I'^ch. 3, 11)04.

After advertisement of the action in the Journal nf lin- liisliluii

in oriler to give opportimity for any protests, the medal slinwn in

accompanying engravings was formally awarded by the city.



McKinlcy Syndicate Properties of Central Illinois. II.

The Illinois Central Traction Co. and the St. Louis & Springfield Railway Co.

These two properties may properly be considered together as they

form a continuous line witli the city of Springfield as the dividing

point and have been divided into the two companies merely for the

purpose of organization. Both of these lines will, moreover, be

practically a continuation of the Illinois Traction system within the

next two years, after the existing gap between Decatur and Cham
paign, which is to be built, is completed. These two lines are oper-

ated from one power house situated at Riverton, about six miles

from Springfield, and this plant, which is thoroughly modern in its

equipment and engineering details, has been design'.-d with an ulti-

The Springfield-Decatur line parallels the Illinois Central for about

iYi miles out of Springfield and then parallels the Wabash R. Ft.

to Decatur. This part of the line has four railroad crossings at

grade, these being with the Wabash, Illinois Central, the Baltimore

& Ohio and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. The line from

Springfield to Hast St. Louis is entirely completed as far as Car-

linville and contracts for the completion of the line from Carlin-

ville to East St. Louis have already been let. The part of the line

now completed passes through a number of towns, .some of which

are of considerable size, and Springfield being the capital of the

HAMIl.TnN-CORl.ISS KNdlNK .\Nn CENKR.VL EI.ECTRU' ' ALTtKN.XTOK liN RIVEKTON POWER HOUSE.

mate capacity sufiicient to eventually supply current for the entire

system, including some branches which it is proposed to build in the

near future.

The Illinois Central Traction Co. is the name of the system run-

ning from Springfield east to Decatur and the St. Louis & Spring-

field Railway Co. runs from Springfield southwest to Carlinville and

will be completed down to East St. Louis within a short time as work

on the lower portion has already commenced. While this part of

the system as a whole may be considered under construction, some

parts have been in operation since last June. The line from Spring-

field to Riverton has been operating on an hourly service as has also

the line from Springfield south to Auburn. The power house at

Riverton was first put into partial operation near the end of August

and during SeptembL-r the entire distance from Decatur down to

Carlinville was opened to service.

state naturally draws considerable traffic from all of the surround-

ing cities. Springfield has a population of 45.000 and the population

of some of the principal cities on the line are as follow^s: Riverton,

2.500; Dawson, 800; Buffalo, 1,200; Lanesville, 400; Illiopolis, 800;

Nantic, 600; liarristown, 400; Decatur, 2,500. On the line running

south from Springfield the populations of the pricnpial towns are ai

follows: Chathain. 1.500; Auburn, 2,000; Thayer, 1,200; Virden,

4.000 ; Girard, 2,500; Nilwood, 800; Carlinville, 4,000.

The city line at Springfield is not owned by the McKinley syndi-

cate, but traffic arrangements have been made with the local company

whereby the interurban cars run over the local tracks within the

city limits. The starting point of the interurban roads in Springfield

is on Monroe St., in the central part of the city, and the tracks of

the interurban companies begin near the city limits. These tracks

are laid with 70-lb. T-rails of the K. S. C. E. section and run entirely
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on private right of way, excepting for short distance in some of the

cities through which the lines pass. In most places the interurban

rights of way are adjacent to the rights of way of the steam railroads

which they parallel. The grades are very slight throughout the

three lilies, are carried on Uie opposite side of the roadway on the

second line of poles, this construction being used in order to isolate

the high tension system entirely from the rest of the overhead work.

The new power house which has recently been completed has been

designed with sufficient capacity to operate the entire system from

Decatur to St. Louis. It is situated at Riverton, which is seven miles

northeast of Springfield, and is located on the bank of the Sangamon

River. The exterior of the building is shown in one of the accom-

panving illustrations. The foundation and walls to the first floor

arc of concrete. The basement floor is one foot higher than the

highest recorded high water mark of the river. The superstructure

is"of yellow brick and the building contains numerous high arched

windows which light the entire interior very satisfactorily. In ad-

dition to these side windows, the roof of the building is provided

with skylights. The building has been constructed with a view

to future extension and its design as well as the sek-ction and ar-

l,l..\tK.\L VIEW UF fUWEK HOUSE.

whole length of the lines and outside of the cities there are compara-

tively few curves, all of which have been constructed with a view to

high speed operation.

The track is laid on standard size ties spaced 2 ft. between centers

and is ballasted with gravel ballast. There are a number of bridges

on the line which are built of steel with concrete foundations and all

of the culverts are also built of concrete. The construction of the

roadbed is very substantial, and was done under the supervision of

Mr. R. D. Smith, superintendent of construction for the McKinley

syndicate. Part of the work was done by the Central Illinois Con-

struction Co.. of which Mr. R. D. Smith is president, and part by

the Chicago Engineering & Constructing Co. The overhead work

has also been very substantially built and consists chiefly of bracket

suspension. A double line of poles is erected, one of which carries

KOTAKV rOjNVERTEl! IN I'UWEU lUlUSE

rangemeiit of the machinery which it contains is due to Messrs.

Sargent & Lundy, engineers, of Chicago. A noticeable feature of

the building is its absolutely fire proof construction. It is built

entirely of concrete, brick and steel, and the only wood it culaius

is in the window frames and doors. The roof of the cnliro build-
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t„c tMinpany s telephone wires on the cross arm near the lop, the

brackets supporting the trolley wire and the continuous oooo feeder,

which is supported on insulatorj and iron pinii fastened directly to

the poles. The high tension lines, which consist of a single »y»teiii of

iiig is supported on steel trusses, and is of concrete an.l expau.lcd

metal construction.

The boiler room, which is shown in the plan and .•l<-vati..n draw-

ings of the building, is 45 « wide an-l iif) ft. long. It coiilaius four
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Babcock & Wilco.x Imilcrs, each of 400 li. p. capacity, wliicli are pro-
vided with superheaters. They carry 150 lb. pressure and superheat
to 120° F. The boilers are arranged in two batteries of two Iwilers

each, and provision has been made for the addition of a third bat-
tery when required. They are also equipped with extended furnaces
and provision has been made for the attachment of mechanical
stokers in the future. The roof trusses over the boilers, which
arc shown in the elevation drawing of the power house, have been
made sufficiently heavy so that coal bunkers can be installed
over the boilers without necessitating any change in the structure.

At present the furnaces arc stoked by hand and coal is dclivereil
to the boiler room in carload lots by means of a spur track from
the Wabash Railroad, which runs close to one side of the building

I'nder the windows in front of the boilers arc iron doors which are

hinged into the wall and which fold down so as to form chutes into

which the coal from the cars is shoveled.

.\t one end of the boiler room is located a self-supporting steel

stack 12 ft. inside diameter and 180 ft. in height from the boiler

room floor. The breeching opening is 13 ft, 6 in. x ft., and is

2,1 ft. 4 in. above the boiler room floor. The stack is anchored

to a concrete foundation about 20 ft. deep with twenty 2'A-'m. founda-

tion bolls. This foundation is hollow and is used as the hot well.

Directly in front of the stack are located three pumps, one of

which is a hot well pump and the other two boiler feed pumps. The
hot well pump, used for pumping water from the hot well to the

heater, is 12x10x20 in. in size. The boiler. feed pumps arc each

lilVEK
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PL.AX (IF MAIN POWER ST.\T1C)N, RIVERTON, ILL.
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14x10x24 in. All of the pumps used in this plant were buili

by Dean Bros., of Indianapolis. They are provided with self-oil-

ing attaclinieuts ; they can be regulated to operate at any speed re

quired and the pistons work at an almost uniform speed during llic

entire stroke. The boiler feed pumps are cross connected so as li)

take water from either the hot well, heater or house tank. On the

river side of ihe building there is a pump room which may be seen

in the general view of the building. The pumps installed here are de-

voted entirely to pumping water from the river for the boiler feed,

condenser and house service. The water supply for the entire plant

is taken from the Sangamon River through an intake crib built into

the bank of the river and water is drawn through two suction pipes,

one 30 in. and one 8 in. in diameter. In the pump room are located

three Dean Bros.' pumps, two of which arc house pumps I2x lox

20 in. in size. The water ends of these pumps are located in the

basement of the pump house and the steam ends are situated on the

main floor of the building, the water and steam cylinders being

26 ft. 6 in. apart. This arrangement of the pumps was made neces-

sary by reason of the unusual variation in the level of the Sangamon

River, which amounts to as much as 27 ft. The steam ends of the

pumps are located on the main floor so that all of the machinery

can be operated from one level without requiring an attendant in
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Ihc basement, and the w.iter cylinilers arc placed as low

as possible so as lo be able to take water wlien, the ruer

is at its lowest point. The house pumps are connected

to an 8-in. suction pipe and they have 6-in. discharges.

The circulating pump, which is 24 x 40 x 24 in. in size,

lias a 20-in. suction coimection and a i6-in. discharge

to the condcnstr. The water end of this pump is also

located 26 ft. 6 in. below the steam ends. The con

denser is the Wheeler "Admiralty" surface type, having

4,000 .sq. ft. of condensing surface, and is provided with

a i()-in. outlet connecting to the J4-in. overflow pipe

running to the river, which discharges into an overflow

crib, giving it a water seal so as to act as a syphon.

The air pump is of the Edwards vertical type.

.\ platform is built alongside the slack directly over

the boiler feed and hot well pumps previously mentioned,

and on tbis platform is located a s,ooo-h p. Webster

"Star" vacuum feed water heater.

The engine room is 133 ft. 7 in. long by 67 ft. wide

and at present contains but one generating unit, which

occupies hut a small part of the available space in this

room. This unit consists of a 28 x 56 x 48-in. Hamilton-

Corliss cross compound condensing engine running at 94 r. p. m.,

direct connected to a i,ooo-kw. three-phase 2,300-volt 25-cycle alter-

nator made by the General Electric Co. The engine has a 20-ft.

tly-wheel with a ig-in. face, and weighs 110.000 Ih Tin- 2.300-voU

The other

POWER HOUSE SWITCHBOARD

circuit of the generator is led to three air-blast transformers which

step the current up to 19,100 volts delta or 33,000 volts Y.

The engine room also contains two exciter sets, one of which is

driven by a loo-h. p. General Electric induction motor. The gen-

erator has a capacity of 75 kw. and operates at 125 volts

exciter set comprises a so-kw. generator driven by a

General Electric vertical marine type engine with cylin-

ders 12 X II in.; this runs at 280 r. p. m. In one corner

of this room is located a sub-station equipment, a view

of which is shown herewith. The high-tension current

passes through motor-operated oil switches to three air-

blast transformers which step the current down to 370

volts. This current then passes through the reactance

to one rotary converter of 500 amperes capacity which

furnishes 600-volt direct current for the portion of the

road adjacent to the power house. The switchboard,

located in one corner of the engine room, is built of

marble supported by a steel frame ; a general view of

the board is shown in one of the engravings. It will

be noticed that nothing but the indicating instruments,

handles for operating the switches, etc., are shown on

the surface of the board. It is located about 5 ft. from

the side wall of the building, giving ample room for

passage way behind the wiring, resistance boxes and

other apparatus contained on the back of the board. A
diagram of the circuits on the board is given in one of

the accompanying illustrations.

The engine room is spanned by a 15-ton hand-power

crane, built by the Northern Engineering Works, of

Detroit. This crane has a span of 67 ft. and travels

the entire lengfth of the engine room This completes

STEEL BRIDGE BETWEEN VIRDEN AND GIRARD.

Ilie present equipment of the engine room. l)ut the capacity of the

plant is about to be increased by the addition of a l,ooo-kw. Curtis

steam turbine, which has been ordered for immediate installation.

Tliis turbine is a 4-stage machine with a speed of 800 r. p. m., and a

Wheeler condenser and Edwards air pump of the

same kind used with the present generating unit will

be used with turbine unit. The turbine is vertical

and the lower bearing is a step bearing made of lig-

num vitae which is lubricated with water. In con-

nection with the step bearing, an R. D. Wood 8-in.

accumulator with cast iron weights is used, by means

of which the pressure of water in the bearing is

automatically regulated. The upper bearing is lubri-

cated with oil. A complete pressure oiling system

is also being installed in this plant with oil pumps,

tanks and filters. This oiling system is to be ex-

tended to all the pumps, engines and other machinery

in the plant.

The high tension lines drop from the step-up trans-

formers down to the bus bar compartments in the

basement, which extend around two sides of the building in the form

of an L. The air pressure in the bus bar chamber is maintained at

about one-half an ounce by a Buflfalo Forge Co. blower, which is

driven by means of a direct connected 3SO-volt induction motor.

Located between the transformers and the bus bars are three-pole.

VIEW IN BOILER ROOM.
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METHOD OF T.\KINC HIGH TENSION HF_\US FROM Bl'S B.^RS.

type F. H.. 200-ainpere. 30,000-volt, oil break, motor driven switcho.

which stand on the main floor directly over the bus bar compartment

The high tension bus bar compartment is worthy of special atten

lion, as it has been designed with a view of obtaining the most per-

fect insulation possible, securing freedom from interruption and, at

the same time, absolute immunity from accidents to attendants ex-

cept in the case of gross negligence. One side of the L. comprising

the bus bar chamber, is used for the connections of the high tension

lines from the step-up transformers to the bus bars and the other

branch of the L is used for taking oflf the high tension lines run-

ning to the sub-stations. Each of the three bus wires run in a

compartment built of brick, the three compartments being entirely

closed to each other. These compartments are 17 in. square inside

measurement, and openings on either side of the compartments arc

made wherever connecting wires are brought in or where insulators

are located. These openings are arranged so as not to come verti-

'

cally over each other and a heavy concrete slab is built into the

wall at the top and bottom of each opening. Strain insulators are

provided at the ends of the bus wire compartments so that the

slack in the wires may be taken up. Heavy porcelain insulators are

l-LAN AND lOCVATlaNS UF SUB-STATIONS.

TYPE OF CONCRETE CULVERT.

used for this purpose, while the other insulators for supporting the

buses are the standard pole line insulators. The insulators are all

carried on iron pins and no wood or other inflammable material is

to be found in the bus bar compartments.

The arrangement for taking off the leads to the high tension pole

line is shown in one of the accompanying illustrations. A tap

from the bus wire is brought out through the opening of the com-

partment and carried up to a disconnecting switch mounted on porcc-

lain insulators. From this switch the line passes through a current

transformer, thence up to an oil-break switch located on the main

floor. From the other side of this oil switch the line drops down

and passes through a wall to a vertical flue or conduit built into the

side wall of the building. There are two sets of these flues for die

out-going high tension lines and the wires run tip these flues to

wire towers on the roof, which contain the lightning arresters and

cut-out switches. The bottom ends of the wires in the flues arc

provided with tiirnbuckles to keep them taut. From the

wire towers on the roof the high tension lines are car-

ried over to the pole line, a set of wires running out in

either direction from the station.

The overhead pole line includes a No. 000 trolley wire,

.1 No. 000 continuous feeder and No. 2 high tension

lines. The continuous feeder is tied into the trolley

wire every quarter mile. The high tension circuits fron)

the Riverton power house arc carried to sub-stations in

Decatur, Illiopolis, Chatham, Virden and .^nderson, and

these sub-stations furnish direct current for the entire

line of the road between Decatur and Carlinville. The
high tension line insulators were furnished by the Locke

Insulator Co., of Victor, N. Y.

The sub-stations, while differing slightly in dimen-

sions, are essentially alike and their general arrange-

ments arc shown in one of the accompanying illustra-

lions containing a plan and elevation views. Like the

power station, they arc so constructed as to be abso-

lutely fireproof, the only materials employed being con-

irele, brick and steel. Their equipment is i<lentical with

that of the sub-station in the Riverton power house and
in every case provision has been made for duplicating

the present equipment.

The distance from Springfield to Carlinville is about

.)o miles and from Springfield to Decatur is also 40
miles. This 80 miles of road was put into operation

this fall when the geiieralinn (il.iiil at Riverlcin was
practically completed.

The company owns 1 1 combination passenger and
baggage cars, four of which are 46 ft lung built by the

St. Louis Car Co., and seven of which are 51 ft. 6 in.
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long, built by the American Car Co. The general arrangement of

of the interior of these cars is similar to those described in the

"Review" for September, 1904, which operate on the Champaign-

Danville intcrnrban line of the McKinley syndicate. The St. Lonis

cars are equipped with four 65-h. p. motors and the

American Car Co. cars with four "J-h. p. motors, ail

having Westinghouse straight air brakes. The St. Louis

cars are heated with Peter Smith hot water heaters and

the American Car Co. cars with "Western" heaters

made by the Franklin Railway Supply Co., Franklin,

Pa.

The cars are all operated with the General Electric

'type M multiple control. The longer cars made by the

American Car Co. are here illustrated by an exterior

view. These cars are 45 ft. I'A in. long from the out-

side of the sheathing on the front end to the end panels

at the rear. The width over outside sheathing is 8 ft.

10 in. The passenger compartment is furnished with

leather upholstered 36-iTi. seats with stationary backs.

These cars arc handsomely finished inside and excel-

lent lightiiig effect is produced by placing the incan-

descent lamps upon the arches of the roof. The bronze

trimmings throughout include a continuous parcel rack

handsome in design and of generous proportions. Stained glass is

used in the arched deck sashes and in the upper part of the windows
which adds greatly to the appearance of the car from both within

and without. A toilet room of standard steam car design is located

at one corner of the car. .A single sliding door is placed between

may be seen in the illustration through the open door

of the baggage compartment.

The organization of the officers and operating staff of

Ibis company, which is operated entirely as a single

property, is shr)wn in the accompanying diagram which

is supplementary to the diagram of organization shown

for the McKinley properties extending from Danville to

Decatur. Mr. W. H. McKinley is president and general

manager ami Mr. L. E. Fischer is manager and pur-

chasing agent of the entire system from Danville to St

Louis. Mr. R. D. Smilh is the assistant manager of the

lines between Decatur and St. Louis and as such reports

to Mr. Fischer. Mr. Smith is also president of the

Central Illinois Construction Co. which has charge of

all new construction for the syndicate, and as such

reports directly to Mr. McKinley.

The relations of both the construction company forces

and the operating departments of the roads are shown

in the accompanying diagram. Mr. W. K. Tarrant is

chief engineer of the construction department and the

operation of the power plant is in charge of Mr. Frank

Brumagin.

.•\ll the franchises and rights of way have been se-

cured for the completion of the road between Carlinville

and East St. Louis, and contracts for the construction

have been let and much of this work is under way. so that the entire

ilistance will undoubtedly be in operation next year. The syndicate

also expects to secure a right of way between Champaign and De-

catur during the year I'jo.'; and to build this link in the system in

.STANDARD CAR. ILLINOIS CENTRAL TRACTION CO.

1006. It also has in contemplation building branch lines both north

and west from Springfield sometime in the future. As it has ample

power house capacity the syndicate will willingly co-operate with

other parties desirous of building these extensions before the Mc-
Kinley syndicate is ready to undertake them.

y9t/o/r-Off. -IV Cff^t?6£ or co/^jr/pi/cr/Of^ .^cc rf

//fC/f/npse of^ OrryC£.

~ X-rtro ^——..—

7^i trffiofr^"*'*s jwo /M3ri^i/^£ytr3

^XA/vrKMeffS, C/rfio/fO£^S, £yz.

DIAGRAM OF COMPANY ORGANIZATION.

the passenger and baggage compartment. The latter compartment

is arranged for the use of smokers when it is not occupied by bag-

gage and it contains net doors to guard the side door openings, for

use during the warm weather. The location of the motorman's cab

The Rutte Electric Railway Rencvoleut .\ssociation has been or-

ganized at Butte, Mont., for the assistance of all company employes

when sick or injured. The officers are A. H. Van Wart, president;

William Hosking, secretary; George Scott, treasurer.



Amusement Parks and Their Influence on Passenger Traffic.

The interest now being taken by street railway ' companies in

amusement resorts is on a par with the remarkable development

which has recently taken place in the erection of such resorts

throughout the country. Scarcely a city in the United States

containing a population of 25.000 or more is witliout its combina-

tion of suburban trolley and amusement park. With the present

high standard of trolley service and the large number of amuse-

ment attractions, the business of these enterprises is increasing at

a rapid rate. During last season the development of park projects

in Coney Island increased the summer traffic of the railways over

40 per cent, and the same ratio holds good in numerous other cities.

Chief among the promoters in this line of enterprise is Edward

C. Boyce, 302 Broadway, New York City. He is now engaged in

fact that one individual resort erected during the sca.son of ig04

cost upwards of $2,300,000 and returned a net profit of close to

$500,000 as a result of its first season's operation.

"1 am building a number of new amusement parks for various

tr.iction companies. The success of last season has convinced

these companies that not only is the modern amusement park a

safe, sound and very profitable investment, but that it does more

to increase summer traffic than any known medium. I may safely

predict that within the next few years substantially every street

railway company in .-Xmerica will have along its lines a complete

and up-to-date amusement resort."

One of the accompanying engravings shows the construction work

now going on at the White City, which is located at 63rd St. and

GENERAL VIEW OF DREAMLAND, cuNtV ISLAND.

erecting six parks in different parts of the country, the aggregate

cost of which will exceed $2,000,000. The largest of these is the

White City, Chicago.

Mr. Boycc is president of the White City in New Haveit and

vice-president of both Dreamland, Coney Island, and the White

City, Chicago.

In a recent interview at his office, Mr. Boyce said: "The in-

auguration of high class resorts for outdoor summer amusement,

containing a large number of individual devices, is a development

which had its beginning not earlier than the year igoo. The chief

factor in making possible the remarkable progress which has since

I)cen made is the modern street railway system. Prior to the in-

troduction of electricity on an extended scale, it was impossible

10 transport large numbers of people to any given point with com-

fort, speed, and at nominal expense.

"By the complete solution of these difficulties the success of

amusement resorts has lieen made possible, and some idea of the

magnitude and profit of (uch enlcrpriitcs may be conveyed by the

South Park Ave., Chicago, a short descripliiin nf which sliouM

be interesting.

This new million dollar park bids to he one of tlu- liiu-^t :im'1

most complete amusement enterprises in the world and includes

among its attractions the largest and latest devices in the field.

The .Scenic Railroad, which is nearing complclion, has a loading

station 75x100 ft., 744 ft. of track structure and a scene shed

200 x 150 ft. The Canals of Venice is a new attraction and covers

100x250 ft. The central feature of the park will be a steel tower

,125 ft. high and covered with 40,000 electric lights, erected at :i

cost of $40,000. The .Shool-lhe-Chutes is to be the longest ever

erected, the chute proper being 500 ft. long ; the lake for which is

completed and work on the chutes is well under way. Tlu-

restaurant in the While City will seat 2,400 persons and will he

conducled by the Sherman House management, proprietor of the

well-known Ciillege Inn. The entrance to the park is 117 x 150 ft.

where the offices of the company will be erected. A main feature

of the p.irk will be its Fire Show, erected at a cost of $65.(XX). which
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will cover ground space 250x200 ft Three hundred and iwenty

live people will he used in the production, in addition to trolley

cars, automobiles, delivery wagons and two complete companies
of firemen, with the most modern tirefighting apparatus. In ad-

dition to these large attractions there will be the Midget City, the

Haliy Incubators, the Circle Swing, the Monkey Theater. General

Mumps, the Bowery Building, the .Arcade Building, a band stand.

a ball room and several smaller buildings. The White City is laid

out with a board walk 50 ft. wide in front of its buildings. This

walk forms a square inside of which is a sunken garden and the

chutes lagoon ; inside the sunken garden a band stand will be

erected and across the lagoon will be a bridge. The management
will make a point of having good music and lias already engaged

for its opening feature the Banda Rosa.

.Ml buildings will be divided by brick walls and a complete sys

lem of fire protection installed. A complete sewerage system with

siruction work is being done by the Bain Construction Co., 1"'. Bert

Olney, engineer in charge, with headquarters at Benton Harbor.—•-
(Convention of Westinghouse Managers.

Uurnig the week cuding November 19th the district managers of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. held their annual

meeting at East Pittsburg, to discuss plans and methods for the

coming year. These conventions are annual occurrences and are

productive of great good, bringing together men from all parts of

the United States whose experiences are the natural outgrowth of

conditions under which they labor. On Wednesday evening the

management gave a banquet to the visiting managers, at which all

of the executive officers of the company were present. A feeling of

f)ptiniism was evidenced throngbout the convention regarding the

TllF, WHITE riTV. IHKA(U), NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

20-iM. main, and complete water system willi 0-in. main will be

installed. Construction work w-as begun September 29th and without

any rush or overtime work the park will be finished for the formal

opening, which will occur Friday, May 26, 1905.

The White City is being erected and will be operated by the

White City Construction Co., of which Joseph Beifeld is presi-

dent ; Edward C. Boyce, of New York, vice-president ; .\aron J.

Jones, secretary and treasurer; Paul D. Howse, genera! manager;

John Crute, of New York, is superintending construction work.

Mr. Beifeld is the proprietor of the Sherman House, Cliicago. Mr.

Howse was for five years connected with the management of

Sans Souci Park as superintendent and has conducted many other

similar enterprises in the middle west.

The White City is reached by the lines of the Chicago City Ry..

the Calumet Electric Street Ry.. the Soutli Chicago City Ry., and thv

South Side Elevated R. R.. and 25.000 persons per hour can be

handled with ease.

business situation and tlie prospects of continued prosperity through-

out the country.

St. Joseph River Traction Co.

The St. Joseph River Traction Co. is the owner of the new line

that is now under construction from Benton Harbor, Mich., to

Dow,igiac via Eau Claire. The line is to be 27 miles in length

and will pass through the center of the great Michigan nurseries

and the heart of the fruit belt via Indian Lake to Dovvagiac. For 12

miles the line follows the St. Joseph River, along which many
beautiful summer cottages and several pleasure resorts are built

and which will be served by the new road. Private right of way
has been secured and 14 miles of the grading has been completed
Franchises have been secured in Benton Harbor, Dowagiac, Eau
Claire, Sodus and Silver Creek and it is expected the line will be

ready for operation early in the spring of 1905.

The officers of the company are : President and purchnsing agcni.

J. G. McMichael, who is also president of the Atlas Railway Supply
Co., Chicago; vice-president, Henry C. Mason, Benton Harbor,
Mich.; secretary and attorney, H. S. Grey, Benton Harbor. The
company is incorporated with a capital stock of $750,000. The con

Large Contract for Brown Corliss Engine Co.

.\ contract from the City of Milwaukee to furnish and erect

complete, at the North Point pumping station on the shore of

Lake Michigan, near the end of North Ave., Milwaukee, one triple

expansion high duty crank and fly wheel 20.ooo,ooo-gallon pump-
ing engine, has been let to the Brown Corliss Engine Co., Corliss.

Wis. The pumping engine has been the source of considerable

discussion during the past few months and a great many prominent

engine and pump builders of the country have submitted bids on

this work. The engine will be built according to the plans and

specifications prepared by the city, and plans and specifications sub-

mitted by the Brown Corliss Engine Co., the amount of the con-

tract being $64,500. The contract was awarded after a thorough in-

spection of the Brown Corliss plant by the city engineer, and
the entire Board of Public Works of Milwaukee, who reported that

they found the concern amply able to execute the contract with

efficiency and despatch.

First Electric Railwaj' in Nevada.

The Nevada Transit Co. opened its line between Reno and
Sparks to the public on Thanksgiving Day. Previous to this there

were several private parties given by the officials. Although not
entirely coinpleted. the road is now operated regularly, cars being
run from the Southern Pacific shops in Sparks to the Southern
Pacific crossing at Sierra St. in Reno. This crossing is not yet in,

as there is a large amount of special work involved. As soon as

this is in place cars will be run through to the Virginia St. bridge,

the present terminus of the line.

.At present there are but two cars in operation, making half-

hourly trips, but it is the intention of the compasy to put on more
cars and otherwise improve the service as soon as possible.
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RISK .ASSUMED AND TH.\T NOT ASSUMED IN AT-

TEMPTING TO BOARD A MOVING CAR.

Schmidt vs. North Jersey Street Railway Co. (N. J. Sup.), 58 Atl.

Rep. 72. June 13, 1904.

.Mlhoiigh a person attempting to hoard a moving car takes the

risk of injnry resulting from its ordinary molion, he does not, the

snprcnie court of New Jersey holds, assume the risk of injury from

sudden and negligent increase of the motion of the car.

NOT LIABLE FOR INJURY TO ONE PASSENGER FROM
STARTING CAR ON SIGNAL OF ANOTHER.

McDonough vs. Third .Avenue Railroad Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 88 N. V
Supp. 609. June 10, 1904.

The plaintiff sued to recover for personal injuries which she

alleged were sustained hy heing thrown by the sudden starting of

the car while she was attempting to alight. The first appellate

division of the supreme court of New York holds that the trial

judge was right in charging that "if the jury find that the starting

of the car was in response to a signal which the motorman sup-

posed to come from the conductor, but which was actually made

by the unauthorized action of a passenger, the plaintiff cannot

recover."

A PATRON INCURS NO LIABILITY IN REPORTING MIS-

CONDUCT OF CONDUCTOR.

Lancaster vs. Hamburger (Ohio), 71 N. E. Rep. 289. Apr. 26, 1904

A patron of a street railway company, the supreme court of Ohio

holds, incurs no liability to a conductor by reporting to the super-

intendent of the company such conductor's misconduct while on duty

toward a passenger, though in making the report he is prompted

by ill will and a desire to secure the conductor's discharge from the

service of the company.

PAYMENT OF ABROGATED LICENSE TAX TREATED AS
PAYMENT ON AD VALOREM I AXES OWED

City of Louisville vs. Louisville Railway Co. (Ky). 81 S. W Kep

701. June 16, 1904.

Where a license tax of $50 a car was levied under an ordinrinci-

enacted under an old charter, which was no longer in force, the

court of appeals of Kentucky holds that the money paid under this

ordinance after it had ceased to exist must be treated as paid on ihe

ad \alorem taxes which the company in fact owed.

UNWARRANTED CON.STRUCTION OR OPERATION OF
STREET RAILWAY FOR WANT OF A CON ITNUOUS
ROUTE.

.Mi'Kina Belt Line Street Railway Co. vs. City Passenger Railway

Co. f Pa), 58 All. Rep. 477. May 23, 1904.

Where the rM|uirenient of the act under which a company wa>i

incorporated is that it shall have a continuous route, and this is im-

(lossiblc, because it adopted as part of its continuous route, recited

in the application for its charter, certain streets upon which it can

neither construct its railway, nor run its cars over the tracks already

laid, Ihc supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that, as it cannot,

then, construct or operate the whole of its charier route, the con-

struction or operation of any portion of it would lie wilhnul war-

rant of law.

MOTORMAN ASSUMES RISK FROM TROLLEY POLE
WIIKN BEING REMOVED COMING INTO CONT-ACT
W ITll llldH-lENSION WIRE.

Harrison v.^. Detroit, Ypsilauti, Ann .'\rbor & JacUsnii Railway

(Mich.), 100 N. W. Rep. 451. July 7, 1904.

,'\ few months after an iuterurban electric line had been changed

to the high-tension .system, using standard 35-ft. poles to carry the

high-tension wires, a motorman and conductor climbed upon a car

to change trolley poles. While the motorman was loosening the

pole, and the conductor was lifting it, it gave way and formed an

arc with the lowest high-tension wire. Ihe danger, the supreme

court of Michigan holds, was obvious and one assumed by the mo-

torman. Nor docs it consider that this was a case requiring in-

struction, the properties of these high-tension wires being unques-

tionably known to the motorman. As to the contention that he

should have been told the precise location of this wire with refer-

ence to the top of the car, that the wire could be reached by a pole

of the length of the trolley pole, it says that these facts were open

to his observation and to the observation of every employe who
ever passed over this road.

NOT REQUIRED TO' LIGHT CURVES—OBLIGATION TO
EMPLOYES.

Godfrey vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo. App.), 81 S. W. Rep. 1230.

May 10, 1904. Rehearing denied July 5, 1904.

The St. Louis court of appeals considers the proposition that a jury

might find a company guilty of carelessness in failing to light a

curve untenable. It says that there was no proof in this case that

railway companies customarily put lights at the curves of their

tracks, or that reasonable care demands such a precaution. In fact,

it says it knows that it is not the custom to light those places. Rail-

way companies are under legal obligation to employes to maintain

a reasonably safe track and to furnish reasonably safe cars and

other appliances. But to select an act like lighting the curved por-

tions of track, which is only one of many precautions that may be

ailoptcd to make a track safe, and instruct a jury that they may
find a railway company was negligent in failing to perform such

an act, when there is no proof that it is the usage of well-man.aged

railway companies, or indispensable to safety, is erroneous. As well

tell the jury in the present case they might find the curve was loo

acute for safety (which was likely its fault, if it was faulty) with-

out proof to show Ihe fact; or single mil .my ullur possible defect

cAKi-: rI':uuiki-:d ()! person stisI'imng on innI'.u

F(X)rHOARD—Nor REgUIKlsD To I'oSI N'OilCb; Id
KICI'T' OFF INNER FOO TliOARD.

.Mien vs. St. Louis Transit Co. (Mo.), 81 S. W. I<e|i. 1142. June

20, 1904.

The supreme court of Missouri, division No. i, Imlds that in-

structions should have been given, which were asked, to the effect

that, when the plaintiff stepiied on the inner footboard, it became his

duly to exercise such degree of cart" as the position he was in ren-

dered reasonably necessary to prevent his being struck by a passing

car, and if by standing upright, and not leaning out, lie would have

avoided being struck, yet failed to observe that care, he was mil

entitled to recover damages. It also holds that it was error to

refuse an instruction asked that "the fact that no notices were

posted in the cars warning passengers lo keep off the inner foot-

board was not of itself such negligence as authorizes the plaintiff

to recover in this action." That instruction the trial judge reftised
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to give, but added to it the following and gave it: "But the jury

arc to consider such fact, in connection with all the other facts in

the case, in determining whether the defendants or their servants

negligently operated the car upon which plaintiff was a passenger

when he received the injuries complained of." The court holds

that it was error to give the instruction as changed. It says that

there was no duty devolving as to the defendants to post such no-

tices, and therefore the omission to do so was neither negligence

nor evidence of negligence.

REASON.'\BLENESS ANU AMPLICATION Ol- RULE
AGAINST CARRYING CUMBERSOME PACKAGES.

Ray vs. United Traction Co. (N. Y. Sup.), 89 N. Y. Supp. 49. June

30. 1904.

.\ rule of the company forbidding the carrying of "cumbersome"

packages, the third appellate division of the supreme court of New
York holds, was a reasonable one. In this case the intending pas-

senger was carrying a steel cage about 2 feet square and from 2

feet to z'A feet high—one purchased for and large enough to keep

a parrot in. The jury apparently considered that this was not a

"cumbersome" package, within the meaning of the rule. But the

court does not think that finding was supported by the evidence. It

says that a package that would reduce the carrying capacity of a

seat to one-half if the package was deposited on the .seat by the

side of the carrier would evidently amount to an unmitigated nui-

sance if each seat was occupied by a party attempting to carry such

a package on his or her lap. Therefore, in the judgment of the

court, such a package is a "cumbersome" one within the purpose

and intent of the rule stated. Furthermore, while the court would

not hold that, as a matter of law, the decision of the conductor should

be controlling upon that subject, yet it thinks it should have great

weight, and his action in determining whether or not the rule is

being violated m each particular case should not be reversed by a

jury unless it is a case of willful or unreasonable judgment on his

part. And in this case the court is of the opinion that the determi-

nation of the conductor should have controlled, and that he was
justified in enforcing the rule against the plaintiff, and requiring

her to leave the car if she insisted on carrying the cage.

CONDUCTOR CANNOT COMPEL PASSENGER TO UNFOLD
TRANSFER—LANGUAGE NOT JUSTIFYING EJECTION.

El Paso Electric Railway Co. vs. Alderete (Te.x. Civ. App.., 81 S.

W. Rep. 1246. May 18—Jiuie 15. 1904.

Alderete brought this action to recover damages for being ejected

from a street car. He testified, among other things, that when the

conductor approached him he said, "Fare." "I went into my pocket,

and pulled out the transfer. It was folded up. He asked me to

unfold it. I said it was a transfer. He said, 'Unfold it.' That

was the second time he asked me. I said. 'Damned if I am going

to unfold it; unfold it yourself.' He said, 'Give me a nickel.' He
put his hand in my face this way, and threw it right hack at me. I

put it in his hand, and he threw it right back at me."

The court of civil appeals of Texas thinks that it sufficiently ap-

peared that the plaintiff did not forfeit his right to remain on the

car by what he did. It says that he was a passenger, had his trans-

fer, and tendered it to the conductor when the latter requested his

fare. The conductor had no right to reject the transfer and refuse

to examine it because it was folded. The jury heard the plaintiff's

statement as to how the ticket was folded, and saw the very ticket as

he said it was folded, and probably concluded that the conductor's

act in demanding that the plaintiff hand it to him unfolded was
frivolous, arbitrary, and unreasonable. It might as well be held

that if he had tendered a dollar bill folded the conductor could have

refused it, and put him off if he did not unfold it.

The court thinks that the plaintiff was not guilty of improper con-

duct by which he forfeited his rights as a passenger by refusing to

comply with the conductor's arbitrary demand, even though in doing

so he made use of the emphatic language shown. The expression

was neither obscene nor profane, and it did not constitute disor-

derly conduct justifying his eviction, especially where the jury might

with much propriety, have considered that it was the natural result

of provocation offered by the defendant's own officer.

WHERE THERE IS NO CONTRACT FOR CONTINUOUS
PASSAGE IT IS LIMITED TO EXTENT OF RUN OF
CAR ON WHICH FARE IS PAID—GENERAL CHARAC-
TER AND DISPOSITION OF CONDUCTOR IMMATE-
RIAL IN ACTION FOR EJECTION.

Hrayer vs. Seattle, Renton & Southern Railway Co. (Wash.), 77

Pac. Rep. 495. July 12, 1904.

It appeared that the plaintiff boarded a car in Seattle, desiring to

go to his home, at F'airview, a station outside of the city. The con-

ductor demanded his fare, and he paid five cents, the customary

amount. He did not inform the conductor that he desired to go to

Fairview, and he made no inquiry as to how far that car would go.

It also appeared by the evidence that the company intended that this

car should go no further than Hillman City, which is a station

nearer Seattle than Fairview. It further appeared that the plaintiff

did not know that the car would stop at Hillman City, and inas-

much as a car, by schedule, should have left at 4:30 p. m., bound

for a point beyond Fairview, he supposed that this car, which left

at about that time, would go beyond his station. Before Hillman

City was reached, the superintendent of the company took the motor-

man's place, and, upon reaching Hillman City, concluded that he had

time to carry a few passengers as far as Brighton Beach, a station

beyond Hillman City, while waiting for the next car to come. He
apparently made this run as a matter of mere accommodation to

certain Brighton Beach passengers, it being no part of the regular

run of the car. At Brighton Beach he requested the plaintiff to

take the next car, saying that he would tell the conductor on the

other car to pick him up and take him on, which, however, he failed

to do. The conductor on the car for Fairview demanded payment

of fare, and for want thereof ejected the plaintiff.

In confirming a judgment for the company, the supreme court of

Washington says that if there was a contract to carry the plaintiff

as far as Fairview, then the minds of the plaintiff and the company's

agents must have met upon that subject. Nothing, however, was
said to the conductor upon the subject of the plaintiff's destination.

The conductor knew that his car was bound to Hillman City, and

not beyond. Under such circumstances, it was impossible for their

minds to have met in an agreement to carry the plaintiff to Fairview

for the fare he then paid. Nor does the court agree with his con-

tention that if his contract was not, in the first instance, sufficient to

carry him beyond Hillman City, it became sufficient when the su-

perintendent said to him : "I will tell the conductor on the other

car to pick you up and take you on." The court says that it will he

observed that the superintendent did not say that the plaintiff would

be carried upon the other car for the fare already paid. Doubtless

the plaintiff so inferred, but the language used was not sufficient to

make a contract to that effect, at least when unaided by any custom

of the company to transfer passengers from one car to another to

be carried further without additional fare. The court therefore thinks

that the plaintiff had no contract except one for carriage as far as

the car he first boarded was intended to go, viz., to Hillman City.

When he was carried to the latter place, the contract was at an

end. His carriage beyond that point was a mere gratuity—a license

to him, revocable at pleasure, until he should pay fare, and thus ef-

fect a contract for further carriage upon another car. In short,

the court holds that in this case there was no contract for contin-

uous passage, and it was therefore limited to the extent of the run

of the car upon which the fare was paid.

Moreover, the court holds that evidence touching the general

character and disposition of the conductor who ejected the plaintiff

was properly rejected, since his conduct and disposition as mani-
fested upon the particular occasion were the only proper subjects for

inquiry.

WHAT ARE DEEMED PORTIONS OF STREETS OCCUPIED
BY TRACKS?

City of Boston vs. Boston Elevated Railway Co. (Mass.), 71 N. E.

Rep. 295. June 23, 1904.

This was an action to recover of the defendant company the

amount of a judgment obtained by one Findley against the city

for a defect in a street caused by a depression in the pavement be-

tween the two tracks, but within a line drawn parallel with the side

of the sleepers upon which the rails rested. The rails were laid in
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wooden beams, which rested on sleepers imbedded in the street. I'liv

ties e.xtended outside the rails on each side from 8'.. to 10 inches.

The street in the vicinity of the accident was paved from curb to

curb with granite blocks.

The question was what is meant by the phrase "occupied by its

tracks," in sections 32 and 33 of chapter 113 of the Public Statutes

of Massachusetts of 1882, relative to the repair of paving which were

still in force against the company. Revised Laws, chapter 11 J, Sec.

I. The city contended that it meant so much of the surface of the

street as lay within lines drawn parallel to the (uucr ends of thv

sleepers on which the rails rested. But the supreme judicial court of

Massachu.setts thinks that it means the rails and the space between

them on and over which the cars pass. It says that the provision

relates to the surface of the streets, not to what is under the sur-

face, and, when conssidered with reference to the surface of ti;c

streets, it thinks that it is obvious that this is what the ca.se m;;st

mean. This is the construction which for many years the parties

have put upon the statute, and it accords more nearly with the uso

of the word "tracks" in various provisions of the statutes, such as

those relating to the removal of snow and the use of them, th;;M

the construction contended for by the city. The contention con-

tended for by the city would make the provision with regard to thi

repair of unpaved streets 18 inches on each side of the track mean

ingless and unnecessary.

VALIDITY OF MODIFYING CONTRACTS EMBRACED IN

ORDINANCES FOR EXTENSIONS AND CONSOLIDA-
TION, AND OF SUBSEQUENT ORDINANCE TO APPLY
RESERVATION OF PRIOR ONE FOR REDUCTION OF
FARE—POWER TO MODIFY FRANCHISE CONTRACT.
AND TO MAKE RENEWALS BEFORE EXPIRATION OF
ORIGINAL GRANT—CASE FOR COUR I OF EQl-'riY.

City of Cleveland vs. Cleveland City Railway Co. ( U. S. ), 24

Sup. Ct. Rep. 756. May 31. ig04.

.\n ordinance was passed by the city council of Cleveland, on

.\ugust 25, 1879, granting to the Kinsman Street Railroad Com-
pany a renewal franchise for tsventy-five years from September jo.

1879, to reconstruct, maintain, and operate its street railroad in and

through certain streets of the city. Section 7 of the ordinance pro-

vided: "Said company shall not charge more than 5 cents fare

each way for one passenger over the whole or any part of its line,

but said company may charge a reasonable compensation for carry-

ing packages; the council, however, reserves to itself the right to

hereafter increase or diminish the rate of fare as it may deem

justifiable and expedient." In 1880 the Woodland Avenue Rail-

way Company became, by purchase, the owner of the Kinsman

Street Railroad, and thereafter operated same. In [883 the Wnnil-

land .Avenue Railway Company was granted the right to construct

an extension of its line, provision being made in the ordinance for

a charge of one fare over the entire line, including the extension.

In 1885. the Woodland .Avenue Railway Company and the West

Side Street Railroad Company were consolidated as the Wood-
land .\venue & West Side Street Railroad Company, the con-

solidated company being vested with all the property, rights and

privileges of the two constituent companies. The ordinance, the

acceptance of which accomplished such consolidation, provided,

among other things, that for a single fare from any point to any

jKjint on the line or branches of the consolidated road no greater

charge than 5 cents should Ik- collected, and that 11 tickets should

be sold for 50 cents, or 22 for $1. In the same year, the Wood-
land Avenue and West Side Street Railroad Company was author-

ized to lay an additional track and extend its line of railroad, with a

similar provision as to fare, the right granted to terminate with the

grant of the main line, in 1908. .\gain, in 1887, it was authorized

to build an extension, with a similar provision as to fares. In

1893, with the approval of the common council, the Woodland
Avenue & West Side Street Railroad Company and the Cleveland

City Cable Railway Company, which latter, as the successor in right

of previous corporations, operated two street railroad lines, became

a consolidated corporation, under the name of the Cleveland City

Railway Company By the consolidation it was provided that the

linen should be operated as one system, that proper transfers should

be issued, and that but one fare should be charged for a con-

tinuous passage upon any portion of the consolidated lines. Then,

in 1898. an ordinance was adopted by the city council to provide for

a diminution of the rate of fare under section 7 of an ordinance

passed .-August 25, 1879, entitled "An ordinance granting a renewal

of franchise to the Kinsman Street Railroad Company," etc.

, The supreme court of the United States holds thai, taking all

the circumstances into account, contracts had been engendered, and

that such coi\tracts, embodied in the prior ordinances, were im-

paired by the ordinance of 1898. .\s to the contention that the

ordinances embodying the contracts were void, in so far as they

atlempted to deprive the city of the continuing legislative power

to act on the reservation contained in the ordinance of 1879, liy

reason of section 2502 of the Revised Statutes of Ohio declaring

tliat a nunncipal corporation shall not, during the term of a

grantor or renewal thereof, release the grantee from any obliga-

tion or liability imposed by the grant, the court says that it has

been held in Ohio, on reasoning connnending itself, that a modi-

lication of a contract between a nnuiicipality and the owner of a

street railroad, made in good faith, for the better acconnnodation

of the public, is not void by virtue of said section 2502. It also

accepts the decisions of the courts of Ohio that, under the statute,

renewals may be made before the expiration of the original grant.

Respecting the contention that the case presented was not within

the jurisdiction of a court of equity, the court thinks it sufficient to

say that, in view of the controversies, confusion, risks, and multi-

plicity of suits which would necessarily have been occasioned by

the resistance of the complainant to the enforcement of the ordi-

nance, and in view of the public interests and the vast number of

people to be affected, the case was one within the jurisdiction of

a court of equity. This conclusion, it thinks, besides, inevitable,

when it is borne in mind that the ordinance in question did not

purport to reduce rates of fare upon the consolidated line, but was

made operative alone upon a section of that line, and, therefore,

necessarily would have engendered the enforcement of two rates

of fare over the same line, leading to consequences dangerous to

the public interest, peace, and tranquility, the extent of which it

would l)c (lifticuU in a(h'ance to perceive.

I'OWKR OF CONDICMN \TlON UNDKK ILLINOIS S I A !'-

UlE—AT NARROW EMBANKMENT—LIMIT TO RIGHT
OF DEVIATION FROM HIGHWAY—NOT ENTITLED
TO SAVE DISTANCE—ADOPTION OF ELECTRICITY
AS POWER DOES NOT ENLARGE POWERS OR
CHANGE DUTIES— WHEN NO PUBLIC NECESSITY
FOR ROM) THROUGH COUNTRY DISTRICTS.

Ilartslnirn vs. Illinois Valley Traction Co. (III.). 71 N. 1".. Rep. fiij.

June 23, 1904.

Ibis company was incorporated under the general law of Illinois

of 1872 (Laws 1871-72, p. 625), as a street and interurban rail-

road company, for the purpose of constructing electric street rail-

ways in and connecting a number of towns. Because of alleged

(lifiiculties in the nature of excessive grades, additional distances, and

increased cost, the company determined to entirely disregard the

grant of right of way over the roads from the county board, and

construct its road almost entirely over private lands from La .Salle

to Utica, and this proceeding was instituted for condemnation, under

the eniineni domain act, of the right of w.ny for part of the distance

between said points, a considerable part of the right of way having

been acquired by private grant. However, as the supreme conrl of

Illinois read the affidavits of the various per.sons in behalf of the

company it was impressed with the view that the most objectionable

feature to the route abandoned, to the company, was the distance,

which was conceded to be 2.45 miles greater than the route it pro-

[losed to take.

Now it does not appear to the court a substantial reason for

entirely abandoning the highway that the traveled way, i>r a portion

iif the way, was by an embankment that was not wide enough to

accommodate the general travel and the company's road. It says

that there has at no time been any question of the right of the com-
pany, or rr)ads similarly organized, to acquire, by con<!enination or

iitherwise, the necessary lainl for such deviation from the highway
as the physical conditions require, and if it be Ihat at any point the

road should be too narrow or the turns too abrupl, llie court is en-

tirely clear that the company would have the right lo acquire the

aililitional width <ir to acquire the necessary land for proper turns.

While this statute dlurd's Rev. St. 1899, c. 131a, Sec. r) provides
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that a company such as this one may appropriate any property ncccs-.

sary for the construction of its road, wc must not lose sight of the

character of such road in determining what is necessary for its

construction. Such railways may deflect from the highway where

necessary, but they must make an honest effort to follow the high-

way, and, until it appears that they are following the

highway, there is no basis or excuse for deflection, and no riglil to

condemn private property upon the theory that they are dcHecting

or diverging from the highway. Abandonment of the highway ;s

not dcHection from it, within the law regulating such conipanies.

In considering the rights of these companies, we arc not to look

alone to that which will best promote their financial gain. They
arc asking for the power of the state to take private properly, an.l

it is only upon the theory of a public use that such right can be

sratitcd to them, and this company, in its effort to save distance, and

tlureby save expense of construction, and in its desire to establish

and maintain rapidity of trajispnrtation, was, as the court thinks

(taking the character of such roads into consideration), departing

from the intention of the lawmaking branch of the government, by

which such organizations were authorized. So far as they arc au-

thorized to travel through the country districts, it is upon the theory

that they will be of benefit to the rural inhabitants, and not that only

those living in towns, where regular stations shall be maintaincil.

shall be the beneficiaries. They are presumed to follow the high-

ways, making all the stops necessary for the accommodation of the

people living along the highways. The fact that they have adopted

electricity as their power, instead of the horse or the dummy, can-

not enlarge their powers or lessen or change their duties. If the

country districts are so sparsely settled that the traffic along them
will not support such roads following them, then their construction

is not a public necessity, and the power of eminent domain, upon
the theory that they are to exercise a public function, cannot be

called into action in their behalf. If they seek to travel across the

country as do steam railroads, disregarding highways and disrc

garding the interests and conveniences of the country people, let

them organize under the law regulating steam railroads, and be sub-

ject to the regulations of the statute and the burden cast upon such

railroads. On the other hand, if they wish to avoid these burdens

and to avail themselves of the greater freedom and the right to

burden the highways, then they must be willing to observe and

perform the duties that they owe to the publio as such.

NO PRESUMPTION T11.\T A COMPANY WILL VIOLATE
ITS CONTRACT — ANTICIPATION OF BREACH OV
CONTRACT OR INJURIES NO GROUND FOR INJUNC-
TION—SIMILARITY OF INTERURBAN TO ORDINARY
ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY AND DIFFERENCE
FROM STEAM RAILROAD — CARRYING OF LIGHT
EXPRESS AND MAIL MATTER — NOT ADDITIONAL
BURDEN UPON STREET—LIABILITY FOR SPECIAL
DAMAGES.

Nordhurst vs. Ft. Wayne & Snutliwcsterii Traction Co. (Ind.t. 71

N. E. Rep. 642. July i, 1904.

It will not be presumed, the supreme court of Indiana says, that a

railroad company will violate its contract with the city prescribing

the terms and conditions upon which it may use the streets thereof,

and an allegation of a complaint that it intends to do so, in ad-

vance of any act of the company constituting such violation, cannot

prevail against the presumption of good faith and fair dealing. Or.

as the court again says, future breaches of that contract, or viola-

tions of its terms by the company, resulting in special damage to

the property of the plaintiff, an abutting property owner, may here-

after entitle him to maintain an action against the company for

such injuries, but the mere anticipation of such breaches and in-

juries cannot authorize the court to enjoin the construction and op-

eration of the railroad.

Both kinds of roads, namely, ordinary electric street railroads and

interurban electric railways, when deemed necessary, use the T-rai'.

and their cars are propelled by the same motive power. The car-

riage of light express matter, passenger baggage, and mail matter

upon street cars would not constitute ground of complaint on the

part of abutting lot owners. If only one car is run, the street is oc-

cupied and obstructed by it to no greater extent than it would be

by a street car. If two constitute a train, they will take up no more

space and do no more injury than a motor car and trailer, which

arc commonly run upon street railroad tracks when the business of

the company requires such additional car. The fact that light ex-

press inalter, passenger baggage, and United States mail matter are

carried on a car does not affect the properly owner, nor injure his

property. The transportation of articles of this kind docs not

create any resemblance between the interurban electric railroad and

a steam railroad carrying ordinary goods and merchandise, and

results in none of the annoyances and injuries which are caused by

either iiassengcr or freight trains on such a railroad. A fair com-

parison of the incidents and consequences attending the running of

a single interurban electric car carrying passengers and baggage.

light express matter, and United States mail matter over the streets

of a city, or resulting therefrom, with the real and substantial an-

noyance, inconvenience, danger, and injury to property attending the

operation of passenger and freight trains on steam railroads, will

demonstrate that most, if not all, the ills and injuries anticipated

irnm the former arc imagincry, or at least greatly exaggerated.

Ihis court has held that an electric street railroad constructed and

operated wholly within the city limits is not an additional burden

upon the street, and that the owners of abutting real estate are not

entitled to compensation on account of such appropriation and use.

It is equally well settled, on the other hand, that a railroad corpora-

tion cannot construct a common passenger and freight railroad upon

the streets of a city, in the absence of a license from the abutting

lot owners, without compensation first assessed and paid or ten-

dered. This distinction does not rest upon a difference in name

—

one being denominated a street railroad or a passenger railroad, and

the other a commercial or freight railroad—nor upon the motive

power employed, nor upon the kind of rail used, nor upon the

length of the railroad. It results from the nature of the business

done by each of the two kinds of railroads, and the physical agen-

cies and manner by which and in which that business is carried on.

Ihosc of the one are consistent with the use of the street by the lot

owner and the general public, and, if not directly beneficial to the

/.butting real estate, are not detrimental to it. They relieve the

"treets from some of the burdens of travel upon it, they facilitate

travel between different parts of the city, and they enhance the

value of abutting property by increasing the convenience of access

to it. The business of the other class of railroads, and the means

by which it is necessarily carried on, require the service of entirely

dissimilar agencies and methods.

Discriminations in the terms and conditions on which a public

way could be used in favor of the abutting lot owners, the residents

on the particular street, or the inhabitants of the city, and against

nonresidents, could not be tolerated. Rapid and cheap transporta-

tion of passengers, light express and mail matter, between neigh-

boring towns and cities may be quite as necessary and as largely

conducive to the general welfare of the places so connected and

their inhibitants as the like conveniences within the town or city.

Where such transportation is furnished by an interurban electric rail-

road operated under the conditions and restrictions contained in

the agreement in this case, the court does not think a construction

and operation of such a railroad in such a manner constitutes an ad-

ditional servitude upon the street which entitles abutting property

owners to compensation.

For any actual and special damage sustained by the abutting lot

owner by reason of the construction of the railroad, or resulting

from its use, the lot owner has his remedy by an action at law. The
railroad will be liable to the abutting lot owner for any special in-

jury to his property occasioned by the negligence of the company
in constructing its railroad or in operating it. Nothing that has

been said in this opinion is to be understood as denying or in any

degree abridging that right.

The annual meeting of the Brooklyn Engineers' Club was held

at the Oxford Club, 109 Lafayette Ave., on Thursday evening.

December 8th, at which the annual reports of the board of direc-

tors, officers and committees were received and officers for the

ensuing year were elected. The annual dinner was held the same
evening at the Oxford Club at 7 o'clock and addresses were made
by several prominent speakers.

The Rockford & Interurban Railway Co. is among the first to

issue the 1005 calendar. It is a very convenient size 4'/2 x 9 in.,

and shows half-tone engravings of some of the views along its

lines, including power stations, etc.
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International Railway Employes Association.

Considerable spirit was shown in the recent election ot officers

of the Inteniational Railway Employes' Association held in Buf-

falo Xovember 19th. some 1700 votes being cast. The annual

election always arouses nuicli interest and friendly rivalry, but this

year's balloting was more lively than ever. There are four per-

manent officers of the association, as follows : W. Caryl Ely. presi-

dent ; T. E. Mitten, first vice-president; \V. S. Sullivan, secretary;

B. F. Rankin, treasurer. The officers elected were a second vice-

president and three trustees. Following the election, President

Ely gave his annual address. The insurance feature is the most

important one in the a.ssociation ; in case of death an employe's

family is paid $150 and if an employe is sick for more than a

week he gets one dollar per day for 90 days. The dues of the asso-

ciation are 50 cents per month.

is both .light and tough. Experience with this car has shown that

the linemen are able to do almost any kind of repair work and the

capacity is sucli that they can carry with them an ample supply of

Cleveland and Southwestern Repair Car.

By courtesy of Mr. H. A. Nicholl. general manager of the Cleve-

land & Southwestern Traction Co., we are enabled to illustrate

the gasoline motor car used by this company for line inspection and

repair work. The car is one of the regular 4'-i-h. p. runabouts

made by the Olds Motor Works, of Detroit, excepting that flange

iron wheels have been substituted for the rubber tired wheels in

order that the car may be operated on the rails. A few minor al-

terations in the seat for the men have been made, a gong placed

on the front end. and a tool box placed at the back. This box

serves as a rear scat. The ladder which was attached to the car

at the Traction company's shops is made of poplar, a wood which

... KtPAIR CAR.

wire, line material and tools. Two men operate the car and il can

be readily lifted from the track wlun necessary.

KU'AIK mr.W AT WIlBK.

Poles of Reinforced Concrete.

The Steel Concrete Construction Co.. of 100 Slate St., .-Mhany. N.

Y., lias placed upon the market poles of concrete reinforced by steel,

a few of which have been installed by the Schenectady Railway Co.

and the United Traction Co. of Albany, with a view of determining

whether they would be satisfactory for their wants. The Sche-

iHH-tady Railway Co. has put in place two poles, which are 35 ft. in

length, 6 in. square at the top and 15 in. sciuaro at the bnttom. This

pole complete weighs about 4,500 11k. Ilic I'Diicii-to of which it is

composed being made up of one part ceineiU and four parts blue lime

stone crushed to pass through a '/i-in. screen. The concrete is

strengthened by twisted square steel bars ranging in size from % in.

to 5ji ill. The bars are twisted cold, this being done in a machine

especially designed for the purpose. The aiii'>iinl of slcel used in

the pole described is about 250 lb., the weight ni Ihc steel depending

altogether upon the stress which it is conlemplated the poles will

have to withstand. In the poles described the working stress is a

pull of 1,000 lb. at a height of 15 ft. from the ground. The cost of

these poles is given at 35 per cent less than a steel pole designed to

stand the same stress. They are set in the ground about 5 ft. deep,

the base being surrounded by concrete. The pins forming steps for

mounting the pole are of steel and are inserleil when the concrete is

cast. The concrete poles may be painted and it is considered that

the life is practically infinite.

The Union Traction Co., of .Mliaiiy, has Ijad a J()-fl. pole of simi-

lar construction in use in the city of Watervliet for the last eight

months which is reiiorled to have given the best of satisfaction. For

the foregoing particulars of the poles installed by the Schenectady

Railway Co., we are indebted to the general manager, 1". F. IVck.

Youthful Inventors.

A dispatch from Boston says Ih.il two lifteenyear old boys of

that city have established a wireless telegraphic coimecliim between

their homes, half a mile apart. This recalls the fact that thirty days

after the appearance of the first published aeeoiiiits of Bell's inven-

tion of the telephone, two New York boys IkkI l.nih ;iii(l were suc-

cessfully operating an experimcnt^il telephone sysl.iii ,.f llieir own.

These two boys have since achieved distinction 111 I lie eleelncal

field, and have for many years been allied in business. I hey are

I'rof. F. B. Crocker, of Columbia University, and Dr. Schuyler

Skaats Wheeler.



November Meeting Ohio Interurban Railway Association.

The fourth regular meeting of the Ohio Interurban Railway As-

sociation was held at the Boody House at Toledo Nov. 17, 1904.

The meeting was called to order at 10:30 a. ni. by the president,

Harrie P. CIcgg.

The minutes of the last meeting were then read, which recited

the recommendations decided upon by the association regarding

special cars and compensation to newspapers.

In the matter of special cars the association recommended thai a

uniform rate of twenty cents per mile be made for the operation

of special cars over foreign tracks, the company owning the cars

to assume entire cost of the crews and be liable for accidents to

the equipment or passengers, and the foreign company to furnisli

the pilot when the car was on its line.

Regarding the newspapers, the association rccommend-d tli^it

contracts at a fixed rate per line for special notices and a fi.xed rate

per inch for all time tables be made and paid for in advertising

mileage based on the regular one-way single-trip fare. For carry-

ing papers, if flat rate, Yi cent per poiuid was rcconinuMuk<l. this to

be paid for in advertising.

After the Columbus meeting of the association, the executive

committee took up the matter of requiring bonds from those enter-

ing the interchangeable mileage agreement, and, on further consid-

eration, decided that no bond would be asked. The form of agree-

ment was decided upon ; under this agreement the representative

of each road signing the contract becomes a trustee for tlie funds

derived from the sale of interchangeable coupon books.

After the minutes had been approved, the president ainiounced

the work of the committee on rules, and the report of the rules

conunittcc was ordered printed and copies sent to the members
of the association.

The secretary read the list of the members who had joined since

the last meeting; these included the following:

John A. Wright, Cleveland Varnish Co.

J. W. Brown, Pittsburg, McKeesport & Connellsvillc Ky.

J. G. Kipp, Electric Railway Equipment Co.

Robert Dittenhaver, Toledo & Indiana Railway Co.

W. H. Fledderjohann, Ft. Wayne & Springfield Ry. Co.

H. E. Blemker, Cincinnati Metal Co.

C. C. Collins, C. L. & S., D. S. & U., C. G. C. & S. W.
G. S. Shinnick, Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark

C. P. Wright, Standard Brake Shoe Co.

R. R. Streblan, Lake Shore Electric Ry.

C. O. Scranton, Stark Electric Ry.

H. A. Austin, American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.

W. B. Tarkington, Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line.

Matthew Slush, Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line.

Robert S. Belknap, Pennsylvania Steel Co.

D. H. Lavcnberg. Toledo & Indiana Ry.

S. C. Douglas, Lake Erie Southern Traction Co.

Jas. W. Selvage, Holland Palace Car Co.

Haywood G. Brown, Dayton & Troy Electric Ry.

John T. White, Dayton, Covington & Piqua Traction Co.

T. B. Tarsney, Detroit, Flint & Saginaw Ry.

Henry W. Staats, Traction Mutual Insurance Co.

J. A. Hanna, Peckham Manufacturing Co.

R. W. Palmer, General Electric Co.

C. E. Prior, Columbus, Urbana & Western Ry.

Walter G. Payne, Columbus, Urbana & Western Ry.

President's Address.
Mr. Clegg expressed his satisfaction that the association was

again able to take up its regular meetings and that the membership

now comprised 155 persons interested in the operation of electric

railways. In reviewing what had been acconii)lishe<l, he stated that

the interchangeable coupon ticket had been adopted by 15 roads and
wras in service. The rules for employes, recommended by the

association, had been adopted by two member companies. The

questions of transportation of employes and of exchange of courte-

sies with newspapers had been thoroughly discussed, with advantage

to all concerned. 'Ihc greatest benefit, however, of the associa-

tion was considered to be the closer relationship into which the

railroad officials had been brought by reason of the association

and its monthly meetings.

In conclusion Mr. Clegg mentioned some of the things which

the Dayton Interurban companies were doing; they were operating

the fastest trolley service, carrying passengers on regular schedule;

operating cars over foreign roads, operating buffet cars, shipping

live slock in car-load lots, conducting an extensive interline busi-

ncs.s, by means of an auxiliary company (the Interurban Transfer

& Delivery Co.), checking baggage from a residence to its destina-

tion over their lines, and making rate and differential agreements.

In carrying out this work, the Dayton companies very quickly found,

particularly with regard to baggage and tickets, that any plan

which they might propose would be of but little value unless con-

necting roads would co-operate with them, and it was necessary to

employ a man to present these matters to the connecting roads and

secure their co-operation. All this work of securing co-operation

was now being done largely through the association, and Mr.

Clegg expressed the hope that all members would find this to be of

equal advantage to them.

The chair then introduced Mr. F. J. J. Sloat, chairman of the

committee on interline business. Mr. Sloat stated that inter-

line coupon tickets had been very simply designed, but fortunately

they had served their purpose, but that there was a great deal

of necessary confusion because each company designed its own
forms and had in view principally the convenience of its own men.

He considered that the time had come when a general form should

be devised, as there were, for example, in the vicinity of Dayton

SCO miles of electric railway divided into 30 and 40 miles stretches

over which such tickets should be good. After examining a large

number of coupon tickets, principally those by the steam railroad,

he had reached a conclusion as to what was needed. First, there

should be a proper contract to cover the use of the ticket so that

the passenger would know his rights as well as the rights of '.he

company ; second, there should be a provision regarding the care of

baggage now becoming an essential feature; third, the auditing stub

and the form itself should have a limit stub or mark; fourth, each

road in the association should be given a number and the coupon
on the ticket should bear the number of the issuing road and the

number of the road on which it is to be used; fifth, a uniform color

of ticket should be adopted.

The matter of class should also be provided for, as some com-
panies may wish to sell standard form tickets at less than the regular

rate; to care for this the coupon would be punched to indicate first

or second class, according to the rate. Half-fare tickets should

have a large "H" printed upon them.

Mr. Sloat stated that great progress was being made in the de-

velopment of a machine to manufacture tickets as wanted, a roll of

blank paper being fed to the machine in the ticket-selling office,

and a simple manipulation resulting in printing almost any form of

ticket desired. The ticket, as now made by this process, w?ul i

comprise three parts : a coupon for the conductor to collect, a sec-

ond one for the passenger to keep, and a third to be retained within

the machine so that there would be a complete record of the entire

transaction.

In speaking of needed records of tickets, Mr. Sloat presented the

form designed by the Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Co. ; on this the

records are made as follows: When tickets are sold over a given

road, say the Dayton & Toledo, a record is made of the date of the

sale, the stations between it is good, and the number of the

ticket. Wlicn the first half of the ticket is returned it is checked ofF

on this form. A copy of this ^orm would be sent to the Dayton

& loledo Co., and it would in its turn send a corresponding record

of tickets sold to the Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo Co. and a few
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sheets filed in a loose leaf ledger give a complete record of the

month's business.

Mr. Sloat's committee, which has for the other nicnibcrs J. O.

Wilson, Cleveland & SoiuhHCstcrn Traction Co.; W. R. McKoewn,
Indianapolis & Eastern Ry., and Robert Dittenhaver, Toledo & Indi-

ana Ry., was given power to act and instructed to report the plans

decided upon to the association at the next meeting. This commit-

tee stated that its work was not afifected by the question of checking

parcels and trunks, as the only point in which baggage could enter

into the ticket form would be in defining liability of the company n;

case of loss.

The president announced as a special committee to take up the

question of interchange of baggage and report at the same time as

the interline ticket committee: C. E. Spring, Fred J. Green, J. S.

Young, of Toledo, and ¥. W. Coen.

An invitation was received from Mr. Matthew Slush, president

of the Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line Ry., asking the asso-

ciation to visit Detroit as the guests of his company.

The rest of the morning session was taken up by the discujsion

of the plans of mutual electric and traction insurance. Mr. H. W.
Slaats, who is actuary for the Electric Mutual Insurance Co. and

the Traction Mutual Insurance Co., recently organized in Cleveland,

made an extended address explaining what had been done in the

line of mutual insurance by the factory interests of the coun "-v,

the advantages of this plan of insurance, the necessary conditions

to insure success and the plans of the companies with which he

is connected. One of the most striking statements was a resume of

the statistics compiled for the electric railway of Massachusetts,

which showed that during the last 10 years these companies had

paid out in premiums nearly 3J^ times as much as had been collected

in losses. The inference is that insurance rates are too high, much

too high, and that the railway companies must put their property in

good shape and carry their own risks.

Afternoon Session.

When the convention met for the afternoon Mr. E. C. Spring,

chairman of the committee on freight business, took the chair and

called upon Mr. Sloat to open the discussion.

Mr. Sloat stated that his views on this matter were that the ques-

tion of freight and the question of express were two distinct things;

however, on the electric railways the present difference was that

if the rate received was good the traffic was called express; if not it

was called freight. In igco the Southern Ohio Express Co. was

organized to operate over the C. D. & T. and now includes the S.

T. & P., the U. & T. and the Western Ohio lines, the rates varying

from 25 cents to 35 cents per hundred, iKised on the C. D. & T.

mileage of 55 miles with an additional rate beyond. The average

operating expenses for three years ran about 90 per cent, due to a

considerable extent to cartage. However, wagon delivery is con-

sidered essential to the success of the express business unless bet-

ter terminal facilities arc provided, or, in other words, operating

expenses are not based on the operation of your car alone, but also

of the handling of the business. It seemed to him that the proper

and profitable solution of the express and freight business was the

organization of an express company which would carry through

express over the various interurban lines, having its own organiza

lion for soliciting and handling business, the roads over which it

operated l>eing paid on a percentage or mileage basis.

Mr. George W. Parker, general freight and passenger agent of

the Detroit United Railway, in the discussion of this question stated

that south of Detroit the competition of the express companies and

steam road v/as very .strong and his company was unable to make

any arrangements for interchange of business with them. Particu-

lar attention has been directed to light package and freight busi-

ness with good results, traffic arrangements having been made be-

tween his line and steamers to BuiTalo, Detroit and adjoin-

ing territory. The company's terminal is very conveniently located.

The company does not operate a wagon delivery, although it had a

contract with a reliable cartage company. The company operates

12 cars per day, one car every two hours in the city of Detroit.

Convenient sidings arc provided in the suburbs ,ind a fairly good

carload businets has been developed in hay, lumber and gravel.

The company at night operates by steam the section of road between

Chcstertield and Marine City, a distance of 28 miles ; during the day

the line is operated electrically. The company has three engines

and double truck 40,000-lb. capacity cars, having physical connec-

tions with the Grand Trunk at Chesterfield and depending upon

it to take all freight.

Mr. J. il. Huber, general baggage agent of the Canton & Akron,

stated that his company did not compete with steam road rates,

and confines its business to the express. The company operates four

cars between Canton and Uhrichsville, using the old line express

tariff. The company has a billing arrangement for through busi-

ness from Cleveland, with a car leaving Cleveland at 9;IS and ar-

riving at Akron 1 1 :30. It also has cartage service, using two

wagons at present and will put on a third if the business continues

to increase.

Mr. Stebbins, of Coliniibus, reported that his company operated

express cars over about 150 miles of road and generally gave two

deliveries a day. While most companies were finding the package

and express business more profitable this company had developed

a very good car lot freight busines, some of the points reached

not having any connection with steam roads, in which case the

steam road concerned made arrangements for interchange of busi-

ness, the steam company's cars being used in this business. From

one town alone the company handles as many as 15 cars per month.

Mr. Stebbins' observation had been that companies handling

package business exclusively have quite an expense for wagon de-

livery as well as for agents, labor, etc. It was his contention

that better terminal facilities would tend to decrease this expense

and promote the business in general.

Mr. Tarkington, of the Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line,

stated that his company had had a car twice a day between Toledo

and Monroe, a distance of 85 miles, but that the business did not

justify it and the service was cut to one car per day.

Mr. Shinnick, of the Columbus, Buckeye Lake and Newark, stated

that a very nice freight business had been developed on that line,

one car making four trips per day over the line, in which both

freight and express matter are handled. The company also handles

some car lot business although the city ordinances prevent its

handling a freight car in the city and thus interferes with con-

venient delivery. The company has tlie >ame system of billing that

express companies have and interchanges business with the C. L.

& S., the D. S. & U., and settles on a mileage basis. The great

trouble in the handling of freight is the lack of organization; his

company handles coal and some other road does not ; it handles

trunks and some other road does not.

Mr. 'Voung, of the Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern, reported

that his company had started in the freight and express business

October 15th. The line runs through the oil region and has con-

siderable business in oil tools and some hay. The company inter-

changes with the Terminal Railway Co. at Toledo and is thus en-

abled to make suitable delivery of car load freight, the terminal

company furnishing the cars.

Mr. Green, of the Springfield, Troy & I'iqua, stated his company

turned the express business over to the Southern Ohio Express Co.

.\rrangenients have been made with steam roads for the interchange

of car load freight business, the steam road furnishing the cars.

Mr. Carpenter, of the Western Ohio Railway Co., staled thai

the majority of roads had been built for passenger service and

were not constructed to handle freight properly, but that the ex-

press business was more in their line. Local conditions had a

great deal to do with the handling of freight ; while one road might

develop a very good local freight business another could not, and

while one road might secure considerable car lot freight its con-

iiecction would not be in a position to handle it. The lack of

standardization and the construction of the mads will not pcruiil

of a general freight Imsiness.

Mr. Abbott, of the Roberts & Abbott Co., of Cleveland, stated that

his company, in its experience as consulting engineers, up to re-

cently had discouraged its clients in the handling of freight, be-

cause the ordinary standard electrical ei|nipment was not able to

handle freight, other than in less than car lots, which is practically

express. However since the advent of some of the later forms of

alternating current motors electric roads may be equipped for

handling freight. Taking into consideration the power of a freight

locomotive, which is from 600 to 1,000 h. p., such a current thrown
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on ami off at some of tlic power houses would only mcci willi dis-

astrous results. While an old road may l)e equipped for the

handling of heavy freight the expense of equipment would not he

justified hy the amount of husiness that would he handled. A good
many electric roads which arc handling freight use a steam loco-

motive with good results. Too many roads figure on high freight

rates, while as a matter of f.ict they can get hut little more than

the steam roads; people are not after quick delivery on freight; that

is express. Mr. Abhott then gave the figures. which some of the

steam roads are getting per ton-mile: 3.3, 3.6, I, 4, 2.5. 5.4, 2.3.

1.9, 1.4 and 2 cents. The smaller steam roads arc getting near 4
cents per ton-mile, while the larger roads are getting between i

and 2 cents, so that an electric road would have to handle a great

deal of business to make money at this rate. The steam locomotives

offer the best solution for most of the roads built, about half of

which could operate light locomotive by changing a few grades,

curves, etc., and while some roads arc built on steam road stand-

ards in the country, track construction in the city prevents operation

if city ordinances do not prohibit it.

Mr. W. 11. Morley, of the Grand Rapids, Grand Haven & Ann
Arbor, slated that his company had six motor freight cars, three

of which were built last spring. The company has through traffic

arrangements with the lake steamers to Chicago, and points be-

yond on a very good percentage basis and handles an average of

two car loads each way per day of through business and about the

same amount of local business. The road is built of 70-lb. steel

with a maximum grade of i per cent ; the freight is handled on
express time and business is rapidly increasing.

Mr. Clegg stated the freight business on his road was handled

hy the Southern Ohio Express Co. entirely. His contention was
that if the steam roads throughout the country derived from 80

to 90 per cent of their earnings from freight he did not see why
the electric roads could not enjoy a portion of this business, con-

sidering the success that they had met with in the passenger field.

Mr. Spring heartily endorsed the remarks of Mr. Clegg and
further said that the standardization of freight business as well as

the standardization of all other departments seemed to be the

solution of the problem and that while his road had been very

successful in the handling of freight, both in car lots and less than
car lots, more success might be achieved were the interchange
of business made possible by the standardization of intenirban

roads.

Mr. Lang then summed up the discussion of the afternoon, stat-

ing that he was heartily in sympathy with Mr. Spring, Mr. Clegg
and Mr. Sloat; that as a very large portion of the earnings of the

steam roads is from the freight business there are good possibilities

for the development of such a business on the interurban lines;

that the interurban lines have developed an excellent passenger
business and there is apparently no reason why the growth of their

freight business should not be as good, although today there are
limitations placed upon its growth by the construction and ar-

rangements of their roads. The growth may be slow but inas-

much as a start has already been made let everyone meet the condi-
tions as they may exist. The adverse conditions that confront the
freight business in the way of heavy grades, sharp curves and in-

adequate power are as well factors in the operation of passenger

cars and anything that is done to further freight business cannot
but tend towards the betterment of the passenger business. Why
not organize a company to operate freight and express business over
several lines, taking for example the growth of the Southern Ohio
Express Co., which would result in a reduction of expenses for

rent, office expense, wagon service and increased and better facilities

for handling merchandise at all points, securing the largest returns
for both companies and a reduction in operating expenses that will

result in a reduction of transportation charge to the shipper?

Announcement was made by the chair that interchangeable coupon

tickets had been placed on the market by 15 roads in Ohio and other

roads in the association were invited to adopt them, after which

the meeting adjourned.

Sami>les of the interchangeable coupon tickets were distributed

among the members in attendance. These books at that date were

adopted liy 15 companies. A section of the coupon strip is reproduced

Notes.
By courtesy of Mr. W. B. Brockway, acting secretary of the

Street Railway Accountants' Association, the Association had on

exhibition Book 1500 of the Accountants' collection of blanks and

forms, the contents of which related to freight and express

SEC-no.V OF INTERCHANGEABLE COUPON STRIP.

in the accompanying engraving. The strip is 2% in. wide, and each

yi in. set off by heavy cross lines represents one s-cent fare. The

240 coupons represent $12.00 at regular rates, and the book is sold

for $10.00.

Just before the afternoon session was called to order a photo-

graph of the members present was taken by flashlight.

At 5 o'clock, after the adjoununcnt of the afternoon session, a

party of about 25 went to Detroit over the newly opened Detroit,

Monroe & Toledo Short Line Railway, as the guests of that com-

pany, Mr. W. B. Tarkington, the general superintendent, having

a special car for the association party. At Detroit the president

of the company, Mr. Matthew Slush, met the car and extended an

invitation to celebrate the opening of his new through line at a

dinner at the Russell House. An elaborate menu was served and

those present had a most enjoyable evening. At 9:10 the special

car left Detroit for the return trip ; Mr. Tarkington accompanied

tlie party and delivered them in Toledo at 11 o'clock.

'I'he Ludlow Supply Co., of Cleveland, was represented by Col.

W. E. Liullow, who exhibited a working model of the Cleveland

track drilling machine. ;'nd drawings of the company's new rail

grinding machine.

The McClinchie Advertising Strap.

The accompanying illustration of the McClinchie advertising strap

illustrates the latest design of this device, some improvements hav-

ing been made since it was first illustrated in the "Review". The
patented feature of this device is the metal frame for holding the

advertiseiTient, the strap itself not being covered hy patent, although

it is an essential part. The frame is provided with lugs at the top

and bottom, each lug having two holes through wliicli the two

THE M CLINCHIE ADVERTISING STRAP.

branches of the strap loop pass. The frame having been placed in

position the strap is secured by a single rivet and as the strap passes

freely through the lug« of the frame, neither is weakened in any

respect. The frame can be placed as near the .strap rail as is desired,

and when placed is held in the proper position by the rivet. Frames
are furnished in brass, nickel or with an oxidized surface, as may
be preferred, and thus can be made to conform to the color scheme
of the interior of the car. The frame is in one piece and will easily

outlast any number of straps.

The advertising card which fits the frame illustrated is 4V2X354 >"•

and is inserted into the frame from the rear, being slipped into place

and secured by inserting a cardboard strip under the lugs which
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holds the card. Tlie owner of the patent on this device is Uria

McClinchie, manager of the Indiana Furniture Co.. 15J East 23rd

St., New York City.

The advantage to railway companies doing their own advertising

business is that the frames provide additional space, which may even

be classed as preferred space, since passengers using the straps can

scarcely overlook the advertisement. If the company leases the ad-

vertising space in its cars the strap frames proxide so uuich atUiitional

space that can he let.

Deltaheston Magnet Wire.

Many efforts have been made to devise an insulation for wire

used in the winding and insulation of armature, field and magnet

coils and the D. & W. Fuse Co., Providence, R. I., through its

wire department has recently published a phamphlet on "Deltabes-

ton" magnet wire and the winding and insulation of railway motor

field coils, which will no doubt be of considerable interest to

our readers. "Deltabeston" wire is insulated with practically pure

asbestos which has been treated in a manner that its insulating

properties are exceptionally good, and which, as far as the tem-

perature rise goes, is practically indestructible, while at the same

time the thickness of the insulation compares favorably with that

of ordinary double cotton insulation. In the winding of coils

with this wire there is considerable danger of injury to the in-

sulation owing to the presence of a waterproofing compound

which prevents the wire from passing readily between the jaws

of a clamp as cotton covered wire, and a special device has been

designed for this purpose. Elaborate experiments have been con-

ducted recently looking towards the production of a field coil in-

sulation which would withstand unusual temperatures and would

not be readily aflfected by water so that the life of the coil might

be readily increased with gratifying results.

This process includes: fir.st, the employment only of material

which will not be affected by any ordinary motor temperature

;

and, second, the treatment of this so as to render it absolutely im-

pervious to water. In the construction of such covering that por-

tion of the coil upon which the terminals are fixed is insulated by

wrapping with a single thickness of asbestos paper ; over this and

under the terminal is placed a thin sheet of micanite upon which

the terminal, after being soldered to the wire, is securely bound

with asbestos twine. The asbestos paper is then formed about the

coil by dampening it with a thin solution of flour paste, the paper

being cut into various shapes as more readily conform to the

irregular form of the coil. The paper employed for this purpose

is about .01 in. thick. There arc two covers of two layers each,

the first layer of paper being applied after thoroughly coaling the

coil in a paraffine compound. While the first layer is still damp
the second layer of paper, cut in different designs from the first,

is applied ; for the third layer that method of applying the first

layer is again used, and in the fourth that of the second layer

is repeated. 1'he coil is dried out slowly, and then placed in an

oven at a temperature of 300° F. ; on taking the coil out, while

hot it is immersed in one of the paraffine insulating compounds

When the coil is cooled down it is ready for the second jacket or

cover, the application of which is identical with that of the first

one, after which when it is dry an outer wrapping of asbestos

tape alK>ul .03 in. thick is applied. The coil is then placed in an

oven at 300° F., taken out and immersed in a bath of good baking

japan. Upon removing it from the japan it is allowed to drain,

then baked for a period of 3 or 4 hours, given another japan

bath and another baking, which completes the coil.

In order to determine the relative value of this form of in.sula-

tion two elaborate tests were made of coils wound with "Dclta-

\)t*ton" wire and insulated in the manner described, and those

wound with the ordinary aslioto^ paper and cotton insulation.

Two iron ca.se* were secured, representing the motor cases, com-

pletely cncioting the coiU and the coils were connected up in

»erie.». The Ic*! consisted in subjecting these coils to an abnor-

mal current for » long period, taking careful measurements of

the resistance, the insulation and the temperature of exterior of

coili, of terminals and of the copper of the winding. The re-

sult of the ted showed that apparently the "Dcllabeslon" insula-

tion was slightly lower than the cotton, which is attributed in this

particular case to the fact that the moisture was not carefully

driven out of the paper before the coil was immersed in the in-

sulating solutions. On the other hand it was noted that the "Del-

tabeston" insulation, recovered more rapidly than the cotton every

time the circuit was opened. The maximum temperature reached

by the "Deltabeston" coil was considerably higher than that of the

cotton coil, which was due to the higher resistance and the lower

heat conductivity of the material employed in covering the coil.

M the end of 97 hours contim'ious run, when the temperature of

the copper wire had gone slightly above 900° F. in the "Deltabes-

ton" coil and about 780° F. in the cotton covered coil, water

was run into both cases. At this time the cotton covered coil had
been reduced to a mass of charcoal while to all appearances the

"Deltabeston" coil was quite uninjured. A careful examination

of the coils showed that the cotton covered coil has been com-
pletely destroyed, while the "Deltabeston" coil was practically in-

tact and required no more attention than a dipping in the japan

to soften up the outer coating which has become somewat hard,

owing to the high temperature and long baking to which it had
been sulijccted.

Gasoline Inspection Car.

A new type of the Oldsmoliilc railroad inspection car is shown
in the accompanying engraving. It is known as the Model No. 2

tonneau car. This car is similar in general construction to the

Oldsmobile railroad inspection car No. i, with the exception of

having a tonnean added which gives it a capacity of from six to

eight persons. This car is designed so that the tonncau can be re-

moved and a platform added which will carry the necessary men.
tools and material for ordinary railroad repair work. The No. j

tonnean car is operated by a gasoline motor of 7 li. p. and lias a

Tm "W

GASOLINE INSPECTION CM).

speed of from 30 to 35 miles per hour; llie speeil is v.uialilc ami

under perfect control. The engine and gearing are-llie same as useil

in the regular Oldsmobile runabout and the motor is started by a

crank while the car is standing, in llie same in.inner as llie ordinary

automobile.

The car is built for standard gage, has a O.'-in. wheel base, naU

sills, 20-in. pressed steel wheel of M. ,C. U. pattern, cold rolled

steel axles, Hyatt roller bearings, and powerful brakes of the ex-

panding clutch type. These cars have ample capacity for water and

gasoline to run the car one hundred miles or more and the cost of

operating is very slight, as a gallon of gasoline is siiflicient to drive

it from 20 to 25 miles.

One of the.se cars has rim snnielhing over 3,(XX) miles on a luuini

nent rail/oad where there are grades as high as 3 per rent and has

demonstrated its cajiacity for running at a salisfaclory speed up

these grades with a full luad. l'"roin a full slnp mi a niaxinnnn grade
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tlic car (|iiickly dcvclopcs a speed of 20 miles per hour.

In operating the car in backward motion it is geared to run at

aliont one-half the forward speed.

The Railway .Appliances Co., of Chicago, is the sole selling agent

fur these cars in the United Stales.

Shuwniut Fuses.

The "Shawniut" National KIcctrical Code enclosed fuses, manu-

factured by the Chase-Shawmut Co., Ncwburyport, Mass., arc ilhis-

Irated and described in Rulletin No. 28.

Of the many features of the "Shawmut" fuse special attention

is directed to the fact that these fuses arc designed and made

to conform to the latest specifications of the Underwriters Na-

tional Board, whereby the products of the different manufac-

turers of this material must be interchangeable. That is to say,

the fuses of a given class must be so constructed that it will be

possible to use them in any other manufacturers cut-outs, made to

conform to the National Electrical Code standard. Considerable

attention has been directed along these lines by the manufacturer

of "Shawmut" fuses, who was aided no doubt in its efforts in this

line from the fact that in selecting dimensions for the National

Electrical Code standard fuses, two of the standards selected con-

form to this conmpany's regular line of material, enabling it to

save its complete line of porcelains in both 30 and 60 amperes,

2SO-volt sizes. The Chase- Shawmut Co. advises us that it has

been working on this material for quite a long period, and can now

say that it is the first manufacturer to place the material on the

market, having a complete line in stock for immediate delivery.

Pueblo & Beulah Rapid Transit Co.

The Pueblo & Beulah Rapid Transit Co., Pueblo Col., has been

incorporated under the laws of Colorado to construct and operate

railways by electricity or other power in the counties of Pueblo,

Fremont, Custer and Huerfano. The incorporators of this com-

pany are: James N. Carlile, e.x-state treasurer and a well-known

contractor and builder of railroads ; Charles Henkle, wholesale

grocer ; H. R. Holbrook, civil engineer and president of the

Laguna Canal Co.
; J. J. Burns, late superintendent of the Denver

& Rio Grande R. R. at Pueblo, and W. A. Beatty, of St. Louis,

Mo., late general freight and passenger agent of the Tennessee

Central R. R. It is the purpose of this corporation at the begin-

ning to construct and operate a freight line in the city, and a

main line outside of the city from Pueblo to Beulah, a distance of

about 30 miles, with branches to lime-rock, lime, fire-clay, cement,

granite and ony.x quarries, and to all out-croppings of coal and

iron ores which have recently been discovered but are as yet un-

developed.

A perpetual franchise and right-of-way have been secured out-

side tlie city of Pueblo, while the franchise in the city remains in

force until Apr. 9, 1940. The franchise grants the right to con-

struct and operate cars in the city of Pueblo by means of electricity,

either the overhead system, the storage battery system, or any new

or improved mechanical motive power which is now known or

may hereafter be invented. It is given the right to transport pas-

sengers, freight and express over ten miles of streets in Pueblo,

which virtually belts the city. The passenger line will extend

through the residence part of the city and to many suburbs while

the freight line will pass a greater part of the large factories ex-

tending in a southerly direction along the east side of the cities

of Pueblo, Bessemer and Minnequa to a junction with the passen-

ger division, where the main line begins and extends in a south-

western direction, 30 miles, all in Pueblo County, to and through

the Beulah Valley. The grade at no point will exceed a 154 P^r

cent grade and will be an unbroken down grade from the Beulah

Valley to Pueblo, the grade always being with the load and against

the empties. The franchise provides that one per cent of the

gross earnings of the city lines from the passenger service is to

be paid to the city annually and there is no tax of any character

upon the freight or express service either inside or outside of the

city, nor upon the passenger service outside of the city.

It is proposed to locate the power house at the coal mines,

which will insure a very low cost for power. The gage will be

4 ft 8 in., which is standard, and during the construction period

and as soon as the outside line can be completed, the line will

probably be operated by steam for a considerable time before the

electrical service is ready for operation.

The estimate of cost of building the line and equipment com-

plete, using not less than 60-lb. steel rails, has been prepared and

is placed at $1,100,000 and includes 30 miles of track outside and 10

miles inside of the city, power plant and sub-station, all line work,

rail-bonds and high tension lines, two 50-ton electric freight lo-

comotives, to passenger cars of 200 and 300 h. p. and fencing

right-of-way, etc. The freight equipment will consist of 50 drop

bottom cars, 10 box cars and 5 stock cars, which will be provided

on the car trust or lease plan, all the rolling stock to be equipped

to run in cither electric or steam service. The capitalization of

the company consists of common stock, $1,200,000; preferred stock

(6 per cent cumulative), $300,000; five per cent, first mortgage

gold bonds, $900,000.

. » »

The Circle Swing Flying Machine.

The demands of the public for outdoor amusement and excite-

ment during the past few years have brought about the develop-

ment of many attractive devfces, such as the scenic railway, the

shoot-the-chutes and the loop-the-loop. The latest novelty to meet

these demands is the circle swing, which was first operated during

the summer of 1903 in a single resort, and which during the past

season has attracted a great deal of attention at the various parks

and resorts where it was in operation. The circle swing is a

unique piece of mechanical ingenuity and consists of a high steel

THE TRAVER CIRCLE SWING.

tower, in the center of which revolves a vertical shaft, keyed to

the luib of which are six radiating arms. From these are twenty-

four ;<-in. steel cables, from which are suspended six cars to

carry passengers. The cars are modeled after air-ships, having

pointed ends and a cigar-shaped body, with a small propeller at

the rear of the canopy. The shaft is operated by an electric

motor, which causes the spider, cables and cars to revolve about

the tower.
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The construction di this device is strong and durable. The

tower is made of steel angles, galvanized after being cut and

punched, so that no part of the structure will rust. The 1905

towers are equipped with braces nnich heavier than those used

heretofore, and many improvements have been made recently, in-

cluding a hand brake for stopping machines more quickly after the

current is shut off, thus economizing time and increasing the earn-

ing capacity. The entire weight of the revolving parts is carried

on a 4-in. vertical steel shaft and means are provided for adjust-

ing the height of shaft- and gears. One of the features that make

this device a popular resort attraction is the scheme of decoration.

During the day gaily-colored flags flutter in the breeze made by

the whirling machine, while at night the hundreds of electric

lights, which are strung in festoons beneath the arms and rods

of the superstructure and down the cables to the cars, give the

swing the appearance of an illuminated revolving pyramid.

A C.\R ON THE (IKCI.F. SWINc.

The swing is built in three sizes, the No. i swing having a 6o-(t.

tower, the No. 2 machine an 8o-ft. tower and the portable swing

a 40-ft. tower. The No. i swing is equipped with si.x cars, carry-

ing four passengers each; 20 complete trips per hour are made

when operating at full capacity; the power is applied through a

15-h. p. motor; the swing is illuminated at night by 500 incan-

descent lights wired for either no, 220 or 500 volts; the space

required for this size swing is circular, 100 ft. in diameter. The

\o. 2 swing differs from the No. i in that it has six cars seating

eight passengers each, requires a 25-h, p. motor for operation,

has for illumination 1,000 8-c. p. lamps, and requires a space 140

ft. in diameter. The portable swing is especially adapted to small

places which could not support a No. I swing continually, and it

is so constructed that it can be moved at little cost of time and

labor. There are 12 cars which scat two persons each and the

plant is operated by a light lo-h. p. gasoline engine. All swings

are erected complete ready for operation, including fence, plat-

form, ticket-booth, etc. During the season of igo4 ten of the

No. I swings were in operation at various resorts throughout the

country, and the No. 2 swing was built on the Pike at the St.

Louis Exposition; Euclid Beach, Cleveland, O. ; North Beach,

Long Island, N. Y. ; and Chestnut Hill Park, Philadelphia. The

Travcr Circle Swing Co., 66 Broadway, New York, is the sole

manufacturer of circle swings, and made the installations described

Metallic Phosphor for Tempering B;»hhitt Metal.

The New Era Manufacturing Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., makes a

material known as "Metallic Phosphor," which is used as a tem-

pering agent in babbitt metals. Different brands and grades of bab-

bitt combine with different proportifins of metallic phosphnro to pro-

duce the best retulls. This is due to the fact tlial the principle dif-

ference lirlween the low and high grade liabbitts is caused by the

liffereiit quantities of Irmpering aKentA they contain. Therefore,

the belter the quality of the hibbitt, the Ic^i metallic phnsphoro is

required.

In high-grade babbitts, such as "Magnolia" metal, "Copper Genu-

ine," etc., 2', per cent of metallic phcsphoro is required. In me-

dium grade babbitts, such as No. I. "E.\tra," "Duro," and other anti-

friction graphite metals, ranging in price from 12 to 15 cents per

pound, 5 per cent, or i lb. in 19 lb. of babbitt is recommended. For

commercial No. 4 babbitt, 10 per cent or j lb. is iiscil willi 18 Ih.

of babbitt.

The New Era company states that this last combination is re-

ported to give the most economical and desirable service that can

be secured and that it is especially adapted for heavy bearings and

electric railway service, and its cost is about one-third that of high-

grade babbitt metals giving similar .service. No extra trouble or

expense is caused by using this tempering agent, as it may be added

when the babbitt is melted for use.

The subject certainly merits attention and investigation. Babbitt

metal bills are prominent items in the expense of operating electric

railways, and a possible opportunity to avoid more than one-half of

the ordinary expense in that line will not escape the careful consid-

eration of a coiiser\'ativc management.

Electric Traction From Gas Power.

A somewhat unique departure from cstalilished methods in elec-

tric traction has recently been undertaken at Warren, Pa. The

Warren & Jamestown Street Railway Co. is equipping an a. c.

single-phase electric railway .system to operate between Warren.

Pa., and Jamestown, N. Y., for which power will be supplied by

gas engines using natural gas. The equipment is now being con-

structed by the Westinghou.se companies at East Pittsburg, Pa.

The power station will be located at Stoneham, Pa., two miles

from Warren. The initial equipment will consist of two Westing-

liousc gas engines, each of 500 h. p. capacity. They will be of the

horizontal single-crank double-acting type, direct connected to two

jfio-kw. Westinghouse generators furnishing current at voltage suf-

ficient for direct use upon the high-tension transmission line. The
power equipment also comprises a 55-h, p, Westinghouse gas engine

for operating air compressor and exciter unit. Natural gas will

be used, furnished by the local distributing company. In this dis-

trict the gas has a calorific value of about 1,000 B. t. u. per cu. ft.

Transformer sub-stations, five in number, will be located along

the right of way. These will receive the high-tension current from

the transmission line and reduce the voltage to such an extent as

to render it more suitable for use in single-phase motors. The
present motive power equipment will compri.se four quadruple

sets of Westinghouse single-phase motors, each ap|ircixiniately 50

h. p. capacity.

An interesting feature of the system is the arrangement for op-

crating the alternating current motors upon the dirocl-currcnt trol-

ley lines within the city limits of the termini.

The Warren & Jamestown Street Ry. is not a newly organized

system, as it has operated part of the present lines for a period

of eleven years. Three years ago the company began experimeiU-

ing with the u.se of gas power, with suflicient success to influence

them in the now exclusive adoption of gas engines for their entire

power generation. The operation of the new system will be watched

with much interest by the engineering imblic, and its success will

mark an important advancement in inoclcrn elcclric r.iilroading.

Columbia & Montour lUcctric Railway {'ak

Improvements.

A iHiiiilxT III' inipicn'ciiiiiil^ I1.1VC JKCii (liM-iilc-d iipi>n liy llic Co-

lumbia & MoiUour Electric Uailvvay Co.. of llloomsburg, I'a. These
include the erection of a generating plant at Berwick, the installa-

tion of a iso-kw. rotary converter in the substation at Willow
Grove, in addition to the i(X)-kw. converter that is now in use, and
an extension of the system into Nescopeck. The oflicers of the road

arc: President, B. F. Meyers; vice-president, E. R. Spimslcr;

treasurer, W. M. Ogelsby; general manai^er, 1) C. ILukcit

"A THANKSGIVING STOUV." i- lb,- snhjcM nf .-, p;iiii|>hlel

which has been dislribnted by the ( )liiini l'',ire l<rgi-,lcr (n, nf

Dayton, O.
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Nichols. Liiitcrn Pneumatic Track Sander.

It i.s well estalilished that in order to secure rapid acceleraiion

or to maintain liiali speeds, thereby meeting the demands of the

piililic. a thuroiiKhly etficient track sanding device is necessary, as

without such provision there is invariably an excessive power
consumption, due either to the spinning of the wheels or the heavy

t(iuipment which is necessary to prevent such spinning. Realizing

this necessity, the Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, O., has placed on the

market the Nichols-Lintern pneumatic track sander. a device that

hears the same relation to the ordinary track sanders that the

modern air brake does to the old form of hand brake. A thin

layer of sand properly and evenly deposited on the rails is an

speed Is checked, while on the other hand, with the Nichols-Lintern

sander a slight application of sand will stop the car in less time

and with less air than is required to make a stop without this

sander. The result is that less air is required with than without

this device. In throwing the brake valve in the emergency stop

position the supplementary valve automatically opens and sands

the track without attention on the part of the motorman and the

prevention of accidents by quick stops is of no little consideration.

The sand trap and the manner of its attachment to the car floor

are clearly shown in the accompanying illustration, it being so

arranged that it can be placed at almost any convenient part of the

car where the hose can reach the wheel, a feature that appeals

strongly to the master mechanic. The sand trap is designed to be

absolutely air and water tight and the tendency of the sand to

clog is further eliminated by the manner in which the air acts upon

it. A special truck attachment is employed by which the hose

is held directly in front of the wheels at all times, the flexibility

INDEPENDENT S,\NDEK V.\LVE.SUPPLEMENT.\RV V.\LVE SANDER

.\TT.\CHEI1 TO engineer's

BR.\KE V.\LVE.

invaluable aid in starting a car and the saving of power eflfected

by the prevention of the slipping of wheels is considerable as

well as the loss of schedule time, the abuse of equipment and the

congestion of traffic.

.Among the many features claimed for this device the supple-

mentary sander valve, which is iK-rcwith illustrated, is promi-

nent, 'i'be principal feature of the supplementary valve is that the

handle interlocks with the handle of the brake valve and rotates

with the latter, so that the sander can be operated with the brake

valve in any position, giving the motorman absolute control of

SAND HOPPER

TRUCK ATT.VCHMENT.

of the hose enabling it to follow the various movements of the

trucks whether on straight or curved track.

The independent sander valve is intended to take the place of

the supplementary valve, where for any reason it is desirable to use

a separate valve for operating the sander. This valve may be

connected to the pipe at any point where it is convenient to the

motorman. It is so constructed that the flow of sand may be easily

controlled and regulated as conditions require.

Duner Car Closets.

SAND TRAP.

the sander at all times. The waste of sand is automatically pre-

vented, it being automatically shut ofl as soon as the pressure of

the valve handle is released. In order to get the greatest braking

efficiency with any braking apparatus, the condition of the rail

must be the best available. A bad rail or one in a slippery con-
dition necessitates several applications of the air brake before the

The long distances over which electric railways are now operating

makes a toilet room an essential part of the furnishings of a pas-

senger car, and the limited space at the disposal of the designer has

made improvements in the fittings extremely desirable. The Duner
Co., of 116 South Clinton St., Chicago, is now calling the attention

of the trade to several special designs of car closets which are partic-

ularly adapted for electric railway cars. The advantages claimed

for these are: Combined water or dry closet; easily changed to a

dry closet, if water fails; made of enameled iron in two separate

hoppers, detachable for cleaning ; made to use water from gravity

tank or from tank under air pressure as specified ; will flush and
keep clean with use of little water.; allows no cold air or dust to

enter car through closet; will not freeze from outside cold; simple

construction ; made right or left handed by simply reversing handle.

The material is of enameled iron and the shape of the tray can be

made to conform with any drawing furnished.

« >

The Columbus, Greensburg & Richmond Traction Co., at the

annual meeting, held November i8th, chose the following directors:

.'\mos K. Hollowell, Harris F. Holland, William P. Myer, .August

M. Kuhn, Walter McConaha, Qiarles E. Barrett and Albert H.
Carter. At a meeting of the directors, held immediately after the

stockholders' meeting, the following officers -were elected : Presi-

dent, Harris F. Holland; vice president, Walter McConaha; secre-

tary, .Mhert H. Carter; treasurer, William P. Myer.
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Personal.

MR. .\. R. McADOO, of New York City, has been elected presi-

dent of the Winnebago Traction Co., Oshkosh, Wis.

MR. W. P. H.\R\"EY. auditor of the Elgin, .\urora & Southern

Traction Co., has removed his headquarters from .Vurora to Elgin,

111.

MR. A. L. MARHOFF, who has been appointed superintendent

of the Michigan Traction Co. to succeed Mr. S. J. Dill, has taken

charge of the work.

MR. HENRY F. KELLOGG, well known to street railway men,

has assumed the management of thi railway department of the Frank

Ridlon Co. of Boston.

MR. JA.MES GUTHRIE McNHCHAEL, president of the Atla^

Railway Supply Co., Chicago, was married to Mrs. .Augusta Beil

Tatliam, on Tuesday. November 1st.

MR. .\. H. ST.\NLEY, general superintendent Public Service

Corporation of New Jersey, was married to Miss Grace Lowrcy

Woodruff, Monday, December 7th, at Milwaukee, Wis.

MR. CLINTON P.\LMER. assistant superintendent of the Cin-

cumali, Dayton & Toledo Traction Co., who has had his office

at Hamilton, O., will remove his headquarters to Middletown.

MR. J. W. MUMPER, superintendent of the Hanover Light, Heat

& Power Co., and Hanover & McSherrystown Street Railway Co.,

has resigned his position to accept a more lucrative one in New
York City.

.MR. S. M. MANIFOLD, recently elected sheriff of York County,

Pa., has resigned as general manager of the York County Traction

Co., to assume the duties of sheriff. His resignation is effective

Jan. I, 1905.

MR. LOUGH MAN PENDRED, representing the editorial depart-

ment of "The Engineer" of London, has recently made an extended

trip in the United States investigating American practice in lighting

and traction work.

MR. C. E. W.ARWICK, division superintendent of the Cincin-

nati. Dayton & Toledo Traction Co., in charge of the Hamilton

city lines, has resigned to become superintendent of the Galveston

City Railway Co., Galveston. Tex.

MR. OREN S. HUSSEY, formerly connected witli the laboratory

of Thomas .\. Edison, and later with the Thomson-Houston Electric

Co., and The General Electric Co., has been elected vice-president

of the Frank Ridlon Co.. of Boston.

MR. WILLIAM J. BOWMAN has Ireen appointed master me
ihanic of the Elgin, .•\nrora & Southern Traction Co., at .Aurora.

Ill , having resigned his position as superintendent of the car barns

of the Cincinnati. Dayton & Toledo Traction Co.

MR. WILLIAM BARCLAY PARSONS has resigned as chief

engineer of the Rapid Transit Commission, of New York, and will

hereafter devote himself lo the work of the Panama Canal Com-

mission, of which he is a member, and to general practice.

MR. C. S. RAY formally look charge of the track construction

work of the Owensboro Street Railway Co., Owenslxiro, Ky., No-

vember 15th, and Superintendent T. R. Morton, who had been look-

ing after the entire work, will direct the operation of the line.

MR. J. B. WILSON, a member of the board of directors of the

Dallas (Texas) Consolidated Electric Street Railway Co., has been

elected president of the company to succeed E. J. Cannon, who re-

cently resigned on account of having been elected city treasurer,

MR. ALBERT T. LEACH, treasurer of the Kcnfield Publishing

Co., was married on November 24lh to Miss Clara Blanche Harris,

daughter of Mr. Overton Harris, of Harris, Mo. Mr. and Mrs.

Leach will be at home after January ist at Hotel DclPrado, Chicago.

THE STOCKHOLDERS of the Willimantic (Conn.) Traction

Co. have recently elected Thomas F. Cavanaugh of Boston, Peter

H. Corr of Philadelphia, Walter H. Clark of Hartford and W. D.

Grant and W. A. Arnold of Willimantic, directors for the ensuing

year.

PROF, VICTOR B. SWENSON, of the University of Wiscon-

«in, has for some weeks been at Anderson, Ind., superintending

the construction and ''i|ii{pmenl of the lest car which is lo be use!

in determining the air resistance lo elcclric cars moving at high

speeds.

THE EVANSVILLE & EA.STERN ELECTRIC RAILWAY
CO., at a recent mcclinK of the directors, elected F. W. Rcilz

, vice-president to succeed J. W. Fuquay, and W. H. McCurdy, presi-

dent of the Hercules Buggy Co., a member of the board of di-

rectors.

MR. J. K. PUNDERFORD, general manager of the Consoli-

dated RaiU'ay Co., New Haven, Conn., has recently added to his

jurisdiction the lines of this company in the city of Meriden, includ-

ing the extci\sion recently constructed between Wallingford and

Montowcse.

.\IR. M. C. LL"UL.\M, who for a number of years was connected

with the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, has been ap-

pointed general superintendent and assistant to General Manager

J. .\. Trawick of the Little Rock RaiUv.-iy & Electric Co., Little

Rock, Ark,

MR. R. K. MICKEY, who has been associated with the National

Carbon Co. for over ten years, has resigned his position as as-

sistant sales manager for that company, and has been elected sec-

retary and sales manager of the .Xmcrican Carbon & Battery Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

MR. FR.-^NK E. SCOVILL, on the eve of his departure to

become manager of the Laredo (Texas) Electric Light & Rail-

way Co., was presented with a handsome gold watch by the em-

ployes of the .•\ustin Electric Railway Co. and with a diamond

-tnd by bis many friends of the -Austin Club.

MR. .'\. J, BEMIS. who was formerly manager of tlic RrocUton

& Plymouth Street Railway Co., has recently removed to Sydney,

' Nova Scotia, to become manager of the Cape Breton Electric Co,,

I.td,, which, like the Brockton & Plymouth property, is under the

direction of Stone & Webster, of Boston, general managers,

MR. ALEXANDER E. ORR, president of the Rapid Transit

Commission of New York City, lias resigned the presidency of the

.South Brooklyn Savings Bank, a financial institution of which he

has been the head for the last 16 years, on account of the pressure

of his duties in public affairs, especially in connection with the

Rapid Transit Commission.

.MR THOMAS F. WIHTELSEY, general manager of the Toledo

Railway S: 'Tenuinal Co., has resigned that position. Mr. Whitelsey

has had a loiig and successful railroad career, having formerly

been in the service of the Lake Shore, and later with the Ohio

Central before going to the 'Toledo Railway & Terminal Co., shortly

iH'forc the road was completed.

COL. DANIEL BURNS DVKR. «h,. was formerly at tlie head

of sired railway interests at Atlanta, Ga., has recently written a

very interesting article on early Oklahoma days. Colonel Dyer

was au'iong the first al the opening of that territory, was elected the

first mayor of (iuthrie and among ihc foremost in laying the founda-

linn for Ihc present progressive capital.

DR. LOUIS DUNCAN has become associated willi Ihc stall of

ihe .Mlis-Chalmers Co. of Milwaukee, as an expert in electrical

patent work in coiuiection with its electrical department, The Bul-

lock Electric Manufacturing Co.. of Cincinnati. Dr. Duncan will

continue lo make his headquarters in New York, at 56 Pine St.,

hIktc he will be closely in touch with the U'nal and executive offices

nf Ihe .Mlis-Chalmers company.

.MR. RICHARD W. MKADT!. assistaiil to llu- president of Ihe

New York City Railway Co., resigned December 1st lo become

president of the New York Transporlalion Co., with offices at 49th

St. and 8lh Ave., New York City, vice Mr. Henry .Sanderson, re-

signed. The executive duties performed by Mr. Meade as as-

sistant to the presi<lent of the New York City Railway Co, will

hereafter devolve on Mr, Frank ,S. Gannon, vice-president.

MR. G. R. .SCRUGll.AM has retired as president and general

manager of the Inlcrurban Railway & 'Terminal Co., Cleveland,

O., and was succeeded by Mr. Charles H. Davis. The Inferurban

Railway & Terminal Co. is a consolidation of the Cincinnati &
Eastern Electric Railway Co., the Suburban Traction Co. and llu-

Internrban Terminal Co., which was perfected September of last

year with a capital of $2,500,000. The road has over 100 miles of

tract and is in good physical condition

MR. W. J. SANDO has been appointed manager of the pumping

machinery department of Ihe Allis-rhalmers Co., with headquarters

at Milwaukee Mr. Sando is a man of recognized ability and a

member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the

Boston Society of Civil Engineers, New England Water Works
.Association, American Water Works Association, New York Elcc-
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trical Society, Uostoii Society oi Art, .Vincricaii Association for the

.'\ilvaiicciiicnt of Science, and tlic lingincers' Club of New York.

MR. GEORGE A. SAYLOR was recently appointed superinten-

dent of the Indianapolis, Colunibns & Sontliern Traction Co., suc-

ceeding Mr. A. II. Ilogue, resigneil. Mr. Saylor has been connected

with the Columbus & Southern Co. ever since the road has been

operating, and his promotion is a well deserved recognition of bis

work for the company. In taking charge of the operation, Mr.

Saylor has a high standard to maintain as during the five years since

the road was opened, there has never been an accident which re-

sulted in broken bones.

MR. J. It. MtCI,.'\RV, who resigned as manager of the railway

department of the Hirmingham Railway, Light & Power Co. on

Jan. I, ig04, to enter into business for himself, has again entered the

railway field as general manager of the Sheffield Company, Sheffield,

Ala., assuming the duties of this

office December 15th. The Shef-

field Co. is a strong corporation,

controlling the lines of street rail-

way connecting Sheffield, Flor-

ence and Tuscumbia and the

water and light plants of Shef-

field. Mr. McClary will have

supervision of all these depart-

ments, and the office will give him

full opportunity for the exercise

of liis splendid executive ability.

-Mr. McClary was associated with

the street railways of Birmingham
for 16 years and in 1901 became

manager of the railway depart-

ment upon the consolidation of the

gas, electric light and railway

companies. For seven years before his connection with the street

railway company he was with the Pratt Coal & Iron Co. and the

Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railway Co., and as secretary of the Wood-

w-ard Iron Co. The business of J. B. McClary & Co., of Birming-

ham, will be continued and developed along larger lines, the style

of the firm being changed to McClary, Jemison & Co.

MR. C. O. SIMPSON, treasurer and auditor of the Birming-

ham Railway. Light & Power Co., was host at the luncheon of the

llillman, Wednesday. November i6th, his guests being the delegates

of the Street Railway Accountants' Association and their wives in

attendance at the National Association of Railroad Commissioners'

convention. .\n enjoyable tally-ho ride over the city and to points

of interest followed the luncheon, including a stop at the Country

Club for a luncli about 5 o'clock. The party consisted of Mr. and

Mrs. II. C. Mackay and two children of Milwaukee, Mr. and Mrs.

C. N. Duffy of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. \V. F. Ham of Washington,

and Mr. W. B. Broc'xway of New York.

MR. 11F.NRV SAXDKR.SON'S retirement as president of the

New York Transportation Co. was made the occasion of the pre

scntation to him, by the executive staff and employes of the com

pany, of a testimonial in the form of a handsome desk set of

Tiffany bronze, and engrossed and framed resolutions, the pre-

sentation speech being made by H. H. Vreeland. Mr. Sander-

son's resignation is the result of his decision to enter a new fiel;!

of activity as a member of the firm of Eddy, Brown & Sander-

son, recently formed to do a general banking and brokerage busi

ness as members of the New York Stock Exchange, lie will re-

main a director and member of the executive committee of the

New York Transportation Co.

«-»-•

Obituary.

.MR. CHARLES ROBERT PENINGTON, paymaster and cashier

of the Chicago City Railway Co., died at Phoenix, Ariz., November

30th. The interment was at Oakwood Cemetery, Chicago, Decem-

ber Sth. Mr. Penington was the son of Mr. T. C. Penington.

treasurer of the Chicago City Railway Co.. and had been in the

employ of the company for twenty year.s. His death was the ulti-

mate result of a severe cold contracted a year or more ago from

which he never recovered. His wife and two children survive him

HON. JOHN C. BRADY, president of the Erie Electric Motor

Co , which operates the street railways of Erie and has been an

important factor in Erie's suburban growth, died at his residence

at Erie, Pa., Tuesday evening, November istb. Mr. Brady was

born at Ft. Dodge, la., Oct. 2, 1858, and was educated at the Lake

Shore Seminary, North East, Pa. He read law and was admitted

to the bar in 1879. He was elected mayor of Erie in 1887 and since

1889 has been identified with the Eric Electric Motor Co.

MR. FK.\NK MURl'llY, president of the Omaha & Council

Bluffs Street Railway Co., died suddenly at the Waldorf-Astoria

Hotel, New York, December 13th.

Long Distance Excursions.

During the past summer the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction

Co. has made a considerable effort to develop what may be called

a long distance excursion business. The general agent of the com-

pany, F. D. Norviel, makes his headquarters at the I erminal &

Traction Building at Indianapolis, and, of course, makes every

effort to secure strictly electric interurban excursion business, such

as picnic parties, Zionvillc being the most favorable for Sunday

school and societies of various kinds from Indianapolis. The regu-

lar rate from Indianapolis to Zionville is 25 cents one way and 45

cents for the round trip; on excursion business of the class just

mentioned a flat rale of 25 cents for the round trip is made to

I)arties of 100 or more, tickets being furnished to the superintendent

of the school or the secretary of the organization.

By long distance excursion business first mentioned, however, is

meant those excursions on the steam roads entering the territory

of the Indianapolis & Northwestern, of which the latter can take

advantage for promoting traffic over its own line. The Indianapolis

& Northwestern parallels the Big Four from Indianapolis to Leb-

anon, thence it runs to Frankfort, which is a point on the Monon,

I-. E. & W. and the Clover Leaf lines. The Northwestern terminal

at LaFayette is on the line of the Big Four, the Wabash and the

L. E. & W. In undertaking to run excursions to distant points the

electric line is to some extent handicapped by reason of the refusal

of the steam railroads to recognize it and officially interchange

traffic. However, in practice it is found that the steam lines are

glad to lake care of all the passengers that the electric road can

deliver to them, and there have been no practical difficulties in the

way of working up the business. During the season just passed the

Indianapolis & Northwestern has advertised six excursions to Chi-

cago, on each of which were carried from 150 to 500 passengers.

In one instance, the excursion was from Lebanon to Chicago over

the Big Four. On this occasion the electric line carried only 150

passengers between Indianapolis and Lebanon, and it was not con-

sidered at all successful. In two instances the steam road excursion

was from Frankfort to Chicago, Indianapolis passengers being taken

by the electric line from Indianapolis to Frankfort. The numbers

carried by the electric line on both occasions were comparatively

small. What are considered the successful excursions were those

from Lebanon to Chicago via the Monon, when the electric line

has the haul from Indianapolis to LaFayette. T]ie rate charged

was $1.00 from Indianapolis to LaFayette and $1.25 from LaFayette

to Chicago. While the Big Four station at LaFayette is about the

same distance from the street railway tracks as is the Monon sta-

tion, the latter is more centrally located and probably by reason of

being more widely advertised appears to be considered more con-

venient by patrons from Indianapolis, at any rate the Monon ex-

cursions from LaFayette have been the more successful.

fn November the Indianapolis & Northwestern was enabled to

advertise an excursion to St. Louis for $4.40 for the round trip in

competition with the steam roads excursions from Indianapolis, in

which the rate was $6.00 for the round trip for similar accommoda-
tions. From November 14th to 30th, inclusive, the Clover Leaf

route made a rate of $3.00 for the round trip to St. Louis from sta-

tions on its line between Forest and Kirkpatrick inclusive; from

other points the rate was $3.50. As the section between Forest and
Kirkpatrick includes Frankfort the Indianapolis & Northwestern at

once advertised a $4.40 rate from Indianapolis to St. Louis via

Frankfort, $1.40 being the regular rate on the electric between

Indianapolis and Frankfort. The first day this rate was put in

effect 5 passengers for St. Louis were secured, the second day 13,

and the third, fourth and fifth days 30 each.
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It is the intention oi the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction

Co to put on an early car, leaving Indianapolis about 4 o'clock, to

connect with the regular Chicago milk tram on the Mono,,, which

leaves LaFavette at 6:00 a. m. Inasmuch as th,s car w,ll be the

first to leave Indianapolis and have practically a clear road all the

way through, it will be quite practicable to „,ake this run ,n less

than two hours, and so insure the connection at LaFayctte.

.

—

<-•

The Chicago Subway Co.

The Chicago Subway Co., of New Jersey, has been organized with

a capital stock of $50,000,000 and is composed of men who reprc

sent go per cent, of the railroads having Chicago term,nals 1 he

directors of the new company, i, is said, will include E. H. Harii-

,nan. who represents a large interest in the Illinois C-.tral a-u

Chicago & Alton, as well as control ol the I.„,on and So ilhcrn

Pacific -system; Jame. Stillman, president of the National Cy

Bank of New York: Jacob II. Schiff, of the banking firm of Kuhn.

Loch & Co.; P. A. Valentine, of .\rn,onr & Co., a director in various

railroads; and A. G. Wheeler, president of the Illinois lelephono &

Telegraph Co,
1 j ,1,

,

The Subway company has taken over tl-.e entire stock of th.

Illinois Telephone Construction Co. and two-thirds of the capit...

stock of the Illinois Tu.mel Co. and stands ready to take over

all the remaining stock of the tunnel company at the terms o.i

which ,t required the two-thirds. The Illinois lelephone Co -

struction Co. will remain as the home operattng comPany bu

owned by the Chicago Subway Co., President Wheeler of "'<= I">"°

Tunnel Co. reUining his present position. I wo thousand ton of

freight per day are now being handled in the 15 •"<les of tunnel al

ready constructed and the new owner will extend and improved tUe

system with a view of transporting the freight of the steam

roads intereMed in this underground system.

The charter filed by the Chicago Subway Co. is very broad,

from which it is evident that the organizers of the company havr

in m,nd many possible developments of the future. I he company

is empowered by its charter to conduct frcght, passenger a. d

power transportation business, to construct, acquire and opera e

I^ilroad, by electricity or any other power, to maintain and operate

telegraph and telephone lines and exchanges and systems, to ac-

qu,re, construct and operate tunnels and all terminal properties

and appliances.
-•-»

World's Fair Awards.

In addition to those enumerated in the November issi,e of the

"Review," the following awards have been made to exhtbitors at

the Louisiana Purchase Kxposition:

The Elliot Frog & Switch Co., East St. Loms, 111., was awarde.l

a gold medal. While the company .nakes track appbances for

electric street and ,nterurt,an lines, the exhibit was confined to

material used by slean, roads and consisted of its well k.iow,^

"Eureka" spring rail frog for main line service, .ts improved 1, Img

frog for use in yar.ls, which gives a continuous rail on both tracks,

and split switches showing improvements in adjustable feature>

The company also exhibited its rigid frogs, switch stands and the

Hasty three throw split switch.

The Locke Insulator Manufacturing Co., of Victor, N. V., wa^

awarded a gold medal for its exhibit of high potential glass and

porcelain insulators and special insulating material.

The Green Engineering Co., of Chicago, was awarded a gold

medal for its exhibit, the highest award given to any stoker ex-

hibited. This exhibit was described in the "Daily Street Rail

way Review" for Wednesday, October 12th.

•-^*-

New Patent Sanding Machine.

The electrotype here represented is that of a sanding machine

especially designed by the J, A, Fay & Egan Co., 250 W I;ront St

Cincinnati, for use in obtaining smooth surfaces on materials used

in the manufacture of carriages, furniture, cars, etc.

The machine is particularly recommended for use where a per-

fectly smooth surface is desired either for varnishing or pa.nting.

It is massive and substantial, and saves the work of several ma

.bine, for doing this character of work. The three steel polishing.
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cylinders iipnn which the paper is placed have a vibratory motion

to prevent the formation of lines, and arc eiinipped with a devicr

for quickly apjilying tlic sandpaper and giving it the proper tension.

Kach cylinder carries a different grade of paper, the third cylinder

giving the final and smoother finish.

'I'he feed is very powcrfnl, and consists of eight feed rolls, four

above and four below, driven by a train of heavy expansion gear-

ing, and will open to receive material 8 in. thick. The machine

is made to work material from 30 to 80 in. wide, and has a brush

attachment which cleans the stock after it has passed through the

machine. The pressure rolls are so arranged that the adjustments

can be made easily, quickly, and accurately, and the feed started

and stopped instantly.

« « >

Northwestern Electrical Association.

The Northwestern Electrical .Association at its last meeting de-

cided to include street railway interests in the association and has

accordingly sent out an invitation to the various street railway com-

panies to join the organization. This is an inter-state organiza-

tion, whose convention proceedings, papers and discussions have been

found very valuable to its members and those interested in electric

light and power development. Prominent manufacturers and

dealers make excellent exhibits of the most modern machinery, ap-

paratus, appliances and supplies at the meetings of the association

and original papers of direct business interest are read and dis-

cussed. Owner.s, managers and superintendents of electric liglit.

power or railway plants, electricians, electrical or mechanical en-

gineers, and all persons engaged in the business of generating and

supplying electricity for commercial or public use, are eligible to

active membership, while all manufacturers of and dealers in elec-

trical machinery, supplies, appliances or material, are eligible to

associate membership, fn the past the association has done much

good for the lighting and power interests for the Northwest and

there is no reason why the association should not be equally bene-

ficial to street and interurban railway interests.

The association at present includes the states of Illinois, Michi-

gan, Wisconsin. Minnesota, Indiana and Iowa. The officers of the

association are; President, T. F. Grover, Fon du Lac, Wis.; first

vice-president, Cieorge B. Lukes, Fvanston, III.; second vice-presi-

dent, Ed. Daniell. Menominee, Mich.; secretary and treasurer,

Thomas R. Mercein, Milwaukee. Wis. The directors are W. II.

Schott, Chicago; U. C. Jackson, Madison, Wis., and II. .Mmerl.

Oak Park, III. The association has independent legislative com-

mittees in each of the above mentioned states, of which S. B. Liver-

more, of Winona. Minn., is chairman. The members of the legis-

latives committees are as follows: Illinois— E. P. Maxwell, Dixon;

W. H. Schott. Chicago; H. Almert, Oak Park. Michigan—

W

Worth Bean, St. Joseph; W. F. Kingan, Sault Ste. Marie; Ed.

Daniell, Menominee. Wisconsin—John I. Beggs, Milwaukee; C.

H. Williams, Madison; W. P. Bragg, Monroe. Minnesota— S. B.

Livermore. Winona; 11. J. Gille, St. Paul; G. D. Shepardson, Min-

neapolis. Indiana—J. II. Harding, La Porte; .\. M. Barron, South

Bend; H. W. Frund. Vinenncs. Iowa— F. L. Diserens, Cedar

Rapids; C. C. Hammond, Mason City; and the manager of the

Eagle Grove Electric Co.

The next meeting of the association will be held in Milwaukee,

commencing on Wednesday, Jan. 18, 1905.

r 'VVestinghouse Oil Circuit Breakers.

The new type of electrically operated autumatic oil circuit breaker

which is illustrated herewith has recently been put upon the market

by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufj.cturing Co. It is designed

for voltages of from 3,300 to J5.000 and is adapted to the modern

system of distant control.

This circuit breaker is made in single pole imits, each being

mounted apart from the switchboard in a brick or concrete com-

partment. Combinations of dilTerent numbers of poles are made
by placing the units side by side. The base of each unit is of

treated soapstone and carries two heavy porcelain insulators which

support the stationary contacts and the connection to the external

circuit. On breaking the circuit the final arc is taken by a special

tip, which is easily replaced.

WESTINdllolSK (III. 1 IKCLIT l!KH.\KEI(.

The movable contacts arc in the shape of truncated cones which

fit into corresponding surfaces made of copper springs. This in-

sures a positive contact over the entire surface. The inner surface

of the tanks is shaped so as to require the minimum amount of oil

and the open position is in all cases maintained by gravity. A pow-
erful electro-magnet is arranged with its movable core attached

to a system of levers so that when the magnet is energized the cir-

cuit breaker is closed. A second electro-magnet acts as a tripping

coil and may be controlled by a relay. A. small switch mounted on

the base operates by the motion of the levers in opening or closing

the main switch and this controls a telltale indicator and lamp.

These circuit breakers have no live parts exposed.

Advertising Literature.

"HAPPY I>AYS" i.s the title of the picture Hint decorates the De-
cember calendar of the Lumen Bearing Co.. of Buffalo. N. Y.. maker
of I..otti.s linin;^ metal.

GENKRAI., ELECTRIC CO. publications of recent date include
"Supplement to Suppl.v CntaloK No. 7.i75. Parts of B-l.t and B-23 Con-
trollor.s;" flyer No. 2144. "Pillow Blocks;" bulletin No. 4391. supersed-
ing No. 42;;4. "Air Blast Transformers;" and bulletin No. 4390, super-
seding No. 41S.S. "Electric Railwa>' Locomotives."
THE UNITED TEI^PHERAGB CO.. 20 Broad St.. New Y'ork City,

includes in il.s recent publications circular No. Si. "Electricity aiiplied
to the conveying of ashes from the boiler room to enrs. hoppers,
dumps or barges." and No. 51, "For hoisting and transporting ma-
terial betw<'en barges, scows, steamers or sailing vessels and railroads,
piers or warehouses."
THE NEW HIOHW.XY BRIDGE across the Miami River at Eliza-

bothlown. O.. is believed to bo the longest simple truss span in the
world. It has a length of 586 ft. from center to center of end pins.
The bridge i.s for Hamilton County and was designed and is being
manufactured by the Braekett Bridge Co., of Cincinnati, of which
Mr. H. G. T>rrell is chief engineer.
THE CLAYTON AIR COMPRESSOR WORKS, 114-llS Liberty St.,

New York, manufacturer of the Clayton air t ompressors. in its Bulle-
tin C-201 desci-ibes and illustrates the many types of single and duplex
air compressoi-s manufaclur.-^d at its works. The main features of
Clayton compressors include completely wtiter-Jacketed air e.vlinders,
self-contained and removable air v:ilves and seats, extra heavy fly-
wheels, and all reciprocating parts adjustable for wear.
W. N. MATTHi:WS & BRC 600 Carleton Kldg., St. Louis, exclusive

distributers of Stombaugh guy anchors and steam scale knockers, are
distributing some striking advertising literature in the interest of
their products, which include a card with pictures of Miss Columbia
and L'ncte Sam, advertising Stombaugh guy anchors as "America's
Best." and a folder, the outside of which lias the appearance of a door
and across which is wi-itten. "No Admittance Except on Business."'
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